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Puejac
The Thirty-Sixth Legislature of the State of Wash-

ington convened at 12 o'clock noon, January 12, 1959
(being the second Monday in January), and adjourned
sine die March 12, 1959.

All acts passed by the session, either approved by the
Governor or allowed to become law without his signa-
ture, take effect ninety days after adjournment. The
effective date falls this year on 12 o'clock midnight,
June 10, 1959, except relief bills, appropriations and
other acts in which emergencies have been declared, or
acts in which the effective date has been postponed.

VICTOR A. MEYERS
Secretary of State





LAWS OF WASHINGTON
PASSED AT THE

Thirty-Sixth Regular Session
1959

CHAPTER 1.
[INITIATIVE MEASURE 23 TO THE LEGISLATURE.I

CIVIL SERVICE FOR -SHERIFF'S EMPLOYEES.

AN ACT providing civil service status for certain employees of
the various county sheriffs; creating civil service commis-
sions to administer the act; and setting forth their powers
and duties; excepting certain employees therefrom; listing
grounds for dismissal, censure or disciplining of employees
within the act; forbidding sheriff's employees to engage in
any political activity or to contribute to political funds;
making county commissioners responsible for funds to ad-
minister the act; and providing penalties for violations
thereof.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The general purpose of this act is to Purpose.

establish a merit system of employment for county
deputy sheriffs and other employees of the office of
co unty sheriff, thereby raising the standards and
efficiency of such offices and law enforcement in
general.

SEC. 2. Definition of terms: Definitions.

(1) "Commission" means the civil service corn- "Commnission."

mission, or combined county civil service comnmis-
sion, herein created, and "commissioner" means any ."Commis-
one of the three members of any such commission; sioner."

(2) "Appointing power" means the County sher- "Appointing

iff who is invested by law with power and authority power."

to select, appoint, or employ any deputy, deputies
or other necessary employees subject to civil service;
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CH. 1.] SESSION LAWS, 1959

mApnt- (3) "Appointment" includes all means of select-
ing, appointing, or employing any person to any
office, place, position, or employment subject to civil
service;

"County." (4) "County" means any county of the state, or
any counties combined pursuant to Section 4 for the
purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act;

sheeput. (5) "Deputy sheriff or other members of the
office of county sheriff" means all persons regularly
employed in the office of county sheriff either on a
part-time or full-time basis.

Commission
created. SEc. 3. There is created in each county and in

each combination of counties, combined pursuant to
Section 4 to carry out the provisions of this act, a
civil service commission which shall be composed of

appoined. three persons. The commission members shall be
appintd. appointed by the board of county commissioners, or

boards of county commissioners of each combination
of counties, within sixty days after the effective date

Qualifications, of this act. No person shall be appointed to the com-
mission who is not a citizen of the United States, a
resident of the county, or one of the counties com-
bined, for at least two years immediately preceding
his appointment, and an elector of the county

Terms, wherein he resides. The term of office of the com-
missioners shall be six years, except that the first
three members of the commission shall be appointed
for different terms, as follows: One to serve for a
period of two years, one to serve for a period of four
years, and one to serve for a period of six years.

Removal. Any member of the commission may be removed
from office for incompetency, incompatibility, or
dereliction of duty, or malfeasance in office, or other
good cause: Provided, That no member of the com-
mission shall be removed until charges have been
preferred, in writing, due notice, and a full hearing

Vacancies, had. Any vacancy in the commission shall be filled
by the county commissioners for the unexpired term.

[83]



SESSION LAWS, 1959 [l.1

Two members of the commission shall constitute a Quorum.

quorum and the votes of any two members con-
currmng shall be sufficient for the decision of all
matters and the transaction of all business to be
decided or transacted by the commission. Confirma-
tion of the appointment of commissioners by any
legislative body shall not be required. At the time Political
of appointment not more than two commissioners aflain

shall be adherents of the same political party. No
member after appointment shall hold any salaried
public office or engage in county employment, other
than his commission duties. The members of the
commission shall serve without compensation.

SEC. 4. Any counties of the fourth class or of
lesser classifications, whether contiguous or not, are
authorized to establish and operate a combined civil
service system to serve all counties so combined.
The combination of any such counties shall be effec-
tive whenever each board of county commissioners
of the counties involved adopts a resolution declar-
ing intention to participate in the operation of a
combined county civil service system in accordance
with agreements made between any such counties.
Any such combined county civil service commission
shall serve the employees of each county sheriff's
office impartially and according to need.

All matters affecting the combined civil service
commission, including the selection of commis-
sioners, shall be decided by majority vote of all the
county commissioners of the counties involved.

All the provisions of this act shall apply equally
to any such combined civil service system.

SEC. 5. Immediately after appointment the com-
mission shall organize by electing one of its members
chairman and shall hold regular meetings at least
once a month, and such additional meetings as may
be required for the proper discharge of its duties.

191

Combined
civil service
authorized for
certain
counties.

Commission
organization-
Meetings.
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CR 1.]SESSION LAWS, 1959

Chief It shall appoint a chief examiner who shall also
serve as secretary of the commission and such assist-
ants as may be necessary. The chief examiner shall
keep the records for the commission, preserve all
reports made to it, superintend and keep a record of
all examinations held under its direction, and per-
form such other duties as the commission may pre-
scribe.

The chief examiner shall be appointed as a result
of competitive examination which examination may
be either original and open to all properly qualified
citizens of the county, or promotional and limited to
persons already in the service of the county sheriff's
office. The chief examiner may be subject to sus-
pension, reduction, or discharge in the same manner
and subject to the same limitations as are provided
in the case of members of the classified service.

Duties of E.6 tsalb h uyo h ii evc
commission. SE.6Itsalbthduyothcilseve

commission:
(1) To make suitable rules and regulations not

inconsistent with the provisions hereof. Such rules
and regulations shall provide in detail the manner
in which examinations may be held, and appoint-
ments, promotions, transfers, reinstatements, demo-
tions, suspensions, and discharges shall be made, and
may also provide for any other matters connected
with the general subject of personnel administration,
and which may be considered desirable to further
carry out the general purposes of this act, or which
may be found to be in the interest of good personnel
administration. The rules and regulations and any
amendments thereof shall be printed, mimeo-
graphed, or multigraphed for free public distribu-
tion. Such rules and regulations may be changed
from time to time.

(2) To give practical tests which shall consist
only of subjects which will fairly determine the
capacity of persons examined to perform duties of

[10]
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SESSION LAWS, 1959[C..

the position to which appointment is to be made.
Such tests may include tests of physical fitness or
manual skill or both.

(3) To make investigations concerning and re-
port upon all matters touching the enforcement and
effect of the provisions of this act, and the rules and
regulations prescribed hereunder; to inspect all de-
partments, offices, places, positions, and employ-
ments affected by this act, and ascertain whether
this act and all such rules and regulations are being
obeyed. Such investigations may be made by the
commission or by any commissioner designated by
by the commission for that purpose. Not only must
these investigations be made by the commission as
aforesaid, but the commission must make like in-
vestigation on petition of a citizen, duly verified,
stating that irregularities or abuses exist, or setting
forth in concise language, in writing, the necessity
for such investigation. In the course of such investi-
gation the commission or designated commissioner,
or chief examiner, may administer oaths, subpoena
and require the attendance of witnesses and the
production by them of books, papers, documents, and
accounts appertaining to the investigation and also
cause the deposition of witnesses residing within or
without the state to be taken in the manner pre-
scribed by law for like depositions in civil actions
in the superior court; and the oaths administered
and the subpoenas issued hereunder shall have the
same force and effect as the oaths administered and
subpoenas issued by a superior court judge in his
judicial capacity; and the failure of any person so
subpoenaed to comply with the provisions of this
section shall be deemed a violation of this act, and
punishable as such.

(4) To conduct hearings and investigations in
accordance with this act and by the rules of practice
and procedure adopted by the commission, and in the
conduct thereof neither the commission, nor desig-

[ 11]
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CH. 1.] SESSION LAWS, 1959

Duties of ae omsinrsal ebudb ehia
commission. ntdcmisoe hl ebudb ehia

rules of evidence. No informality in any proceedings
or hearing, or in the manner of taking testimony
before the commission or designated commissioner,
shall invalidate any order, decision, rule, or regula-
tion made, approved, or confirmed by the commis-
sion: Provided, That no order, decision, rule, or
regulation made by any designated commissioner
conducting any hearing or investigation alone shall
be of any force or effect whatsoever unless and until
concurred in by at least one of the other two mem-
bers.

(5) To hear and determine appeals or complaints
respecting the allocation of positions, the rejection
of an examinee, and such other matters as may be
referred to the commission.

(6) To provide for, formulate, and hold competi-
tive tests to determine the relative qualifications of
persons who seek employment in any class or posi-
tion and as a result thereof establish eligible lists for
the various classes of positions, and provide that per-
sons laid off because of curtailment of expenditures,
reduction in force, and for like causes, head the list
in the order of their seniority, to the end that they
shall be the first to be reemployed.

(7) To certify to the appointing authority, when
a vacant position is to be filled, on written request,
the name of the person highest on the eligible list
for the class. If there is no such list, to authorize a
provisional or temporary appointment list for such
class. Such temporary provisional appointment shall
not continue for a period longer than four months;
nor shall any person receive more than one provi-
sional appointment or serve more than four months
as provisional appointee in any one fiscal year.

(8) To keep such records as may be necessary
for the proper administration of this act.

[12]



SESSION LAWS, 1959 C.1

SEC. 7. The classified civil service and provisions Unc]~assifled

of this act shall include all deputy sheriffs and Other srie

employees of the office of sheriff in each county ex-
cept the following positions which are hereby desig-
nated the unclassified service:

(1) The county sheriff in every county;
(2) In each class A and class AA county; the

positions of undersheriff, inspector, chief criminal
deputy, chief civil deputy, jail superintendent, and
one private secretary;

(3) In each county of the first class, second class,
and third class; three principal positions comparable
to undersheriff, a chief criminal deputy, and a chief
civil deputy;

(4) In each of all other counties; one position to
be appointed by the sheriff.

SEC. 8. All appointments to and promotions to Basis for

positions in the classified civil service of the office of promotion..

county sheriff shall be made solely on merit, effi-
ciency, and fitness, which shall be ascertained by
open competitive examination and impartial investi-
gation. No person in the classified civil service shall
be reinstated in or transferred, suspended, or dis-
charged from any such place, position, or employ-
ment contrary to the provisions of this act.

SEC. 9. For the benefit of the public service and Persons now
eligible for

to prevent delay, injury, or interruption therein by permanent

reason of the enactment hereof, all persons holding ~P
a position which is deemed classified by Section 7 for
a continuous period of six months prior to the effec-
tive date of this act, are eligible for permanent ap-
pointment under civil service to the offices, places,
positions, or employments which they then held
without examination or other act on their part, and
not on probation; and every such person is auto-
matically adopted and inducted permanently into
civil service, into the office, place, position, or em-
ployment which he then held as completely and

[ 13]1
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CH 1.]SESSION LAWS, 1959

effectually to all intents and purposes as if such
person had been permanently appointed thereto
under civil service after examination and investiga-
tion.

Qualifctn SEC. 10. An applicant for a position of any kind
for position. under civil service, must be a citizen of the United

States and an elector of the county in which he re-
sides, who can read and write the English language'
and must have been a resident of the state for at least
one year.

ciiTenrie.de SEC. 11. The tenure of every person holding an
office, place, position, or-employment 'under the pro-
visions of this act shall be only during good behavior,

Grounds for and any such person may be removed or discharged,
los o tnue.suspended without pay, demoted, or reduced in rank,

or deprived of vacation privileges or other special
privileges for any of the following reasons:

(1), Incompetency, inefficiency, or inattention to,
or dereliction of duty;

(2) Dishonesty, intemperance, immoral conduct,
insubordination, discourteous treatment of the pub-
lic, or a fellow employee, or any other act of omission
or commission tending to injure the public service;
or any other wilful failure on the part of the em-
ployee to properly conduct himself; or any wilful
violation of the provisions of this act or the rules

-arid regulations to be adopted hereunder.;
(J3) Mental or physical unfitness for the position

which the employee holds;
1(4) Dishonest, disgraceful, or prejudicial con-

duct;
(5) Drunkenness or use of intoxicating liquors,

narcotics, or any other habit forming drug, liquid,
or preparation to such extent that the use thereof
interferes with the efficiency or mental or physical
fitness of the employee, or which precludes the em-
ployee from properly performing the function and
duties of any position under civil service;

[ 14 1
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SESSION LAWS, 1959[C..

(6) Conviction of a felony, or a misdemeanor in-
volving moral turpitude;

(7) Any other act or failure to act which in the
judgment of the civil service commission is sufficient
to show the offender to be an unsuitable and unfit
person to be employed in the public service.

SEC. 12. No person in the classified civil service Procedure for
rmvasu's-

who has been permanently appointed or inducted pension or
.demotion.

into civil service under provisions of this act, shall
be removed, suspended, or demoted except for cause,
and only upon written accusation of the appointing
power or any citizen or taxpayer; a written state-
ment of which accusation, in general terms, shall be
served upon the accused, and a duplicate filed with
the commission. Any person so removed, suspended,
or demoted may within ten days from the time of
his removal, suspension, or demotion, file with the
commission a written demand for an investigation,
Whereupon the commission shall conduct such in-
v 'estigation. The investigation shall be confined to
the determination of the question of whether the re-
moval, suspension, or demotion was made in good
faith for cause. After such investigation the com-
mission may affirm the removal, or if it finds that
removal, suspension, or demotion was not made in
good faith for cause, shall order the immediate. re-
instatement or reemployment of such person in the
office, place, position, or employment from which
he was removed, suspended, or demoted, which re-
instatement shall, if the commission so provides, be
retroactive, and entitle such person to pay or com-
pensation from the time of the removal, suspension,
or demotion. The commission upon such investiga-
'tion, in lieu of affirming a removal, may modify the
order by directing a suspension without pay, for a
given period, and subsequent restoration to duty, or
demotion in classification, grade, or pay. The find-
ings of the commission shall be certified, in writing

[15]
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Cii. 1.]SESSION LAWS, 1959

to the appointing power, and shall be forthwith en-
forced by such officer.

All investigations made by the commission pur-
suant to this section shall be by public hearing, after
reasonable notice to the accused of the time and
place thereof, at which hearing the accused shall be
afforded an opportunity of appearing in person and
by counsel, and presenting his defense. If order of
removal, suspension, or demotion is concurred in by
the commission or a majority thereof, the accused
may appeal therefrom to the superior court of the
county wherein he resides. Such appeal shall be
taken by serving the commission, within thirty days
after the entry of its order, a written notice of ap-
peal, stating the grounds thereof, and demanding
that a certified transcript of the record and of all
papers on file in the office of the commission affect-
ing or relating to its order, be filed by the commnission
with the court. The commission shall, within ten
days after the filing of the notice, make, certify, and
file such transcript with the court. The court shall
thereupon proceed to hear and determine the appeal
in a summary manner. Such hearing shall be con-
fined to the determination of whether the order of
removal, suspension, or demotion made by the com-
mission, was or was not made in good faith for cause,
and no appeal shall be taken except upon such
ground or grounds. The decision of the superior
court may be appealed to the supreme court.

Procedure SEC. 13. Whenever a position in the classified
when vacancy
in position, service becomes vacant, the appointing power, if it

desires to fill the vacancy, shall requisition the com-
mission for the name and address of a person eligible
for appointment thereto. The commission shall cer-
tify the name of the person highest on the eligible
list for the class to which the vacant position has
been allocated, who is willing to accept employment.
If there is no appropriate eligible list for the class,

[ 16 ]
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SESSION LAWS, 1959[C.1

the commission shall certify the name of the person
standing highest on the list held appropriate for such
class. If more than one vacancy is to be filled an
additional name shall be certified for each additional
vacancy. The appointing power shall forthwith ap-
point such person to the vacant position.

To enable the appointing power to exercise a
choice in the filling of positions, no appointment,
employment, or promotion in any position in the
classified service shall be deemed complete until
after the expiration of a period of one year's proba- Probationary

tionary service, as may be provided in the rules of service.

the civil service commission, during which the ap-
pointing power may terminate the employment of
the person certified to him, if during the perform-
ance test thus afforded, upon observation or consid-
eration of the performance of duty, the appointing
power deems him unfit or unsatisfactory for service
in the office of county sheriff. Thereupon the ap-
pointing power shall designate the person certified
as standing next highest on any such list and such
person shall likewise enter upon said duties for the
probationary period, until some person is found
who is deemed fit for appointment, employment, or
promotion whereupon the appointment, employ-
ment, or promotion shall be deemed complete.

SEC. 14. All offices, places, positions, and em- Appointing
power to fill

ployments coming within the purview of this act, position, fix

shall be filled by the appointing power with the con-copnai.
sent of the board of county commissioners, and
nothing herein contained shall infringe upon such
authority that an appointing power may have to fix
the salaries and compensation of all employees em-
ployed hereunder.

SEC. 15. No treasurer, auditor or other officer, Payroll
certified byor employee of any county subject to this chapter commission

shall approve the payment of or be in any manner
concerned in paying, auditing, or approving any

[ 17)1
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C~ 1.]SESSION LAWS, 1959

salary, wage, or other compensation for services, to
any person subject to the jurisdiction and scope of
this act, unless a payroll, estimate, or account for
such salary, wage, or other compensation, contain-
ing the names of the persons to be paid, the amount
to be paid to each such person, the services on
account of which same is paid, and any other inf or-
mation which, in the judgment of the civil service
commission, should be furnished on such payroll,
bears the certificate of the civil service commission,
or of its chief examiner or other duly authorized
agent, that the persons named therein have been
appointed or employed in compliance with the terms
of this act and the rules of the commission, and that
the payroll, estimate, or account is, insofar as known
to the commission, a true and accurate statement.
The commission shall refuse to certify the pay of
any public officer or employee whom it finds to be
illegally or improperly appointed, and may further
refuse to certify the pay of any public officer or
employee who wilfully or through culpable neg-
ligence, violates or fails to comply with this act or
with the rules of the commission.

Leave of SEC. 16. Leave of absence, without pay, may be
absence
authorized, granted by any appointing power to any person

under civil service: Provided, That such appointing
power gives notice of the leave to the commission.
All temporary employment caused by leaves of ab-
sence shall be made from the eligible list of the
classified civil service.

Civil suits--cmiso hl n
County prose- SEC. 17. The comsinsalbegin adcon-
cuting
attorney, duct all civil suits which may be necessary for the

proper enforcement of this act and rules of the com-
mission. The commission shall be represented in
such suits by the prosecuting attorney of the county.
In the case of combined counties any one or more of
the prosecuting attorneys of each county so com-

[ 18]1
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SESSION LAWS, 1959[C.1

bined may be selected by the commission to repre-
sent it.

SEC. 18. No commissioner or any other person, Certain acts

shall, by himself or in cooperation with others, de- prohibited.

feat, deceive, or obstruct any person in respect of
his right of examination or registration according
to the rules and regulations, or falsely mark, grade,
estimate, or report upon the examination or proper
standing of any person examined, registered, or cer-
tified pursuant to this act, or aid in so doing, or make
any false representation concerning the same, or con-
cerning the person examined, or furnish any person
any special or secret information for the purpose of
improving or injuring the prospects or chances of
any person so examined, registered or certified, or to
be examined, registered, or certified or persuade any
other person, or permit or aid in any manner any
other person to personate him, in connection with
any examination or registration of application or
request to be examined or registered.

The right of any person to an appointment or
promotion to any position in a sheriff's office shall
not be withheld because of his race, color, creed,
national origin, political affiliation or belief, nor shall
any person be dismissed, demoted, or reduced in
grade for such reason.

SEC. 19. No person holding any office, place, Political
practices

position, or employment subject to civil service, prohibited.

shall contribute to any political fund or render any
political service to any person or party whatsoever,
and no person shall be removed, reduced in grade
or salary, or otherwise prejudiced for refusing so to
do. No public officer, whether elected or appointed,
shall discharge, promote, demote, or in any manner
change the official rank, employment, or compensa-
tion of any person under civil service or promise or
threaten so to do for giving or withholding, or
neglecting to make any contribution of money, or

[19]
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CH 1.]SESSION LAWS, 1959

service, or any other valuable thing, for any political
purpose.

Cooperation SEC. 20. All officers and employees of each
of county
require. county shall aid in all proper ways in carrying out

the provisions of this act, and such rules and regula-
tions as may, from time to time, be prescribed by
the commission and afford the commission, its mem-
bers, and employees, all reasonable facilities and
assistance in the inspection of books, papers, docu-
ments, and accounts applying or in any way apper-
taining to any and all offices, places, positions, and
employments, subject to civil service, and also shall
produce such books, papers, documents, and ac-
counts, and attend and testify, whenever required
so to do by the commission or any commissioner.

Funds for SEC. 21. The board of county commissioners of
spotof

comision, each county may provide in the county budget for
each fiscal year a sum equal to one-half of one per
cent of the preceding year's total payroll of those
included under the jurisdiction and scope of this
act. The funds so provided shall be used for the
support of the commission. Any part of the funds so
provided and not expended for the support of the
commission during the fiscal year shall be placed in
the general fund of the county, or counties according
to the ratio of contribution, on the first day of Janu-
ary following the close of such fiscal year.

Violation, SEC. 22. Any person who wilfully violates any
misdemeanor
-Penalty". of the provisions of this act shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be
punished by a fine of not more than one hundred
dollars and by imprisonment in the county jail for
not longer than thirty days or by both such fine and
imprisonment. The superior court shall have juris-
diction of all such offenses.

Severability. SEC. 23. If any section, sentence, clause, or
phrase of this act should be held to be invalid or

[ 20]
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SESSION LAWS, 1959[C.2

unconstitutional, the validity or constitutionality
thereof shall not affect the validity or constitution-
ality of any other section, sentence, clause, or phrase
of this act.

Filed in the office of the Secretary of State
August 7, 1956.

Passed by vote of the people November 4, 1958
at the state general election.

Proclamation signed by the Governor December
4, 1958.

CHAPTER 2.
[ S. B. 41.]1

APPROPRIATION-EXPENSES OF LEGISLATURE.
AN ACT relating to the expenses of the thirty-sixth legislature;

making an appropriation therefor, and declaring an emer-
gency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby appropriated out of
the state general fund the sum of three hundred
eighty thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may
be necessary, for the purpose of paying the expenses,
except legislative printing, of the thirty-sixth legis-
lature. From the amount hereby appropriated:

(1) The Senate shall not expend more than one
hundred seventy-five thousand dollars; and

(2) The House of Representatives shall not ex-
pend more than two hundred five thousand dollars.

SEC. 2. None of the funds appropriated herein interim
committee

shall be expended by or for the legislative council, exclusion.

the legislative budget committee or any other legis-
lative interim committee.

[ 21 3

Appropriation.
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CH 3.]SESSION LAWS, 1959

Emergency. SEC. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate
support of the state government and shall take effect
immediately.

Passed the Senate January 15, 1959.
Passed the House January 16, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 3.
[ S. B. 42.]1

APPROPRIATION-LEGISLATIVE PRINTING.

AN ACT relating to legislative printing; making an appropria-
tion; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Appropriation. SECTION 1. There is hereby appropriated out of
the general fund the sum of ninety thousand dollars,
or so much thereof as may be necessary, to pay for
such printing as may be ordered by the thirty-sixth
legislature, or either branch thereof.

Emergency. SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
support of the state government and shall take effect
immediately.

Passed the Senate January 15, 1959.
Passed the House January 16, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 20, 1959.

[ 22 ]
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CHAPTER 4.
[ S. B. 43.1

APPROPRIATION-PAYMENTS TO LEGISLATORS IN
LIEU OF SUBSISTENCE AND LODGING.

AN ACT relating to legislators' subsistence; making an appropri-
ation; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby appropriated out of Appropriation.

the state general fund the sum of two hundred and
twenty-three thousand five hundred dollars for pay-
ment to members of the legislature in lieu of
subsistence and lodging while in attendance at the
thirty-sixth legislative session.

SEC. 2. This act is necessary f or the immediate Emergency.

support of the state government and shall take effect
immediately.

Passed the Senate January 15, 1959.
Passed the House January 16, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 5.
[5S. B. 25. 1

FIREMEN'S RELIEF AND PENSIONS-
1947 ACT AMENDED.

AN ACT relating to firemen's relief and pensions; and amending
and reenacting section 8, chapter 91, Laws of 1947 as
divided and amended by sections 1 through 13, chapter 82,
Laws of 1957, and RCW 41.16.080 through 41.16.190 and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 8, chapter 91, Laws of 1947
as divided and amended by sections 1 through 13,
chapter 82, Laws of 1957 is amended and reenacted
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to read as set forth in sections 2 through 13 of this
act.

RCW 41.16.080 Q,,'
enacted SC2.(RCW 41.16.080) Any fireman employed
amendent. in a fire department on and before the first day of

January, 1947, hereinafter in this section and RCW
41.16.090 to 41.16.190 inclusive, referred to as "fire-
man", and who shall have served twenty-five or
more years and having attained the age of fifty-five
years, as a member of the fire department, shall be
eligible for retirement and shall be retired by the
board upon his written request. Upon his retire-
ment any fireman shall be paid a pension based upon
the average monthly salary drawn for the five cal-
endar years before retirement, the number of years
of his service and a percentage factor based upon
his age on entering service, as follows:

Entrance age at Salary
last birthday percentage factor

20 and under .................. 1.50%
21 ............................ 1.55%
22 ............................ 1.60%o
23 ............................ 1.65%7o
24 ............................ 1.70%7
25 ............................ 1.75%o
26 ............................ 1.80%o
27 ............................ 1.85%o
28 ............................ 1.90%o
29 ............................ 1.95%,
30 and over ................... 2.00%o

Said monthly pension shall be in the amount of
his average monthly salary for the five calandar
years before retirement, times the number of years
of service, times the applicable percentage factor.

RCW 41.16.090 SEC. 3. (RCW 41.16.090) No monthly pension
amended.
Limitiof. or benefit shall be paid in excess of one hundred

fifty dollars: Provided, That all pensioners receiv-
ing a pension under the provisions of this chapter as
provided for in section 12, chapter 91, Laws of 1947

f. 24 1
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and RCW 41.16.230, shall have their pensions in-
creased in the amount of twenty-five dollars per
month, beginning at the time this 1957 law becomes
effective; but no pensioners will be entitled to re-
ceive more than one hundred and fifty dollars per
month.

SEC. 4. (RCW 41.16.100) The widow, child, RCW 41.16.100
enacted

children or beneficiary of any fireman retired under without
amendment.

this chapter shall receive an amount equal to his
accumulated contributions to the fund, plus earned
interest thereon compounded semiannually: Pro-
vided, That there shall be deducted from said sum
the amount paid to decedent in pensions and the re-
mainder shall be paid to his widow, child, children
or beneficiary: Provided further, That the amount
paid shall not be less than one thousand dollars.

SEC. 5. (RCW 41.16.110) Whenever any fire- RCW 4.16.110

man shall die while eligible to retirement on account without

of years of service, and shall not have been retired, aedet

benefits shall be paid in accordance with ROW 41-
.16.100.

SEC. 6. (ROW 41.16.120) Whenever any active RCW41.16.120

fireman or fireman retired for disability shall die as without
amendment.

the result of an accident or other fortuitous event
occurring while in the performance of his duty, his
widow may elect to accept a monthly pension equal
to one-half the deceased fireman's salary but in no
case in excess of one hundred fifty dollars per month,
or the sum of five thousand dollars cash. The right
of election must be exercised within sixty days of
the fireman's death. If not so exercised, the pension
benefits shall become fixed and shall be paid from
the date of death. Such pension shall cease if, and
when, she remarries. If there is no widow, then
such pension benefits shall be paid to his child or
children.

SEC. 7. (RCW 41.16.130) (1) Any fireman who
shall become disabled as a result of the performance
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ROW 41.16.130
enacted
without
amendment.

RCW 41.16.140
enacted
without
amendment.

of his duty or duties as defined in this chapter, may
be retired at the expiration of six months from the
date of his disability, upon his written request filed
with his retirement board. The board may upon such
request being filed, consult such medical advice as it
sees fit, and may have the applicant examined by
such physicians as it deems desirable. If from the
reports of such physicians the board finds the appli-
cant capable of performing his duties in the fire de-
partment, the board may refuse to recommend his
retirement.

(2) If the board deems it for the good of the fire
department or the pension fund, it may recommend
the applicant's retirement without any request
therefor by him, after giving him a thirty days
notice. Upon his retirement he shall be paid a
monthly disability pension in amount equal to one-
half of his monthly salary at date of retirement, but
which shall not exceed one hundred fifty dollars a
month. If he recovers from his disability he shall
thereupon be restored to active service, with the
same rank he held when he retired.

(3) If the fireman dies during disability and not
as a result thereof, RCW 41.16.160 shall apply.

SEC. 8. (RCW 41.16.140) Any fireman who has
served more than fifteen years and sustains a dis-
ability not in the performance of his duty which
renders him unable to continue his service, shall
within sixty days exercise his choice either to re-
ceive his contribution to the fund, plus earned inter-
est compounded semiannually, or be retired and
paid a monthly pension based on the factor of his
age shown in RCW 41.16.080, times his average
monthly salary as a member of the fire department
of his municipality at the date of his retirement,
times the number of years of service rendered at
the time he sustained such disability. If such fire-
man shall die leaving surviving him a wife, or child
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or children, then such wife, or if he leaves no wife,
then his child or children shall receive the sum of
his contributions, plus accumulated compound inter-
est, and such payment shall be reduced in the
amount of the payments made to deceased.

SEC. 9. (RCW 41.16.150) (1) Any fireman who Rcw 4.16.150
enacted

has served twenty years or more and who shall without
amendment.

resign or be dismissed, shall have the option of re-
ceiving all his contributions plus earned interest
compounded semiannually, or a monthly pension in
the amount of his average monthly salary times the
number of years of service rendered, times one and
one-half percent. Payment of such pension shall
commence at the time of severance from the fire
department, or at the age of fifty-five years, which-
ever shall be later. The fireman shall have sixty
days from the severance date to elect which option
he will take. In the event he fails to exercise his
right of election then he shall receive the amount of
his contributions plus accrued compounded interest.
In the event he elects such pension, but dies before
attaining the age of fifty-five, his widow, or if he
leaves no widow, then his child or children shall
receive only his contribution, plus accrued com-
pounded interest. In the event he elects to take a
pension and dies after attaining the age of fifty-five,
his widow, or if he leaves no widow, then child or
children shall receive his contributions, plus accrued
compounded interest, less the amount of pension
payments made to such fireman during his lifetime.

(2) Any fireman who shall have served for a
period of less than twenty years, and shall resign
or be dismissed, shall be paid the amount of his con-
tributions, plus accrued compounded interest.

SEC. 10. (RCW 41.16.160) Whenever any fire- RCW 4.16.160

man, after four years of service, shall die fro without

natural causes, or from an injury not sustained in amendment.

the performance of his duty and for which no pen-
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sion is provided in this chapter, and who has not
been retired on account .of disability, his widow, if
she was his wife at the time he was stricken with
his last illness, or at the time he received the injuries
from which he died; or if there is no such widow,
then his child or children shall be entitled to the
amount of his contributions, plus accrued com-
pounded interest, or the sum of one thousand dollars,
whichever sum shall be the greater. In case of death
as above stated, before the end of four years of serv-
ice, an amount based on the proportion of the time
of service to four years shall be paid such benefi-
ciaries.

SEC. 11. (RCW 41.16.170) Whenever a fireman
dies leaving no widow or children, the amount of
his accumulated contributions, plus accrued com-
pounded interest only, shall be paid his beneficiary.

SEC. 12. (RCW 41.16.180) Upon the death of
any active, disabled or retired fireman the board
shall pay from the fund the sum of two hundred
dollars to assist in defraying the funeral expenses of
such fireman.

SEC. 13. (RCW 41.16.190) No fireman disabled
in the performance of duty shall receive a pension
until six months has elapsed after such disability
was sustained. Therefore, whenever the retirement
board, pursuant to examination by the board's physi-
cian and such other evidence as it may require, shall
find a fireman has been disabled while in the per-
formance of his duties, it shall declare him inactive.
For a period of six months from the time he became
disabled, he shall continue to draw full pay from his
municipality and in addition thereto he shall, at the
expense of the municipality, be provided with such
medical, hospital and nursing care as the retirement
board deems proper. If the board finds at the ex-
piration of six months that the fireman is unable
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to return to and perform his duties, then he shall be
retired as herein provided.

SEC. 14. The provisions of this act are intended Construction.

to be remedial and procedural and any benefits here-
tofore paid to recipients hereunder pursuant to any
previous act are retroactively included and author-
ized as a part of this act.

SEC. 15. If any provision of this act, or its ap- Severability.

plication to any person or circumstance is held in-
valid, the remainder of the act, or the application of
the provision to any other persons or circumstances
is not affected.

SEC. 16. This act is necessary for the immediate Emiergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate January 21, 1959.
Passed the House January 23, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 27, 1959.

CHAPTER 6.
[ 5. B. 51. 1

POLICE RELIEF AND PENSIONS-FIRST CLASS CITIES.

AN ACT relating to pensions for retired police department mem-
bers and their families; reenacting section 4, chapter 39,
Laws of 1909 as last amended by section 1, chapter 84,
Laws of 1957 and RCW 41.20.050; reenacting section 5,
chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as last amended by section 2,
chapter 84, Laws of 1957 and ROW 41.20.060; reenacting
section 7, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as last amended by
section 3, chapter 84, Laws of 1957 and RCW 41.20.080;
and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 4, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 RCW 41.20.050

as last amended by section 1, chapter 84, Laws of ratl
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1957 and RCW 41.20.050 are each reenacted to read
as follows:

Penion 01 or Whenever a person has been duly appointed, and
years of has served honorably for a period of twenty-five
service.

years or more, as a member, in any capacity, of the
regularly constituted police department of a city
subject to the provisions of this chapter, the board
may order and direct that such person be retired,
and the board shall retire any member so entitled,
upon his written request theref or. The member so
retired shall be paid from the fund during his life-
time a pension equal to forty-five percent of the
amount of salary attached to the rank held by the
retired member for the year preceding the date of
his retirement: Provided, That no pension shall ex-
ceed an amount equivalent to one-half the basic
salary of a member holding the rank of captain and
all existing pensions shall be increased to not less
than one hundred fifty dollars per month as of July
1, 1957: Provided further, That for each additional
year of honorable service in excess of twenty-five
years, but not to exceed an additional five years of
service, the retirement benefit percentage herein
provided shall be increased one percent per year.

Any person affected by this chapter who at the
time of entering the armed services was a member
of such police department and has honorably served
in the armed services of the United States in the
time of war, shall have added to his period of em-
ployment as computed under this chapter, his period
of war service in the armed forces, but such credited
service shall not exceed five years and such period
of service shall be automatically added to each mem-
ber's service upon payment by him of his contribu-
tion for the period of his absence at the rate provided
in RCW 41.20.130.

Note: See also section 3, chapter 78, Laws of 1959.

RCW 41.20.060 SEC. 2. Section 5, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 asre enacted.
last amended by section 2, chapter 84, Laws of 1957,
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and RCW 41.20.060 are each reenacted to read as
follows:

Whenever any person, while serving as a police-
man in any such city becomes physically disabled by
reason of any bodily injury received in the immedi-
ate or direct performance or discharge of his duties
as a policeman, or becomes incapacitated for serv-
ice, such incapacity not having been caused or
brought on by dissipation or abuse, of which the
board shall be judge, the board may, upon his
written request filed with the secretary, or without
such written request, if it deems it to be for the
benefit of the public, retire such person from the
department, and order and direct that he be paid
from the fund during his lifetime, a pension equal
to one-half of the amount of salary attached to the
rank which he held in the department at the date
of his retirement, but not to exceed an amount
equivalent to one-half the basic salary of a member
holding the rank of captain, and all existing pensions
shall be increased to not less than one hundred fifty
dollars per month as of July 1, 1957.

Whenever such disability ceases, the pension
shall cease, and such person shall be restored to
active service at the same rank he held at the time
of his retirement, and at the current salary attached
to said rank at the time of his return to active serv-
ice.

Disability benefits provided for by this chapter
shall not be paid when the policeman is disabled
while he is engaged for compensation in outside
work not of a police or special police nature.

Note: See also section 4, chapter 78, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 3. Section 7, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as
last amended by section 3, chapter 84, Laws of 1957,
and RCW 41.20.080 are each reenacted to read as
follows:

Whenever any member of the police department
of any such city loses his lif e through violence while
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Pension on actually engaged in the performance of duty as a
death of
policeman police officer, laiga widow or child or children
throughlevn
violence, under the age of sixteen years, upon satisfactory

proof of such facts made to it, the board shall order
and direct that a pension equal to one-half of the
amount of the salary attached to the rank which
such member held in the police department at the
time of his death, shall be paid to the widow during
her life, or if there is no widow, then to the child or
children, until they are sixteen years of age: Pro-
vided, That if such widow or child or children marry,
the person so marrying shall thereafter receive no
further pension from the fund: Provided further,
That all existing pensions shall be increased to not
less than one hundred fifty dollars per month as of
July 1, 1957.

If any member so losing his life, leaves no wife,
or child or children under the age of sixteen years,
the board shall pay the sum of two hundred dollars
toward the funeral expenses of such member.

Note: See also section 5, chapter 78, Laws of 1959.

Construction. SEC. 4. The provisions of this act are intended
to be remedial and procedural and any benefits here-
tofore paid to recipients hereunder pursuant to any
previous act are retroactively included and author-
ized as a part of this act.

Severability. SEC. 5. If any provision of this act, or its applica-

tion to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the remainder of the act, or the application of the
provision to other persons or circumstances is not
affected.

Emergency. SEC. 6. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate January 21, 1959.
Passed the House January 23, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 27, 1959.
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CHAPTER 7.
[ S. B. 84.]1

STATE TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM.

AN ACT relating to the Washington state teachers' retirement
system; repealing section 49, chapter 80, Laws of 1947,
section 22, chapter 274, Laws of 1955 and RCW 41.32.490;
adding two new sections to chapter 80, Laws of 1947 and
chapter 41.32 RCW; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 80, Laws New section.

of 1947 and to chapter 41.32 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Any former member of the retirement system or Pensions

a former fund who was receiving a pension on July redetermined.

1, 1947, shall in lieu of any pension allowance under
any former law receive beginning on the effective
date of this act a pension equal to as many thirtieths
(not to exceed thirty thirtieths) of one hundred
dollars per month as he has had years of creditable
service: Provided, That any former member who
had not yet attained age sixty years upon July 1,
1947, shall receive a pension of one hundred dollars
per month less two dollars per month for each year
such former member shall have been under age sixty
years on July 1, 1947.

Any former member of the retirement system or
a former fund who was receiving a retirement allow-
ance either for service or disability on June 30, 1955,
shall have, in addition to the pension he was receiv-
ing on that date, such pension from the state in-
creased by a cost of living adjustment of twenty-five
percent beginning on the effective date of this act;
but no former member who has been retired for dis- m1iim

allowance.ability shall receive an allowance of less than sev-
enty-five dollars per month.
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New section. SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 80, Laws of
1947 and to chapter 41.32 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Pensions Aypro h a eevdapninfo hincreased. n esnh a eevdapninfo h
retirement system during the period between July
1, 1947 and the effective date of this act pursuant to
section 49, chapter 80, Laws of 1947, section 48,
chapter 80,_ Laws of 1947, and section 22, chapter
274, Laws of 1955, is hereby granted an increase in
pension allowance, for the first payment following
the effective date of this act only, in an amount to
be determined by and equal to the total sum of pen-
sion allowance granted said person pursuant to sec-
tion 49, chapter 80, Laws of 1947, section 48, chapter
80, Laws of 1947, and section 22, chapter 274, Laws
of 1955, during the period between July 1, 1947 and
the effective date of this act: Provided, That the
actual payment of the increase herein granted shall
be reduced by an amount to be determined by and
equivalent to any pension payments previously
made during the period between July 1, 1947 and
the effective date of this act.

Severability. SEC. 3. If any provision of this act, or its appli-
cation to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the remainder of the act, or the application of the
provision to other persons or circumstances is not
affected.

Repeal. SEC. 4. Section 49, chapter 80, Laws of 1947,
section 22, chapter 274, Laws of 1955 and RCW 41-
.32.490 are each repealed.

Emergency. SEC. 5. This act is necessary for the irmmediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate January 21, 1959.
Passed the House January 23, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 27, 1959.
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CHAPTER 8.
[ S. B. 171. 1

STATE PATROL RETIREMENT SYSTEM.

AN ACT relating to the Washington state patrol retirement sys-
tem; reenacting section 5, chapter 244, Laws of 1955, and
RCW 43.43.265 relating to recomputation of retirement
allowances and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 5, chapter 244, Laws of 1955 1C 34.6

and RCW 43.43.265 are both reenacted as follows: Recomputation

The average final salary of members now retired final salary.

shall be recomputed in accordance with RCW 43.43-
.120 (14) and from the effective date of this act the
retirement allowance of such members shall be paid
under RCW 43.43.260 upon the basis of the average
final salary as recomputed.

SEC. 2. The provisions of this act are intended Construction.

to be remedial and procedural and any benefits here-
tofore paid to recipients hereunder pursuant to any
previous act are retroactively included and author-
ized as a part of this act.

SEC. 3. If any provisions of this act, or its appli- Severability.

cation to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the remainder of the act, or the application of the
provision to any other persons or circumstances is
not affected.

SEC. 4. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of state government and its existing
institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate January 26, 1959.
Passed the House January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 29, 1959.
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CHAPTER 9.
E S. B. 225.

VOLUNTEER FIREMEN'S RELIEF AND PENSIONS.

AN AcT relating to volunteer firemen's relief and pensions; pro-
viding that the payment for disability or retirement shall
be computed in accordance with the last act enacted; adding
a new section to chapter 41.24 RCW, and declaring an
emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

-SECTION 1. A new section is hereby added to
chapter 41.24 ROW to read as follows:

Payments to persons who are now receiving, or
who may. hereafter receive any disability or retire-
ment payments under the provisions of chapter
41.24 ROW shall be computed in accordance with
the last act enacted by the legislature relative
thereto: Provided however, That nothing herein
contained shall be construed as reducing the amount
of any pension to which any fireman shall have been
eligible to receive under the provisions of section 1,
chapter 103, Laws of 1951.

Construction. SEC. 2. The provisions of this act are intended
to be remedial and procedural and any benefits here-
tofore paid to recipients hereunder pursuant to any
previous act are retroactively included and author-
ized as part of this act.

Emergency. SEC. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and welfare,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate January 28, 1959.
Passed the House January 29, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.
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CHAPTER 10.
[ H. B. 234.]1

APPROPRIATION-LEGISLATIVE BILL DRAFTING.

AN ACT relating to the statute law committee; making an ap-
propriation; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby appropriated out of
the general fund, for the permanent statute law
committee, to carry out the provisions of section 6,
chapter 257, Laws of 1953, salaries and wages, the
sum of thirty thousand dollars, or as much thereof
as is necessary to pay the additional cost of prepar-
ing and drafting bills for the legislature.

Appropriation.

SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

support of the state govermnent and its existing
public institutions and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House January 26, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

CHAPTER 11.
EH. B. 39.]

MOTOR VEHICLES-STAGGERED REGISTRATION.

AN ACT relating to motor vehicles; deferring the effective date
of chapter 261, Laws of 1957, pertaining to a staggered
registration system of licensing and staggered payment of
the excise tax thereon to January 1, 1962; and declaring
an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Sections 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, chapter 261,
Laws of 1957, and RCW 46.16.400, 46.16.410, 46.16-
.420, 46.16.430, and 46.16.440 shall not take effect
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until January 1, 1962 unless previously amended or
repealed.

Emergency. SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state govermnent and its existing
public institutions and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House January 21, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 28, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

CHAPTER 12.
[ H.B.4. I

PRIVATE CORPORATIONS-POWERS-VALIDATION.

AN ACT relating to private corporations; amending section 2,
chapter 170, Laws of 1949 and RCW 23.01.350; amending
section 16, chapter 70, Laws of 1937 and RCW 23.52.030;
amending sections 8 and 11, chapter 19, Laws of 1913 as
last amended by section 1, chapter 258, Laws of 1953, and
RCW 23.86.110 and 23.86.140; amending section 1, chapter
19, Laws of 1895 as amended by section 2, chapter 63, Laws
of 1925, extraordinary session, and RCW 24.08.900; and
repealing section 1, chapter 132, Laws of 1903 (uncodified).

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

1949 c 170 §2, SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 170, Laws of 1949
RCW 23.01.350,
amended, is added to chapter 185, Laws of 1933 and numbered

3234 thereof, and such section and RCW 23.01.350
are each amended to read as follows:

Penalty. For every violation of RCW 23.01.340 a corpora-
tion shall be liable to the state in a fine not exceeding
twenty-five dollars.

RCW 23.52.030 SEC. 2. Section 16, chapter 70, Laws of 1937 and
amended.

RCW 23.52.030 are each amended to read as follows:
Any corporation incorporated under the laws of

any state or territory in the United States, or of any
foreign country, state, or colony, for any of the pur-
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poses for which domestic corporations are authorized
to be formed under the laws of this state, shall have
full power and is hereby authorized to sue and to be
sued in any court having competent jurisdiction, to
acquire, purchase, hold, mortgage, sell, convey, or
otherwise dispose of, in the corporate name, all real
estate or personal property necessary or convenient
to carry into effect the objects and purposes of its
corporation, and also any interest in real estate, by
mortgage or otherwise due to or loans made by such
foreign corporations within the boundaries of this
state, either prior to or after the passage of this act,
and generally do and perform every act and transact
every kind of business within this state in the same
manner and to the same extent as corporations in-
corporated and organized under the laws of this state
are authorized to do under the laws of this state:
Provided, That such corporation shall first qualify
so to do by doing all of the things required in this
act: Provided, further, That this chapter shall not be
so construed as to allow such foreign corporation to
transact business within the state on more favorable
conditions than are prescribed by law for a similar
corporation organized under the laws of this state.

General grant
of powers to
foreign cor-
porations.

SEC. 3. Sections 8 and 11, chapter 19, Laws of
1913 as last amended by section 1, chapter 258, Laws
of 1953 (heretofore divided, combined and codified
as RCW 23.86.110 and 23.86.140) are amended to read
as set forth in sections 4 and 5 of this act.

SEC. 4. (RCW 23.86.110) Certificates of stock RCW 23.86.110
enacted

shall not be issued to any subscriber until fully paid without

for, but the bylaws of the association may allow aedet

subscribers to vote as stockholders if one-fifth of
the subscription has been paid for.

No stockholder in any such association shall own
more than one-fifth of the stock of the association.
For the purpose of equalizing the stock ownership of
its stockholders any such association may from time
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to time purchase stock from any stockholder. Such
association may also purchase the stock of any stock-
holder who ceases to produce for the association any
of the commodities in which it deals. Payment for
any stock purchased may be made out of any avail-
able funds whether surplus or not.

No stockholder at any meeting shall be entitled
to more than one vote.

RCW 23.86.140 SEC. 5. (RCW 23.86.140) In case the cash value
Stoc-Isues of such stock or interest so purchased exceeds one-
-Held in
trust, when, fifth of the par value of the purchasing association,

the trustees of the purchasing association are auth-
orized to hold the shares in excess of one-fifth of the
par value of the purchasing association, in trust for
the vendor and dispose of the same to such person
or persons and within such time as may be mutually
agreed upon by the parties in interest, and shall pay
the proceeds thereof as currently received to the
former owners thereof.

11CW 24.08.900 SEC. 6. Section 1, chapter 19, Laws of 1895 as
amended.

amended by section 2, chapter 63, Laws of 1925,
extraordinary session, and RCW 24.08.900 are each
amended to read as follows:

Validation of All instruments purporting to be articles of in-defective
articles, corporation for a college, seminary, church, library,

or benevolent, charitable, or scientific society, or
fraternal society, heretofore or hereafter made and
executed in accordance with the provisions of chap-
ters 24.08 or 24.20 RCW; or which now comply there-
with, except that the same have been acknowledged
before an officer authorized by law to take the ac-
knowledgment of deeds, and have not been sworn
to by the trustees as by said laws required, or have
been filed with the auditor of the county where the
chief place of business of the corporation so purport-
ing to be formed is located, instead of being recorded
as by said laws required, or which are defective in
both said respects, are hereby declared to be, and
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are hereby made to be, good and valid articles of
incorporation; and the corporations formed, or at-
tempted to be formed by virtue of said articles of
incorporation, are hereby declared to be, and are
hereby made, good and valid, and existing corpora-
tions, with the same and as full powers, rights and
liabilities as they would have had if the said articles
of incorporation had been executed and recorded as
by law required, and that all acts, deeds, and pro-
ceedings had or done by said corporations, or under
said articles of incorporation, and all rights acquired
as to both real and personal property, and all obliga-
tions of every kind incurred by such corporations,
are hereby made of the same force, effect and va-
lidity as if said articles of incorporation had been
executed as required by law.

SEC. 7. Section 1, chapter 132, Laws of 1903 Repeal.
(uncodified) is hereby repealed.

SEC. 8. This act shall not be construed as in- Savings.

validating any proceedings heretofore conducted in
conformity with the provisions of any prior law then
in effect.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

(The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the Explanatory
request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow- note.
ing explanatory note.)

The Statute Law Committee in reviewing Title 23 of the Revised
Code of Washington has noted certain deficiencies, conflicts, obsolete
provisions and/or requirements for reorganization in this Title. This
bill is presented by authority of chapter 1.08 RCW, for the purpose of
correcting these discrepancies.

Section 1. 1939 c 143 sec. 13 added to the 1933 business corporations
act a new section relating to "Filing statement of directors and officers-
Service of process on failure." Such section is codified as RCW 23.01.340.
The 1939 section was amended by section 1 of a two section 1949 act
(1949 c 170). Section 2 of the 1949 act (The section herein proposed for
amendment) consisted of new matter, imposing a penalty "For every
violation of this section", but was not expressly added either to the
basic 1933 corporations act or to the 1939 act. What was apparently
intended was to provide a penaity "For every violation of" 1949 c 170
sec. 1 (RCW 23.01.340). As it now stands, 1949 c 170 sec. 2 Is without
meaning, for it merely provides a penalty without stating the gravamen
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Explanatory of the offense. The purpose of this correction Is to add 1949 c 170
note. sec. 2 to the basic 1933 corporations act and to relate It to the preceding

section, 1949 c 170 sec. 1.
Sec. 2. 1937 c 70 sec. 16 was divided by the 1941 Code Committee into

two RCW sections; 23.08.110-Alien ownership of stock, and 23.52.030-
General grant of powers to foreign corporations.

1953 c 10 sec. 3 repealed RCW 23.08.110 "as derived from 1937 c 70
sec. 16"1 but made no mention of the other portion of the session law
section codified as RCW 23.52.030. In the course of Its review of Title
23, the Statute Law Committee has restored to RCW 23.52.030, the whole
of 1937 c 70 sec. 16 Including the last proviso from which the repealed
section was derived. The instant amendment amends 1937 c 70 sec. 16
and RCW 23.52.030 by deleting the last proviso therefrom and thus
curing any possible defect arising from the repeal in 1953 of less than
the whole of the session law section.

The 1953 repeal was apparently predicated upon the adoption of con-
stitutional amendment No. 29, and the subsequent enactment of chapters
9, 10 and 11, Laws of 1953.

Secs. 3, 4 and 5. The 1941 Code Committee divided and codified 1913
c 19 sec. 11 as follows: (1) All except the last sentence, as RCW
23.86.140; (2) The last sentence was rewritten and codified as the first
parsgraph of RCW 23.86.110 (the remainder of ILCW 23.86.110 being 1913
c 19 sec. 8 as amended).

1953 c 258 sec. 1 amended RCW 23.86.110 "as derived from section 8
and section 11, chapter 19, Laws of 1913 . . . "1 but made no mention
of the other portion of section 11 codified as RCW 23.86.140. In the
course of Its review of Title 23, the Statute Law Committee has restored
to RCW 23.86.140, the whole of 1913 c 19 sec. 11 Including the last
sentence previously codified as part of RCW 23.86.110. The instant
amendment ratifies the 1953 amendment by reenacting the last sentence
of 1913 c 19 sec. 11 as a part of RCW 23.68.110 and deleting It from
RCW 23.86.140, and thus curing any possible defect arising from the
amendment In 1953 of less than the whole of the session law section
(1913 c 19 sec. 11).

Sec. G. This validating section as enacted in 1895 expressly related
to attempted organizations under the Code 1881, secs. 2450-2454 (chapter
24.08 RCW). Subsequent compilers published 1903 p 118 secs. 1-4 in the
position formerly occupied by sec. 2452 and rewrote the reference to
read "in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this chapter";
"this chapter" then being Code 1881 sec. 2450, 2451, 1903 p 118 secs. 1-4,
and Code 1881 secs. 2453, 2454. This distortion was ratified by the legis-
lature when the section was amended by 1925 extraordinary session
c 63 sec. 2. The Statute Law Committee has restored Code 1881 sec.
2452, codifying it as RCW 24.08.025. The 1903 act Is codified as chapter
24.20. The instant amendment clearly renders the validating provisions
effectual as to organizational proceedings attempted under either chapter
24.08 or 24.20.

Sec 7. Section 1, chapter 132, Laws of 1903, hereby repealed, pre-
scribed the form and contents of acknowledgments by corporations.
Its provisions are almost precisely repeated in 1929 c 33 sec. 14 (RCW
64.08.070), the 1929 act being a comprehensive revision of the acknow-
ledgment laws which was prepared and introduced by the joint com-
mittee on revision laws. The reviser's notes appended to the 1921
printed bil (SB No. 11) indicate that the source of section 14 is 1903
c 132 sec. 1.
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CHAPTER 13.
[ H. B. 5.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY-OBSOLETE
LAWS REPEALED.

AN ACT relating to the Washington state historical society and
repealing section 4, chapter 177, Laws of 1903 (uncodified)
and chapter 242, Laws of 1909 (uncodified).

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 4, chapter 177, Laws of 1903 Repeal.

(uncodified) and chapter 242, Laws of 1909 (uncodi-
fled) are each repealed.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

(The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the Explanatory
request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow- note.
Ing explanatory note.)

The Statute Law Committee In reviewing Title 27 of the Revised
Code of Washington has noted certain obsolete provisions therein. This
bill is presented by authority of chapter 1.08 RCW, for the purpose of
repealing such provisions.

Section 1. (1) Chapter 177, Laws of 1903 Is a four section act "re-
lating to the Washington State Historical Society; creating it the trustee
of the state for certain purposes." 1903 c 177 § 4 provides "That no part
of the moneys hereinafter appropriated shall be paid to any officer of
said Historical Society or to any employee thereof, as salary or com-
pensation for services." Section 5 of 1903 bill, the appropriation section,
was deleted prior to enactment. Section 4 was thus probably void at
its inception and in any event such appropriation has long since ex-
pired.

(2) Chapter 242, Laws of 1909 provided for the construction of a
state historical building in Tacoma, an appropriation therefor, and a
temporary commission to supervise the project. URS codified N8 1 and 2
of the act with the footnote "This act is largely temporary in Its nature
and the last six sections are omitted for that reason." The 1941 Code
Committee omitted the entire act from RCW. It appearing that no
portion of the act has any continuing appication, Its repeal is reconm-
mend ed.
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CHAPTER 14.
[ H. B. 6.]

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS.
AN~ ACT relating to mutual savings banks; and amending sec-

tion 32.08.150, chapter 13, Laws of 1955, as amended by
section 3, chapter 80, Laws of 1957, and RCW 32.08.150.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 32.08.150 SECTION 1. Section 32.08.150, chapter 13, Laws of
amended.

1955, as amended by section 3, chapter 80, Laws of
1957, and RCW 32.08.150 are each amended to read
as follows:

Mrchandige (1) A savings bank shall not purchas'e, deal or
-certificates trade in any goods, wares, merchandise, or commodi-
of deposit.

ties whatsoever except such personal property as
may be necessary for the transaction of its author-
ized business.

(2) Such banks shall not, nor shall any officer
thereof in his attendance upon the business of such
bank, in any manner buy or sell exchange on other
banks or bankers or buy or sell gold or silver except
as in this title expressly authorized.

(3) Such banks shall not make or issue any cer-
tificate of deposit payable either on demand or at a
fixed day.

Note: see also section 1, chapter 41, Laws of 1959.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

Explanatory (The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the
note, request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow-

ing explanatory note.)
The mutual savings bank act, Title 32 RCW was reenacted by chapter

13, Laws of 1955 (H. B. No. 9)
The original bill contained the words "on other banks . "as

used in the predecessor act (1915 c 175 sec. 13), but this language was
erroneously enrolled in 1955 to read "on credit banks . . . 1 This
erroneous language was reenacted in 1957 when this section was
amended in another respect; see 1957 a 80 sec. 3.

The error was compounded In the 1957 supplement to RCW wherein
the words of 1957 act "on credit banks" were printed as "or credit
banks".

The instant bill corrects this section to read in accordance with the
bill Introduced In 1955 (H. B. No. 9).
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CHAPTER 15.
[ H.B. 7.J

COUNTIES, CITIES, SCHOOL DISTRICTS-
TEMPORARY FUNDS FOR EXPENSES.

AN ACT relating to the authorization of counties, cities, towns
and school districts to provide temporary funds for current
expenses, in anticipation of revenue, and repealing chapter
116, Laws of 1895 and RCW 39.68.010 through 39.68.110.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Chapter 116, Laws of 1895 and RCW Repeal.

39.68.010 through 39.68.110 are each repealed.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

(The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the Explanatory
request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow- note.
ing explanatory note.)

This chapter (1895 c 116) provides a device whereby a county, city,
town, or school district may obtain temporary funds for current ex-
penses through loans evidenced by notes and warrants to be repaid
from anticipated revenue.

The 1895 act was repealed by 1897 c 118 sec. 257, being the school
code of 1897, but the title thereof omitted mention of this repeal. The
1895 act was retained by former compilations "as in force at least as
applicable to all corporations except school districts" (see foot note
following RRS sec. 5624).

The 1895 act was omitted from RCW by the 1941 Code Committee,
whose reviser's note states:

... Whatever may be said as a matter of construction, the
fact is that the act of 1895 has not been operative to our knowledge
for more than thirty years. Generally the popular acceptance of the
situation has been to regard the act as repealed, or at least obsolete."

The Statute Law Committee, in republication of Title 39 (Supp.
6/1/58) has restored the 1895 act publishing it as chapter 39.68, but in
view of its non-use over a period of years which has been corroborated
by the division of municipal corporations, recommends its repeal.
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CHAPTER 16.
[H.B.8.]

TOWNSHIPS-POWERS AND CHARGES.

AN ACT relating to townships; repealing and reenacting section
19, chapter 175, Laws of 1895, section 1, chapter 226, Laws
of 1941, section 84, chapter 175, Laws of 1895, section 1,
chapter 165, Laws of 1953, and section 1, chapter 166, Laws
of 1953 (RCW 45.12.100, 45.56.010 and 45.56.030); repealing
and reenacting section 18, chapter 175, Laws of 1895 (RCW
45.12.090); and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 19, chapter 175, Laws of 1895,
section 1, chapter 226, Laws of 1941 and section 84,
chapter 175, Laws of 1895, section 1, chapter 165,
Laws of 1953 and section 1, chapter 166, Laws of
1953 (heretofore divided, combined and codified in
RCW 45.12.100, 45.56.010 and 45.56.030) are repealed
and reenacted as set forth in sections 2, 3 and 4 of
this act.

SEC. 2. (RCW 45.12.100) The electors of each
town shall have power, at their annual town meeting:

(1) To determine the number of poundmasters,
and location of pounds.

(2) To select such town officers as are required
to be chosen.

(3) To direct the institution or defense of actions
in all controversies where the town is interested.

(4) To direct such sums to be raised in the town
f or prosecuting or defending such actions as they
may deem necessary.

(5) To make all rules and regulations for ascer-
taining the sufficiency of fences in the town and for
impounding animals.

(6) To determine the time and manner in which
certain domestic animals, including dogs, may be
permitted to go at large.
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(7) To impose such penalties on persons offend-
ing against any rules and regulations established by
the town, except such as relate to the keeping and
maintaining of fences, as they think proper not ex-
ceeding ten dollars for each offense, unless herein
otherwise provided.

(8) To apply such penalties, when collected, in
such manner as they may deem conducive to the
interests of the town.

(9) To vote to raise such sums of money as they
deem necessary for the purchase, repair, mainte-
nance, and operation of snow plows or snow remov-
ing equipment, appliances f or the prevention of high-
way dust or debris, and highway lighting, all in co-
operation with the state and county authorities.

(10) To instruct by vote the board to purchase
grounds for a town cemetery; to limit the price to
be paid therefor, to raise a tax for payment thereon
and to establish rules for the care and management
thereof.

(11) To make such bylaws and regulations as
may be deemed conducive to the peace, good order
and welfare of the town; to license, tax, regulate and
control dogs, hawkers, peddlers, auctioneers, shows,
theatricals, circuses, lawful games, merry-go-rounds,
ferris wheels, or other amusement devices or places
of amusement.

(12) To vote to levy a tax in such amount as in
their judgment is necessary or advisable, but not to
exceed four mills upon all taxable property in such
townships, for the purpose of creating a fund to be
known as river improvement fund.

SEC. 3. (RCW 45.56.010) The following shall be RCW 45.56.010.

deemed town charges: What are
town charges.

(1) The compensation of town officers for ser-
vices rendered their respective towns.

(2) Contingent expenses necessarily incurred for
the use and benefit of the town.
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(3) The moneys authorized to be raised by the
vote of the town meeting for any town purpose.

(4) Every sum directed by law to be raised f or
any town purpose.

RCW 45.56.030. SEC. 4. (RCW 45.56.030) To defray the town
Limits of
tax levy, charges, the electors of each township may, at their

annual township meeting, vote to raise such sums of
money as they deem necessary, not to exceed two
mills, in any township having a population of less
than five thousand inhabitants as shown by the last
official United States census, and not to exceed five
mills, in any township having a population of five
thousand or more inhabitants, as shown by such
census, on the assessed value of the taxable property
in the township, according to the last previous assess-
ment: Provided, however, That no township, in de-
termining the sums of money necessary for township
charges, shall retain an unbudgeted cash balance in
excess of a sum equal to the proceeds of a two mill
levy against the assessed valuation of the town.

RCW 45.12.090, SEC. 5. Section 18, chapter 175, Laws of 1895 and
repealed,
reenacted. RCW 45.12.090 are repealed and reenacted to read

as follows:
Supervisors, The supervisors elected in every town are, by

fene vewes.virtue of their office, fence viewers of such town.
Emergency. SEC. 6. This act is necessary for the immediate

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

Explanatory (The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the
note, request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow-

ing explanatory note.)
Sections 1 through 4. 1919 c 175 see. 19 (as amended), 1919 c 175 sec.

84 and 1941 c 226 sec. 1 (as amended) were combined and divided into
RCW 45.12.100, 45.56.010 and 45.56.030. RCW 45.12.100 and 45.56.030 were
subsequently amended by 1953 c 165 sec. 1 and 1953 c 166 sec. 1, respec-
tively.
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The Statute Law Committee In reviewing Title 45 of the Revised Explanatory
Code of Washington has noted this instance where session law sections note.
have been divided and combined Into two or more RCW sections and
the legislature has subsequently amended one or more, but less than
all, of the RCW sections derived from the session law sections. This bill
is designed to reenact such RCW sections, thereby ratifying the division
and combination of the session law sections and correcting any possible
defect arising from the former amendment of less than the whole
session law sections.

In all sections the RCW language (which conforms to session law
language for the most part) is used as the basic language.

Sec. 5. The title of chapter 47, Laws of 1909 and the amendatory
phrase for sec. 3, thereof purportedly amended 1895 c 175 sec. 18 while
the session law section set out (as provided in the Constitution, Art.
2, sec. 37) was 1895 c 175 sec. 19. To cure this manifest clerical error,
sec. 19 as subsequently amended is reenacted as sec. 2 of this bill and
sec. 18 is reenacted as sec. 5.

CHAPTER 17.
E H. Bl. 9.]1

PORT DISTRICT COMMISSIONERS.
AN ACT relating to port districts; repealing and reenacting in

revised form section 3, chapter 92, Laws of 1911, section 2,
chapter 62, Laws of 1913, section 2, chapter 69, Laws of
1951 and sections 1 and 2, chapter 198, Laws of 1953, codi-
fying said sections as RCW 53.04.060, 53.12.010, 53.12.020,
53.12.050, 53.04.070, 53.12.040, 53.12.150, 53.12.140, 53.12.120,
53.12.130, and 53.08.210; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 3, chapter 92, Laws of 1911, Session laws,
chaper 2, aws f ±±,., ~,chaterrepealed,

section 2, chpe 2 aso 93 section 2,cape reenacted.

69, Laws of 1951 and sections 1 and 2, chapter 198,
Laws of 1953, are repealed and reenacted as herein
revised and set forth in sections 2 through 12 of this
act.

SEC. 2. (RCW 53.04.060) Within five days after RCW 53.04.060.
Returns can-

an election held under the provisions of RCW 53.04- vasse-Port

.020, the board of county commissioners shall canvass
the returns, and if at such election a majority of the
voters voting upon the proposition shall vote in favor
of the formation of the district, the board of county
commissioners shall so declare in its canvass of the
returns of such election, and the port district shall
then be and become a municipal corporation of the
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RCW 53.12.010.
Port commis-
sian-Memn-
bers.

RCW 53.12.020.
Port commi-sioner-Quali-
ficat ions.

RCW 53.12.050.
First com-
missioners-
Election.

RCW 53.04.070.

state of Washington and the name of such port
district shall be "Port of ............. "................(inserting
the name appearing on the ballot).

SEc. 3. (RCW 53.12.010) The powers of the port
district shall be exercised through a port commission
consisting of three members, one from each of the
three county commissioner districts of the county in
which the port district is located, when the port
district is coextensive with the limits of such county.
When the port district comprises only a portion of
the county, three commissioner districts, numbered
consecutively, having approximately equal popula-
tion and boundaries following ward and precinct
lines, shall be described in the petition for the forma-
tion of the port district, and one commissioner shall
be elected from each of said commissioner districts.

In port districts having commissioners at large
as authorized by RCW 53.12.120 and 53.12.130, the
powers of the port district shall be exercised through
a port commission consisting of five members con-
stituted as provided therein.

SEC. 4. (RCW 53.12.020) No person shall be
eligible to hold the office of port commissioner unless
he is a qualified voter, a freeholder within such port
district, and is and has been a resident f or a period
of three years, of the commissioner district from
which he is elected: Provided, That residence re-
quirements for commissioners at large shall be as
set forth in RCW 53.12.120.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 175, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 5. (RCW 53.12.050) At the same election at
which the proposition is submitted to the voters as
to whether a port district shall be formed, three com-
missioners shall be elected to hold office as provided
by law. All candidates shall be voted upon by the
entire port district.

SEC. 6. (RCW 53.04.070) All expenses of elections
for the formation of such port districts shall be paid
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by the county holding such election, and such ex-
penditure is hereby declared to be for a county pur-
pose, and the money paid out for such purpose shall
be repaid to such county by the port district, if
formed.

SEc. 7. (RCW 53.12.040) Except as provided in
RCW 53.12.030, port commissioners shall be nomi-
nated by petition signed by one hundred electors of
the commissioner district in which the candidate is a
resident.

Note: See also section 2, chapter 175, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 8. (RCW 53.12.150) In the event of a va-
cancy in the office of port commissioner by death,
resignation or otherwise, such vacancy shall be filled
at the next general election, the vacancy in the in-
terim to be filled by appointment by a majority vote
of the remaining port commissioners. In the event
that such ad interim appointment shall not be made
by the remaining commissioners within fifteen days
following the occurrence of the vacancy, the appoint-
ment shall be made by the judge of the superior
court of the county, and if there is more than one such
judge, by such judge who is oldest in years: Pro-
vided, That if there be more than three such judges,
the appointment shall be made by the three persons
holding such office who are the oldest in service
therein (in determining seniority, the oldest in years
being hereby designated where length of service is
equal), and if any one or more of those herein desig-
nated shall be unable or shall decline to act, the three
shall be made up from the one or more next in
seniority of service who are able to act and do not
decline. Of the three persons so designated, the ap-
pointment made in writing by any two shall be valid.

If there should be at the same time such number
of vacancies that there are not in office a majority
of the full number of commissioners fixed by law,
a special election shall be called to fill the same, by
the remainder, or, that failing, by the board of county
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commissioners of the county, such election to be held
not more than forty days after the occurring of such
vacancies.

Note: See also section 8, chapter 175, Laws of 1959.

ROW 53.12.140. SEC. 9. (RCW 53.12.140) A vacancy in the office
Commissioner
vawcacie-. of port commissioner shall occur by death, resigna-

tion, removal, conviction of a felony, nonattendance
at meetings of the port commission for a period of
sixty days unless excused by the port commission,
by any statutory disqualification, or by any perma-
nent disability preventing the proper discharge of
his duty.

ROW 53.12.120. SEC. 10. (RCW 53.12.120) In port districts having
Additional
conmpoulionr a population 01 five hundired thousand or more, in

incrase. accordance with the latest United States census,
there shall be submitted to the voters of the district,
at the first general election after June 11, 1953, the
proposition of increasing the number of commis-
sioners to five. At any general election thereafter,
the same proposition may be submitted by resolution
of the port commissioners, by filing a certified copy
of the resolution with the county auditor at least f our
months prior to the general election. If the proposi-
tion is adopted, the commission in that port district
shall consist of one commissioner from each of the
three commissioner districts, and two cormmissioners

Commissioners elected at large. The two commissioners at large
atlage. must have been residents of the district for three

years and shall be nominated and elected at the same
time and in the same manner as the other commis-
sioners, except that their nomination petitions may
be signed by electors residing in any part of the dis-
trict and they shall be designated on their petitions
and on the ballots as commissioners at large.

If the proposition is carried by a majority vote,
then five days after the election the commission shall
consist of five members.

Note: See also section 3, chapter 175, Laws of 1959.

ROW 53.12.130. SEC. 11. (RCW 53.12.130) At the same general
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election the names of the candidates for commis-
sioners at large shall be printed on the ballot and
voted on, but the election of commissioners at large
shall be contingent upon the adoption of the proposi-
tion for a commission of five members. The two
candidates for commissioners at large receiving the
highest number of votes shall be elected, and shall
take office five days from their election. The one
receiving the highest number of votes shall hold
office for six years from the first day of January
next and the other shall hold office for four years
from that date.

A successor to a commissioner at large whose
term is about to expire, shall be elected at the general
election next preceding such expiration, for a term
of six years.

SEC. 12. (RCW 53.08.210) A majority of the per-
sons holding the office of port commissioner at any
time shall constitute a quorum of the port commis-
sion for the transaction of business, and the concur-
rence of a majority of the persons holding such office
at the time shall be necessary and shall be sufficient
for the passage of any resolution, but no business
shall be transacted unless there are in office at least
a majority of the full number of commissioners fixed
by law.

[CH. 1'7.

First commis-
sioners at large
-Election-
Terms.

RCW 53.08.210.
Commission
quorumn-
Transacting
business.

SEC. 13. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

(The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the
request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow,- Explanatory
ing explanatory note.) note.
I. Introductory.

1913 c 62 § 2, [RRS 9 9690], as originally enacted, was a long and
complicated section combining provisions on the formation of post dis-
tricts with provisions concerning the election of port commissioners.
The 1941 Code Commlittee divided this section extensively, codifying
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Explanatory part of it as two sections in the chapter on Formation, chapter 53.04,
note, and the remainder as nine sections in the chapter on Commissioner

Elections, chapter 53.12. Complicating matters further, three of these
sections, RCW 53.12.040, 53.12.120 and 53.12.130, were subsequently
amended by 1951 c 62 § 2 and 1953 c 198 R§ 1 and 2, respectively.

In the course of Its restoration program, the Statute Law Committee
restored 1913 c 52 § 2 in its entirety, codifying it as 1ICW 53.12.010
(6/1/58 supplement RCW). RCW 53.12.040, 53.12.120 and 53.12.130 also
appear in the 6/1/58 supplement in the latest session law language. To
eliminate the restored portions of 1913 c 62 § 2 which conflict with
53.12.040, 53.12.120 and 53.12.130, and to facilitate future amendment, the
Statute Law Committee herein proposes the ratification of the division
of 1913 c 62 § 2 into several sections as published by the 1941 Code
Committee, but with the reenactment of the latest session law language
in each such section. Certain portions of 1913 c 62 § 2 which have
been superseded by later laws relating to port district elections, are
omitted herefrom. A section by section commentary follows:

11. Section Comment.
Section 1. Legislative revision.
Section 2. (RCW 53.04.060) Source-1913 c 62 § 2, first sentence.

"An election held under the provisions of RCW 53.04.020,"1 sub-
stituted for "such election" as the provisions on the forma-
tion election referred to are contained in 1913 c 62 § 1. (RCW
53.04.020). For the same reason "such" has been changed to
"the" before "proposition", "district" and "port".

Section 3. (RCW 53.12.010) Source-1913 c 62 § 2, second and third
sentences.
The last sentence of this section was added to make the
section subject to the provisions on commissioners at large,
originally a part of 1913 c 62 § 2 introduced by the phrase,
"All the foregoing provisions of this section are subject to
the following provisos:" The original provisions on commis-
sioners at large were divided and codified by the 1941 Code
Committee as RCW 53.12.120 and 53.12.130. These sections
were subsequently amended by 1953 c 198.

Section 4. (RCW 53.12.020) Source-1913 c 62 § 2, fourth sentence. "ex-
cept as hereinafter provided" deleted after "years" and
"Provided, That residence requirements for commissioners
at large shall be as set forth in RCW 53.12.120"1 added after
"elected" since the division of 1913 c 62 § 2 renders the
"hereinafter" reference inadequate. Fifth sentence, reading,
"Port commissioners shall hold office for a term of three
years and until their respective successors are elected and
qualified, each term to commence on the second Monday in
January following the election thereto." omitted as super-
seded by KCW 53.12.172 (1951 c 68 3 2) and RCW 53.12.220
(1941 c 45 § 2).

Section 5. (RCW 53.12.050) Source-1913 c 62 § 2, sixth and seventh
sentences.
Sixth sentence: "1. . . Three commissioners shall be elected
to hold office, respectively, for the term of one, two and three
years." revised to read "1. . . Three commissioners shall
be elected to hold office as provided by law.", to reconcile
this section with later enactments, RCW 53.12.172 (1951 c 68
§ 2) and RCW 53.12.220 (1941 c 45 § 2).
Seventh sentence: material relating to terms of office de-
leted In view of conflicting later enactments, RCW 53.12.172
(1951 c 68 § 2) and RCW 53.12.220 (1941 c 45 3 2).

Section 6. (RCW 53.04.070) Source-1913 c 62 § 2, eighth sentence.
Section 7. (RCW 53.12.040) Source-1913 c 62 §2, ninth sentence (to

first proviso) as amended by 1951 c 69 3 2. The first proviso,
reading "Provided, however, That there shall be no election
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held on the first Saturday in December immediately 101. Explanatory
lowing the creation of such port district:" Is here omitted note.
as obsolete in view of later enactments, see RCW 53.12.172
(1951 c 68 § 2) and RCW 53.12.220 (1941 c 45 § 2).

Section 8. (RCW 53.12.150) Source-1913 c 62 § 2, ninth sentence (sec-
ond proviso) and tenth through twelfth sentences.

Section 9. (RCW 53.12.140) Source-1913 c 62 § 2, thirteenth sentence.
Section 10. (RCW 53.12.120) Source-1913 c 62 § 2, fourteenth through

eighteenth sentences, as amended by 1953 c 198 § 1.
Section 11. (RCW 53.12.130) Source-1913 c 62 § 2, nineteenth through

twenty-first sentences, as amended by 1953 c 198 § 2.
Section :12. (RCW 53.08.210) Source-1913 c 62 §32, last sentence.

This sentence was not codified by the 1941 Code Committee.

CHAPTER 18.
[ H. B. 10. 1

WATER DISTRICTS-COMMISSIONERS-ELECTIONS-
LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS-ANNEXATION.

ANi ACT relating to water districts; amending section 7, chapter
114, Laws of 1929, as amended by section 2, chapter 50,
Laws of 1945 and RCW 57.12.010; repealing and reenacting
section 6, chapter 114, Laws of 1929, section 1, chapter 72,
Laws of 1931, section 1, chapter 50, Laws of 1945, section
1, chapter 216, Laws of 1947, and section 4, chapter 251,
Laws of 1953, (RCW 57.12.020 and 57.12.030); repealing
and reenacting section 10, chapter 114, Laws of 1929, sec-
tion 1, chapter 177, Laws of 1937, section 2, chapter 128,
Laws of 1939, sections 1 and 2, chapter 112, Laws of 1951,
sections 1 and 2, chapter 25, Laws of 1951 second extraor-
dinary session, and sections 5, 6 and 7, chapter 251, Laws
of 1953, (RCW 57.16.010, 57.16.020, 57.16.030 and 57.16.040);
repealing and reenacting section 12, chapter 114, Laws of
1929, and sections 14 and 15, chapter 251, Laws of 1953,
(RCW 57.16.060, 57.16.070 and 57.16.080); repealing and
reenacting section 15, chapter 114, Laws of 1929, section
5, chapter 72, Laws of 1931, and section 5, chapter 25, Laws
of 1951 second extraordinary session, (RCW 57.24.010 and
57.24.020); and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 7, chapter 114, Laws of 1929 RCW57.12.010

as amended by section 2, chapter 50, Laws of 1945
and RCW 57.12.010 are each amended to read as
follows:
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Commissioners When the said water district shall be created as
-President
and secretary 'hereinbefore provided for, the officers of such dis-
-Compensa-
tion. trict shall be a board of water commissioners consist-

ing of three members elected as provided in RCW
57.12.020 and 57.12.030 and said board of water com-
missioners shall annually elect one of their number
as president and another of their number as secretary
of said board.

The secretary of the said board of water commis-
sioners may be paid a reasonable sum for the clerical
services performed by him. They shall by resolution
adopt rules governing the transaction of its business
and shall adopt an official seal. All proceedings shall
be by resolution recorded in a book or books kept for
such purpose which shall be public records.

Each water district may provide by resolution
for the payment of compensation to each of its com-
missioners at a rate not exceeding ten dollars f or
each day or major part thereof devoted to the busi-
ness of the district. Each water district commissioner
shall be reimbursed for reasonable expenses actually
incurred in connection with such business, including
his subsistence and lodging while away from his
place of residence and mileage for use of personal
automobile at the rate of five cents per mile.

The date f or holding elections and taking office as
herein provided shall be subject to the provisions of
any consolidated election laws that may be made
applicable thereto although previously enacted.

Note: See also section 5, chapter 108, Laws of 1959.

Session laws, SEC. 2. Section 6, chapter 114, Laws of 1929, sec-
repealed,
reenacted. tion 1, chapter 72, Laws of 1931, section 1, chapter

50, Laws of 1945, section 1, chapter 216, Laws of
1947, and section 4, chapter 251, Laws of 1953 are
repealed and reenacted as set forth in sections 3 and
4 of this act.

RCW 57.12.020. SEC. 3. (RCW 57.12.020) Nominations for the
first board of commissioners to be elected at the
election for the formation of the water district shall
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be by petition of at least twenty-five of the qualified
electors of the district, filed in the auditor's office
of the county in which the district is located, at least
thirty days prior to the election. Thereafter, candi-
dates for the office of water commissioners shall file
declarations of candidacy and their election shall be
conducted as provided by the general election laws.
A vacancy on the board shall be filled by appoint-
ment by the remaining commissioners until the next
regular election for commissioners: Provided, That
if there is a vacancy of the entire board a new board
may be appointed by the board of county commis-
sioners.

Any person residing in the district who is a quali-
fied voter under the laws of the state may vote at
any district election.

SEc. 4. (RCW 57.12.030) The officers of any city
or town, or in any precinct in a water district where
registration is required, having charge of the regis-
tration shall deliver the same to the water commis-
sioners for the use of the election officers at any
election held in a water district formed under and in
accordance with the provisions of this act. And the
registration of voters for election to be held in such
water district shall be conducted by the city or town
clerks and officers of registration of the city, town
and territory embraced within said water district.
And any elector who shall have registered in accord-
ance with the laws of this state, entitling him to vote
at a general or special election in the city, town or
territory comprised within such water district, with-
in time to constitute same a good registration for any
general or special election of said water district, shall
be entitled to vote thereat without further or other
registration. The city or town clerk or registration
officer required to perform the duties enumerated
under this act shall receive no additional compensa-
tion theref or.

Commis-
sioners, nomi-
nation, dec-
laration of
candidacy,
election law.
vacancy-
Qualification
of voters.

RCW 57.12.030.
Registration of
voters-Con-
duct of elec-
tions-Ex-

elctoto
form district-
Commis-
sioners, terms.
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ROW 57.12.030. TegWsigo
Registration Th eneral laws of the state of Wahngo ov-
of Voters--
Conduct of erning the registration of voters for a general or a
elections-
Expenses of special city or town municipal election, when not
election to
form district inconsistent with the foregoing provision, shall gov-
-7COmmis-
sioners, ern the registration of voters for elections held under

terms. this chapter, and the registration books of the city,
town and territory comprising said water district
shall be .the books used by said water district, and
no separate registration books shall be kept or main-
tained by it. The manner of holding any general or
special election for said water district shall be in
accordance with the laws of this state and the charter
provisions of the cities or towns within said water
district if any there be, and insofar as the same are
not inconsistent with the provisions of this act. All
expenses of elections for the formation of such water
districts shall be paid by the county in which said
election is held and such expenditure is hereby de-
clared to be for a county purpose, and the money paid
out for such purpose shall be repaid to such county
by the water district if formed.

Except as in this section otherwise provided, the
term of office of each water district commissioner
shall be six years, such term to be computed from the
first day of December following his election, and one
such commissioner shall be elected at each biennial
general election f or the term of six years and until
his successor has been elected and has qualified. All
candidates shall be voted upon by the entire water
district.

In any water district hereafter formed, three wa-
ter district commissioners shall be elected at the
same election at which the proposition is submitted
to the voters as to whether such water district shall
be formed. The commissioner residing in commis-
sioner district number one shall hold office for the
term of six years; the commissioner residing in com-
missioner district number two shall hold office f or
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the term of four years; and the commissioner residing
in commissioner district number three shall hold
office f or the term of two years. The terms of all
commissioners first to be elected as above provided
shall include the time intervening between the date
that the results of their election are declared in the
canvass of returns thereof, and the date from which
the length of their terms is computed as above speci-
fied.

No election of commissioners in any water dis-
trict, except to fill vacancies, shall be held until the
biennial general election on the first Tuesday f ollow-
ing the first Monday in November, 1946, at which
time and thereafter such elections shall be held as
herein provided. At said general election, there shall
be elected two water district commissioners in each
water district, one for a term of four years com-
mencing December 1, 1946, in such commissioner
district where the water district commissioner re-
sides whose successor, but for the provisions of chap-
ter 50, Laws of 1945, would be elected on the second
Saturday in December, 1945, and one for a term
commencing on the second Monday in December,
1946, and expiring December 1, 1952, in such com-
missioner district where the water commissioner
resides whose successor, but for the provisions of
chapter 50, Laws of 1945, would be elected on the
second Saturday in December, 1946, and at the gen-
eral election to be held on the first Tuesday following
the first Monday in November, 1948, there shall be
elected one water district commissioner for a term
of six years commencing December 1, 1948, in such
commissioner district of each such water district
where the commissioner resides whose successor, but
for the provisions of chapter 50, Laws of 1945, would
be elected on the second Saturday in December, 1947.

All commissioners shall hold office until their suc-
cessors shall have been elected and have qualified.
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Session laws, SEC. 5. Section 10, chapter 114, Laws of 1929,repealed,
reenacted. section 1, chapter 177, Laws of 1937, section 2, chap-

ter 128, Laws of 1939, sections 1 and 2, chapter 112,
Laws of 1951, sections 1 and 2, chapter 25, Laws of
1951 second extraordinary session, and sections 5, 6
and 7, chapter 251, Laws of 1953, are repealed and
reenacted as set forth in sections 6, 7, 8 and 9 of this
act.

RCW 57.16.010.
Comprehen-
sive plan of
improvements.

SEC. 6. (RCW 57.16.010) It shall be the duty of
the water district commissioners of every water dis-
trict before creating any improvements hereunder
or submitting to vote any plan for incurring any
indebtedness, to consider and determine upon and
adopt a comprehensive scheme or plan of water sup-
ply for such district for the purposes authorized in
this act, and for such purposes, the water district
commissioners shall investigate the several portions
and sections of such water district for the purpose
of determining the present and future needs of such
district in regard to a water supply; to examine and
investigate, determine and select a water supply or
water supplies for such district suitable and adequate
for present and future needs thereof; to consider
and determine a general system or plan f or acquiring
such water supply or water supplies, and the lands,
waters and water rights and easements necessary
theref or; and for retaining and storing any such wa-
ters, erecting dams, reservoirs, aqueducts and pipe
lines to convey the same throughout such district;
there may be included as part of the system the in-
stallation of fire hydrants at suitable places through-
out the district, and the purchase and maintenance
of necessary fire fighting equipment and apparatus,
together with facilities for housing same; for deter-
mining the plan or system for distributing such wa-
ter throughout such district by means of subsidiary
aqueducts and pipe lines, and the method of dis-
tributing the cost and expense thereof against such
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water district and against local improvement dis-
tricts within such water district for any purpose
authorized in this act, and including any such local
improvement district lying wholly or partially within
the limits of any city or town in such district and to
determine the whole or such part of the cost and
expenses to be paid from water revenue bonds as in
this act provided. The commissioners may employ
such engineering and legal service as in their discre-
tion is necessary in carrying out the objects and pur-
poses of this act.

Note: See also section 6, chapter 108, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 7. (RCW 57.16.020) The commissioners may
submit to the voters of the district at any general or
special election, a proposition that the district incur
a general indebtedness payable from annual tax
levies to be made in excess of the forty mill tax limi-
tation for the construction or any part or all of the
comprehensive plan. The amount of the indebted-
ness and the terms thereof shall be included in the
proposition submitted to the voters, and the proposi-
tion shall be adopted by three-fifths of the voters
voting thereon, at which such election the total num-
ber of persons voting shall constitute not less than
forty percent of the total number of votes cast in
said water district at the last preceding general state
election. When the comprehensive plan has been
adopted the commissioners shall carry it out to the
extent specified in the proposition to incur general
indebtedness.

Note: See also section 7, chapter 108, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 8. (RCW 57.16.030) The commissioners may
submit at any general or special election, a proposi-
tion that the district issue revenue bonds for the
construction or other costs of any part or all of the
plan. The amount of the bonds and the terms thereof
shall be included in the proposition submitted.

The proposition to issue such revenue bonds may
include provision for refunding any local improve-
ment district bonds of a district, out of the proceeds
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of sale of revenue bonds, and a district may pay off
any outstanding local improvement bonds with such
funds either by purchase in the open market below
their par value and accrued interest or by call at par
value and accrued interest at the next succeeding
coupon maturity date.

No proposition for the issuance of revenue bonds
shall be submitted at any election if there are out-
standing any district local improvement district
bonds issued under the provisions of RCW 57.20.030
to 57.20.090, unless the proposition provides that all
such local improvement district bonds shall be paid
out of the proceeds of the sale of the revenue bonds.

The proposition for issuance of revenue bonds
shall be adopted by a majority of the voters voting
thereon. When a proposition has been adopted the
commissioners may forthwith carry out the general
plan to the extent specified.

Note: See also section 8, chapter 108, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 9. (RCW 57.16.040) In the same manner as
provided for the adoption of the original comprehen-
sive plan, a plan providing for additions and better-
ments to the original plan may be adopted.

The district may incur a general indebtedness
payable from annual tax levies to be made in excess
of the f orty mill limitation for the construction of the
additions and betterments in the same way that
general indebtedness may be incurred f or the con-
struction of the original plan after submission to the
voters of the entire district in the manner the original
proposition to incur indebtedness was submitted.
Upon ratification the additions and betterments may
be carried out by the commissioners to the extent
specified in the proposition to incur the general in-
debtedness.

The district may issue revenue bonds to pay for
the construction of the additions and the betterments
in the same way revenue bonds may be issued f or
payment of the construction of the original compre-
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hensive plan or any portion thereof. Revenue bonds
for additions and betterments may be issued by the
water commissioners without authorization of the
voters of the district.

Note: See also section 9, chapter 108, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 10. Section 12, chapter 114, Laws of 1929, Session laws
repealed,

and sections 14 and 15, chapter 251, Laws of 1953 are reenlacted.

repealed and reenacted as set forth in sections 11, 12
and 13 of this act.

SEC. 11. (RCW 57.16.060) Local improvement RCW 5.16s.0.

districts or utility local improvement districts topetition for
district-

carry out the whole or any portion of the compre- Procedure--

hensive plan of improvements or plan providing for ordered--Di-

additions and betterments to the original plan previ- power to order.

ously adopted may be initiated either by resolution
of the board of water commissioners or by petition
signed by the owners according to the records of
the office of the county auditor of at least fifty-one
percent of the area of the land within the limits of
the local improvement district to be created.

In case the board of water commissioners shall
desire to initiate the formation of a local improve-
ment district or a uitility local improvement district
by resolution, it shall first pass a resolution declaring
its intention to order such improvement, setting
forth the nature and territorial extent of such pro-
posed improvement, designating the number of the
proposed local improvement district or utility local
improvement district, and describing the boundaries
thereof, stating the estimated cost and expense of
the improvement and the proportionate amount
thereof which will be borne by the property within
the proposed district, and fixing a date, time and
place for a public hearing on the formation of the
proposed local district.

In case any such local improvement district or
utility local improvement district shall be initiated
by petition, such petition shall set forth the nature
and territorial extent of the proposed improvement
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RCW 57.16.060.
Resolution or
petition for
district-
Procedure-
Improvement
ordered-
Divestment of
power to
order.

requested to be ordered and the fact that the signers
thereof are the owners according to the records of
the county auditor of at least fifty-one percent of
the area of land within the limits of the local im-
provement district or utility local improvement dis-
trict to be created. Upon the filing of such petition
the board shall determine whether the same shall
be sufficient, and the board's determination thereof
shall be conclusive upon all persons. No person shall
withdraw his name from the petition after the same
has been filed with the board of water commissioners.
If the board shall find the petition to be sufficient, it
shall proceed to adopt a resolution declaring its in-
tention to order the improvement petitioned for, set-
ting forth the nature and territorial extent of said
improvement, designating the number of the pro-
posed local district and describing the boundaries
thereof, stating the estimated cost and expense of
the improvement and the proportionate amount
thereof which will be borne by the property within
the proposed local district, and fixing a date, time
and place for a public hearing on the formation of
the proposed local district.

The resolution of intention, whether adopted on
the initiative of the board or pursuant to a petition
of the property owners, shall be published in at least
two consecutive issues of a newspaper of general cir-
culation in the proposed local district, the date of the
first publication to be at least fifteen days prior to
the date fixed by such resolution for hearing before
the board of water commissioners. Notice of the
adoption of the resolution of intention shall be given
each owner or reputed owner of any lot, tract, parcel
of land or other property within the proposed im-
provement district by mailing said notice at least
fifteen days before the date fixed for the public hear-
ing to the owner or reputed owner of the property
as shown on the tax rolls of the county treasurer at
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the address shown thereon. The notice shall refer
to the resolution of intention and designate the pro-
posed improvement district by number. Said notice
shall also set forth the nature of the proposed im-
provement, the total estimated cost, the proportion
of total cost to be borne by assessments, the estimated
amount of the cost and expense of such improvement
to be borne by the particular lot, tract or parcel, the
date, time and place of the hearing before the board
of water commissioners; and in the case of improve-
ments initiated by resolution, said notice shall also
state that all persons desiring to object to the forma-
tion of the proposed district must file their written
protests with the secretary of the board of water
commissioners bef ore the time fixed f or said public
hearing.

Whether the improvement is initiated by petition
or resolution, the board shall conduct a public hear-
ing at the time and place designated in the notice to
property owners. At this hearing the board shall
hear objections from any person affected by the
formation of the local district and may make such
changes in the boundaries of the district or such
modification in the plans for the proposed improve-
ment as shall be deemed necessary: Provided, That
the board may not change the boundaries of the dis-
trict to include property not previously included
therein without first passing a new resolution of in-
tention and giving a new notice to property owners
in the manner and form and within the time herein
provided for the original notice.

After said hearing the commissioners shall have
jurisdiction to overrule protests and proceed with
any such improvement initiated by petition or reso-
lution: Provided, That the jurisdiction of the com-
missioners to proceed with any improvement ini-
tiated by resolution shall be divested by protests
filed with the secretary of the board prior to said
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public hearing signed by the owners, according to
the records of the county auditor, of at least forty
percent of the area of land within the proposed local
district.

If the commissioners find that the district should
be formed, they shall by resolution order the im-
provement, provide the general funds of the water
district to be applied thereto, adopt detailed plans
of the local improvement district or utility local im-
provement district and declare the estimated cost
thereof, acquire all necessary land therefor, pay all
damages caused thereby, and commence in the name
of the Water district such eminent domain proceed-
ings as may be necessary to entitle the district to
proceed with the work. The board shall thereupon
proceed with the work and file with the county
treasurer its roll levying special assessments in the
amount to be paid by special assessment against the
property situated within the improvement district in
proportion to the special benefits to be derived by
the property therein from the improvement.

RCW 57.16.070. SEc. 12. (RCW 57.16.070) Before approval of the
Hearing on
assessment roll a notice shall be published once a week for two

rol-Ntie.consecutive weeks in a newspaper of general circula-
tion in the local district, stating that the roll is on
file and open to inspection in the office of the secre-
tary, and fixing the time, not less than fifteen or more
than thirty days from the date of the first publica-
tion of the notice within which protests must be
filed, with the secretary against any assessments
shown thereon, and fixing a time when a hearing
will be held by the commissioners on the protests.
Notice shall also be given by mailing, at least fifteen
days bef ore the hearing, a similar notice to the
owners or reputed owners of the land in the local dis-
trict as they appear on the books of the treasurer of
the county in which the water district is located. At
the hearing, or any adjournment thereof, the com-
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missioners may correct, change or modify the roll,
or any part thereof, or set aside the roll and order a
new assessment, and may then by resolution approve
it. If an assessment is raised a new notice similar to
the first shall be given,, after which final approval of
the roll may be made. When property has been en-
tered orginally upon the roll and the assessment
thereon is not raised, no objection thereto shall be
considered by the commissioners or by any court
on appeal unless the objection is made in writing at,
or prior, to the date fixed for the original hearing
upon the roll.

SEC. 13. (RCW 57.16.080) In the event that any
portion of the system after its installation is not
adequate for the purpose for which it was intended,
or that for any reason changes, alterations or better-
ments are necessary in any portion of the system
after its installation then a local improvement dis-
trict with boundaries which may include one or
more existing local improvement districts may be
created in the water district in the same manner as
is provided herein for the creation of local improve-
ment districts; that upon the organization of such a
local improvement district as provided for in this
paragraph the plan of the improvement and the pay-
ment of the cost of the improvement shall be carried
out in the same manner as is provided herein for the
carrying out of and the paying for the improvement
in the local improvement districts previously pro-
vided for in this act.

RCW 57.16.080.
Enlarged
district.

SEC. 14. Section 15, chapter 114, Laws of 1929, Session laws,
repealed.

section 5, chapter 72, Laws of 1931, and section 5 , read

chapter 25, Laws of 1951 second extraordinary ses-
sion are repealed and reenacted to read as set forth
in sections 15 and 16 of this act.

SEC. 15. (RCW 57.24.010) The territory adjoin-
ing or in close proximity to and in the same county
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Annexation with a district may be annexed to and become a part
authorized-
Petition- of the district in the following manner: Twenty per-.
Notice of
hearing, cent of the number of registered voters residing in

the territory proposed to be annexed who voted at
the last election may file a petition with the district
commissioners and cause the question to -be sub-
mitted to the electors of the territory whether such
territory will be annexed and become a part of the
district. If the commissioners concur in the petition,
they shall file it with the county auditor, who shall,
within ten days, examine the signatures thereon and
certify to the sufficiency or insufficiency thereof; and
for such purpose he shall have access to all registra-
tion books in the possession of the officers of any city
or town in the proposed district. If the petition con-
tains a sufficient number of signatures, the auditor
shall transmit it, together with his certificate of suf -
ficiency attached thereto to the water commissioners
of the district. If there are no electors residing in
the territory to be annexed, the petition may be
signed by such a number as appear of record to own
at least a majority of the acreage in the territory, and
the petition shall disclose the total number of acres
of land in the territory and the names of all record
owners of land therein. If the commissioners are
satisfied as to the sufficiency of the petition and con-
cur therein, they shall send it, together with their
certificate of concurrence attached thereto to the
board of county commissioners.

The county commissioners, upon receipt of a pe-
tition certified to contain a sufficient number of sig-
natures of electors, or upon receipt of a petition
signed by such a number as own at least a majority
of the acreage, together with a certificate of con-
currence signed by the water commissioners, at a
regular or special meeting shall cause to be published
for at least two weeks in two successive issues of
some weekly newspaper printed in the county, and
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in general circulation throughout the territory pro-
posed to be annexed, and in case no such newspaper
is printed in the county, then in some such newspaper
of general circulation therein, a notice that the peti-
tion has been filed, stating the time of the meeting at
which it shall 'be presented, and setting forth the
boundaries of the territory proposed to be annexed.

SEC. 16. (RCW 57.24.020) When such petition
is presented for hearing, the said board of county
commissioners shall hear the same or may adjourn
said hearing from time to time not exceeding one
month in all, and any person, firm or corporation
may appear before the board of county commission-
ers and make objections to the proposed boundary
lines or to the annexation of the territory described
in the petition; and upon a final hearing the said
board of county commissioners shall make such
changes in the proposed boundary lines as they
deem to be proper and shall establish and define
such boundaries and shall find whether the proposed
annexation of the said territory as established by
the said board of county commissioners to the said
water district will be conducive to the public health,
welfare and convenience and will be of special bene-
fit to the land included within the boundaries of the
territory proposed to be annexed to the said water
district and so established by the said board of
county commissioners: Provided, That no lands
which will not, in the judgment of said board, be
benefited by inclusion therein, shall be included with-
in the boundaries of said territory as so established
and defined: And provided further, That no change
shall be made by the said board of county commis-
sioners in the said boundary lines, including any ter-
ritory outside of the boundary lines described in the
petition: Provided further, That no person having
signed such petition as herein provided for shall be
allowed to withdraw his name therefrom after the
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ROW 57.24.020.
Hearing pro-
cedure-
Boundaries-
Election, no-
tice, judges.

filing of the same with the board of water commis-
sioners to said water district.

Upon the entry of the findings of the final hearing
to the said petition by the said county commissioners
of such county, if they find the said proposed annexa-
tion of the territory to the said water district to be
conducive to the public health, welfare and conve-
nience and to be of special benefit to the land pro-
posed to be annexed and included within the bound-
aries of the district, they shall give notice of a spe-
cial election to be held within the boundaries of the
territory proposed to be annexed to said water dis-
trict for the purpose of determining whether the
same shall be annexed to the said water district;
and such notice shall particularly describe the
boundaries established by the board of county
commissioners on its final hearing of the said peti-
tion, and shall state the name of the water district
to which the said territory is proposed to be annexed,
and the same shall be published for at least two
weeks prior to such election in a weekly newspaper
printed and published within the county within
which said district is located, and in case no such
newspaper be printed or published in such county,
then in some such newspaper of general circulation
therein for two successive issues thereof, and shall
be posted for the same period in at least four public
places within the boundaries of the district proposed
to be annexed, which notice shall designate the places
within the territory proposed to be annexed to said
water district where the said election shall be held,
and shall require the voters to cast ballots which
shall contain the words:

For Annexation to Water District
or

Against Annexation to Water District
The said county commissioners shall name the per-
sons to act as judges at such election.
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SEC. 17. This act is necessay for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

(The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the Explanatoryrequest of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow- note.
ing explanatoryg note.)

The Statute Law Committee in review of Title 57 of the Revised
Code of Washington has noted several instances where a session law
section has been divided into two or more RCW sections and the legis-
lature has subsequently amended one or more, but less than all, of
the RCW sections derived from the session law section.

The purpose of this bill, with two exceptions, Is to repeal and reenact
the RCW and session law sections, thereby restoring the latest session
law language and ratifying the division of the session law section into
several code sections, thus curing any possible defect arising from the
amendment of less than the whole session law section.

Section 1. 1929 c 114 § 7 as amended by 1945 a 50 §92 contains an
internal reference to "section 6 of this act", which latter section was
divided by the 1941 Code Committee and subsequently amended In part
thereby being the object of correction In sections 2 through 4 of this
act. Section 6 Is presently codified as RCW 57.12.020 and 57.12.030; hence
a translation to these RCW numbers Is herein made for clarification.

Sections 2 through 4. 1929 a 114 § 6, as amended by 1931 c 72 § 1, 1945
c 50 § 1 and 1947 c 216 § 1, was divided by the 1941 Code Committee
into RCW 57.12.020, 57.12.030 and 57.12.040. RCW 57.12.020 was sub-
sequently amended by 1953 c 251 9 4. The Statute Law Committee in Its
restoration program recombined these sections as RCW 57.12.020 and
57.12.030 and are herein so presented; RCW 57.12.040 is a memorial sec-
tion only, hence, no action is here required. In section 4 reference was
made in the original enactment to "section 5123 of Remington's Revised
Statutes or any amendment thereto". The section referred to was re-
pealed by 1933 a 1 § 31, and section 7 of the latter act covered the same
subject matter. The latter section 7 was, however, in turn repealed by
1945 a 95 § 2. Existing election laws provide that registration books are
open continuously. The obsolete reference and the language connected
therewith, herein deleted, reads:

"And the registration of voters for election to be held in such water
district shall be conducted by the city or town clerks and officers of
registration of the city, town and territory embraced within said
water district [ ; and the notice prescribed to be given by section
5123 of Remington's Revised Statutes or any amendment thereto
shall constitute sufficient notice to citizens residing within said
water district for registration for any general or special election
therein, without the necessity for such notice specially stating that
it Is for registration for an election to be held In a water district]."
(Bracketed language deleted.)
Also in section 4, in the paragraph next to last, the language "but

for the provisions of chapter 50, Laws of 1945" has been substituted for
"but for this act [1945 c 50]" for clarification to distinguish from the
words "this act" elsewhere used when referring to chapter 114, Laws
of 1929.

Sections 5 through 9. 1929 c 114 § 10, as amended by 1937 c 177 9 11
and 1939 a 128 9 2, was divided by the 1941 Code Committee into RCW
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Explanatory 57.16.010, 57.16.020, 57.16.030 and 57.16.040. RCW 57.16.020 was subsequently
note, amended by 1951 2nd ex.s. c 25 9 1 and 1953 c 251 § 5; RCW 57.16.030 was

subsequently amended by 1951 c 112 § 1 and 1953 c 251 §66; RCW 57.16.040
was subsequently amended by 1951 c 112 § 2, 1951 2nd ex.s. c 25 § 2 and
1953 c 251 § 7.

Sections 10 through 13. 1929 e 114 § 12 was divided by the 1941 Code
Committee into RCW 57.16.060, 57.16.070 and 57.16.080. RCW 57.16.060
was subsequently amended by 1953 c 251 §614 and RCW 57.16.070 by 1953
c 251 § 15.

Sections 14 through 16. 1929 c 114 § 15 as amended by 1931 c 72 § 5
was divided by the 1941 Code Committee into RCW 57.24.010, 57.24.020
and 57.24.030. RCW 57.24.010 was subsequently amended by 1951 2nd
ex.s. c 25 § 5. The Statute Law Committee in its restoration program
recombined these sections as RCW 57.24.010 and 57.24.020 and are herein
so presented; RCW 57.24.030 is a memorial section only, hence no action
is here required.

CHAPTER 19.
[ H. B. 11. ]

MORTGAGES-OBSOLETE LAWS REPEALED.
Ax ACT relating to mortgages; repealing section 1986, Code of

1881, section 1, page 104, Laws of 1879, section 1, page 286,
Laws of 1877, and section 1, page 43, Laws of 1875; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Repeal. SECTION 1. Section 1986, Code of 1881, section 1,
page 104, Laws of 1879, section 1, page 286, Laws of
1877, and section 1, page 43, Laws of 1875 are each
repealed.

Emergency. SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state govermnent and its existing
public institutions, and shall take eff ect immediately.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

Explanatory (The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the
note, request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow-ing explanatory note.)

Code of 1881 § 1986, and its precursors, is covered in subject matter
by 1899 c 98 § 1, as amended by 1929 c 156 § 1, codified as RCW 61.04.010.
The proposed repeal eliminates dupicity in the statutes and confirms
the practice of many years.
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CHAPTER 20.
C H. B. 12. ]

SALES ON EXECUTION-OBSOLETE LAWS REPEALED.

AN ACT relating to executions on property and sales thereunder;
repealing section 613, Code of 1881, section 567, page 146,
Laws of 1869, and section 412, page 208, Laws of 1854; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 613, Code of 1881, section 567, Repeal.

page 146, Laws of 1869, and section 412, page 208,
Laws of 1854 are each repealed.

SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

(The above measure, being remedial legislaton introduced at the Explanatory
request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow- note.
ing explanatory note.)

Code of 1881 § 613 and its precursors Is presently covered in subject
matter by 1899 a 53 § 1 codified as RCW 61.12.090. Dennis v. Moses, 18
Wash. 537 declared that 1897 c 50 § 1 impliedly repealed Code of 1881
§ 613. Subsequently the legislature enacted 1899 a 53 and expressly
repealed the 1897 provisions. The proposed repeal preserves the current
status of the law and bars any question of the revival of a prior law
upon the repeal of an Implied repealer.
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CHAPTER 21.
EH. B. 13.]

ARSON-DISTURBING SETTLER'S PROPERTY.

AN ACT relating to crimes and punishments; repealing sections
2 and 3, page 71, Laws of 1883 (Approved November 26,
1883); and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Repeal. SECTION 1. Sections 2 and 3, page 71, Laws of
1883 are each repealed.

Emergency. SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take eff ect immediately.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

Explanatory (The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the
note, request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow-

ing explanatory note.)
The provisions of 1883 p 71 § 2 is covered in subject matter by 1891

c 69 8 17 codified as RCW 9.61.080, and the provisions of 1883 p 71 § 3
is covered in subject matter by the provisions of the 1909 criminal code
relating to arson codified in chapter 9.09 RCW. The proposal eliminates
duplicity in the statutes and follows the treatment accorded over many
years of practice.
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CHAPTER 22.
[ H. B. 14.1

SPORTING CONTESTS-FRAUD.

AN ACT relating to sporting contests and repealing section 1,
chapter 181, Laws of 1941, and RCW 67.24.005.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 181, Laws of 1941 Repeal.

and RCW 67.24.005 are each repealed.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

(The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at theExlntrrequest of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow-_ xlntr
ing explanatoryj note.) note.

Chapter 67.24 RCW consists of three sections reading as follows:
"167.24.005 Commission of, in certain contests, declared gross mis-

demeanor-1941 Act. Every person who shall give, offer, receive, or
promise, directly or indirectly, any compensation, gratuity or reward,
or any promise thereof, or who shall fraudulently commit any act
by trick, devise or bunco, with Intent to influence or change the
outcome of any boxing or wrestling match, horse race, fish derby
or any other athletic or sporting contest, shall be guilty of a gross
misdemeanor. [1941 c 181 § 1; Rem. Supp. 1941 § 2696-5.]

67.24.010 Conunission of, declared felony-1945 Act. Every person
who shall give, offer, receive or promise, directly or indirectly, any
compensation, gratuity or reward, or make any promise thereof, or
who shall fraudulently commit any act by trick, devise or bunco,
or any means whatsoever with Intent to influence or change the
outcome of any sporting contest between men or between animals,
shall be guilty of a felony and shall be punished by imprisonment
in the state penitentiary for not less than five years. [1945 c 107 § 1;
1941 c 181 § 1; Rem. Supp. 1945 § 2499-1.]

67.24.020 Scope of 1945 Act. AUi of the acts and statutes In con-
flict herewith are hereby repealed except chapter 55, Laws of 1933
[chapters 43.50 and 67.16] and amendments thereto. [1945 c 107 § 2;
Rem. Supp. 1945 § 2499-1 note.]"
RCW 67.24.005 enacted in 1941 appears to be superseded by RCW

67.24.010 and 67.24.020 enacted In 1945, hence its repeal Is here recom-
mended.
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CHAPTER 23.
[ H. B. 15. ]

CEMETERIES--CEMETERY DISTRICTS-
HUMAN REMAINS.

AN ACT relating to cemeteries, cemetery districts, and human
remains; amending section 2, chapter 123, Laws of 1891,
as amended by section 2, chapter 224, Laws of 1953 and
RCW 68.08.070; amending section 13, chapter 6, Laws of
1947, as amended by section 1, chapter 39, Laws of 1957
and RCW 68.16.130; repealing section 240, chapter 249,
Laws of 1909; repealing sections 4 and 5, page 28, Laws
of 1856-57; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 68.08.070 SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 123, Laws of 1891,
amended.

as amended by section 2, chapter 224, Laws of 1953
and RCW 68.08.070 are each amended to read as
follows:

Bodies, when Any sheriff, coroner, keeper or superintendent of
may be used
for dissection, a county poorhouse, public hospital, county jail, or

state institution shall surrender the dead bodies of
persons required to be buried at the public expense,
to any physician or surgeon, to be by him used for
the advancement of anatomical science, preference
being given to medical schools in this state, for their
use in the instruction of medical students. If the
deceased person during his last sickness requested
to be buried, or if within thirty days after his death
some person claiming to be a relative or a responsible
officer of a church organization with which the de-
ceased at the time of his death was affiliated requires
the body to be buried, his body shall be buried.

RCW 68.16.130 SEC. 2. Section 13, chapter 6, Laws of 1947, as
amended, amended by section 1, chapter 39, Laws of 1957 and

RCW 68.16.130 are each amended to read as follows:
(1) A cemetery district organized under this

chapter shall have power to acquire, establish, main-
tain, manage, improve and operate cemeteries and
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conduct any and all of the businesses of a cemetery Power-
District may

as defined in this title. A cemetery district shall embrace
certain cities

constitute a cemetery authority as defined in this and towns.

title and shall have and exercise all powers conferred
thereby upon a cemetery authority and be subject to
the provisions thereof.

(2) A cemetery district may include within its
boundaries the lands embraced within the corporate
limits of third class cities in counties of the fourth
class, or within the corporate limits of fourth class
towns in the classes of counties enumerated in RCW
68.16.010, and in any such cases the district may
acquire any cemetery or cemeteries theretofore
maintained and operated by any such city or town
and proceed to maintain, manage, improve and
operate the same under the provisions hereof. In
such event the governing body of the city or town,
after the transfer takes place, shall levy no cemetery
tax. The power of eminent domain heretofore con-
ferred shall not extend to the condemnation of exist-
ing cemeteries within the district.

SEC. 3. The following acts or parts of acts are Repeal.

each repealed:
(1) Section 240, chapter 249, Laws of 1909, and
(2) Sections 4 and 5, page 28, Laws of 1856-57.

SEC. 4. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 2 7, 195 9.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

(The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at theEplntr
request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow- Exnot y
ing explanatory note.)noe

Section I1. The underscored new matter is Inserted to correct a
manifest clerical error by way of omission. 1891 a 123 §2 contained
such language as did prior compilations and the Revised Code of Wash-
ington. This section was smended by 1953 Senate Bill No. 439 which
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Explanatory inadvertently omitted the underscored language. This proposal restores
note, such language since the sentence appears meaningless without It.

Section 2. The underscored matter in this section originally appeared
In 1947 c 6 § 13 but such underscored language was combined by the
1941 Code Committee with 1947 c 6 § 12 to make up RCW 68.16.120, the
remainder of 1947 c 6 § 13 being codified by such code committee as
RCW 68.16.130. Based upon this codification, the 1957 legislature (1957
c 39) amended 1947 c 6 § 13 and RCW 68.16.130 but neither the original
nor the printed bill (House Bill No. 119) contained the sentence in
question nor Indicated Its deletion by enclosing it within deletion
marks. The proposal restores such language as originally enacted
thereby curing the inadvertent omission.

Section 3. (1) 1L909 c 249 § 240 the section herein repealed In sub-
division (1) reads as follows:

"Every person who shall arrest or attach the dead body of a
human being upon a debt or demand, or shall detain or claim to
detain it for any debt or demand, or upon any pretended lien or
charge; or who, without authority of law, shall obstruct or detain
a person engaged in carrying or accompanying the dead body of a
human being to a place of burial or cremation, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor."
The subject matter of such section appears to be covered and super-

seded by subsequent enactments. See 1943 c 247 § 27 (RCW 68.08.120),
1943 c 247 §125 (RCW 68.08.145), and 1943 c 247 § 36 (RCW 68.48.010).

(2) 1856-57 p 28 M8 4 and 5 the sections herein repealed in subdivision
(2) read as follows:

Sec. 4. "Every person who shall wilfully and maliciously destroy,
mutilate, deface, injure or remove any tomb, monument, gravestone
or other structure, placed within any cemetery, grave yard, or place
of public burial, or any fences, railing, or other work for the pro-
tection or ornament of any tomb, monument, grave stone, or other
structure aforesaid, or shall wilfully and maliciously destroy, re-
move, cut, break or injure any tree, shrub, or plant, within any
cemetery or grave yard, shall be punished by fine, in any sum not
exceeding one hundred dollars."

Sec. 5. "Justices of the peace and judges of probate shall have
cognizance of all offenses violating the provisions of this act"
The subject matter of these sections appear to be covered and super-

seded by subsequent enactments. See 1943 c 247 M§36 and 37 (RCW
68.48.010 and 68.48.020).

The proposed repeals eliminates duplicitous statutes superseded by
subsequent enactments.
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CHAPTER 24.
[ H. B. 17.1

FOREST PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION.

AN ACT relating to forests; repealing chapter 164, Laws of 1905
and chapter 114, Laws of 1903; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enaicted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Chapter 164, Laws of 1905 and chapter Repeal.

114, Laws of 1903 are each repealed.

SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state govermnent and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

(The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at theExlntr
request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow- Exntory
ing explanatoryg note.)nte

The session laws herein proposed for repeal contain subject matter
which Is covered by chapter 125, Laws of 1911 codified In chapter
76.04 RCW as amended. The title of the 1911 law stated that sections 2
through 12 of the 1905 law were repealed; however, the text of the 1911
law contained only a general repealer rather than a specific schedule.
Only one section of the 1905 act has been judicially construed and that
was section 12 which was held to be impliedly repealed by the 1911 act
In State v. Herdricks, 68 Wash. 670. The remainder of the 1905 act is
in same category and was so regarded by the 1911 legislature. Section 1
of the act, not referred to in the 1911 title, created a forest board since
abolished by subsequent enactments. The inclusion of the 1903 act in
the repeal proposed herein is merely to bar any possibility of revival
by the repeal of a repealing act since the 1905 act repealed the 1903
law.
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CHAPTER 25.
E H. B.1.]1

MENTAL ILLNESS AND INEBRIACY-
TITLE 71 ROW REENACTMENT.

AN ACT enacting Title 71 of the Revised Code of Washington
relating to mental illness and inebriacy; providing pen-
alites; repealing sections 1 through 7, pages 113 and 114,
Laws of 1879; sections 1 through 4, pages 13 and 14, Laws
of 1881; sections 1671 through 1677, chapter 113, Code 1881;
sections 1, 6 and 7, pages 32 and 33, Laws of 1883; sections
416 and 417, chapter 249, Laws of 1909; chapter 105, Laws
of 1915; chapter 109, Laws of 1915; chapter 145, Laws of
1923; chapter 42, Laws of 1939; chapter 179, Laws of 1947;
sections 1 through 19, 21 through 51 and 53 through 69,
chapter 198, Laws of 1949; sections 1 through 5, 17 through
39, and 51 through 64, chapter 139, Laws of 1951; chapter
223, Laws of 1951; chapter 24, Laws of 1957; chapter 26,
Laws of 1957; chapter 28, Laws of 1957; chapter 35, Laws of
1957; chapter 49, Laws of 1957; and chapter 184, Laws of
1957; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

TITLE 71
MENTAL ILLNESS AND INEBRIACY

Chapter 71.02
MENTAL ILLNESS-COMMITMENT

PROCEDURE

SECTION 71.02.010 Definitions. As used in this
chapter, the following terms shall have the following
meanings:

''Mentally ill person"~ shall mean any person
found to be suffering from psychosis or other disease
impairing his mental health, and the symptoms of
such disease are of a suicidal, homicidal, or incendiary
nature, or of such nature which would render such
person dangerous to his own life or to the lives or
property of others.

"Patient" shall mean a person under observation,
care or treatment in a state hospital, or a person
found mentally ill by the court, and not discharged
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from a state hospital, or other facility, to which such
person had been ordered hospitalized.

"Licensed physician" shall mean an individual
licensed as a physician under the laws of the state,
or a medical officer, similarly qualified, of the
government of the United States while in this state
in performance of his official duties.

"State hospital" shall mean any hospital operated
and maintained by the state of Washington for the
care of the mentally ill.

"Superintendent" shall mean the superintendent
of a state hospital.

"Court" shall mean the superior court of the state
of Washington.

"Department" shall mean the department of in-
stitutions.

"Resident" shall mean a resident of the state of
Washington who has maintained his domiciliary
residence within this state for a period of two years
immediately preceding commitment.

Wherever used in this chapter, the masculine
shall include the feminine and the singular shall in-
clude the plural.

SEC. 71.02.020 Construction of Chapter--Crimi-
nai Insane-"Insane" As Used in Other Statutes.
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as affect-
ing the laws of this state relating to the criminally
insane or insane inmates of penal institutions. Where
the term "insane'' is used in other statutes of this
state its meaning shall be synonymous with mental
illness as defined in this chapter.

SEC. 71.02.090 Involuntary Patients-Application
to Court for Hospitalization. Any person may make
application to the superior court for the county in
which an alleged mentally ill person is found for the
involuntary hospitalization of such person. Such ap-
plication shall be made under oath and shall be to the
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effect that there is in such county a mentally ill
person who by reason of such mental illness is unsafe
to be at large and requesting that such person be
taken before the superior court for examination.
Before accepting said application for filing, the same
must be endorsed by the prosecuting attorney of
said county where the court has not designated some
other person to the effect that he or his deputy has
personally examined the applicant, investigated the
merits of the application and believes reasonable
grounds exist for filing of same.

SEC. 71.02.100 Application-Liability of Appli-
cant. Any person making or filing an application
alleging a person to be mentally ill under the provi-
sions of this chapter shall not be rendered civilly or
criminally liable where the making and filing of such
application was in good faith.

SEC. 71.02.110 Application-Probate Matter-
Court Commissioners. Applications for involuntary
hospitalization shall be handled as a probate matter.
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as limiting
or modifying the powers of the various court com-
missioners.

SEC. 71.02.120 Application-Hearing Date-De-
tention Pending Hearing or Application. Upon the
filing of such application the court shall issue an
order setting a date for hearing and examination.
Such application may contain a statement to the
effect that immediate apprehension and detention is
necessary to safeguard the lives and property of the
alleged mentally ill person or others. If such state-
ment is contained in the application, the court shall
issue an order of apprehension directing that the
alleged mentally ill person be immediately appre-
hended and detained pending hearing and exami-
nation. The sheriff or other person as designated by
the court, shall execute the order of apprehension.
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In emergencies requiring immediate apprehension
and restraint, or at times when superior courts are
not open for business, any sheriff or other peace
officer, may, when he shall have reasonable cause to
believe any person is so mentally ill as to be unsafe
to be at large, apprehend such person without war-
rant, wherever found, and detain him or her in suit-
able quarters until an application can be made as
above provided.

Note: See also section 9, chapter 196, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 71.02.130 Detention Wards, Counties-Use
of Other Facilities, Cost-Examination of Patient,
Duration. There shall be set aside in each county
of the state of Washington having a county hospital,
such portions of such hospital as may be necessary
for the detention and observation of those persons
detained under the provisions of this chapter pend-
ing further proceedings. In each such hospital there
shall be separate detention wards for males and
females. The superior court may order the exami-
nation of such person by medical personnel for the
purpose of obtaining testimony as to the alleged
mentally ill person's condition. Such observation
period shall not exceed sixty days unless a jury trial
has been demanded: Provided, That in all counties
having no county hospital, the court may designate
as a detention ward the nearest state hospital for
the mentally ill or such other place of detention and
treatment as it may deem suitable for the purpose
of this chapter, and the superintendents of the state
hospitals for the mentally ill so designated shall
admit such persons committed thereto in accordance
with the provisions of this section: Provided further,
That liability for the cost of detention and observa-
tion in a state hospital and responsibility for trans-
portation to the hospital and return of the patient
to the court shall be upon the county of the com-
mitting court.

Note: See also section 10, chapter 196, Laws of 1959.
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SEC. 71.02.140 Notice of Hearing-Service. A
copy of the application, notice of hearing, and order
of apprehension shall be served upon the alleged
mentally ill person by the sheriff or other person as
designated by the court. The clerk of the court shall
cause notice of hearing to be given to the guardian,
spouse, or next of kin of the alleged mentally ill
person, if known, and in that respective priority,
unless such person shall have filed the original ap-
plication. Such notice shall specify the name of the
applicant, date of application, place of detention, and
date, time, and place of hearing. Such notice shall
also specify the alleged mentally ill person's right to
trial by jury and right to be represented by counsel.
Notice to the alleged mentally ill person may be
eliminated if the court finds that the serving of such
notice might be injurious to the health of such person
and if a guardian ad litem. is appointed.

SEC. 71.02.150 Property of Patient-Safeguarding.
Any person apprehending an alleged mentally ill
person under the provisions of this chapter shall take
reasonable precautions to safeguard the property of
such person. At any time after application has been
filed the court may make such orders relative to such
person's personal property as may seem necessary
for his best interests, health and welfare, pending
the appointment of a guardian of such person' s
estate.

SEC. 71.02.160 Hearings-Time and Place-Priv-
acy. For the purpose of conducting hearings and
examinations under this chapter, or chapter 72.23
RCW, court may be convened at any time and place
within the limits of the county in which the court
resides: Provided, That hearings and examinations
under this chapter may be closed to the general
public unless the guardian, attorney, or guardian
ad litem representing the alleged mentally ill person
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demands an open hearing as in other civil actions,
or unless a jury is demanded.

SEC. 71.02.170 Hearings-Evidence. At the hear-
ing on the application the court shall require the
testimony of at least two licensed physicians, who
shall have made a joint examination of the alleged
mentally ill person, and who shall have filed with the
court a written report of the facts and circumstances
upon which their testimony is based. Such report
shall contain a statement as to whether or not the
person filed against is mentally ill. The person filed
against, his guardian, relatives, or friends, or the
court of its own motion, may summon or produce
such witnesses and evidence as they may desire. At
least two of the testifying physicians must have been
appointed by the court for the purpose of examining
the alleged mentally ill person.

SEC. 71.02.180 Evidence - Subpoenas - Witness
Fees. Subpoenas may be issued to compel the at-
tendance of witnesses or the production of evidence
in the same manner as in civil cases: Provided, That
such subpoenas shall be effective within the bound-
aries of the county of the issuing court. All wit-
nesses shall be allowed witness f ees as in criminal
cases.

SE~C. 71.02.190 Hearing-Representation For Pa-
tient. If no guardian of the person has been ap-
pointed, the court may appoint a guardian ad litem
to represent the patient during proceedings. The
person filed against shall have the right to be repre-
sented by an attorney if requested.

SEC. 71.02.200 Hearing-Order of Hospitaliza-
tion. If the court shall find after hearing and ex-
amination that the person filed against is mentally
ill, it shall enter an order directing the hospitaliza-
tion of such person pursuant to section 71.02.240.
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SEC. 71.02.210 Jury Trial-Request For-Date,
Detention Pending. At commencement of hearing
the person filed against, his guardian, attorney or
guardian ad litem, may request a trial by jury. Such
request shall be in writing and filed with the court
accompanied by the required fee. The court shall
then enter an order directing the alleged mentally
ill person to be detained pending trial and shall set
a date for such trial.

SEC. 71.02.220 Jury Trial-Evidence-Order of
Hospitalization. Where trial is by jury the testimony
and evidence required by section 71.02.170 shall be
presented. After all the evidence is in the jury shall
determine whether or not the person filed against is
mentally ill. If the jury finds that such person is
mentally ill the court shall enter an order directing
the hospitalization of such person in accordance with
section 71.02.240.

SEC. 71.02.230 Expenses-By Whom Payable.
After a person has been found mentally ill under
section 71.02.200, the court shall, after reasonable
notice of the time, place and purpose of the hearing
has been given to persons subject to liability under
this section, inquire into the ability of the person's
estate,' or his spouse, parents or children, or any
combination thereof, to pay the charges for transpor-
tation and hospitalization in a state hospital, deten-
tion pending proceedings, and court costs. If the
court finds that the patient's estate or above named
relatives, or combination thereof, are able to pay
such charges or any part thereof, an order to such
effect shall be entered. If the court finds that neither
the patient's estate nor said relatives are able to pay
the charge for transportation to and hospitalization
in a state hospital, such costs shall be borne by the
state of Washington. If the court finds that neither
the patient's estate nor above relatives can pay
charges for detention pending proceedings or court
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costs, such costs shall be borne by the county. When
a patient is a resident of another county, the corn-
mitting county shall recover from the county of the
patient's residence all costs and expenses of the
patient's detention and commitment.

SEC. 71.02.240 Order of Hospitalization or Cus-
tody-Inventory of Personal Effects. Where a per-
son is found to be mentally ill the court shall:

(1) Order a person hospitalized at a state hos-
pital until released by the superintendent thereof; or

(2) Order such person hospitalized by the United
States veterans' administration, or other agency of
the United States government, where it appears that
the mentally ill person is eligible for such treatment,
and a certificate of eligibility has been obtained from
the veterans' administration, or agency of the United
States government, until released by such agency; or

(3) Order such person hospitalized at a private
facility for the care and treatment of the mentally
ill, where such facility is willing to accept such men-
tally ill person, until released by the chief officer
thereof; or

(4) Where the mentally ill person is not danger-
ous to the lives or property of others, and is not
dangerous to himself, the court may direct that cus-
tody of such person be given to such friends or
relatives as are willing and able to care for him.

If ordered hospitalized all personal effects, includ-
ing contents of trunks, boxes and other containers to
be transferred with the patient, shall be inventoried
by the sheriff or other person making the apprehen-
sion and a copy of said inventory shall be given to
the representative of the hospital at the time of
transfer of the patient.

SEC. 71.02.250 Files Confidential-Record En-
tries. All files in these cases shall be closed files sub-
ject to examination only on court order. Where a
person is found mentally ill the clerk shall cause the
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following f acts to be noted in his probate docket:
Name and age of such person, date of order of hos-
pitalization, place of hospitalization, date of parole
and date of discharge. Where a person is found not
to be mentally ill the clerk shall cause such proceed-
ings to be noted in an alphabetically arranged index,
which index shall contain the following information:
Name of person filed against, date of order dismiss-
ing proceedings, and probate cause number. 'This
index shall be open to inspection only under court
order. Nothing in this section shall be construed to
prevent the forwarding of all case histories, physi-
cians' reports, and other case data to the state hos-
pital or other agency in which a mentally ill person
may have been ordered hospitalized.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 51, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 71.02.260 Alien Patients-Report. When-
ever any person shall be brought before the court for
examination and hearing on application for involun-
tary hospitalization, the court shall, if such person
is found mentally ill, inquire into the nationality of
such person and may summon witnesses and require
the production of documentary evidence for that
purpose. If it shall appear that such person is an
alien, the court shall cause the clerk to make out and
transmit to the United States district director of im-
migration and naturalization in the state of Washing-
ton, and to the superintendent of the state hospital
where such patient is to be hospitalized, a report
showing the names and addresses of all witnesses
who appeared and testified as to the nationality of
the mentally ill person, a synopsis of the testimony
of each witness and copies of documentary evidence
tending to show the nationality found at the hearing.

SEC. 71.02.270 Orders and Reports-Forms. The
report of medical testimony, order directing hospital-
ization, order directing payment of court costs, trans-
portation and hospitalization charges, and order di-
recting disposition or safeguarding of a mentally ill
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person's property shall be entered on forms provided
by the department.

SEC. 71.02.280 Orders and Reports-Copies to
Hospital-Inadequate Reports. A copy of the medi-
Cal report, order of hospitalization, and order direct-
ing payment of hospitalization charges shall be de-
livered with the patient to the superintendent of the
state hospital or officer in charge of veterans' facility,
wherein a patient is ordered hospitalized: Provided,
however, That if said medical report is not filled out
legibly and completely, giving essential information
pertaining to the patient, the hospital may refuse ad-
mission of the patient.

SEC. 71.02.290 Orders-Execution. The depart-
ment shall be charged with the execution of orders
of hospitalization at state hospitals and orders direct-
ing payment of hospitalization charges at such hos-
pitals, including the transportation of persons so
hospitalized.

SEC. 71.02.300 Jurisdiction of Court to Continue.
The court shall retain jurisdiction for the purpose of
entering further appropriate orders until such time
as a patient is certified as discharged.

SEC. 71.02.310 Hospitalization Char ges-Contin-
uation of Responsibility, Existing Cases. Patients' es-
tates and relatives now responsible for the payment
of maintenance charges upon the taking effect of this
chapter shall remain so responsible hereunder.

SEC. 71.02.320 - Due Date - Collection.
Hospitalization charges are payable in advance on
the first day of each calendar month, and the depart-
ment may make all necessary rules and regulations
relative to the billing and collection of such charges.

SEC. 71.02.330 - Modification of Order Re-
quiring Payment. The superior court may, upon
petition, modify any existing order entered pursuant
to section 71.02.230, where it is shown that the peti-
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tioner is unable to continue payment of hospitaliza-
tion charges. A hearing may be had on such petition
in the nature of proceedings supplemental to execu-
tion in civil actions. Such petition must be served
on the department at least ten days prior to hearing.

SEC. 71.02.340 - Modification of Order to
Require Payment by Relative. The department may
apply for modification of any existing order where it
is shown that there exists some relative within the
classification set forth in section 71.02.230 who is able
to pay hospitalization charges. Such relative must
be served with notice of such petition in the same
manner as summons is served in civil action.

SEC. 71.02.350 - Transportation char ges-
Collection. The department shall have the right to
collect hospitalization and transportation charges
from a patient's estate or person legally responsible
for the support of a patient without the entry of any
order to such effect under section 71.02.230. If the
person administering the patient's estate or the per-
son responsible for the support of the patient is un-
able to pay such charges he shall petition the court
for an order declaring such inability pursuant to
section 71.02.330.

SEC. 71.02.360 - Collection - Statutes of
Limitation. No statutes of limitations shall run
against the state of Washington for hospitalization
charges: Provided, however, That periods of limita-
tions for the filing of creditors' claims against pro-
bate and guardianship estates shall apply against
such claims.

SEC. 71.02.370 - Collection-Prosecuting
Attorneys to Assist. The prosecuting attorneys of the
various counties shall assist the department in the
collection of hospitalization charges.

SEC. 7 1.02.380 ---- Criminally Insane - Li-
ability. Patients hospitalized at state hospitals as
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criminally insane shall be responsible for payment
of hospitalization charges unless an order is obtained
pursuant to section 71.02.330.

SEC. 71.02.390 - Advance Remittances.
Advance remittances of such hospitalization charges
may be held by the department in a suspense account
for a period not to exceed ninety days in order to
make prompt refunds in cases of overpayment.
Moneys in such account shall be deposited in such
bank or banks as the department may select, and any
such depositary shall furnish suitable surety bond
or collateral for their safekeeping. Such funds shall
be transmitted to the state treasurer for deposit in
the general fund after being held for the above pur-
pose.

SEC. 71.02.400 --- anCaelation. The de-
partment shall have authority to cancel accrued hos-
pitalization charges to the extent of one hundred dol-
lars or less, when a patient has deceased or has been
discharged.

SEC. 71.02.410 - How Computed. Charges
for hospitalization of patients in state hospitals are to
be based on the actual cost of operating such hos-
pitals for the previous year, taking into considera-
tion the overhead expense of operating the hospital
and expense of maintenance and repair, including in
both cases all salaries of supervision and manage-
ment as well as material and equipment actually
used or expended in operation as computed by the
department. Costs of transportation shall be com-
puted by the department.

SEC. 71.02.420 - Change in Rate. The de-
partment may execute a change in rate for hospitali-
zation charges upon the giving of sixty days' no-
tice to the parties responsible f or payment of such
charges. Said notice may be mailed to the parties
concerned.
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SEC. 71.02.430 - Certification to Court.
The department shall certify to the various superior
courts the rate for hospitalization charges when exe-
cuting a change in rate, including in said certifica-
tion the effective date of such change.

SEC. 71.02.450 State Hospitals-Allocation of Pa-
tients. Persons found to be mentally ill by the courts
of the various counties and in need of hospitalization
at a state hospital shall be hospitalized at the follow-
ing state hospitals: From the counties of Grays Har-
bor, Clark, Cowlitz, King, Kitsap, Lewis, Mason, Pa-
cific, Pierce, Thurston and Wahkiakum, to the west-
ern state hospital; from the counties of Adams, Aso-
tin, Benton, Chelan, Columbia, Douglas, Ferry,
Franklin, Garfield, Grant, Kittitas, Klickitat, Lin-
coln, Okanogan, Pend Oreille, Skamania, Spokane,
Stevens, Walla Walla, Whitman and Yakima, to the
eastern state hospital; from the counties of Clallam,
King, Island, Jefferson, San Juan, Skagit, Snohomish
and Whatcom., to the northern state hospital: Pro-
vided, however, That whenever the department shall
certify to the superior court of any county that the
hospital above specified to receive mentally ill per-
sons from such county is temporarily unable to care
for additional patients, and shall designate one of
the other hospitals, the court shall order patients
hospitalized at such other hospital until further ad-
vised by the department: And provided further,
That if it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction
of the court ordering the hospitalization of a men-
tally ill person, upon the application of the guardian
or attorney representing such person, that by reason
of climatic conditions, the nature of the mental ill-
ness, or location of relatives, it would be to the best
interest of the patient to be hospitalized at another
state hospital, and such other hospital can accommo-
date said patient, the court may order such person
hospitalized at such other state hospital.
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SEC. 71.02.490 Authority Over Patient-Federal
Agencies, Private Establishments. The United States
veterans' administration, or other United States gov-
ernment agency, or the chief officer of a private f a-
cility shall have the same powers as are conferred
upon the superintendent of a state hospital with ref -
erence to retention, transfer, parole, or discharge of
mentally ill persons ordered hospitalized in their f a-
cilities.

SEC. 71.02.650 Legal Competency-Effect of Ap-
plication or Discharge-Examination Before Dis-
charge. Any person complained against in any ap-
plication or proceedings started by virtue of the pro-
visions of this chapter shall not forfeit or suffer any
legal disability by the reason of the pendency of
proceedings under this chapter, until an order de-
claring such person to be mentally ill has been en-
tered. A person shall be presumed to be competent
to manage his affairs when such person has been
certified as discharged as recovered from a state
hospital or other facility to which he has been hos-
pitalized as a mentally ill person: Provided, how-
ever, Before any such discharge shall issue, the
mentally ill person must have been examined by the
superintendent of a state hospital, or person in
charge of such other facility, within thirty days im-
mediately preceding his discharge as recovered. The
superintendent of a state hospital shall have author-
ity to receive such persons for the above examination
although a prior discharge has been issued.

SEC. 71.02.900 Construction and Purpose. The
provisions of this chapter shall be liberally construed
so that persons who are in need of care and treat-
ment for mental illness shall receive humane care
and treatment and be restored to normal mental con-
dition as rapidly as possible with an avoidance of loss
of civil rights where not necessary, and with as little
formality as possible, still preserving all rights and
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all privileges of the person as guaranteed by the Con-
stitution.

Chapter 71.06

SEXUAL PSYCHOPATHS AND PSYCHO-
PATHIC DELINQUENTS

SEC. 71.06.010 Definitions. As used in this chap-
ter, the following terms shall have the following
meanings:

"Psychopathic personality" means the existence
in any person of such hereditary, congenital or ac-
quired condition affecting the emotional or volitional
rather than the intellectual field and manifested by
anomalies of such character as to render satisfactory
social adjustment of such person difficult or impossi-
ble.

",Sexual psychopath" means any person who is
affected in a form of psychoneurosis or in a form of
psychopathic personality, which form predisposes
such person to the commission of sexual offenses in
a degree constituting him a menace to the health or
safety of others.

"Sex offense" means one or more of the follow-
ing: Abduction, incest, rape, assault with intent to
commit rape, indecent assault, contributing to the
delinquency of a minor involving sexual misconduct,
sodomy, indecent exposure, indecent liberties with
children, carnal knowledge of children, soliciting or
enticing a child for immoral purposes, vagrancy in-
volving immoral or sexual misconduct, or an attempt
to commit any of the said offenses.

"Psychopathic delinquent" means any minor who
is psychopathic, and who is a habitual delinquent,
if his delinquency is such as to constitute him a men-
ace to the health, person, or property of himself or
others, and the minor is not a proper subject for
commitment to a state correctional school, a penal
institution, to a state school for the mentally deficient
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as a mentally deficient person, or to a state hospital
as a mentally ill person.

"Minor" means any person under twenty-one
years of age.

"Department" means department of institutions.
"Court" means the superior court of the state of

Washington.
"Superintendent" means the superintendent of a

state institution designated for the custody, care and
treatment of sexual psychopaths or psychopathic de-
linquents.

.SEC. 71.06.020 Sexual Psychopaths - Petition.
Where any person is charged in the superior court
in this state with a sex offense and it appears that
such person is a sexual psychopath, the prosecuting
attorney may file a petition in the criminal proceed-
ing, alleging that the defendant is a sexual psycho-
path and stating sufficient facts to support such al-
legation. Such petition must be filed and served on
the defendant or his attorney at least ten days prior
to hearing on the criminal charge.

SEC. 71.06.030 Procedure on Petition-Effect of
Acquittal on Criminal Charge. The court may pro-
ceed to hear the criminal charge. If the defendant
is convicted or has previously pleaded guilty to such
charge, sentence shall be pronounced, and the court
shall then proceed to hear and determine the allega-
tion of sexual psychopathy. Acquittal on the
criminal charge shall not operate to suspend the
hearing on the allegation of sexual psychopathy.

SEC. 71.06.040 Preliminary Hearing-Evidence-
Detention in Hospital for Observation. At a pre-
liminary hearing upon the charge of sexual psycho-
pathy, the court may require the testimony of two
duly licensed physicians who have examined the
defendant. If the court finds that there are reason-
able grounds to believe the defendant is a sexual
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psychopath, the court shall order said defendant con-
fined at the nearest state hospital for observation as
to the existence of sexual psychopathy. Such ob-
servation shall be for a period of not to exceed
ninety days. The defendant shall be detained in
the county jail or other county facilities pending
execution of such observation order by the depart-
ment.

SEC. 71.06.050 - Report of Findings. Upon
completion of said observation period the super-
intendent of the state hospital shall return the de-
fendant to the court, together with a written report
of his findings as to whether or not the defendant is
a sexual psychopath and the facts upon which his
opinion is based.

SEC. 71.06.060 - Commitment, or Other
Disposition of Charge. After the superintendent's
report has been filed, the court shall determine
whether or not the defendant is a sexual psychopath.
If said defendant is found to be a sexual psychopath,
the court shall commit him to such facility as may
be designated by the department for the care and
treatment of sexual psychopaths. If the defendant
is found not to be a sexual psychopath, the court
shall order the sentence to be executed, or may
proceed to hear the criminal charge, or may dis-
charge the defendant as the case may merit.

SEC. 71.06.070 Jury Trial. A jury may be de-
manded to determine the question of sexual psy-
chopathy upon hearing after return of the superin-
tendent's report. Such demand must be in writing
and filed with the court within ten days after filing
of the petition alleging the defendant to be a sexual
psychopath.

SEC. 71.06.080 Construction of Chapter-Trial,
Evidence, Law Relating to Criminally Insane. Noth-
ing in this chapter shall be construed as to affect
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the procedure for the ordinary conduct of criminal
trials as otherwise set up by law. Nothing in this
chapter shall be construed to prevent the defendant,
his attorney or the court of its own motion, from
producing evidence and witnesses at the hearing on
the probable existence of sexual psychopathy or at
the hearing after the return of the superintendent's
report. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed
as affecting the laws relating to the criminally in-
sane or the insane criminal, nor shall this chapter
be construed as preventing the defendant from
raising the defense of insanity as in other criminal
cases.

SEC. 71.06.090 Termination of Commitment-
Further Dispositions. A sexual psychopath com-
mitted pursuant to section 71.06.060 shall be retained
by the superintendent of the institution involved
until in his opinion he is safe to be at large, where-
upon:

(1) If the sexual psychopath had been convicted
of, or had pleaded guilty to the criminal charge, and
the maximum sentence for such crime has not ex-
pired, the superintendent shall certify his opinion
to the board of prison terms and paroles.

(2) If the maximum sentence for the criminal
charge has expired, the superintendent shall parole
such sexual psychopath under terms and conditions
as he may deem advisable.

(3) If the maximum sentence for the criminal
charge has not expired and the sexual psychopath
has not pleaded guilty to or been convicted of such
charge, the superintendent shall return the sexual
psychopath to the committing court, which court
may thereupon proceed to hear and determine the
criminal charge.

SEC. 71.06.100 - Hospital Record to be
Furnished Court or Parole Board. Where under sec-
tion 71.06.090 the superintendent certifies his opinion
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that the sexual psychopath is safe to be at large, he
shall provide the board of prison terms and paroles,
or the committing court, with a copy of the hospital
medical record concerning the sexual psychopath so
certified.

SEC. 71.06.110 - Imprisonment or Parole.
Where pursuant to section 71.06.090 (1) the super-
intendent certifies his opinion that the sexual psy-
chopath is safe to be at large to the board of prison
terms and paroles, such board shall proceed to de-
termine the minimum sentence as in other criminal
cases, and shall order the defendant transferred to
the proper penal institution or released on parole, as
the case may merit.

SEC. 71.06.120 Credit for the Time Served in
Hospital. Time served by a sexual psychopath in a
state hospital shall count as part of his sentence
whether such sentence is pronounced before or after
adjudication of his sexual psychopathy.

SEC. 71.06.130 Discharge. Where a sexual psy-
chopath has been paroled by the superintendent for
a period of five years, the superintendent shall re-
view his hospital record and when the superin-
tendent is satisfied that the sexual psychopath re-
mains saf e to be at large, said sexual psychopath
shall be discharged.

SEC. 71.06.140 State Hospitals for Care of Sexual
Psychopaths. The department may designate one
or more state hospitals for the care and treatment
of sexual psychopaths.

SE~C. 71.06.150 Psychopathic Delinquents-Peti-
tion-Filing. A petition alleging that a person is a
psychopathic delinquent and requesting that such
person be brought before the court for hearing may
be filed in the superior court of the county wherein
such person is found. Such petition shall be made
under oath and shall state the facts upon which the
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allegation is based. Such petition may be filed by
any of the following persons:

(1) The parent, guardian, or other person
charged with the support of the alleged psychopathic
delinquent.

(2) Any county prosecuting attorney.
(3) Any duly appointed representative of the

school district in which the alleged psychopathic de-
linquent resides.

(4) Any official of a public or private welfare
agency.

(5) Any superintendent of a state institution.
(6) Any person when so directed by the juvenile

court or the criminal department of the superior
court.

Where the person alleged to be a psychopathic
delinquent is under the jurisdiction of the juvenile
court, such petition shall be filed only under the
order of such juvenile court.

SEC. 71.06.160 Petition--Court May Order Filing.
If a minor is brought before the juvenile court or is
charged with a crime in a superior court and it ap-
pears to such court at any time prior to the execution
of sentence that such minor is a psychopathic delin-
quent, the superior court or juvenile court may sus-
pend proceedings, and, if a superior court, may direct
the prosecuting attorney to file a petition under the
provisions of this chapter, or if a juvenile court, may
direct the juvenile court probation officer to file a
petition under the provisions of this chapter. If the
minor is f ound to be a psychopathic delinquent under
this chapter, the court ordering such petition to be
filed shall dismiss other pending proceedings. If the
minor is found not to be a psychopathic delinquent,
he shall be returned to the superior court or juvenile
court ordering filing of such petition for further pro-
ceedings.
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SEC. 71.06.170 Preliminary Hearing-Time and
Place-Privacy. Upon filing of such petition the
court shall fix a time and place for preliminary hear-
ing, which shall give opportunity for the service of
notice and the production and examination of wit-
nesses. For the purpose of conducting hearings un-
der this chapter, the court may be convened at any
time and place within the county wherein the court
resides and such hearing may be closed to the general
public unless the guardian, attorney or guardian ad
litem representing the alleged psychopathic delin-
quent demands an open hearing as in other civil
actions.

SEC. 71.06.180 Detention Pending Preliminary
Hearing. The court at its discretion may issue a war-
rant of apprehension ordering the alleged psycho-
pathic delinquent to be apprehended and detained
pending preliminary hearing, which warrant shall
be executed by the sheriff or other person designated
by the court. Alleged psychopathic delinquents may
be detained in county juvenile detention facilities
or in the custody of some suitable person or agency
at the discretion of the court.

SEC. 71.06.190 Preliminary Hearing-Scope of
Inquiry-Evidence. Upon preliminary hearing the
court shall inquire into the mental condition, delin-
quency record, character, and personality of the al-
leged psychopathic delinquent, and for this purpose
shall require the testimony of two duly licensed phy-
sicians who shall have examined the alleged psycho-
pathic delinquent. Such physicians shall file a writ-
ten report of their examination and shall testify as to
whether or not the minor is a psychopathic delin-
quent, and the f acts upon which such findings are
based. The court, petitioner, or guardian, or guard-
ian ad litem representing the alleged psychopathic
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delinquent may produce such witnesses as they may
desire and subpoenas may issue for such purposes.

SEC. 71.06.200 Observation at State Hospital-
Re port of Superintendent. If the court finds that
there are reasonable grounds to believe that the
minor filed against is a psychopathic delinquent, it
shall order such person to be detained at the nearest
state hospital for the purpose of observation and ex-
amination by the supeintendent thereof. Such obser-
vation shall be f or a period not to exceed ninety days.
Upon completion of such observation and examina-
tion the superintendent of such state hospital shall
so notify the committing court, which shall cause the
return of the alleged psychopathic delinquent and
the superintendent shall file as promptly as possible
his written report setting forth the facts upon which
he bases his conclusion that the minor is or is not a
psychopathic delinquent.

SEC. 71.06.210 Hearing on Petition-Evidence-
Commitment. The court shall thereupon set a date
for hearing on the petition, at which hearing the
guardian, petitioner, attorney, or the court of its own
motion, may produce additional witnesses and evi-
dence and may require the attendance of the superin-
tendent as a witness. Notice of such hearing shall
be given pursuant to the provisions of section 7 1.06-
.170. If the court finds that the minor is a psycho-
pathic delinquent, the court shall order such person
committed to such institution as may be designated
by the department for the custody, care and treat-
ment of psychopathic delinquents, until released by
the superintendent thereof, which order shall be
executed by the sheriff or other person designated
by the court.

SEC. 71.06.220 Hearings Are Probate Matters.
Hearings held under the provisions of this chapter
relative to psychopathic delinquents shall be handled
as probate matters.
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SEc. 71.06.230 Jury Trial. The alleged psycho-
pathic delinquent shall have the right to trial by jury,
but demand for such trial must be filed by the guard-
ian or attorney representing the minor on or before
the date of preliminary hearing. Where such de-
mand is filed, the court shall set a date for trial and
the jury shall determine the question of psychopathic
delinquency but such jury trial shall be had only
after return of the superintendent's report following
the preliminary period of observation. If the jury
finds the minor to be a psychopathic delinquent, the
court shall order such minor committed as provided
for in section 71.06.210. Such minor may be detained
pending jury trial as provided for in section 7 1.06.180.

SEC. 71.06.240 Parole and Discharge. Any per-
sons committed under the provisions of this chapter
may be paroled by the superintendent of the institu-
tion wherein such person is confined whenever the
superintendent is of the opinion that such person has
improved to an extent that he is no longer a menace
to the health, lives or property of himself or others.
Such opinion shall be certified to the committing
court and unless within thirty days the court orders
the return of such person, the superintendent may
parole him upon such conditions as the superin-
tendent may deem advisable. After five years the
superintendent shall review the record of such psy-
chopathic delinquent, and if in his opinion such
psychopathic delinquent remains safe to be at large,
he shall discharge him. In addition, the superin-
tendent may grant temporary visit paroles to psycho-
pathic delinquents; such temporary visit paroles
shall not exceed sixty days in duration, and at the
expiration of such period the superintendent shall
either return the psychopathic delinquent to the in-
stitution or grant a parole, as otherwise provided
herein. The superintendent may grant temporary
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visit paroles on such conditions as he may deem
advisable, but notice of such temporary visit parole
shall be given to the sheriff of the county in which
the psychopathic delinquent will be on temporary
visit parole and the chief of police of any city or
town said delinquent may be visiting.

SEC. 71.06.250 State Hospitals for Care of Phycho-
pathic Delinquents-Treatment-Laws Applicable.
The director may designate any existing state insti-
tutions or portion thereof for the care and treatment
of psychopathic delinquents: Provided, however,
That such institution shall provide psychiatric care
and treatment. Psychopathic delinquents commit-
ted under this chapter shall be subject to all laws
pertaining to the administration of the institution in
which confined.

SEC. 71.06.260 Hospitalization Costs-Sexual Psy-
cho paths, Psychopathic Delinquents -By Whom
Paid. At any time any person is committed as a
sexual psychopath or psychopathic delinquent the
court shall, after reasonable notice of the time, place
and purpose of the hearing has been given to persons
subject to liability under this section, inquire into
and determine the financial ability of said person,
or his parents if he is a minor, or other relatives to
pay the cost of care, meals and lodging during his
period of hospitalization. Such cost shall be deter-
mined by the department of institutions. Findings
of fact shall be made relative to the ability to pay
such cost and a judgment entered against the person
or persons found to be financially responsible and
directing the payment of said cost or such part there-
of as the court may direct. The person committed,
or his parents or relatives, may apply for modifica-
tion of said judgment, or the order last entered by
the court, if a proper showing of equitable grounds
is made theref or.
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Chapter 71.08

INTOXICATION AND DRUNKARDS
SEC. 71.08.010 Punishment for Intoxication in

Public Place. Every person who shall become intoxi-
cated by voluntarily drinking intoxicating liquors,
and who, while intoxicated shall loiter about any
place where intoxicating liquors are sold or kept for
sale, or create any disturbance or use any profane
or indecent language in any public place, street or
meeting, or commit any assault or breach of the
peace, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

SEC. 71.08.020 Common drunkard, Who May be
Adjudged. Every person who shall be three times
convicted of a violation of section 71.08.010, or of
any municipal ordinance defining and punishing
drunkenness or of any crime of which drunkenness
shall be an element, or who shall squander his prop-
erty in drink, or who, as a result of the use of intoxi-
cating liquors shall abuse or fail properly to support
or care for his wife or any minor child lawfully in
his custody, shall be a common drunkard, and shall
be adjudged so to be by any magistrate before whom
he may be brought on a charge of committing any
crime of which drunkenness is an element, in addi-
tion to any other punishment inflicted theref or.

SEC. 71.08.030 Habitual Drunkard, Who May Be
Adjudged. Any person addicted to the use of intoxi-
cating liquors may, upon complaint thereof, or upon
certificate of a justice of the peace, as hereinafter
provided, be ajudged a habitual drunkard.

SEC. 71.08.040 Complaint, Who May Make. Either
the father, husband, mother, wife, son or daughter
of any person addicted to the excessive use of intoxi-
cating liquors, or any person in the interest of the
relative aggrieved, or of the general public, may
make complaint to the superior court judge of the
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county wherein such person, so addicted, resides,
that the person complained of is a habitual drunkard,
and that in consequence thereof, such person is
squandering his earnings or property, or that he
neglects his business, or that he abuses or maltreats
his family, which complaint must be verified by the
oath of the complainant, to the effect that the same is
true. And every justice of the peace in whose court
any person shall have been convicted twice on a
charge of being drunk, or drunk and disorderly, shall
certify to the superior court judge, of the county in
which he resides, that said person has thus twice
been convicted.

SEC. 71.08.050 Summons-Hearing-Determina-
tion. Upon filing of the complaint, duly verified, the
superior court judge shall cause a copy thereof to be
served upon the accused forthwith and shall summon
him to appear and answer, giving at least ten days'
notice; and if, upon the hearing of the evidence, the
allegations of the complaint are sustained, or upon
filing a certificate of justice of the peace, as above
provided, such judge shall, in open court, declare
the accused to be a habitual drunkard, and shall
cause the proceeding to be entered in full upon the
records of the court.

SEC. 71.08.060 Fees of Oflcers--Costs. The same
fees shall be allowed to the clerk of the superior
court, justice of the peace, and the sheriff, or con-
stable, in all proceedings under this chapter, as are
allowed by law for like processes and services, and
like fees for witnesses as in other cases; and if the
complaint is not sustained, the person making the
complaint shall pay the costs; and in case the com-
plaint is sustained, the person accused shall pay the
costs.

SEC. 71.08.070 Penalty for Furnishing Intoxicants
to Habitual Drunkard. Any person who shall sell or
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give any intoxicating liquors to any person who has
been adjudged a habitual drunkard under the pro-
visions of this chapter, shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and on conviction thereof, by any court
having criminal jurisdiction, shall be fined in any
sum not less than fifty dollars or more than three
hundred dollars, or be imprisoned in the county jail,
not less than one or more than six months, at the dis-
cretion of the court.

SEC. 71.08.080 Civil Liability for Furnishing In-
toxicants to Habitual Drunkard. Any person who
shall be injured in person or property or means of
support, by any person who has been adjudged a
habitual drunkard under the provisions of this chap-
ter, while in a state of intoxication, or in consequence
of such intoxication, shall have a right of action in his
or her own name, severally or jointly, against any
person or persons who shall, by selling or giving in-
toxicating liquors to such habitual drunkard, have
caused his intoxication in whole or in part, and such
person selling or giving such intoxicating liquors as
aforesaid, shall be liable severally or jointly for all
damages sustained, and the same may be recovered
in a civil action. A married woman may bring such
action in her own name, and all damages recovered
by her shall inure to her separate use, and all dam-
ages recovered by a minor under this section, shall
be paid either to such minor or to such person in
trust for him or her, as the court may direct.

Smc. 71.08.090 Vacation of Court Order. Any per-
son so declared to be a habitual drunkard may, at
any time after the expiration of two years from the
time he was so declared to be such, by petition ad-
dressed to the judge of the court in which he was
so adjudged, have a hearing in such court, upon a day
which shall be by such court set, which day shall
not be more than ten days after the filing of such
petition in such court, which petition may contain
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a statement of facts tending to show the improved
condition and habits of such petitioner and to es-
tablish his character for sobriety, and a prayer that
the order on record so declaring him to be such
habitual drunkard be vacated and he be released
from the effects thereof; which petition shall be
duly verified by the petitioner. And if upon the
hearing of such petition and the evidence in sup-
port thereof it appears to the judge that such peti-
tioner is entitled to have such record vacated and be
so released, then he shall make an order so declaring
that such record be vacated and annulled and that
the petitioner be thereafter released from the effects
thereof.

Chapter 71.12
PRIVATE ESTABLISHMENTS

SEC. 71.12.455 Definitions. As used in this chap-
ter, "establishment" and "institution" mean and in-
clude every private hospital, sanitarium, home, or
other place receiving or caring for any insane, alleged
insane, mentally ill, or mentally incompetent person,
or alcoholic.

SEC. 71.12.460 License to Be Obtained-Penalty.
No person, association, or corporation, shall establish
or keep, for compensation or hire, an establishment
as defined in this chapter without first having ob-
tained a license theref or from the department of
health, and having paid the license fee provided in
this chapter. Any person who carries on, conducts,
or attempts to carry on or conduct an establishment
as defined in this chapter without first having ob-
tained a license from the department of health, as
in this chapter provided, is guilty of a misdemeanor
and on conviction thereof shall be punished by im-
prisonment in a county jail not exceeding six months,
or by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars, or
by both such fine and imprisonment. The maniaging
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and executive officers of any corporation violating
the provisions of this chapter shall be liable under
the provisions of this chapter in the same manner
and to the same effect as a private individual violat-
ing the same.

SEC. 71.12.470 License Application-Fees. Every
application for a license shall be accompanied by a
plan of the premises proposed to be occupied, de-
scribing the capacities of the buildings for the uses
intended, the extent and location of grounds ap-
purtenant thereto, and the number of patients pro-
posed to be received therein, with such other infor-
mation, and in such form, as the department requires.
The application shall be accompanied by the proper
license fee. The amount of the license fee for each
fiscal year is fixed by the following schedule:

(1) For establishments licensed to receive not
more than six patients, the fee is five dollars;

(2) For establishments licensed to receive more
than six but not more than twenty-five patients, the
fee is twenty-five dollars;

(3) For establishments licensed to receive more
than twenty-five but not more than fifty patients,
the fee is fifty dollars;

(4) For establishments licensed to receive more
than fifty patients, the fee is seventy-five dollars.

In the case of the issuance of a license on or after
the first day of January next succeeding the begin-
ning of the fiscal year, the license fee for the re-
mainder of the fiscal year is one-half the sum fixed
for the entire fiscal year. The department shall re-
quire a license fee in situations where licensed estab-
lishments increase their number of patients during
any fiscal year, based on a pro rata charge under the
schedule set forth herein. No additional fee will be
required in the event of an application for transfer
of a license to another person to operate the same
establishment. No additional license fee shall be re-
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quired for the transfer of the license issued in the
name of one person to operate an establishment at a
certain location where an application is received to
transfer that license to the same person to operate
an establishment at a different location.

SEC. 71.12.480 Examination of Premises Before
Granting License. The department of health shall
not grant any such license until it has made an ex-
amination of the premises proposed to be licensed
and is satisfied that they are substantially as de-
scribed, and are otherwise fit and suitable for the
purposes for which they are designed to be used,
and that such license should be granted.

SEC. 71.12.490 Expiration and Renewal of Li-
cense. All licenses issued under the provisions of
this chapter shall expire on the first day of July next
succeeding the date of issue. Application for renewal
of the license, accompanied by the necessary fee,
shall be filed with the department of health annually,
not less than ten days prior to its expiration and if
application is not so filed, the license shall be auto-
matically canceled.

SEC. 71.12.500 Examination of Premises As to
Compliance with License-Revocation, Suspension
of License. The department of health may at any
time examine and ascertain how far a licensed estab-
lishment is conducted in compliance with the license
therefor. If the interests of the patients of the estab-
lishment so demand, the department may, for just
and reasonable cause, suspend or revoke any such
license after notice and hearing.

SEC. 71.12.510 Examination and Visitation in
General. The department may at any time cause any
establishment as defined in this chapter to be visited
and examined.

SEC. 71.12.520 Scope of Examination. Each such
visit may include an inspection of every part of each
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establishment. The representatives of the depart-
ment of health may make an examination of all rec-
ords, methods of administration, the general and
special dietary, the stores and methods of supply, and
may cause an examination and diagnosis to be made
of any person confined therein. The representatives
of the department may examine to determine their
fitness for their duties the officers, attendants, and
other employees, and may talk with any of the
patients apart from the officers and attendants.

SEC. 71.12.530 Conference with Management-
Improvement. The representatives of the depart-
ment of health may, from time to time, at times and
places designated by the department, meet the man-
agers or responsible authorities of such establish-
ments in conference, and consider in detail all ques-
tions of management and improvement of the estab-
lishments, and may send to them, from time to time,
written recommendations in regard thereto.

SEC. 71.12.540 Recommendations to Be Kept on
File-Records of Inmates. The authorities of each
establishment as defined in this chapter shall place
on file in the office of the establishment the recom-
mendations made by the department of health as a
result of such visits, for the purpose of consultation
by such authorities, and for reference by the depart-
ment representatives upon their visits. Every such
establishment shall keep records of every person
admitted thereto as follows and shall furnish to the
department, when required, the following data:
Name, age, sex, marital status, date of admission,
voluntary or other commitment, name of physician,
diagnosis, and date of discharge.

SEC. 71.12.550 Local Authorities May Also Pre-
scribe Standards. This chapter shall not prevent
local authorities of any city, or city and county, with-
in the reasonable exercise of the police power, from
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adopting rules and regulations, by ordinance or reso-
lution, prescribing standards of sanitation, health
and hygiene for establishments as defined in this
chapter, which are not in conflict with the provisions
of this chapter, and requiring a certificate by the
local health officer, that the local health, sanitation
and hygiene laws have been complied with before
maintaining or conducting any such institution
within such city or city and county.

SEC. 71.12.560 Voluntary Patients-Report-Re-
lease of Patient. The person in charge of any private
institution, hospital, or sanitarium which is con-
ducted for, or includes a department or ward con-
ducted for, the care and treatment of persons who
are mentally ill or deranged may receive and detain
therein as a voluntary patient any person suffering
from mental illness or derangement who is a suitable
person for care and treatment in the institution, hos-
pital, or sanitarium, who voluntarily makes a written
application to the person in charge for admission into
the institution, hospital or sanitarium, and who is
at the time of making the application mentally com-
petent to make the application. Upon the admission
of a voluntary patient to a private institution, hos-
pital, or sanitarium, the person in charge shall im-
mediately forward to the office of the department of
health a record of the voluntary patient showing the
name, residence, age, sex, place of birth, occupation,
marital status, date of admission to the institution,
hospital or sanitarium, and such other information
as may be required by rule of the department of
health. No voluntary patient in a private institution,
hospital, or sanitarium shall be detained therein for
more than ten days after having given notice, in
writing, to the person in charge of the institution,
hospital, or sanitarium of his desire to leave the insti-
tution, hospital, or sanitarium.
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SEC. 71.12.570 Notification of Detention of Patient
-Duty of Prosecuting Attorney. No person in an
establishment as defined in this chapter shall be
restrained from sending written communications of
the fact of his detention in such establishment to a
friend, relative, or other person. The physician in
charge of such person and the person in charge of
such establishment shall send each such communica-
tion to the person to whom it is addressed. If, how-
ever, the person in charge finds it inadvisable to send
any such communication because it contains other
matter which would do harm to the reputation of,
and would later cause mental anguish to the person
detained, or if the physician finds it impossible to
send any such communication within twenty-four
hours, then both the physician in charge of the
patient and the person in charge of the establishment
shall give notice of the detention of such patient to
the prosecuting attorney of the county from which
the patient came at the time of admission and the
prosecuting attorney of the county in which the es-
tablishment is located, and the person to whom such
communication was addressed, and to the depart-
ment of health, giving the name and address of the
patient and the names and addresses of the person
or persons who arranged for his admission and
stating the facts of the attempted communication
and the reason for withholding it. Such prosecuting
attorney or prosecuting attorneys shall investigate
the detention of such patient and advise the patient
concerning his legal rights and shall report in full
concerning said patient to the department of health.
The person in charge of the establishment may de-
tain a patient only when there has been compliance
with the provisions of this section.

SEC. 71.12.580 Proceedings As to Mental Condi-
tion of Patient-Representation of Patient-Exami-
nation. No court proceeding shall be had in relation
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to the mental condition of a patient in a private insti-
tution, hospital, sanitarium, department or ward for
the care of or treatment of the mentally ill unless the
patient is either present or represented by an attor-
ney. The judge of the superior court before whom
the proceedings are to be heard shall appoint two
licensed medical examiners who are not connected
with any private psychopathic institution to make a
personal examination of the patient and to testify
before the judge as to the results of such examina-
tions. The provisions of this section shall not be ap-
plicable to proceedings for the appointment of a
guardian under general law of this state.

SEC. 71.12.590 Revocation of License for Noncom-
pliance-Exemption As to Christian Science Estab-
lishments. Failure to comply with any of the pro-
visions of sections 71.12.550 through 71.12.580 shall
constitute grounds for revocation of license: Pro-
videdl, however, That nothing in this chapter or the
rules and regulations adopted pursuant thereto shall
be construed as authorizing the supervision, regula-
tion, or control of the remedial care or treatment of
residents or patients in any establishment, as defined
in this chapter conducted in accordance with the
practice and principles of the body known as Church
of Christ, Scientist.

SEC. 71.12.640 Prosecuting Attorney Shall Prose-
cute Violations. The prosecuting attorney of every
county shall, upon application by the department of
health or its authorized representatives, institute and
conduct the prosecution of any action brought for the
violation within his county of any of the provisions of
this chapter.

Chapter 71.98

CONSTRUCTION

SEC. 71.98.010 Continuation of Existing Law. The
provisions of this title insofar as they are substan-
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tially the same as statutory provisions repealed by
this chapter and relating to the same subject matter,
shall be construed as restatements and continuations,
and not as new enactments.

SEC. 71.98.020 Title, Chapter, Section Headings
Not Part of Law. Title headings, chapter headings,
and section or subsection headings, as used in this
title do not constitute any part of the law.

SEC. 71.98.030 Invalidity of Part of Title Not to
Affect Remainder. If any provision of this title, or
its application to any person or circumstance is held
invalid, the remainder of the title, or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances
is not affected.

SEC. 71.98.040 Repeals and Saving. The following
acts or parts of acts are repealed:

(1) Sections 1 through 7, pages 113 and 114,
Laws of 1879;

(2) Sections 1 through 4, pages 13 and 14, Laws
of 1881;

(3) Sections 1671 through 1677, chapter 113,
Code 1881;

(4) Sections 1, 6 and 7, pages 32 and 33, Laws
of 1883;

(5) Sections 416 and 417, chapter 249, Laws of
1909;

(6) Chapter 105, Laws of 1915;
(7) Chapter 109, Laws of 1915;
(8) Chapter 145, Laws of 1923;
(9) Chapter 42, Laws of 1939;

(10) Chapter 179, Laws of 1947;
(11) Sections 1 through 19, 21 through 51 and 53

through 69, chapter 198, Laws of 1949;
(12) Sections 1 through 5, 17 through 39, and 51

through 64, chapter 139, Laws of 1951;
(13) Chapter 223, Laws of 1951;
(14) Chapter 24, Laws of 1957;
(15) Chapter 26, Laws of 1957;
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(16) Chapter 28, Laws of 1957;
(17) Chapter 35, Laws of 1957;
(18) Chapter 49, Laws of 1957;
(19) Chapter 184, Laws of 1957.
Such repeals shall not be construed as affecting

any existing right acquired under the provisions of
the statutes repealed, nor as affecting any proceed-
ing instituted thereunder, nor any rule, regulation
or order promulgated thereunder, nor any adminis-
trative action taken thereunder, nor the term of
office or appointment or employment of any person
appointed or employed thereunder.

SEC. 71.98.050 Emergency. This act is necessary
for the immediate preservation of the public peace,
health and safety, the support of the state govern-
ment and its existing public institutions, and shall
take effect immediately.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

(The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the Expl.anatory
request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow- noe.
ing explanatory note.)
1. Introductory.

Title 71 RCW Is presently entitled "Insane, Feeble-minded, Mentally
Ill Persons, and Inebriates". Since the adoption of RCW in 1951, in
fact commencing with the 1951 session, the law on this subject has
been extensively amended, to the point that it is deemed advantageous
to include a portion of this material in Title 72 which relates to state
institutions.

In preparing the bills for the reenactment of Titles 71 and 72, RCW,
those provisions which are presently contained in Title 71 but which
primarily relate to state institutions, are proposed for reenactment as
part of Title 72. Such provisions are (1) those portions of 1951 Mental
Illness Hospitalization Act which provide for the creation and ad-
ministration of the state hospitals for the mentally ill; (2) chapter
71.04 relating to nonresident Insane, feeble-minded, etc., persons and
(3) chapter 71.16 relating to the division on alcoholisnm of the state
department of institutions.

A detailed explanation of each section included for reenactment in
Title 71 is set forth in Part 11 of this note.

11. Section comment.

Chapter 71.02 Mental Illness-Commitment Procedure
The mental Illness hospitalization act (1951 c 139, presently codi-

fied as chapter 71.02 RCW) contains the general procedure for mental
illness commitment to any institution, as well as provisions for the
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Explanatory establishment and administration of the state mental hospitals. In
note, the instant bill, and the companion bill relating to Title 72, the

1951 act Is divided and the commitment provisions are retained in
Title 71 while the administrative provisions relating to the state
Institutions are moved to Title 72 as a. part of the public institutions
code. The definitions section of the 1951 act is carried In both bills,
as sections 71.02.010 and 72.23.010. Sections 1 and 4 of the 1951 act,
relating to statutory construction are likewise carried in both bills,
as sections 71.02.900, 72.23.900 and 71.02.020, 72.23.910, respectively.

71.02.010 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 2.
"department of public institutions" changed to "department of
institutions". See 1957 c 215 secs. 19, 20 (chapter 43.17) and
1955 c 195 sec. 4 (RCW 43.28. 020).

71.02.020 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 4.
"act" to "chapter"

71.02.090 Source-1957 c 28 sec. 1; 1951 c 139 sec. 17.
71.02.100 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 31.
71.02.110 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 39.

"1act" to "chapter"
71.02.120 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 18. Prior: 1949 c 198 secs. 4, 8, part.
71.02.130 Source-1957 c 49 sec. 1; 1951 c 139 sec. 28.
71.02.140 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 15. Prior: 1949 e 198 sec. 5.
71.02.150 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 32. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 6, part.

"act" to "chapter"
71.02.160 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 33. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 9, part.

"act" to "chapter"
"or in chapter 72.23 RCW"1 added after "chapter", to make this
section applicable to any hearings required under chapter
72.23 which likewise is derived from 1951 c 1939. See particu-
larly section 72.23.150 of the companion bill, relating to orders
for the return of parolees.

71.02.170 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 21. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 10, part.
71.02.180 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 34. Prior : 1949 c 198 sec. 10, part.
71.02.190 Source-i95i c 139 sec. 22. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 11.
71.02.200 Source-O5l c 139 sec. 20.
71.02.210 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 23. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 8.
71.02.220 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 24.
71.02.230 Source-1957 c 24 sec. 1; 1951 c 139 sec. 51.
71.02.240 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 25.
71.02.250 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 38. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 13.
71.02.260 Source-S5i c 139 sec. 30.
71.02.270 Source-i95i c 139 sec. 35.

"of public institutions" deleted from phrase "department of
public institutions".

71.02.280 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 37.
71.02.290 Source-O5i c 139 sec. 36.

"of public institutions" deleted from phrase "department of
public institutions".

71.02.300 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 27.
71.02.310 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 53.

"act" to "chapter"
71.02.320 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 56.
71.02.330 Source-i95i c 139 sec. 58.
71.02.340 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 59.
71.02.350 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 60.

71.02.360 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 61.

71.02.370 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 64.

71.02.380 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 62.
71.02.390 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 57.

7 1.02.400 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 63.
71.02.410 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 52.
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71.02.420 Source-S5i c 139 sec. 54.
71.02.430 Source-1951 e 139 sec. 55.
71.02.450 Source-is5i c 139 sec. 29.

"of public institutions" deleted from phrase "department of
public institutions".

71.02.490 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 26.
71.02.650 Source-O5i c 139 sec. 3. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 16.
71.02.900 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 1.

Chapter 71.06 Sexual Psychopaths and Psychopathic
Delinquents

71.06.010 Source-1957 c 184 sec. 1; 1951 c 223 sec. 2.
"department of public institutions" changed to "department of
institutions".

71.06.020 Source-i95i c 223 sec. 3.
71.06.030 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 4.
71.06.040 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 5.

"of public institutions" deleted
public institutions".

71.06.050 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 6.
71.06.060 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 7.

"of public institutions" deleted
public institutions".

71.06.070 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 14.
71.06.080 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 15.
71.06.090 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 8.
71.06.100 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 10.
71.06.110 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 9.
71.06.120 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 13.
71.06.130 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 12.
71.06.140 Source-i95i c 223 sec. 11.
71.06.150 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 16.
71.06.160 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 24.
71.06.170 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 17.
71.06.180 Source-i95i c 223 sec. 18.
71.06.190 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 19.
7.06.200 Source-95l c 223 sec. 20.
71.06.210 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 21.

"of public institutions" deleted
public institutions".

71.06.220 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 26.
71.06.230 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 22.

[CH. 25.

Explanatory
note.

from phrase "department of

from phrase "department of

from phrase "department of

71.06.240 Source-1957 c 35 sec. 1; 1951 c. 223 sec. 23.

71.06.250 Source-1951 c 223 sec. 25.
"of the department of public institutions" deleted from phrase
"director of the department of public institutions".

71.06.260 Source-1957 c 26 sec. 1; 1951 c 223 sec. 27.

Chapter 71.08 Intoxication and Drunkards

71.08.010 Source-1909 c 249 sec. 416; RRS sec. 2668.
Session law caption "Drunkenness" removed as being inade-
quate.

71.08.020 Source-1909 c 249 sec. 417; MRS sec. 2669.
Session law caption "Common drunkard" removed as being
inadequate.

71.08.030 Source-1883 p 32 sec. 1 (paragraph "first"); Code 1881 sec.
1673; MRS sec. 1708. Prior: 1879 p 113 sec. 1.

71.08.040 Source-1883 p 32 sec. 1 (paragraph "second"); Code 1881 sec.
1674; MRS sec. 1709. Prior: 3881 p 13 sec. 1; 1879 p 113 sec. 2.
"probate" judge changed to "superior court" judge.
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Explanatory 71.08.050 Source-1883 p 32 sec. 1 (paragraph "third"); Code 1881 sec.
note. 1672; BBS sec. 1710. Prior: 1881 p 13 sec. 2; 1879 p 114 sec. 3.

"probate" judge changed to "superior court" judge.
71.08.060 Source-1883 p 33 sec. 1 (paragraph "fourth"); Code 1881 sec.

1673; BBS sec. 1711.
"The same fees shall be allowed to the probate judge
changed to "The same fees shall be allowed to the clerk of
the superior court . . ."1 The powers and duties of the
probate judges passed to the judges of the superior court by
State Constitution, Art. 27 sec. 10.
As for fees of witnesses, there seems to be no distinction be-
tween those fees allowed for witnesses in the justice courts and
in other courts as Is provided for in this section. Witnesses are
given a flat fee for each day that they appear (BCW 2.40.010).
Hence we have deleted following "and like fees for witnesses",
the phrase, "as in civil cases before the justice of the peace"
and inserted instead "as In other cases".

71.08.070 Source-Code 1881 sec. 1674; BBS sec. 1712. Prior: 1879 p 114
sec. 5.
The first part of 1881 sec. 1674 reads "Any person who shall
sell or give any intoxicating liquor to any habitual drunkard,
as defined in the foregoing section of this act,". The phrase
"under the foregoing section of this act" first appeared in
1879 p 114 sec. 5 and sec. 4 which Is the "foregoing" section
contains no definition of "habitual drunkard". In fact there
appears to be no express definition of the term anywhere in
the chapter. We have therefore changed the language to read
"Any person who shall sell or give any intoxicating liquors to
any person who has been adjudged a habitual drunkard under
the provisions of this chapter,".

71.08.080 Source-Code 1881 sec. 1675; BBS sec. 1713. Prior: 1879 p 114
sec. 6.
We have changed the language from "Any person who shall
be injured in person or property or means of support, by
any habitual drunkard, as defined by this act" to read "Any
person who shall be injured in person or property or means
of support, by any person who has been adjudged a habitual
drunkard under the provisions of this chapter,". This has
been done for the same reason as the change made in section
71.08.070.
"act" has been changed to "chapter" where it appears except
in the last sentence of this section where "act" has been
changed to "section".

71.08.090 Source-Code 1881 sec. 1677; BBS sec. 1715. Prior: 1881 p 14
sec. 4.

Chapter 71.12 Private Establishments for the
Mentally Ill

Introductory comment: The source of this chapter is 1949
c 198 secs. 52-68 which relate to private establishmnents for
the mentally ill. The other portions of the 1949 act deal with
care by publlc institutions, with psychopathic delinquents and
sexual psychopaths, and with chronic alcohoics.
The public institutions provisions appear to have been re-
pealed and superseded by 1951 c 139, the analogous provisions
of which appear in chapter 72.23 in the companion bill which
proposes the reenactment of Titie 72.
The provisions relating to psychopathic delinquents and sexual
psychopaths appear to have been repealed by 1951 c 223, set
forth herein as chapter 71.06.
The provisions relating to chronic alcoholics were repealed
by 1957 c 136 sec. 21 and the subject of alcoholism is dealt
with in chapter 72.03 of the companion bill.
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71.12.010 Three definition sections were formerly codified herein, 1949 Explanatory
c 198 secs. 25, 40 and 53. note.
Sections 25 and 40, definitions relating to the sexual psycho-
pathic provisions, are repealed without reenactment since
chapter 71.06 contains similar definitions.
Section 53 specifically pertains to "sec. 53 through 68"1 which
sections are still in force. They are codified as sCcW 71.12.46o
through 71.12.590 and 71.12.640. Therefore, section 53 is con-
tained herein as section 71.12.455.

71.12.455 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 53; RRS sec. 6953-52a.
"As used In sections 53 through 68 of this act" to "As used
In this chapter" since sections 53 through 68 appear in
chapter 71.12, alone.
"private" added before "hospital" as it is apparent from the
licensing provisions in this chapter that private establishments,
alone, are the object of the legislation.
"any insane, alleged insane, mentally ml, or other incompetent
person referred to in this division" to "any insane, alleged in-
sane, mentally Ill or mentally incompetent person, or alcoholic".
The phrase "or other Incompetent person referred to in this
division" appears to have reference to 1949 c 198 secs. 21-24
relating to the involuntary confinement of chronic alcoholics.
Although such sections were repealed by chapter 136, Laws of
1957 which created a division of alcoholism in the department
of institutions, such repeal would not seem to affect the power
of the department of health to inspect and license private
establishments for the care and treatment of alcoholics under
the provisions of this and succeeding sections of chapter 71.12.

71.12.460 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 54; RRS sec. 6953-53.
"establishment as defined in this chapter" substituted for
"establishment for the care, custody, or treatment of the in-
sane, alleged insane, or mentally Ill, or other incompetent
persons referred to in this act" to correspond with the change
in the definition of "establishment" in section 71.12.455.
"Department of Public Health" changed to "department of
health" as it is so described in the administrative code of
1921.
"act" to "chapter"

7 1.12.470 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 56; RES sec. 6953-55.
71.12.480 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 57; RRS sec. 6953-56.

Word "public" in "department of public health" omitted.
71.12.490 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 59; RRS sec. 6953-58.

Word "public" omitted from "public health".
"act" to "chapter"

71.12.500 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 58; RRS sec. 6953-57.
"public" omitted from "public health".

71.12.510 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 60; RRS sec. 6953-59.
Concerning phrase "or incompetent persons" see notes to
71.12.455.

71.12.520 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 61; RRlS sec. 6953-60.
"public" omitted from "public health".

71.12.530 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 62; RRS sec. 6953-61.
"public" omitted from "public health".

71.12.540 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 63; RRS sec. 6953-62.
"public" omitted from "public health".
"or other incompetents" and "or other incompetent persons
referred to in this act", see notes to 71.12.455.

71.12.550 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 64; RRS sec. 6953-63.
"act" to "chapter"
"or other incompetent", see notes to 71.12.455.

71.12.560 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 65; RRS sec. 6953-64.
"public" omitted from "public health".
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Explanatory 71.12.570 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 66; RRS sec. 6953-65.
note. "act" to "chapter"

"public" omitted from "public health".
71.12.580 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 67; RRS sec. 6953-66.
71.12.590 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 68; RRS sec. 6953-67.

"act" to "chapter"
71.12.640 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 55; RRS sec. 6953-54.

"public" omitted from "public health"
"act" to "chapter"

Chapter 71.98 Construction

71.98.010 This section has been added to preserve continuity with the
laws which this bill reenacts.

71.98.020 Provides that chapter, etc., headings are not part of the law.
71.98.030 Severability.
71.98.040 Repeals and saving.

Except as noted below, the laws set forth in the schedule of
repeals were either repealed previously, or are substantially
reenacted in this bill. The numbers In parentheses correspond
with the like numbered subdivisions of the repealer schedule.

(3) Section 1671 relates to who may make complaint In habitual
drunkard cases. Repealed without reenactment as the subject
is covered by 1883 p 32 sec. 1 (section 71.08.040).

(11) Sections 25 and 40, see notes to 71.12.010.
(12) Section 5 defines the short title of 1951 c 139. Repealed without

reenactment as 1951 c 139 has been divided for reenactment
in Titles 71 and 72.

7 1.98.050 Effective date.

CHAPTER 26.
[H. B. 3.]

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE-TITLE 74 ROW REENACTMENT.

AN ACT relating to public assistance; enacting a public assistance
code to be known as Title 74 of the Revised Code of Wash-
ington; providing penalties; repealing sections 1 through
11, pages 395 through 3a7, Laws of 1854; section 19, page
422, Laws of 1854; sections 2680 and 2696 through 2706,
Code of 1881; chapter 135, Laws of 1915; chapter 72, Laws
of 1921; chapter 8, Laws of 1933; chapter 29, Laws of 1933;
chapter 65, Laws of 1933; chapter 102, Laws of 1933; sections
2 through 7, chapter 172, Laws of 1933; chapter 77, Laws of
1935; chapter 106, Laws of 1935; chapter 110, Laws of 1935;
chapter 118, Laws of 1935; sections 1 through 29, and 31,
chapter 182, Laws of 1935; chapter 111, Laws of 1937;
chapter 114, Laws of 1937; chapter 132, Laws of 1937; chap-
ter 156, Laws of 1937; chapter 180, Laws of 1937; chapter
25, Laws of 1939; chapter 75, Laws of 1939; chapter 216,
Laws of 1939; chapter 1, Laws of 1941; chapter 128, Laws
of 1941; chapter 170, Laws of 1941; chapter 242, Laws of
1941; chapter 159, Laws of 1943; chapter 172, Laws of 1943;
chapter 7, Laws of 1945; chapter 80, Laws of 1945; chapter
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260, Laws of 1947; chapter 288, Laws of 1947; chapter 289,
Laws of 1947; chapter 6, Laws of 1949; chapter 166, Laws of
1949; chapter 10, Laws of 1950, extraordinary session; chap-
ter 1, Laws of 1951; chapter 122, Laws of 1951; chapter 165,
Laws of 1951; chapter 176, Laws of 1951; chapter 261, Laws
of 1951; sections 2 through 16, and 18, chapter Z70, Laws of
1951; chapter 274, Laws of 1951; chapter 5, Laws of 1951,
1st extraordinary session; chapter 17, Laws of 1951, 2nd
extraordinary session; chapter 21, Laws of 1951, 2nd extra-
ordinary session; sections 3 through 51, chapter 174, Laws
of 1953; chapter 3, Laws of 1953, 1st extraordinary session;
chapter 5, Laws of 1953, 1st extraordinary session; chapter
273, Laws of 1955; chapter 366, Laws of 1955; chapter 379,
Laws of 1955; chapter 380, Laws of 1955; sections 2 through
4, chapter 187, Laws of 1957; chapter 63, Laws of 1957; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

TITLE 74

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

Chapter 74.04

GENERAL PROVISIONS-ADMINISTRATION
SECTION 74.04.005 Definitions. For the purposes

of this title, unless the context indicates otherwise,
the following definitions shall apply:

(1) "Public assistance" or "assistance"-Public
aid to persons in need thereof for any cause, includ-
ing services, assistance grants, disbursing orders,
work relief, general assistance and federal-aid as-
sistance.

(2) "Department"-The department of public
assistance.

(3) "County office"-The administrative office
for one or more counties.

(4) "Director"-The director of the state de-
partment of public assistance.

(5) "Federal-aid assistance"-The specific cate-
gories of assistance for which provision is made in
any federal law existing or hereafter passed by
which payments are made from the federal govern-
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ment to the state in aid or in respect to payment by
the state for public assistance rendered to any cate-
gory of needy persons, including old age assistance,
aid to dependent children, aid to the permanently
and totally disabled persons, aid to the blind, child
welfare services and any other programs of public
assistance which are authorized by this title for
which provision for federal aid may from time to
time be made.

(6) "General assistance"-Shall include aid to
unemployable persons and unemployed employable
persons who are not eligible to receive or are not
receiving federal-aid assistance.

(a) Unemployable persons are those persons
who by reason of bodily or mental infirmity or other
cause are incapacitated from gainful employment.

(b) Unemployed employable persons are those
persons who although capable of gainful employ-
ment are unemployed.

(7) "Budgetary basis"-A basis taking into con-
sideration an applicant's need and resources, and
shall be measured in relation to a basic minimum
family budget determined by the department.

(8) "Committee"-The public assistance com-
mittee created by this title.

(9) "Direct relief "-Payment by cash or voucher
to provide the necessities of life to a person and his
dependents, and shall include materials furnished
or services rendered for such purposes to such per-
son and dependents in his own home.

(10) "Grant-in-aid" - An allocation of public
funds by the state to counties for public assistance
purposes.

(11) "Institutional care" - Care provided by
counties through hospitals, sanitoria and homes or
farms.

(12) "Work relief" - Wages paid by a body
politic or corporate to persons who are unemployed,
or whose employment is inadequate to provide the
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necessities of life to themselves and dependents, out
of money specifically appropriated or contributed
for that purpose, for the performance of services or
labor connected with work undertaken by such body
independent of work under contract or for which
an annual appropriation is made: Provided, That
the expenditure of moneys made available for as-
sistance purposes under this title in connection with
work relief programs shall be limited to the payment
of wages exclusively.

(13) "Applicant"-Any person who has made a
request, or on behalf of whom a request has been
made, to any county office for assistance.

(14) "Recipient"-Any person receiving assis-
tance or currently approved to receive assistance
at any future date and in addition those dependents
whose needs are included in the recipient's grant.

(15) "Income"-Net income in cash or kind
available to an applicant or recipient, the receipt
of which is regular and predictable enough that
an applicant or recipient may rely upon it to con-
tribute appreciably toward meeting his needs: Pro-
vided, That in determining the amount of assistance
to which a recipient of aid to the blind is entitled
or to which any dependent of such recipient may
be entitled under any category of public assistance,
the department is hereby authorized to disregard
as a resource the first fifty dollars per month of any
earned income of such blind recipient who is other-
wise eligible for an aid to the blind grant: Provided
further, That if the federal laws permit, the depart-
ment is directed to disregard as a resource the first
fifty dollars per month of any earned income of any
recipient of old age assistance, aid to dependent chil-
dren, or disability assistance who is otherwise eligi-
ble. In formulating rules and regulations pursuant
to this chapter the department shall define "earned
income" in such a manner as to meet with the ap-
proval of the federal security agency.
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(16) "Need"-The amount by which the require-
ments of an individual for himself and the dependent
members of his family, as measured by the standards
of the department, exceed all income and resources
available to such individual in meeting such require-
ments.

(17) "Resource"-Any asset, tangible or intan-
gible, which can be applied toward meeting an appli-
cant's or recipient's need, either directly or by con-
version into money or its equivalent: Provided, That
an applicant may retain the following described re-
sources and not be ineligible for public assistance
because of such resources.

(a) A home, which is defined as real property
owned and used by an applicant or recipient as a
place of residence, together with a reasonable
amount of property surrounding and contiguous
thereto. Whenever a recipient shall cease to use such
property for residential purposes, either by himself
or his dependents, the property shall be considered
a resource which can be made available to meet
need. If the person or his dependents absent them-
selves from the home for a consecutive period of
ninety days such absence shall raise a presumption
of abandonment: Provided, That hospitalization of
a recipient or absence from the recipient's home for
health reasons for a period in excess of ninety days
shall not raise such a presumption.

(b) Household furnishings and personal clothing
used and useful to the person.

(c) An automobile.
(d) Cash of not to exceed two hundred dollars

for a single person or four hundred dollars for a
family unit, or marketable securities of such value.

(e) Life insurance having a cash surrender value
not in excess of five hundred dollars for a single per-
son or one thousand dollars for a family unit: Pro-
vided, That this maximum allowance shall be de-
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creased by the amount of cash held by the person or
the family unit under item (d) above.

(f) Other personal property and belongings
which are used and useful or which have great
sentimental value to the applicant or recipient.
Whenever such person ceases to make use of such
personal property and belongings, the same shall
be considered a resource available to meet need.

(g) If the federal laws permit, the first fifty
dollars per month of earned income of any recipient
of old age assistance, aid to dependent children, or
disability assistance who is otherwise eligible.

The department shall by rule and regulation fix
the ceiling value for the individual or family unit
for all personal property and belongings as defined
in items (c), (d) and (e) of this section. If an appli-
cant for or recipient of public assistance possesses
personal property and belongings of a value in ex-
cess value, such person shall be ineligible for public
assistance: Provided, That in the determination of
need of applicants for or recipients of general assis-
tance no resources shall be considered as exempt
per se, but the department may by rule and regula-
tion adopt standards which will permit the exemp-
tion of the home and personal property and belong-
ings from consideration as an available resource
when such resources are determined to be necessary
to the applicant's or recipient's restoration to inde-
pendence.

(18) In the construction of words and phrases
used in this title, the singular number shall include
the plural, the masculine gender shall include both
the feminine and neuter genders and the present
tense shall include the past and future tenses, unless
the context thereof shall clearly indicate to the con-
trary.

SEC. 74.04.011 Director's Authority-Personnel.

The director of public assistance shall be the ad-
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ministrative head of the department of public assis-
tance and he shall have the power to and shall em-
ploy such assistants and personnel as may be neces-
sary for the general administration of the depart-
ment: Provided, That such employment is in ac-
cordance with the rules and regulations of the state
merit system. The director shall through and by
means of his assistants and personnel exercise such
powers and perform such duties as may be pre-
scribed by the public assistance laws of this state,
unless otherwise directed by the state public assis-
tance committee, which shall not be contrary to the
laws of this state.

SEC. 74.04.013 Transfer of Rights and Functions
to Department of Public Assistance. The department
of public assistance shall succeed to the rights and
functions of the preexisting department of social
security.

SEC. 74.04.015 Director Responsible Officer to
Administer Federal Funds. The director of public
assistance shall be the responsible state officer for
the administration of, and the disbursement of all
funds which may be received by the state in connec-
tion with, old age assistance, aid to dependent chil-
dren, aid to the blind, services for crippled children,
child welfare services, vocational rehabilitation, and
all other matters included in the federal social se-
curity act approved August 14, 1935, or as the same
may be amended, excepting those required to be
administered by the department of education or the
state board of vocational education and those re-
quired to be administered and disbursed in connec-
tion with public health services such as com-munica-
ble disease control, maternal and child health, sani-
tation, and vital statistics services.

He shall make such reports and render such ac-
counting as may be required by the federal agency
having authority in the premises.
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SEC. 74.04.017 Aid to the Blind Pro gram-Per-
sonnel. The personnel in the aid to the blind pro-
gram shall be chosen on the basis of their experi-
ence and qualifications in the field of work among
the blind, and to the fullest extent possible shall be
residents of this state at the time of their selection.
In appointing and employing personnel to carry into
effect the provisions of chapter 74.16, the director
shall give preference under the merit system to
qualified and available blind persons up to fifty per-
cent of such personnel.

SEC. 74.04.020 Public Assistance Committee
Created. There is created a state public assistance
committee to consist of the governor, the director
of budget and a third member to be appointed by
the governor, who shall not be a state officer or em-
ployee. The members of the commnittee shall serve
without compensation for their services, but the
appointive member shall be entitled to expenses
actually incurred in the discharge of his duties which
expenses shall be paid out of moneys appropriated
to the department. The committee shall have control
of the administration of this title and exercise such
powers and perform such duties as are prescribed
herein.

SEC. 74.04.030 Personnel Administration-Merit
System. The personnel required to carry out the
provisions of this title shall be employed under a
merit system plan of personnel administration which
shall be established on such basis as to conform with
the standards of the federal government with regard
to personnel administration. The committee shall
establish such rules and regulations as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of the merit
system plan: Provided, That if the department of
public assistance is authorized or directed by law
or the order of the governor to join with one or more
departments, boards, commissions or offices of state
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government in establishing a joint or general merit
system, rules and regulations shall be adopted by
the board, commission, or agency administering such
joint or general merit system which board, comnmis-
sion, or agency shall be independent of the depart-
ments, boards, commissions, or offices joining in such
joint or general merit system: Provided further,
That as to the department of public assistance such
rules and regulations shall conform to the require-
ments of the federal government with regard to
personnel administration.

SEC. 74.04.034 State Advisory Committee Cre-
ated. There is hereby created a state advisory com-
mittee which shall serve in an advisory capacity to
the director and the department. The committee
shall be composed of seven members with the mem-
bership to be selected, insofar as possible, on the
basis of giving both geographic and occupational
representation throughout the state. Members shall
be selected on the basis of their known experience or
interest in public assistance and its related problems
and not more than four members shall be identified
with the same major political party. Appointment
to the state committee shall be by the governor, by
and with the consent of the senate. The members
of the committee shall hold office as follows: Two
members to serve two years; two members to serve
three years; and three members to serve four years.
Upon expiration of said original terms subsequent
appointments shall be for six years except in the
case of a vacancy, in which event appointment shall
be only for the remainder of the unexpired term in
which the vacancy occurs.

SEC. 74.04.035 State Advisory Committee -
Powers and Duties. The state advisory committee
shall have the following powers and duties:

(1) To serve in an advisory capacity to the di-
rector on all matters pertaining to chapters 74.04
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through 74.14, except that in the case of the blind
the state advisory committee shall have no powers
or duties.

(2) To acquaint themselves fully with the opera-
tions of the department and periodically recommend
such changes to the governor as they deem advisa-
ble.

(3) To prepare and publish a mimeographed re-
port of their recommendations. The committee shall
prescribe rules for the transaction of its business.
The committee shall select a chairman and a secre-
tary. Meetings shall be held quarterly, and special
meetings may be called by the director upon seven
days' notice to the committee. Each member of the
committee shall receive fifteen dollars per diem for
each day actually spent in the performance of his
duties and his actual necessary traveling and other
expenses in going to, attending and returning from
meetings of his committee, and his actual and neces-
sary traveling and other expenses incurred in the
discharge of such duties as may be requested of him
by the director and a majority vote of the commit-
tee: Provided, That no member shall receive in
excess of seven hundred dollars in any one year.

No person shall be eligible to hold the office of
member of the state advisory committee who holds
any public office, whether appointive or elective,
with the exception of nonsalaried positions, nor who
is an official of any political party, nor who is a can-
didate for any public office.

SEC. 74.04.040 Relief Declared Joint Federal,
State, and County Function. The care, support, and
relief of needy persons is hereby declared to be a
joint federal, state, and county function. County
offices are charged with the responsibility, for the
administration of public assistance within the re-
spective county or counties or parts thereof as local
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offices of the department as prescribed by the rules
and regulations of the department.

SEc. 74.04.050 Department Is Responsible State
Agency. The department shall serve as the single
state agency to administer public assistance. The
department is hereby empowered and authorized to
co-operate in the administration of such federal laws,
consistent with the public assistance laws of this
state, as may be necessary to qualify for federal
funds for:

(1 Old age assistance;
(2) Aid to dependent children;
(3) Aid to the needy blind;
(4) Child welfare services;
(5) Aid to permanently and totally disabled;
(6) Programs of public assistance which are

authorized by this title, for which provision for
federal aid may from time to time be made.

The state hereby accepts and assents to all the
present provisions of the federal law under which
grants-in-aid are extended to the 'state to aid in the
support of programs administered by the depart-
ment, and to such additional legislation as may sub-
sequently be enacted as is not inconsistent with the
purposes of this title, authorizing public welfare and
assistance activities. The provisions of this title shall
be so administered as to conform with federal re-
quirements with respect to eligibility for the receipt
of federal grants.

The department shall periodically make applica-
tion for federal funds and submit such plans, reports
and data, as are required by any act of congress as
a condition precedent to the receipt of federal match-
ing funds for such assistance. The department shall
make and enforce such rules and regulations as shall
be necessary to insure compliance with the terms
and conditions of such federal aid grants. In the
event of noncompliance with any such rules and
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regulations, the department shall take over the ad-
ministration of public assistance programs in any
county or counties involved until compliance shall
have been effected during which time the depart-
ment may authorize and approve the expenditure
of all public assistance funds within the county.

SEC. 74.04.055 Cooperation with Federal Gov-
ernment--C onstruction. In furtherance of the policy
of this state to cooperate with the federal govern-
ment in the programs included in this title the di-
rector shall issue such rules and regulations as may
become necessary to entitle this state to participate
in federal matching funds unless the same be ex-
pressly prohibited by this title. Any section or pro-
vision of this title which may be susceptible to more
than one construction shall be interpreted in favor
of the construction most likely to satisfy federal laws
entitling this state to receive federal matching funds
for the various programs of public assistance.

SEC. 74.04.060 Records, Etc., Con fidential-Ex-
ceptions-Penalty. For the protection of applicants
and recipients, the department and the county offices
and their respective officers and employees are pro-
hibited, except as hereinafter provided, frcm dis-
closing the contents of any records, files, papers and
communications, except for purposes directly con-
nected with the administration of the programs of
this title. In any judicial proceeding, except such
proceeding as is directely concerned with the ad-
ministration of these programs, such records, files,
papers and communications, and their contents, shall
be deemed privileged cormmunications and except
for the right of any individual to inquire of the office
whether a named individual is a recipient of welfare
assistance and such person shall be entitled to an
affirmative or negative answer.

The county offices shall maintain monthly at
their offices a report showing the names and ad-
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dresses of all recipients in the county receiving
public assistance under this title, together with the
amount paid to each during the preceding month.

The provisions of this section shall not apply to
duly designated representatives of approved private
welfare agencies, public officials, members of legis-
lative interim committees and advisory committees
when performing duties directly connected with the
administration of this title, such as regulation and
investigation directly connected therewith: Pro-
vided, however, That any information so obtained
by such persons or groups shall be treated with such
degree of confidentiality as is required by the federal
social security law.

It shall be unlawful, except as provided in this
section, for any person, body, association, firm, cor-
poration or other agency to solicit, publish, disclose,
receive, make use of, or to authorize, knowingly
permit, participate in or acquiesce in the use of any
lists or names for commercial or political purposes
of any nature. The violation of this section shall be
a gross misdemeanor.

SEC. 74.04.070 County Office - Administrator.
There may be established in each county of the
state a county office which shall be administered by
an executive officer designated as the county admin-
istrator. The county administrator shall be ap-
pointed by the director in accordance with the rules
and regulations of the state merit system.

SEC. 74.04.080 Personnel-Administrator's Bond.
The county administrator shall have the power to,
and shall, employ such personnel as may be neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of this title, which
employment shall be in accordance with the rules
and regulations of the state merit system, and in
accordance with personnel and administrative stand-
ards established by the department. The county
administrator before qualifying shall furnish a
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surety bond in such amount as may be fixed by the
director, but not less than five thousand dollars,
conditioned that the administrator will faithfully
account for all money and property that may come
into his possession or control. The cost of such bond
shall be an administrative expense and shall be paid
by the department.

SEC. 74.04.120 Basis of State's Allocation of Fed-
eral Aid Funds. Allocations of state and federal
funds shall be made upon the basis of need within
the respective counties as disclosed by the quarterly
budgets, considered in conjunction with revenues
available for the satisfaction of that need: Provided,
That in preparing his quarterly budget for federal
aid assistance, the administrator shall include the
aggregate of the individual case load approved by the
department to date on the basis of need and the direc-
tor and the public assistance committee shall approve
and allocate an amount sufficient to service the aggre-
gate case load as included in said budget, and in the
event any portion of the budgeted case load cannot
be serviced with moneys available for the particular
category for which an application is made the com-
mittee may on the administrator's request authorize
the transfer of sufficient general assistance funds to
the appropriation for such category to service such
case load and secure the benefit of federal matching
funds.

SEC. 74.04.141 County Advisory Committees.
There is hereby established a county advisory com-
mittee in a county or in one or more counties. The
committee shall consist of not less than five members
to be appointed by the county commissioners, one of
which shall be a county commissioner. Appoint-
ments to such committee shall be on the basis of
known interest in public assistance and its related
problems. Members shall hold office for two year
terms. The county advisory committee shall take
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the necessary steps of forming a committee including
rules for the transaction of business.

The county advisory committee shall have the
following duties:

(1) To make studies of the public assistance pro-
gram within the county or counties of their jurisdic-
tion;

(2) To advise the state director and public as-
sistance committee of the results of the studies;

(3) To recommend to the state advisory commit-
tee necessary studies and surveys to be made on a
state-wide basis;

(4) To call meetings and set the time and num-
ber of meetings;

(5) To prepare the agenda of the meetings;
(6) Have access to all records of the county

office they deem necessary, in compliance with the
present act and/or the federal social security laws.

The county administrator shall cooperate with
this committee in their activities.

SEC. 74.04.150 State Levy for Public Assistance.
The state shall levy annually a tax not to exceed
two mills upon the assessed valuation of all taxable
property within the state for public assistance pur-
poses.

SEC. 74.04.180 Joint County Administration. Pub-
lic assistance may be administered through a single
administrator and a single administrative office for
one or more counties. There may be a local office
for the transaction of official business maintained
in each county.

SEC. 74.04.200 State-Wide Standards to Be En-
forced. It shall be the duty of the department of
public assistance to establish uniform state-wide
standards to govern the granting of assistance in
the several categories of this title and it shall have
power to compel compliance with such uniform
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standards as a condition to the receipt of state and
federal funds by counties for social security pur-
poses.

SEc. 74.04.210 Basis of Allocation of Moneys. The
moneys appropriated for public assistance purposes
and subject to allocation as in this title provided
shall be allocated to counties on the basis of past
experience and established case load history.

SEC. 74.04.250 General Assistance-Immediate
Grants-Penalty. An applicant for any category of
public assistance under this title may, in the discre-
tion of the administrator, be granted general as-
sistance at once upon making application therefor
provided he submits to the administrator a sworn
statement of need and resources; but if upon due
investigation and inquiry on the part of the adminis-
trator it shall develop that such applicant swore
falsely, he may be proceeded against criminally and
if convicted be punished as for a gross misdemeanor.
The county, through its prosecuting attorney, may
also in such cases institute and prosecute an action
to recover any moneys wrongfully received by the
applicant by means of his false statement.

SEC. 74.04.265 Earnings-Deduction from Grants.
In the event federal laws are changed to so permit,
the director shall issue such rules and regulations
consistent therewith and with memorials of the legis-
lature, as will recognize the earnings of any persons
which commence or are increased after a grant is
made to such person without the deduction in full
thereof from the amount of their grants. This may be
done by exempting a percentage of earnings or in-
crease of earnings subsequent to the making of a
grant by the recipients of other classes of relief or
by exempting such amount of earnings as the federal
laws may require or permit. Such percentage ex-
emption, if possible, shall be made on a sliding scale.
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SEC. 74.04.270 Audit of Accounts-Uniform Ac-
counting System. It shall be the duty of the state
auditor to audit the accounts, books and records of
the department of public assistance. The public as-
sistance committee shall establish and install a uni-
form accounting system for all categories of public
assistance, applicable to all officers, boards, commis-
sions, departments or other agencies having to do
with the allowance and disbursement of public funds
for assistance purposes, which said uniform account-
ing system shall conform to the accounting methods
required by the federal government in respect to
the administration of federal funds for assistance
purposes.

SEC. 74.04.280 Assistance Nontransferable and
Exempt from Process. Assistance given under this
title shall not be transferable or assignable at law or
in equity and none of the moneys received by recipi-
ents under this title shall be subject to execution,
levy, attachment, garnishment, or other legal proc-
ess, or to the operation of any bankruptcy or insol-
vency law.

SEC. 74.04.290 Power to Subpoena Witnesses,
Books, Records, Etc. In carrying out any of the pro-
visions of this title, the committee, the director, the
board of county commissioners and the administrator
shall have power to subpoena witnesses, administer
oaths, take testimony and compel the production of
such papers, books, records and documents as they
may deem revelant to the performance of their
duties; but no officer or agency mentioned in this
section shall have power to compel the production of
any papers, books, records or documents which are
in the custody of any other such officer or agency
and within his or its power to provide voluntarily on
request.

SEC. 74.04.300 Recovery of Payments Improperly
Received. If a recipient receives public assistance
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for which he is not eligible, or receives public as-
sistance in an amount greater than that for which he
is eligible, the portion of the payment to which he is
not entitled shall be a debt due the state: Provided,
Mhat if any part of any assistance payment is ob-

tained by a person as a result of a wilfully false state-
ment, or representation, or impersonation, or other
fraudulent device, or wilful failure to reveal re-
sources or income, the total assistance payment so
obtained shall be a debt due the state and shall be-
come a lien against the real and personal property
of such person from the time of filing by the depart-
ment with the county clerk and county auditor of
the county in which the person resides or owns prop-
erty, and such lien claim shall have preference to the
claims of all unsecured creditors. It shall be the duty
of recipients of public assistance to notify the depart-
ment within thirty days of the receipt or possession
of all income or resources not previously declared
to the department, and any failure to so report shall
be prima facie evidence of fraud.
. Debts due the state pursuant to the provisions of

this section, may be recovered by the state by deduc-
tion from the subsequent assistance payments to such
persons or may be recovered by a civil action insti-
tuted by the attorney general: Provided, That if the
portion of any public assistance payment to which
the recipient is not entitled is less than ten dollars
and is erroneously paid to the recipient as a result
of departmental error or oversight, such amount shall
not be recovered by the state by deduction from sub-
sequent assistance payments to such persons.

SEC. 74.04.310 Authority to Accept Contributions.
In furthering the purposes of this title, the director
or any county administrator may accept contribu-
tions or gifts in cash or otherwise from persons, as-
sociations or corporations, such contributions to be
disbursed in the same manner as moneys appropri-
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ated for the purposes of this title: Provided, That the
donor of such gifts may stipulate the manner in
which such gifts shall be expended.

SEC. 74.04.330 Annual Reports by Assistance
Organizations-Penalty. Every person, firm, corpor-
ation, association or organization receiving twenty-
five percent or more of its income from contributions,
gifts, dues, or other payments from persons receiving
direct relief, work relief, home relief, old age as-
sistance, federal-aid assistance, or any other form of
public assistance from the state of Washington or
any agency or subdivision thereof, and engaged in
political or other activities in behalf of such persons
receiving such public assistance, shall, within ninety
days after the close of each calendar year, make a
report to the director of the department of public
assistance for the preceding year, which report shall
contain:

(1) A statement of the total amount of contribu-
tions, gifts, dues, or other payments received;

(2) The names of any and all persons, firms, cor-
porations, associations or organizations contributing
the sum of twenty-five dollars or more during such
year, and the amounts contributed by such persons,
firms, corporations, associations, or organizations;

(3) A full and complete statement of all dis-
bursements made during such year, including the
names of all persons, firms, corporations, associa-
tions, or organizations to whom any moneys were
paid, and the amounts and purposes of such pay-
ments; and

(4) Every such report so filed shall constitute a
public record;

(5) Any person, firm, or corporation, and any
officer or agent of any firm, corporation, association
or organization, violating this section by failing to
file such report, or in any other manner, shall be
guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
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SEC. 74.04.340 Federal Surplus Commodities-
Certification of Persons Eligible to Receive Com-
modities. The state department of public assistance
is authorized to assist needy families and individuals
to obtain federal surplus commodities for their use,
by certifying, when such is the case, that they are
eligible to receive such commodities. However, only
those who are receiving or are eligible for public
assistance or care and such others as may qualify in
accordance with federal requirements and standards
shall be certified as eligible to receive such com-
modities.

SEC. 74.04.350 - Not to Be Construed As
Public Assistance, Eligibilty Not Affected. Federal
surplus commodities shall not be deemed or con-
strued to be public assistance and care or a substi-
tute, in whole or in part, theref or; and the receipt
of such commodities by eligible families and indi-
viduals shall not subject them, their legally respon-
sible relatives, their property or their estates to any
demand, claim or liability on account thereof. A
person's need or eligibility for public assistance or
care shall not be affected by his receipt of federal
surplus commodities.

SEC. 74.04.360 - Certification Deemed Ad-
ministrative Expense of Department. Expenditures
made by the state department of public assistance
for the purpose of certifying eligibility of needy f am-
ilies and individuals for federal surplus commodities
shall be deemed to be expenditures for the adminis-
tration of public assistance and care.

Chapter 74.08

ELIGIBILITY GENERALLY-STANDARDS OF
ASSISTANCE-OLD AGE ASSI STANCE

SEC. 74.08.025 Eligibility for Public Assistance
Generally. Public assistance shall be awarded to
any applicant:
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(1) Who is in need; and
(2) Who has not made a voluntary assignment

of property or cash for the purpose of qualifying for
an assistance grant; and

(3) Who is not an imnate of a public instititution
except as a patient in a medical institution and who
is not a patient in an institution for mental disease
or a patient in a medical institution because of a
diagnosis of psychosis: Provided, That the assis-
tance paid by the department to recipients in nurs-
ing homes, or receiving nursing home care, may
cover the cost of clothing and incidentals and gen-
eral maintenance exclusive of medical care and
health services. The department may pay a grant to
cover the cost of clothing and personal incidentals
in public or private medical institutions.

SEC. 74.08.030 Old Age Assistance Eligibility Re-
quirements. In addition to meeting the eligibility
requirements of section 74.08.025, an applicant for
old age assistance must be an applicant who:

(1) Has attained the age of sixty-five, and
(2) Has resided within the state of Washington

for at least five years during the nine years imnmedi-
ately preceding the application and has resided
herein continuously for one year immediately pre-
ceding the application.

SEC. 74.08.040 Amount of Grant-Standards of
Assistance. Grants shall be awarded on a uniform
state-wide basis in accordance with standards of
assistance established by the department. The de-
partment shall establish standards of assistance for
old age assistance, aid to dependent children, aid to
the blind, and general assistance to unemployable
persons which shall be used to determine an appli-
cant's or recipient's living requirements and which
shall include reasonable allowances for shelter, fuel,
food, clothing, household maintenance and opera-
tion, personal maintenance, and necessary incident-
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als. The total dollar value of the assistance budget
shall, under average conditions, be not less than
seventy-five dollars per month for an individual liv-
ing alone; but a recipient shall not receive a grant
of seventy-five dollars or more unless his actual re-
quirements amount to seventy-five dollars. Grants
shall be paid in the amount of requirements less all
available income and resources which can be applied
by the recipient toward meeting need, including
shelter.

In order to determine such standards of assis-
tance the department shall establish objective budg-
etary guides based upon actual living cost studies
of the items of the budget. Such living cost studies
shall be renewed or revised annually and new stand-
ards of assistance reflecting current living costs shall
determine budgets of need. Any indicated adjust-
ment in standards shall become effective not later
than June 1st of 1953 and June 1st of each succeed-
ing year.

The standards of assistance shall take into ac-
count the economy of joint living arrangements, and
the department may, by rule and regulation, pre-
scribe maximums for grants.

For general assistance to unemployed employ-
able persons, the department shall establish stand-
ards of assistance based upon annual living cost
studies and compatible with a minimum necessary
for decent and healthful subsistence. Such stand-
ards shall permit the meeting of actual and emergent
need on an individual basis.

SEC. 74.08.050 Applications for Grants. Applica-
tion for a grant in any category of public assistance
shall be made to the county office by the applicant
or by another on his behalf, and shall be reduced to
writing upon standard forms prescribed by the de-
partment, and a copy of the application upon such
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standard form shall be given to each applicant at
the time of making application.

SEC. 74.08.055 Verification of Applications-Pen-
alty. Each applicant for or recipient of public assis-
tance shall make an application for assistance which
shall contain or be verified by a written declaration
that it is made under the penalties of perjury. The
director, by rule and regulation, may require that
any other forms filled out by applicants or recipients
of public assistance shall contain or be verified by a
written declaration that it is made under the penal-
ties of perjury and such declaration shall be in lieu
of any oath otherwise required, and each applicant
shall be so informed at the time of the signing.

Any applicant for or recipient of public assis-
tance who wilfully makes and subscribes any appli-
cation, statement or other paper which contains or
is verified by a written declaration that it is made
under the penalties of perjury and which he does
not believe to be true and correct as to every mate-
rial matter shall be guilty of a felony.

SEC. 74.08.060 Approval or Denial of Applica-
tion-Applications Prior to Eligibility. Whenever
the department or an authorized agency thereof re-
ceives an application for a grant an investigation and
record shall be promptly made of the facts support-
ing the application. The department shall be required
to approve or deny the application within forty-
five days after the filing thereof and shall immedi-
ately notify the applicant in writing of its decision:
Provided, That if the department is not able within
forty-five days, despite due diligence, to secure all
information necessary to establish his eligibility, the
department is charged to continue to secure such
information and if such information, when estab-
lished, makes applicant eligible, the department
shall pay his grant from date of authorization, or
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forty-five days after date of application whichever
is sooner.

Any person entitled to relief but under tem-
porary disability from making application, or any
person about to become sixty-five years of age or
the parent of an unborn child who upon birth will
become a dependent child may at any time after
forty-five days prior to the occurrence of any of said
events make application as herein provided.

SEC. 74.08.070 Fair Hearing on Grievances-Pro-
cedure. Any applicant or recipient feeling himself
aggrieved by the decision of the department or any
authorized agency of the department shall have the
right to a fair hearing to be conducted by the director
of the department or by a duly appointed, qualified
and acting supervisor thereof, or by an examiner
especially appointed by the director for such pur-
pose. The hearing shall be conducted in the county
in which the appellant resides, and a transcript of
the testimony shall be made and included in the
record, the costs of which shall be borne by the
department. A copy of this transcript shall be given
the appellant if request for same is made in writing
by the appellant or his attorney of record.

Any appellant who desires a fair hearing shall
within sixty days after receiving notice of the deci-
sion of the department or an authorized agency of
the department, file with the director a notice of
appeal from the decision. It shall be the duty of
the department upon receipt of such notice to set
a date for the fair hearing, such date to be not more
than thirty days after receipt of notice. The depart-
ment shall notify the appellant of the time and place
of said hearing at least five days prior to the date
thereof by registered mail or by personal service
upon said appellant, unless otherwise agreed by
appellant and the department.

At any time after the filing of the notice of appeal
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with the director, any appellant or attorney for
appellant with written authorization or next of kin
shall have the right of access to, and can examine
any files and records of the department in the case
on appeal.

It shall be the duty of the department within
thirty days after the date of hearing to notify the
appellant of the decision of the director and the
failure to so notify the appellant shall constitute an
affirmation of the decision of the department.

SEC. 74.08.080 Court Appeal. In the event an
appellant feels himself aggrieved by the decision
rendered in the hearing provided for in section 74.08-
.070, he shall have the right to appeal to the superior
court of the county of his legal residence, which
appeal shall be taken by a notice filed with the clerk
of the court and served upon the director either by
registered mail or by personal service within sixty
days after the decision of the department has been
affirmed or modified as provided in section 74.08.070.
Upon receipt of the notice of appeal, the clerk of
the superior court shall immediately docket the case
for trial and no filing fee shall be collected of the
appellant.

Within ten days after being served with a notice
of appeal, the director shall give the appellant a copy
of the transcript of testimony adduced at the fair
hearing and shall file with the clerk of the court the
record of the case on appeal, and no further plead-
ings shall be necessary to bring the appeal to issue.

The court shall decide the case on the record.
The findings of the director as to the facts shall

be conclusive unless the court determines that the
evidence in the record preponderates against such
findings.

The court may affirm the decision of the director
or modify or reverse any decision of the director
where it finds the director has acted arbitrarily,
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capriciously, or contrary to law and remand the
cause to the director for further proceedings in con-
formity with the decision of the court. Either party
may appeal from the decision of the superior court
to the supreme court of the state, which appeal shall
be taken and conducted in the manner provided by
law or by the rules of court applicable to civil
appeals: Provided, That no bond shall be required
on any appeal under this chapter. In the event that
either the superior court or the supreme court ren-
ders a decision in favor of the appellant, said appel-
lant shall be entitled to reasonable attorney's fees
and costs. If a decision of the director or of the court
is made in favor of the appellant, assistance shall be
paid from date of the denial of the application, or in
the case of a recipient, from the effective date of the
decision from which he has appealed.

SEC. 74.08.090 Rules and Regulations. The de-
partment is hereby authorized to make rules and
regulations not inconsistent with the provisions of
this title to the end that this title shall be admin-
istered uniformly throughout the state, and that the
spirit and purpose of this title may be complied with.
The department shall have the power to compel
compliance with the rules and regulations estab-
lished by it. Such rules and regulations shall be filed
with the secretary of state thirty days before their
effective date, and copies shall be available for public
inspection in the office of the department and in each
county office.

SEC. 74.08.100 Age and Length of Residence
Verification. Proof of age and length of residence in
the state of any applicant may be established as
provided by the rules and regulations of the depart-
ment: Provided, That if an applicant is unable to
establish proof of age or length of residence in the
state by any other method he may make a statement
under oath of his age on the date of application or
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the length of his residence in the state, before any
judge of the superior court or any justice of the
supreme court of the state of Washington, and such
statement shall constitute sufficient proof of age of
applicant or of length of residence in the state: Pro-
vided however, That any applicant who wilfully
makes a false statement as to his age or length of
residence in the state under oath before a judge of
the superior court or a justice of the supreme court,
as provided above, shall be guilty of a felony.

SEc. 74.08.105 Out-of-State Recipients. No assis-
tance payments shall be made to recipients living
outside the state of Washington unless in the discre-
tion of the director there is sound social reason for
such out-of-state payments: Provided, That the
period for making such payments when authorized
shall not exceed the length of time required to sat-
isfy the residence requirements in the other state
in order to be eligible for a grant in the same cate-
gory of assistance as the recipient was eligible to
receive in Washington.

SEC. 74.08.112 Old Age Assistance Grants Not
Recoverable as Debt Due State-Exceptions. Old
age assistance grants awarded to an applicant under
the laws of the state of Washington shall not be
recoverable as a debt due the state, except where
such funds have been received by the applicant
contrary to law, or by fraud or deceit. Any and all
claims accrued under the provisions of section 36,
chapter 174, Laws of 1953 and RCW 74.08.111 are
hereby renounced and declared to be null and void,
except those claims which have accrued or which
shall accrue on the basis of grants which have been
received contrary to law, or by fraud or deceit.

SEC. 74.08.120 Funeral Expenses. The term "fu-
neral" shall mean the proper preparation and care
of the remains of a deceased person with needed
facilities and appropriate memorial services, includ-
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ing necessary costs of a lot or cremation and all
services related to interment and the customary
memorial marking of a grave.

The department is hereby directed through the
county offices to assume responsibility for the funeral
of deceased persons dying without assets sufficient
to pay for the minimum standard funeral herein
provided.

The department shall not pay more than cost for
a minimum standard service rendered by each ven-
dor. Payments to the funeral director and to the
cemetery or crematorium will be made by separate
vouchers. The standard of such services and the
uniform amounts to be paid shall be determined by
the department after giving due consideration to
such advice and counsel as it shall obtain from the
trade associations of the various vendors and related
state departments, agencies and commissions. The
payments made by the department shall not be sub-
ject to supplementation by the relatives or friends
of recipients. Whenever relatives or friends provide
for other than the minimum standard service au-
thorized, the state shall not participate in the pay-
ment of any part of the cost.

SEC. 74.08.210 Grants Not Assignable Nor Subject
to Execution. Grants awarded under this title shall
not be transferable or assignable, at law or in equity,
and none of the money paid or payable under this
title shall be subject to execution, levy, attachment,
garnishment, or other legal process, or to the opera-
tion of bankruptcy or insolvency law.

SEC. 74.08.260 Federal Act to Control in Event
of Conflict. If any plan of administration of this title
submitted to the federal security agency shall be
found to be not in conformity with the federal social
security act by reason of any conflict of any section,
portion, clause or part of this title and the federal
social security act, such conflicting section, portion,
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clause or part of this title is hereby declared to be
inoperative to the extent that it is so in conflict, and
such finding or determination shall not affect the
remainder of this title.

SEC. 74.08.270 Legislature to Appropriate Funds
-Old Age Appropriations to Be Earmarked. The
legislature shall appropriate such funds as are neces-
sary to carry out the purposes of this chapter: Pro-
vided, That any appropriation which the legislature
may make for the payment of old age assistance
grants shall be specifically earmarked for such pur-
poses.

SEC. 74.08.278 Central Operating Fund Estab-
lished. In order to comply with federal statutes and
regulations pertaining to federal matching funds
and to provide for the prompt payment of initial
grants and adjusting payments of grants the director
is authorized to make provisions for the cash pay-
ment of assistance by the director or county adminis-
trators by the establishment of a central operating
fund. The director may establish such a fund with
the approval of the state auditor from moneys ap-
propriated to the department for the payment of
general assistance in a sum not to exceed one million
dollars. Such funds shall be deposited as agreed
upon by the director and the state auditor in accord-
ance with the laws regulating the deposits of public
funds. Such security shall be required of the deposi-
tory in connection with the fund as the state treas-
urer may prescribe. Moneys remaining in the fund
shall be returned to the general fund at the end of
the biennium, or an accounting of proper expendi-
tures from the fund shall be made to the state audi-
tor. All expenditures from such central operating
fund shall be reimbursed out of and charged to the
proper program appropriated by the use of such
forms and vouchers as are approved by the director
of the department and the state auditor. Expendi-
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tures from such fund shall be audited by the director
of the budget and the state auditor from time to time
and a report shall be made by the state auditor and
the director as are required by law.

SEC. 74.08.280 Payments to Persons Incapable of
Self-Care. If any person receiving public assistance
is, on the testimony of reputable witnesses, found
incapable of taking care of himself or his money, the
director may direct the payment of the installments
of public assistance to any responsible person or cor-
poration or to a legally appointed guardian for his
benefit: Provided, That if the state requires the
appointment of a guardian for this purpose the de-
partment shall pay all costs and reasonable fees as
fixed by the court.

SEC. 74.08.283 Services Provided to Attain Self-
Care-Old Oge Applicants and Recipients. The de-
partment is authorized to provide such social and
related services as are reasonably necessary to the
end that applicants for or recipients of old age as-
sistance are helped to attain self-care.

SEC. 74.08.290 Suspension of Payments. The de-
partment is hereby authorized to suspend tem-
porarily the public assistance granted to any person
for any period during which such person is not in
need thereof.

If a recipient is convicted of any crime or offense,
and punished by imprisomnent, no payment shall be
made during the period of imprisonment.

SEC. 74.08.295 Assistance from More Than One
Federal Aid Category Pro hibited-Exception. No
person shall be eligible to concurrently receive as-
sistance from more than one category of federal aid
assistance to meet his own needs. This shall not be
construed to prevent a recipient from receiving con-
currently as grantee-relative assistance granted in
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behalf of legal dependents if his needs are not cov-
ered by assistance given to such dependents.

SEC. 74.08.330 Fraud-Assistance Procurement-
Real Property Disposal-Penalty. (1) Any person
who by means of a wilfully false statement or repre-
sentation, or by impersonation, or other fraudulent
device, or failure to reveal resources as required by
law, obtains, or attempts to obtain, or aids or abets
any person to obtain any public assistance to which
he is not entitled or greater public assistance than
that to which he is justly entitled shall be guilty of
larceny.

(2) Any person who by means of a wilfully false
statement or representation or by impersonation or
other fraudulent device aids or abets in buying, sell-
ing, or in any other way disposing of the real prop-
erty of a recipient of public assistance without the
consent of the director shall be guilty of a gross mis-
demeanor.

SEC. 74.08.335. Transfers of Property to Qualify
for Assistance. Public assistance shall not be granted
under this title to any person who has made an
assignment or transfer of property for the purpose
of rendering himself eligible for assistance under
this title. Any person who shall have transferred
or shall transfer any real or personal property or
any interest in property within two years of the
date of application for public assistance without re-
ceiving adequate monetary consideration theref or,
or any person who after becoming a recipient trans-
fers any property or any interest in property without
the consent of the director, shall be ineligible for
public assistance for a period of time during which
the reasonable value of the property so transferred
would have been adequate to meet his needs under
normal conditions of living: Provided, That the di-
rector is hereby authorized to allow exceptions in
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cases where undue hardship would result from a
denial of assistance.

SEC. 74.08.338 Real Property Transfers for In-
adequate Consideration - Recovery of Assistance
Payments. When the consideration for a deed exe-
cuted and delivered by a recipient is not paid, or
when the consideration does not approximate the
fair cash market value of the property, such deed
shall be prima facie fraudulent as to the state. The
attorney general upon request of the director shall
file suit to rescind such transaction except as to sub-
sequent bona fide purchasers for value. In the event
that it be established by judicial proceedings that
a fraudulent conveyance occurred, the value of any
public assistance which may have been furnished
may be recovered in any proceeding from the recipi-
ent or his estate.

SEC. 74.08.340 No Vested Rights Conferred. All
assistance granted under this title shall be deemed
to be granted and to be held subject to the provisions
of any amending or repealing act that may hereafter
be enacted, and no recipient shall have any claim for
compensation, or otherwise, by reason of his assis-
tance being affected in any way by such amending
or repealing act.

SEC. 74.08.370 Old-Age A ss i sta n ce Grants
Charged Against General Fund. All old-age assis-
tance grants under this title shall be a charge against
and payable out of the general fund of the state.
Payment thereof shall be by warrant of the state
auditor to be drawn upon vouchers duly prepared
and verified by the director of public assistance.

SEC. 74.08.375 Deposit of Federal Aid for Old-
Age Assistance Moneys. Any moneys which may be
received by the state of Washington from the federal
government as aid in defraying the cost of old-age
assistance under this title shall be deposited in the
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state treasury to the credit of the general fund but
separate accounts shall be kept in order that the
state may make such reports and render such ac-
counting as may be required by the appropriate
federal authority.

SEC. 74.08.380 Acceptance of Federal Act. The
state hereby accepts the provisions of that certain
act of the congress of the United States entitled, An
Act to provide for the general welfare by establish-
ing a system of federal old-age benefits, and by en-
abling the several states to make more adequate
provisions for aged persons, blind persons, depend-
ent and crippled children, maternal and child wel-
fare, public health, and the administration of their
unemployment compensation laws; to establish a
social security board; to raise revenue; and for other
purposes, and such other act with like or similar
objects as may be enacted.

Chapter 74.09

MEDICAL CARE
SEC. 74.09.010 Definitions. As used in this chap-

ter:
(1) "Department" means the department of pub-

lic assistance.
(2) "Director" means the director of the depart-

ment of public assistance.
(3) "Division" or "division of medical care"

means the division of medical care of the department
of public assistance.

(4) "Assistant director" means the supervisor
of the division of medical care of the department of
public assistance.

(5) "Internal management" means the adminis-
tration of medical and related services to recipients
of public assistance and medical indigent persons.

(6) "Medical indigents" are persons without in-
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come or resources sufficient to secure necessary
medical services.

(7) "Chapter" means chapter 74.09.
(8) "Nursing home" means nursing home as de-

fined in RCW 18.51.010.

SEC. 74.09.020 Declaration of Purpose. The pur-
pose of this chapter is to provide for more efficient
administration of medical, dental and allied services
to recipients of public assistance and medical indi-
gent persons.

SEC. 74.09.030 Responsibility of Division of Medi-
cal Care-Transfer of Records. Administrative re-
sponsibility for providing for needed medical, dental
and allied services to recipients of public assistance
and medical indigents shall be the responsibility of
the division of medical care.

SEC. 74.09.040 Division of Medical Care Estab-
lished-Qualifications of Assistant Director. There
is hereby established in the department of public
assistance a division of medical care. The division of
medical care shall be administered by an assistant
director appointed by the director of the department
in accordance with the state merit system or its suc-
cessor. The assistant director may be a physician
and shall be selected on the basis of his knowledge
and understanding of administration and shall have
demonstrated his ability therein.

SEC. 74.09.050 Assistant Director's Responsibili-
ties and Duties - Personnel - Medical Screeners.
The assistant director shall be directly responsible to
the director and shall have charge and supervision
of the division of medical care. With the approval of
the director, he shall appoint such professional per-
sonnel and other assistants and employees, including
professional medical screeners, as may be reasonably
necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter.
The medical screeners shall be supervised by one
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or more physicians who shall be appointed by the
assistant director.

SEC. 74.09.060 Rules and Regulations-Internal
Organization of Division. The assistant director in
the exercise of his administrative responsibilities
shall:

(1) Prepare and submit to the director rules,
regulations and procedures for the exercise and per-
formnance of the administrative powers and duties
vested in or imposed upon him, not inconsistent with
the law.

(2) Determine, and from time to time alter when
necessary, the internal organization of the division
to promote maximum efficiency and economy.

SEC. 74.09.070 Eligibility of Public Assistance
Recipients and Medical Indigents. The determination
of eligibility of recipients for public assistance shall
be the responsibility of the department.

Recipients of public assistance shall be entitled
to such medical services as are defined by the as-
sistant director, who shall consider the recommenda-
tions thereon of the welfare medical care committee.

The determination of eligibility of medical indi-
gents shall be the responsibility of the division of
medical care with consideration to the standards
recommended by the welfare medical care commit-
tee. The division of medical care is empowered to
employ the necessary personnel to carry out the
standards established.

SEC. 74.09.080 Methods of Performing Adminis-
trative Responsibilities. In carrying out the admin-
istrative responsibility of this chapter, the division
of medical care may contract with an individual or
a group, may utilize existing local state public as-
sistance offices, or establish separate welfare medical
care offices on a county or multi-county unit basis
as found necessary.
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SEC. 74.09.090 Use of County Institutions, Bud-
gets--Charges to Noncovered Patients-Duties of
Division. (1) The division of medical care may
utilize county hospitals and county infimaries as
determined necessary. County institutions so used
shall submit a county hospitalization budget and/or
infirmary budget to the director not less than forty
days prior to the time county budgets are finally
approved and adopted by the county commissioners.
He shall consider the proposed budget or budgets
and return it or them to the commissioners with his
recommendations within thirty days of its receipt
by him. The commissioners shall be empowered to
adopt as the final budget the proposed budget or
budgets as submitted by the board or boards of
trustees, recommended budget or budgets of the
director or such budget or budgets as the county com-
missioners themselves determine to adopt: Pro-
vided, That if the total of the budget or budgets as
finally adopted shall be in excess of the total of the
budget or budgets as recommended by the director,
the said director may withhold from the county the
amount of the excess over and above the total set
forth in his recommended budget or budgets.

Any county infirmary so used shall comply with
all rules and regulations of the Washington state
department of health applicable to nursing homes
adopted by the said department under authority of
chapter 18.51.

County hospitals and county infirmaries financed
by state funds shall be empowered to accept and
care for eligible patients from any county in the
state.

(2) Persons other than recipients or medical in-
digents who require hospital care for communicable
disease, whether under quarantine or not, and per-
sons sufficiently mentally disturbed or ill to be placed
in a county hospital for observation, diagnosis
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and/or treatment shall be required to pay for such
hospital and medical care at the same rate as charged
by nongovernmental hospitals and/or private phy-
sicians in the county where the hospital is located.

(3) Persons other than recipients or medical in-
digents who receive emergency medical or hospital
care at a county hospital shall pay for such medical
and/or hospital services or care at the same rate
as charged by nongovernmental hospitals and private
physicians in the county where the hospital is
located.

(4) The division of medical care shall provide
for necessary physicians' services and hospital care,
considering the recommendations of the welf are
medical care committee, and may provide such
allied service as dental service, nursing home care,
ambulance services, drugs, medical supplies, nursing
services in the home, and other appliances, consider-
ing recommendations of the welfare medical care
committee, who shall take into consideration the
appropriations available.

(5) The division of medical care shall provide
(a) for evaluation of employability when a person
is applying for public assistance representing a
medical condition as the basis for need, and (b)
for medical reports to be used in the evaluation of
total and permanent disability. It shall further pro-
vide for medical consultation and assistance in de-
termining the need for special diets, housekeeper
and attendants' services, and other requirements as
found necessary because of the medical condition
under rules promulgated by the director after con-
sidering the recommendation thereon of the welfare
medical care committee.

SEC. 74.09.100 State Welfare Medical Care Com-
mittee. There is hereby established a state welfare
medical care committee composed of twelve mem-
bers, six members representing the major providers
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of medical service, one a legislator, one a county
commissioner, and the remaining four from the
public. Members shall be appointed by the governor
and serve at his pleasure and they shall be entitled
to actual and necessary travel expenses, together
with actual and necessary subsistence expenses not
to exceed ten dollars per day, while carrying out
the functions of this committee.

The committee shall advise and give assistance
to the director and assistant director in planning and
carrying out the most efficient and economical wel-
fare medical care program. It shall assist the di-
rector and assistant director in preparing and pre-
senting the biennial appropriation request to the
governor and the legislature.

SEC. 74.09.110 Administrative and Professional
Personnel-Professional Consultants and Screeners.
The division of medical care shall employ adminis-
trative personnel in both state and local offices and
employ the services of professional screeners and
consultants as found necessary to carry out the
proper administration of the program.

SEC. 74.09.120 Purchases of Services, Care, Sup-
plies. The division of medical care shall purchase
necessary physician and dentist services by contract
or "fee for service." The division of medical care
shall purchase hospital care by contract or by all
inclusive day rate, or at not more than the minimum
ward rate of each hospital after approval of the rate
by the division of medical care. Any hospital when
requested by the division of medical care shall supply
such information as necessary to justify its rate.
All additional services provided by the hospitals
shall be purchased at rates established by the di-
vision of medical care after consultation with the
hospital. The division of medical care shall purchase
nursing home care by contract or at not more than
the minimum ward rate of each nursing home. Any
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nursing home when requested by the division of
medical care shall supply such information as neces-
sary to justify this rate. All additional services pro-
vided by the nursing home shall be purchased at
rates established by the division of medical care after
consultation with the nursing home.

All other services and supplies, including drugs,
provided under the program shall be secured gener-
ally through customary trade channels in accordance
with contracts between the vendor and the division
of medical care.

SEC. 74.09.130 Minimum Standards, Rules, Poli-
cies-Filing. The state welfare medical care com-
mittee may make recommendations for the minimum
standards of care to be provided by the various
vendor groups and other standards and rules and
regulations as may be necessary to carry out the
provisions of this chapter. Such rules, regulations
and standards prescribed shall be submitted to the
assistant director for his consideration. If approved
by the director they shall be filed with the secretary
of state and shall become effective thirty days there-
after.

The committe shall further advise the division of
medical care on policies and rules and regulations
governing the administration of the program.

SEc. 74.09.140 Statistical and Financial Analysis.
The department shall biennially provide the com-
mittee, the governor and the legislature with a full
statistical and financial analysis of the program
which shall set forth the amount of service pro-
vided, utilization and expenditures by groups served,
and kind of services provided and other pertinent in-
formation.

SEC. 74.09.150 Personnel to Be Under Existing
Merit System. All personnel employed in the ad-
ministration of the medical care program shall be
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covered by the existing merit system under the state
personnel board or its successor.

SEC. 74.09.160 Presentment of Charges by Con-
tractors-Revolving Funds. Each vendor or group
who has a contract and is rendering service to
eligible persons as defined in this chapter shall sub-
mit such charges as agreed upon between the division
of medical care and the individual or group on a
monthly basis and shall present their final charges
not more than sixty days after the termination of
service. If the final charges are not presented within
the sixty day period they shall not be a charge
against the state unless previous extension in writing
has been given by the division of medical care.

The department is authorized to set up a medical
prepayments revolving fund, or funds, to be used
solely for the payment of medical care. Deposits
into this fund or these funds shall be made from the
appropriation for medical care. Such deposits shall
be based upon a per capita amount per beneficiary,
said amounts to be determined by the department
from time to time. The department may set up such
fund or funds to cover any one, several, or all items
of the medical care costs of one, several, or all public
assistance programs as deemed most advantageous
by the director for the best interests of the state:
Provided, That in the event such fund, or funds is,
or are dissolved, the federal government shall be
reimbursed for its proportionate share of contribu-
tions into such fund or funds.

SEC. 74.09.170 Availability of Records and Re-
ports of Department. All of the records and reports
of the department of public assistance relative to the
administration of the program covered by this
chapter shall be available to the state welfare
medical care committee, subject to all restrictions
of confidentiality of section 74.04.060.
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SEC. 74.09.180 Chapter Does Not Apply Where
Third Party Liable-Exception, Subrogation. The
provisions of this chapter shall not apply to re-
cipients whose personal injuries are occasioned by
negligence or wrong of another: Provided, however,
That the director of the department of public as-
sistance may, in his discretion, furnish assistance,
under the provisions of this chapter, f or the results
of injuries to a recipient, and the department of
public assistance shall thereby be subrogated to the
recipient's right of recovery therefor to the extent
of the value of the assistance furnished by the de-
partment of public assistance.

SEC. 74.09. 190 Construction of Chapter-Re-
ligious Beliefs. Nothing in this chapter shall be con-
strued as empowering the director to compel any
recipient of public assistance and a medical indigent
person to undergo any physical examination, surgical
operation, or accept any form of medical treatment
contrary to the wishes of said person who relies on
or is treated by prayer or spiritual means in accord-
ance with the creed and tenants of any well recog-
nized church or religious denomination.

SEC. 74.09.900 Other Laws Applicable. All the
provisions of Title 74, not otherwise inconsistent
herewith, shall apply to the provisions of this chapter.

Chapter 74.10

DISABILITY ASSISTANCE
SEC. 74.10.010 Disability Assist ance-Adminis-

tration-Intent. There is hereby created a new cate-
gory of federal aid assistance to be known as disa-
bility assistance to be administered on a uniform
statewide basis by the state department of public
assistance. The legislature hereby expresses its in-
tention to comply with the federal requirements un-
der the provisions of public law 734 (64 Statutes at
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Large 548) creating a new category of assistance- in
order to secure federal matching funds f or such- a
program.

SEC. 74.10.020 Eligibility. In addition to the eli-
gibility requirements under section 74.08.025, dis-
ability assistance grants will be awarded on a uni-
form state-wide basis to an applicant who is:

(1) Permanently and totally disabled as defined
by the state department of public assistance and 'such
definition is approved by the federal security agency
for federal matching funds, and

(2) Eighteen years of age or over, and
(3) Has been a resident of the state of Washing-

ton for one year prior to the date of application, and
(4) Willing to submit himself to such examina-

tions as are deemed necessary by the state depart-
ment of public assistance to establish the extent and
nature of his disability.

SEC. 74.10.030 Amount of Assistance-De pen-
dents. In determining the amount of assistance to
which an eligible applicant or recipient shall be en-
titled, the department of public assistance is author-
ized to include the needs of such applicant's or recipi-
ent's legal dependents if they are not concurrently
receiving another type of public assistance.

SEC. 74.10.070 Restoration to Health and Inde-
pendence-Services Provided. The department is
authorized to provide through employment of prop-
erly qualified personnel such social and related ser-
vices as are f ound necessary f or proper administra-
tion of this chapter and to the end that applicants for
or recipients of disability assistance are helped to
attain self -care and/or self -support by effective use
of all resources for rehabilitation and restoration to
health and independence. The department of public
assistance shall refer recipients who can be benefited
thereby to the appropriate public and private re-
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sources for rehabilitation through retraining, restora-
tive services, treatment and therapy.

Chapter 74.11

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION OF
NONDISABLED

SEC. 74.11.010 Purpose. This chapter provides
for the return to full or partial self-support of non-
disabled recipients of public assistance whose capa-
city to earn a living is impaired.

SEC. 74.11.020 Definitions. As used in this chap-
ter:

(1) "Nondisabled person" means an individual:
(a) Who does not have a substantial physical or

mental handicap;
(b) Who is receiving public assistance and may

be expected to remain a public charge of the state;
and

(c) Who is "vocationally handicapped," because
of lack of training, experience, skills, or other factors
which, if corrected, would lead to self-support in-
stead of dependency.

(2) "Board" means the state board for vocational
education and includes the division of vocational re-
habilitation of the "board".

SEC. 74.11.030 Persons Eligible. To be eligible
for vocational rehabilitation under this chapter, a
person must:

(1) Be a "nondisabled person," as defined in sec-
tion 74.11.020; and

(2) Either be responsible for his own mainte-
nance, or be the responsible head of a household; and

(3) Have a potential capacity which would war-
rant development with a reasonable chance for em-
ployment after rehabilitation services; and

(4) Be accessible to services, or be willing to
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move if necessary to take advantage of the services
offered; and

(5) Be referred by a public assistance agency.
The public assistance agency, referring a nondis-

abled person for vocational rehabilitation, shall for-
ward with such referral any medical, psychiatric,
social, financial, or other -information that the board
ma y request.

SEC. 74.11.040 Powers and Duties of Board. The
board shall:

(1) Disburse all funds provided by law, and all
funds obtained from private and other sources, that
are unconditionally offered for the rehabilitation
program provided for by this chapter;

(2) Appoint and fix the compensation of the
personnel necessary to administer this chapter;

(3) Vocationally rehabilitate and place in re-
munerative occupation, insofar as it is deemed possi-
ble and feasible, persons eligible for the benefits of
this chapter;

(4) Provide for the training of personnel as may
be needed to carry out and to develop vocational re-
habilitation services for the rehabilitation of those
eligible for the benefits of this chapter;

(5) Make such rules and regulations as may be
deemed necessary for the administration of this
chapter.

SEC. 74.11.050 State Treasurer Designated Cus-
todian of Funds. The state treasurer is designated
custodian of all moneys received from appropriations,
or otherwise, for purposes of this chapter, and is au-
thorized to make disbursements therefrom upon the
order of the board.

SE~c. 74.11.060 Procedure for Planning Program.
The board is authorized to co-operate with other
agencies in carrying out the provisions of this chap-
ter and may formulate a plan of co-operation with
the state department of public assistance.
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SEc. 74.11.070' Acceptance of Federal Acts. The
state of Washington accepts the provisions and bene-
fits of any acts of congress which provide for. the
rehabilitation of nondisabled persons as defined in
section 74.11.020.

S EC.'74.11.900 Severability. If any clause, sen-
tence;, or section of this* chapter shall be held ineffec-
tive or unconstitutional, such ineffective clause, sen-
tenice, 6r section'shall not affect the constitutionality
of the remaining portions of this chapter.

Chapter 74.12

AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN-CHILD
WELFARE SERVICES

SE~c. 74.12.010 Definitions. For the purposes of
the administration of aid to dependent children as-
sistance, the term "dependent child" means a child
in need under the age of eighteen years who has been
deprived of parental support or care by reason of the
death, continued absence from the home, or physi-
cal or mental incapacity of the parent, and who is
with his father, mother, grandmother, grandfather,
brother, sister, stepfather, stepmother, stepbrother,
stepsister, uncle, aunt, first cousin, nephew, or niece,
in a place or residence maintained by one or more of
such relatives as his or their homes.

"Aid to dependent children" means money pay-
ments and services with respect to a dependent child
or dependent children and the needy parents or rela-
tives with whom the child lives.

SEc. 74.12.030 Eligibility. In addition to meeting
the eligibility requirements of section 74.08.025, an
applicant f or aid to dependent children must be a
needy child:

(1) Who has resided in the state f or one year
immediately preceding application; or

(2) Who was born within the last year, and
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whose parent, or other relative, with whom he lives
has lived in this state f or a year immediately preced-
ing his birth; or

(3) Whose parent or other relative with whom
he lives has been a resident of this state for one year
immediately preceding application.

SEC. 74.12.130 Child Welfare Services. The de-
partment shall:

(1) Co-operate with the federal government, its
agencies or instrumentalitie s, in developing, admin-
istering, and supervising a plan for establishing, ex-
tending aid to, and strengthening services for the
protection and care of homeless, dependent, and neg-
lected children, and children in danger of becoming
delinquent;

(2) Accept custody of children and provide for
the care of children in need of protective services,
directly or through its agents, following, in general,
the policy of using properly approved private agency
services for the actual care and supervision of such
children insofar as they are available, paying for
care of such dependent children as are accepted by
the department as eligible for support at a reasona-
ble rate established by the department; and

(3) Receive and expend all funds made available
by the federal government, the state or its political
subdivisions for such purposes.

SEC. 74.12.230 Source of Funds. The funds neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of this chapter shall
be made available from the revenues provided by
the federal, state and county governments for public
assistance.

SEC. 74.12.240 Services Provided to Help Attain
Maximum Self-support and Independence of Parents
and Relatives. The department is authorized to pro-
vide such social and related services as are reasona-
bly necessary to encourage the care of dependent
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children in their own homes or in the homes of rela-
tives, to help maintain and strengthen family life and
to help such parents or relatives to attain maximum
self-support and personal independence consistent
with the maintenance of continuing parental care
and protection. In the provision of such services,
maximum utilization of other agencies providing
similar or related services shall be affected.

Chapter 74.14

CHILD WELFARE AGENCIES
SEC. 74.14.010 Definitions. For the purpose of

this chapter, unless otherwise clearly indicated by
the context, the terms used shall have the following
meanings:

(1) "Department" means the state department of
public assistance.

(2) "Director" means the director of the state
department of public assistance.

(3) "Children's staff" means personnel of the
department specially qualified in and responsible for
the direction of services for children.

(4) "Agency" is defined as any person, firm, asso-
ciation or corporation, or any private institution, but
not including foster homes, which receives for con-
trol, care, placement, or maintenance, minor children,
and not including in the Case of an individual, chil-
dren related to such persons or under guardianship,
but shall include within its scope the following:

(a) A children's institution is defined as an estab-
lishment which is maintained and operated for the
group care of children or which may accept custody
and responsibility as required for the welfare of
children under care. It shall not apply to any board-
ing school which is essentially and primarily engaged
in educational work characterized by having educa-
tion as its only function, operating on a definite school
year schedule, following a stated academic curricu-
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lum, accepting only school-age children, and not ac-
cepting custody of children; nor to any nonprofit in-
stitution which is operated under adequate local con-
trol by an established board of laymen or by a
church organization.

(b) A child-placing agency is defined as an
agency, society, association, institution or person not
related by blood to the child placed, which places or
supervises children in family homes or special insti-
tutions or arranges temporary or continued care for
children or places a child or children for adoption.

An agency, society, association or institution
which is not operated for profit and which is op-
erated under adequate local control by an estab-
lished board of laymen or a church organization and
which places or supervises children in family homes
or special institutions or arranges temporary or con-
tinued care for children or places a child or children
for adoption shall not be considered a child-placing
agency within the terms of this chapter.

(c) A maternity home is an institution or place of
residence the primary function of which is to give
care to illegitimately pregnant girls or women, be-
fore or during confinement, or which provides care
as needed to mothers and their infants after confine-
ment, with or without compensation.

(d) A day nursery is an institution which pro-
vides care during the day for a group of children
with or without compensation. Its primary function
is to give care and supervision to children in need of
supplemental parental care during the day whose
own families are unable to provide this daytime care.
A day nursery shall not mean a nursery school which
is essentially and primarily engaged in educational
work with preschool children whose parents send
the child to the nursery school only for education, the
child not being in need of supplemental parental
care: Provided, That nothing in this chapter shall
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be construed to cover the care of a neighbor's, rela-
tive's, or friend's child or children with or without
monetary consideration where the person does not
regularly engage in such activity or where parents
on a mutually cooperative basis exchange care of one
another's children. It shall not include any agency
operated by another state department or govern-
mental agency, or by a church organization.

SEc. 74. 14.020 Standards for Child Welfare
Agencies. The department shall have the power, and
it shall be its duty through the children's staff of the
department:

(1) To promulgate standards as follows:

(a) Practices and policies of the applicant must
provide adequately for the protection of the health,
safety, physical, moral and mental well-being of the
children cared for by the applicant or licensee.

(b) The applicant or licensee or the person
charged with the active management must be persons
of good character.

(c) The applicant or licensee must employ an
adequate number of capable persons qualified by edu-
cation or experience to render the type of care for
which the applicant seeks a license.

(d) The applicant or licensee must have ade-
quate physical facilities for the purpose for which
the applicant seeks a license.

(2) To promulgate and publish rules and regula-
tions in implementation of these standards governing
the issuance of and renewal of licenses.

(3) To inspect and evaluate all applicants or li-
censees to determine whether or not there is compli-
ance by such applicant or licensee with the applica-
ble rules and regulations and standards.

(4) To consult with licensees and those applying
for a license in order to help them improve their
methods and facilities of child care.
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(5) To prescribe the form and content of reports
necessary for the administration of this chapter and
to require regular reports from each licensee.

The applicant or licensee must carry an adequate
liability and property damage insurance policy in
such amount as may be determined by the director.

SEC. 74.14.030 License Application, Issuance, Ex-
piration, Renewal. Applicants for a license as pro-
vided for in this chapter shall make application to
the state department of public assistance on forms
provided by the department. Upon receipt of such
an application the department shall have a reasona-
ble time in which to determine whether or not a
license should be granted. The licenses provided for
in this chapter shall be issued- for a period of one
year. If a licensee desires to apply for a renewal of
its license a request for a renewal shall be filed three
months prior to the expiration date of the license.
If the department has failed to act at the time of the
expiration date of the license, the license shall be
deemed to be automatically and temporarily re-
newed until such time as the department shall act.

SEC. 74.14.040 License Issuance, Expiration, and
Renewal. On receipt of an application showing com-
pliance with all of the requirements of this chapter
and all the rules and regulations of the department,
a license for a period of one year shall be granted by
the department. If a licensee desires to apply for a
renewal of its license, a request therefor shall be
filed three months prior to the expiration date.

SEC. 74.14.050 Fire Protection-Fire Marshal's
Certificate Required. Fire protection with respect to
all agencies to be licensed hereunder shall be the
responsibility of the state fire marshal. In this con-
nection the state fire marshal shall adopt, promulgate,
and enf orce such rules and regulations as may be
designed to protect the occupants from fire hazards,
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and .he shall make or cause to be made such inspec-
tions and investigations as he deems necessary.

Each applicant for a license shall submit to the
department of public assistance a certificate of ap-
proval from the state fire marshal that rules and
regulations for fire protection as established by him
have been met before a license can be issued.

SEC. 74.14.060 Health Protection - Board of
Health Certificate Required. The state board of
health with the advice of representatives of volun-
tary agencies subject to this chapter and the state
department of public assistance shall adopt and pro-
mulgate such rules, and regulations with respect to
all child welf are agencies to be licensed hereunder
as is deemed necessary to promote and protect the
health of all children residing therein.

(1) Except as provided in subdivision (2) of
this section the health rules and regulations of the
state board of health shall be enforced by the state
department of health.

(2) Any city, county, or district health depart-
ment, which employs a full-time health officer, may
make application in writing to the state director of
health for a certificate of approval to enforce the
rules and regulations of the state board of health
within the area of its jurisdiction. Upon receipt of
such application the state director of health shall
investigate and determine whether the city, county,
or district health department is entitled to such ap-
proval and if so the state director of health shall
issue the certificate applied for. Upon receipt of
such certificate of approval the local health depart-
ment shall have full authority through the health
officer to perform all the duties relative to the en-
forcement of the rules and regulations of the state
board of health. Any certificate of approval may be
canceled by the state director of health after thirty
days notice in writing to the holder of the certificate
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of approval should it be found that such holder is
incompetent or unable to enforce the rules and regu-
lations of the state board of health.

(3) The state department of health or the local
health department having authority shall make or
cause to be made such inspections and investigations
of child welfare agencies as is deemed necessary, and
each applicant for a license shall submit to the
department a certificate of approval from the state
or local health department that rules and regulations
for health as established by the state board of health
have been met before a license can be issued.

SEc. 74.14.070 Provisional Licenses. The depart-
ment may issue provisional licenses to applicants for
a license, or licensees who are unable to conform to
all the rules and regulations of the department as
established pursuant to sections 74.14.020, 74.14.050,
and 74.14.060. No provisional license may be issued
unless the applicant makes at least minimum pro-
vision for the health and safety of the child and
unless the department finds that an emergent need
exists for the type of service the applicant proposes
to render. Such provisional license shall in no event
be issued for a period in excess of six months and
shall not be subject to renewal.

SEC. 74.14.080 License-Denial, Suspension, Re-
vocation-Hearing. (1) Any license issued pur-
suant to this chapter may be denied, suspended or
revoked by the director upon proof (a) that the
licensee has failed or refused to comply with the
provisions of this chapter or the rules and regulations
promulgated pursuant to the provisions of this
chapter, or (b) that the conditions required f or the
issuance of a license under this chapter have ceased
to exist with respect to such licenses.

(2) Whenever the director shall have reasonable
cause to believe that grounds for the denial, suspen-
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sion or revocation of a license exists or that a licensee
has failed to qualify for renewal of a license he shall
notify the licensee in writing stating the grounds
upon which it is proposed that the license be denied,
suspended, revoked or not renewed.

The directer shall promulgate and publish rules
and regulations governing the conduct of hearings.
Within fifteen days from the receipt of notice of the
grounds for denial, suspension, revocation or lack
of renewal the licensee may serve upon the director
a written request for hearing. Service of a request
for hearing may be made by registered mail. Upon
receiving a request for hearing the director shall fix
a date upon which the matter may be heard, which
date shall be not more than thirty days from the
receipt of the request for such heari ng and shall give
the licensee at least fifteen days written notice of
said hearing date. If no request for hearing is made
within the time specified, the license shall be deemed
denied, suspended or revoked. It shall be the duty
of the department within-thirty days after the date
of the hearing to notify the appellant of the decision
of the director.

_SEc. 74.14.090 Appeal from Denial, Suspension
or Revocation of License. In the event that an ap-
plicant or licensee feels aggrieved by the decision
rendered in the hearing provided for in section
74.14.080, he shall have the right to appeal to the
superior court of the county of his legal residence
which appeal shall be taken by a notice filed with
the clerk of the court and served upon the director
either by registered mail or by personal service
within fifteen days after the decision of the depart-
ment. Upon receipt of the notice of appeal, the clerk
of the superior court shall immediately docket the
case for trial.

Within ten days after being served with a notice
of appeal the director shall file with the clerk of the
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court the record of the case on appeal, and no further
pleadings shall be necessary to bring the appeal -to
issue.

The court shall decide the case on the record. The
findings of the director as to the facts shall be con-
clusive unless the court determines that such find-
ings are not supported by a preponderance of the
evidence in the record.

The court may affirm the decision of the director
or reverse any decision of the director where it finds
the director has acted arbitrarily, capriciously or
contrary to law, and remand the cause to the director
for further proceedings in conformity with the
decision of the court. Either party may appeal from
the decision of the superior court to the supreme
court of the state, which appeal shall be taken and
conducted in the manner provided for by law or by
the rules of the court applicable to civil appeals.

SEC. 74.14.100 Articles of Incorporation and
Amendments--Copies to Be Furnished the Depart-
ment. A copy of the articles of incorporation or
amendment of the articles of existing corporations
for agencies shall be sent by the secretary of state
to the department of public assistance at the time
such articles are filed.

SEC. 74.14.110 Access to Agencies, Records. It is
the duty of all agencies, pursuant to this chapter, to
accord the department or its agents the right of
entrance, privilege of inspection, and access to its
records of work for the purpose of ascertaining the
kind and quality of work done and of obtaining a
proper basis for its recommendations.

SEC. 74.14.120 "Foster Home" Defined-Excep-
tions. The term "foster home" as used in this
chapter shall mean a family home which is operated
with or without compensation to provide care on a
twenty-four hour basis or during a period of twenty-
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four. hours a day in lieu of the child's own home..- It
shall not include within its scope the occasional care
of a neighbor's, relative's or friend's child or children
with or without compensation or where the person
does not regularly engage in such activity or where
the parents on a mutually co-operative basis ex-
change care of one another's children.

SEC. 74.14.130 Foster Homes--Certificate of Ap-
proval-Standards-Supervision. The department
shall have the power, and it shall be its duty, through
the children's staff of the department:

.(1) To issue and renew licenses to applicants
who have complied with the following standards
either directly or through the county offices of the
state department acting for the department or li-
censees of the department as prescribed by rules and
regulations.

(a) The applicant for a certificate of approval as
a foster home must be a person of good character.

(b) The foster home care of the applicant must
provide adequately for the protection of the health,
safety, physical, mental and moral well-being of the
child or children to be cared for by the applicant.

(2) To promulgate and publish rules and regu-
lations in implementation of these standards gover-
ning the issuance and renewal of certificates of ap-
proval.

(3) To inspect and supervise all foster homes to
enforce the application of the rules and regulations.

(4) To deny, revoke or suspend the certificate of
approval of any foster home which has failed or re-
fused to comply with the provisions of this chapter
or the rules and regulations promulgated pursuant
to this chapter.

SEC. 74.14.140 Action Against Unlicensed Agen-
cies and Homes Authorized. Notwithstanding the
existence or pursuit of any other remedy, the depart-
ment of public assistance may, in the manner pro-
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vided by law, upon the advice of the attorney general
who shall represent the department in the proceed-
ing, maintain an action in the name of the state for
injunction or other process against any person,
partnership, association, or corporation, or any pri-
vate institution, agency or foster home, which shall
hereafter give temporary or permanent care or cus-
tody to a child or children, or an illegitimate preg-
nant woman or women not related by blood, mar-
riage or adoption to such person, without having a
license from the department or a certificate of ap-
proval as a foster home, or who shall place for
temporary or permanent care or for adoption, a child
or children not related to him by blood, marriage or
adoption without having a license or certificate of
approval, as heretofore provided in this chapter.

SEC. 74.14.150 Agencies, Homes Conducted by
Religious Organizations-Application of Chapter.
Nothing in this chapter or the rules and regulations
adopted pursuant thereto shall be construed as au-
thorizing the supervision, regulation, or control of
the remedial care or treatment of residents of any
agency, children's institution, child placing agency,
maternity home, day or hourly nursery, foster home
or other related institution conducted for or by mem-
bers of a recognized religious sect, denomination or
organization which in accordance with its creed,
tenets, or principles depends for healing upon prayer
in the practice of religion, nor shall the existence
of any of the above conditions militate against the
licensing of such a home or institution.

Chapter 74.16

AID TO BLIND PERSONS
SEC. 74.16.011 Advisory Committee for the Blind.

There is hereby created an advisory committee for
the blind to be composed of three members. The
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committee shall act as an advisory committee to the
department of public assistance on all matters per-
taining to the blind. The director shall appoint the
three members of the committee for terms of two,
four and six years respectively. Thereafter each
member of the committee shall be appointed for a
term of six years; except in the case of a vacancy in
which event the appointment shall be only for the
remainder of the unexpired term in which the
vacancy occurs. lEach of the three members of the
committee shall receive his actual necessary travel-
ing and other expenses in going to, attending and
returning from the meetings of his committee. Ap-
pointment to the committee shall be made on the
basis of a recognized interest in and a demonstrated
knowledge of the problems of the blind. All mem-
bers of the committee shall be blind. The committee
shall make recommendations as to procedures and
policies affecting any problem of the blind before the
department. The committee shall advise such serv-
ices, activities, programs, investigations and re-
searches as in its judgment shall contribute to the
welfare of blind persons. The department shall seek
the advice of and consult with the committee on
problems and policy changes affecting the blind
within the department's jurisdiction; and the com-
mittee may initiate consultations with the depart-
ment.

SEC. 74.16.030 Eligibility. In addition to meeting
the eligibility requirements of section 74.08.025, an
applicant for aid to. the blind assistance must be an
applicant:

(1) Who is twenty-one years of age or over; or
who has reached his sixteenth birthday and is found
not to be acceptable for education at the state school
for the blind;

(2) Who has no vision or whose vision, with cor-
recting glasses, is so defective as to prevent the per-
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formance of ordinary activities for which eyesight
is essential;

(3) Who has resided in this state for five years
during the ten years immediately preceding the date
of application, or who suffered loss of sight while a
resident of this state and has resided continuously
in this state since such loss of sight except for any
temporary absence from the state incident to re-
ceiving treatment for the injury or disease causing
loss of sight or for the attempt of restoring sight;

(4) Who is not publicly soliciting alms in any
part of this state. The term "publicly soliciting"
means the wearing, carrying, or exhibiting of signs
denoting blindness and the carrying of receptacles
for the reception of alms, or the doing of the same
by proxy, or by begging: Provided, That no person
otherwise eligible shall be deemed ineligible who has
been a patient in a public hospital for a period of less
than thirty days; or is employed in a shop maintained
for the blind which does not furnish board or room;
or attends a college or university in the state; or who
pays the assistance money received to a private in-
stitution or home for his care.

SEC. 74.16.040 Examination of Applicant's Eyes.
Examination of the applicant's eyes by an opthamolo-
gist or physician skilled in diseases of the eye or by
a licensed optometrist shall be provided without
charge to the applicant for aid to the blind assistance.

SEC. 74.16.170 Prevention of Blindness. In co-
operation with the department of public health, there
shall be established and maintained such service as
is needed looking toward the prevention of blindness,
the purpose of which shall be to determine the causes
of blindness, and to inaugurate and co-operate in any
preventive measures for the state of Washington as
may appear practicable. Whenever -a blind or par-
tially blind person can be benefited by medical or
surgical treatment f or which he is unable to pay,
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arrangement shall be made for an examination, with
the consent of the individual, and for the necessary
treatment by an opthalmologist or physician skilled
in the diseases of the eye.

SEC. 74.16.180 Vocational Training. The depart-
ment may maintain or cause to be maintained, in co-
operation with the division of vocational rehabilita-
tion of the state board of vocational education, ser-
vices for vocational aid and training the objects of
which shall be:

(1) To place blind persons in jobs and/or busi-
ness enterprises in accordance with the abilities and
interests of the applicant theref or;

(2) To teach blind persons trades or occupations
which may be followed in their homes and to assist
them in whatever manner may seem advisable in
disposing of the products of their home industries;

(3) To establish and/or maintain one or more
training schools and/or workshops to teach blind
persons trades or occupations when such training is
feasible and will contribute to the efficiency and/or
self-support of such blind person and to devise means
for the sale and distribution of the products thereof;

(4) To arrange for special education and/or
training in the trades, business or professions under
a vocational plan, and if the same cannot be obtained
within the state arrangements shall be made f or such
purposes outside of the state. Living maintenance
during the period of such education and/or training
within or without the state shall be furnished where
there is need;

(5) To aid individual blind persons or groups of
blind persons to become self-supporting by furnish-
ing materials and/or machinery to them, and/or by
providing them with financial assistance to enable
them to take advantage of all laws of the United
States providing assistance and aid to the blind, in
the form of matching funds, and also
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(6) To provide home visitation and home teach-
ing of subjects which will assist blind persons in the
ease and enjoyment of daily living.

SEC. 74.16.190 Home Industries Revolving Fund.
The department may create an operating fund of
fifteen thousand dollars from any money appropri-
ated for the blind to be used to create a home indus-
tries revolving fund f or the purpose of advancing the
cost of production and wages f or the blind engaged
in industry under the supervision of the department
and to promote the sale of articles produced by such
industry. All moneys received from the sale of arti-
cles produced in industries of the blind under the
supervision of the department shall be deposited in
the home industries revolving fund.

SEC. 74.16.200 Self-support Aid-General quali-
fications For. Aid shall be granted under the pro-
visions of sections 74.16.200 through 74.16.290 to the
applicant who:

(1) Has reached his sixteenth birthday and is
found not to be acceptable for education at the state
school for the blind;

(2) Is blind; that is, who is unable, by reason of
loss or impairment of sight, to provide himself fully
with the necessities of life;

(3) Is without income and resources through his
own means, as defined under sections 74.16.200
through 74.16.290, sufficient to provide a reasonable
and decent standard of living;

(4) Has been a resident of this state for a period
of three years immediately preceding the filing of his
application if he is between the ages of sixteen and
twenty-one, or if over twenty-one who has been a
resident for at least five years within the ten years
immediately preceding the date of such application;
or who has become blind while a resident of this
state and has been a resident of this state f or a period
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of six months immediately preceding the filing of
his application;

(5) Is not an inmate of an institution, supported
in whole or in part by this state or any of its political
subdivisions: Provided, That a patient of a public
hospital, f or a period not exceeding thirty days, or
an employee of a shop which, though supported by
this state, does not furnish board and room, or a stu-
dent attending any public high school or institution
of higher learning, shall not be considered such an
inmate: And provided, That any person may apply
for aid under sections 74.16.200 through 74.16.290
while he is such an inmate and may remain an in-
mate until he receives his first monthly payment,
whereupon he shall cease to be such inmate: And
provided further, That if a recipient becomes ineli-
gible for aid because of confinement in an institution
or hospital, the order suspending his aid shall pro-
vide for its restoration if he is eligible immediately
upon his discharge;

(6) Does not publicly solicit alms, whether in
person or by proxy, and whether by the wearing,
carrying, or exhibiting of signs denoting blindness
for the purpose of securing alms, or by the carrying
of receptacles theref or, or by begging;

(7) Is not a recipient of aid under the old age
assistance or aid to the needy blind laws of this state;
and

(8) Possesses a reasonably adequate plan f or
self -support and gives evidence that he is attempting
to carry out that plan through a sincere and sus-
tained effort.

SEC. 74.16.210 - False Statement to Pro-
cure-Fraud-Penalty. Any person who, in order to
obtain for himself or another the aid provided in
sections 74.16.200 through 74.16.290, knowingly
makes a false statement under oath shall be deemed
guilty of perjury. Any aid or portion thereof fraudu-
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lently obtained under sections 74.16.200 through 74-
.16.290 shall be restored to this state by the recipient
and all actions necessary to secure restoration may
be brought against him.

SEC. 74.16.220 - Application For-Inves-
tigation-Review. The applicant shall file with the
county office of the state department of public as-
sistance an application, accompanied by an affidavit
signed by himself, stating his age, sex, places of
residence, his financial resources and income, the
degree of his blindness, how long he has been blind,
what employment and education he has had, his
general physical condition, and such other statistical
data as may be essential to determine eligibility, and
a statement of his plan looking toward self-support.

Investigation shall be completed within thirty
days from date of application and written notice of
the decision shall be given the applicant. Failure to
complete determination of eligibility may be consid-
ered a denial.

If upon investigation, the county office of the state
department of public assistance determines that the
applicant is eligible for "self-supporting" aid under
sections 74.16.200 through 74.16.290, it shall grant
such aid the first of the month following completion
of eligibility.

The county office of the state department of public
assistance shall review the case of each recipient at
least once annually and shall redetermine whether
he is eligible for aid under this section.

SEC. 74.16.230 - After-acquired Resource
-Report-Effect. If at any time during the con-
tinuance of assistance the recipient thereof becomes
possessed of any property or income in excess of the
amount enjoyed at the time of the granting of as-
sistance it shall be the duty of the recipient im-
mediately to notify the local administrative office of
the receipt or possession of such property or income
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and the local administrative board may, after in-
vestigation, either cancel the assistance or alter the
amount thereof in accordance with the circum-
stances. Any assistance paid after the recipient has
come into possession of such property or income and
in excess of his need shall be recoverable by the
state as a debt due to the state.

SEc. 74.16.240 -Maximum Property Al-
lowable-Definitions. No blind person shall receive
"self-supporting" aid under the provisions of sections
74.16.200 through 74.16.290, who owns personal or
real property, or both, the assessed valuation of
which, less all encumbrances thereon of record, is in
excess of four thousand dollars.

The term "personal property" shall not include
a policy or policies of life insurance on the life of the
applicant or recipient, which has or have been in
effect at least five years prior to the date of applica-
tion if cash surrender value of the policy or policies
does not exceed one thousand dollars.

No life insurance policy shall be valued at more
than its cash surrender value to the applicant or
recipient. Premiums paid on life insurance policies
by other persons shall not be deemed income or re-
sources and no deductions therefor shall be made
from the amount of aid granted under sections 74.16-
.200 through 74.16.290.

Nor shall the term "personal property" include
interment plots, or money placed in trust or insur-
ance for interment or funeral expenses, or any con-
tract rights connected therewith, if such money,
insurance, or contract rights does not exceed five
hundred dollars in value.

An applicant's or recipient's share of any estate,
which share has not been distributed, and of which
he has no present economic use, does not constitute
property f or the purpose of sections 74.16.200 through
74.16.290.
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Any proceeds from involuntary conversion of real
property into personal property (such as from con-
demnation or eminent domain proceedings) received
by a self-supporting recipient shall be considered real
property for a period of one year from the time of its
receipt.

SEC. 74.16.250 - Amount of Aid-Deter-
mincttion. A recipient shall be entitled to that amount
of aid which, when added to his net annual income
in excess of twelve hundred dollars, shall equal not
more than eighty dollars per month: Provided, That
for every dollar a recipient earns in excess of twelve
hundred dollars, fifty cents shall be deducted from
the eighty dollar monthly grant.

Net income from any one or more of the following
sources shall be considered in computing the total
value of twelve hundred dollars per annum:

(1) Income from applicant's or recipient's labor
or services;

(2) The value of foodstuffs produced by him or
his f amily for the use of himself or that of his family;

(3) The value of firewood and/or water pro-
duced on his own premises or given to him by an-
other for his use;

(4) The value of gifts;
(5) The value of the use and occupancy of prem-

ises owned and occupied by him;
(6) The net income from real and personal prop-

erty owned by him;
(7) Cash income from any other source.

SEC. 74.16.260 - Treatment and Opera-
tions Available. The privilege of treatment and op-
erations for the prevention of blindness or the res-
toration of sight available to the needy blind shall
be available to the persons receiving self-supporting
aid under sections 74.16.200 through 74.16.290.
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SEC. 74.16.270 - Aid Funds Inalienable-
Except from Creditors. All aid given under sections
74.16.200 through 74.16.290, shall be absolutely in-
alienable by any assignment, sale, attachment, exe-
cution, or otherwise, and in case of bankruptcy, the
aid shall not pass through any trustee or other per-
son acting on behalf of creditors.

SEC. 74.16.280 -Appeal from Denial of
Aid. If the blind person's application for "self-sup-
porting" aid is denied, he or she shall have the right
to appeal in the same manner as provided f or ap-
peals by a "needy" blind person from an adverse
ruling or decision of the state department of public
assistance.

SEC. 74.16.290 Administration--Co-op-
eration for Federal, Assistance. The administration
of "self-supporting" aid for blind persons is vested in
the state department of public assistance and in the
counties to be administered in accordance with the
provisions of law applicable to aid to the needy blind.
Unless otherwise expressly provided in sections 74-
.16.200 through 74.16.290, all provisions of law ap-
plicable to the powers and duties of the department
and the counties with respect to the needy blind shall
apply to the powers and duties of the department and
the counties with respect to "self-supporting" aid
provided herein.

The department of public assistance, through the
division of the blind, shall supervise the administra-
tion of the provisions herein.

The state director of the department of public
assistance is hereby empowered and authorized to
co-operate with the United States government or
any of its agencies in any reasonable manner as
may be necessary to qualify for federal assistance to
the "self-supporting" blind.

SEC. 74.16.296 - Purpose. The purpose of
sections 74.16.200 through 74.16.290 is to provide a
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plan for this state whereby the blind residents of this
state may be encouraged to take advantage of and
to enlarge their economic opportunities, to the end
that they may render themselves independent of
public assistance and become entirely self -support-
ing.

To achieve this objective, resources and income
beyond the necessities of bare decency and subsis-
tence are required. Sections 74.16.200 through 74.16-
.290, by allowing the retention of necessary income
and resources by those of the blind showing a reason-
able probability of being able and willing to under-
take the acquisition of resources and income neces-
sary f or self -support, will encourage them in their
efforts to become self-supporting.

SEC. 74.16.297 - Construction. The provi-
sions of sections 74.16.200 through 74.16.290 shall be
liberally construed to effect its objects and purposes.

SEC. 74.16.300 Services Provided to Help Attain
Self-care. The department is authorized to provide
social and related services as are reasonably neces-
sary to the end that applicants f or or recipients of aid
to the blind assistance are helped to attain self-care.

Chapter 74.98

CONSTRUCTION

SEC. 74.98.010 Continuation of Existing Law.
The provisions of this title insofar as they are sub-
stantially the same as statutory provisions repealed
by this chapter, and relating to the same subject mat-
ter, shall be construed as restatements and continua-
tions, and not as new enactments.

SEC. 74.98.020 Title, Chapter, Section Headings
Not Part of Law. Title headings, chapter headings,
and section or subsection headings, as used in this
title do not constitute any part of the law.
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SEC. 74.98.030 Invalidity of Part of Title Not to
Affect Remainder. If any provision of this title, or
its application to any person or circumstance is held
invalid, the remainder of the title, or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is
not affected.

SEC. 74.98.040 Purpose. It is the purpose and
intent of this title to provide for the public welfare
by making available, in conjunction with federal
matching funds, such public assistance as is neces-
sary to insure to recipients thereof a reasonable sub-
sistence compatible with deceny and health.

SEC. 74.98.050 Repeals and Savings. The follow-
ing acts or parts of acts are repealed:

(1) Sections 1 through 11, pages 395 through 397,
Laws of 1854;

(2) Section 19, page 422, Laws of 1854;
(3) Sections 2680 and 2696 through 2706, Code of

1881;
(4) Chapter 135, Laws of 1915;
(5) Chapter 72, Laws of 1921;
(6) Chapter 8, Laws of 1933;
(7) Chapter 29, Laws of 1933;
(8) Chapter 65, Laws of 1933;
(9) Chapter 102, Laws of 1933;
(10) Sections 2 through 7, chapter 172, Laws of

1933;
(11) Chapter 77, Laws of 1935;
(12) Chapter 106, Laws of 1935;
(13) Chapter 110, Laws of 1935;
(14) Chapter 118, Laws of 1935;
(15) Sections 1 through 29, and 31, chapter 182,

Laws of 1935;
(16) Chapter 111, Laws of 1937;
(17) Chapter 114, Laws of 1937;
(18) Chapter 132, Laws of 1937;
(19) Chapter 156, Laws of 1937;
(20) Chapter 180, Laws of 1937;
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(21) Chapter 25, Laws of 1939;
(22) Chapter 75, Laws of 1939;
(23) Chapter 216, Laws of 1939,
(24) Chapter 1, Laws of 1941;
(25) Chapter 128, Laws of 1941;
(26) Chapter 170, Laws of 1941;
(27) Chapter 242, Laws of 1941;
(28) Chapter 159, Laws of 1943;
(29) Chapter 172, Laws of 1943;
(30) Chapter 7, Laws of 1945;
(31) Chapter 80, Laws of 1945;
(32) Chapter 260, Laws of 1947;
(33) Chapter 288, Laws of 1947;
(34) Chapter 289, Laws of 1947;
(35) Chapter 6, Laws of 1949;
(36) Chapter 166, Laws of 1949;
(37) Chapter 10, Laws of 1950, extraordinary ses-

sion;
(38) Chapter 1, Laws of 1951;
(39) Chapter 122, Laws of 1951;
(40) Chapter 165, Laws of 1951;
(41) Chapter 176, Laws of 1951;
(42) Chapter 261, Laws of 1951;
(43) Sections 2 through 16, and 18, chapter 270,

Laws of 19 51;
(44) Chapter 274, Laws of 1951;
(45) Chapter 5, Laws of 1951, 1st extraordinary

session;
(46) Chapter 17, Laws of 1951, 2nd extraordinary

session;
(47) Chapter 21, Laws of 1951, 2nd extraordinary

session;
(48) Sections 3 through 51, chapter 174, Laws of

1953;
(49) Chapter 3, Laws of 1953, 1st extraordinary

session;
(50) Chapter 5, Laws of 1953, 1st extraordinary

session;
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(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
(55)

1957;

Chapter 273, Laws of 1955;
Chapter 366, Laws of 1955;
Chapter 379, Laws of 1955;
Chapter 380, Laws of 1955;
Sections 2 through 4, chapter 187, Laws of

(56) Chapter 63, Laws of 1957.
Such repeals shall not be construed as affecting

any existing right acquired under the provisions of
the statutes repealed, nor as affecting any proceeding
instituted thereunder, nor any rule, regulation or
order promulgated thereunder, nor any administra-
tive action taken thereunder, nor the term of office or
appointment or employment of any person appointed
or employed thereunder.

SEC. 74.98.060 Emergency. This act is necessary
for the immediate preservation of the public peace,
health and safety, the support of the state govern-
ment and its existing public institutions, and shall
take effect immediately.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

(The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the
request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow-
ing explanatory note.)
1. Introductory.

As a part of the program to restore session law language to the
Revised Code of Washington, the code reviser's office and the codifica-
tions subcommittee of the Statute Law Committee have carefully ex-
amnined the provisions of Title 74 relating to public assistance, housing
authorities, housing cooperation, legal aid, and old age and survivors'
insurance. Pursuant to such study it was determined that because of
the complicated statutory history of the public assistance statutes em-
bodied in chapters 74.04 through 74.16, that chapters 74.04 through 74.16
are nonrestorabie.

The codifications subcommittee of the statute law committee, upon
conferring with representatives of the department of public assistance,
has undertaken to prepare a recompilation of chapters 74.04 through
74.16 of the Revised Code of Washington, removing conificting pro-
visions when such removal can be accomplishad without affecting the
substance of the law.

As the chapters relating to housing authorities, housing cooperation,
legal aid, and old age and survivors' insurance are not strictly welfare
and relief measures, they are neither repealed nor reenacted in this
proposal, but rather, the code reviser will remove these chapters from
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Title 74 and make a more logical placement of them elsewhere in other Explanatory
titles, note.

The provisions of chapter 43.18 relating to the administration of the
department of public assistance are herein recodified in chapter 74.04.

The numbering of sections as they now appear in the Revised Code
of Washington has been retained although this results In rather wide
numerical spacing between sections In some instances due to the
previous repeal of sections which will no longer be memorialized.

This bill proposes the recompilation and reenactment of chapters
74.04 through 74.16.
U. Section Comment.

Chapter 74.04 General provisions-Administration

74.04.005 Source-(i) 1957 c 289 sec. 1; 1939 e 216 sec. 1. (ii) 1957 c 63
sec. 1; 1953 c 174 sec. 17; 1951 c 122 sec. 1; 1951 c 1 sec. 3; 1949
c 6 sec. 3.

This new definition section represents a combination of the
* definitions appearing in RCW 74.04.010 and 74.08.010 to provide

one general definition section for the entire title. AUi the
definitions formerly contained in RCW 74.08.010 (the latest
enactment) have been retained. Those definitions formerly
contained in RCW 74.04.010 which are covered by or are in
conflict with the later enactment have been omitted.

74.04.011 Sonrce-1953 c 174 sec. 3.
Presently codified as RCW 43.18.010.

74.04.013 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 48.
Presently codified as RCW 43.18.025.

74.04.015 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 49; 1937 c II1 sec. 12.
Presently codified as RCW 43.18.040.

74.04.017 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 4.
Presently codified as RCW 43.18.080.

74.04.020 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 8; 1939 c 216 sec. 2.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.020.
"chapter 74.04 through 74.16"1 to "this title" as chapters 74.04
through 74.16 will comprise Title 74.

74.04.030 Source-1941 c 128 sec. 1; 1939 c 216 sec. 3.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.030.
"this act" to "this title" as the section applies throughout
Title 74.
"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance" as name of department of social security was changed
to department of public assistance by 1953 c 174.

74.04.034 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 9.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.034.

74.04.035 Source-OSS c 379 sec. 1; 1953 c 174 sec. 10.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.035.

74.04.040 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 12; 1939 c 216 sec. 5.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.040.

74.04.050 Source-OSS c 273 sec. 21; 1953 c 174 sec. 6; 1939 c 216 sec. 6.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.050.
"chapters 74.04 through 74.16"1 to "this title" as chapters 74.04
through 74.16 will comprise Title 74.

74.04.055 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 50.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.055.
"chapter 74.04 through 74.16" to "this title" as chapters 74.04
through 74.16 will comprise Title 74.

74.04.060 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 7; 1950 ex.s c 10 sec. 1; 1941 c 1L28 sec. 5.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.060.
"chapters 74.04 through 74.16"1 to "this title" as chapters 74.04
through 74.16 will comprise Title 74.
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Explanatory 74.04.070 Source-1953 c. 174 sec. 13; 1941 c 128 sec. 2, part; 1939 c 216
note. sec. 4, part.

Presently codified as RCW 74.04.070.
74.04.080 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 14; 1941 c 128 sec. 2, part; 1939 c 216

sec. 4, part.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.080.
"chapters 74.04 through 74.16"1 to "this title" as chapters 74.04
through 74.16 will comprise Title 74.

74.04.120 Source-1939 c 216 sec. 8, part.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.120.
The 1941 Code Committee divided this session law section Into
three code sections. The other two code sections (RCW 74.04-
.100 and 74.04.110) were repealed by 1953 c 174 sec. 52. As a
result the italicized matter "Allocations of state and federal
funds, as in this section provided. . ." has been eliminated
as the portion of the session law section dealing with alloca-
tions was repealed.

74.04.141 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 11.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.141.

74.04.150 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 43; 1943 c 172 sec. 2, part; 1939 c 216
sec. 10, part.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.150.

74.04.151 Source-1953 1st ex.s c 3 sec. 1.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.151.
This section provides an effective date for transferring the
responsibility of providing general assistance from the counties
to the state. The section Is temporary in nature and Its pur-.
pose having been accomplished has not been retained. It
has been included in the repeal schedule.

74.04.180 Source--1953 c 174 sec. 15; 1939 c 216 sec. 12.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.180.

74.04.200 Source-1939 c 216 sec. 14.
Presently codified as RUW 74.04.200.
"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance"
"this act" to "this title" as the section has application to the
entire title.

74.04.210 Source-1939 c 216 sec. 15.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.210.
"this act" to "this title" as the section has application to the
entire title.

74.04.250 Source-1939 c 216 sec. 19.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.250.
"this act" to "this title" as the section has application to the
entire title.

74.04.265 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 16.
Presently codified as ItCW 74.04.265.

74.04.270 Source-1939 c 216 sec. 21.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.270.
"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance"
"social security conunittee"l to "public assistance committee"
"this act" to "this title" as section has application to entire
title.
The italicized words in the phrase "The public assistane
committee shall immediately upon the taking effect of' this
cct proceed to establish and install a uniform accounting
system . . ."1 eliminated.

74.04.280 Source-1939 c 216 sec. 25.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.280.
"this act" to "this title" as section has application to entire
title.
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74.04.290 Source-1939 c 216 sec. 26. Eplanatory
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.290.noe
"this act" to "this title" as section has application to entire
title.

74.04.300 Source-1957 c 63 sec. 3; 1953 c 174 sec. 35; 1939 c 216 see. 27.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.300.

74.04.310 Source-is3s c 216 sec. 28.
Presently codified as RUW 74.04.310.
"this act" to "this title" as section has application to entire
tidle.
The phrase "such contributions to be disbursed In the same
manner as moneys appropriated by this act:" changed to

"such contributions to be disbursed in the same manner as
moneys appropriated for the purposes of this title:"1 to give
section permanent application.

74.04.330 Source-1941 c 170 sec. 7.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.330.
"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance"
"this act" to "this section" as the section is a penalty section
and the penalty prescribed Is limited to the section.

74.04.340 Source-1957 c 187 sec. 2.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.340.

74.04.350 Source-1957 c 187 sec. 3.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.350.

74.04.360 Source-1957 c 187 sec. 4.
Presently codified as RCW 74.04.360.

Chapter 74.08 Eligibility-Standards of Assistance-
Old Age Assistance

74.08.025 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 19.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.025.

74.08.030 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 20; 1951 c. 165 sec. 1; 1951 c 1 sec. 5;
1949 c 6 sec. 4.
Presently codified as RUW 74.08.030.

74.08.040 Source-SS? c 63 sec. 2; 1953 c 174 sec. 18; 1951 c 1 sec. 6;
1949 r. 6 sec. 5.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.040.

74.08.050 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 26; 1949 c 6 sec. 6.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.050.

74.08.055 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 27.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.055.

74.08.060 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 28; 1949 c 6 sec. 7.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.060.

74.08.070 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 30; 1949 c 6 sec. 8.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.070.

74.08.080 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 31; 1949 c 6 sec. 9.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.080.

74.08.090 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 5; 1949 c 6 sec. 10.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.090.
"chapters 74.04 through 74.16"1 to "this title" as chapters 74.04
through 74.16 will comprise Title 74.

74.08.100 Source-1949 c 6 sec. 11.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.100.

74.08.105 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 39.
Presently codified as ItCW 74.08.105.

74.08.112 Source-1957 c 63 sec. 4.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.112.

74.08.120 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 32; 1949 c 6 sec. 13.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.120.

74.08.210 Source-1941 c 1 sec. 16.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.210.
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Explanatory "this act" to "this title" as the section has application to the
note, entire title.

74.08.260 Source-1949 c 6 sec. 17.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.260.
"this act" to "this title" as the section has application to the
entire title.
First sentence reading "If any portion, section or clause of
this act, shall be declared or found to be invalid by any Court
of competent jurisdiction, such adjudication shali not affect
the remainder of this act." deleted as this is covered by the
general severability clause inserted in the construction chapter.

74.08.270 Source-gS? c 63 sec. 5; 1951 c 1 sec. 9. Prior: 1949 c 6 sec. 19.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.270.

74.08.278 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 42; 1951 c 261 sec. 1.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.278.

74.08.280 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 40; 1937 c 156 sec. 7; 1935 c 182 sec. 10.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.280.

74.08.283 Source-1957 c 63 sec. 6.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.283.

74.08.290 Source-OSS c 174 sec. 38; 1935 c 182 sec. 12.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.290.

74.08.295 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 29.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08,295.

74.08.330 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 41; 1951 2nd ex.s. c 17 sec. 1; 1935 c. 182
sec. 20.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.330.

74.08.335 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 33.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.335.
"chapter 74.04 through 74.16"1 to "1this title" as chapter 74.04
through 74.16 will comprise Title 74.

74.08.338 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 37.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.338.

74.08.340 Source-1935 c 182 sec. 21.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.340.
"this act" to "this title" as the section has appication to the
entire title.

74.08.370 Source-1935 c 183 sec. 24.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.370, part.
"this act" to "this title" as the section has application to the
entire title.
"director of public welfare" to "director of public assistance".

74.08.375 Source-1935 c 182 sec. 25.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.370, part.
"this act" to "this title" as the section has application to the
entire title.

74.08.380 Source-1937 c 156 sec. 12.
Presently codified as RCW 74.08.380.

Chapter 74.09 Medical Care

74.09.010 through 74.09.900. Source-OSS c 273.
In 1955 c 273 sec. 2 (RCW 74.09.010) "definition of terms"
changed to "as used in this chapter" and "as used in this
chapter" eliminated from subsection (8).
In 1955 c 273 sec. 4 (RCW 74.09.030) temporary matter elimi-
nated.

Chapter 74.10 Disability Assistance

74.10.010 Source-i95i c 176 sec. 1.
Presently codified as RCW 74.10.010.
"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance".
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74.10.020 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 25; 1951 c. 176 sec. 2. Explanatory
Presently codified at RCW 74.10.020. note.

74.10.030 Source-i95i c 176 sec. 3.
Presently codified as RCW 74.10.030.
"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance".

74.10.070 Source-1957 c 63 sec. 7; 1951 c 176 sec. 7.
Presently codified as RCW 74.10.070.

Chapter 74.11 Vocational Rehabilitation of
Nondisabled

74.11.010 through 74.11.900 Source-1955 c 380.

Chapter 74.12 Aid to Dependent Children-Child
Welfare Services

74.12.010 Source-1957 c 63 sec. 10; 1953 c 174 sec. 24; 1941 c 242 sec. 1;
1937 c 114 sec. 1.
Presently codified as RCW 74.12.010.

74.12.030 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 23; 1941 c 242 sec. 2; 1937 c 114 sec. 4.
Presently codified as RCW 74.12.030.

74.12.130 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 44; 1947 c 260 sec. 1; 1941 c 242 sec. 3;
1937 c 114 sec. 6.
Presently codified as 1ICW 74.12.130.

(74.12.210 and 74.12.220 are not presented herein for reenactment as
they relate to duties of the department of health pertaining to
crippled children and will be recodified as part of chapter
43.20 RCW).

74.12.230 Source-1937 c 114 sec. 14.
Presently codified as RCW 74.12.230.
"this act" to "this chapter" as the section apparently applies
to the entire chapter.

74.12.240 Source-1957 c 63 sec. 8.
Presently codified as RCW 74.12.240.

Chapter 74.14 Child Welfare Agencies

74.14.010 Source-1955 c 366 sec. 1; 1951 c 270 sec. 2.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.010.

74.14.020 Source-1951 c 270 sec. 3.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.020.
"this act" to "this chapter" as all provisions of 1951 c 270
relating to child welfare agencies are codified in this chapter.
However note that 1951 c 270 sec. 1 which amended 1921 c 43
sec. 1 relating to juvenile courts is codified as RCW 13.04.040
and 1951 c 270 sec. 17 relating to the crime of leaving children
unattended in a parked automobile Is codified as RCW 9.91.060.

74.14.030 Source-1951 c 270 sec. 5.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.030.
"this act" to "this chapter", see notes to 74.14.020.
"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance",
The last proviso reading "Provided, That all agencies now
approved by the state department of sociai security shall be
deemed to be approved to operate under the provisions of
this act for a period of ninety days following its enactment"
deleted as temporary.

74.14.040 Source-1951 c 270 sec. 4.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.040.
"6this act" to "this chapter", see note following RCW 74.14.020.
The last proviso reading "1 Provided, That all agencies now
approved by the department shall be deemed to be approved
by the department to operate hereunder for a period of ninety
days after the effective date of this act" deleted as temporary.
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Explanatory 74.14.050 Source-9si c 270 sec. 6.
note. Presently codified as RCW 74.14.050.

"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance".

74.14.060 Source-1951 c 270 sec. 7.
Presently codified as RUW 74.14.060.
"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance".
"this act" to "this chapter", see note following RCW 74.14.020.

74.14.070 Source-O5i c 270 sec. 8.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.070.

74.14.080 Source-O5i c 270 sec. 9.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.080.
"this act" to "this chapter", see note following RCW 74.14.020.

74.14.090 Source-1951 c 270 sec. 10.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.090.

74.14.100 Source-1951 c 270 sec. 11.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.100.
"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance".

74.14.110 Source-O5i c 270 sec. 12.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.110.
"this act" to "this chapter", see note following RCW 74.14.020.

74.14.120 Source-95i c 270 sec. 13.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.120.
"this act" to "this chaper", see note following RCW 74.14.020.

74.14.130 Source-1951 c 270 see. 14.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.130.
"county welfare departments" to "offices of the state depart-
ment" as the county welfare departments were changed to
offices of the department of public assistance by 1953 c 174 sec.
13; RCW 74.04.070.
"this act" to "this chapter", see note following RCW 74.14.020.

74.14.140 Source-1951 c 270 sec. 15.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.140.
"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance".
"this act" to "this chapter", see note following RCW 74.14.020.

74.14.150 Source-1951 c 270 sec. 16.
Presently codified as RCW 74.14.150.
"this act" to "this chapter", see note following RCW 74.14.020.

Chapter 74.16 Aid to Blind Persons

74.16.011 Source-1955 c 379 sec. 2.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.011.

74.16.030 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 21; 1941 c 170 sec. 1; 1937 c 132 sec. 8.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.030.

74.16.040 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 22; 1951 1st; ex.s. c 5 sec. 1; 1941 c 170
sec. 2; 1937 c 132 sec. 9.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.040.

74.16.170 Source-1937 c 132 sec. 3.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.170.

74.16.180 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 45; 1949 c 166 sec. 15; 1937 c 132 sec. 4.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.180.

74.16.190 Source-1953 c 174 sec. 46; 1939 c 75 sec. 1; 1937 c 132 sec. 5.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.190.

74.16.200 Source-1949 c 166 sec. 3.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.200.
"this act" to "RCW 74.16.200 through 74.16.290"1 as this is a
literal translation.
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74.16.210 Source-1949 c 166 see. 4.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.210.
"this act" to "1RCW 74.16.200 through 74.16.290"1 as this is a
literal translation.

74.16.220 Source-1949 c 166 sec. 5.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.220.
"county welfare department" to "county office of the state
department of public assistance" as the county welfare de-
partments were changed to offices of the state department of
public assistance by 1953 c 174 sec. 13; RCW 74.04.070.
"this act" to "1RCW 74.16.200 through 74.16.290"1 as this Is a
literal translation.

74.16.230 Source-1949 c 166 sec. 6.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.230.

74.16.240 Source-1949 c 166 sec. 7.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.240.
"this act" to "1RCW 74.16.200 through 74.16.290"1 as this is a
literal translation.

74.16.250 Source-1955 c 379 sec. 3; 1949 c 166 sec. 8.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.250.

74.16.260 Source-1949 c 166 sec. 9, part.
Presently codified as IICW 74.16.260.
"this act" to "1RCW 74.16.200 through
literal translation.

74.16.270 Source-1949 c 166 sec. 9, part.
Presently codified as lICW 74.16.270.
"this act" to "1RCW 74.16.200 through
literal translation.

74.16.280 Source-1949 c 166 sec. 10.
Presently codified as IICW 74.16.280.

Explanatory
note.

74.16.290"1 as this is a

74.16.290"1 as this is a

"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance".

74.16.290 Source-1949 c 166 sec. 11.
Presently codified as RCW 74.16.290.
"department of social security" to "department of public as-
sistance"
"this act" to "1RCW 74.16.200
literal translation.

74.16.296 Source-1949 c 166 sec. 1.
Formerly uncodified.
"this act" to "1RCW 74.16.200
literal translation.

74.16.297 Source-1949 c 166 sec. 2.
Formerly uncodified.
"this act" to "itCW 74.16.200
literal translation.

through 74.16.290, as this is a

through 74.16.290" as this is a

through 74.16.290"1 as this is a

Chapter 74.98 Construction

This section has been added to preserve continuity.
This section provides that title, chapter, section and sub-
section headings are not part of the law.
Severability.
Source-1951 c 1 sec. 2.
This purpose section represents the first sentence of 1951 c 1
sec. 2. The remainder of that section reading "This act
recognizes that there are possibilities of serious abuses of
such a program whereby those least deserving of public aid
will benefit at the expense of the deserving, and of the state
and its political subdivisions, and it is intended hereby to
make possible sufficient administrative control of the program
of assistance to curb or at least minimize such abuses without
at the same time depriving qualified applicants and recipients
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Explanatory of the assistance to which they are rightfully entitled."
note. omitted.

74.98.050 Repeals and savings.
The laws set forth in the schedule of repeals were either
repealed previously, or are substantially reenacted by this
bill. Specifically noted below are certain acts, not previously
repealed, which are proposed for repeal without reenactment.
The numbers in parentheses correspond to the like numbered
subdivisions of the repealer schedule.

(5) Related to industrial aid to the adult blind. Repealed without
reenactment as superseded by 1937 c 132 (chapter 74.16).

(6) Relates to emergency relief administration. Expired on May
1, 1935. Repealed without reenactment as no longer in effect.,

(8) Relates to emergency relief administration bonds. Bonds have
been retired. Repealed without reenactment as obsolete.

(10) Relates to duties of director of business control as to child
welfare agencies. Repealed without reenactment as being
superseded by 1951 c 270 (chapter 74.14).

(11) Relates to investment of funds not required to retire emerg-
ency relief bonds -of 1933. Repealed without reenactment as
temporary and obsolete.

(14) This act carried on emergency relief dursng the 1935-1937 bsen-
nium. Repealed without reenactment as temporary.

(16) Relates to organization of the department of social security.
Repealed without reenactment as superseded by 1953 c 174
(chapter 43.18).

(49) Relates to date for transfer of responsibilities from counties to
state department of public assistance and appropriations. Re-
pealed without reenactment as temporary.

74.98.060 Emergency clause.

[ 1963
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CHAPTER 27.
[ H. B. 16.1

UNIFORM NARCOTIC DRUG ACT-ADDICTION.
AN ACT relating to narcotics; reenacting chapter 69.32 RCW

relating to narcotic addicts; reenacting chapter 69.33 re-
lating to The Uniform Narcotic Drug Act; providing pen-
alties; repealing chapter 47, Laws of 1923, chapter 22, Laws
of 1951 second extraordinary session, chapter 88, Laws of
1953, chapter 25, Laws of 1955, and chapter 161, Laws of
1957; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Chapter 69.32

NARCOTICS-ADDICTION
SECTION 69.32.010 Definitions. The definitions

contained in RCW 69.33.220 as now or hereafter
amended shall also apply to this chapter.

The term "narcotic addict" means a person who
habitually uses a narcotic drug or drugs.

SEC. 69.32.030 State University and State College
May Purchase Drugs. Nothing herein shall make
unlawful or prevent the purchase by the State Uni-
versity and the State College of Washington or the
proper departments thereof, of narcotic drugs and
the use thereof for experimental purposes only, when
purchased, owned, held, possessed and used in com-
pliance with the acts of congress and the rules and
regulations thereunder.

SEC. 69.32.060 Exceptions and Exemptions Not
Required to Be Negatived. In any complaint, in-
formation, or indictment, and in any action or pro-
ceeding brought for the enforcement of any provision
of this chapter, it shall not be necessary to negative
any exception, excuse, proviso, or exemption, con-
tained in this chapter, and the burden of proof of
any such exception, excuse, proviso, or exemption,
shall be upon the defendant.
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SEc. 69.32.070 Suspected Addicts-Treatment-
Isolation. State, county and municipal health of-
ficers, or their authorized deputies, who are licensed
physicians, within their respective jurisdictions are
hereby directed and empowered, when in their judg-
ment it is necessary to protect the public safety,
health and morals, to make examinations of persons
reasonably suspected of being habitual users of any
narcotic drug and to require persons whom they
have reason to suspect to be habitual users of any
narcotic drug to report for treatment to an approved
physician, and continue treatment at his own ex-
pense until cured, or to submit to treatment, pro-
vided at public expense, until cured, and also to
isolate or quarantine habitual users of such narcotic
drugs or their derivatives. Such officer, deputy or
physician shall make a written finding that such
person is an habitual user of a narcotic drug, which
finding shall be filed *in his office: Provided, That
such habitual users shall not be isolated or quar-
antined until the state board of health shall first, by
general regulation, determine that the quarantine
or isolation of all habitual users is necessary: Pro-
vided, further, That any persons suspected as herein
set forth may have present at the time of his exami-
nation, a physician of his or her own choosing: And
provided further, That the suspected person shall be
informed by the health officer of his or her rights
under this chapter.

SEc. 69.32.080 Unlawful Possession, Use-Habit-
ual User-Penalty. It shall be unlawful for any
person to use, administer by hypodermic or other-
wise any narcotic drug as defined in the uniform
narcotic drug act, RCW 69.33.220 as now or hereafter
amended, except as prescribed and under the direc-
tion of a physician authorized by law to practice
medicine in this state, and any other person au-
thorized by law to treat sick and injured human
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beings in this state and to use narcotic drugs in con-
nection with such treatment. The unlawful posses-
sion of narcotic drugs as defined herein shall be
prima facie evidence of an intent to illegally use such
drugs. An habitual user of narcotic drugs shall be
any person addicted to the use of narcotics as defined
in this chapter and obtaining such narcotics unlaw-
fully. Any person convicted of being an habitual
user of narcotics or of violating any provision of this
chapter shall be guilty of a. gross misdemeanor.

SEc. 69.32.090 Examination and Treatment of
Convicted Persons. Any person convicted under the
provisions of RCW 69.32.080 or any person who shall
be confined or imprisoned in any state, county, or
city prison in the state and who may be reasonably
suspected by the health officer of being a narcotic
addict shall be examined for and if found to be an
habitual user of said drugs, or any of them, shall be
treated therefor at public expense by the health of-
ficers or their deputies who are licensed physicians.
The prison authorities of any state, county, or city
prison are directed to make available to the health
authorities, such portion of any state, county, or city
prison as may be necessary for a clinic or hospital
wherein all persons who may be confined or im-
prisoned in any such prison, and who are habitual
users of said drugs or their derivatives, may be
isolated and treated at public expense until cured, or,
in lieu of such isolation any such persons may, in the
discretion of the board of health, be required to
report for treatment to a licensed physician, or sub-
mit to treatment provided at public expense, as pro-
vided in RCW 69.32.070. Nothing herein contained
shall be construed to interfere with the service of
any sentence imposed by a court as a punishment for
the commission of crime: Provided, That licensed
physicians treating any narcotic addict shall, upon
beginning said treatment, immediately report the
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same to the health officer in charge in that jurisdic-
tion, such report to be on forms prescribed by the
state board of health, and such report shall give the
name of the person receiving such treatment and
such other information as shall be deemed necessary
by the state board of health.

SEc. 69.32.100 Rules and Regulations-Safe-
guards-Penalty. The state board of health is
hereby empowered and directed by resolution duly
entered on the minutes of its proceedings to make
such rules and regulations as shall in its judgment
be necessary for the carrying out of the provisions
of this chapter, including rules and regulations pro-
viding for the control and treatment of persons
isolated or quarantined under the provisions of RCW
69.32.070, and such other rules and regulations, not
in conflict with the provisions of this chapter, con-
cerning the control, care, treatment and quarantine
of persons addicted to the habitual use of narcotic
drugs, as it may from time to time deem advisable.
All such rules and regulations so made shall be in
force and binding on all county and municipal health
officers and other persons affected by this chapter:
Provided, That such regulations shall prescribe rea-
sonable safeguards against the disclosure, except to
officers and physicians charged with the enforcement
of this chapter, of the names of any narcotic addicts
who faithfully comply with the provisions of this
chapter and the lawful regulations of the state board
of health, and whoever shall violate any of such
safeguarding regulation shall be guilty of a gross
misdemeanor.

SEC. 69.32.110 Appeals. Any person committed
to quarantine under the provisions of RCW 69.32.070
or 69.32.090, feeling aggrieved at the finding of the
health officer that he or she is an habitual user of
such drugs, or at the finding that he or she be com-
mitted to quarantine, shall have the right of appeal
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from such finding to the superior court of the state
of Washington for the county in which said person
is quarantined. Said appeal shall be taken within
ten days after said health officer shall have made his
finding and shall be taken by serving written notice
of appeal upon said health officer, and by filing the
same in the office of the clerk of the superior court,
and the procedure governing appeals from judg-
ments of justices of the peace to the superior court
shall govern all such appeals: Provided, That the
person appealing shall be held in quarantine during
the pendency of such appeal. Within five days after
such appeal shall have been filed, the superior court
shall, without a jury, examine or cause to be ex-
amined the person taking the appeal, and take such
evidence as it may deem necessary for the determi-
nation of the truth of the charges against the appel-
lant or of the findings of such health officer. The
prosecuting attorney of the county shall represent
the health or quarantine officer in all such appeals
and the appellant shall have the right to be repre-
sented by counsel.

The findings and judgment of said superior court
upon said appeal shall be conclusive. Any person
committed to quarantine under the provisions of this
chapter may be paroled, or discharged from quar-
antine at any time by the committing health officer
or his successor in charge, whenever said person is
cured of such narcotic habit, or whenever said of -
ficer shall deem it no longer necessary for the public
health, safety and morals, to continue the quarantine
of said individual. Any person held in quarantine
deeming himself cured may make application for
discharge to the health officer ordering commitment,
or his successor, upon which application findings in
writing shall be made within five days therefrom.
In the event that the application is denied the ap:-
plicant may appeal to the superior court in the man-
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ner herein provided from the findings of the quar-
antine officer in charge that he or she is not cured
of such habit: Provided, however, That said appeal
shall not lie until after said person shall have been
in quarantine for a period of at least six months. If
upon such hearing the appeal shall be disallowed by
the court, the appellant shall be returned to quaran-
tine. If such appeal be allowed, the appellant shall
be discharged therefrom. Nothing in RCW 69.32.070,
69.32.090 through 69.32.110, and 69.32.130 shall affect,
prevent, or interfere with prosecutions instituted
under RCW 69.32.080.

SEC. 69.32.120 Quarantine Stations and Clinics.
For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of
this chapter the state board of health shall have the
power and authority from time to time to divide the
state into such number of quarantine districts con-
sisting of one or more counties, or municipalities, or
parts of counties or mun icipalities, as it shall deem
expedient, and to establish at such place, or places,
as it shall deem necessary, quarantine stations and
clinics for the detention and treatment of persons
found to be habitual users -of narcotic drugs, and to
establish any such quarantine station and clinic 'in
connection with any county or city jail, or in any
hospital or other public or private institution having
or which may be provided with, such necessary de-
tention, segregation, isolation, clinic and hospital
facilities as may be required and prescribed by the
board, and to enter into arrangements for the con-
duct of such quarantine stations and clinics with the
public officers or persons, associations, or corpora-
tions in charge of or maintaining and operating such
institutions.

SEc. 69.32.130 Penalty for Violating Rule or
Regulation or Order. Any person who shall violate
lawful rules or regulations made by the state board
of health pursuant to the authority herein granted,
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or who shall fail or refuse to obey any lawful order
issued by any state, county or municipal health of-
ficer, pursuant to the authority granted in this
chapter, shall be deemed guilty of a gross misde-
meanor.

SEC. 69.32.900 Continuation of Existing Law.
The provisions of this chapter insofar as they are
substantially the same as statutory provisions re-
pealed by this chapter, and relating to the same sub-
ject matter, shall be construed as restatements and
continuations, and not as new enactments.

SEC. 69.32.910 Chapter and Section Headings Not
Part of Law. Chapter headings, and section or sub-
section headings, as used in this chapter do not con-
stitute any part of the law.

SEC. 69.32.920 Invalidity of Part of Chapter Not
to Affect Remainder. If any provision of this chap-
ter, or its application to any person or circumstance
is held invalid, the remainder of the chapter, or the
application of the provision to other persons or cir-
cumstances is not affected.

SEC. 69.32.930 Repeals and Saving. The follow-
ing acts or parts of acts are repealed:

(1) Chapter 47, Laws of 1923;
(2) Sections 18, 22, and 23, chapter 22, Laws of

1951 second extraordinary session;
(3) Section 1, chapter 88, Laws of 1953.
Such repeals shall not be construed as affecting

any existing right acquired under the provisions of
the statutes repealed, nor any rule, regulation or
order adopted pursuant thereto, nor as affecting any
proceeding instituted thereunder.

SEC. 69.32.940 Emergency. This act is necessary
for the immediate preservation of the public peace,
health and safety, the support of the state govern-
ment and its existing public institutions, and shall
take effect immediately.
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SEC. 69.32.950 Statement of Public Policy. The
habitual use of opium, morphine, cocaine, alkaloid
cocaine, coca leaves or alpha or beta eucaine, their
derivatives and other habit-forming drugs herein-
after named is deterimental and dangerous to the
individual and to public safety, health and morals.

SEC. 69.32.960 Chapter Is Cumulative. The pro-
visions of this chapter shall be cumulative with and
additional to the existing laws and regulations and
nothing herein contained shall abridge or limit the
powers of health authorities as construed by the
supreme court of the state of Washington, except as
herein otherwise provided.

Chapter 69.33

UNIFORM NARCOTIC DRUG ACT
SEC. 69.33.220 Definitions. The following words

and phrases, as used in this chapter, shall have the
following meanings, unless the context otherwise
requires:

(1) "Person" includes any corporation, associa-
tion, copartnership, or one or more individuals.

(2) "Physician" means a person authorized by
law to practice medicine in this state and any other
person authorized by law to treat sick and injured
human beings in this state and to use narcotic drugs
in connection with such treatment.

(3) "Dentist" means a person authorized by law
to practice dentistry in this state.

(4) "Veterinarian"~ means a person authorized by
law to practice veterinary medicine in this state.

(5) "Manufacturer" means a person who by
compounding, mixing, cultivating, growing, or other
process, produces or prepares narcotic drugs, but
does not include an apothecary who compounds nar-
cotic drugs to be sold or dispensed on prescriptions.

(6) "Wholesaler" means a person who supplies
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narcotic drugs that he himself has not produced nor
prepared, on official written orders, but not on pre-
scriptions.

(7) "Apothecary" means a licensed pharmacist
as defined by the laws of this state and, where the
context so requires, the owner of a store or other
place of business where narcotic drugs are com-
pounded or dispensed by a licensed pharmacist; but
nothing in this chapter shall be construed as confer-
ring on a person who is not registered nor licensed
as a pharmacist any authority, right, or privilege,
that is not granted to him by the pharmacy laws of
this state.

(8) "Hospital" means an institution for the care
and treatment of the sick and injured, found by the
state board of pharmacy to have a custodian of
narcotics proper to be entrusted with the custody of
narcotic drugs and the professional use of narcotic
drugs under the direction of a physician, dentist, or
veterinarian.

(9) "Laboratory" means a laboratory approved
by the state board of pharmacy as proper to be en-
trusted with the custody of narcotic drugs and the
use of narcotic drugs for scientific and medical pur-
poses and for purposes of instruction.

(10) "Sale" includes barter, exchange, or gift,
or offer theref or, and each such transaction made by
any person, whether as principal, proprietor, agent,
servant, or employee.

(11) "Coca leaves" includes cocaine and any
compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture,
or preparation of coca leaves, except derivatives of
coca leaves which do not contain cocaine, ecgonine,
or substances from which cocaine or ecgonine may
be synthesized or made.

(12) "Opium" includes morphine, codeine, and
heroin, and any compound, manufacture, salt, deriva-
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tive, mixture, or preparation of opium, but does not
include apomorphine or any of its salts.

(13) "Cannabis" includes all parts of the plant
Cannabis Sativa L., whether growing or not; the
seeds thereof; the resin extracted from any part of
such plant; and every compound, manufacture, salt,
derivative, mixture, or preparation of such plant, its
seeds, or resin; but shall not include the mature stalks
of such plant, fiber produced from such stalks, oil or
cake made from the seeds of such plant, any other
compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture or
preparation of such mature stalks (except the resin
extracted therefrom), fiber, oil, or cake, or the steri-
lized seed of such plant which is incapable of germi-
nation.

(14) "Narcotic drugs" means coca leaves, opium,
cannabis and every other substance neither chem-
ically nor physically -distinguishable from them;
any other drugs to which the federal laws relating
to narcotic drugs may now apply; and any drug
found by the board of pharmacy, after reasonable
notice and opportunity for hearing, to have addic-
tion-forming or addiction-sustaining liability similar
to morphine or cocaine, from the date of publication
of such finding by the state board of pharmacy.

(15) "Federal narcotic laws" means the laws of
the United States relating to opium, coca leaves, and
other narcotic drugs.

(16) "Official written order" means an order
written on a form provided for that purpose by the
United States commissioner of narcotics, under any
laws of the United States making provision theref or,
if such order forms are authorized and required by
federal law, and if no such order form is provided,
then on an official form provided for that purpose by
the state board of pharmacy.

(17) "Dispense" includes distribute, leave with,
give away, dispose of, or deliver.
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(18) -"Registry number" means the number as-
signed to each person registered under the federal
narcotic laws.

SEC. 69.33.230 Compliance Required. It shall be
unlawful for any person to manufacture, possess,
have under his control, sell, prescribe, administer,
dispense, or compound any narcotic drug, except -as
authorized in this chapter.

SEC. 69.33.240 License Required. No person
shall manufacture, compound, mix, cultivate, grow,
or by any other process produce or prepare narcotic
drugs, and no person as a wholesaler shall supply the
same, without having first obtained a license so to
do from the state board of pharmacy.

SEC. 69.33.250 Qualifications for License-Sus-
pension or Revocation. No license shall be issued un-
der RCW 69.33.240 unless and until the applicant
therefor has furnished proof satisfactory to the state
board of pharmacy.

(1) That the applicant is of good moral charac-
ter or, if the applicant be an association or corpora-
tion, that the managing officers are of good moral
character.

(2) That the applicant is equipped as to land,
buildings, and paraphernalia properly to carry on
the business described in his application.

No license shall be granted to any person who has
within five years been convicted of a wilful viola-
tion of any law of the United States, or of any state,
relating to opium, coca leaves, or other narcotic
drugs, or to any person who is a narcotic drug addict.

The state board of pharmacy may suspend or re-
voke any license for cause..

SEC. 69.33.260 Sale by Manufacturer, Whole-
saler--Conditions-Use of Drugs. (1) A duly li-
censed manufacturer or wholesaler may sell and
dispense narcotic drugs to any of the following per-
sons, but only on official written orders:
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(a) To a manufacturer, wholesaler, or apothe-
cary.

(b) To a physician, dentist, or veterinarian.
(c) To a person in charge of a hospital, but only

for use by or in that hospital.
(d) To a person in charge of a laboratory, but

only f or use in that laboratory f or scientific and med-
ical purposes.

(2) A duly licensed manufacturer or wholesaler
may sell narcotic drugs to any of the following per-
sons:

*(a) On a special written order accompanied by
a certificate of exemption, as required by the federal
narcotic laws, to a person in the employ of the
United States government or of any state, territorial,
district, county, municipal, or insular government,
purchasing, receiving, possessing, or dispensing nar-
cotic drugs by reason of his official duties.

(b) To a master of a ship or a person in charge
of any aircraft upon which no physician is regularly
employed, or to a physician or surgeon duly licensed
in some state, territory, or the District of Columbia
to practice his profession, or to a retired commis-
sioned medical officer of the United States army,
navy, or public health service employed upon such
ship or aircraft, only in pursuance of a special order
form approved by a commissioned medical officer or
acting assistant surgeon of the United States public
health service.

(c) To a person in a foreign country if the pro-
visions of the federal narcotic laws are complied with.

(3) An official written order for any narcotic
drug shall be signed in duplicate by the person giving
said order or by his duly authorized agent. The orig-
inal shall be presented to the person who sells or
dispenses the narcotic drug or drugs named therein.
In event of the acceptance of such order by said per-
son, each party to the transaction shall preserve his
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copy of such order for a period of two years in such
a way as to be readily accessible for inspection by
any public officer or employee engaged in the en-
f orcement of this chapter. It shall be deemed a com-
pliance with this subsection if the parties to the trans-
action have complied with the federal narcotic laws,
respecting the requirements governing the use of
order f orms.

(4) Possession of or control of narcotic drugs ob-
tained as authorized by this section shall be lawful
if in the regular course of business, occupation, pro-
fession, employment, or duty of the possessor.

(5) A person in charge of a hospital or of a lab-
oratory, or in the employ of this state or of any other
state, or of any political subdivision thereof or a
master of a ship or a person in charge of any aircraft
upon which no physician is regularly employed, or a
physician or surgeon duly licensed in some state, ter-
ritory, or the District of Columbia, to practice his
profession, or a retired commissioned medical officer
of the United States army, navy, or public health
service employed upon such ship or aircraft who ob-
tains narcotic drugs under the provisions of this sec-
tion or otherwise, shall not administer, nor dispense,
nor otherwise use such drugs within this state, ex-
cept within the scope of his employment or official
duty, and then only for scientific or medicinal pur-
poses and subject to the provisions of this chapter.

SEc. 69.33.270 Sale by Apothecary. (1) An
apothecary, in good f aith, may sell and dispense
narcotic drugs to any person upon a written pre-
scription or an oral prescription in pursuance to reg-
ulations promulgated by the United States commis-
sioner of narcotics under the existing federal nar-
cotic laws, of a physician, dentist, or veterinarian,
dated and signed by the person prescribing on the
day when issued and bearing the full name and ad-
dress of the patient for whom, or of the owner of
the animal for which, the drug is dispensed, and the
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full name, address, and registry number under the
federal narcotic laws of the person prescribing, if he
is required by those laws to be so registered. If the
prescription be for an animal, it shall state the spe-
cies of animal for which the drug is prescribed. The
person filling the prescription shall write the date of
filling and his own signature on the face of the pre-
scription. The prescription shall be retained on file
by the proprietor of the pharmacy in which it is filled
for a period of two years, so as to be readily accessi-
ble -for inspection by any public officer or employee
engaged in the enforcement of this chapter. The
prescription shall not be refilled.

(2) The legal owner of any stock of narcotic
drugs in a pharmacy, upon discontinuance of dealing
in said drugs, may sell said stock to a manufacturer,
wholesaler, or apothecary, but -only on an official
written order.

(3) An apothecary, only upon an official written
order, may sell to a physician, dentist, or veterinar-
ian, in quantities not exceeding one ounce at any one
time, aqueous or oleaginous solutions of which the
content of narcotic drugs does not exceed a propor-
tion greater than twenty percent of the complete
solution, to be used for medical purposes.

SEC. 69.33.280 Dispensing by Physicians, Dent-
ists, Veterinarians-Return of Unused Portion. (1)
A physician or a dentist, in good f aith and in the
course of his professional practice only, may pre-
scribe, administer, and dispense narcotic drugs, or
he may cause the same to be administered by a nurse
or interne under his direction and supervision.

(2) A veterinarian, in good faith and in the
course of his professional practice only, and not for
use by a human being, may prescribe, administer,
and dispense narcotic drugs, and he may cause them
to be administered by an assistant or orderly under
his direction and supervision.
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(3) Any person who has obtained from a physi-
cian, dentist, or veterinarian any narcotic drug for
administration to a patient during the absence of
such physician, dentist, or veterinarian, shall return
to such physician, dentist, or veterinarian any unused
portion of such drug, when it is no longer required
by the patient.

SEC. 69.33.290 Exempted Sales and Uses. Except
as otherwise in this chapter specifically provided, this
chapter shall not apply to the following cases:

Administering, dispensing, or selling at retail any
medicinal preparation, other than those hereinafter
specified, that contains in one fluid ounce, or if a
solid or semisolid preparation, in one avoirdupois
ounce, not more than one grain of codeine or of any
of its salts, or not more than one-sixth grain of dihy-
drocodeinone or of any of its salts, or not more than
two grains of noscapine (formerly narcotine) or of
any of its salts, or not more than two grains of papa-
verine or of any of its salts: Provided, That any new
narcotic drug of natural or synthetic origin, that may
be found by the United States commissioner of nar-
cotics to be nonhabit forming in use, and which is so
designated by them as an exempt narcotic, under
federal law, may be classified as an exempt narcotic
in the state of Washington, by ruling of the board of
pharmacy.

The exemption authorized by this section shall be
subject to the following conditions: (1) That the
medicinal preparation administered, dispensed, or
sold, shall contain, in addition to the narcotic drug
in it, some drug or drugs conferring upon it medicinal
qualities other than those possessed by the narcotic
drug alone; and (2) that such preparation shall be
administered, dispensed, and sold in good faith as a
medicine, and not for the purpose of evading the pro-
visions of this chapter.
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Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit
the quantity of codeine or of any of its salts, or of
dihydrocodeinone or of any of its salts, or of nosca-
pine (formerly narcotine) or of any of its salts, or of
papaverine or of any of its salts, that may be pre-
scribed, administered, dispensed, or sold, to any per-
son or for the use of any person or animal, when it
is prescribed, administered, dispensed, or sold, in
compliance with the general provisions of this chap-
ter.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 97, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 69.33.300 Records to Be Kept. (1) Every
physician, dentist, veterinarian, or other person who
is authorized to administer or professionally use nar-
cotic drugs, shall keep a record of such drugs received
by him, and a record of all such drugs administered,
dispensed, or professionally used by him otherwise
than by prescription. It shall, however, be deemed a
sufficient compliance with this subsection if any such
person using small quantities of solutions or other
preparations of such drugs for local application, shall
keep a record of the quantity, character, and potency
of such solutions or other preparations purchased or
made up by him, and of the dates when purchased or
made up, without keeping a record of the amount of
such solution or other preparation applied by him to
individual patients: Provided, That no record need
be kept of narcotic drugs administered, dispensed, or
professionally used in the treatment of any one
patient, when the amount administered, dispensed,
or professionally used for that purpose does not ex-
ceed in any forty-eight consecutive hours (a) four
grains of opium, or (b) one-half of a grain of mor-
phine or of any of its salts, or (c) two grains of
codeine or of any of its salts, or (d) one-fourth of a
grain of heroin or of any of its salts, or (e) a quantity
of any other narcotic drug or any combination of nar-
cotic drugs that does not exceed in pharmacologic
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potency any one of the drugs named above in the
quantity stated.

(2) Manufacturers and wholesalers shall keep
records of all narcotic drugs compounded, mixed, cul-
tivated, grown, or by any other process produced or
prepared, and of all narcotic drugs received and dis-
posed of by them, in accordance with the provisions
of subsection 5 of this section.

(3) Apothecaries shall keep records of all nar-
cotic drugs received and disposed of by them, in ac-
cordance with the provisions of subsection 5 of this
section.

(4) Every person who purchases for resale, or
who sells narcotic drug preparations exempted by
RCW 69.33.290, shall keep a record showing the quan-
tites and kinds thereof received and sold, or dis-
posed of otherwise, in accordance with the provisions
of subsection 5 of this section.

(5) The form of records shall be prescribed by
the state board of pharmacy. The record of narcotic
drugs received shall in every case show the date of
receipt, the name and address of the person from
whom received, and the kind and quantity of drugs
received; the kind and quantity of narcotic drugs
produced or removed from process of manufacture,
and the date of such production or removal from
process of manufacture; and the record shall in every
case show the proportion of morphine, cocaine, or
ecgonine contained in or producible from crude
opium or coca leaves received or produced and the
proportion of resin contained in or producible from
the plant Cannabis Sativa L. The record of all nar-
cotic drugs sold, administered, dispensed, or other-
wise disposed of, shall show the date of selling, ad-
ministering, or dispensing, the name and address of
the person to whom, or for whose use, or the owner
and species of animal for which the drugs were sold,
administered or dispensed, and the kind and quan-
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tity of drugs. Every such record shall be kept for a
period of two years from the date of the transaction
recorded. The keeping of a record required by or
under the federal narcotic laws, containing substan-
tially the same information as is specified above, shall
constitute compliance with this section, except that
every such record shall contain a detailed list of nar-
cotic drugs lost, destroyed, or stolen, if any, the kind
and quantity of such drugs, and the date of the dis-
covery of such loss, destruction, or theft.

SEC. 69.33.310 Labels Required. (1) Whenever a
manufacturer sells or dispenses a narcotic drug, and
whenever a wholesaler sells or dispenses a narcotic
drug in a package prepared by him, he shall securely
affix to each package in which that drug is contained
a label showing in legible English the name and ad-
dress of the vendor and the quantity, kind, and form
of narcotic drug contained therein. No person except
an apothecary f or the purpose of filling a prescription
under this chapter, shall alter, deface, or remove any
label so affixed.

(2) Whenever an apothecary sells or dispenses
any narcotic drug on a prescription issued by a phy-
sician, dentist, or veterinarian, he shall affix to the
container in which such drug is sold or dispensed, a
label showing his own name, address, and registry
number, or the name, address, and registry number
of the apothecary for whom he is lawfully acting; the
name and address of the patient or, if the patient is
an animal, the name and address of the owner of the
animal and the species of the animal; the name, ad-
dress, and registry number of the physician, dentist,
or veterinarian, by whom the prescription was issued,
and such directions as may be stated on the prescrip-
tion. No person shall alter, deface, or remove any
label so affixed.

SEC. 69.33.320 User Must Keep Drug in Original
Container. A person to whom or for whose use any
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narcotic drug has been prescribed, sold, or dispensed,
by a physician, dentist, apothecary, or other person
authorized under the provisions of RCW 69.33.260,
and the owner of any animal for which any such
drug has been prescribed, sold, or dispensed, by a
veterinarian, may lawfully possess it only in the con-
tainer in which it was delivered to him by the person
selling or dispensing the same.

SEc. 69.33.330 Possession, Control by Common
Carriers, Warehousemen, Public Officers, and Certain
Employees. The provisions of this chapter restricting
the possessing and having control of narcotic drugs
shall not apply to common carriers or to warehouse-
men, while engaged in lawfully transporting or stor-
ing such drugs, or to any employee of the same acting
within the scope of his employment; or to public offi-
cers or their employees in the performance of their
official duties requiring possession or control of nar-
cotic drugs; or to temporary incidental possession by
employees or agents of persons lawfully entitled to
possession, or by persons whose possession is for the
purpose of aiding public officers in performing their
official duties.

SEC. 69.3-3.340 Narcotics Resort a Public Nuisance.
Any store, shop, warehouse, dwelling house, building,
vehicle, boat, aircraft, or any place whatever, which
is resorted to by narcotic drug addicts for the purpose
of using narcotic drugs or which is used f or the illegal
keeping or selling of the same, shall be deemed a pub-
lic nuisance. No person shall keep or maintain such
a public nuisance.

SEC. 69.33.350 Disposal of Seized Narcotics. All
narcotic drugs, the lawful possession of which is not
established or the title to which cannot be ascer-
tained, which have come into the custody of a peace
officer, shall be forfeited, and disposed of as follows:

(1) Except as in this section otherwise provided,
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the court or magistrate having jurisdiction shall
order such narcotic drugs forfeited and destroyed.
A record of the place where said drugs were seized,
of the kinds and quantities of drugs so destroyed, and
of the time, place, and manner of destruction, shall
be kept, and a return under oath, reporting said
destruction, shall be made to the court or magistrate
and to the United States commissioner of narcotics,
by the officer who destroys them.

(2) Upon written application by the state board
of pharmacy, the court or magistrate by whom the
forfeiture of narcotic drugs has been decreed may
order the delivery of any of them, except heroin and
its salts and derivatives, to said state board of phar-
macy, for distribution or destruction, as hereinafter
provided.

(3) Upon application by any hospital within
this state, not operated for private gain, the state
board of pharmacy may in its discretion deliver any
narcotic drugs that have come into its custody by
authority of this section to the applicant for medical
use. The state board of pharmacy may from time to
time deliver excess stocks of such narcotic drugs to
the United States commissioner of narcotics, or may
destroy the same.

(4) The state board of pharmacy shall keep a full
and complete record of all drugs received and of all
drugs disposed of, showing the exact kinds, quanti-
ties, and f orms of such drugs; the persons from whom
received and to whom delivered; by whose authority
received, delivered, and destroyed; and the dates of
the receipt, disposal, or destruction, which record
shall be open to inspection by all federal or state offi-
cers charged with the enforcement of federal and
state narcotic laws.

SEC. 69.33.360 Violation-Revocation of License-
Reinstatement. On the conviction of any person of
the violation of any provision of this chapter, a copy
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of the judgment and sentence, and of the opinion of
the court or magistrate, if any opinion be filed, shall
be sent by the clerk of the court, or by the magistrate,
to the board or officer, if any, by whom the convicted
defendant has been licensed or registered to practice
his profession or to carry on his business. Upon re-
ceipt of a certified copy of such final judgment and
sentence, and opinion if any, the licensing board or
officer concerned shall call and conduct a hearing, as
provided by law, to determine whether the registra-
tion or the professional license of such person shall
be revoked. The certified copy of judgment and sen-
tence shall, for purposes of the hearing, constitute
conclusive evidence of violation of this chapter. Con-
viction of violation of any provision of this chapter
shall constitute grounds f or revocation of the regis-
tration or the professional license of the person
convicted. On the application of any person whose
license or registration has been suspended or re-
voked, and upon proper showing and for good cause,
said board or officers may reinstate such license or
registration.

SEC. 69.33.370 Inspection of Records, Drug Stocks
-Confidential Information. Prescriptions, orders,
and records, required by this chapter, and stocks of
narcotic drugs, shall be open f or inspection only to
federal, state, county, and municipal officers, whose
duty it is to enforce the laws of this state or of the
United States relating to narcotic drugs. No officer
having knowledge by virtue of his office of any such
prescription, order, or record shall divulge such
knowledge, except in connection with a prosecution
or proceeding in court or before a licensing or regis-
tration board or officer, to which prosecution or pro-
ceeding the person to whom such prescriptions, order,
or records relate is a party.

SEC. 69.33.380 Fraud in Obtaining or Dispensing
Narcotics. (1) No person shall obtain or attempt to
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obtain a narcotic drug, or procure or attempt to pro-
cure the administration of a narcotic drug, (a) by
fraud, deceit, misrepresentation, or subterfuge; or
(b) by the forgery or alteration of a prescription or
of any written order; or (c) by the concealment of
a material fact; or (d) by the use of a false name
or the giving of a false address.

(2) Information communicated to a physician in
an effort unlawfully to procure a narcotic drug, or
unlawfully to procure the administration of any such
drug, shall not be deemed a privileged communica-
tion.

(3) No person shall wilfully make a false state-
ment in any prescription, order, report, or record,
required by this chapter.

(4) No person shall, for the purpose of obtaining
a narcotic drug, falsely assume the title of, or rep-
resent himself to be, a manufacturer, wholesaler,
apothecary, physician, dentist, veterinarian, or other
authorized person.

(5) No person shall make or utter any f alse or
forged prescription or false or forged written order.

(6) No person shall affix any false or forged label
to a package or receptacle containing narcotic drugs.

(7) The provisions of this section shall apply to
all transactions relating to narcotic drugs under the
provisions of RCW 69.33.290, in the same way as they
apply to transactions under all other sections.

SEC. 69.33.390 Exceptions and Exemptions Not
Required to Be Negatived. In any complaint, infor-
mation, or indictment, and in any action or proceed-
ing brought for the enforcement of any provision of
this chapter, it shall not be necessary to negative any
exception, excuse, proviso, or exemption, contained
in this chapter, and the burden of proof of any such
exception, excuse, proviso, or exemption, shall be
upon the defendant.
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SEC. 69.33.400 Enforcement of Chapter. It is
hereby made the duty of the state board of pharmacy,
its officers, agents, inspectors, and representatives,
and of all peace officers within the state, and of all
county prosecuting attorneys, to enforce all provi-
sions of this chapter, except those specifically dele-
gated, and to cooperate with all agencies charged
with the enforcement of the laws of the United
States, of this state, and of all other states, relating
to narcotic drugs.

SEC. 69.33.410 Violation-Penalty. Whoever vio-
lates any provision of this chapter shall, upon con-
viction, be fined not more than two thousand dollars
and be imprisoned not less than two years: Pro-
vided, That for the first offense the court may in its
discretion impose a fine of not to exceed one thousand
dollars or a sentence not to exceed one year in the
county jail, or both such fine and imprisonment. For
a second offense, or if, in the case of a first conviction
of violation of any provision of this chapter, the
offender shall previously have been convicted of any
violation of the laws of the United States or of any
other state, territory or district relating to narcotic
drugs or marihuana, the offender shall be fined not
more than ten thousand dollars and be imprisoned
not less than five years. For a third or subsequent
offense, or if the offender shall previously have been
convicted two or more times in the aggregate of any
violation of the law of the United States or of any
other state, territory or district relating to narcotic
drugs or marihuana, the offender shall be fined not
more than twenty-five thousand dollars and be im-
prisoned not less than ten years. For any offense
under the provisions of this chapter involving a sale
to or other transaction with a minor the offender
shall be fined not more than fifty thousand dollars
and imprisoned not less than twenty years except
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that on first offense involving a minor the court may
in its discretion impose a lesser penalty.

SEC. 69.33.420 Violation-Double Prosecution
Prohibited. No person shall be prosecuted for a vio-
lation of any provision of this chapter if such person
has been acquitted or convicted under the federal
narcotic laws of the same act or omission which, it is
alleged, constitutes a violation of this chapter.

SEC. 69.33.430 Search and Seizure-Warrant-
Return. If, upon the sworn complaint of any person,
it shall be made to appear to any judge of the su-
perior court or' justice of the peace that there is
probable cause to believe that any narcotic drug is
being used, manufactured, sold, bartered, exchanged,
given away, furnished or otherwise disposed of or
kept in violation of the provisions of this chapter,
such justice of the peace or judge shall, with or
without the approval of the prosecuting attorney,
issue a warrant directed to any peace officer in the
county, commanding him to search the premises
designated and described in such complaint and
warrant, and to seize all narcotic drugs there found,
together with the vessels in which they are con-
tained, and all implements, furniture and fixtures
used or kept for the illegal manufacture, sale, barter,
exchange, giving away, furnishing or otherwise dis-
posing of such narcotic drugs, and to safely keep
the same, and to make a return of said warrant
within three days, showing all acts and things done
thereunder, with a particular statement of all arti-
cles seized and the name of the person or persons
in whose possession the same were found, if any,
and if no person be found in the possession of said
articles, the returns shall so state. A copy of said
warrant shall be served upon the person or persons
found in possession of any such narcotic drugs, fur-
niture or fixtures so seized, and if no person be found
in the possession thereof, a copy of said warrant
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shall be posted on the door of the building or room
wherein the same are found, or, if there be no door,
then in any conspicious place upon the premises.

SEC. 69.33.440 State University and State College
May Purchase Drugs. Nothing herein shall make
unlawful or prevent the purchase by the State Uni-
versity and the State College of Washington or the
proper departments thereof, of narcotic drugs and
the use thereof for experimental purposes only,
when purchased, owned, held, possessed and used in
compliance with the acts of congress and the rules
and regulations thereunder.

SEC. 69.33.900 Severability. If any provision of
this chapter or the application thereof to any person
or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall
not affect other provisions or applications of the
chapter which can be given effect without the in-
valid provisions or application, and to this end the
provisions of this chapter are declared to be sev-
erable.

SEC. 69.33.910 Construction. This chapter shall
be so interpreted and construed as to effectuate its
general purpose, to make uniform the laws of those
states which enact it.

SEC. 69.33.920 Short Title. This chapter may be
cited as the uniform narcotic drug act.

SEC. 69.33.930 Continuation of Existing Law.
The provisions of this chapter insofar as they are
substantially the same as statutory provisions re-
pealed by this chapter, and relating to the same sub-
ject matter, shall be construed as restatements and
continuations, and not as new enactments.

SEC. 69.33.940 Chapter and Section Headings
Not Part of Law. Chapter headings, and section or
subsection headings, as used in this chapter do not
constitute any part of the law.
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SEC. 69.33.950 Invalidity of Part of Chapter Not
to Affect Remainder. If any provision of this chap-
ter, or its application to any person or circumstance
is held invalid, the remainder of the chapter, or the
application of the provisions to other persons or
circumstances is not affected.

SEC. 69.33.960 Repeals and Saving. The follow-
ing acts or parts of acts are repealed:

(1) Sections 1 through 17, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26,
and 27, chapter 22, Laws of 1951 second extraor-
dinary session;

(2) Sections 2, 3, and 4, chapter 88, Laws of 1953;
(3) Chapter 25, Laws of 1955;
(4) Chapter 161, Laws of 1957.
Such repeals shall not be construed as affecting

any existing right acquired under the provisions of
the statutes repealed, nor any rule, regulation or
order adopted pursuant thereto, nor as affecting any
proceeding instituted thereunder.

SEC. 69.33.970 Emergency. This act is necessary
for the immediate preservation of the public peace,
health and safety, the support of the state govern-
ment and its existing public institutions, and shall
take effect immediately.

Passed the House January 21, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor January 30, 1959.

Explanatory (The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the
note, request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow-

ing explanatory note.)
1. Introductory.

At the time of the enactment of the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act,
(1951 2nd ex.s. c 22) the principal statute on this subject was 1923 a 47,
being:

"AN ACT Providing for the regulation, sale, disposal, possession and
use of narcotic drugs; providing penalties for violation thereof; pro-
viding for the quarantine and treatment of narcotic drug addicts and
the promulgation of rules and regulations governing the same . .. 1

The 1951 act amended or repealed most of the sections of the 1923
act so that all that remains thereof are the provisions relating to the
quarantine and treatment of addicts. The 1951 act also enacted the
Uniform Narcotic Drug Act and the combining of the uniform act in
the same bill with the amendments to the 1923 act, gave rise to a
number of codification and statutory construction problems. For ex-
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ample, the present application of 1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 see. 23 (RCW Explanatory
69.32.030) exempting purchases by the State lUniversity and the State note.
College, and of 1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 18 (RCW 69.32.060) "Exceptions
and exemptions not required to be negatived", is not altogether clear.

The publishers of the Revised Code of Washington codified the 1923
act (as amended by 1951) as chapter 69.32 RCW, and codified the uniform
act as chapter 69.33. The instant bill corrects the mischief of the 1951
act by codifying the university and college exemption section and the
"negativing exceptions" section, as a part of each RCW chapter, and
proposes the reenactment of each such chapter as a completely self-
contained unit.

Each section is in the language of its latest session law parent, as
published in 6/1/58 restoration supplement to RCW except for minor
variances therefrom which are explained In the "section comment"
below.

H. Section. Comment.

Chapter 69.32 Narcotics-Addiction

69.32.010 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 22; 1923 c 47 sec. 2; RE S sec.
2509-2.]
14RCWp~ 69.33.010" changed to "1RCW 69.33.220 as now or here-
after amended", to correspond with renumbering of this sec-
tion as explained below, and to insure the adoption of sub-
sequent amendments to said section "1RCW 69.32.030 and 69-
.32.060 to 69.32.130, inclusive" changed to "this chapter".

69.32.030 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 23; 1923 c 47 sec. 3, part;
RRS sec. 2509-3, part. Prior: 1909 c 249 sec. 257.] This section
Is repeated in chapter 69.33 as sec. 69.33.440.

69.32.060 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 18; 1923 c 47 sec. 5; RRS
sec 2509-5.] The 1951 act expressly amended RCW 69.32-
.060 to read identically with section 18 of the uniform act.
The uniform act language is retained here and the section Is
repeated as section 69.33.390, infra.

69.32.070 Source [1923 c 47 sec. 6; RRS sec. 2509-6.]
69.32.080 Source [1953 c 88 sec. 1; 1923 c 47 sec. 4; RRS sec. 2509-4.

Prior: 1909 c 249 sec. 257.]
"1RCW 69.33.010"1 changed to "1RCW 69.33.220 as now or here-
after amended", to correspond with renumbering of this sec-
tion as explained below, and to insure the adoption of sub-
sequent amendments to said section.

69.32.090 Source [1923 c 47 sec. 7; URS sec. 2509-7.]
69.32.100 Source [1923 c 47 sec. 8; lIRS sec. 2509-8.]
69.32.110 Source [1923 c 47 sec. 10; RRS sec. 2509-10.]

In the last sentence of RCW 69.32.110, "Sections 3 or 4 of this
act" changed to "1RCW 69.32.080"1 which is the codification of
said "section 4"1. AUi that remains of section 3 since the enact-
ment of 1951 2nd ex.s. c 22, is the university and state college
exemption. The remainder of the old section 3 dealt with
distribution of certain narcotics to physicians, druggists, whole-
sale dealers, etc., unlawful possession (which is now section 4),
and forgery of prescriptions. This material is now taken care
of in the uniform act where there would be no question of
the procedural provisions of chapter 69.32 applying anyway.
Hence the translation of only "section 4"1.

69.32.120 Source [1923 c 47 sec. 11; RRS sec. 2509-11.]
69.32.130 Source [1923 c 47 sec. 9; RRS sec. 2509-9.]
69.32.900 through 69.32.940. Construction sections added relating to ef-

fect of repeal and reenactment.
89.32.940 Source [1923 c 47 sec. 1.]
69.32.950 Source [1923 c 47 sec. 13.]
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Explanatory Chapter 69.33 Uniform Narcotic Drug Act
note. Introductory Note: In order to restore this act to the same order of

sections as adopted by the National Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws, it is herein assigned new numbers beginning with
Sec. 69.33.220. The uniform act is published in Volume SB of Uniform
Acts Annotated.
69.33.220 Source [1953 c 88 sec. 2; 1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 1; RCW 69.33-

.010; uniform act sec. 1.]
69.33.230 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 2; RCW 69.33.020; uniform act

sec. 2.]
69.33.240 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 3; RCW 69.33.030; uniform act

sec. 3.]
69.33.250 Source 11951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 4; RCW 69.33.040; uniform act

sec. 4.]
69.33.260 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 5; RCW 69.33.050; uniform act

sec. 5.]
69.33.270 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 6; RCW 69.33.060; uniform act

sec. 6.]
69.33.280 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 7; RCW 69.33.070; uniform act

sec. 7.]
69.33.290 Source [1957 c 161 sec. 1; 1953 c 88 sec. 4; 1951 2nd ex.s. c 22

sec. 8; RCW 69.33.080; uniform act sec. 8.]
69.33.300 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 9; RCW 69.33.090; uniform act

sec. 9.]
69.33.310 Source [1955 c 25 sec. 2; 1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 see. 10; RCW

69.33.100; uniform act sec. 1G.]
69.33.320 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 11; 1ICW 69.33.110; uniform act

sec. 11.]
69.33.330 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 12; RCW 69.33.120; uniform act

sec. 12.]
69.33.340 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 13; RCW 69.33.150; uniform act

sec. 13.]
69.33.350 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 14; RCW 69.33.170; uniform act

sec. 14.]
69.33.360 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 15; RCW 69.33.210; uniform act

sec. 15.]
"this chapter" substituted for specific translations, since entire
uniform act is herein contained in chapter 69.33.

69.33.370 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 16; RCW 69.33.130; uniform act
sec. 16.]

69.33.380 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 17; RCW 69.33.140; uniform act
sec. 17.]

69.33.390 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 18; uniform act see. 18.]
See note to 69.32.060.

69.33.400 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 19; RCW 69.33.180; uniform act
sec. 19.]

69.33.410 Source [1953 c 88 see. 3; 1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 20; RCW
69.33.190; uniform act sec. 20.]

69.33.420 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 21; RCW 69.33.200; uniform act
sec. 21.]

69.33.430 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 24; RCW 69.33.160.]
This section was included in the 1951 act pursuant to the
comment of the Uniform Law Commissioners

that each state provide its own method of search,
seizure, and forfeiture of narcotic drugs." See SB Volume A
p. 317, also p. 275. Therefore it is for all purposes a part of
the act and can be codified as such.

69.33.440 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 23; 1923 c 47 sec. 3, part; RCW
69.32.030.] Also carried herein as section 69.32.030.

69.33.900 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. e 22 sec. 25; uniform act sec. 22.]
69.33.910 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 26; uniform act sec. 23.]
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69.33.920 Source [1951 2nd ex.s. c 22 sec. 27; uniform act sec. 25.] Explanatory
"Sections 1 to 21, inclusive, 25, 26, and 29"1 changed to "this note.
chapter" as the entire uniform act is codified within this
chapter.

69.33.930 through 69.33.970 Construction sections added relating to ef-
fect of repeal and reenactment.

CHAPTER 28.
C H.B. 2.J

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS-TITLE 72 ROW REENACTMENT.
AN ACT relating to state government; enacting a public insti-

tutions code to be known as Title 72 of the Revised Code
of Washington; providing penalties; repealing sections 1
through 10, pages 4 through 6, Laws of 1861; sections 1
through 5, pages 356 and 357, Laws of 1869; sections 1
through 9, pages 358 through 360, Laws of 1869; sections 1
through 26, pages 83 through 89, Laws of 1875; sections
2247 through 2275, Code 1881; sections 1 through 6, pages
37 through 38, Laws of 1883; sections 1 through 23, pages
82 through 85, Laws of 1883; sections 1 through 15, pages
141 through 144, Laws of 1885-6; sections 1 through 7, pages
144 through 145, Laws of 1885-6; sections 1 through 18,
pages 152 through 155, Laws of 1885-6; chapter 60, Laws of
1888; chapter 62, Laws of 1888; sections 1 through 7, pages
269 through 271, Laws of 1889-90; sections 1 through 25,
pages 271 through 277, Laws of 1889-90; sections 1 through
49, pages 482 through 495, Laws of 1889-90; chapter 147,
Laws of 1891; chapter 131, Laws of 1895; chapter 67, Laws
of 1897; chapter 119, Laws of 1901; chapter 167, Laws of
1901; chapter 171, Laws of 1901; chapter 110, Laws of 1903;
chapter 90, Laws of 1907; chapter 156, Laws of 1907; chapter
166, Laws of 1907; sections 1, 2 and 4 through 7, chapter 97,
pages 256 through 258, Laws of 1909; sections 1 through 10,
chapter 97, pages 258 through 260, Laws of 1909; chapter
222, Laws of 1909; section 32, chapter 249, Laws of 1909;
chapter 10, Laws of 1913; sections 1 through 5 and 8 through
14, chapter 157, Laws of 1913; chapter 81, Laws of 1915;
chapter 106, Laws of 1915; sections 32, 41 and 43, chapter
7, Laws of 1921; chapter 48, Laws of 1921; chapter 74, Laws
of 1925, extraordinary session; chapter 212, Laws of 1927;
chapter 276, Laws of 1927; chapter 305, Laws of 1927; chap-
ter 59, Laws of 1929; chapter 77, Laws of 1931; chapter 84,
Laws of 1935; section 5, chapter 114, Laws of 1935; chapter
161, Laws of 1939; chapter 175, Laws of 1943; chapter 79,
Laws of 1945; chapter 188, Laws of 1947; chapter 190, Laws
of 1947; chapter 211, Laws of 1947; chapter 114, Laws of
1949; sections 20 and 52, chapter 198, Laws of 1949; chapter
135, Laws of 1951; sections 6 through 16, 40 through 50 and
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65 through 69, chapter 139, Laws of 1951; chapter 234, Laws
of 1951; chapter 217, Laws of 1953; chapter 232, Laws of
1953; chapter 77, Laws of 1955; chapter 94, Laws of 1955;
chapter 104, Laws of 1955; chapter 128, Laws of 1955; chap-
ter 136, Laws of 1955; chapter 195, Laws of 1955; chapter
230, Laws of 1955; chapter 240, Laws of 1955; chapter 242,
Laws of 1955; chapter 245, Laws of 1955; chapter 247, Laws
of 1955; chapter 248, Laws of 1955; chapter 260, Laws of
1955; chapter 314, Laws of 1955; chapter 318, Laws of 1955;
chapter 19, Laws of 1957; chapter 21, Laws of 1957; chapter
25, Laws of 1957; chapter 27, Laws of 1957; chapter 29,
Laws of 1957; chapter 30, Laws of 1957; chapter 54, Laws
of 1957; chapter 61, Laws of 1957; chapter 102, Laws of
1957; section 5, chapter 115, Laws of 1957; chapter 136,
Laws of 1957; chapter 188, Laws of 1957; chapter 217, Laws
of 1957; chapter 225, Laws of 1957; chapter 272, Laws of
1957; sections 2 and 3, chapter 297, Laws of 1957; and de-
claring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

TITLE 72

STATE INSTITUTIONS

Chapter 72.01

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS
SECTION 72.01.010 Definitions. As used in this

title:
The word "department" means the department

of institutions;
The word "director" means the director of insti-

tutions.

SEC. 72.01.020 Department Estab lished-Direc-
tor, Qualifications, Appointment, Term. (1) The de-
partment of institutions as an agency of the govern-
ment of the state of Washington is hereby estab-
lished.

(2) The office of director of institutions is hereby
established.

(3) The director of institutions shall have had at
least five years' institutional experience of a demon-
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strably successful type in an executive or super-
visory capacity in at least one type of large insti-
tution set forth in section 72.01.050.

(4) The governor, with the advice and consent
of the senate, shall appoint the director of institu-
tions who shall be the chief executive and adminis-
trative officer of the department of institutions. The
director shall hold office at the pleasure of the gov-
ernor who shall fix his salary. If a vacancy occurs
while the senate is not in session, the governor shall
make a temporary appointment until the next meet-
ing of the senate when he shall present to that body
his nomination for the office.

SEC. 72.01.030 Divisions of Department. There
is established within the department of institutions
four divisions to be known as, (1) the division of
adult corrections, (2) the division of alcoholism,
(3) the division of children and youth services, and
(4) the division of mental health.

SEC. 72.01.040 Assistants and Subordinate Em-
ployees. The director shall have authority to ap-
point assistants and subordinate employees, and fix
their compensation, to aid him in performing the
functions and duties of his office and from time to
time to designate and deputize one of such employees
as chief assistant director. The chief assistant di-
rector shall have charge and general supervision of
the department of institutions in the absence or
disability of the director and in case of a vacancy in
the office of director shall continue in charge of the
department of institutions until a director is ap-
pointed and qualified or until the governor appoints
an acting director.

SEC. 72.01.050 Director's Powers and Duties-
Management of Public Institutions. The director
shall have full power to manage and govern the
following public institutions:

The western state hospital, the eastern state hos-
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pital, the northern state hospital, the state peni-
tentiary, the state reformatory, the state training
school, the state school for girls, the state soldiers'
home and colony, the Washington veterans' home,
Lakeland Village, the Rainier school, the state school
for the deaf, the state school for the blind, the state
narcotic farm colony, the Fort Worden school for
the care and custody of children and youth and such
other institutions as authorized by law, subject only
to the limitations contained in laws relating to the
management of such. .institutions.

SEc. 72.01.060 Superintendents-Appointment-
Terms-Salaries-Assistants. It shall be the duty
of the director to appoint a chief executive officer
for each public institution under his control, who
shall devote his entire time to the duties of his office
and whose title shall be "superintendent". Said ap-
pointment shall be for a term of four years, but the
appointee may be removed by the director in his
discretion.

No person shall be eligible for appointment as
superintendent of a hospital for the mentally ill
unless he has had three or more years experience
as a practicing physician after receiving his diploma
or license.

Except as otherwise provided in this title, the
superintendent of each institution may appoint all
assistants and employees required for the manage-
ment of the institution placed in his charge, the
number of such assistants and employees to be
determined and fixed by the director. The super-
intendent of any institution may, at his pleasure,
discharge any person therein employed. The di-
rector shall investigate all complaints made against
the superintendent of any institution and also any
complaint against any other officer or employee
thereof, if it has not been investigated and reported
upon by the superintendent.
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The director may, after investigation, for good
and sufficient reasons, order the discharge of any
subordinate officer or employee of an institution.

Each superintendent shall receive such salary as
is fixed by the director, who shall also fix the com-
pensation of other officers and the employees of
each institution. Such latter compensation shall be
fixed on or before the first day of April of each year
and no change shall be made in the compensation,
so fixed, during the twelve months period commenc-
ing April 1st.

SEC. 72.01.070 Oath of Office. The director and
assistant director of the department, and the super-
intendent and assistant superintendent of each in-
stitution shall upon assuming office take an oath or
affirmation to support the Constitution and laws of
the United States and of the state of Washington
and to faithfully perform the duties of his office.

SEC. 72.01.080 Bonds. Each officer and employee
of the department having moneys or property under
his direct control shall be bonded in such form of
coverage and in such amount as shall be determined
by the administrative board.

Such bonds shall be approved by the governor
and filed with the secretary of state.

SEC. 72.01.090 Rules and Regulations. The de-
partment is authorized to make its own rules for the
proper execution of its powers. It shall also have
the power to adopt rules and regulations for the
government of the public institutions placed under
its control, and shall therein prescribe, in a manner
consistent with the provisions of this title, the duties
of the persons connected with the management of
such public institutions.

SEC. 72.01.100 Building Plans and Program. The
director shall:

(1) Prepare topographic and architectural plans
for the state institutions under his control;
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(2) Establish a systematic building program pro-
viding for the grouping of buildings at the institu-
tions;

(3) Prepare plans, specifications, and estimates
of cost for all necessary repairs or betterments to
buildings at the institutions, to accompany the esti-
mates for the biennial budget;

(4) Supervise the erection, repair, and better-
ment of all such buildings.

SEC. 72.01.110 Construction or Repair of Build-
ings. The department may employ the services of
competent architects for the preparation of plans
and specifications for new buildings, or for repairs,
changes, or additions to buildings already con-
structed, employ competent persons to superintend
the construction of new buildings or r epa i rs,
changes, or additions to buildings already constructed
and call for bids and award contracts for the erection
of new buildings, or for repairs, changes, or additions
to buildings already constructed: Provided, That the
department may proceed with the erecting of any
new building, or repairs, changes, or additions to
any buildings already constructed, employing there-
on the labor of the inmates of the institution, when
in its judgment the improvements can be made in as
satisfactory a manner and at a less cost to the state
by so doing.

SEC. 72.01.120 - Award of Contracts. When
improvements are to be made under contract, notice
of the call for the same shall be published in at least
two newspapers of general circulation in the state
for two weeks prior to the award being made. The
contract shall be awarded to the lowest responsible
bidder. The director is authorized to require such
security as he may deem proper to accompany the
bids submitted, and shall also fix the amount of the
bond or other security that shall be furnished by
the person or firm to whom the contract is awarded.
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The director shall have the power to reject any or
all bids submitted, if for any reason it is deemed
for the best interest of the state to do so, and to re-
advertise in accordance with the provisions hereof.
The director shall also have the power to reject the
bid of any person or firm who has had a prior con-
tract, and who did not, in the opinion of the director,
faithfully comply with the same.

SEC. 72.01.130 Destruction of Buildings-Recon-
struction. If any of the shops or buildings in which
convicts are employed are destroyed in any way, or
injured by fire or otherwise, they may be rebuilt
or repaired immediately under the direction of the
department, by and with the advice and consent of
the governor, and the expenses thereof shall be paid
out of any unexpended funds appropriated to the
department for any purpose, not to exceed one
hundred thousand dollars: Provided, That if a spe-
cific appropriation for a particular project has been
made by the legislature, only such funds exceeding
the cost of such project may be expended for the
purposes of this section.

SEC. 72.01.140 Agricultural and Farm Economy.
The director shall:

(1) Make a survey, investigation, and classifica-
tion of the lands connected with the state institutions
under his control, and determine which thereof are
of such character as to be most profitably used f or
agricultural, horticultural, dairying, and stock raising
purposes, taking into -consideration the costs of
making them ready for cultivation, the character of
the soil, its depth and fertility, the number of kinds
of crops to which it is adapted, the local climatic
conditions, the local annual rainfall, the water supply
upon the land or available, the needs of all state insti-
tutions f or the food products that can be grown or
produced, and the amount and character of the
available labor of inmates at the several institutions;
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(2) Establish and carry on suitable f arming
operations at the several institutions under his con-
trol;

(3) Supply the several institutions with the
necessary food products produced thereat;

(4) Exchange with, or furnish to, other insti-
tutions, food products at the cost of production;

(5) Sell and dispose of surplus f ood products
produced.

SEC. 72.01.150 Industrial Economy. The director
shall:

(1) Establish, install and operate, at the several
state institutions under his control, such industries
and industrial plants as may be most suitable and
beneficial to the inmates thereof, and as can be oper-
ated at the least relative cost and the greatest rela-
tive benefit to the state, taking into consideration
the needs of the state institutions for industrial prod-
ucts, and the amount and character of labor of in-
mates available at the several institutions;

(2) Supply the several institutions with the
necessary industrial products produced thereat;

(3) Exchange with, or furnish to, other state
institutions industrial products at prices to be fixed
by the department, not to exceed in any case the
price of such products in the open market;

(4) Sell and dispose of surplus industrial prod-
ucts produced, to such persons and under such rules,
regulations, terms, and prices as may be in his judg-
nment for the best interest of the state;

(5) Sell products of the plate mill to any depart-
ment, to any state, county, or other public institu-
tion and to any governmental agency, of this or any
other state under such rules, regulations, terms, and
prices as may be in his judgment for the best inter-
ests of the state.

SEC. 72.01.160 Deposit of Money-Institutional
Revolving Account. The director shall have the
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power, and it shall be his duty, to cause all moneys
or credits received from the sale or exchange of farm
or industrial products produced or manufactured at
the several institutions under the control of the de-
partment to be paid into the state treasury to the
credit of a revolving account, to be known as the
state institutional revolving account, from which
account there shall be biennially appropriated for
the benefit of the several institutions under the con-
trol of the department sufficient moneys to cover
the estimated biennial contribution to such account
of each of the said institutions.

SEC. 72.01.170 Health and Sanitation. The direc-
tor shall comply with all requirements of the director
of health in relation to health and sanitation at the
institutions under his control.

SEC. 72.01.180 Dietitian-Duties-Expenses. The
director shall have the power to select a member of
the faculty of the University of Washington, or the
State College of Washington, skilled in scientific food
analysis and dietetics, to be known as the state dieti-
tian, who shall make and furnish to the department
food analyses showing the relative food value, in
respect to cost, of f ood products, and advise the de-
partment as to the quantity, comparative cost, and
food values, of proper diets f or the inmates of the
state institutions under the control of the depart-
ment. The state dietitian shall receive his actual and
necessary traveling expenses while engaged in the
performance of his duties.

SEC. 72.01.190 Fire Protection. The director may
enter into an agreement with a city or town adjacent
to any state institution for fire protection for such
institution.

SEC. 72.01.200 Employment of Teachers. The
several penal and reformatory institutions of the
state may employ certificated teachers to carry on
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their educational work and all such teachers so em-
ployed shall..be eligible to membership in the state
teachers' retirement fund.

SEC. 72.01.210 Institutional Chaplains-Appoint-
ment. The director is hereby directed and em-
powered to appoint not more than three, nor less
than one chaplain for the state penitentiary; not
more than'two, nor less than one chaplain for the
state reformatory; and one chaplain each for Green
Hill school and Maple Lane school, and the chaplains
so appointed shall have the qualifications, and shall
be compensated in an amount, as shall hereafter be
recommended by the department and approved by
the state personnel board.

Note: See also sectiou 1, chapter 33, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.01.220 - Duties. It shall be the
duty of the chaplains at the respective institutions
mentioned in section 72.01.210, under the direction
of the department, to conduct religious services and
to give religious and moral instruction to the inmates
of the institutions, and to attend to their spiritual
wants., They shall counsel with and interview the
inmates concerning their social and family problems,
and shall give assistance to the inmates and their
families in regard to such problems.

SEC. 72.01.230 - Offices, Chapels, Supplies.
The chaplains at the respective institutions men-
tioned in section 72.01.210 shall be provided with
the offices and chapels at their institutions, and
such supplies as may be necessary for the carrying
out of their duties.

SEC. 72.01.240 Supervisor of Chaplains. The di-
rector is hereby empowered to appoint one of the
chaplains, authorized by section 72.01.210, to act as
supervisor of chaplains for the department, in addi-
tion to his duties at one of the institutions designated
in section 72.01.210.
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SEC. 72.01.250 Interfaith Advisory Committee.
An interfaith advisory committee of not less than
nine and not more than twelve members shall be
appointed by the governor to advise and assist the
director regarding the qualifications, selection and
duties of the institutional chaplains and the develop-
ment of the religious programs in the state institu-
tions.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 190, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.01.260 Outside Ministers Not Excluded.
Nothing contained in sections 72.01.210 through 72-
.01.250 shall be so construed as to exclude ministers
of any denomination from giving gratuitous religious
or moral instruction to prisoners under such reason-
able rules and regulations as the director may pre-
scribe.

SEC. 72.01.270 Gifts, Acceptance of. The director
shall have the power to receive, hold and manage
all real and personal property made over to the
department by gift, devise or bequest, and the pro-
ceeds and increase thereof shall be used for the
benefit of the institution for which it is received.

SEC. 72.01.280 Quarters for Personnel-Charges.
The superintendent of each public institution and
the assistant physicians, steward, accountant and
chief engineer of each hospital for the mentally ill
may be furnished with quarters, household furni-
ture, board, fuel, and lights for themselves and their
families, and the director may, when in his opinion
any public institution would be benefited by so do-
ing, extend this privilege to any officer at any of
the public institutions under his control. The words
"family" or "families" used in this section shall be
construed to mean only the wife and minor children
of an officer. Employees may be furnished with
quarters and board for themselves. The director
shall charge and collect from such officers and em-
ployees the full cost of the items so furnished, in-
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cluding an appropriate charge for depreciation of
capital items.

Note: See also section 3, chapter 39, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.01.290 Record of Patients and Inmates.
The department shall keep at its office, accessible
only to the director and to proper officers and em-
ployees, and to other persons authorized by the di-
rector, a record showing the residence, sex, age,
nativity, occupation, civil condition and date of
entrance, or commitment of every person, patient,
inmate or convict, in the several public institutions
governed by the department, the date of discharge
of every person from the institution, and whether
such discharge is final: Provided, That in addition
to this information the superintendents for the hos-
pitals for the mentally ill shall also state the condi-
tion of the person at the time of leaving the insti-
tution. The record shall also state if the person is
transferred from one institution to another and to
what institution; and if dead the date and cause of
death. This information shall be furnished to the
department by the several institutions, and also such
other obtainable facts as the department may from
time to time require, not later than the fifth day of
each month for the month preceding, by the chief
executive officer of each public institution, upon
blank forms which the department may prescribe.

SEC. 72.01.300 Accounting Systems. The director
shall have the power, and it shall be his duty, to
install and maintain in the department a proper cost
accounting system of accounts for each of the insti-
tutions under the control of the department, for the
purpose of detecting and avoiding unprofitable ex-
penditures and operations.

SF~c. 72.01.310 Political Influence Forbidden. Any
officer, including the director, or employee of the
department or of the institutions under the control
of the department, who, by solicitation or otherwise,
exercises his influence, directly or indirectly, to in-
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fluence other officers or employees of the state to
adopt his political views or to favor any particular
person or candidate for office, shall be removed from
his office or position by the proper authority.

SEC. 72.01.320 Biennial Reports to Legislature
and Governor--Contents. The director shall ex-
amine into the conditions and needs of the several
state institutions under his control and on or before
the first day of December of the year preceding the
session of the legislature report in writing to the
governor the condition of each institution and what
amount of money he deems advisable to appropriate
for its maintenance and betterment, having refer-
ence to the probable growth of the institution, its
general welfare and the purpose of its creation.

On or before the first Tuesday after the conven-
ing of each regular session of the legislature the
director shall make to the governor and legislature
a full report of the activities of his department, in-
corporating therein suggestions respecting legisla-
tion for the benefit of the several institutions under
his control and in the interests of improved admin-
istration generally. Such report shall contain the
reports made to the director by the executive officer
of each institution or so much thereof as in his
opinion may be proper. There shall be published in
the report a complete list of the officers and em-
ployees of the department and the several institu-
tions and the annual salary paid to each.

SEC. 72.01.330 Advisory Commission Established.
There is established a commission of seven members
to be appointed by the governor, with the consent of
the senate. The governor may appoint one of the
members as chairman of the commission.

(1) Each member shall be an elector of the state.
(2) One member shall have had five years' suc-

cessful experience as a business executive.
(3) One member shall have had five years' suc-
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cessful experience as a practicing psychiatrist and
shall be licensed as such in this state.

(4) One member shall have had five years' suc-
cessful experience as an attorney at law and be an
active member of the Washington state bar associa-
tion.

(5) One member shall have had five years' prac-.
tical experience in the field of labor relations.

(6) One member shall have had five years' suc-
cessful practical experience in the industrial per-
sonnel field.

(7) One member shall have had four years' suc-
cessful practical experience in the state govern-
mental department or a department of a political
subdivision of the state government.

(8) One member shall be a woman who shall
have had five years' successful experience as a mem-
ber of an organization active in one or more of the
fields constituting one of the subdivisions of the de-
partment of institutions.

SEC. 72.01.340 Appointment, Term, of Commis-
sion Members. The members of the commission shall
be appointed for terms beginning April 1, 1957, and
expiring as follows: Three members for a term of
two years from April 1, 1957; and two members for
a term of four years from April 1, 1957; and two
members for a term of six years from April 1, 1957.
Each member appointed hereunder shall hold office
until his successor is appointed and qualified. Upon
the expiration of the term of each of the seven
members appointed as aforesaid each succeeding
member shall be appointed and hold office for the
term of six years. In case of a vacancy it shall be
filled by appointment of the governor for the unex-
pired portion of the term during wich the vacancy
occurs.

SEC. 72.01.350 Meetings, Per Diem, Expenses of
Commission. The commission shall meet regularly
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not more than once each month and may hold addi-
tional meetings upon the call of the chairman or at
the request of the director. The director shall attend
all meetings of the commission.

Each member shall receive a per diem allowance
and traveling expenses in accordance with the rates
established for other state officers and employees
under RCW 43.03.050 as now or hereafter amended.

SEC. 72.01.360 Commission Is Advisory Body.
The commission shall act as an advisory and consult-
ing body for the department.

Chapter 72.02

DIVISION OF ADULT CORRECTIONS

SECTION 72.02.010 Division of Adult Corrections
-Established. There is established within the de-
partment of institutions a division to be known as
the division of adult corrections.

SEC. 72.02.020 Supervisor of Adult Corrections.
The director of institutions shall appoint and depu-
tize an assistant director to be designated the super-
visor of adult corrections.

SEC. 72.02.030 - Qualifications. The super-
visor of the division of adult corrections shall have
had five years' successful administrative experience
in the adult correctional field, at the budget, policy,
and administrative level: Provided, That a master's
degree in the field of adult correction shall count for
one year of experience and a doctorate degree in
the field of adult correction shall count for two years'
experience.

SEC. 72.02.040 - Powers and Duties. The
supervisor of adult corrections, through the division
of adult corrections, and with the approval of the
director of institutions, shall exercise all powers and
perform all duties prescribed by law with respect to
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the administration of the adult correctional program
by the department.

Chapter 72.03

DIVISION OF ALCOHOLISM
Note: See also chapter 85, Laws of 1959.

SECTION 72.03.010 Declaration of Purpose. The
purpose of this chapter is to establish a state-wide
program for the study, treatment and rehabilitation
of persons suffering from alcoholism and those ad-
dicted to the use of alcoholic beverages, research
into the causes and prevention of alcoholism and
associated health problems and public education re-
lating thereto, by creating a division on alcoholism
within the state department of institutions. The divi-
sion shall coordinate the eff orts of all affected state,
county and local agencies; develop educational and
preventive programs, and promote the establishment
of constructive agencies f or treatment and reclama-
tion, rehabilitation and reestablishment in society of
persons suffering from alcoholism or addicted to the
use of alcoholic beverages.

SEC. 72.03.020 Definitions. As used in this chap-
ter:

(1) "Division" means the division on alcoholism
of the state department of institutions.

(2) "Alcoholism" includes the symptoms and
problems of problem drinkers and alcoholics as here-
in defined.

(3) "Problem drinkers" are any drinkers of in-
toxicating liquors who indulge in drinking which in
its extent habitually goes beyond the traditional and
customary dietary use, or the ordinary compliance
with social drinking customs.

(4) "Alcoholics" are those persons addicted to
the excessive use of alcohol, and those problem drink-
ers whose dependence upon or addiction to alcohol
has attained such a degree that it causes a noticeable
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mental disturbance or an interference with their
bodily and mental health, their interpersonal rela-
tions, and their social and economic functioning.

(5) "Patients" is a general term meaning persons
who are accepted for treatment under the provisions
of this chapter.

SEC. 72.03.030 Research, Educational, Treatment
Program to Be Established. The state department of
institutions through the division on alcoholism, shall
establish a research, educational and treatment pro-
gram for the rehabilitation of alcoholics and, for the
purposes of this chapter, a treatment program in-
cludes both residential and outpatient facilities and
services.

SEC. 72.03.040 Powers and Duties of Division on
Alcoholismi-Generai-"Resident" Defined. The divi-
sion is hereby authorized and empowered:

(1) To study alcoholism and its problems, in-
cluding private and public methods and facilities
available for care, custody, detention, treatment, em-
ployment and rehabilitation of persons who are alco-
holics.

(2) To promote meetings and programs f or the
discussion of alcoholism or any of its aspects, dis-
seminate information -on the subject of alcoholism
for the guidance and assistance of individuals, courts,
and public and private agencies in the state, and for
the prevention of alcoholism.

(3) To conduct, promote and finance, in full or
in part, studies, investigations and research on the
use and effect of alcohol, independently or in co-
operation with universities and colleges, scientific
organizations, and other public or private agencies.

(4) To accept for examination, evaluation, diag-
nosis, guidance, referral and rehabilitation, insof ar
as funds permit, any resident of the state, coming
to the division of his own volition or applying through
his legal guardian if the applicant has been adjudi-
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cated incompetent. Resident, as used in this sub-
division, means a person who has resided within the
state for at least five years during the nine years
immediately preceding the application and has
resided herein continuously for one year immedi-
ately preceding the application.

(5) To contract for services not under its control
for the emergency care, custody, treatment and reha-
bilitation of alcoholic patients.

(6) To study the advisability of using or estab-
lishing a farm or farms for alcoholics.

SEC. 72.03.050 - Personnel, Services, Facil-
ities. The division shall utilize all available and suit-
able personnel and facilities under the jurisdiction
of the department of institutions and endeavor to
obtain the services and facilities of personnel skilled
in the treatment of alcoholism throughout the state.

SEC. 72.03.060 - Acquisition of Additional
Facilities. The division may acquire additional f acili-
ties for the purposes of this chapter by gift, loan,
lease, or purchase: Provided, That prior to the ac-
quisition of new or additional facilities the division
shall conduct a survey of and search for potentially
suitable facilities within the state and such survey
and search shall include the investigation of federal,
state, county, municipal and private facilities that
are now or may in the future become available for
state acquisition or use in connection with the divi-
sion's alcoholism program.

SEC. 72.03.070 - Acceptance, Refusal of
Gifts, Grants-Disposition of Money. The division
may accept or refuse gifts or grants of property of
every nature which are given by any federal, state,
local or private agency or other source to promote
the division's program on alcoholism, and any moneys
donated or granted f or this purpose shall be deposited
into the alcoholism account in the general fund of
the state treasury.
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SEC. 72.03.080 - Cooperation with Public
and Private Agencies. The division shall cooperate
with public and private agencies in its establishment
of an alcoholism program and such cooperation may
include the acceptance or grant of funds, acceptance
or supplying of facilities and personnel and partici-
pation in every reasonable manner in promoting
public and private programs for the treatment of
alcoholism.

SEC. 72.03.090 - Regulations. For the pur-
pose of carrying into effect the provisions of this
chapter, the division shall make such regulations
not inconsistent with the spirit of this chapter as it
deems necessary or advisable. All regulations so
made shall be public records and filed in the office
of the secretary of state.

SEC. 72.03.100 Applications for Voluntary Admit-
tance-Contents. Applications for voluntary admit-
tance to the program* on alcoholism shall be made
to the division on forms to be provided by the divi-
sion under such rules and regulations as the division
shall prescribe. Such application shall provide for
consent to be given by the applicant, or by his guard-
ian if the applicant has been adjudicated incompe-
tent, to detention f or the purposes of evaluation,
diagnosis or treatment of alcoholism for a period of
not less than one hundred and twenty days, if re-
quired by the division.

SEC. 72.03.110 Admission to Treatment Program
-Demand for Discharge. If the division is satisfied,
after examination of the applicant, that he is in need
of treatment for alcoholism and will be benefited
thereby, the division may admit the applicant to the
treatment program for such period of time as the
division shall deem necessary for the treatment and
rehabilitation of such applicant: Provided, That any
voluntary patient who personally, or through his
legal guardian if the patient has been adjudicated
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incompetent, makes written demand for release from
the program shall be discharged no later than one
hundred and twenty days after the date of making
such demand.

SEC. 72.03.120 Liability of Officer or Employee for
Detention of Person Voluntarily Admitted. No offi-
cer or employee of the department of institutions
shall be liable for the detention of any person volun-
tarily admitted to the program on alcoholism until
the lapse of one hundred and twenty days following
written demand for release made by the patient or
by his legal guardian if the patient has been adjudi-
cated incompetent, and then liability shall be in-
curred only if it be established that such detention
was unreasonable and arbitrary.

SEC. 72.03.130 Support of Patient-Expense,
Charges, Reimbursement--Contracts for Services.
In respect to any or all items of expense incurred
by the division in connection with the referral, ex-
amination, evaluation, guidance, or custody of any
of its patients, the division, insofar as possible, shall
seek to be reimbursed by the patient or persons liable
for the support of the patient. The amount charged
is to be in accordance with the schedule of charges
made by other private or public institutions. The
division may accept part payment in cases where
there is satisfactory evidence that full payment can-
not be paid; the division may accept any portion that
can be paid and the balance arranged in payments
when the patient is rehabilitated. The division is to
pay such charges incurred and authorized by the
division for the care of the patient: Provided, That
this chapter shall not interfere with the right of
licensed private physicians, hospitals and sanatoria
to enter into contracts with patients f or the treat-
ment of alcoholism respecting conditions, terms and
compensations f or such services.
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SEC. 72.03.140 Collection of Unpaid Charges-
Disposition of Collections. Collection of unpaid
charges shall be enforceable by the state, through
the department of institutions, by an action at law to
be tried in the superior court of the county wherein
the patient maintains his residence. All such charges
and all -collections by the division under this chap-
ter shall be deposited into the alcoholism account
in the general fund of the state treasury.

SEC. 72.03.150 Inability to Contribute to Cost No
Bar to Admission. The division shall not refuse ad-
mission for diagnosis, evaluation, guidance or treat-
ment to any applicant because it is determined that
the applicant is financially unable to contribute fully
or in part to the cost of any services or facilities
available under the program on alcoholism.

SEC. 72.03.160 Alcoholism Account Established.
There is established in the general fund of the state
treasury an alcoholism account.

SEC. 72.03.170 Disbursements from Alcoholism
Account Limited. No disbursements shall be made
from the alcoholism account in the general fund of
the state treasury in excess of the balance of such
account.

Chapter 72.05

DIVISION OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH
SERVICES-COUNCIL FOR CHILDREN

AND YOUTH

SEC. 72.05.010 Declaration of Purpose. The pur-
poses of sections 72.05.010 through 72.05.210 are: To
provide for every child with behavior problems,
defective and feeble-minded person, and deaf and
blind children, within the purview of sections 72.05-
.010 through 72.05.210, such care, guidance and in-
struction, control and treatment as will best serve
the welfare of the child or person and society; to
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insure nonpolitical and qualified operation, super-
vision, management, and control of the Green Hill
school, the Maple Lane school, Lakeland Village,
Rainier school, the state school for the blind, and the
state school for the deaf, and to place them under
the division of children and youth services in the
department of institutions; and to provide for the
persons committed or admitted to those schools that
type of care, instruction, and treatment most likely
to accomplish their rehabilitation and restoration to
normal citizenship.

SEC. 72.05.020 Definitions. As used in this chap-
ter, unless the context requires otherwise:

(1) "Council" means the state council for chil-
dren and youth.

(2) "Division" means the division of children
and youth services.

(3) "Supervisor" means the supervisor of chil-
dren and youth services.

SEC. 72.05.030 Division of Children and Youth
Services Established. There is hereby established
within the department of institutions a division to
be known as the division of children and youth
services.

SEC. 72.05.040 Supervisor of Children and Youth
Services-Appointment-Qualifications. The direc-
tor of institutions shall appoint and deputize an as-
sistant director to be known as the supervisor of
children and youth services. The appointment of the
supervisor shall be based upon character, education,
experience, ability, and aptitudes for the duties of
such position, and the supervisor of the division of
children and youth shall have had five years' suc-
cessful administrative experience in the field of chil-
dren and youth, at the budget, policy, and adminis-
trative level: Provided, That a master's degree in
the field of children and youth shall count for one
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year of experience and a doctorate degree in the
field of chidren and youth shall count for two years'
experience.

SEC. 72.05.050 Employees - Appointment. All
employees of the division except the supervisor and
certificated teachers or employees shall be appointed
through competitive examination conducted by the
state personnel board.

Note: See also chapter 293, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.05.060 - Qualifications-Standards.
All appointments to employment in the division
shall be based upon character, education, experi-
ence, ability, personality, temperament, and aptitude
for the respective positions and without regard to
political affiliation. The state personnel board, with
the advice of the supervisor, shall establish the re-
quirement standards for each classification.

SEC. 72.05.070 - Classification-Examina-
tions. The state personnel board, with the advice
of the supervisor, shall designate the title of the
classifications of the various employees in the divi-
sion and the number of positions there are in each
classification. Separate examinations shall be con-
ducted by the state personnel board for each classi-
fication, or they may be combined as the state per-
sonnel board may elect.

SEC. 72.05.080 - Selection-Eligibles. The
supervisor, or the subordinate designated by him,
shall select the employees of the division from the
list of eligibles furnished by the state personnel
board. If there is no list of eligibles when a vacancy
occurs, he may hire any available person, if, in his
opinion, that person is able to perform the work in
a satisfactory manner and has the minimum qualifi-
cations of the position to which he is appointed.

SEC. 72.05.090 - Probationary Period. Any
employee selected from an eligibility list furnished
by the state personnel board shall be subject to a
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probationary period of six months before becoming
an employee on permanent status. An employee so
certified shall, within six months, pass a qualifying
examination conducted by the state personnel board.

SEC. 72.05.100 - Temporary Status. Any
employee other than one selected from an eligibility
list furnished by the state personnel board, shall be
on a temporary status unless after a six months pro-
bationary period, the supervisor, with the approval
of the director, shall certify him for a permanent
status.

SEC. 72.05.110 - Discharge. No employee
on permanent status shall be discharged, except for
cause, and then only after hearing by the state per-
sonnel board, or the person or persons designated by
it, if demanded.

SEC. 72.05.120 - Applicability of Merit or
Civil Service System. In the event that the legisla-
ture enacts a merit or civil service system which in-
cludes the employees of the division, the provisions
of this chapter in conflict with such merit or civil
service system shall be deemed to be thereby super-
seded.

SEC. 72.05.130 Powers and Duties of Division-
in General - "Close Security" Institutions Desig-
nated. The division of children and youth services
shall establish, maintain, operate and administer a
comprehensive program for the custody, care, edu-
cation, treatment, instruction, guidance, control and
rehabilitation of all persons who may be committed
or admitted to institutions, schools, or other facilities
controlled and operated by the division and in order
to accomplish these purposes, the powers and duties
of the supervisor of the division of children and
youth services shall include the following:

(1) The assembling, analyzing, tabulating, and
reproduction in report form, of statistics and other
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data with respect to children with behavior prob-
lems in the state of Washington, including, but not
limited to, the extent, kind, and causes of such
behavior problems in the different areas and popu-
lation centers of the state. Such reports shall not
be open to public inspection, but shall be open to
the inspection of the director, supervisor, governor,
council, and to the superior court judges of the state
of Washington.

(2) The establishment and supervision of diag-
nostic facilities and services in connection with the
custody, care, and treatment of defective, feeble-
minded, and behavior problem children who may be
cormmitted or admitted to any of the institutions,
schools, or facilities controlled and operated by the
division, or who may be referred for such diagnosis
and treatment by any superior court of this state.
Such diagnostic services may be established in con-
nection with, or apart from, any other state institu-
tion under the supervision and direction of the di-
rector. Such diagnostic services shall be available
to the superior courts of the state for persons re-
ferred for such services by them prior to commit-
ment, or admission to, any school, institution, or
other facility. Such diagnostic services shall also
be available to other departments of the state.

(3) The supervision of all persons committed or
admitted to any institution, school, or other facility
operated by the division, and the transfer of such
persons from any such institution, school, or facility
to any other such school, institution, or facility:
Provided, That where a person has been committed
to a minimum security institution, school, or facility
by any of the superior courts of this state, a transfer
to a close security institution shall be made only
with the consent and approval of such court. This
shall not apply to the state school for the deaf or
the state school for the blind.
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(4) The supervision of parole, discharge, or
other release, and the post-institutional placement
of all persons committed to Green Hill school and
Maple Lane school, or such as may be assigned,
paroled, or transferred therefrom to other facilit 'ies
operated by the division. Green Hill school and
Maple Lane school are hereby designated as "close
security" institutions to which shall be given the
custody of children with the most serious behavior
problems.

SEC. 72.05.140 Educational Facilities in Youth
Institutions. The division of children and youth
services, in order to provide educational facilities
for persons admitted or committed to any of the
institutions, schools or facilities herein provided, is
authorized either to:

(1) Enter into an agreement with the local
school district within which the institution is situ-
ated or with any other local school district con-
veniently located in the region, or

(2) provide a comprehensive school program in
connection with any institution as if that institution
were itself a local school system.

In the event that either option is exercised, all
teachers shall meet all certification requirements
and the program shall conform to the usual stand-
ards defined by law or by regulations of the state
board of education or the office of the state superin-
tendent of public instruction and/or other recog-
nized national certificating agencies.

SEC. 72.05.150 "Minimum Security" Institutions
-Establishment-"Forest Camp Revolving Fund"
Created. The department, through the division, shall
have power to acquire, establish, maintain, and
operate "minimum security" facilities for the care,
custody, education, and treatment of children with
less serious behavior problems. Such facilities may
include parental schools or homes, farm units, and
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forest camps. Admission to such minimum security
facilities shall be by juvenile court commitment or
by transfer as herein otherwise provided. In carry-
ing out the purposes of this section, the department
may establish or acquire the use of such facilities
by gift, purchase, lease, contract, or other arrange-
ment with existing public entities, and to that end
the director may execute necessary leases, contracts,
or other agreements. In establishing forest camps,
the department may contract with other divisions
of the state and the federal government; including,
but not limited to, the state division of forestry, the
state parks and recreation commission, the U. S.
forest service, and the national park service, on a
basis whereby such camps may be made as nearly
as possible self-sustaining. Under any such arrange-
ment the contracting agency shall reimburse the de-
partment for the value of services which may be
rendered by the inmates of a camp and all such re-
imbursements shall be credited to a "forest camp
revolving fund", which fund is hereby created, and
out of which funds may be disbursed towards the
cost of operation and maintenance of the camp.

SEC. 72.05.160 Contracts with Other Divisions,
Agencies Authorized. In carrying out the provisions
of sections 72.05.010 through 72.05.210, the depart-
ment, through the division, shall have power to con-
tract with other divisions or departments of the
state or its political subdivisions, with any agency
of the federal government, or with any private
social agency.

SEc. 72.05.170 Counseling and Consultative Serv-
ices. The division may provide professional coun-
seling services to delinquent and maladjusted chil-
dren and their parents, consultative services to com-
munities dealing with problems of children and
youth, and may give assistance to law enforcement
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agencies by means of juvenile control officers who
may be selected from the field of police work.

SEC. 72.05.180 State Council for Children and
Youth Created - Members - Terms - Expenses -
Meetings. There is hereby created a state council
for children and youth which shall consist of twenty-
one members to be appointed by the governor, Of
the members initially appointed, the governor shall
designate seven to serve for terms of six years, seven
to serve for terms of four years, and seven to serve
for terms of two years. Thereafter, the terms of
all members shall be for six years. Membership of
the council shall be representative of and chosen
from all congressional districts of the state insofar
as practicable. Vacancies shall be filled by the gov-
ernor for the remainder of unexpired terms. Upon
their appointment and qualification, the members
of the council for children and youth shall meet at
Olympia and organize by the election of a chairman
and secretary. Members of the council shall be en-
titled to their necessary traveling expenses and ex-
penses of subsistence while engaged upon the per-
formance of their official duties. The council shall
fix the times it will regularly meet but it shall meet
in regular session at least twice a year. Special meet-
ings may be held at the call of the chairman.

SEC. 72.05.190 - Functions of Council. The
state council for children and youth shall:

(1) Advise with, and formulate and recommend
policies to, the director of institutions and supervisor
of children and youth services in relation to the
custody, care, education, treatment, and rehabilita-
tion of youth.

(2) Develop and recommend programs designed
to provide, strengthen, and coordinate such services
as are deemed essential to the children and youth
of the state, and to that end, cooperate with existing
agencies, and to encourage and assist the organiza-
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tion of committee units in the several counties of
the state for local study and examination of youth
problems.

(3) Collect and collaborate with other agencies
and with special local committee units in collecting
statistics and information regarding the behavior
problems of children and the underlying causes
thereof.

(4) Make continuous studies of the educational,
health, recreational, economic, and working condi-
tions of children and youth with the object in view
of recommending the adoption of measures designed
to correct the behavior problems of children.

(5) Make such surveys as may be deemed neces-
sary to enable it to properly carry out its policy-
making and recommendatory powers.

(6) Advise and consult with the director in the
appointment of the supervisor.

SEC. 72.05.200 Parental Right to Provide Treat-
ment Preserved. Nothing in sections 72.05.010
through 72.05.210 shall be construed as limiting the
right of a parent, guardian or person standing in
loco parentis in providing any medical or other
remedial treatment recognized or permitted under
the laws of this state.

SEC. 72.05.210 Juvenile Court Law-A pplicabil-
ity-Synonymous Terms. Sections 72.05.010 through
72.05.210 shall be construed in connection with and
supplemental to the juvenile court law as embraced
in chapter 13.04 RCW. Process, procedure, probation
by the court prior to commitment, and commit-
ment shall be as provided therein. The terms "de-
linquency", "delinquent" and "delinquent children"
as used and applied in the juvenile court law and
the terms "behavior problems" and "children with
behavior problems" as used in sections 72.05.010
through 72.05.210 are synonymous and interchange-
able.
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SEC. 72.05.300 Parental Schools-Leases, Pur-
chases-Powers of School District. The department,
through the division, may execute leases, with op-
tions to purchase, of parental school facilities now or
hereafter owned and operated by school districts,
and such leases with options to purchase shall in-
clude such terms and conditions as the director of
institutions deems reasonable and necessary to ac-
quire such facilities. Notwithstanding any provi-
sions of the law to the contrary, the board of directors
of each school district now or hereafter owning and
operating parental school facilities may, without sub-
mission for approval to the voters of the school dis-
trict, execute leases, with options to purchase, of
such parental school facilities, and such leases with
options to purchase shall include such terms and
conditions as the board of directors deems reasonable
and necessary to dispose of such facilities in a man-
ner beneficial to the school district. The department,
through the division, if it enters into a lease, with an
option to purchase, of parental school facilities, may
exercise its option and purchase such parental school
facilities; and a school district may, if it enters into a
lease, with an option to purchase, of parental school
facilities, upon exercise of the option to purchase by
the department, sell such parental school facilities
and such sale may be accomplished without first ob-
taining a vote of approval from the electorate of the
school district.

SEC. 72.05.310 - Personnel. The depart-
ment, through the division, may employ personnel,
including but not limited to, superintendents and all
other officers, agents, and teachers necessary to the
operation of parental schools.
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Chapter 72.06

DIVISION OF MENTAL HEALTH

SECTION 72.06.010 Division of Mental Health-
Established. There is established within the depart-
ment of institutions a division to be known as the
division of mental health.

SEC. 72.06.020 Supervisor of Mental Health. The
director of institutions shall appoint and deputize an
assistant director to be designated the supervisor of
mental health.

SEC. 72.06.030 - Qualifications. -The su-
pervisor of the division of mental health shall be a
doctor of medicine and shall have had five years' of
successful administrative experience in the field of
mental health at the budget, policymaking, and ad-
ministrative level, and, in addition, shall have suc-
cessful experience in the clinical and clinical admin-
istrative mental illness field.

SEC. 72.06.040 - Powers and Duties. The
supervisor of mental health, through the division of
mental health, and with the approval of the director
of institutions, shall exercise all powers and perform
all duties prescribed by law with respect to the ad-
ministration of the mental health program by the
department.

SEC. 72.06.050 Mental Health-Dissemination of
Information and Advice by Department. The depart-
ment shall cooperate with other departments of state
government and its political subdivisions in the fol-
lowing manner:

(1) By disseminating educational information re-
lating to the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of
mental illness, mental disorders or mental deficiency.

(2) Upon request theref or, by advising public of-
ficers, organizations and agencies interested in the
mental health of the people of the state.
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SEC. 72.06.060 - Psychiatric Outpatient
Clinics. The department is hereby authorized to es-
tablish and maintain psychiatric outpatient clinics
at such of the several state mental institutions as the
director shall designate for the prevention, diag-
nosis and treatment of mental illnesses, deficiencies
or disorders, and the services of such clinics shall be
available to any citizen of the state in need thereof,
when determined by a physician that such services
are not otherwise available, subject to the rules of
the department.

SEC. 72.06.070 --- ooperation of Depart-
ment and State Hospitals With Local Programs. The
department and the several state hospitals for the
mentally ill shall cooperate with local mental health
programs by providing necessary information, rec-
ommendations relating to proper after care for pa-
tients paroled or discharged from such institutions
and shall also supply the services of psychiatrists,
psychologists and other persons specialized in mental
illness as they are available.

SEC. 72.06.080 - Duties of Local Agen-
cies-Local Committees Authorized. The board of
health in any health district created under the pro-
visions of chapter 70.46 RCW; and in all counties not
having a health district, the county board of health;
and in cities of the first class, the city health depart-
ment, or a combined city-county health department
as provided in chapter 70.08 RCW (hereinafter called
"the local health department") shall:

(1) Cooperate with the patient's physician and
the several state hospitals for the mentally ill, in
providing necessary after care services for patients
who leave the state hospitals for the mentally ill on
a parole or discharge basis. The local health depart-
ment in cooperation with the local county or dis-
trict medical society shall coordinate, plan and de-
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velop consultative and other necessary supporting
services for such patients.

(2) Cooperate with the county or district medi-
cal society, in coordinating, planning, and developing
consultative and other services with respect to per-
sons who have emotional or mental problems or per-
sons who appear to be in need of specialized help
because of such problems: Provided, That the com-
munity mental health program shall cooperate with
any juvenile delinquency prevention program of the
division of children and youth services.

(3) Establish, in cooperation with the county or
district medical society, a community mental health
committee for the geographical area within the local
health department jurisdiction. The committee shall
be composed of available representatives from the
county or district medical society, the courts, law en-
forcement agencies, public and private school au-
thorities, public assistance department, the clergy,
and other organized groups interested in the field of
mental health. Such committee shall meet and or-
ganize within three months after June 8, 1955, and
shall hold at least two meetings each year. Such
committee with the assistance of the county or dis-
trict medical society and the local health department
shall study the causes and incidence of emotional
and mental illness and disorders in the community
and may develop a local mental health program and
formulate plans for prevention, discovery and treat-
ment of such disorders consistent with the findings of
the study and in conjunction with the services of the
outpatient clinics of the several state hospitals when-
ever such services are available in the local com-
munity.

(4) In cooperation with the county or district
medical society and the local mental health commit-
tee, conduct such educational and related work as
will tend to encourage the development of a sound
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mental health program, and in so doing may have
consultation and assistance from the state depart-
ment of health.

SEC. 72.06.090 - Local Health Depart-
ment's Staff-State Financial Assistance. The local
health department may employ a specialized staff to
assist in carrying out the local mental health pro-
gram and may apply to the state department of
health for financial assistance from appropriations
to the department for this purpose.

Chapter 72.08

STATE PENITENTIARY
SECTION 72.08.010 What Constitutes Peniten-

tiary. The entire area of lands situated near the city
of Walla Walla, donated to the territory of Wash-
ington for penitentiary purposes by the people of
Walla Walla, and all lands acquired thereafter, to-
gether with all structures, buildings and inclosures
thereon, are hereby declared to be, and they shall
hereafter be known as, the state penitentiary.

SEC. 72.08.020 Visitation. It shall be the duty of
the director to have an officer of the department visit
the penitentiary once in each month and of tener if
necessary.

SEc. 72.08.040 Duties of Superintendent. The su-
perintendent shall reside at the penitentiary, and it
shall be his duty:

(1) Under the order and direction of the depart-
ment to prosecute all suits at law or in equity that
may be necessary to protect the rights of the state
in matters or property connected with the peniten-
tiary and its management, such suits to be prosecuted
by the attorney general, in the name of the depart-
ment.

(2) To supervise the government, discipline and
police of the penitentiary, and to enforce all orders
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and regulations of the department in respect to the
penitentiary. He shall keep a registry of the con-
victs, in which shall be entered the names of each
convict, the crime for which he is convicted, the
period of his sentence, from what county sentenced,
by what court sentenced, his nativity, to what degree
educated, an accurate description of his person, and
whether he has previously been confined in a prison
in this or any other state, and if so where, and how
he was discharged.

(3) To perform such other duties as may be pre-
scribed by the department.

SEC. 72.08.045 Temporary Rules. When in his
opinion an emergency exists, the superintendent may
promulgate temporary rules for the governance of
the peniteniary, which shall remain in effect until
terminated by the director.

SEC. 72.08.050 Employment of Intemperate Per-
son Prohibited. No person shall be appointed to any
office or be employed in the penitentiary on behalf of
the state who is in the habit of intemperate use of
liquors, and a single act of intemperance shall justify
his discharge or removal.

SEC. 72.08.070 Disposition of Moneys. All mon-
eys received or collected by the superintendent, un-
less otherwise provided, from sales of industrial or
agricultural products of the state penitentiary or for
services in relation to the industrial and agricultural
operations of the penitentiary shall be paid by him
into the state treasury to the credit of the state insti-
tutional revolving account.

SEC. 72.08.080 Control of Revenues. All reve-
nues of the penitentiary, unless herein otherwise
provided, shall be paid to the superintendent who
alone is authorized to receipt for the same and dis-
charge from liability. When any sum of money is
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paid to the superintendent he shall cause the same
to be properly entered on the books.

SEC. 72.08.090 Fiscal Reports to Auditor. On
payment of any moneys into the state treasury, the
superintendent and state treasurer shall report to
the auditor of state the amount so paid, and the state
treasurer shall give the superintendent a receipt
theref or, which receipt shall be filed with the auditor.

SEC. 72.08.100 Treatment of Prisoners. In the
treatment of the prisoners the following general rules
shall be observed:

(1) Each convict shall be provided with a bed
of straw or other suitable material, and sufficient
covering of blankets, and shall be supplied with gar-
ments of coarse, substantial material, of distinctive
manufacture, and with sufficient plain and whole-
some food of such variety as may be most conducive
of good health.

(2) No punishment shall be inflicted except by
the order and under the direction of the superin-
tendent.

(3) The superintendent shall keep a correct ac-
count of all money and valuables upon the prisoner
when delivered at the prison, and shall return the
same or the proceeds thereof, to the convict when
discharged, or to his legal representative in case of
his death. In the case of the death of a convict with-
out being released, if no legal representative shall
demand such property within five years, it shall be
paid into the state treasury.

(4) The rules and regulations prescribing the
duties and obligations of the prisoners shall be
printed and hung up in each cell and shop.

(5) Each convict when he leaves the peniten-
tiary shall be supplied with any sum which may
have been presented to him from any source. The
prisoner shall be entitled, if he so elects, to immunity
from having his hair cut or being shaved for three
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calendar months immediately prior to his discharge.
It shall not be lawful for the officers of the peni-
tentiary to furnish or permit to be furnished to any-
one for publication the name of any prisoner about
to be discharged.

SEC. 72.08.110 Procedure As to Insane Convicts.
When the superintendent, and such other officers as
may be designated by the director to act with him
in such cases, are of opinion that any convict is in-
sane, they shall make proper examination, and if
they remain of the opinion that such person is in-
sane, the superintendent shall certify the fact to the
superintendent of one of the state hospitals for the
mentally ill, and shall forthwith send such convict to
such hospital for care and treatment. If at the ex-
piration of the term of sentence the insane convict
is still in the hospital for the mentally ill, he shall
be allowed to remain there until discharged cured.
The superintendent shall also send to the department
a copy of the certificate, and thereafter a statement
as to his subsequent acts, regarding the insane con-
vict. The superintendent of the hospital for the
mentally ill shall receive such convict, and keep him
until cured. He shall, upon receipt of the insane con-
vict, notify the department of the fact, giving name,
date and where from, and from whose hands re-
ceived. When in the opinion of the superintendent
the insane convict is cured of insanity, he shall im-
mediately notify the department thereof; and he
shall also notify the superintendent of the peniten-
tiary, who shall immediately send for, take, and re-
ceive the convict back into the penitentiary. The
time passed at the hospital shall count as a part of
the convict's sentence.

Before discharging any convict who may be in-
sane at the time of the expiration of his sentence, the
superintendent shall first give notice in writing to
the superior court of the county in which the peni-
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tentiary is located, of the fact of such insanity, where-
upon such court shall forthwith make an order, and
deliver it to the sheriff of the county, commanding
him to bring the insane convict before the court.
Upon receipt of the order the sheriff shall execute
and return it forthwith to the court, and thereupon
the court shall cause proper examination to be made
by medical experts, and if it satisfactorily appears
that the convict is insane, the court shall order him
to be confined in one of the hospitals f or the mentally
ill. The sheriff shall receive the same compensation
as for transferring a prisoner to the penitentiary, to
be paid in the same manner. If any judge, after hav-
ing been notified by the superintendent, neglects to
cause such order to be made as herein provided, or
if the sheriff neglects to remove any such insane con-
vict as required by the provisions of this section, the
superintendent shall cause the insane convict to be
removed before the superior court of the county in
which the penitentiary is located, in charge of an
officer of the penitentiary, or other suitable person,
for the purpose of examination; and the cost of such
removal shall be paid out of the state treasury, in
the same manner as when removed by the sheriff.

SEC. 72.08.120 Rules and Regulations. The direc-
tor shall have power to make rules and regulations
for the discipline, employment, instruction, educa-
tion and compensation of prisoners in the Washing-
ton state penitentiary.

SEC. 72.08.130 Water Supply-Buildings. The di-
rector shall have power to contract for the supply of
water for said penitentiary, upon such terms as he
shall deem to be for the best interests of the state, or
furnish water themselves, at their option. The de-
partment shall have full power to erect any build-
ing or structure deemed necessary, or to alter or
improve the same, and to pay for the same from the
fund appropriated for the use or support of the
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penitentiary, or from the earnings thereof, without
advertising or contracting therefore: Provided, That
no buildings or structure, the cost of which will ex-
ceed three thousand dollars, shall be erected or con-
structed without first obtaining the consent of the
governor: Provided further, That such expenditure
shall in no instance exceed ten thousand dollars with-
out a special appropriation theref or by the state leg-
islature.

SEC. 72.08. 140 Extra Emoluments Prohibited. No
officer or employee shall receive, directly or indi-
rectly, any compensation for his services other than
that prescribed by the director; nor shall he receive
any compensation whatever, directly or indirectly,
for any act or service which he may do or perform
f or or on behalf of any contractor or agent or em-
ployee of a contractor. For any violations of the pro-
visions of this section the officer, agent or employee of
the state shall be discharged from his office or ser-
vice; and every contractor or employee or agent of
a contractor engaged therein, shall be expelled from
the penitentiary grounds, and not again permitted
within the same as a contractor, agent or employee.

SEc. 72.08.150 Trafficking With Prisoners-P en-
alties. No officer or employee of the state, or con-
tractor or employee of a contractor, shall, without
permission of the department make any gift or pres-
ent to a convict, or receive any from a convict, or
have any barter or dealing with a convict. For every
violation of this section the offending party shall be
guilty of a gross misdemeanor and shall incur in ad-
dition thereto the penalty as prescribed in section
72.08.140.

SEC. 72.08.160 Interest in Contract or Purchase
Forbidden. No officer or employee of the peniten-
tiary shall be interested, directly or indirectly, in any
contract or purchase made or authorized to be made
by anyone for or on behalf of the penitentiary.
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SEC. 72.08.170 Rewards. The director shall have
power to offer rewards not exceeding two hundred
dollars, in the one case for the return of escaped
convicts, and to pay the expenses of the apprehen-
sion, safekeeping and return of all escaped convicts
by the officers of the penitentiary. He shall certify
the amount of reward allowed and expenses incurred
to the state auditor, who shall draw his warrant for
the amount found due on the state treasurer, who
shall pay the same out of any funds available there-
for.

SEC. 72.08.343 Clothing, Transportation, Funds
On Release of Prisoners. Every person confined in
the state penitentiary pursuant to court order, or
transferred therefrom to another facility for the
custody of the inmates of such penal institution, up-
on his parole or release, shall be supplied by the
superintendent, except as otherwise provided, with:

(1) Suitable and presentable clothing,
(2) transportation to his place of residence or

place where approved employment has been gained
within the state: Provided, That if an out-of-state
parole plan has been approved by the board of prison
terms and paroles, then an amount not to exceed
twenty-five dollars may be expended by the super-
intendent for transportation, and

(3) the sum of f orty dollars.

If any inmate to be released from such penal in-
stitution, or other facilities of the department of in-
stitutions to which an inmate has been transferred,
has, in the opinion of the superintendent, ample
funds with which to defray the expenses as required
by subdivisions (1), (2), and (3), or any one or
more of them, he shall be required to do so, or, if in
the opinion of the superintendent suitable arrange-
ments have otherwise been made for the expenses of
providing the requirements of subdivisions (1), (2),
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or (3), or any one or more of them, the superinten-
dent may consent to any or all of such arrangements.

SEC. 72.08.380 Letters of Inmates May Be With-
held. Whenever the superintendent of the state peni-
tentiary withholds from mailing letters written by
inmates of such institution, the superintendent shall
forward such letters to the director of institutions
for study and the inmate shall be forthwith notified
that such letter has been withheld from mailing and
the reason for so doing. Letters forwarded to the
director for study shall either be mailed within
seven days to the addressee or, if deemed objection-
able by the director, retained in a separate file for
two years and then destroyed.

Chapter 72.12

STATE REFORMATORY
SECTION 72.12.010 Management. The Washing-

ton state reformatory heretofore established and lo-
cated at Monroe in Snohomish county shall be equip-
ped and managed in the manner and for the purpose
in this chapter hereinafter provided.

SEC. 72.12.020 Control Vested in Department.
The government and control of the Washington state
reformatory and of the prisoners sentenced thereto
shall be vested in the director of institutions.

SEC. 72.12.040 Subordinate Officers-Personnel.
The superintendent, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the director, shall appoint the physicians, and
such subordinate officers, guards and employees as
the number of prisoners or the needs of the institu-
tion may from time to time require.

SEC. 72.12.050 Prisoners to Be Received at Re-
formatory. The director, through the superintendent
of the reformatory, shall receive all males between
the ages of sixteen and thirty years who are sen-
tenced to the reformatory on conviction of any
criminal offense in any court having jurisdiction
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thereof; and all male prisoners who may be removed
from any other penal institution of the state as pro-
vided by law.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 251, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.12.070 Rules and Regulations. The direc-
tor shall have power to make rules and regulations
for the discipline, employment, instruction, educa-
tion and removal of prisoners in the reformatory.
The discipline imposed shall be reformatory in char-
acter.

SEC. 72.12.090 Business Management. The busi-
ness management, sale of products and manufactures,
and the auditing and keeping of accounts pertaining
thereto shall be vested in the director under such
regulations as may be prescribed by the director of
budget.

SEC. 72.12.100 Director's Duty - Register of
Prisoners. It shall be the duty of the director to
maintain such control over prisoners committed to
the reformatory as shall prevent them from commit-
ting crime, best secure their self -support, and accom-
plish their reformation. When any prisoner shall be
received into the reformatory under sentence thereto,
the director shall cause to be entered in a register the
date of such admission, the name, age, nativity and
nationality, with such facts as can be ascertained of
parentage, or early education and social influences as
seem to indicate the constitutional defects and social
tendencies of the prisoner and the best probable plan
of treatment. In such register shall be entered quar-
terly, or oftener, minutes of observed improvement
or deterioration of character affecting the standing
or situation of such prisoner, the circumstances of
the final release, and any subsequent f acts of the per-
sonal history which may be brought to the knowledge
of the director or superintendent.

SEC. 72.12.122 Clothing, Transportation, Funds
On Release of Prisoners. Every person confined in
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the state reformatory pursuant to court order, or
transferred therefrom to another facility for the
custody of the inmates of such penal institution, up-
on his parole or release, shall be supplied by the
superintendent, except as otherwise provided, with:

(1) Suitable and presentable clothing,
(2) transportation to his place of residence or

place where approved employment has been gained
within the state: Provided, That if an out-of-state
parole plan has been approved by the board of prison
terms and paroles, then an amount not to exceed
twenty-five dollars may be expended by the super-
intendent for transportation, and

(3) the sum of forty dollars.
If any inmate to be released from such penal in-

stitution, or other facilities of the department of in-
stitutions to which an inm-ate has been transferred,
has, in the opinion of the superintendent, ample
funds with which to defray the expenses as required
by subdivisions (1), (2), and (3), or any one or more
of them, he shall be required to do so, or, if in the
opinion of the superintendent suitable arrangements
have otherwise been made for the expenses of pro-
viding the requirements of subdivisions (1), (2), or
(3), or any one or more of them, the superintendent
may consent to any or all of such arrangements.

SEC. 72.12.140 Letters of Inmates May be With-
held. Whenever the superintendent of the state
reformatory withholds from mailing letters written
by inmates of such institution, the superintendent
shall forward such letters to the director of institu-
tions for study and the inmate shall be forthwith
notified that such letter has been withheld from mail-
ing and the reason for so doing. Letters forwarded
to the director for study shall either be mailed within
seven days to the addressee or, if deemed objection-
able by the director, retained in a separate file for
two years and then destroyed.
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Chapter 72.16

GREEN HILL SCHOOL

SECTION 72.16.010 School Established. There is
established at Chehalis, Lewis county, an institution
which shall be known as the Green Hill school.

SEC. 72.16.020 Purpose of School. The said school
shall be for the keeping and training of all boys be-
tween the ages of eight and eighteen years who are
residents of the state 'of Washington and who are
lawfully committed to said institution.

SEC. 72.16.070 Curriculum. All branches taught
in at least the first eight grades of the public schools
shall be taught in the Green Hill school. The in-
mates shall be taught and trained in morality,
temperance, frugality, and they shall also be in-
structed in the different trades and callings insofar
as possible, within the scope of the institution.

SEC. 72.16.080 Inv estigations-Return of Incor-
rigibles. The department shall investigate all charges
made by the superintendent against any inmate or
inmates of the school, and if, after the investigation
of such charges, any inmate or inmates of the school
shall be found incorrigible, unmanageable or detri-
mental to the best interest of the school, such inmate
shall be returned to the court which made the com-
mitment.

SEC. 72.16.090 Reports. The superintendent shall,
at the close of each year, make a full and complete
report to the department, of the condition, number
and standing of the inmates of the school, as well as
the number received and the number dismissed dur-
ing the year, and he shall give such further informa-
tion as the department may require.
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Chapter 72.20

MAPLE LANE SCHOOL
SECTIoN 72.20.010 School Established. There is

established at Grand Mound, Thurston county, an in-
stitution which shall be known as the Maple Lane
school.

SEC. 72.20.020 Management - Superintendent.
The government, control and business management
of such school shall be vested in the department.
The director shall, with the approval of the governor,
appoint a suitable superintendent of said school, and
shall designate the number of subordinate officers
and employees to be employed, and fix their respec-
tive salaries, and have power, with the like approval,
to make and enforce all such rules and regulations
for the administration, government and discipline of
the school as they may deem just and proper, not
inconsistent with this chapter. The superintendent
and all subordinate officers of the school shall be
women: Provided, however, If a married woman be
appointed superintendent or to any subordinate posi-
tion, the husband of such appointee may, with the
consent of the director, reside at the institution, and
may be assigned such duties or employment as the
director may prescribe.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 39, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.20.040 Duties of Superintendent. The su-
perintendent, subject to the direction and approval
of the director shall:

(1) Have general supervision and control of the
grounds and buildings of the institution, the sub-
ordinate officers and employees, and the inmates
thereof, and all matters relating to their government
and discipline.

(2) Make such rules, regulations and orders, not
inconsistent with law or with the rules, regulations
or directions of the director, as may seem to her
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proper or necessary for the government of such in-
stitution and for the employment, discipline and
education of the inmates.

(3) Exercise such other powers, and perform
such other duties as the director may prescribe.

Note: See also section 2, chapter 39, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.20.050 Parole or Discharge - Behavior
Credits. The department, acting with the superin-
tendent, shall, under a system of marks, or other-
wise, fix upon a uniform plan by which girls may be
paroled or discharged from the school, which system
shall be subject to revision from time to time. Each
girl shall be credited for personal demeanor, dilig-
ence in labor or study and for the results accom-
plished, and charged for derelictions, negligence or
offense. The standing of each girl shall be made
known to her as often as once a month.

SEC. 72.20.060 Conditional Parole-Apprehension
on Escape or Violation of Parole. Every girl shall
be entitled to a trial on parole before reaching the
age of twenty years, such parole to continue for at
least one year unless violated. The superintendent
and resident physician, with the approval of the di-
rector, shall determine whether such parole has been
violated. Any girl committed to the school who shall
escape therefrom, or who shall violate a parole, may
be apprehended and returned to the school by any
officer or citizen on written order or request of the
superintendent.

SEC. 72.20.065 Intrusion-Enticement Away of
Girls - Interference - Penalty. Any person who
shall go upon the school grounds except on lawful
business, or by consent of the superintendent, or
who shall entice any girl away from the school, or
who shall in any way interfere with its management
or discipline, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

SEC. 72.20.070 Eligibility Restricted. No girl
shall be received in the Maple Lane school who is
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not of sound mind, or who is subject to epileptic or
other fits, or is not possessed of that degree of bodily
health which should render her a fit subject for the
discipline of the school. It shall be the duty of the
court committing her to cause such girl to be ex-
amined by a reputable physician to be appointed by
the court, who will certify to the above facts, which
certificate shall be forwarded to the school with the
commitment. Any girl who may have been commit-
ted to the school, not complying with the above re-
quirements, may be returned by the superintendent
to the court making the commitment, or to the officer
or institution last having her in charge. The depart-
ment shall arrange for the transportation of all girls
to and from the school.

SEc. 72.20.080 Education-State Board of Edu-
cation to Supervise. It shall be the duty of the super-
intendent, subject to the approval of the director,
to employ teachers, and as far as practicable, to in-
struct the girls in all of the branches usually taught
in the grades of the common schools of the state, also
in such trades and vocational occupations as may be
found desirable. The educational work of the school
shall be a part of the educational system of the state,
and as such shall be under the supervision of the
state board of education. Only those certified by the
state superintendent of public instruction shall be
employed as teachers.

SEC. 72.20.090 Hiring Out - Apprenticeships -
Compensation. The superintendent shall have power
to place any girl under the age of eighteen years at
any employment for account of the institution or the
girl employed, and receive and hold the whole or
any part of her wages for the benefit of the girl less
the amount necessary for her board and keep, and
may also, with the consent of any girl over fourteen
years of age, and the approval of the director en-
dorsed thereon, execute indentures of apprentice-
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ship, which shall be binding on all parties thereto.
In case any girl so apprenticed shall prove untrust-
worthy or unsatisfactory, the superintendent may
permit her to be returned to the school, and the in-
denture may thereupon be canceled. If such girl
shall- have an unsuitable employer, the superinten-
dent may, with the approval of the director, take her
back to the school, and cancel the indenture of ap-
prenticeship. All indentures so made shall be filed
and kept in the school. A system may also be estab-
lished, providing for compensation to girls for ser-
vices rendered, and payments may be made from
time to time, not to exceed in the aggregate to any
one girl the sum of twenty-five dollars for each year
of service.

Chapter 72.23

STATE HOSPITALS FOR THE MENTALLY ILL
SECTION 72.23.010 Definitions. As used in this

chapter, the following terms shall have the following
meanings:

"Mentally ill person" shall mean any person
found to be suffering from psychosis or other disease
impairing his mental health, and the symptoms of
such disease are of a suicidal, homicidal, or incendi-
ary nature, or of such nature which would render
such person dangerous to his own life or to the lives
or property of others.

"Patient" shall mean a person under observation,
care or treatment in a state hospital, or a person
found mentally ill by the court, and not discharged
from a state hospital, or other facility, to which such
person had been ordered hospitalized.

"Licensed physician" shall mean an individual li-
censed as a physician under the laws of the state, or
a medical officer, similarly qualified, of the govern-
ment of the United States while in this state in per-
formance of his official duties.
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"State hospital" shall mean any hospital operated
and maintained by the state of Washington for the
care of the mentally ill.

"Superintendent" shall mean the superintendent
of a state hospital.

"Court" shall mean the superior court of the state
of Washington.

"Resident" shall mean a resident of the state of
Washington who has maintained his domiciliary
residence within this state for a period of two years
immediately preceding commitment.

Wherever used in this chapter, the masculine
shall include the feminine and the singular shall in-
clude the plural.

SEC. 72.23.020 State Hospitals Designated. There
are hereby permanently located and established the
following state hospitals: Western state hospital at
Fort Steilacoom, Pierce county; eastern state hospital
at Medical Lake, Spokane county; and northern state
hospital near Sedro Woolley, Skagit county.

SEC. 72.23.030 Superintendent - Residence -

Qualifications-Powers. The superintendent of a
state hospital shall be a skillful practicing physician,
and shall reside in the hospital; he shall have control
of the medical, therapeutic, and dietetic treatment
of the patients, which shall include authority to
cause the performance of all necessary surgery. The
superintendent, subject to rules and regulations of
the department, shall have control of the internal
government and economy of a state hospital, shall
appoint and direct all subordinate officers and em-
ployees, and shall designate those employees whose
residence at the hospital is deemed essential for its
proper operation.

SEC. 72.23.040 Seal of Hospital. The superinten-
dent shall provide an official seal upon which shall be
inscribed the statutory name of the hospital under
his charge and the name of the state. He shall affix
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the seal of the hospital to any notice, order of dis-
charge, or other paper required to be given by him
or issued.

SEC. 72.23.050 Superintendent as Witness-Ex-
emptions from Military, Jury Duty. The superin-
tendent shall not be required to attend any court as
a witness in a civil or juvenile court proceedings, but
parties desiring his testimony can take and use his
disposition; nor shall he be required to attend as a
witness in any criminal case, unless the court before
which his testimony shall be desired shall, upon be-
ing satisfied of the materiality of his testimony re-7
quire his attendance; and he and all other persons
employed at the hospital shall be exempt from serv-
ing on juries; and, in time of peace, from performing
military duty; and the certificate of the superinten-
dent shall be evidence of such employment.

SEC. 72.23.060 Gifts-Record-Use. The super-
intendent is authorized to accept and receive from
any person or organization gifts of money or personal
property on behalf of the state hospital under his
charge, or on behalf of the patients therein. The
superintendent is authorized to use such money or
personal property for the purposes specified by the
donor where such purpose is consistent with law. In
the absence of a specified use the superintendent
may use such money or personal property for the
benefit of the state hospital under his charge or for
the general benefit of the patients therein. The sup-
erintendent shall keep an accurate record of the
amount or kind of gift, the date received, and the
name and address of the donor. The superintendent
may deposit any money received as he sees fit upon
the giving of adequate security. Any increase result-
ing from such gift may be used for the same purpose
as the original gift. Gratuities received for services
rendered by a state hospital staff in their official ca-
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pacity shall be used for the purposes specified in this
section.

SEC. 72.23.070 Voluntary Patients-Right to Re-
ceive-Application. Pursuant to rules and regula-
tions established by the department, the superinten-
dent of a state hospital may receive and detain any
person who is, in his opinion, a suitable person for
care and treatment as mentally ill, or for observa-
tion as to the existence of mental illness, upon the
receipt of a written application of the person, or
others on his behalf, in accordance with the follow-
ing requirements:

(1) In the case of an adult person, the applica-
tion shall be voluntarily made by the person, at a
time when he is in such condition of mind as to
render him aware of the significance of his act;

(2) In the case of a minor person, the application
shall be made by his parents, or by the parent, guard-
ian, or other person entitled to his custody;

(3) In the case of an adult person for whom a
guardian of the person has been appointed, such ap-
plication shall be made by said guardian, when so
authorized by proper court order in the guardian-
ship proceedings.

SEC. 72.23.080 - Legal Competency-Rec-
ord. Any person received and detained in a state hos-
pital pursuant to section 72.23.070 shall be deemed
a voluntary patient and shall not suffer a loss of legal
competency by reason of his application and admis-
sion. Upon the admission of a voluntary patient to a
state hospital the superintendent shall immediately
forward to the department the record of such patient
showing the name, address, sex, age, place of birth,
occupation, date of admission, name of nearest rela-
tive, and such other information as the department
may from time to time require.

SEC. 72.23.090 - Detention. No adult per-
son received into a state hospital under such volun-
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tary application shall be detained therein f or more
than twelve days after his having given notice in
writing to the superintendent of his desire to leave
such hospital. No minor person or adult for whom
a guardian of the person has been appointed received
into a state hospital as a voluntary patient, shall be
detained therein for more than twelve days after
notice is given in writing to the superintendent by
the parents, or the parent or guardian or other person
entitled to custody of the minor or adult under guard-
ianship, of their desire to remove him from the hos-
pital. If the superintendent believes that further
care, treatment or restraint is required, he shall,
within the twelve day period, start proceedings f or
the involuntary hospitalization of such patient. A
minor received into a state hospital as a voluntary
patient shall not be detained after he reaches the age
of majority, but such minor upon reaching majority
may apply for admission into a state hospital as a
voluntary patient: Provided, however, If said no-
tice is given within less than eighteen days from date
of admission the superintendent shall have the right
to detain such voluntary patient for a period not to
exceed thirty days from time of admission.

SEC. 72.23.100 - Policy-Duration-Resi-
dence Qualification. It shall be the policy of the
department to permit liberal use of the foregoing sec-
tions for the admission of those cases that can be
benefited by treatment and returned to normal life
and mental condition, in the opinion of the superin-
tendent, within a period of six months. No person
shall be carried as a voluntary patient for a period
of more than one year. No person shall be admitted
as a voluntary patient who has not been a resident
of the state of Washington for a period of two years
immediately preceding application for admission.

SEC. 72.23.110 - Limitation As to Num-
ber. If it becomes necessary because of inadequate
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facilities or staff, the department may limit appli-
cants for voluntary admission in accordance with
such rules and regulations as it may establish. The
department may refuse all applicants for voluntary
admission where lack of adequate facilities or staff
make such action necessary.

SEC. 72.23.120 - Charges For Hospitaliza-
tion. Payment of hospitalization charges shall not be
a niecessary requirement f or voluntary admission:
Provided, however, The department may request
payment of hospitalization charges, or any portion
thereof, from the patient or relatives of the patient
within the following classifications: Spouse, parents,
or children. Where the patient or relatives within
the above classifications refuse to make the payments
requested, the department shall have the right to
discharge such patient or initiate proceedings for in-
voluntary hospitalization. The maximum charge
shall be the same for voluntary and involuntary hos-
pitalization.

SEC. 72.23.130 History of Patient. It shall be the
duty of the superintendent to ascertain by diligent
inquiry and correspondence, the history of each and
every patient admitted to his hospital.

SEC. 72.23.140 Parole or Discharge-Revocation
of Parole. Whenever in the judgment of the super-
intendent of any state hospital, any patient shall have
so far recovered as to make it saf e f or such patient
and f or the public to allow him to be at large, the
superintendent may parole such patient and allow
him to leave such hospital, and whenever in the judg-
ment of the superintendent any patient has been
restored his mental health and is probably free from
danger of relapse or recurrence of mental illness, the
superintendent shall discharge such patient from the
hospital. The superintendent may parole patients
on such terms and conditions as he may deem ad-
visable. Whenever a patient shall have been in a
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parole status for a period of one year, the superin-
tendent shall review such patient's case relative to
the advisability of discharge.

No indigent patient shall be paroled or discharged
without suitable clothing, and the superintendent
shall furnish the same, together with such sum of
money as he shall deem necessary for the immediate
welfare of the patient, not to exceed fifty dollars.
When the superintendent revokes the parole of Iny
patient, he may request the superior court of the
county wherein the patient is found to order the ap-
prehension and detention of such patient. The court
shall thereupon order the apprehension of such
patient and shall detain him until returned to the
state hospital by the superintendent. Such detention
shall be in facilities set forth in RCW 71.02.130 and
subject to time limitations therein stated. The
various county welfare departments shall assist the
superintendents of the state hospitals in the place-
ment of paroled or discharged patients in suitable
surroundings when so requested by said superin-
tendents.

SEC. 72.23.150 Parole-Revocation by Court-
Emergency Detention. Whenever it shall be made
to appear to the superior court of any county that
any paroled patient found in such county has become
unsafe to be at large, said court shall order such
patient apprehended and returned to the hospital
from which he was paroled and shall direct the
sheriff to notify the superintendent of such order,
which order of return shall be executed by the de-
partment. In emergencies requiring immediate ap-
prehension and detention, or at times when superior
courts are not open for business, the sheriff may
apprehend said parolee and detain him without war-
rant pending the issuance of a superior court order.

SEC. 72.23.160 Escape-Apprehension and Re-
turn. If a patient shall escape from a state hospital
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the superintendent shall cause immediate search to
be made for him and return him to said hospital
wherever found. Notice of such escape shall be given
to the committing court who may issue an order of
apprehension and return directed to any peace officer
within the state. Notice may be given to any sheriff
or peace officer, who, when requested by the super-
intendent, may apprehend and detain such escapee
or return him to the state hospital without warrant.

SEC. 72.23.170 Escape of Patient-Penalty for
Assisting. Any person who procures the escape of
any patient of any state hospital for the mentally ill,
or institutions for psychopaths. to which such patient
has been lawfully committed, or who advises, con-
nives at, aids, or assists in such escape or conceals
any such escape, is guilty of a felony and shall be
punished by imprisonment in a state penal institu-
tion for a term of not more than five years or by a
fine of not more than five hundred dollars or by both
imprisonment and fine.

SEC. 72.23.180 Discharge, Parole, Death, Escape
-Notice--Certificate of Discharge. Whenever a
patient dies, escapes, or is paroled or discharged from
a state hospital, the superintendent shall immedi-
ately notify the clerk of the court which ordered
such patient's hospitalization. A copy of such notice
shall be given to the next of kin or next friend of
such patient if their names or addresses are known
or can, with reasonable diligence, be ascertained.
Whenever a patient is discharged the superintendent
shall issue such patient a certificate of discharge.
Such notice or certificate shall give the date of parole,
discharge, or death of said patient, and shall state
the reasons for parole or discharge, or the cause of
death, and shall be signed by the superintendent.

SEC. 72.23.190 Death-Report to Coroner. In the
event of the sudden or mysterious death of any
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patient at a state hospital, not on parole or escape
therefrom, such fact shall be reported by the super-
intendent thereof to the coroner of the county in
which the death occurs.

SEC. 72.23.200 Minors--Confinement in Adult
Wards. No mentally ill person under the age of
sixteen years shall be regularly confined in any ward
in any state hospital which ward is designed and
operated for the care of the adult mentally ill. No
person between the ages of sixteen and eighteen shall
be placed in any such ward, when in the opinion of
the superintendent such placement would be detri-
mental to the mental condition of such a minor per-
son or would impede his recovery or treatment.

SEC. 72.23.210 Minors-Special Wards and At-
tendants. The department may designate one or
more wards at one or more state hospitals as may be
deemed necessary for the sole care and treatment of
minors admitted thereto. Nurses and attendants for
such ward or wards shall be selected for their special
aptitude and sympathy with such young people, and
occupational therapy and recreation shall be pro-
vided as may be deemed necessary for their par-
ticular age requirements and mental improvement.

SEC. 72.23.220 Letters To or From Patients. The
superintendent shall furnish each patient the mate-
rial for writing at least one letter per week, if he
shall request the same, unless otherwise provided.
Patients' letters shall be subject to the inspection of
the superintendent, who shall mail to the proper
address thereof such of them as in his judgment
should be sent, and he shall retain such letters as he
considers objectionable which he shall forward to the
director for study. Letters forwarded to the director
for study shall either be mailed within seven days
to the addressee or, if deemed objectionable by the
director, retained in a separate file for two years and
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then destroyed. All letters directed to the patients
shall be delivered to them if, in the judgment of the
superintendent, their contents are not prejudicial to
the mental condition of the patient.

SE~C. 72.23.230. Patient's Pro perty-Superinten-
dent As Custodian-Management and Accounting.
The superintendent of a state hospital shall be the
custodian without compensation of such personal
property of a patient involuntarily hospitalized
therein as may come into the superintendent's pos-
session while the patient is under the jurisdiction of
the hospital. As such custodian, the superintendent
shall have authority to disburse moneys from the
patients' funds for the following purposes only and
subject to the following limitations:

(1) The superintendent may disburse any of the
funds in his possession belonging to a patient for
such personal needs of that patient as may be deemed
necessary by the superintendent; and

(2) Whenever the funds belonging to any one
patient exceeci the sum of three hundred dollars, the
superintendent may apply the excess to the payment
of the state hospitalization charges of such patient;
and

(3) When a patient is paroled, the superinten-
dent shall deliver unto the said patient all or such
portion of the funds or other property belonging to
the patient as the superintendent may deem neces-
sary and proper in the interests of the patient's wel-
fare, and the superintendent may during the parole
period deliver to the patient such additional prop-
erty or funds belonging to the patient as the superin-
tendent may from time to time determine necessary
and proper. When a patient is discharged from the
jurisdiction of the hospital, the superintendent shall
deliver to such patient all funds or other property
belonging to the patient.

All funds held by the superintendent as custodian
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may be deposited in a single fund. Annual reports
of receipts and expenditures shall be forwarded to
the department, and shall be open to inspection by
interested parties.

The appointment of a guardian for the estate of
such patient shall terminate the superintendent's
authority to pay state hospitalization charges upon
the superintendent's receipt of a certified copy of let-
ters of guardianship. Upon the guardian's request,
the superintendent shall forward to such guardian
any funds or other property of the patient remaining
in the superintendent's possession, together with a
final accounting of receipts and expenditures.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 60, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.23.240 - Delivery to Superinten-
dent As Acquittance-Defense, Indemnity. Upon re-
ceipt of a written request signed by the superinten-
dent stating that a designated patient of such hos-
pital is involuntarily hospitalized therein, and that no
guardian of his estate has been appointed, any per-
son, bank, firm or corporation having possession of
any money, bank accounts, or choses in action owned
by such patient, may, if the balance due does not ex-
ceed one thousand dollars, deliver the same to the
superintendent and mail written notice thereof to
such patient at such hospital. The receipt of the
superintendent shall be full and complete acquittance
for such payment and the person, bank, firm or cor-
poration making such payment shall not be liable
to the patient or his legal representatives. All funds
so received by the superintendent shall be deposited
in such patient's personal account at such hospital
and be administered in accordance with this chapter.

If any proceeding is brought in any court to re-
cover property so delivered, the attorney general
shall defend the same without cost to the person,
bank, firm or corporation effecting such delivery, and
the state shall indemnify such person, bank, firm or
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corporation against any judgment rendered as a re-
suit of such proceeding.

SEC. 72.23.250 Funds Donated to Patients. The
superintendent shall also have authority to receive
funds for the benefit of individual patients and may
disburse such funds according to the instructions of
the donor of such funds.

SEC. 72.23.260 Federal Patients - Agreements
Authorized. The department shall have the power,
in the name of the state, to enter into contracts with
any duly authorized representative of the United
States government, providing for the admission to,
and the separate or joint observation, maintenance,
care, treatment and custody in, state hospitals of per-
sons entitled to or requiring the same, at the expense
of the United States, and contracts providing for the
separate or joint maintenance, care, treatment or cus-
tody of such persons hospitalized in the manner pro-
vided by law, and to perform such contracts, which
contracts shall provide that all payments due the
state of Washington from the United States for ser-
vices rendered under said contracts shall be paid to
the department.

SEC. 72.23.270 Exclusions From State Hospitals
-Idiots, Imbeciles, Etc. No case of idiocy, imbecility,
harmless chronic mental unsoundness, or acute mania
a potu shall be hospitalized in a state hospital; and
whenever, in the opinion of the superintendent after
careful examination of the case of any person hos-
pitalized, it shall be ascertained that such person
comes within the rule of exemptions provided for
by this section the superintendent shall have the au-
thority to discharge such person and return him to
the county from which he was ordered hospitalized,
at the expense of said county.

SEC. 72.23.280 Nonresidenuts - Hospitalization.
Nonresidents of this state conveyed or coming herein
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while mentally ill shall not be hospitalized in a state
hospital, but this prohibition shall not prevent the
hospitalization and temporary care in said hospitals
of such persons stricken with mental illness while
traveling or temporarily sojourning in this state, or
sailors attacked with mental illness upon the high
seas and first arriving thereafter in some port with-
in this state.

SEc. 72.23.290 Transfer of Patients-Authority of
Transferee. Whenever it appears to be to the best
interests of the patients concerned, the department
shall have the authority to transfer such patients
among the various state hospitals pursuant to rules
and regulations established by said department. The
superintendent of a state hospital shall also have au-
thority to transfer patients eligible for treatment to
the veterans' administration or other United States
government agency where such transfer is satis-
factory to such agency. Such agency shall possess
the same authority over such patients as the super-
intendent would have possessed had the patient re-
mained in a state hospital.

SEC. 72.23.300 Bringing Narcotics, Intoxicating
Liquors, Weapons, Etc., Into Institution or its
Grounds Prohibited-Penalty. Any person not au-
thorized by law so to do, who brings into any state
institution for the care and treatment of mental
illness or within the grounds thereof, any opium,
morphine, cocaine or other narcotic, or any intoxicat-
ing liquor of any kind whatever, except for medicinal
or mechanical purposes, or any firearms, weapons,
or explosives of any kind is guilty of a felony.

SEC. 72.23.900 Construction-Purpose. The pro-
visions of this chapter shall be liberally construed
so that persons who are in need of care and treat-
ment for mental illness shall receive humane care
and treatment and be restored to normal mental
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condition as rapidly as possible with an avoidance of
loss of civil rights where not necessary, and with as
little formality as possible, still preserving all rights
and all privileges of the person as guaranteed by the
Constitution.

SEC. 72.23.910 - Effect on Laws Relating to
the Criminally Insane-"Insane" as Used in Other
Statutes. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed
as affecting the laws of this state relating to the
criminally insane or insane inmates of penal institu-
tions. Where the term "insane" is used in other
statutes of this state its meaning shall be synony-
mous with mental illness as defined in this chapter.

Chapter 72.25

NONRESIDENT INSANE, FEEBLE-MINDED,
EPILEPTICS, SEXUAL PSYCHOPATHS,

AND PSYCHOPATHIC DELIN-
QUENTS

SEcTIoN 72.25.010 Deportation of Aliens-Return
of Residents. It shall be the duty of the director of
institutions, in cooperation with the United States
bureau of immigration and/or the United States de-
partment of the interior, to arrange for the deporta-
tion of all alien sexual psychopaths, psychopathic
delinquents, insane, feeble-minded, or epileptic per-
sons who are now confined in, or who may hereafter
be committed to, any state hopsital for the sexual
psychopath, psychopathic delinquent, insane, feeble-
minded, or epileptic in this state; to transport such
alien sexual psychopaths, psychopathic delinquents,
insane, feeble-minded, or epileptic persons to such
point or points as may be designated by the United
States bureau of immigration or by the United States
department of the interior; and to give written per-
mission for the return of any resident of Washington
now or hereafter confined in a hospital for the sexual
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psychopath, psychopathic delinquent, insane, feeble-
minded, or epileptic in a territory of the United
States or in a foreign country.

SEC. 72.25.020 Return of Nonresidents-Reci-
procity-Expense-Resident of this State Defined.
The director shall also return all nonresident sexual
psychopaths, psychopathic delinquents, insane,
feeble-minded, or epileptic persons who are now
confined in or who may hereafter be committed to a
state hospital for the sexual psychopath, psycho-
pathic delinquent, insane, feeble-minded, or epilep-
tic in this state to the state or states in which they
may have a legal residence. For the purpose of
facilitating the return of such persons the director
may enter into a reciprocal agreement with any
other state for the mutual exchange of sexual psy-
chopaths, psychopathic delinquents, insane, feeble-
minded, or epileptic persons now confined in or here-
after committed to any hospital for the sexual psy-
chopath, psychopathic delinquent, insane, feeble-
minded, or epileptic in one state whose legal resi-
dence is in the other, and he may give written per-
mission for the return of any resident of Washington
now or hereafter confined in a hospital for the sexual
psychopath, psychopathic delinquent, insane, feeble-
minded, or epileptic in another state. Such residents
may be returned directly to the proper Washington
state institution without further court proceedings:
Provided, That if the superintendent of such institu-
tion is of the opinion that the returned person is not
a sexual psychopath, a psychopathic delinquent, in-
sane, feeble-minded, or epileptic he may discharge
said patient: Provided further, That if such super-
intendent deems such person a sexual psychopath, a
psychopathic delinquent, insane, feeble-minded, or
epileptic, he shall file an application for cormmitment
within ninety days of arrival at the Washington in-
stitution.
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A person shall be deemed to be a resident of this
state within the meaning of this chapter who has
maintained his domiciliary residence in this state
for a period of one year preceding commitment to a
state institution without receiving assistance from
any tax supported organization and who has not
subsequently acquired a domicile in another state:
Provided, That any period of time spent by such
person while an inmate of a state hospital or state
institution or while on parole, escape, or leave of
absence therefrom shall not be counted in determin-
ing the time of residence in this or another state.

.All expenses incurred in returning sexual psycho-
paths, psychopathic delinquents, insane, feeble-
minded, or epileptic persons from this to another
state may be paid by this state, but the expense of
returning residents of this state shall be borne by
the state making the return.

SEC. 72.25.030 Assistance-Payment of Expen-
ses. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions
of this chapter the director may employ all help
necessary in arranging for and transporting such
alien and nonresident sexual psychopaths, psycho-
pathic delinquents, insane, feeble-minded, or epilep-
tic persons, and the cost and expense of providing
such assistance, and all expenses incurred in effect-
ing the transportation of such alien and nonresident
sexual psychopaths, psychopathic delinquents, in-
sane, feeble-minded, or epileptic persons, shall be
paid from the funds appropriated for that purpose
upon vouchers approved by the department.

SEC. 72.25.040 Bringing Committed Person Into
State Without Permission-Penalty. Any person
who shall bring, or in any way aid in bringing into
the state of Washington, without having first ob-
tained permission in writing from the director, any
person who has previously been committed to a state
institution as a sexual psychopath, a psychopathic
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delinquent, an insane, feeble-minded, or epileptic
person, and who has not been fully discharged there-
from shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor: Pro-
vided, That this section shall not apply to an officer,
agent, or employee of a common carrier for anything
done in the line of duty.

Chapter 72.33

STATE RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS

SEC. 72.33.010 Declaration of Purpose. The pur-
poses of this chapter are: To provide for those chil-
dren and adults who are exceptional in their needs
for care, treatment and education by reason of mental
and/or physical deficiency, residential care designed
to develop their individual capacities to their opti-
mum; to provide for admittance, withdrawal and
discharge from state residential schools upon pa-
rental application; and to insure a comprehensive
program for the education, guidance, care, treatment
and rehabilitation of all persons admitted to Lake-
land Village and Rainier school and such other like
schools as may be hereafter established.

SEC. 72.33.020 Definitions. As used in this chap-
ter, unless the context requires otherwise:

(1) "Mental deficiency" is a state of subnormal
development of the human organism in consequence
of which the individual affected is mentally incapa-
ble of assuming those responsibilties expected of the
socially adequate person such as self -direction, self -
support and social participation.

(2) "Physical deficiency" is a state of physical
impairment of the human organism in consequence
of which the individual affected is physically incap-
able of assuming those responsibilities expected of
the socially adequate person such as self-direction,
self-support and social participation.

(3) "Parent" is the person or persons having the
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legal right to custody of a child by reason of kinship
by birth or adoption.

(4) "State school" shall mean any residential
school of the department established, operated and
maintained by the state of Washington for the edu-
cation, guidance, care, treatment and rehabilitation
of mentally and/or physically deficient persons as
defined herein.

(5) "Resident of a state school" shall mean a
person, whose mental and/or physical involvement
requires the specialized care, treatment and educa-
tional instruction therein provided, and who has been
admitted upon parental or guardian's application, or
found in need of residential care by proper court and
duly received.

(6) "Court" shall mean the superior court of
the state of Washington.

(7) "Division" shall mean the division of chil-
dren and youth services of the department of insti-
tutions or its successor.

(8) "Resident of the state of Washington" shall
mean a person who has acquired his domicile in this
state by continuously residing within the state for a
period of not less than one year before application
for admission is made: Provided, That the residence
of an unemancipated minor shall be imputed from
the residence of the father, if such minor is a legiti-
mate child, otherwise from the residence of the
mother, and if the parental rights and responsibilties
regarding a minor have been transferred by the
court, then the residence of such minor shall be im-
puted from the person to whom such have been
awarded.

(9) "Superintendent" shall mean the superin-
tendent of Lakeland Village, Rainier school and other
like residential schools that may be hereafter estab-
lished.

(10) "Custody" shall mean the right of im-
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mediate physical attendance, retention and super-
vision.

(11) "Placement" shall mean an extramural
status for the resident's best interests granted by
the superintendent after reasonable notice and con-
sultation with the parents or guardian of such resi-
dent.

(12) "Discharge" shall mean the relinquishment
by a state school of all rights and responsibilties it
may have acquired by reason of the acceptance for
admission of any resident.

SEc. 72.33.030 Lakeland Village, Rainier School
Established. There are hereby permanently estab-
lished the following state schools for the care of the
persons herein provided to be served: Lakeland Vil-
lage, located at Medical Lake, Spokane county, Wash-
ington, and Rainier school, located at Buckley, Pierce
county, Washington.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 31, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.33.040 Superintendents-Qualifications-
Powers and Duties. The superintendent of a state
school appointed after June 12, 1957 shall be a person
of good character, over the age of thirty years, in
good physical health, and either a physician licensed
to practice in the state of Washington or has attained
a minimum of a master's degree from an accredited
college or university in psychology, social science, or
education, and in addition shall have had suitable
experience in an administrative or professional capa-
city in the residential care, treatment and training of
mentally deficient persons.

The superintendent shall have custody of all resi-
dents and control of the medical, educational, thera-
peutic and dietetic treatment of all persons resident
in such state school: Provided, That the superin-
tendent shall cause surgery to be performed on any
resident only upon gaining the consent of a parent
or guardian, except, if after reasonable effort to
locate the parents or guardian and the health of such
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resident is certified by the attending physician to be
jeopardized unless such surgery is performed, the
required consent shall not be necessary.

The superintendent shall have control of the in-
ternal government and economy of the state school,
shall appoint and direct all subordinate officers and
employees and shall designate those officers and em-
ployees whose residence at the state school is deemed
essential for its efficient operation: Provided, That
the powers and duties conferred upon the superin-
tendent shall be subject to the rules and regulations
of the department and the state personnel board.

The superintendent shall have authority to engage
the residents of the state school in beneficial work
programs but shall not abuse such therapy by exces-
sive hours or for purposes of discipline or punish-
ment.

SEC. 72.33.050 School Educational Departments
to Be Created-Comprehensive Program. There
shall be an educational department created and main-
tained within each state school which shall provide
a comprehensive program of academic, vocational,
recreational and other educational services best
adapted to meet the needs and capabilities of each
resident therein whether such resident must always
live within the protected community of the school
or can be prepared and assisted to live without.

The department of public instruction shall assist
the state schools in all feasible ways including finan-
cial aid so that the educational programs maintained
therein shall be comparable to such programs advo-
cated by the department of instruction f or children
with similar aptitudes in local school districts.

Within its available resources, each state school
shall, upon request from a local school district, pro-
vide such clinical, counseling and evaluating services
as may assist the local district lacking such profes-
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sional resources in. determining the needs of its
exceptional children.

SEC. 72.33.060 Division of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion to Make Services Available. The division of
vocational rehabilitation shall make available its
services to the state school in order to assist such
schools in the vocational rehabilitation of its resi-
dents who are eligible and feasible for that divisionss
services to the end that such persons may become
engaged in remunerative occupations.

SEC. 72.33.070 Department of Health to Determine
Capacity of Residential Quarters. The department of
health shall determine by the application of proper
criteria the maximum number of children to reside
in the residential quarters of the state schools and
the superintendent shall adhere to such standards
unless written permission is granted by the depart-
ment to exceed such rated capacities.

SEC. 72.33.080 Department of Public Assistance
to Aid Placement in Foster Homes. The department
of public assistance shall aid the superintendents of
the state schools in the placement of residents in
suitable f oster homes, those to be assisted and the
method thereof to be defined in a mutually approved
interdepartmental agreement.

SEC. 72.33.090 Seal of State School-Use. The
department shall provide the superintendent with an
official and appropriate seal upon which shall be
inscribed the statutory name of the state school and
the words "state of Washington" shall appear there-
on. The superintendent shall affix the seal of the
state school to any notice, order, or other instrument
required to be issued by him.

SEC. 72.33.100 Superintendent As Witness in
Judicial Proceedings - Depositions - Exempt from
Jury Service. The superintendent shall not be re-
quired to attend any court as a witness in a civil or
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juvenile court proceeding but parties desiring his
testimony may take and use his deposition; nor shall
he be required to attend as a witness in any criminal
case unless the court before which his testimony
shall be desired shall, upon being satisfied of the
materiality of his testimony, require his attendance;
and he shall be exempted from jury service.

SEC. 72.33.110 Gifts to State School-Acceptance,
Use, Record. The superintendent is authorized to
receive and accept from any person, organization or
estate, gifts of money or personal property on behalf
of the state school under his charge, or the residents
therein, and to use such gifts for the purposes speci-
fied by the donor where such use is consistent with
law. In the absence of a specified purpose the super-
intendent shall use such money or personal property
for the benefit of the state school or for the general
benefit of the residents therein. The superintendent
shall keep an accurate record of the amount or kind
of gift, the date received, manner expended, and the
name and address of the donor. Any increase result-
ing from such gift may be used for the same purpose
as the original gift.

SEC. 72.33.120 Admission to School-Voluntary
Application. Pursuant to reasonable rules and regu-
lations of the department, acting through the divi-
sion, the superintendent of a state school, subject to
the provisions of section 72.33.070, shall receive a
person as a resident who is suitable for care, training,
treatment, or education appropriate to mental defi-
ciency and/or physical deficiency, or for observation
as to the existence of mental deficiency as defined in
section 72.33.020, upon the receipt of a written appli-
cation submitted in accordance with the following
requirements:

(1) In the case of a minor person, the application
shall be made by his parents, or by the parent, guard-
ian or agency entitled to custody, which application
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shall be in the f orm and manner required by the
department and which shall be supported by the
affidavit of at least two physicians or clinical psy-
chologists, or one of each profession, certifying that
such minor is a mentally and/or physically deficient
person, as herein defined and in need of residential
care, treatment, training, or education. In the event
the minor is entitled to school services, the appli-
cation shall be accompanied by a report from the
county school superintendent and/or the superin-
tendent of the school district in which such minor
resides setting forth the educational services ren-
dered or in need of being rendered to the minor.

(2) In the case of an adult person, the applica-
tion shall be made by the duly appointed, qualified
and acting guardian of such person, which applica-
tion shall be in the form and manner required by
the department and which shall be supported by the
affidavit of at least two physicians or clinical psy-
chologists, or one of each profession, certifying that
such adult is a mentally and/or physically deficient
person as herein defined and in need of residential
care, treatment, training, or education.

(3) Persons admitted by voluntary application
to state schools as in this section provided shall have
equal status and the same priority in admission as
minors committed under the following section.
Note: See also section 1, chapter 154, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.33.130 - Commitment By Court.
In the event a minor person under the age of eighteen
years shall be found under the juvenile court law to
be "dependent" or "delinquent" and mentally and/or
physically deficient as herein defined, and that place-
ment for care, custody, treatment, or education in a
state school is to the minor's welfare, the superin-
tendent shall receive such minor upon commitment
from the superior court pursuant to such terms and
conditions as may therein be set forth subject to the
provisions of section 72.33.070.
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SEC. 72.33.140 Withdrawal of Resident from
School-Placement, Discharge Basis. Subject to the
provisions of section 72.33.150 no person accepted at
a state school upon voluntary application as herein
provided, and no person over eighteen years regard-
less of the manner of his admittance to the school,
shall be retained therein for more than thirty days
after the parent entitled to custody or the guardian
has given notice of their desire to remove such per-
son from said state school.

Such notice shall indicate to the superintendent
the proposed plan of future residence of such person
and whether placement or discharge from the state
school is desired. In the event withdrawal is upon
a placement basis, it shall be understood that re-
admission will be available to the former resident
if it is found necessary to return such person to the
school. In the event withdrawal is upon a discharge
basis it shall be understood that if the parent or
guardian desires to apply for readmission for such
former resident, such person shall wait his turn for
admission as if it were a first application.

SEC. 72.33.150 Preventing Withdrawal of Resi-
dent from School - Procedure. Whenever it is
deemed not to the best interests of a resident that
he should be removed from a state school, the super-
intendent shall promptly file a petition in the probate
department of the superior court of the county of
residence of such person setting forth his reasons
why continued residence is indicated.

Upon due notice and hearing, the court shall re-
solve the matter and in the event the person is found
in need of further residential care in a state school
the court shall so order and in such proceeding shall
name a fit and proper person to serve as guardian
if none has been previously named.

SEC. 72.33.160 Return of Resident to Community
-Placement-Expenses of -Care, Support, Medical
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Attention. Whenever in the judgment of the super-
intendent of any state school, the treatment and
training of any resident has progressed to the point
that it is deemed advisable to return such resident
to the community, the superintendent may grant
placement on such terms and conditions as he may
deem advisable after reasonable notice to and con-
sultation with the parent entitled to custody or the
acting guardian of such person.

Whenever any person who has been a resident of
a state school leaves said school on placement, respon-
sibility of the school to provide care, support or med-
ical attention shall cease unless such person shall be
returned to such state school or unless arrangements
have been made to assume special expenses of such
person while on placement.

SEC. 72.33.170 Discharge Procedure. Whenever
in the judgment of a superintendent of a state school
a person no longer needs the services of such school,
he may be discharged after reasonable notice and
consultation with the parent or guardian and if
neither exists then approval for such discharge shall
first be obtained from the supervisor of the division.

SEC. 72.33.180 Personal Property of Resident-
Superintendent as Custodian-Limitations-Judicial
Proceedings to Recover. The superintendent of a
state school shall serve as custodian without compen-
sation of such personal property of a resident as may
be located at the school, including moneys deposited
with the superintendent for the benefit of such resi-
dent. As such custodian, the superintendent shall
have authority to disburse moneys from the resi-
dent's fund for the following purposes and subject
to the following limitations:

(1) Subject to specific instructions by a donor
or payor of money to the superintendent for the bene-
fit of a resident, the superintendent may disburse
any of the funds belonging to a resident f or such
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personal needs of such resident as the superintendent
may deem proper and necessary.

(2) When a resident is granted placement, the
superintendent shall deliver to said resident, or the
parent, guardian or agency legally responsible for
the resident, all or such portion of the funds of which
the superintendent is custodian as above defined, or
other property belonging to the resident, as the
superintendent may deem necessary to the resident's
welfare, and the superintendent may during such
placement deliver to the former resident such addi-
tional property or funds belonging to the resident as
the superintendent may from time to time deem
proper. When the conditions of placement have
been fully satisfied and the resident is discharged,
the superintendent shall deliver to such resident, or
the parent, person, or agency legally responsible for
the resident, all funds or other property belonging
to the resident remaining in his possession as
custodian.

(3) All funds held by the superintendent as cus-
todian may be deposited in a single fund, the receipts
and expenditures therefrom to be accurately ac-
counted for by him.

(4) The appointment of a guardian for the estate
of such resident shall terminate the superintendent's
authority as custodian of a resident's funds upon
receipt by the superintendent of a certified copy of
letters of guardianship. Upon the guardian's request,
the superintendent shall immediately forward to
such guardian any funds or other property of the
resident remaining in the superintendent's posses-
sion together with a full and final accounting of all
receipts and expenditures made therefrom.

(5) Upon receipt of a written request from the
superintendent stating that a designated individual
is a resident of the state school for which he has
administrative responsibility and that such resident
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has no legally appointed guardian of his estate, any
person, bank, corporation or agency having posses-
sion of any money, bank accounts, or choses in action
owned by such resident, shall, if the amount does not
exceed one thousand dollars, deliver the same to the
superintendent as custodian and mail written notice
thereof to such resident at the state school. The
receipt of the superintendent shall constitute full
and complete acquittance for such payment and the
person, bank, corporation, or agency making such
payment shall not be liable to the resident or his
legal representatives. All funds so received by the
superintendent shall be duly deposited by him as
custodian in the resident's fund to the personal ac-
count of such resident.

If any proceeding is brought in any court to
recover property so delivered, the attorney general
shall defend the same without cost to the person,
bank, corporation, or agency effecting such delivery
to the superintendent, and the state shall indemify
such person, bank, corporation, or agency against
any judgment rendered as a result of such proceed-
ing.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 61, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.33.190 Contracts With United States for
Admission to State Schools. The department shall
have the power in the name of the state, to enter
into contracts with any duly authorized represen-
tative of the United States of America, or its terri-
tories, for the admission to state schools for the care,
treatment, training or education of persons requiring
the same, at the expense of the United States of
America, and contracts may provide for the separate
or joint maintenance, care, treatment, training or
education of such persons so admitted, which con-
tracts shall provide that all payments due the state
of Washington from the United States of America
for services rendered thereunder shall be paid to
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the department and transmitted to the state treas-
urer for deposit in the general fund.

SEC. 72.33.200 Department Not Responsible Until
Person Is Resident of School. The department shall
not be responsible for the support, welfare or actions
of any person until such person attains the status
of a resident at a state school.

SEC. 72.33.210 Resident To Be Provided With
Clothing--Cost. When not otherwise provided, the
state school shall provide each resident with suit-
able clothing, the actual cost of which shall be a
charge against the parents, guardian or estate of
such resident; and in the event that such parent,
guardian or estate is unable or is insufficient to pro-
vide or pay for such clothing, the same shall be
provided by the state.

SEc. 72.33.220 Transfer of Resident Between
Schools. Whenever it appears to serve the best
interests of the resident concerned, the department,
acting through the division, shall have authority to
transfer such resident between state schools con-
ducting the type of program contemplated by this
chapter.

SEc. 72.33.230 Chapter Does Not Affect Parental
or Other Rights. This chapter shall not be construed
to deprive the parent or parents of any parental
rights with relation to a child residing in a state
school, except as provided herein for the orderly
operation of such schools, nor any rights granted a
co-custodian pursuant to the provisions of chapter
26.40 RCW.

SEc. 72.33.240 Review of Superintendent's De-
cision--Court Review. Any parent or guardian f eel-
ing aggrieved by an adverse decision of a superin-
tendent of a state school pertaining to admission,
placement or discharge of his ward may apply to
the supervisor of the division for a review and re-
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consideration of the decision. The supervisor shall
rule within ten days from the date of receipt of the
request for review. In the event of an unfavorable
ruling by the supervisor, such parent or guardian
may institute proceedings in the superior court of
the state of Washington in the county of residence
of such parent or guardian, otherwise in Thurston
county, and have such decision reviewed and its
correctness, reasonableness, and lawfulness decided
in an appeal heard as in initial proceeding on an
original application. Said parent or guardian shall
have the right to appeal from the decision of the
superior court to the supreme court of the state
of Washington, as in civil cases.

SiEc. 72.33.260 Escape of Resident-Penalty for
Assisting. Any person who procures the escape of
any resident of any school for mental defectives to
which such resident has been lawfully committed,
or who advises, connives at, aids, or assists in such
escape or conceals any such escape, is guilty of a
felony and shall be punished by imprisonent in a
state penal institution for a term of not more than
five years or by a fine of not more than five hundred
dollars or by both imprisonment and fine.

SEC. 72.33.900 Chapter To Be Liberally Con-
strued. The provisions of this chapter shall be liber-
ally construed so that persons who are in need of
care, treatment, training or education in a state
school by reason of their exceptional mental and/or
physical qualities shall receive the benefit of such
residential facilities while still preserving all rights
and privileges guaranteed the person by the Consti-
tution of the United States of America and the state
of Washington.
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Chapter 72.36

SOLDIERS' AND VETERANS' HOMES

SECTION 72.36.010 Establishment of Soldiers'
Home. There is established at Orting, Pierce county,
an institution which shall be known as the Wash-
ington soldiers' home.

SEC. 72.36.020 Superintendent - Appointment.
The director shall appoint a superintendent, who,
with the consent of the director, may be styled
"commandant of the home". The superintendent
shall have entire management and control of the
institution under the rules and regulations adopted
by the department.

SEC. 72.36.030 Who May Be Admitted. All hon-
orably discharged soldiers, sailors and marines who
have served the United States government in any
of its wars, and members of the state militia disabled
while in the line of duty, may'be admitted to the state
soldiers' home at Orting under such rules and regu-
lations as may be adopted by the department: Pro-
vided, That such applicants have been actual bona
fide citizens of this state for a period of three years
at the time of their application, and are indigent and
unable to support themselves.

SEC. 72.36.040 Colony Established-Who May
Be Admitted. There is hereby established what shall
be known as the "Colony of the State Soldiers'
Home." All of the following persons who reside
within the limits of Orting precinct and have been
actual bona fide citizens of this state for a period of
three years at the time of their application and who
have personal property of less than one thousand
dollars and/or a monthly income insufficient to meet
their needs as determined by the standards of the
county welfare department, may be admitted to
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membership in said colony under such rules and reg-
ulations as may be adopted by the department.

(1) All honorably discharged soldiers, sailors
and marines, who have served in the United States
government in any of its wars, and members of the
state militia disabled while in the line of duty, who
were married and living with their wives for five
years prior to application to membership in said
colony or who, since said date, have married widows
of soldiers who were members of a soldiers' home or
colony in this state or entitled to admission thereto
at the time of death: Provided, That such soldiers,
sailors, and marines and members of the state militia
shall, while they are members of said colony, be liv-
ing with their said wives.

(2) The widows of all soldiers who were mem-
bers of a soldiers' home or colony in this state or en-
titled to admission thereto at the time of death, and
the widows of all soldiers who would have been en-
titled to admission to a soldiers' home or colony in
this state at the time of death but for the fact that
they were not indigent and unable to support them-
selves and families, which widows have since the
death of their said husbands become indigent and un-
able to earn a support for themselves: Provided,
That such widows are not less than fifty years of age
and have not been married since the decease of their
said husbands to any person not a member of a
soldiers' home or colony in this state or entitled to ad-
mission thereto. Any resident of said colony may be
admitted to the hospital at the state soldiers' home
for temporary care when requiring hospital treat-
ment.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 235, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.36.050 Regulations of Home Applicable-
Rations, Medical Attendance, Clothing. The mem-
bers of the colony established in section 72.36.040
shall, to all intents and purposes, be members of the
state soldiers' home and subject to all the rules and
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regulations thereof, except the requirements of f a-
tigue duty, and each member shall, in accordance
with rules and regulations adopted by the director,
be supplied with medical attendance and supplies
from the home dispensary and rations not exceeding
fifteen dollars per month in value, and clothing not
exceeding twenty-five dollars per year in value.

SEC. 72.36.060 Federal Funds. The state treas-
urer is authorized to receive any and all moneys ap-
propriated or paid by the United States under the act
of congress entitled "An Act to provide aid to state
or territorial homes for disabled soldiers and sailors
of the United States," approved August 27, 1888, or
under any other act or acts of congress for the bene-
fit of such homes. Such moneys shall be deposited
in the general fund and shall be expended for the
maintenance of the soldiers' home.

SEC. 72.36.070 Washington Veterans' Home.
There shall be established and maintained in this
state a branch of the state soldiers' home, under the
name of the "Washington Veterans' Home," which
branch shall be a home for honorably discharged sol-
diers, sailors and marines who have served the
United States government in any of its wars, mem-
bers of the state militia disabled while in the line of
duty, and who are bona fide citizens of the state, and
also the wives of such soldiers, sailors and marines.

SEC. 72.36.080 Who May Be Admitted to Vet-
erans' Home. All of the following persons who have
been actual bona fide residents of this state for a
period of three years at the time of their application
-and who are indigent and unable to earn a support
for themselves and families may be admitted to the
Washington veterans' home under such rules and
regulations as may be adopted by the director:

(1) All honorably discharged veterans of the
armed forces of the United States who have served
the United States in any of its wars, and members
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of the state militia disabled while in the line of duty,
and the spouses of such veterans, and members of
the state militia: Provided, That such spouse was
married to and living with such veteran on or before
three years prior to the date of application for ad-
mittance, or, if married to him or her since that date,
was also a member of a soldiers' home or colony in
this state or entitled to admission thereto.

(2) The widows of all soldiers, sailors, and ma-
rines and members of the state militia disabled while
in the line of duty, who were members of a soldiers'
home or colony in this state or entitled to admission
thereto at the time of death, and widows of all such
soldiers, sailors, and marines and members of the
state militia, who would have been entitled to ad-
mission to a soldiers' home or colony in this state at
the time of death but for the fact that they were not
indigent and unable to earn a support for themselves
and families, which widows have since the death of
their husbands, become indigent and unable to earn
a support for themselves: Provided, That such
widows are not less than fifty years of age and were
married and living with their husbands on or before
three years prior to the date of their application, and
have not been married since the decease of their hus-
bands to any person not a member of a soldiers'
home or colony in this state or entitled to admission
thereto.

SEC. 72.36.090 Occupational Therapy and Hobby
Promotion. The superintendent of the state soldiers'
home and colony is hereby authorized to:

(1) Institute programs of occupational therapy
and hobby promotion designed to improve the gen-
eral welfare and mental condition of the persons
under his supervision;

(2) Provide for the financing of these programs
by loans from funds in the superintendent's custody
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through operation of canteens and exchanges at such
institutions;

(3) Limit the hobbies and occupational therapy
sponsored to projects which will, in his judgment, be
self-liquidating or selfl-sustaining.

SEC. 72.36.100 Purchase of Equipment, Materials
for Therapy, Hobbies. The superintendent of each
institution referred to in section 72.36.090 may pur-
chase, from the appropriation to the institution, for
operations, equipment or materials designed to initi-
ate the programs authorized by section 72.36.090.

SEC. 72.36.110 Burial of Deceased Members. The
superintendent of the Washington veterans' home
and the superintendent of the Washington soldiers'
home and colony are hereby authorized to provide
for the burial of deceased members in the cemeteries
provided at the Washington veterans' home and
Washington soldiers' home: Provided, That this sec-
tion shall not be construed to prevent any relative
from assuming jurisdiction of such deceased persons.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 120, Laws of 1959.

Chapter 72.40

STATE SCHOOLS FOR BLIND AND DEAF
SECTION 72.40.010 Schools Established. There are

established at Vancouver, Clark county, an institu-
tion which shall be known as the state school for the
blind, and a separate institution which shall be
known as the state school for the deaf.

SEC. 72.40.020 Superintendents-Appointment-
Qualifications-Discharge of Employees. The direc-
tor shall appoint a superintendent for each institu-
tion. The superintendents must be not less than
thirty nor more than seventy years of age and must
be practically acquainted with school management
and class instruction of the blind and deaf, respec-
tively, having had at least ten years' actual experi-
enc'e in teaching in schools for such persons.
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The director may discharge any employee in his
discretion.

SEC. 72.40.030 Annual Terms. The regular term
of the schools shall begin on the second Wednesday
of September, and close on the second Wednesday
of the following June.

SEC. 72.40.040 Who May Be Admitted. The insti-
tutions shall be free to residents of the state between
the ages of six and twenty-one years, and who are
blind or deaf, and who are free from loathsome or
contagious diseases: Provided, That children under
the age of six, who are otherwise qualified may be
admitted to the institution, if in the discretion of the
superintendent they are proper subjects to receive
the training given in the institution and the facilities
are adequate for proper care and training.

SEC. 72.40.050 Admission of Nonresidents. The
director may admit to the schools blind or deaf chil-
dren from other states, but the parents or guardians
of such children will be required to pay annually or
quarterly in advance a sufficient amount to cover the
cost of maintaining and educating such children.

SEC. 72.40.060 Duty of School District Clerks. It
shall be the duty of the clerks of all school districts
in the state, at the time f or making the annual re-
ports, to report to the superintendent of schools of
their respective counties the names of all deaf, mute,
or blind youth residing within their respective dis-
tricts who are between the ages of six and twenty-
one years.

SEC. 72.40.070 Duty of County Superintendents.
It shall be the duty of each county school superin-
tendent to make a full and specific report of such
deaf, mute, or blind youth to the board of county
commissioners of his county at its regular meeting in
July of each year. He shall also, at the same time,
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transmit a duplicate copy of such report to the di-
rector and the superintendent of the school for the
blind or the school for the deaf, as the case may be.

SEc. 72.40.080 Duty of Parents. It shall be the
duty of the parents or the guardians of all such blind
or deaf youth to send them each year to the proper
institution. The county superintendent shall take all
action necessary to enforce this section. If satisfac-
tory evidence is laid before the county superin-
tendent that any blind or deaf youth is being properly
educated at home or in some suitable institution other
than the state schools, he shall take no action in such
case other than to make a record of such fact, and
take such steps as may be necessary to satisfy him-
self that such defective youth will continue to receive
a proper education.

SEc. 72.40.090 Expense of Transportation. If it
appears to the satisfaction of the board of county
commissioners that the parents of any such blind or
deaf youth within their county are unable to bear
the expense of transportation to and from the state
schools, it shall send them to and return them from
the schools or maintain them there during vacation
at the expense of the county.

SEC. 72.40.100 Penalty. Any parent, guardian,
county superintendent or county commissioner who,
without proper cause, fails to carry into effect the
provisions of this chapter shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and upon conviction thereof, upon the
complaint of any officer or citizen of the county or
state, before any justice of the peace or superior
court, shall be fined in any sum not less than fifty
nor more than two hundred dollars.
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Chapter 72.48

STATE NARCOTIC FARM COLONY
SECTION 72.48.010 Establishment Authorized. The

director is hereby authorized and directed to provide
a state institution either on property now owned by
the state or on property to be acquired for such pur-
pose, said institution to be used for the isolation and
rehabilitation of narcotic addicts, which said institu-
tion shall be known as the "State Narcotic Farm
Colony," and shall be administered as provided by
law for the administration of state hospitals for the
mentally ill.

SEC. 72.48.020 Definitions. Any person shall be
held to be a "drug addict" within the meaning of
this chapter who unlawfully administers to himself
or unlawfully has administered to himself by others,
any habit forming narcotic drug. For the purpose
of this chapter the term "habit forming narcotic
drug" means opium and coca leaves and the in-
numerable alkaloids derived therefrom, the best
known of these alkaloids being morphia, heroin, and
codeine obtained from opium, and cocaine derived
from the coca plant; all compounds, salts, prepara-
tions, or other derivatives obtained either from the
raw material or from the various alkaloids; Indian
hemp, marihuana and their various derivatives, com-
pounds and preparations and peyote in its various
forms.

SE.C. 72.48.030 Complaint-Arrest-Trial-Order.
Whenever it appears by affidavit to the satisfaction
of the prosecuting attorney of a county that any
person within such county is a drug addict within
the meaning of this chapter, the said prosecuting
attorney shall forthwith file in superior court a
complaint in writing, duly verified, alleging such f act
and the clerk of said court shall issue and deliver
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to the sheriff or other peace officer for service a
warrant directing that such person be arrested and
taken before a judge of the superior court for hear-
ing and examination. Such officer shall thereupon
arrest and detain such person until a hearing and
examination can be had. At the time of the arrest of
such person a copy of said complaint and a copy of
the warrant of arrest must be made by the arresting
officer personally delivered to said person. The court
shall hear and determine said matter on said com-
plaint and the proceedings before the court shall be
substantially similar to the complaint, arrest and
proceedings had wherein charges of insanity are
filed against a person and heard in the superior court
under existing law. At such hearing the person so
accused shall have the right to be represented by
counsel and to produce witnesses in his own behalf
at public expense. Said hearing shall be in open
court and a record thereof shall be kept by the clerk
of said court. The person so accused shall have the
right to trial by jury in the event that he shall
demand the same. After a hearing and examina-
tion if the court shall determine that such person
is a drug addict, or, if a jury has been demanded,
the jury shall so determine, the court shall make an
order that such person be confined in said state
narcotic farm colony for an indeterminate period,
said period to be until such time as in the opinion
of the superintendent of said institution the said
drug addict shall have recovered from his addiction
or in the opinion of the superintendent of said insti-
tution there is no probability of such person ever
recovering therefrom. Pending such trial or hearing
and before the entry of judgment thereon, the court
shall make such disposition of such alleged drug
addict as may to the court seem fit and proper in
the premises.
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SEc. 72.48.040 Cost of Maintenance, Trans porta-
tion, Etc. At such hearing such person charged with
drug addiction and such other witnesses as the court
may deem necessary and material, shall be exam-
ined under oath for the purpose of determining the
financial ability of such person charged with drug
addiction, his estate or relatives, to pay the cost and
expense of the care, maintenance, board, lodging
and clothing of such person charged with drug ad-
diction in the state narcotic farm colony in the event
he shall be committed thereto. Findings of fact shall
be made by the court relative to the financial ability
to pay such costs as above set forth in all cases of
commitment and a judgment entered therein against
the proper party or estate so found responsible.
Every drug addict, his estate or relatives, as above
set forth, found to have the financial ability to pay
the expenses above enumerated shall pay therefor
the sum of four dollars and fifty cents per week
during the time such drug addict is committed to
such state narcotic farm colony, and in addition
thereto shall pay the cost of transportation of such
drug addict and all court costs. Said charge of four
dollars and fifty cents per week shall be made to
apply in all cases for the entire time such drug addict
is confined at such institution. Remittances therefor
shall be made to the director in advance on or before
the first day of each calendar month during the
time such drug addict remains committed. If the
court finds that such drug addict, or his estate or
relatives have not the financial ability to pay such
sum for such purposes, the charges and costs above
referred to shall be borne by the state of Washing-
ton. Relatives shall be liable for the cost and expense
of the care and maintenance of such addicts in the
following order: First, husband or wife; second,
parents; third, children.
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SEC. 72.48.050 Parole or Discharge. Any person
committed to such institution under the provisions
of this chapter may be paroled or discharged at any
time after admission thereto by the superintendent
of such institution when in the opinion of the super-
intendent of said institution such person is cured
of such drug addiction, which parole or discharge
shall be certified by the superintendent of such in-
stitution to the clerk of the court from which said
person so discharged or paroled has been committed
to said institution. In the event that a drug addict
shall be paroled from said institution and not finally
discharged the superintendent shall have the right
to require as a condition of said parole reports
from time to time from such drug addict and may
require reports of physical examination thereof to
be made at the expense of such drug addict by a
reputable physician and surgeon licensed to prac-
tice his profession at the place where such examina-
tion is made, and such other, further and different
reasonable requirements of such paroled patient as
may in the opinion of the superintendent be neces-
sary and proper, and in the event of a breach of
said parole and the requirements thereof said patient
may, at the option of the superintendent thereof, be
returned to said institution for further treatment.

SEC. 72.48.060 Voluntary Patients. The super-
intendent of such state narcotic f arm colony may
accept as patients any persons voluntarily applying
for treatment for drug addiction thereto: Provided,
however, That before such voluntary patient shall
be admitted or retained in said institution he shall
pay in advance such sum or sums for his care, main-
tenance, board and lodging as shall be determined
by the superintendent of the said institution not
exceeding however, the actual average cost thereof,
and shall sign a statement to the effect that he or
she is suffering from drug addiction and desires
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treatment in the same manner and subject to the
same rules and restrictions as if committed by a
court and that they submit voluntarily to such
treatment and to the discipline of such institution
and shall remain therein for such time as the super-
intendent may deem necessary to either eff ect a cure
or determine there is no reasonable probability of a
cure being effected: Provided, however, That no
person shall be admitted to such institution as a vol-
untary patient who has not been a resident of this
state for a period of two years next preceding appli-
cation f or admission.

SEC. 72.48.070 Witness Fees-Drug Addict's
Transportation Expense, Payment. Witnesses at
hearings for the commitment of drug addicts -shall
be entitled to receive the usual fees allowed by law
in the trial of criminal cases and in the event of a
drug addict being committed to said institution as
provided herein, they shall be transported to said
institution and the expenses thereof shall be paid
in the same manner as existing law provides for the
care and transportation of insane persons to state
hospitals for the mentally ill.

SEC. 72.48.080 Bringing in Prohibited Articles-
Penalty. Any person not authorized by law who
brings into the said institution, or within the grounds
thereof, any narcotic drug, or any intoxicating liquor,
or any firearms, weapons, or explosives of any kind,
shall be guilty of a felony.

SEC. 72.48.090 Assisting Escape-Penalty. Every
person who shall knowingly procure the escape of
any inmate of the said institution or advise, connive
at, aid or assist in such escape, or knowingly conceal
and/or connive at, advise, aid or assist in the conceal-
ment of any such inmate after such escape, shall be
guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
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SEc. 72.48.100 Conniving At Improper Commit-
ment-Penalty. Every person who shall knowingly
advise, connive at, conspire, aid or assists in having
or attempting to have, any person adjudged a drug
addict under this chapter unlawfully or improperly,
shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

SEC. 72.48.110 Care of Persons Pending Construc-
tion of Institution. Pending the building of such
institution and the furnishing and equipment of the
same f or the reception, care and treatment of persons
committed under this chapter, the director shall care
for persons committed under this chapter in existing
state institutions in such manner as may to the direc-
tor seem expedient.

Chapter 72.50

STATE BUREAU OF CRIMINAL
IDENTIFICATION

SECTION 72.50.010 Bureau Established-Purpose.
There is hereby established in the department of
institutions at Olympia, a central office which is here-
by designated as the "state bureau of criminal identi-
fication," which shall be maintained for the purpose
of providing:

(1) An authentic record of each person who is
arrested for any crime against the state as described
in section 72.50.060;

(2) Information relative to the identity of each
person so arrested; and

(3) A record of the final disposition of each such
arrest.

SEC. 72.50.020 Superintendent-Employees. The
director is authorized to employ a competent person
as superintendent of the bureau. The superintendent
may engage subject to the rules and regulations of
the department such other employees as may be
necessary to maintain the bureau.
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SEC. 72.50.030 Powers and Duties. The bureau
shall: (1) Receive, classify, search and file in an
orderly manner all fingerprints, photographs, and
descriptions, including personal history data and
previous criminal records so far as known, of all per-
sons arrested for the crimes described in section
72.50.060;

(2) Classify and file in like orderly manner all
identification material and records received from the
government of the United States and from other
state governments and subdivisions thereof and co-
operate with such governmental units in the ex-
change of pertinent information; and

(3) Promptly return to any law enforcement
agency submitting a set of fingerprints to the bureau,
a true transcript of the criminal record of previous
crimes committed by the person identified by such
fingerprints.

SEC. 72.50.040 Submission to Taking of Identi-
fying Data. All persons arrested for any of the
crimes described in section 72.50.060, except juven-
iles under the age of eighteen years, shall submit to
the taking of their fingerprints, photographs, physi-
cal description and other identifying data.

SEC. 72.50.050 Criminal Activity In formation to
Be Furnished Bureau. All sheriffs, constables, chiefs
of police of organized police departments, town mar-
shalls, wardens, superintendents, jailers, keepers of
jails, reformatories, penitentiaries, state hospitals for
the mentally ill, state narcotic farm colony, shall fur-
nish to the bureau, as soon as practicable af ter the
arrest or confinement, a fingerprint card provided by
the bureau upon which shall be imprinted the finger-
prints of each person arrested or committed for
crimes described in section 72.50.060, together with
the physical description and such other information
as pertains to the criminal activity of the arrested or
convicted person.
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SEC. 72.50.060 Mandatory Fingerprint Cards for
Certain Crimes. All officials and persons described
in section 72.50.050 and other law enforcement offi-
cers shall submit completed fingerprint cards on all
persons who are arrested for:

(1) Any felony or gross misdemeanor;
(2) Being a fugitive from justice;
(3) Being a vagrant;
(4) Being an habitual user of narcotics;
(5) Being in possession of stolen goods;
(6) Being in possession of illegal or illegally car-

ried weapons, burglar tools, counterfeiting equip-
ment, or alcoholic liquids or substances; or

(7) Any offense involving lewd or lascivious con-
duct.

SEC. 72.50.070 Information As To Proceedings
and Modus Operandi To Be Furnished Bureau. The
officials and other persons described in sections 72-
.50.050 and 72.50.060 shall further transmit to the
bureau on forms supplied by the bureau: (1) Inf or-
mation relative to the disposition made of every ac-
tion or proceeding resulting from arrests described
in section 72.50.060, and (2) further information
relative to the mode of operation of offenders.

SEC. 72.50.080 Availability of Records-Fugitive
Circulars. The records of the bureau shall be avail-
able for official use of all law enforcement agencies,
prosecuting attorneys, parole officers, penal institu-
tions, state hospitals for the mentally ill, and the
state narcotic farm colony. The bureau shall assist
prosecuting attorneys, county sheriffs and chiefs of
police in the preparation and distribution of circulars
relative to fugitives when so requested.

SEC. 72.50.090 Duties of Officials In Charge of
Institutions-Duties of Bureau. The superintendent
or other person in charge of each penal institution,
reformatory, state hospital for the mentally ill, or
state narcotic hospital or farm colony, shall transmit
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to the bureau fingerprints, photographs and descrip-
tions of each such committed person taken at the
time of his commitment.

Such superintendent or other person in charge
shall at the time of release of such committed person
transmit to the bureau fingerprints, photographs and
descriptions of the committed person at the time of
release.

The bureau shall add such fingerprints, photo-
graphs, and descriptions to the person's criminal
record with information concerning the date and
conditions of release and shall furnish it without re-
quest to the county sheriff of the county in which
the conviction resulting in the person's commitment
was had and to the county sheriff of the county and
the chief of police of the city to which such person is
being released or paroled.

SEC. 72.50.100 Bureau's Files Privileged-Who
May Obtain Transcripts. Information in the files of
the bureau relative to the commission of a crime by
any person shall be considered privileged and shall
not be disclosed for any purpose except as autho-
rized by this chapter: Provided, That any person for
himself or through his attorney, or any practicing
attorney, may obtain without cost a transcript of the
criminal record of such person upon furnishing the
bureau with a notarized request of such person whose
record is catalogued in the files of the bureau when
such request is accompanied by a set of fingerprints
of such person taken by officials of a regular law en-
forcement agency and submitted to the bureau di-
rectly from that agency.

SEC. 72.50.110 Transfer of Records, Etc. Any
agency of the state government which has in its pos-
session any of the information, records, material,
files or equipment set forth in this chapter shall turn
such information, records, material, files and equip-
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ment over to the state bureau of criminal identifica-
tion.

Chapter 72.56

STATE INSTITUTIONS FOR CHILDREN AND
YOUTH

(Fort Worden)

SECTION 72.56.010 Institution at Fort Worden es-
tab lished. There is hereby established under the
supervision and control of the department of institu-
tions, an institution for the care and custody of chil-
dren and youth, to be located at Fort Worden, near
Port Townsend, in Jefferson county.

SEC. 72.56.020 Authority To Purchase Lands,
Buildings, Equipment at Fort Worden. The director
is hereby authorized to enter into a contract with
the commissioners of the port of Port Townsend for
the purchase of, and to accept a deed in the name of
the state of Washington, subject to the approval as
to form by the attorney general, of certain lands,
buildings and equipment situate at Port Townsend
in Jefferson county, and known as Fort Worden, a
former United States military installation.

SEC. 72.56.030 .Remodeling and Alteration at
Fort Worden. The director, upon the acquisition of
the land, buildings and equipment at Fort Worden,
may cause plans, specifications and estimates of cost
to be prepared for the remodeling and alteration of
said buildings for the institutionalization of children
and youth, and for this purpose the director is au-
thorized to employ the service of architects.

SEC. 72.56.040 Transfer of Children and Youth
From Other Facilities To Fort Worden. The director
shall have authority to transfer children and youth
to Fort Worden who are now confined at, or who may
hereafter be committed to, any other facility under
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the supervision of the department for the custody of
children and youth.

SEC. 72.56.050 Superintendent, Officers, Em-
ployees-Appointment. The director is hereby au-
thorized to appoint a superintendent and such other
officers and employees as are deemed necessary for
the proper operation of the institutions and facilities
authorized by this chapter.

Chapter 72.60

INSTITUTIONAL INDUSTRIES COMMISSION
SECTION 72.60.010 Definitions. As used in this

chapter, unless the context requires otherwise:
(1) "Institution" means any place under the

jurisdiction of the department of institutions at
which individuals are confined pursuant to court
order.

(2) "Commission" means the institutional indus-
tries commission as herein created.

(3) "Enterprise" means an agricultural or manu-
facturing operation or group of closely related oper-
ations within a single institution which in accepted
trade practices would ordinarily be carried on as a
single unit for the purpose of producing saleable
items above and beyond the needs of the producing
institution, not to include or apply to self-sustaining
activities, maintenance and construction work and
handiwork of prisoners.

SEC. 72.60.020 Declaration of Purpose. The pur-
pose of this chapter is to aid and assist the depart-
ment of institutions in minimizing or eliminating
idleness among the inmates of the state penal, cor-
rectional, or reformatory institutions and promoting
rehabilitation by affording such inmates an oppor-
tunity to participate in industrial and agricultural
activities and to provide for the disposition and sale
of the articles produced.
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SEC. 72.60.030 Commission Created. There is
hereby created the institutional industries commis-
sion which shall consist of the director of the de-
partment and six members appointed by the gover-
nor of whom two shall be representatives of organ-
ized labor, two shall be representatives of industry,
one shall be a representative of agriculture and one
shall be a representative of the general public.

SEC. 72.60.040 Terms, Vacancies, Chairman.
The first term of the members representing indus-
try and labor shall be two years. The first term of
the members representing agriculture and the gen-
eral public shall be four years. After the first term
all appointments shall have a term of four years.
The first term of each member shall commence on
the first day of June, 1955. No members shall be re-
moved except by the appointing authority and for
cause. In the event of a vacancy in the office of any
member the balance of the term shall be filled by
the appointing authority as in the case of original
appointments. The director shall act as chairman
of the commission.

SEC. 72.60.050 Meetings-Quorum. The com-
mission shall meet regularly at least four times dur-
ing each fiscal year and may hold extra meetings
on call of the chairman. Four members of the com-
mission shall constitute a quorum and a vote of the
majority of the members in office is necessary for
the transaction of the business of the commission.

SEC. 72.60.060 Compensation-Expenses. The
members of the commission, other than the chair-
man, shall receive a per diem of twenty-five dollars
for each day they are engaged in the official business
of the commission, including time spent in traveling,
for not more than twenty days in each fiscal year.
All members, including the chairman, shall receive
their actual and necessary expenses of travel in-
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curred in attending meetings of the commission and
in making investigations either as a cormmission or
individually as members of the commission at the
request of the chairman. The compensation and ex-
penses of the members shall be paid from appropria-
tions made for industrial operations at the institu-
tions and shall be prorated among such appropria-
tions on the basis of time spent where the efforts of
the members are of application to more than one in-
stitution.

SEC. 72.60.070 Powers and Duties. The commis-
sion shall:

(1) Recommend productive, industrial and agri-
cultural enterprises in the institutions under the
jurisdiction of the department in such volume and
of such kinds as to eliminate unnecessary idleness
among the inmates and to provide diversified work
activities which will serve as means of vocational
education as well as of occupation and financial sup-
port.

(2) Determine the advisability and suitability
of establishing, expanding, diminishing, or discon-
tinuing each separate industrial or agricultural en-
terprise at each institution involving a gross annual
production of more than twenty-five thousand dol-
lars value but less than two hundred seventy-five
thousand dollars value and authorize or prohibit
such action. The commission shall determine the
gross annual production, within the limit set above,
of each new enterprise at the time of its establish-
ment. The annual production so set shall not be in-
creased until a public hearing concerning the pro-
posed increase has been held before the commission.
It shall be the duty of the commission, annually, to
adjust the maximum gross annual production value
of two hundred seventy-five thousand dollars per-
mitted for each separate enterprise at each institu-
tion, the purpose of such adjustment being to keep
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said limit in balance with changes in populatiofti of
state institutions and changes in cost of production.
Such adjustment shall be made in the following
manner:

(a) The maximum limitation of two hundred
seventy-five thousand dollars shall serve as a base
figure as of December 31, 1954, for such computa-
tion.

(b) The maximum limitation for each enter-
prise at each institution shall be increased or de-
creased in the same proportion as the population of
state institutions shall have increased or decreased
in comparison with their population on December
31, 1954.

(c) The maximum limitation for each enter-
prise at each institution shall be further increased
or decreased in the same proportion as the whole-
sale price index of the United States bureau of labor
statistics shall have increased or decreased in com-
parison with such wholesale price index as of. De-
cember 31, 1954.

The maximum gross annual limitation on pro-
duction as adjusted in accordance with the above
formula shall replace and serve in lieu of the two
hundred seventy-five thousand dollars limitation
until the next annual adjustment is made by the
commission. It shall apply to enterprises previously
authorized as well as to those authorized during the
current period, and such adjustment may be made
without public hearing.

(3) Hold hearings and make rules for the con-
ducting of such hearings. The commission may in
its discretion hold public hearings on any sub ject
within its jurisdiction.

SEC. 72.60.080 Hearing to Establish Certain In-
dustrial Enterprises-Prior Industrial Enterprises.
No industrial enterprise which involves a gross an-
nual production of more than twenty-five thousand
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dollars shall be established unless and until a hear-
ing concerning the enterprise has been had before
the commission. Public notice of the hearing shall
be given prior to the hearing. At the time this com-
mission becomes established by law, it shall at the
earliest possible time convene and make necessary
arrangements to place industrial enterprises that
were in operation prior to this law under compli-
ance with this law.

SEc. 72.60.090 Compensation for Inmates. Each
imnate, who is engaged in productive work in any
s tate prison or institution under the jurisdiction of
the department as a part of the work program, may
receive for his work such compensation as the di-
rector shall determine. Such compensation shall be
in accordance with a graduated schedule based on
quantity and quality of work performed and skill
required for its performance, and be limited to such
amounts as are set up by the director and approved
by the commission. Said compensation shall be
credited to the account of the inmate.

When any inmate violates the rules of the insti-
tution or escapes, the director shall determine what
portion of his earnings shall be forfeited and such
forfeiture shall be deposited in the industrial opera-
tions revolving fund of such institution.

Said compensation shall be paid from the in-
dustrial operations revolving fund of the institution.
Whenever by any statute a price is required to be
fixed for any article, material, supply, or services
to be produced, manufactured, supplied, or per-
formed in connection with the work program of the
department, the compensation paid to inmates shall
be included as an item of cost in fixing the final
statutory price.

Inmates not engaged on work programs under
the jurisdiction of the commission and financed out
of the industrial operations revolving fund, but who
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are engaged in productive labor outside of such pro-
grams may be compensated in like manner. The
compensation of such inmates shall be paid either
out of funds appropriated by the legislature for that
purpose or out of the industrial operations revolving
fund of the institution, as the director of the depart-
ment may direct.

SEC. 72.60.100 Civil Rights of Inmates Not Re-
stored-Other Laws Inapplicable. Nothing in this
chapter is intended to restore, in whole or in part,
the civil rights of any inmate. No imnate compen-
sated under this chapter shall be considered as an
employee or to be employed by the state or the de-
partment, nor shall any such inmate come within
any of the provisions of the workmen's compensa-
tion act, or be entitled to any benefits thereunder
whether on behalf of himself or of any other person.
All moneys paid to imnates shall be considered a
gratuity.

SEC. 72.60.110 Employment of Inmates Accord-
ing to Needs of State. The department is hereby
authorized and empowered to cause the inmates in
the state institutions of this state to be employed
in the rendering of such services and in the produc-
tion and manufacture of such articles, materials, and
supplies as are now, or may hereafter be, needed
by the state, or any political subdivision thereof, or
that may be needed by any public institution of the
state or of any political subdivision thereof.

.SEC. 72.60.120 Kind, Quality, Quantity of Goods
and Services. The commission shall, from time to
time, determine the kind, quality, and quantity, of
the several articles, materials, and supplies to be
thus produced and manufactured or the services to
be rendered.

SEC. 72.60.130 Goods for Public Use-Exception.
All articles, materials, and supplies, produced or
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manufactured under the provisions of this chapter
shall be solely and exclusively for public use and
no article, material, or supplies, produced or manu-
factured under the provisions of this chapter shall
ever be sold, supplied, furnished, exchanged, or
given away, for any private use or profit whatever,
except that, to avoid waste or spoilage and conse-
quent loss to the state, byproducts and surpluses of
agricultural and animal husbandry enterprises may
be sold to private persons, at private sale, under
rules prescribed by the director.

.SEC. 72.60.140 -Markings on Containers. Each
and every article manufactured under the provisions
of this chapter shall have plainly marked or stamped
on the outside of the shipping container thereof, the
words "Washington Institutional Industries."

SEC. 72.60.150 Prices of Goods. The commission
shall from time to time examine and approve the
price at which such articles, materials, and supplies
are sold, which price shall be as near the prevailing
market price as possible.

SEC. 72.60.160 State Agencies and Subdivisions
May Purchase Goods-Purchasing Preference Re-
quired of Certain Institutions. All articles, materials,
and supplies herein authorized to be produced or
manufactured may be purchased from the institu-
tion producing or manufacturing the same by any
state agency or political subdivision of the state and
at the prices fixed in the manner herein provided,
and the director shall require those institutions
under his direction to give preference to the pur-
chasing of their needs of such articles as are pro-
duced under this chapter.

SEC. 72.60.170 Unlawful Sales-Penalty. It shall
be unlawful for any person to sell, expose for sale,
or off er for sale within this state, any article or
articles manufactured wholly or in part by imnate
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labor, except articles the sale of which is specifically
sanctioned by law.

Every person selling, exposing for sale, or off er-
ing for sale any article manufactured in this state
wholly or in part my imnate labor, the sale of which
is not specifically sanctioned by law, is guilty of a
misdemeanor.

SEC. 72.60.180 Use of Profits. If and when the
industries or enterprises covered by this chapter
develop to a point where they accrue profits, profits
shall be utilized as follows:

(1) Maintenance of facilities or equipment used
in existing industries.

(2) Establishment and maintenance of new in-
dustries.

(3) To provide vocational training for employees
of the industries and other inmates.

(4) To hold in a reserve all additional profits
for the purpose of creating a fund to establish forest
camps and treatment facilities.

SEC. 72.60.190 Supervisor of Purchasing to Give
Preference to Goods Produced by Authorized Indus-
tries. The supervisor of purchasing for the state of
Washington shall give preference in the purchase of
materials and supplies f or the institutions, depart-
ments and agencies of the state, to those produced by
industries authorized and approved by the institu-
tional industries commission.

SEC. 72.60.200 Exceptions from Operation of
Chapter-Board-Variance from Adopted Standards.
Exceptions from the operation of the provisions of
this chapter may be made in any case where in the
opinion of the supervisor of purchasing, the attorney
general and the commissioner of the employment
security department, or a majority of them who are
hereby constituted a board for such purpose, the arti-
cles so produced or manufactured do not meet the
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reasonable requirements of such departments, insti-
tutions, or agencies of the state of Washington. In
any case where the requisition made cannot be com-
plied with on account of an insufficient supply of
articles or supplies required, the director may grant
an exemption to such requisitioning department or
agency of the state of Washington. No department,
institution, or agency of the state of Washington shall
be allowed to evade the intent and meaning of this
section by slight variations from adopted standards
when the articles produced or manufactured by such
institutional industries are reasonably adapted to the
actual needs of such departments, institutions, or
agencies of the state of Washington.

SEC. 72.60.210 Vouchers Not to Be Questioned
for Violation of Chapter-Violation is Malfeasance
in Office. No voucher, certificate, or warrant issued
on the state treasurer by any such department, insti-
tution, or agency of the state of Washington, shall be
questioned by him or by the state auditor on the
grounds that this chapter has not been complied with
by such department, institution, or agency, but if
intentional violation of this chapter continues after
notice from the governor to desist, such violation
shall constitute a malfeasance in office and shall sub-
j ect the officers responsible for this violation to sus-
pension or removal from office, as may be provided
by law in other cases of malfeasance.

SEC. 72.60.220 List of Goods to Be Supplied to
All Departments, Institutions, Agencies. The depart-
ment may cause to be prepared annually, at such
times as it may determine, lists containing the de-
scriptions of all articles and supplies manufactured
and produced pursuant to the provisions of this chap-
ter; copies of such list shall be sent to the supervisor
of purchasing and to all departments, institutions
and agencies of the state of Washington.
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SEC. 72.60.230 Declaration of Police Power-
Construction of Chapter. This chapter shall be
deemed an exercise of the police power of the state
for the protection of the health, welfare, peace and
safety of the people and shall be liberally construed
for the accomplishment of that purpose.

Chapter 72.64

LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT OF PRISONERS

SECTION 72.64.0 10 Useful Employment of Prison-
ers-Contract System Barred. The director shall
have the power and it shall be his duty to provide
for the useful employment of prisoners in the adult
correctional institutions: Provided, That no prison-
ers shall be employed in what is known as the con-
tract system of labor.

SEC. 72.64.020 Rules and Regulations. The direc-
tor shall make the necessary rules and regulations
governing the employment of prisoners, the conduct
of all such operations, and the disposal of the prod-
ucts thereof, under such restrictions as provided by
law.

SEC. 72.64.030 Prisoners Required to Work.
Every prisoner in the Washington state penitentiary
or reformatory shall be required to work in such
manner as may be prescribed by the director.

SEC. 72.64.040 Crediting of Earnings-Payment.
Where a prisoner is employed at any occupation for
which pay is allowed or permitted, or at any gainful
occupation from which the state derives an income,
the department shall credit the prisoner with the
total amount of his earnings.

The amount of earnings credited but unpaid to a
prisoner may be paid to the prisoner's wife, children,
mother, father, brother, or sister as the inmate may
direct upon approval of the superintendent. Upon
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release, parole, or discharge, all unpaid earnings of
the prisoner shall be paid to him.

SEC. 72.64.050 Branch Institutions-Honor Camps
for Certain Purposes. The director shall also have
power to establish temporary branch institutions for
the state penitentiary and state reformatory in the
form of honor camps for the employment of prison-
ers therein in farming, reforestation, wood-cutting,
land clearing, processing of foods in state canneries
and construction of water supply facilities to state
institutions.

SEC. 72.64.060 Labor Camps Authorized-Type
of Work Permitted. Any department, division,
bureau, commission, or other agency of the state of
Washington or the federal government may use, or
cause to be used, prisoners confined in state penal
or correctional institutions to perform work neces-
sary and proper, to be done by them at camps to be
established pursuant to the authority granted by
sections 72.64.060 through 72.64.090: Provided, That
such prisoners shall not be authorized to perform
work on any public road, other than access roads to
forestry lands. The department may enter into con-
tracts for the purposes of sections 72.64.060 through
72.64.090.

SEC. 72.64.070 - Eligibility for Employ-
ment-Procedure-Return. The department shall
determine which prisoners shall be eligible for em-
ployment under section 72.64.060, and shall establish
and modify lists of prisoners eligible for such em-
ployment, upon the requisition of an agency men-
tioned in section 72.64.060. The director may send
to the place, and at the time designated, the number
of prisoners requisitioned, or such number thereof
as have been determined to be eligible for such em-
ployment- and are available. No prisoner shall be
eligible or shall be released for such employment
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until his eligibility theref or has been determined
by the department.

The director may return to prison any prisoner
transferred to camp pursuant to this section, when
the need for such prisoner's labor has ceased or when
the prisoner is guilty of any violation of the rules and
regulations of the prison or camp.

SEC. 72.64.080 - Duties of Employing
Agency-Costs-Supervision. The agency providing
for prisoners under sections 72.64.060 through 72.64-
.090 shall designate and supervise all work done
under the provisions thereof. The agency shall pro-
vide, erect and maintain any necessary camps, ex-
cept that where no funds are available to the agency,
the department may provide, erect and maintain the
necessary camps. The director shall supervise and
manage the necessary camps and commissaries.

SEC. 72.64.090 - Department's Jurisdic-
tion. The department shall have full jurisdiction at
all times over the discipline and control of the pris-
oners performing work under sections 72.64.060
through 72.64.090.

Chapter 72.68

TRANSFERS, TRANSPORTATION, AND
DETENTION CONTRACTS

SECTION 72.68.010 Transfer of Prisoners. When-
ever in its judgment the best interests of the state
or the welfare of any prisoner confined in any penal
institution will be better served by his transfer to
another institution the director may effect such
transfer.

SEC. 72.68.020 Transportation of Prisoners. (1)
The director shall transport prisoners under guard:

(a) to and between the state penitentiary, the
state reformatory and all other institutions under his
supervision;
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(b) from a county, city, or municipal jail to an
institution mentioned in subdivision (a) of this sub-
section and to a county, city or municipal jail from
an institution mentioned in subdivision (a) or this
subsection.

(2) The director may employ necessary persons
for such purpose.

SEC. 72.68.030 Removal or Transfer of Insane
Convict or Hospital Patient. Whenever in the judg-
ment of the director the welfare of any person con-
fined in any penal institution, or in any institution
for the care of the insane, shall require that he be
removed for treatment or confinement to another
institution for the care of the insane, or to the insane
ward of the state penitentiary, he shall be authorized
to order such removal, but whenever a change is
made in the location of any such inmate, a record
open to the public shall be made and the relatives of
such inmate shall be notified of the change.

SEC. 72.68.040 Contracts With Other Govern-
mental Units for Detention of Felons Convicted In
This State. The director may contract with the au-
thorities of the federal government, or the autho-
rities of any state of the United States or of any
county in this state providing for the detention in an
institution or jail operated by such governmental
unit, of prisoners convicted of a felony in the courts
of this state and sentenced to a term of imprisonment
theref or in the Washington state penitentiary. After
the making of a contract under this section, pris-
oners sentenced to a term of imprisonment in the
Washington state penitentiary may be conveyed by
the superintendent or his assistants to the institution
or jail named in the contract. The prisoners shall be
delivered to the authorities of the institution or jail,
there to be confined until their sentences have ex-
pired or they are otherwise discharged by law, or
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until they are returned to the Washington state pen-
itentiary for further confinement.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 47, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.68.050 - Notice of Transfer of
Prisoner. Whenever a prisoner who is serving a sen-
tence imposed by a court of this state is transferred
from the penitentiary under sections 72.68.040
through 72.68.070, the superintendent shall send to
the clerk of the court pursuant to whose order or
judgment the prisoner was committed to the peni-
tentiary a notice of transfer, disclosing the name of
the prisoner transferred and giving the name and
location of the institution to which the prisoner was
transferred. The superintendent shall keep a copy
of all notices of transfer on file as a public record
open to inspection; and the clerk of the court shall
file with the judgment roll in the appropriate case a
copy of each notice of transfer which he receives
from the superintendent.

Note: See also section 2, chapter 47, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.68.060 - Procedure When Trans-
ferred Prisoner's Presence Required In Judicial Pro-
ceeding. Should the presence of any prisoner con-
fined, under authority of sections 72.68.040 through
72.68.070, in an institution of another state or the
federal government or in a county jail, be required
in any judicial proceeding of this state, the superin-
tendent of the penitentiary or his assistants shall,
upon being so directed by the director, or upon the
written order of any court of competent jurisdiction,
or of a judge thereof, procure such prisoner, bring
him to the place directed in such order and hold him
in custody subject to the further order and direction
of the director, or of the court or of a judge thereof,
until he is lawfully discharged from such custody.
The superintendent or his assistants may, by direc-
tion of the director or of the court, or a judge thereof,
deliver such prisoner into the custody of the sheriff
of the county in which he was convicted, or may, by
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like order, return such prisoner to the state peniten-
tiary or the institution from which he was taken.

Note: See also section 3, chapter 47, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.68.070 - Procedure Regarding
Prisoner When Contract Expires. Upon the expira-
tion of any contract entered into under sections 72-
68.040 through 72.68.070, all prisoners of this state
confined in such institution or jail shall be returned
by the superintendent or his assistants to the peni-
tentiary of this state, or delivered to such other insti-
tution as the board has contracted with under sec-
tions 72.68.040 through 72.68.070.

Note: See also section 4, chapter 47, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 72.68.080 Federal Prisoners, or from Other
State-Authority to Receive. All persons sentenced
to prison by the authority of the United States or
of any state or territory of the United States may
be received by the department and imprisoned in
the Washington state penitentiary or Washington
state reformatory in accordance with the sentence
of the court by which they were tried. The prisoners
so confined shall be subject in all respects to dis-
cipline and treatment as though committed under
the laws of this state.

SEC. 72.68.090 - Per Diem Rate for Keep.
The director is authorized to enter into contracts
with the proper officers or agencies of the United
States and of other states and territories of the
United States relative to the per diem rate to be
paid the state of Washington for the conditions of
the keep of each prisoner.

SEC. 72.68.100 - Space Must be Available.
The director shall not enter into any contract for
the care or commitment of any prisoner of the fed-
eral government or any other state unless there is
vacant space and unused facilities in the Washing-
ton state penitentiary or reformatory.
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Chapter 72.98
CONSTRUCTION

SEC. 72.98.010 Continuation of Existing Law.
The provisions of this title insofar as they are sub-
stantially the same as statutory provisions repealed
by this chapter, and relating to the same subject
matter, shall be construed as restatements and con-
tinuations, and not as new enactments.

SEC. 72.98.020 Title, Chapter, Section Headings
Not Part of Law. Title headings, chapter headings,
and section or subsection headings, as used in this
title do not constitute any part of the law.

SEC. 72.98.030 Invalidity of Part of Title Not to
Affect Remainder. If any provision of this title, or
its application to any person or circumstance is held
invalid, the remainder of the title, or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is
not affected.

SEc. 72.98.040 Repeals and Saving. The follow-
ing acts or parts of acts are repealed:

( 1) Sections 1 through 10, pages 4 through 6,
Laws of 1861;

( 2) Sections 1 through 5, pages 356 and 357,
Laws of 1869;

( 3) Sections 1 through 9, pages 358 through
360, Laws of 1869;

( 4) Sections 1 through 26, pages 83 through
89, Laws of 1875;

( 5) Sections 2247 through 2275, Code 1881;
( 6) Sections 1 through 6, pages 37 through 38,

Laws of 1883;
( 7) Sections 1 through 23, pages 82 through

85, Laws of 1883;
( 8) Sections 1 through 15, pages 141 through

144, Laws of 1885-6;
( 9) Sections 1 through 7, pages 144 through

145, Laws of 1885-6;
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(10) Sections 1 through 18, pages 152 through
155, Laws of 1885-6;

(11) Chapter 60, Laws of 1888;
(12) Chapter 62, Laws of 1888;
(13) Sections 1 through 7, pages 269 through

271, Laws of 1889-90;
(14) Sections 1 through 25, pages 271 through

277, Laws of 1889-90;
(15) Sections 1 through 49, pages 482 through

495, Laws of 1889-90;
(16) Chapter 147, Laws of 1891;
(17) Chapter 131, Laws of 1895;
(18) Chapter 67, Laws of 1897;
(19) Chapter 119, Laws of 1901;
(20) Chapter 167, Laws of 1901;
(21) Chapter 171, Laws of 1901;
(22) Chapter 110, Laws of 1903;
(23) Chapter 90, Laws of 1907;
(24) Chapter 156, Laws of 1907;
(25) Chapter 166, Laws of 1907;
(26) Sections 1, 2 and 4 through 7, chapter 97,

pages 256 through 258, Laws of 1909;
(27) Sections 1 through 10, chapter 97, pages

258 through 260, Laws of 1909;
(28) Chapter 222, Laws of 1909;
(29) Section 32, chapter 249, Laws of 1909;
(30) Chapter 10, Laws of 1913;
(31) Sections 1 through 5 and 8 through 14,

chapter 157, Laws of 1913;
(32) Chapter 81, Laws of 1915;
(33) Chapter 106, Laws of 1915;
(34) Sections 32, 41 and 43, chapter 7, Laws of

1921;
(35) Chapter 48, Laws of 1921;
(36) Chapter 74, Laws of 1925, extraordinary

session;
(37) Chapter 212, Laws of 1927;
(38) Chapter 276, Laws of 1927;
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(39) Chapter 305, Laws of 1927;
(40) Chapter 59, Laws of 1929;
(41) Chapter 77, Laws of 1931;
(42) Chapter 84, Laws of 1935;
(43) Section 5, chapter 114, Laws of 1935;
(44) Chapter 161, Laws of 1939;
(45) Chapter 175, Laws of 1943;
(46) Chapter 79, Laws of 1945;
(47) Chapter 188, Laws of 1947;
(48) Chapter 190, Laws of 1947;
(49) Chapter 211, Laws of 1947;
(50) Chapter 114, Laws of 1949;
(51) Sections 20 and 52, chapter 198, Laws of

1949;
(52) Chapter 135, Laws of 1951;
(53) Sections 6 through 16, 40 through 50 and

65 through 69, chapter 139, Laws of 1951;
(54) Chapter 234, Laws of 1951;
(55) Chapter 217, Laws of 1953;
(56) Chapter 232, Laws of 1953;
(57) Chapter 77, Laws of 1955;
(58) Chapter 94, Laws of 1955;
(59) Chapter 104, Laws of 1955;
(60) Chapter 128, Laws of 1955;
(61) Chapter 136, Laws of 1955;
(62) Chapter 195, Laws of 1955;
(63) Chapter 230, Laws of 1955;
(64) Chapter 240, Laws of 1955;
(65) Chapter 242, Laws of 1955;
(66) Chapter 245, Laws of 1955;
(67) Chapter 247, Laws of 1955;
(68) Chapter 248, Laws of 1955;
(69) Chapter 260, Laws of 1955;
(70) Chapter 314, Laws of 1955;
(71) Chapter 318, Laws of 1955;
(72) Chapter 19, Laws of 1957;
(73) Chapter 21, Laws of 1957;
(74) Chapter 25, Laws of 1957;
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(75) Chapter 27, Laws of 1957;
(76) Chapter 29, Laws of 1957;
(77) Chapter 30, Laws of 1957;
(78) Chapter 54, Laws of 1957;
(79) Chapter 61, Laws of 1957;
(80) Chapter 102, Laws of 1957;
(81) Section 5, chapter 115, Laws of 1957;
(82) Chapter 136, Laws of 1957;
(83) Chapter 188, Laws of 1957;
(84) Chapter 217, Laws of 1957;
(85) Chapter 225, Laws of 1957;
(86) Chapter 272, Laws of 1957;
(87) Sections 2 and 3, chapter 297, Laws of 1957.

Such repeals shall not be construed as affecting
any existing right acquired under the provisions of
the statutes repealed, nor as affecting any proceed-
ing instituted thereunder, nor any rule, regulation
or order promulgated thereunder, nor any admin-
istrative action taken thereunder, nor the term of
office or appointment or employment of any person
appointed or employed thereunder.

SEC. 72.98.050 Bonding Acts Exempted. This
act shall not repeal nor otherwise affect the provi-
sions of the institutional bonding acts (chapter 230,
Laws of 1949 and chapters 298 and 299, Laws of
1957).

SEC. 72.98.060 Emergency. This act is necessary
for the immediate preservation of the public peace,
health and safety, the support of the state govern-
ment and its existing public institutions, and shall
take effect immediately, with the exception of sec-
tion 72.01.280 the effective date of which section is
July 1st, 1959.

Passed the House January 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 4, 1959.
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(The above measure, being remedial legislation introduced at the Explanatory
request of the Statute Law Committee, was accompanied by the follow- note.
ing explanatory note.)

1. Introductory.
In the course of its current program to restore session law language

to the Revised Code of Washington, the reviser's office and the codifica-
tions subconmnittee of the Statute L~aw Committee have carefully ex-
amined the provisions of Title 71 RCW relating to Insane, feeble-
minded, mentally Ill persons, and inebriates, and of Title 72 relating to
state institutions. Pursuant to such study, and after thorough discus-
sion between the reviser and the codifications subcommittee, the com-
mittee determined that because of the complicated statutory problems
relating to these subjects, the titles in question are nonrestorable.
This is a field wherein much legislation has been enacted, often in
disregard of prior laws. Since the creation of the various state in-
stitutions, numerous governmental authorities have been created and
abolished, and the powers and duties relating to the institutions have
been transferred from agency to agency merely by reference statutes.
The net result is that any attempt to restore the session law language
without at the same time proposing legislation for the resolving of such
conflicts, would be fruitless.

The codifications subcommittee of the Statute Law Committee, upon
conferring with representatives of the department of institutions, has
undertaken to prepare a recompilation of Titles 71 and 72 of the Revised
Code of Washington, removing as many confficting provisions as may
be ascertained and as may be removed without affecting the substance
of the law.

This bill proposes the recompilation and reenactment of Title 72. A
companion measure proposes the recompilation and reenactment of
Title 71. These bills should be examined together.

In preparing the reenactment of this title, material which was closely
related to the subject of state institutions, but contained in Title 71
and other titles, has been transferred to Title 72. The section com-
mentary below indicates the source of each section.

Note that the names of various governing agencies of the institutions
appear in the session laws used as source material for this bill. The
powers and duties of these agencies have devolved upon the department
or institutions through a chain of statutes as follows: 1901 c 119 sec. 3;
1921 c 7 sec. 36(1); 1935 c 176 secs. 20, 23; 1947 c 114 sec. 5; and 1955
c 195 secs. 1, 4. Therefore, "department" or "director" has been sub-
stituted for such agencies.
Ii. Section Comment.

Chapter 72.01 Department of Institutions

This is a new chapter composed of session laws providing for the
creation, structure, powers and duties of the department of institutions.
72.01.010 Source-new.

This section contains definitions added to facilitate reference
to the department and director of institutions.
This section as it appears in RCW 72.04.010, part, contains a
definition of "institutions" and "public institutions", taken
from 1907 c 166 sec. 10, and reads as follows:

"Institutions" or "public institutions" include all in-
stitutions under control of the department, except capitol
buildings.

It appears that this definition is unnecessary as the department
no longer has control of the capitol buildings or the authority
to examine the system of accounts at the educational institu-
tions as did the state board of control. Also the institutions
controlled by the department are enumerated in section 72-
.01.050.

72.01.020 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 1; 1955 c 195 sec. 1; RCW 43.28.010.
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Explanatory 72.01.030 Source-new.
note. This section sets forth the divisions of the department.

72.01.040 Source-1955 c 195 sec. 4(2); RCW 43.28.020. 1955 c 195 sec. 4
has been divided Into several sections according to the subject
matter of its subdivisions, for organizational purposes, and to
facilitate future amendment. The words "the director shall",
taken from the first sentence of 1955 c 195 sec. 4, preface each
new section.

72.01.050 Source-1955 c 195 sec. 4(1). Prior: 1915 c 107 sec. 1, pant; 1907
c 166 sec. 2, part; 1901 c 119 sec. 3, part; RRS sec. 10899, part;
RCW 43.28.020(1). See notes to RCW 72.01.040. "the Fort
Worden school for the care and custody of children and
youth, and such other institutions as authorized by law,"
added after "colony" to account for the establishment of Fort
Worden by 1957 c 217 and to anticipate any other institutions
which may be placed under the control of the department.

72.01.060 Source-1907 c 166 sec. 5; 1901 c 119 sec. 2; RRS sec. 10902;
RCW 72.04.020.
This section was originally part of the Board of Control Act
of 1901.
For the most part this section is in the language of the 1951
edition of the Revised Code of Washington wherein the
obsolete maximum salary for superintendents has been de-
leted and the provisos made straight matter. However, the
session law language "It shall be the duty of", "and whose
title shall be 'superintendent' "1 and "may be removed by the
director in his discretion" (referring to superintendents) has
been incorporated for reenactment. Also, the length of tenure
provision for superintendents has been replaced in its session
law order.
Note the language "Except as otherwise provided in this title,"
applicable to the appointment of all assistants and employees,
has been added in recognition of later special session laws on
particular institutions which are Inconsistent with this section
of the Board of Control Act.

72.01.070 Source-new.
This section on oaths added to eliminate a deficiency in the
law, and to prescribe by statute what currently is done under
administrative practice.

72.01.080 Source-new.
This section on official bonds added to make uniform the
provisions of earlier laws and to account for later general
laws on the subject.

72.01.090 Source-1907 c 166 sec. 7; 1901 c 119 sec. 9; RRS sec. 10905;
RCW 72.04.060.
"act" to "title"

72.01.100 Source-1955 c 195 sec. 4 (3) (4) (5) (6). Prior: 1921 c 7 sec.
44; RRS sec. 10802; RCW 43.28.020 (3) (4) (5) (6).
See notes to 72.01.040.

72.01.110 Source-1954 SLC-RO-28 [1901 c 119 sec. 12; RRS sec. 10909.];
RCW 72.04.100.
The last sentence of this section as It appears in RCW reads
as follows:

In calling for bids for improvements to be made the de-
partment shall follow the provisions of RCW 72.04.070, which
provisions are hereby made to and shall cover all calls made
and contracts awarded under this section.

This sentence has been deleted since RCW 72.04.070 (1901 c 119
sec. 10) was repealed by 1955 c 285 sec. 19. The substantive
provisions of 1901 c 119 sec. 10 have been incorporated for
reenactment herein as section 72.01.120.
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72.01.120 Source-1901 c 119 sec. 10, part. Explanatory
See notes to 72.01.110. note.

72.01.130 Source-OS? c 25 sec. 1; 1891 c 147 sec. 29; lIES sec. 10908;
HCW 72.04.090.

72.01.140 Source-1955 c 195 sec. 4 (7) (8) (9) (10) (11). Prior: 1921
c 7 sec. 39; 1111 sec. 10707; RCW 43.28.G20 (7) (8) (9) (10) (11).
See notes to 72.01.040.

72.01.150 Source-OSS c 195 sec. 4 (12) (13) (14) (15) (16). Prior: 1923
c 101 sec. 1; 1921 c 7 sec. 40; 1111 sec. 10798; RCW 43.28.020
(12) (13) (14) (15) (16).

72.01.160 Source-1921 c 7 sec. 41; 1111 sec. 10799; RCW 43.19.170.
"fund" to "account" since the state institutional revolving
fund moneys have been transferred to the state institutional
account in the state treasury (RCW 43.79.330).
The clause "which fund is hereby created and established in
the state treasury" deleted as the section if reenacted will
read as follows:

The director shall have the power, and it shall be his
duty, to cause all moneys or credits . . . to be paid into
the state treasury to the credit of a revolving account, to
be known as the state institutional revolving account....

72.01.170 Source-1955 c 195 sec. 4 (17). Prior: 1921 c 7 sec. 38, part;
1111 sec. 10794, part; RCW 43.28.020 (17).
See notes to RCW 72.01.040.

72.01.180 Source-1921 c 7 sec. 32; 1111 sec. 10790; RCW 43.19.150.

72.01.190 Source-1947 c 188 sec. 1; 1111 sec. 10898; RCW 72.04.140.

72.01.200 Source-1947 c 211 sec. 1; 1111 sec. 10319-1; RCW 72.04.130.

72.01.210 Source-1955 c 248 sec. 1; ECW 72.04.160.

72.01.220 Source-1955 c 248 sec. 2; 11CW 72.04.170.

72.01.230 Source-OSS c 248 sec. 3; RCW 72.04.180.

72.01.240 Source-1955 c 248 sec. 4; RCW 72.04.190.

72.01.250 Source-1955 C 248 sec. 5; RCW 72.04.200.

72.01.260 Source-1929 c 59 sec. 2; 1111 sec. 10236-1; RCW 72.08.210.
1929 c 59 sec. 2 reads as follows:

Nothing contained in chapter 38 of the Laws of 1905 shall
be so construed as to exclude ministers of any denomina-
tion from giving gratuitous religious or moral instruction
to prisoners under such reasonable rules and regulations as
the director of business control may prescribe.

Since 1905 c 38, providing for the appointment of a penitentiary
chaplain, was repealed by 1955 c 248 which act provides for
the appointment of chaplains for the various institutions, "sec-
tions 72.01.210 through 72.01.250,"1 the counterpart of 1955 C 248
in this reenactment, has been substituted for "chapter 38 of
the laws of 1905" and this section has been placed for re-
enactment following section 72.01.250.

72.01.270 Source-O0l c 119 sec. 8; ERS sec. 10904; RCW 72.04.050.
Note that 1901 c 119 sec. 8 was ostensibly repealed by the
Mental Illness and Hospitalization Act (1951 c 139 sec. 69).
However, the title of that act was limited to mental illness,
and the provision therein on gifts (1951 c 139 sec. 10) applies
only to money and personal property donated to state
hospitals. Thus, this section on the acceptance of gifts made
over to the department is included for reenactment.

72.01.280 Source-1957 c 188 sec. 1; 1907 c 166 sec. 6; 1901 c 119 sec. 6;
1111 sec. 10903; 11CW 72.04.040.
The effective date of this section is July 1, 1959, see 72.98.060.

72.01.290 Source-1907 c 166 sec. 9; 1901 c 119 sec. 13; 1111 sec. 10910;
RCW 72.04.110.
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Explanatory Note the first part of the session law reads as follows:
note. The Board shall keep at its office, accessible only to

members of the Board, the secretary and proper clerks,
except by consent of the Board...

The following, based on the RCW version of this part of the
section, is included herein for reenactment:

The department shall keep at its office, accessible only
to the director and proper officers and employees, and to
other persons authorized by the director,.*

72.01.300 Source-1921 c 7 sec. 43; RRS sec. 10801; RCW 43.19.160.
72.01.310 Source-1901 c 119 sec. 15; RRS sec. 10917; RCW 72.04.150.
72.01.320 Source-OSS c 195 sec. 5. Prior: (i) 1901 c 119 sec. 14; RRS

sec. 10915. (ii) 1915 c 107 sec. 1, part; 1907 c 166 sec. 2, part;
1901 c 119 sec. 3, part; RRS sec. 10899, part; 1921 c 7 sec. 36,
part; RRS sec. 10794, part; RUW 43.28.030.

72.01.330 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 3; RCW 43.28.120.
72.01.340 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 4; ItCW 43.28.130.

"to be appointed after the taking effect of this act" deleted
after "commission".

72.01.350 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 5; RCW 43.28.140.
72.01.360 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 6; RCW 43.28.150.

Chapter 72.02 Division of Adult Corrections

72.02.010 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 13; RCW 43.28.080.
"new" deleted after "institutions"

72.02.020 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 14; RCW 43.28.090.
72.02.030 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 15; RCW 43.28.100.
72.02.040 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 16; RCW 43.28.110.

Chapter 72.03 Division on Alcoholism

72.03.010 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 1; RCW 71.16.010.
72.03.020 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 2; RCW 71.16.020.
72.03.030 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 3; RCW 71.16.030.
72.03.040 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 4; RCW 71.16.040.
72.03.050 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 5; RCW 71.16.050.
72.03.060 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 6; RCW 71.16.060.
72.03.070 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 7; RCW 71.16.070.
72.03.080 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 8; IICW 71.16.080.
72.03.090 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 9; RCW 71.16.090.
72.03.100 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 10; RCW 71.16.100.
72.03.110 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 11; RCW 71.16.110.
72.03.120 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 12; RCW 71.16.120.
72.03.130 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 13; RCW 71.16.130.
72.03.140 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 14; RCW 71.16.140.
72.03.150 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 15; IICW 71.16.150.
72.03.160 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 16; RCW 71.16.160.
72.03.170 Source-1957 c 136 sec. 18; RCW 71.16.170.

Chapter 72.05 Division of Children and Youth
Services-Council for Children and Youth

72.05.010 Source-isal c 234 sec. 1. Presently a footnote to RCW 43-
.19.260.
"act" to "sections 72.05.010 through 72.05.210"1

72.05.020 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 2; RCW 43.19.260.
"As used in this chapter," added before "Unless".

72.05.030 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 3; RCW 43.19.270.
"new" deleted before "division".

72.05.040 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 7; RCW 43.19.280.
"Upon the taking effect of RCW 43.19.260 to 43.19.440"1 deleted
to conform with other sections providing for the appointment
of assistant directors.
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75.05.050 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 5; RCW 43.19.290. Explanatory
The following 1951 proviso omitted as obsolete: Provided, note.
That upon the taking effect of this act, all the personnel of
the Washington State Training School, State School for Girls,
Lakeland Village, Rainier State School, the State School for the
Blind, and the State School for the Deaf, shall be retained as
employees of the division pending determination by the super-
visor as to their permanent status, which is dependent also
upon their ability within one year to meet the requirements
for their respective positions according to the standards
established by the state personnel board with the advice of
the supervisor.

72.05.060 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 6; RCW 43.19.300.
72.05.070 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 7; RCW 43.19.310.
72.05.080 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 8; RCW 43.19.320.
72.05.090 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 9; RCW 43.19.330.
72.05.100 Source-i9si c 234 sec. 10; RCW 43.19.340.
72.05.110 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 11; RCW 43.19.350.
72.05.120 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 12; RCW 43.19.360.
72.05.130 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 13; RCW 43.19.370.
72.05.140 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 14; RCW 43.19.380.
72.05.150 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 15; RCW 43.19.390.
72.05.160 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 16; RCW 43.19.400.

"act" to "sections 72.05.010 through 72.05.210".
72.05.170 Source-1955 c 240 sec. 1; RCW 43.19.405.

"of children and youth services of the department of public
institutions" deleted, see notes to sec. 72.05.300.

72.05.180 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 17; RCW 43.19.430.
72.05.190 Source.-1951 c 234 sec. 18; RCW 43.19.440.
72.05.200 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 19; RCW 43.19.410.

"act" to "sections 72.05.010 through 72.05.210".
72.05.210 Source-1951 c 234 sec. 20; RCW 43.19.420.

"act" to "section 72.05.010 through 72.05.210".
72.05.300 Source-1957 c 297 sec. 2; RCW 43.28.160.

"of children and youth services" omitted from phrase "di-
vision of children and youth services" as division is defined
as the division of children and youth services by section
72.05.010.

72.05.310 Source-1957 c 297 sec. 3; RCW 43.28.180.
"of institutions" and "of chldren and youth" deleted, see
notes to 72.05.300.

Chapter 72.06 Division of Mental Health
72.06.010 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 9; RCW 43.28.040.

"new" deleted before "division".
72.06.020 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 10; RCW 43.28.050.
72.06.030 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 11; RCW 43.28.060.
72.06.040 Source-1957 c 272 sec. 12; RCW 43.28.070.
72.06.050 Source-1955 c 136 sec. 2; RCW 43.28.600.
72.06.060 Source-1955 c 136 sec. 3; RCW 43.28.610.
72.06.070 Source-1955 c 136 sec. 4; RCW 43.28.620.
72.06.080 Source-1955 c 136 sec. 5; RCW 43.28.630.

"the effective date of this act" to "June 8, 1955".
72.06.090 Source-1955 c 136 sec. 6; RCW 43.28.640.

Chapter 72.08 State Penitentiary
72.08.010 Source-1891 c 147 sec. 1; RRS sec. 10210; RCW 72.08.010.

"and all lands acquired thereafter" added after "Walla Walla"
to account for lands acquired or to be acquired for peni-
tentiary purposes.

72.08.020 Source-1891 c 147 sec. 5; RRS sec. 10211; RCW 72.08.020.
Except for a. provision requiring at least a monthly visit to
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Explanatory the penitentiary and a provision giving the superintendent
note, emergency rulemaking powers, 1891 c 147 sec. 5 is obsolete.

The visitation provision appears herein as section 72.08.020
and the emergency rule provision as section 72.08.045.

72.08.040 Source-1891 c 147 sec. 7; RRS sec. 10213; RCW 72.08.040.
"warden" to "superintendent", see section 72.01.060.
Note the first clause of the session law reads as follows:

The warden shall reside at the penitentiary in a house
provided and furnished at the expense of the state, as nmy
be ordered by the board of directors . . .

The italicized matter has been deleted as superseded, see
section 72.01.280.
"attorney general" substituted for "prosecuting attorney of
Walla Walla county" on the basis of subsequent legislation
broadening the attorney general's powers and duties. The
third paragraph of the session laws on monthly reports to
the governor concerning prisoners whose terms are about to
expire omitted as obsolete.

72.08.045 Source-1891 c 147 sec. 5, part. See notes to RCW 72.08.020.
72.08.050 Source-1891 c 147 sec. 10; RRS sec. 10216; RCW 72.08.050.
72.08.070 Source-1957 c 115 sec. 5; 1891 c 147 see. 15; RRS sec. 10218;

RCW 72.08.070.
72.08.080 Source-1891 c 147 sec. 16; RRS see. 10219; RCW 72.08.080.

"warden" to "superintendent", see section 72.01.060.
Note the last sentence reads as follows:

When any sum of money is paid to the warden he shall
cause the same to be properly entered on the books by the
clerk.

"by the clerk" has been deleted since the sections establishing
the office of the clerk, 1891 c 147 secs. 8, 9, were repealed by
1931 c 58 see. 1.

72.08.090 Source-1891 e 147 sec. 17; RRS sec. 10220; RCW 72.08.090.
"as provided in this act" omitted from the phrase "on payment
of any moneys into the state treasury, as provided in this
act". The last sentence of the session law on monthly and
quarterly financial reports omitted as obsolete.

72.08.100 Source-1955 c 94 sec. 2. Prior: 1891 c 147 sec. 19, part; RRS
see. 10222, part; RCW 72.08.100.

72.08.110 Source-1955 c 94 sec. 3. Prior: 1891 c 147 sec. 19, part; RRS
sec. 10222, part; RCW 72.08.110.
"state hospitals for the insane" to "state hospitals for the
mentally ill" as the state hospitals are so designated by the
Mental Illness and Hospitalization Act.

72.08.120 Source-1927 c 305 sec. 2; RRS sec. 10223-2; RCW 72.08.120.
72.08.130 Source-1891 c 147 sec. 21; RRS sec. 10225; RCW 72.08.130.

Note the first proviso reads as follows:
Provided, That no building or structure, the cost of

which will exceed three thousand dollars, shall be erected
or constructed without first obtaining the consent of the
governor, secretary and treasurer of the state, or a majority
thereof: . . .

The 1951 RCW version is adopted, requiring the consent of
the governor only and conforming the section with the depart-
mental structure of state government.

72.08.140 Source-1891 c 147 sec. 22; RRS sec. 10226; RCW 72.08.140.
72.08.150 Source-1955 c 77 see. 1; 1891 c 147 sec. 23; RRS sec. 10227;

RCW 72.08.150.
72.08.160 Source-1891 e 147 sec. 24; RRS sec. 10228; RCW 72.08.160.
72.08.170 Source-1891 c 147 sec. 27; RRS sec. 10231; RCW 72.08.170.

"penitentiary fund" to "any funds available therefor" to
broaden the source from which rewards may be paid.
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72.08.343 Source-1957 c 21 sec. 1; RCW 72.08.343. Explanatory
"or the state reformatory" deleted since this section, ap- note.
plicabie also to the reformatory, is repeated as section 72-
.12.122.

72.08.380 Source-1957 c 61 sec. 1; RCW 72.08.380.
"or the superintendent of the state reformatory" deleted since
this section, applicable also to the reformatory, is repeated as
section 72.12.140.

Chapter 72.12 State Reformatory

72.12.010 Bource.-1927 c 212 sec. 1; RUB sec. 10280-1; RCW 72.12.010.
"act" to "chapter" since 1927 c 212 is codified in chapter 72.12
alone.

72.12.020 Source-1927 c 212 sec. 2; RUB sec. 10280-2; UCW 72.12.020.
72.12.040 Source-1927 c 212 sec. 4; RUB sec. 10280-4; UCW 72.12.040.

Provision on salaries to be paid all appointees or employees
deleted as consistent with, and covered by, section 72.01.060.
Provision as to appointment of chaplain deleted as superseded
by sections 72.01.210 through 72.01.240.

72.12.050 Source-1955 c 242 sec. 1; 1927 c 212 sec. 5; RUB sec. 10280-5;
RCW 72.12.050.

72.12.070 Source-1927 c 212 sec. 8; RUS sec. 10280-8; RCW 72.12.070.
72.12.090 Source-1927 c 212 sec. 13; RUB sec. 10280-13; RCW 72.12.090.

"department of efficiency" to "director of budget" since the
powers and duties of the "department of efficiency" referred
to in this section have devolved upon the director of budget
through a chain of statutes as follows: 1935 c 176 sec. 19; 1941
c 196 sec. 7; 1947 c 114 secs. 3, 4.
"purchase of suppies and" deleted since this function is now
performed by the Department of General Administration.

72.12.100 Source-1927 c 212 sec. 14; RUB sec. 10280-14; RCW 72.12.100.
72.12.122 Source-1957 e 21 sec. 1; RCW 72.08.343.

"the state penitentiary or" deleted after "confined" since this
section, applicable also to the penitentiary, is inserted as
section 72.08.343.

72.12.140 Source-1957 c 61 sec. 1; RCW 72.08.380.
"the superintendent of the state penitentiary or" deleted after
"wherever" since this section, applicable also to the peni-
tentiary, is also inserted as section 72.08.380.

Chapter 72.16 Green Hill School
The substance of this chapter is for the most part in the language

of the 1951 edition of the Revised Code of Washington and supplements
thereto. In Instances where the Revised Code language was deemed a
material departure from the session laws upon which it was based,
resulting in a possible change of meaning, the session law language
has been used herein.
72.16.010 Source-1955 c 230 sec. 1. Prior: (1) 1909 p. 256 sec. 1; RUB

sec. 4624. (ii) 1907 c 90 sec. 1; 1890 p 271 sec. 1; RUB sec. 10299;
RCW 72.16.010.

72.16.020 Bource-(i) 1909 p 256 sec. 2; RUB sec. 4625. (Ul) 1890 p 272
sec. 2; RUB sec. 10300; RCW 72.16.020.
"reformatory" deleted before "training" since the word "re-
form" has long been removed from the name of the school.
Session law language "1eighteen" substituted for "sixteen" used
in the language of the Revised Code.
"lawfully committed" substituted for "committed by a court
of competent jurisdiction" in view of 1957 c 297 secs. 4-6
whereby commitment may be to the division of children and
youth services for placement.

72.16.070 Source-(i) 1909 p 257 sec. 7; RUB sec. 4630. (Ui) 1890 p 256
sec. 19; RUB sec. 10307; RCW 72.16.070.
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Explanatory "of the two sexes" deleted from the phrase "instructed in the
note, different trades and callings of the two sexes" since the girls'

department of the state training school has been abolished.
"at least" added after "in" and before "the" to allow for any
Instruction beyond the eighth grade while assuring the manda-
tory instruction in the first eight grades provided in the
session law.
The first sentence of this section relating to the Investigation
of complaints against the superintendent or any employee of
the school deleted as repetitious of section 72.01.060.

72.16.090 Source-1890 c 276 sec. 21; RRS sec. 10308; RCW 72.16.09.0.

Chapter 72.20 Maple Lane School

72.20.010 Source-1955 c 230 sec. 2; 1913 c 157 sec. 1; RRS sec. 4631; 1ICW
72.20.010.

72.20.020 Source-1913 c 157 sec. 3; RRS sec. 4633; RCW 72.20.020.
72.20.040 Source-1913 c 157 sec. 5; RRS sec. 4635; RCW 72.20.040.

subdivision (4) of this section relating to engaging and re-
moving employees, deleted since the employees involved are
subject to the 1951 children and youth services act which
places them under the state personnel board.

72.20.050 Source-1913 c 157 sec. 8; RUS sec. 4638; RCW 72.20.050.
72.20.060 Source-1913 c 157 sec. 9, part; RRS sec. 4639, part; RCW

72.20.060, part.
72.20.065 Source -1913 c 157 sec. 9, part; RRS sec. 4639, part; RCW

72.20.060, part.
RCW 72.20.060 has been divided into two sections to separate
unrelated subjects.

72.20.070 Source-1913 c 157 sec. 10; RRS sec. 4640; RCW 72.20.070.
"state school for girls" to "Maple Lane School".

72.20.080 Source-1913 c 157 sec. 11; RRS sec. 4641; RCW 72.20.080.
72.20.090 Source-1913 c 157 sec. 12; RRS sec. 4642; RCW 72.20.090.

Chapter 72.23 State Hospitals for the Mentally Ill
The mental illness hospitalization act (1951 c 139, presently codified

as chapter 71.02 RCW) contains the general procedure for mental illness
commitment to any institution, as well as provisions for the establish-
ment and administration of the state mental hospitals. In the instant
bill, and the companion bill relating to Title 71, the 1951 act is divided
and the commitment provisions are retained in Title 71 while the ad-
ministrative provisions relating to the state institutions are brought over
into Title 72 as a part of the public institutions code. The definitions
section of the 1951 act is carried in both bills, as sections 71.02.010 and
72.23.010. Sections 1 and 4 of the 1951 act, relating to statutory con-
struction are likewise carried in both bills, as sections 71.02.900, 72.23.900
and 71.02.020, 72.23.910, respectively.
72.23.010 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 2; RCW 71.02.010.

"act" to "chapter"
The definition of department has been deleted from this section
since it is provided for in section 72.01.010 of this reenactment.

72.23.020 Source-iS5i c 139 sec. 6; RCW 71.02.440.
72.23.030 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 7; RCW 71.02.510.
72.23.040 Source-lo5i c 139 sec. 8; RCW 71.02.540.
72.23.050 Source-S5i c 139 sec. 9; RCW 71.02.520.
72.23.060 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 10; RCW 71.02.600.
72.23.070 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 11. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 19, part; RCW

71.02.030.
72.23.080 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 12. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 19, part; RCW

71.02.040.

72.23.090 Source-B5i c 139 sec. 13. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 19, part; RCW
71.02.050.
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72.23.100 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 14. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 19, part; RCW Explanatory
71.02.060. note.

72.23.110 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 15. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 19, part; RCW
7 1.02.070.

72.23.120 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 16. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 19, part; RCW
71.02.080.

72.23.130 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 40; RCW 71.02.530.
72.23.140 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 41; RCW 71.02.610.
72.23.150 Sonrce-1951 c 139 sec. 42; RCW 71.02.620.
72.23.160 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 43; RCW 71.02.630.
72.23.170 Source-1957 c 225 sec. 1; 1949 c 198 sec. 20; Rem. Supp. 1949

sec. 6953-20; RCW 71.12.620.
The session law reference to "school for mental defectives"
is deleted since this section is repeated in chapter 72.33 and
there made to apply to state residential schools.
"state hospital for the mentally ill" substituted for "mental
hospital" since the context of the session law (e.g. see 1949
c 198 sec. 53) indicates its application is to state hospitals only.
"such inmate has been lawfully committed" substituted for
"a person is committed under any provisions of this act" since
the commitment provisions of 1949 c 198 have been repealed
by later acts on commitment which, however, do not provide
penalties for escape of inmates.

72.23.180 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 44; RCW 71.02.640.
72.23.190 Source-is5i c 139 sec. 45; RCW 71.02.660.
72.23.200 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 46. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 17; RCW 71-

.02.550.
72.23.210 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 47. Prior: 1949 c 198 sec. 18; RCW 71-

.02.560.
"act" to "chapter"

72.23.220 Sonrce-1957 c 54 sec. 1; 1951 c 139 sec. 48; RCW 71.02.590
72.23.230 Source-1953 c 217 sec. 2; 1951 c 139 sec. 49; RCW 71.02.570.
72.23.240 Source-1953 c 217 sec. 1; RCW 71.02.575.
72.23.250 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 50; RCW 71.02.580.
72.23.260 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 65; RCW 71.02.460.
72.23.270 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 66; RCW 71.02.500.
72.23.280 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 67; RCW 71.02.470.
72.23.290 Source-1951 c 139 sec. 68; RCW 71.02.480.
72.23.300 Source-1949 c 198 sec. 52; Rem. Supp. 1949 sec. 6953-52; RCW

7 1.12 .630.
"any state institution for the care and treatment of mental
illness" substituted for "any institution" since the title of the
act and the context of the session law (e.g. see 1949 c 198 sec.
53) indicate that the term "any institution" Is too broad.

72.23.900 Source-B5i c 139 sec. 1; RCW 71.02.900.
"act" to "chapter"

72.23.910 Source-is5i c 139 sec. 4; RCW 71.12.020.
See note to 72.23.020.

Chapter 72.25 Nonresident Insane, Feeble-minded,
Epileptics, Sexual Psychopaths and

Psychopathic Delinquents

72.25.010 Source-1957 c 29 sec. 1; 1953 c 232 sec. 1; RCW 71.04.270

72.25.020 Source-1957 c 29 sec. 2; 1953 c 232 sec. 2; RCW 71.04.280.

72.25.030 Source-1957 c 29 sec. 3; 1953 c 232 sec. 3; RCW 71.04.290.

72.25.040 Source-1957 c 29 sec. 4; 1953 c 232 sec. 4; RCW 71.04.300.

Chapter 72.33 State Residential Schools

72.33.010 Source-1957 c 102 see. 1. Prior: 1937 c 10 sec. 3; RES sec.
4679-3; RCW 72.33.010.
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Explanatory 72.33.020 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 2; RCW 72.33.020.
note. "as used in this chapter" added before "unless" since 1957 c

102 appears in chapter 72.33, only.
72.33.030 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 3. Prior: (1) 1905 c 70 sec. 1. (1i) 1947

c 157 sec. 1. (111) 1905 e 70 sec. 2. (iv) 1947 c 157 sec. 2.
(v) 1937 c 10 sec. 2. (vi) RCW 72.28.010 and 72.32.010; RCW
72.33.030.

72.33.040 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 4. Prior: (1) 1937 c 10 sec. 19. (ii) 1937
c 10 sec. 7; ltCW 72.33.040.

72.33.050 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 5. Prior: (1) 1913 c. 173 sec. 14. (11)
1937 c 10 sec. 18; RCW 72.33.050.

72.33.060 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 6; RCW 72.33.060.
72.33.070 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 7; RCW 72.33.070.
72.33.080 Source-OSI c 102 sec. 8; RCW 72.33.080.
72.33.090 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 9; RCW 72.33.090.
72.33.100 Source.-1957 c 102 sec. 10; RCW 72.33.100.
72.33.110 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 11; RCW 72.33.110.
72.33.120 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 12. Prior: (1) 1913 c 173 sec. 2. (11)

1913 c 173 sec. 3. (ill) 1913 c 173 sec. 4. (iv) 1913 c 173 sec. 9.
(v) 1909 p 260 sec. 3. (vi) 1937 c 10 sec. 8. (vii) 1937 c 10 sec.
9. (viii) 1937 c 10 sec. 10. (ix) 1937 c 10 sec. 11. (x) 1937
c 10 sec. 15. (xi) 1937 c 10 sec. 16; RCW 72.33.120.

72.33.130 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 13. Prior: (1) 1913 c 173 sec. 2. (11)
1913 c 173 sec. 8. (ill) 1937 c 10 sec. 9. (iv) 1937 c 10 sec. 14;
RCW 72.33.130.

72.33.140 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 14. Prior: (1) 1913 c 173 sec. 10. (11)
1937 c 10 sec. 20; RCW 72.33.140.

72.33.150 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 15. Prior: (i) 1913 c 173 sec. 8. (11)
1913 c 173 sec. 10. (iii) 1913 c 110 sec. 14; RCW 72.33.150.

72.33.160 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 16. Prior: 1913 c 173 sec. 10; RCW
72.33.160.

72.33.170 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 17. Prior: 1913 c 173 sec. 10; 1ICW
72.33.170.

72.33.180 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 18; IICW 72.33.180.
72.33.190 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 19; RCW 72.33.190.
72.33.200 Source-1957 e 102 sec. 20; RCW 72.33.200.
72.33.210 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 21. Prior: (1) 1913 c 173 sec. 12. (it)

1937 c 10 sec. 17; RCW 72.33.210.
72.33.220 Source-1957 e 102 sec. 22. Prior: 1913 c 173 sec. 10; RCW

72.33.220.
72.33.230 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 23; RCW 72.33.230.
72.33.240 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 24; ILCW 72.33.240.
72.33.260 Source-1957 c 225 sec. 1; 1949 c 198 sec. 20; Rem. Supp. 1949

sec. 6953-20; RCW 71.12.620.
"any mental hospital", "or institutions for psychopaths" de-
leted since this section is also Inserted in chapter 72.23 (section
72.23.170) and there made to apply to state hospitals for the
mentally Ill.
"resident" substituted for "inmate" since 1957 c 102, the resi-
dential school act, refers to persons residing at the Institution
as "residents".

72.33.900 Source-1957 c 102 sec. 25; RCW 72.33.250.

Chapter 72.30 Soldiers' and Veterans' Homes

72.36.010 Source-1901 c 167 sec. 1; 1890 p 269 sec. 1; RCW 72.36.010.
This section is taken from RCW and reads as follows:

There is established at Orting, Pierce County, an institu-
tion which shall be known as the Washington soldiers' home.

1901 c 167 sec. 1 reads as follows:
That section 2631, Ballinger's Annotated Codes and Stat-

utes, be and the same is hereby amended to read as fol-
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lows: "There shall be established in this state an institution Explanatory
under the name of the Washington Soldiers' Home which note.
institution shall be a home for honorably discharged Union
soldiers, sailors, marines, soldiers of the Spanish-American
war, and also members of the state militia disabled in the
line of duty, and who are boa fide citizens of this state."

Since a later act, 1915 c 106 sec. 1, section 72.36.030 herein,
provides that "All honorably discharged soldiers, sailors and
marines who have served the United States government In
any of its wars, and members of the state militia disabled
while in the line of duty, may be admitted to the state
soldiers' home at Orting", the language in 1901 c 167 sec. I to
the effect that the institution "shall be a home for the honor-
ably discharged Union soldiers, sailors, marines, soldiers of
the Spanish-American war, and also members of the state
militia disabled in the line of duty," has been deleted and the
RCW version of the section adopted.

72.36.020 Source-SOD p 271 sec. 7; RCW 72.36.020.
The language "and who shall hold office for five years unless
sooner removed by the trustees, for cause of which they shall
be the judges" deleted since it is apparently superseded by 1907
c 166 sec. 5 (section 72.01.060) the general statute relative to su-
perintendents. The language "and he shall, with the approval
of the majority of the board, appoint or employ all subordinate
officers and employees of said Institution, and may remove or
discharge him for cause" deleted for the same reason.
"with the consent of the director, may" substituted for "shall"
to leave to the determination of the director whether or not
the superintendent of the soldiers' home Is to be styled "com-
mandant of the home".

72.36.030 Source-9iS c 106 sec. 1. Prior: 1911 c 124 sec. 1; 1905 c 152
sec. 1; 1901 c 157 sec. 2; 1890 p 270 sec. 2; RCW 72.36.010.

72.36.040 Source-1947 c 190 sec. 1; 1925 ex.s. c 74 sec. 1; 1915 c 106 sec. 2;
RCW 72.36.040.

72.36.050 Source-1947 c 190 sec. 2; 1939 c 161 sec. 1; 1927 c 276 sec. 1;
1925 ex.s. c 74 sec. 1; 1915 c 106 sec. 3; RCW 72.36.050.

72.36.060 Source-1897 c 67 sec. 1; RCW 72.36.060.
This section is In the language of RCW since the "United
States fund for the maintenance of the soldiers' home" re-
ferred to in the session law was abolished by 1929 c 168 and
all the moneys therein were transferred to the general fund
in the state treasury.

72.36.070 Source-1907 c 156 sec. 1; RCW 72.36.070.
72.36.080 Source-1951 c 104 sec. 1; 1927 c 276 sec. 2; 1915 c 106 sec. 4;

RCW 72.36.080.
72.36.090 Source-1949 c 114 sec. 1; RCW 72.36.090.
72.36.100 Source-1949 c 114 sec. 2; RCW 72.36.100.
72.36.110 Source-1955 c 247 sec. 7; RCW 72.36.110.

Chapter 72.40 State Schools for Blind and Deaf

Introductory note: The 1909 act created a "state school for
the deaf and the blind". This was divided into two schools on
authority of 1913 c 10. The RCW version which adjusted for
the division is largely adopted herein.

72.40.010 Source-1913 c 10 sec. 1; RCW 72.40.010.

72.40.020 Source-1909 p 258 sec. 5; RCW 72.40.020.
The language "each superintendent shall be appointed for a
term of four years, and be subject to removal at the pleasure
of the director" deleted as repetitious of section 72.01.060.
The language "each superintendent shall have power to appoint
all subordinates. The director may fix the number of employees
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Explanatory and the salaries paid to each" deleted as repetitious of section
note. 72.01.060.

72.40.030 Source-1909 p 258 sec. 2. Prior: 1903 c 146 sec. 2; 1897 c 118
sec. 246; 1886 p 139 sec. 23; RCW 72.40.030.

72.40.040 Source-1955 c 260 sec. 1; 1909 c 97 p 258 sec. 3. Prior: 1903
c 140 sec. 1; 1897 c 118 sec. 229; 1886 p 136 sec. 2; RCW 72.40.040.

72.40.090 Source 1909 p 258 sec. 4. Prior: 1897 c 118 sec. 251; RCW
72.40.050.

72.40.060 Source-1909 p 258 sec. 6. Prior: 1897 c 118 sec. 252; 1890
p 497 sec. 1; RCW 72.40.060.
The session law language "it shall be the duty of" substituted
for the word "shall".

72.40.070 Source-1909 p 259 sec. 7. Prior: 1897 c 118 sec. 253; 1890 p 497
sec. 2; RCW 72.40.070.
The session law language "it shall be the duty of" substituted
for "shall".

72.40.080 Source-1909 p 259 sec. 8. Prior: 1897 c 118 sec. 254; 1890 p 498
sec. 3; RCW 72.40.080.

72.40.090 Source-1909 p 259 sec. 9. Prior: 1899 c 142 sec. 28; 1899 c 81
sec. 2; 1897 c 118 sec. 255; RCW 72.40.090.

72.40.100 Source-1909 c 97 p 259 sec. 10. Prior: 1897 c 118 sec. 256; 1890
p 498 sec. 5; RCW 72.40.100.

Chapter 72.48 State Narcotic Farm Colony

72.48.010 Source-1935 c 84 sec. 1; IICW 72.48.010.
72.48.020 Source-1935 c 84 sec. 2; IICW 72.48.020.

"act" to "chapter" since 1935 c 84, alone, is codified as chapter
72.48.

72.48.030 *Source-1935 c 84 sec. 3; IICW 72.48.030.
"act" to "chapter"

72.48.040 Source-1935 c 84 sec. 4; RCW 72.48.040.
72.48.050 Source-1935 c 84 sec. 5; ItCW 72.48.050.

"1act" to "chapter"
72.48.060 Source-1935 c 84 sec. 6; RCW 7Z.48.060.
72.48.070 Source--1935 c 84 sec. 7; RCW 72.48.070.
72.48.080 Source-1935 c 84 sec. 9; RCW 72.48.080.
72.48.090 Source-1935 c 84 sec. 10; RCW 72.48.090.
72.48.100 Source-1935 c 84 sec. 11; RCW 72.48.100.

"act" to "chapter"
72.48.110 Source-1935 c 84 sec. 8.

"act" to "chapter"
This section was not codified by the 1941 Code Committee

Chapter 72.50 State Bureau of Criminal Identification

72.50.010 Source-1955 c 318 sec. 1; IICW 43.29.010.
72.50.020 Source-1955 c 318 sec. 2; RCW 43.29.020.
72.50.030 Source-1955 c 318 sec. 3; RCW 43.29.030.
72.50.040 Source-1955 c 318 sec. 4; RCW 43.29.040.
72.50.050 Source-1955 c 318 sec. 5; RCW 43.29.050.
72.50.060 Source-1955 c 318 sec. 6; RCW 43.29.060.
72.50.070 Source-1955 c 318 sec. 7; RCW 43.29.070.
72.50.080 Source-1955 c 318 sec. 8; RCW 43.29.080.
72.50.090 Source-1955 c 318 sec. 9; RCW 43.29.090.
72.50.100 Source-1955 c 318 sec. 10; IICW 43.29.100.
72.50.110 Source-1955 c 318 sec. 11; RCW 43.29.110.

Chapter 72.56 State Institutions for Children
and Youth (Fort Worden)

72.56.010 Source-1957 c 217 sec. 1; RCW 72.56.010.
72.56.020 Source-1957 c 217 sec. 2; RCW 72.56.020.
72.56.030 Source-1957 c 217 sec. 3; ItCW 72.56.030.
72.56.040 Source-1957 c 217 sec. 4; RCW 72.56.040.
72.56.050 Source-1957 c 217 sec. 5; RCW 72.56.050.
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Chapter 72.60 Institutional Industries Commission Explanatory
note.

72.60.010 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 2; RCW 43.95.010.
The definition of "department" is deleted from this section,
since it is contained in section 72.01.010.
The definition of "chapter" is deleted.
"as used in this chapter, unless the context requires otherwise"
added since 1955 c 314 appears in chapter 72.60, alone.

72.60.020 Source-1957 c 30 sec. 1; RCW 43.95.015.
72.60.030 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 3; RCW 43.95.020.
72.60.040 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 4; RCW 43.95.030.
72.60.050 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 5; RCW 43.95.040.
72.60.060 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 6; RCW 43.95.050.
72.60.070 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 7; RCW 43.95.060.
72.60.080 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 8; RCW 43.95.070.
72.60.090 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 9; RCW 43.95.080.
72.60.100 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 10; RCW 43.95.090.
72.60.110 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 11: RCW 43.95.100.
72.60.120 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 12; RCW 43.95.110.
72.60.130 Source-OSS c 314 sec. 13; RCW 43.95.120.
72.60.140 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 14; RCW 43.95.130.
72.60.150 Source-OSS c 314 sec. 15; RCW 43.95.140.
72.60.160 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 16; RCW 43.95.150.
72.60.170 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 17; RCW 43.95.160.
72.60.180 Source-1955 c 314 sec. 18; RCW 43.95.170.
72.60.190 Source-1957 c 30 sec. 2; RCW 43.95.180.
72.60.200 Source-1957 c 30 sec. 4; RCW 43.95.190.
72.60.210 Source-1957 c 30 sec. 5; RCW 43.95.200.
72.60.220 Source-1957 c 30 sec. 6; RCW 43.95.210.
72.60.230 Source-1957 c 30 sec. 3; RCW 43.95.220.

Chapter 72.64 Labor and Employment of Prisoners

This is a new chapter created by bringing together the provi-
sions relating to the labor and employment of prisoners.

72.64.010 Source-1943 c 175 sec. 1; RCW 72.08.220.
"director of finance, budget and business through and by the
means of the division of public institutions" to "director" since
the powers and duties referred to herein have devolved upon
the director of institutions through a chain of statutes as
follows: 1947 c 114 sec. 5; 1955 c 195 secs. 1, 4.
"adult correctional institutions" substituted for "state peni-
tentiary or reformatory" in view of the creation of the divisson
of adult corrections.

72.64.020 Source-1943 c 175 sec. 2; RCW 72.08.230.
"the employment of prisoners" moved so as to precede "the
conduct".
"now" deleted before "provided".

72.64.030 Source-1927 c 305 sec. 1 and 1927 c 212 sec. 7. Presently
uncodified.
The session laws upon which this section is based are identical
except that one applies to the state penitentiary and the other
to the state reformatory. In this bill for re-enactment they
have been combined by adding "or reformatory" after the
words "state penitentiary" in 1927 c 305 sec. 1.
"provided that prisoners shall not be employed in what is
known as the contract system of labor" deleted as repetitious
of section 72.64.010.

72.64.040 Source-1957 c 19 secs. 1 and 2; RCW 72.08.250 and 72.12.080
respectively.
The sessions laws upon which this section is based are identical
except that one applies to the state penitentiary and the other
appies to the state reformatory. In this bill for reenactment
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Explanatory they have been combined by adding "or reformatory" after
note. the word "penitentiary" in 1957 c 19 sec. 1.

"Upon release, parole, or discharge" substituted for "Upon
release, or discharge, from the penitentiary or reformatory"
to broaden the application to all adult correctional Institutions
and camps.

72.64.050 Source-1943 c 175 sec. 3; RCW 72.08.240.
72.64.060 Source-1955 c 128 sec. 1; RCW 43.28.500.
72.64.070 Source-1955 c 128 sec. 2; RCW 43.28.510.

"superintendent of public institutions" to "director". Although
there is no statute creating an office of "superintendent of
public institutions", the supervisor of public institutions, who
had charge of the division of public institutions prior to the
1955 departmental reorganization, is probably the officer re-
ferred to in this section. There is no direct transfer by statute
of the powers and duties of the supervisor of the division of
public institutions, but it is fairly apparent that the director
of the department of institutions has succeeded to these powers
and duties.

72.64.080 Source-1955 c 128 sec. 3; RCW 43.28.520.
"superintendent of public institutions" to "director", see notes
to 72.64.070.

72.64.090 Source-1955 c 128 sec. 4; RCW 43.28.530.

Chapter 72.68 Transfers, Transportation, and
Detention Contracts

72.68.010 Source-1955 c 245 sec. 2; 1935 c 114 sec. 5; RRS sec. 10249-5;
RCW 9.95.180.
"superintendent of public institutions" to "director" see notes
to 72.64.070.

72.68.020 Source-1955 c 245 sec. 1; RCW 9.95.181.
"superintendent of public institutions" to "director".
Subsection (3) which reads as follows, deleted as transitional:

"All equipment acquired and used by, and all funds
appropriated, to the board of prison terms and paroles for
such purpose shall be transferred to the superintendent of
public Institutions upon the taking effect of this section."

72.68.030 Source-1909 c 249 sec. 32; RRS sec. 2284; RCW 72.04.120.
72.68.040 Source-1957 c 27 sec. 1; RICW 9.95.184.
72.68.050 Source-1957 c 27 sec. 2; RCW 9.95.185.
72.68.060 Source-1957 c 27 sec. 3; RCW 9.95.186.
72.68.070 Source-1957 c 27 sec. 4; RCW 9.95.187.
72.68.080 Source-1951 c 135 sec. 1; RCW 72.08.350.
72.68.090 Source-1951 c 135 sec. 2; RCW 72.08.360.
72.68.100 Source-1951 c 135 sec. 3; RCW 72.08.370.

Chapter 72.98 Construction

72.98.010 This section has been added to preserve continuity with the
laws which this bill reenacts.

72.98.020 Provides that chapter, etc., headings are not part of the law.
72.08.030 Severability.
72.98.040 Repeals and saving.

Except as noted below, the laws set forth in the schedule of
repeals were either repealed previously, or are substantially
reenacted in this bill. The numbers in parentheses correspond
with the like numbered subdivisions of the repealer schedule.

(1) Relates to a board of comumissioners appointed to locate the
penitentiary. Repealed as obsolete.

(2) Relates to purchase of buildings at Fort Steilacoom for insane
asylum. Repealed without reenactment as obsolete.

(3) Relates to a board of commissioners appointed to locate the
penitentiary. Repealed without reenactment as obsolete.
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(4) Relates to the establishment and management of a hospital for Explanatory
the Insane in Washington Territory. Repealed without reen- note.
actment as obsolete.

(5) Relates to the management of the hospital for Insane at Stella-
coom. Repealed without reenactment as obsolete.

(6) Section 5 relates to the duties of the superintendent of the
hospital for insane at Stellacoom. Repealed without reenact-
ment as obsolete.

(7) Relates to territorial convicts and construction of a penitenti-
ary. Repealed without reenactment as obsolete.

(8) Relates to the permanent location and construction of a hos-
pital for the insane at Stellacoom. Repealed without reenact-
ment as obsolete.

(9) Relates to a board of commissioners appointed to locate a
hospital for the insane In Eastern Washington. Repealed with-
out reenactment as obsolete.

(10) Relates to the permanent location of the penitentiary at Walla
Walla. Repealed without reenactment as obsolete.

(11) Relates to construction at Medical Lake. Repealed without
reenactment as obsolete.

(12) Relates to salaries of employees of the hospital for insane.
Repealed without reenactment as obsolete.

(13) Sections 4 through 6 relate to the government of the Soldiers'
Home. Repealed without reenactment as superseded by 1901
c 119, the Board of Control Act.

(14) Sections 3 through 16, 18, 20, 22 and 23 relate to the construc-
tion and government of the State Reform School. Repealed
without reenactment either as temporary, or superseded.

(15) Sections 1 through 7, 10 through 12, 14, 20, 21, and 41 through
45 relate to the management of the state hospitals for the
insane. Repealed without reenactment as superseded by 1901
c 119 or 1951 c 139.

,1l6) Sections 2 through 4, 12 through 14, and 18 relate to the man-
agement of the penitentiary. Repealed without reenactment as
superseded by 1901 c 119, 1943 c 175, and 1955 c 195.

Section 6 relates to the oath and bond of the superintendent
of the penitentiary. Repealed without reenactment as sections
72.01.070 and 72.01.080 are new general sections on the subject.

Section 11 relates to the removal of employees of the peni-
tentiary. Repealed without reenactment as superseded by
1901 c 119.

(17) Section 1 relates to the oath and bond of the superintendent
of the penitentiary. Repealed without reenactment as sections
72.01.070 and 72.01.080 are new general sections on the subject.

(18) Section 2 relates to any balance of the "United States fund
for the maintenance of the soldiers' home." Repealed without
reenactment since said fund was abolished by 1929 c 168.

(19) Sections 1, 2, 4 and 5 relate to the State Board of Control and
the administration of several institutions by the Board. Re-
pealed without reenactment since the Board was abolished by
1921 c 7 sec. 135 and the administrative provisions are covered
by subsequent laws.

(21) Relates to men serving in the Indian Wars and their admission
to the Soldiers' Home. Repealed without reenactment as
obsolete.

(25) Sections 1, 3 and 4 relate to the State Board of Control and
the administration of several institutions by the Board. Re-
pealed without reenactment since the Board was abolished
by 1921 c 7 sec. 135 and the administrative provisions are
covered by subsequent laws.
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Explanatory (26) Sections 4 through 6 relate to the management of the Green
note. Hill School. Repealed without reenactment as consistent with

and repetitious of section 72.01.060.
(27) Section 1 relates to the control of the school for the deaf and

blind. Repealed without reenactment since the Board of Con-
trol was abolished by 1921 c 7 sec. 135.

(28) Sections 1 and 2 relate to a commission appointed to locate
the Western Washington Hospital Farm. Repealed without
reenactment as obsolete.

(31) Section 4 relates to the bond of the superintendent of Maple
Lane School. Repealed without reenactment as section 72.01-
.080 is a new general section on the subject.

Section 5 relates to the management of the school. Re-
pealed without reenactment as consistent with and repetitious
of section 72.01.060.

(37) Section 3 relates to the appointment, bond and salary of the
superintendent of the state reformatory. Repealed without
reenactment as section 72.01.080 is a new general section on
the subject of bonds, and the appointment and salary provi-
sions are consistent with and repetitious of section 72.01.060.

(45) Sections 4 through 6 and 8 relate to the work of prisoners
outside the institutions. Repealed without reenactment as
section 8 ilmited the operation of sections 4 through 6 to the
duration of the war.

(46) Relates to an agreement for the occupation of a portion of
the tidelands in front of the Veterans' Home by the United
States Navy. Repealed without reenactment as the operation
of the agreement was limited to the duration of the war and
six months thereafter.

72.98.050 This section exempts the institutional bonding acts from the
operation of the repeal and reenactment of the title.

72.98.060 Effective date. The standard emergency clause is used for the
title with the exception of section 72.01.280, the effective date
of which, as derived from 1957 c 188, is July 1, 1959.
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CHAPTER 29.
[H. B. 96.]

STATE FLOWER-RHODODENDRON MACROPHYLLUM.
AN ACT relating to the official flower of the state of Washington;

and amending section 1, chapter 18, Laws of 1949 and RCW
1.20.030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 18, Laws of 1949 RCW .2 0.030O

and RCW 1.20.030 are each amended to read as fol-
lows:

The native evergreen species, Rhododendron State flower.

macrophyllum, is hereby designated as the official
flower of the state of Washington.

Passed the House January 27, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 10, 1959.

CHAPTER 30.
[ H. B. 22.1

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY-DEPUTIES.
AN ACT relating to prosecuting attorneys, the appointment of

deputy prosecuting attorneys, and the appointment of spe-
cial deputy prosecuting attorneys to assist grand juries, and
in trial of certain criminal causes, and declaring an emer-
gency; amending section 6, chapter LV, Laws of 1891 as
last amended by section 1, chapter 35, Laws of 1943 and
RCW 36.27.040.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 6, chapter LV, Laws of 1891 RCW36.7.040

as last amended by section 1, chapter 35, Laws of
1943 and RCW 36.27.040 are each amended to read
as follows:

The prosecuting attorney may appoint one or Appointment

more deputies who shall have the same power in o euis
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all respects as their principal. Each appointment
shall be in writing, signed by the prosecuting attor-
ney, and filed in the county auditor's office. Each
deputy thus appointed shall have the same qualifica-
tions required of the prosecuting attorney. The pros-
ecuting attorney may appoint one or more special
deputy prosecuting attorneys to aid in the investi-
gation or in the presentment of any matters or tes-
itmony to a grand jury, and in the trial of any crim-
inal cause arising out of the indictments of a grand
jury and such special deputy prosecuting attorneys
need not be residents of the county in which such
'grand jury is convened, but shall be residents of the
state of Washington and admitted to practice as
attorneys before the courts of this state. The prose-
cuting attorney shall be responsible for the acts of
his deputies and may revoke appointments at will.

Emergency. SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its exist-
ing public institutions, and shall take effect immedi-
ately.

Passed the House February 12, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 11, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 18, 1959.
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CHAPTER 31.
[ H. B. 123.]1

STATE RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS.

ANq ACT relating to the department of institutions; providing for
the establishment of two state residential schools for men-
tally deficient persons and amending section 72.33.030,
chapter 28, Laws of 1959 and RCW 72.33.030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 72.33.030, chapter 28, Laws RCW 72.33.030.

of 1959 and RCW 72.33.030 are each amended to amended.

read as follows:
There are hereby permanently established the State schools

following state schools for the care of the persons
herein provided to be served: Lakeland Village,
located at Medical Lake, Spokane county, Washing-
ton, Rainier School, located at Buckley, Pierce
county, Washington, Yakima Valley School, located
at Selah, Yakima county, Washington and Fircrest
School, located at Seattle, King county, Washing-
ton.

Passed the House January 28, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 11, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 18, 1959.
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CHAPTER 32.
[ S. B. 2.1

BOARD OF PRISON TERMS AND PAROLES.
AN ACT relating to the board of prison terms and paroles;

amending section 9, chapter 340, Laws of 1955 and RCW
43.67.020; amending section 10,' chapter 340, Laws of 1955
and RCW 43.67.030; adding a new section to chapter 43.67
RCW, and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 43.67.020 SECTION 1. Section 9, chapter 340, Laws of 1955
amended...

and RCW 43.67.020 are each amended to read as
follows:

Appointment The board of prison terms and paroles shall con-
of members-
Qualifications sist of a chairman and four other members, each of
-Salaries--
Employees, whom shall be appointed by the governor with the

consent of the senate. Each member shall hold
office for a term of five years, and until his succes-
sor is appointed and qualified. The terms shall be
staggered so that the term of one member Will ex-
pire on April 15th of each year: Provided, That the
terms of board members serving on the day next
preceding the effective date of this amendatory act
shall expire on April 15th six years following their
commencement and the first terms of the two posi-
tions added by this amendatory act shall expire one
on April 15, 1960 and the other on April 15, 1962.
Vacancies in the membership of the board shall be
filled in the same manner in which the original ap-
pointments are made. In the event of the inability
of any member to act, the governor shall appoint
some competent person to act in his stead during
the continuance of such inability. The members
shall not be removable during their respective terms
except for cause determined by the superior court
of Thurston county. The governor in appointing the
members shall designate one of them to serve as
chairman during his term of office.
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The members of the board of prison terms and
paroles and its officers and employees shall not
engage in any other business or profession or hold
any other public office; nor shall they, at the time
of appointment or employment or during their in-
cumbency, serve as the representative of any politi-
cal party on an executive committee or other gov-
erning body thereof, or as an executive officer or
employee of any political committee or association.
The members of the board of prison terms and pa-
roles shall each severally receive salaries, payable
in monthly' installments, as may be fixed by the
governor in accordance with the provisions of RCW
43.03.040, and in addition thereto, their necessary
expenses actually incurred in the discharge of their
official duties.

The board may employ, and fix, with the ap-
proval of the governor, the compensation of and pre-
scribe the duties of a secretary and such officers,
employees, and assistants as may be necessary, and
provide necessary quarters, supplies, and equipment.

SEC. 2. Section 10, chapter 340, Laws of 1955 and RCW 43.67.030
amended.

RCW 43.67.030 are each amended to read as follows:
The board of prison terms and paroles shall meet MEeetng-

at the penitentiary and the reformatory at such timesQurm
as may be necessary for a full and complete study
of the cases of all convicted persons whose terms of
imprisonment are to be determined by it or whose
applications for parole come before it. Other times
and places of meeting may also be fixed by the
board.

The superintendent of the different institutions
shall provide suitable quarters for the board and
assistants while in the discharge of their duties.

SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 43.67 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The board of prison terms and paroles may meet Board panels,

use of.
and transact business in panels. Each board panel
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shall consist of at least two members of the board.
In all matters concerning the internal affairs of the
board and policy making decisions, a majority of the
full board must concur in such matters. The chair-
man of the board with the consent of a majority
of the board may designate any two members to
exercise all the powers and duties of the board in
connection with any hearing before the board. If
the two members so designated cannot unanimously
agree as to the disposition of the hearing assigned to
them, such hearing shall not be reheard by the full
board. All actions of the full board shall be by con-
currence of not less than three members.

Emergency. SEC. 4. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public instituitons, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate January 29, 1959.
Passed the House February 13, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 18, 1959.

CHAPTER 33.
[ S.B.3.]

CHAPLAINS AT PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.
AN ACT relating to the department of institutions; providing

for the appointment of chaplains at state custodial, correc-
tional and mental institutions; and amending section 72.01-
.210, chapter 28, Laws of 1959 and RCW 72.01.210.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 72.01.210 SECTION 1. Section 72.01.210, chapter 28, Laws of
amended.

1959 and RCW 72.01.210 are each amended to read
as follows:

Institutional The director is hereby directed and empowered
Appointent, to appoint not more than three, nor less than one

chaplain for the state penitentiary; not more than
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two, nor less than one chaplain for the state re-
formatory; and one chaplain each for Green Hill
school and Maple Lane school, and one chaplain, or
more chaplains as may be approved by the director
for other custodial, correctional and mental insti-
tutions. The chaplains so appointed shall have the
qualifications, and shall be compensated in an
amount, as shall hereafter be recommended by the
department and approved by the state personnel
board.

Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Passed the House February 13, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 18, 1959.

CHAPTER 34.
[S. B. 4.1

SOUTHWEST WASHINGTON FAIR COMMISSION.

AN ACT relating to the southwest Washington fair; amending
section 3, chapter 47, Laws of 1913 and RCW 36.90.020; and
adding two new sections to chapter 47, Laws of 1913 and to
chapter 36.90 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 3, chapter 47, Laws of 1913 RCW6.9.020

and RCW 36.90.020 are each amended to read as
follows:

The southwest Washington fair commission shall F air commis-

be composed of, as ex officio members thereof, by
virtue of their office, the members of the board of
county commissioners of Lewis county and the
chairman of the board of county commissioners of
Thurston, Cowlitz, Wahkiakum, Pacific, Grays Har-
bor and such other counties, or so many of said
counties, as evidenced by formal resolution of the
respective boards of county commissioners thereof,
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as desire to participate in the fair or exhibition or
other event held on such grounds.

New section. SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 47, Laws of 1913
and to chapter 36.90 RCW a new section to read as
follows:

Acquisition, The southwest Washington fair commission mayuse, disposal, b xhne es, pr 5 ae
of real prop- acquire bygift, xhne devise, lesorpucaeerty author-
ized, real property situated in any member county, and

may construct and maintain temporary or perma-
nent improvements suitable and necessary for the
purpose of holding and maintaining the southwest
Washington fair. For the purposes of this section
donations and appropriations made by member
counties under the provisions of RCW 36.90.040 may
be used, and in addition, member counties may
lease, sell, or donate property to the southwest
Washington fair commission or exchange property
for property of the southwest Washington fair com-
mission or of a member county. Property of the
southwest Washington fair commission deemed
surplus by the commission may be (1) sold at pri-
vate sale after notice in a local publication of gen-
eral circulation, or (2) exchanged by the commis-
sion for other property after notice in a local pub-
lication of general circulation.

New section. SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 47, Laws of
1913 and to chapter 36.90 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Agency for Tecut omsinr fec onyi
management Tecut omsinr fec onyi
of propertyoftesuh stai
authorized, which property oftesuhetWashington fi

commission is situated or any person, firm or cor-
poration may be designated by the commission as
agent of the commission, and may manage and
maintain the commission's property within the
county during periods of time the commission is not
actively engaged in the preparation for or operation
of the southwest Washington fair: Provided, That
the use of such property shall at all times be first
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approved by the commission and subject to such
conditions as the commission deems necessary.

Passed the Senate January 27, 1959.
Passed the House February 13, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 18, 1959.

CHAPTER 35.
[ H. B. 492. 3

APPROPRIATION-LEGISLATIVE ROLL CALL MACHINE.

AN ACT making an appropriation from the capitol building con-
struction account of the general fund for purchase of elec-
tric roll call machine; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby appropriated from
the capitol building construction account of the gen-
eral fund the sum of forty-one thousand five hun-
dred eighty dollars for the purpose of paying the
balance due on the purchase price of the electric
roll call machine which is permanently installed in
the house of representatives chamber.

Appropriation.

SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate ]Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 10, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 18, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 20, 1959.
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CHAPTER 36.
[ H. B. 328.

DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIONS.

AN ACT making appropriations to defray anticipated deficiencies
in appropriations for the fiscal biennium July 1, 1957 to
June 30, 1959 or in previous fiscal biennia or so much there-
of as shall be sufficient for the agencies and other purposes
specified, appropriating an amount from the general fund
for transfer to the capitol building construction account
of the general fund, and declaring that this act shall take
effect immediately.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Agency SECTION 1. The word agency used in this act
defined.

shall mean and include every state government
office, officer, each institution, whether educational,
correctional or others and every department, divi-
sion, board and commission.

Appropria- SEC. 2. There is hereby appropriated, or so much
tions, de-
ficiency. thereof as may be necessary, out of the funds here-

inafter named to the agencies and other purposes
specified for the purpose of defraying deficiencies
incurred in previous biennia or occurring or to be
incurred in the biennium July 1, 1957 to June 30,
1959 the following:

FOR BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST.
Highway Bond Retirement Fund Appropriation... $2,722,736
Public Schools Building Bond Redemption Fund

of 1955 Appropriation ........................ $661,625
World Fair Bond Redemption Fund Appropriation. . $1,079,875

FOR JUDGES' RETIREMENT.
General Fund Appropriation ...................... $32,018

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER.
General Fund Appropriation....................... $109

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.
General Fund Appropriation.................... $25,592,066

WESTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION.
General Fund Appropriation ...................... $30,000

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS.
Motor Vehicle Fund Appropriation ............... $11,467,917
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
General Fund Appropriation ...................... $10,616

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.
General Fund Appropriation

For medical care services King County Hospital
System.........................$140,000

For medical care services Clark County Hospital $95,525

SEC. 3. There is appropriated from the general
fund the sum of forty-one thousand five hundred
eighty dollars for transfer to the capitol building
construction account of the general fund for pay-
ment of the appropriation made in Chapter 35, Laws
of 1959, for final payment on purchase of electric
roll call machine installed in the house of repre-
sentatives chamber.

Appropriation.

SEC. 4. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of public peace, health and safety, for
the support of the state government and its existing
agencies, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 23, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 21, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 37.
( H. B. 218.

TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM.

AN ACT relating to teachers' retirement system; amending sec-
tion 54, chapter 80, Laws of 1947, as amended by section
27, chapter 274, Laws of 1955, and ROW 41.32.540; amend-
ing section 55, chapter 80, Laws of 1947, as amended by
section 28, chapter 274, Laws of 1955, and ROW 41.32.550;
amending section 57, chapter 80, Laws of 1947, as amended
by section 30, chapter 274, Laws of 1955, and ROW 41.32.570;
and providing an effective date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 54, chapter 80, Laws of 1947,
as amended by section 27, chapter 274, Laws of 1955,
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and RCW 41.32.540 are each amended to read as fol-
lows:

Disability Upon application of a member in service or of his
allowance--
Temporary. employer any member may be granted a temporary

disability allowance by the board of trustees if the
medical director, after a medical examination of such
member, shall certify that such member is mentally
or physically incapacitated for the further perform-
ance of duty. Any member receiving a temporary
disability allowance or whose application for a temp-
orary disability allowance is approved after the ef -
fective date of this act shall receive a temporary dis-
ability allowance of one hundred dollars per month
payable from the disability reserve fund for a period
not to exceed two years, but no payments shall be
made for a disability period of less than sixty days.

RCW 41.32.550 SEC. 2. Section 55, chapter 80, Laws of 1947, as
amened. amended by section 28, chapter 274, Laws of 1955,

and RCW 41.32.550 are each amended to read as fol-
lows:

Disability Should the board determine from the report of
allowance--
Permanent, the medical director at the end of a two year dis-

ability period that a member's disability will con-
tinue, a member who had fifteen years or more of
service credit when first granted the temporary dis-
ability allowance shall have the option of then re-
ceiving all accumulated contributions in a lump sum
payment and canceling his membership, or of ac-
cepting a retirement allowance because of disability.
If the member elects to receive a retirement allow-
ance because of disability he shall be paid an annuity
which shall be the actuarial equivalent of his ac-
cumulated contributions at his age of retirement
and a pension which shall be the actuarial equivalent
of the pension to which he would be entitled at age
sixty according to his years of service credit, but in
no event shall the total allowance for disability be
less than seventy-five dollars per month. If the
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member dies before he has received in annuity pay-
ments the present value of his accumulated contribu-
tions at the time of his retirement, the unpaid balance
shall be paid to his estate or to such persons as he
shall have nominated by written designation ex-
ecuted and filed with the board of trustees.

SEc. 3. Section 57, chapter 80, Laws of 1947, as RCW 41.32.570
amended.

amended by section 30, chapter 274, Laws of 1955,
and RCW 41.32.570 are each amended to read as
follows:

Any retired teacher who enters service in any Ssipension

public educational institution shall cease to receive payments.

pension payments while engaged in such service:
Provided, That service may be rendered up to forty-
five days per school year without reduction of
pension.

SiEc. 4. If any provision of this act, or its applica- Severability.

tion to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the remainder of the act, or the application of the
provision to other persons or circumstances is not
affected.

SEc. 5. This act shall take effect on July 1, 1959. Effective date.

Passed the House February 9, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 18, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 26, 1959.
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CHAPTER 38.
[ Sub. H. B. 41.]

MOTOR VEHICLE OWNERS AND OPERATORS
-FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY.

AN ACT relating to the giving of proof of financial responsibility
and security by owners and operators of motor vehicles;
amending section 8, chapter 158, Laws of 1,939, section 2,
chapter 122, Laws of 1941 and RCW 46.24.030 and 46.24.040;
amending section 23, chapter 158, Laws of 1939 and RCW
46.24.100; amending section 11, chapter 158, Laws of 1939
and RCW 46.24.210; amending section 1-31a, chapter 211,
Laws of 1949 and RCW 46.28.010; amending section 1-31b,
chapter 211, Laws of 1949 and RCW 46.28.020; amending
section 1-31c, chapter 211, Laws of 1949 and RCW 46.28.030;
amending section 1-31d, chapter 211, Laws of 1949 and RCW
46.28.040; amending section 1-31e, chapter 211, Laws of 1949
and RCW 46.28.050; amending section 1-31h, chapter 211,
Laws of 1949 and RCW 46.28.080; amending section 1-31i,
chapter 211, Laws of 1949 and RCW 46.28.090; adding a
new section to chapter 211, Laws of 1949 and to chapter
46,28 RCW; and amending section 14, chapter 122, Laws of
1941 and RCW 46.24.270; and providing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 8, chapter 158, Laws of 1939,
section 2, chapter 122, Laws of 1941 (heretofore
divided and codified as RCW 46.24.030 and 46.24.040)
are divided and amended as set forth in sections 2
and 3 of this act.

RCW 46.24.030 SEC. 2. (RCW 46.24.030) The motor vehicle
enacted
withot operator's license of a person shall be suspended

forthwith without notice or hearing by the director
whenever such person by final order or judgment
has been convicted of, or has pleaded guilty to, or
has forfeited bail or collateral deposited to secure his
appearance for trial of (where such forfeiture has
not been vacated), any offense committed which re-
quires suspension or revocation of the licenses of
such person in this state, or any offense in any other
state which, if comumitted in this state, would require
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suspension or revocation of the licenses of such per-
son in this state.

SEc. 3. (RCW 46.24.040) The operator's license
shall remain suspended and shall not at any time
thereafter be renewed, nor shall any such license be
thereafter issued to such person, including a person
not previously licensed, who by final order or judg-
ment has been convicted of, pleaded guilty to, or
forfeited bail or collateral deposited to secure his
appearance for trial of (where such forfeiture has
not been vacated), any such offense or for operating
a motor vehicle upon the public highways without
being licensed to do so, until he gives proof of his
ability to respond in damages for any liability there-
after incurred, resulting from the ownership, main-
tenance, use, or operation thereafter of a motor ve-
hicle, for personal injury to or death of any one
person in the amount of at least ten thousand dollars,
and, subject to the aforesaid limit for any one person
injured or killed, of a least twenty thousand dollars
for personal injury to or death of two or more per-
sons in any one accident, and for damage to property
in the amount of at least five thousand dollars re-
sulting from any one accident.

SE~C. 4. Section 23, chapter 158, Laws of 1939 and
RCW 46.24.100 are each amended to read as follows:

A motor vehicle liability policy as that term is
used in this chapter means a policy of liability in-
surance issued by an insurance carrier authorized to
transact business in this state to or for the benefit
of the person named therein as insured which policy
shall meet the following requirements:

(1) It shall designate by explicit description or
by appropriate reference all motor vehicles with re-
spect to which coverage is thereby intended to be
granted.

(2) It shall insure the person named therein and
any other person using or responsible for the use of
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Motor vehicle temtrvhceo oo eilswt h xrs
liability or temtrvhceo oo eilswt h xrs
operator's
policy -Re- or implied permission of the insured.
quirements. (3) It shall insure every such person on account

of the maintenance, use, or operation of such motor
vehicle or motor vehicles within the continental
limits of the United States or the Dominion of
Canada, against loss from the liability imposed by
law arising from such maintenance, use, or operation
to the extent and aggregate amount, exclusive of
interest and costs, with respect to each such motor
vehicle, of ten thousand dollars f or bodily injury to or
death of one person as a result of any one accident
and, subject to said limit as to one person, the amount
of twenty thousand dollars for bodily injury to or
death of all persons as a result of any one accident
and the amount of five thousand dollars for damage
to property of others as a result of any one accident.

When an operator's policy is required it shall in-
sure the person named therein as insured against
the liability imposed by law upon the insured for
bodily injury to or death of any person or damage
to property to the amounts and limits above set
forth and growing out of the use or operation by the
insured within the continental limits of the United
States or the Dominion of Canada of any motor ve-
hicle not owned by him.

Any liability policy or policies issued hereunder
need not cover any liability of the insured assumed
by or imposed upon him under any workmen's com-
pensation law nor any liability for damage to prop-
erty in charge of the insured or the insured's em-
ployees.

Any such policy may, however, grant any lawful
coverage in excess of or in addition to the coverage
herein specified or contain any agreements, pro-
visions, or stipulations not in conflict with the pro-
visions of this chapter and not otherwise contrary
to law.
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Any motor vehicle liability policy which by en-
dorsement contains the provisions required here-
under shall be sufficient proof of ability to respond
in damages.

The director may accept several policies of one
or more such carriers which together meet the re-
quirements of this section.

Any binder pending the issuance of a policy,
which binder contains or by reference includes the
provisions hereof, shall be sufficient proof of ability
to respond in damages.

SEC. 5. Section 11, chapter 158, Laws of 1939 and Rcw 46.24.210

RCW 46.24.210 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

Every judgment herein-referred to shall, for the Judgment
deemed satis-

purposes of this chapter, be deemed satisfied: fied, when.

(1) When ten thousand dollars has been credited
upon any judgment or judgments rendered in excess
of that amount for bodily injury to or the death of
one person as the result of any one accident; or

(2) When, subject to such limit of ten thousand
dollars as to one person, the sum of twenty thousand
dollars has been credited upon any judgment or
judgments rendered in excess of that amount for
bodily injury to or the death of more than one person
as the result of any one accident; or

(3) When five thousand dollars has been credited
upon any judgment or judgments rendered in excess
of that amount for damage to property of others in
excess of one hundred dollars as a result of any one
accident.

Credit for such amounts shall be deemed a satis-
faction of any such judgment or judgments in excess
thereof only for the purpose of this chapter.

SEC. 6. Section 1-31a, chapter 211, Laws of 1949 RCW 46.28.010

and RCW 46.28.010 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
(1) The operator of any motor vehicle involved

in an accident within this state, in which any person
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Report of is inue seiul.nuht eur eia t
accident i nue eiul nuht eur eia t
required. tention by a doctor or in which any one person's

property, including himself, sustains damage in ex-
cess of two hundred dollars, shall within ten days
after such accident report the matter in writing to
the director. The form of such report shall be pre-
scribed by the director, shall require facts to enable
the director to determine whether the requirements
for deposit of security under RCW 46.28.020 are in-
applicable by reason of the existence of insurance or
other exceptions specified in this chapter, and shall
call for such additional information as may reason-
ably be required by the director for the administra-
tion of this chapter. If the operator is physically
incapable of making the report, then the report shall
be made by the owner of the motor vehicle, if other
than the operator, within ten days after such owner
learns of such accident; or, if the operator is also
the owner of such motor vehicle, the report shall be
made by the operator within ten days after the
operator becomes physically capable of making the
report or of directing others to make the report on
his behalf. The operator and the owner shall each
furnish such additional relevant information as the
director may require.

(2) In addition to any other penalty provided
by this chapter, the director shall suspend the
operator's license or any nonresident's operating
privilege of any person who fails to make the report
of accident as herein required, such suspension to
continue until the report has been made and all other
provisions of this chapter and of chapter 46.24 have
been fully complied with.

RCW 4.28.020 SEc. 7. Section 1-31b, chapter 211, Laws of 1949
amended.

and RCW 46.28.020 are each amended to read as
follows:

Within thirty days after receipt of a report of
such an accident the director shall determine, with
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respect to both the operator and the owner of each
motor vehicle involved in the accident and reported
upon, except as to persons exempt from the require-
ment of security under this chapter, the amount of
security sufficient, in his judgment, but within the
limits prescribed in this chapter, to satisfy all judg-
ments for damages resulting from such accident as
may be recovered against such operator or owner
or both. Upon making such determination the di-
rector shall in writing forthwith notify each such
operator and owner of the security so required. If
within thirty days after the date of mailing of notice
by the director of the requirement of security such
operator or owner has not deposited with the director
the kind and amount of security so required, and
except as provided in RCW 46.28.030 and 46.28.040,
the director shall forthwith suspend the operator's
license or nonresident's operating permit of such
operator or owner. Not less than ten days prior to
the effective date thereof the director shall mail
notice of such suspension to such operator or owner
at his last address of record with the director.

Security re-
quired follow-
ing accident-
Suspension for
failure to de-
posit security.

SEC. 8. Section 1-31c, chapter 211, Laws of 1949 RCW 46.28.030

and RCW 46.28.030 are each amended to read as fol- aedd

lows:
The requirements as to security and suspension Exceptions as

to requirement
in RCW 46.28.020 shall not apply: of security and

suspension-
(1) To the operator or owner of a motor vehicle circumstances

of accident.
involved in such an accident wherein no injury or
damage was caused to the person or property of any
one other than such operator or owner.

(2) To the operator or owner of a motor vehicle
if at the time of the accident the vehicle was parked,
unless the director determines that any such parking
was illegal or that the vehicle was not equipped with
lighted lamps or illuminating devices when and as
required by law and that such violation contributed
to the accident.

[ 371]
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RCW 46.28.040
amended.

Exceptions as
to requirement
of security and
suspension-
Existing
security or
settlement.

(3) To the owner of a motor vehicle if at the time
of the accident the vehicle was being operated with-
out his permission, express or implied, or was parked
by a person who had been operating such vehicle
without such permission.

SE~C. 9. Section 1-31d, chapter 211, Laws of 1949
and RCW 46.28.040 are each amended to read as
follows:

(1) The requirements as to security and sus-
pension in RCW 46.28.020 shall further not apply to:

(a) Any operator or owner if such owner had in
effect at the time of the accident an automobile
liability policy with respect to the motor vehicle
involved in such accident.

(b) Any operator, if not the owner of the motor
vehicle, if there was in effect at the time of the ac-
cident an automobile liability policy or bond with
respect to his operation of motor vehicles not owned
by him.

(c) Any operator or owner if the liability of such
operator or owner for damages resulting from the
accident is, in the judgment of the director, covered
by any other form of liability insurance policy or
bond.

(d) Any person qualifying as a self-insurer
under this chapter, nor to any person operating a
motor vehicle for such self -insurer.

(e) Any operator or owner if such operator or
owner was at the time of the accident in good faith
entitled to but unable, solely because of his race or
color, to procure an automobile liability policy
through ordinary methods without rate modification.

(2) The requirements as to security and suspen-
sion in RCW 46.28.020 shall further not apply if,
prior to the date that the director would otherwise
suspend such license or operating privilege under
this chapter, there is filed with the director evidence
satisfactory to him that the person who otherwise
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would have to file security has been released from
liability or been adjudicated not to be liable or
has executed a confession of judgment payable when
and in such installments as the parties have agreed
to, or has executed and acknowledged a written
agreement providing for the payment of an agreed
amount in installments, all with respect to all claims
for injuries or damages resulting from the accident.

SEC. 10. Section 1-31e, chapter 211, Laws of 1949 RCW 46.28.050
amended.

and RCW 46.28.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

No insurance policy or bond shall be deemed ef- Qualifications

fective under RCW 46.2 8.040 unless such policy or Policy or bond.

bond:
(1) Is subject, if the accident has resulted in

bodily injury or death, to a limit, exclusive of in-
terest and cost, of not less than ten thousand dollars
because of bodily injury to or death of one person in
any one accident and, subject to said limit for one
person, to a limit of not less than twenty thousand
dollars because of bodily injury to or death of two
or more persons in any one accident, and, if the
accident has resulted in damage to or destruction of
property, to a limit of not less than five thousand
dollars because of damage to or destruction of prop-
erty of others in any one accident.

(2) Is issued by an insurer authorized to transact
such insurance in this state; or

(3) If such motor vehicle was not registered in
this state, or was registered elsewhere than in this
state at the effective date of the policy or bond, or
the most recent renewal thereof, was issued by an
insurer which, if not authorized to transact insurance
in this state, has executed and filed with the director
its power of attorney authorizing the director to ac-
cept service on its behalf of notice of process in any
action upon such policy or bond arising out of such
accident.
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RCW 46.28.080 chpe21 Laso
amended. SEc. 11. Section 1-31h, catr21 aso

1949 and RCW 46.28.080 are each amended to read
as follows:

Application to If the operator of a motor vehicle involved in an
nonresidents
oatnlcesed accident within this state had no operator's license

or nonresident's operating privilege, the director
shall not allow him such a license or privilege until
the operator has complied with the requirements of
this chapter in the same manner as would be neces-
sary if, at the time of the accident, he had held such
a license or privilege.

Any accident or offense committed in another
state by a resident of this state which, if committed
in this state, would subject the person to the pro-
visions of this chapter, shall subject such person to
the provisions of this chapter in all respects as if
such accident or offense had been committed in this
state.

RCW 46.28.090 Ssc. 12. Section 1-31i, chapter 211, Laws of 1949
amended.

and RCW 46.28.090 are each amended to read as
follows:

Form and ()h euiyudrD'A '

amount of (1 h euiyrequired under RVV 46.2o.020
security, shall be in such form and in such amount as the

director may require, but in no case shall such se-
curity exceed ten thousand dollars for injury or
death of any one person, nor, subject to such limit
as to any one person, be in excess of twenty thou-
sand dollars for injury or death of all persons caused
by any one accident, nor be in excess of five thous-
and dollars for all damages to property caused by
one accident.

(2) The person depositing security shall specify
in writing the person or persons on whose behalf the
deposit is made. At any time while such deposit
is in the custody of the director the person so de-
positing may, in writing, amend such specification
to include an additional person or persons.
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(3) A single deposit of security shall relate only
to one accident and may be on behalf only of a
person or persons who may be liable by reason of
the acts or negligence of the operator and owner of
any motor vehicle involved in such accident.

SEC. 13. There is added to chapter 211, Laws Of New section.

1949, and to chapter 46.28 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Any person who has or may have his operator's Occupational
operator's

license suspended or revoked as herein provided and license
authorized.

if such person is engaged in an occupation or trade
making it essential that he operate a motor vehicle,
such person may file with the director a verified peti-
tion together with a fee for ten dollars setting forth
in detail his need for operating a motor vehicle.
Thereupon if petitioner gives proof of his ability to
respond in damages for any liability thereafter in-
curred as provided for in section 3 hereof the di-
rector may issue an occupational operator's license
to such person. Such occupational operator's license
shall be subject to the same restrictions and condi-
tions as those set forth under the provisions of RCW
46.20.390.

SEC. 14. Chapter 122, Laws of 1941 and RCW RCW 46.28.270

46.24.270 are amended to read as follows:
Any person whose operator's license or other Penalty for

operating
privilege to operate a motor vehicle has been sus- without

giving proof.

pended or revoked and restoration thereof or issu-
ance of new license is contingent upon the furnishing
of proof of ability to respond in damages and who
during such suspension or revocation or, in the
absence of full authorization from the director,
drives a motor vehicle upon any highway shall be
punished by imprisomnent for not less than ten days
nor more than six months and there may be imposed
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in addition thereto a fine of not more than five
hundred dollars.

Passed the House February 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 19, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 26, 1959.

CHAPTER 39.
[ S. B. 9.1

STATE INSTITUTIONS-QUARTERS FOR PERSONNEL-
MAPLE LANE EMPLOYEES.

AN ACT relating to state institutions; amending section 72.20.020,
chapter 28, Laws of 1959 and ROW 72.2-0.020; amending sec-
tion 72.20.040, chapter 28, Laws of 1959 and ROW 72.20.040;
and amending section 72.01.280, chapter 28, Laws of 1959
and ROW 72.01.280.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 72.20.020 SECTION 1. Section 72.20.020, chapter 28, Laws of
amended. 1959 and RCW 72.20.020 are each amended to read as

follows:
Management- The government, control and business manage-
Superinten- mn fsc colsalb etdi h ietr
dent. mn fsc colsalb etdi h ietr

The director shall, with the approval of the governor,
appoint a suitable superintendent of said school, and
shall designate the number of subordinate officers
and employees to be employed, and fix their respec-
tive salaries, and have power, with the like approval,
to make and enforce all such rules and regulations
for the administration, government and discipline
of the school as the director may deem just and
proper, not inconsistent with this chapter.

ROW 72.20.040 SEC. 2. Section 72.20.040, chapter 28, Laws of
amended.

1959 and RCW 72.20.040 are each amended to read
as follows:

Duties of The superintendent, subject to the direction and
superinten-
dent, approval of the director shall:
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(1) Have general supervision and control of the
grounds and buildings of the institution, the subor-
dinate officers and employees, and the inmates
thereof, and all matters relating to their govern-
ment and discipline.

(2) Make such rules, regulations and orders, not
inconsistent with law or with the rules, regulations
or directions of the director, as may seem to him
proper or necessary for the government of such in-
stitution and for the employment, discipline and
education of the inmates.

(3) Exercise such other powers, and perform
such other duties as the director may prescribe.

SEC. 3. Section 72.01.280, chapter 28, Laws of RCW 72 01280

1959 and RCW 72.01.280 are each amended to read
as follows:

The superintendent of each public institution Quarters for

and the assistant physicians, steward, accountant Charges.

and chief engineer of each hospital for the mentally
ill may be furnished with quarters, household furni-
ture, board, fuel, and lights for themselves and their
families, and the director may, when in his opinion
any public institution would be benefited by so do-
ing, extend this privilege to any officer at any of the
public institutions under his control. The words
"family" or "families" used in this section shall be
construed to mean only the spouse and dependent
children of an officer. Employees may be furnished
with quarters and board for themselves. The di-
rector shall charge and collect from such officers and
employees the full cost of the items so furnished,
including an appropriate charge for depreciation of
capital items.

Passed the Senate February 19, 1959.
Passed the House February 18, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 26, 1959.
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CHAPTER 40.
[ S. B3.145.

PENAL INSTITUTIONS - LEAVES OF
ABSENCE FOR INMATES.

AN ACT relating to the department of institutions, providing for
authority in the superintendents of the state penitentiary,
state reformatory, the state honor camps, and such other
penal institutions as may hereafter be established to grant
leaves of absence to inmates, under certain conditions, and
authorizing the department of institutions to promulgate
rules and regulations, and adding two new sections to chap-
ter 28, Laws of 1959 and to chapter 72.04 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 28, Laws of
1959 and to chapter 72.01 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Leaves of ab- The superintendents of the state penitentiary, the
ized. ato state reformatory, the state honor camps and such

other penal institutions as may hereafter be estab-
lished, may, subject to the approval of the director
of the department of institutions, grant leaves of
absence to inmates confined in such institutions to:

(1) Go to the bedside of the inmate's wife, hus-
band, child, mother or father, or other member of
the inmate's immediate family who is seriously ill;

(2) Attend the funeral of a member of the in-
mate's immediate family listed in subsection (1) of
this section;

(3) Participate in athletic contests, and;
(4) Perform labor in connection with the indus-

trial or agricultural programs of such institutions.
New section. SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 28, Laws of 1959

and to chapter 72.01 RCW a new section to read as
follows:

Rules and The director of the department of institutions is
regulations
regarding authorized to make rules and regulations providing

leaves. for the conditions under which inmates will be
granted leaves of absence, and providing for safe-
guards to prevent escapes while on leave of ab-
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sence: Provided, That leaves of absence granted to
inmates under section 1 hereof shall not allow or
permit any inmate to go beyond the boundaries of
this state. The director of the department of institu-
tions shall also make rules and regulations requiring
the reimbursement of the state from the inmate
granted leave of absence, or his family, for the
actual costs incurred arising from any leave of ab-
sence granted under the authority of section 1, sub-
sections (1) and (2): Provided further, That no state
funds shall be expended in connection with leaves
of absence granted under section 1, subsections
(1) and (2), unless such inmate and his immediate
family are indigent and without resources sufficient
to reimburse the state for the expenses of such
leaves of absence.

Passed the Senate February 19, 1959.
Passed the House February 18, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 26, 1959.

CHAPTER 41.
[ S. B. 74. ]

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS.
AN ACT relating to mutual savings banks; amending section

32.08.150, chapter 13, Laws of 1955 as amended by section
1, chapter 14, Laws of 1959, and RCW 32.08.150; amending
section 32.12.010, chapter 13, Laws of 1955 as amended by
section 4, chapter 80, Laws of 1957, and RCW 32.12.010;
amending section 32.12.020, chapter 13, Laws of 1955, and
ROW 32.12.020; amending section 32.20.250, chapter 13,
Laws of 1955 as amended by section 5, chapter 80, Laws of
1955, and ROW 32.20.250; amending section 32.20.270, chap-
ter 13, Laws of 1955, and ROW 32.20.270; and amending
chapter 13, Laws of 1955, and chapter 32.20 ROW by add-
ing thereto a new section.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 32.08.150, chapter 13, Laws of RCw 32.08.150

1955 as amended by section 1, chapter 14, Laws of aedd
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1959, and RCW 32.08.150 are each amended to read
as follows:

Merchandising (1) A svnsbank salnot prhsdeal or-Exchange ofsaigshl pucse
-Cetictes trade in any goods, wares, merchandise, or comn-

modities whatsoever except such personal property
as may be necessary for the transaction of its au-
thorized business.

(2) Such bank shall not make or issue any cer-
tificate of deposit payable either on demand or at
a fixed day.

amende.oo SEC. 2. Section 32.12.010, chapter 13, Laws of
1955 as amended by section 4, chapter 80, Laws of
1957, and RCW 32.12.010 are each amended to read
as follows:

Limitation When the aggregate amount of deposits, divi-
of epsis. dends and interest to the credit of any depositor

in the same capacity and the same right is fifteen
thousand dollars or more, such aggregate shall not
be increased by the receipt from the depositor of any
further deposit but may be increased by the credit-
ing of dividends or interest or by the consolidation
of savings banks having common depositors, or may
be further increased to the fullest extent that any
such further increase is insured by the United States
government, or any agency thereof, including the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Deposits in a different capacity or different right
include the following:

(1) Deposits in the name of the depositor and
another or others in joint form with right of sur-
vivorship: Provided, That the aggregate in all such
accounts on which all of such joint depositors are
the same shall be deemed to be held in the same ca-
pacity and the same right.

(2) Deposits in the name of the depositor as trus-
tee for another under a voluntary and revocable
trust: Provided, That the aggregate in all such ac-
counts on which the beneficiaries are the same shall
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be deemed to be held in the same capacity and the
same right.

(3) Deposits in the name of the depositor and
another in joint form with right of survivorship as
trustee for another under a voluntary and revocable
trust: Provided, That the aggregate in all such ac-
counts on which all of the trustees and all of the
beneficiaries are the same shall be deemed to be
held in the same capacity and the same right.

(4) Deposits in the name of, or on behalf of,
a partnership or other form of multiple ownership
enterprise.

(5) Deposits in the'name of a corporation, soci-
ety, or unincorporated association.

(6) Deposits maintained by a person, society, or
corporation as administrator, executor, guardian, or
trustee under a will or trust agreement.

(7) Deposits designated as community property
of a marital community, whether in the name of
either or both of the members of the community.

(8) Deposits designated as separate property of
the depositor.

Every such bank may further limit the aggre-
gate amount which an individual or any corporation
or society may have to his or its credit to such sum
as such bank may deem expedient to receive; and
may in its discretion refuse to receive a deposit, or
may at any time return all or any part of any de-
posits or require the withdrawal of any dividends or
interest.

SEC. 3. Section 32.12.020, chapter 13, Laws of RCW 32.12.020
amended.

1955, and RCW 32.12.020 are each amended to read
as follows:

The sums deposited with any savings bank, to- Repayment of
deposits or

gether with any dividends or interest credited dividends.

thereto, shall be repaid to the depositors thereof
respectively, or to their legal representatives, after
demand in such manner, and at such times, and un-
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Repayment af
deposits or
dividends.

der such regulations, as the board of trustees shall
prescribe, subject to the provisions of this section
and RCW 32.12.030. Such regulations shall be posted
in a conspicuous place in the room where the busi-
ness of such savings bank shall be transacted, and
shall be available to depositors upon request. All
such rules and regulations, and all amendments
thereto, from time to time in effect, shall be binding
upon all depositors.

(1) Such bank may at any time by a resolution
of its board of trustees require a notice of not more
than six months before repaying deposits, in which
event no deposit shall be due or payable until the
required notice of intention to withdraw the same
shall have been personally given by the depositor:
Provided, That such bank at its option may pay any
deposit or deposits before the expiration of such
notice. But no bank shall agree with its depositors
or any of them in advance to waive the requirement
of notice as herein provided.

(2) Except as provided in subdivisions (3) and
(4) of this section the savings bank shall not pay
any dividend, or interest, or deposit, or portion
thereof, or any check drawn upon it by a depositor
unless the passbook of the depositor is produced, and
the proper entry is made therein at the time of the
payment.

(3) The board of trustees of any such bank may
by its bylaws provide for making payments in
cases of loss of passbook, or other exceptional cases
where the passbooks cannot be produced without
loss or serious inconveniece to depositors, the right
to make such payments to cease when so directed by
the supervisor upon his being satisfied that such
right is being improperly exercised by any such
bank; but payments may be made at any time upon
the judgment or order of a court.
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(4) The board of trustees of any such bank may
by its bylaws provide for making payments to
depositors at their request, of dividends or interest
payable on any deposit, without requiring the pro-
duction of the passbook of the depositor, and any
payment made in accordance with any such request
and the receipt or acquittance of the one to whom
such payment is made shall be a valid and sufficient
release and discharge to such savings bank for all
payments made on account of such request prior
to receipt by such savings bank of notice in writing
not to pay such sums in accordance with the terms
of such request.

(5) If any person dies leaving in any such bank
an account on which the balance due him does not
exceed one thousand dollars and no executor or ad-
ministrator of his estate has been appointed, such
bank may in its discretion pay the balance of his
account to his widow (or if the decedent was a mar-
ried woman, then to her husband), next of kin,
funeral director, or other creditor who may appear
to be entitled thereto. As a condition of such pay-
ment such bank may require proof by affidavit as to
the parties in interest, the filing of proper waivers,
the execution of a bond of indemnity with surety
or sureties by the person to whom the payment is to
be made, and a proper receipt and acquittance for
such payment. For any such payment pursuant to
this section such bank shall not be liable to the de-
cedent's executor or administrator thereafter ap-
pointed, unless the payment was made within six
months after the decedent's death, and an action to
recover the amount is commenced within six months
after the date of payment.

SEC. 4. Section 32.20.250, chapter 13, Laws Of Rcw 32.20.250

1955 as amended by section 5, chapter 80, Laws of amended.

1955, and RCW 32.20.250 are each amended to read
as follows:
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mraest A mutual savings bank may invest not to exceed
seventy percent of its funds in loans secured by first
mortgages on real estate subject to the following
restrictions:

In all cases of loans upon real property, a note
secured by a mortgage on the real estate upon which
the loan is made shall be taken by the savings bank
from the borrower;

The savings bank shall also be furnished by the
borrower, either

(1) A complete abstract of title of the mortgaged
property, which abstract shall be signed by the per-
son or corporation furnishing the abstract of title,
and which abstract shall be examined by a compe-
tent attorney and shall be accompanied by his
opinion approving the title and showing that the
mortgage is a first lien; or

(2) A policy of title insurance; or
(3) A duplicate certificate of ownership issued

by a registrar of titles.

The real estate subject to such first mortgage
must be improved to such extent that the net annual
income thereof or reasonable annual rental value
thereof in the condition existing at the time of mak-
ing the loan is sufficient to pay the annual interest
accruing on such loan in addition to taxes and insur-
ance and all accruing charges and expenses.

No loan on real estate shall be for an amount
greater than two-thirds of the value of such real
estate, including improvements, except that in the
case of property improved with a single family oc-
cupancy detached dwelling that is occupied by the
owner, not more than two years old, such loan may
be for an amount not greater than seventy-five per-
cent of the first twenty thousand dollars of value and
fifty percent of the remainder of the value of such
real estate, including improvements; and in the
event such savings bank obtains, as additional col-
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lateral, an assignment of a policy or policies of lif e Real estate
mortgages.

insurance issued by a company authorized to do
business in this state, such loan may exceed the
limits herein specified, but such excess shall not be
more than eighty percent of the cash surrender value
of such assigned life insurance.

No mortgage loan shall be made in excess of
fifty percent of the value of the security unless its
terms require the payment of principal and interest
in annual, semi-annual, quarterly or monthly pay-
ments, at a rate which if continued would repay the
loan in full in not more than twenty years, begin-
ning within one year and continuing until the loan
is reduced to fifty percent or less of the value of the
security.

The mortgage shall contain provisions requiring
the mortgagor to maintain insurance on the build-
ings on the mortgaged premises to such reasonable
amount as shall be stipulated in the mortgage, the
policy to be deposited with the savings bank or its
agent or trustee and to be payable to the savings
bank in event of loss: Provided, That the savings
bank may, at its option, forego insurance in either of
the following cases:

(1) A loan upon agricultural land, or
(2) A loan upon a feehold interest in urban prop-

erty subject to an outstanding lease.
A loan may be made on real estate which is to be

improved by a building or buildings to be con-
structed with the proceeds of such loan, if it is ar-
ranged that such proceeds will be used for that pur-
pose and that when so used the property will qualify
under this section.

No mortgage loan, or renewal or extension
thereof for a period of more than one year, shall be
made except upon written application showing the
date, name of the applicant, the amount of loan
requested, and the security offered, nor except upon
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the written report of at least two members of the
board of investment of the bank certifying on such
application according to their best judgment the
value of the property to be mortgaged; and the ap-
plication-and written report thereon shall be filed
and preserved with the savings bank records.

Every mortgage and assignment of a mortgage
taken or held by a savings bank shall be taken and
held in its own name, and shall immediately be
recorded in the office of the county auditor of the
county in which the mortgaged property is located.

A mortgage on real estate shall be deemed a first
mortgage and lien within the meaning of this sec-
tion even though

(1) There is outstanding upon the real estate a
lease to which the mortgage is subject, and two
members of the board of investment of the bank
deem the lease advantageous to the owner of the
mortgaged property, and the mortgagee in case of
foreclosure of the mortgage can compel the applica-
tion upon the mortgage debt of substantially all of
the rents thereafter to accrue; and/or

(2) There are outstanding nondelinquent taxes
or special assessments or both, and the sum of the
assessments and the amount of the loan does not
exceed the limits herein specified.

RCW 32.20.270 SEC. 5. Section 32.20.270, chapter 13, Laws of
amended.

1955, and RCW 32.20.270 are each amended to read
as follows:

First mort- A mutual savings bank may invest its funds in
gages upon
leaseholds. loans secured by first mortgages upon leasehold

estates in improved real property, subject to the fol-
lowing restrictions:

In all cases of loans upon leasehold estates, a note
secured by a mortgage upon the leasehold interest
upon which the loan is made shall be taken by the
savings bank from the borrower.
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The savings bank shall also be furnished by the gaesmuon

borrower, either leaseholds.

(1) A complete abstract of title of the mortgaged
property, which abstract shall be signed by the per-
son or corporation furnishing the abstract of title,
and which abstract shall be examined by a com-
petent attorney and shall be accompanied by his
opinion approving the title and showing that the
mortgage is a first lien upon the leasehold estate; or

(2) A policy of title insurance; or
(3) A duplicate certificate of ownership issued

by a registrar of titles.
The leasehold estate subject to such mortgage

must be an interest in real estate in a city which has
a population in excess of one hundred thousand ac-
cording to the latest decennial federal census.

The mortgage shall contain provisions requiring
the mortgagor to maintain insurance on the build-
ings in such reasonable amount as shall be stipu-
lated in the mortgage, the policy to be payable to
the savings bank in case of loss.

No mortgage loan upon a leasehold, or any re-
newal or extension thereof for a period of more than
six months, shall be made except on a written ap-
plication showing the date, the name of the appli-
cant, the amount of the loan requested, and the
security offered, nor except upon the written report
of at least two members of the board of investment
of the bank certifying upon such application accord-
ing to their best judgment the value of the leasehold
interest to be mortgaged and recommending the
loan; and the application and written report thereon
shall be filed with the bank records.

Every leasehold mortgage and every assignment
of a leasehold mortgage taken or held by a savings
bank shall be taken and held in its own name and
shall immediately be recorded in the office of the
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First mort- cut uio ftecut nwihtepoet
gages upon cut uio ftecut nwihtepoet
leaseholds. under lease is situated.

No mutual savings bank shall loan upon a lease-
hold interest in real estate unless,

(1) The lease contains a provision requiring the
feeholder or his successors in interest to notify, in
writing, the holder of any mortgage on the leasehold
estate of any default on the part of the lessee in the
performance of the obligations of the lease within
ten days after such default occurs and unless the
lease also provides that in the event of default of
the lessee in the performance of any of the cove-
nants of the lease, no forfeiture of the lease shall
take place until thirty days after the holder of the
mortgage on the leasehold estate has been served
by the feeholder or his successors in interest with
written notice of the default and of intention to
forfeit the lease, or

(2) In the event the lease does not contain the
provisions above described, the savings bank, prior
to such loan, has obtained an agreement from the
owner of the feehold to notify the savings bank of
any default on the part of the lessee in the perform-
ance of the obligations of the lease within ten days
after such default occurs, and that in event of de-
fault of the lessee in performance of any of the cove-
nants of the lease, no forfeiture of the lease shall
take place until thirty days after the savings bank
has been served by the feeholder or his successors
in interest with written notice of the default and of
intention to forfeit the lease. Such agreement shall
be signed by the owner of the feehold estate and by
all other persons or corporations holding a mortgage
or other interest in the feehold estate, and shall be
in such form as to bind their successors in interest,
and shall be immediately recorded in the office of the
county auditor of the county in which the property
is situated.
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No loan shall be made upon a leasehold interest
in real estate for a period in excess of ten years, or
in any case where the lease is to expire in less than
twenty years, nor upon a leasehold interest where
the lease has run less than five years at the date of
making or purchasing the loan.

No loan shall be made upon a leasehold interest
in real estate unless its terms require substantially
equal semiannual, quarterly or monthly payments
which, if continued at the same rate, would extin-
guish the debt at least ten years prior to the expira-
tion of the lease.

Whenever used in this section the words "annual "Annual

gross income"~ of the leasehold estate shall mean the gross income."

sum remaining after deducting all of the expenses
of operation, repairs, maintenance, cost of manage-
ment, taxes, assessments and insurance premiums,
for a given year, from the gross revenue of that year.

Whenever used in this section the words "mini- "Minimum
gross income."

mum gross income" shall be the least annual gross
income, as above defined, actually obtained during
the three-year period preceding the date of the loan.

Whenever used in this section the words "stand- "Standard

ard annual rental" shall mean the maximum rental rental."

to be paid under the lease during the life of the loan
and for a period ending three years after the ma-
turity of the loan. In event the rental during the
life of the loan, and including a period ending three
years after the maturity of the loan, is uniform,
then such uniform rental shall be the standard an-
nual rental.

Whenever used in this section the words "stand- "Standard

ard net income" shall mean the remainder obtained nticm.

by deducting the standard annual rental from the
minimum annual gross income as above defined.

Whenever used in this section the words "ap- "Appraised
value of the

praised value of the leasehold estate" shall mean the leasehold
estate."

sum obtained by a summation of the present values
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of a series of annual payments each equal in amount
to the standard net income for the unexpired period
of the leasehold estate. In the calculation of present
value of future income such income shall be sub-
jected to compound discount at a rate not less than
eight percent per annum.

No savings bank shall make any loan upon a
leasehold estate unless the standard net income
thereof as above defined shall be equal to or greater
than the standard annual rental.

In event the standard net income is greater than,
but less than twice, the standard annual rental, the
savings bank may loan not to exceed thirty-five per-
cent of the appraised value of the leasehold estate
as defined herein.

In event the standard net income is greater than
twice but less than four times the standard annual
rental, the savings bank may loan not to exceed
forty percent of the appraised value of the leasehold
estate as defined herein.

In event the standard net income is greater than
four times but less than eight times the standard
annual rental, the savings bank may loan not to
exceed forty-five percent of the appraised value of
the leasehold estate as defined herein.

In event the standard net income is greater than
eight times the standard annual rental, the savings
bank may loan not to exceed fifty percent of the
appraised value of the leasehold estate as defined
herein.

The total amount which a mutual savings bank
may invest in contracts for the sale of realty, mort-
gages upon real estate and participations therein,
and mortgages upon leasehold estates shall not ex-
ceed seventy percent of its funds.

New section. SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 13, Laws of
1955, and to chapter 32.20 RCW, a new section to
read as follows:
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Amutual savings bank may invest its funds in Corporate

bonds or other interest-bearing obligations of cor- oterintees

porations not otherwise eligible for investment by obligations.

the savings bank which are prudent investments
for such bank in the opinion of its board of trustees
or of a committee thereof whose action is ratified by
such board at its regular meeting next following
such investment. The total amount a mutual savings
bank may invest pursuant to this section shall not
exceed fifty percent of the total of its guaranty fund,
undivided profits, and unallocated reserves, or five
percent of its deposits, -whichever is less.

Passed the Senate February 3, 1959.
Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 26, 1959.

CHAPTER 42.
[ S. B. 75. 1

MOTOR VEHICLES-PASSING ON RIGHT.

AN ACT relating to motor vehicles and the operation thereof
upon the public highways of this state; and amending sec-
tion 78, chapter 189, Laws of 1937 as amended by section 1,
chapter 96, Laws of 1957 and RCW 46.60.050.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 78, chapter 189, Laws of 1937
as amended by section 1, chapter 96, Laws of 1957
and RCW 46.60.050 are each amended to read as fol-
lows:

(1) The operator of a vehicle may overtake and
pass upon the right of another vehicle only under
the following conditions:

(a) When the vehicle overtaken is making or
about to make a left turn;

(b) Upon a street or highway with unobstructed
pavement not occupied by parked vehicles of suf-
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ficient width for two or more lanes of moving ve-
hicles in each direction;

(c) Upon a one-way street, or upon any roadway
on which traffic is restricted to one direction of move-
ment, where the roadway is free from obstructions
and of sufficient width for two or more lanes of mov-
ing vehicles.

(2) The operator of a vehicle may overtake and
pass another vehicle upon the right only under con-
ditions permitting such movement in safety. In no
event shall such movement be made by driving off
the pavement or main traveled portion of the road-
way.

Passed the Senate February 4, 1959.
Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 26, 1959.

CHAPTER 43.
[ S. B. 148.]1

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

AN ACT relating to executors and administrators; and amending
section 87, chapter 156, Laws of 1917 and RCW 11.36.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 11.36.010 SECTION 1. Section 87, chapter 156, Laws of 1917
amended, and RCW 11.36.010 are each amended to read as

follows:
Parties dis- The following persons are not qualified to act as
qualified-
Result of dis- executors or administrators: Cor porations, minors,
qualification
after persons of unsound mind, or who have been con-

victed of any felony or of a misdemeanor involving
moral turpitude: Provided, That trust companies
regularly organized under the laws of this state and
national banks when authorized so to do may act as
administrators or guardians of the estate of minors
or other incompetents upon petition of any person
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having a preference right to such appointment and
may act as executors or guardians when so appointed
by will. But no trust company or national bank shall
be entitled to qualify as such executor or guardian
under any will hereafter drawn by it, or its agents
or employees, and no salaried attorney of any such
company shall be allowed any attorney fee for pro-
bating any such will, or in relation to the administra-
tion or settlement of any such estate, and no part of
any attorney fee shall inure, directly or indirectly,
to the benefit of any trust company or national bank.
And when any person to whom letters testamentary
or of administration have been issued becomes dis-
qualified to act because of becoming of unsound
mind, or being convicted of any crime or mis-
demeanor involving moral turpitude, the court hav-
ing jurisdiction shall revoke his or her letters: Pro-
vided, A nonresident may be appointed to act as
executor or administrator: Provided further, That
such nonresident executor or administrator shall file
a bond to be approved by the court and appoint an
agent or attorney in the county where such estate is
being probated, upon whom service of all papers may
be made; such appointment to be in writing and filed
by the clerk with other papers of such estate.

Passed the Senate January 30, 1959.
Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 26, 1959.
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CHAPTER 44.
[S. B. 185.]1

MOTOR VEHICLES-CROSSING HIGHWAY
DIVIDERS OR BARRIERS.

AN ACT relating to the operation of vehicles on public highways
and amending section 1, chapter 146, Laws of 1955 and RCW
46.60.020.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 46.60.020 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 146, Laws of 1955
amended, and RCW 46.60.020 are each amended to read as

follows:
Divided Whenever any highway has been divided into

highays. two roadways for travel in opposite directions by
leaving an intervening space or by a physical barrier
or clearly indicated dividing section or by two
parallel barrier stripes four inches or more apart so
installed as to control vehicular traffic, every vehicle
shall be driven only upon the right hand roadway
and no vehicle shall be driven over, across or within
any such dividing space, barrier or section, or barrier
stripes, except through an opening in such physical
barrier or dividing section or space, or barrier stripes,
or at a crossover or intersection established by public
authority.

Passed the Senate February 10, 1959.
Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 26, 1959.
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CHAPTER 45.
[ S. B. 98.1

METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICTS.
AN ACT relating to municipal corporations; amending section 1,

chapter 264, Laws of 1943 and RCW 35.61.010; and adding
three new sections to chapter 264, Laws of 1943 and to chap-
ter 35.61 RCW; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted. by the Legislature of the State of
Washingtn:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 264, Laws of 1943 RCW35s.1.01

and RCW 35.61.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

Cities of the first class and such contiguous prop- Authority to
create.

erty the residents of which may decide in favor
thereof in the manner set forth in this chapter may
create a metropolitan park district for the manage-
ment, control, improvement, maintenance, and ac-
quisition of parks, parkways, and boulevards: Pro-
vided, That no municipal corporation of the fourth Fourth class

class shall be included within such metropolitan withdrawn.

park district, and any such fourth class municipal
corporation heretofore included within such district
is hereby automatically withdrawnl.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 264, Laws of New section.

1943 and to chapter 35.61 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Any and all taxes or assessments levied or Prior levies
Iand assess-assessed against property located in the municipal ments collec-

corporation of the fourth class automatically with- tbe

drawn under section 1 of this amendatory act from
a metropolitan park district shall remain a lien and
be collectible as by law provided when such taxes
or assessments are levied or assessed prior to such
withdrawal or when such levies or assessments are
duly made to provide revenue for the payment of
general obligations or general obligation bonds of
the metropolitan park district duly incurred or is-
sued prior to such automatic withdrawal.
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New section. SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 264, Laws of
1943 and to chapter 35.61 ROW a new section to read
as follows:

Contracts Any municipal corporation of the fourth class so
wihdistrict

upon with- withdrawn may, through its legislative authority,
drawal.

authorize contracts with the metropolitan park dis-
trict from which it was withdrawn with respect to
the rights, duties, and obligations of the withdrawn
municipal corporation as to the ownership of prop-
erty, services, assets, liabilities, and debts and any
other question arising out of the withdrawal, which
contract may also make provisions for services by
the district and use of the facilities or real estate
within such municipal corporation or park district,
and the contract may provide for such distribution
of any costs or expenses as may be agreed to by the
municipal corporation and the district.

New section. SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 264, Laws of
1943 and to chapter 35.61 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Disposition The legislative authority of the municipal cor-
of property,
eminent poration of the fourth class so withdrawn may (1)
domain, upon
withdrawal, negotiate and agree with the commissioners of the

metropolitan park district from which it has been
withdrawn as to the disposition of any property,
real or personal, or of any right, title, or interest
therein including the title, price and conveyance
thereof, and (2) such municipal corporation shall
also have the right of eminent domain in making
a final disposition of any question arising, directly
or indirectly, out of the withdrawal, such proceed-
ings to be had in the name of the municipal corpo-
ration and in the manner prescribed for cities and
towns in chapter 8.12 RCW: Provided, That nothing
herein shall be construed to limit in any way exist-
ing-powers of the municipal corporation as to con-
demnation generally.
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SEC. 5. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate February 10, 1959.
Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 26, 1959.

CHAPTER 46.
C(S. B. 126.

DEATH TAXES - ARBITRATION.

AN ACT relating to the settlement of disputes respecting the
domicile of decedents for death tax purposes.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. For the purposes of this act: Definitions.

(1) "Executor" means an executor of a will or"Eeuo.
administrator of the estate of the decedent, but does
not include an ancillary administrator nor an ad-
ministrator with the will annexed if an executor
named in the will has been appointed and has quali-
fied in another state.

(2) "Taxing official" means the state tax com- "Taxing

mission and the designated authority of a reciprocal official."

state charged with the duty of collecting its death
taxes.

(3) "Death tax" means any tax levied by a state "Death tax."

on account of the transfer or shifting of economic
benefits in property at death, or in contemplation
thereof, or intended to take effect in possession or
enjoyment at or after death, whether denominated
an ''inheritance tax,' ''...transfer tax," ''succession
tax, ". .estate tax," "death duty," "death dues," or
otherwise.

(4) "Interested person" means any person who "Interested

may be entitled to receive or who has received any pro,
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property or interest which may be required to be
considered in computing the death taxes of any state
involved in the dispute.I

"State." .(5) "State" means the District of Columbia and
any state, territory or possession of the United
States.

"This state." (6) "This state" means the state of Washington.
"Board." (7) "Board" means board of arbitration.

Procedure to SEC. 2 When the taxing official of this state and
invke ct. the taxing official of one or more other states each

claims that his state respectively was the domicile
of the decedent for the purpose of death taxes, at
any time prior to the commencement within this
state of suit or -action for -determination- of the
decedent's domicile for death tax purposes, or within
sixty days thereafter, the executor or the taxing
official of any such state may elect to invoke the
provisions of this act. Such executor or taxing offi-
cial shall send a notice of such election by registered
m ,ail, receipt requested, to the taxing official of each
such state and to each executor, ancillary adminis-
trator, and interested person. Within forty days
after the receipt of such notice of election the execu-
tor may reject such election by sending a notice of
rejection by registered mail, receipt requested, to all
persons to whom the notice of election is required
to be sent. When an election has been rejected by
the executor no further proceedings shall be had
under this act. If such election is not rejected within
the forty-day period, the dispute in respect of the
domicile of the decedent for death tax purposes shall
be settled solely as hereinafter in this act provided
and no other or additional proceedings to determine
or redetermine the domicile of the decedent for
death tax purposes shall thereafter be instituted in
any court of this state or otherwise.

SEC. 3. In any case in which an election is made
and not rejected, as provided in section 2 of this act,
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the state tax commission may enter into a written Agreementfor amount of

agreement with the other taxing officials involved full payment.

and with the executor to accept a sum certain in
full payment of any death taxes, together with inter-
est and penalties, which may be due this state, pro-
vided the agreement fixes the amount of death taxes
with interest and penalties to be paid to the other
states involved in the dispute.

SEC. 4. When it appears by the written admission Determining
domicile for

of the executor and the tax official of each state in- death tax

volved in the dispute that an agreement contem-puos.
plated in section 3 of this act cannot be reached or,
in all events, if one year has elapsed from the date
of the election without such an agreement having
been reached, the domicile of the decedent at the
time of his death shall be determined solely for death
tax purposes as follows:

(1) When this state and one other state only are
involved in the dispute, the state tax commission and
the taxing official of the other state shall each ap-
point a member of a board of arbitration and those ]Board of

members shall appoint the third member of the arbitration.

board. If this state and more than one other state
are involved, the taxing officials thereof shall agree
upon the authorities charged with the duty of ad-
ministering death tax laws in three states not in-
volved in the dispute and each of these authorities
shall appoint one member of the board of arbitra-
tion. The board shall select one of its members as
chairman.

(2) The board shall hold hearings at such places Hearings.

as it deems necessary, upon reasonable notice to the
executor, ancillary administrators, all interested per-
sons and the taxing officials of the states involved,
all of whom are entitled to be heard.

(3) The board may administer oaths, take testi- Board powers.

mony, subpoena witnesses and require their attend-
ance, require the production of books, papers and
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documents and issue commissions to take testimony.
Subpoenas may be issued by any member of the
board. Failure to obey a subpoena of the board may
be punished by any court of record in the same
manner as if the subpoena had been issued by such
court.

Rules of (4) Whenever patcbethe board shallapl
evidnce. the rules of evidence then prevailing in the federal

courts under the federal rules of civil procedure.
Board de- (5) The board, by the decision of its majority,
termination.

shall determine the domicile of the decedent at the
time of his death. The decision of the board is final
and conclusive and binds this state and all its judi-
cial and administrative officials on all questions con-
cerning the domicile of the decedent for death tax
purposes. If the board does not render a decision

Board's au- within one year from the time that it is fully con-
thority ceases. stituted, all authority of the board shall cease and

the bar to court proceedings set forth in section 2
of this act shall no longer exist.

Decision (6) The decision of the board and the record of
filed.

its proceeding shall be filed with the authority having
jurisdiction to assess death taxes in the state deter-
mined to be the domicile of the decedent and with
the authorities which would have had jurisdiction to
assess death taxes in each of the other states involved
if the decedent had been found to be domiciled
therein.

Compensation, (7) The reasonable compensation and expenses
expenses,
borne by of the members of the board and its employees shall
estate.

be agreed upon among such members, the taxing
officials involved, and the executor. If such an agree-
ment cannot be reached, the compensation and ex-
penses shall be determined by such taxing officials
and, if they cannot agree, by the appropriate probate
court of the state determined to be the domicile of
the decedent. Such amount so determined shall be
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borne by the decedent's estate and shall be deemed
an administration expense thereof.

SEC. 5. Notwithstanding the commencement of a Agreement,

legal action for determination of domicile within this after other
proceedings

state or the commencement of an arbitration pro- commenced.

ceeding as provided in section 4 of this act, the state
tax commission, at any time prior to the conclusion
of such action or proceeding, may in any case enter
into a written agreement with the other taxing offi-
cials involved and with the executor to accept a sum
certain in full payment of any death tax, together
with interest and penalties, which may be due this
state, provided the agreement fixes the amount of
death taxes with interest and penalties to be paid
the other states involved in the dispute. Upon the
filing of the agreement with the authority which
would have jurisdiction to assess the death taxes
of this state if the decedent died domiciled in this
state, an assessment shall be made as provided in Assessment.

such agreement, and such assessment shall finally
and conclusively fix the amount of death taxes due
this state. If the aggregate amount payable under
such agreement or under an agreement made in ac- Additional

amounts due.
cordance with the provisions of section 3 of this act
to the states involved in the dispute is less than the
minimum credit allowable to the estate against the
United States estate tax imposed with respect there-
to, the executor forthwith shall also pay to the state
tax commission of this state the same percentage of
the difference between such aggregate amount of
such credit as the amount payable to the state tax
commission under such agreement bears to such
aggregate amount.

SEC. 6. When the board of arbitration determines Interest for
nonpaymentthat a decedent died domiciled in this state, interest if domiciled
in this state.

for nonpayment of the tax during the period com-
mencing with the date of the election and ending
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with the date of the final determination of the board
shall be charged and collected in accordance with the
provisions of chapter 83.44 RCW then in effect.

Applicaton- SEC. 7. This act shall be applicable only to cases
Reciprocity. in which each of the states involved in the dispute

has in effect therein a reciprocal statute, or has in
effect therein a statute empowering one or more of
its officials to voluntarily enter into a binding arbi-
tration or compromise agreement respecting disputed
liability for death taxes and such an agreement with
each of the other states involved in the dispute and
the executor is entered into prior to the appointment
of the board of arbitration as provided in section 4
of this act. Any procedural conflict between this act
and the statute of a reciprocal state involved in the
dispute shall be resolved by the decision of the ma-
jority of the board. If there is a statutory conflict
relating to the number of board members to be
selected or the manner of their selection, the ap-
propriate provision of whichever of the conflicting
statutes is designated by the executor shall govern
and control.

Passed the Senate January 29, 1959.
Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 27, 1959.
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CHAPTER 47.
[ S. B. 15.

PRISONERS-TRANSFERS, DETENTION CONTRACTS.

AN ACT relating to the imprisonment of felons; amending sec-
tion 72.68.040, chapter 28, Laws of 1959 and RCW 72.68.040;
amending section 72.68.050, chapter 28, Laws of 1959 and
RCW 72.68.050; amending section 72.68.060, chapter 28,
Laws of 1959 and RCW 72.68.060; and amending section
72.68.070, chapter 28, Laws of 1959 and RCW 72.68.070.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 72.68.040, chapter 28, Laws of RCW 72.68.040

1959 and RCW 72.68.040 are each amended to read amended.

as follows:
The director may contract with the authorities Contracts

of the federal government, or the authorities of any agencies for
detention.

state of the United States or of any county in this
state providing for the detention in an institution or
jail operated by such governmental unit, of prison-
ers convicted of a felony in the courts of this state
and sentenced to a term of imprisonment theref or
in the Washington state penitentiary or Washington
state reformatory. After the making of a contract
under this section, prisoners sentenced to a term of
imprisonment in the Washington state penitentiary
or Washington state reformatory may be conveyed
by the superintendent or his assistants to the insti-
tution or jail named in the contract. The prisoners
shall be delivered to the authorities of the institu-
tion or jail, there to be confined until their sentences
have expired or they are otherwise discharged by
law, or until they are returned to the Washington
state penitentiary or Washington state reformatory
for further confinement.

SEc. 2. Section 72.68.050, chapter 28, Laws Of RCW 72.86.050

1959 and ROW 72.68.050 are each amended to read amlended,

as follows:
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-Notice of pioe
transfer of Whenever a prsnrwho is serving a sentence
prisoner, imposed by a court of this state is transferred from

the penitentiary or the reformatory under RCW
72.68.040 through 72.68.070, the superintendent shall
send to the clerk of the court pursuant to whose
order or judgment the prisoner was committed to the
penitentiary or the reformatory a notice of transfer,
disclosing the name of the prisoner transferred and
giving the name and location of the institution to
which the prisoner was transferred. The superin-
tendent shall keep a copy of all notices of transfer
on file as a public record open to inspection; and the
clerk of the court shall file with the judgment roll
in the appropriate case a copy of each notice of trans-
fer which he receives from the superintendent.

SEc. 3. Section 72.68.060, chapter 28, Laws of
1959 and RCW 72.68.060 are each amended to read
as follows:

Should the presence of any prisoner confined,
under authority of RCW 72.68.040 through 72.68.070,
in an institution of another state or the federal gov-
ernment or in a county jail, be required in any judi-
cial proceeding of this state, the superintendent of
the penitentiary or the reformatory or his assistants
shall, upon being so directed by the director, or upon
the written order of any court of competent jurisdic-
tion, or of a judge thereof, procure such prisoner,
bring him to the place directed in such order and
hold him in custody subject to the further order and
direction of the directer, or of the court or of a judge
thereof, until he is lawfully discharged from such
custody. The superintendent or his assistants may,
by direction of the director or of the court, or a judge
thereof, deliver such prisoner into the custody of the
sheriff of the county in which he was convicted, or
may, by like order, return such prisoner to the state
penitentiary or the state reformatory or the institu-
tion from which he was taken.
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SEC. 4. Section 72.68.070, chapter 28, Laws of RCW 2 
61.0

7
0

1959 and RCW 72.68.070 are each amended to read
as follows:

Upon the expiration of any contract entered into Procedure
upon contract

under RCW 72.68.040 through 72.68.070, all prisoners expiration.

of this state confined in such institution or jail shall
be returned by the superintendent or his assistants
to the penitentiary or reformatory of this state, or
delivered to such other institution as the director
has contracted with under RCW 72.68.040 through
72.68.070.

Passed the Senate February 20, 1959.
Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 27, 1959.

CHAPTER 48.
L S. B. 46.

LAW AGAINST DISCRIMINATION-GUIDE DOGS.

AN ACT relating to the law against discrimination; and adding
a new section to chapter 49.60 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washintgton:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 49.60 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
No blind person shall be refused service in any Discrimination

place of public resort, accommodation, assemblage prohibited.

or amusement solely by reason of the fact that he is
accompanied by a guide dog. For the purpose of this
act the term "guide dog" shall mean a dog which is
in working harness and is trained or approved by
an accredited school engaged in training dogs for
the purpose of guiding blind persons.

Passed the Senate February 20, 1959.
Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 27, 1959.
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CHAPTER 49.
[ S. 13. 213.]1

MOTOR VEHICLES - TERMS.
AN4 ACT relating to motor vehicles; amending section 1, chapter

188, Laws of 1937, section 1, chapter 189, Laws of 1937, sec-
tion 1, chapter 153, Laws of 1943, section 1, chapter 56,
Laws of 1951, section 1, chapter 40, Laws of 1953, section
6, chapter 89, Laws of 1955, secti 'on 10, chapter 384, Laws
of 1955 and RCW 46.04.010 through 46.04.680.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 188, Laws of 1937,
section 1, chapter 189, Laws of 1937, section 1, chap-
ter 153, Laws of 1943, section 1, chapter 56, Laws of
1951, section 1, chapter 40, Laws-of 1953, section 6,
chapter 89, Laws of 1955, section 10, chapter 384,
Laws of 1955 (heretofore divided, combined and
codified as RCW 46.04.010 through 46.04.680) are
amended to read as set forth in sections 2 through
73 of this act.

RCW 46.04.010. SEC. 2. (RCW 46.04.010) Terms. used in this title
Definitions.
Construction, shall have the meaning given to them in this chapter

except where otherwise defined, and unless where
used the context thereof shall clearly indicate to the
contrary.

Words and phrases used herein in the past, pres-
ent or future tense shall include the past, present
and future tenses; words and phrases used herein
in the masculine, feminine or neuter gender shall
include the masculine, feminine and neuter genders;
and words and phrases used herein in the singular
or plural shall include the singular and plural; un-
less the context thereof shall indicate to the con-
trary.

SEC. 3. (RCW 46.04.020) "Alley" means a public
highway not designed for general travel and used
primarily as a means of access to the rear of resi-
dences and business establishments.
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SEC. 4. (RCW 46.04.030) "Arterial highway"
means every public highway, or portion thereof,
designated as such by proper authority.

SEC. 5. (RCW 46.04.040) "Authorized emergency
vehicle" means any vehicle of any fire department,
police department, sheriff's office, coroner, prose-
cuting attorney, Washington state patrol, ambulance
service, public or private, which need not be classi-
fied, registered or authorized by the state commis-
sion on equipment, or any other vehicle authorized
in writing by the state commission on equipment.

RCW 46.04.030.
"Arterial
highway."

RCW 46 .04 .040.
"Authorized
emergency
vehicle."

SEC. 6. (RCW 46.04.050) "Auto stage" means RCW 46.04.0:0.

any motor vehicle used for the purpose of carrying "Auto stage."

passengers together with incidental baggage and
freight or either, on a regular schedule of time and
rates: Provided, That no motor vehicle shall be con-
sidered to be an auto stage where substantially the
entire route traveled by such vehicle is within the
corporate limits of any city or town or the corporate
limits of any adjoining cities or towns.

SEC. 7. (RCW 46.04.060) "Axle" means struc-
ture or structures in the same or approximately the
same transverse plane with a vehicle supported by
wheels and on which or with which such wheels
revolve.

SEC. 8. (RCW 46.04.070) "Bicycle" means every
vehicle having a saddle for the use of the rider, oper-
ated by human power, and designed to travel on not
more than three wheels in contact with the ground,
but excluding a farm tractor.

SEC. 9. (RCW 46.04.080) "Business district"
means the territory contiguous to and including the
public highway when fifty percent or more of the
frontage thereon on either side thereof for a con-
tinuous distance of three hundred feet or more is
occupied by buildings in use for business.
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RCW 46.04.090. SC.1.(C 4.0.9)"acl"nalit
"Cancel."SE.1.(C 460.9)"acl"ialit

forms, means the invalidation indefinitely and until
successful application, but shall be for a period of
not less than one year.

RCW 46.04.100. SEC. 11. (RCW 46.04.100) "Center line" means
"Center line."

the line, marked or unmarked, parallel to and equi-
distant from the sides of the roadway of a public
highway.

RCW 46.04.110. SEC. 12. (RCW 46.04.110) "Center of intersec-
"Center of
intersection." tion" means the point of intersection of the center

lines of the roadway of intersecting public highways.
RCW 46.04.120. SC 3 RW4.410 Ct tet en
*"City street."? SC 3 RW4.410 Ct tet en

every public highway, or part thereof located within
the limits of cities and towns, except alleys.

RCW 46.04.130. SEC. 14. (RCW 46.04.130) "Combination of ye-
"Combination
of vehicles." hidles" means every combination of motor vehicle

and trailer or motor vehicle and semitrailer the
principal use of which is the transportation of com-
modities, merchandise, produce, freight, or animals.

RCW 46.04. 140. SEC. 15. (RCW 46.04.140) "Commercial vehicle"
"Commercial
vehicle." means any vehicle the principal use of which is the

transportation of commodities, merchandise, prod-
uce, freight, animals, or passengers for hire.

RCW 46.04.150. SEC. 16. (RCW 46.04.150) "County road" means
"Countyroad." every public highway or part thereof, outside the

limits of cities and towns and which has not been
designated as a state highway.

RCW 46.04.160 SEC. 17. (RCW 46.04.160) "Crosswalk" means
"Crosswalk."

the portion of the roadway between the intersection
area and a prolongation or connection of the farthest
sidewalk line or in the event there are no sidewalks
then between the intersection area and a line ten
feet therefrom, except as modified by a marked
crosswalk.

RCW 46.04.170. SEC. 18. (RCW 46.04.170) "Explosives" means
"Explosives."

any chemical compound or mechanical mixture that
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is commonly used or intended for the purpose of
producing an explosion, and which contains any
oxidizing or combustible units or other ingredients
in such proportions, quantities or packing that an
ignition by fire, by friction, by concussion, by per-
cussion or by detonation of any part of the com-
pound mixture may cause such a sudden generation
of highly heated gases that the resultant gaseous
pressures are capable of producing destructible
effects on contiguous objects or of destroying life or
limb.

SEC. 19. (RCW 46.04.180) "Farm tractor" means RCW 46.04.180.

every motor vehicle designed and used primarily as tractor."

a farm implement for drawing plows, mowing
machines, and other implements of husbandry.

SEC. 20. (RCW 46.04.190) "For hire vehicle" ROW 46.04.190.
"For hire

means any motor vehicle other than an auto stage vehicle."

used for the transportation of persons for compensa-
tion.

SEC. 21. (RCW 46.04.200) "Hours of darkness" RCW 46.04.200.

means the hours from one-half hour after sunset darkness."

to one-half hour before sunrise, and any other time
when persons or objects may not be clearly dis-
cernible at a distance of five hundred feet.

SEc. 22. (RCW 46.04.210) "Flammable liquid" CW 46.04.10.

means any liquid which has a flash point of 70' liquid."

Fahrenheit, or less, as determined by a Tagliabue or
equivalent closed cup test device.

SEC. 23. (RCW 46.04.220) "Intersection area" RCW 46.04.220.

means the area embraced within the prolongation area."

of the lateral curb lines, or, if there are no curb
lines, or, if there are no curbs, then the lateral road-
way boundary lines, of two or more public highways
which join one another at an angle, whether or not
such highways cross one another.

SEC. 24. (RCW 46.04.230) "Intersection center RCW 46.04.230.

marker" means any standard, button, flag, painted
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"Intersection
center
marker."

ROW 46.04.240
"Intersectioncontrol area."

RCW 46.04.250
"Intersection
entrance
marker.",

ROW 46.04.260. SEC. 27. (RCW 46.04.260) "Laned highway"
highay." means a highway the roadway of which is divided

into clearly marked lanes for vehicular traffic.

SEC. 28. (RCW 46.04.270) "Legal owner" means
a mortgagee or owner of the legal title to a vehicle.

SEC. 29. (RCW 46.04.280) "Local authorities"
includes every county, municipal, or other local
public board or body having authority to adopt local
police regulations under the Constitution and laws
of this state.

SEC. 30. (RCW 46.04.290) "Marked crosswalk"
means any portion of a roadway distinctly indicated
for pedestrian crossing by lines or other markings
on the surface thereof.

ROW 46.04.300. SEc. 31. (RCW 46.04.300) "Metal tire" includes"Metal tire."
every tire, the bearing surface of which in contact
with the highway is wholly or partly of metal or
other hard, nonresilient material.

SEC. 32. (RCW 46.04.310) "Motor truck" means
any motor vehicle designed or used for the trans-

[ 410]1

or raised marker, or other device located at and
intended to designate the approximate center of
intersection.

SEC. 25. (RCW 46.04.240) "Intersection control
area" means intersection area, together with such
modification of the adjacent roadway area as re-
sults from the arc of curb corners and together with
any marked or unmarked crosswalks adjacent to
the intersection.

* SEC. 26. (RCW 46.04.250) "Intersection entrance
marker" means any standard, button, flag, caution

*sign, stop sign, or other device located at approxi-
mately the point of intersection of the center line
of an intersecting public highway with the nearest
line of the intersection control area on the approach
thereto.
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portation of commodities, merchandise, produce,
freight, or animals.

SEC. 33. (RCW 46.04.320) "Motor vehicle" shall
mean every vehicle which is self-propelled and every
vehicle which is propelled by electric power obtained
from overhead trolley wires, but not operated upon
rails.

RCW 46.04.320.
"Motor
vehicle."

SEC. 34. (RCW 46.04.330) "Motorcycle" means ROW 46.04.330.

every motor vehicle having a saddle for the use of "Motorcycle."

the rider and designed to travel on not more than
three wheels in contact with the ground, but ex-
cluding a farm tractor.

SEC. 35. (RCW 46.04.340) "Muffler" means a RW460430

device consisting of a series of chambers, or other
mechanical designs for the purpose of receiving
exhaust gas from an internal combustion engine
and effective in reducing noise resulting therefrom.

SEC. 36. (RCW 46.04.350) "Multiple lane high-
way" means any public highway the roadway of
which is of sufficient width to reasonably accommo-
date four or more separate lanes of vehicular traffic,
two or more lanes in each direction, each lane of
which shall be not less than eight feet in width and
whether or not such lanes are marked and whether
or not the lanes of opposite bound traffic are sepa-
rated by a neutral zone or other center line marking.

SEC. 37. (RCW 46.04.360) "Nonresident" means
any person whose residence is outside this state and
who is temporarily sojourning within this state.

SEC. 38. (RCW 46.04.370) "Operator" means
every person who is in actual physical control of a
motor vehicle upon a public highway.

SEC. 39. (RCW 46.04.380) "Owner" means a per-
son who holds a title of ownership of a vehicle, or
in the event the vehicle is subject to an agreement
for the conditional sale or lease thereof with a right
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of purchase upon performance of the conditions
stated in the agreement and with the immediate
right of possession vested in the conditional vendee
or lessee, or in the event a mortgagor of a vehicle is
entitled to possession, then any such conditional
vendee or lessee, or mortgagor having a lawful right
of possession or use and control for a period of ten or
more successive days.

SEC. 40. (RCW 46.04.390) "Peace officer"~ in-
cludes any officer authorized by law to execute crimi-
nal process or to make arrests for the violation of
the statutes generally or of any particular statute
or statutes relative to the public highways of this
state.

SEC. 41. (RCW 46.04.400) "Pedestrian" means
any person afoot.

SEC. 42. (RCW 46.04.405) "Person" includes
every natural person, firm, co-partnership, corpora-
tion, association, or organization.

SEC. 43. (RCW 46.04.410) "Pneumatic tires"~ in-
cludes every tire of rubber or other resilient material
designed to be inflated with compressed air to sup-
port the load thereon.

SEC. 44. (RCW 46.04.414) "Pole trailer" means
every vehicle without motive power designed to be
drawn by another vehicle and attached to the towing
vehicle by means of a reach, or pole, or by being
boomed or otherwise secured to the towing vehicle,
and ordinarily used for transporting long or irregular
shaped loads such as poles, pipes, logs or structural
members capable, generally, of sustaining themselves
as beams between the supporting connections.

SEC. 45. (RCW 46.04.420) "Private road or drive-
way" includes every way or place in private owner-
ship and used for travel of vehicles by the owner or
those having express or implied permission from the
owner, but not by other persons.
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SEC. 46. (RCW 46.04.430) "Public highway" in- RC 60440

cludes every way, land, road, street, boulevard, and way."

every way or place in the state open as a matter of
right to public vehicular travel both inside and out-
side the limits of cities and towns.

SEC. 47. (RCW 46.04.435) "Public scale" means RCW 46.04.435.

every scale under public or private ownership which"Pbiscl.
is certified as to its accuracy and which is available
for public weighing.

SEC. 48. (RCW 46.04.440) "Railroad" means a ROW 46.04.440.

carrier of persons or property upon vehicles, other"Rira.
than street cars, operated upon stationary rails, the
route of which is principally outside cities and towns.

SEC. 49. (RCW 46.04.450) "Railroad sign or Sig- ROW 46.04.450.
k "Railroad sign

nal" means any sign, signal, or device erected by or signal-"

authority of a public body or official or by a railroad
and intended to give notice of the presence of rail-
road tracks or the approach of a railroad train.

SEC. 50. (RCW 46.04.460) "Registered owner" ROW 46.04.460.
"Registered

means a person who holds a certificate of ownership owner."

of a vehicle, or in the event the vehicle is subject to
an agreement for the conditional sale or lease there-
of with a right of purchase upon performance of the
conditions stated in the agreement and with the im-
mediate right of possession vested in the conditional
vendee or lessee, or in the event a mortgagor of a
vehicle is entitled to possession, then any such condi-
tional vendee or lessee, or mortgagor having a lawful
right of possession or use and control for a period of
ten or more successive days.

SEC. 51. (RCW 46.04.470) "Residence district" RCW 4.04470.

means the territory contiguous to and including a district."

public highway not comprising a business district,
when the property on such public highway for a con-
tinuous distance of three hundred feet or more on
either side thereof is in the main improved with resi-
dences or residences and buildings in use for business.
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RCW 46.04.480.
"Revoke."

RCW 46.04.490.
"Road tractor."

ROW 46.04.500.
"Roadway."

ROW 46.04.510.
"Safety zone."

ROW 46.04.520.
"School bus."

ROW 46.04.530.
"Semitrailer."

ROW 46.04.540.
"Sidewalk."
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SEC. 52. (RCW 46.04.480) "Revoke," in all its
forms, means the invalidation for a period of one
calendar year and thereafter until reissue.

SEC. 53. (RCW 46.04.490) "Road tractor" in-
cludes every motor vehicle designed and used pri-
marily as a road building vehicle in drawing road
building machinery and devices.

SEC. 54. (RCW 46.04.500) "Roadway" means the
paved, improved, or proper driving portion of a pub-
lic highway designed, or ordinarily used for vehicu-
lar travel.

SEC. 55. (RCW 46.04.510) "Safety zone" means
the area or space officially set apart within a roadway
for the exclusive use of pedestrians and which is
protected or is marked or indicated by painted marks,
signs, buttons, standards, or otherwise, so as to be
plainly discernible.

SEC. 56. (RCW 46.04.520) "School bus" means
any motor vehicle owned by a public or govern-
mental agency and operated for the transportation
of children to or from school or school activities or
privately owned and operated for compensation for
the transportation of children to or from school or
school activities.

SEC. 57. (RCW 46.04.530) "Semitrailer" includes
every vehicle without motive power designed to be
drawn by a motor vehicle or truck tractor and so
constructed that an appreciable part of its weight
and that of its load rests upon and is carried by such
motor vehicle or truck tractor.

SEC. 58. (RCW 46.04.540) "Sidewalk" means
that property between the curb lines or the lateral
lines of a roadway and the adjacent property, set
aside and intended for the use of pedestrians or such
portion of private property parallel and in proximity
to a public highway and dedicated to use by pedes-
trians.
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SEC. 59. (RCW 46.04.550) "Solid tire" includes
every tire of rubber or other resilient material which
does not depend upon inflation with compressed air
for the support of the load thereon.

SEC. 60. (RCW 46.04.560) "State highway" in-
cludes every primary and secondary state highway
or part thereof.

SEC. 61. (RCW 46.04.570) "Street car" means a
vehicle other than a train for transporting persons
or property and operated upon stationary rails prin-
cipally within cities and towns.

SEC. 62. (RCW 46.04.580) "Suspend," in all its
forms, means invalidation for any period less than
one calendar year and thereafter until reinstate-
ment.

SEC. 63. (RCW 46.04.585) "Temporarily sojourn-
ing," as the term is used in chapter 46.04, shall be
construed to include any nonresident who is within
this state f or a period of not to exceed six months
in any one year.

RCW 46.04.550.
"Solid tire."

RCW 46.04.560.
"State
highway."

ROW 46.04.570.
"Street car."

RCW 46.04.580.
"Suspend."

ROW 46.04.585.
"Temporarily
sojourning."

SEC. 64. (RCW 46.04.590) "Traffic" includes RCW 46.04.590.

pedestrians, ridden or herded animals, vehicles,
street cars, and other conveyances either singly or
together, while using any public highways for pur-
poses of travel.

SEC. 65. (RCW 46.04.600) "Traffic control sig-
nal" means any traffic device, whether manually,
electrically, or mechanically operated, by which
traffic alternately is directed to stop or proceed or
otherwise controlled.

SEC. 66. (RCW 46.04.610) "Traffic devices" in-
cludes all signs, signals, markings, and devices placed
or erected by authority of a public body or official
having jurisdiction, for the purpose of regulating,
warning, or guiding traffic.

[ 415 1
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SEc. 67. (RCW 46.04.620) "Trailer" includes
every vehicle without motive power designed for
being drawn by or used in conjunction with a motor
vehicle constructed so that no appreciable part of its
weight rests upon or is carried by such motor ve-
hicle.

RCW 46.04.630. SEC. 68. (RCW 46.04.630) "Train" means a ye-
"Train.'

hidle propelled by steam, electricity, or other motive
power with or without cars coupled thereto, oper-
ated upon stationary rails, except street cars.

SEC. 69. (RCW 46.04.640) "Trolley vehicle"
means a vehicle the motive power for which is
supplied by means of a trolley line and which may
or may not be confined in its operation to a certain
portion of the roadway in order to maintain trolley
line contact.

SEC. 70. (RCW 46.04.650) "Truck tractor" means
any motor truck designed and used primarily for
drawing a semitrailer and not constructed to carry
a load thereon other than a part of the weight of
such semitrailer and load so drawn.

SEC. 71. (RCW 46.04.660) "Used vehicle" means
a vehicle which has been sold, bargained, exchanged,
given away, or title transferred from the person who
first took title to it from the manufacturer or first
importer, dealer, or agent of the manufacturer or
importer, and so used as to have become what is
commonly known as "second-hand" within the
ordinary meaning thereof.

RCW 46.04.670. SE.7.( W4.4.7) Veil"ncus
"vehicle." E.7.(C 60.7)"eil"icue

every device capable of being moved upon a public
highway and in, upon, or by which any persons or
property is or may be transported or drawn upon a
public highway, excepting devices moved by human
or animal power or used exclusively upon stationary
rails or tracks.
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SEC. 73. (RCW 46.04.680) "Director" means the RCW 46.04.680.

director of licenses and "department" means the de-
partment of licenses.

Passed the Senate February 12, 1959.
Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 27, 1959.

CHAPTER 50.
[ H. B. 281. 1

APPROPRIATIONS -TEACHERS' OASI.

AN ACT relating to old age and survivors insurance contri-
butions for members of the Washington state teachers'
retirement system; making appropriations; and declaring
an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby appropriated out of
the teachers' retirement pension reserve fund the
sum of one hundred fifty thousand dollars, or as
much thereof as may be necessary, for meeting a
deficiency in the amount appropriated for the cur-
rent biennium for the purpose of paying the em-
ployers' old age and survivors insurance contribut-
tions for members of the Washington state teachers'
retirement system for old age and survivors insur-
ance coverage from January 1, 1956, to June 30, 1957,
inclusive, in accordance with the provisions of chap-
ter 183, Laws of 1957 and chapter 41.33 RCW.

SEC. 2. There is hereby appropriated out of the
teachers' retirement fund the sum of one hundred
fifty thousand dollars, or as much thereof as may
be necessary, for meeting a deficiency in the amount
appropriated for the current biennium for the pur-
pose of paying the employees' old age and survivors
insurance contributions for members of the Wash-
ington state teachers' retirement, system for old age

[ 417 ]
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Emergency.

RCW 71.02.=5
amended.

Files confi-
dential-
Exception-
Record entries.

and survivors insurance coverage from January 1,
1956, to June 30, 1957, inclusive, in accordance with
the provisions of chapter 183, Laws of 1957 and chap-
ter 41.33 RCW.

SEC. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its political
subdivisions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 13, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 21, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 27, 1959.

CHAPTER 51.
[ H. B. 81. 1

MENTALLY ILL - EXAMINATIONS OF CASE DATA.

AN ACT relating to the examination of case data on mentally
ill persons; and amending section 71.02.250, chapter 25,
Laws of 1959 and RCW 71.02.250.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 71.02.250, chapter 25, Laws of
1959 and RCW 7 1.02.250 are each amended to read as
follows:

All files in these cases shall be closed files subject
to examination only on court order: Provided, how-
ever, That this shall not apply to duly authorized
representatives of the department of institutions
designated by the director insofar as it may be neces-
sary for the department to examine data, other than
medical reports, to determine financial responsibility
for the expense of care and treatment of the patient.
Where a person is found mentally ill the clerk shall
cause the following facts to be noted in his probate
docket: Name and age of such person, date of order
of hospitalization, place of hospitalization, date of
parole and date of discharge. Where a person is

[ 418]
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found not to be mentally ill the clerk shall cause such
proceedings to be noted in an alphabetically arranged
index, which index shall contain the following infor-
mation: Name of person filed against, date of order
dismissing proceedings, and probate cause number.
This index shall be open to inspection only under
court order. Nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to prevent the forwarding of all case histories,
physicians' reports, and other case data to the state
hospital or other agency in which a mentally ill
person may have been ordered hospitalized.

SEc. 2. The superintendents of the state hospitals Examination

or the persons in charge of the other agencies shall financial

allow examination of the medical reports and other repiiiy.

data only upon court order, except when necessary
for treatment or rehabilitation of the patient: Pro-
vided, That this shall not apply to duly authorized
representatives of the department designated by the
director insofar as it may be necessary for the de-
partment to examine data, other than medical re-
ports, to determine financial responsibility for the
expense of care and treatment of the patient.

Passed the House February 24, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 20, 1959.
Approved by the Governor February 27, 1959.
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CHAPTER 52.
[ H. B. 148.]

PORT DISTRICTS-FINANCES.
AN ACT relating to port districts; amending section 12, chap-

ter 65, Laws of 1955 and RCW 53.36.030; and amending
section 3, chapter 92, Laws of 1911, as amended by section
3, chapter 179, Laws of 1921, and RCW 53.36.050.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 53.36.030 SECTION 1. Section 12, chapter 65, Laws of 1955,
amended, and RCW 53.36.030 are each amended to read as

follows:
indb~btedndss A district may at any time contract indebtedness
-Limitation.

or borrow money for district purposes and may issue
general obligation bonds therefor not exceeding an
amount, together with any existing indebtedness of
the district not authorized by the voters, of one
percent of the assessed value of the taxable property
in the district, to be ascertained by the last assess-
ment for state and county purposes previous to in-
curring the indebtedness; and, with the assent of
three-fifths of the voters voting thereon at a general
or special port election called for that purpose, may
contract indebtedness or borrow money for district
purposes and may issue general obligation bonds
therefor provided the total indebtedness of the dis-
trict at any such time shall not exceed three percent
of the assessed valuation of the taxable property in
the district to be ascertained as hereinabove pro-
vided.

The district may issue general district bonds
evidencing any indebtedness, payable at any time
not exceeding fifty years from the date of the bonds.

RCW 53.36.050 SEC. 2. Section 3, chapter 92, Laws of 1911, as
amended.

amended by section 3, chapter 179, Laws of 1921,
and RCW 53.36.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

[ 420]1
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The county treasurer acting as port treasurer County treas-

shall create a fund to be known as the "Port of nd spea

............ .-........... Fund," into which shall be paid ' stmen

all money received by him from the collection of o xes

taxes in behalf of such port district, and shall also
maintain such other special funds as may be created
by the port commission into which shall be placed
such moneys as the port commission may by its
resolution direct. All such port funds shall be de-
posited with the county depositories under the same
restrictions, contracts and security as is provided by
statute for county depositories and all interest col-
lected on such port funds shall belong to such port
district and shall be deposited to its credit in the
proper port funds: Provided, That any portion of
such port moneys determined by the port commis.-
sion to be in excess of the current needs of the port
district may be invested in certificates, notes, bonds,
or other obligations of the United States of America,
or any agency or instrumentality thereof, and all
interest collected thereon shall likewise belong to
such port district and shall be deposited to its credit
in the proper port funds.

*Passed the House February 18, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 2, 1959.
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CHAPTER 53.
[ H. B. 244.

CHIROPRACTORS.

AN ACT relating to and regulating the practice of chiropractic;
creating a board of chiropractic examiners; prescribing
certain powers and duties; prescribing certain fees; amend-
ing section 5, chapter 5, Laws of 1919 and RCW 18.25.020;
amending section 6, chapter 5, Laws of 1919 and RCW
18.25.030; amending section 10, chapter 5, Laws of 1919
and RCW 18.25.070; and adding two new sections to
chapter 5, Laws of 1919 and to chapter 18.25 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 5, Laws of
1919 and to chapter 18.25 a new section to read as
follows:

Board created. There is hereby created a state board of chiro-
practic examiners consisting of three practicing
chiropractors to conduct examinations and perform
duties as provided in this chapter.

Appointment Members of the board shall be appointed by the
of members.

governor from a list of five or more names sub-
mitted by the Washington Chiropractors Associa-
tion, Inc. At the time of their appointment, and
during their tenure of office, the members of the
board must be actual residents of Washington,
licensed to practice chiropractic in this state, and
must be citizens of the United States.

Terms. In order that the term of one member shall ex-
pire each year, first members appointed shall serve
one for a term of three years, one for a term of
two years, and one for a term of one year; there-
after appointments shall be for a term of three

Vacancies. years. Vacancies shall be filled by the governor as
in the case of original appointment, such appointee
to hold office for the remainder of the unexpired
term.
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SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 5, Laws of New section.

1919 and to chapter 18.25 a new section to read as
follows:

The board shall meet as soon as practicable after Organization.

appointment, and shall elect a chairman and a
secretary from its members. Meetings shall be held
at least once a year at such place as the director of
licenses shall determine, and at such other times and
places as he deems necessary.

The board may make such rules and regulations, Rules and

not inconsistent with this chapter, as it deems neces- rgltos

sary to carry out the provisions of this chapter.
Each member shall receive twenty-five dollars a Compensation,

day for each day actually engaged in conductingexns.
examinations or in the preparation of examination
questions or the grading of examination papers,
together with his actual travel expenses, all to be
paid out of the general fund on vouchers approved
by the director, but not to exceed in the aggregate
the amount of fees collected as provided in this
chapter.

SEC. 3. Section 5, chapter 5, Laws of 1919 and RCW 18.25.020

RCW 18.25.020 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

(1) Any person not now licensed to practice Application-

chiropractic in this state and who desires to practice -Fees.

chiropractic in this state, before it shall be lawful
for him to do so, shall make application therefor to
the director of licenses, upon such form and in such
manner as may be adopted and directed by the di-
rector. Each applicant shall be a graduate of a
chiropractic school or college accredited and ap-
proved by the board of chiropractic examiners and
shall show satisfactory evidence of completion by
each applicant of a resident course of study of not
less than four thousand classroom hours of instruc-
tion in such school or college. Applications shall be
in writing and shall be signed by the applicant in
his own handwriting and shall be sworn to before
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some officer authorized to administer oaths, and shall
recite the history of the applicant as to his educa-
tional advantages, his experience in matters per-
taining to a knowledge of the care of the sick, how
long he has studied chiropractic, under what teachers,
what collateral branches, if any, he has studied, the
length of time he has engaged in clinical practice;
accompanying the same by reference therein, with
any proof thereof in the shape of diplomas, certi-
ficates, and shall accompany said application with
satisfactory evidence of good character and reputa-
tion.

(2) There shall be paid to the director of licenses
by each applicant for a license, a fee of twenty-five
dollars, ten dollars of which shall accompany ap-
plication and the remainder, fifteen dollars, shall
be paid upon issuance of license. Like fees shall
be paid for any subsequent examination and applica-
tion.

RCW 18.25.030 SEC. 4. Section 6, chapter 5, Laws of 1919 and
amended.

RCW 18.25.030 are each amended to read as follows:
Examinations Exmntosfrlcnetprciecrpatc
-Grades- Exmntosfrlcnetprciecioatc
Limitations, shall be made by the board of chiropractic exami-

ners according to the method deemed by it to be
the most practicable and expeditious to test the
applicant's qualifications. Such application shall be
designated by a number instead of his or her name,
so. that the identity shall not be discovered or dis-
closed to the members of the examining committee
until after the examination papers are graded.

All examinations shall be made in writing, the
subject of which shall be as follows: Anatomy,
physiology, hygiene, symptomatology, nerve-tracing,
chiropractic-orthopedy, principles of chiropractic
and adjusting, as taught by chiropractic schools and
colleges. A license shall be granted to all applicants
who shall correctly answer seventy-five percent of
all questions asked, and if any applicant shall fail
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to answer correctly sixty percent of the questions
on any branch of said examination, he or she shall
not be entitled to a license.

Any chiropractor who has complied with the
provisions of this chapter may adjust by hand any
articulation of the spine, but shall not prescribe for
or administer to any person any medicine or drugs
now or hereafter included in materia medica, nor
practice obstetrics, nor practice osteopathy or sur-
gery.

SEC. 5. Section 10, chapter 5, Laws of 1919 and RCW 18.25.070
amended.

RCW 18.25.070 are each amended to read as follows:
Every person practicing chiropractic shall, as a Annfal

prerequisite to annual renewal of license, submit to
the director at the time of application theref or,
satisfactory proof showing attendance during the
preceding year, at one or more chiropractic sym-
posiums which are recognized and approved by the
board of chiropractic examiners.

Every person practicing chiropractic within this
state shall pay on or before the first day of September
of each year, after a license is issued to him as
herein provided, to said director a renewal license
fee of fifteen dollars. The director shall, thirty days
or more before September first, of each year mail to
all chiropractors in the state a notice of the fact
that the renewal fee will be due on or bef ore the
first of September. Nothing in this chapter shall be
construed so as to require that the receipts shall be
recorded as original licenses are required to be
recorded.

Passed the House February 14, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 2, 1959.
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CHAPTER 54.
[ H. B. 246.

LIVESTOCK MARKETING AND INSPECTION.
AN ACT relating to the identification of livestock; providing

penalties; repealing sections 2553 and 2554, Code of 1881
and RCW 16.48.060 and 16.48.070; repealing sections 1, 2,
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, chapter 156, Laws of 1935, section
5, chapter 156, Laws of 1935 as amended by section 2,
chapter 98, Laws of 1949 and sections 3 and 4, chapter 98,
Laws of 1949 and chapter 16.56 RCW; repealing section 14,
chapter 75, Laws of 1937 as amended by section 2, chapter
198, Laws of 1939 and RCW 16.48.170; repealing section 4,
chapter 198, Laws of 1939 and RCW 16.48.200; repealing
sections 1, 2, 3, 9, 11 and 13, chapter 75, Laws of 1937 and
RCW 16.48.011, 16.48.020, 16.48.021, 16.48.035, 16.48.260 and
16.48.190; repealing sections 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13, chapter
161, Laws of 1945 and RCW 16.48.210, 16.48.220, 16.48.230,
16.48.240 and 16.48.250; repealing section 4, chapter 75,
Laws of 1937 as amended by section 1, chapter 30, Laws
of 1947 and RCW 16.48.030; repealing sections 10 and 12,
chapter 75, Laws of 1937 as amended by sections 9 and 10,
chapter 98, Laws of 1949 and RCW 16.48.040 and 16.48.160;
repealing section 6, chapter 75, Laws of 1937 as last amended
by section 11, chapter 98, Laws of 1949 and RCW 16.48.130;
repealing section 3, chapter 198, Laws of 1939 as amended
by section 5, chapter 98, Laws of 1949 and RCW 16.48.180;
repealing sections 14 and 15, chapter 98, Laws of 1949 and
RCW 16.48.300 and 16.48.290; repealing section 12, chapter
98, Laws of 1949 as amended by section 1, chapter 160,
Laws of 1951 and RCW 16.48.150; and repealing section 2,
chapter 160, Laws of 1951 and RCW 16.48.151.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Definitions. SECTION 1. For the purpose of this act:
"Department." (1) "Department" means the department of agri-

culture of the state of Washington.
"Director." (2) "Director" means the director of the depart-

ment or his duly appointed representative.
"Person." (3) "Person" means a natural person, individual,

firm, partnership, corporation, company, society, and
association, and every officer, agent or employee
thereof. This term shall import either the singular
or the plural as the case may be.
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(4) "Livestock" includes, but is not limited to, 'Livestock."

horses, mules, cattle, Sheep, swine, goats, poultry and
rabbits.

(5) "Brand" means a permanent fire brand or "'Brand."

any artificial mark approved by the director to be
used in conjunction with a brand or by itself.

(6) "Production record brand" means a number "Production

brand which shall be used for production identifica- brand."

tion purposes only.

(7) "Brand inspection" means the examination "rn n

of livestock or livestock hides for brands or any seto.

means of identifying livestock or livestock hides
and/or the application of any artificial identification
such as back tags or ear clips necessary to preserve
the identity of the livestock or livestock hides ex-
amined.

SEC. 2. The director shall be the recorder of Recording
brands--Fee.

livestock brands and such brands shall not be rec-
orded elsewhere in this state. Any person desiring
to register a livestock brand shall apply on a form
prescribed by the director. Such application shall
be accompanied by a facsimile of the brand applied
for and a three dollar recording fee. The director
shall, upon his satisfaction that the application meets
the requirements of this act and/or rules and regu-
lations adopted hereunder, record such brand.

SEC. 3. The director shall not record tattoo Tattoo brands
not record-

brands or marks for any purpose subsequent to the able.

enactment of this act. However, all tattoo brands
and marks of record on the date of the enactment
of this act shall be recognized as legal ownership
brands or marks.

SEC. 4. The director may provide for the use of Production
record

production record brands. Numbers for such brands brands.

shall be issued at the discretion of the director and
shall be placed on livestock on a location prescribed
by the director.
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broniite SEC. 5. No person shall place a brand on livestock
for any purpose unless such brand is recorded in
his name.

Certain iden- SEC. 6. No brand shall be recorded for ownership
prohibited. purposes which will be applied in the same location

and is similar or identical to a brand used or re-
served for ownership or health purposes by a govern-
mental agency or the agent of such an agency.

Conflicting SEC. 7. The director shall determine conflicting
mined.

Brand
renewal-Fee.

Brand as
property.
Instruments
affecting title,
recorded.

claims between applicants to a brand, and in so
doing shall consider the priority of applicants.

SEC. 8. The director shall, on or bef ore the first
day of September 1960, and every five years there-
after, notify by letter the owners of brands then of
record, that on the payment of two dollars and appli-
cation of renewal, the director shall issue a renewal
receipt granting the brand owner exclusive owner-
ship and use of such brand for another five year
period. Failure of the registered owner to pay the
renewal fee within six months shall cause the di-
rector to notify the registered owner by registered
mail at his last known address. The failure of the
registered owner to pay the renewal fee within three
months after notification by registered mail shall
cause such owner's brand to become a part of the
public domain.

SEC. 9. A brand is the personal property of the
owner of record. Any instrument affecting the title
of such brand shall be acknowledged in the presence
of the recorded owner and a notary public. The
director shall record such instrument upon presen-
tation and payment of one dollar recording fee.
Such recording shall be constructive notice to all
the world of the existence and conditions affecting
the title to such brand. A copy of all records con-
cerning the brand, certified by the director, shall be
received in evidence to all intent and purposes as
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the original instrument. The director shall not be
personally liable for failure of his agents to properly
record such instrument.

SE.C. 10. The right to use a brand shall be evi- Evidence of

denced by the original certificate issued by the di-rihtoue

rector showing that the brand is of present record
or a certified copy of the record of such brand show-
ing that it is of present record. A healed brand of
record on livestock shall be prima facie evidence
that the recorded owner of such brand has legal title
to such livestock and is entitled to its possession.

SEC. 11. No brand shall be placed on livestock Brand size.

that is not permanent in nature and of a size that is permanency.

not readily visible. The director, in order to assure
that brands are readily visible, may prescribe the
size of branding irons to be used for ownership
brands.

SEC. 12. No person shall remove or alter a brand Altering
brand, gross

of record on livestock without first having secured misdemeanor.

the written permission of the director. Violation of
this section shall be a gross misdemeanor.

SEC. 13. The director shall not record a brand Identical
brands not to

that is identical to a brand of present record; nor a be recorded.

brand so similar to a brand of present record that it
will be difficult to distinguish between such brands
when applied to livestock.

SEC. 14. The owner of a brand of record may Certified
record ofprocure from the director a certified copy of the brand.

record of his brand upon payment of one dollar.

SEC. 15. The director shall publish a book to be Brand ),,,,k.

known as the "Washington State Brand Book,"
showing all the brands of record. Such book shall
contain the name and address of the owners of brands
of record and a copy of the brand laws and regu-
lations. Supplements to such brand book show-
ing newly recorded brands, amendments or newly
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adopted regulations, shall be published biennially,
or prior thereto at the discretion of the director.

Brand SEC. 16. (1) The director shall provide for brand
inspection at public stockyards, public livestock
markets and wherever necessary to enforce the pro-
visions of this act.

(2) The director may provide for brand inspec-
tion* at all slaughterhouses and brand inspect live-
stock being slaughtered therein.

(3) The director may designate points where he
will carry on brand inspection and such livestock as
shall require brand inspection shall be made avail-
able for inspection at such designated points.

Right. of entry, *SEC. 17. The director may enter at any reason-
exaintin.able time any slaughterhouse or public livestock

market to make an examination of the brands on
livestock or hides, and may enter at any reasonable
time an establishment where hides are held to ex-
amine them for brands. The director may enter any
of these premises at any reasonable time to examine
all books and records required by law in matters re-
lating to brand inspection or other methods of live-
stock identification.

Search SE.1.Sol h ietrb eidaccess
warrants SC 8 hudtedrco edne
authorized, to any premises or establishment where such access

was sought for the purposes set forth in section 17,
he may apply to any court of competent jurisdiction
for a search warrant authorizing access to such prem-
ises or establishment f or said purposes. The court
may upon such application, issue the search warrant
for the purposes requested.

Mandatory SEC. 19. Except as otherwise provided in this act,
brand inspec-
tion, when, livestock shall be brand inspected in each of the fol-

lowing instances:
(1) Prior to transportation out of the state.
(2) Prior to release or sale from a public stock-

yard or a public or private sales market.
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(3) Prior to sale or release from a posted stock-
yard or posted salesyard.

SEC. 20. Any owner or his agent shall make the
brand or brands on livestock being brand inspected
readily visible and shall cooperate with the director
to carry out such brand inspection in a safe and ex -
peditious manner.

SEC. 21. The director shall have authority to ar-
rest any person without warrant anywhere in the
state found in the act of, or whom he has reason to
believe is guilty of, driving, holding, selling or
slaughtering stolen livestock. Any such person ar-
rested by the director shall be turned over to the
sheriff of the county where the arrest was made, as
quickly as possible.

SEC. 22. The director shall cause a charge to be Chiarge for

made for all brand inspection required under this act tion.in

and/or rules and regulations adopted hereunder.
Such charge shall be paid to the department by the
owner or person in possession of such livestock at
the time of brand inspection and shall be a lien on the
livestock or hides brand inspected until such charge
is paid. Such charge shall be no greater than twenty
cents nor less than ten cents per head of livestock
or livestock hides brand inspected and shall be set
at the discretion of the director, subsequent to a
hearing as provided by law.

SEC. 23. No person shall collect or make a charge
for brand inspection of livestock unless there Jhas
been an actual brand inspection of such livestock by
the director.

SEC. 24. Any person purchasing, selling, holding Record of

for sale, trading, bartering, transferring title, slaugh- livestock.

tering, handling, or transporting livestock shall keep
a record on f orms prescribed by the director. Such
forms shall show the number, specie, brand or other
method of identification of such livestock and any
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other necessary information required by the director.
Such records shall be made in triplicate; the original
shall be forwarded to the director forthwith, one
copy shall accompany the livestock to its destina-
tion and one copy shall be kept by the person han-
dling the transaction for a period of at least twelve
months following the transaction and shall be sub-
ject to inspection at any time by the director or any
peace officer or member of the state patrol: Pro-
vided, That in the following instances only, live-
stock may be moved or transported within this state
without being accompanied by a certificate of per-
mit or an official brand inspection certificate or bill
of sale:

(1) When such livestock is moved or transported
upon lands under the exclusive control of the person
moving or transporting such livestock;

(2) When such livestock is being moved or trans-
ported for temporary grazing or feeding purposes
and has the registered brand of the person having or
transporting such livestock, or accompanied by a
certificate of permit.

Certificate or SEC. 25. Every person who transports or moves
bill of sale
required in livestock in this state shall have in his possession

trasprtig.when transporting or moving such livestock, a cer-
tificate of permit or an official certificate of brand
inspection or bill of sale. Such certificate or bill of
sale shall be on a form prescribed by the director and
shall contain the following information:

(1) The name of the seller and purchaser or the
name of the consignee and consignor.

(2) The brand or brands on such livestock.

(3) The number and any other method of iden-
tifying such livestock.

Certificate for SEC. 26. It shall be unlawful for any person to
out-of-state
removal, remove or cause to be removed or accept for re-

moval from this state, any livestock which is not ac-
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companied at all times by an official brand inspection
certificate issued by the director on such livestock.

SEC. 27. It shall be unlawful for any person mov-
ing or transporting livestock in this state to refuse to
assist the director or any peace officer in establish-
ing the identity of such livestock being moved or
transported.

SEC. 28. No person shall have in his possession
any livestock marked with a recorded brand or
tattoo of another person unless:

(1) Such livestock bears his own healed re-
corded brand, or

(2) Such livestock is accompanied by a certifi-
cate of permit from the owner of the recorded brand
or tattoo, or

(3) Such livestock is accompanied by a brand
inspection certificate, or

(4) Such livestock is accompanied by a bill of
sale from the previous owner or other satisfactory
proof of ownership.

SEC. 29. All unbranded cattle, horses, mules and
burros and those bearing brands not recorded which
are not accompanied by a certificate of permit, and
those bearing brands recorded which are not ac-
companied by a certificate of permit signed by the
owner of the brand when presented for inspection,
are hereby declared estrays, unless other satisfac-
tory proof of ownership is presented showing the
person presenting them to be lawfully in possession.
Such estrays shall be sold by the director or his rep-
resentative who shall give the purchaser a bill of
sale theref or.

SEC. 30. The proceeds from the sale of such es-
trays, after paying the cost thereof, shall be paid to
the director, who shall make a record showing the
brand or marks or other method of identification of
the animals and the amount realized from the sale
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thereof. However, the proceeds from a sale of es-
trays at a licensed public livestock market shall be
held by the licensee for a reasonable period not to
exceed thirty days to permit the consignor to estab-
lish ownership or the right to sell such livestock. If
such consignor fails to establish legal ownership or
the right to sell such livestock, such proceeds shall
be paid to the director to be disposed of as any other
estray proceeds.

SEC. 31. When a person has been notified by reg-
istered mail that animals bearing his recorded brand
have been sold by the director, he shall present to the
director a claim on the proceeds within ten days from
the receipt of the notice or the director may decide
that no claim exists.

SEC. 32. If, after the expiration of one year from
the date of sale, the person presenting the animals
for inspection has not provided the director with sat-
isfactory proof of ownership, the proceeds from the
sale shall be paid on the claim of the owner of the
recorded brand. However, it shall be a gross misde-
meanor f or the owner of the recorded brand to know-
ingly accept such funds after he has sold, bartered
or traded such animals to the claimant or any other
person.

SEC. 33. If, after the expiration of one year from
the date of sale, no claim is made, the money shall be
credited to the department of agriculture to be ex-
pended in carrying out the provisions of this act.

SEC. 34. The director shall have the authority to
enter into reciprocal agreements with any or all
states to prevent the theft, misappropriation or loss
of identification of livestock. The director may de-
clare any livestock which is shipped or moved into
this state from such states estrays if such livestock
is not accompanied by the proper official brand cer-
tificate or other such certificates required by the law
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of the state of origin of such livestock. The director
may hold such livestock subject to all costs of holding
or sell such livestock and send the funds, after the
deduction of the cost of such sale, to the proper au-
thority in the state of origin of such livestock.

SEC. 35. The director, but not his duly appointed Rules and

representatives, may adopt such rules and/or regula- regulations.

tions as are necessary to carry out the purposes of
this act. It shall be the duty of the director to en-
force and carry out the provisions of this act and/or Enforcement.

rules and regulations adopted hereunder. No person
shall interfere with the director when he is perform-
ing or carrying out duties imposed on him by this
act and/or rules and regulations adopted hereunder.

SEC. 36. The violation of any provisions of this Violation,
misdemeanor.

act and/or rules and regulations adopted hereunder
shall constitute a misdemeanor unless otherwise
specified herein.

SEC. 37. All fees collected under the provisions of Disposition
of fees.

this act shall be retained and deposited by the direc-
tor to be used only for the enforcement of this act.

SEC. 38. If any section or provision of this act Severability.

shall be adjudged to be invalid or unconstitutional,
such adjudication shall not affect the validity of the
act as a whole, or any section, provision or part
thereof, not adjudged invalid or unconstitutional.

SEC. 39. The following acts or parts of acts are Repeal.

hereby repealed:
(1) Sections 2553 and 2554, Code of 1881 and

RCW 16.48.060 and 16.48.070;
(2) Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, chapter

156, Laws of 1935, section 5, chapter 156, Laws of
1935 as amended by section 2 chapter 98, Laws of
1949 and sections 3 and 4, chapter 98, Laws of 1949
and chapter 16.56 RCW;
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Repeal. (3) Section 14, chapter 75, Laws of 1937 as
amended by section 2, chapter 198, Laws of 1939 and
RCW 16.48.170;

(4) Section 4, chapter 198, Laws of 1939 and
RCW 16.48.200;

(5) Sections 1, 2, 3, 9, 11 and 13, chapter 75, Laws
of 1937 and RCW 16.48.011, 16.48.020, 16.48.021, 16-
.48.035, 16.48.260 and 16.48.190;

(6) Sections 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13, chapter 161,
Laws of 1945 and RCW 16.48.210, 16.48.220, 16.48.230,
16.48.240 and 16.48.250;

(7) Section 4, chapter 75, Laws of 1937 as
amended by section 1, chapter 30, Laws of 1947 and
RCW 16.48.030;

(8) Sections 10 and 12, chapter 75, Laws of 1937
as amended by sections 9 and 10, chapter 98, Laws of
1949 and RCW 16.48.040 and 16.48.160;

(9) Section 6, chapter 75, Laws of 1937 as last
amended by section 11, chapter 98, Laws of 1949 and
RCW 16.48.130;

(10) Section 3, chapter 198, Laws of 1939 as
amended by section 5, chapter 98, Laws of 1949 and
RCW 16.48.180;

(11) Sections 14 and 15, chapter 98, Laws of 1949
and RCW 16.48.300 and 16.48.290;

(12) Section 12, chapter 98, Laws of 1949 as
amended by section 1, chapter 160, Laws of 1951 and
RCW 16.48.150; and

(13) Section 2, chapter 160, Laws of 1951 and
RCW 16.48.151.

Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 2, 1959.
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CHAPTER 55.
[ H. B. 139.

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE-EMPLOYMENTS INCLUDED.
AN ACr relating to workmen's compensation which is also

known as industrial insurance; and amending section 2,
chapter 74, Laws of 1955 and RCW 51.12.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 74, Laws of 1955 RCW 51.2.010

and RCW 51.12.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

There is a hazard in all employment, but certain Employments

employments have come to be, and to be recognizedinld.
as being inherently constantly dangerous. This title
is intended to apply to all such inherently hazardous
works and occupations, and it is the purpose to em-
brace all of them which are within the legislative
jurisdiction of the state, in the following enumera-
tion, and they are intended to be embraced within
the term "extrahazardous" wherever used in this
title, to wit:

Factories, mills and workshops where machin-
ery is used; printing, electrotyping, photoengraving
and stereotyping plants where machinery is used;
foundries, blast furnaces, mines, wells, gas works,
waterworks, reduction works, breweries, elevators,
wharves, docks, dredges, smelters, powder works;
laundries operated by power, quarries, engineering
works; logging, lumbering and shipbuilding opera-
tions; logging, street and interurban railroads; build-
ings being constructed, repaired, moved, or demol-
ished; telegraph, telephone, electric light or power
plants or lines, steam heating or power plants,
steamboats, tugs, ferries, and railroads; installing
and servicing radios and electrical refrigerators;
general warehouse and storage; teaming, truck driv-
ing, and motor delivery, including drivers and
helpers, in connection with any occupation except
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agriculture; stage, taxicab and for hire driving;
restaurants, taverns, clubs, and establishments; em-
ployees supplying service to the public in hotels,
clubs furnishing sleeping accommodations , apart-
ment hotels; janitors, chambermaids, porters,, bell-
men, pinsetters, elevator operators and maintenance
men employed in apartment houses, office buildings,
stores, mercantile establishments, theaters and bowl-
ing alleys employing one or more employees; bunk-
houses, kitchens, and eating houses in connection
with extrahazardous occupations or conducted pri-
marily for employees in extrahazardous occupations;
transfer, drayage, and hauling; warehousing and
transfer; fruit warehouse and packing houses; and
work performed by salaried peace officers of the
state, the counties, and the municipal corporations.

Note: See also section 9, chapter 308, Laws of 1959.

Passed the House February 27, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 2, 1959.

CHAPTER 56.
[ S. B. 19.

PRISONERS-PROSECUTION FOR OTHER CRIMES.
AN ACT relating to the prosecution of persons committed to state

penal institutions for other crimes committed within the
state.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Disposition of SECTION 1. (1) Whenever a person has entered
untried indict-
mentsec, uo a term of imprisonment in a penal or correct-

ofprsoner-Procedure. ional institution of this state, and whenever during
the continuance of the term of imprisonment there
is pending in this state any untried indictment, in-
formation or complaint against the prisoner, he shall
be brought to trial within one hundred twenty days
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after he shall have caused to be delivered to the
prosecuting attorney and the superior court of the
county in which the indictment, information or com-
plaint is pending written notice of the place of his
imprisonment and his request for a final disposition
to be made of the indictment, information or com-
plaint: Provided, That for good cause shown in open
court, the prisoner or his counsel shall have the right
to be present, the court having jurisdiction of the
matter may grant any necessary or reasonable con-
tinuance. The request of the prisoner shall be ac-
companied by a certificate of the superintendent
having custody of the prisoner, stating the term of
commitment under which the prisoner is being held,
the time already served, the time remaining to be
served on the sentence, the amount of good time
earned, the time of parole eligibility of the prisoner,
and any decisions of the board of prison terms and
paroles relating to the prisoner.

(2) The written notice and request for final dis-
position referred to in subsection (1) hereof shall
be given or sent by the prisoner to the superin-
tendent having custody of him, who shall promptly
forward it together with the certificate to the appro-
priate prosecuting attorney and superior court by
registered mail, return receipt requested.

(3) The superintendent having custody of the
prisoner shall promptly inform him in writing of
the source and contents of any untried indictment,
information or complaint against him concerning
which the superintendent has knowledge and of his
right to make a request for final disposition thereof.

(4) Escape from custody by the prisoner subse- Escape, voids

quent to his execution of the request for final dis- request.

position referred to in subsection (1) hereof shall
void the request.

SEC. 2. In the event that the action is not brought
to trial within the period of time as herein provided,
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Resultro no court of this state shall any longer have jurisdic-
to try. tion thereof, nor shall the untried indictment, inf or-

mation or complaint be of any further force or effect,
and the court shall enter an order dismissing the
same with prejudice.

Mentally ill SEC. 3. The provisions of this act shall not apply
excuslon. to any person adjudged to be mentally ill.

Construction. SEC. 4. This act shall not be construed as pre-
empting the right of the superior court on the motion
of the county prosecuting attorney from ordering
the superintendent of a state penal or correctional
institution to cause a prisoner to be transported to
the superior court of the county for trial upon any
untried indictment, information or complaint.

Passed the Senate February 5, 1959.
Passed the House February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 19 59.

CHAPTER 57.
[S. B. 48.]

PROBATE-SALE OF VENDEE'S INTEREST IN CONTRACT.
AN ACT relating to sales of vendee's interest in contract in pro-

bate by personal representative; and repealing sections 140
and 141, chapter 156, Laws of 1917 and RCW 11.56.190 and
11.56.200.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Repeal. SECTION 1. Sections 140 and 141, chapter 156,
Laws of 1917 and RCW 11.56.190 and 11.56.200 are
each repealed.

Passed the Senate February 4,1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.
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CHAPTER 58.
[ S. B. 69.1

JUVENILE COURTS-TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS.
AN ACT relating to juvenile court procedures; and amending

section 12, chapter 160, Laws of 1913, as amended by sec-
tion 1, chapter 132, Laws of 1945 and RCW 13.04.120.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 12, chapter 160, Laws of 1913, RCW 13.04.120

as amended by section 1, chapter 132, Laws of 1945, aedd

and RCW 13.04.120 are each amended to read as
follows:

When, in any county where a juvenile court is Arrest of
juvenile--

held, a child under the age of eighteen years is taken Hearing.

into custody by a parole, peace, police or probation
officer, such child shall be taken directly before such
court, or placed in the detention home or place under
the jurisdiction of such court, or into the custody of
the court probation officer: Provided, That if the
parent, guardian, custodian or a responsible relative
of the child furnishes the officer a signed statement
agreeing to produce the child at the next juvenile
court session, the child may be released to the signer
of the statement. Any such signer who fails, with-
out just cause shown to the court, to produce such
child as agreed, shall be guilty of contempt of court
and may be punished accordingly.

The court may proceed to hear and dispose of the
case in the same manner as if the child had been
brought before the court upon petition as herein-
before provided. In any such case, the court shall
require notice to be given and investigation to be
made as in other cases under this chapter, and may
adjourn the hearing from time to time for such pur-
pose. Pending final disposition of the case the court
may make such disposition of the custody of the
child as it shall deem for the best welfare of the
child. If, upon investigation, it shall appear that a
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Arrest of chlhabenarseupntecagofavg
juvenile- chlhabenarseupntecagofavg
Hearing, committed a crime, the court, in its discretion, may

order such child to be turned over to the proper
officers for trial under the provisions of the criminal
code.

Nothing in this section shall be construed as for-
bidding any peace officer, police officer or probation
officer from immediately taking into custody, with-
out process, any child who is found violating any
law or ordinance, or who is reasonably believed to
be a fugitive from his parents or from justice, or
whose surroundings are such as to endanger his
health, morals or welfare, unless immediate action
is taken. In every such case, the officer taking the
child into custody shall immediately report the fact
to the juvenile court and the case shall then be pro-
ceeded with as provided in this chapter: Provided,
That whenever a child is arrested for a violation of
any law, including municipal ordinances, regulating
the operation of vehicles on the public highways, a
copy of the traffic citation and a record of the action
taken by the juvenile court shall be forwarded by
the court to the director of licenses in the same man-
ner as provided in RCW 46.20.280.

Passed the Senate January 29, 1959.
Passed the House February 26,1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3,1959.
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CHAPTER 59.
[ S. B. 95.1

SALE OF LAND BY W. S. C.
AN ACT relating to public lands; authorizing the sale of certain

properties by the board of regents of the State College of
Washington; and amending chapter 25, Laws of 1949 (un-
codified).

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 25, Laws of 1949 1949 c25~ §1

(uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
The board of regents of the State College of Saed

Washington is hereby authorized to sell all or any
part or parts of the following described premises in
Whitman county, state of Washington: Description.

All of the Sunset Heights Addition to the city of
Pullman. The following portion of the Military Hill
Additions to the city of Pullman; block 3, lots 7
through 12, inclusive; block 4, lots 5 through 7, in-
clusive; block 5, lots 7 through 12, inclusive; block 6,
lots 3 through 7, inclusive; and block 4, lot 8, at pub-
lic or private sale under such terms and conditions
and in such manner as it shall determine.

SEC. 2. Section 2, chapter 25, Laws of 1949 (un- 1949 c 2Z § 2

codified) is amended to read as follows: amended.

The proceeds from the sale of the properties de- Disposition

scribed in section 1 of this act shall be first applied of proceeds.

to the redemption of any bonds issued by the State
College of Washington, pursuant to chapter 64, Laws
of 1947,' until the same have been redeemed in full
and the balance of said moneys shall be applied to
the State College of Washington building account in
the general fund.

Passed the Senate February 11, 1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.
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CHAPTER 60.
[ S. B. 115.]1

STATE HOSPITALS-PATIENTS' PERSONAL PROPERTY.
AN ACT relating to funds of patients of state hospitals, and

amending section 72.23.230, chapter 28, Laws of 1959 and
RCW 72.23.230.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 72.23.230 SECTION 1. Section 72.23.230, chapter 28, Laws of
amended. 1959 and RCW 72.23.230 are each amended to read

as f ollows:
Patients prop- The superintendent of a state hospital shall be
erty-Super-
intendent as the custodian without compensation of such personal
custodian-
Management property of a patient involuntarily hospitalized
and
accounting. therein as may come into the superintendent's pos-

session while the patient is under the jurisdiction of
the hospital. As such custodian, the superintendent
shall have authority to disburse moneys from the
patients' funds f or the following purposes only and
subje ,ct to the following limitations:

(1) The superintendent may disburse any of the
funds in his possession belonging to a patient for
such personal needs of that patient as may be deemed
necessary by the superintendent; and

(2) Whenever the f unds belonging to any one
patient exceed the sum of three hundred dollars, the
superintendent may apply the excess to the payment
of the state hospitalization charges of such patient;
and

(3) When a patient is paroled, the superinten-
dent shall deliver unto the said patient all or 'such
portion of the funds or other property belonging to
the patient as the superintendent may deem neces-
sary and proper in the interests of the patient's wel-
f are, and the superintendent may during the parole
period deliver to the patient such additional prop-
erty or f unds belonging to the patient as the super-
intendent may from time to time determine neces-
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sary and proper. When a patient is discharged from
the jurisdiction of the hospital, the superintendent
shall deliver to such patient all funds or other prop-
erty belonging to the patient.

All funds held by the superintendent as custodian
may be deposited in a single fund. Annual reports
of receipts and expenditures shall be forwarded to
the department, and shall be open to inspection by
interested parties: Provided, That all interest accru-
ing from, or as a result of the deposit of such moneys
in a single fund shall be used by the superintendent
f or the general welfare of all the patients of such
institution: Provided, further, That when the per-
sonal accounts of patients exceed three hundred dol-
lars, the interest accruing therefrom shall be credited
to the. personal accounts of such patients. All such
expenditures shall be accounted for by the super-
intendent.

The appointment of a guardian for the estate of
such patient shall terminate the superintendent's au-
thority to pay state hospitalization charges upon the
superintendent's receipt of a certified copy of letters
of guardianship. Upon the guardian's request, the
superintendent shall f orward to such guardian any
funds or other property of the patient remaining in
the superintendent's possession, together with a final
accounting of receipts and expenditures.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.
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CHAPTER 61.
[ S. B. 123.

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS-RESIDENTS' PERSONAL
PROPERTY.

AN ACT relating to funds of residents of state residential
schools; and amending section 72.33.180, chapter 28, Laws
of 1959 and RCW 72.33.180.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 72.33.180 SECTION 1. Section 72.33.180, chapter 28, Laws of
amended.

1959 and RCW 72.33.180 are each amended to read
as follows:

Persnal of The superintendent of a state school shall serve
residet- as custodian without compensation of such personal
Superinten-
dean ia - property of a resident as may belocated at thescol
tions-Judi- inldndeotd
cial pro- icungmoneys dpstdwith the superintendent
ceedings fr~
to recover, o the benefit of such resident. As such custodian,

the superintendent shall have authority to disburse
moneys from the resident's fund for the following
purposes and subject to the following limitations:

(1) Subject to specific instructions by a donor or
payor of money to the superintendent for the benefit
of a resident, the superintendent may disburse any
of the funds belonging to a resident for such personal
needs of such resident as the superintendent may
deem proper and necessary.

(2) When a resident is granted placement, the
superintendent shall deliver to said resident, or the
parent, guardian or agency legally responsible for
the resident, all or such portion of the funds of which
the superintendent is custodian as above defined, or
other property belonging to the resident, as the su-
perintendent may deem necessary to the resident's
welfare, and the superintendent may during such
placement deliver to the former resident such addi-
tional property or funds belonging to the resident as
the superintendent may from time to time deem
proper. When the conditions of placement have been
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fully satisfied and the resident is discharged, the
superintendent shall deliver to such resident, or the
parent, person or agency legally responsible for the
resident, all funds or other property belonging to
the resident remaining in his possession as custodian.

(3) All funds held by the superintendent as cus-
todian may be deposited in a single fund, the re-
ceipts and expenditures therefrom to be accurately
accounted for by him: Provided, That all interest
accruing from, or as a result of the deposit of such
moneys in a single fund shall be used by the super-
intendent for the general welfare of all the residents
of such institution: Provided, further, That when
the personal accounts of patients exceed three hun-
dred dollars, the interest accruing therefrom shall
be credited to the personal accounts of such patients.
All such expenditures shall be subject to the duty
of accounting provided for in this section.

(4) The appointment of a guardian for the estate
of such resident shall terminate the superintendent's
authority as custodian of a resident's funds upon re-
ceipt by the superintendent of a certified copy of let-
ters of guardianship. Upon the guardian's request,
the superintendent shall immediately forward to
such guardian any funds or other property of the
resident remaining in the superintendent's possession
together with a full and final accounting of all re-
ceipts and expenditures made therefrom.

(5) Upon receipt of a written request from the
superintendent stating that a designated individual
is a resident of the state school for which he has ad-
ministrative responsibility and that such resident
has no legally appointed guardian of his estate, any
person, bank, corporation, or agency having posses-
sion of any money, bank accounts, or choses in ac-
tion owned by such resident, shall, if the amount
does not exceed one thousand dollars, deliver the
same to the superintendent as custodian and mail
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written notice thereof to such resident at the state
school. The receipt of the superintendent shall con-
stitute full and complete acquittance for such pay-
ment and the person, bank, corporation, or agency
making such payment shall not be liable to the resi-
dent or his legal representatives. All funds so re-
ceived by the superintendent shall be duly deposited
by him as custodian in the resident's fund to the
personal account of such resident.

If any proceeding is brought in any court to re-
cover property so delivered, the attorney general
shall defend the same without cost to the person,
bank, corporation, or agency effecting such delivery
to the superintendent, and the state shall indemnify
such person, bank, corporation, or agency against
any judgment rendered as a result of such proceed-
ing.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 62.
( S. B. 256.]1

COURT COSTS IN ACTIONS BY AND AGAINST
STATE OR COUNTY.

AN ACT relating to civil procedure; authorizing court costs; and
amending section 522, Code of 1881 and RCW 4.84.170.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 4.84.170 SECTION 1. Section 522, Code of 1881 and RCW
amended.

4.84.170 are each amended to read as follows:
Cost against In all actions prosecuted in the name and for the
state or
county. use of the state, or in the name and for the use of any

county, and in any action brought against the state
or any county, and on all appeals to the supreme
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court of the state in all actions brought by or against
either the state or any county, the state or county
shall be liable for costs in the same case and to the
same extent as private parties.

Passed the Senate February 17, 1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 63.
[ S. B. 34.]

LEASE OF LANDS BY UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON.
AN ACT relating to parks and recreation.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The board of regents of the University Negotiations
authorized.

of Washington is hereby authorized and directed to
enter into negotiations with the state parks and
recreation commission f or the leasing to said com-
mission for park and recreational purposes a certain
tract of land located on Whidbey Island described
as f ollows:

"That portion west of the County road of the Description.

West half of Section 29 and that part of the East part
of Section 30 from the East section line to the mean-
der line, all in Township 30 North, Range 2 E. W. M."

The state parks and recreation commission shall
pay reasonable rental to the university for the recre-
ational use of such property.

SEC. 2. The state parks and recreation commission Park facilities

is authorized to develop and maintain general park authorized.

and recreational facilities upon such tract including
necessary access roads. The commission shall build
and maintain fire trails and remove debris which is
deemed to be a fire hazard. The usage of such tract
by the commission shall be such that it shall not in-
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terfere unnecessarily with the right of the university
to obtain revenue from the tract through the mar-
keting of timber or any other enterprise.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 64.
[ S. B. 214.

MOSQUITO CONTROL DISTRICTS.

AN ACT relating to the public health and mosquito control dis-
tricts in certain counties; amending section 11, chapter 153,
Laws of 1957 and RCW 17.28.110; amending section 17,
chapter 153, Laws of 1957 and RCW 17.28.170; repealing
sections 18 through 24, chapter 153, Laws of 1957 and RCW
17.28.180 through 17.28.240; authorizing the levy and col-
lection of taxes and assessments and adding eight new sec-
tions to chapter 17.28 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 17.28.110 SECTION 1. Section 11, chapter 153, Laws of 1957
amended.

and RCW 17.28.110 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

Board of Within thirty days after the filing with the secre-
trustees--
Composition. tary of state of the certified copy of the order of for-

mation, a governing board of trustees for the district
shall be appointed. The district board shall be ap-
pointed as follows:

(1) If the district is situated in one county only
and consists wholly of unincorporated territory, five
members shall be appointed by the county commis-
sioners of the county.

(2) If the district is situated entirely in one
county and includes both incorporated and unincor-
porated territory one member shall be appointed
from each commissioner district lying wholly or
partly within the district by the county commis-
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sioners of the county, and one member from each
city, the whole or part of which is situated in the
district, by the governing body of the city; but if the
district board created consists of less than five mem-
bers, the county commissioners shall appoint from
the district at large enough additional members to
make a board of five members.

(3) If the district is situated in two or more
counties and is comprised wholly of incorporated
territory, one member shall be appointed from each
commissioner district of each county or portion of
a county situated in the district by the county com-
missioners; but if the district board created consists
of less than five members, the county commissioners
of the county in which the greater area of the district
is situated shall appoint from the district at large
enough additional members to make a board of five
members.

(4) If the district is situated in two or more
counties and consists of both incorporated and unin-
corporated territory, one member shall be appointed
by the county commissioners of each of the counties
from that portion of the district lying within each
commissioner district within its jurisdiction; and
one member from each city, a portion of which is
situated in the district by the governing body of the
city; but if the board created consists of less than five
members, the county commissioners in which the
greater area of the district is situated shall appoint
from the district at large enough additional mem-
bers to make a board of five members.

SEC. 2. Section 17, chapter 153, Laws of 1957 and RCW 17.28.170

RCW 17.28.170 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

Any breeding place for mosquitoes which exists Breeding
places de-by reason of any use made of the land on which it is clared public

found or of any artificial change in its natural con- usne

dition is a public nuisance: Provided, That condi-
tions or usage of land which are beyond the control
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of the land owner or are not contrary to normal,
accepted practices of water usage in the district,
shall not be considered a public nuisance.

The nuisance may be abated in any action or pro-
ceeding, or by any remedy provided by law.

New section. SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 17.28 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Borrown A mosquito control district may, prior to the re-
ceipt of taxes raised by levy, borrow money or issue
warrants of the district in anticipation of revenue,
and such warrants shall be redeemed from the first
money available from such taxes.

New section. SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 17.28 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Excess levy A mosquito control district shall have the power
authorized, to levy additional taxes in excess of the forty-mill

limitation for any of the authorized purposes of such
district, not in excess of two mills a year when au-
thorized so to do by the electors of such district by
a three-fifths majority of those voting on the propo-
sition at a special election, to be held in the year in
which the levy is made, and not oftener than twice
in such year, in the manner provided by law for hold-
ing general elections, at such time as may be fixed
by the board of trustees for the district, which spe-
cial election may be called by the board of trustees
of the district, at which special election the proposi-
tion of authorizing such excess levy shall be sub-
mitted in such form as to enable the voters favoring
the proposition to vote "Yes" and those opposing
thereto to vote "No": Provided, That the total num-
ber of persons voting at such special election must
constitute not less than forty percent of the voters
in said mosquito control district who voted in the
last preceding general state or county election. Noth-
ing herein shall be construed to prevent holding the
foregoing special election at the same time as that
fixed for a general election.
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SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 17.28 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
For the purpose of property taxation and the ]Boundaries

levying of property taxes the boundaries of the mos- purposes.

quito control district shall be the established official
boundary of such district existing on the first day of
September of the year in *which the levy is made, and
no such levy shall be made for any mosquito control
district whose boundaries are not duly established
on the first day of September of such year.

SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 17.28 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
It is hereby declared that whenever the public Declaration.

necessity or welfare has required the formation of
a mosquito control district, the abatement or exter-
mination of mosquitoes within the district is of di-
rect, economic benefit to the land located within
such district and is necessary for the protection of
the public health, safety and welfare of those resid-
ing therein.

SEC. 7. There is added to chapter 17.28 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The board of trustees shall annually determine Assessments.

the amount of money necessary to carry on the op- of.

erations of the district and shall classify the property
therein in proportion to the benefits to be derived
from the operations of the district and in accordance
with such classification shall apportion and assess
the several lots, blocks, tracts, and parcels of land
or other property within the district, which assess-
ment shall be collected with the general taxes of
the county or counties.

SEC. 8. There is added to chapter 17.28 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The board of trustees in assessing the property Assessments,

within the district and the rights, duties and liabili- guide for.

ties of property owners therein shall be governed,
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insofar as is consistent with this chapter, by the pro-
visions f or county road improvement districts as
set forth in RCW 36.88.090 through 36.88.110.

New section. SEC. 9. There is added to chapter 17.28 RCW a

new section to read as follows:
Road district The provisions of RCW 36.88.120, 36.88.140, 36-
statutes
applicable. .88.150, 36.88.170 and 36.88.180 governing the liens,

collection, payment of assessments, delinquent as-
sessments, interest and penalties, lien foreclosure
and foreclosed property of county road improvement
districts shall govern such matters as applied to mos-
quito control districts.

New section. SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 17.28 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

County trea- The county treasurer shall collect all mosquito
surers' duties, control district assessments, and the duties and re-

sponsibilities herein imposed upon him shall be
among the duties and responsibilities of his office
for which his bond is given as county treasurer. The
collection and disposition of revenue from such as-
sessments and the depositary thereof shall be the
same as for tax revenues of such districts as provided
in RCW 17.28.270.

Repeal. SEC. 11. Sections 18 through 24, chapter 153,
Laws of 1957 and RCW 17.28.180 through 17.28.240
are each hereby repealed.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House February 26,1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3,1959.
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CHAPTER 65.
[ Sub. H. B. 105.]1

IRISH SEED POTATOES.
AN ACT relating to Irish seed potatoes; providing for the in-

spection thereof; prescribing standards; and providing
penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. For the purpose of this act: Definitions.

(1) "Director" means director of agriculture of "Director."

the state of Washington or his duly authorized rep-
resentative.

(2) "Person" means a natural person, individual, "Person.".

firm, partnership, corporation, company, society, and
association, and every officer, agent or employee
thereof. This term shall import either the singular or
the plural as the case may be.

(3) "Certificate"'. means an inspection certificate "certificate."
issued by the director or any agency of the United
States government or another state or the Dominion
of Canada or any province thereof authorized to in-
spect Irish potatoes for diseases and issue certificates
stating whether such potatoes are infected with dis-
eases and if so to what extent.

(4) "Potatoes" means Irish potatoes to be used "Potatoes."'

or intended for use as seed, propagating or reproduc-
tion purposes.

SEC. 2. No person shall sell, offer for sale, hold Certificate,
new con-

for sale, barter, trade or knowingly transport within taiers,.*re-

this state any Irish potatoes either whole or in part handling
potatoes.

for seed, propagating or reproduction purposes un-
less such potatoes are in new containers and are ac-
companied by a certificate stating that such potatoes
are not infected with bacterial ring rot, powdery
scab, blackwort, nematode and/or more than one
percent net necrosis associated with leaf roll, and/or
more than one percent blackleg and./or more than
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three percent deep pitted scab and/or the general
infection of light scab affecting ten percent or more
of the tubers by weight and/or any other insect, pest
or plant disease or diseases which may impair or en-
danger the production of Irish potatoes in this state.

Certificate SEC. 3. The owner or handler of potatoes shall
forardd. forward to the director in Olympia a copy of the cer-

tificate accompanying any potatoes being trans-
ported within or into this state at the time such trans-
portation begins at the point of origin.

SEC. 4. The director may inspect potatoes at the
point of origin, in transit or at the point of destina-
tion: Provided, That such inspection shall not inter-
fere unduly with the orderly receipt, transportation
or deliveries of such potatoes by any common car-
rier. When potatoes are being transported into this
state from another state or foreign country, the di-
rector shall be notified of the time and place of entry
and such potatoes shall be made available for in-
spection.

Noncommer- SEC. 5. Noncommercial plantings which are de-
cial plantings
defined, fined as plantings in home gardens for domestic use,

and not f or sale; and potato research carried on by
the State College of Washington and/or other ap-

Exempaton proved research agencies are hereby exempted from
the provisions of this act.

Quaranitione- SEC. 6. The director shall quarantine any potatoes

found not to meet the requirements provided for in
section two. Such potatoes shall be disposed of in a
manner provided f or by the director, but shall not
be used f or seed propagation or reproduction pur-
poses.

Violations. SEC. 7. Any person violating the provisions of this
gros ise-act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and any subse-

meanor.

quent violation shall constitute a gross misdemeanor.
[ 456)1
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SEC. 8. The director may adopt any rule or regu- Reulsains.

lation necessary to carry out the provisions of this
act.

Passed the House February 13, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 66.
[ H. B. 143.]1

MOTOR VEHICLES-TEMPORARY PERMITS.
AN ACT relating to motor vehicles; providing for the issuance

of temporary permits to operate a vehicle pending issuance
of permanent plates; amending section 6, chapter 145, Laws
of 1957 and RCW 46.16.360; and adding two new sections
to chapter 46.16 ROW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 46.16 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
The department in its discretion may grant a Temporary

temporary permit to operate a vehicle for which ap- thorized.

plication for registration has been made, where such
application is accompanied by the proper fee pend-
ing action upon said application by the department.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 46.16 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
Forms for such temporary permits shall be pre- Contents.

scribed and furnished by the department. Tempo-
rary permits shall bear consecutive numbers, shall
show the name and address of the applicant, trade
name of the vehicle, model, year, type of body, iden-
tification number and date of application, and shall
be such as may be affixed to the vehicle at the time
of issuance, and remain on such vehicle only during
the period of such registration and until the receipt
of permanent license plates. The application shall
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Appictied be registered in the office of the person issuing the
permit and shall be forwarded by him to the de-
partment each day together with the fee accompany-
ing it.

Fees-Dis- A fee of fifty cents shall be charged by the per-
posiion. son authorized to issue such permit which shall be

accounted for in the same manner as the other fees
collected by such officers, provided that such fees
collected by county auditors or their agents shall be
paid to the county treasurer in the same manner as
other fees collected by the county auditor and cred-
ited to the county current expense fund.

New section. SEC. 3. Section 6, chapter 145, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 46.16.360 are each amended to read as follows:

Rules and The director of licenses may make such rules and
regulations. regulations as are necessary for the proper opera-

tion and enforcement of chapter 46.16 RCW.

Passed the House January 30, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 67.
[ H. B. 154.

COUNTY ROADS AND BRIDGES.
AN ACT relating to county roads and bridges; and amending

section 32, chapter 187, Laws of 1937 and RCW 36.77.010
through 36.77.040.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 32, chapter 187, Laws of 1937
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 36.77.010
through 36.77.040) is divided and amended as set
f orth in sections 2 through 5 of this act.

SEC. 2. (RCW 36.77.010) Whenever it is ordered
by resolution of the board that any county road shall
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be laid out and established and altered, widened, or
otherwise constructed or improved, the county road
engineer employed by the county shall prepare such
maps, plans, and specifications as shall be necessary
and sufficient. A copy of such maps, plans, and speci-
fications shall be approved by the board of county
commissioners with its approval endorsed thereon,
and such copy shall be filed with the clerk of the
board.

SEC. 3. (RCW 36.77.020) Upon approval of such
maps, plans, and specifications and the filing thereof
the board shall, if it determines that the work shall
be done by contract, advertise a call for bids upon
such construction work by publication in the official
county paper and also one trade paper of general
circulation in the county, in one issue of each such
paper at least once in each week for two consecutive
weeks prior to the time set in the call f or bids f or the
opening of bids. All bids shall be submitted under
sealed cover before the time set -for the opening of
bids.

SEC. 4. (RCW 36.77.030) At the time fixed in the
call for bids the board shall proceed to publicly open
and read such bids as have been submitted, in the
board room at the county seat. No bid shall be con-
sidered unless it is accompanied by a bid deposit in
the form of a surety bond, cash, cashier's check, or
certified check in an amount equal to five percent of
the amount of the bid proposed.

SEC. 5. (RCW 36.77.040) The board shall proceed
to award the contract to the lowest and best bidder
but may reject any or all bids if in its opinion good
cause exists therefor. The board shall require from
the successful bidder a contractor's bond in the
amount and with the conditions imposed by law.
Should the bidder to whom the contract is awarded
fail to enter into the contract and furnish the con-
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tractor's bond as required within ten days after no-
tice of the award, exclusive of the day of notice, the
amount of the bid deposit shall be forfeited to the
county and placed in the county road fund and the
contract awarded to the next lowest and best bidder.
The bid deposit of all unsuccessful bidders shall be
returned after the contract is awarded and the re-
quired contractor's bond given by the successful
bidder is accepted by the board.

Passed the House February 5, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 68.
[ H. B. 171.]1

LAW AGAINST DISCRIMINATION-
CREDIT APPLICATIONS.

AN ACT relating to the law against discrimination; and adding
a new section to chapter 49.60 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 49.60 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Unfair prac- It shall be an unfair practice to require designa-
tice as to
credit tion of the race, creed, color or national origin of any

appictin. person on credit applications of banks, loan com-
panies, insurance companies or any other financial
institution.

Passed the House February 13, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.
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CHAPTER 69.
EH. B. 249.]1

CITY FIREMEN BENEFITS-PRIOR SERVICE.
AN ACT relating to firemen of cities and towns; providing for

the addition and accreditation of the period of service of
certain persons with certain private enterprises to the
period of employment as firemen; adding a new section to
chapter 382, Laws of 1955 and chapter 41.18 RCW; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 382, Laws New section.

of 1955 and chapter 41.18 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Every person who was a member of a fire-fighting Creditfor*

organization operated by a private enterprise, which in private
organization

fire-fighting organization shall be hereafter acquired acquired by
municipality.

before September 1, 1959, by a municipality as its
fire department as a matter of public convenience or
necessity, where it is in the public interest to retain
the trained personnel of such fire-fighting organiza-
tion, shall have added and accredited to his period
of employment as a fireman his period of service
with said private enterprise, except that this shall
apply only to those persons who are in the service
of such fire-fighting organization at the time of its
acquisition by the municipality and who remain in
the service of that municipality until this chapter
shall become applicable to such persons.

No such person shall have added and accredited
to his period of employment as a fireman his period
of service with said private enterprise unless he or
a third party shall pay to the municipality his con-
tribution for the period of such service with the pri-
vate enterprise at the rate provided in RCW 41.18-
.030, or, if he shall be entitled to any private pension
or retirement benefits as a result of such service with
the private enterprise, unless he agrees at the time
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of his employment by the municipality to accept a
reduction in the payment of any benefits payable
under this chapter that are based in whole or in part
on such added and accredited service by the amount
of those private pension or retirement benefits re-
ceived. For the purposes of RCW 41.18.030, the date
of entry of service shall be deemed the date of entry
into service with the private enterprise, which serv-
ice is accredited by this section, and the amount of
contributions for the period of accredited service
shall be based on the wages or salary of such person
during that added and accredited period of service
with the private enterprise.

The city may receive payments for these pur-
poses from a third party and shall make from such
payments contributions with respect to such prior
service as may be necessary to enable the fund to
assume its obligations.

Emergency. ISEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immedi-
ately.

Passed the House February 13, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.
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CHAPTER '70.
[ H. B. 250.

STATE-WIDE CITY EMPLOYEE BENEFITS.
AN ACT relating to cities and towns and to pension, relief, dis-

ability and retirement systems, and pension, relief, dis-
ability and retirement funds therein; amending section 3,
chapter 71, Laws of 1947, as last amended by section 1,
chapter 228, Laws of 1953, and RCW 41.44.030; amending
section 12, chapter 71, Laws of 1947, as last amended by
section 2, chapter 158, Laws of 1957, and RCW 41.44.120;
and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 3, chapter 71, Laws of 1947, RCW 41.44.030

as last amended by section 1, chapter 228, Laws of
1953, and RCW 41.44.030 are each amended to read
as follows:

As used in this chapter, unless a different mean- Definitions.

ing is plainly required by the context:
(1) "Retirement system" means the state-wide "Retirement

city employees retirement system provided for system."

herein.
(2) "City" or "cities" includes town or towns. "Ct,
(3) "Employee" means any appointive officer or "Employee."

employee and shall include elective officials to the
extent specified herein.

(4) "Member" means any person included in the "Member."

membership of the retirement system as provided
herein.

(5) "Board" means the "board of trustees" pro- "Board."

vided f or herein.
(6) "Retirement fund" means "state-wide City "Retirement

employees retirement fund" provided for herein. fn.

(7) "Service" means service rendered to a city "Service."

f or compensation; and for the purpose of this chap-
ter a member shall be considered as being in service
only while he is receiving compensation from the
city for such service or is on leave granted for serv-
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ice in the armed forces of the United States as con-
templated in RCW 41 .44.120.

"Prior(8) "Prior service" means the service of a mem-
ber for compensation rendered a city prior to the
effective date and shall include service in the armed
forces of the United States to the extent specified
herein and service specified in RCW 41.44.120 (5).

"Current (9) "Current service" means service after the
servce." employee has become a member of the system.

"Creditable (10) "Creditable service" means such service as
is evidenced by the record of normal contributions,
plus prior service as evidenced by prior service cer-
tificate.

'Beneficiaxy." (11) "Beneficiary" means any person in receipt
of a pension, annuity, retirement allowance, disa-
bility allowance, or any other benefit herein.

"Corn n- (12) "Compensation" means the compensation
payable in cash, plus the monetary value, as deter-
mined by the board of trustees, of any allowance in
lieu thereof (but for the purposes of this chapter
such "compensation" shall not exceed three hundred
dollars per month, except as to those employees of
any member city the legislative body of which shall
not later than July 1, 1953, have irrevocably elected
by resolution or ordinance to increase the limitation
herein contained, effective as to all of its employees,
from three hundred dollars to four hundred dollars,
commencing on said date, or which shall so elect
prior to January 1st of any succeeding year, effective
as of January 1st of any such succeeding year, and
as to such employees shall, commencing on the spe-
cified date, not exceed four hundred dollars per
month).

"Compensa- (13) "Compensation earnable" means the full
tion earnable."

rate of compensation that would be payable to an
employee if he worked the full normal working time
(but for the purposes of this chapter, such "compen-
sation earnable" shall not exceed three hundred
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dollars per month, except as to those employees of
any member city the legislative body of which shall
not later than July 1, 1953, have irrevocably elected
by resolution or ordinance to increase the limitation
herein contained, effective as to all of its employees,
from three hundred dollars to four hundred dollars,
commencing on said date, or which shall so elect
prior to January 1st of any succeeding year, effective
as of January 1st of any such succeeding year, and
as to such employees shall, commencing on the spe-
cified date, not exceed four hundred dollars per
month).

(14) "Final compensation" means the highest "Final

average annual compensation earnable in any five tion."ena

consecutive years of actual service rendered during
the ten years immediately preceding retirement, or
where the employee has less than five consecutive
years of actual service, the earnable compensation
for the last five years preceding his retirement.

(15) "Matching contribution" means the contri- "Mthig,

bution of the city deposited in an amount equal to
the normal contributions of the employee.

(16) "Normal contributions" means contribu- "Normal
contribu-

tions at the rate provided for in RCW 41.44.130, ex- tions."

cluding those referred to in subsection (6).

(17) "Released matching contributions" means "Released
matching

such "matching contributions" as are no longer held contribu-

for the benefit of the employee. tions."

(18) "Regular interest" means interest com- "Regular
interest,"

pounded annually at such rate as shall have been
adopted by the board of trustees in accordance with
the provisions of this chapter.

(19) "Accumulated normal contributions" means "Accumulated
OMnormal con-the sum of all normal contributions, deducted fro tributions."

the compensation of a member, standing to the
credit of his individual account, together with regu-
lar interest thereon.
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"Pension." (20) "Pension" means payments derived from
contributions made by the city as provided herein.

'Annuity." (21) "Annuity" means payments derived from
contributions made by a member as provided
herein.

"Retirement (22) "Retirement allowance" means the pension
plus annuity.

"Fiscal year." (23) "Fiscal year" means any year commencing
with January 1st and ending with December 31st
next following.

"Miscella- (24) "Miscellaneous personnel" means officers
neous
personnel." and employees other than those in the uniformed

police or fire service: Provided, Those members of
the fire department who are ineligible to the bene-
fits of a firemen's pension system established by or
pursuant to any other state law, are also included
in the miscellaneous personnel.

"Uniformed (25) "Uniformed personnel" means any em-
personnel." ployee who is a policeman in service or who is sub-

ject to call to active service or duty as such.
"Effective (26) "Effective date" when used with regard to
date."

employees means the date on which any individual
or group of employees became members of any re-
tirement system and when used with regard to any
city or town shall mean the date on which it became
a participant.

"Actuarial, (27) "Actuarial equivalent" means a benefit of
equivalent." equal value when computed at regular interest upon

the basis of such mortality tables as shall be adopted
by the board of trustees.

insur- (28) "Persons having an insurable interest in
interest. . his life" means and includes only such persons who,

because of relationship from ties of blood or mar-
riage, have reason to expect some benefit from the
continuation of the life of a member.

"Additional (29) "Additional contributions" means contri-
contribu-
tions." butions made pursuant to subsection (6) of RCW

41.44.130.
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(30) "Accumulated additional contributions" "cumulae
means the sum of all "additional contributions" cuon-

made by a member standing to the credit of the
individual account, together with regular interest
thereon.

(31) "Part time employees" means those em- "Part time

ployees who, although regularly and continuously epyes,

employed, do not regularly perform their duties the
full number of hours required of other regular em-
ployees, including but not confined to such em-
ployees as police judges, city attorneys And other
officers 'and employees who are also engaged in out-
side employment or occupations.

SEC. 2. Section 12, chapter 71, Laws of 1947, as RCW 41.44.120
amended.

last amended by section 2, chapter 158, Laws of 1957 ,
and RCW 41.44.120 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

(1) Subject to subsections (4) and (5) of this Prior service

section the following members shall be entitled to
prior service credit:

(a) Each member in service on the effective
date.

(b) Each member entering af ter the effective
date if such entry is within one year after rendering
service prior to the effective date.

(c) Each member entering in accordance with
the provisions and subject to the conditions and
limitations prescribed in subsection (5) of this sec-
tion.

As soon as practicable, the board shall issue to
each member entitled to prior service credit a cer-
tificate certifying the aggregate length of service
rendered prior to the effective date. Such certificate
shall be final and conclusive as to his prior service
unless hereafter modified by the board, upon appli-
cation of the member.

(2) Each city joining the system shall have the
privilege of selecting the rate at which prior service
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Pericr pensions shall be calculated for its employees and
credit. may select any one of the three rates set forth below:

(a) 1.33%y of final compensation multiplied by
the number of years of prior service credited to the
member. This rate may be referred to as "full prior
service credit."

(b) 1.00%o of final compensation multiplied by
the number of years of prior service credited to the
member. This rate may be referred to as "three-
fourths prior service credit."

(c) .667%o of final compensation multiplied by
the number of years of prior service credited to the
member. This rate may be referred to as "one-half
prior service credit."

(3) The above rates shall apply at the age of
sixty-two or over for members included in the mis-
cellaneous personnel and at age sixty or over for
members in the uniformed personnel: Provided,
That if a member shall retire before attaining either
of the ages above referred to, the total prior service
pension shall be reduced to the percentages com-
puted and established in accordance with the follow-
ing tables, to wit:

MISCELLANEOUS PERSONNEL
Percent of Full Prior Service Allowable

MALE FEMALE
Age Factor Age Factor

45 65.48 45 66.78
46 66.86 46 67.91
47 68.29 47 69.09
48 69.77 48 70.34
49 71.28 49 71.67
50 72.82 50 73.10
51 74.43 51 74.71
52 76.13 52 .76.41
53 77.93 53 78.21
54 79.84 54 80.11
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55 81.86 55 82.12 Priorservice
56 84.00 56 84.24 credit.

57 86.28 57 86.50
58 88.69 58 88.89
59 91.26 59 91.42
60 94.00 60 94.11
61 96.90 61 96.96
62 100.00 62 100.00

Percent of Full Prior Service Allowable
UNIFORMED PERSONNEL

Age Factor
45 69.66
46 71.13
47 72.65
48 74.22
49 75.83
50 77.47
51 79.18
52 80.99
53 82.91
54 84.93
55 87.09
56 89.37
57 91.79
58 94.36
59 97.09
60 100.00

(4) If sickness, injury or service in the armed
forces of the United States during the national emer-
gency identified with World War I or World War II
and/or service in the armed forces of the United
States of America for extended active duty by any
employee who shall have been regularly granted a
leave of absence from the city service by reason
thereof, prevents any regular employee from being
in service on the effective date, the board shall grant
prior service credit to such person when he is again
employed. The legislative authority in each partici-
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serir pating city shall specify the amount of prior service
credit, to be granted or current service credit to be made

available to such employees: Provided, That in no
case shall such service credit exceed five years. Cer-
tificate of honorable discharge from or documentary
evidence of such service shall be submitted to the
board before any such credit may be granted or
made available. Prior or current service rates, or
both, for such employees shall not exceed the rates
established for fellow employees.

(5) There shall be granted to any person who
was an employee of a private enterprise or a portion
thereof which shall be hereafter acquired by a city
as a matter of public convenience or necessity, where
it is in the public interest to retain the trained per-
sonnel of such enterprise or portion thereof, credit
for prior service for the period such person was ac-
tually employed by such private enterprise, except
that this shall apply only to those persons who shall
be employees of such enterprise or portion thereof
at the time of its acquisition by the city anid who re-
main in the service of such city until the effective
date of membership of such person under this chap-
ter.

Credit for such prior service shall be given only if
payment for the additional cost of including such
service has been made or if payment of such addi-
tional cost or reimbursement theref or has been other-
wise provided for to the satisfaction of the board or if
such person be entitled to any private pension or re-
tirement benefits as a result of such service with
such private enterprise, credit will be given only if
he agrees at the time of his employment by the mu-
nicipality to accept a reduction in the payment of
any benefits payable under this chapter that are
based in whole or in part on such added and accred-
ited service by the amount of these private pension
or retirement benefits received. The conditions and
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limitations provided f or in this subsection (5) shall
be embodied in any certificate of prior service issued
or granted by the board where any portion of the
prior service credited under this subsection is in-
cluded therein.

The city may receive payments for these pur-
poses from a third party and shall make from such
payments contributions with respect to such prior
service as may be necessary to enable the fund to
assume its obligations.

SEC. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 13, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 7 1.
[H. B. 251.

POLICEMEN BENEFITS-PRIOR SERVICE.

AN ACT relating to pensions for retired police officers and their
widows; adding a new section to chapter 39, Laws of 1909,
as last amended by chapter 84, Laws of 1957, and to chap-
ter 41.20 RC\V; and declaring an emergency.

B e it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 39, Laws Of New section.

1909, as last amended by chapter 84, Laws of 1957,
and to chapter 41.20 RCW, a new section to read as
follows:

Any person affected by this chapter who was a
member of a police organization operated by a pri-
vate enterprise which police organization shall be
hereafter acquired before September 1, 1959, by a
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Credit for ciyothple +
mnembership ctofhe first class as its poic epart.ment. as a
in private
organization matter of public convenience or necessity, where it
acquired .
by first is in the public interest to retain the trained per-

clciy. sonnel of such police organization, shall have added

to his period of employment as computed under this
chapter his period of service with said private enter-
prise, except that this shall apply only to those per-
sons who are in the service of such police organiza-
tion at the time of its acquisition by the city of the
first class and who remain in the service of that city
until this chapter shall become applicable to such
persons.

No such person shall have added to his period of
employment as computed under this chapter his
period of service with said private enterprise unless
he or a third party shall pay to the city his contribu-
tion for the period of such service with the private
enterprise, or, if he shall be entitled to any private
pension or retirement benefits as a result of such
service with the private enterprise, unless he agrees
at the time of his employment by the city to accept
a reduction in the payment of any benefits payable
under this chapter that are based in whole or in part
on such added service by the amount of those private
pension or retirement benefits received. The rate of
such contribution shall be two percent of the wage
or salary of such person during that added period of
service with the private enterprise before midnight,
June 8, 1955, and four and one-hall percent of such
wage or salary af ter midnight, June 8, 1955. Such
contributions shall be paid into the police relief and
pension fund and shall be held subject to the provi-
sions of RCW 41.20.150, except that all such contribu-
tions shall be deemed to have been made after June
8, 1955. Such contributions may be invested in in-
vestments permitted by RCW 35.39.040 and may be
kept invested until required to meet payments of
benefits to such persons.
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The city may receive payments f or these pur-
poses from a third party and shall make from such
payments contributions with respect to such prior
service as may be necessary to enable the police
relief and pension fund to assume its obligations.

SEC. 2. If any provision of this act, or its applica- Severability.

tion to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the remainder of the act, or the application of the
provision to other persons or circumstances is not
affected.

SEC. 3. This act is necessary f or the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 13, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 72.
EH. B. 372.

CONVEYANCE OF LAND BY HIGHWAY COMMISSION-
DOUGLAS COUNTY.

AN ACT authorizing and directing the Washington state high-
way commission to set aside or convey certain lands in
Douglas county to the state parks and recreation commis-
sion; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The Washington state highway COM- Lands to be

mission is authorized and directed to set aside or conveyed.

convey to the state parks and recreation commission
so much of certain lands presently owned or to be
acquired by the highway commission situated in Description.

Douglas county and lying along the eastern shore
of the Columbia river, north of the community of
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East Wenatchee, as will not be required for high-
way purposes.

The state parks and recreation commission is
authorized and directed to accept such lands, to im-

Park prove them for park and recreation purposes and to
pay to the Washington state highway commission

Price. such price for such lands as shall be mutually agreed
upon between the director of highways and the di-
rector of parks and recreation: Provided, That such
price shall not exceed the price at which such lands
were acquired including all expenses of acquisition
by the highway commission.

Emergency. SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3,1959.

CHAPTER 73.
[ H. B. 62.

JURORS' FEES.
AN ACT relating to fees of jurors; and amending section 2,

chapter 51, Laws of 1951 and ROW 2.36.150.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCw 2.36.150 SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 51, Laws of 1951
amended, and RCW 2.36.150 are each amended to read as

f ollows:
Compensation Each grand and petit juror shall receive for each
of jurors, day's attendance upon the superior or any inferior

court in the state of Washington, besides mileage,
ten dollars; for each day's attendance upon a justice
of the peace court, four dollars; and for serving on a
coroner's jury, per day, four dollars; mileage, each
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way, per mile, ten cents: Provided, That a person
excused from jury service at his own request shall
be allowed not more than a per diem and such mile-
age, if any, as to the court shall seem just and equit-
able under all circumstances.

Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 74.
[ H. B. 145. 1

COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE COMMISSION.
AN ACT creating the Columbia River Gorge commission; defin-

ing terms; prescribing duties and powers therefor; and
establishing the Columbia River Gorge commission account.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. As used in this act unless the context "commission"
defined.

requires otherwise, "Commission" means the Co-
lumbia River Gorge commission.

SEC. 2. There is hereby created a non-partisan Commission

and non-salaried commission to be known as the cetd

Columbia River Gorge commission consisting of
three members who are residents of Skamania,
Klickitat and Clark counties respectively, to be ap-
pointed by the governor for six year terms and who Terms.

shall be removable at his pleasure. The term of
office shall commence January 1 of the year of ap-
pointment; provided the first members shall be ap-
pointed, one for two years, one for four years, and
one for six years. Vacancies shall be filled for the Vacancies.

unexpired term in the same manner as other ap-
pointments are made.

SEC. 3. For the purpose of preserving, develop- Purpose.

ing and protecting, the recreational, scenic and
historic areas of the Columbia River Gorge, the com-
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mission is directed to prepare a comprehensive plan
including boundaries for the proposed conservation
area, proposed acquisition and administration of
land, proposed zoning, regulations and other features
necessary to accomplish the transition of the Co-
lumbia River Gorge to a state recreational area.
Said plan shall first be submitted to the governor
for his consideration and approval.

Commission SEC. 4. The commission shall have the following
duties and
powers. duties and powers:

(1) To acquire land in the name of the state by
purchase, exchange, transfer, gift, or devise.

(2) To make expenditures, from available funds,
for the development, protection and maintenance
of land and property under its control.

(3) To enter into such contracts as are neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of this act.

(4) To cooperate with other agencies and po-
litical subdivisions of the state, the state of Oregon,
the federal government, private organizations and
individuals to the extent necessary to carry out the
provisions of this act.

(5) To receive any gifts, either intervivos, or
testamentary in character.

Moneys SEC. 5. All moneys, from whatever sources, in-
into account.

cluding moneys received by gift, bequest or con-
tribution, shall be paid into the state treasury for
deposit to the Columbia River Gorge commission
account. The expenditures of the commission shall
be made from this account upon vouchers approved
by the commission: Provided, That moneys re-
ceived from gifts may be expended in accordance
with the terms thereof.

Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.
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CHAPTER 75.
[ H. B. 287.

CANALS AND DITCHES-SAFEGUARDS.
AN ACT relating to the public health and safety; authorizing the

establishment of improvement districts by cities or towns,
counties, and irrigation districts for the safeguarding of the
public from the hazards of open canals or ditches; declar-
ing an emergency; amending section 10, chapter 162, Laws
of 1917, as last amended by section 1, chapter 171, Laws
of 1941, and RCW 87.36.010; amending section 35, chapter
192, Laws of 1951, as amended by section 3, chapter 152,
Laws of 1953, and RCW 36.88.350; amending section 1,
chapter 152, Laws of 1953 and RCW 36.88.015; amending
section 2, chapter 144, Laws of 1957 and RCW 35.43.040;
adding a new section to chapter 35.43 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 35.44 RCW; adding three new sections
to chapter 36.88 RCW; and adding a new section to chapter
87.36 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 144, Laws of 1957 Row 35.43.040

and RCW 35.43.040 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

Whenever the public interest or convenience may Authority

require, the legislative authority of any city or town generally.

may order the whole or any part of any local im-
provement including but not restricted to those
listed below to be constructed, reconstructed, re-
paired, or renewed and the planting, setting out,
cultivating, maintaining, and renewing of shade or
ornamental trees and shrubbery thereon; may order
any and all work to be done necessary for comple-
tion thereof; -and may levy and collect special as-
sessments on property specially benefited thereby
to pay the whole or any part of the expense thereof,
viz:

(1) Alleys, avenues, boulevards, lanes, park
drives, parkways, public places, public squares,
public streets, their grading, regrading, planking, re-
planking, paving, repaving, macadamizing, rema-
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Local im- cdmzngaei~r~aei ~ rnl
provements-- caaiingavln, rervlnplnrpl
Authorityping
generally. ing, capping, recapping, or other improvement; if

the management and control of park drives, park-
ways, and boulevards is vested in a board of park
commissioners, the plans and specifications for their
improvement must be approved by the board of park
commissioners before their adoption;

(2) Auxiliary water systems;
(3) Auditoriums, field houses, gymnasiums,

swimming pools, or other recreational or playground
facilities or structures;

(4) Bridges, culverts, and trestles and appro-
aches thereto;

(5) Bulkheads and retaining walls;
(6) Dikes and embankments;
(7) Drains, sewers and sewer appurtenances

which as to trunk sewers shall include as nearly as
possible all the territory which can be drained
through the trunk sewer and subsewers connected
thereto. In distributing assessments in the case of
trunk sewers there shall be levied against the prop-
erty lying between the termini of the improvement
and back to the middle of the blocks along the
marginal lines of the area improved such amounts
as would represent the reasonable cost of a local
sewer and its appurtenances suited to the require-
ments of the property, and the remainder of the cost
and expense of the improvement shall be distributed
over and assessed against all of the property within
the boundaries of the district: Provided, That if it
is necessary to construct any such sewer in an ease-
ment across private property as a part of a sewer
system improvement the authority to assess for
special benefits conferred by the improvement shahi
be the same as if such sewer were constructed in a
public street;

(8) Escalators or moving sidewalks together
with the expense of operation and maintenance;
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(9) Parks and playgrounds;
(10) Sidewalks, curbing, and crosswalks;
(11) Street lighting systems together with the

expense of furnishing electrical energy, maintenance,
and operation;

(12) Underground utilities transmission lines;
(13) Water mains, hydrants and appurtenances

which as to trunk water mains shall include as
nearly as possible all the territory in the zone or
district to which water may be distributed from the
trunk water mains through lateral service and dis-
tribution mains and services. In distributing assess-
ments in the case of trunk water mains there shall
be levied against the property lying between the
termini of the improvement and back to the middle
of the block along the marginal lines of the area
improved, such amounts as would represent the
reasonable cost of a local water main and appurte-
nances suited to the requirements of the property,
and the remainder of the cost and expense of the im-
provement shall be distributed over and assessed
against all of the property within the boundaries of
the district: Provided, That if it is necessary to
construct any such water main in an easement across
private property as a part of a water main system
improvement the authority to assess for special
benefits conferred by the improvement shall be the
same as if such water main were constructed in a
public street;

(14) Fences, culverts, syphons, or coverings or Safeguards

any other feasible safeguards along, in place of, or over open

over open canals or ditches to protect the public ditches.

from the hazards thereof. In distributing assess-
ments in the case of any improvements within this
subsection there shall be levied against all property
lying within the improvement district such amounts
as are required to pay all costs of the improvement,
and it is presumed that all residential property and
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all land occupied by apartment buildings, trailer
parks, and every other structure where persons
regularly or from time to time or temporarily reside,
and all property in public ownership devoted to the
public use, and all places where children congregate
for any purpose, and all state granted school land,
and federal land subject to such conditions as
congress may prescribe, lying within the local im -
provement is specially benefited by the removal ot
open canal hazards and subject to assessment there-
for: Provided, That this shall not prevent other and
different land from being included and subject to
assessment.

New section. SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 35.43 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Citie and Every city ortown shall have the right of entry
for open upon all irrigation, drainage, or flood control canal
canals or
ditches. or ditch rights of way within its limits for all pur-

poses necessary to safeguard the public from the
hazards of such open canals or ditches, and the right
to cause to be constructed, installed, and maintained
upon or adjacent to such rights of way safeguards
as provided in RCW 35.43.040: Provided, That such
safeguards must not unreasonably interfere with
maintenance of the canal or ditch or with the opera-
tion thereof. The city or town, at its option, not-
withstanding any laws to the contrary, may require
the irrigation, drainage, flood control, or other dis-
trict agency, person, corporation, or association
maintaining the canal or ditch to supervise the in-
stallation and construction of such safeguards, or to
maintain the same. If such option is exercised re-
imbursement must be made by the city or town for
all actual costs thereof.

New section. SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 35.44 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Ascertaining
assessments. As an alternative to other methods of ascertaining

assessments for local improvements, in a local im.-
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provement district established for safeguarding open
canals or ditches, the district may be sectioned into
subdivisions or zones paralleling the canal or ditch,
numbered respectively, first, second, third and
fourth. Each subdivision shall be equal to one-
quarter of the width of the district as measured back
from the margin of the canal right of way. The rate
of assessment per square foot in each subdivision so
f ormed shall be -fixed on the basis that the special
benefits conferred on a square foot of land in sub-
divisions first, second, third, and fourth, respectively,
are related to each other as are the numbers, f orty,
thirty, twenty, and ten, respectively, and shall be
ascertained in the following manner:

(1) The products of the number of square feet
in subdivisions first, second, third, and fourth, re-
spectively, and the numbers forty, thirty, twenty,
and ten, respectively, shall be ascertained;

(2) The aggregate sum thereof shall be divided
into the total cost and expense of the local improve-
ment;

(3) The resultant quotient multiplied by forty,
thirty, twenty, and ten, respectively, shall be the
respective rate of assessment per square foot for
each subdivision.

SEC. 4. Section 1, chapter 152, Laws of 1953 and RCW 36-88-015
amended.

RCW 36.88.015 are each amended to read as follows:
All counties shall have the power to create county c"ounty road

improvementroad improvement districts for the construction, in- districts--

stallation, improvement, operation and maintenance froe

of street and road lighting systems for any county dice

roads, and subject to the approval of the state high-
way commission, state highways, and for safeguards
to protect the public from the hazards of open
canals, flumes, or ditches, and said counties shall
have the power to levy and collect special assess-
ments against the real property specially benefited
thereby for the purpose of paying the whole or any
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part of the cost of such construction, installation or
improvement together with the expense of furnish-
ing electric energy, maintenance and operation:
Provided, That no road improvement district shall
be created for any such purpose under this chapter
-unless the property within the proposed district shall
be so developed by the construction of permanent
urban improvements that the average number of
dwelling units or units of business occupancy per
one thousand feet of property fronting upon the
roads within the area to be so improved shall be at
least six: Provided further, That said exception
shall not apply to improvements for the purpose of
protecting against open canal dangers.

New section. SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 36.88 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Ascertaining Whenever a county road improvement district is
assssens.established for the safeguarding of open canals or

ditches as authorized by RCW 36.88.015 the rate of
assessment per square foot in the district may be
determined by any one of the methods provided in
chapter 35.44 RCW for similar improvements in
cities or towns, and the land specially benefited by
such improvements shall be the same as provided
in chapter 35.43 RCW for similar improvements in
cities or towns.

New section. SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 36.88 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Counties-~vr
Right of Eeycounty shall have the right of entry upon
entry foririainorfodcnrlaalr
safeguarding every irgtodrainage,orfodcnolaalr
oPpditches, ditch right of way within its boundaries for all

purposes necessary to safeguard the public from the
hazards of open canals or ditches, including the
right to clean such canals or ditches to prevent their
flooding adjacent lands, and the right to cause to
be constructed and maintained on such rights of way
or adjacent thereto safeguards as authorized by RCW
36.88.015: Provided, That such safeguards must not
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unreasonably interfere with maintenance of the canal
or ditch or with the operation thereof.

SEC. 7. There is added to chapter 36.88 RCW a eeci.

new section to read as follows:
Any county, establishing a road improvement Operator to

supervise-
district for canal protection, notwithstanding any Reim~burse-

laws to the contrary, may require the district, agency,
person, corporation, or association, public or private,
which operates and maintains the canal or ditch to
supervise the installation and construction of safe-
guards, and must make reimbursement to said
operator for all actual costs incurred and expended.

SEC. 8. Section 35, chapter 192, Laws of 1951, as RCW 36.88.350
amended.

amended by section 3, chapter 152, Laws of 1953,
and RCW 36.88.350 are each amended to read as
follows:

After the completion of any construction or im- manaln
provement under this chapter, all maintenance Exiense.

thereof shall be performed by the county at the ex-
pense of the county road fund, excepting furnishing
electric energy for and operating and maintaining
street and road lighting systems: Provided, That
maintenance of canal protection improvements may,
at the option of the board of commissioners of the
county, be required of the irrigation, drainage, flood
control, or other district, agency, person, corpora-
tion, or association maintaining the canal or ditch.
If such option is exercised reimbursement must be
made by the county for all actual costs of such
maintenance.

SEC. 9. Section 10, chapter 162, Laws of 1917, as RCW 87.36-010
amended.

last amended by section 1, chapter 171, Laws of
1941, and RCW 87.36.010 are each amended to read
as follows:

Any desired special construction, reconstruction, provenimdrt

betterment or improvement or purchase or acquisi- itii

tion of improvements already constructed, for any districts-
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authorized district service, including but not limited
to the safeguarding of open canals or ditches for the
protection of the public therefrom, which are for the

Safeguding special benefit of the lands tributary thereto and
within an irrigation district may be constructed or
acquired and provision made to meet the cost thereof
as follows:

The holders of title or evidence of title to one-
quarter of the acreage proposed to be assessed, may
file with the district board their petition reciting the
nature and general plan of the desired improvement
and specifying the lands proposed to be specially
assessed therefor. The petition shall be accompanied
by a bond in the sum of one hundred dollars with
surety to be approved by the board, conditioned
that the petitioners will pay the cost of an investiga-
tion of the project and of the hearing thereon if it
is not established. The board may at any time re-
quire a bond in an additional sum. Upon the filing
of the petition the board with the assistance of a
competent engineer, shall make an investigation of
the feasibility, cost, and need of the proposed local
improvement together with the ability of the lands
to pay the cost, and if it appears feasible, they shall
have plans and estimate of the cost prepared. If a
protest against the establishment of the proposed
improvement signed by a majority of the holders of
title in the proposed local district is presented at or
before the hearing, or if the proposed improvement
should be found not feasible, too expensive, or the
lands to be benefited insufficient security for the
costs, they shall dismiss the petition at the expense
of the petitioners.

New section. SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 87.36 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

SafVegua xn Whenever a local improvement district is estab-
Assessments. lished within an irrigation district for the safeguard-

ing of the public from the dangers of open canals
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or ditches the rate of assessment per square f oot in
the local district may be determined by any of the
methods provided for assessment of similar improve-
ments in cities or towns in chapter 35.44 RCW, and
the lands specially benefited by such improvements
shall be the same as provided in chapter 35.43 RCW
for similar improvements in cities or towns.

SEC. 11. This act is necessary for the immediate Emnergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 76.
[ H. B3. 109.]1

CITIES-COUNCIL-MANAGER PLAN.
AN ACT relating to cities and towns; amending section 3, chap-

ter 337, Laws of 1955 and RCW 35.18.020; amending sec-
tion 1, chapter 271, Laws of 1943 and RCW 35.18.230;
amending section 11, chapter 271, Laws of 1943 and RCW
35.18.180; amending section 23, chapter 337, Laws of 1955
and RCW 35.18.250; and amending section 12, chapter 337,
Laws of 1955 and RCW 35.18.270.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 3, chapter 337, Laws of 1955 RCW 35.18A0
amended.

and RCW 35.18.020 are each amended to read as
follows:

The number of councilmen shall be in proportion Number of
councilmen-

to the population of the city or town indicated in its Taaers.

petition for incorporation and thereafter shall be in Vcnis

proportion to its population as last determined by
the state census board as follows:

(1) A city or town having not more than two
thousand inhabitants, five councilmen;

f(485 ]
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Number of () iyhvn oeta w huad ee
councilmen (2Aciyhvnmoetatwthuadsvn
-Terms--
Vacancies, councilmen.

All councilmen shall be elected at large or from
such wards or districts as may be established by
ordinance, and shall serve for a term of four years
and until their successors are elected and qualified:
Provided, however, That at the first election, the
following shall apply:

(a) At the first election, one councilman shall
be nominated and elected from each ward or such
other existing district of said city as may have been
established for the election of members of the legis-
lative body of the city and the remaining council-
men shall be elected at large; but if there are no
such wards or districts in the city, or at an initial
election for the incorporation of a community, the
councilmen shall be elected at large.

(b) In cities electing five councilmen, the can di-
dates having the three highest number of votes
shall be elected for a four year term and the other
two for a two year term and until their successors
are elected and qualified.

(c) In cities electing seven councilmen, the
candidates having the four highest number of votes
shall be elected for a four year term and the other
three for a two year term and until their successors
are elected and qualified.

(d) In determining the candidates receiving the
highest number of votes, only the candidate receiving
the highest number of votes in each ward, as well
as the councilman-at-large or councilmen-at-large,
are to be considered. When a municipality has
qualified for an increase in the number of council-
men from five to seven by virtue of the next succeed-
ing state census board population determination
af ter the majority of the voters thereof have ap-
proved operation under the council-manager plan,
at the first election when two additional councilmen
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are to be elected, one of the two additional council-
men receiving the highest number of votes shall be
elected for a four year term and the other additional
councilman shall be elected for a two year term.

If a vacancy in the council occurs, the remaining
members shall appoint a person to fill such office only
until the next regular general municipal election at
which a person shall be elected to serve for the re-
mainder of the unexpired term.

In the event such population determination as
provided in this section requires an increase in the
number of councilmen, the city or town council shall
fill the additional councilmanic positions by appoint-
ment not later than thirty days following the re-
lease of said population determination, and the ap-
pointee shall hold office only until the next regular
city or town election at which a person shall be
elected to serve for the remainder of the unexpired
term: Provided, That should said population de-
termination result in a decrease in the number of
councilmen, said decrease shall not take effect until
the next regular city or town election.

SEC. 2. Section 1, chapter 271, Laws of 1943 and cW35.18.230
amended.

RCW 35.18.230 are each amended to read as follows:
Any city or town having a population of less than Eligibility

thirty thousand may be organized as a council-
manager city or town under this act.

SEC. 3. Section 11, chapter 271, Laws of 1943 and RCW 35.18.180

RCW 35.18.180 are each amended to read as follows: amnended.

No ordinance, resolution, or order, including those Ordinances-

granting a franchise or valuable privilege, shall have Record.

any validity or effect unless passed by the affirma-
tive vote of at least a majority of the members of the
city or town council. Every ordinance or resolution
adopted shall be signed by the mayor or two mem-
bers, filed with the clerk within two days and by
him recorded.
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RCW 35.18.250chpe '' Lwof1Ran
amended. SEC. 4. Section 23,chpe37,Lwof15an

RCW 35.18.250 are each amended to read as follows:
Organiza- Upon the filing of a petition for the adoption of
procedure, the council-manager plan of government, or upon

resolution of the council to that effect, the mayor,
only after the petition has been found to be valid,
by proclamation issued within ten days after the
filing of the petition or the resolution with the clerk,
shall submit the question at a special election to be
held at a time specified in the proclamation, which
shall be as soon as possible after the sufficiency of
the petition has been determined or after the said
resolution of the council has been enacted, but in no
event shall said special election be held during the
ninety day period immediately preceding any regular
municipal election therein. All acts necessary to
hold this election, including legal notice, jurisdiction
and canvassing of returns, shall be conducted in
accordance with existing law.

RCW 35.18.20 SEC. 5. Section 12, chapter 337, Laws of 1955
amened. and RCW 35.18.270 are each amended to read as

follows:
Organization If the majority of the votes cast at a special elec-
-Election
of council. tion for organization on the council-manager plan

favor the plan, the city or town at its next regular
election shall elect the council required under the
council-manager plan in number according to the
population of the municipality: Provided, That if
the date of the next municipal general election is
more than one year from the date of the election
approving the council-manager plan, a special elec-
tion shall be held to elect the councilmen; the newly
elected councilmen shall assume office immediately
following the canvass of votes as certified and shall
remain in office until their successors are elected and
qualified. Councilmen shall take office at the time
provided by general law. Declarations of candidacy
for city or town elective positions under the council-
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manager plan for cities and towns shall be filed with
the city or town clerk as the case may be not more
than forty-five nor less than thirty days prior to said
special election to elect the members of the city
council. Any candidate may file a written declara-
tion of withdrawal at any time within five days after
the last day for filing a declaration of candidacy.
All names of candidates to be voted upon shall be
printed upon the ballot alphabetically in group under
the designation of the title of the offices for which
they are candidates. There shall be no rotation of
names.

Passed the House February 27, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 77.
[ S. B. 1.]1

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY DESIGNATED.
AN ACT relating to changing the designation of the State Col-

lege of Washington to Washington State University; and
amending section 1, chapter 53, Laws of 1905 and RCW
28.80.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 53, Laws of 1905 RcW 28.8.010amended.
and RCW 28.80.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

The state agricultural college and school Of Washington
State Uni-

science as located and established in the city of Pull- versity.

man, Whitman county, shall be designated Wash-
ington State University.

SEC. 2. The effective date of this act shall be Effective
date.

September 1, 1959.
Passed the Senate February 3, 1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 4, 1959..
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CHAPTER 78.
[ S. Bi. 105.

POLICEMEN BENEFITS.

A~N ACT relating to municipal corporations; providing certain
pensions and benefits for members of police departments
of first class cities, and their surviving spouses and chil-
dren; adding two new sections to chapter 39, Laws of 1909
and to chapter 41.20 RCW; amending section 4, chapter 39,
Laws of 1909 as last amended by section 1, chapter 84,
Laws of 1957 and RCW 41.20.050; amending section 5,
chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as last amended by section 2,
chapter 84, Laws of 1957 and RCW 41.20.060; amending
section 7, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as last amended by
section 3, chapter 84, Laws of 1957 and RCW 41.20.080;
amending section 8, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as last
amended by section 4, chapter 24, Laws of 1937 and RCW
41.20.090; amending section 13, chapter 39, Laws of 1909
as last amended by section 7, chapter 69, Laws of 1955 and
RCW 41.20.120; and amending section 3, chapter 39, Laws
of 1909 as last amended by section 8, chapter 69, Laws of
1955 and RCW 41.20.130.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 39, Laws
of 1909 and to chapter 41.20 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Definitions. As used in chapter 41.20 RCW:
"Itank." (1) "Rank" means civil service rank.
"Position." (2) "Position" means the particular employment

held at any particular time, which may or may not
be the same as civil service rank.

(3) Words importing masculine gender shall ex-
tend to females also.

New section. SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 39, Laws of
1909 and to chapter 41.20 RCW a new section to read.
as f ollows:

Pension on Whenever any member of the police department
ortre of any such city, or whenever any such member who

retirement.
is hereafter retired for length of service or a dis-
ability, shall die, leaving a surviving spouse or child
or children under the age of eighteen years, upon
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satisfactory proof of such facts made to it, the board
shall order and direct that a pension equal to one-
third of the amount of salary at any time hereafter
attached to the position held by such member in
the police department at the time of his death or
retirement, not to exceed one-third of the salary of
captain, shall be paid to the surviving spouse dur-
ing his life, and in addition, to the child or children,
until they are eighteen years of age, as follows: For
one child, one-eighth of the salary on which such
pension is based; for two children, a total of one-
seventh of said salary; and for three or more children,
a total of one-sixth of said salary: Provided, If such
spouse or child or children marry, the person so
marrying shall receive no further pension from the
fund. In case there is no surviving spouse, or if the
surviving spouse shall die, the child or children shall
be entitled to the spouse's share in addition to the
share specified herein until they reach eighteen years
of age. No spouse shall be entitled to any payments
on the death of a retired officer unless he has been
married to such officer for a period of at least five
years prior to the date of his retirement.

SEC. 3. Section 4, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as RCW 41.20.050

last amended by section 1, chapter 84, Laws of 1957 amended.

and RCW 41.20.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

Whenever a person has been duly appointed, and Penson

has served honorably for a period of twenty-five for years of
service.

years or more, as a member, in any capacity, of the
regularly constituted police department of a city
subject to the provisions of this chapter, the board,
after hearing, if one is requested in writing, may
order and direct that such person be retired, and
the board shall retire any member so entitled, upon
his written request therefor. The member so retired
shall be paid from the fund during his lifetime a
pension equal to fifty percent of the amount of salary
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attached to the position held by the retired member
for the year preceding the date of his retirement:
Provided, That no pension shall exceed an amount
equivalent to one-half the salary of captain and all
existing pensions shall be increased to not less than
one hundred fifty dollars per month as of July 1,
1957.

Any person affected by this chapter who at the
time of entering the armed services was a member
of such police department and has honorably served
in the armed services of the United States in the
time of war, shall have added to his period of em-
ployment as computed under this chapter, his period
of war service in the armed forces, but such credited
service shall not exceed five years and such period
of service shall be automatically added to each mem-
ber's service upon payment by him of his contribu-
tion for the period of his absence at the rate provided
in RCW 41.20.130.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 6, Laws of 1959.

RCW 4.20.060 SEC. 4. Section 5, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as
amended.

last amended by section 2, chapter 84, Laws of 1957
and RCW 41.20.060 are each amended to read as
follows:

Pension on Whenever any person, while serving as a police-
ret irement
for disability, man in any such city becomes physically disabled

by reason of any bodily injury received in the im-
mediate or direct performance or discharge of his
duties as a policeman, or becomes incapacitated for
service, such incapacity not having been caused or
brought on by dissipation or abuse, of which the
board shall be judge, the board may, upon his written
request filed with the secretary, or without such
written request, if it deems it to be for the benefit
of the public, retire such person from the depart-
ment, and order and direct that he be paid from the
fund during his lifetime, a pension equal to one-half
of the amount of salary attached to the position
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which he held in the department at the date of his
retirement, but not to exceed an amount equivalent
to one-half the salary of captain, and all existing
pensions shall be increased to not less than one
hundred fifty dollars per month as of July 1, 1957.

Whenever such disability ceases, the pension shall
cease, and such person shall be restored to active
service at the same rank he held at the time of his
retirement, and at the current salary attached to
said rank at the time of his return to active service.

Disability benefits provided for by this chapter
shall not be paid when the policeman is disabled
while he is engaged for compensation in outside
work not of a police or special police nature.

Note: See also section 2, chapter 6, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 5. Section 7, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as RCW 4.20.080

last amended by section 3, chapter 84, Laws of 1957 amended.

and RCW 41.20.080 are each amended to read as
follows:

Whenever any member of the police department Pesono

of any such city loses his life while actually engaged Po""cma

in the performance of duty, or as the proximate violence.

result thereof, leaving a surviving spouse or child or
children under the age of eighteen years, upon satis-
factory proof of such facts made to it, the board
shall order and direct that a pension, equal to one-
half of the amount of the salary attached to the
position which such member held in the police de-
partment at the time of. his death, shall be paid to
the surviving spouse for life, or if there is no sur-
viving spouse, or if the surviving spouse shall die,
then to the child or children until they are eighteen
years of age: Provided, That if such spouse or child
or children marry, the person so marrying shall
thereafter receive no further pension from the fund:
Provided further, That all existing pensions shall
be increased to not less than one hundred fifty dol-
lars per month as of July 1, 1957.
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If any member so losing his life, leaves no spouse,
or child or children under the age of eighteen years,
the board shall pay the sum of two hundred dollars
toward the funeral expenses of such member.

Note: See also section 3, chapter 6, Laws of 1959.

RCW 4.20.090 SEC. 6. Section 8, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as
amended.

last amended by section 4, chapter 24, Laws of 1937
and RCW 41.20.090 are each amended to read as
follows:

Payment on Whenever any member of the police department
natural death
before or ofscciysalafefieyasosevcinad
after o uhct hla e ieyaso evc nsi
retirement, department, die, his surviving spouse or, if there is

no surviving spouse, the child or children under
the age of eighteen years, or if there is no surviving
spouse or child or children, then his parents or un-
married sister or sisters, minor brother or brothers,
dependent upon him for support, shall be entitled
to the sum of one thousand dollars from such fund.
'Phis section to apply to members who shall have
been retired, for any reason, from active service
under the provisions of this chapter.

RCW 4.20.120 SEC. 7. Section 13, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as
amended.

last amended by section 7, chapter 69, Laws of 1955
and RCW 41.20.120 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

Sick benefits. Whenever any member of the police department,
on account of sickness or disability, suffered or sus-
tained while a member of the department, and not
caused or brought on by dissipation or abuse, of
which the board shall be judge, is confined in any
hospital or in his home and, whether or not so con-
fined, requires nursing, care, or attention, the board
shall pay the necessary hospital, care, and nursing
expenses of such member out of the fund. The salary
,of such member shall continue while he is neces-
sarily confined to such hospital or home or elsewhere
during the period of recuperation, as determined by
the board, for a period not exceeding six months,
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after which period the other provisions of this
chapter shall apply: Provided, That the board in
all cases may have the member suffering from such
sickness or disability examined at any time by a
licensed physician or physicians, to be appointed by
the board, for the purpose of ascertaining the nature-
and extent of the sickness or disability, the physician
or physicians to report to the board the result of the
examination within three days thereafter. Any
member who refuses to submit to such examination
or examinations shall forfeit all his rights to benefits.
under this section: Provided further, That the board
shall designate the hospital and medical services
available to such sick or disabled policeman.

SEC. 8. Section 3, chapter 39, Laws of 1909 as
last amended by section 8, chapter 69, Laws of 1955
and RCW 41.20.130 are each amended to read as
follows:

There is created in each city subject to the pro-
visions of this chapter a police relief and pension
fund. The fund shall be constituted as follows:

A sum equal to six percent thereof shall be de-
ducted monthly from the salary of each police officer
by the city treasurer and placed in the fund, but the
maximum deduction shall not exceed six percent of
the monthly salary of captain.

At the time the annual tax levy of the city is
made, the city council, or other legislative body,
shall order the transfer of an amount of money into
the fund, sufficient with the salary deductions, to
meet the financial requirements thereof:

(1) From moneys collected or received from all
licenses issued;

(2) From fines and forfeitures collected or re-
ceived in money for violation of city ordinances.

Passed the Senate February 20, 1959.
Passed the House March 1, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 5, 1959.
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CHAPTER 79.
[ S. B. 86. 1

URBAN RENEWAL-BONDS.
AN ACT relating to the Urban Renewal Law; authorizing the

issuance of general obligation bonds; and adding a new
section to chapter 42, Laws of 1957 and to chapter 35.81
RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 42, Laws of
1957, and to chapter 35.81 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

General For the purposes of this chapter a municipality
blton may (in addition to any authority to issue bonds

pursuant to RCW 35.81.100) issue and sell its general
obligation bonds. Any bonds issued by a muni-
cipality pursuant to this section shall be issued in
the manner and within the limitations prescribed by
the laws of this state for the issuance and authoriza-
tion of bonds by such municipality for public pur-
poses generally.

Passed the Senate February 12, 1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 6, 1959.

CHAPTER 80.
[S. B. 152.

CITIES-LEASE OF SPACE-OPTION TO PURCHASE.
AN ACT relating to the acquisition of sites, construction and

financing of buildings for cities and towns, and the leasing
and acquisition thereof by cities and towns.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Purpose. SECTION 1. It is the purpose of this act to supple-
ment existing law for the leasing of space by cities
and towns to provide for the leasing of such space
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through leases with an option to purchase and the
acquisition of buildings erected upon land owned by
a city or town upon the expiration of a lease of such
land.

SEC. 2. The term "building" as used in this act "Building"

shall be construed to mean any building or build-
ings used as a part of, or in connection with, the
operation of a city or town, and shall include the site
and appurtenances, including but not limited to,
heating facilities, water supply, sewage disposal,
landscaping, walks, and drives.

SEC. 3. Any city or town may, as lessee, lease a Term

building for its use for a term of not to exceed fiftylitaon
years.

SEC. 4. A lease of a building executed pursuant Option to

to this act may grant the lessee city or town an rnw

option to renew for a further term on like conditions,
or an option to purchase the building covered by the
lease at any time prior to the expiration of the term.
A lease with an option to purchase shall provide Option to

that all sums paid as rent up to the time of exercisingpucae
the option shall be credited toward the payment of
the purchase price as of the date of payment. No
lease shall provide, nor be construed to provide,
that any city or town shall be under any obligation
to purchase the leased building.

SEC. 5. A lease of a building may provide that Permitted
covenants

as a part of the rental, the lessee city or town may in lease.

pay taxes and assessments on the leased building,
maintain insurance thereon for the benefit of the
lessor, and assume responsibilities for repair, re-
placement, alterations, and improvements during the
term of the lease.

SEC. 6. A city or town may, in anticipation of the Lease prior to
occupancyacquisition of a site and the construction of a build- permitted.

ing, execute a lease, as lessee, prior to the actual
acquisition of a site and the construction of a build-
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ing, but the lease shall not require payment of rental

Bond. by the lessee until the building is ready for oc-
cupancy. The lessor shall furnish a bond satis-
factory to the lessee conditioned on the delivery of
possession of the completed building to the lessee
city or town at the time prescribed in the lease, un-
avoidable delay excepted. The lease shall provide
that no part of the cost of construction of the build-
ing shall ever become an obligation of the lessee
city or town.

Lease and SEC. 7. Any city or town desiring to have a build-
lease-back
agreements ing frits use erected on land owned, or to be
authorized. fo

acquired, by it, may, as lessor, lease the land f or a
reasonable rental for a term of not to exceed fifty
years: Provided, That the city or town shall lease
back the building or a portion thereof for the same
term. The leases shall contain terms as agreed upon
between the parties, and shall include the following
provisions:

Covenants
in leses.(1) No part of the cost of construction of the

building shall ever be or become an obligation of
the city or town.

(2) The city or town shall have a prior right to
occupy any or all of the building upon payment of
rental as agreed upon by the parties, which rental
shall not exceed prevailing rates for comparable
space.

(3) During any time that all or any portion of
the building is not required for occupancy by the
city or town, the lessee of the land may rent the
unneeded portion to suitable tenants approved by
the city or town.

(4) Upon the expiration of the lease, all build-
ings and improvements on the land shall become the
property of the city or town.

Bids, lease SEC. 8. A lease and lease back agreement re-
and lease-
back agree- quiring a lessee to build on city or town property
ment-
Notice, shall be made pursuant to a call for bids upon terms
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most advantageous to the city or town. The call
for bids shall be given by posting notice thereof in
a public place in the city or town and by publication
in the official newspaper of the city or town once
each week for two consecutive weeks before the
date fixed for opening the bids. If there is no of-
ficial newspaper, the notice shall be published in a
newspaper of general circulation in the city or town.
The city council or commission of the city or town
may by resolution reject all bids and make further
calls for bids in the same manner as the original
call. If no bid is received on the first call, the city
council or commission may readvertise and make a
second call, or may execute a lease without any
further call for bids.

SEC. 9. All leases executed pursuant to this act Leases e-
empted from

shall be exempt from the tax imposed by chapter 19, certain taxes.

Laws of 1951 second extraordinary session, as
amended, and chapter 28.45 RCW; section 5, chapter
389, Laws of 1955, and RCW 82.04.040; and section 9,
chapter 178, Laws of 1941, and RCW 82.08.090, and
by rules and regulations of the tax commission issued
pursuant thereto.

Passed the Senate February 13, 1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 6, 1959.
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CHAPTER 81.
[S. B. 364.

MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATORS' LICENSE
FEES-DISPOSITION.

AN ACT relating to motor vehicle operators' license fees and the
disposition thereof; and amending section 71, chapter 188,
Laws of 1937, as last amended by section 2, chapter 294,
Laws of 1957, and RCW 46.68.040.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 46.68.040 SETN1.Scin7,catr18Lwso19,
amended. SETO1.Scin7,catr18Laso19,

as last amended by section 2, chapter 294, Laws of
1957, and RCW 46.68.040 are each amended to read
as f ollows:

Disposition The director shall forward all funds accruing
of fees--
suaporkof under the provisions of chapter 46.20 to the state

treasurer, together with a proper identifying, de-
tailed report. The state treasurer shall deposit such
moneys to the credit of the highway safety fund,
except that out of each f ee of four dollars collected
for a vehicle operator's license the sum of two dol-
lars and twenty cents shall be paid into the state
parks and parkways account to be used for carrying
out the provisions of chapter 43.51 RCW and for no
other purpose except as hereinafter provided. All
expenses incurred in carrying out the provisions of
chapter 46.20 relating to vehicle operators' licenses
shall be paid from the highway safety fund and not
to exceed fifty thousand dollars in a biennium from
the state parks and parkways account of the general
fund as by appropriation provided.

Passed the Senate February 19, 1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 6, 1959.
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CHAPTER 82.
( Sub. S. B. 6. 1

CITIES-MINIMUM HOUSING STANDARDS.
AN ACT relating to cities and towns; defining terms; authorizing

cities and towns to enact an ordinance for the repair, clos-
ing and demolition of dwellings unfit for human habita-
tion, and buildings and structures unfit for use; to provide
for the administration and enforcement thereof; to pre-
scribe minimum standards for the use and occupancy of
dwellings, buildings, and structures; and permitting the
expenditure of public money therefor.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. It is hereby found that there exist, in Legislative

municipalities of the state, dwellings which are unfit
for human habitation, and buildings and structures
which are unfit for other uses due to dilapidation,
disrepair, structural defects, defects increasing the
hazards of fire, accidents, or other calamities, in-
adequate ventilation and uncleanliness, inadequate
light or sanitary facilities, inadequate drainage,
overcrowding, or due to other conditions which are
inimical to the health and welfare of the residents
of such municipalities.

It is further found and declared that the powers
conferred by this act are for public uses and purposes
for which public money may be expended, and that
the necessity of the public interest for the enact-
ment of this law is hereby declared to be a matter of
local legislative determination.

SEC. 2. The following terms, however used or Definitions

referred to in this act, shall have the following
meanings, unless a different meaning is clearly in-
dicated by the context:

(1) "Board" shall mean the improvement board "Board.'

as provided for in section 3 (1) (a);
(2) "Local governing body" shall mean the "Local.n

council or other legislative body charged with body."

governing the municipality;
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pality." (3) "Municipality" shall mean any incorporated
city or town in the state;

"Public, (4) "Public officer" shall mean any officer who
offier.' is in charge of any department or branch of the

government of the municipality relating to health,
fire, building regulation, or other activities concern-
ing dwellings, buildings, and structures in the mu-
nicipality.

Permissible SEC. 3. (1) Whenever the local governing body
ordinances
-Appeals, of a municipality finds that one or more conditions

of the character described in section 1 hereof exist
within the municipality, said governing body may
adopt ordinances relating to such dwellings, build-
ings, or structures within the municipality. Such
ordinances may provide for the following:

(a) That an "improvement board" or officer be
designated or appointed to exercise the powers as-
signed to such board or officer by the ordinance as
specified herein. Said board or officer may be an
existing municipal board, or officer, in the mu-
nicipality, or may be a separate board or officer ap-
pointed solely for the purpose of exercising the
powers assigned by said ordinance.

If a board is created, the ordinance shall specify
the terms, method of appointment, and type of mem-
bership of said board, which may be limited, if the
local governing body chooses, to public officers as
herein defined.

(b) If a board is created, a public officer, other
than a member of the improvement board, may be
designated to work with the board and carry out
the duties and exercise the powers assigned to said
public officer by the ordinance.

(c) That if, after a preliminary investigation of
any dwelling, building, or structure, the board or
officer finds that it is unfit for human habitation or
other use, he shall cause to be served either per-
sonally or by registered mail upon all persons hay-
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ing any interest therein, as shown upon the records
of the auditor's office of the county in which such
property is located, and shall post in a conspicuous
place on such property, a complaint stating in what
respects such dwelling, building, or structure is un-
fit for human habitation or other use. If the where-
abouts of such persons is unknown and the same
cannot be ascertained by the board or officer in the
exercise of reasonable diligence, and the board or
officer shall make an affidavit to the effect, then the
serving of such complaint or order upon such per-
sons may be made by publishing the same once
each week for two consecutive weeks in a newspaper
published in the municipality, or in the absence of
such newspaper, it shall be posted in three public
places in the municipality in which the dwellings,
buildings, or structures are located. Such com-
plaint shall contain a notice that a hearing will be
held before the board or officer, at a place therein
fixed, not less than ten days nor more than thirty
days after the serving of said complaint; or in the
event of publication or posting, not less than fifteen
days nor more than thirty days from the date of the
first publication and posting; that all parties in
interest shall be given the right to file an answer
to the complaint, and to appear in person, or other-
wise, and to give testimony at the time and place
fixed in the complaint. The rules of evidence pre-
vailing in courts of law or equity shall not be con-
trolling in hearings before the board or officer. A
copy of such complaint shall also be filed with the
auditor of the county in which the dwelling, building,
or structure is located, and such filing of the com-
plaint or order shall have the same force and effect
as other lis pendens notices provided by law.

(d) That the board or officer may determine
that a dwelling, building, or structure is unfit for
human habitation or other use if it finds that con-
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Permnissible ditions exist in such dwelling, building, or structure
ordinances--
Appeals. which are dangerous or injurious to the health or

safety of the occupants of such dwelling, building,
or structure, the occupants of neighboring dwellings,
or other residents of such municipality. Such con-
ditions may include the following, without limita-
tions: Defects therein increasing the hazards of
fire or accident; inadequate ventilation, light, or
sanitary facilities, dilapidation, disrepair, structural
defects, uncleanliness, overcrowding, or inadequate
drainage. The ordinance shall state reasonable and
minimum standards covering such conditions, includ-
ing those contained in ordinances adopted in ac-
cordance with subdivision (7) (a) herein, to guide
the board or the public officer and the agents and
employees of either, in determining the fitness of a
dwelling for human habitation, or building or struc-
ture for other use.

(e) That the determination of whether a dwel-
ling, building, or structure should be repaired or
demolished, shall be based on specific stated stand-
ards on (i) the degree of structural deterioration
of the dwelling, building, or structure, or (ii) the
relationship that the estimated cost of repair bears
to the value of the dwelling, building, or structure,
with the method of determining this value to be
specified in the ordinance.

(f) That if, after the required hearing, the board
or officer determines that the dwelling is unfit for
human habitation, or building or structure is unfit
for other use, it shall state in writing its findings
of fact in support of such determination, and shall
issue and cause to be served upon the owner or
party in interest thereof, as is provided in subdivi-
sion (1) (c), and shall post in a conspicuous place
on said property, an order which (i) requires the
owner or party in interest, within the time specified
in the order, to repair, alter, or improve such dwel-
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ling, building, or structure to render it fit for human
habitation, or for other use, or to vacate and close
the dwelling, building, or structure, if such course
of action is deemed proper on the basis of the
standards set forth as required in subdivision (1)
(e); or (ii) requires the owner or party in interest,
within the time specified on the order, to remove
or demolish such dwelling, building, or structure, if
this course of action is deemed proper on the basis
of said standards. If no appeal is filed, a copy of
such order shall be filed with the auditor of the
county in which the dwelling, building, or structure
is located.

(g) The owner or any party in interest, within
thirty days from the date of service upon the owner
and posting of an order issued by the board under
the provisions of subdivision (c) of this subsection,
may file an appeal with the appeals commission.

The local governing body of the municipality
shall designate or establish a municipal agency to
serve as the appeals commission. The local govern-
ing body shall also establish rules of procedure
adequate to assure a prompt and thorough review
of matters submitted to the appeals commission, and
such rules of procedure shall include the following,
without being limited thereto: (i) All matters sub-
mitted to the appeals commission must be resolved
by the commission within sixty days from the date
of filing therewith, and (ii) a transcript of the find-
ings of fact of the appeals commission shall be made
available to the owner or other party of interest
upon demand.

The findings and orders of the appeals cormmis-
sion shall be reported in the same manner and shall
bear the same legal consequences as if issued by the
board, and shall be subject to review only in the
manner and to the extent provided in subdivision (2)
of this section.
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ordiancs-- If the owner or party in interest, following ex-
Appeals. haustion of his rights to appeal, fails to comply with

the final order to repair, alter, improve, vacate, close,
remove, or demolish the dwelling, building, or struc-
ture, the board or officer may direct or cause such
dwelling, building, or structure to be repaired, al-
tered, improved, vacated, and closed, removed, or
demolished.

(h) That the amount of the cost of such repairs,
alterations or improvements, or vacating and clos-
ing, or removal or demolition by the board or officer,
shall be assessed against the real property upon
which such cost was incurred unless such amount
is previously paid. The county treasurer, upon
certification to him by the treasurer of the munici-
pality of the assessment amount being due and ow-
ing, shall enter the amount of such assessment upon
the tax rolls against the property for the current
year, and the same shall become a part of the general
taxes for that year to be collected at the same time
and with the same interest (not to exceed six per-
cent) and penalties, and when collected shall be
deposited to the credit of the general fund of the
municipality: Provided, That if the total assessment
due and owing exceeds twenty-five dollars the local
governing body shall, upon written request of the
owner or party in interest, divide the amount due
into ten equal annual installments, subject to earlier
payment at the option of owner or party in interest.
If the dwelling, building, or structure is removed
or demolished by the board or officer, the board or
officer shall, if possible, sell the materials of such
dwelling, building, or structure in accordance with
procedures set forth in said ordinance, and shall
credit the proceeds of such sale against the cost of
the removal or demolition, and if there be any
balance remaining, it shall be paid to the parties en-
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titled thereto, as determined by the board or officer,
after deducting the cost incident thereto.

(2) Any person affected by an order issued by
the appeals commission pursuant to subdivision (1)
(f) hereof may, within thirty days after the posting
and service of the order, petition the superior court
for an injunction restraining the public officer or
members of the board from carrying out the pro-
visions of the order. In all such proceedings the
court is authorized to affirm, reverse, or modify the
order and such trial shall be heard de novo.

(3) An ordinance adopted by the local governing
body of the municipality may authorize the board
or officer to exercise such powers as may be neces-
sary or convenient to carry out and effectuate the
purposes and provisions of this section. These
powers shall include the following in addition to
others herein granted: (a) (i) to determine which
dwellings within the municipality are unfit for hu-
man habitation; (ii) to determine which buildings
or structures are unfit for other use; (b) to ad-
minister oaths and affirmations, examine witnesses
and receive evidence; and (c) to investigate the
dwelling and other use conditions in the municipality
and to enter upon premises f or the purpose of
making examinations when the board or officer has
reasonable ground for believing they are unfit for
human habitation, or for other use, provided that
such entries shall be made in such manner as to
cause the least possible inconvenience to the persons
in possession, and to obtain an order for this pur-
pose after submitting evidence in support of an ap-
plication which is adequate to justify such an order
from a court of competent jurisdiction in the event
entry is denied or resisted.

(4) The local governing body of any municipality
adopting an ordinance pursuant to this act may ap-
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propriate the necessary funds to administer such
ordinance.

(5) Nothing in this section shall be construed
to abrogate or impair the powers of the courts or of
any department of any municipality to enforce any
provisions of its charter or its ordinances or regu-
lations, nor to prevent or punish violations thereof;
and the powers conferred by this section shall be in
addition and supplemental to the powers conferred
by any other law.

(6) Nothing in this section shall be construed to
impair or limit in any way the power of the mu-
nicipality to define and declare nuisances and to
cause their removal or abatement, by summary pro-
ceedings or otherwise.

(7) Any municipality may (by ordinance a-
dopted by its governing body) (a) prescribe mini-
mum standards for the use and occupancy of dwel-
lings throughout the municipality, (b) prescribe
minimum standards for the use or occupancy of any
building or structure used for any other purpose,
(c) prevent the use or occupancy of any dwelling,
building, or structure, which is injurious to the
public health, safety, morals, or welfare, and (d)
prescribe punishment for the violation of any pro-
vision of such ordinance.

Discrini- SC .Fralteproe fti c n h
nation SC .Fralteproe fti c n h
prohibited, ordinances adopted as provided herein, no person

shall, because of race, creed, color, or national origin,
be subjected to any discrimination.

Severability'. SEC. 5. If any provision of this act, or its applica-
tion to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the remainder of the act, or the application of the
provision to other persons or circumstances is not
affected.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 6, 1959.
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CHAPTER 83.
[ S. B. 87. 1

COUNTY ROAD FUNDS FOR TOWN STREETS.
AN ACT relating to the expenditure of county road funds on

town streets in certain instances; and adding a new section
to chapter 36.75 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 36.75 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
Whenever any street in any town, having a county road

funds used on
population of less than one thousand persons, forms town street.

an extension of a county road of the county in which
such town is located, and where the board of county
commissioners of such county and the governing
body of such town, prior to the commencement of
any work, have mutually agreed and each adopted
a resolution setting forth the nature and scope of
the work to be performed and the share of the cost
or labor which each shall bear, such county may
expend county road funds for construction, improve-
ment, repair, or maintenance of such street.

Passed the Senate February 17, 1959.
Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 6, 1959.
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CHAPTER 84.
[ Sub. S. B. 109.

BARBERING.
AN ACT relating to barbering; repealing section 18, chapter 75,

Laws of 1923 and RCW 18.15.180; adding two new sections
to chapter 75, Laws of 1923 and to chapter 18.15 RCW;
amending section 6, chapter 75, Laws of 1923 as last
amended by section 3, chapter 16, Laws of 1951 and RCW
18.15.050; amending section 5, chapter 75, Laws of 1923
as last amended by section 2, chapter 101, Laws of 1957 and
ROW 18.15.100; amending section 7, chapter 209, Laws of
1929 as amended by section 6, chapter 51, Laws of 1949 and
RCW 18.15.110; and amending section 13, chapter 101, Laws
of 1957 and RCW 18.15.125.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 18, chapter 75, Laws of 1923
and RCW 18.15.180 are each repealed.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 75, Laws of
1923 and to chapter 18.15 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

After July 1, 1959, it shall be unlawful for any
firm, corporation, or person to operate a barber
school or college without a license for each location.
Application therefor shall be made to the director
of licenses. Each application for a license shall be
accompanied by a fee of one hundred dollars.

Upon receipt of the application and fee, the di-
rector shall issue a location license, if the barber
school or college meets the requirements of this
chapter. Each license shall be issued for the school
or college and persons named in the application and
shall be transferable. Whenever a registered school
or barber college is discontinued the person to whom
the registration is issued shall notify the director of
such action and shall return to the director the cer-
tificate of registration of such school or barber
college within ten days.

[510]1
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All licenses issued under this section shall ex-
pire on the first day of July next succeeding the
date of issue. Each such license shall be renewable
annually on or before the expiration date, and the
application for renewal shall be accompanied by a
fee of one hundred dollars. Failure to obtain a
renewal before delinquency shall work a forfeiture
of the location license, but the license may be re-
instated at any time after forfeiture upon the pay-
ment of the annual renewal fee, together with a
penalty fee of seventy-five dollars.

SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 75, Laws of New section.

1923 and to chapter 18.15 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Af ter July 1, 1959, it shall be unlawful for any Barber shop

firm, corporation, or person to operate a barber shop iicense-Fee.

without a shop location license for each barber shop.
Application therefor shall be made to the director
of licenses. Each application for a license shall be
accompanied by a fee of two dollars.

Upon receipt of the application and fee, the di-
rector shall issue a shop location license, if the barber
shop meets the requirements of this chapter. Each
license shall be issued for the shop and persons
named in the application. Application for the
transfer or assignment of a shop location license shall
be upon such form as the director shall prescribe.
Upon the receipt of the application form and a fee
of two dollars, the director shall assign or transfer
the shop location license, if the assignee or transferee
meets the requirements of this chapter.

All licenses issued under this section shall ex-
pire on the first day of July next succeeding the
date of issue. Each such license shall be renewable
annually on or before the expiration date, and the
application for renewal shall be accompanied by a
fee of two dollars. Failure to obtain a renewal be-
fore delinquency shall work a forfeiture of the shop
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location license, but the license may be reinstated
at any time after forfeiture upon the payment of the
annual renewal fee, together with a penalty fee of
two dollars.

RCW 18.15.050 SEc. 4. Section 6, chapter 75, Laws of 1923 as
amended.

last amended by section 3, chapter 16, Laws of 1951
and RCW 18.15.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

Examinations. Barber examinations shall be held at least six
times in each year on one or more of the first ten
days in the months of February, April, June, August,

Time and October and December; and on such particular dates,
place. within the said times, and in such particular cities

and places as the director of licenses shall determine.
Every applicant for a license or permit to practice
barbering in this state shall be required to take a

Scope. written examination in sanitation and sterilization
as applied to the practice of barbering, and as to
whether he has sufficient knowledge of the common
contagious and infectious diseases of the face, skin
and scalp, to avoid spreading thereof in the practice
of barbering; and such applicant shall be required
to demonstrate to the barber examining committee
his professional skill and ability in performing the
following barber services: (1) Haircutting, (2)
shaving, (3) massaging, (4) shampooing, and (5)
conditioning his barber tools.

Any applicant, other than one applying under
the provisions of RCW 18.15.040, who secures an
average grade of not less than seventy-five percent
in his written examination and who demonstrates
to the satisfaction of the barber examining com-
mittee that he possesses the required professional
skill and ability to properly perform each of the said
barber services, not less than sixty-five percent of

Permit, perfect, and possesses the other particular qualifica-
tions provided in this chapter, shall be entitled to
receive, and the director of licenses shall issue to
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him, a permit to practice barbering in this state.
Every person receiving such permit shall be required
to serve one year under the direct instruction of a
licensed barber. He must then pass a final exami-
nation not less than seventy-five percent of perfect
and possess the qualifications required in this chap-
ter, after which the director shall issue to him a License.

license to practice barbering.
Any applicant under the provisions of RCW 18-

.15.040 who secures an average grade of not less than
seventy-five percent in his written examination and
who demonstrates to the satisfaction of the barber
examining committee that he possesses the required
professional skill and ability to properly perform
each of the said barber services, not less than
seventy-five percent of perfect, and possesses the
other particular qualifications provided in this chap-
ter, shall be entitled to receive, and the director of
licenses shall issue to him a license to practice barb-
ering in this state, until the first day of July next
following the issuance of such license.

Any unsuccessful applicant for a license or permit Reexamina-

to practice barbering in this state shall be entitled ine.

to appear at any subsequent barber examination and
be reexamined for a license or permit, as the case
may be, to practice barbering in this state upon the
payment of a reexamination fee of five dollars, and
which reexamination fee shall be paid at the time of
such reexamination.

SEC. 5. Section 5, chapter 75, Laws of 1923 as ROW 18.15.100
amended.

last amended by section 2, chapter 101, Laws of 1957
and RCW 18.15.100 are each amended to read as
follows:

It shall be unlawful for any person to study the Student
barbers.

practice of barbering in any barber school or barber
college authorized under this chapter unless he shall
first have obtained and holds a valid student barber Student

certificate issued pursuant to this chapter. Any per- criiae
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son of good moral character, free from contagious
or infectious disease, at least sixteen years of age,
and holding a diploma showing graduation from an
eighth grade grammar school or has an equivalent
education as determined by the director whose de-
termination shall be conclusive, shall be deemed
qualified to make application for and be entitled to
obtain a student barber certificate authorizing him
to study the practice of barbering in any barber
school or barber college. Application therefor shall
be made to the director of licenses. Each application
shall have attached thereto the certificate of a
licensed physician and surgeon that the said ap-
plicant is not afflicted with any contagious or in-
f ectious disease, and a certificate signed by two
reputable citizens of this state that he is of good
moral character. Each application shall be accom-
panied by two signed photographs of the applicant.

Certificate Every such applicant shall pay a fee of one dollar,
which fee shall accompany his application. The di-
rector of licenses upon the receipt of such applica-
tion and fee shall issue to such qualified applicant a
student barber certificate which shall be valid for
one year from the date of its issue, and which shall
be subject to renewal annually thereafter upon the
payment of a fee of one dollar: Provided, That any
student barber holding (1) a valid student barber

Application criiae n 2 rdaincriiaefo n
for barber's criiae n 2 rdaincriiaefo n
permit--Fee. barber school or barber college authorized under

this chapter shall be deemed qualified to make ap-
plication for a permit to practice barbering in this
state. Application theref or shall be made to the
director of licenses. Each such applicant shall pay
a fee of ten dollars, which fee shall accompany his
application. The director of licenses upon the receipt
of such application and fee shall notify the applicant
of the particular date, city, and place where he is
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to appear for his examination for a permit to practice
barbering in this state.

SEC. 6. Section 7, chapter 209, Laws of 1929 as RCW 18.15.110

amended by section 6, chapter 51, Laws of 1949 and amended.

RCW 18.15.110 are each amended to read as follows:
It shall be unlawful for any barber school or Student

barbers-
barber college authorized under this chapter to grant Course of

instruct ion.
admission to or instruct any person in the practice
of barbering therein unless such person then holds
a valid student barber certificate issued under this
chapter. Every such barber school or barber college
shall require as a prerequisite to graduation there-
from the completion of a course of instruction and
practice therein of not less than one thousand hours,
to be completed in not less than six months' time from
the date of the admission of such barber student.
Such course of instruction and practice shall include,
in addition to the subjects and practice hereinbefore
prescribed, instruction in the following subjects:
(1) Scientific fundamentals of barbering, as set forth
with particularity in the latest revised edition of
either of the following textbooks: (a) "Standard-
ized Textbook of Barbering," published by the As-
sociated Master Barbers of America, Chicago, Illinois,
or (b) "Textbook of Practical and Scientific Barber-
ing," published by the Journeymen Barbers, Educa-
tional Department, Indianapolis, Indiana; (2) his-
tology of the hair, skin and scalp; (3) structure of
the head, face and neck; and (4) coloring and bleach-
ing the hair. Each student barber upon the com-
pletion of the said prescribed course of instruction
and practice shall be issued a graduation certificate Certificate.

from such barber school or barber college. Each
such graduate student shall be furnished a certified
copy of his graduation certificate by such barber
school or barber college for his use in filing his ap-
plication for a permit to practice barbering in this
;tate as hereinbefore provided.
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RCW 18.15.125chpe
amended. SEc. 7. Section 13, chper11 Laws of 195 and

RCW 18.15.125 are each amended to read as follows:
Inspections The examining committee shall arrange with the
by examining
committee, director for the employment of one or more in-

spectors who shall have the same qualifications as a
committee member. The secretary of the committee
shall have the right to inspect any barber shop or
barber school. Any member, agent, or assistant of
the committee, when authorized by the committee,
may enter any such shop or school during business
hours for the purpose of inspection. Every new
barber shop, school or college shall be inspected
before being opened for business. If no inspection is
made by the committee within fifteen days after
receipt by the director of an application for a loca-
tion license, the new shop, school or college may open
for business and remain open unless, upon inspection,
the shop, school or college fails to meet the stan-
dards set forth in this chapter or in the rules and

Fee, regulations of the director. The fee of such original
inspection shall be twenty-five dollars.

Passed the Senate February 13, 1959.
Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 6, 1959.
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CHAPTER 85.
C(S. B. 276.]1

ALCOHOLISM.
AN ACT relating to intoxicating liquors and alcoholism and

transferring from the department of institutions to the de-
partment of health powers and duties relating thereto;
creating a new chapter in Title 70 RCW; repealing sections
72.03.010 through 72.03.170, chapter 28, Laws of 1959, and
RCW 72.03.010 through 72.03.170.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The purpose of this act is to establish Purpose.

a state-wide program for the study, treatment and
rehabilitation of persons suffering from alcoholism
and those addicted to the use of alcoholic beverages,
research into the causes and prevention of alcoholism
and associated health problems, and public education
relating thereto, by creating a program on alcoholism
within the state department of health. The depart-
ment shall coordinate the efforts of all affected state,
county and local agencies; stimulate and develop
educational and preventive programs, and promote
the establishment of constructive agencies for such
educational, preventive or referral programs and for
the establishment and development of constructive
agencies for treatment, rehabilitation and re-estab-
lishment in society of persons suffering from alcohol-
ism or addicted to the use of alcoholic beverages.

SEC. 2. As used in this act: Definitions

(1) "Department" means the state department "Department."1

of health.
(2) "Alcoholism" includes the symptoms and "Alcoholism."

problems of problem drinkers and alcoholics as
herein defined.

(3) "Problem drinkers" are any drinkers of in- "Pobem~

toxicating liquors who indulge in drinking which in
its extent habitually goes beyond the traditional and
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customary dietary use, or the ordinary compliance
with social drinking customs.

"Alcoholics." (4) "Alcoholics" are those persons addicted to the
excessive use of alcohol, and those problem drinkers
whose dependence upon or addiction to alcohol has
attained such a degree that it causes a noticeable
mental disturbance or an interference with their
bodily and mental health, their interpersonal rela-
tions, and their social and economic functioning.

"Patients." (5) "Patients" is a general term meaning persons
who are accepted for treatment under the provisions
of this act.

Programs SEC. 3. The state department of health shall
established.

establish a research, educational and treatment pro-
gram for the rehabilitation of alcoholics and, for the
purposes of this act, a treatment program includes
both residential and outpatient facilities and services.

Powers and SEC. 4. The department is hereby authorized and
duties, empowered:

(1) To study alcoholism and its problems, includ-
ing private and public methods and facilities avail-
able for care, custody, detention, treatment, employ-
ment and rehabilitation of persons who are alco-
holics.

(2) To promote meetings and programs f or the
discussion of alcoholism or any of its aspects, dis-
seminate information on the subject of alcoholism
for the guidance and assistance of individuals, courts,
and public and private agencies in the state, and for
the prevention of alcoholism.

(3) To conduct, promote and finance, in full or
in part, studies, investigations and research on the
use and effect of alcohol, independently or in co-
operation with universities and colleges, scientific
organizations and other public or private agencies.

(4) To accept for examination, evaluation, di-
agnosis, guidance, referral, treatment and rehabili-
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tation, insofar as funds permit, any resident of the
state, coming to the department of his own volition
or applying through his legal guardian if the ap-
plicant has been adjudicated incompetent, or to con-
tract for any and all of these services. Resident, Refsidengt

as used in this subdivision, means a person who has
resided within the state continuously for one year
immediately preceding the application.

(5) To contract for services not under its control
for the guidance, referral, emergency care, custody,
treatment or rehabilitation of problem drinkers or
alcoholic patients.

(6) To establish institutions, farms, or homes for
alcoholics, or to contract for the services or use of
existing institutions, farms, or homes for alcoholics
or problem drinkers.

SEC. 5. The department shall utilize all available Personnel.

and suitable personnel and facilities under its juris-
diction and endeavor to obtain the services and fa-
cilities of personnel skilled in the treatment of alco-
holism throughout the state.

SEC. 6. The department may, with the approval Additional
facilities

of the governor or his designated representative, authorized.

acquire additional facilities for the purposes of this
act by gift, loan, lease, or purchase: Provided, That
prior to the acquisition of new or additional facilities
the department shall conduct a survey of and search
for potentially suitable facilities within the state and
such survey and search shall include the investiga-
tion of federal, state, county, municipal and private
facilities that are now or may in the future become
available for state acquisition or use in connection
with the department's alcoholism program.

SEC. 7. The department may accept or refuse Gifts or

gifts or grants of property of every nature which grants.

are given by any federal, state, local or private
agency or other source to promote the department's
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program on alcoholism, and any moneys donated or
granted for this purpose shall be deposited in the
general fund of the state treasury.

Cooperation SEC. 8. The department shall cooperate with
with other
agencies. public and private agencies in its establishment of an

alcoholism program and such cooperation may in-
clude the acceptance or grant of funds, acceptance
or supplying of facilities and personnel and par-
ticipation in every reasonable manner in promoting
public and private programs for the treatment of
alcoholism.

Regulations- SEC. 9. For the purpose of carrying into effect
Pubcrs the provisions of this act, the state board of health

shall make such regulations not inconsistent with
the spirit of this act as it deems necessary or advis-
able. All regulations so made shall be public records
and filed in the office of the secretary of state.

Voluntary SEC. 10. Applications for voluntary admittance
admittance-
Application to the program on alcoholism shall be made to the
for.

department on forms to be provided by the depart-
ment under such rules and regulations as the state
board of health shall prescribe. Such application
shall provide for consent to be given by the applicant,
or by his guardian if the applicant has been ad-
judicated incompetent, to detention for the purposes
of evaluation, diagnosis or treatment of alcoholism
for a period of not less than one hundred and twenty
days, if required by the department.

Admittance- SEC. 11. If the department is satisfied, after ex-
Release on
demand. amination of the applicant, that he is in need of

treatment for alcoholism and will be benefited
thereby, the department may admit the applicant
to the treatment program for such period of time as
the department shall deem necessary for the treat-
ment and rehabilitation of such applicant: Provided,
That any voluntary patient who personally, or
through his legal guardian if the patient has been
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adjudicated incompetent, makes written demand for
release from the program shall be discharged no
later than one hundred and twenty days after the
date of making such demand.

SEC. 12. No officer or employee of the department
or any of its contracting agencies shall be liable for
the detention of any person voluntarily admitted to
the program on alcoholism until the lapse of one
hundred and twenty days following written demand
for release made by the patient or by his legal
guardian if the patient has been adjudicated incom-
petent, and then liability shall be incurred only if it
be established that such detention was unreasonable
and arbitrary.

SEC. 13. In respect to any or all items of expense
incurred by the department in connection with the
referral, examination, evaluation, guidance, or
custody of any of its patients, the department,
insofar as possible, shall seek to be reimbursed
by the patient or persons liable for the support
of the patient. The amount charged is to be in
accordance with the schedule of charges made by
other private or public institutions. The department
may accept part payment in cases where there is
satisfactory evidence that full payment cannot be
paid; the department may accept any portion that
can be paid and the balance arranged in payments
when the patient is rehabilitated. The department
is to pay such charges incurred for the care of the
patient: Provided, That this act shall not interfere
with the right of licensed private physicians, hospi-
tals and sanatoria to enter into contracts with
patients for the treatment of alcoholism respecting
conditions, terms and compensations for such serv-
ices.

SEC. 14. Collection of unpaid charges shall be en-
forceable by the state, through the department of
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health, by an action at law to be tried in the superior
court of the county wherein the patient maintains
his residence. All such charges and all collections
by the department under this act shall be deposited
in the general fund of the state treasury.

Financial SEC. 15. The department shall not refuse admis-
responsibility
unnecessary. sian for diagnosis, evaluation, guidance or treat-

ment to any applicant because it is determined that
the applicant is financially unable to contribute fully
or in part to the cost of any services or facilities
available under the program on alcoholism.

Severability. SEC. 16. If any provision of this act or the ap-
plication thereof is held invalid, such invalidity shall
not affect other provisions or applications of the act
which can be given effect without the invalid pro-
vision or application, and to this end any section,
sentence, or word is declared to be severable.

Transfer SEC. 17. The director of institutions is hereby au-
directed.

thorized and directed to transfer to the department
of health all books, documents, records, papers, files,
furniture, cabinets, equipment, materials, and sup-
plies now belonging to and used by the division on
alcoholism of the department of institutions.

New chapter. SEC. 18. Sections 1 through 17 shall constitute a
new chapter in Title 70 RCW.

Repeal. SEC. 19. Sections 72.03.010 through 72.03.170,
chapter 28, Laws of 1959, and RCW 72.03.010 through
72.03.170 are each hereby repealed.

Passed the Senate February 17, 1959.
Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 6, 1959.
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CHAPTER 86.
[ S. B. 22. 1

MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS-TIME OF TAKING OFFICE.
AN ACT relating to the time of taking office by municipal offi-

cials; amending section 1, chapter 163, Laws of 1949 and
section 9, chapter 161, Laws of 1949, section 6, chapter 257,
Laws of 1951 and RCW 29.13.050; amending section 9,
chapter 55, Laws of 1955 and RCW 35.17.020; amending
sections 3 and 4, chapter 241, Laws of 1907 as last amended
by section 1, chapter 71, Laws of 1951, and RCW 35.23.040;
amending section 7, chapter 241, Laws of 1907, as amended
by section 2, chapter 71, Laws of 1951, and RCW 35.23.070;
and amending section 6, chapter 55, Laws of 1955, section
3, chapter 365, Laws of 1955 and RCW 35.24.050.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 163, Laws of 1949 RCW 29.3.050

and section 9, chapter 161, Laws of 1949, section 6,
chapter 257, Laws of 1951 (formerly combined and
codified as RCW 29.13.050) are each amended to
read as follows:

The term of every city, town, and district officer, Terms--

excepting school district officers, elected to office on Bgn hn

the second Tuesday in March shall begin on the first
Monday in April following his election. The term
of every officer in first, second, and third class school
districts shall begin on the twentieth day following
his election. Each board of directors shall be or- Board

ganized at the first meeting held after a newly organization.

elected director takes office.

SEC. 2. Section 9, chapter 55, Laws of 1955, and RC 51.2

RCW 35.17.020 are each amended to read as follows: anended.

All regular elections in cities organized under Commission-
ers, commis-

the commission form of govermnent shall be held sion form of
government-

quadrennially and, shall be held on the second Tues- Elections~

day of March in the even numbered years. The Vacancies.

commissioners shall be nominated and elected at
large. Their terms shall begin on the first Monday
in April after their election, and shall continue for
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four years and until their successors are elected and
qualified. If a vacancy occurs in the comm-ission
the remaining members shall appoint a person to fill
it for the unexpired term.

There shall be no primary or general municipal
election held in the year 1957 and the officers whose
terms would have expired in 1957, but for the pro-
visions of this act (1955 c 55), shall continue in
office until their successors are elected at the general
municipal election to be held on the second Tuesday
of March, 1958.

RCW 35.23.040 SEC. 3. Sections 3 and 4, chapter 241, Laws of
amened. 1907 as last amended by section 1, chapter 71, Laws

of 1951 (heretofore combined and codified as RCW
35.23.040) are each amended to read as follows:

Second class A general municipal election shall be held bien-
cities. nially in second class cities not operating under the

commission form of government and shall be held
Elections- on the second Tuesday in March of each even-num-
Officers, terms
of office. bered year. The term of office of mayor, city clerk,

city treasurer and councilmen in such cities shall be
four years, and until their successors are elected and
qualified, but not more than six councilmen shall be
elected in any one year to fill a full term. The term
of office of police judge shall be two years and until
his successor is elected and qualified. The officers
elected at such municipal election shall take office
on the first Monday of April following their election:
Provided, That such city officers, except the police
judge, elected to office at the election held during
the year 1951, whose terms, but for this section,
would have expired on the first Monday in June,
1953, shall remain in office until (1) at the regular
election to be held on the second Tuesday of March,
1954, their successors have been elected, and (2)
such successors have, upon the first Monday in June,
1954, or thereafter, qualified for the office: Provided
further, That the police judge shall not be elected
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for a two-year term until the regular election to be
held during the year 1952.

SEC. 4. Section 6, chapter 55, Laws of 1955, and RCW 5.4.50

section 3, chapter 365, Laws of 1955 and RCW 35-
.24.050 are each amended to read as follows:

General municipal elections in third class cities Third class

not operating under the commission form of gov- Elections~

erment shall be held biennially, and, shall be held office.

on the second Tuesday in March in the even-num-
bered years. The term of office of the mayor, city
attorney, clerk, and treasurer shall be four years
and until their successors are elected and qualified:
Provided, That if the offices of city attorney and
clerk are made appointive, the city attorney and
clerk shall not be appointed for a definite term:
Provided further, That the term of the treasurer
shall not commence in the same biennium in which
the term of the mayor commences, nor in which the
terms of the city attorney and clerk commence if
they are elected.

A councilman-at-large shall be elected biennially
for a two-year term; of the other six councilmen,
three shall be elected biennially as the terms of
their predecessors expire for terms of four years.

All officers elected at such election shall take
office on the first Monday in April following the
date of election. There shall be no primary or gen-
eral elections held in the year 1957 and the officers
whose terms would have expired in 1957, but for
the provisions of this act (1955 c 365), shall continue
in office until their successors are elected at the
general election to be held on the second Tuesday of
March, 1958. There shall be no primary or general
elections held in the year 1959 and the officers whose
terms would have expired in 1959, but for the provi-
sions of this act (1955 c 365), shall continue in office
until their successors are elected at the general elec-
tion to be held on the second Tuesday of March, 1960.
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Aofuing SEC. 5. Persons elected to office under the pro-
under act. visions of this amendatory act shall not assume office

until the terms of their predecessors have expired.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House February 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 7, 1959.

CHAPTER 87.
[ S. B. 336. 1

FOREST LANDS-REACQUISITION FROM FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT.

AN ACT relating to forest lands; authorizing the reacquisition
from the federal government of tax title lands; providing
for the advance of funds from the forest development ac-
count by agreement between the board of natural resources
and the board of county commissioners, and the repayment
thereafter from future moneys due such county from said
account; adding one new section to 76.12 RCW; and making
an appropriation.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is hereby added to 76.12 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

Reacquisition
of forest lands Whenever any forest land which shall have been

autoried acquired by any county through the foreclosure of

tax liens, or otherwise, and which shall have been
acquired by the federal government either from said
county or from the state holding said lands in trust,
and shall be available for reacquisition, the state
board of natural resources and the board of county
,commissioners of any such county are hereby au-
thorized to enter into an agreement for the reacquisi-
tion of such lands as state forest lands in trust for
:such county. Such agreement shall provide for the
price and manner of such reacquisition. The state
board of natural resources is authorized to provide
in'such agreement for the advance of funds avail-
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able to it f or such purpose from the forest develop-
ment account, all or any part of the price for such
reacquisition so agreed upon, which advance shall
be repaid at such time and in such manner as in
said agreement provided, solely from any distribu-
tion to be made to said county under the provisions
of RCW 76.12.030; that the title to said lands shall
be retained by the state free from any trust until
the state shall have been fully reimbursed for all
funds advanced in connection with such reacquisi-
tion; and that in the event of the failure of the county
to repay such advance in the manner provided, the
said forest lands shall be retained by the state to be
administered and/or disposed of in the same manner
as other state forest lands free and clear of any trust
interest therein by said county. Such county shall
make provisions for the reimbursement of the vari-,
ous funds from any moneys derived from such lands
so acquired, or any other county trust forest board
lands which are distributable in a like manner, for
any sums withheld from funds for other areas which
would have been distributed thereto from time to
time but for such agreement.

SEc. 2. There is hereby appropriated from the ApproprlaUon.

forest development account of the general fund
from any sums available and not otherwise appro-
priated the sum of one hundred and forty thousand
dollars for the purpose of defraying the costs of
reacquiring lands in the manner provided in section
1 of this act.

Passed the Senate February 21, 1959.
Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 9, 1959.
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CHAPTER 88.
[ S. B. 54.1

PUBLIC PRINTING.
AN ACT relating to public printing, and amending section 3,

chapter 168, Laws of 1905, as last amended by section 1,
chapter 129, Laws of 1917 and RCW 43.78.030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 43.78.030 SECTION 1. Section 3, chapter 168, Laws of 1905,
amended.

as last amended by section 1, chapter 129, Laws of
1917 and RCW 43.78.030 are each amended to read
as follows:

Public Tepublic pitrshall pitand bind the ses-
printer,Thprne pit
duties. sion laws, the journals of the two houses of the legis-

lature, all bills, resolutions, documents, and other
printing and binding of either the senate or house,
as the same may be ordered by the legislature; and
such forms, blanks, record books, and printing and
binding of every description as may be ordered by
all state officers, boards, commissions, and institu-
tions, and the supreme court and officers thereof,
as the same may be ordered on requisition, from time
to time, by the proper authorities: Provided, That
this section shall not apply to the printing of the
supreme court reports: Provided further, That
where any institution or institution of higher learn-
ing of the state is or may become equipped with
facilities for doing such work, it may do any print-
ing: (1) For itself, or (2) for any other state insti-
tution when such printing is done as part of a course
of study relative to the profession of printer: And
provided further, Any printing and binding of what-
ever description as may be needed by any institu-
tion of higher learning, institution or agency of the
state department of institutions not at Olympia, or
the supreme court or any officer thereof, the esti-
mated cost of which shall not exceed two hundred
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dollars, may be done by any private printing com-
pany in the general vicinity within the state of
Washington so ordering, if in the judgment of the
officer of said agency so ordering, the saving in
time and processing justifies the award to such local
private printing concern.

Passed the Senate February 17, 1959.
Passed the House March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 9, 1959.

CHAPTER 89.
[ S. B. 93. 1

DISPOSITION OF LANDS BY W. S. C.
AN ACT relating to public lands; and authorizing the sale or

exchange of certain properties by the board of regents of
the State College of Washington.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The board of regents of the State Sale or
exchange

College of Washington is authorized to sell or ex- authorized.

change all or any part or parts of the following
described premises in Whitman county, state of
Washington:

Lots 18 and 19 of McGee's subdivision of the Description.

southwest quarter of section 33, township 15 north,
range 45 East, W. M.

SEC. 2. Any sale under the provisions of this act Bids.

shall be made to the highest or best bidder pursuant
to a call for bids published at least fifteen days prior
to the date fixed for the sale thereof in one issue of
a legal weekly newspaper printed and published
in Whitman county. Any exchange under the pro- Equal value

visions of this act shall be only for property of at if exchange.

least equal value as determined by not less than two
competent and disinterested appraisers.
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Disposition of SE.3 Thprcesfo thsaeftepo-
proceeds.SE.3 Thprcesfo thsaeotepo-

erties described in section 1 of this act shall be
applied to the State College of Washington building
account in the general fund.

Passed the Senate February 19, 1959.
Passed the House March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 9, 1959.

CHAPTER 90.
[S. B3. 202. 1

MUNICIPAL UTILITIES.
AN ACT relating to municipal utilities; amending section 3,

chapter 266, Laws of 1955 and RCW 35.67.020; amending
section 5, chapter 193, Laws of 1941 and RCW 35.67.190;
amending section 6, chapter 193, Laws of 1941 and RCW
35.67.200 and 35.67.210; *amending section 2, chapter 209,
Laws of 1957 and RCW 80.40.010; amending section 3, chap-
ter 209, Laws of 1957, section 3, chapter 288, Laws of 1957
and RCW 80.40.020; and adding a new section to chapter
80.40 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 35.67.020 SECTION 1. Section 3, chapter 266, Laws of 1955
amended, and RCW 35.67.020 are each amended to read as

follows:
Authority to Every city and town may construct, condemn
construct and
regulate rates, and purchase, acquire, add to, maintain, conduct,

and operate systems of sewerage and systems and
plants for refuse collection and disposal together
with additions, extensions, and betterments thereto,
within and without its limits, with full jurisdiction
and authority to manage, regulate, and control them
and to fix, alter, regulate, and control the rates and
charges for the use thereof: Provided, That the rates
charged must be uniform for the same class of
customers or service. In classifying customers
served or service furnished by such system of sewer-
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age, the city or town legislative body may in its
discretion consider any or all of the following fac-
tors: The difference in cost of service to the various Classification

of service--customers; the location of the various customers Factors in.

within and without the city or town; the difference
in cost of maintenance, operation, repair, and re-
placement of the various parts of the system; the
different character of the service furnished various
customers; the quantity and quality of the sewage
delivered and the time of its delivery; capital con-
tributions made to the system, including but not
limited to, assessments; and any other matters which
present a reasonable difference as a ground for dis-
tinction.

SEC. 2. Section 5, chapter 193, Laws of 1941, and RCW 35.67.190

RCW 35.67.190 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

The legislative body of such city or town may Revenues for

provide by ordinance for revenues by fixing rates srie

and charges for the furnishing of service to those
served by its system of sewerage or system for refuse
collection and disposal, which rates and charges
shall be uniform for the same class of customer or
service. In classifying customers served or service Classification

furnished by such system of sewerage, the city or o evcs

town legislative body may in its discretion consider
any or all of the following factors: The difference
in cost of service to the various customers; the loca-
tion of the various customers within and without
the city or town; the difference in cost of mainten-
ance, operation, repair, and replacement of the
various parts of the system; the different character
of the service furnished various customers; the
quantity and quality of the sewage delivered and
the time of its delivery; capital contributions made
to the system, including but not limited to, assess-
ments; and any other matters which present a rea-
sonable difference as a ground for distinction.

If special indebtedness bonds or warrants are min
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issued against the revenues, the legislative body
shall by ordinance fix charges at rates which will
be sufficient to take care of the costs of maintenance
and operation, bond and warrant principal and
interest, sinking fund requirements, and all other
expenses necessary for efficient and proper opera-
tion of the system.

Compulsory All property owners within the area served by
use. such sewerage system shall be compelled to connect

their private drains and sewers with such city or
town system, under such penalty as the legislative
body of such city or town may by ordinance direct.
Such penalty may in the discretion of such legisla-
tive body be an amount equal to the charge that
would be made for sewer service if the property
was connected to such system. All penalties col-
lected shall be considered revenue of the system.

ROW 35.67.200 SEC. 3. Section 6, chapter 193, Laws of 1941
and 35.67.210
amendedY. (heretofore divided and codified as RCW 35.67.200

and 35.67.210) is divided and amended as set forth
in sections 4 and 5 of this act.

RCW 35.67.200. SEC. 4. (RCW 35.67.200) Cities and towns own-
Sewerage
lien-Author- ing their own sewer systems shall have a lien f or
ity. delinquent and unpaid rates and charges for sewer

service, penalties levied pursuant to RCW 35.67.190,
and connection charges, including interest thereon,
against the premises to which such service has been
furnished or is available, which lien shall be supe-
rior to all other liens and encumbrances except
general taxes and local and special assessments. The
city or town by ordinance may provide that delin-
quent charges shall bear interest at not exceeding
eight percent per annum.

RW3.720 SE.5(RCW 35.67.210)h eeaele
Sewerage SC .(C 56.1)Teswrg e

lie-Extent be effective for a total of not to exceed six

months' delinquent charges without the necessity
of any writing or recording. In order to make such
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lien effective for more than six months' charges the
city or town treasurer, clerk, or official charged with
the administration of the affairs of the utility shall
cause to be filed for record in the office of the county
auditor of the county in which such city or town is
located, a notice in substantially the following form:

"Sewerage lien notice
City (or town) of ............... .................

VS.
......................................... reputed owner.

Notice is hereby given that the city (or town)
of ......................................................has and claims a
lien for sewer charges against the following de-
scribed premises situated in ................................
county, Washington, to wit:

(here insert legal description of premises)
Said lien is claimed for not exceeding six months

such charges and interest now delinquent, amount
to $ ....., and is also claimed for future sewerage
charges against said premises.

D ated ...........................................................
City (or town) of ...................................
By ........ -.................................................

The lien notice may be signed by the city or town
treasurer or clerk or other official in charge of the
administration of the utility. The lien notice shall
be recorded as prescribed by law for the recording
of mechanics' liens.

SEc. 6. Section 2, chapter 209, Laws of 1957 and RCW 80.40.010

RCW 80.40.010 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

A city or town may construct, condemn and pur- Authority to
acquire and

chase, purchase, acquire, add to, maintain, and oper- operate water-

ate waterworks, within or without its limits, for the wrs

purpose of furnishing the city and its inhabitants,
and any other persons, with an ample supply of
water for all purposes, public and private, including
water power and other power derived therefrom,
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with full power to regulate and control the use,
distribution, and price thereof: Provided, That the
rates charged must be uniform for the same class

Classification of customers or service. In classifying customers
of services--
Factors in. served or service furnished, the city or town gov-

erning body may in its discretion consider any or
all of the following factors: The difference in cost
of service to the various customers; location of the
various customers within and without the city or
town; the difference in cost of maintenance, opera-
tion, repair, and replacement of the various parts
of the system; the different character of the service
furnished various customers; the quantity and
quality of the water furnished; the time of its use;
capital contributions made to the system including,
but not limited to, assessments; and any other
matters which present a reasonable difference as a
ground for distinction. No rate shall be charged
that is less than the cost of the water and service
to the class of customers served.

For such purposes any city or town may take, con-
demn and purchase, purchase, acquire, and retain
water from any public or navigable lake or water-
course, surface or ground, and, by means of aque-
ducts or pipe lines, conduct it to the city or town; and
it may erect and build dams or other works across or
at the outlet of any lake or watercourse in this state
for the purpose of storing and retaining water therein
up to and above high water mark; and for all the
purposes of erecting such aqueducts, pipe lines,
dams, or water works or other necessary structures
in storing and retaining water, or for any of the
purposes provided for by this chapter, the city or
town may occupy and use the beds and shores up to
the high water mark of any such watercourse or
lake, and acquire the right by purchase, or by con-
demnation and purchase, or otherwise, to any water,
water rights, easements or privileges named in this
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chapter, or necessary for any of said purposes, and
the city or town may acquire by purchase or con-
demnation and purchase any properties or privileges
necessary to be had to protect its water supply from
pollution. Should private property be necessary for
any such purposes or for storing water above high
water mark, the city or town may condemn and
purchase, or purchase and acquire such private
property.

SEC. 7. Section 3, chapter 209, Laws of 1957, RCW 8.4.020

section 3, chapter 288, Laws of 1957, and RCW 80-
.40.020 are each amended to read as follows:

A city or town may also construct, condemn and Authority to
acquire and

purchase, purchase, acquire, add to, maintain, and operatean

operate systems of sewerage, and systems and plants garbage
systems.

for garbage and refuse collection and disposal, with
full authority to manage, regulate, operate, and con-
trol them, and to fix the price of service thereof,
within and without the limits of the city or town:
Provided, That the rates charged must be uniform
for the same class of customers or service. In classi-
fying customers served or service furnished by such
system of sewerage, the city or town governing body Classification

may in its discretion consider any or all of the fol- Factors in.

lowing factors: The difference in cost of service to
the various customers; the location of the various
customers within and without the city or town; the
difference in cost of maintenance, operation, repair,
and replacement of the various parts of the system;
the different character of the service furnished
various customers; the quantity and quality of the
sewage delivered and the time of its delivery; capital
contributions made to the system, including but not
limited to, assessments; and any other matters which
present a reasonable difference as a ground for dis-
tinction.

SEC. 8. There is added to chapter 80.40 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
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Connection Ciisadtwsaeatoietocagpr-
chargesCiisadtwsaeatoietocagpr-
authorized. erty owners seeking to connect to the water or

sewerage system of the city or town as a condition
to granting the right to so connect, in addition to
the cost of such connection, such reasonable connec-
tion charge as the legislative body of the city or
town shall determine proper in order that such
property owners shall bear their equitable share
of the cost of such system. Connection charges col-
lected shall be considered revenue of such system.

Severability. SEC. 9. If any provision of this act, or its applica-
tion to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the remainder of the act, or the application of the
provision to other persons or circumstances is not
affected.

Passed the Senate February 13, 1959.
Passed the House March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 9, 1959.

CHAPTER 91.
[ S. B. 345. 1

STATE FUNDS-INVESTMENTS.
AN ACT relating to the investment of state funds, and adding

new sections each to chapter 41.32, 41.44 and 43.33 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 41.32 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

Investment, The state teachers' retirement board may author-
state teachers'
retirement ize the state finance committee to invest those funds
funds, au-
thorized, which are not under constitutional prohibition in

farm ownership and soil and water conservation
loans fully guaranteed as to principal and interest
under the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act ad-
ministered by the United States department of agri-
culture.
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SEc. 2. There is added to chapter 41.44 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The state employees' retirement board is author- Investment,

ized to invest those funds which are not under con- ployees' re-
tirement

stitutional prohibition in farm ownership and soil uda-

and water conservation loans fully guaranteed as
to principal and interest under the Bankhead-Jones
Farm Tenant Act administered by the United States
department of agriculture.

SEc. 3. There is added to chapter 43.33 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The state finance committee is authorized to in- State finance

committee
vest those funds which are not under constitutional authorized to

prohibition in farm ownership and soil and water
conservation loans fully guaranteed as to principal
and interest under the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant
Act administered by the United States department of
agriculture.

Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 9, 1959.
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CHAPTER 92.
[S. B. 165.

VETERINARIANS.
AN ACT relating to veterinary medicine, surgery and dentistry;

providing penalties; amending section 1, chapter 71, Laws
of 1941 and ROW 18.92.010; amending section 21, chapter
71, Laws of 1941 and ROW 18.92.015; amending section 4,
chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and ROW 18.92.030; amending
section 5, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and ROW 18.92.040;
amending section 7, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and ROW
18.92.100; amending section 10, chapter 71, Laws of 1941
and ROW 18.92.115; amending section 11, chapter 71, Laws
of 1941 and ROW 18.92.120; amending section 12, chapter
71, Laws of 1941 and ROW 18.92.130; amending section 14,
chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and ROW 18.92.180; amending
section 19, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and ROW 18.92.145;
amending section 20, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and ROW
18.92.060; repealing section 3, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and
ROW 18.92.020; and adding three new sections to chapter
71, Laws of 1941 and to chapter 18.92 ROW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washingt on:

ROW 18.92.010 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 71, Laws of 1941
amended.

and RCW 18.92.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

Veterinary Any person shall be regarded as practicing vet-
practice
defined. erinary medicine, surgery and dentistry within the

meaning of this chapter who shall, within this state,
(1) by advertisement, or by any notice, sign, or
other indication, or by a statement written, printed
or oral, in public or private, made, done, or procured
by himself or herself, or any other, at his or her
request, for him or her, represent, claim, announce,
make known or pretend his or her ability or willing-
ness to diagnose or prognose or treat diseases, de-
formities, defects, wounds, or injuries of animals;
(2) or who shall so advertise, make known, repre-
sent or claim his or her ability and willingness to
prescribe or administer any drug, medicine, treat-
ment, method or practice, or to perform any opera-
tion, manipulation, or apply any apparatus or appli-
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ance for cure, amelioration, correction or reduction
or modification of any animal disease, deformity,
defect, wound or injury, for hire, fee, compensation,
or reward, promised, offered, expected, received,
or accepted directly or indirectly; (3) or who shall
within this state diagnose or prognose any animal
diseases, deformities, defects, wounds or injuries,
for hire, fee, reward, or compensation promised,
offered, expected, received, or accepted directly or
indirectly; (4) or who shall within this state pre-
scribe or administer any drug, medicine, treatment,
method or practice, or perform any operation, or
manipulation, or apply any apparatus or appliance
for the cure, amelioration, alleviation, correction, or
modification of any animal disease, deformity, de-
fect, wound, or injury, for hire, fee, compensation,
or reward, promised, offered, expected, received or
accepted directly or indirectly; (5) or who performs
any manual procedure for the diagnosis of preg-
nancy, sterility, or infertility upon livestock.

The opening of an office or place of business for Veterinary

the practice of veterinary medicine, the use of a evidence of.

sign, card, device or advertisement as a practitioner
of veterinary medicine or as a person skilled in such
practice shall be prima facie evidence of engaging
in the practice of veterinary medicine, surgery and
dentistry.

SEC. 2. Section 21, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and RCW 1892.015

RCW 18.92.015 are each amended to read as follows: aedd

The term "board" used in this chapter shall mean Definitions.

the Washington state veterinary board of governors; "Board."

the term "committee" shall mean a committee se- "Committee."

lected in the manner provided in section 3 of this
amendatory act of 1959; and the term "director" "Director."

shall mean the director of licenses of the state of
Washington.
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New section. SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 71, Laws of
1941 and to chapter 18.92 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Board of There is created a Washington state veterinary
governors
created, board of governors consisting of five members.

The members shall be appointed by the governor
from a list of three or more names approved and

Appointment, submitted by the Washington State Veterinary
Medical Association for each position to be filled. At
the time of their appointment the members of the

Qualifications, board must be actual residents of the state in active
practice as licensed practitioners of veterinary medi-
cine, surgery and dentistry and must be citizens of
the United States. Not more than one member shall
be from the same congressional district.

The first members of the board shall be as fol-
Terms, lows: One member for five, four, three, two and

one years respectively. Thereafter the terms shall
be for five years and until their successors are
appointed and qualified.

A member may be appointed to serve a second
Vacancies, term, if that term does not run consecutively. Va-

cancies in the board shall be filled by the governor,
the appointee to hold office for the remainder of the
unexpired term.

Officers. Officers of the board shall be a chairman, who
shall be the senior member, and a secretary-treas-
urer to be chosen by the members of the board.

The three senior members of the board shall
serve as an examining board and the remaining two
members shall serve as alternates from time to time.

RCW 18.92.030 SEC. 4. Section 4, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and
amended.

RCW 18.92.030 are each amended to read as follows:
General It shall be the duty of the board to prepare
duties, of
board, examination questions, conduct examinations, and

grade the answers of applicants. The board shall
supervise the conduct of those practicing veterinary
medicine, surgery and dentistry and shall make such
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recommendations as it deems necessary to the di-
rector of licenses in regard to the granting, suspen-
sion or revocation of licenses.

SEm. 5. Section 5, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and RCW 1892.040

RCW 18.92.040 are each amended to read as follows: aedd

Each member of the board shall receive twenty- Compensation,
ex.penses, of

five dollars per day for each day spent upon official board.

business of the board, including the conducting of
examinations and in going to and returning from
the place of examination, and his actual and neces-
sary traveling expenses.

SEm. 6. There is added to chapter 71, Laws of New section.

1941 and to chapter 18.92 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

The board of governors may make recommenda- Recommenda-
tions on

tions to the director of licenses to suspend or revoke conduct-

the license of any licensee. The director, within
twenty days after receipt of notification from the
board, shall provide for a hearing. The director
shall notify the licensee of the recommendation of
the board and shall give the licensee notice of the
specific offense or offenses charged against him by
the board and the time and place of the hearing at
least twenty days prior to the hearing date.

SEC. 7. Section 7, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and RCW 18.92.100

RCW 18.92.100 are each amended to read as follows: aedd

Examinations for license to practice veterinary Examinations.

medicine, surgery and dentistry shall be held in
June of each year, and at such other times and places -Time of.

as the director may authorize and direct. Said
examination, which shall be conducted in the
English language shall be, in whole or in part, -Contents.

in writing on the following subjects: Veterinary
anatomy, surgery, obstetrics, pathology, chemistry,
hy g i ene, veterinary diagnosis, materia medica,
therapeutics, parasitology, physiology, s a n ita ry
medicine, and such other subjects which are ordi-
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narily included in the curricula of veterinary col-
leges, as the board may prescribe. The manner of
examination may conform with teaching techniques
used in accredited veterinary colleges recognized
and approved by the committee on education of the
American Veterinary Medical Association.

RCW 18.92.115 SEC. 8. Section 10, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and
amended.

RCW 18.92.115 are each amended to read as follows:
Reexamina- Any applicant who shall fail to secure the re-
tion.

quired grade in his first examination may take the
next regular veterinary examination.

RCW 18.92.120 SEC. 9. Section 11, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and
amened. RCW 18.92.120 are each amended to read as follows:

Temporary Any person who shall make application for
cerifcae. examination, as provided by RCW 18.92.070, and

whose application is found satisfactory by the di-
rector, may be given a temporary certificate to
practice veterinary medicine, surgery and dentistry
valid only until the next examination period. Such
temporary certificate must be surrendered at time
of such examination and no more than one tem-
porary certificate may be issued to any applicant.
Such permittee shall be employed by a licensed
veterinary practitioner or by the state of Washing-
ton.

RCW 18.92.130 SEC. 10. Section 12, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 andamended.
RCW 18.92.130 are each amended to read as follows:

Licenses, Aypro h a enlwul iesdt
reciprocity Aypro h a enlwul iesdt
with other practice veterinary medicine, surgery, and dentistrystates.

in another state or territory which has and main-
tains a standard for the practice of veterinary medi-
cine, surgery and dentistry which is substantially
the same as that maintained in this state, and who
has been lawfully and continuously engaged in the
practice of veterinary medicine, surgery and den-
tistry for two years or more immediately before
filing his application to practice in this state and
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who shall submit to the director a duly attested
certificate from the examining board of the state
or territory in which he is registered, certifying to
the fact of his registration and of his being a person
of good moral character and of professional attain-
ments, may upon the payment of the fee as provided
herein, be granted a license to practice veterinary
medicine, surgery and dentistry in this state, with-
out being required to take an examination: Pro-
vided, however, That no license shall be issued to
any applicant, unless the state or territory from
which such certificate has been granted to such
applicant shall have extended a like privilege to
engage in the practice of veterinary medicine, sur-
gery and dentistry within its own borders to vet-
erinarians heretofore and hereafter licensed by this
state, and removing to such other state: And pro-
vided further, That the director of licenses shall
have power to enter into reciprocal relations with
other states whose requirements are substantially
the same as those provided herein. The board shall
make recommendations to the director upon all re-
quests for reciprocity.

SEC. 11. Section 14, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and ROW 18.92.180
amended.

RCW 18.92.180 are each amended to read as follows:
In all proceedings having for their purpose the Licenses. sus-

revocation or suspension of a license to practice revocation of

veterinary medicine, surgery and dentistry, the-Poedns

holder of such license shall be given twenty days
notice in writing by the director, which said notice
shall specify the offense or offenses against this
chapter with which said accused person is charged,
and said notice shall also give the day and place
where the hearing is to be held, which place of hear-
ing shall be in the city of Olympia unless a different
place shall be fixed by the director of licenses. The
director shall have the power to issue subpoenas to
compel the attendance of witnesses, or the produc-
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tion of books or documents. The accused person
shall have opportunity to make his defense, and
may have issued such subpoenas as he may desire.
Subpoenas shall be served in the same manner as
civil cases in the superior court. Witnesses shall
testify under oath, administered by the director.
Testimony shall be taken in writing, and may be
taken by deposition under such rules as the director
may prescribe. Any graduate of an approved vet-
erinary school having evidence pertaining to the
charge against the accused may be heard by the
board. The board shall hear and determine the
charges and shall make findings and conclusion upon
the evidence produced, and shall file the same in the
director's office, together with a transcript of all the
evidence, a duplicate copy of which shall be served
upon the accused. The revocation or suspension of
a license to practice shall be in writing signed by
the director, stating the grounds upon which such
order is based.

RCW 18.92.145 SEC. 12. Section 19, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and
amended.

RCW 18.92.145 are each amended to read as follows:
Licenses, The following fees shall be charged by the di-

fees. rector of licenses:
(1) For a license to practice veterinary medicine,

surgery and dentistry issued upon an examination
given by the examining board, thirty-five dollars.

(2) For a license to practice veterinary medicine,
surgery and dentistry issued upon the basis of a
license issued in another state, fifty dollars.

Annual (3) For the annual renewal of a license to prac-
reneal ee.tice veterinary medicine, surgery and dentistry, five

dollars.
Temporary (4) For a temporary permit to practice veteri-
permit fee.

iiary medicine, surgery and dentistry, fifteen dollars.
The temporary permit fee shall be accompanied by
the full amount of the examination fee of thirty-five
dollars.
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SEC. 13. Section 20, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and RCW 8-2-060

RCW 18.92.060 are each amended to read as follows:
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to apply Licensing

to commissioned veterinarians in the United Statesexmtos
army, to veterinarians employed by the Animal
Disease Eradication Division of the United States
Agricultural Research Service, or to any owner of
livestock from treating his own animals, to the
castrating and dehorning of cattle, to the castrating
and docking of sheep, to the castrating of swine or
to the caponizing of poultry.

SEC. 14. There is added to chapter 71, Laws of New section.

1941 and to chapter 18.92 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

If any person engages in the practice of veteri- Injunction

nary medicine, surgery and dentistry as defined in practice
without

this chapter without possessing a valid license to license-

do so, the attorney general, any prosecuting attor-
ney, the director of licenses, the Washington State
Veterinary Medical Association, or any citizen of
the same county in which [such] person engages in
such practice may maintain an action to enjoin such
person from engaging in such practice. The injunc-
tion shall not relieve such person from criminal
prosecution and shall be in addition to liability for
criminal prosecution.

SEC. 15. Section 3, chapter 71, Laws of 1941 and Repeal.

RCW 18.92.020 are each repealed.

Passed the Senate February 14, 1959.
Passed the House March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 9, 1959.
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CHAPTER 93.
[ H. B. 19. J

METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICTS-
UNNEEDED PROPERTY.

AN ACT relating to metropolitan park districts; and adding a
new section to chapter 35.61 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 35.61 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

Disostio Every metropolitan park district may, by unani-
of usitable
property mous decision of its board of park commissioners,

sell, exchange, or otherwise dispose of any real or
personal property acquired for park or recreational
purposes when such property is no longer suitable
for park or other recreational purposes: Provided,
That where the property is acquired by donation
or dedication for park or recreational purposes, the
consent of the donor or dedicator, his heirs, succes-
sors, or assigns is first obtained. All sales shall be
by public bids and sale made only to the highest and
best bidder.

Passed the House January 30, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 10, 1959.
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CHAPTER 94.
[ Sub. H. B. 33.1

PORT DISTRICTS-INLAND AREAS.
AN ACT relating to port districts; adding a new section to chap-

ter 92, Laws of 1911 and to chapter 53.04 RCW; and declar-
ing an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 92, Laws New

of 1911 and to chapter 53.04 RCW a new section to scin

read as follows:
In those counties of this state wherein port dis- inan

tricts may not otherwise be established due to in- authorized.

ability to provide harbor improvements because of
the lack of appropriate bodies of water within such
counties, port districts for the acquisition, construc-
tion, maintenance, operation, development and regu-
lation of a system of commercial transportation and
industrial improvements, including air, land and
water transfer and terminal facilities therein are
hereby authorized to be established under the laws
of this state, as set forth in Title 53 RCW as now or
hereafter amended, with all the powers, privileges
and immunities conferred upon such port districts
by law. Such port districts as are established under
the authority of this section shall have the same
power and right regarding municipal airports as
other port districts now have or may hereafter be
granted.

SEC. 2. Section 1 of this amendatory act shall Act supple-

not be construed to repeal, amend or modify anymetl

law heretofore enacted providing a method of har-
bor improvement, regulation or control; acquisition,
maintenance and operation of municipal airports;
or industrial development; but shall be held to be
an additional and concurrent method providing such
purposes.
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Elerct. SEC. 3. All elections with respect to any such

port districts authorized by this act shall be held,
conducted and the results canvassed in the same
manner and at the same time as now or hereafter
provided by law for other port districts.

Emergency. SEC. 4. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the peace, health and safety, the
support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 10, 1959.

CHAPTER 95.
[ H. B. 170.

STATUTE LAW COMMITTEE.
AN ACT relating to the statute law committee; amending section

1, chapter 157, Laws of 1951 as last amended by section 1,
chapter 235, Laws of 1955, and RCW 1.08.001; amending
section 2, chapter 157, Laws of 1951 as last amended by
section 2, chapter 235, Laws of 1955, and RCW 1.08.003;
amending section 11, chapter 157, Laws of 1951 and RCW
1.08.025; amending section 9, chapter 257, Laws of 1953 and
RCW 1.08.026; amending section 17, chapter 157, Laws of
1951 as amended by section 3, chapter 5, Laws of 1955, and
ROW 1.08.050; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Rcw -1.08.001 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 157, Laws of 1951
amended.

as last amended by section 1, chapter 235, Laws of
1955, and RCW 1.08.001 are each amended to read
as follows:

Permanent There is created a permanent statute law com-
statute law
committee mittee consisting of twelve lawyer members as fol-
created.

lows: A lawyer member of the legislative council,
ex officio, designated by the speaker of the house of
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representatives, but if there is no such lawyer mem-
ber, then an additional lawyer member of the house Members.

judiciary committee shall be so appointed; the chair-
man of the senate judiciary comm-ittee, ex officio, or
a member thereof who belongs to the same political
party as the chairman, and one other member
thereof who belongs to the other major political
party, to be appointed by the chairman; the chair-
man of the house judiciary committee, ex officio,
or a member thereof who belongs to the same politi-
cal party as the chairman, and one other member
thereof who belongs to the other major political
party, to be appointed by the chairman; five lawyers
admitted to practice in this state, designated by the
board of governors of the Washington State Bar
Association; a judge of the supreme court or a law-
yer who has been admitted to practice in this state,
recommended by the chief justice of the supreme
court; and a lawyer member at large appointed by
the governor. All such designations or appoint-
ments, shall except as provided in RCW 1.08.003,
be made as above provided prior to April 1, 1959.

SEC. 2. Section 2, chapter 157, Laws of 1951 as Rcw 1.08.003

last amended by section 2, chapter 235, Laws of 1955, aedd

and RCW 1.08.003 are each amended to read as fol-
lows:

The terms of the members designated by the Terms of
members.

State Bar Association, shall be for six years. The
term of the member recommended by the chief
justice shall be at the pleasure of the supreme
court. The term of the governor's appointee shall
be four years. The term of the senate and house
judiciary committee members shall be two years,
from April 1 following the adjournent of the regu-
lar session of the legislature in each odd-numbered
year starting in 1955 and to and including the 31st
day of March in the succeeding odd-numbered year.
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The term of any ex officio member, other than
senate and house judiciary committee members
shall expire upon expiration of tenure of the posi-
tion by virtue of wh 'ich he is a member of the com-

Filling mittee. Vacancies shall be filled by designation, ap-
vacncis. pointment, or ex officio in the same manner as f or

the member so vacating, and if a vacancy results
other than from expiration of a term, the vacancy
shall be filled for the unexpired term.

Of the members to be designated by the Wash-
ington State Bar Association, the term of one mem-
ber shall expire March 31, 1959, the terms of two
members shall expire March 31, 1961, the terms of
two members shall expire March 31, 1963, and the
term of one member shall expire March 31, 1965:
Provided, That this 1959 amendment shall not affect
the present terms of present members.

RCW 1.08.025 SEC. 3. Section 11, chapter 157, Laws of 1951 and
amened. RCW 1.08.025 are each amended to read as follows:

Improvement The committee, or the reviser with the approval
of the committee, shall from time to time make
written recommendations to the legislature concern-
ing deficiencies, conflicts, or obsolete provisions in,
and need for reorganization or revision of, the stat-
utes, and shall prepare for submission to the legis-
lature, legislation for the correction or removal of
such deficiencies, conflicts, or obsolete provisions, or
to otherwise improve the form or substance of any
portion of the statute law of this state as the public
interest or the administration of the subject may
require.

Such or similar projects may also be undertaken
at the request of the legislature, the legislative
council, other legislative interim bodies and the
judicial council and if such undertaking will not im-
pede the other functions of the committee.

AUl such proposed legislation shall be annotated
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so as to show the purposes, reasons, and history
thereof.

SEC. 4. Section 9, chapter 257, Laws of 1953 and RCW .08.0 2 6

RCW 1.08.026 are each amended to read as follows:
The committee also shall examine the revised Examination

of code-Hear-
code and from time to time submit to the legislature ings-Recom-

mendations to
proposals for enactment of the several titles, chapters legislature.

and sections thereof, to the end that, as expedi-
tiously as possible, the revised code, and each part
thereof, shall constitute conclusive, rather than
prima facie evidence of the law. Each such proposal
shall be accompanied by explanatory matter. The
committee may hold hearings concerning any such
proposal or concerning recommendations formulated
or to be formulated in accordance with RCW 1.08.025.
Proposals or recommendations approved by the com-
mittee shall be submitted to the chairman of the
house or senate judiciary committee at the com-
mencement of the next succeeding session of the
legislature.

SEC. 5. Section 17, chapter 157, Laws of 1951 as RCW 10.5

amended by section 3, chapter 5, Laws of 1955, and
RCW 1.08.050 are each amended to read as follows: Use of code

numbers.
The legislature in amending or repealing laws

shall include in such act references to the code
numbers of the law affected. The reviser shall
assign code numbers to such permanent and general
laws as are hereafter enacted at any legislative
session.

SEC. 6. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
and support of the state government and its existing
public institutions and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 14, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 10, 1959.
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CHAPTER 96.
[ H. B. 243.

STATE COLLEGES OF EDUCATION.
AN ACT relating to the state colleges of education; and amending

section 4, chapter 76, Laws of 1957 and RCW 28.81.170.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 28.81.170 SECTION 1. Section 4, chapter 76, Laws of 1957
amended.

and RCW 28.81.170 are each amended to read as
follows:

Colleges of
education-
Annuity plan-
Rights and
duties of mem-
bers of retire-
ment system.

(1) A faculty member designated by the trustees
of his respective state college of education as being
subject to such annuity plan and who, at the time
of such designation, is a member of the Washington
state teachers' retirement system shall retain credit
for such service in the Washington state teachers'
retirement system and shall leave his accumulated
contributions in the teachers' retirement fund (ex-
cept as provided in subsection 2), and upon his at-
taining eligibility f or retirement under the Washing-
ton state teachers' retirement system, such faculty
member shall receive from the Washington state
teachers' retirement system a retirement allowance
consisting of an annuity which shall be the actuarial
equivalent of his accumulated contributions at his
age when becoming eligible for such retirement
and a pension of, four dollars per month for each
year of creditable service established and retained
at the time of said designation not to exceed thirty-
five years of creditable service: Provided, however,
That such faculty member who, upon attainment of
eligibility for retirement under the Washington state
teachers' retirement system,.is still engaged in public
educational employment, shall not be eligible to
receive benefits under the Washington state teachers'
retirement system until he ceases such public educa-
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tional employment. Any retired faculty member
who enters service in any public educational institu-
tion shall cease to receive pension payments while
engaged in such service: Provided, That substitute
service may be rendered up to forty-five days in a
school year without reduction of pension.

(2) A faculty member designated by the trustees Right to ter-
minate mem-

of his respective state college of education as being bershi in
retirement

subject to the annuity plan and who, at the time system

of such designation, is a member of the Washington
state teachers' retirement system may, at his election
and at any time on and after the effective date of
this amendatory act, terminate his membership in
the Washington state teachers' retirement system
and withdraw his accumulated contributions and
interest in the teachers' retirement fund upon
written application to the board of trustees of the
Washington state teachers' retirement system. Fac-
ulty members who withdraw their accumulated
contributions, on and after the date of withdrawal
of contributions, shall no longer be members of the
Washington state teachers' retirement system and
shall forfeit all rights of membership, including
pension benefits, theretofore acquired under the
Washington state teachers' retirement system.

Passed the House February 6, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 10, 1959.
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CHAPTER 97.
[H. B. 408. 1

NARCOTIC DRUGS.

AN ACT relating to narcotic drugs; amending section 69.33.290,
chapter 27, Laws of 1959 and RCW 69.33.290.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 69.33.290 SECTION 1. Section 69.33.290, chapter 27, Laws of
amended.

1959 and RCW 69.33.290 are each amended to read
as follows:

Narcotic drugs Except as otherwise in this chapter specifically
-Exempted
sales and uses, provided, this chapter shall not apply to the follow-

ing cases:
Administering, dispensing, or selling at retail any

medicinal preparation, other than those hereinafter
specified, that contains in one fluid ounce, or if a
solid or semisolid preparation, in one avoirdupois
ounce, not more than one grain of codeine or of any
of its salts, or not more than one-sixth grain of
dihydrocodeinone or of any of its salts, or not more
than two grains of noscapine (formerly narcotine)
or of any of its salts, or not more than two grains
of papaverine or of any of its salts: Provided, That
any new narcotic drug of natural or synthetic origin,
that may be found by the United States commis-
sioner of narcotics to be nonhabit forming in use,
and which is so designated by them as an exempt
narcotic, under federal law, may be classified as an
exempt narcotic in the state of Washington, by ruling
of the board of pharmacy.

The exemption authorized by this section shall
be subject to the following conditions: (1) That the
medicinal preparation administered, dispensed, or
sold, shall contain, in addition to the narcotic drug
in it, some drug or drugs conferring upon it medici-
nal qualities other than those possessed by the
narcotic drug alone;
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(2) That such preparation shall be administered,
dispensed, and sold in good faith as a medicine, and
not for the purpose of evading the provisions of this
chapter;

(3) The board of pharmacy may, after a hearing,
rule that this exemption shall not apply to a par-
ticular drug, or medicinal preparation, when the
drug or medicinal preparation is injurious to the
public health and welfare;

(4) That the drug or medicinal preparation be
prescribed, administered, dispensed, or sold to any
person in accordance with the rules and regulations
relating to narcotics promulgated by the state board
of pharmacy;

(5) The state board of pharmacy may, after a
hearing, rule that this exemption shall not apply to
any person who has prescribed, administered, dis-
pensed, or sold any drug or medicinal preparation
in such volume as to be injurious to the public health
and welfare;

(6) The board of pharmacy may, after a hearing,
promulgate rules and regulations which are neces-
sary and proper to carry out the purposes of this
chapter.

Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit
the quantity of codeine or of any of its salts, or of
dihydrocodeinone or of any of its salts, or of
noscapine (formerly narcotine) or of any of its salts,
or of papaverine or of any of its salts, that may be
prescribed, administered, dispensed, or sold, to any
person or for the use of any person or animal, when
it is prescribed, administered, dispensed, or sold,
in compliance with the general provisions of this
chapter.

Passed the House February 23, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 10, 1959.
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CHAPTER 98.
[ H. B. 46.1

HEALTH AND SAFETY-FACTORIES, MILLS, ETC.
AN ACT relating to the division of safety of the department of

labor and industries and to health and safety in factories,
mills, and workshops; amending section 1, chapter 84, Laws
of 1905 as last amended by section 1, chapter 17, Laws of
1943 and RCW 49.20.010, and section 2, chapter 84, Laws
of 1905 and RCW 49.20.020, and section 4, chapter 84, Laws
of 1905 as amended by section 2, chapter 205, Laws of 1907
and RCW 49.20.040, and section 5, chapter 84, Laws of 1905
as amended by section 3, chapter 205, Laws of 1907 and
RCW 49.20.050, and section 6, chapter 84, Laws of 1905 and
RCW 49.20.060, and section 11, chapter 84, Laws of 1905 as
amended by section 5, chapter 205, Laws of 1907 and RCW
49.20.110; and repealing section 7, chapter 84, Laws of 1905,
section 4, chapter 205, Laws of 1907 and RCW 49.20.070,
and section 12, chapter 84, Laws of 1905 and RCW 49.20.100;
and providing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 84, Laws of 1905
as last amended by section 1, chapter 17, Laws of

RCW 49.20.010 1943 and RCW 49.20.010 are each amended to read
amended. as follows:

Safeguards to Any person, firm, corporation or association
be roidd. operating a factory, mill or workshop, or conducting

any operation where workmen subject to the pro-
visions of Title 51, are employed, shall provide and
maintain in use, belt shifters or other mechanical
contrivances for the purpose of throwing on or off
belts on pulleys while running, where the same are
practicable with regard to the nature and purpose
of said belts and the dangers to employees there-
from; also reasonable safeguards for all vats, pans,
trimmers, cut-off, gang edger, and other saws,
planers, cogs, gearings, belting, shafting, coupling,
set screws, live rollers, conveyors, mangles in laun-
dries and machinery of other similar description,
which it is practicable to guard, and which can be
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effectively guarded with due regard to the ordinary
use of such machinery and appliances, and the
dangers to employees therefrom, and with which
the employees of any such factory, mill or workshop
are liable to come in contact while in the perform-
ance of their duties; and shall correct any other
unsafe methods of performing work which can be
corrected with due regard to the general perform-
ance of such work; and if any machine or equipment, Usaf~eor

or any part thereof, is in a defective condition, and be reedied

its operation would be extrahazardous because of
such defect, or if any machine is not safeguarded as
provided in this chapter, the use thereof is prohibited,
and a notice to that effect shall be attached thereto
by the department of labor and industries by and
through the division of safety immediately on find-
ing such defect or lack of safeguard, and such notice
shall not be removed until said defect has been
remedied or the machine safeguarded as herein pro-
vided; and where it is found that discontinuance of
unsafe methods or practices is practicable with due
regard to the ordinary performance of the work,
such unsafe practices or methods shall be immedi-
ately discontinued upon written notice from the
division of safety to the employer or his represen-
tative, and the work shall cease until such unsafe
practices or methods have been corrected.

Every person, firm, corporation or association Violation,
gross mis-

subject to the provisions of this section who has demeano--

received a notice from the division of safety that such
person, firm, corporation or association is violating
any provision of this section, and who nevertheless
continues to so violate this section, shall be guilty
of a gross misdemeanor.

SEC. 2. Section 2, chapter 84, Laws of 1905 and RCW 49.20.020

RCW 49.20.020 are each amended to read as follows: aedd

Every factory, mill or workshop where ma- Ventilation

chinery is used and manual labor is exercised by the sanitation.
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way of trade for the purposes of gain within an
enclosed room shall be provided in each work room
thereof with good and sufficient ventilation and kept
in a cleanly and sanitary state, and shall be so venti-
lated as to render harmless, so far as practicable, all
gases, vapors, dust or other impurities, generated in
the course of the manufacturing or laboring process
carried on therein; and if in any factory, mill or
workshop, any process is carried on in any enclosed
room thereof, by which gases, vapors, dust, or other
impurities are generated and inhaled to an injurious
extent by the persons employed therein, conveyors,
receptacles or exhaust fans, or other mechanical
means, shall be provided and maintained for the pur-
pose of carrying off or receiving and collecting such
impurities.

ROW 49.20.040 SEC. 3. Section 4, chapter 84, Laws of 1905 as
amended.

amended by section 2, chapter 205, Laws of 1907 and
RCW 49.20.040 are each amended to read as follows:

Examination It shall be the duty of the director of labor and
of factories.

industries by and through the division of safety to
examine from time to time, all factories, mills, work-
shops, storehouses, warerooms, stores and buildings
and the machinery and appliances therein contained
to which the provisions of this chapter are applicable
for the purpose of determining whether they do con-
form to such provisions.

RCW 49.20.050 SEC. 4. Section 5, chapter 84, Laws of 1905 as
.ameded. amended by section 3, chapter 205, Laws of 1907 and

RCW 49.20.050 are each amended to read as follows:
Requ~t o Any person, firm, corporation or association
inspecin carrying on business to which the provisions of this

chapter are applicable, shall have the right to make
written request to the division of safety to inspect
any factory, mill or workshop, and the machinery
therein used, and any storehouse, wareroom or store,
which said applicant is operating, occupying or using,
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and the director by and through the division of
safety shall forthwith make said inspection.

SEc. 5. Section 6, chapter 84, Laws of 1905 and
RCW 49.20.060 are each amended to read as follows:

Any employee of any person, firm, corporation
or association shall notify his employer of any defect
in, or failure to guard the machinery, appliances,
ways, works and plants, with which or in about
which he is working, when any such defect or failure
to guard shall come to the knowledge of any said
employee, and if said employer shall fail to remedy
such defects then said employee may complain to
the supervisor of safety or his duly authorized agent
of any such alleged defects in or failure to guard
the machinery, appliances, ways, works and plants,
or any alleged violation by such person, firm,, cor-
poration or association, of any of the provisions of
this chapter, in the machinery and appliances and
premises used by such person, firm, corporation or
association, and with or about which such employee
is working, and upon receiving such complaint, it
shall be the duty of the director by and through the
supervisor of safety to forthwith make an inspection
of the machinery and appliances complained of.

SEC. 6. Section 11, chapter 84, Laws of 1905 as
amended by section 5, chapter 205, Laws of 1907 and
RCW 49.20.110 are each amended to read as follows:

Any person, firm, corporation or association who
violates or fails to comply with any of the provisions
of this chapter, except as provided in section 1
hereof, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a
fine of not less than twenty-five dollars nor more
than one hundred dollars.

SEC. 7. Section 7, chapter 84, Laws of 1905, sec- Repeal.

tion 4, chapter 205, Laws of 1907 and RCW 49.20.070
are each repealed.
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Rlepeal. SEC. 8. Section 12, chapter 84, Laws of 1905 and
RCW 49.20.100 are each repealed.

Passed the House February 2, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 10, 1959.

CHAPTER 99.
[ S. B3. 280.]1

JUSTICE COURTS-RETURN OF PROCESS.

AN ACT relating to civil procedure in justice courts; and amend-
ing section 2, chapter 19, Laws of 1903 and RCW 12.04.070.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 12.04.070 SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 19, Laws of 1903
amended, and RCW 12.04.070 are each amended to read as

follows:
Process- Every constable or sheriff serving process or corn-
Return.

plaint and notice shall return in writing, the time,
manner and place of service and indorse thereon the
legal fees therefor and shall sign his name to such
return, and any person other than one of said of-
ficers serving summons or complaint And notice shall
file with the justice his affidavit, stating the time,
place and manner of the service of such summons
or notice and complaint and shall indorse thereon
the legal fees therefor.

Passed the Senate February 23, 1959.
Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 10, 1959.
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CHAPTER 100.
[ S. B3. 208.]1

BLIND PERSONS-SERVICES AND PRODUCTS.

AN ACT relating to blind made products and services offered by
the blind.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Products made by blind persons and Products

sold or distributed in this state may bear a label lbld

reading "MADE By THE BLIND". Any product bear-
ing such label shall have been made by blind people
to the extent of at least seventy-five percent of the
man hours required for its manufacture.

SEC. 2. Any board, commission, officer, employee
or other person or persons of the state, or any county,
city, town, school district or other agency, political
subdivision or taxing district of the state, whose
duty it is to purchase materials, supplies, goods,
wares, merchandise or produce, or to procure ser-
vices, for the use of any department or institution
within the state, may make such purchases and pro-
cure such services whenever available, from any
nonprofit agency for the blind located within the
state: Provided, That the goods and services made
by or offered by such agencies shall be equal in
quality and price to those available from other
sources.

Passed the Senate February 10, 1959.
Passed the House March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 10, 1959.

Public
agencies may
purchase
products, ser-
vices, of
blind.
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CHAPTER 101.
[ Sub. H. B. 102.]1

SLAUGHTER OF ANIMALS.

AN ACT relating to the humane slaughter of animals; and
providing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Definitions. SECTION 1. As used in this act:
"Slaughterer." (1) The term "slaughterer" means any person,

partnership, corporation or association regularly en-
gaged in the slaughter of livestock at a permanent
establishment for that purpose.

"Livestock." (2) The term "livestock" means cattle, horses,
swine, sheep and goats.

"Humane (3) The term "humane methods of slaughter"
methods of
slaughter." means such methods as will accomplish the slaughter

of livestock with a minimum of pain, suffering and
discomfort.

Exemption. SEC. 2. This act shall not apply to the slaughter
of livestock according to the requirements of any
religious faith.

Administra- SEC. 3. The director of agriculture shall admin-
tionof ct. ister the provisions of this act. He shall promulgate

and may from time to time revise rules and regu-
lations for the humane slaughter of livestock, which
shall conform substantially to the rules and regula-
tions promulgated by the secretary of agriculture
of the United States pursuant to the federal humane
slaughter law, public law 765, eighty-fifth congress,
72 Stat. 862, as amended: Provided, That the use of

Humane electricity in such a manner that an animal is ren-
method of
slaughter. dered unconscious instantly and so remains until

death ensues is declared a humane method of
slaughter.

Inhumane SEC. 4. The use of a manually operated ham-
method of
slaughter. mer or sledge is declared an inhumane method of
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slaughter within the provisions of this act and is
prohibited, except as otherwise in section 7 of this
act provided.

SEc. 5. On and after July 1, 1960, slaughterers
shall employ humane methods in the handling of
livestock for slaughter and in the slaughter thereof,
except as otherwise in section 7 of this act provided.

SEC. 6. Any slaughterer who violates section 4 of
this act or knowingly permits the same to be violated,
shall be punished by imprisomnent in the county
jail for not more than ninety days, or by a fine of
not more than five hundred dollars, or both.

SEC. 7. If enforcement of this act should work
undue hardship on any slaughterer, he may apply to Procedu

the director of agriculture to be relieved from corn-
pliance with such portions of the act as create such
hardship. The director shall thereupon inquire into
the merits of such application and shall make such
decision as the facts shall warrant. No exemption
shall be granted to continue for more than one year,
but the same may be continued or modified f or a
further period or periods upon a showing of necessity
theref or. Any expense incurred by the director in
making his investigation shall be borne by the ap-
plicant. An appeal from the decision of the director Appeal.

may be taken, within thirty days from the date the
decision was delivered, to the superior court of the
state of Washington for Thurston county.

Passed the House February 23, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 11, 1959.
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CHAPTER 102.
[ H. B. 116.]

GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES-INTERCHANGE
OF PERSONNEL.

AN ACT relating to interchange of personnel between federal
and state agencies.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

State agency" SECTION 1. "State agency" means a board, de-
defined. partment, commission or institution of the state or

its political subdivisions.

Interchange SEC. 2. A state agency may enter into agreements
agreements
authorized, with departments or other subdivisions of the federal

government for the interchange of personnel on proj -
ects which are of mutual benefit to the state and
federal government.

Contents. An interchange agreement shall specify the fiscal
arrangements to be made, including compensations,
rights, benefits and obligations of the employees con-
cerned, travel and transportation of employees, their
immediate families and household goods, and the
duties and supervision of employees while on assign-
ment.

State partici- SEC. 3. State agency employees participating in
pants, employ-
ment status, an interchange may be carried on detail or in a leave

of absence status.
"On detail." (1) Wherever practicable, employees should be

carried on detail. While on detail under an inter-
change agreement, employees shall remain em-
ployees of the state agency for all fiscal purposes,
but shall receive no reimbursement for travel or
other expenses except as provided in section 2 of
this act.

"Leave of (2) State agency employees who receive tempo-
absece." rary appointments with federal agencies shall be

carried by the state agency in a leave of absence
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status. Participation in an interchange shall be con-
sidered as service under any retirement system of
which the employees are members. Arrangements
for payment of employees' contributions to a retire-
ment system may be by the interchange agreement
or otherwise. Employees participating in an inter-
change shall be entitled to credit the full period
toward promotion or salary increase as provided by
any applicable civil service laws or regulations.

SEc. 4. Federal employees participating in an Federal par-
ticipants. em-interchange may receive appointment by the state ployment

agency, or may be considered to be on detail with status.

the state agency.
(1) Appointments of federal employees shiall. be

made without regard to civil service laws or regu-
lations. Compensation shall be in accordance with
the usual rates paid by the state agency for similar
positions.

An appropriate percentage of compensation shall
be deducted and transmitted to the federal agency
for retirement and insurance where the interchange
agreement so provides.

(2) Federal employees on detail with a state
agency remain employees of and shall continue to
receive their compensation from the federal agency,
subject to the terms of the interchange agreement.

Passed the House January 29, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 11, 1959.
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CHAPTER 103.
[H. B. 377. 1

SEWER DISTRICTS.

AN ACT relating to sewer districts; amending section 10, chapter
210, Laws of 1941, as last amended by section 3, chapter
250, Laws of 1953, and RCW 56.08.010; amending section 11,
chapter 210, Laws of 1941, as last amended by section 4,
chapter 250, Laws of 1953, and RCW 56.08.020; amending
section 48, chapter 210, Laws of 1941, as amended by section
8, chapter 250, Laws of 1953, and RCW 56.08.060; amending
section 9, chapter 210, Laws of 1941, as last amended by
section 1, chapter 373, Laws of 1955, and RCW 56.12.010;
amending section 16, chapter 210, Laws of 1941, as last
amended by section 11, chapter 250, Laws of 1953, and RCW
56.16.020; amending section 17, chapter 210, Laws of 1941,
as last amended by section 12, chapter 250, Laws of 1953,
and RCW 56.16.030; amending section 19, chapter 210, Laws
of 1941 and ROW 56.16.060; amending section 20, chapter
210, Laws of 1941 and ROW 56.16.070; amending section 22,
chapter 210, Laws of 1941 and ROW 56.16.090; amending
section 16, chapter 250, Laws of 1953 and RCW 56.16.115;
amending section 46, chapter 210, Laws of 1941 and ROW
56.16.140; adding five new sections to chapter 56.16 ROW;
adding two new sections to Title 56 ROW; and declaring an
emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 56.08.010 SECTION 1. Section 10, chapter 210, Laws of 1941,
amened. as last amended by section 3, chapter 250, Laws of

1953, and RCW 56.08.010 are each amended to read
as follows:

Sewer dis- A sewer district may acquire. by purchase or
tricts powers
and rights, by condemnation and purchase all lands, property

rights, water, and water rights, both within and
without the district, necessary for its purposes. A
sewer district may lease real or personal property
necessary for its purposes for a term of years for
which such leased property may reasonably be
needed where in the opinion of the board of sewer
commissioners such property may not be needed
permanently or substantial savings to the district
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can be effected thereby. The right of eminent do- ""'

main shall be exercised in the same manner and by
the same procedure as provided for cities of the third
class, insofar as consistent with the provisions of
this title, except that all assessment or reassessment
rolls required to be filed by eminent domain commis-
sioners or commissioners appointed by the court
shall be prepared and filed by the district, and the
duties devolving upon the city treasurer shall be
imposed upon the county treasurer for the purposes
hereof; it may construct, condemn and purchase,
add to, maintain, and operate systems of sewers for
the purpose of furnishing the district and inhabit-
ants thereof with an adequate system of sewers for
all uses and purposes, public and private, including
the drainage of public highways, streets, and roads
with full authority to regulate the use and operation
thereof and the service rates to be charged. For such
purposes a district may conduct sewage throughout
the district and throughout other political subdi-
visions within the district, and construct and lay
sewer pipe along and upon public highways, roads,
and streets, within and without the district, and
condemn and purchase or acquire land and rights
of way necessary for such sewer pipe. A district
may erect sewage treatment plants, within or
without the district, and may acquire by purchase
or condemnation, properties or privileges necessary
to be had to protect any lakes, rivers, or watercourses
and also other areas of land from pollution, from
its sewers or its sewage treatment plant. A district
may charge property owners seeking to connect to Connection

the district system of sewers, as a condition to grant-chre

ing the right to so connect, in addition to the cost of

such connection, such reasonable connection charge
as the board of commissioners shall determine to be
proper in order that such property owners shall bear
their equitable share of the cost of such system. A
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Connetony district may compel all property owners within the
Lien. sewer district located within an area served by the

district system of sewers to connect their private
drain and sewer systems with the district system
under such penalty as the sewer commissioners shall
prescribe by resolution. The district may for such
purpose enter upon private property and connect the
private drains or sewers with the district system
and the cost thereof shall be charged against the
property owner and shall be a lien upon property
served.

RCW 56.08.020 SF~c. 2. Section 11, chapter 210, Laws of 1941,amended.
as last amended by section 4, chapter 250, Laws of
1953, and RCW 56.08.020 are each amended to read
as follows:

Comprehen- The sewer commissioners before ordering any
siv pln. improvements hereunder or submitting to vote any

proposition for incurring any indebtedness shall
adopt a general comprehensive plan for a system of

Provisions, sewers for the district. They shall investigate all
portions and sections of the district and select a
general plan for a system of sewers for the district
suitable and adequate for present and reasonably
foreseeable future needs thereof. The general com-
prehensive plan shall provide for treatment plants
and other methods for the disposal of sewage and
industrial and other liquid wastes now produced or
which may reasonably be expected to be produced
within the district and shall, for such portions of
the district as may then reasonably be served, pro-
vide for the acquisition or construction and instal-
lation of laterals, trunk sewers, intercepting sewers,
syphons, pumping stations, or other sewage collec-
tion facilities. The comprehensive plan shall pro-
vide the method of distributing the cost and expense
of the sewer system provided therein against the
district and against utility local improvement dis-
tricts within the district, including any utility local
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improvement district lying wholly or partially
within any other political subdivision included in
the district; and provide whether the whole or some
part of the cost and expenses shall be paid from
sewer revenue bonds. The commissioners may em-
ploy such engineering and legal services as they
deem necessary in carrying out the purposes hereof.
The comprehensive plan shall be adopted by reso- Approval.

lution and submitted to an engineer designated by
the county commissioners and to the director of
health, and must be approved in writing by the
engineer and director of health.

If the district includes portions or all of one or
more cities or towns, the comprehensive plan shall
be submitted also to, and approved by resolution of,
the legislative authority of cities and towns before
becoming effective. This section and RCW 56.08.030,
56.08.040, 56.08.050, 56.16.010, and 56.16.020 shall not
apply to reorganized districts, except as specifically
referred to in this section.

SEC. 3. Section 48, chapter 210, Laws of 1941, as
amended by section 8, chapter 250, Laws of 1953,
and RCW 56.08.060 are each amended to read as
follows:

A sewer district may enter into contracts with
any county, city, town, sewer district, water dis-
trict, or any other municipal corporation, or with
any private person, firm or corporation, for the
acquisition, ownership, use and operation of any
property, facilities, or services, within or without the
sewer district and necessary or desirable to carry
out the purposes of the sewer district, and a sewer
district may provide sewer service to property
owners outside the limits of the sewer district.

SEc. 4. Section 9, chapter 210, Laws of 1941, as
last amended by section 1, chapter 373, Laws of 1955,
and RCW 56.12.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

RCW 56.08.060
amended.

co ntracts for
joint use-
Service out-
side district.

RCW 56.12.010
amended.
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Board of
commis-
sioners.

Officers.

Compensation.

Rules.

RCW 56.16.020 SEC. 5. Section 16, chapter 210, Laws of 1941, as
amended.

last amended by section 11, chapter 250, Laws of
1953, and RCW 56.16.020 are each amended to read
as follows:

Finances-- At any general or special election, a proposition
Revenue
bonds. that the district issue revenue bonds for the con-

struction costs, interest during the period of con-
struction and six months thereafter, working capital,
or other costs of any part or all of the compre-
hensive plan may be submitted. The amount of
the revenue bonds to be issued shall be included in
the proposition submitted. The proposition shall
be adopted by a majority of the voters of the district
voting thereon. When the proposition has been
adopted, the commissioners may forthwith carry out
the general plan to the extent specified therein.

[5701

The governing body of a sewer district shall be
a board of commissioners consisting of three mem-
bers. The commissioners shall annually elect one
of their number as president and another as secretary
of the board.

A district may provide by resolution for the pay-
ment of compensation to each of its commissioners
at a rate not exceeding twenty-five dollars for each
day or major part thereof devoted to the business
of the district: Provided, That the per diem for
each commissioner shall not exceed six hundred
dollars per year. In addition, the secretary may be
paid a reasonable sum for his services as secretary
and for bookkeeping work and keeping the records
of the district. No commissioner shall be employed
full time by the district.

The board shall by resolution adopt rules gover-
ning the transaction of its business and shall adopt
an official seal. All proceedings shall be by reso-
lution recorded in a book kept for that purpose,
which shall be a public record.

CH. 103.]
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SEC. 6. Section 17, chapter 210, Laws of 1941, as RCW .6-11.30

last amended by section 12, chapter 250, Laws of
1953, and RCW 56.16.030 are each amended to read
as follows:

In the same manner as herein provided for the Finances-
Additions and

adoption of the general comprehensive plan, and betterments.

after the adoption of the general comprehensive
plan, a plan providing for additions and betterments
to the general comprehensive plan, or reorganized
district may be adopted. Without limiting its gener-
ality "additions and betterments" shall include any
necessary change in, amendment of, or addition to
the comprehensive plan. The sewer district may
incur a general indebtedness payable from annual
tax levies to be made in excess of the forty mill tax
limitation for the construction of the additions and
betterments in the same way the general indebted-
ness may be incurred for the construction of the
general comprehensive plan. Upon ratification by
the voters of the entire district, of the proposition
to incur such indebtedness, the additions and better-
ments may be carried out by the sewer commis-
sioners to the extent specified in the proposition to
incur such general indebtedness. The sewer district
may issue revenue bonds to pay for the construction
of the additions and betterments by resolution of
the board of sewer commissioners without submit-
ting a proposition therefor to the voters.

SEC. 7. There is added to chapter 210, Laws of New section.

1941 and to chapter 56.16 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Whenever a sewer district shall have adopted a Additional
revenue bondsgeneral comprehensive plan, and bonds to defray authorized.

the cost thereof shall have been authorized by the
electors of the district, and if before completion of
the improvements the board of commissioners shall
by resolution find that the authorized bonds are not
sufficient to defray the cost of such improvements
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due to the increase of costs of construction sub-
sequent to the adoption of said plan, the board of
commissioners may, by resolution, without sub-
mitting the matter to the voters of the district, au-
thorize the issuance and sale of additional sewer
revenue bonds for such purpose in excess of those
previously authorized: Provided, That in no event
shall the principal amount of such additional sewer
revenue bonds exceed twenty percent of such previ-
ously authorized indebtedness.

RCW 56.16.060 SEC. 8. Section 19, chapter 210, Laws of 1941 and
amened. RCW 56.16.060 are each amended to read as follows:

Sewer revenue When sewer revenue bonds are issued for au-
bonds.

thorized purposes, said bonds shall be either reg-
istered as to principal only or shall be bearer bonds;
shall be in such denominations, shall be numbered,
shall bear such date, shall be payable at such time
or times up to a maximum period of not to exceed
thirty years and at such place or places one of which
must be the office of the treasurer of the county in
which the district is located, as determined by the
board of commissioners of the district; shall bear
interest payable semiannually and evidenced to
maturity by coupons attached to said bonds bearing
a coupon interest rate not to exceed six percent
per annum; shall be executed by the president of
the board of commissioners and attested by the
secretary thereof and have the seal of the district
impressed thereon; and may have facsimile signa-
tures of the president and secretary imprinted on
the interest coupons in lieu of original signatures.

ROW 56.16.070 SEC. 9. Section 20, chapter 210, Laws of 1941 and
amened. RCW 56.16.070 are each amended to read as follows:

Sopcalun The sewer commissioners shall have power and

revnuebons.are required to create a special fund, or funds, for
the sole purpose of paying the interest and principal
of sewer revenue bonds, as herein provided into
which special fund or funds the said sewer conuniis-
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sioners shall obligate and bind the sewer district to
set aside and pay a fixed proportion of the gross
revenues of the system of sewers, or any fixed
amount out of and not exceeding a fixed proportion
of such revenues, or a fixed amount or amounts
without regard to any fixed proportion, and such
bonds and the interest thereof shall be payable only
out of such special fund or funds, and shall be a lien
and charge against all revenues of the district and
payments received from any utility local improve-
ment district or districts pledged to secure such
bonds, subject only to operating and maintenance
expenses.

SE~C. 10. There is added to chapter 210, Laws Of New section.

1941 and to chapter 56.16 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

The board of commissioners may make such Covenants to
secure pay-

covenants as it may deem necessary to secure and ment of rev-

guarantee the payment of the principal of and
interest on sewer revenue bonds of the district, in-
cluding but not being limited to covenants for the
establishment and maintenance of adequate reserves
to secure or guarantee the payment of such principal
and interest; the protection and disposition of the
proceeds of sale of such bonds; the use and dis-
position of the gross revenues of the sewer system
of the district and any additions or betterments
thereto or extensions thereof; the use and disposi-
tion of any utility local improvement district as-
sessments; the creation and maintenance of funds
for renewals and replacements of the system; the
establishment and maintenance of rates and charges
adequate to pay principal and interest of such bonds
and to maintain adequate coverage over debt service;
the maintenance, operation and management of the
system and the accounting, insuring and auditing
of the business in connection therewith; the terms
upon which such bonds or any of them may be
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redeemed at the election of the district; limitations
upon the right of the district to dispose of its system
or any part thereof; the appointment of trustees,
depositaries and paying agents to receive, hold, dis-
burse, invest and reinvest all or any part of the
proceeds of sale of the bonds and all or any part of
the income, revenue and receipts of the district, and
the board of commissioners may make such other
covenants as it may deem necessary to accomplish
the most advantageous sale of such bonds. The
board of commissioners may also provide that
revenue bonds payable out of the same source or
sources may later be issued on a parity with any
revenue bonds being issued and sold.

RCW 56.16.090 SEC. 11. Section 22, chapter 210, Laws of 1941
amended.

and RCW 56.16.090 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

Rates and The sewer commissioners of any sewer district,
chares. in the event that such sewer revenue bonds are

issued, shall provide for revenues by fixing rates
and charges for the furnishing of sewerage disposal
service to those to whom such service is available.
Such rates and charges are to be fixed as deemed
necessary by such sewer commissioners, so that uni-
form charges will be made f or the same class of

Classification customer or service. In classifying customers served
of services-
Factors in. or service furnished by such system of sewerage,

the board of commissioners may in its discretion
consider any or all of the following factors: The
difference in cost of service to the various customers;
the location of the various customers within and
without the district; the difference in cost of mainte-
nance, operation, repair, and replacement of the
various parts of the system; the different character
of the service furnished various customers; the quan-
tity and quality of the sewage delivered and the
time of its delivery; capital contributions made to
the system including but not limited to assessments;
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and any other matters which present a reasonable
difference as a ground for distinction. Such rates
are to be made on a monthly basis and shall produce
revenues sufficient to take care of the costs of mainte-
nance and operation, revenue bond and warrant
interest and principal amortization requirements,
and all other charges necessary f or efficient and
proper operation of the system.

SEC. 12. Section 16, chapter 250, Laws of 1953
and RCW 56.16.115 are each amended to read as
follows:

The board of sewer commissioners may by reso-
lution, without submitting the matter to the voters
of the district, authorize the issuance of refunding
general obligation bonds to refund any outstanding
general obligation bonds, or any part thereof, at
maturity thereof, or before the maturity thereof, if
they are subject to call for prior redemption, or if
all of the holders thereof consent thereto. The total
cost to the district over the life of the refunding
bonds shall not exceed the total cost, which the
district would have incurred but for such refunding,
over the remainder of the life of the bonds being
refunded. The provisions of RCW 56.16.040 specify-
ing the form and maturities of general obligation
bonds and providing for annual tax levies in excess
of the forty mill tax limitation shall apply to the
refunding general obligation bonds issued under
this title.

The board of sewer commissioners may by reso-
lution, without submitting the matter to the voters
of the district, provide for the issuance of refunding
revenue bonds to refund outstanding general obliga-
tion bonds and/or revenue bonds, or any part thereof,
at maturity thereof, or before maturity thereof, if
they are subject to call for prior redemption, or if
all of the holders thereof consent thereto. The
total cost to the district over the life of said ref und-
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RCW 56.16.115
amended.

Refunding
general obli-
gation bonds
authorized.

Refunding
revenu'e bonds
authorized.
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ing revenue bonds shall not exceed the total cost,
which the district Would have incurred but for such
refunding, over the remainder of the life of the bonds
being refunded. Uncollected assessments originally
payable into the revenue bond fund of a refunded
revenue bond issue shall be paid into the revenue
bond fund of the refunding issue. The provisions of
RCW 56.16.060 specifying the form and maturities of
revenue bonds shall apply to the refunding revenue
bonds issued under this title.

Refunding general obligation bonds or refunding
revenue bonds may be exchanged for the bonds
being refunded or may be sold in such manner as
the sewer commissioners shall deem for the best
interest of the sewer district.

RCW 56.16.140 SEC. 13. Section 46, chapter 210, Laws of 1941
amended.

and RCW 56.16.140 are each amended to read as
follows:

Maintenance Tecut raue hl raeadmiti
fund. Tecut raue hl raeadmiti

a separate fund designated as the maintenance fund
or general fund of the sewer district into which shall
be paid all money received by him from the collec-
tion of taxes levied by such district other than taxes
levied for the payment of general obligation bonds
thereof, and into which shall be paid all revenues of
the district other than assessments levied in utility
local improvement districts, and no money shall be
disbursed therefrom except upon warrants of the
county auditor issued by authority of the commis-
sioners or upon a resolution of the commissioners
ordering a transfer to any other fund of the district.

Special funds. The county treasurer shall also maintain such other
special funds as may be prescribed by the sewer
district, into which shall be placed such moneys as
the board of sewer commissioners may by its reso-
lution direct, and from which disbursements shall
be made upon proper warrants of the county auditor
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issued against the same by authority of the board
of sewer commissioners.

SEc. 14. There is added to chapter 210, Laws of New section.

1941 and to chapter 56.16 a new section to read as
follows:

Whenever a sewer district has accumulated Maintenance
fund-Use of

moneys in the maintenance fund or general fund of surplus

the district in excess of the requirements of suchmoes

fund, the board of commissioners may in its dis-
cretion us any of such surplus moneys for any of
the following purposes: (1) Redemption or serv-
icing of outstanding obligations of the district; (2)
maintenance expenses of the district; (3) construc-
tion or acquisition of any facilities necessary to carry
out the purpose of the district.

SEC. 15. There is added to chapter 210, Laws of New section.

1941 and to chapter 56.16 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Whenever there shall have accumulated in any Surplus.i

general or special fund of a sewer district moneys, iunds-i-

the disbursement of which is not yet due, the board vsmn f

of commissioners may, by resloution, authorize and
direct the county treasurer to deposit or invest such
moneys in banks, mutual savings banks, or savings
and loan associations in an amount in each institution
no greater than the amount insured by any depart-
ment or agency of the United States government, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, or the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation,
or to invest such moneys in direct obligations of the
United States government: Provided, That the
county treasurer may refuse to invest any district
moneys for a period shorter than ninety days, or in
an amount less than five thousand dollars, or any
moneys the disbursement of which will be required
during the period of investment to meet outstanding
obligations of the district.
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New section. SEC. 1.6. There is added to chapter 210, Laws of
1941 and to chapter 56.16 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Surplus The board of commissioners of any sewer district
moneys-Loan
to construc--eouin uhoieaddrc
tion fund. may, by reouin uhrz n ieta loan or

loans from maintenance funds or general funds of
the district to construction funds of the district:
Provided, That such loan does not, in the opinion of
the board of commissioners, impair the ability of the
district to operate and maintain its system of sewers.

New section. SEC. 17. There is added to chapter 210, Laws of
1941 and to Title 56 ROW a new section to read as
follows:

Validation. All debts, contracts and obligations heretofore
cedns made or incurred by or in favor of any sewer district,

all bonds, warrants, or other obligations issued by
such districts, any connection or service charges
made by such districts, any and all assessments here-
tofore levied in any utility local' improvement dis-
tricts of any sewer districts, and all other things and
proceedings relating thereto done or taken by such
sewer districts or by their respective officers are
hereby declared to be legal and valid and of full
force and effect from the date thereof: Provided,
That nothing in this section shall apply to ultra vires
acts or acts of fraud committed by the officers or
agents of said district.

New section. SEC. 18. There is added to chapter 210, Laws of
1941 and to Title 56 ROW a new section to read as
follows:

Construction. The rule of strict construction shall have no ap-
plication to this title, but the same shall be liberally
construed to carry out the purposes and objects for
which this title is intended.

Severability. SEC. 19. If any provision of this act, or its ap-
plication to any person or circumstance is held in-
valid, the remainder of the act, or the application of
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the provision to other persons or circumstances is
not affected.

SEC. 20. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety
and support of the state government and its existing
institutions and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 24, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 11, 1959.

CHAPTER 104.
[ H. B. 542.]1

RECLAMATION BY STATE.
AN ACT relating to reclamation, irrigation improvement, diking

improvement, diking and drainage improvement, and drain-
age improvement districts; amending section 4, chapter 158,
Laws of 1919 and RCW 89.16.020, 89.16.030 and 89.16.040;
amending section 7, chapter 158, Laws of 1919, as amended
by section 2, chapter 132, Laws of 1923, and RCW 89.16.070;
adding a new section to chapter 85.08 RCW; adding a new
section to chapter 87.36 RCW; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washingtonm:

SECTION 1. Section 4, chapter 158, Laws of 19 19
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 89.16.020,
89.16.030 and 89.16.040) is divided and amended as
set forth in sections 2, 3 and 4 of this act.

SEc. 2. (RCW 89.16.020) For the purpose Of RCW 89.16.020

carrying out the provisions of this chapter the state e thout

reclamation revolving fund, heretofore established
and hereinafter called the reclamation fund, shall
consist of all sums appropriated thereto by the legis-
lature; all gifts made to the state therefor and the
proceeds of the sale thereof; the proceeds of the sale
or redemption of and the interest earned by securi-
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RCW 89.16.030
enacted
without
amendment.

RCW 89.16.040
amended.
Payments
from fund-
Reclamation
districts
specified.

ties acquired with moneys thereof; all reimburse-
ments for moneys advanced for the payment of as-
sessments upon public lands of the state for the im-
provement thereof; and all taxes received under
levies authorized therefor.

SEC. 3. (RCW 89.16.030) Whenever the total
amount in the reclamation fund, including cash on
hand, market value of property, and par value and
accrued interest of securities owned, reimbursements
due or to become due for moneys advanced for the
improvement of public lands of the state, and all un-
collected taxes, including the current levy, less all
outstanding warrants drawn against the fund, equals
five million dollars, all taxes from future levies made
theref or shall-be paid to the respective funds in the
state treasury from which money has been appro-
priated for the reclamation fund, until such funds
are reimbursed for all sums so appropriated.

SEC. 4. (RCW 89.16.040) From the moneys ap-
propriated from the reclamation fund there shall be
paid, upon vouchers approved by the director of
conservation, the administrative expenses of the di-
rector under this chapter and such amounts as are
found necessary for the investigation and survey of
reclamation projects proposed to be financed in
whole or in part by the director, and such amounts
as may be authorized by him for the reclamation of
logged-off lands and of lands of diking, diking im-
provement, drainage, drainage improvement, diking
and drainage, diking and drainage improvement, ir-
rigation and irrigation improvement districts, and
such other districts as are authorized by law for the
reclamation or development of waste or undeveloped
lands, and all such districts and improvement dis-
tricts shall, for the purposes of this chapter, be known
as reclamation districts.
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SEC. 5. Section 7, chapter 158, Laws of 1919, as R1CW 111.6.070

amended by section 2, chapter 132, Laws of 1923, and
RCW 89.16.070, are each amended to read as follows:

A diking, drainage, diking and drainage, and ir- Districts may
contract with

rigation district, and improvement districts thereof director.

through the parent district, or such other district as
is authorized and organized for the reclamation or
development of waste or undeveloped lands, may
enter into contracts with the director for the rec-
lamation of the lands of the district in the manner
provided herein, or in such manner as such districts
may contract with the United States or with in-
dividuals or corporations, for making surveys and
furnishing engineering plans and supervision for the
construction of all works and improvements neces-
sary for the reclamation of its lands, and for the sale
or delivery of its bonds, and may issue bonds of the
district for such purposes.

SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 85.08 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
Whenever an improvement district is sought to Alternative

methods

be established, in addition to the procedures au- authorized.

thorized by this chapter there may be employed any
other method authorized by law for the formation
of districts or improvement districts so that the im-
provement district will qualify under the provisions
of chapter 89.16 RCW.

SEC. 7. There is added to chapter 87.36 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
Whenever a local improvement district is sought Alternative

to be established within an irrigation district, in authorized.

addition to the procedures provided in this chapter
there may be employed any method authorized by
law for the formation of districts or improvement
districts so that when formed it will qualify under
the provisions of chapter 89.16 RCW.
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Emergency. SEC. 8. This act is necessary for the immediate

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 21, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.

Approve d by the Governor March 11, 1959.

CHAPTER 105.
[ H. B. 92. 1

OBSCENE MATERIALS-SALE AND DISTRIBUTION.

AN ACT relating to enjoining the sale or distribution of obscene
materials.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

to enoin. SECTION 1. The superior courts shall have juris-
diction to enjoin the sale or distribution of obscene
prints and articles as hereinafter specified.

Injunction SEC. 2. The prosecuting attorney of every county
authorized.

of the state, in which a person, firm, or corporation
sells or distributes or offers to sell or distribute or
has in his possession with intent to sell or distribute
any book, magazine, pamphlet, comic book, story
paper, writing, paper, newspaper, phonograph rec-
ord, magnetic tape, electric or mechanical transcrip-
tion, picture, drawing, photograph, figure, image or
any written or printed matter of an indecent char-
acter, which is obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy or
indecent, or which contains an article or instrument
of indecent use or purports to be for indecent use or
purpose, may maintain an action in the name of the
state for an injunction against such person, firm, or
corporation in the superior court to prevent the sale
or further sale or the distribution or further dis-
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tribution or the acquisition or possession of any book,
magazine, pamphlet, comic book, story paper, writ-
ing, paper, newspaper, phonograph record, magnetic
tape, electric or mechanical transcription, picture,
drawing, photograph, figure or image or any written
or printed matter of indecent character, herein
described.

SEC. 3. The person, firm, or corporation Sought Trial by ury

to be enjoined shall be entitled to a trial by jury of -Judgment.

the issues within a reasonable time after joinder of
issue and a judgment shall be entered by the court
within two days of the conclusion of the trial. No
injunction or restraining order shall be issued prior
to the conclusion of the trial.

SEC. 4. In the event that a final order or judg- Matter
surrendered-

ment of injunction be entered in favor of the state Destroyed.

and against the person, firm, or corporation sought
to be enjoined, such final order or judgment shall
contain a provision directing the person, firm, or cor-
poration to surrender to the sheriff of the county in
which the action was brought any of the matter
described in section two hereof, and each sheriff
shall be directed to seize and destroy the same.

SEc. 5. In any action brought as herein provided, Action, um-

the prosecuting attorney shall not be required to liability of
prosecuting

file any undertaking before the issuance of an in- attorney.

junction order provided for in section four hereof,
shall not be liable for costs and shall not be liable
for damages sustained by reason of the injunction
order in cases where judgment is rendered in favor
of the person, firm, or corporation sought to be en-
joined.

SEC. 6. Every person, firm, or corporation who Knowledge

sells, distributes, or acquires possession with intent after service.

to sell or distribute any of the matter described in
section two hereof, after the service upon him of a
summons and complaint in an action brought by the
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prosecuting attorney pursuant to this act is charge-
able with knowledge of the contents thereof.

Exemptions. SEc. 7. Nothing in this act shall apply to any
recognized historical society or museum, the state
law library, any county law library, the state library,
the public library, any library of any college or
university, or to any archive or library under the
supervision and control of the state, county, mu-
nicipality, or other political subdivision.

Severability. SEC. 8. If any provision of this act, or its ap-
plication to any person or circumstance is held in-
valid, the remainder of the act, or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances
is not affected.

Passed the House March 5, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 11, 1959.

CHAPTER 106.
[ H. B. 167. 1

BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES.

AN ACT relating to banks and trust companies; amending section
30.04.010, chapter 33, Laws of 1955 and RCW 30.04.010;
amending section 30.04.090, chapter 33, Laws of 1955, as
last amended by section 1, chapter 356, Laws of 1955, and
RCW 30.04.090; amending section 30.12.080, chapter 33,
Laws of 1955 and RCW 30.12.080; amending section 30.16.030,
chapter 33, Laws of 1955 and RCW 30.16.030; and amending
section 30.20.060, chapter 33, Laws of 1955 and RCW
30.20.060.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Row 30.04.010 SECTION 1. Section 30.04.010, chapter 33, Laws
amended, of 1955 and RCW 30.04.010 are each amended to read

as follows:
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Certain terms used in this title shall have the Definitions.

meanings ascribed in this section.
"Banking" shall include the soliciting, receiving "Banking."

or accepting of money or its equivalent on deposit
as a regular business.

"Bank", unless a different meaning appears from "Bank."

the context, means any corporation organized under
the laws of this state engaged in banking, other than
a trust company or a mutual savings bank.

"Branch bank" means any office of deposit or dis- "Branch

count maintained by any bank or trust company, bank."

domestic or otherwise, other than its principal place
of business, regardless of whether it be in the same
city or locality.

The term "trust business" shall include the busi-
ness. of doing any or all of the things specified in business."

RCW 30.08.150 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8),
(9), (10) and (11). "rs

"Trust company," unless a different meaning ap- company."

pears from the context, means any corporation or-
ganized under the laws of this state engaged in trust
business.

A "savings account" is an account of a bank in acount

respect of which, (1) a passbook, certificate or other
receipt may be required by the bank to be presented
whenever a deposit or withdrawal is made and (2)
the depositor at any time may be required by the
bank to give notice of an intended withdrawal before
the withdrawal is made.

"Savings bank" shall include (1) any bank whose "Savings

deposits shall be limited exclusively to savings ac- bn.

counts, and (2) the department of any bank or trust
company that accepts, or offers to accept, deposits
for savings accounts in accordance with the pro-
visions of this title.

"Commercial bank" shall include any bank other "Commercial

than one exclusively engaged in accepting deposits bn.

for savings accounts.
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"Person." ."Person" unless a different meaning appears from
the context, shall include a firm, association, partner-
ship or corporation, or the plural thereof, whether
resident, nonresident, citizen or not.

"Supervisor." "Supervisor" means the state supervisor of bank-
ing.

"Foreign "Foreign bank" and "foreign banker" shall in-bank." "for-
eign banker"
includes. clude.

(1) Every corporation not organized under the
laws of the territory or state of Washington doing a
banking business, except a national bank;

(2) Every unincorporated company, partnership
or association of two or more individuals organized
under the laws of another state or country, doing a
banking business;

(3) Every other unincorporated company, part-
nership or association of two or more individuals,
doing a banking business, if the members thereof
owning a majority interest therein or entitled to
more than one-half of the net assets thereof are
not residents of this state;

(4) Every nonresident of this state doing a bank-
ing business in his own name and right only.

RCW 30.04.090 Sac. 2. Section 30.04.090, chapter 33, Laws of
amended.

1955, as last amended by section 1, chapter 356, Laws
of 1955, and RCW 30.04.090 are each amended to
read as follows:

Minimumbakadtutcmaysalhvonad
available Everybakadtutcmaysalhvonad
funds re- ataltmsiavialnoleshnsx
quired- aaltieinaaabefunds,nolestasi
Exception. percent of its savings account and time account

deposits and not less than fifteen percent of all of
its other deposits and one hundred percent of its
uninvested trust funds; such sums may consist of
balances due it from such banks or trust companies
as the supervisor may approve, and actual cash or
checks on solvent banks located in the same city.
Deficiencies in such available funds shall be com-
puted on the basis of average daily net balances of
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such sums, covering weekly periods. This section
shall not apply to a corporation which is a member of
the federal reserve banking system and duly com-
plies with all of the reserve and other requirements
of that system.

Smc. 3. Section 30.12.080, chapter 33, Laws of RCW 30.12.080

1955 and RCW 30.12.080 are each amended to read amended.

as follows:
A director, officer or employee of a bank or trust Restrictions

on officers
company shall not: and employees.

(1) Have any interest, direct or indirect, in the
profits of the corporation except to receive reason-
able compensation for services actually rendered,
which, in the case of an officer or director, shall be
determined by the board of directors; and except
to receive dividends upon any stock of the corpora-
tion that he may own, the same as any other stock-
holder and under the same regulations and con-
ditions; and except to receive interest upon deposits
he may have with the corporation, the same as other
like depositors and under the same regulations and
conditions: Provided, however, That nothing in
this section shall be construed to prevent the pay-
ment to an employee of a salary bonus in addition
to his normal salary, when such bonus is authorized
by a resolution adopted by a vote of a majority of
the board of directors of such corporation: Provided
further, That nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to prevent the establishment by vote of the
stockholders of such bank or trust company, of a
profit-sharing retirement trust or plan and the mak-
ing of contributions thereto by such bank or trust
company.

(2) Become a member of the board of directors
of any other bank or trust company or a national
banking association, of which board enough other
directors, officers or employees of the corporation
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are members to constitute with him a majority of
its board of directors.

(3) Receive directly or indirectly and retain for
his own use any commission or benefit from any loan
made or other transaction had by the corporation,
or any pay or emolument for services rendered to
any borrower from the corporation or from any per-
son transacting business with it, in connection with
the loan or transaction, except that an attorney for
the corporation, though he be a director thereof,
may receive reasonable compensation for profes-
sional services rendered the borrower or other
person.

RCW 30.16.030 SEC. 4. Section 30.16.030, chapter 33, Laws of
amended. 1955 and RCW 30.16.030, are each amended to read

as follows:
Stop-pay- Revocation, countermand and stop-payment or-

men odes.ders relating to the payment of any check drawn
against the account of a depositor in any bank or
trust company shall be confirmed in writing within
fifteen days and shall remain in effect for six months
from the time of delivery thereof to such bank or
trust company.

RCW 30.20.060 SC5 eto 02.6 aso
amended. SE.5 eto 02.6,chapter 33,Laso

1955 and RCW 30.20.060 are each amended to read
as follows:

Savings de- Any bank or trust company which shall conduct
latos.-e a savings account department shall repay all de-

posits to the depositor or his lawful representative
when required at such time or times and with such
interest as the regulations of the corporation shall
prescribe. Such regulations shall be prescribed by
the directors of any such bank or trust company and
may contain provisions with respect to the terms
and conditions upon which any such savings account
will be maintained by said bank or trust company,.
Such regulations shall be posted in a conspicuous
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place in a room where the savings account business
of any such bank or trust company shall be trans-
acted and shall be available to depositors upon re-
quest. All such rules and regulations and all amend-
ments thereto from time to time in effect shall be
binding upon all depositors. A passbook shall be
issued to each savings account depositor, or a ledger
record maintained, in lieu of a passbook when the
depositor so requests in writing, covering such de-
posits, in which shall be entered each deposit by
and each payment to such depositor, and no pay-
ment or checks against any savings account shall be
made unless accompanied by and entered in the
passbook issued therefor, except for good cause and
assurance satisfactory to the corporation.

Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 11, 1959.

CHAPTER 107.
( H. B. 292.]1

LIVESTOCK MARKETING AND INSPECTION.

AN ACT relating to livestock; providing penalties; and repealing
sections 1 through 4, chapter 187, Laws of 1947 as amended
by sections 6 and 7, chapter 98, Laws of 1949 and RCW
16.64.0 10 through 16.64.040.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SE~CTION 1. For the purposes of this act: Defiions.

(1) The term "public livestock market" means jbi

any place, establishment or facility commonly known market"

as a "public livestock market", "livestock auction
market", "livestock sales ring", yards selling on
commission, or the like, conducted or operated for
compensation or profit as a public livestock market,
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consisting of pens or other enclosures, and their ap-
purtenances in which livestock is received, held,
sold, kept for sale or shipment: Provided, That it
does not include a farmer selling his own livestock
on his own premises by auction or any other method,
or a farmers cooperative association or an associa-
tion of livestock breeders when any class of their
own livestock is assembled and offered for sale at
a special sale under such association's management
and responsibility, and such special sale has been ap-
proved by the director in writing: Provided, That
such special sale shall be subject to brand and health
inspection requirements as herein provided for sales
at public livestock markets.

'Department." (2) "Department" means the department of agri-
culture of the state of Washington.

"Director." (3) "Director" means the director of the depart-
ment or his duly authorized representative.

"Licensee." (4) "Licensee"~ means any person licensed under
the provisions of this act.

"Livestock" (5) "Livestock" includes horses, mules, burros,
incldes. cattle, sheep, swine, goats, poultry and rabbits.

"Person." (6) "Person"~ means a natural person, individual,
firm, partnership, corporation, company, society,
and association, and every officer, agent or employee
thereof. This term shall import either the singular
or the plural as the case may be.

"Stockyard." (7) "Stockyard" means any place, establishment,
or facility commonly known as a stockyard consist-
ing of pens or other enclosures and their appurte-
nances in which livestock services such as feeding,
watering, weighing, sorting, receiving and shipping
are offered to the public: Provided, That stockyard
shall not include any facilities where livestock is
offered for sale at public auction, feed lots, or quaran-
tined registered feed lots.

"Packer." (8) "Packer" means any person engaged in the
business of slaughtering, manufacturing, preparing
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meat or meat products for sale, marketing meat,
meat food products or livestock products.

(9) "Deputy state veterinarian" means a grad-
uate veterinarian authorized to practice in the state
of Washington and appointed or deputized by the
director as his duly authorized representative.

SEc. 2. Public livestock markets shall be under
the direction and supervision of the director, and the
director, but not his duly authorized representative,
may adopt such rules and regulations as are neces-
sary to carry out the purpose of this act. It shall be
the duty of the director to enforce and carry out the
provisions of this act and rules and regulations
adopted hereuid~r. *No person shall interfere with
the director when he is performing or carrying out
any duties imposed upon him by this act or rules
and regulations adopted hereunder.

"Deputy state
veterinarian."

Administration
-Enforcement
-Interference
prohibited.

SEC. 3. On and after the effective date of this Public live-
stock market

act no person shall operate a public livestock market license.

without first having obtained a license from the di-
rector. Application for such license shall be in
writing on forms prescribed by the director, and
shall include the following:

(1) A legal description of the property upon Appliction-

which the public livestock market shall be located.
(2) A complete description and blueprints or

plans of the public livestock market physical plant,
yards, pens and all facilities the applicant proposes
to use in the operation of such public livestock
market.

(3) A detailed statement showing all the assets
and liabilities of the applicant.

(4) The schedule of rates and charges the ap-
plicant proposes to impose on the owners of live-
stock for services rendered in the operation of such
livestock market.

(5) The weekly or monthly sales day or days on
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which the applicant proposes to operate his public
livestock market sales.

(6) Such other information as the director may
reasonably require.

License fee. Such application shall be accompanied by a
license fee of one hundred dollars. Any applicant
operating more than one public livestock market shall
make a separate application for a license to operate
each such public livestock market, and each such
application shall be accompanied by a license fee
of one hundred dollars. A licensee may change the
location of his public livestock market or markets
subject to the provisions of this act and the approval
of the new public livestock market facilities by the
director.

Expiration of SEC. 4. All licenses provided for in this act shall
license-Pen-
alty upon epr usqett h aeo
failure to exieon March firstsueqntothdaef
renew. issue. Any person who fails, refuses, or neglects to

apply for a renewal of a pre-existing license on or
before the date of expiration, shall pay a penalty
of twenty-five dollars, which shall be added to the
regular one hundred dollar license fee, before such
license may be renewed by the director.

Disposition of SEC. 5. All fees provided for under this act shall
i esefes.be retained by the director f or the purpose of en-

f orcing this act.

License SEC. 6. The licensee's license shall be posted
posted. conspicuously in the main office of such licensee's

public livestock market.

Issuance to SEC. 7. Any person legally operating a com-
prior
operators. munity livestock salesyard under a permit issued

pursuant to chapter 16.64 and engaged in such busi-
ness upon the effective date of this act shall be
issued a license, upon execution of the bond as in
this act provided and upon application and payment
of the one hundred dollar license fee required
herein: Provided, That such licensee shall comply
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with all the provisions of this act and rules and regu-
lations adopted hereunder. Such licensee shall com-
ply with all the building, pen and yard facility re-
quiremnents of this act within one year from its
effective date. Failure to comply with such require-
ments shall be sufficient grounds, upon hearing, for
the director's revocation of the licensee's license.

SEc. 8. (1) The director is authorized to deny, Denial, sus-

suspend, or revoke a license in the manner pre- revocation of
licenses,

scribed herein, when there are findings by the di- procedure.

rector that any licensee (a) has been guilty of fraud
or misrepresentation as to titles, charges, numbers,
brands, weights, proceeds of sale, or ownership of
livestock; (b) has violated any of the provisions of
this chapter or rules and regulations adopted here-
under; (c) has violated any laws of the state that
require health or brand inspection of livestock; (d)
has violated any condition of the bond, as provided
in this act.

(2) In all proceedings for revocation, suspension, Hearing-

or denial of a license the licensee or applicant shall Notice of.

be given an opportunity to be heard in regard to
such revocation, suspension or denial of a license.
The director shall give the licensee or applicant
twenty days' notice in writing and such notice shall
specify the charges or reasons for such revocation,
suspension or denial. The notice shall also state the
date, time and place where such hearing is to be
held. Such hearings shall be held in the city where
the licensee has his principal place of business, or
where the applicant resides, unless,some other place
be agreed upon by the parties, and the defendant
may be represented by counsel.

(3) The director may issue subpoenas to compel Subpoenas.

the attendance of witnesses, and/or the production
of books or documents anywhere in the state. The
applicant or licensee shall have opportunity to be
heard, and may have such subpoenas issued as he
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desires. Subpoenas shall be served in the same
Testimony. manner as in civil cases in the superior court. Wit-

nesses shall testify under oath which may be ad-
ministered by the director. Testimony shall be
iecorded, and may be taken by deposition under
such rules as the director may prescribe.

Findings. (4) The director shall hear and determine the
charges, make findings and conclusions upon the
evidence produced, and file them in his office, to-
gether with a transcript of all of the evidence, and
serve upon the accused a copy of such findings and
conclusions.

(5) The revocation, suspension or denial of a li-
cense shall be in writing, signed by the director, stat-
ing the grounds upon which such order is based and

Appeal. the aggrieved person shall have the right to appeal
from such order within twenty days after a copy
thereof is served upon him, to the superior court of
the county in which the applicant's public livestock
market is located. Trial on such appeal shall be
de novo: Provided, That upon agreement of the
parties it may be confined to a review of the record
made at the hearing before the director. The trial
on such appeal from the order of the director shall
be held in the superior court of the county of the
residence of the licensee or applicant.

(6) An appeal shall lie to the supreme court from
the judgment of the superior court as provided in
other civil cases.

Brand SEC. 9. The director shallprvdfobani-
inspection- seto.We rvd o rn n
Fee, minimum, pcio.We such brand inspection is required

the licensee shall collect from the consignor and pay
to the department, as provided by law, a fee for
brand inspection for each animal consigned to the
public livestock market: Provided, That if in any
one sale day the total fees collected for brand in-
spection do not exceed twenty dollars, then such
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licensee shall pay twenty dollars for such brand
inspection.

SEc. 10. The licensee of each public livestock Brand
inspection for

market shall collect from any purchaser of livestock purchaser
-Ece.

requesting brand inspection a fee as provided by
law for each animal inspected. Such fee shall be in
addition to the fee charged to the consignor for brand
inspection and shall not apply to the minimum fee
chargeable to the licensee.

SEC. 11. The director shall cause a charge to be Examining,
treating-

made for any examining, testing, treating, or inocu- Charges.

lation required by this act and rules and regulations
adopted hereunder. Such charge shall be paid by
the licensee to the department and such charge shall
include the cost of the required drugs and a fee no
larger than two dollars nor less than fifty cents for
administration of such drugs to each animal and
such fee shall be set at the discretion of the director.
However, if the total fees payable to the department
for such examining, testing, treating or inoculation
do not exceed the actual cost to the department for
such examining, testing, treating, or inoculation,
or ten dollars (whichever is greater), the director
shall require the licensee to pay the actual cost of
such examining, testing, treating, or inoculation, or
ten dollars (whichever is greater), to the depart-
ment.

SEC. 12. A licensee shall not, except as provided Proceeds paid
to consignor

in this act, pay the net proceeds or any part thereof -Exceptions.

arising from the sale of livestock consigned to the
said licensee for sale, to any person other than the
consignor of such livestock except upon an order
from a court of competent jurisdiction, unless (1)
such licensee has reason to believe that such person
is the owner of the livestock; (2) such person
holds a valid unsatisfied mortgage or lien upon the
particular livestock, or (3) such person holds a
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written order authorizing such payment executed by
the owner at the time of or immediately following
the consignment of such livestock.

Unlawful use SEC. 13. It shall be unlawful for the licensee to
of roees.use for his own purposes consignor's net proceeds,

or funds received by such licensee to purchase live-
stock on order, through recourse to the so-called
"float" in the bank account, or in any other manner.

"Custodial SEC. 14. If the director finds that any licensee has
account for
consigos used for purposes of his own any proceeds derived
proceeds."P

from the sale of livestock handled on a commission
or agency basis, or any funds received for the pur-
chase of livestock on a commission or agency basis,
or any other funds which have come into his posses-
sion as an agent, such licensee shall thereafter de-
posit the gross proceeds received from the sale of
livestock handled on a commission or agency basis
in a separate bank account designated a "custodial
account for consignor's proceeds". Such account
shall be drawn on only for the payment of net pro-
ceeds to the consignor, or such other person or per-
sons of whom such licensee has knowledge is entitled
to such proceeds, and to obtain from such proceeds
only the sums due the licensee as compensation for
his services as are set out in his tariffs, and for such
sums as are necessary to pay all legal charges against
the consignment of livestock which the licensee in
his capacity as agent is required to pay for on behalf
of the consignor or shipper. The licensee in each
case shall keep such accounts and records that will
at all times disclose the names of the consigniors and
the amount due and payable to each from the funds
in the custodial account for consignor's proceeds.
The licensee shall maintain the custodial account for
consignor's proceeds in a manner that will expedite
examination by the director and reflect compliance
with the requirements of this section.
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SEC. 15. The delivery of livestock, for the pur- discklre

pose of sale, by any consignor or vendor to a public gros lsde-

livestock market without making a full disclosure to
the agent or licensee of such public livestock market
of any unsatisfied lien or mortgage upon such live-
stock shall constitute a gross misdemeanor.

SE~c. 16. The licensee shall deliver the net pro- Immediate
delivery of

ceeds together with an invoice to the consignor or proceeds.

shipper within twenty-four hours after the sale or
by the end of the next business day if the licensee
is not on notice that any other person or persons
have a valid interest in the livestock.

SEC. 17. The licensee shall keep accurate records Records of

which shall be available for inspection to all partieslies.
directly interested therein, and such records shall
contain the following information: Contents.

(1) The date on which each consignment of live-
stock was received and sold.

(2) The name and address of the buyer and seller
of such livestock.

(3) The number and specie of livestock received
and sold.

(4) The marks and brands on such livestock as
supplied by a brand inspector.

(5) The health status of such livestock as sup-
plied by a veterinarian.

(6) All statements of warranty or representa-
tions of title material to, or upon which, any such
sale is consummated.

(7) The gross selling price of such livestock with
a detailed list of all charges deducted therefrom.

Such records shall be kept by the licensee for one
year subsequent to the receipt of such livestock.

SEC. 18. All rates or charges made for any stock- Unjust rate

yard services furnished at a public livestock marketunafl
shall be just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory,
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and any unjust, unreasonable, or discriminatory rate
or charge is prohibited and declared to be unlawful.

Schedule of SEC. 19. No person shall hereafter operate a
rates.

public livestock market unless such person has filed
a schedule with the application for license to operate

Contents. such public livestock market. Such schedule shall
show all rates and charges for stockyard services
to be furnished by such person at such public live-
stock market.

Posting. (1) Schedules shall be posted conspicuously at
the public livestock market, and shall plainly state
all such rates and charges in such detail as the di-
rector may require, and shall state any rules and
regulations which in any manner change, affect, or
determine any part of the aggregate of such rates
or charges, or the value of the stockyard services
furnished. The director may determine and pre-
scribe the form and manner in which such schedule
shall be prepared, arranged and posted.

Craein (2) No changes shall be made in rates or charges
Procedure, so filed and published except after thirty days'

notice to the director and to the public filed and
posted as aforesaid, which shall plainly state the
changes proposed to be made and the time such
changes will go into effect.

Prohibited 03 olcne hl hre eado olcacts by(3N lcneshlchredeadoclet
licensee, a greater or a lesser or a different compensation for

such service than the rates and charges specified in
the schedule filed with the director and in effect at
the time; nor shall a licensee refund or remit in
any manner any portion of the rates or charges so
specified (but this shall not prohibit a cooperative
association of producers from properly returning to
its members, on a patronage basis, its excess earn-
ings on their livestock); nor shall a licensee extend
to any person at such public livestock market any
stockyard services except such as are specified in
such schedule.
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SEC. 20. Before any license is issued to operate a Bond4 pre-

public livestock market, the applicant shall execute license.

and deliver to the director a surety bond in a sum
as herein provided for, executed by the applicant as
principal and by a surety company qualified and
authorized to do business in this state as surety.
Said bond shall be of a standard form and approved
by the director as to terms and conditions. Said bond
shall be conditioned that the principal will not com-
mit any fraudulent act and will comply with the
provisions of this act and the rules and/or regu-
lations adopted hereunder. Said bond shall be to
the state in favor of every consignor and/or vendor
creditor whose livestock was handled or sold
through or at the licensee's public livestock market.

The total and aggregate liability of the surety Liability of

for all claims which may arise during any one license limited.

period upon the bond shall be limited to the face
of the bond. Every bond filed with and approved
by the director shall, without the necessity of
periodic renewal, remain in force and effect until
such time as the license of licensee is revoked for
cause or otherwise cancelled. The surety on a bond,
as provided herein, shall be released and discharged
from all liability to the state accruing on such bond
after the expiration of thirty days from the date
upon which such surety shall have lodged with the
director a written request to be released and dis-
charged, but this provision shall not operate to
relieve, release or discharge the surety from any
liability already accrued or which shall accrue (due
and to become due hereunder) before the expira-
tion of the thirty-day period. The director shall
promptly, upon receiving any such request, notify
the principal who furnished the bond; and unless
the principal shall, on or before the expiration of
the thirty-day period, file a new bond, the director
shall forthwith cancel the principal's license.
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Bond-Deter-9
mination of SEC. 21. The sum of the bond to be executed by

sum. an applicant for a public livestock market license
shall be determined in the following manner:

(1) Determine the dollar volume of business
carried on, at, or through, such applicant's public
livestock market in the twelve-month period prior
to such applicant's application for a license.

(2) Divide such dollar volume of business by
the number of official sale days granted such ap-
plicant's public livestock market, as herein provided,
in the same twelve-month period provided for in
subsection (1).

(3) One-half the sum determined by carrying
out the provisions of subsections (1) and (2) shall
be the sum of the bond the applicant shall execute in

Minimum, favor of the state: Provided, That the sum of the
maximum
SUM. applicant's bond shall at no time be in an amount

less than five thousand dollars, nor greater than
twenty-five thousand dollars.

New business, SEC. 22. If the application for a license to operate
determining pbi ie
bond. a public livestock market is from a new pbi ie

stock market which has not operated in the past
twelve-month period, the director shall determine
a bond, in a reasonable sum, that the applicant shall
execute in favor of the state, which shall not be less
than five thousand dollars nor greater than twenty-
five thousand dollars: Provided, That the director
may at any time, upon written notice, review the
licensee's operations and determine whether, be-
cause of increased or decreased sales, the amount of
the bond should be altered.

Each market SC.2.Aylcneoprtnmoehaoe
bonded.SE.2.Aylcneoprtnmoetaoe

public livestock market shall execute a bond, as
herein provided, for each such licensed public live-
stock market.

Action upon SEC. 24. Any vendor or consignor creditor claim-
bond, for
fraud. ing to be injured by the fraud of any licensee may
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bring action upon said bond against both principal
and surety in any court of competent jurisdiction to
recover the damages caused by such fraud.

SEC. 25. The director or any vendor or consignor
creditor may also bring action upon said bond against
both principal and surety in any court of competent
jurisdiction to recover the damages caused by any
failure to comply with the provisions of this act
and the rules and/or regulations adopted hereunder.

SEC. 26. In case of failure by a licensee to pay
amounts due a vendor or consignor creditor whose
livestock was handled or sold through or at the
licensee's public livestock market, as evidenced by a
verified complaint filed with the director, the di-
rector may proceed forthwith to ascertain the names
and addresses of all vendor or consignor creditors
of such licensee, together with the amounts due and
owing to them and each of them by such licensee,
and shall request all such vendor and consignor
creditors to file a verified statement of their respec-
tive claims with the director. Such request shall
be addressed to each known vendor or consignor
creditor at his last known address.

Action upon
bond, failure
to com ply
with act.

Failure of
payment by
licensee-
Claim pro-
cedure.

Verified claim.

SEC. 27. If a vendor or consignor creditor so ad- Default upon
failure to

dressed fails, refuses or neglects to file in the office file claim.

of the director his verified claim as requested by the
director within sixty days from the date of such
request, the director shall thereupon be relieved of
further duty or action hereunder on behalf of said
producer or consignor creditor.

SEC. 28. Where by reason of the absence of rec- Director not
liable forords, or other circumstances making it impossible claims, when.

or unreasonable for the director to ascertain the
names and addresses of all said vendor and con-
signor creditors, the director, after exerting due
diligence and making reasonable inquiry to secure
said information from all reasonable and available
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sources, may make demand on said bond on the basis
of information then in his possession, and thereafter
shall not be liable or responsible for claims or the
handling of claims which may subsequently appear
or be discovered.

Director's SEC. 29. Upon ascertaining all claims and state-
bond. Pments in the manner herein set forth, the director

may then make demand upon the bond on behalf of
those claimants whose statements have been filed,
and shall have the power to settle or compromise
said claims with the surety company on the bond,
and is empowered in such cases to execute and de-
liver a release and discharge of the bond involved.

Action on SEC. 30. Upon the refusal of the surety company
bond-New
bond filed, to pay the demand, the director may thereupon bring

an action on the bond in behalf of said vendor and
consignor creditors. Upon any action being com-
menced on said bond, the director may require the
filing of a new bond. Immediately upon the re-
covery in any action on such bond such licensee shall
file a new bond. Upon failure to file the same within
ten days, in either case, such failure shall constitute
grounds for the suspension or revocation of his
license.

Creditors SEC. 3 1. In any settlement or compromise by the
share pro
rata-Prior- director with a surety company as provided in sec-
ity claims.

tion 29, where there are two or more consignor
and/or vendor creditors that have filed claims,
either fixed or contingent, against a licensee's bond,
such creditors shall share pro rata in the proceeds
of the bond to the extent of their actual damage:
Provided, That the claims of the state and the depart-
ment which may accrue from the conduct of the
licensee's public livestock market shall have priority
over all other claims.

Director may SEC. 32. For the purpose of enforcing the pro-
receive veri-
fied com- visions of this act, the director is authorized toplaints.
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receive verified complaints from any vendor or con-
signor against any licensee, or agent, or any person
assuming or attempting to act as such, and upon
receipt of such verified complaint shall have full au-
thority to make any and all necessary investigations
relative to such complaint. The director is em-
powered to administer oaths of verification of such
complaints.

SEC. 33. For the purpose of making investigations Investigating

as provided for in section 32, the director may enter director.

a public livestock market and examine any records
required under the provisions of this act. The di-
rector shall have full authority to issue subpoenas
requiring the attendance of witnesses before him,
together with all books, memorandums, papers, and
other documents relative to the matters under in-
vestigation, and to administer oaths and take testi-
mony thereunder.

SEC. 34. The director may, when livestock is sold, Director may
require test-

traded, exchanged or handled at or through a public ing, treating.

livestock market, require such testing, treating,
identifying and examining of such livestock by a
deputy state veterinarian as in the director's judg-
ment may be necessary to prevent the spread of
brucellosis, tuberculosis, par atuber culosis, hog
cholera or any other infectious, contagious or com-
municable disease among the livestock of this state.

SEC. 35. (1) The director shall perform all tests Examiations

and make all examinations required under the pro- director.

visions of this act and rules and regulations adopted
hereunder: Provided, That veterinary inspectors of
the United States Department of Agriculture may
be appointed by the director to make such exami-
nations and tests as are provided for in this act
without bond or compensation, and shall have the
same authority and power in this state as a deputy
state veterinarian.
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Sanitary()Trsosblt
control by (2 he director shall have the rsosblt
director, for the direction and control of sanitary practices

and health practices and standards and for the ex-
amination of animals at public livestock markets.
The deputy state veterinarian at any such public
livestock market shall notify the licensee or his
managing agent, in writing, of insanitary practices
or conditions. Such deputy state veterinarian shall
notify the director if the improper sanitary practices
or conditions are not corrected within the time
specified. The director shall investigate and upon
finding such report correct shall take appropriate
action to hold a hearing on the suspension or revoca-
tion of the licensee's license.

Sanitary SEC. 36. Licensees shall provide facilities and
facilities
required in sanitation for the prevention of livestock diseases
livestock
markets, at their public livestock markets, as follows:

(1) The floors of all pens and alleys that are part
of a public livestock market shall be constructed of
concrete or similar impervious material and kept in
good repair, with a slope of not less than one-f ourth
inch per foot to adequate drains leading to an ap-
proved sewage system: Provided, That the director
may designate certain pens within such public live-
stock markets as feeding and holding pens and the
floors and alleys of such pens shall not be subject to
the aforementioned surfacing requirements.

(2) Feeding and holding pens maintained in an
area adjacent to a public livestock market shall be
constructed and separated from such public livestock
market, in a manner prescribed by the director, in
order to prevent the spread of communicable dis-
eases to the livestock sold or held for sale in such
public livestock market.

(3) All yards, chutes and pens used in handling
livestock shall be constructed of such materials which
will render them easily cleaned and disinfected, and
such yards, pens and chutes shall be kept clean,
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sanitary and in good repair at all times, as required
by the director.

(4) Sufficient calf pens of adequate size to pre-
vent overcrowding shall be provided, and such pens,
when used, shall be cleaned and disinfected no later
than the day subsequent to each sale.

(5) All swine pens, when used, shall be cleaned
and disinfected no later than the day subsequent to
each sale.

(6) A water system carrying a pressure of forty
pounds and supplying sufficient water to thoroughly
wash all pens, floors, alleys and equipment shall be
provided.

(7) Sufficient quarantine pens of adequate ca-
pacity shall be provided. Such pens shall be used
to hold only cattle reacting to brucellosis, and tuber-
culosis or to quarantine livestock with other con-
tagious or communicable diseases and shall be:

(a) hard surfaced with concrete or similar im-
pervious material and shall be kept in good repair;

(b) provided with separate watering facilities;
(c) painted white with the word "quarantine"

painted in red letters not less than four inches high
on such quarantine pen's gate;

(d) provided with a tight board fence not less
than five and one-half feet high;

(e) cleaned and disinfected not later than one
day subsequent to the date of sale.

To prevent the spread of communicable diseases
among livestock, the director shall have the author-
ity to cause the cleaning and disinfecting of any area
or all areas of a public livestock market and equip-
ment or vehicles with a complete coverage of disin-
fectants approved by the director.

SEc. 37. Pens used to hold livestock for a period Feeding and

of twenty-four hours or more shall have watering facilities

and feeding facilities for livestock held in such pens;reued

it shall be unlawful to hold livestock for a period
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longer than twenty-four hours in such pens without
feeding and watering such livestock.

Facilities for
functions of SEc. 38. Public livestock market facilities shall
veterinarians, include adequate space and facilities necessary for

deputy state veterinarians to properly carry out
their functions as prescribed by law and rules and
regulations adopted hereunder.

Facilities SEc. 39. Public livestock market factilities shall
for brand
inspection, include space and facilities necessary for brand in-

spectors to properly carry out their duties, as pro-
vided by law and rules and regulations adopted here-
under, in a safe and expeditious manner.

Weighing SEC. 40. (1) Each licensee shall maintain and
facilities.

operate approved weighing facilities for the weigh-
ing of livestock at such licensee's public livestock
market.

wigh.e (2) All livestock consigned to or sold at or
through a public livestock market shall be weighed
by a licensed weighmaster.

(3) AUl scales used by the licensee shall be
equipped with a balance indicator, a weigh beam and
a mechanical weight recorder, all readily visible to
all interested parties.

(4) All scales used by the licensee shall be
checked for balance at short intervals during the
process of selling and immediately prior to the be-
ginning of each sale day.

Scale tickets. (5) The scale ticket shall have the weights me-
chanically imprinted upon such tickets when the
weigh beam is in balance during the process of
weighing, and shall be issued in triplicate for all
livestock weighed at a public livestock market. A
copy of such weight tickets shall be issued to the
buyer and seller of the livestock weighed.

Unlawful SC tsala " t w
control by S.41.Ishl be unlawful for apacker t w
packer, or control more than a twenty percent interest in any

public livestock market, directly or indirectly
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through stock ownership or control, or otherwise by
himself or through his agents or employees.

SEC. 42. (1) The licensee may apply to the di- Sale dates-

rector for a change of official sale date or dates . for change.

However, such application shall be subject to a hear-
ing and approval by the director.

(2) No special sale shall be conducted by the
licensee unless the licensee has applied to the di-
rector in writing fifteen days prior to such proposed
sale and such sale date shall be approved at the dis-
cretion of the director.

SEC. 43. Information and records of the licensee Records to be
available.

that are necessary for the compilation of adequate
reports on the marketing of livestock shall be made
available to the director or any news service, pub-
lishing or broadcasting such market reports.

SEC. 44. Any person who shall violate any pro- Violations,

visonsor equremnt ofthi ac orrues nd egu grsmisdenr

visios or equiement of his at or ulesandmrgu- r.ise
lations adopted by the director pursuant to this act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor; and any
subsequent violation thereafter shall be deemed a
gross misdemeanor.

SEC. 45. If any section or provision of this act Severability.

shall be adjudged to be invalid or unconstitutional,
such adjudication shall not affect the validity of the
act as a whole, or any section, provision or part
thereof, not adjudged invalid or unconstitutional.

SEc. 46. Any licensee or applicant who has had Appeal.

his or its license revoked, suspended or denied by
the director and feels himself or itself aggrieved by
said order may appeal to the superior court of the
county in the state of Washington of the residence
of the licensee or applicant where the trial on such
appeal shall be held de novo.

SEC. 47. Sections 1 through 4, chapter 187, Laws Repeal.

of 1947 as amended by sections 6 and 7, chapter 98,
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Laws of 1949 and RCW 16.64.010 through 16.64.040
are each repealed.

Passed the House March 5, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 11, 1959.

CHAPTER 108.
[ H. B. 382.]1

WATER DISTRICTS

AN ACT relating to water districts; amending section 8, chapter
114, Laws of 1929 and ROW 57.08.010; amending section 3,
chapter 251, Laws of 1953 and RCW 57.08.045; adding two
new sections to chapter 57.08 RCW; amending section 7,
chapter 114, Laws of 1929, as last amended by section 1,
chapter 18, Laws of 1959, and ROW 57.12.010; amending
section 6, chapter 18, Laws of 1959 and ROW 57.16.010;
amending section 7, chapter 18, Laws of 1959 and RCW
57.16.020; amending section 8, chapter 18, Laws of 1959
and RCW 57.16.030; amending section 9, chapter 18, Laws
of 1959 and ROW 57.16.040; adding a new section to chapter
57.16 ROW; amending section 3, chapter 128, Laws of 1939
and ROW 57.20.020; amending section 17, chapter 251, Laws
of 1953 and ROW 57.20.025; amending section 23, chapter
114, Laws of 1929 and ROW 57.20.140; adding four new
sections to chapter 57.20 ROW; adding two new sections
to Title 57, ROW; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 57.08.010 SECTION 1. Section 8, chapter 114, Laws of 1929
amended.

and RCW 57.08.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

Right to ac- A water district may acquire by purchase or con-
quire property
amndrgts demnation, or both, all property and property rights
domain, and all water and water rights, both within and

without the district, necessary for its purposes. A
water district may lease real or personal property
necessary for its purposes for a term of years for
which such leased property may reasonably be
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needed where in the opinion of the board of water
commissioners such property may not be needed
permanently or substantial savings to the district
can be effected thereby. The right of eminent
domain shall be exercised in the same manner and
by the same procedure as provided for cities of the
third class, insofar as consistent with the provisions
of this title, except that all assessment rolls to be
prepared and filed by eminent domain commissioners
or commissioners appointed by the court shall be
prepared and filed by the water district, and the
duties devolving upon the city treasurer are hereby
imposed upon the county treasurer. A water dis-
trict may construct, condemn and purchase, pur-
chase, add to, maintain and supply waterworks to
furnish the district and inhabitants thereof, and any
city or town therein and any other persons, both
within and without the district, with an ample
supply of water for all uses and purposes public and
private with full authority to regulate and control
the use, distribution and price thereof. For such
purposes, a water district may take, condemn and
purchase, purchase, acquire and retain water from
any public or navigable lake, river or watercourse,
or any underfiowing water and, by means of aque-
ducts or pipe line conduct the same throughout such
water district and any city or town therein and
carry it along and upon public highways, roads and
streets, within and without such district. For the
purpose of constructing or laying aqueducts or pipe
lines, dams, or waterworks or other necessary struc-
tures in storing and retaining water or for any other
lawful purpose such water district may occupy the
beds and shores up to the high water mark of any
such lake, river, or other watercourse, and may
acquire by purchase or condemnation such property
or property rights or privileges as may be necessary
to protect its water supply from pollution.
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A water district may purchase and take water
from any municipal corporation.

.A water district may fix rates and charges for
water supplied and may charge property owners
seeking to connect to the district's water supply
system, as a condition to granting the right to so
connect, in addition to the cost of such connection,
such reasonable connection charge as the board of
commissioners shall determine to be proper in order
that such property owners shall bear their equitable
share of the cost of such system.

New section. SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 57.08 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Collection of The commissioners shall enforce collection of the
charges- ae o hrehre
Property lien. wae onection cagsand rates and cagsfor

water supplied against property owners connecting
with the system and/or receiving such water, such
charges being deemed charges against the property
served, by addition of penalties of not more than ten
percent thereof in case of failure to pay the charges
at times fixed by resolution. The commissioners may
provide by resolution that where either water con-
nection charges or rates and charges for water sup-
plied are delinquent for any specified period of time,
the district shall certify the delinquencies to the
treasurer of the county in which the district is
situated, and the charges and any penalties added
thereto and interest thereon at the rate of not more
than eight percent per year shall be a lien against
the property upon which the service was received,
subject only to the lien for general taxes.

New section. SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 57.08 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

collection of The district may, at any time after the connection
charge- cags rtsadfr sple
Civil acton. cagsor rtsadcharges frwater supidand

penalties are delinquent for a period of sixty days,
bring suit in foreclosure by civil action in the su-
perior court of the county in which the district is
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situated. The court may allow, in addition to the
costs and disbursements provided by statute, such Attorney's

an attorney's fee as it adjudges reasonable. The fe

action shall be in rem, and may be brought in the
name of the district against an individual, or against
all of those who are delinquent in one action, and
the laws and rules of the court shall control as in
other civil actions.

SEC. 4. Section 3, chapter 251, Laws of 1953 and RCW 57.08.045

RCW 57.08.045 are each amended to read as follows: Condratsd.

A water district may enter into contracts with joint use.

any county, city, town, sewer district, water district,
or any other municipal corporation, or with any
private person or corporation, for the acquisition,
ownership, use and operation of any property, facil-
ities, or services, within or without the water dis-
trict and necessary or desirable to carry out the pur-
poses of the water district, and a water district may Serveout-

provide water services to property owners outside sd itit

the limits of the water district.

SEC. 5. Section 7, chapter 114, Laws of 1929, as RCW57.12.010

last amended by section 1, chapter 18, Laws of
1959, and RCW 57.12.010 are each amended to read
as follows:

The officers of [a] district shall be a board of conmi-

water commissioners consisting of three members. Officers.

The board shall annually elect one of its members as
president and another as secretary.

The secretary may be paid a reasonable sum for
the clerical services performed by him. The board Adn-dnistra-

shall by resolution adopt rules governing the trans-
action of its business and shall adopt an official seal.
All proceedings shall be by resolution recorded in a
book kept for that purpose which shall be a public
record.

A district may provide by resolution for the pay- Compensation.

ment of compensation to each of its commissioners
at a rate not exceeding twenty-five dollars for each
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day or major part thereof devoted to the business
of the district: Provided, That the per diem for
each commissioner shall not exceed six hundred dol-
lars per year. No commissioner shall be employed
full time by the district. Each commissioner shall
be reimbursed for reasonable expenses actually in-
curred in connection with such business, including
his subsistence and lodging while away from his
place of residence and mileage for use of personal
automobile at the rate of five cents per mile.

The date for holding elections and taking office
as herein provided shall be subject to the provisions
of any consolidated election laws that may be made
applicable thereto although previously enacted.

RCW 57.16.010 SEC. 6. Section 6, chapter 18, Laws of 1959
amended, and RCW 57.16.010 are each amended to read as

follows:
Comprehen- The water district commissioners before ordering
sive plan of
improvements, any improvements hereunder or submitting to vote

any proposition for incurring any indebtedness shall
adopt a general comprehensive plan of water supply
for the district. They shall investigate the several
portions and sections of the district for the purpose
of determining the present and reasonably foresee-
able future needs thereof; shall examine and in-
vestigate, determine and select a water supply or
water supplies for such district suitable and adequate
for present and reasonably foreseeable future needs
thereof; and shall consider and determine a general
system or plan for acquiring such water supply or
water supplies; and the lands, waters and water
rights and easements necessary theref or, and for
retaining and storing any such waters, erecting
dams, reservoirs, aqueducts and pipe lines to convey
the same throughout such district. There may be
included as part of the system the installation of fire
hydrants at suitable places throughout the district,
and the purchase and maintenance of necessary fire
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fighting equipment and apparatus, together with
facilities for housing same. The water district com-
missioners shall determine a general plan for dis-
tributing such vater throughout such portion of the
district as may then reasonably be served by means
of subsidiary aqueducts and pipe lines, and the met-
hod of distributing the cost and expense thereof
against such water district and against local im-
provement districts or utility local improvement dis-
tricts within such water district for any lawful pur-
pose, and including any such local improvement dis-
trict or utility local improvement district lying
wholly or partially within the limits of any city or
town in such district, and shall determine whether
the whole or part of the cost and expenses shall be
paid from water revenue bonds as in this act pro-
vided. The commissioners may employ such engi-
neering and legal service as in their discretion is
necessary in carrying out the objects and purposes
of this act.

SEC. 7. Section 7, chapter 18, Laws of 1959 RCW 57.16.020

and ROW 57.16.020 are each amended to read as
follows:

The commissioners may submit to the voters of vote an
general

the district at any general or special election, a indebtedness.

proposition that the district incur a general indebted-
ness payable from annual tax levies to be made in
excess of the forty mill tax limitation for the con-
struction of any part or all of the general compre-
hensive plan. The amount of the indebtedness and
the terms thereof shall be included in the proposition
submitted to the voters, and the proposition shall
be adopted by three-fifths of the voters voting
thereon, at which such election the total number
of persons voting shall constitute not less than forty
percent of the total number of votes cast in said
water district at the last preceding general state
election. When the general comprehensive plan has
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been adopted the commissioners shall carry it out to
the extent specified in the proposition to incur gen-
eral indebtedness.

ROW 57.16.030 SEC. 8. Section 8, chapter 18, Laws of 1959
amended, and RCW 57.16.030 are each amended to read as

follows:
Election to The commissioners may submit at any general
authorize rev-
enue bonds, or special election, a proposition that the district

issue revenue bonds for the construction costs, in-
terest during the period of construction and six
months thereafter, working capital or other costs
of any part or all of the general plan. The amount
of the bonds to be issued shall be included in the
proposition submitted.

The proposition to issue such revenue bonds may
include provision for refunding any local improve-
ment district bonds of a district, out of the proceeds
of sale of revenue bonds, and a district may pay off
any outstanding local improvement bonds with such
funds either by purchase in the open market below
their par value and accrued interest or by call at
par value and accrued interest at the next succeeding
coupon maturity date.

No proposition for the issuance of revenue bonds
shall be submitted at any election if there are out-
standing any district local improvement district
bonds issued under the provisions of RCW 57.20.030
to 57.20.090, unless the proposition provides that all
such local improvement district bonds shall be paid
out of the proceeds of the sale of the revenue bonds.

The proposition for issuance of revenue bonds
shall be adopted by a majority of the voters voting
thereon. When a proposition has been adopted the
commissioners may forthwith carry out the general
plan to the extent specified.

RCW 57.16.040 SEC. 9. Section 9, chapter 18, Laws of 1959
amended.

and RCW 57.16.040 are each amended to read as
follows:
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In the same manner as provided for the adoption Addtion~sa

of the original general comprehensive plan, a plan
providing f or additions and betterments to the
original general plan may be adopted. Without
limiting its generality "additions and betterments" Includes.

shall include any necessary change in, amendment
of or addition to the general comprehensive plan.

The district may incur a general indebtedness
payable from annual tax levies to be made in excess
of the forty mill limitation for the construction of
the additions and betterments in the same way that
general indebtedness may be incurred f or the con-
struction of the original general plan after submis-
sion to the voters of the entire district in the manner
the original proposition to incur indebtedness was
submitted. Upon ratification the additions and
betterments may be carried out by the commis-
sioners to the extent specified in the proposition to
incur the general indebtedness.

The district may issue revenue bonds to pay for Revenue

the construction of the additions and the betterments authorized.

pursuant to resolution of the board of water com-
missioners without submitting a proposition therefor
to the voters of the district.

rid

SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 57.16 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
Whenever a water district shall have adopted a Additional

water revenuegeneral comprehensive plan and bonds to defray the bondsau

cost thereof shall have been authorized by the thorized.

electors of the district, and before the completion
of the improvements the board of water commis-
sioners shall find by resolution that the authorized
bonds are not sufficient to defray the cost of such
improvements due to the increase of costs of con-
struction subsequent to the adoption of said plan,
the board of water commissioners may by resolution,
without submitting the matter to the voters of the
district, authorize the issuance and sale of additional
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water revenue bonds for such purpose in excess of
those previously authorized: Provided, That in no
event shall the principal amount of such additional
water revenue bonds exceed twenty percent of such
previously authorized bonds.

amende..0 SEC. 11. Section 3, chapter 128, Laws of 1939 and
RCW 57.20.020 are each amended to read as follows:

Revenue Whenever any issue or issues of water revenue
bonsfom.bonds have been authorized in compliance with the

provisions of RCW 57.16.010 through 57.16.040, said
bonds shall be either registered as to principal only
or shall be bearer bonds; shall be in such denomi-
nations, shall be numbered, shall bear such date, and
shall be payable at such time or times up to a maxi-
mum period of not to exceed thirty years as shall
be determined by the board of water commissioners
of the district; shall bear interest payable semi-
annually and evidenced to maturity by coupons at-
tached to said bonds bearing a coupon interest rate
not to exceed six percent per annum; shall be pay-
able at the office of the county treasurer of the
county in which the water district is located and
may also be payable at such other place or places
as the board of water commissioners may determine;
shall be executed by the president of the board of
water commissioners and attested and sealed by the
secretary thereof; and may have facsimile signatures
of said president and secretary imprinted on the
interest coupons in lieu of original signatures.

Special funds. The water district commissioners shall have
power and are required to create a special fund or
funds for the sole purpose of paying the interest and
principal of such bonds into which special fund or
funds the said water district commissioners shall
obligate and bind the water district to set aside and
pay a fixed proportion of the gross revenues of the
water supply system or any fixed amount out of and
not exceeding a fixed proportion of such revenues,
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or a fixed amount or amounts without regard to any
fixed proportion and such bonds and the interest
thereof shall be payable only out of such special
fund or funds, but shall be a lien and charge against
all revenues and payments received from any utility
local improvement district or districts pledged to
secure such bonds, subject only to operating and
maintenance expenses.

In creating any such special fund or funds the
water district commissioners of such water district
shall have due regard to the cost of operation and
maintenance of the plant or system as constructed
or added to and to any proportion or part of the
revenue previously pledged as a fund for the pay-
ment of bonds, warrants or other indebtedness, and
shall not set aside into such special fund a greater
amount or proportion of the revenue and proceeds
than in their judgment will be available over and
above such cost of maintenance and operation and
the amount or proportion, if any, of the revenue
so previously pledged. Any such bonds and interest Bonds as

claiMS.
thereon issued against any such fund as herein pro-
vided shall be a valid claim of the holder thereof
only as against the said special fund and its fixed
proportion or amount of the revenue pledged to such
fund, and shall not constitute an indebtedness of
such water district within the meaning of the con-
stitutional provisions and limitations. Each such
bond or warrant shall state upon its face that it is
payable from a special fund, naming the said fund
and the resolution creating it. Said bonds shall be Sale of

bonds.
sold in such manner as the water district commis-
sioners shall deem for the best interests of the water
district, either at public or private sale and at any
price, but not at any price where the effective cost
of money to the water district shall exceed seven
percent per annum, and the said commissioners may
provide in any contract for the construction and
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acquirement of the proposed improvement (and for
the refunding of outstanding local improvement dis-
trict obligations, if any) that payment therefor shall
be made in such bonds at par value thereof.

.When any such special fund shall have been here-
tofore or shall be hereafter created and any such
bonds shall have been heretofore or shall hereafter
be issued against the same a fixed proportion or a
fixed amount out of and not to exceed such fixed
proportion, or a fixed amount or amounts without
regard to any fixed proportion, of revenue shall be
set aside and paid into said special fund as pro-
vided in the resolution creating such fund, and in
case, any water district shall fail thus to set aside
and pay said fixed proportion or amount as aforesaid,
the holder of any bond against such special fund
may bring suit or action against the water district
and compel such setting aside and payment.

Adequate The water district commissioners of any water
rates to be
fixed,. district, in the event that such water revenue bonds

are issued, shall provide for revenues by fixing rates
and charges for the furnishing of water supply to
those receiving such service, such rates and charges
to be fixed as deemed necessary by such water dis-
trict commissioners, so that uniform charges will be

Classification
of service-- made for the same class of customer or service. In
Factors in. classifying customers served or service furnished

by such water supply system, the board of water
commissioners may in its discretion consider any
or all of the following factors: The difference in
cost of service to the various customers; the location
of the various customers within and without the
district; the difference in cost of maintenance, opera-
tion, repair, and replacement of the various parts of
the system; the different character of the service
furnished various customers; the quantity and
quality of the water furnished; the time of its use;
capital contributions made to the system including
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but not limited to assessments; and any other matters
which present a reasonable difference as a ground
for distinction. Such rates shall be made on' a
monthly basis as may be deemed proper by such
commissioners and as fixed by resolution and shall
produce revenues sufficient to take care of the costs
of maintenance and operation, revenue bond and
warrant interest and principal amortization require-
ments and all other charges necessary for efficient
and proper operation of the system.

SEC. 12. There is added to chapter 57.20 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
The board of water commissioners may make covenants to

secure pay-such covenants as it may deem necessary to secure ment of bonds
authorized.

and guarantee the payment of the principal of and
interest on water revenue bonds of the district, in-
cluding but not being limited to covenants for the
establishment and maintenance of adequate reserves
to secure or guarantee the payment of such principal
and interest; the protection and disposition of the
proceeds of sale of such bonds; the use and dis-
position of the gross revenues of the water supply
system of the district and any additions or better-
ments thereto or extensions thereof; the use and
disposition of any utility local improvement district
assessments; the creation and maintenance of funds
for renewals and replacements of the system; the
establishment and maintenance of rates and charges
adequate to pay principal and interest of such bonds
and to maintain adequate coverage over debt service;
the maintenance, operation and management of the
system and the accounting, insuring and auditing
of the business in connection therewith; the terms
upon which such bonds or any of them may be
redeemed at the election of the district; limitations
upon the right of the district to dispose of its system
or any part thereof; the appointment of trustees,
depositaries and paying agents to receive, hold, dis-
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burse, invest and reinvest all or any part of the pro-
ceeds of sale of the bonds and all or any part of the
income, revenue and receipts of the district, and the
board of water commissioners may make such other
covenants as it may deem necessary to accomplish
the most advantageous sale of such bonds. The board
of water commissioners may also provide that
revenue bonds payable out of the same source or
sources may later be issued on a parity with any
revenue bonds being issued and sold.

RCW 57.20.025 SEC. 13. Section 17, chapter 251, Laws of 1953
amended.

and RCW 57.20.025 are each amended to read as
follows:

Refunding The board of water commissioners of any water
revenue
bonds district may by resolution, without submitting the

matter to the voters of the district, provide for the
issuance of refunding revenue bonds to refund out-
standing general obligation bonds and/or revenue
bonds, or any part thereof, and/or all outstand-
ing local improvement district bonds, at maturity
thereof, or before maturity thereof if they are sub-
ject to call for prior redemption or all of the holders
thereof consent thereto. The total interest cost to
the district over the life of the refunding bonds shall
not exceed the total cost to the district which the
district would have incurred but for such refunding
over the remainder of the life of the bonds to be
refunded thereby. The refunding bonds may be
exchanged for the bonds to be refunded thereby, or
may be sold in such manner as the board of water
commissioners deems to be for the best interest of
the district, and the proceeds used, except as herein-
after provided, exclusively for the purpose of pay-
ing, retiring and canceling the bonds to be refunded
and interest thereon.

All unpaid utility local improvement district as-
sessments payable into the revenue bond redemp-
tion fund established for payment of the bonds to
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be refunded shall thereafter when collected be paid
into the revenue bond redemption fund established
for payment of the refunding revenue bonds.

Whenever local improvement district bonds have
been refunded as required by RCW 57.16.030, or
pursuant to this section, all local improvement dis-
trict assessments remaining unpaid shall thereafter
when collected be paid into the revenue bond re-
demption fund established for payment of the re-
funding revenue bonds, and the cash balance, if any,
in the local improvement guaranty fund of the dis-
trict and the proceeds received from any other assets
owned by such fund shall be used in whole or in
part as a reserve fund for the refunding revenue
bonds or be transferred in whole or in part to any
other funds of the district as the board of water com-
missioners may determine. In the event that any
warrants are outstanding against the local improve-
ment guaranty fund of the district at the time of the
issuance of such refunding revenue bonds, said
bonds shall be issued in an amount sufficient also to
fund and pay such outstanding warrants.

The provisions of RCW 57.20.020 shall apply to
the refunding revenue bonds issued under this title.

SEC. 14. Section 23, chapter 114, Laws of 1929 RCW 57.20.140
amended.and RCW 57.20.140 are each amended to read as

follows:
The county treasurer shall create and maintain a Maijntenance

separate fund designated as the maintenance fund fund creted.

or general fund of the district into which shall be
paid all money received by him from the collection
of taxes other than taxes levied for the payment of
general obligation bonds of the district and all
revenues of the district other than assessments levied
in local improvement districts or utility local im-
provement districts, and no money shall be disbursed
therefrom except upon warrants of the county au-
ditor issued by authority of the commissioners or
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upon a resolution of the commissioners ordering a
transfer to any other fund of the district. The county

Special funds, treasurer shall also maintain such other special funds
as may be prescribed by the water district, into
which shall be placed such moneys as the board of
water commissioners may by its resolution direct,
and from which disbursements shall be made upon
proper warrants of the county auditor issued against
the same by authority of the board of water commis-
sioners.

New section. SEC. 15. There is added to chapter 57.20 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

Use of excess Whenever a water district has accumulated
money in
maintenance moneys in the maintenance fund or general fund of
fund.

the district in excess of the requirements of such
fund, the board of water commissioners may in its
discretion us any of such surplus moneys for any
of the following purposes: (1) redemption or serv-
icing of outstanding obligations of the district, (2)
maintenance expenses of the district, (3) construc-
tion or acquisition of any facilities necessary to carry
out the purpose of the district.

New section. SEC. 16. There is added to chapter 57.20 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Investments Whenever there shall have accumulated in any
authorized.

general or special fund of a water district moneys,
the disbursement of which is not yet due, the board
of water commissioners may, by resolution, authorize
and direct the county treasurer to deposit or invest
such moneys in banks, mutual savings banks, or
savings and loan associations in an amount in each
institution no greater than the amount insured by
any department or agency of the United States
government, the federal deposit insurance corpora-
tion, or the federal savings and loan insurance cor-
poration, or to invest such moneys in direct obliga-
tions of the United States government: Provided,
That the county treasurer may refuse to invest any
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district moneys for a period shorter than ninety days,
or in an amount less than five thousand dollars, or
any moneys, the disbursement of which will be re-
quired during the period of investment to meet out-
standing obligations of the district.

SEC. 17. There is added to chapter 57.20 RCW a New setion.

new section to read as follows:
The board of water commissioners of any water Loans to con-

district may, by resolution, authorize and direct a authorized.u

loan or loans from maintenance funds or general
funds of the district to construction funds of the
district: Provided, That such loan does not, in the
opinion of the board of water commissioners, im-
pair the ability of the district to operate and maintain
its water supply system.

SEC. 18. There is added to Title 57 RCW a new Newwsction.

section to read as follows:
All debts, contracts and obligations heretofore Validation of

made or incurred by or in favor of any water dis- prior aets.

trict and all bonds, warrants, or other obligations
issued by such district, arnd all charges heretofore
made by such districts, and any and all assessments
heretofore levied in any local improvement districts
or utility local improvement districts of any water
district, and all other things and proceedings re-
lating thereto done or taken by such water districts
or by their respective officers are hereby declared
to be legal and valid and of full force and effect from
the date thereof: Provided, That nothing in this
section shall apply to ultra vires acts or acts of fraud
committed by the officers or agents of said district.

SEC. 19. There is added to Title 57 RCW a new New section.

section to read as follows:
The rule of strict construction shall have no ap- construction.

plication to this title, but the same shall be liberally
construed to carry out the purposes and objects for
which this title is intended.
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Se'verbility. SEC. 20. If any provision of this act, or its ap-
plication to any person or circumstance is held in-
valid, the remainder of the act, or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances
is not affected.

Emergency. SEC. 21. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety
and support of the state government and its existing
institutions and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 24, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 11, 1959.

CHAPTER 109.
[ H. B. 424.]1

WORLD FAIR COMMISSION-CENTURY 21 EXPOSITION.

AN ACT relating to the world fair commission; changing the
name thereof; and amending section 2, chapter 307, Laws
of 1955, as amended by section 1, chapter 15, Laws of 1957,
and RCW 43.96.020.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 43.6M SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 307, Laws of 1955,
amende& as amended by section 1, chapter 15, Laws of 1957,

and RCW 43.96.020 are each amended to read as f ol-
lows:

Fin creamed- There is created the world fair commission to
Composition, consist of fifteen members to be selected as follows:

Five by the governor, of whom one shall be desig-
nated by the governor as chairman of the commis-
sion, four by the president of the senate and four by

Te.'ms. the speaker of the house of representatives, to serve
until April 30, 1961, the lieutenant governor and one
member of the Seattle City Council, to be appointed
by the Seattle City Council. The commission shall
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serve without compensation and shall meet at such
time as it is called by the governor or by the chair-
man of the commission.

SEC. 2. The world fair shall be known and called Century 21

the Century 21 Exposition. Exposition.

Passed the House March 5, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 11, 1959.

CHAPTER 110.
[ H. B. 449.]1

OSTEOPATHY.
AN ACT relating to the practice of osteopathy and surgery; and

amending section 4, chapter 4, Laws of 1919 and RCW
18.57.020.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 4, chapter 4, Laws of 1919 amCWde8..0

and RCW 18.57.020 are each amended to read as
follows:

A certificate shall be issued by the director of Certification.

licenses authorizing the holder thereof to practice
osteopathy and surgery, including the use of in-
ternal medicine and drugs, and shall be the only Certificate.

type of certificate issued. All certificates to practice
osteopathy or osteopathy and surgery, including the
use of internal medicine and drugs, heretofore issued
shall remain in full force and effect.

In order to procure a certificate to practice osteo- Evidence of
qualifications

pathy and surgery, the applicant for such certificate required with

must file with said director, satisfactory testimonials application.

of good moral character, and a diploma issued by
some legally chartered school of osteopathy and
surgery, the requirements of which shall have been
at the time of granting such diploma in no particular
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less than those prescribed by the American Osteo-
pathic Association and the American Association of
Osteopathic Colleges, or satisfactory evidence of hav-
ing possessed such diploma, and he must file with
such diploma an application sworn to before some
person authorized to administer oaths, and attested
by the hand and seal of such officer, if he have a seal,
stating that he is the person named in said diploma,
that he is the lawful holder thereof, and that the
same was procured in the regular course of instruc-
tion and examination, without fraud or misrepre-
sentation. The said application shall be made upon
a blank furnished by said director, and it shall
contain such information concerning said medical
instruction and the preliminary education of the
applicant as said director may by rule provide. Ap-
plicants who have failed to meet the requirements
must be rejected.

An applicant for a license to practice osteopathy
and surgery must furnish evidence that he has served
for not less than one year as interne in a thoroughly
equipped hospital which shall have had at least
twenty-five beds for each interne devoted to the
treatment of medical, surgical, gynecological and
special diseases, and he also must have had a service
of six weeks, or the equivalent thereof in the ma-
ternity department of the same or some other
hospital, during which time he shall have attended
or participated in the attendance upon not less than
six confinements. He shall furnish evidence that he
has had sufficient experience in and a practical work-
ing knowledge of pathology, and the administering
of internal medicine and drugs including anaesthetics.

Designations SEC. 2. No provision of this act or of any other
authorized.

law shall prevent any person who holds a valid,
unrevoked certificate to practice osteopathy from
using in combination with his name the designation
"Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon" or the ab-
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breviation of his professional degree, Doctor of Os-
teopathy (D.O.), provided he holds such professional
degree, or any combination thereof upon his sta-
tionery, in any professional lists or directories or
in other places where the same may properly ap-
pear as permitted within the canons of ethics now
or hereafter promulgated by the Washington State
Osteopathic Association or its successors.

Passed the House March 5, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4. 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 11, 1959.

CHAPTER 111.
[ H. B. 451.]1

INTOXICATING LIQUOR-PERMITS-IDENTIFICATION
CARDS.

AN ACT relating to intoxicating liquor; amending section 7,
chapter 62, Laws of 1933, extraordinary session, and RCW
66.16.040; amending section 12, chapter 62, Laws of 1933,
extraordinary session, as amended by section 1, chapter 13,
Laws of 1951, second extraordinary session, and RCW
66.20.010; repealing section 15, chapter 62, Laws of 1933,
extraordinary session, and RCW 66.20.050; amending section
1, chapter 67, Laws of 1949, and RCW 66.20.160; amending
section 2, chapter 67, Laws of 1949, and RCW 66.20.170;
amending section 3, chapter 67, Laws of 1949, and RCW
66.20.180; amending section 4, chapter 67, Laws of 1949,
and RCW 66.20.190; amending section 5, chapter 67, Laws
of 1949, and RCW 66.20.200; amending section 6, chapter 67,
Laws of 1949, and RCW 66.20.210.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 7, chapter 62, Laws of 1933, ROW 66.16.040

extraordinary session, and RCW 66.16.040 are each aedd

amended to read as follows:
Except as otherwise provided by law, an em- Employee's

ployee in a state liquor store may sell liquor to any right to sell.

person over the age of twenty-one years for beverage
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purposes and may also sell to holders of permits
such liquor as may be purchased under such permits.

Where there may be a question of a person's right
to purchase liquor by reason of his age, such person

Card of iden- may obtain from the board a card of identification
tification. sealed in plastic which will show his correct age and

bear his signature and photograph. The board may
adopt such regulations as it deems proper covering
the issuance of such cards of identification.

Cash ~ No liquor sold under this section shall be de-
paymnt. livered until the purchaser has paid for the liquor

in cash.

RCW 66.20.010 SEC. 2. Section 12, chapter 62, Laws of 1933,
am ended.

extraordinary session, as amended by section 1,
chapter 13, Laws of 1951, second extraordinary ses-
sion, and RCW 66.20.010 are each amended to read
as f ollows:

Permits classi- Upon application in the prescribed form being
fid-ssane.made to any employee authorized by the board to

issue permits, accompanied by payment of the pre-
scribed fee, and upon the employee being satisfied
that the applicant should be granted a permit under
this title, the employee shall issue to the applicant
under such regulations and at such f ee as may be
prescribed by the board a permit of the class ap-
plied for, as follows:

(1) Where the application is for a special permit
by a physician or dentist, or by any person in charge
of an institution regularly conducted as a hospital
or sanatorium for the care of persons in ill health,
or as a home devoted exclusively to the care of
aged people, a special liquor purchase permit;

(2) Where the application is for a special permit
by a person engaged within the state in mechanical
or manufacturing business or in scientific pursuits
requiring alcohol for use therein, or by any private
individual, a special permit to purchase alcohol for
the purpose named in the permit;
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(3) Where the application is for a special permit
to consume liquor at a banquet, at a specified date
and place, a special permit to purchase liquor for
consumption at such banquet, to such applicants as
may be fixed by the board;

(4) Where the application is for a special permit
by a manufacturer to import alcohol, malt, and other
materials containing alcohol to be used in the manu-
facture of liquor, or other products, a special import
permit;

(5) Where the application is for a special permit
by a person operating a drug store to purchase liquor
at retail prices only, to be thereafter sold by such
person on the prescription of a physician, a special
liquor purchase permit;

(6) Where the application is for a special permit
by an authorized representative of a military in-
stallation operated by or for any of the armed
forces within the geographical boundaries of the
state of Washington, a special permit to purchase
liquor for use on such military installation at prices
to be fixed by the board.

SEC. 3. Section 15, chapter 62, Laws of 1933, ]Repeal.

extraordinary session, and RCW 66.20.050 are each
repealed.

SEC. 4. Section 1, chapter 67, Laws of 1949, and RCW 66-20.160
amended.

RCW 66.20.160 are each amended to read as follows:
Words and phrases as used in RCW 66.20.160 to Definitions.

66.20.210, inclusive, shall have the following mean-
ing:

"Card of identification" means a card as provided "Card of iden-

in RCW 66.16.040 as amended by this act. tfcto.

"Licensee" means the holder of a retail liquor "Licensee.,.

license issued by the board, and includes any em-
ployee or agent of the licensee.

SEC. 5. Section 2, chapter 67, Laws of 1949, and RCW 66.20.170
amended.

RCW 66.20.170 are each amended to read as follows:
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Cardenas The card of identification may for the purpose
of this title and for the purpose of procuring liquor,
be accepted as an identification card by any licensee
and as evidence of legal age of the person to whom
such permit was issued, provided the licensee com-
plies with the conditions and procedures prescribed
herein and such regulations as may be made by the
board.

RCW 66.20.180 SEC. 6. Section 3, chapter 67, Laws of 1949, and
amended.

RCW 66.20.180 are each amended to read as follows:
Presentment The card of identification shall be presented by
upon request.

the holder thereof upon request of any licensee for
the purpose of aiding the licensee to determine
whether or not such person is at least twenty-one
years of age when such person desires to procure
liquor from a licensed establishment.

RCW 66.20.190 SEC. 7. Section 4, chapter 67, Laws of 1949, and
amended.

RCW 66.20.190 are each amended to read as follows:
Signed state- In addition to the presentation by the holder and
ment of iden-
tification, verification by the licensee of such card of identifica-

tion, the licensee shall require the person whose age
may be in question to sign a card and place the date
and number of his card of identification thereon.
Such statement shall be upon a five-inch by eight-
inch file card, which card shall be filed alphabetically
by the licensee at or before the close of business on
the day on which the statement is executed, in the
file box containing a suitable alphabetical index and
the card shall be subject to examination by any
peace officer or agent or employee of the board at
all times.

ROW 66.20.200 SEC. 8. Section 5, chapter 67, Laws of 1949, and
amended.

RCW 66.20.200 are each amended to read as follows:
Transfer of It shall be unlawful for the owner of a card of
card pro-
hibited. identification to transfer the card to any other person

for the purpose of aiding such person to procure al-
coholic beverages from any licensee. Any person
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who shall permit his card of identification to be used
by another or transfer such card to another for the
purpose of aiding such transferee to obtain alcoholic
beverages from a licensee, shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
sentenced to pay a fine of not more than one hundred
dollars or imprisonment for not more than thirty
days or both. Any person not entitled thereto who
unlawfully procures or has issued or transferred to
him a card of identification, and any person who Violations,

misdemeanor.
makes any false statement on any card required by
RCW 66.20.190, as amended by this act, to be signed
by him, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be sentenced to pay a fine
or not more than one hundred dollars or imprison-
ment for not more than thirty days or both.

SEC. 9. Section 6, chapter 67, Laws of 1949, and RCW 66.20.210
amended.

RCW 66.20.210 are each amended to read as follows:
No licensee or the agent or employee of the Lcne' m

licensee shall be prosecuted criminally or be sued in
any civil action for serving liquor to a person under
twenty-one years of age if such person has presented
a card of identification issued to him by the board in
accordance with RCW 66.20.180, as amended by this
act, and has signed a card as provided in RCW 66-
.20.190 as amended by this act.

Suchcar in he ossesio of liense ma beStatementSuchcar in he ossssioof liense ma becard as
offered as a defense in any hearing held by the board evidence.

for serving liquor to the person who signed the card
and may be considered by the board as evidence that
the licensee acted in good faith.

Passed the House March 5, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 11, 1959.
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CHAPTER 112.
( S. B. 327.

POLITICAL ADVERTISING.

AN ACT relating to crimes and penalties; regulating political ad-
vertising; and amending section 1, chapter 317, Laws of
1955 and RCW 29.85.270.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 29.85.270 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 317, Laws of 1955
amended.

and RCW 29.85.270 are each amended to read as
follows:

PoIjltto All political advertising, whether relating to
identify spon- candidates or issues, however promulgated or dis-
sor, party.

seminated, shall identify at least one of the sponsors
thereof if the advertising is sponsored by other than
the candidate or candidates listed thereon, by list-
ing the name and address of the sponsor or sponsors
on the material or in connection with its presenta-
tion. If a candidate or candidates run for partisan
political office, they and their sponsors shall also
designate on all such political advertising clearly in
connection with each such candidate the party to
which each such candidate belongs. The person or
persons listed as sponsors of such advertising shall
warrant its truth. The use of an assumed name shall
be unlawful. Whenever any corporation sponsors
political advertising, the name and address of the
president of the corporation shall be listed on the
material or in connection with its presentation.

Passed the Senate March 5, 1959.
Passed the House March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 113.
[ S. B. 342.]3

SURETY BONDS.

AN ACT relating to recoveries on surety bonds; and adding a
new section to chapter 19.72 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 19.72 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
In the event of the breach of the condition of any

bond described in RCW 19.72.109, successive re- Successive
on bondcoveries may be made thereon by any of the obligees authorized.

thereof: Provided, however, That the total amount
of all such recoveries, whether by one or more of
such obligees, shall not exceed, in the aggregate, the
penal sum specified in such bond.

Passed the Senate February 24, 1959.
Passed the House March 5, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 114.
[S. B. 107. 1

MINING CLAIMS.

AN ACT relating to mining claims; and adding a new section to
chapter 78.08 RCXV.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 78.08 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
Any geological, geochemical, or geophysical sur- Surveyex

posing lode
vey which exposes a lode and which reasonably in-- equivalent to

volves a direct expenditure on each lode or claim sinking shaft.

so discovered of not less -than one hundred dollars
shall be equivalent to the sinking of a discovery
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shaft and shall hold such lode or claim for a period
of three years: Provided, That if no discovery of
a lode has been made within the three year period
the right to hold such lode or claim shall cease:
Provided further, That a written report of such
survey shall be filed in duplicate with the county
auditor at the time discovery notice is recorded as

Written in this chapter required, and said written report
Contnts. shall set forth fully:

(1) The location of the survey performed in re-
lation to the point of discovery and boundaries of the
claim.

(2) The nature, extent, and cost of the survey.
(3) The date the survey was commenced and the

date completed.
(4) The basic findings therefrom.
(5) The name, address, and professional back-

ground of the person or persons performing or con-
ducting the survey.

All county auditors receiving for filing duplicate
copies of such survey reports shall forward, monthly,
one copy of each report received to the division of
mines and geology of the department of conserva-
tion. Nothing herein contained shall be construed
to permit the locator, his heirs, or assigns, to relocate
any portion of the same ground except by making a
discovery as heretofore defined by law during or
after the three year period.

Passed the Senate February 11, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 115.
[ S. B3.116. 1

STATE PATROL-PROMOTIONS.
AN ACT relating to the Washington state patrol; providing com-

petitive examinations for promotion of patrol officers;
establishing an eligible list for such promotions compiled
after each examination based on the grades received
therein; and amending section 2, chapter 192, Laws of 1949
and RCW 43.43.330.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 192, Laws of 1949
and RCW 43.43.330 are each amended to read as
follows:

Appropriate examinations shall be conducted for
the promotion of commissioned patrol officers. The
examinations shall be prepared and conducted under
the supervision of the chief of the Washington state
patrol, who shall cause at least thirty days written
notice thereof to be given to all patrol officers eligible
for such examinations. Examinations shall be given
once every three years, or whenever the eligible list
becomes exhausted as the case may be. After the
giving of each such examination 2 -. w eligible list
shall be compiled replacing any existing eligible list
for such rank. Only grades attained in the last
examination given for a particular rank shall be
used in compiling each eligible list therefor. The
chief, or in his discretion a committee of three in-
dividuals appointed by him, shall prepare and con-
duct the examinations, and thereafter grade and
evaluate them in accordance with the following pro-
visions, or factors: (1) Service rating forty percent;
(2) written examination thirty percent; (3) oral ex-
amination and interview twenty percent; (4) per-
sonnel record ten percent.

Passed the Senate February 3, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 116.
[ S. B. 140.

TRUSTS.

AN ACT relating to devises and bequests to trusts.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Certain de- SECTION 1. A devise or bequest may be made by
vises to trusts
authorized, a will to a trustee or trustees of a trust created by

the testator and/or some other person or persons
(including a funded or unfunded life insurance
trust, although the trustor has reserved any or all
rights of ownership of the insurance contracts)
established by written instrument executed before
or concurrently with the execution of such will.
Such devise or bequest shall not be invalid because
the trust is amendable or revocable, or both, or be-
cause the trust was amended after the execution of
the will. Unless the will provides otherwise, the
property so devised or bequeathed shall not be
deemed to be held under a testamentary trust of the
testator but shall become a part of the trust to
which it is given to be administered and disposed
of in accordance with the provisions of the instru-
ment establishing such trust, including any amend-
ments thereto, made prior to the death of the testator,
regardless of whether made before or after the ex-
ecution of the will. An entire revocation of the trust
prior to the testator's death shall invalidate the de-
vise or bequest.

Passed the Senate February 11, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 117.
[S. B. 163. 1

TUBERCULOSIS FUNDS.

AN ACT relating to public health; amending section 1, chapter
162, Laws of 1943, as last amended by section 1, chapter 66,
Laws of 1945, and RCW 70.32.010; section 1, chapter 4,
Laws of 1953, first extraordinary session and RCW 70.32-
.021; adding two new sections to chapter 70.32, RCW; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 162, Laws of 1943, RCw 70.32.010

as last amended by section 1, chapter 66, Laws of amended.

1945 and RCW 70.32.010 are each amended to read
as follows:

Tuberculosis is a communicable disease and tuber- Tax levy

culosis control, including hospitalization, case find-diet.
ing, prevention and follow up of known cases of
tuberculosis represents the basic step in the con-
quest of this major health problem. In order to
carry on such work eff ectively, the board of county
commissioners of each county in the state shal
budget and levy annually a tax in a sum equal to
six-tenths of a mill on the assessed valuation of the
taxable property in the county, to be used for the
control of tuberculosis, including hospitalization,
case finding, prevention and f ollow up of known cases
of tuberculosis: Provided, That upon certification
of the state director of health that any county has
an unexpended balance from such levy, over and
above the amount required for adequate tuberculosis
control, including hospitalization, case finding, pre-
vention and follow up of known cases of tubercu-
losis within the county, the board of county com-
missioners may budget and reappropriate the same
for such tuberculosis control for the ensuing year,
or it may allocate from time to time such unex-
pended balance, or any portion thereof, to the county
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health department for use in furtherance of other
communicable disease prevention or control, or as
provided in section 3 of this amendatory act. The
sum herein provided for, and any income that may
accrue from miscellaneous receipts in connection
with the tuberculosis control program of the county,

Tuberculosis shall be placed in the county treasury in a special
fund, fund to be known as the tuberculosis fund, and

obligations incurred for the tuberculosis control pro-
gram shall be paid from said fund by the county
treasurer in the same manner as general county
obligations are paid. The county auditor shall
furnish to the board of commissioners and the state
department of health a monthly report of receipts
and disbursements in the tuberculosis fund, which
report shall also show balances of cash on hand.

RCW 70.32.021 SEC. 2. Section 1, chapter 4, Laws of 1953 first
amened. extraordinary session and RCW 70.32.021 are each

amended to read as follows:
State aid to To prvdfotueclsscnoicuig
county tuber- rvd o ueclsscnrl nldn
culosis fud.hospitalization, case finding, prevention and follow

up of known cases of tuberculosis the state shall
provide moneys which shall be apportioned and ex-
pended under the direction of the state director of
health to give state aid to counties in which the
proceeds of the six-tenths mill tax levy required by
RCW 70.32.010 are not sufficient for an adequate
tuberculosis control program in the counties.

Payments from the state moneys appropriated
for tuberculosis control in the counties shall be made
by warrant of the state auditor to individual coun-
ties upon vouchers of the state department of health.
Upon receipt of such warrant the amount thereof
shall be paid into the county tuberculosis fund and
disbursed in the same manner as county moneys are
disbursed therefrom.

Basis of Payments to counties from state appropriations
payments, for tuberculosis control shall be made on the follow-
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ing basis: Payments shall commence at such time
as the county has expended all budgeted county
moneys in the county tuberculosis fund, excepting
a sum estimated to be required for two months'
operation of the tuberculosis program within the
county, which sum shall be used as a revolving fund
and be expended for the tuberculosis control pro-
gram within the county during the final two months
of the state biennium: Provided, That where pro-
ceeds of the six-tenths mill tax levy are not sufficient
for the estimated two months' operation of the
county tuberculosis control program the state shall
advance such funds as are estimated to be required
from the state moneys appropriated for tuberculosis
control to provide the moneys for the two months'
revolving fund at the beginning of each biennium.

SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 70.32 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
In any county where the state director of health surplus fromtax levy may

has certified that the proceeds of the six-tenths mil edraprpi

tax levy is more than adequate to provide for tuber-
culosis control, including hospitalization, case find-
ing, prevention, and follow-up of known cases of
tuberculosis in the county, the board of county comn-
mnissioners, after a special public hearing conducted
in accordance with the procedures established for
hearings on budgetary matters as delineated in RCW
36.40.060 and 36.40.070 and upon making a finding
that an adequate general public health program is
being carried out in the county, may budget and re-
appropriate such surplus funds from the six-tenths
mill tax levy for the ensuing year to the county
treasury for general purposes of the county, as au-
thorized by law.

SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 70.32 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
Any surplus funds in the county tuberculosis Prior surplus

funds may be
hospitalization fund, accumulated pursuant to RCW reappropri-
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70.32.010, prior to the effective date of this amenda-
tory act, may be transferred by the board of county
commissioners to be used for any county purposes
authorized by law.

Emergency. SEC. 5. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate February 23, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 118.
ES. B. 198.

BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES.

AN ACT relating to banks and trust companies; and amending
section 30.08.020, chapter 33, Laws of 1955, as last amended
by section 1, chapter 248, Laws of 1957, and RCW 30.08.020.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 30.08.020 SECTION 1. Section 30.08.020, chapter 33, Laws
amened. of 1955, as last amended by section 1, chapter 248,

Laws of 1957, and RCW 30.08.020 are each amended
to read as follows:

A!rticles of Persons desiring to incorporate a bank or trust
incorporation
-Execution- company shall execute articles of incorporation in
Contents.

quadruplicate, which shall be submitted for exami-
nation to the supervisor at his office in Olympia.

Articles of incorporation shall state:
(1) The name of such bank or trust company.
(2) The city, village or locality and county where

such corporation is to be located.
(3) The nature of its business, whether that of

a commercial bank, a savings bank or both or a
trust company.

[ 640]
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(4) The amount of its capital stock, which shall
be divided into shares of not less than ten dollars
each, nor more than one hundred dollars each, as
may be provided in the articles of incorporation.

(5) The period for which such corporation is
organized, which may be for a stated number of
years or perpetual.

(6) The names and places of residence of the
persons who as directors are to manage the corpo-
ration until the first annual meeting of its stock-
holders.

(7) That for a stated number of years, which
shall be not less than ten nor more than twenty
years from the date of approval of the articles (a)
no voting share of the corporation shall, without
the prior written approval of the supervisor, be af-
firmatively voted for any proposal which would
have the effect of sale, conversion, merger, or con-
solidation to or with, any other banking entity or
affiliated financial interest, whether through transfer
of stock ownership, sale of assets, or otherwise, (b)
the corporation shall take no action to consummate
any sale, conversion, merger, or consolidation in
violation of this subdivision, (c) this provision of
the articles shall not be revoked, altered, or amended
by the shareholders without the prior written ap-
proval of the supervisor, and (d) all stock issued by
the corporation shall be subject to this subdivision
and a copy hereof shall be placed upon all cer-
tificates of stock issued by the corporation.

Such articles shall be acknowledged before an Aricles ac-

officer authorized to take acknowledgements. knowledged.

Passed the Senate February 26, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 119.
[ S. B. 217.]1

MINING CLAIMS.

AN ACT relating to geological, geophysical, and geochemical
survey reports on mining claims, and the furnishing of re-
ports to the state.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Words or terms used herein have the
following meanings:

"Geological (1) "Geological surveys" means surveys on the
surveys." ground for mineral deposits by the proper applica-

tion of the principles and techniques of the science
of geology as they relate to the search for and dis-
covery of mineral deposits.

sues."1 (2) "Geochemical surveys" means surveys on the
ground for mineral deposits by the proper applica-
tion of the principles and techniques of the science
of chemistry as they relate to the search for and
discovery of mineral deposits.

suGepysical (3) "Geophysical surveys" means surveys on the
ground for mineral deposits through the employ-
ment of generally recognized equipment and meth-
ods for measuring physical differences between rock
types or discontinuities in geological formations.

SEC. 2. All reports of geological, geophysical, or
geochemical surveys on mining claims which may
be filed with the auditor of any county in this state
pursuant to United States Public Law 85-876 or
amendments or revisions thereto shall be so filed
in duplicate, and shall set forth fully:

(1) The location of the survey performed in
relation to the point of discovery and boundaries of
the claim.

(2) The nature, extent, and cost of the survey.
(3) The date the survey was commenced and the

date completed.

[642]
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(4) The basic findings therefrom.
(5) The name, address, and professional back-

ground of the person or persons performing or con-
ducting the survey.

SEC. 3. All county auditors receiving for filing Department
to receive

duplicate copies of geological, geochemical, and geo- coPy.

physical survey reports on mining claims shall for-
ward, monthly, one copy of each report received to
the division of mines and geology of the department
of conservation.

Passed the Senate February 21, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 120.
[5. B. 298. 1

VETERANS' HOME-SOLDIERS' HOME.
AN~ ACT relating to the burial of members of the Washington

veterans' home and the Washington soldiers' home and
colony; providing for the burial of husbands and wives of
members of the colony of the Washington soldiers' home;
and amending section 72.36.110, chapter 28, Laws of 1959
and ROW 72.36.110.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 72.36.110, chapter 28, Laws RCW 72.36.110

of 1959 and RCW 72.36.110 are each amended to read aedd

as follows:
The superintendent of the Washington veterans' Burial of

deceased
home and the superintendent of the Washington members.

soldiers' home and colony are hereby authorized to
provide for the burial of deceased members in the
cemeteries provided at the Washington veterans'
home and Washington soldiers' home: Provided,
That this section shall not be construed to prevent
any relative from assuming jurisdiction of such de-
ceased persons: Provided further, That the super-
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intendent of the Washington soldiers' home and
colony is hereby authorized to provide for the burial
of husbands and wives of members of the colony of
the Washington soldiers' home.

Passed the Senate February 24, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 121.
E5. B. 405.]1

MOTOR VEHICLES-SERVICE OF PROCESS.

AN~ ACT relating to service of process on nonresident motorists
using the highways of this state; and amending section 129,
chapter 189, Laws of 1937 as amended by section 1, chap-
ter 75, Laws of 1957, and RCW 46.64.040.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 129, chapter 189, Laws of
1937 as amended by section 1, chapter 75, Laws of
1957, and RCW 46.64.040 are each amended to read
as follows:

The acceptance by a nonresident of the rights and
privileges conferred by law in the use of the public
highways of this state, as evidenced by his opera-
tion of a vehicle thereon, or the operation thereon
of his vehicle with his consent, express or implied,
shall be deemed equivalent to and construed to be
an appointment by such nonresident of the secretary
of state of the state of Washington to be his true and
lawful attorney upon whom may be served all lawful
summons and processes against him growing out of
any accident, collision, or liability in which such
nonresident may be involved while operating a
vehicle upon the public highways, or while his ve-
hicle is being operated thereon with his consent,
express or implied, and such operation and accept-
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ance shall be a signification of his agreement that any
summons of process against him which is so served
shall be of the same legal force and validity as if
served on him personally within the state of Wash-
ington. Likewise each resident of this state who,
while operating a motor vehicle on the public high-
ways of this state, is involved in any accident, col-
lision or liability and thereafter within three years
departs from this state appoints the secretary of
state of the state of Washington as his lawful at-
torney for service of summons as provided in this
section for nonresidents. Service of such summons
or process shall be made by leaving two copies
thereof with a fee of two dollars with the secretary
of state of the state of Washington, or at his office,
and such service shall be sufficient and valid personal
service upon said resident or nonresident: Provided,
That notice of such service and a copy of the sum-
mons or process is forthwith sent by registered mail,
requiring personal delivery, by plaintiff to the de-
fendant and the defendant's return receipt, or an
endorsement by the proper postal authority show-
ing that delivery of said letter was refused, and the
plaintiff's affidavit of compliance herewith are ap-
pended to the process and entered as a part of the
return thereof: Provided further, That personal
service outside of this state in accordance with the
provisions of law relating to personal service of sum-
mons outside of this state shall relieve the plaintiff
from mailing a copy of the summons or process by
registered mail as hereinbefore provided. The
secretary of state shall forthwith send one of such
copies by mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the
defendant at his address, if known to the secretary
of state. The court in which the action is brought
may order such continuances as may be necessary
to afford the defendant reasonable opportunity to
defend the action. The fee of two dollars paid by the
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plaintiff to the secretary of state shall be taxed as
part of his costs if he prevails in the action. The
secretary of state shall keep a record of all such
summons and processes, which shall show the day
of service.

Passed the Senate February 21, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 122.
[ S. B. 415.]1

SCHOOL DISTRICTS-HANDICAPPED CHILDREN.
AN ACT relating to school districts; providing that school dis-

tricts may severally or jointly contribute funds for acquir-
ing sites and constructing, equipping and furnishing build-
ings for special educational aid to handicapped children and
amending section 4, chapter 120, Laws of 1943 as last
amended by section 1, chapter 135, Laws of 1953, and RCW
28.13.030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 28.13.030 SECTION 1. Section 4, chapter 120, Laws of 1943
amended.

as last amended by section 1, chapter 135, Laws of
1953, and RCW 28.13.030 are each amended to read
as follows:

Authority of School district officers and teachers shall co-
distict. operate with the superintendent of public instruc-

tion and with the supervisor, and shall give such aid
and special attention to handicapped children as
their facilities will permit.

School districts may severally or jointly pur-
chase and own special aid equipment and materials,
with the approval of the supervisor, and may pay
for the same out of their general fund budgets.
School districts may severally or jointly employ
special teachers for special aid, with the approval
of the supervisor, and may pay their salaries and
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compensation out of their general fund budgets.
School districts may severally or jointly establish
and operate residential schools for aid and special
attention to handicapped children, with the approval
of the supervisor, and may pay for the operation of
such residential schools out of their general fund
budgets. School districts may make agreements
with other school districts for aid and special atten-
tion to handicapped children of their districts in the
schools and special services of such other districts,
with the approval of the supervisor, and may pay
for the same out of their general fund budgets, and
such payments may include the cost of board and
room for such handicapped children while housed
in such other districts. Such expenditures may be
partially or wholly reimbursed from funds appro-
priated for that purpose under rules and regulations
established by the superintendent of public instruc-
tion.

School districts may, with the approval of the
supervisor, severally or jointly contribute funds for
purchasing sites and constructing, equipping and
furnishing buildings in another school district for
the purpose of giving special educational aid to
handicapped children and may pay for the same out
of their building fund budgets.

Passed the Senate March 1, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 123.
[ S. B. 440.]3

FOREST LANDS-FIRE PROTECTION.

AN ACT relating to fire patrol assessments; and amending sec-
tion 2, chapter 105, Laws of 1,917, as last amended by sec-
tion 14, chapter 142, Laws of 1955, and RCW 76.04.360.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 76.04.360 SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 105, Laws of 1917,
amened. as last amended by section 14, chapter 142, Laws of

1955, and RCW 76.04.360 are each amended to read
as follows:

Fire patrol If any owner of forest land neglects or fails to
Assessments, provide adequate fire protection theref or as required

by RCW 76.04.350, the administrator of the depart-
ment of natural resources, through the supervisor
of natural resources, shall provide such protection
therefor at a cost to the owner of not to exceed nine
cents an acre per year on lands west of the sun-mit
of the Cascade mountains and seven cents an acre
per year on lands east of the summit of the Cascade
mountains and for that purpose may divide the forest
lands of the state, or any part thereof, into districts,
for patrol and assessment purposes, may classify
lands according to the character of timber prevailing,
and the fire hazard existing, and place unprotected
lands under the administration of the proper district.
Such cost must be justified by a showing of budgets
on demand of twenty-five owners of forest land in
the county concerned at public hearing. Any
amounts paid or contracted to be paid by the super-
visor of natural resources for this purpose from any

Property funds at his disposal shall be a lien upon the prop-
lien.erty patrolled and protected, and unless reimbursed

by the owner within ten days after October 1st of
the year in which they were incurred, on which date
the supervisor of natural resources shall be prepared
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to make statement thereof upon request to any forest
owner whose own protection has not been previously
approved by him as adequate, shall be reported by
the supervisor of natural resources to the assessor
of the county in which the property is situated who
shall extend the amounts upon the tax rolls covering
the property, or the county assessor may upon au-
thorization from the supervisor of natural resources
levy the forest patrol assessment against the amounts
of unimproved land as shown in each ownership on
the county assessor's records and the assessor may
then segregate on his records to provide that the im-
proved land and improvements thereon carry the
millage levy designed to support the rural fire pro-
tection districts as provided for in chapter 52.04
RCW.

The amounts assessed shall be collected at the
time, in the same manner, by the same procedure,
and with the same penalties attached that the next
general state and county taxes on the same property
are collected, except that errors in assessment may
be corrected at any time by the supervisor of natural
resources certifying them to the treasurer of the
county in which the land involved is situated. Upon
the collection of such assessments the county trea-
surer shall transmit them to the supervisor of natural
resources to be applied against expenses incurred in
carrying out the provisions of this section.

The supervisor of natural resources shall include A.ssesmnt

in the assessment a sum not to exceed one-half of 1stration.

one cent per acre, to cover the necessary and rea-
sonable cost of office and clerical work incurred in
the enforcement of these provisions. He may also
expend any sums collected from owners of forest
lands or received from any other source for neces-
sary office and clerical expense in connection with
the enforcement of RCW 76.04.370.
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When land against which fire patrol assessments
are outstanding is acquired for delinquent taxes and
sold at public auction, the state shall have a prior
lien on the proceeds of sale over and above the
amount necessary to satisfy the county's delinquent
tax judgment, and the county treasurer in case the
proceeds of sale exceed the amount of the delinquent
tax judgment shall forthwith remit to the supervisor
of natural resources the amount of the outstanding
patrol assessments.

Supervisor's The supervisor of natural resources shall furnish
bond.

a good and sufficient surety company bond running
to the state, in a sum as great as the probable amount
of money annually coming into his hands under the
provisions of this chapter, conditioned for the faith-
ful performance of his duties and for a faithful ac-
counting for all sums received and expended there-
under, which bond shall be approved by the attorney
general.

Passed the Senate February 28, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 124.
[S. B. 106. ]

WASHINGTON TRUST ACT.

AN ACT relating to trusts.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Act appies to SECTION 1. This act shall apply to express trusts,
expes tuss.except as hereinafter limited, which are executed

by the trustor after the effective date hereof. This
act shall not apply to resulting trusts, constructive
trusts, business trusts where certificates of beneficial
interest are issued to the beneficiary, investment
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trusts, voting trusts, trusts in the nature of mort-
gages or pledges, trusts created by the judgment or
decree of a court not sitting in probate, liquidation
trusts, or trusts for the sole purpose of paying divi-
dends, interest, interest coupons, salaries, wages,
pensions or profits, trusts created in deposits in any
banking institution pursuant to RCW 30.20.035 or
RCW 32.12.030, or in accounts in savings and loan
associations pursuant to RGW 33.20.070, unless any
such trust which is created in writing incorporates
this act in whole or in part.

SEC. 2. The trustor of a trust may by the provi- Trust pro-

sions thereof relieve the trustee from any or all of Zrol oer act.

the duties, restrictions and liabilities which would
otherwise be imposed by this act, or may alter or
deny any or all of the privileges and powers con-
ferred by this act; or may add duties, restrictions,
liabilities, privileges, or powers to those imposed or
granted by this act. If any specific provision of this
act is in conflict with or inconsistent with the pro-
visions of a trust, the provisions of the trust shall
control whether or not specific reference is made
therein to this act.

SEC. 3. Any power vested in three or more trus- Action by
co-trusteestees jointly may be exercised by a majority of such Liability. _

trustees; but no trustee who has not joined in exer-
cising a power shall be liable to the beneficiaries
or to others for the consequences of such exercise;
nor shall a dissenting trustee be liable for the con-
sequences of an act in which he joins at the direction
of the majority of the trustees, if he expressed his
dissent in writing to each of his co-trustees at or
before the time of such joinder.

Where two or more trustees are appointed to
execute a trust and one or more of them for any
reason does not accept the appointment or having
accepted ceases to be a trustee, the survivor or sur-
vivors shall execute the trust and shall succeed to
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all the powers, duties and discretionary authority
given to the trustees jointly.

Nothing in this section shall excuse a co-trustee
from liability for failure either to participate in the
administration of the trust or to attempt to prevent
a breach of trust.

Discharge of SEC. 4. Upon petition of the trustee of a trust,
trustee,
procedure, the superior court having jurisdiction may accept

his resignation and discharge him from the trust
upon such notice, if any, and upon such terms as
such court may require.

Appointment SEC. 5. Any beneficiary of a trust, the trustor if
of successor
trouste. alive, or the trustee may in writing petition the

superior court having jurisdiction for the appoint-
ment of a successor trustee whenever the office of
trustee becomes vacant or upon filing of a petition
of resignation by a trustee. The court shall make an
order fixing the time and place for hearing the peti-
tion and the notice thereof shall be signed by the
clerk of said court. Petitioner shall cause a copy
of the notice to be mailed to each beneficiary, the
trustor if alive, and to the incumbent trustee, if any,
whose names and addresses are known to him, not
less than ten days before the date of the hearing.
Proof of the mailing of such notice shall be made by
affidavit which shall be filed at or before the hearing.
All those whose names or addresses are not known
or are not legally competent and any beneficiary
who is not ascertained shall be represented at the
hearing by a guardian ad litem appointed by the
court when it sets the time of hearing. Upon con-
clusion of the hearing the court shall appoint a suc-
cessor trustee after giving due consideration to the
individual or corporate character of trustor's original
trustee, any nominations by those entitled to peti-
tion for the appointment or by the guardian ad
litem, and all other relevant and material facts.
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SEC. 6. A successor trustee of a trust shall sue- Auccesoryf

ceed to all the powers, duties and discretionary trust'.

authority of the original trustee.

SEC. 7. A trustee, or the trustees jointly, of a trust Power -d

shall, in addition to the authority otherwise given trustees.

by law, have the power and the exercise of discre-
tion in the application thereof, to acquire, invest,
re-invest, exchange, sell, convey and manage the
trust property in accordance with the standards
provided by law, and in so doing may:

(1) Receive property from any source as addi-
tions to the trust or any fund thereof to be held and
administered under the provisions thereof;

(2) Sell on credit; and grant, purchase or exer-
cise options;

(3) Sell or exercise subscriptions to stock or
other corporate securities and to exercise conversion
rights; deposit stock or other corporate securities
with any protective or other similar committee; and
assent to corporate sales, leases and encumbrances;

(4) Vote trust securities in person or by proxy
with power of substitutions; and enter into voting
trusts;

(5) Register and hold any stocks, securities or
other property in the name of a nominee or nominees
without mention of the trust relationship, provided
the trustee or trustees shall be liable for any loss
occasioned by the acts of any such nominee.

(6) Grant leases of trust property, with or with-
out options to purchase or renew, to begin within a
reasonable period and for terms within or extending
beyond the duration of the trust, for any purpose
including exploration for and removal of oil, 'gas
and other minerals; enter into community oil leases,
pooling and unitization agreements; create restric-
tions, easements and other servitudes; alter, reno-
vate, add to or demolish any building, subdivide,
develop, improve, dedicate to public use, make or
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obtain the vacation of public plats, adjust bounda-
ries, partition real property and on exchange or
partition to adjust differences in valuation by giving
or receiving money or money's worth;

(7) Cause or participate in the formation, reor-
ganization, merger, consolidation and dissolution of
corporate or other business undertakings where
trust property may be affected and retain any prop-
erty received pursuant thereto; limit management
participation in any partnership and to act as a
limited partner; charge profits and losses of any
business or farm operation to the trust estate as a
whole and not to the trustee; and make available to
or invest in any business or farm operation addi-
tional moneys from the trust estate or other sources;

(8) Compromise or submit claims to arbitration;
advance funds and borrow money, secured or un-
secured, from any source, including a corporate
trustee's banking department; and mortgage, pledge
the assets or credit of the trust estate or otherwise
encumber trust property, including future income;

(9) Determine the hazards to be insured against
and maintain insurance therefor;

(10) Select any part of the trust estate in satis-
faction of any partition or distribution, in kind, in
money or both; pay any income or principal dis-
tributable to or for the use of any beneficiary,
whether or not such beneficiary is under legal dis-
ability, to him or for his use to his parent, guardian,
person with whom he resides or third persons.

Trustee SEc. 8. In the absence of knowledge of a breach
responsibility
presumed. of trust, no party dealing with a trustee shall be

required to see to the application of any moneys or
other properties delivered to the trustee.

Trustee SC .We h apnn fayeet n
responsibility Sc .We h apnn fayeet n
limited. cluding but not limited to such events as marriage,

divorce, performance of educational requirements
or death, affects the administration or distribution
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of the trust then a trustee who has exercised rea-
sonable care to ascertain the happening of such event
shall not be liable for any action or inaction based
on lack of knowledge of such event. A corporate
trustee shall not be liable prior to receiving such
knowledge or notice in its trust department office
where the trust is being administered.

Sac. 10. Actions on contracts which have been Procedure
in action,transferred to a trust and on contracts made by a against trus-

tePrsonaltrustee, and actions in tort for personal liability liability.

incurred by a trustee in the course of his administra-
tion may be maintained by the party in whose favor
the cause of action has accrued as follows:

(1) The plaintiff may sue the trustee in his
representative capacity and any judgment rendered
in favor of the plantiff shall be collectible by execu-
tion out of the trust property: Provided, however,
If the action is in tort, collection shall not be had Collection

when action
from the trust property unless the court shali de- in tort.

termine in such action that (a) the tort was a
common incident of the kind of business activity
in which the trustee or his predecessor was properly
engaged for the trust; or (b) that, although the tort
was not a common incident of such activity, neither
the trustee nor his predecessor, nor any officer or
employee of the trustee or his predecessor, was
guilty of personal fault in incurrfig the liability;
or (c) that, although the tort did not fall within
classes (a) or (b) above, it increased the value of
the trust property. If the tort is within classes (a)
or (b) above, collection may be had of the full
amount of damage proved, and if the tort is within
class (c) above, collection may be had only to the
extent of the increase in the value of the trust prop-
erty.

(2) If the action is on a contract made by the Collection
when action

trustee, the trustee may be haeld personally liable on contract.

on such contract, if personal liability is not excluded.
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Either the addition by the trustee of the words
"trustee" or "as trustee" after the signature of a
trustee to a contract or the transaction of business
as trustee under an assumed name in compliance
with RCW 19.80.010 to 19.80.050 inclusive shall ex-
clude the trustee from personal liability. If the ac-
tion is on a contract transferred to the trust or
trustee, subject to any rights therein vested at time
of such transfer, the trustee shall be personally
liable only if he has in writing assumed such lia-
bility.

(3) In any such action against the trustee in
his representative capacity the plaintiff need not
prove that the trustee could have secured reim-
bursement from the trust fund if he had paid the
plaintiff's claim.

Personal lia- (4) The trustee may also be held personally
tee fr tort liable for any tort committed by him, or by his

agents or employees in the course of their employ-
ments, subject to the rights of exoneration or reim-
bursement:

(a) A trustee who has incurred personal liability
for a tort committed in the administration of the

Exoneration, trust is entitled to exoneration therefor from the
when. trust property if (i) the tort was a common incident

of the kind of business activity in which the trustee
was properly engaged for the trust, or (ii) although
the tort was not a common incident of such activity,
if neither the trustee nor any officer or employee of
the trustee was guilty of personal fault in incurring
the liability;

Reimb~urse- (b) A trustee who commits a tort which in-
men, wen.creases the value of the trust property shall be

entitled to exoneration or reimbursement with re-
spect thereto to the extent of such increase in value,
even though he would not otherwise be entitled to
exoneration or reimbursement.

* (5) No judgment shall be rendered in favor of
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the plaintiff in any such action unless the plaintiff
shall cause a copy of the notice of the hearing on
such action to be mailed not less than twenty days
before the date therefor to the trustor, if living, the
trustee and to each beneficiary whose name and ad-
dress is known to him. Proof of the mailing of
such notice shall be made by affidavit which shall be
filed at or before the hearing. All those whose names
or addresses are not known or are not legally com-
petent and any beneficiary who is not ascertained
shall be represented at the hearing by a guardian
ad litem appointed by the court when it sets the
time of hearing.

(6) Nothing in this section shall be construed Saving

to change the existing law with regard to the lia-exsiglw

bility of the trustee of a charitable trust for the torts
of the trustee.

SEC. 11. If any provision of this act or the appli- Severability.

cation thereof to any person or circumstances is
held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect the
other provisions or applications of the act which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or
application, and to this end the provisions of this
act are declared to be severable.

SEC. 12. This act shall be known as the "Wash- Short title.

ington Trust Act".
Passed the Senate February 17, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 125.
[ S. B. 108.]1

EVIDENCE-REPRODUCED RECORDS.

AN ACT relating to the admission of photographic copies of bus-
iness and public records as evidence and amending section
1, chapter 273, Laws of 1953 and RCW 5.46.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 273, Laws of 1953
and RCW 5.46.010 are each amended to read as fol-
lows:

If any business, institution, member of a profes-
sion or calling or any department or agency of gov-
ernment, in the regular course of business or activ-
ity has kept or recorded any memorandum, writing,
entry, print, representation or combination thereof,
of any act, transaction, occurrence or event, and in
the regular course of business has caused any or all
of the same to be recorded, copied or reproduced by
any photographic, photostatic, microfilm, microcard,
miniature photographic, or other process which ac-
curately reproduces or forms a durable medium for
so reproducing the original, the original may be de-
stroyed in the regular course of business unless the
same is an asset or is representative of title to an
asset held in a custodial or fiduciary capacity or un-
less its preservation is required by law. Such repro-
duction, when satisfactorily identified, is as admis-
sible in evidence as the original itself in any judicial
or administrative proceeding whether the original
is in existence or not and an enlargement or facsimile
of such reproduction is likewise admissible in evi-
dence if the original reproduction is in existence and
available for inspection under direction of court.
The introduction of a reproduced record, enlarge-
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ment or facsimile, does not preclude admission of
the original.

Passed the Senate February 10, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 126.
E5. B. 335.]1

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS-PARENTAL SUCCESSORS.

AN ACT relating to the state residential schools; providing
parental successors for residents thereof; and adding ten
new sections to chapter 72.33 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 72.33 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
The natural or adoptive parents, or the survivor Parental

successor
authorized-of them, of a person who is, or may become, a resi- Duration.

dent of a state school may appoint at any time a
parental successor for such person. The appoint-
ment shall be effective upon the death of the surviv-
ing parent and shall be for the period the person ac-
tually resides at or is on placement from a state
school.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 72.33 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
A parental successor may be an individual, Quliie

whether related or not to the person who is or may
become a resident of a state school; a bank with a
trust department, acting through its trust depart-
ment; or a church, acting through the incumbent of
a position to be indicated in the instrument designat-
ing or the order appointing the parental successor.

A minor may be named or appointed as a parental
successor, but he may actually serve only after reach-
ing the age of majority.
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New section. SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 72.33 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Procedure A parental successor may be designated by an
to designate. acknowledged document in a form to be prescribed

by the department, by the last will and testament of
the person or persons having the right to make the
nomination, or by formal appointment by the su-
perior court in the county in which the petitioner,
or at least one of several petitioners, reside.

Court appointment shall be by petition heard ex
parte as a probate matter without notice, unless
required by the court. Any designation or appoint-
ment of a parental successor may also designate or
appoint one or more eligible persons or organizations
to serve as successors to the first named parental suc-
cessor in the event of the unwillingness, inability,
incapacity, or resignation of the first parental suc-
cessor.

New section. SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 72.33 ROW a
new section to read as follows:

Notice of In the event the appointment is by court order
appointment
required. or will, a copy of the court order, or of the will to-

gether with a copy of the order admitting the will
to probate, certified by the clerk of the appropriate
court, shall be furnished by an interested party to
the superintendent of the state school wherein the
person concerned resides or may reside. No appoint-
ment of a parental successor shall be binding on a
superintendent until a properly executed copy of
an authorized document or a certified copy of the
will, together with a certified copy of the order ad-
mitting the will to probate, or a certified copy of
the court appointment has been served upon the
superintendent.

New section. SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 72.33 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Written The written consent of the person or organization
consents.

intended to serve as the parental successor and of
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each named successor thereto, if any, shall accom-
pany the petition for court appointment. The con-
sent or consents shall be forwarded to the superin-
tendent or his representative with the executed copy
of an authorized document, or with the certified copy
of the will and of the order admitting the will to pro-
bate, if appointment is by document or will, but the
consent or consents need not be forwarded in the
event of a court appointment.

SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 72.33 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The parental successor, during the period he is Rights and

duties.
actually serving, shall have the right to exercise an
active and continuing interest in, and to be informed
concerning the health, education, recreation, and
general welfare of the person for whom he is named
parental successor. He shall be permitted to take
the person from the state school on visits, trips, or
vacations the same as a parent.

The superintendent shall inform, advise, and
consult with the parental successor, when actually
serving, regarding the person for whom the parental
successor was named, as though he were the natural
parent of the person, on all matters pertaining to
his health, education, recreation, general welfare,
and including but not limited to matters of surgery,
placement and discharge.

A parental successor shall have the rights and
privileges conferred by this section although the
person for whom he is named parental successor is
on placement from a state school and not physically
resident therein.

SEC. 7. There is added to chapter 72.33 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
During the time that a person is acting as a pa- Availability

rental successor, he shall keep the superintendent emiergency

informed of his whereabouts so that he can be con-reued
tacted in case of emergency.
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Any bank or church appointed to act as a parental
successor shall keep the superintendent informed of
the name and address of the individual who should
be contacted in case of emergency.

During the period a parental successor is acting,
if, after reasonable effort on the part of the superin-
tendent, the parental successor cannot be reached,
the superintendent shall be free to make decisions
in all matters for the best interest of the person for
whom the parental successor was named.

New section. SEC. 8. There is added to chapter 72.33 ROW a
new section to read as follows:

Revocation Any dsgainor apitetof a p~arentalauthorized,.einto ponmn
successor is subject to revocation at any time, in the
first instance by the person who made the designation
and in the case of appointment by will or formal ap-
pointment, by the court in which the will was pro-
bated or the formal appointment was made. A per-
son or organization named as parental successor may
renounce or resign at any time.

No revocation, renunciation, resignation, death or
state of incapacity will be binding on a superintend-
ent until he has been notified in writing thereof.

New section. SEC. 9. There is added to chapter 72.33 ROW a
new section to read as follows:

Responsibility A prental successor shall have no financial re-
limited,.p

sponsibility to the state of Washington for the person
for whom he is named, and he shall have no obli-
gatory duties or responsibilities except as specifically
set forth in this act.

New section. SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 72.33 ROW a
new section to read as follows:

Application It is specifically intended that the provisions of
of act.

this act shall be available for the benefit of persons
who are now resident at or on placement from a state
school.
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This act shall not repeal, amend or modify any Slavings

law relating to intestate succession or relating to
guardians of the person or of the estate of an indi-
vidual. In the event of the appointment of the
guardian of the person, the rights of the guardian
will supersede and abrogate the rights of the parental
successor of the person for whom a guardian of the
person has been appointed, for so long as the appoint-
ment of the guardian of the person is effective.

Passed the Senate February 21, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 127.
[ S. B. 362. 1

STATE PERSONNEL BOARD.

AN ACT relating to the state personnel board; and amending
section 42, chapter 35, Laws of 1945, as amended by section
10, chapter 215, Laws of 1947, and RCW 50.12.030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 42, chapter 35, Laws of 1945, RCW 50.12.030

as amended by section 10, chapter 215, Laws of 1947 ,
and RCW 50.12.030 are each amended to read as
follows:

For the purpose of insuring the impartial selec- Personnel
botard-Corn-

tion of personnel on the basis of merit, the governor missioner's

shall appoint a personnel board of five members regulations.

who are known to be interested in the selection of
efficient government personnel, and who are not
officers or employees of any department or office of
the state, or elected public officials. All appoint-
ments shall be for a term of six years, except that
the terms of the members first taking office shall
be two, four and six years, respectively: Provided,
That the first term of one of the members added by
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this 1959 amendment shall expire on June 12, 1965
and the first term of the other shall expire on June
12, 1963: Provided further, That this 1959 amend-
ment shall not affect the present terms of present
members. All personnel of the employment security
department, and such other departments or offices
of the state as the governor may designate, or as
provided by law, shall be selected from the registers
established by the personnel board. The commis-
sioner is authorized to adopt such regulations as
may be necessary to meet personnel standards
promulgated by the social security board pursuant
to the social security act, as amended, and the act
of congress entitled "An Act to provide for the
establishment of a national employment system and
for cooperation with the state in promotion of such
system, and for other purposes," as approved June
6, 1933, as amended, and to provide for the mainte-
nance of the merit system required under this sec-

Merit system. tion in conjunction with any merit system applicable
to any other state agency, or agencies, which meets
the personnel standards promulgated by the social
security board and the personnel board in making
up registers for the employment security depart-
ment shall be governed by such regulations.

Traveling SEC. 2. Members of the board shall be allowed
expense-
Per diiem, traveling expenses of not to exceed ten cents per

mile and twenty-five dollars per diem for expenses
while traveling to and from and attending regularly
called meetings.

Passed the Senate March 3, 1959.

Passed the House March 8, 1959.

Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 128.
[ S. B. 433. 1

EASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION-
EXCHANGE OF LANDS.

AN ACT authorizing the exchange and reservation of certain
public lands for school purposes; and providing compensa-
tion.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. For the purpose of securing lands Exchange of
lands author-

for the expansion of the campus of the Eastern ized.

Washington College of Education, the commissioner
of public lands with the approval of the board of
natural resources shall exchange for lands of equal
value adjacent to the campus and to be selected by
the board of trustees of the Eastern Washington
College of Education, the following described com- D~escription.

mon school lands: The southeast quarter of section
16, township 23 north, range 41 east, W.M., in Spo-
kane county. The commissioner of public lands
shall, with the advice and approval of the attorney
general, execute such agreements, writings, or re-
linquishments and certify to the governor such deeds
as are necessary or proper to effectuate such ex-
change.

SEC. 2. The commissioner of public lands is Reserve of
public landshereby authorized to withdraw from sale or lease, authiorized.

and reserve for school purposes public lands selected
by the board of trustees of Eastern Washington
College of Education, for such time as he shall deter-
mine will be for the best interests of the state and
the common school fund for which said public lands
are being held in trust: Provided, That the commis-
sioner of public lands may lease for periods not to Leasing

exceed five years any part of such lands as are not authorized.
at the time of such lease needed by Eastern Wash-
ington College of Education.
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Repsinta SEC. 3. The commissioner of public lands and
the board of natural resources shall fix a yearly
reasonable rental for the use of public lands re-
served for such purposes, which shall be paid to the
land commissioner for the common school fund for
which the lands had been held in trust, and which
rent shall be transmitted to the state treasurer for
deposit in such fund.

Passed the Senate February 20, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 129.
[S. B. 435. 1

PROPERTY TAXATION-EASEMENTS.

AN ACT relating to general property taxes; and amending
chapter 84.64 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 84.64 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

Easements The general property tax assessed on any tract,
property tax lot, or paclof real property includes all easements
assessments,.are

appurtenant thereto, provided said easements are
a matter of public record in the auditor's office of
the county in which said real property is situated.
Any foreclosure of delinquent taxes on any tract,
lot or parcel of real property subject to such ease-
ment or easements, and any tax deed issued pur-
suant thereto shall be subject to such easement or
easements, provided such easement or easements
were established of record prior to the year for
which the tax was foreclosed.

Passed the Senate March 3, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 130.
[S. B. 417. 1

COUNTIES-COORDINATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES.

AN ACT relating to counties; providing for the improvement and
coordination of county administrative procedures.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The necessity and the desirability of Legislative

coordinating the administrative programs of all of declaration.

the counties in this state is recognized by this act.

SEc. 2. It shall be the duty of the assessor, aud- Duty at
county

itor, clerk, coroner, sheriff, superintendent of schools, officersd

treasurer, prosecuting attorney of each county in the
state to take such action as they jointly deem neces-
sary to effect the coordination of the administrative
programs of each county and to submit to the gov-
ernor and the legislature biennially a joint report or
joint reports containing recormmendations for proce-
dural changes which would increase the efficiency of
the respective departments headed by such elected
county officials.

SEC. 3. The elected county officials enumerated Permissible
coordinating

in section 2 of this act are empowered to designate agency.

the Washington state association of elected county
officials as a coordinating agency through which the
duties imposed by section 2 of this act may be per-
formed, harmonized, or correlated.

SEC. 4. Each county which designates the Wash- Reimbu~rse-

ington state association of elected county officials association is
coordinating

as the agency through which the duties imposed b y agency.

section 2 of this act may be executed is authorized
to reimburse the association from the county current
expense fund for the cost of any such services ren-
dered: Provided, That no reimbursement shall be
made to the association for any expenses incurred
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under section 5 of this act for travel, meals, or lodg-
ing of such elected county officials, or their repre-
sentatives at such meetings, but such expenses may
be paid by such official's respective county as other
expenses are paid for county business. Such reim-
bursement shall be paid only on vouchers submitted
to the county auditor and approved by the board of
county commissioners of each county in the manner
provided for the disbursement of other current ex-
pense funds. Each such voucher shall set forth the
nature of the services rendered by the association,
supported by affidavit that the services were actu-
ally performed. The total of such reimbursements
for any county in any calendar year shall not ex-
ceed a sum equal to the revenues produced by a levy
of one-hundredth of a mill against the assessed valu-
ation of taxable property in such county.

Further SEc. 5. The elected county officials enumerated
action au-
thorized, in section 2 of this act are authorized to take such

further action as they deem necessary to comply
with the intent of this act, including attendance at
state and district meetings which may be required to
formulate the reports provided for in section 2 of
this act.

Records of SEC. 6. The financial records of the Washington
association
audited, state associations of elected county officials shall be

subject to audit by the Washington state division of
municipal corporations.

Passed the Senate March 7, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 131.
[H. B. 58. 1

CIVIL PROCEDURE.

AN ACT relating to civil procedure; amending section 11, chap-
ter 127, Laws of 1893, as amended by section 3, chapter 86,
Laws of 1895, and RCW 4.28.180; and adding a new section
to chapter 127, Laws of 1893 and to chapter 4.28 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 11, chapter 127, Laws of 1893, RCW .2 8.18 0

as amended by section 3, chapter 86, Laws of 1895 ,
and RCW 4.28.180 are each amended to read as
follows:

Personal service of summons or other process Personal

may be made upon any party outside the state. f sae. u

upon a citizen or resident of this state or upon a
person who has submitted to the jurisdiction of the
courts of this state, it shall have the force and effect
of personal service within this state; otherwise it
shall have the force and effect of service by publica-
tion. The summons upon the party out of the state
shall contain the same and be served in like manner
as personal summons within the state, except it shall
require the party to appear and answer within sixty
days after such personal service out of the state.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 127, Laws Of New section.

1893 and to chapter 4.28 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

(1) Any person, whether or not a citizen or resi- Jurisdiction

dent of this state, who in person or through an agent enumerated
acts-Service

does any of the acts in this section enumerated, of process.

thereby submits said person, and, if an individual,
his personal representative, to the jurisdiction of
the courts of this state as to any cause of action
arising from the doing of any of said acts:

(a) The transaction of any business within this
state;
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(b) The commission of a tortious act within this
state;

(c) The ownership, use, or possession of any
property whether real or personal situated in this
state;

(d) Contracting to insure any person, property
or risk located within this state at the time of con-
tracting.

Service of (2) Service of process upon any person who is
process. subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of this state,

as provided in this section, may be made by person-
ally serving the defendant outside this state, as pro-
vided in section 1, with the same force and effect
as through personally served within this state.

Causes of (3) Only causes of action arising from acts
action. enumerated herein may be asserted against a de-

fendant in an action in which jurisdiction over him
is based upon this section.

Affidavit (4) Personal service outside the state shall be
filed. valid only when an affidavit is made and filed to the

effect that service cannot be made within the state.
(5) In the event the defendant is personally

served outside the state on causes of action enum,-
erated in this section, and prevails in the action,

Attorneys' there may be taxed and allowed to the defendant
fees. as part of the costs of defending the action a rea-

sonable amount to be fixed by the court as attorneys'
f ees.

Savings (6) Nothing herein contained limits or affects
clause.

the right to serve any process in any other manner
now or hereafter provided by law.

Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 132.
[ H. B. 498.]1

AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS.

AN ACT relating to agricultural cooperative associations; amend-
ing section 5, chapter 115, Laws of 1921, as amended by
section 1, chapter 16, Laws of 1931 and RCW 24.32.050;
amending section 7, chapter 115, Laws of 1921, as amended
by section 2, chapter 16, Laws of 1931 and RCW 24.32.070;
amending section 8, chapter 115, Laws of 1921, as amended
by section 3, chapter 16, Laws of 1931 and RCW 24.32.080;
amending section 15, chapter 115, Laws of 1921, as last
amended by section 7, chapter 16, Laws of 1931 and RCW
24.32.210; amending section 21, chapter 115, Laws of 1921,
as amended by section 8, chapter 16, Laws of 1931 and
RCW 24.32.290; and amending section 23, chapter 115, Laws
of 1921 and RCW 24.32.310.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 5, chapter 115, Laws of 1921, RCW 4.2.050

as amended by section 1, chapter 16, Laws of 1931
and RCW 24.32.050 are each amended to read as fol-
lows:

Each association incorporated under this chapter Powers of

shall have the following powers: ascain

(1) To engage in any activity in connection with
the marketing, selling, harvesting, preserving, dry-
ing, processing, canning, packing, storing, handling
or utilization of any agricultural products produced
or delivered to it by its members; or the manufactur-
ing or marketing of the by-products thereof; or in
connection with the purchase, hiring, or use by its
members of supplies, machinery, or equipment, or in
the financing of any such activities; or in any one
or more of the activities specified in this section; or
transact such business with or for nonmembers of
the association to an amount in any one fiscal year,
not to exceed the amount transacted with members
in such year.
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Powers of ()association. (2 o borrow money and to make advances to
members.

(3) To act as the agent or representative of any
member or members in any of the above mentioned
activities.

(4) To purchase or otherwise acquire, and to
hold, own, and exercise all rights of ownership in,
and to sell, transfer, or pledge shares of the capital
stocks or bonds of any corporation or association
engaged in any related activity or in the handling
or marketing of any of the products handled by the
association or corporate obligations eligible for the
investment of trust funds by trust companies as pro-
vided by law.

(5) To establish reserves and to invest the funds
thereof in bonds or such other property as may be
provided in the bylaws.

(6) To buy, hold and exercise all privileges of
ownership, over such real or personal property as
may be necessary or convenient for the conducting
and operation of any of the business of the associa-
tion or incidental thereto.

(7) To do each and everything necessary, suit-
able or proper for the accomplishment of any one of
the purposes or the attainment of any one or more
of the objects herein enumerated; or conducive to
or expedient for the interest or benefit of the associa-
tions; and to contract accordingly; and in addition
to exercise and possess all powers, rights and privi-
leges necessary or incidental to the purposes for
which the association is organized or to the activities
in which it is engaged; and in addition any other
rights, powers and privileges granted by the laws of
this state to ordinary corporations, except such as
are inconsistent with the express provisions of this
chapter; and to do any such thing anywhere.

(8) To continue as a corporation for the time
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limited in its articles of incorporation or if no such
time limit is specified, then perpetually.

SEC. 2. Section 7, chapter 115, Laws of 1921, as RCW4.2.70

amended by section 2, chapter 16, Laws of 1931 and
RCW 24.32.070 are each amended as follows:

Each association formed under this chapter must Articles of

prepare and file articles of incorporation, setting incorporation.

forth:
(1) The name of the association.
(2) The purpose for which it is formed.
(3) The place where its principal business will

be transacted.
(4) The term for which it is to exist, which may

be perpetual.
(5) The number of directors thereof, which must

not be less than five and may be any number in ex-
cess thereof, and the term of office of such directors,
which term shall not exceed three years as may be
provided by the bylaws of the association.

(6) If organized without capital stock, whether
the property rights and interest of each member
shall be equal or unequal; and if unequal, the articles
shall set forth the general rule or rules applicable
to all members by which the property rights and in-
terests, respectively, of each member may and shall
be determined and fixed; and the association shall
have the power to admit new members who shall be
entitled to share in the property of the association
with the old members, in accordance with such gen-
eral rule or rules. This provision of the articles of
incorporation shall niot be altered, amended, or re-
pealed except by the written consent or the vote of
two-thirds of the members voting upon such change
after notice of the proposed change shall have been
given to all members entitled to vote thereon, in the
manner provided by the bylaws: Provided, That if
the total vote upon the proposed change shall be less
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than twenty-five percent of the total membership of
the association, such change shall fail of adoption.

(7) If organized with capital stock, the amount
of such stock and the number of shares into which
it is divided. The capital stock may be divided into
preferred and common stock which stock may be of
a fixed par value or nonpar value. If so divided, the
articles of incorporation must contain a statement
of the number of shares of stock to which preference
is granted and the number of shares of stock to which
no preference is granted and the nature and extent
of the preference and privileges granted to each.

(8) The articles must be subscribed by the in-
corporators and acknowledged by three or more of
such incorporators before an officer authorized by
the law of this state to take and certify acknowledg-
ments of deeds and conveyances; and shall be filed
in accordance with the provisions of the general cor-
poration law of this state; and when so filed the said
articles of incorporation, or certified copies thereof,
shall be received in all the courts of this state and
other places, as prima facie evidence of the facts
contained therein and of the due incorporation of
such association.

RCW 24.32.080 SEC. 3. Section 8, chapter 115, Laws of 1921, as
amended.

amended by section 3, chapter 16, Laws of 1931 and
ROW 24.32.080 are each amended to read as follows:

Amendment The articles of incorporation may be altered or
of articles.

amended in any respect so as to include any provi-
sion authorized by this chapter or so as to extend
the period of its duration for a further definite time
or perpetually at any regular meeting or at any spe-
cial meeting called for that purpose. An amendment
must first be approved by a majority of the directors
and then adopted by a vote of two-thirds of the
members voting upon such amendment after notice
of the proposed amendment shall have been given to
all members entitled to vote thereon, in the manner
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provided by the bylaws: Provided, That if the total
vote upon the proposed amendment shall be less
than twenty-five percent of the total membership
of the association, such amendment shall fail of adop-
tion. Amendments to the articles of incorporation
when so adopted shall be filed in accordance with the
provisions of the general corporation law of this
state.

SEC. 4. Section 15, chapter 115, Laws of 1921, as RCW 24.32.210

last amended by section 7, chapter 16, Laws of 1931
and RCW 24.32.210 are each amended to read as
follows:

The association and its members may make and Marketing
contracts.

execute marketing contracts, requiring the members
to sell, f or any period of time, all or any specified
part of their agricultural products or specified com-
modities exclusively to or through the association or
any facilities to be created by the association. Any
party to such a contract shall have the right to ter-
minate it at the end of the tenth or any subsequent
year after its effective date by giving the other par-
ties to the contract notice of termination in the man-
ner and at the time specified by the contract, but if
such contract does not provide for such notice then.
by giving the other parties not less than sixty days
advance notice of such termination. The contract
may provide that the association may sell or resell
the products of its members, with or without taking
title thereto; and pay over on a proportional basis or
otherwise to its members the resale price, after de-
ducting all necessary selling, overhead and other
costs and expenses, including interest on preferred
stock, not exceeding eight percent per annum, and
reserves for retiring the stock, if any; and other
proper reserves; and interest not exceeding eight
percent per annum on common stock: Provided,
That the form of such contract shall be approved by
the director of agriculture, who may require that
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such contract set the maximum amount of any such
reserves to be deducted from the sale price of the
products of the members of such association: Pro-
vided, further, That in contracts involving the mar-
keting of an annual crop, the director of agriculture
may require that said contract shall contain a date
upon which settlement will be made between the
association and each of its members for the crop or

Enforcement product marketed by said association. The bylaws
provisions, and the marketing contract may fix as liquidated

damages specific sums to be paid by the member or
stockholder to the association upon the breach by
him of any provision of the marketing contract re-
garding the sale or delivery or withholding of prod-
ucts; and may further provide that the member will
pay all costs, premiums for bonds, expenses and fees
in case any action is legally maintained under the
contract by the association; and any such provisions
shall be valid and enforceable in the courts of this
state. In the event of any such breach or threatened
breach of such marketing contract by a member, the

Injunctive association shall be entitled to an injunction to pre-
relief. vent the further breach of the contract, and to a

decree of specific performance thereof. Pending the
adjudication of such an action and upon filing a veri-
fied complaint showing the breach or threatened
breach, and upon filing a sufficient bond, the associa-
tion shall be entitled to a temporary restraining or-
der and after notice and hearing, to a temporary in-
junction against the member.

RCW 24.32.290 SEC. 5. Section 21, chapter 115, Laws of 1921, as
amened. amended by section 8, chapter 16, Laws of 1931, and

RCW 24.32.290 are each amended to read as follows:
Associations Any corporation or association organized under
organized
under other statutes, may by a two-thirds majority vote
previous
statutes, of its stockholders or members voting upon the

question after notice of the proposed question shall
have been given to all members entitled to vote
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thereon, in the manner provided by the bylaws of
such corporation or association, be brought under
the provisions of this chapter by limiting its mem-
bership and adopting the other restrictions as pro-
vided herein: Provided, That if the total vote upon
the proposed question shall be less than twenty-five
percent of the total membership of the association,
such question shall fail of adoption. It shall make
out in duplicate a statement signed and sworn to
by a majority of its directors, to the effect that the
corporation or association has, by a two-thirds
majority vote of its stockholders or members vot-
ing on the question, decided to accept the benefits
and be bound by the provisions of this chapter.
Amendments to articles of incorporation shall be
filed as required in RCW 24.32.040 and 24.32.070,
except that they shall be signed by a majority of
the members of the board of directors. The filing
fee shall be the same as for filing an amendment to
articles of incorporation: Provided, That any such
corporation or association organized prior to the
approval of this chapter shall be admitted to the
benefits hereof, subject to all of the requirements
of this chapter except that the marketing contract
between such association and its members need not
be approved by the director of agriculture.

SEC. 6. Section 23, chapter 115, Laws of 1921 RCW24.32.310

and RCW 24.32.3 10 are each amended to read as
follows:

The provisions of the general corporation laws
of this state, and all powers and rights thereunder,
shall apply to the associations organized hereunder,
except where such provisions are in conflict with
or inconsistent with the express provisions of this
chapter. However, (1) the voting provisions of
RCW 24.32.080 shall apply with respect to the in-
crease or decrease of shares, the sale, lease or ex-
change of all or substantially all assets and the
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merger or consolidation of corporations organized
under this chapter, (2) the value of shares of corpo-
rations organized under this chapter shall not be
worth more and shall not be appraised at more than
par, and (3) the voting provisions of RCW 24.32.290
shall apply to the merger or consolidation of any
association or corporation organized under other
statutes into a resultant corporation organized under
this chapter.

Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 5, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 133.
[ H. B. 111.1

PUBLIC LIBRARIES.

ANq ACT relating to public libraries; amending section 5, chapter
75, Laws of 1947 and RCW 27.12.130; and amending section
8, chapter 119, Laws of 1935 as last amended by section 12,
chapter 75, Laws of 1947 and RCW 27.12.190.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 27.12.130 SECTION 1. Section 5, chapter 75, Laws of 1947
amended.

and RCW 27.12.130 are each amended to read as
follows:

]Board of Immediately following the establishment of an
trusees. intercounty rural library district the boards of

county commissioners of the counties affected shall
jointly appoint a board of five or seven trustees for
the district in accordance with RCW 27.12.190. The
board of trustees shall appoint a librarian for the
district.

RCW27.12.190 SEC. 2. Section 8, chapter 119, Laws of 1935 as
amended.

last amended by section 12, chapter 75, Laws of
1947 and RCW 27.12.190 are each amended to read
as follows:
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The management and control of a library shall
be vested in a board of either five or seven trustees
as hereinafter in this section provided. In cities
and towns five trustees shall be appointed by the
mayor with the consent of the legislative body. In
counties and rural county library districts five
trustees shall be appointed by the board of county
commissioners. In a regional library district a board
of either five or seven trustees shall be appointed
by the joint action of the legislative bodies con-
cerned. In intercounty rural library districts a
board of either five or seven trustees shall be ap-
pointed by the joint action of the boards of county
commissioners of each of the counties included in a
district. In school districts they shall be elected by
the voters in the manner in which school directors
are elected. The first appointments or elections for
boards comprised of but five trustees shall be for
terms of one, two, three, four, and five years re-
spectively, and thereafter a trustee shall be ap-
pointed or elected annually to serve for five years.
The first appointments for boards comprised of
seven trustees shall be for terms of one, two, three,
four, five, six, and seven years respectively, and
thereafter a trustee shall be appointed annually to
serve for seven years. No person shall be appointed
or elected to any board of trustees for more than
two consecutive terms. Vacancies shall be filled for
unexpired terms as soon as possible in the manner
in which members of the board are regularly
chosen: Provided, That where the library is a school
district public library, the remaining members of
the board of trustees shall fill such vacancies by
appointment, for terms to expire at the next regular
election of library trustees. A library trustee shall
not receive a salary or other compensation for
services as trustee, but necessary expenses actually
incurred shall be paid from the library funds. A
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library trustee in the case of a city or town may be
removed only by vote of the legislative body. A
library trustee of a school district public library
may be removed only by a majority vote of the other
trustees. A trustee of a county library or a rural
county library district library may be removed by
the county commissioners after a public hearing
upon a written complaint stating the ground for
removal, which complaint, with a notice of the time
and place of hearing, shall have been served upon
the trustee at least fifteen days before the hearing.
A trustee of an intercounty rural library district
may be removed by the joint action of the board of
county commissioners of the counties involved in
the same manner as provided herein for the removal
of a trustee of a county library.

Passed the House February 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 134.
[ H. B. 60. 1

COUNTY ROAD IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS.

AN ACT relating to county road improvement districts; amend-
ing section 1, chapter 192, Laws of 1951 and RCW 36.88.010
and amending section 22, chapter 192, Laws of 1951 and
RCW 36.88.220.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 3.8.010 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 192, Laws of 1951
and RCW 36.88.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

Road ima- Class AA, A and counties of the first class shall
provement
districts au- hv h oe ocet onyra mrvmn
thorized- hv h oe ocet onyra mrvmn

LP districts for the improvement of existing county

roads and for the construction or improvement of
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necessary drainage facilities therefor, bridges, cul-
verts, sidewalks, curbs and gutters, and said counties
shall have the power to levy and collect special as-
sessments against the real property specially bene-
fited thereby for the purpose of paying the whole or
any part of the cost of such construction or im-
provement: Provided, That no road improvement
district shall be created under this chapter unless
the property within the proposed district shall be so
developed by the construction of permanent urban
improvements that the average number of dwelling
units or units of business occupancy per one thou-
sand feet of property fronting upon the portion of
road to be improved shall be at least six.

SEC. 2. Section 22, chapter 192, Laws of 1951 and
RCW 36.88.220 are each amended to read as follows:

Class AA, A and counties of the first class may
establish a fund for the purpose of guaranteeing to
the extent of such fund and in the manner herein-
after provided, the payment of its road improve-
ment district bonds and warrants issued to pay for
any road improvement ordered under this chapter.
If the board of county commissioners shall determine
to establish such fund it shall be designated"............
county road improvement guaranty fund" and from
moneys available for road purposes such county shall
deposit annually in said guaranty fund such sums
as may be necessary to establish and maintain a
balance therein equal to at least five percent of the
outstanding obligations guaranteed thereby and to
make necessary provision in its annual budget there-
for. The moneys held in the guaranty fund may be
invested in obligations of the government of the
United States or of this state.

Passed the House February 9, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 135.
E H. B. 95.1

MOTOR VEHICLES-TRAFFIC CONTROL.

AN ACT relating to the regulation of vehicular traffic; providing
for traffic control signals or signs; and amending section 98,
chapter 189, Laws of 1937 as last amended by section 3,
chapter 56, Laws of 1951 and RCW 46.60.230; and declaring
an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 46.60.230 SECTION 1. Section 98, chapter 189, Laws of 1937,
amended.

as last amended by section 3, chapter 56, Laws of
1951 and RCW 46.60.230 are each amended to read
as follows:

Traffic con- Whenever, at any point, traffic is controlled by
trol signals--
colors-Indi-trficotosinlorsgsehbtn tewrd
cations. trfi cotosinlorsgsehbtnth wrd

"Go," "Caution," or "Stop" or exhibiting different
colored lights successively, one at a time, or with
arrows, said lights, arrows and terms shall indicate
and apply to drivers of vehicles and pedestrians as
follows:

Green or the word "Go": Vehicular traffic
facing the signal except when prohibited by a su-
perior regulation, may proceed straight through or
turn right or left unless a sign at such place pro-
hibits either such turn. But vehicular traffic, in-
cluding vehicles turning right or left, shall yield
the right of way to other vehicles and to pedestrians
lawfully within the intersection or an adjacent cross-
walk at the time such signal is exhibited. Pedes-.
trians facing the signal may proceed across the road-
way within any marked or unmarked crosswalk
unless directed otherwise by a pedestrian signal or
signs.

Yellow alone or the word "Caution" when shown
following the Green or "Go" signal: Vehicular
traffic facing the signal shall stop before entering
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the nearest crosswalk at the intersection or at such
other point as may be designated by the proper
traffic authority. However, if such stop cannot be
made in safety, a vehicle may be driven cautiously
through the intersection. No pedestrain facing such
a signal shall enter the roadway.

Red alone or the word "Stop": Vehicular traffic
facing the signal shall stop before entering the
nearest crosswalk at an intersection or at such other
point as may be designated by the proper traffic
authority. Vehicular traffic facing such a signal shall
remain standing until Green or "Go" is shown alone:
Provided, That such traffic may, after stopping,
cautiously proceed to make a right turn from a one-
way or two-way street into a street carrying two-
way traffic or into a one-way street carrying traffic
in the direction of the right turn; or a left turn from
a one-way or two-way street into a one-way street
carrying traffic in the direction of the left turn;
unless a sign posted by competent authority pro-
hibits such movement; but vehicular traffic making
such turns shall yield the right of way to other ve-
hicles and to pedestrians lawfully within the inter-
section or an adjacent crosswalk at the time such
signal is exhibited. Pedestrians facing such a signal
shall not enter the roadway.

Red or the word "Stop" with green arrow: Ve-
hicular traffic facing such signal may cautiously
enter the intersection only to make the movement
indicated by such arrow, but shall yield the right of
way to pedestrians lawfully within a crosswalk and
to the other traffic lawfully using the intersection.
No pedestrian facing such a signal shall enter the
roadway.

Green Arrow alone: Vehicular traffic facing such
a signal may cautiously enter the intersection only to
make the movement indicated by such arrow but
shall yield right of way to other traffic or pedestrians
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lawfully within a crosswalk. Pedestrians facing
such a signal may proceed across the roadway con-
trolled by such signal unless prohibited by other
signs or signals.

Flashing red: When a red lens is illuminated
by rapid intermittent flashes, drivers of vehicles
shall stop before entering the nearest crosswalk at
an intersection or at a stop line when marked, and
the right to proceed shall be subject to the rules ap-
plicable after making a stop at a stop sign.

Flashing yellow: When a yellow lens is illumi-
nated with rapid intermittent flashes, drivers of ve-
hicles may proceed through the intersection or past
such signal only with caution.

No traffic control signal or device shall be erected
or maintained upon any city street designated as
forming a part of the route of a primary state high-
way or secondary state highway unless first ap-
proved by the director of highways.

All new traffic control signals and all replace-
ments of existing traffic control signals directing
traffic to alternatingly stop and go shall have three
signal faces facing each street, road, or highway
leading into the intersection with the red "Stop"
signal located at the top of such signal, the amber
"Caution" signal located at the center of such signal
and the green "Go" signal located at the bottom of
such signal.

Emergency. SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state govermnent and its existing
public institutions and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 136.
[ H. B. 100.]1

MOTOR VEHICLES-GROSS WEIGHTS-PENALTIES.

AN ACT relating to motor vehicles; amending section 29, chapter
269, Laws of 1951, as amended by section 2, chapter 254,
Laws of 1953 and RCW 46.44.045; and repealing section 32,
chapter 269, Laws of 1951, as amended by section 11, chap-
ter 254, Laws of 1953 and RCW 46.44.048.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 29, chapter 269, Laws of 1951,
as amended by section 2, chapter 254, Laws of 1953
and RCW 46.44.045 are each amended to read as
follows:

(1) Any person violating any of the provisions
of RCW 46.44.040 through 46.44.044 shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon first conviction thereof
shall be fined a basic fine of not less than twenty-five
dollars nor more than fifty dollars; upon second con-
viction thereof shall be fined a basic fine of not less
than fifty dollars nor more than one hundred dollars;
and upon a third or subsequent conviction shall be
fined a basic fine of not less than one hundred dollars.

(2) In addition to, but not in lieu of, the above
basic fines, such person shall be fined two cents per
pound for each pound of excess weight up to five
thousand pounds; if such excess weight is five thou-
sand pounds and not in excess of ten thousand
pounds, the additional fine shall be three cents per
pound for each pound of excess weight; and if the
excess weight is ten thousand pounds or over, the
additional fine shall be four cents per pound for each
pound of excess weight: Provided, That where the
excess weight is less than five thousand pounds, the
court, in its discretion, may suspend the additional
fine for excess poundage upon first conviction, but
in no case shall the basic fine be suspended.
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Maximum
gross weights
-Penalties for
violations.

(3) The court may suspend the certificate of li-
cense registration of the vehicle or combination of
vehicles upon the second conviction for a period of
not to exceed thirty days and the court shall suspend
the certificate of license registration of the vehicle
or combination of vehicles upon a third or sub-
sequent conviction for a period of not less than thirty
days. For the purpose of this section bail forfeiture
shall be given the same effect as a conviction. For
,the purpose of suspension of license registration
conviction or bail forfeiture shall be on the same
vehicle or combination of vehicles during any twelve
month period regardless of ownership.

(4) Any person convicted of violating any posted
limitations of a highway or section of highway shall
be fined not less than one hundred dollars and the
court shall in addition thereto suspend the operator's
driver's license for not less than thirty days. When-
ever the operator's driver's license and/or the cer-
tificate of license registration are suspended under
the provisions of this section the judge shall secure
such certificates and immediately forward the same
to the director of licenses with information con-
cerning the suspension thereof.

(5) Any other provision of law to the contrary
notwithstanding, justice courts having venue shall
have concurrent jurisdiction with the superior courts
for the imposition of any penalties authorized under
this section.

(6) For the purpose of determining additional
fines as provided by subsection (2) of this amenda-
tory act of 1959, "excess weight" shall mean the
poundage in excess of the maximum gross weight
prescribed by RCW 46.44.040 through 46.44.044 plus
the weights allowed by RCW 46.44.046, 46.44.047,
and 46.44.095.

(7) The basic fine provided in subsection (1)
shall be distributed as prescribed in RCW 46.68.050.
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(8) The additional fine for excess poundage pro-
vided in subsection (2) shall be transmitted by the
court to the county treasurer and by him transmitted
to the state treasurer for deposit in the motor vehicle
fund. It shall then be allocated as provided in RCW
46.68.100.

SEC. 2. Section 32, chapter 269, Laws of 1951, Repeal.

as amended by section 11, chapter 254, Laws of 1953
and RCW 46.44.048 are each repealed.

Passed the House February 6, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.

CHAPTER 137.
[ S. B3.397.]1

PARADISE POINT STATE PARK.

AN ACT relating to state parks and recreation.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The area referred to in section 1, Paradise
Point State.

chapter 228, Laws of 1957, as "East Fork Lewis River Park.

Vicinity (new) (Clark)" is hereby named Paradise
Point State Park.

Passed the Senate February 24, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 16, 1959.
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CHAPTER 138.
[ S. B3. 97.]1

CREDIT UNIONS.

AN ACT relating to credit unions; amending section 5, chapter
173, Laws of 1933, as amended by section 5, chapter 131,
Laws of 1943, and ROW 31.12.090; amending section 14,
chapter 173, Laws of 1933, as last amended by section 3,
chapter 48, Laws of 1953, and ROW 31.12.180; amending
section 15, chapter 173, Laws of 1933, as last amended by
section 5, chapter 23, Laws of 1957, and ROW 31.12.190;
amending section 16, chapter 173, Laws of 1933, as last
amended by section 5, chapter 48, Laws of 1953, and ROW
31.12.200; amending section 20, chapter 173, Laws of 1933,
as last amended by section 9, chapter 23, Laws of 1957, and
ROW 31.12.260; amending sections 8, 12 and 13, chapter
23, Laws of 1957 and ROW 31.12.245, 31.12.280 and 31.12.290.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 31.12.090 SECTION 1. Section 5, chapter 173, Laws of 1933,
amened. as amended by section 5, chapter 131, Laws of 1943,

and RCW 31.12.090 are each amended to read as
follows:

Savings- Subject to the provisions of RCW 31.12.080, a
Loans-Real
estate. credit union may receive savings from its members

in payment for shares or on deposit, or may lend to
its members at reasonable rates, or invest, as here-
inafter provided, the funds so accumulated. It may
undertake such other activities relating to the pur-
pose of its organization as its articles of incorpo-
ration may provide. A credit union may invest a
reasonable amount of its funds in real property or
leasehold interests therein for use principally in the
transaction of its business when:

(1) The aggregate of its guaranty fund and un-
divided profits accounts equals five percent of the
aggregate of its share accounts;

(2) its directors, by at least three-fourths af-
firmative vote, approve the making of such invest-
ment; and
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(3) the total investment in such property does
not exceed seven and one-half percent of the aggre-
gate of its share accounts.

The foregoing restrictions of this section shall not
affect existing investments of credit unions. No
credit union may invest its funds in real property
or leasehold interests therein for use principally in
the transaction of its business without the prior
written approval of the supervisor. However a credit
union may acquire real property through collection
of loans secured thereby.

SEc. 2. Section 14, chapter 173, Laws of 1933. as Rcw 31.12.180
amended.

last amended by section 3, chapter 48, Laws of 1953 ,
and RCW 31.12.180 are each amended to read as
follows:

The directors at their first meeting after the Officers-

annual meeting shall elect from their own number Bonds.

a president, one or more vice presidents, a secretary,
a treasurer, and such other officers as may be neces-
sary for the transaction of the business of the credit
union, who shall be the officers of the corporation
and who shall hold office until their successors are
elected and qualified unless sooner removed as here-
inafter provided: Provided, That the treasurer need
not be a director. The board shall select a credit
committee composed of three or more members of
the credit union, who need not be board members.
The offices of secretary and treasurer may be held
by the same person. No director shall be a member
of both the credit and auditing committee. Each
officer and employee handling funds of the credit
union shall give bond to the directors in such amount
and with such surety and conditions as the super-
visor may prescribe, which bond shall be filed with
the supervisor.

SEC. 3. Section 15, chapter 173, Laws of 1933, as Rcw 31.12.190
amended.

last amended by section 5, chapter 23, Laws of 1957 ,
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and RCW 31.12.190 are each amended to read as
follows:

Powers and Thborshlhaetegnrldrcinfte
d Ui tes ofThborshlhaetegnrldrcinfte
directors, affairs of the corporation and shall meet as often as

may be necessary, but not less than once in each
month. It shall act upon all applications for mem-
bership and upon the expulsion of members, de-
termine the rate of interest on loans subject to the
limitations herein, determine the rate of interest to
be paid on deposits, which shall not exceed four
percent per year, determine the types of security
which shall be acceptable on loans subject to the
limitations herein, and fill vacancies in the board
and in such committees for which provision as to
filling of vacancies is not made herein, until the next
election. It shall make recommendations to the
members relative to the need of amendments to the
bylaws and other matters upon which it deems
the members should act at any regular or special
meeting. The board from time to time shall set the
amount of shares and deposits which any one mem-
ber may hold in the credit union, and set the amount
which may be loaned, secured or unsecured, to any
one member, all subject to the limitations contained
in this chapter. At each annual or semiannual period
the board may declare a dividend from net earnings,
which shall be paid on all shares outstanding at the
time of declaration, and which may be paid to mem-
bers on shares withdrawn during the period. Shares
which become paid up during the year shall be en-
titled to a proportional part of the dividend calcu-
lated from the first day of the month following such
payment in full: Provided, That the board may
compute such full shares if purchased on or before
the tenth day of any month, as of the first day
of the month. The board may borrow money in
behalf of the credit union, for the purpose of making
loans, and the payment of debts or withdrawals.
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The aggregate amount of such loans shall not ex-
ceed thirty-three and one-third percent of the credit
union's paid-in and unimpaired capital and surplus
except with the approval of the supervisor. It may,
by a two-thirds vote, remove from office any officer
for cause; or suspend any member of the board,
credit committee, or audit commuittee, for cause, until
the next membership meeting, which meeting shall
be held within fifteen days of the suspension, and
at which meeting the suspension shall be acted upon
by the members. The board shall make a written
report to the members at each annual meeting.

SEC. 4. Section 16, chapter 173, Laws of 1933, as RCW 31.12.200

last amended by section 5, chapter 48, Laws of 1953, amended.

and RCW 31.12.200 are each amended to read as
follows:

An auditing committee of not less than three Auditing
cornmittee-

members shall be elected at the annual meeting of Elections-
Terms-

the credit union and shall hold office for a term of Powers and
duties.

three years, unless sooner removed as herein pro-
vided, or until their successors commence the per-
formance of their duties. The auditing committee
shall be divided into classes so that an equal number
as nearly as may be shall be elected each year. If
a member of the auditing committee ceases to be a
member of the credit union, his office shall thereupon
become vacant.

The auditing committee shall keep fully informed
at all times as to the financial condition of the credit
union; examine carefully the cash and accounts
monthly; certify the monthly statements submitted
by the treasurer; make a thorough audit of the
books, including income and expense, semiannually;
report to the board its findings, together with its
recommendations; under regulations prescribed by
the supervisor, cause to be verified the passbooks of
the credit union, according to such regulations; hold
meetings at least once a month and keep records
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thereof; and make an annual report at the annual
meeting.

By a unanimous vote the auditing committee may
suspend an officer of the corporation or a member
of the credit committee or of the board until the next
members' meeting, which meeting shall be held
within fifteen days of the suspension, and at which
meeting the suspension shall be acted upon by the
members. By a majority vote of the auditing com-
mittee it may call a special meeting of the members
to consider any violation of this chapter or of the
bylaws, or any practice of the credit union deemed
by the committee to be unsaf e or unauthorized.
The auditing committee shall fill vacancies in its
own membership until successors are elected. It
shall also call a special meeting of the membership
upon the request of the supervisor.

RCW 31.12.245 SEC. 5. Section 8, chapter 23, Laws of 1957 and
amended.

RCW 31.12.245 are each amended to read as follows:
Loan officer- The board of any credit union organized under

Powers. this chapter whose assets are in excess of two hun-
dred thousand dollars may appoint such loan of-
ficers as it deems advisable for the purpose of ap-
proving certain types of loans without further au-
thorization from the credit committee. Credit unions
with assets of two hundred thousand dollars or less
may appoint such loan officers: Provided, That the
supervisor has given his prior approval thereto.
Such loan officers may be authorized to approve
individually only the following types of loans with-
out the approval of the credit committee:

(1) Personal loans to an amount not exceeding
five hundred dollars, on the unindorsed or unsecured
note of the borrower, and personal loans not exceed-
ing one thousand dollars which are adequately se-
cured in the judgment of a loan officer;

(2) Personal loans in excess of five hundred dol-
lars so long as that amount of the loan exceeding
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five hundred dollars is secured by the borrower's
pledged shares in the credit union;

(3) Personal loans refinancing loans previously
made where the new loan balance will not exceed
the loan balance originally authorized and the actual
indebtedness is not increased by more than one
thousand dollars.

SEc. 6. Section 20, chapter 173, Laws of 1933, as RCW 31.12.260

last amended by section 9, chapter 23, Laws of 1957, aedd

and RCW 31.12.260 are each amended to read as
follows:

The capital, deposits, and surplus of a credit union
shall be invested in loans to members, with the ap-
proval of the credit committee or the loan officer
where permitted herein, and also when required
herein, of the board of directors, and any capital,
deposits, or surplus funds in excess of the amount
for which loans may be approved, may be deposited
in banks or trust companies or in state or national
banks located in this state, or invested in any bond
or securities or other investments which are at the
time legal investments for savings and loan associa-
tions in this state, except first mortgage real estate
loans, or in the shares of other credit unions or
savings and loan associations organized or authorized
to do business under the laws of this state or the
United States. No credit union shall carry on a
banking business or carry any demand, commercial,
or checking accounts, nor issue any time or demand
certificates of deposit. At least five percent of the
total assets of a credit union shall be carried as cash
on hand or as balances due from banks, trust com-
panies, savings and loan associations, central credit
unions or mutual savings banks organized or au-
thorized to do business in this state or the United
States, or invested in the bonds or notes of the
United States, or of any state, or subdivision thereof,
which are legal investments for savings and loan
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associations. Whenever the aforesaid ratio falls be-
low five percent, no further loans shall be made until
the ratio has been reestablished. Investments other
than personal loans shall be made only with the
approval of the board.

ROW 31.12.280 SEC. 7. Section 12, chapter 23, Laws of 1957 and
amended.

RCW 31.12.280 are each amended to read as follows:
Limits and Loans to any one member shall niot exceed five
conditions of
personal thousand dollars without the permission of the su-
loans.

pervisor and shall be limited as follows:
(1) To an amount not exceeding five hundred

dollars on the unindorsed or unsecured note of the
borrower;

(2) Loans to an individual or family community
in excess of five hundred dollars must be adequately
secured.

ROW 31.12.290 SEC. 8. Section 13, chapter 23, Laws of 1957 and
amended.

RCW 31.12.290 are each amended to read as follows:
Loans secured The total amount which a credit union may lend
by real estate
mortgages orontescrtofmrggsoocorasr-
contracts. ontescrtofmrggsoocotasr-

lating to, real estate shall not exceed the following
limits:

(a) Ten percent of its total assets if its assets are
under one hundred thousand dollars.

(b) Twenty percent of its total assets if its assets
are over one hundred thousand dollars but under one
million dollars.

(c) Thirty percent of its total assets if its assets
are in excess of one million dollars.

All loans secured by mortgages or contracts on
real estate shall be subject to the following restric-
tions:

(1) Loans secured by first mortgages shall be
only on real estate improved by a home, a combi-
nation home and business building, or a two unit
residential building in which the owner-borrower
is the occupant of one unit; loans may be made for
the construction of any such improvements.
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(2) Any loans made on a real estate contract
must be through warranty deed and assignment of
the seller's interest, and the principal amount of the
purchase price must have been reduced by twenty-
five percent; the monthly payments must not be de-
liquent at time of the loan and the real estate must
be such as would qualify for a mortgage loan under
paragraph (1) hereof.

(3) The total amount which may be loaned on
any one property or to any one family community
borrower shall not exceed two and one-half percent
of the assets of the credit union, or seventy-five
hundred dollars, whichever is greater, except with
the prior approval of the supervisor., Such loan
shall not exceed: (a) seventy-five percent of the
appraised value of the real estate if there is located
thereon a home only which is not over thirty months
old and incidental out buildings, or if the loan is
made for the construction or completion of such
improvements, and (b) sixty percent of the ap-
praised value of the real estate if there is located
thereon other habitable buildings of a nature per-
mitted under paragraph (1) hereof.

All taxes and assessments must be paid currently,
and all such loans must be amortized by weekly,
semimonthly or monthly payments, which pay-
ments, including interest, shall be at the rate of not
less than ten percent per year of the original prin-
cipal.

The real estate covered by any such mortgage
or contract must be inspected and appraised by two
appraisers each of whom has had two or more years
experience in appraising real estate for loan pur-
poses within the area in which the property is lo-
cated. The credit union muste have a policy of title
insurance issued concurrently by an insurance com-
pany licensed to do business in the state of Washing-
ton, insuring the interest of the credit union in the
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real estate in the full amount of the loan, or must
have an abstract brought up to date of the loan and
certified by a practicing attorney; also with fire in-
surance covering at least the interest of the credit
union.

Passed the Senate March 5, 1959.
Passed the House March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 139.
[ S. B. 318.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS-COMMISSION
MERCHANTS, BROKERS, ETC.

AN ACT relating to agricultural products; and repealing chapter
14, Laws of 1955 as amended by section 4, chapter 262, Laws
of 1955, section 3, chapter 262, Laws of 1955, sections 1 and
2, chapter 262, Laws of 1955 and RCW 20.04.010 through
20.04.120, 20.08.010 through 20.08.110, 20.12.020 through
20.12.040, 20.16.010 through 20.16.040, 20.20.010 through
20.20.060, 20.24.010 through 20.24.070, and 20.98.010 through
20.98.060; and providing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Definitions. SECTION 1. For the purpose of this act:
"Director." (1) "Director" means the director of agriculture

or his duly authorized representative.
"Person." (2) "Person" means any natural person, firm,

partnership, exchange, association, trustee, receiver,
corporation, and any member, officer, or employee
thereof or assignee for the benefit of creditors.

"Agricultural (3) "Agricultural product" means any horticul-
product."

tural, viticultural, berry, poultry, poultry products,
grain, livestock, bee or other agricultural product.

"Producer." (4) "Producer" means any person engaged in
the business of growing or producing any agricul-
tural product.

"Consignor." (5) "Consignor" means any producer or person
who sells, ships or delivers to any commission mer-
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chant or dealer any agricultural product for process-
ing, handling, sale or resale.

(6) "Commission merchant" means any person "cnnisp
who shall receive on consigmnent for sale or proces-
sing and sale from the consignor thereof any agri-
cultural product for sale on commission on behalf
of such consignor, or who shall accept any farm
product in trust from the consignor thereof for the
purpose of resale, or who shall sell or offer for sale
on commission any agricultural product, or who shall
in any way handle for the account of or as an agent
of the consignor thereof, any agricultural product.

(7) "Dealer" means any person other than a "Dealer."

commission merchant or cash buyer, as defined in
subsection (9) of this section, who solicits, contracts
for or obtains from the consignor thereof, for re-
selling or processing, title, possession or control of
any agricultural product, or who buys or agrees to
buy any agricultural product from the consignor
thereof for sale or processing.

(8) "Broker" means any person other than a "Broker."

commission merchant, dealer or cash buyer who
negotiates the purchase or sale of any agricultural
product: Provided, That no broker may handle the
agricultural products involved or proceeds of such
sale.

(9) "Cash buyer" means any person other than
a commission merchant, dealer, or broker, who ob-
tains from the consignor thereof for the purpose of
resale or processing, title, possession or control of
any agricultural product or who contracts for the
title, possession or control of any agricultural prod-
uct, or who buys or agrees to buy any agricultural
product by paying to the consignor at the time of
obtaining possession or control of any agricultural
product the full agreed price of such agricultural
product, in coin or currency, lawful money of the
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United States. However, a cashier's check, certified
check or bank draft may be used for such payment.

"Agent." (10) "Agent" means any person who, on behalf
of any commission merchant, dealer, broker or cash
buyer, receives, contracts for or solicits any agri-
cultural product from the consignor thereof or who
negotiates the consigmnent or purchase of any agri-
cultural product on behalf of any commission mer-
chant, dealer, broker or cash buyer.

"Retail t(11) "Retail merchant" means any person oper-merchant.
ating from a bona fide or established place of busi-
ness selling agricultural products: Provided, That
any retailer may occasionally wholesale any agri-
cultural product which he has in surplus; however,
such wholesaling shall not be in excess of two percent
of such retailer's gross business.

"Fixed or (12) "Fxdor established paeof business" forestablished "ie lc
placeofbs-ma
ness." lb~i the purpose of this act shall menany permanent

warehouse, building, or structure, at which necessary
and appropriate equipment and fixtures are main-
tained for properly handling those agricultural prod-
ucts generally dealt in, and at which supplies of the
agricultural products being usually -transported are
stored, offered for sale, sold, delivered and gener-
ally dealt in in quantities reasonably adequate for
and usually carried for the requirements of such
a business and which is recognized as a permanent
business at such place, and carried on as such in
good faith and not for the purpose of evading this
act, and where specifically designed personnel are
available to handle transactions concerning those
agricultural products generally dealt in, said per-
sonnel being available during designated and ap-
propriate hours to that business, and shall not mean
a residence, barn, garage, tent, temporary stand or
other temporary quarters, any railway car, or perma-
nent quarters occupied pursuant to any temporary
arrangement.
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SEC. 2. The director, but not his duly authorized Rules and
regulations--

representative, may adopt such rules and regulations Enforcement.

as are necessary to carry out the purpose of this act.
It shall be the duty of the director to enforce and
carry out the provisions of this act, rules and regu-
lations adopted hereunder. No person shall interfere
with the director when he is performing or carrying
out duties imposed on him by this act, rules and
regulations adopted hereunder.

SE~xx 3. This act does not apply to: Excluded
under act.

(1) Any cooperative marketing associations or
federations incorporated under, or whose articles
of incorporation and bylaws are equivalent to, the
requirements of chapter 23.56 RCW or chapter 24.32
RCW.

(2) Any person who sells exclusively his own
agricultural products as the producer thereof.

(3) Any public livestock market operating under
a bond required by law or a bond required by the
United States to secure the performance of such
public livestock market's obligation.

(4) Any retail merchant having a bona fide fixed
or permanent place of business in this state.

(5) Any person buying farm products for his
own use or consumption.

(6) Any warehouseman or grain dealer licensed
under the state grain warehouse act with respect to
his operation as such licensee.

(7) Any nurseryman who is required to be li-
censed under the horticultural laws of the state with
respect to his operations as such licensee.

(8) Any person licensed under the now existing
dairy laws of the state with respect to his operations
as such licensee.

SEC. 4. On or after the effective date of this act License

no person shall act as a commission merchant ,reued
dealer, broker, cash buyer or agent without a license.
Any person applying for such a license shall file an
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Application, application with the director on or before January

first of each year. Such application shall be accom-
panied by the following license fee:

Fees. 1. Commission merchant, fifty dollars
2. Dealer, fifty dollars
3. Broker, fifty dollars
4. Cash buyer, twenty-five dollars
5. Agent, five dollars.

Renewal SC .I napiainfrrnwlo on
license, appli- SE.5Ifaaplctoforewlofaom
cation late- mrhnboe ue
Penalty. mission mrhndealer, brkror cashbue

license is not 'filed prior to January first in any year,
a penalty of ten dollars shall be assessed and added
to the original fee and shall be paid by the applicant
before the renewal license shall be issued: Pro-
vided, That such penalty shall not apply if the ap-
plicant furnishes an affidavit certifying that he has
not acted as a commission merchant, dealer, broker
or cash buyer subsequent to the expiration of his
prior license.

Licensee may SEC. 6. Any person licensed as a commission
secure other
classification merchant, dealer, broker or cash buyer, in the man-
license free.

ner herein prescribed, may apply for and secure a
license in any or all of the remaining such classi-
fications without further payment of a fee: Pro-
vided, That a cash buyer shall accompany his ap-
plication for a commission merchant, broker or dealer
license with a fee of twenty-five dollars. Such ap-
plicant shall further comply with those parts of this
act regulating the licensing of the other particular
classifications involved.

License-
Contents of SEC. 7. Application for a license shall be on a
application. form prescribed by the director and shall state the

full name of the person applying for such license and
if the applicant is an individual, receiver, trustee,
firm, exchange, partnership, association or corpora-
tion, the full name of each member of the firm or
partnership, or the names of the officers of the ex-
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change, association or corporation shall be given in
the application. Such application shall further state
the principal business address of the applicant in the
state and elsewhere and the name or names of the
person authorized to receive and accept service of
summons and legal notices of all kinds for the ap-
plicant and any other necessary information pre-
scribed by the director.

SEC. 8. Any person applying for a commission commission

merchant's license shall include in his application a lienae-j

schedule of commissions, together with an itemized required.

list of all charges for services rendered to a con-
signor. Such commissions and charges shall not be
changed or varied for the license period except by
written contract between the consignor or his agent
and the licensee or thirty days after written notice
to the director, and proper posting of such changes,
as prescribed by the director, on the licensee's
premises. Charges for services rendered and not
listed on the schedule of commissions and charges
filed with the director shall be rendered only on an
actual cost to the licensee basis.

SEC. 9. Any person applying for an agent's Agent's license
-Information

license shall include the name and address of the required.

principal licensee represented or sought to be repre-
sented by such agent and the written endorsement
or nomination of such principal licensee.

SEC. 10. The director, upon his satisfaction that Issuance of
license--

the applicant has met the requirements of this act Expiration.

and rules and regulations adopted hereunder, shall
issue a license entitling the applicant to carry on the
business described on the application. Such license
shall expire on DL-cember 31st following the issuance
of the license, provided that it has not been revoked
or suspended prior thereto, by the director, after due
notice and hearing. Fraud and misrepresentation in Grounds for

revocation.
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making an application for a license shall be cause for
refusal to grant a license or revocation of license
granted pursuant to a fraudulent application after
due notice and hearing.

List published. SEC. 11. The director may publish a list, as often
as he deems necessary, of all persons licensed under
this act together with all the necessary rules and
regulations concerning the enforcement of this act.

Licensyed Each person licensed under provisions of this act

shall post his license or a copy thereof in his place
or places of business in plain view of the public.

License plates SEC. 12. The licensee shall prominently display
displayed. license plates issued by the director on the front

and back of any vehicle used by the licensee to
transport upon public highways unprocessed agri-
cultural products which he has not produced as a
producer of such agricultural products. If the li-
censee operates more than one vehicle to transport
unprocessed agricultural products on public high-
ways he shall apply to the director for license plates

Fee. for each such additional vehicle. Such additional li-
cense plates shall be issued to the licensee at the ac-
tual cost to the department for such license plates
and necessary handling charges. Such license plates
are not transferrable to any other person and may be

Display, used only on the licensee's vehicle or vehicles. The
display of such license plates on the vehicle or ve-
hicles of a person whose license has been revoked, or
the failure to surrender such license plates forth-
with to the department after such revocation, shall
be deemed a violation of this act.

Disposition of SEc. 13. All sums received by the department in
license fees.

license fees under the provisions of this act shall
be paid to the state treasurer and be deposited in
a special fund to be known as the commission mer
chants' account and shall be used solely for the pur-
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pose of carrying out the provisions of this act and
rules and regulations adopted hereunder.

SEC. 14. Any change in the organization of any
firm, association, exchange, corporation, or partner-
ship licensed under the provisions of this act shall
be reported to the director and the licensee's surety
or sureties.

Organizational
change
reported.

SEC. 15. The director is authorized to deny, Grounds to
deny, revoke,

suspend, or revoke a license or issue conditional or license.

probationary orders in the manner prescribed herein,
in any case in which he finds that there has been a
failure and/or refusal to comply with the require-
ments of this act, rules or regulations adopted here-
under.

SEC. 16. In all proceedings for revocation, sus-
pension, or denial of a license, or the issuance of a
conditional or probationary order, the licensee or
applicant shall be given an opportunity to be heard
and may be represented by counsel. The director
shall give the licensee or applicant twenty days'
notice in writing and such notice shall specify the
charges or reasons for the hearing for such revoca-
tion, suspension, denial or the issuance of a condi-
tional or probationary order. The notice shall also
state the date, time and place where such hearing
is to be held. A copy of such notice shall be mailed
to the licensee's surety. Such hearings shall be held
in the city of Olympia, unless a different place is
fixed by the director.

Rtevocation,
denial , hear-
ings-Notice-
Place of.

SEC. 17. The director may issue subpoenas to Subpoenas-

compel the attendance of witnesses, and/or the Testimony.

production of books or documents, anywhere in the
state. The accused shall have opportunity to make
his defense, and may have such subpoenas issued
as he desires. Subpoenas shall be served in the
same manner as in civil cases in the superior court.
Witnesses shall testify under oath which may be
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administered by the director. Testimony shall be
recorded and may be taken by deposition under
such rules as the director may prescribe.

Findings and SEC. 18. The director shall hear and determine
conclusions.

the charges, make findings and conclusions upon the
evidence produced, and file them in his office, to-
gether with a record of all of the evidence, and serve
upon the accused a copy of such findings and con-
clusions.

Appeal. to SEC. 19. The revocation, suspension or denial of
superior
court, a license, or the issuance of conditional or pro-

bationary orders, shall be in writing signed by the
director, stating the grounds upon which such order
is based and the aggrieved person shall have the
right to appeal from such order within fifteen days
after a copy thereof is served upon him, to the su-
perior court of Thurston county or the county in
which the hearing was held. A copy of such findings
shall be mailed to the licensee's surety. In such
appeal the entire record shall be certified by the
director to the court, and the review on appeal shall
be confined to the evidence adduced at the hearing
before the director.

SEC. 20. An appeal shall lie to the supreme court
from the judgment of the superior court as provided
in other civil cases.

SEC. 21. Before a license is issued to any com-
mission merchant and/or dealer the applicant shall
execute and deliver to the director a surety bond
executed by the applicant as principal and by a
surety company qualified and authorized to do busi-
ness in this state as surety. Such bond shall be in
the sum of five thousand dollars for a commission
merchant and in the sum of three thousand dollars
for a dealer. Such bond shall be of a standard form
and approved by the director as to terms and con-
ditions. Said bond shall be conditioned that the
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principal will not commit any fraudulent act and
will comply with the provisions of this act and the
rules and regulations adopted hereunder. Said bond
shall be to the state for the benefit of every con-
signor of an agricultural product. The total and ag-
gregate liability of the surety for all claims which
may arise during any one license period for which
the bond shall remain in force shall be limited to
the face of the bond. Every bond filed with and
approved by the director shall without the neces-
sity of periodic renewal remain in force and effect
until such time as the license of the licensee is re-
voked for cause or otherwise canceled. The surety
on a bond, as provided herein, shall be released and
discharged from all liability to the state accruing on
such bond after the expiration of thirty days from
the date upon which such surety shall have lodged
with the director a written request to be released
and discharged, but this provision shall not operate
to relieve, release or discharge the surety from any
liability already accrued or which shall accrue (due
and to become due hereunder) before the expiration
of the thirty-day period. The director shall promptly
upon receiving any such request notify the principal
who furnished the bond; and unless the principal
shall, on or before the expiration of the thirty-day
period, file a new bond, the director shall forthwith
cancel the principal's license.

SEC. 22. Any consignor of an agricultural product Action on
bond for

claiming to be injured by the fraud of any commis- fraud.

sion merchant and/or dealer may bring action upon
said bond against both principal and surety in any
court of competent jurisdiction to recover the dam-
ages caused by such fraud.

SEC. 23. The director or any consignor of an Action on
bond for viio-

agricultural product may also bring action upon said lation of act.

bond against both principal and surety in any court
of competent jurisdiction to recover the damages
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caused by any failure to comply with the provisions
of this act or the rules and regulations adopted here-
under.

consinor- SE'c. 24. In case of failure by a commission
Proceedings, merchant and/or dealer to pay a consignor for an

agricultural product received from said consignor,
the director shall proceed forthwith to ascertain the
names and addresses of all consignor creditors of
such commission merchant and/or dealer, together
with the amounts due and owing to them by such
commission merchant and/or dealer, and shall re-

Statement of quest all such cniorcreditors to file a verifiedclaims fied.cosgr
statement of their respective claims with the di-
rector. Such request shall be addressed to each
known consignor creditor at his last known address.

SEC. 25. If a consignor creditor so addressed fails,
refuses or neglects to file in the office of the director
his verified claim as requested by the director within
sixty days from the date of such request, the director
shall thereupon be relieved of further duty or action
hereunder on behalf of said consignor creditor.

SEC. 26. Where by reason of the absence of iec-
ords, or other circumstances making it impossible or
unreasonable for the director to ascertain the names
and addresses of all said consignor creditors, the
director after exerting due diligence and making
reasonable inquiry to secure said information from
all reasonable and available sources, may make de-
mand on said bond on the basis of information then
in his possession, and thereafter shall not be liable
or responsible for claims or the handling of claims
which may subsequently appear or be discovered.

Demand upon SEC. 27. Upon ascertaining all claims and state-bond .
ments in the manner herein set forth, the director
may then make demand upon the bond on behalf of
those claimants whose statements have been filed,
and shall have the power to settle or compromise
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said claims with the surety company on the bond,
and is empowered in such cases to execute and de-
liver a release and discharge of the bond involved.

SEC. 28. Upon the refusal of the surety company Action on
bond-New

to pay the demand the director may thereupon bring bond to be
filed.

an action on the bond in behalf of said consignor
creditors. Upon any action being commenced on
said bond the director may require the filing of a
new bond and immediately upon the recovery in
any action on such bond such commission merchant
and/or dealer shall file a new bond and upon failure
to file the same within ten days in either case such
failure shall constitute grounds for the suspension
or revocation of his license.

SEC. 29. In any settlement or compromise by Pro rata
sharing by

the director with a surety company as provided in creditor~s

section 27 of this act, where there are two or more
consignor creditors that have filed claims, either
fixed or contingent, against a licensee's bond, such
creditors shall share pro rata in the proceeds of the
bond to the extent of their actual damage.

SEC. 30. For the purpose of enforcing the pro- Verified
complaints to

visions of this act the director is authorized to director.

receive verified complaints from any consignor
against any commission merchant, dealer, broker,
cash buyer, or agent or any person, assuming or at-
tempting to act as such, and upon receipt of such
verified complaint shall have full authority to make
any and all necessary investigations relative to the
said complaint.

SEC. 31. The director or his authorized agents Subpoens-

are empowered to administer oaths of verification Testimony.

on said complaints. He shall have full authority to
administer oaths and take testimony thereunder, to
issue subpoenas in the manner prescribed in section
17 of this act requiring attendance of witnesses be-
fore him, together with all books, memoranda,
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papers, and other documents, articles or instruments;
to compel the disclosure by such witnesses of all
facts known to them relative to the matters under
investigation, and all parties disobeying the orders

Contempt. or subpoenas of said director shall be guilty of con-
tempt and shall be certified to the superior court
of the state for punishment for such contempt.

Departmental Copies of records, audits and reports of audits, in-
idc. spection certificates, certified reports, findings and

all papers on file in the office of the director shall be
prima facie evidence of the matters therein con-
tained, and may be admitted into evidence in any
hearing provided in this act.

Grinvesator. SEC. 32. The director on his own motion or upon
the verified complaint of any interested party may
investigate, examine or inspect (1) any transaction
involving solicitation, receipt, sale or attempted sale
of agricultural products by any person or persons
acting or assuming to act as a commission merchant,
dealer, broker, cash buyer, or agent; (2) failure to
make proper and true account of sales and settle-
ment thereof as required under this act and/or rules
and regulations adopted hereunder; (3) the in-
tentional making of false statements as to conditions
and quantity of any agricultural products received
or in storage; (4) the intentional making of f alse
statements as to market conditions; (5) the failure
to make payment for products within the time re-
quired by this act; (6) any and all other injurious

In transactions. In furtherance of any such investiga-
tion, examination, or inspection, the director or his
authorized representative, may examine that por-
tion of the ledgers, books, accounts, memoranda and
other documents, agricultural products, scales, meas-
ures and other articles and things used in connection
with the business of such person relating to the
transactions involved. For the purpose of such in-
vestigation the director shall at all times have free
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and unimpeded access to all buildings, yards, ware-
houses, storage, and transportation facilities or any
other place where agricultural products are kept,
stored, handled or transported. The director may
also, for the purpose of such investigation, issue sub-
poenas to compel the attendance of witnesses, as pro-
vided in section 17 of this act, and/or the production
of books or documents, anywhere in the state.

The irecor my rfuseto gam. Grounds for
SEc. 33 Th ietrmy'euet rn a refusal,re-

license or renew a license and may revoke or sus- licenses.

pend a license or issue a conditional or probationary
order if he is satisfied after a hearing, as herein pro-
vided, of the existence of any of the following facts,
which are hereby declared to be a violation of this
act:

(1) That fraudulent charges or returns have been
made by the applicant, or licensee, for the handling,
sale or storage of, or for rendering of any service in
connection with the handling, sale or storage of any
agricultural product.

(2) That the applicant, or licensee, has failed or
refused to render a true account of sales, or to make
a settlement thereon, or to pay for agricultural prod-
ucts received, within the time and in the manner
required by this act.

(3) That the applicant, or licensee, has made any
false statement as to the condition, quality or
quantity of agricultural products received, handled,
sold or stored by him.

(4) That the applicant, or licensee, directly or
indirectly has purchased for his own account agri-
cultural products received by him upon consignment
without prior authority from the consignor together
with the price fixed by consignor or without
promptly notifying the consignor of such purchase.
This shall not prevent any commission merchant
from taking to account of sales, in order to close the
day's business, miscellaneous lots or parcels of agri-
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Grounds for clua eann fsc -

refusal, rev- cluaproducts rmingunsold, i uhcm
ocation of
licenses, mission merchant shall forthwith enter such trans-

action on his account of sales.
(5) That the applicant, or licensee, has inten-

tionally made any false or misleading statement as
to the conditions of the market for any agricultural
products.

(6) That the applicant, or licensee, has made
fictitious sales or has been guilty of collusion to de-
fraud the consignor.

(7) That a commission merchant to whom any
consignment is made has reconsigned such consign-
ment to another commission merchant and has re-
ceived, collected, or charged by such means more
than one commission for making the sale thereof, for
the consignor, unless by written consent of such con-
signor.

(8) That the licensee was intentionally guilty of
fraud or deception in the procurement of such li-
cense.

(9) That the licensee or applicant has failed or
refused to file with the director a schedule of his
charges for services in connection with agricultural
products handled on account of or as an agent of
another, or that the applicant, or licensee, has in-
dulged in any unfair practice.

(10) That the licensee has rejected, without rea-
sonable cause, or has failed or refused to accept,
without reasonable cause, any agricultural product
bought or contracted to be bought from a consignor
by such licensee; or failed or refused, without rea-
sonable cause, to furnish or provide boxes or other
containers, or hauling, harvesting, or any other
service contracted to be done by licensee in con-
nection with the acceptance, harvesting, or other
handling of said agricultural products bought or
handled or contracted to be bought or handled; or
has used any other device to avoid acceptance or
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unreasonably to defer acceptance of agricultural
products bought or handled or contracted to be
bought or handled.

(11) That the licensee has otherwise violated
any provision of this act and/or rules and regulations
adopted hereunder.

(12) That the licensee has knowingly employed
an agent, as defined in this act, without causing said
agent to comply with the licensing requirements of
this act applicable to agents.

(13) That the applicant or licensee has, in the
handling of any agricultural products, been guilty
of fraud, deceit, or willful negligence.

(14) That the licensee has failed or refused, upon
demand, to permit the director or his agents to make
the investigations, examination or audits, as pro-
vided in this act, or that the licensee has removed
or sequestered any books, records, or papers neces-
sary to any such investigations, examination, or
audits, or has otherwise obstructed the same.

(15) That the licensee, without reasonable cause,
has failed or refused to execute or carry out a lawful
contract with a consignor.

(16) That the licensee has failed or refused to
keep and maintain the records as required by this
act and/or rules and regulations adopted hereunder.

(1'7) That the licensee has attempted payment
by check with insufficient funds to cover such check.

(18) That the licensee has been guilty of fraud
or deception in his dealings with purchasers includ-
ing misrepresentation of goods as to grade, quality,
weights, quantity, or any other essential fact in con-
nection therewith.

SEC. 34. Previous violation by the applicant or Prior
violationslicensee, or by any person connected with him, of may affect
issuance,any of the provisions of this act and/or rules and duration,

regulations adopted hereunder, shall be good and of license.

sufficient ground for denial, suspension or revoca-
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tion of a license, or the issuance of a conditional or
probationary order.

Existing con- SEc. 35. The director, after hearing or investiga-
tafctssu tinma
anfc. dsu- tomyrefuse to grant a license or renewal thereof

licese. and may revoke or suspend any license or issue a
conditional or probationary order, as the case may
require, when he is satisfied that the licensee has
executory or executed contracts for the purchase of
agricultural products, or for the handling of agri-
cultural products on consignment.

In such cases, if the director is satisfied that to
permit the dealer or commission merchant to con-
tinue to purchase or to receive further shipments
or deliveries of agricultural products would be
likely to cause serious and irreparable loss to said
consignor-creditors, or to consignors with whom the
said dealer or commission merchant has said con-
tracts, then the director within his discretion may
thereupon and forthwith shorten the time herein
provided for hearing upon an order to show cause
why the license of said dealer or commission mer-
chant should not be forthwith suspended, or revoked:
Provided, That the time of notice of said hearing,
shall in no event be less than twenty-four hours,
and the director shall, within that period, call a
hearing at which the dealer or commission merchant
proceeded against shall be ordered to show cause
why the license should not be suspended, or revoked,
or continued under such conditions and provisions,
if any, as the director may consider just and proper
and for the protection of the best interests of the
producer-creditors involved. Said hearing, in the
case of such emergency, may be called upon written
notice, said notice to be served personally or by mail
on the dealer or commission merchant involved, and
may be held at the nearest office of the director or
at such place as may be most convenient at the dis-
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cretion of the director, for the attendance of all
parties involved.

SEC. 36. Any order revoking or suspending a Conditional~

license may, within the discretion of the director, liense au-

be made conditional upon the settlement, adjustment
or satisfaction of the consequence of the violation or
violations as specified, and the operation of such an
order may be deferred for such purpose. Any such
order may contain provisions for modification or dis-
missal thereof upon presentation to the director of
evidence that the matter of complaint has been
settled, adjusted or withdrawn at any time before
such order becomes final.

SEC. 37. Every commission merchant, having Records to be
kept by corn-

received any agricultural products for sale as such mercant

commission merchant, shall promptly make and
keep a correct record showing in detail the following
with reference to the handling, sale, or storage of
such agricultural products:

(1) The name and address of the consignor.
(2) The date received.
(3) The condition and quantity upon arrival.
(4) Date of such sale for account of consignor.
(5) The terms of the sale.
(6) An itemized statement of the charges to be

paid by consignor in connection with the sale.
(7) The names and addresses of all purchasers

if said commission merchant has any financial in-
terest in the business of said purchasers, or if said
purchasers have any financial interest in the busi-
ness of said commission merchant, directly or indi-
rectly, as holder of the other's corporate stock, as
co-partner, as lender or borrower of money to or
from the other, or otherwise. Such interest shall be
noted in said records following the name of any
such purchaser.

(8) A lot number or other identifying mark for
each consignment, which number or mark shall
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appear on all sales tags and other essential records
needed to show what the agricultural products
actually sold for.

(9) Any claim or claims which have been or
may be filed by the commission merchant against
any person for overcharges or for damages resulting
from the injury or deterioration of such agicultural
products by the act, neglect or failure of such person
and such records shall be open to the inspection of
the director and the consignor of agricultural prod-
ucts for whom such claim or claims are made.

Records to SEC. 38. Every dealer purchasing any agricul-
be kept by
dealer. tural products from the consignor thereof shall

promptly make and keep for one year a -correct
record showing in detail the following:

(1) The name and address of the consignor.
(2) The date received.
(3) The terms of the sale.
(4) An itemized statement of any charges paid

by the dealer for the account of the consignor. A
copy of such record shall be forwarded to the con-
signor.

Payment by SEC. 39. Every dealer must pay for agricultural
dealer, when.

products delivered to him at the time and in the
manner specified in the contract with the producer,
but if no time is set by such contract, or at the time
of said delivery, then within thirty days from the
delivery or taking possession of such agricultural
products.

Broker's ~ A
memorandum SEC . Every broker, upon negotiating the sale

of sale. of agricultural products, shall issue to both buyer

and seller a written memorandum of sale, showing
price, date of delivery, quality, and other details
concerned in the transaction. A copy of this mem-
orandum shall be retained by the broker for a period
of one year.
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SEC. 41. A copy of a manifest of cargo, on a form Manifest ofcargo carried

prescribed by the director, shall be carried on any If, transport.

vehicle transporting agricultural products pur-
chased by a dealer or cash buyer, or consigned to or
purchased by a commission merchant from the con-
signor thereof when prescribed by the director. The
commission merchant, dealer or cash buyer shall
issue a copy of such manifest to the consignor of
such agricultural products and the original shall be
retained by the licensee. Such manifest of cargo
shall be valid only when signed by the licensee or his
agent and the consignor of such agricultural prod-
ucts.

SEC. 42. When requested by his consignor, a Commission
merchant's

commission merchant shall, before the close of the report of sale.

next business day following the sale of any agri-
cultural products consigned to him, transmit or de-
liver to the owner or consignor of the agricultural
products a true written report of such sale, showing
the amount sold, and the selling price.

SEC. 43. Every commission merchant shall remit Prc by-

to the consignor of any agricultural product the commission

full price for which such agricultural product was merchant.

sold within ten days of said sale, unless otherwise
agreed in writing. Such remittance shall include
all collections, overcharges and damages, less the
agreed commission and other charges and a complete
account of the sale.

SEC. 44. Every commission merchant shall re- Commission
merchant's

tamn a copy of all records covering each transaction recordsretained.
for a period of one year from the date thereof, which
copy shall at all times be available for, and open to,
the confidential inspection of the director and the
consignor, or authorized representative of either. In
the event of any dispute or disagreement between a
consignor and a commission merchant arising at the
time of delivery as to condition, quality, grade, pack,
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quantity, or weight of any lot, shipment or consign-
ment of agricultural products, the department shall

Departmental furnish, upon the payment of a reasonable fee
certificate. therefor by the requesting party, a certificate estab-

lishing the condition, quality, grade, pack, quantity,
or weight of such lot, shipment or consignment.
Such certificate shall be prima facie evidence in all
courts of this state as to the recitals thereof. The
burden of proof shall be upon the commission mer-
chant to prove the correctness of his accounting as
to any transaction which may be questioned.

Certificate of Six. 45. No claim may be made as against the
damage re-
quaisitet seller of agricultural products by a dealer or cash
consign~or. buyer under this act, and no credit may be allowed

to such dealer or cash buyer as against a consignor
of agricultural products by reason of damage to,
or loss, dumping, or disposal of agricultural products
sold to said dealer or cash buyer, in any payment,
accounting or settlement made by said dealer or
cash buyer to said consignor, unless said dealer or
cash buyer has secured and is in possession of a
certificate, issued by an agricultural inspector,
county health officer, director, a duly authorized
officer of the state department of health, or by some
other official now or hereafter authorized by law, to
the effect that the agricultural products involved
have been damaged, dumped, destroyed or otherwise
disposed of as unfit for the purpose intended. Such
certificate will not be valid as proof of proper claim,
credit or offset unless issued within twenty-four
hours, or a reasonable time as prescribed by the
director, of the receipt by the dealer or cash buyer
of the agricultural products involved.

Violations, SEC. 46. Any person is guilty of a gross mis-
mneanors. demeanor who assumes or attempts to act or acts

as a commission merchant, dealer, broker, cash
buyer, or agent without a license, or any licensee
who:
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(1) Imposes false charges for handling or ser-
vices in connection with agricultural products.

(2) Intentionally makes false or misleading state-
ment or statements as to market conditions.

(3) Makes fictitious sales or is guilty of collusion
to defraud the consignor.

(4) Directly or indirectly purchases, for his own
account, goods received by him upon consignment
without prior authority from the consignor, or fails
promptly to notify the consignor of such purchases,
if any, on his own account. This clause does not
prevent any commission merchant from taking to
account of sales, in order to close the day's business,
miscellaneous lots or parcels of farm products re-
maining unsold, if such commission merchant forth-
with enters such transaction on his account of sales.

(5) Intentionally makes false statement or state-
ments as to the grade, conditions, markings, quality,
or quantity of goods shipped or packed in any man-
ner.

(6) Fails to comply in every respect with the
provisions of this act and/or rules and regulations
adopted hereunder.

SEC. 47. The director may bring an action to en- Venue.

join the violation or the threatened violation of any
provision of this act or of any order made pursuant
to this act in the superior court in the county in
which such violation occurs or is about to occur.

SEC. 48. The provisions of this act shall be cumu- Cumulative
remedy.

lative and nonexclusive and shall not affect any
other remedy.

SEC. 49. If any section or provision of this act Severability.

shall be adjudged to be invalid or unconstitutional,
such adjudication shall not affect the validity of the
act as a whole, or any section, provision or part
thereof, not adjudged invalid or unconstitutional.
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Effective SEC. 50. The effective date of this act shall bedate.
January 1, 1960.

Repeal. SEC. 51. Chapter 14, Laws of 1955 as amended

by section 4, chapter 262, Laws of 1955, section 3,
chapter 262, Laws of 1955, sections 1 and 2, chapter
262, Laws of 1955 and RCW 20.04.010 through
20.04.120, 20.08.010 through 20.08.110, 20.12.020
through 20.12.040, 20.16.010 through 20.16.040, 20-
.20.010 through 20.20.060, 20.24.0 10 through 20.24.070
and 20.98.010 through 20.98.060 are hereby repealed.

Passed the Senate March 5, 1959.
Passed the House March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 140.
CS. B. 121.]1

CRIMES-JUVENILES-TRANSFER TO OTHER
FACILITIES.

AN ACT relating to the confinement of juveniles under the age
of sixteen convicted of a felony; authorizing the director
of the department of institutions to transfer such persons
to facilities of the division of children and youth services
of the department of institutions or other appropriate in-
stitution; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Transfer of SECTioN 1. Whenever any child under the age of
youthful
felons. siteiscnitdithcorsothssaefa
authorized,. ite scnitdi h orso hssaeo

crime amounting to a felony, and is committed for a
term of confinement in a correctional institution
wherein adults are confined, the director of the de-
partment of institutions may transfer such child to
a juvenile correctional institution under the super-
vision of the division of children and youth services
of the department of institutions, or to such other
institution as is now, or may hereafter be authorized
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by law to receive such child, until such time as the
child arrives at the age of eighteen years, whereupon
the child shall be returned to the institution of
original commitment. Notice of such transfers shall
be given to the clerk of the committing court and the
parents, guardian, or next of kin of such child, if
known.

This act is necessary for the immediate preserva- Emergency.

tion of the public peace, health and safety, the sup-
port of the state govermnent and its existing public
institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate March 7, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 141.
[ S. B. 141.

CRIMES-THREATS OF INJURY TO PROPERTY.

AN ACT prohibiting threats of property damage.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. It shall be unlawful for any person Threats

to threaten to bomb or otherwise injure any public unlawful.

or private school building, place of worship or public
assembly, or any other building, common carrier,
structure or place used for human occupancy; or to
communicate or repeat any information concerning
such a threatened bombing or injury, knowing such
information to be false and with intent to alarm the
person or persons to whom the information is com-
municated or repeated.

SEC. 2. It shall not be a defense to any prosecu- Hoax, no

tion under this act that the threatened bombing or dfne

injury was a hoax.
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Violation, voaino hsatsalb rs
gross mis- SEC. 3. Any voaino hsatsalb rs
demeanor, misdemeanor.

Passed the Senate March 7, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 142.
[ S. B. 8.]1

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS.
AN ACT relating to public utility districts; amending section 1,

chapter 210, Laws of 1953 and RCW 36.29.160, section 16,
chapter 390, Laws of 1955 and ROW 54.16.150, section 17,
chapter 390, Laws of 1955 and RCW 54.16.160; and adding
a new section to chapter 390, Laws of 1955 and to chapter
54.16 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 390, Laws
of 1955 and to chapter 54.16 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Segregation Whenever any land against which there has been
ments au- levied any special assessment by any public utility
Procedure, district shall have been sold in part or subdivided,

the board of commissioners of such public utility
district shall have the power to order a segregation
of the assessment.

Any person owning any part of the land involved
in a special assessment and desiring to have such
special assessment against the tracts of land segre-
gated to apply to smaller parts thereof shall apply
in writing to the board of commissioners of the
public utility district which levied the assessment.
If the commissioners determine that a segregation
should be made they shall do so as nearly as possible
on the same basis as the original assessment was
levied and the total of the segregated parts of the
assessment shall equal the assessment before segre-
gation.
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The commission shall then send notice thereof
by mail to the several owners interested in the tract,
as shown on the general tax rolls. If no protest is
filed within twenty days from date of mailing said
notice, the commission shall then by resolution ap-
prove said segregation. If a protest is filed, the com-
mission shall have a hearing thereon, after mailing to
the several owners at least ten days notice of the time
and place thereof. After the hearing, the commnis-
sion may by resolution approve said segregation,
with or without change. Within ten days af ter the
approval, any person aggrieved by the segregation
may perfect an appeal to the superior court of the
county wherein the property is situated and there-
from to the supreme court, all as provided for ap-
peals from assessments levied by cities of the first
class. The resolution approving said segregation
shall describe the original tract, the amount and
date of the original assessment, and shall define the
boundaries of the divided parts and the amount of
the assessment chargeable to each part, and shall
order the county treasurer to make segregation on
the original assessment roll as directed in the reso-
lution. A certified copy of the resolution shall be
delivered to the county treasurer who shall proceed
to make the segregation ordered. The board of com-
missioners may require as a condition to the order
of segregation that the person seeking it pay the
public utility district the reasonable engineering and
clerical costs incident to making the segregation.
Unless otherwise provided in said resolution, the
county treasurer shall apportion amounts paid on
the original assessment in the same proportion as the
segregated assessments bear to the original assess-
ment. Upon segregation being made by the county
treasurer, as aforesaid, the lien of the special assess-
ment shall apply to the segregated parcels only to
the extent of the segregated part of such assessment.
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amend3..6 SEC. 2. Section 1, chapter 210, Laws of 1953 and
RCW 36.29.160 are each amended to read as follows:

Segregation The county treasurer shall make segregation, col-
to be made
upon cer-
tification. lect, and receive from any owner or owners of any

subdivision or portion of any lot, tract or parcel of
land upon which assessments or charges have been
made or may be made hereafter in public utility
districts, sewer districts, water districts, or county
road improvement districts, under the terms of Title
54, Title 56, Title 57, or chapter 36.88, such portion
of the assessments or charges levied or to be levied
against such lot, tract or parcel of land in payment
of such assessment or charges as the board of com-
missioners of the public utility district, sewer dis-
trict, the water district commissioners or the board
of county commissioners, respectively, shall certify
to be chargeable to such subdivision, which cer-
tificate shall state that such property as segre-
gated is sufficient security for the assessment or
charges. Upon making collection upon any such
subdivision the county treasurer shall note such pay-
ment upon his records and give receipt therefor.

RCW 54.16.150 SEC. 3. Section 16, chapter 390, Laws of 1955 and
amended.

RCW 54.16.150 are each amended to read as follows:
Procedure, When a petition signed by a majority of the land-
petition by
majority of owners in a proposed local improvement district is
landowners.

filed with the commission, asking that the improve-
ment therein described be ordered, the commission
shall forthwith fix a date for hearing thereon after
which it shall, by resolution, order the improvement,
and may alter the boundaries of the proposed dis-
trict; prepare and adopt the improvement; prepare
and adopt detail plans thereof; declare the estimated
cost thereof, what proportion of the cost shall be
borne by the local district, and what proportion, if
any, shall be borne by the entire public utility dis-
trict, and provide the general funds thereof to be
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applied thereto, if any; acquire all lands and other
properties theref or; pay all damages caused thereby;
and commence in the name of the public utility dis-
trict such eminent domain proceedings and supple-
mental assessment or reassessment proceedings to
pay all eminent domain awards necessary to entitle
the district to proceed with the work, and shall there-
after proceed with the work, and shall file with the
county treasurer its roll levying special assessments
in the amount to be paid by special assessment
against the property in the local improvement dis-
trict in proportion to the special benefits to be de-
rived by the property in the local district from the
improvement: Provided, however, No such improve-
ment shall be ordered unless the same appears to
the commission to be financially and economically
feasible: And provided further, That the commission
may require as a condition to ordering such improve-
ment or to making its determination as to the
financial and economic feasibility, that all or a por-
tion of such engineering, legal or other costs incurred
or to be incurred by the commission in determining
financial and economic feasibility shall be borne or
guaranteed by the petitioners of the proposed local
improvement district under such rules as the com-
mission may adopt. No person shall withdraw his
name from the petition after the same has been filed
with the commission.

SEc. 4. Section 17, chapter 390, Laws of 1955 and RCW M4.16.160
amended.

RCW 54.16.160 are each amended to read as follows: Assessment
rail-Hear-

Before approval of the roll, a notice shall be pub- in-xpeses
lished once each week for two successive weeks in a
newspaper of general circulation in the county,
stating that the roll is on file and open to inspection
in the office of the secretary, and fixing a time not
less than fifteen nor more than thirty days from the
date of the first publication of the notice, within
which protests must be filed with the secretary
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rlering against any assessments shown thereon, and fixing
-Apeal-s a time when a hearing shall be held by the commis-

sion on the protests. After the hearing the com-mis-
sion may alter any and all assessments shown on the
roll and may, by resolution, approve it, but if an as-
sessment is raised, a new notice, similar to the first,
shall be given, and a hearing had thereon, after
which final approval of the roll may be made. Any
person aggrieved by the assessments shall perfect
an appeal to the superior court of the county within
ten days after the approval, in the manner provided
for appeals from assessments levied by cities of the
first class. In the event such an appeal shall be taken,
the judgment of the court shall confirm the assess-
ment insofar as it affects the property of the appel-
lant unless the court shall find from the evidence
that such assessment is founded upon a fundament-
ally wrong basis and/or the decision of the commis-
sion thereon was arbitrary or capricious; in which
event the judgment of the court shall correct, change,
modify, or annul the assessment insofar as it affects
the property of the appellant. In the same manner
as provided with reference to cities of the first class
an appeal shall lie to the supreme court from the
judgment of the superior court, as in other cases, if
taken within fifteen days after the date of the entry
of the judgment in the superior court. Engineering,
office, and other expenses necessary or incident to
the improvement shall be borne by the public utility
district: Provided, That when a municipal corpo-
ration included in the public utility district already
owns or operates a utility of a character like that for
which the assessments are levied hereunder, all such
engineering and other expenses shall be borne by the
local assessment district.

Passed the Senate February 16, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 143.
f S. B3. 99. J

CRIMES-DANGEROUS WEAPONS.

AN ACT relating to crimes and punishment; and amending sec-
tion 929, Code of 1881, as last amended by section 1, chapter
93, Laws of 1957, and ROW 9.41.250.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 929, Code of 1881, as last amende..5

amended by section 1, chapter 93, Laws of 1957, and
RCW 9.41.250 are each amended to read as follows:

Every person who shall manufacture, sell or Dangerous
weapons--

dispose of or have in his possession any instrument grs ms

or weapon of the kind usually known as slung shot, demeanor.

sand club, or metal knuckles, or spring blade knife,
or any knife the blade of which is automatically re-
leased by a spring mechanism or other mechanical
device, or any knife having a blade which opens, or
falls, or is ejected into position by the force of grav-
ity, or by an outward, downward, or centrifugal
thrust or movement; who shall furtively carry with
intent to conceal any dagger, dirk, pistol, or other
dangerous weapon; or who shall use any contrivance
or device for suppressing the noise of any firearm,
shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 144.
[ S. B. 332.]1

TOLL BRIDGES-LOWER COLUMBIA RIVER.

AN ACT relating to a toll bridge over the lower Columbia River.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Agreements SECTION 1. If the financial studies and surveys
authorized.

as provided in RCW 47.56.510 or future financial
studies and surveys shall conclude that the construc-
tion of a toll bridge over the lower Columbia River
is feasible, the Washington toll bridge authority,
the Washington state highway commission and any
county or political subdivision of the state of Wash-
ington, are each authorized to enter into agreement
with each other, the Oregon state highway commis-
sion, the Port of Astoria, Oregon, or any other gov-
ernmental agency or political subdivision of the
states of Oregon or Washington or the federal g6v-
erment, providing for the financing, design, loca-
tion, acquisition of right of way, construction, opera-
tion and maintenance of such bridge and approaches.

Permissible SEC. 2. Any agreement pursuant to section 1 of
parts thereof. this act may include, but shall not be limited to, the

following:
(1) A provision that the state of Oregon, the

Oregon state highway commission, and any other
duly constituted agency of the state of Oregon, the
state of Washington, the Washington toll bridge au-
thority, the Washington state highway commission,
and any other duly constituted agency of the state
of Washington shall be reimbursed out of the pro-
ceeds of the sale of such bonds for any advances they
may have made or expenses they may have incurred
for any of the purposes for which said revenue bonds
may be issued, after duly verified, itemized state-
ments of such advances and expenses have been
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submitted to and jointly approved by the Oregon
state highway commission and Washington toll
bridge authority.

(2) A provision that during the period of opera-
tion of said bridges and the approaches thereto as a
toll facility all maintenance and repair work may be
performed by either the Oregon state highway com-
mission or by the Washington toll bridge authority
with a provision for reimbursement of the costs of
such maintenance and repair from revenue derived
from the collection of tolls on said toll facility.

SEc. 3. Pursuant to any agreement made under Powers of
toll bridge

the authority of section 1 of this act, the Washington authority
pursuant to

toll bridge authority shall have the power and is such an
agreement.

hereby authorized by resolution to issue and sell its
revenue bonds in an amount sufficient to provide
funds to pay all the costs of construction of the new
bridge and approaches thereto, including all costs
of survey, acquisition of rights of way, engineering,
legal and incidental expenses, to pay the interest due
thereon during the period beginning with the date
of issue of the bonds and ending at the expiration of
six months after the first imposition and collection
of tolls from the users of said toll facility, and to pay
amounts that will provide a reasonable sum for
working capital and prepaid insurance and all costs
incidental to the issuance and sale of the bonds.

Except as may be otherwise specifically provided
in RCW 47.56.310 through 47.56.510, the provisions
of chapter 47.56 RCW shall govern the issuance and
sale of said revenue bonds, the execution thereof,
the disbursement of the proceeds of sale thereof, the
interest rate or rates thereon, their form, terms, con-
ditions, covenants, negotiability, denominations, ma-
turity date or dates, the creation of special funds or
accounts safeguarding and providing for the pay-
ment of the principal thereof and interest thereon,
and their manner of redemption and retirement.

[ 727 1
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Said revenue bonds shall constitute obligations
only of the Washington toll bridge authority and shall
be payable both principal and interest solely from
the tolls and revenues derived from the operation of
said toll facility as hereinbefore constituted. Said
bonds shall not constitute an indebtedness of the
state of Washington and shall contain a recital on
the face thereof to that effect, and shall be negotiable
instruments under the law merchant. Such bonds
shall include a covenant that the payment or re-
demption thereof and the interest thereon are se-
cured by a first and direct charge and lien on all of
the tolls and other revenues received from the opera-
tion of said toll facility and from any interest which
may be'earned from the deposit or investment of
any such revenues, except for payment of costs of
operation, maintenance and necessary repairs of
said facility. The tolls and charges to be imposed
shall be fixed in such amounts so that when collected
they will produce revenues that shall be at least
equal to expenses of operating, maintaining and re-
pairing said toll facility, including all insurance costs,
amounts for adequate reserves and coverage of an-
nual debt service on said bonds, and all payments
necessary to pay the principal thereof and interest
thereon.

operational SEC. 4. Pursuant to any agreement made under
powers
granted pun-th
suant to teauthority of section 1 of this act, the Washington
such an
agreement. toll bridge authority is hereby authorized to operate

and to assume the full control of said toll facility,
whether within or without the borders of the state
of Washington, with full power to impose and collect
tolls from the users of the bridge constituting said
toll facility for the purpose of providing revenue at
least sufficient to pay the cost and incidental ex-
penses of construction of the new bridge including
approaches thereto in both states, the cost of main-
taining, operating and repairing said bridge while
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the same is operated as said toll facility, and for the
payment of the principal of and interest on its
revenue bonds authorized by, and for the purposes
set forth in RCW 47.56.310 through 47.56.345.

SEC. 5. Except as may be otherwise specifically Chapter 47.56
RCW to

provided in this act, the provisions of chapter 47.56 control.

RCW shall govern and be controlling in all matters
and things necessary to carry out the purposes of
this act. Nothing in this act is intended to amend, Act. adcll

alter, modify or repeal any of the provisions of any medatory.

statute relating to the powers and duties of the Wash-
ington toll bridge authority except as such powers
and duties are amplified or modified by the specific
provisions of this act for the uses and purposes
herein set forth, and shall be additional to such ex-
isting statutes and concurrent therewith.

SEC. 6. If any sentence, clause or phrase of this Severability.

act shall be held to be invalid or unconstitutional,
the invalidity or unconstitutionality thereof shall not
affect the validity or constitutionality of any other
sentence, clause or phrase of this act.

Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 145.
[S. B. 10.]1

JUVENILES-TRANSFER TO STATE HOSPITAL.

AN ACT relating to the transfer of alleged mentally ill or psycho-
pathic children from state juvenile correctional institutions
to state hospitals for observation and diagnosis; providing
procedures for commitment of such persons, defining terms
and amending chapter 28, Laws of 1959 and chapter 72.01
RCW by adding two sections thereto.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 28, Laws of
1959 and to chapter 72.01 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Transfer of Asueitnetoasttjueiecrcinl
juvenilesueitnetoasttjueiecreinl
inmate to. institution of the department of institutions, division
state hospital
-Procedure, of children and youth services, may, when in his

opinion any child committed to his custody is ment-
ally ill or psychopathic, request in writing from
the director of the department of institutions au-
thority for the transfer of such child to a designated
state hospital: Provided, That the superintendent's
written request to the director for authority to
transfer shall set forth the reasons for his opinion
that such child is mentally ill or psychopathic. If in
the opinion of the director reasonable grounds exist
for the belief that such child is mentally ill or psycho-
pathic, the director may order the transfer of such
child to a designated state hospital for the purpose
of detention, observation, examination and diagnosis
of such child for a period not to exceed thirty days:
Provided, That such order of transfer shall not be-
come effective until fifteen days written notice of
such order by registered or certified mail has been
given to the nearest relative of such alleged mentally
ill child and the juvenile court of original commit-
ment. On or before the expiration of such observa-
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tion period the superintendent of the state hospital
shall provide the director with a written report of
his findings and opinion as to whether or not such
child is mentally ill or psychopathic. On or before
the expiration of such thirty day observation period
the director may, either, file an application in the
superior court of the county where such child has
been transferred for observation, for the commit-
ment of such child as a mentally ill person under the
provisions of RCW 71.02.090, or file an application
for the commitment of such child as a psychopathic
delinquent under the provisions of chapter 71.06
RCW, or return such child to the juvenile correc-
tional institution from which originally transferred
to the state hospital for observation: Provided, That
if the director shall make application for the com-
mitment of such child as a psychopathic delinquent,
the period of observation required by RCW 71.06.200
may be dispensed with, but the written report of the
findings of the superintendent of the state hospital
where such child has been observed shall be sub-
mitted with such application for commitment.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 28, Laws of New section.

1959 and to chapter 72.01 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

For the purpose of this act the term "mentally Defintions.,

ill" shall have the same meaning as the definition of "p a th,-
"4mentally ill person" as defined in RCW 71.02.010,
and the term "psychopathic" shall have the same
meaning as the definition of "psychopathic personal-
ity" as defined in RCW 71.06.010.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House March 9,1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 146.
E S. B. 139. 1

TRUSTS-RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES.

AN ACT relating to instruments creating trusts where the trust
instrument or some provision or provisions thereof violate
the rule against perpetuities; and providing for the enjoy-
ment of the benefits thereof, the distribution of trust assets,
and the vesting of title to property subject to trust, not-
withstanding the rule against perpetuities.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Periods rule
against per- SECTION 1. If any provision of an instrument
petuitles in-
applicable, creating a trust shall violate the rule against per-

petuities, neither such provision nor any other pro-
visions of the trust shall thereby be rendered invalid
during any of the following periods:

(1) The twenty-one years following the effective
date of the instrument.

(2) The period measured by any life or lives in
being or conceived at the effective date of the instru-
ment if by the terms of the instrument the trust is
to continue for such life or lives.

(3) The period measured by any portion of any
life or lives in being or conceived at the effective date
of the instrument if by the terms of the instrument
the trust is to continue for such portion of such life
or lives; and

(4) The twenty-one years following the expira-
tion of the periods specified in (2) and (3) above.

Assets dis- SEC. 2. If, during any period in which an instru-
tributable
during trust. ment creating a trust or any provision thereof is not

to be rendered invalid by the rule against perpetu-
ities, any of the trust assets should by the terms of
the instrument become distributable or any bene-
ficial interest therein should by the terms of the in-
strument become vested, such assets shall be dis-
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tributed and such beneficial interest shall validly
vest in accordance with the instrument.

SEC. 3. If, at the expiration of any period in whichAsesd-
an instrument creating a trust or any provision expiration

thereof is not to be rendered invalid by the rule
against perpetuities, any of the trust assets have not
by the terms of the trust instrument become distrib-
utable or vested, then such assets shall be then dis-
tributed as the superior court having jurisdiction
shall direct, giving effect to the general intent of the
creator of the trust.

SEC. 4. For the purposes of this act the effective Effective
dates of

date of an instrument purporting to create an ir- trusts.
revocable inter vivos trust shall be its date of de-
livery, and the effective date of an instrument pur-
porting to create either a revocable inter vivos trust
or a testamentary trust shall be the date of the
trustor's or testator's death.

SEC. 5. The provisions hereof shall be applicable Application
oact.

to any instrument purporting to create a trust which
has an effective date subsequent to the effective date
of this act.

SEC. 6. If any of the provisions of this act shall Severability.

be held invalid or unconstitutional in relation to any
of the applications thereof, such invalidity or un-
constitutionality shall not affect other applications
thereof or other provisions thereof; and to this end
the provisions of this act are declared to be severable.

Passed the Senate February 16, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 147.
[ S. B. 142.]1

VETERANS' BONUSES.

AN ACT relating to veterans' bonuses; amending section 12,
chapter 292, Laws of 1955 and RCW 73.33.120; and making
an appropriation.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 73.33.120 SECTION 1. Section 12, chapter 292, Laws of 1955
amened. and RCW 73.33.120 are each amended to read as

follows:
Termina- Neither the state auditor nor his authorized

tion ate. agents shall accept any certificate presented for the
purpose of obtaining the benefits of this act after
twelve o'clock noon on December 31, 1959, nor shall
he draw any warrant for the payment of any com-
pensation authorized by this chapter unless a formal
application has been filed on or before the hour and
date set forth above.

The state auditor and his authorized agents shall
have until December 31, 1959, to process all applica-
tions filed pursuant to this chapter and microfilm all
records pertaining thereto.

Appropria- SEC. 2. For the biennium ending March 31, 1960,
tion. there is appropriated from the war veterans' com-

pensation fund the sum of three hundred and forty-
seven thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to carry out the provisions of this act, of
which appropriation the sum of twenty-seven thou-
sand dollars may be expended for salaries, wages,
and operations and three hundred and twenty thou-
sand dollars may be expended for the payment of
the benefits provided for in this act.

Passed the Senate March 6, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 148.
[ Sub. S. B. 153.]1

SCHOOL DISTRICTS-ATTENDANCE CREDITS.

AN ACT relating to school districts; and amending section 12,
chapter 5, Title III, chapter 97, Laws of 1909, as last
amended by section 2, chapter. 77, Laws of 1943, and RCW
28.48.070.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 12, chapter 5, Title III, chapter RCW8.8.070

97, Laws of 1909, as last amended by section 2 ,
chapter 77, Laws of 1943, and RCW 28.48.070 are
each amended to read as follows:

Under rules established by the state board of Credit for
ecsdnon -

education,'the superintendent of public instruction attendance.

may allow a district attendance credit in spite of
nonattendance if:

(1) The school board of any district is obliged
to close a school by order of any health officer on
account of prevalence of infectious or contagious dis-
eases; or

(2) It is necessary to excuse pupils or it is im-
possible to maintain a school on account of failure
of transportation, heating or sanitary facilities or on
account of wartime emergencies, or on account of
any circumstance over which the school board had
no control; or

(3) A board closes a school or excuses pupils
from attendance at school to assist in the relief of
labor shortage occasioned by war conditions; or

(4) Pupils are absent due to excessive verified
illness.

Under the provisions of this act, in no case shall
any district receive credit for absences which when
added to the average daily attendance would exceed
the average percentage that the average daily at-
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tendance is of enrollment in each school district as
computed from the preceding six years.

Records SEC. 2. Attendance records of school districts
audited.

may be audited by the legislative budget committee.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 149.
[S. B. 166.

MARRIAGE.

AN ACT relating to marriage; amending section 1, chapter 174,
Laws of 1909, as amended by section 1, chapter 16, Laws of
1909 extraordinary session, and RCW 26.04.030; amending
section 2, chapter 174, Laws of 1909, as amended by section
2, chapter 16, Laws of 1909 extraordinary session, and RCW
26.04.040; and amending section 3, chapter 174, Laws of
1909, as amended by section 3, chapter 16, Laws of 1909
extraordinary session, and RCW 26.04.2 10.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 26.04.030 SECTioN 1. Section 1, chapter 174, Laws of 1909,
amended.

as amended by section 1, chapter 16, Laws of 1909
extraordinary session, and RCW 26.04.030 are each
amended to read as follows:

Prohibited No woman under the age of forty-five years, or
marriages--
Cinaity man of any age, except he marry a woman over the
disease, age of forty-five years, either of whom is a common

drunkard, habitual criminal, imbecile, feeble-minded
person, idiot or insane person, or person who has
theretofore been afflicted with hereditary insanity,
or who is afflicted with pulmonary tuberculosis in
its advanced stages, or any contagious venereal dis-
ease, shall hereafter intermarry or marry any other
person within this state.
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SEC. 2. Section 2, chapter 174, Laws of 1909, as RCW26.404

amended by section 2, chapter 16, Laws of 1909
extraordinary session, and RCW 26.04.040 are each
amended to read as follows:

No clergyman or other officer authorized by law Solemniza-

to solemnize marriages within this state shall here- hibited.

after knowingly perform a marriage ceremony unit-
ing persons in matrimony either of whom is an im-
becile, feeble-minded person, cormmon drunkard,
idiot, insane person, or person who has theretofore
been afflicted with hereditary insanity, habitual
criminal, or person afflicted with pulmonary tuber-
culosis in its advanced stages, or any contagious
venereal disease, unless the female party to such
marriage is over the age of forty-five years.

SEC. 3. Section 3, chapter 174, Laws of 1909, as
amended by section 3, chapter 16, Laws of 1909
extraordinary session, and RCW 26.04.210 are each
amended to read as follows:

The county auditor, before a marriage license is
issued, upon the payment of a license fee of two
dollars, shall require each applicant therefor to make
and file in his office upon blanks to be provided by
the county for that purpose, an affidavit showing that
such applicant is not feeble-minded, an imbecile, in-
sane, a common drunkard, or afflicted with pulmo-
nary tuberculosis in its advanced stages: Provided,
That in addition, the affidavit of the male applicant
for such marriage license shall show that such male
is not afflicted with any contagious venereal disease.
He shall also require an affidavit of some disinter-
ested credible person showing that neither of said
persons is an habitual criminal, and that the female
is over the age of eighteen years and the male is
over the age of twenty-one years: Provided, That
if the consent in writing is obtained of the father,
mother, or legal guardian of the person for whom
the license is required, the license may be granted in
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cases where the female is under the age of eighteen
years or the male is under the age of twenty-one
years: Provided, That no consent shall be given, nor
license issued, unless such female be over the age of
fifteen years. Such affidavit may be subscribed and
sworn to before any person authorized to administer
oaths. Any one knowingly swearing falsely to any
of the statements contained in the affidavits men-
tioned in this section shall be deemed guilty of per-
jury and punished as provided by the laws of the
state of Washington.

Passed the Senate March 5, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 150.
[ S. B. 168.]1

STATE FUNDS-INVESTMENTS.

AN ACT authorizing the state finance committee to invest certain
funds in regents' revenue bonds; and adding a new section
to chapter 43.84 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SEcTioN 1. There is added to chapter 43.84 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

Additonia In addition to the provisions of RCW 43.84.010,
authorized, the state finance committee is authorized to invest

moneys in the scientific school permanent fund and
the agricultural college permanent fund in regents'
revenue bonds issued by the board of regents of the
State College of Washington for the purposes pro-
vided for in RCW 28.76.180 and to invest moneys in
the State University Permanent Fund in regents'
revenue bonds issued by the board of regents of the
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University of Washington for the purposes provided
in RCW 28.76.180.

Passed the Senate February 26, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 151.
[ S. B. 224.]3

FOREST PROTECTION.

AN ACT relating to forest protection; amending section 10,
chapter 142, Laws of 1955, as amended by section 7, chapter
111, Laws of 1957 and ROW 76.04.250; amending section 12,
chapter 142, Laws of 1955 and ROW 76.04.270; amending
section 16, chapter 125, Laws of 1911, as amended by section
3, chapter 33, Laws of 1917, and ROW 76.04.310; and amend-
ing section 17, chapter 125, Laws of 1911, as last amended
by section 13, chapter 142, Laws of 1955 and ROW 76.04.320.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 10, chapter 142, Laws of 1955,
as amended by section 7, chapter 111, Laws of 1957
and RCW 76.04.250 are each amended to read as
follows:

It shall be unlawful for anyone to operate within
one-eighth mile of any forest land during the period
April fifteenth to October fifteenth inclusive, which
period shall be designated as the closed season unless
the designated season is extended by the supervisor
due to dangerous fire conditions:

(1) Any woods operation or mill using spark
emitting or electric engines unless provided with the
following fire tools, or the serviceable equivalent
thereof, at each landing and/or yarding tree or mill:

(a) For operations employing more than five
men:
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Spark To be kept in a sealed tool box: Three double
reglatd. bitted axes having heads weighing not less than

three pounds and not less than thirty-two inch
handles, six long handle round point shovels or"D
handle round point shovels and six adze eye forestry
fire fighting hoes;

To be kept adjacent to the tool box: Two buck-
ing saws with handles unless power chain saw in
working condition is kept on landing during the
period of actual operation and until the end of the
watchman service as required by RCW 76.04.320,
and one five-gallon back pack pump can filled with
water and one hundred gallons of water;

(b) For operations employing five men or less:
To be kept in a sealed tool box: Two double

bitted axes having heads weighing not less than
three pounds and not less than thirty- 'two inch
handles, three long handle round point shovels or
"D" handle round point shovels, and three adze eye
forestry fire fighting hoes;

To be kept adjacent to the tool box: One bucking
saw with handles unless power chain saw in work-
ing condition is kept on landing during actual opera-
tion and until the end of the watchman service as
required in RCW 76.04.320, and one five-gallon back
pack pump can filled with water, and fifty gallons
of water and two buckets.

(2) Any gasoline, diesel, or electric yarding,
skidding, or loading engine unless:

(a) Equipped with two chemical fire extin-
guishers of not less than one and one-half quart
capacity each;

(b) Exhaust is turned up perpendicular and is
clear of all obstructions or is equipped with an
adequate spark arrester.

(3) Any tractor unless:
(a) Equipped with one chemical fire extin-

guisher of not less than one quart capacity;
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(b) It has a suitable exhaust pipe of a minimum
of eighteen inches in length above the normal posi-
tion of the hood and is turned up perpendicular or
is equipped with an adequate spark arrester.

(4) Any truck or vehicle hauling forest products
for commercial purposes from any forest area unless:

(a) Equipped with a chemical fire extinquisher
of at least one quart capacity;

(b) Equipped with one double bitted axe having
a head weighing not less than three pounds and not
less than a thirty-two inch handle;

(c) Equipped with one long handle round point
shovel or a "D" handle round point shovel;

(d) Exhaust is turned up perpendicular or
equipped with adequate spark arrester or muffler.

(5) Any portable power saw unless the power
saw operators keep in their immediate possession a
suitable chemical fire extinguisher of at least eight
ounce capacity, and a suitable shovel and the power
saw is equipped with a muffler or other device
adequate to prevent the emission of sparks.

(6) Any gasoline or diesel engine used in a mill
or other fixed position for uses not specifically men-
tioned above unless:

(a) Equipped with chemical fire extinguisher of
at least one quart capacity;

(b) Exhaust is pointed up perpendicular and is
clear of all obstructions or is equipped with an
adequate spark arrester;

(c) One hundred gallons of water and two
buckets.

All equipment required in this chapter must be
kept in serviceable condition at all times. Tool
boxes must have waterproof lids, must be of sound
construction and provided with hinges and hasp so
arranged that the box can be properly sealed.

The water requirements specified herein will be
satisfied provided the containers are equipped with
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a gate valve three quarters inch or larger inside
diameter and have provisions for venting or have
the top open, and are so located that the contents
can be withdrawn by one man working alone.

The supervisor of forestry may reduce the re-
quirements set forth herein by written permission
whenever in his judgment the operation is of such
type or location and/or the weather is such that all
of the requirements herein are not required for the
protection of life and property.

RCW 76.04.270 SC2Scin1 A asi1l n
amended. Sc2.Scin1,chapter 14,Lw f15 n

RCW 76.04.270 are each amended to read as follows:
Work stop - Every person upon receipt of written notice is-

_Penforsued by the supervisor or any regularly employed
volation

warden or ranger, that such person has or is violating
any of the provisions of RCW 76.04.240, 76.04.245,
76.04.250, 76.04.260, 76.04.310, and 76.04.320, as
amended, shall cease such operations until the pro-
visions of the sections specified in such notice have
been complied with. The forest officer may specify
in the notice of violation the special conditions and
precautions under which the operation would be al-
lowed to continue until the end of that working day.
Any person violating the statutory provisions above
referenced, and as amended, or the written notice
provided for herein, shall upon conviction be pun-
ished by a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars
nor more than five hundred dollars.

RCW 76.04.310 SE.3Seto16 9Lasf111s
amended. Sc3.Scin1,chapter 12,Lw f11,a

amended by section 3, chapter 33, Laws of 1917, and
RCW 76.04.310 are each amended to read as follows:

Burning on n laigo o alr~
rights of way. Everyonecern right ofwayforalad

public highway, private road, ditch, dike, pipe or
wire line, or for any other transmission, or transpor-
tation utility right of way, shall pile and burn on
such right of way, or dispose of by other satisfactory
procedure all refuse timber, brush, and debris cut
thereon, as rapidly as the clearing or cutting pro-
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gresses, or at such other times As the forester may
specify, and if during the closed season, in com-
pliance with the law requiring burning permits.
No one clearing any land or right of way, or in
cutting or logging timber for any purpose, shall fell,
or permit to be felled, any trees so that they may
fall on to land owned by another without first ob-
taining permission from such owner in addition
to complying with the terms of this section for the
disposal of refuse. All the terms of this section and
other forest laws of the state shall be observed in
all clearings of right of way or other land on behalf
of the state itself or any county thereof, either di-
rectly or by contract; and, unless unavoidable
emergency prevents, provision shall be made by all
officials directing such work for withholding a suf-
ficient portion of the payment therefor until the dis-
posal is completed, to insure the completion of the
disposal in compliance with this section.

SEC. 4. Section 17, chapter 125, Laws of 1911, as RCW 76.04.320

last amended by section 13, chapter 142, Laws of aedd

1955, and RCW 76.04.320 -are each amended to read
as follows:

Wherever a spark emitting or electric engine isSpremt
operated within one-eighth mile of forest land for t~then
the logging of timber, the clearing of land of wood Roem''a

material, the processing of wood material, or for
exploratory drilling during the period April 15th to
October 15th inclusive the following requirements
shall be instituted:

(1) Provide at least one competent man as a
watchman at each logging side, construction or land
clearing area, wood processing plant, or drilling site
where the above described spark emitting engine
was operated. Such watchman shall be trained in
the suppression of fire and shall be vigilant to detect
fire. Said watchman service shall continue for a
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minimum of two hours following each time the spark
emitting or electric engine ceases operations.

(2) Cut down all snags, stubs, and dead trees
over fifteen feet in height within a radius of one
hundred fifty feet and clear the ground of all in-
flammable debris within a radius of thirty-five feet
from each spark emitting or electric engine operating
at each landing, and/or yarding tree, mill or drilling
site.

(3) The supervisor of forestry may modify in
writing the provisions herein contained whenever
in his judgment the operation is so located or the
weather is such that they would be unnecessary for
the protection of life and property.

Passed the Senate February 28, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 152.
[ S. B. 253.

HORTICULTURE.

AN ACT relating to horticulture; amending sections 1, 9, 10, 11
and 13, chapter 163, Laws of 1957 and RCW 15.04.100, 15.16-
.035, 15.16.040, 15.16.050 and 15.16.060; and repealing section
8, chapter 163, Laws of 1957 and ROW 15.08.280.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 15.04.100 SECTiON 1. Section 1, chapter 163, Laws of 1957
amended.

and RCW 15.04.100 are each amended to read as
follows:

Horticulture Tedrco hl sals otcluell
inspect ion Tedrco hl sals otcluei
trust fund. spection trust fund to be derived from horticulture

inspection district funds. The director shall adjust
district payments so that the balance in the trust
fund shall not exceed seventy-five thousand dollars.
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The director is authorized to make payments from
the trust fund to:

(1) Pay fees and expenses provided in the in-
spection agreement between the state department
of agriculture and the agricultural marketing service
of the United States department of agriculture;

(2) Pay portions of salaries of inspectors-at-
large as provided under RCW 15.04.040;

(3) Assist horticultural inspection districts in
temporary financial distress as result of less than
normal production of horticultural commodities.
Districts receiving such assistance shall make repay-
ment to the trust fund as district funds shall permit.

SEC. 2. Section 13, chapter 163, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 15.16.035 are each amended to read as follows:

For the purpose of this chapter the state shall
be divided into the following horticultural inspection
districts to which may be assigned one or more in-
spectors-at-large who shall supervise and administer
regulatory and inspection aff airs of the district:

District One:

District Two:

District Three:
District Four:

District Five:

District Six:
District Seven:

District Eight:

District Nine:

Walla Walla, Columbia, Gar-
field, Asotin, Whitman, Ben-
ton, Franklin

Spokane, Lincoln, Stevens,
Ferry, Pend Oreille

Adams, Grant
Chelan, Southern portion of

Douglas
Yakimna, Kittitas, Klickitat,

Skamania
Clark, Cowlitz, Wahkiakum
Lewis, Pacific, Thurston, Ma-

son, Grays Harbor
Pierce, Kitsap, Jefferson, Clal-

lam
King
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District Ten: Whatcom, Snohomish, San
Juan, Skagit, Island

District Eleven: Okanogan, Northern part of
Douglas.

The director shall establish those portions of dis-
trict boundaries which do not follow county lines.

RCW 15.16.040 SEC. 3. Section 9, chapter 163, Laws of 1957 and
amended.

RCW 15.16.040 are each amended to read as follows:
Horticultural Upon application by a financially interested party
Appointment for inpcion and certification services on certain-Dutiesinpc
-Fees. specified fruits, vegetables, nursery stock, or other

horticultural products the director, supervisor, or
inspectors-at-large may appoint a horticultural in-
spector who shall perform such services and certify
to the shipper or interested parties the quality,
grade and condition of the specified products. Said
services shall be made pursuant to rules and regu-
lations adopted from time to time by the director
and upon payment of such fees as he may determine
will, as near as may be, cover the cost of the service.

RCW 15.16.050amened. SEc. 4. Section 10, chapter 163, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 15.16.050 are each amended to read as follows:

Collection, The inspectors-at-large in charge of such inspec-
deposit and
use of fees. tions shall collect the fees therefor and deposit them

in the horticultural district fund in any bank in
the district approved for the deposit of state funds.
The inspectors-at-large shall expend fees deposited
in the horticultural district fund to assist in defray-
ing the expenses of inspections and they shall make
payments from the horticultural district fund to the
horticultural inspection trust fund in Olympia as
authorized by the director in accordance with section

Inspectors- 1 of this amendatory act. Inspectors-at-large shall
bonds, furnish bonds to the state in amounts set by the ad-

ministrative board, with sureties approved by the
director, conditioned upon the faithful handling of
said funds for the purposes specified; and shall, on
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or before the tenth day of each month, render to the
director a detailed account of the receipts and dis-
bursements for the preceding month.

S~ic. 5. Section 11, chapter 163, Laws of 1957 and RCW 1..6.060

RCW 15.16.060 are each amended to read as follows: aedd

On the thirtieth day of June of each year theInpcos
inspectors-at-large shall render to the commissioners n~ual reports.

of every county in which such service has been
rendered in their districts, a complete account of
the past year's business. Should there remain on
hand in any horticultural district fund after all ex-
penses of said services have been paid, amounts in
excess of those in the following schedule, they shall
be returned to the contributors to the fund in pro-
portion to the amount each contributed: Schedule:
Districts 2, 6 and 7, each, twenty-five thousand dol-
lars; districts 1 and 8, each, thirty thousand dollars;
districts 9 and 10, each, fifty thousand dollars; dis-
trict 11, seventy-five thousand dollars; and districts
3, 4 and 5, each, one hundred thousand dollars.

SEC. 6. Section 8, chapter 163, Laws of 1957 and Repeal.

ROW 15.08.280 are each repealed.

Passed the Senate March 3, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 153.
[ S. B. 268.]1

COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS-FEES.

AN ACT relating to the collection of fees by the commissioner of
public lands; amending section 190, chapter 255, Laws of
1927 and RCW 43. 12.120; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 43.12.120 SECTION 1. Section 190, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
amended, and RCW 43.12.120 are each amended to read as

follows:
Fees. The commissioner of public lands for services

performed by him, may charge and collect the fol-
lowing fees: (1) For a copy of any record, docu-
ment, or paper on file in his office, one dollar per
page; (2) for affixing a certificate and seal, one dol-
lar; (3) for each original contract of sale, lease, or
bill of sale, five dollars; (4) for each deed, five dol-
lars; (5) for issuance of each harbor area lease and
approval of bond, five dollars; (6) for approval of
each assignment of contract, lease, or bill of sale,
five dollars; (7) for subdivision and issuance of new
contracts, after the original has been entered on the
records, five dollars for each contract; (8) for each
right-of-way certificate issued, five dollars.

Emergency. SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take eff ect immediately.

Passed the Senate March 2, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 154.
[ S. B. 339.

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS-APPLICATIONS.

AN. ACTr relating to state schools for the mentally and/or phy-
sically deficient; and amending section 72.33.120, chapter 28,
Laws of 1959 and RCW 72.33.120.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 72.33.120, chapter 28, Laws Rcw 7233.120

of 1959 and RCW 72.33.120 are each amended to read aedd

as follows:

Pursuant to reasonable rules and regulations Of Admission

the department, acting through the division, the Voluntary,

superintendent of a state school, subject to the pro- apiain

visions of section 72.33.070, shall receive a person
as a resident who is suitable for care, training, treat-
ment, or education appropriate to mental deficiency
and/or physical deficiency, or for observation as to
the existence of mental deficiency as defined in sec-
tion 72.33.020, upon the receipt of a written applica-
tion submitted in accordance with the following re-
quirements:

(1) In the case of a minor person, the applica-
tion shall be made by his parents, or by the parent,
guardian or agency entitled to custody, which ap-
plication shall be in the form and manner required
by the department and which shall be supported by
the affidavit of at least two physicians or clinical
psychologists, or one of each profession, certifying
that such minor is mentally and/or physically de-
ficient as herein defined and in need of residential
care, treatment, training, or education. In the event
the minor is entitled to school services, the applica-
tion shall be accompanied by a report from the
county school superintendent and/or the super-
intendent of the school district in which such minor
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to chol- resides setting forth the educational services ren-
aplunaTion dered or in need of bigrendered to the minor.

(2) In the case of an adult person, the applica-
tion shall be made by his parents, or by the parent,
guardian or agency entitled to custody, which ap-
plication shall be in the form and manner required
by the department and which shall be supported by
the affidavit of at least two physicians or clinical
psychologists, or one of each profession, certifying
that such adult is mentally and/or physically de-
ficient as herein defined and in need of residential
care, treatment, training, or education: Provided,
That if the superintendent deems the application
should be made solely by a guardian, in such cases
the application shall be made by the duly appointed,
qualified, and acting guardian of such adult person:
Provided further, That if the parents or other person
or agency entitled to custody of an alleged mentally
deficient person are without funds sufficient to de-
fray the costs for the appointment of a guardian for
such alleged mentally deficient person, then the
prosecuting attorney of the county of the alleged
mentally deficient person's residence, upon the pres-
entation of satisfactory proof of such inability to
pay the costs of guardianship, shall institute proceed-
ings at the cost of the county for the appointment
of a parent or other suitable person to act as guardian
of the person of such alleged mentally deficient per-
son in order to permit the making of application for
the admission of such person to a state school.

(3) Persons admitted by voluntary application to
state schools as in this section provided shall have
equal status and the same priority in admission as
minors committed under the following section.

Passed the Senate February 21, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 155.
r(S. B. 349.]1

STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FACULTY
LEAVES.

AN ACT relating to the authorization of sabbatical and other
leaves for faculty members of the University of Washington,
State College of Washington, and the state colleges of educa-
tion.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SEcTioN 1. The board of regents of the University Leaves

of Washington, the board of regents of the State authorized..

College of Washington, and the boards of trustees
of the state colleges of education may grant sab-
batical and other leaves to faculty members in ac-
cordance with regulations adopted by the respective
governing boards and with such remunerations as
the respective boards may prescribe.

Passed the Senate March 7, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 156.
( S. B. 358.]1

EGGS AND EGG PRODUCTS-DEALERS.

AN ACT relating to eggs and egg products; and repealing section
32, chapter 193, Laws of 1955 and RCW 69.24.440.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SEcTION 1. Section 32, chapter 193, Laws of 1955 Repeat-

and RCW 69.24.440 are each repealed.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 157.
[ H. B. 136. 1

PORT DISTRICTS-LEASES.

AN ACT relating to Port Districts; providing for the leasing of
certain real and personal property; and amending section 9,
chapter 65, Laws of 1955 and RCW 53.08.080.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 53.08.080 SECTION 1. Section 9, chapter 65, Laws of 1955
amended, and RCW 53.08.080 are each amended to read as

follows:

Lease of A district may lease all lands, wharves, docks,
Prfoeaty- and real and personal property owned and controlled

bond. by it, upon such terms as the port commission deems
proper: Provided, That no lease shall be for a
period longer than fifty years, and each lease of real
property shall be secured by a bond, with surety
satisfactory to the port commission, in a penalty
not less than the rental for one-sixth of the term,
but in no case less than the rental for one year where
the term is one year or more, conditioned to per-
form the terms of such lease: Provided further,
That where the property involved is or is to be de-
voted to airport purposes and construction work
and/or to the construction or maintenance of fa-
cilities for the comfort and accommodation of air
travelers (but which facilities shall also be open
to the general public) or the installation of new
facilities is contemplated, the port commission may
lease said property for such period as may equal
the estimated useful life of such work or facilities,
but not to exceed seventy-five years: Provided
further, That where the property is held by the dis-
trict under lease from the United States Government
or any agency or department thereof, the port com-
mission may sublease said property, with option for
extensions, up to the total term and extensions
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thereof permitted by such United States lease, but
in any event not to exceed ninety years: Provided
further, That in a lease the term of which exceeds
five years, and when at the option of the port com-
mission it is so stipulated in the lease, the commis-
sion shall accept, with surety satisfactory to it, a
bond conditioned to perform the terms of the lease
for some part of the term, in no event less than five
years (unless the remainder of the unexpired term
is less than five years, in which case for the full
remainder) and in every such case the commission
shall require of the lessee, another or other like bond
to be delivered within two years, and not less than
one year prior to the expiration of the period covered
by the existing bond, covering an additional part of
the term in accordance with the foregoing provisions
in respect to the original bond, and so on until the
end of the term so that there will always be in force
a bond securing the performance of the lease, and
the penalty in each bond shall be not less than the
rental for one-half the period covered thereby, but
no bond shall be construed to secure the furnishing
of any other bond.

Passed the House February 17, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 158.
[Sub. H. B. 147.]1

DUWAMISH AND GREEN RIVERS-BEDS AND SHORES.

AN ACT relating to certain beds and shores of the Duwamish
and Green river and the bed and shores of a certain un-
named lake adjacent thereto; granting all right, title and
interest of the state of Washington in and to certain of said
beds and shores to the Port of Seattle, a municipal corpora-
tion of the state of Washington; providing for payment
therefor; and asserting the ownership of the state of Wash-
ington to certain newly created beds and shores of said
river.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Whenever at any time and from time
to time any of the following described real estate
situated in the county of King, state of Washington:

Description. That portion of the beds and shores of the chan-
nel of the Duwamish and Green river, as said chan-
nel might hereafter change from time to time by
accretion, reliction or avulsion, up to and including
the line of ordinary high tide where the tide ebbs
and flows and the line of ordinary high water where
there is no tidal flow, situated in Sections 3, 4, 9, 10,
11, 14, 15, 23, 24, 25, 26, 35 and 36, Township 23
North, Range 4 East, Willamette Meridian; shall
cease to be a part of said channel by reason of any
alterations or improvements hereafter made to said
channel pursuant to the provisions of that certain
comprehensive scheme of harbor improvements and
industrial developments established June 20, 1957
by the Port of Seattle, a municipal corporation of
the state of Washington, as said comprehensive
scheme might be modified, amended or supplemented

Title passes frmtm totmtealrihtteadnees
to Port of frmtmtotmtealrihtteadnees
Seattle. of the state of Washington in and to so much of said

real estate as shall so cease to be a part of said chan-
nel shall be and become the property of and is
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hereby granted to and vested in said Port of Seattle,
together with all right, title and interest of the state
of Washington in and to the bed and shores of an
unnamed lake situated within the northeast quarter
of said section 23 and the northwest quarter of said
section 24: Provided, however, That said Port of Payment

Seattle shall pay the state of Washington four thou- requisite.

sand six hundred dollars for said real estate upon
commencing work on such alterations or improve-
ments, and the state of Washington hereby asserts
its ownership to the beds and shores of any new
channel of said river resulting from said alterations
or improvements, up to and including the line of
ordinary high tide where the tide ebbs and flows
and the line of ordinary high water where there is
no tidal flow.

Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 159.
[ H. B. 152.]1

PORT DISTRICTS-BUDGETS.

AN ACT relating to port districts; providing for the adoption of
budgets; and requiring certain hearings.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. On or before the 15th day of Sep- Preliminary
budgets to

tember of each year each port commission shall pre- be prepared.

pare a preliminary budget of the port district for
the ensuing fiscal year showing the estimated ex-
penditures and the anticipated available funds from
which all expenditures are to be paid.
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Hearing- teo h
Notice of. SEC. 2. Following tepreparation oftepre-

liminary budget, the port commission shall publish
a notice stating that the preliminary budget of the
port district has been prepared and placed on file
at the office of the port district; that a copy thereof
may be obtained by any taxpayer at an address set
forth in the notice; that the commission will meet at
a date, hour and place set forth in the notice, such
date to be not earlier than September 15th and not
later than the first Tuesday following the first Mon-
day in October, for the purpose of fixing and adopt-
ing the final budget of the port district for the en-
suing year. The notice shall be published once each
week for two consecutive weeks in a legal newspaper
of the district, or if there is none, in any newspaper
of general circulation in the county, the first publica-
tion to be not less than nine days nor more than
twenty days prior to the date of the hearing.

Adopting SEC. 3. On the day set by the notice provided
final
budget. for in section 2 of this act the commission shall meet

at the place and hour designated for the purpose
of a hearing on. the budget and adoption of a final
budget. Any person may present objections to the
preliminary budget following which the commission
shall, by resolution adopt a final budget.

Certified cop SEC. 4. It shall be the duty of the commissioners
of finalL
budget filed, of port districts, for the purpose of levying port

district taxes, to file with the clerk of the board of
county commissioners on or before the Wednesday
next following the first Monday in October in each
year a certified copy of such final budget which shall
specify the amounts to be raised by taxation on the
assessed valuation of the property in the port dis-
trict.

Supplemental SEC. 5. A port commission may adopt by reso-
budgets au-
thorized. lution one or more supplemental budgets at any

time during the fiscal year. Such supplemental
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budget shall be adopted only after public hearing.
Notice of such hearing shall be given by a single
publication of notice of the date, place and hour of
the hearing in a legal newspaper of the district, or
if there is none, in any newspaper of general circu-
lation in the county, the publication of such notice
to be at least five days and not more than fifteen
days prior to the hearing date.

SEC. 6. The fiscal year for a port district shall be Fiscal year.

the calendar year.

SEC. 7. The provisions of this act shall constitute Exclusive

the exclusive requirement and authority for the authority.

preparation, adoption, certification and filing of port
district budgets.

SEC. 8. Should any section or parts of sections Severability.

of this act be declared unconstitutional it shall in no
case affect the validity of other provisions of this
act.

Passed the House February 18, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 160.
[ H. B. 197.

CITY STREETS AS PART OF STATE HIGHWAYS.

AN~ ACT relating to city and town streets that form a part of
state highways; setting forth the method for establishing
streets as part of the state highway system and for returning
unnecessary streets to cities and towns; amending section 2,
chapter 83, Laws of 1957 and RCW 47.24.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 83, Laws of 1957 RCW 47.24.010
amended.

and RCW 47.24.010 are each amended to read as
follows:
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sttet asgh The state highway commission shall determine
ways-Con-stettgtebrds
struction and what sretothrwith bigsthereon and

maiteane.wharves necessary for use for ferriage of motor
vehicle traffic in connection with such streets, if any,
in any incorporated cities and towns shall form a
part of the route of state highways and between the
first and fifteenth days of July of any year the state
highway commission shall certify to the state au-
ditor and to the clerk of each city or town, by brief
description, the streets, together with the bridges
thereon and wharves, if any, in such city or town
which are designated as forming a part of the route
of any state highway; and all such streets, including
curbs and gutters and street intersections and such
bridges and wharves, shall thereafter be a part of
the state highway system and as such shall be con-
structed and maintained by the state highway com-
mission from any state funds available theref or:
Provided, That the responsibility for the construc-
tion and maintenance of any such street together
with its appurtenances may be returned to a city or
a town upon certification by the state highway com-
mission to the state auditor and to the clerk of any
city or town that such street, or portion thereof, is
no longer required as a part of the state highway
system: Provided further, That any such certifica-
tion that a street, or portion thereof, is no longer
required as a part of the state highway system shall
be made between the first and fifteenth of July fol-
lowing the determination by the state highway com-
mission that such street or portion thereof is no
longer required as a part of the state highway system,
but this shall not prevent the state highway commis-
sion and any city or town from entering into an
agreement that a city or town will accept responsi-
bility for such a street or portion thereof at some
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time other than between the first and fifteenth of
July of any year.

Passed the House January 30, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 16 1.
( H. B. 305.]

DOMESTIC ANIMAL DISEASES.

AN ACT relating to diseases of domestic animals; eliminating a
requirement for inspectors; and amending section 11,
chapter 165, Laws of 1927, as last amended by section 9,
chapter 172, Laws of 1947 and RCW 16.40.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 11, chapter 165, Laws of 1927, RCW 16.40.010

as last amended by section 9, chapter 172, Laws of a~lended.

1947, and RCW 16.40.010 are each amended to read
as follows:

The director of agriculture of the state shall Tests re-

cause all bovine animals within the state to be ex- qrd

amined and tested for the presence or absence of
tuberculosis and/or Bang's disease, and such other
tests necessary to prevent the spread of communi-
cable diseases among livestock. Such tests and ex-
aminations shall be made under the supervision of
the director of agriculture by any duly authorized
veterinary inspector of the department of agricul-
ture, such tests to be made in such manner, and at
such reasonable and seasonable times, and in such
counties or localities as the director of agriculture
may from time to time prescribe.

The giving of such tests and examinations shall
commence immediately upon the taking effect of
this act in any county or counties which the director
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of agriculture may select: Provided, however, That
the owners of a majority of the bovine animals in

Petition any county, as shown by the last assessment roll in
fortess. such county, may petition the director of agriculture

to have the bovine animals in the county of their
residence tested and examined forthwith, said peti-
tion to be filed with the county auditor in the county
where such animals are located, and it shall be the
duty of the county auditor of such county im-
mediately upon the filing of such a petition to for-
ward to the director of agriculture a certified copy

Order of such petition. The director of agriculture upon
of tsts. receipt of the first petition so filed shall immediately

cause the bovine animals in such county to be tested,
and tuberculin and/or Bang's disease tests in other
counties shall be made under the direction of the
director of agriculture in the order in which said
petitions are filed as herein provided except when
in the opinion of the director of agriculture an emer-
gency exists, by reason of the outbreak of contagious
or infectious diseases of animals, and in such event
all or any portion of the tests being conducted in the
state may be suspended until such time as the di-
rector of agriculture shall decide that such emer-
gency no longer exists, and in such event the testing
and examinations herein mentioned shall be re-
newed.

In the event that no petition to have tuberculin
and/or Bang's disease tests of bovine animals made
is filed with the county auditor, as herein provided,
or in the event that such tests, in the counties having
petitioned for such tests, as herein prescribed, are
completed, the director of agriculture shall designate
in what counties or localities such tests shall be
made.

Quarantine We
of premises. Weever the owner of any untested bovine

animal within the state refuses to have his bovine
animal or animals tested then the director of agricul-
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ture may order the premises or farm on which such
untested animal or animals is harbored to be put in
quarantine, so that no domestic animal shall be re-
moved from or brought to the premises quarantined,
and so that no products of the domestic animals on
the premises so quarantined shall be removed from
the said premises.

Every inspector and veterinarian of the depart- Inspectors,

ment of agriculture making examinations and tests, veterinarians.

as provided in this section, shall be a veterinarian
duly licensed to practice veterinary medicine, sur-
gery and dentistry in this state: Provided, That the
veterinary inspectors of the United States bureau of
animal industry, may be appointed by the director
of agriculture to make such examinations and tuber-
culin tests as herein provided, and when so employed
they shall act without compensation, and shall pos-
sess the same power and authority in this state as a
veterinary inspector of the department of agricul-
ture.

Should the owner or owners of any bovine ani- Owner

mals desire to select a duly licensed and accredited v eterin ar ia n

veterinarian, approved by the director of agriculture, pays expense.

for making such examination and tests in accordance
with the provisions of this act, the owner or owners
shall pay all expenses in connection with such ex-
aminations and tests.

Passed the House February 16, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 162.
[ H. B. 460.]1

TOLL FACILITIES-ASSISTANCE BY LOCAL
AUTHORITIES.

AN ACT relating to toll bridges and toll facilities; and amending
section 12, chapter 173, Laws of 1937 as last amended by
section 1, chapter 166, Laws of 1955 and RCW 47.56.250.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 4.56.=5 SECTION 1. Section 12, chapter 173, Laws of 1937
amened. as last amended by section 1, chapter 166, Laws of

1955 and RCW 47.56.250 are each amended to read
as follows:

Contributions Whenever a proposed toll bridge, toll road, toll
by political
subdivisons, tunnel or any other toll facility of any sort is to be

constructed, any city, county or other political sub-
division located in relation to such facility so as to
benefit directly or indirectly thereby, may, either
jointly or separately, at the request of the Washing-
ton state highway commission or the authority ad-
vance or contribute money, or bonds, rights of way,
labor, materials, and other property toward the ex-
pense of building the toll facility, and for prelimi-
nary surveys and the preparation of plans and
estimates of cost therefor and other preliminary ex-
penses. Any such city, county, or other political
subdivision may, either jointly or separately, at the
request of the commission or the authority advance
or contribute money or bonds for the purpose of
guaranteeing the payment of interest or principal
on the bonds issued by the authority to finance the
toll facility. Appropriations for such purposes may
be made from any funds available, including county
road funds received from or credited by the state,
or funds obtained by excess tax levies made pursuant
to law or the issuance of general obligation bonds
for this purpose. General obligation bonds issued by
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a city, county, or political subdivision may with the
consent of the state highway commission or the au-
thority be placed with the Washington toll bridge
authority to be sold by the authority to provide
funds for such purpose. Money, or bonds or prop-
erty so advanced or contributed may be immediately
transferred or delivered to the authority to be used
for the purpose for which contribution was made.
The authority may enter into an agreement with a Rlepayment.
city, county, or other political subdivision to repay
any money, or bonds or the value of a right of way,
labor, materials, or other property so advanced or
contributed. The authority may make such repay-
ment to a city, county or other political subdivision
and reimburse the state for any expenditures made
by it in connection with the toll facility out of tolls
and other revenues for the use of the toll facility.

Passed the House February 27, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 163.
[ H. B. 513.]1

WASHINGTON STATE DAIRY PRODUCTS COMMISSION.

AN ACT relating to the Washington state dairy products commis-
sion; amending sections 3 and 4, chapter 219, Laws of 1939
and RCW 15.44.020, 15.44.030 and 15.44.040; amending sec-
tion 9, chapter 219, Laws of 1939, as amended by section 1,
chapter 185, Laws of 1949, and RCW 15.44.080 and 15.44.090;
amending sections 8, 10, 11 and 12, chapter 219, Laws of
1939 and RCW 15.44.060, 15.44.100, 15.44.110 and 15.44.120;
amending section 13, chapter 219, Laws of 1939, as amended
by section 2, chapter 185, Laws of 1949 and RCW 15.44.130;
and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Sections 3 and 4, chapter 219, Laws
of 1939 (heretofore divided, combined and codified
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as RCW 15.44.020, 15.44.030 and 15.44.040) are di-
vided and amended to read as set forth in sections 2
through 9 of this amendatory act.

RCW 15.44.020 SEC. 2. (RCW 15.44.020) There is hereby created
amended.
Commission a Washington state dairy products commission to be
-Members.

thus known and designated. The commission shall
be composed of seven practical producers of dairy
products and the director of agriculture who shall
be an ex officio member without vote. The governor
shall appoint each producer member.

Member SEC. 3. Each appointed commission member shall
represents
district, represent one of the following districts:

(1) District I, which shall include the counties
of Pend Oreille, Spokane and Stevens;

(2) District II, which shall include the counties
of Adams, Asotin, Chelan, Columbia, Douglas, Ferry,
Franklin, Garfield, Grant, Kittitas, Lincoln, Oka-
nogan, Whitman and Walla Walla;

(3) District III, which shall include the counties
of Benton, Klickitat and Yakima;

(4) District IV, which shall include the counties
of Clark, Cowlitz, Lewis, Pacific, Skamania and
Wahkiakum;

(5) District V, which shall include the counties
of King, Pierce and Snohomish;

(6) District VI, which shall include the counties
of Island, San Juan, Skagit and Whatcom; and

(7) District VII, which shall include the counties
of Clallam, Grays Harbor, Jefferson, Kitsap, Mason
and Thurston.

RCW 15.44.030 SEC. 4. (RCW 15.44.030) Each of the seven pro-
amended.
Qualifications ducer members of the commission shall:
of member.

(1) Be a citizen and resident of this state and the
district which he represents; and

(2) Be and for the five years last preceding his
appointment have been actually engaged in pro-
ducing dairy products within this state. These
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qualifications must continue during each member's
term of office.

SEC. 5. The regular term of office of each pro-
ducer member of the commission shall be three
years. However, expiration of the term of the re-
spective commission members first appointed after
the effective date of this act shall be as follows:

(1) District I, on December 1, 1961;
(2) District II, III and IV on December 1, 1962;

and
(3) District V, VI and VII on December 1, 1963.
The respective terms shall end on December 1

of each third year thereafter. Any vacancies that
occur on the commission shall be filled by appoint-
ment by the governor, and such appointee shall hold
office for the remainder of the term for which he is
appointed to fill, so that commission memberships
shall be on a uniform staggered basis.

SEC. 6. Dairymen in the respective districts shall
recommend to the governor persons whom they
deem desirable for appointment as commission mem-
bers to represent their district for each ensuing
term. To accomplish this the director of agriculture
shall cause:

(1) A public meeting of dairymen residing in
the district concerned to be held within that district
not more than sixty days nor less than thirty days
before the expiration date of each term of each com-
mission member; and

(2) Notice of the time, place and purpose of such
meeting to be published at least three times in a
newspaper or newspapers of general circulation in
the district, and by such other means as the director
shall determine to be necessary to give reasonable
notice of the meeting to dairymen in the particular
district.

The notice shall also be mailed to the associations
of dairymen that are known to have members in the
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particular district not less than thirty days prior to
the meeting. The costs of the publication of the
notices and meeting shall be paid by the commission.

Public meet- SEC. 7. Each meeting shall be held as near the
ing-Qualiff-
cations to par- gegahclcenter ofthe particular district as is

ticpae n. reasonably commensurate with available facilities,
and the director of agriculture or his duly authorized
representative shall act as chairman. Every dairy-
man shall be entitled to participate and nominate a
candidate for membership on the commission upon
satisfying the director on the basis of credible evi-
dence that he resides in the district and has, within
the sixty days preceding the meeting, produced milk
or farm separated cream upon which the assessment
provided for in section 11 of this amendatory act
was paid or is payable. Those attending each meet-
ing shall recommend to the governor at least three
persons for the position of commission member.

commission SEC. 8. A majority of the commission members
oruin-

rompensation Shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of alland expenses.
business and the performance of all duties of the
commission. No member of the commission shall re-
ceive any salary or other compensation. Each mem-
ber shall receive a sum not to exceed twenty dollars
a day for each day spent in actual attendance at or
traveling to and from meetings of the commission
or when conducting business of the commission as
authorized by the commission, together with travel-
ing expenses at the rate allowed by RCW 43.03.050
as now or hereafter amended.

RCW 15.44.040 SEC. 9. (RCW 15.44.040) Copies of the proceed-
amended.

Cois s ings, recorcds and acts of the cmisowhen certi-eiece.comsin
fled by the secretary, shall be admissible in any court
and be prima facie evidence of the truth of the state-
ments therein contained.

SEc. 10. Section 9, chapter 219, Laws of 1939, as
amended by section 1, chapter 185, Laws of 1949
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(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 15.44.080
and 15.44.090) are each amended to read as set forth
in sections 11 and 12 of this amendatory act.

SEc. 11. (RCW 15.44.080) There is hereby levied
upon all milk and cream produced in this state an
assessment not to exceed:

(1) Three-fourths of one cent per pound butter
fat of wholly or partially farm separated cream; and

(2) Three cents per hundredweight of all milk
and the components thereof, other than wholly or
partially farm separated cream.

The amount to be assessed shall be determined
by the commission within the limits prescribed by
this section, and shall be determined according to
the necessities required to effectuate the stated pur-
poses of the commission. This section shall apply
where milk or cream is marketed either in bulk or
package. However, this section shall not apply to
milk or cream used upon the farm or in the house-
hold where produced.

SEC. 12. (RCW 15.44.090) All assessments shall
be collected by the first dealer and deducted from
the amount due the producer, and all moneys so
collected shall be paid to the treasurer of the com-
mission on or before the twentieth day of the suc-
ceeding month for the previous month's collections,
and deposited by him in banks designated by the
commission to the credit of the commission fund. If
a dealer fails to remit any moneys so collected, or
fails to make deductions for assessments, such sum
shall, in addition to penalties provided in this
chapter, be a lien on any property owned by him,
and shall be reported to the county auditor by the
commission, supported by proper and conclusive evi-
dence, and collected in the manner prescribed for
the collection of delinquent taxes.
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RCW 15.44.060 SC 3 eto " aso f'f n
amended. SC13Seto8,chapter 21,Lw f13 n

RCW 15.44.060 are each amended to read as follows:
Powers and The commission shall have the power and duty
duties of
commnission, to:

(1) Elect a chairman and such other officers as
it deems advisable, and adopt, rescind, and amend
rules, regulations, and orders for the exercise of its
powers, which shall have the effect of law when not
inconsistent with existing laws;

(2) Administer and enforce the provisions of this
chapter and perform all acts and exercise all powers
reasonably necessary to effectuate the purpose
hereof;

(3) Employ and discharge advertising counsel,
advertising agents, and such attorneys, agents, and
employees as it deems necessary, and prescribe their
duties and powers and fix their compensation;

(4) Establish offices, incur expenses, enter into
contracts, and create such liabilities as are reasonable
and proper for the proper administration of this
chapter;

(5) Investigate and prosecute violations of this
chapter;

(6) Conduct scientific research to develop and
discover uses for products of milk and its deriva-
tives;

(7) Make in its name such advertising contracts
and other agreements as are necessary to promote
the sale of dairy products on either a state, national,
or foreign basis;

(8) Keep accurate records of all its dealings,
which shall be open to public inspection and audit
by the regular agencies of the state; and

(9) Conduct the necessary research to develop
more efficient and equitable methods of marketing
dairy products, and enter upon, singly or in par-
ticipation with others, the promotion and develop-
ment of state, national, or foreign markets.
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SEC. 14. Section 10, chapter 219, Laws of 1939
and RCW 15.44.100 are each amended to read as
follows:

Each dealer or shipper shall keep a complete and
accurate record of all milk or cream handled by him.
The record shall be in such form and contain such
information as the commission shall prescribe, and
shall be preserved for a period of two years, and be
submitted for inspection at any time upon request
of the commission or its agent.

[CH. 163.
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SEC. 15. Section 11, chapter 219, Laws of 1939 RCW 15.44.110

and ROW 15.44.110 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
Each dealer and shipper shall at such times as Reports to

by rule or regulation required, file with the commis-dietr
sion a return under oath on forms to be furnished
by the commission, stating the quantity of dairy
products handled, processed, manufactured, de-
livered, and shipped, and the quantity of all milk
and cream delivered to or purchased by such person
from the various producers of dairy products or their
agents in the state during the period or periods pre-
scribed by the commission.

SEC. 16. Section 12, chapter 219, Laws of 1939
and ROW 15.44.120 are each amended to read as
follows:

No milk or cream may be carried or shipped
until the assessment thereon has been collected by
the first dealer and receipt issued. All assessments
shall be due and payable on milk or cream before it
is shipped out of the state.

The cormmission shall prescribe the method of
collection, and for that purpose may require stamps,
to be known as dairy products advertising stamps,
to be purchased from the commission and attached
to the containers, invoices or shipping documents of
all milk and cream shipped from the state. The
stamps shall be immediately canceled by the dealer
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upon being so attached, and date of cancellation shall
be placed thereon.

RCW 15.44.130 SEC. 17. Section 13, chapter 219, Laws of 1939,
amened. as amended by section 2, chapter 185, Laws of 1949

and RCW 15.44.130 are each amended to read as
follows:

Advertising, (1) In order to adequately advertise and market
research.
campaign. Washington dairy products in the domestic, national

and foreign markets, and to make such advertising
and marketing research and development as exten-
sive as public interest and necessity require, and to
put into force and effect the policy of this chapter,
the commission shall provide for and conduct a com-
prehensive and extensive research, advertising and
educational campaign, and keep such research, ad-
vertising and education as continuous as the produc-
tion, sales, and market conditions reasonably require.

(2) The commission shall investigate and ascer-
tain the needs of dairy products and producers, the
conditions of the markets, and the extent to which
public convenience and necessity require advertising

Adjustment and research to be conducted. If upon such in-
of assess-
ment. vestigation, it shall appear that the revenue from the

maximum assessment provided for in section 11 of
this amendatory act is more than adequate to ac-
complish the purposes and objects of this chapter,
it shall file a request with the director of agriculture
showing the necessities of the industry, the extent
and probable cost of the required research and ad-
vertising, the extent of public convenience, interest
and necessity, and the probable revenue from the
assessment herein levied and imposed. If such
probable revenue is more than the amount reason-
ably necessary to conduct the research and advertis-
ing that the public interest and convenience require
to accomplish the objects and purposes hereof, the
commission shall decrease the assessment to a sum
that the commission shall determine adequate to ef-
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fectuate the purposes hereof, but in no case shall
any assessment exceed the amount provided in sec-
tion 11 of this amendatory act: Provided, That no
such change shall be made in rate of assessment
until the commission shall have filed with the di-
rector a full report of such investigations and find-
ings. Such change in assessment shall be effective
thirty days after such report is filed.

SEC. 18. This act is necessary for the preservation Emergency
-Effective

of public peace, health and welfare, the support of date.

state government and its existing public institutions,
and sections 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16 and 17 shall take
effect immediately. Sections 2 through 7, and 13
shall take effect December 1, 1959.

Passed the House February 23, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 164.
[H. B. 633.

SHORELANDS IN SEATTLE.

AN ACT relating to certain shorelands in the city of Seattle;
amending section 3, chapter 60, Laws of 1939 (uncodified);
and amending section 4, chapter 45, Laws of 1947 and RCW
28.77.330.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 3, chapter 60, Laws of 1939 1939 c 60 §3

(uncodified) is hereby amended to read as follows: aedd

All of the shorelands described in section 1 of Shorelands

this act are hereby granted to the University of granted.

Washington to be used for arboretum and botanical
garden purposes and for no other purposes. In case
the said University of Washington should attempt
to use or permit the use of said shorelands or any
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portion thereof for any other purpose, the same shall
forthwith revert to the state of Washington without
suit, action or any proceedings whatsoever or the
judgment of any court forfeiting the same: Pro-
vided, That the board of regents of the University
of Washington is hereby authorized and directed to
reconvey to the state of Washington blocks 16 and
17 of Lake Washington shorelands, or such portions
thereof as may be required by the state of Washing-
ton or any agency thereof for state highway pur-
poses. The state of Washington or any agency
thereof requiring said land shall pay to the Uni-
versity of Washington the fair market value thereof
and such moneys paid shall be used solely f or
arboretum purposes. Such reconveyance shall be
made at such time as the state or such agency has
agreed to pay the same.

RCW 28.77.330 SEc. 2. Section 4, chapter 45, Laws of 1947 and
amened. RCW 28.77.330 are each amended to read as follows:

Rteverter In case the University of Washington should at-
nonarbore- tempt to use or permit the use of such shorelands
turn use.

or any portion thereof for any other purpose than
for arboretum and botanical garden purposes, except
as provided in RCW 28.77.320, the same shall forth-
with revert to the state of Washington without suit,
action, or any proceedings whatsoever or the judg-
ment of any court forfeiting the same: Provided,

Reconveyance That the board of regents of the University of Wash-
autoried. ington is hereby authorized and directed to recon-

vey to the state of Washington block eleven-A
(11 -A) of the supplemental map of Lake Washington
shorelands, filed September 5, 1916 in the office of
the commissioner of public lands, or such portion
thereof as may be required by the state of Washing-
ton or any agency thereof for state highway pur-
poses. The state of Washington or any agency
thereof requiring said land shall pay to the Uni-
versity of Washington the fair market value thereof
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and such moneys paid shall be used solely for
arboretum purposes. Such reconveyance shall be
made at such time as the state or such agency has
agreed to pay the same.

SEC. 3. If any section, subsection, clause, sentence Severability.

or phrase of this act is for any reason held to be un-
constitutional or invalid, such decision shall not af-
fect the validity of the remaining portions of this
act, and the legislature hereby declares it would have
enacted this act if such section, subsection, clause,
sentence or phrase were omitted.

Passed the House March 2, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 165.
[ H. B. 459. 1

BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES.
AN ACT relating to banks and trust companies, removing re-

strictions on loans to directors; amending section 30.12.060,
chapter 33, Laws of 1955 and RCW 30.12.060.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 30.12.060, chapter 33, Laws RCW30.12.060

of 1955, and RCW 30.12.060 are each amended to amended.

read as follows:
Any bank or trust company shall be permitted Loanm to

officers or
to make loans to any employee of such corporation, employees.
or to purchase, discount or acquire, as security or
otherwise, the obligation or debt of any employee
to any other person, to the same extent as if the
employee were in no way connected with the cor-
poration. Any bank or trust company shall be per-
mitted to make loans to any officer of such corpora-
tion, or to purchase, discount or acquire, as security
or otherwise, the obligation or debt of any officer
to any other person: Provided, That the total value
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Loans to oftelasadanobiainaqiefray
officers or oftelasmdanobiainaqidfray
employees, one officer shall not exceed twenty-five hundred dol-

lars: And provided further, That no such loan shall
be made, or obligation acquired, unless a resolution
authorizing the same shall be adopted by a vote of a
majority of the board of directors of such corpora-
tion, at a meeting of the board of directors of such
corporation held within thirty days next prior to the
making of such loan or discount, and such vote and
resoultion shall be entered in the corporate minutes.
No loan shall be made by any bank or trust com-
pany to any director of such corporation, nor shall
the note or obligation of such director be discounted
by any such corporation, or by any officer or em-
ployee thereof in its behalf, unless a resolution au-
thorizing the same shall be adopted by a vote of a
majority of the entire board of directors of such
corporation exclusive of the vote of such interested
director, at a meeting of the board of directors of
such corporation held within ninety days next prior
to the making of such loan or discount, and such vote
and resolution shall be entered in the corporate
minutes.

Each bank or trust company shall at such times
and in such form as may be required by the super-
visor, report to the supervisor all outstanding loans
to directors of such bank or trust company.

The amount of any endorsement or agreement of
suretyship or guaranty of any such director to the
corporation shall be construed to be a loan within
the provisions of this section. Any modification of
the terms of an existing obligation (excepting only
such modifications as merely extend or renew the
indebtedness) shall be construed to be a loan within
the meaning of this section.

Passed the House February 21, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 166.
[ H. B. 169.]1

MOTOR VEHICLES-OWNERSHIP CERTIFICATES-
DEALERS' LICENSES.

AN ACT relating to motor vehicles; providing for the issuance of
certificates of ownership and registration; regulating the
licensing of motor vehicle dealers; amending section 4,
chapter 188, Laws of 1937, as amended by section 2, chapter
164, Laws of 1947, and RCW 46.12.050; amending section 5,
chapter 188, Laws of 1937, as last amended by section 3,
chapter 164, Laws of 1947 and sections 2 and 3, chapter 269,
Laws of 1951, and RCW 46.12.060, 46.12.070, 46.12.080, 46.12-
.090; amending section 6, chapter 188, Laws of 1937, as last
amended by section 4, chapter 164, Laws of 1947 and sec-
tions 1 and 2, chapter 252, Laws of 1953, and RCW 46.12.100,
46.12.110, 46.12.120, 46.12.130, 46.12.140, 46.12.150 and 46.12-
.160; amending sections 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8, chapter 150, Laws of
1951 and RCW 46.70.010, 46.70.040, 46.70.050, 46.70.060 and
46.70.070; amending section 13, chapter 150, Laws of 1951,
as amended by section 20, chapter 273, Laws of 1957, and
RCW 46.70.100; and adding a new section to chapter 46.70
RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SEcTioN 1. Section 4, chapter 188, Laws of 1937, RCW 62.50

as amended by section 2, chapter 164, Laws of 1947 ,
and RCW 46.12.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

The director, if satisfied from the statements Issuance of
certificate

upon the application that the applicant is the legal -Contents.

owner of the vehicle or otherwise entitled to have
the certificate of ownership thereof in his name,
shall thereupon issue an appropriate certificate of
ownership, over his signature, authenticated by seal,
and a new certificate of license registration if cer-
tificate of license registration is required.

Both the certificate of ownership and the cer-
tificate of license registration shall contain upon the
face thereof, the date of issue, the registration num-
ber assigned to the registered owner and to the ve-
hicle, the name and address of the registered owner
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and legal owner, the motor number or proper
identification number, if the certificate is for a motor
vehicle, or the serial number, if the certificate is for
a trailer, and such other description of the vehicle
and facts as the director shall require, and in ad-
dition thereto, if the vehicle described in such cer-
tificates shall have ever been licensed and operated
as an exempt vehicle or a taxicab, or if it is less
than four years old and has been rebuilt after having
been totaled out by an insurance carrier, such fact
shall be clearly shown thereon.

The reverse side of the certificate of ownership
only shall contain forms for assignment and notice
to the director of a transfer of the ownership or
interest of the registered owner and legal owner. A
blank space shall be provided on the face of the cer-
tificate of license registration for the signature of
the registered owner.

Upon issuance of the certificate of license regis-
tration and certificate of ownership and upon any
reissue thereof, the director shall deliver the cer-
tificate of license registration to the registered owner
and the certificate of ownership to the legal owner,
or both to the person who is both the registered
owner and legal owner.

SEc. 2. Section 5, chapter 188, Laws of 1937, as
last amended by section 3, chapter 164, Laws of 1947
and sections 2 and 3, chapter 269, Laws of 1951
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 46.12.060,
46.12.070, 46.12.080 and 46.12.090) is divided and
amended to read as set forth in sections 3, 4, 5 and 6
of this act.

RCW 46.12.060 SEc. 3. (RCW 46.12.060) Before the director shall
enacted
without issue a certificate of ownership, or reissue such a cer-
amendment.

tificate, covering any vehicle, the motor number of
which, in case of a motor vehicle, or the serial
number of which, in case of a trailer, has been al-
tered, removed, obliterated, defaced, omitted, or is
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otherwise absent, the registered owner of the ye-
hicle, shall file an application with the director, ac-
companied by a fee of one dollar, upon a form pro-
vided, and containing such facts and information
as shall be required by the director for the assign-
ment of a special number for such vehicle. Upon
receipt of such application, the director, if he is
satisfied the applicant is entitled to the assignment
of a motor number, identification number, or serial
number, shall designate a special motor number,
identification number, or serial number, as the case
may be, together with a symbol indicative of this
state, for such vehicle, which symbol followed by
such number shall be noted upon the application
therefor, and likewise upon a suitable record of the
authorization of the use thereof, to be kept by and
in the office of the director. The applicant for such
assignment of number shall be, in case of a motor
vehicle, promptly notified of the number assigned
and the symbol to be prefixed thereto, and such ap-
plicant shall thereupon cause such symbol and motor
number to be pressed or cut in a conspicuous posi-
tion upon the motor, if the assigned number is a
motor number, or frame or other permanent part
of the motor vehicle, if the number assigned is an
identification number. The applicant for such as-
sigmnent of number shall be, in case of a trailer,
assigned a proper identification number which shall
be placed or stamped in a conspicuous position upon
the outside of the trailer in such manner and form
as may be prescribed by the director. Upon receipt
by the director of a certificate by an officer of the
Washington state patrol, or other person authorized
by the director, that he has inspected such vehicle
and that the motor number, or identification number,
together with the symbol so assigned, or the special
serial number plate, have been legally pressed or
cut in a conspicuous position upon the motor or upon
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the most permanent part of the motor vehicle most
readily accessible for inspection, or stamped or se-
curely attached in a conspicuous position upon the
outside of the trailer, accompanied by an applica-
tion for a certificate of ownership or application for
reissue of such certificate and the required fee there-
for, the director shall use such number and such
symbol as the numerical identification marks for the
vehicle in any certificate of license registration or
certificate of ownership he may thereafter issue
theref or.

RCW 46.12.070 SEc. 4. (RCW 46.12.070) Upon the destruction
amended.
Surrender on of ayvhicle covered bycertificates of license rgsdestruction ayy yrgs
of vehicle. tration and ownership, the registered owner and the

legal owner shall forthwith and within five days
thereafter forward and surrender such certificate,
together with the vehicle license plates therefor if
available, to the director, together with a statement
of the reason for such surrender and the time and

Failure, place of destruction. Failure to notify the director
gross mis-
demeanor, or the possession by any person of any such cer-

tificate for a vehicle so destroyed, after five days
following its destruction, shall be prima facie evi-
dence of violation of the provisions of this chapter
and shall constitute a gross misdemeanor.

Any insurance company settling any insurance
claim on any such vehicle as a total loss, less salvage,
shall notify the director thereof within five days
after the settlement of any such claim under any
policy of insurance carried by it on a vehicle covered
by certificates of license registration and ownership
issued by this state.

RCW 46.12.080 SEc. 5. (RCW 46.12.080) Any person holding
amended.
Procedure tecriiaeo ies eitainfravhcei
on installing tecriiaeo ies eitainfravhcei
new motor, which there has been installed a new or different

motor than that with which it was issued certificates
of ownership and license registration shall forthwith
and within five days after such installation forward
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and surrender such certificates to the director, to-
gether with an application for issue of corrected cer-
tificates of ownership and license registration and a
fee of one dollar, and a statement of the disposition
which was made of the former motor. The posses-
sion by any person of any such certificates for a
vehicle in which a new or different motor has been Possession

of certificate,
installed, after five days following such instaliation, misdemeanor.

shall be prima facie evidence of a violation of the
provisions of this chapter and shall constitute a mis-
demeanor.

SEC. 6. (RCW 46.12.090) Whenever the motor RCW 46.12.090
enacted

or motor block carrying the identification number is withot

removed from any motor vehicle and the vehicle aedet

has not been destroyed or dismantled in such a man-
ner as to come under the provisions of RCW 46.12-
.070, and there has been issued and is outstanding a
certificate of ownership for such vehicle, the regis-
tered owner or vehicle dealer having possession of
the vehicle shall, within a period of five days after
the removal thereof, notify the director in writing
on forms to be prescribed by the director and
furnished for that purpose, giving the description of
the vehicle from which such motor or motor block
has been removed, the date of the removal thereof,
and the name and address of the purchaser or holder
thereof, or in the event the motor or motor block
is not in a condition to be used in a motor vehicle,
the disposition made thereof. It shall be unlawful
for any dealer or registered owner to fail, neglect,
or refuse to comply with the provisions of this sec-
tion.

SEC. 7. Section 6, chapter 188, Laws of 1937, as
last amended by section 4, chapter 164, Laws of 1947
and sections 1 and 2, chapter 252, Laws of 1953
(heretofore divided and codified as ROW 46.12.100,
46.12.110, 46.12.120, 46.12.130, 46.12.140, 46.12.150
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and 46.12.160) is divided and amended as set f orth
in sections 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 below.

RCW 46.12.100 SEC. 8. (RCW 46.12.100) In the event of the sale
enacted
without or other transfer to a new registered owner of any
amendment.

vehicle for which a certificate of ownership and a
certificate of license registration have been issued,
the registered and legal owners shall endorse upon
the back of the certificate of ownership an assign-
ment thereof in form printed thereon, and shall rec-
ord thereon name of purchaser and date of trans-
action and shall deliver the same to the purchaser
or transferee at the time of the delivery to him of
the vehicle. Delivery of a certificate of title to a
purchaser or his agent without at the same time
recording the name of the purchaser and the date
of the transaction on the assignment form shall con-
stitute a misdemeanor.

RCW 46.12.110 SEc. 9. (RCW 46.12.110) The purchaser or trans-
without feree, unless such person is a dealer, shall within
amedmet.fifteen days thereafter apply to the director or his

duly authorized agent for the reissue of such cer-
tificate of ownership and transfer of license registra-
tion. Such application shall be made on forms pre-
scribed by the director and accompanied by a fee of
one dollar. Upon receipt of such application, ac-
companied by the endorsed certificate of ownership
and such other documentary evidence as is deemed
necessary, the director shall, if the application is in
order and if all provisions relating to certificates of
ownership and license registration have been com-
plied with, issue a new certificate of ownership and
new certificate of license registration as in the case
of an original issue and shall transmit the fees
together with an itemized detailed report to the state
treasurer, to be deposited in the motor vehicle fund.
If the purchaser or transferee fails or neglects to
transfer such certificate of ownership and license
registration within fifteen days after date of delivery
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of the vehicle to him he shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor and in addition thereto he shall on making
application for transfer be assessed a five dollar
penalty on the sixteenth day and one dollar ad-
ditional for each day thereafter, but not to exceed
fifteen dollars: Provided, That the penalty shall not
apply to a registered dealer who has purchased the
vehicle for the purpose of resale.

SEC. 10. (RCW 46.12.120) If the purchaser or
transferee is a dealer he shall, on selling or other-
wise disposing of the vehicle, promptly execute the
assignment and warranty of title, in such form as
the director shall prescribe, and showing any lien-
holder holding a security interest created or reserved
at the time of resale and the date of his security
agreement, to which shall be attached the assigned
certificates of ownership and license registration
received by the dealer, and mail or deliver them to
the department with the transferee's application for
the issuance of new certificates of ownership and
license registration.

SEC. 11. (RCW 46.12.130) Certificates of owner-
ship when assigned and returned to the director, to-
gether with subsequently assigned reissues thereof,
shall be retained by the director and appropriately
filed and indexed so that at all times it will be possi-
ble to trace ownership to the vehicle designated
therein.

When the ownership of a vehicle passes by opera-
tion of law, the person thus acquiring ownership
shall upon furnishing satisfactory proof to the di-
rector of his ownership, procure the issuance of a
certificate of ownership to the vehicle, regardless of
whether a certificate of ownership has ever been
issued: Provided, That in all cases of application for
the reissue of certificates of ownership or certificates
of license registration, or either, by reason of transfer
of legal ownership or registered ownership by
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amended.
Duty when
transferee
is dealer.

RCW 46.12.130
enacted
without
amendment.
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operation of law, the director shall give written
notice thereof to both the legal owner and registered
owner, by mail, postage prepaid, at his or their last
given address, which notice shall require the sur-
render of certificates of ownership or license registra-
tion, or both, within ten days from the date of post-
ing the letter. In the event that the certificates, or
either of them, have not been surrendered to the
director within ten days from and after the date
of posting the letter, the certificates or either of them
shall become void and the director shall pass upon
the application without regard for the outstanding
certificates or either of them, unless restrained from
so doing.

RCW 46.12.140 SEC. 12. (RCW 46.12.140) In the case of dealers
enacted
without in vehicles, including manufacturers who sell to per-

amedmet.sons other than dealers, a separate certificate of
ownership, either of the dealer's immediate vendor
properly assigned or of the dealer himself, shall be
required covering each used vehicle kept in his
possession.

RCW 46.12.150 SEC. 13. (RCW 46.12.150) Whenever application
enacted
without is made to the director by a new legal or registered

amedmet.owner of a vehicle and the applicant is unable to
present the certificate of ownership or license regis-
tration previously issued for the vehicle by reason
of its being unlawfully withheld by one in posses-
sion or otherwise not available, the director may
receive such application and examine into the cir-
cumstances of the case and may require the filing
of affidavits or other information, and when the di-
rector is satisfied that the applicant is entitled
thereto he may transfer the vehicle or reregister it
and issue new certificates for the vehicle to the
person found to be entitled thereto, if the required
fee has been previously paid to the director.
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SEc. 14. (RCW 46.12.160) If the director deter-
mines at any time that an applicant for certificate
of ownership or for a certificate of license registra-
tion for a vehicle is not entitled thereto, he may
refuse to issue such certificate or to license the
vehicle and he may, for like reason, after notice, and
in the exercise of discretion, cancel license registra-
tion already acquired or any outstanding certificate
of ownership. The notice shall be served personally
or by registered mail. It shall then be unlawful for
any person to remove, drive, or operate the vehicle
until a proper certificate of ownership or -license
registration has been issued and any person remov-
ing, driving, or operating such vehicle after the
refusal of the director to issue certificates or the
revocation thereof shall be guilty of a gross mis-
demeanor.

[CH. 166;

RCW 46.12.160
enacted
without
amendment.

SEc. 15. Section 2, chapter 150, Laws of 1951 and ROW 46.70.010

RCW 46.70.010 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

"Dealer" as defined in this title shall mean any dfnd

person in the business of buying, selling, exchang-
ing or acting as a broker of new or used motor ve-
hicles, trailers, or motorcycles, with an established
place of business actually occupied for the purpose
of conducting business, at which is kept and main-
tained the books, records and files of the business.

The place of business shall have an office and dis-
play area and shall be identified by a sign. The place
of business shall be open to inspection of pertinent
records and vehicles by any representative of the
department during business hours by consent of
dealer.

SEc. 16. Section 5, chapter 150, Laws of 1951 and
RCW 46.70.040 are each amended to read as follows:

Applications for a dealer's license shall be made
upon the form prescribed by the department and
shall contain:

RCW 46.70.04o
amended.
Application
-Contents.
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(1) The name under which the business is to
be conducted and the address of its established place
of business;

(2) The name and address of owner, or if part-
nership, name and address of each partner. If
owner is a corporation, the names of principal of-
ficers and their addresses, and if the corporation is
not incorporated under the laws of this state, the
name of the state in which it is incorporated, and the
name of its resident officers;

(3) The make of vehicles f or which enfranchised,
if any;

(4) Whether or not used vehicles will be sold;
(5) A certificate to the eff ect that the applicant

is a bona fide dealer as defined in this chapter having
an established place of business at the address shown
on the application and that the books, records, and
files of the business are kept thereat, which cer-
tificate shall be signed by the chief of police or his
deputy in cities having a population of five thousand
persons or more , otherwise by a member of the
Washington state patrol;

(6) A recommendation endorsed on the applica-
tion by two freeholders of the county in which the
applicant desires to carry on his principal place of
business, certifying that they are acquainted with
the applicant, and that they believe the applicant
to be honest, truthful, and of good moral character;

(7) Whether or not a previous dealer's license
has been denied, suspended, or revoked; and

(8) Such other information as may be required
by the department.

Every such application shall be accompanied by
the fee required by law.

RCW 46.70.050 S~c. 17. Section 6, chapter 150, Laws of 1951 and
amened. RCW 46.70.050 are each amended to read as follows:

License--
Issuance, Upon receiving an application for dealer's license,
expiration,
renewal, the director may make an independent investigation
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relative to the statements contained in the applica-
tion and shall, if such application is in proper form
and accompanied by a proper fee, retain the ap-
plication and transmit the fee to the state treasurer
with a proper identifying report, such fee to be de-
posited in the motor vehicle fund. If the director
is satisfied that the applicant has complied with the
provisions of this chapter and is entitled to a dealer's
license, he shall issue an official certificate author-
izing the dealer named thereon to carry on and
conduct the business of an automobile dealer in
motor vehicles, or a miscellaneous dealer in trailers
and motorcycles. Every license so issued shall ex-
pire on December 3 1st, and may be renewed by
filing a proper application and paying the fees
theref or.

SEC. 18. Section 7, chapter 150, Laws of 1951 and Rcw 46.7.060

RCW 46.70.060 are each amended to read as follows: aedd

The fee for original dealer license for each ca- License fee

lendar year or fraction thereof shall be as follows: plates.

Automobile dealers, fifty dollars; miscellaneous
dealers, twenty-five dollars, which shall include one
set of dealer license plates, and which may be re-
newed annually for a fee of twenty dollars for auto-
mobile dealers and for a fee of ten dollars for mis-
cellaneous dealers: Provided, That any dealer who
is otherwise eligible and during the year 1958 has
obtained a dealer's license shall be permitted to
obtain a renewal of license and pay therefor the
renewal fee as herein provided. Additional sets of
the dealer license plates, bearing the same license
number, may be obtained for three dollars per set.
If any dealer shall fail or neglect to apply for such Penalty upon

failure to
renewal prior to February 1st in each year, his renew.

license shall be declared canceled by the director
of licenses, in which case the dealer will be required
to apply for an original license and pay the fee
required for such original license. The fees pre-
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scribed herein shall be in addition to any excise
taxes imposed by chapter 82.44 RCW.

RCW 46.70.070 SEC. 19. Section 8, chapter 150, Laws of 1951 and
amended. RCW 46.70.070 are each amended to read as follows:

Bond re- Before issuing a dealer license, the director shall
quired. require the applicant to file with said director a

surety bond in the amount of ten thousand dollars
for automobile dealers and two thousand dollars for
miscellaneous dealers running to the state, and
executed by a surety company authorized to do
business in the state. Such bond shall be approved
by the attorney general as to form and conditioned
that the dealer shall conduct his business in con-
formity with the provisions of this chapter. Any
person who shall have suffered any loss or damage
by reason of breach of warranty or by any act by a
dealer which constitutes a violation of this chapter
shall have the right to institute an action for re-
covery against such dealer and the surety upon
such bond. Successive recoveries against said bond
shall be permitted but the aggregate liability of the
surety to all persons shall in no event exceed the
amount of the bond. Upon exhaustion of the penalty
of said bond or cancellation of the bond by the surety
the director shall revoke the license of the dealer.

RCW 46.70.100 SEC. 20. Section 13, chapter 150, Laws of 1951,
amened. as amended by section 20, chapter 273, Laws of 1957,

and RCW 46.70.100 are each amended to read as
follows:

Refusal, The director may refuse to issue a dealer license,
suspension,
revocation or may suspend or revoke a dealer license whenever
of license--
Grounds, he has reason to believe that such dealer has:

(1) Forged the signature of the registered or
legal owner on a certificate of title;

(2) Sold or disposed of a vehicle which he knows
or has reason to know has been stolen or appropriated
without the consent of the owner;
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(3) Wilfully misrepresented any material facts
in the applications for a vehicle dealer's license, cer-
tificate of registration or certificate of title;

(4) Wilfully failed to deliver to a purchaser a
certificate of title to the car sold; and/or

(5) Suffered or permitted the cancellation of the
bond or the exhaustion of the penalty thereof;

(6) Been convicted of, or has suffered a judg-
ment to be taken against him, in any action in which
fraud or misrepresentation is an element;

(7) Failed to comply with the requirements of
chapter 46.70 RCW with reference to notices, or re-
ports of transfers of vehicles, or the maintenance of
records, or has caused or suffered or is permitting
the unlawful use of the certificate or registration
plates.

SF~c. 21. There is added to chapter 46.70 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The director may make any reasonable rules and Rules and

regulations.
regulations not inconsistent with the provisions of
chapter 46.70 RCW relating to the enforcement and
proper operation thereof.

Passed the House February 27, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 167.
[ H. B. 203.]1

LIMITED ACCESS HIGHWAY FACILITIES.

AN ACT relating to limited access highway facilities, defining
certain violations thereof and providing penalties for such
violations; amending section 11, chapter 202, Laws of 1947
and RCW 47.52.120 and declaring emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 47.52.120 SECTION 1. Section 11, chapter 202, Laws of 1947
amended.

and RCW 47.52.120 are each amended to read as
follows:

Violations After the opening of any limited access highway
specified.

facility, it shall be unlawful for any person (1) to
drive a vehicle over, upon, or across any curb,
central dividing section or other separation or di-
viding line on limited access facilities; (2) to make
a left turn or a semicircular or U-turn except
through an opening provided for that purpose in the
dividing curb section, separation or line; (3) to drive
any vehicle except in the proper lane provided for
that purpose and in the proper direction and to
the right of the central dividing curb, separation
section, or line; (4) to drive any vehicle into the
limited access facility from a local service road except
through an opening provided for that purpose in
the dividing curb, or dividing section or dividing line
which separates such service road from the limited
access facility proper; (5) to stop or park any vehicle
or equipment within the right of way of such fa-
cility, including the shoulders thereof, except at
points specially provided therefor, and to make only
such use of such specially provided stopping or park-
ing points as is permitted by the designation thereof:
Provided, That this subsection shall not apply to
authorized emergency vehicles, law enforcement ve-
hicles, or to vehicles stopped for emergency causes
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or equipment failures; (6) to travel to or from such
facility at any point other than a point designated by
the establishing authority as an approach to said
facility or to use an approach to such facility for
any use in excess of that specified by the establish-
ing authority. Any person who violates any of the
provisions of this section shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon arrest and conviction therefor
shall be punished by a fine of not less than five
dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, or by
imprisomnent in the city or county jail for not less
than five days nor more than ninety days, or by
both fine and imprisonment. Nothing contained
herein shall prevent the highway authority from
proceeding to enforce the prohibitions or limitations
of access to such facilities by injunction or as other-
wise provided by law.

Violation,
misdemeanor.

SEc. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of public peace, health, safety and sup-
port of the state government and its existing institu-
tions and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 168.
EH. B. 216.]1

TIDELANDS AND SHORELANDS ALONG PACIFIC OCEAN.

AN ACT relating to the tidelands and shorelands, along the shore
and beach of the Pacific ocean from the mouth of the Queets
river north to Cape Flattery; and amending sections 2 and
3, chapter 54, Laws of 1935 and RCW 79.16.140 and 79.16-
.150.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 79.16.140 SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 54, Laws of 1935
amened. and RCW 79.16.140 are each amended to read as

follows:
Reservation No part of the tidelands along the said shore and
from sale
or lease, beach shall ever be sold or otherwise disposed of,

or leased for any purpose other than the extraction
of petroleum, gas or minerals.

ROW 79.16.150 SEC. 2. Section 3, chapter 54, Laws of 1935 and
amended.

RCW 79.16.150 are each amended to read as follows:
Lee tnoteto No leases, except those issued for extraction of

petroleum, gas or minerals, now existing on or for
any part or parts of said tidelands along said shore
and beach shall be renewed or extended.

Passed the House March 2, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 169.
(HI B.22.]

SCHOOL DISTRICTS-SCHOOLHOUSES, TEACHERS'
COTTAGES, ETC.

AN ACT relating to second and third class school districts; adding
two sections to chapter 28.63 RCW; and repealing section 9,
page 300, Laws of 1909, as last amended by section 1, chapter
289, Laws of 1927, and section 13, page 303, Laws of 1909,
as last amended by section 2, chapter 289, Laws of 1927, and
RCW 28.63.180.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 28.63 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
The board of directors of a second class school Building,

purchasing,
district shall build schoolhouses and teachers' cot- authorized,

tages when directed by a vote of the district to do districts.

so. The board of directors of a second class school
district may purchase real property for any school
district purpose: Provided, That a schoolhouse, or
other building, already built on a site which has
been selected by a majority vote of the district shall
not be removed to a new site without a two-thirds
vote of the district at a regular or special election;
nor shall a schoolhouse site that has been selected
by a majority vote of the district, but upon which
no schoolhouse has been built, be changed except
by a two-thirds vote of the district voting at a regular
or special election.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 28.63 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The board of directors of a third class school dis- Building,

purchasing
trict shall build schoolhouses and teachers' cottages authorized,

third class
and purchase real property when directed by a vote districts.

of the district to do so: Provided, That if a third
class school district owns a schoolhouse on a site
owned by the district, the board by unanimous vote
of all members thereof may purchase or lease ad-
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ditional real estate contiguous to such site without
a vote of the district: Provided further, That a
schoolhouse or other building already built on a site
which has been selected by a majority vote of the
district shall not be removed to a new site without
a two-thirds vote of the district at a regular or
special election; nor shall a schoolhouse site that has
been selected by a majority vote of the district, but
upon which no schoolhouse has been built, be
changed except by a two-thirds vote of the district
voting at a regular or special election.

Repeal. SEC. 3. Section 9, page 300, Laws of 1909, as last
amended by section 1, chapter 289, Laws of 1927,
and section 13, page 303, Laws of 1909, as last
amended by section 2, chapter 289, Laws of 1927, and
RCW 28.63.180 are each repealed.

Passed the House February 13, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 170.
(H. B. 228.

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION-FUNDS.
AN ACT relating to the use of money credited to the account of

the state of Washington in the unemployment trust fund by
the secretary of the treasury of the United States of America
pursuant to section 903 of the social security act, as
amended; and amending section 60, chapter 35, Laws of
1945, as amended by section 2, chapter 286, Laws of 1955
and RCW 50.16.010; section 62, chapter 35, Laws of 1945
and RCW 50.16.030; section 64, chapter 35, Laws of 1945,
as amended by section 13, chapter 215, Laws of 1947 and
RCW 50.16.050; and section 67, chapter 35, Laws of 1945 and
RCW 50.16.060.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 50.16.010 SECTION 1. Section 60, chapter 35, Laws of 1945,
amended.

as amended by section 2, chapter 286, Laws of 1955
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and RCW 50.16.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

There shall be maintained as special funds, sepa- Unemnploy-

rate and apart from all public moneys or funds of fPensat io d

this state, an unemployment compensation fund and "srtv

an administrative contingency fund, which shall be fud

administered by the commissioner exclusively for
the purposes of this title, and to which RCW 43.01-
.050 shall not be applicable. The unemployment
compensation fund shall consist of

(1) all contributions collected pursuant to the
provisions of this title,

(2) interest earned upon any moneys in the fund,
(3) any property or securities acquired through

the use of moneys belonging to the fund,
(4) all earnings of such property or securities,
(5) any moneys received from the federal unem-

ployment account in the unemployment trust fund
in accordance with Title XII of the social security
act, as amended,

(6) all money recovered on official bonds for
losses sustained by the fund,

(7) all money credited to this state's account in
the unemployment trust fund pursuant to section
903 of the social security act, as amended, and

(8) all moneys received for the fund from any
other source.

All moneys in the unemployment compensation
fund shall be commingled and undivided.

The administrative contingency fund shall con-
sist of all interest on delinquent contributions col-
lected pursuant to this title after June 20, 1953, all
fines and penalties collected pursuant to the pro-
visions of this title, and all sums recovered on official
bonds for losses sustained by the fund. The amount
in this fund in excess of one hundred thousand dol-
lars on the close of business of the last day of each
calendar quarter shall be immediately transferred
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to this state's account in the unemployment trust
fund. Moneys available in the administrative con-
tingency fund shall be expended upon the direction
of the commissioner, with the approval of the gover-
nor, whenever it appears to him that such expendi-
ture is necessary for:

(a) The proper administration of this title and
no federal funds are available for the specific pur-
pose to which such expenditure is to be made, pro-
vided, the moneys are not substituted for appropria-
tions from federal funds which, in the absence of
such moneys, would be made available.

(b) The proper administration of this title for
which purpose appropriations from federal funds
have been requested but not yet received, provided,
the administrative contingency fund will be reim-
bursed upon receipt of the requested federal appro-
priation.

ItCW 50.16.030 SEC. 2. Section 62, chapter 35, Laws of 1945 and
amended.

RCW 50.16.030 are each amended to read as follows:
Withdrawals ()Moessalbreuitnd
from federal 1) oessalb eustoe from this
unemploy- state's account in the unemployment trust fund
ment trust
fund, solely for the payment of benefits and repayment

of loans from the federal government to guarantee
solvency of the unemployment compensation fund
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the
commissioner, except that money credited to this
state's account pursuant to section 903 of the social
security act, as amended, shall be used exclusively
as provided in RCW 50.16.030 (5). The commissioner
shall from time to time requisition from the unem-
ployment trust fund such amounts, not exceeding
the amounts standing to its account therein, as he
deems necessary for the payment of benefits for a
reasonable future period. Upon receipt thereof the
treasurer shall deposit such moneys in the benefit
account and shall issue his warrants for the pay-
ment of benefits solely from such benefit account.
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(2) Expenditures of such moneys in the benefit
account and refunds from the clearing account shall
not be subject to any provisions of law requiring
specific appropriations or other formal release by
state officers of money in their custody, and section
5501 of Remington's Revised Statutes, as amended,
shall not apply. All warrants issued by the treas-
urer for the payment of benefits and refunds shall
bear the signature of the treasurer and the counter
signature of the commissioner, or his duly author-
ized agent for that purpose.

(3) Any balance of moneys requisitioned from
the unemployment trust fund which remains un-
claimed or unpaid in the benefit account after the
expiration of the period for which sums were re-
quisitioned shall either be deducted from estimates
for, and may be utilized for the payment of, benefits
during succeeding periods, or, in the discretion of
the commissioner, shall be redeposited with the
secretary of the treasury of the United States of
America to the credit of this state's account in the
unemployment trust fund.

(4) Money credited to the account of this state in
the unemployment trust fund by the secretary of
the treasury of the United States of America pur-
suant to section 903 of the social security act, as
amended, may be requisitioned and used for the pay-
ment of expenses incurred for the administration of
this title pursuant to a specific appropriation by the
legislature, provided that the expenses are incurred
and the money is requisitioned after the enactment
of an appropriation law which:

(a) specifies the purposes for which such money
is appropriated and the amounts appropriated there-
for,

(b) limits the period within which such money
may be obligated to a period ending not more than
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Withdrawals to atrtedt fteeateto h n
from federal toyears afe h aeo h eateto h p
unemployment ~ lw n
trust fund. propiaio lwan

(c) limits the amount which may be obligated
during a twelve-month period beginning on July 1st
and ending on the next June 30th to an amount
which does not exceed the amount by which (i) the
aggregate of the amounts credited to the account of
this state pursuant to section 903 of the social se-
curity act, as amended, during the same twelve-
month period and the four preceding twelve-month
periods, exceeds (ii) the aggregate of the amounts
obligated pursuant to RCW 50.16.030 (4), (5) and
(6) and charged against the amounts credited to
the account of this state during any of such five
twelve-month periods. For the purposes of RCW
50.16.030 (4), (5) and (6), amounts obligated during
any such twelve-month period shall be charged
against equivalent amounts which were first credited
and which are not already so charged; except that
no amount obligated for administration during any
such twelve-month period may be charged against
any amount credited during such a twelve-month
period earlier than the fourth preceding such period:
Provided, That any amount credited to this state's
account under section 903 of the social security act,
as amended, which has been appropriated for ex-
penses of administration, whether or not withdrawn
from the trust fund shall be excluded from the un-
employment compensation fund balance for the pur-
pose of experience rating credit determination.

(5) Money credited to the account of this state
pursuant to section 903 of the social security act, as
amended, may not be withdrawn or used except for
the payment of benefits and for the payment of ex-
penses of administration and of public employment
offices pursuant to RCW 50.16.030 (4), (5) and (6).

(6) Money requisitioned as provided in RCW
50.16.030 (4), (5) and (6) for the payment of ex-
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penses of administration shall be deposited in the
unemployment compensation fund, but until ex-
pended, shall remain a part of the unemployment
compensation fund. The commissioner shall main-
tain a separate record of the deposit, obligation, ex-
penditure and return of funds so deposited. Any
money so deposited which either will not be ob-
ligated within the period specified by the appro-
priation law or remains unobligated at the end of
the period, and any money which has been obligated
within the period but will not be expended, shall be
returned promptly to the account of this state in the
unemployment trust fund.

SEC. 3. Section 64, chapter 35, Laws of 1945, as
amended by section 13, chapter 215, Laws of 1947
and RCW 50.16.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

There is hereby established a fund to be known
as the unemployment compensation administration
fund. All moneys which are deposited or paid into
this fund are hereby made available to the com-
missioner. All moneys in this fund shall be ex-
pended solely for the purpose of defraying the cost
of the administration of this title, and for no other
purpose whatsoever. All moneys received from the
United States of America, or any agency thereof, for
said purpose pursuant to section 302 of the social
security act, as amended, shall be expended solely
for the purposes and in the amounts found necessary
by the secretary of labor for the proper and efficient
administration of this title. All moneys received
from the United States employment service, United
States department of labor, for said purpose pur-
suant to the act of congress approved June 6, 1933,
as amended or supplemented by any other act of
congress, shall be expended solely for the purposes
and in the amounts found necessary by the secretary
of labor for the proper and efficient administration
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of the public employment office system of this state.
The unemployment compensation administration
fund shall consist of all moneys received from the
United States of America or any department or
agency thereof, or from any other source, for such
purpose. All moneys in this fund shall be deposited,
administered, and disbursed by the treasurer of the
unemployment compensation fund under rules and
regulations of the commissioner and none of the pro-
visions of section 5501 of Remington's Revised Stat-
utes, as amended, shall be applicable to this fund.
The treasurer last named shall be the treasurer of
the unemployment compensation administration
fund and shall give a bond conditioned upon the
faithful performance of his duties in connection with
that fund. All sums recovered on the official bond
for losses sustained by the unemployment com-
pensation administration fund shall be deposited in
said fund. Notwithstanding any provision of this
section, all money requisitioned and deposited in
this fund pursuant to RCW 50.16.030 (6) shall remain
part of the unemployment compensation fund and
shall be used only in accordance with the conditions
specified in RCW 50.16.030 (4), (5) and (6).

ROW 50.16.060 SE.4Seto67'Lasf lAan
amended. SC4.Scin6,chapter 35 asof14 n

RCW 50.16.060 are each amended to read as follows:
Replacement Tesaeo eeyta
of federal Th tt fWashington heeypledges thtit
funds. will replace within a reasonable time any moneys

paid to this state under Title III of the social security
act, and the Wagner-Peyser act, which, because of
any action or contingency, have been lost or have
been expended for purposes other than, or in amounts
in excess of, those found necessary by the secretary
of labor for the proper administration of the Wash-
ington employment security act.

Passed the House February 18, 1959,
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 171.
E H. B. 333.

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT FORECASTS.

AN ACT relating to school enrollment forecasts by the state
census board; amending section 1, chapter 229, Laws of
1957 and RCW 43.62.050.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 229, Laws of 1957
and RCW 43.62.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

The board shall develop and maintain student
enrollment forecasts of Washington schools, includ-
ing both public and private, elementary schools,
junior high schools, high schools, colleges and uni-
versities. The board shall submit reports on such
forecasts to the governor and to the legislative budget
committee on or before the fifteenth day of No-
vember of each even numbered year.

Passed the House February 21, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 172.
( H. B. 334.

CIGARETTE FEE ACCOUNT-TRANSFER TO GENERAL
FUND.

AN ACT relating to the unfair cigarette sales act; amending sec-
tion 19, chapter 286, Laws of 1957 and RCW 19.91.190; and
providing an effective date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 19.91.190 SECTION 1. Section 19, chapter 286, Laws of 1957
amended, and RCW 19.91.190 are each amended to read as

follows:
Cigarette fee All fees and penalties received or collected by
account-Use. the commission pursuant to the provisions of this

chapter shall be paid to the state treasurer, to be
credited to the general fund.

Transfer SEC. 2. On July 1, 1959, the tax commission shall
of account.

transfer to the state general fund any unexpended
balance remaining in the cigarette fee account.

Warrants SEC. 3. From and after July 1, 1959, all warrants
paid from
general fund, drawn upon the cigarette fee account and not here-

tofore presented for payment shall be paid from the
general fund.

EffectiveSE.4ThefetvdaeothsatiJuy1
date.SE.4ThefetvdaeothsatiJuy1

1959.

Passed the House February 17, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 173.
[ H. B. 447. 1

LABOR LIENS-HOTEL, RESTAURANT, TAVERN
EMPLOYEES.

AN ACT relating to liens for labor of hotel employees and others,
amending section 4, chapter 205, Laws of 1953, and ROW
60.34.040.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 4, chapter 205, Laws of 1953 RCW 60.34.040
amended.

and RCW 60.34.040 are each amended to read as
follows:

The lien may be enforced within the same time Manner of
enforcing

and in the same manner as mechanics' liens are fore- liens.

closed, when said lien is upon real property, or in
the same manner as chattel liens are enforced when
the lien is upon personal property. The court may
allow as part of the costs of the action the money
paid for filing or recording the claim and a reason-
able attorney fee.

Passed the House February 18, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 174.
[H. B. 454.

APIARIES.

AN ACT relating to apiaries; and amending section 6, chapter 271,
Laws of 1955 and ROW 15.60.040.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 6, chapter 271, Laws of 1955
and RCW 15.60.040 are each amended to read as
follows:

RCW 15.60.040
amended.
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Inspection- ()h ietrsalmk rcuet emd
Eradication (1Thdietrsalmkorcueobeae
of disease--
Quarantine, whenever he deems it necessary, inspections of all

apiaries.
(2) Whenever a disease exists in any apiary,

the inspector making the inspection shall plainly
mark the hives containing diseased bees. The in-
spector shall, in writing, notify the owner or person
in charge or in possession of such apiary, stating in
the notice the nature of the disease found in each
colony, identifying such colony by reference to the
mark placed upon the hive thereof, and ordering
the eradication of such disease within a specified
time. When the owner or person in charge or pos-
session of any apiary is not known, the notice shall
be served by posting in a conspicuous place in the
apiary, or by mailing a copy thereof to the owner's
registered address.

(3) The owner or person in charge or in posses-
sion of any diseased bees must eradicate such disease
within the time specified in the notice. If the disease
is American foul brood, the time specified in the
notice shall not be less than twenty-four hours nor
more than one hundred and twenty hours from the
time of serving the notice. Eradication of American
foul brood shall be by burning the diseased colonies,
including the bees, combs, brood, frames, honey and
wax, and by burying the ashes and disinfecting the
hive by means approved by the director.

(4) Any apiary which is found to be infected
with American foul brood and to be dangerous to
the health of any apiary in this state may be sum-
marily quarantined by the department. Notice of
the quarantine shall be posted prominently on the
apiary, and the owner notified of such quarantine.
The quarantine shall not be removed until the de-
partment reasonably determines that no further in-
fection exists. During the quarantine period, no
bees, honey, appliances, equipment, or other ma-
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terials may be removed from the apiary without
first-procuring a permit from the department. How-
ever, such bees, honey, appliances, equipment, -or
other materials may be removed for the purpose of
eradicating the disease.

Passed the House February 23, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.

CHAPTER 175.
[ H. B. 485. 1

PORT DISTRICT OFFICERS AND ELECTIONS.

AN ACT relating to port district officers and elections; amending
sections 4, 7, 8, and 10, chapter 17, Laws of 1959 and RCW
53.12.020, 53.12.040, 53.12.120, and 53.12.150; amending sec-
tions 3 and 4, chapter 69, Laws of 1951 and RCW 53.12.044
and 53.12.046; amending section 3, chapter 62, Laws of
1913, as amended by section 1, chapter 204, Laws of 1927,
and RCW 53.12.060; amending section 5, chapter 194, Laws
of 1945, as last amended by section 5, chapter 101, Laws of
1951, and RCW 29.21.060; adding two new sections to
chapter 53.12 RCW; repealing section 2, chapter 39, Laws
of 1921, as amended by section 1, chapter 69, Laws of 1951,
and RCW 53.12.030; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 4, chapter 17, Laws of 1959 RCW 53.12.020
amended.

and RCW 53.12.020 are each amended to read as
follows:

No person shall be eligible to hold the office of P ort commis-

port commissioner unless he is a qualified voter of ilications.

the commissioner district from which he is elected:
Provided, That residence requirements for commis-
sioners at large shall be as set forth in RCW 53.12-
.120.

SEC. 2. Section 7, chapter 17, Laws of 1959 and RCW53.12.040

RCW 53.12.040 are each amended to read as follows: aedd
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Declarations Port commissioners shall file declarations of
of candidacy.

candidacy with the county auditor in which the port
district is located for the commissioner district in
which the candidate is a resident.

RCW 53.12.120 SEC. 3. Section 10, chapter 17, Laws of 1959 and
amended.

RCW 53.12.120 are each amended to read as follows:
Additional Inport dsrcshaving apouainffveh -
commission- n dsrcspplto ffv 1 n
ers when dred thousand or more, in accordance with the latest
population
increase. United States census, there shall be submitted to the

voters of the district, at the first general election
after June 11, 1953, the proposition of increasing
the number of commissioners to five. At any general
election thereafter, the same proposition may be
submitted by resolution of the port commissioners,
by filing a certified copy of the resolution with the
county auditor at least four months prior to the
general election. If the proposition is adopted, the
commission in that port district shall consist of one
commissioner from each of the three commissioner

Cemssaan-e districts, and two commissioners elected at lre
The two commissioners at large must be residents
of the district and shall be nominated and elected at
the same time and in the same manner as the other
commissioners, except that they shall be designated
on their declarations of candidacy and on the ballots
as commissioners at large.

If the proposition is carried by a majority vote,
then five days after the election the commission shall
consist of five members.

ROW 53.12.044 SEC. 4. Section 3, chapter 69, Laws of 1951 and
amended.

RCW 53.12.044 are each amended to read as follows:
Filing declar- In all port districts, except port districts in class
ations of
candidacy. AA and class A counties, declarations of candidacy

shall be filed with the county auditor not more than
sixty nor less than forty-five days prior to the date
of the election; declarations of candidacy for an elec-
tion for the formation of a port district shall be filed
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with the county auditor not more than sixty nor less
than twenty days prior to such election.

SEC. 5. Section 4, chapter 69, Laws of 1951 and RCW 53.12.046
amended.

RCW 53.12.046 are each amended to read as follows:
Any candidate for the office of port commissioner

may file notice of withdrawal of his candidacy with Caddc

the county auditor within five days after the last fIled.

day for filing declarations of candidacy, whereupon
his declaration of candidacy shall be void.

SEC. 6. Section 3, chapter 62, Laws of 1913, as Rcw 53.12.060

amended by section 1, chapter 204, Laws of 1927 and aedd

RCW 53.12.060 are each amended to read as follows:
A general election shall be held in conjunction Elections.

with county elections for the election of a port com-
missioner or commissioners and for the submission
of propositions, and special elections shall be held
at such times and for such propositions as the port
commission may by resolution prescribe, subject to
the limitations and pursuant to the requirements of
this act.

There shall be not less than one polling place in
each of the various wards of any incorporated city
within such port district, and one polling place
within each precinct of each port district not within
the limits of any incorporated city: Provided, That
the commissioners of any port district having a
population of less than two hundred and fifty reg-
istered voters, may, by resolution, provide that all
elections of said district be held at one central
polling place to be designated by them. It shall be
the duty of the county commissioners in the forma-
tion of a port district, and of the port commission
in all subsequent elections, to, at least twenty days
before each election, designate the polling places
and appoint three election officers for each place of
voting. At all elections the vote shall be by ballot.
The polls shall be open between such hours of the
day as the commission shall designate, but in every
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case the polls shall be open between one o'clock
p. m. and eight o'clock p. m. All electors who are,
at the time of such election, duly qualified to vote
within their respective precincts under the general
election laws for state and county officers shall be
entitled to vote at any election held in such port
district.'

Officers of the city and county having charge of
the registration books of any city or precinct in a
port district shall deliver the same for the use of
the election officers at all port elections. In the
event of such registration books being required by
law to be used by any school district or other public
corp oration at the same time as the use thereof will
be necessary by the port district, such books shall
be delivered to the port commission and school dis-
trict or other public corporation jointly, and the same
polling places and registration books may be used
jointly in such cases, and the same individuals may
serve as election officers for all such joint elections,
and in such cases the compensation of such election
officers and other expense shall be so divided that
the port district shall bear only its proportionate
share thereof.

The manner of conducting and voting at elections
under this act, opening and closing of polls, keeping
of poll lists, canvassing the votes, declaring the re-
sult, and certifying the returns, shall be the same
as provided by the general election laws governing
the election of state and county officers, except as
otherwise provided in this act.

ROW 29.21.060 SEC. 7. Section 5, chapter 194, Laws of 1945, as
amended.

last amended by section 5, chapter 101, Laws of 1951
and RCW 29.21.060 are each amended to read as
follows:

Declarations All candidates for offices to be voted on at any
of candidacy
in certain election in first, second, and third class cities shall
cities and
districts file declarations of candidacy not more than sixty
filed.
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nor less than forty-five days prior to the day of the
primary with the clerk thereof.

. All candidates for district offices, other than in
irrigation districts and in port districts of class AA
and class A counties, shall file declarations of can-
didacy not more than sixty nor less than forty-five
days prior to the date of the election with the officer
or board charged with the conduct of the election:
Provided, That in the case of public utility districts,
and in no other, nominations shall be made by
means of nominating petitions: Provided further,
That this c hapter shall not change the method of
nomination for first district officers at the formation
of the district. Any candidate may withdraw his Withdrawal.

declaration at any time within five days after the
last day allowed for filing declarations of candidacy.

The city clerk in class A counties shall transmit
to the county auditor at least thirty-five days before
the date fixed for the primary, a certified list of
the candidates to be voted on thereat as represented
by the declarations of candidacy filed in his office.

All candidates required to file declaration of can- Fees.

didacy shall pay the same fees and be governed by
the same rules as obtain with respect to candidates
for nomination at the September primary elections:
Provided, That no filing fee shall be charged in the
event that the office sought is without compensation.

Note: See also section 2, chapter 247, Laws of 1959.

Smc. 8. Section 8, chapter 17, Laws of 1959 and RCW 53.12.150

RCW 53.12.150 are each amended to read as follows: aedd

In the event of a vacancy in the office of port Commissioner
vacancies.

commissioner by death, resignation or otherwise,hofild
such vacancy shall be filled at the next general elec-
tion, the vacancy in the interim to be filled by ap-
pointment by a majority vote of the remaining port
commissioners.

If there should be at the same time such number
of vacancies that there are not in office a majority
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of the full number of commissioners fixed by law,
county commissioners of the county shall within
fifteen days of such vacancies make appointments
to fill the vacancies ad interim through the next
general election.

New section. SEC. 9. There is added to chapter 53.12 ROW a
new section to read as follows:

Declarations All candidates for district offices in port districts
of candidacy o ls AadcasAcute hl ieterdc
filed. o ls AadcasAcute hl ieterdc

larations of candidacy with the county auditor of
the county at the same time as and in the same
manner as candidates for county offices.

New section. SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 53.12 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Primary In the event that more than two candidates are
whe~n, filed for the office of port district commissioner in

any port commissioner district or for the office of
port district commissioner at large after the last
day for withdrawal of candidacy, in port districts in
class AA and class A counties, the county auditor
shall conduct a port district primary at the same time
at which he conducts the county primaries.

In the event that no more than two candidates
are filed for the office of port district commissioner
in any port commissioner district or for the office
of port district commissioner at large after the last
day for withdrawal of candidacy, in port districts
in class AA and class A counties, the county auditor
shall not conduct a primary and shall notify the can-
didates in such districts that there will be no pri-
mary, and shall cause their names to be printed in
alphabetical sequence on the ballot for the general
elections only.

General In the event that a primary is conducted for the
election
ballot,when office of port district commissioner, the name of the

primry. person who receives the greatest number of votes
and of the person who receives the next greatest
number of votes for each position, shall appear in
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that order on the port district general election ballot
under the designation for each respective office. In
the event there are two or more offices to be filled
for the same position, then names of candidates re-
ceiving the highest number of votes equal in number
to twice the offices to be filled shall appear on the
port district general election ballot so that the voter
shall have a choice of two candidates for each posi-
tion. The sequence of names of candidates printed
on the district general election ballot shall be in
relation to the number of votes each candidate re-
ceived at the primary. Names of candidates printed
upon the district primary and general election ballot
need not be rotated.

SEC. 11. Section 2, chapter 39, Laws of 1921, as Repeal.

amended by section 1, chapter 69, Laws of 1951 and
RCW 53.12.030 are each repealed.

SEC. 12. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state governmlent and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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* CHAPTER 176.
[ H. B. 521.1

FISH HATCHERY-GRANT COUNTY P. U. D.

AN ACT relating to the construction and operation of a fish
hatchery in Grant county; authorizing the expenditure of
certain funds; authorizing the state game commission to
contract with the Grant county public utility district; and
making an appropriation.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Construction, SECTION 1. The state game commission is hereby
operation of
hatchery authorized to expend such funds as it may receive
authorized.

from the Grant county public utility district as a
part of a cooperative fish propagation project, and
to add to such funds not to exceed two hundred
thousand dollars from the state game fund for the
construction and operation of a fish hatchery in
Grant county, Washington. The state game com-
mission is further authorized to contract with the
Grant county public utility district to bind itself to
plant such species of game fish as are determined
proper in accordance with and during the period of
such a contract.

Appropria- SEC. 2. There is appropriated from the state
tion.

game fund to the Washington state game commission
the sum of two hundred thousand dollars, or so
much thereof as may be necessary, to carry out the
purposes of this act.

Passed the House February 25, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 177.
[ EH.-B.638.J1

REGISTRY FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN.

AN ACT establishing a registry for handicapped children; pre-
scribing powers, duties, and procedures in relation thereto;
and adding new sections to chapter 83, Laws of 1907 and
to chapter 70.58 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 83, Laws New section.

of 1907 and to chapter 70.58 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

The purpose of this enactment is to provide a Purpose.

registry for handicapped children as an aid to their
timely treatment and care.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 83, Laws of New section.

1907 and to chapter 70.58 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

The director of the department of health, through Registry for

the state registrar of vital statistics, shall establish children.

and maintain a registry for handicapped children.

SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 83, Laws of New section.

1907 and to chapter 70.58 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Whenever the attending physician discovers that Congenitaldefects to
a newborn child has a congenital defect, and when- be reported.

ever a physician discovers upon treating a child un-
der the age of fourteen years that such child has a
partial or complete disability or a condition which
may lead to partial or complete disability, such fact
shall be reported to the local registrar upon a form to
be provided by the director of health. No report
shall be required if the disabling condition has been
previously reported or the condition is not one re-
quired to be reported by the director of health. Con-
genital defects shall be reported at the same time as
birth certificates are required to be filed. Each physi-
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cian shall make a report as to disabling conditions
within thirty days after discovery thereof.

Forms. The forms to be provided by the director of health
for this purpose shall require such information as
the director deems necessary to carry out the pur-
pose of this amendatory act.

New section. SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 83, Laws of
1907 and to chapter 70.58 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Reports Except compilations of statistical data fur-
secret. nished by the department, the information furnished

in the reports required by section 3 of this act shall
be secret and shall not be revealed except upon order
of the superior court.

New section. SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 83, Laws of
1907 and to chapter 70.58 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Cooperation The director of health and any local health of-
authorized.

ficer is authorized to cooperate with and to promote
the aid of any medical, health, nursing, welfare, or
other private groups or organizations, and with any
state agency or political subdivision to furnish sta-
tistical data in furtherance of the purpose of this

Gifts ac- amendatory act. The director or any local health
cepted. officer may accept contributions or gifts in cash or

otherwise from any person, group, or governmental
agency to further the purpose of this amendatory
act.

New section. SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 83, Laws of
1907 and to chapter 70.58 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Rules and The state board of health is authorized to make
regulations. such rules and regulations as are necessary to carry

out the purpose of this amendatory act.

Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 17, 1959.
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CHAPTER 178.
ES. B. 489.

STATE PURCHASING ADMINISTRATION.

AN ACT relating to state government; relating to the department
of general administration, division of purchasing; amending
section 1, chapter 187, Laws of 1957 and RCW 43.19.190;
adding new sections to chapter 43.19 RCW; repealing
chapter 160, Laws of 1943 and RCW 43.90.010 through 43.90-
.100; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 187, Laws of 1957 RCW 4.19.190

and RCW 43.19.190 are each amended to read as
follows:

The director of general administration, through Powers and

the division of purchasing, shall: sion of
purchasing.

(1) Establish and staff such administrative or-
ganizational units within the division of purchasing
as may be necessary for effective administration of
the provisions of this act;

(2) Purchase all material, supplies and equip-
ment needed for the support, maintenance, and use
of all state institutions, colleges and universities, the
offices of the elective state officers, the supreme
court, the administrative and other departments of
state government, and the offices of all appointive
officers of the state: Provided, however, That
primary authority for the purchase of specialized
equipment, instructional and research material for
their own use shall rest with the colleges and
universities: Provided further, That primary au-
thority for the purchase of materials, supplies and
equipment for resale to other than state agencies
shall rest with the state agency concerned;

(3) Provide the required staff assistance for the
state purchasing committee through the division of
purchasing;
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(4) Have authority to delegate to state agencies
a limited authorization to purchase or sell, which
authorization shall specify restrictions as to dollar
amount or to specific types of material, equipment
and supplies: Provided, That acceptance of the
limited purchasing authorization by a state agency
does not relieve such agency from conformance with
other sections of this act or from policies established
by the state purchasing committee;

(5) Contract for the testing of material, supplies,
and equipment with public and private agencies as
necessary and advisable to protect the interests of
the state;

(6) Prescribe the manner of inspecting- all de-
liveries of supplies, materials, and equipment pur-
chased through the division;

(7) Prescribe the manner in which supplies, ma-
terials, and equipment purchased through the di-
vision shall be delivered, stored, and distributed;

(8) Provide for the maintenance of a catalogue
library, manufacturers' and wholesalers' lists, and
current market information;

(9) Provide for a commodity classifications sys-
tem and may, in addition, provide for the adoption
of standard specifications when approved by the
purchasing committee;

(10) Provide for the maintenance of inventory
records of supplies, materials, equipment, and other
property;

(11) Prepare rules and regulations governing
the relationship and procedures between the division
of purchasing and state agencies and vendors.

New section. SEc. 2. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

State pur- There is hereby created a state purchasing com-
chas*n
commitee mittee which shall consist of seven members as fol-
established.

lows: The director of general administration as
chairman and executive officer, who shall be re-
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sponsible for the execution of all policies estab-
lished by the committee, and a representative from
each of the following six state agencies, who shall
be appointed by the governor based upon recom-
mendations of the head of the agency from which
the selection is made; the department of highways,
the department of institutions, the department of
natural resources, the university of Washington,
Washington state college and the central budget
agency. Members of the committee shall serve
without additional compensation and at the pleasure
of the governor. Four members of the committee
shall constitute a quorum. The committee shall meet
upon call of the chairman and shall adopt rules and
regulations for the conduct of its business. The
chairman may appoint special committees for. the Special

study of specific subjects, which special committees committees.

may include representatives of such other state
agencies as may be deemed appropriate.

SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The state purchasing committee shall have the Comm~ittee

following powers and duties: duties.

(1) Review and approve standards and specifica-
tions for all items of material, supplies and equip-
ment of common usage in state agencies;

(2) Review and approve specifications for specific
items of material, supplies and equipment referred
to it by the division of purchasing;

(3) Review and approve standards for the pur-
chase, replacement and repair of automotive equip-
ment consistent with the needs and location of statr
agencies;

(4) Review and approve a uniform systemn of
inventory control for material, supplies and equip-
ment;

(5) Act as an appeals board to hear appeals on
matters involving a state agency and the division
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of purchasing, and shall render its decision relating
thereto within thirty days after filing of the appeal;

(6) The findings and actions of the commnittee
shall be binding upon the respective state agencies
including all offices, institutions, and departments,
and public funds shall not be expended by any
agency for substitutions for material, supplies and
equipment for which standards have been estab-
lished by the committee unless prior written ap-
proval is obtained from the division of purchasing.

New section. SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Competitive Insofar as practicable, all purchases and sales
formal sealed
bid pro- shall be based on competitive bids and a formal
cedure.

sealed bid procedure shall be used as standard pro-
cedure for all purchases and contracts for purchases
and sales executed by the director of general ad-
ministration through the division of purchasing and
under the powers granted by this act: Provided,

Exceptions. That sealed competitive bidding shall not be neces-
sary for:

(1) Emergency purchases if such sealed bidding
procedure would prevent or hinder the emergency
from being met appropriately; and

(2) Purchases not exceeding five hundred dol-
lars but in all such purchases quotations shall be
secured from enough vendors to assure establish-
ment of a competitive price; and

(3) Purchases which are clearly and legitimately
limited to a single source of supply and purchases
involving special facilities, services or market con-
ditions, in which instances the purchase price may
be best established by direct negotiation.

New section. SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Bids solicited Competitive bidding required by this act shall be
by otie. solicited by public notice, and through the sending

of notices by mail to bidders on the appropriate
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list of bidders who shall have qualified by applica-
tion to the division of purchasing. Bids may be
solicited by the purchasing division from any source
thought to be of advantage to the state. All bids Bid form.

shall be in writing and conform to rules of the di-
vision of purchasing.

SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
When purchases are made through competitive Contracts

let to
bidding, the contract shall be let to the lowest re- lowest

sponsible bidder, subject to any preferences pro-
vided by law to Washington products and vendors,
taking into consideration the quality of the articles
proposed to be supplied, their conformity with
specifications, the purposes for which required, and
the times of delivery: Provided, That whenever
there is reason to believe that the lowest acceptable
bid is not the best price obtainable, all bids may be
rejected and the division of purchasing may call for
new bids or enter into direct negotiations to achieve
the best possible price. Each bid with the name of
the bidder shall be entered of record and each rec-
ord, with the successful bid indicated, shall, after
letting of the contract, be open to public inspection.
In determining "lowest responsible bidder," in ad- "Lowestb

dition to price, the following elements shall be given bidder," de-

consideration: termining.

(1) The ability, capacity and skill of the bidder
to perform the contract or provide the service re-
quired;

(2) The character, integrity, reputation, judg-
ment, experience and efficiency of the bidder;

(3) Whether the bidder can perform the contract
within the time specified;

(4) The quality of performance of previous con-
tracts or services;

(5) The previous and existing compliance by
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the bidder with laws relating to the contract or
services;

(6) Such- other information as may be secured
having a bearing on the decision to award the con-
tract.

New section. SEC. 7. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Reject for The division of purchasing may reject the bid of
unsatisfactory
performance. any bidder who has failed to perform satisfactorily

a previous contract with the state.

New section. SEC. 8. There is added to chapter 43.19 ROW a
new section to read as follows:

Bonds. When any bid has been accepted, the division of
purchasing may require of the successful bidder a
bond payable to the state in such amount with such
surety or sureties as determined by the division of
purchasing, conditioned that he will fully, faithfully
and accurately execute the terms of the contract into
which he has entered. The bond shall be filed in
the office of the division of purchasing. Bidders who
regularly do business with the state shall be per-
mitted to file with the division of purchasing an
annual bid bond in an amount established by the
division and such annual bid bond shall be acceptable
as surety in lieu of furnishing surety with individual
bids.

New section. SEC. 9. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Records of The director of general administration, through
state owned
equipment. the division of purchasing, shall maintain a perpetual

record of ownership of state owned equipment,
which shall be available in the division of purchasing
for the inspection and check of those officers who
are charged by law with the responsibility for au-
diting the records and accounts of the state agencies
owning the equipment, or to such other special in-
vestigators and others as the governor may direct.
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All state agencies shall account to the division of
purchasing at any and all times for state equipment
owned by, assigned to, or otherwise possessed by
them and maintain such records as the division of
purchasing deems necessary to proper account-
ability therefor. The term "state equipment" means "State equip-

all items of machines, tools, furniture, or furnishings defined.

other than expendable supplies and materials as de-
,fined by the division of purchasing.

SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The division of purchasing shall sell or exchange Sale or

exchange of
personal property belonging to the state for which property.

the office, department, or institution having custody
thereof has no further use, at public or private sale,
and cause the moneys realized from the sale of any
such property to be paid into the fund from which
such property was purchased or, if such fund no
longer exists, into the state general fund: Provided,
Sales of capital assets may be made by the division
of purchasing and a credit established in central
stores for future purchases of capital items as pro-
vided for in this act.

SEC. 11. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
The director of general administration, through Additional

dutes,
the division of purchasing, shall: division of

purchasing.
(1) Establish and maintain warehouses herein- "Central

stores."
after referred to as "central stores" for the central-
ized storage and distribution of such supplies, equip-
ment, and other items of common use in order to
effect economies in the purchase of supplies and
equipment for state agencies. To provide central
stores warehouse facilities the division of purchas-
ing may, by arrangement with the state agencies,
utilize any surplus available state owned space, and
may acquire other needed warehouse facilities by
lease or purchase of the necessary premises;
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(2) Provide for the central salvage, maintenance,
repair, and servicing of equipment, furniture, or
furnishings used by state agencies, and also by means
of such a service provide an equipment pooi for
effecting sales and exchanges of surplus and unused
property by and between state agencies. Funds de-
rived from the sale and exchange of property shall
be placed to the account of the appropriate state
agency on the central stores accounts but such funds
may not be expended through central stores without
prior approval of the central budget agency.

New section. SEC. 12. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

"Central There is created within the division of purchas-
stores revolv-
ing fund" ing of the department of general administration a
established, revolving fund to be known as the Pcentral stores

revolving fund," which shall be used for the pur-
chase of supplies and equipment handled or rented
through central stores, and the payment of salaries,
wages and other costs incidental to the acquisition,
operation, and maintenance of the central stores,
and other activities connected therewith. The fund
shall be credited with all receipts from the rental,
sale or distribution of supplies, equipment, and

Transfer of services rendered to the various state agencies. The
funds, moneys held in the present central stores revolving

fund created by section 4, chapter 160, Laws of 1943
are hereby transferred to the central stores revolving
fund created by this section.

New section. SEC. 13. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Advance pay- To supply such funds as may be necessary for
ments made, making combined purchases of items of common use

by central stores, state agencies shall, upon request
of the division of purchasing, from time to time,
make advance payments into the central stores re-
volving fund from funds regularly appropriated to
them for the procurement of supplies and equipment.
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Funds so advanced to central stores shall be used
only for the combined procurement, storage, and
delivery of such stocks of supplies and equipment
as are requisitioned by the agency and shall be offset
and repaid to the respective state agencies by an
equivalent value in merchandise supplied and
charged out from time to time from central stores.
Costs of operation of central stores may be recov- Operating

ered by charging as part of the value of materials, recovered.
supplies, or services an amount sufficient to cover
the costs of operating central stores.

SEC. 14. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The central stores revolving fund shall be de- Fund deposi-

posited in such banks and financial institutions as tories-Bonds.

may be selected by the state treasurer, which shall
furnish to him surety bonds or collateral eligible as
security for the deposit of state funds, in at least the
full amount of deposit in each such bank or financial
institution.

SEC. 15. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The director of general administration, through Contracts for

premisesthe division of purchasing, shall enter into rental authorized.

contracts, purchase agreements, or leases for all
space needed for offices, warehouses, and other
premises as may be required by the various state
agencies: Provided, That primary authority for the
leasing of real estate for research or experimental
purposes for their own use shall rest with the col-
leges and universities.

SEC. 16. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
All rental contracts, purchase agreements, or Agreements_

leases shall be prepared in triplicate, and executed Execution,
approval.

by the director of general administration in behalf
of the using agency, and shall be approved as to form
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New section.

Distribution of
agrement
copies.

New section.

Insurance and
public official
bonds-Pro-
curemenat and
payment .

by the attorney general, which approval shall appear
in writing on the original copy thereof: Provided,
That leases entered into by the colleges and universi-
ties may be executed by an appropriate 'officer
thereof.

SEC. 17. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Copies of rental contracts, purchase agreements,
and leases shall be distributed as follows: .(1)
Original shall be retained on file in the division of
purchasing, (2) first duplicate copy shall be supplied
to lessor or vendor, (3) second duplicate copy shall
be filed with the using agency for which the rental
contract, purchase agreement, or lease is consum-
mated.

SEC. 18. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

As a means of providing for the procurement of
insurance and public official bonds on a volume rate
basis, the director of general administration through
the division of purchasing shall purchase or contract
for the needs of state agencies in relation to all such
insurance and public official bonds: Provided, That
the individual public official bonds of elected state
officials, insurance requirements of colleges and
universities, insurance requirements of toll project
agencies and insurance covering proprietary activi-
ties of state agencies, other than motor vehicle
coverage, may be procured directly and independ-
ently by them. Insurance in force shall be reported
periodically under rules established by the director.

The amounts of insurance or surety bond cover-
age shall be as fixed by law, or if not fixed by law,
such amounts shall be as fixed by the administrative
board.

The premium cost for insurance acquired and
surety bonds furnished shall be paid from appropria-
tions made to the state agency or agencies for which
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procurement is made, and all vouchers drawn in
payment therefor shall bear the written approval of
the division of purchasing prior to the issuance of the
state warrant in payment therefor.

S EC. 19. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
No member of the state purchasing committee Benefits

and no state employee whose duties include:prhbtd
(1) Advising on or drawing specifications for

supplies, equipment, commodities or services;
(2) Suggesting or determining vendors to be

placed upon a bid list;
(3) Drawing requisitions for supplies, equip-

ment, commodities or services;
(4) Evaluating specifications or bids and sug-

gesting or determining awards; or
(5) Accepting the receipt of supplies, equipment

and commodities or approving the performance of
services or contracts; shall accept or receive, di-
rectly or indirectly, a financial benefit, or accept any
gift, token, membership or service, as a result of a
purchase entered into by the state, from any person,
firm or corporation engaged in the sale, lease or
rental of property, material, supplies, equipment,
commodities or services to the state of Washington.

.Violation of this section shall be considered a Violation,

malfeasance and may cause loss of position, and the mlesne

violator shall be liable to the state upon his official
bond for all damages sustained by the state. Con-
tracts involved may be cancelled at the option of the
state. Penalties provided in this section are not ex-
clusive, and shall not bar action under any other
statute penalizing the same act or omission.

SEC. 20. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
When any competitive bid or bids are to be or Restricting

copetitionhave been solicited, requested, or advertised for by prohibited.
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the state under the provisions of this act, it shall be
unlawful f or any person acting for himself, or as
agent of another, to offer, give, or promise to give,
any money, check, draft, property, or other thing of
value, to another for the purpose of inducing such
other person to refrain from submitting any bids
upon such purchase or to enter into any agreement,
understanding or arrangement whereby full and un-
restricted competition for the securing of such public
work will be suppressed, prevented, or eliminated;
and it shall be unlawful for any person to solicit,
accept or receive any money, check, draft, property,
or other thing of value upon a promise or under-
standing, express or implied, that he individually or
as an agent or officer of another will refrain from
bidding upon such contract, or that he will on behalf
of himself or such others submit or permit another
to submit for him any bid upon such purchase in
such sum as to eliminate full and unrestricted corn-

Violation, petition thereon. Any person violating any provision
misdemeanor, of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Repeal. SEc. 21. Chapter 160, Laws of 1943 and RCW
43.90.010 through 43.90.100 are each repealed.

Severability. SEC. 22. If any provision of this act, or its ap-
plication to any person or circumstance is held in-
valid, the remainder of the act, or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances
is not affected.

Emergency. SEC. 23. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate March 3, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.
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CHAPTER 179.
[ H. B. 487.

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE-PREMIUMS.

AN ACT relating to industrial insurance; amending section 49,
chapter 70, Laws of 1957 and RCW 51.16.090; and amending
section 50, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 and ROW 51.16.110.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 49, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 RCW 51.16.090

and RCW 51.16.090 are each amended to read as amended.

follows:
To the end that no employer shall evade the Employer

may not evadeburdens imposed by an unfavorable or high cost ex- unfavorable
cost

perience, the director may determine whether or experience.

not an increase, decrease, or change (1) of operating
property; (2) of interest in operating property; (3)
of employer; (4) of personnel or interest in em-
ployer is sufficient to show a bona fide change which
would make inoperative any high cost experience:
Provided, That where an employer is now or has
prior to January 1, 1958, been covered under the
provisions of this title for a period of at least two
years and subsequent thereto the legal structure of
the employer changes by way of incorporation, dis-
incorporation, merger, consolidation, transfer of
stock ownership, or by any other means, such per-
son or entity as legally reconstituted shall be en-
titled to a continuation of the experience rating
which existed prior to such change in the employer's
legal structure unless there has been such a sub-
stantial change as provided in subdivisions (1), (2),
(3) or (4) of this section as would warrant making
inoperative any high cost experience.

SEC. 2. Section 50, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 and RCW 51.16.110

RCW 51.16.110 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

Every employer who shall enter into any business,
or who shall resume operations in any work or plant
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nesses or afeth final adjustment of his payroll in connec-
oprtos tion there with, shall, before so commencing or re-

suming operations, as the case may be, notify the
director of such fact, accompanying such notification
with an estimate of his payroll and workmen hours
for the first calendar month of his proposed oper-
ations, and shall make payment of the premiums
on such estimate. Every such employer shall be
liable for a premium of at least such estimate. Every
such employer shall pay the full basic rate until such
time as an experience rating in excess of a one, two,
three, or four year period may be computed as of a
first succeeding July 1st date, and shall be liable for
a premium of at least two dollars per month irre-
spective of the amount of his workmen hours re-
ported during said month to the department: Pro-
vided, That where an employer is now or has prior
to January 1, 1958, been covered under the provi-
sions of this title for a period of at least two years
and subsequent thereto the legal structure of such
employer changes by way of incorporation, disin-
corporation, merger, consolidation, transfer of stock
ownership, or by any other means, the director may
continue, increase, or decrease such experience rat-
ing which existed prior to such change in the em-
ployer's legal structure.

Note: See also section 15, chapter 308, Laws of 1959.

Passed the House February 27, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.
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CHAPTER 180.
[ H. B. 278.

CONVEYANCE TO SUNNYSIDE CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE.

AN ACT authorizing the conveyance of certain lands in Yakima
county, Washington to the Sunnyside chamber of com-
mence, a corporation, Sunnyside, Washington.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Upon the payment to the state Of Conveyance

Washington of the sum of one thousand dollars, upon pay-

which sum shall be deposited to the account of et

the highway safety fund when received by the
treasurer of the state of Washington, the Wash-
ington state patrol is authorized and directed to
certify to the governor and secretary of state that
such payment has been made on the following
described property situated in Yakima county, Description.

Washington: The North 68 feet of the East 140
feet of Lot Five (5), Block "B" of GEORGE E. SHAW'S

ACRE TRACT ADDITION TO SUNNYSIDE, Washington,
according to the official plat thereof recorded in
Volume "A" of Plats, page 74, records of Yakima
county, Washington; and the governor is hereby
authorized and directed forthwith to execute and
the secretary of state is authorized and directed to
attest to a deed conveying said lands to the Sunny-
side chamber of commerce, a corporation, Sunny-
side, Washington.

Passed the House February 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.
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CHAPTER 181.
E H. B. 90. J

STATE MILITARY DEPARTMENT-DISPOSITION OF
SEATTLE LANDS.

AN ACT relating to the sale and conveyance or lease or exchange
of certain real property, in Block 35 A. A. Denny's 6th Ad-
dition in the city of Seattle and providing for the distribu-
tion of proceeds.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Sale or ex- SECTION 1. The military department of the state
change
authorized, of Washington may sell or lease or exchange for

property of like value the following described prop-
erty located in the city of Seattle:

Description. Lots 1-8 inclusive and portions of Lots 9 and 10
lying northwesterly of line parallel to and 20' south-
easterly of northwesterly boundaries of said Lots
9 and 10 plus abutting vacated portion of Lenora
Street and abutting vacated alley, all in Block 35,
A. A. Denny's 6th Addition less portion of Lot 10
condemned for Western Avenue and less portions
of Lots 1, 4, 5, 8, and 9 condemned for Armory Way.

Such sale, lease or exchange may be made at
such time as the adjutant general of the Washington
national guard decides that said property is no
longer needed as an armory site: Provided further,
That said department and adjutant general shall in
each instance give the city of Seattle the first op-
portunity and/or option to acquire said property
and before said property is made available to the
general public.

Execution of SEC. 2. In the event of a sale as authorized in
sale instru-
ment. section 1, any instrument necessary to convey title

to the property described in section 1 which is
known as the old armory site shall be executed by
the governor in form approved by the attorney
general.
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SEC. 3. The consideration received from the sale Disposition

authorized in section 1 hereof shall be deposited to Of proceeds.

the account of the general fund in the state treasury
and shall be set aside and utilized for the purchase
of real property for the use of the military depart-
ment of the state of Washington.

Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.

CHAPTER 182.
[ H. B. 426.]1

TRAFFIC SCHOOLS.
AN ACT relating to the joint establishment of traffic schools by

cities or towns and counties; providing for the formation
and operation thereof; defining a crime; and fixing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Any city or town and the county in
which it is located are authorized, as may be agreed
between the respective governing bodies of the city
or town and county, to establish a traffic school for
the purposes and under the conditions set forth in
this act. Such city or town and county traffic school
may be effected whenever the governing body of
the city or town shall pass an ordinance and the
board of commissioners of the county shall pass a
resolution declaring intention to organize and oper-
ate a traffic school in accordance with agreements
had between them as to the financing, organization,
and operation thereof.

SEC. 2. A traffic school established under this act
shall be under the control and supervision of the
board of county commissioners, through such agents,
assistants, or instructors as the board may designate,
and shall be conducted with the assistance of the

Traffic schools
authorized.

Supervision by
coun~ty com-
missioners.
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county sheriff and the police department of the city
or town.

Operating SEC. 3. All funds appropriated by the city or
funds-Gifts, town and county to the operation of the traffic school

shall be deposited with the county treasurer and
shall be administered by the board of county com-
missioners. The governing bodies of every city or
town and county participating in the operation of
traffic schools are authorized to make such appro-
priations by ordinance or resolution, as the case may
be, as they shall determine for the establishment
and operation of traffic schools, and they are further
authorized to accept and expend gifts, donations,
and any other money from any source, private or
public, given for the purpose of said schools.

Purpose. SEc. 4. It shall be the purpose of every traffic
school which may be established hereunder to in-
struct, educate, and inform all persons appearing
for training in the proper, lawful, and safe operation
of motor vehicles, including but not limited to rules
of the road and the limitations of persons, vehicles,
and roads, streets and highways under varying con-
ditions and circumstances.

Attendance SC.5poie jsieuvnl
as part of Sc5.Every poiecourt, jsiecourt, jvnl
sentence, court, superior court, and every other court handling

traffic cases within the limits of a county wherein a
traffic school has been established may, as a part of
any sentence imposed following a conviction for any
traffic law violation, or as a condition on the suspen-
sion of sentence or deferral of any imposition of
sentence, order any person so convicted, whether
that person be a juvenile, a minor, or an adult, to
attend the traffic school for a number of days to be
determined by the court, but not to exceed the
maximum number of days which the violator could
be required to serve in the city or county jail as a
result of his or her conviction.
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SEC. 6. Every person required to attend a traffic Failure to
attend school,school as established under the provisions of this act misdemeanor.

shall maintain attendance in accordance with the
sentence or order. Failure so to do, unless for good
cause shown by clear and convincing evidence, shall
be a misdemeanor and punishable as by law pro-
vided in addition to the imposition of any punish-
ment suspended or deferred upon the original con-
viction.

Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.

CHAPTER 183.
[ H. B. 381.]1

PORT DISTRICTS-REVENUE BONDS AND WARRANTS.

AN ACT relating to port districts; amending section 1, chapter
122, Laws of 1949, as amended by section 1, chapter 59,
Laws of 1957, and ROW 53.40.010; section 3, chapter 59,
Laws of 1957 and ROW 53.40.020; section 4, chapter 59,
Laws of 1957 and ROW 53.40.030; section 4, chapter 122,
Laws of 1949, as amended by section 5, chapter 59, Laws
of 1957, and ROW 53.40.040; section 3, chapter 122, Laws
of 1949, as amended by section 6, chapter 59, Laws of 1957,
and ROW 53.40.050; sections 9 and 8, chapter 122, Laws of
1949 and ROW 53.40.110 and 53.40.130; and adding two new
sections to chapter 53.40 ROW; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SE~CTIO>N 1. Section 1, chapter 122, Laws of 1949, RCW 53.40.010

as amended by section 1, chapter 59, Laws of 1957, aedd

and RCW 53.40.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

The port commission of any port district is au- Revenue
flbondsthorized for the purpose of carrying out the lawfu authorized.

powers granted port districts by the laws of the state
to contract indebtedness and to issue revenue bonds
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RCW 53.40.020
amended.

Purposes for
which issued.

RCW 53.40.030
amended.

Bonds-Term,
form. etc.

evidencing such indebtedness in conformity with
this chapter.

SEc. 2. Section 3, chapter 59, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 53.40.020 are each amended to read as follows:

All such revenue bonds authorized under the
terms of this chapter may be issued and sold by the
port district from time to time and in such amounts
as is deemed necessary by the port commission to
provide sufficient funds for the carrying out of all
port district powers, and without limiting the gener-
ality thereof, shall include the following: Acquisi-
tion, construction, reconstruction, maintenance, re-
pair, additions and operation of port properties and
facilities, including in the cost thereof engineering,
inspection, accounting, fiscal and legal expenses; the
cost of issuance of bonds, including printing, engrav-
ing and advertising and other similar expenses; pay-
ment of interest on the outstanding bonds issued for
any project during the period of actual construction
and for six months after the completion thereof,
and the proceeds of such bond issue are hereby made
available for all such purposes.

SEC. 3. Section 4, chapter 59, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 53.40.030 are each amended to read as follows:

The port commission shall determine the form,
conditions, and denominations of all such bonds, the
maturity date or dates which the bonds so sold shall
bear, and the interest rate thereon, which shall not
exceed six percent per year. It shall not be neces-
sary that all bonds of the same authorized issue bear
the same interest rate. Principal and interest of the
bonds shall be payable at such place or places as
may be fixed and determined by the port commnis-
sion. The bonds may contain provisions for reg-
istration thereof as to principal only or as to both
principal and interest. The bonds shall be issued
in coupon form with interest payable at such time
or times as may be determined by the port commis-
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sion and in such amounts as it may prescribe. The
port commission may provide for retirement of
bonds issued under this chapter at any time or
times prior to their maturity, and in such manner
and upon the payment of such premiums as may be
fixed and determined by resolution of the port com-
mission.

SEC. 4. Section 4, chapter 122, Laws of 1949, as RCW 53.40.040

amended by section 5, chapter 59, Laws of 1957, and amended.

RCW 53.40.040 are each amended to read as follows:
Bonds issued under the provisions of this chapter Bonds payable

shall be payable solely out of operating revenues of reene

the port district. Such bonds shall be authorized by Special funds.

resolution adopted by the port commission, which
resolution shall create a special fund or funds into
which the port commission may obligate and bind
the port district to set aside and pay any part or
parts of, or all of, or a fixed proportion of, or a fixed
amount of the gross revenue of the port district for
the purpose of paying the principal of and interest
on such bonds as the same shall become due, and if
deemed necessary to maintain adequate reserves
theref or. Such fund or funds shall be drawn upon
solely for the purpose of paying the principal and
interest upon the bonds issued pursuant to this
chapter.

The bonds shall be negotiable instruments within Bonds, nego-
tiable instru-

the provisions and intent of the negotiable instru- ments.

ments law of this state, even though they shall be
payable solely from such special fund or funds, and
the tax revenue of the port district may not be used
to pay, secure, or guarantee the payment of the
principal of and interest on such bonds. The bonds
and the coupons attached thereto shall state upon
their face that they are payable solely from such
special fund or funds. If the port commission fails
to set aside and pay into such fund or funds the
payments provided for in such resolution, the holder
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of any such bonds may bring suit to compel com-
pliance with the provisions of the resolution.

RCW 53.40.050 SEC. 5. Section 3, chapter 122, Laws of 1949, as
amended, amended by section 6, chapter 59, Laws of 1957, and

RCW 53.40.050 are each amended to read as follows:
Sale of bonds Port districts may, but are not required by the
to federal
government, terms of this chapter to do so, sell any or all such

bonds issued pursuant to this chapter to the federal
government, or any agency of the federal govern-
ment, at private sale and without the necessity of
public advertisement or calling for bids.

RCW 53.40.110 SEC. 6. Section 9, chapter 122, Laws of 1949 and
amended.
Bonds-- RCW 53.40.110 are each amended to read as follows:
Interest on, prun oteo
form, permis- The bonds issued pruntoheprovisions o
sible
covenants, this chapter shall bear interest at a net interest cost

to the port district over the life of the issue at not
to exceed six percent per annum and no semiannual
interest shall be, nor shall any coupon evidence,
interest at a rate greater than six percent; shall
be signed on behalf of the port district by the
president of the port commission and shall be at-
tested by the secretary of the port commission, one
of which signatures may be 'a facsimile signature,
and shall have the seal of the port district impressed
thereon; each of the interest coupons attached
thereto shall be signed by the facsimile signatures
of said officials. Such bonds shall be sold in the
manner and at such price as the port commission
shall deem best, either at public or private sale.

The port commission may provide such cove-
nants as it may deem necessary to secure the pay-
ment of the principal of and interest on such bonds
and may but shall not be required to include cove-
nants to create a reserve fund or account and to
authorize the payment or deposit of certain moneys
therein for the purpose of securing the payment of
such principal and interest; to establish, maintain,
and collect tariffs, rates, charges, fees, rentals, and
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sales prices on facilities and services the income of
which is pledged for the payment of such bonds,
sufficient to pay or secure the payment of such
principal and interest and to maintain an adequate
coverage over annual debt service; and to make any
and all other covenants not inconsistent with the
provisions of this chapter which will increase the
marketability of such bonds. The port commission
may also provide that revenue bonds payable out
of the same source or sources may later be issued
on a parity with any revenue bonds being issued
and sold. The provisions of this chapter and any
resolution or resolutions providing for the authoriza-
tion, issuance, and sale of such bonds shall constitute
a contract with the holders of such bonds, and the
provisions thereof shall be enforceable by any owner
or holder of such bonds by mandamus or any
appropriate suit, action or proceeding at law or in
equity in any court of competent jurisdiction.

SEC. 7. Section 8, chapter 122, Laws of 1949 and RCW 53.40.130

RCW 53.40.130 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

The port commission of any port district may by Refunding
SSrevenue bondsresolution, from time to time, provide for the su-authorized.

ance of funding or refunding revenue bonds to fund
or refund any outstanding revenue warrants, bonds,
and any premiums due thereon, and matured coupons
evidencing interest upon any such bonds at or
before the maturity of such warrants or bonds, and
may combine various outstanding revenue warrants
and parts or all of various series and issues of out-
standing revenue bonds and matured coupons in the
amount thereof to be funded or refunded.

The port commission shall create a special fund Special fund.

for the sole purpose of paying the principal of and
interest on such funding or refunding revenue bonds,
into which fund the commission shall obligate and
bind the port district to set aside and pay any part
or parts of, or all of, or a fixed proportion of, or a
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fi.xed amount of the gross revenue of the port dis-
trict sufficient to pay such principal and interest as
the same shall become due, and if deemed necessary
to maintain adequate reserves theref or.

Refunding Such funding or refunding bonds shall be negoti-
bonds, negoti-
abe nst able instruments within the provisions and intent of

the negotiable instruments law of this state, and the
tax revenue of the port district may not be used to
pay, secure, or guarantee the payment of the prin-
cipal of and interest on such bonds. The net interest
cost to maturity on such funding or refunding bonds
shall not exceed six percent per annum and the
amount of any premium to be paid to effect the
redemption of outstanding revenue warrants or
bonds shall not be considered in determining such
net interest cost.

The port district may exchange such funding or
refunding bonds for the warrants, bonds, and cou-
pons being funded or refunded, or it may sell such
funding or refunding bonds in the manner and at
such price as the port commission shall deem to be
for the best interest of the district and its inhabitants,
either at public or private sale.

The provisions of this chapter relating to the
terms, conditions, covenants, issuance, and sale of
revenue bonds shall be applicable to such funding
or refunding bonds except as may be otherwise
specifically provided in this section.

New section. SEC. 8. There is added to chapter 53.40 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Revenue Port districts may also issue revenue warrants
autoried. for the same purposes for which they may issue

revenue bonds, and the provisions of this chapter
relating to the terms, conditions, covenants, issuance,
and sale of revenue bonds shall be applicable to
such revenue warrants.

New section. SEc. 9. There is added to chapter 53.40 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

[ 836]1
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Any sale of revenue bonds or warrants of port Prior sales

districts heretofore made, whether at public or vldtd

private sale and whether at par or less than par
as authorized herein, and any terms, conditions, and
covenants of any revenue bonds or warrants of port
districts heretofore issued, are hereby declared to
be valid, legal, and binding in all respects: Provided,
however, That this section shall not be construed to
exonerate any officer or agent of any such district
from any liability for any acts which were com-
mitted fraudulently or in bad faith.

SEC. 10. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety
and for the immediate support of the state govern-
ment and its existing institutions and political sub-
divisions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.

CHAPTER 184.
fH. B. 611.

LIMITED ACCESS HIGHWAYS-PARKING FACILITIES.

AN ACT relating to limited access highways and freeways; au-
thorizing the lease of air space over and under limited
access highways and freeways for private motor vehicle
parking areas and development of parking facilities; and
adding a new chapter to Title 47 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to Title 47 RCW a New chapter.

new chapter to read as set forth in sections 2 through
13 of this act.

SEC. 2. The state highway commission may rent Lease of air-
space foror lease to any person, partnership, association, cor- parking

poration or municipal corporation desiring the use authorized.
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of any part thereof, including the right of way
adjoining the paved portion, the air space over,
under, or above any part of a limited access high-
way or freeway, and the space over or under any
ramp or interchange, for constructing thereon,
thereunder, and in said air space parking lots or
other parking facilities for the use of motor vehicles,
so long as the use by the lessee in no manner inter-
feres with the freeway.

Lease period- SEC. 3. Any lease entered into under authority
Ownership re-
verts to state, granted by this chapter shall be for a period not to

exceed fifty years, and may be for such lesser period
as the state highway commission shall determine.
All improvements placed within the air space over
or above or under the freeway or any ramp or inter-
change thereof by the lessors shall, upon expiration
of the lease, revert to and become the property of
the state to the same extent that the freeway and
its appurtenances are state property.

Required SEC. 4. Any lease entered into must include in
covenant in prvsos taim
lease. its prvsosrqurmnsta the use of andim

provements made or constructed in the leased air
space be primarily for the good of the public and
for no purpose other than the construction and
operation of parking lots or facilities as set forth in
section 2 of this chapter.

Lease to mu- SEC. 5. The state highway conmmission may lease
nicipal
corporation, any available air space over, under or above any

part of a limited access highway or freeway, within
the limits of a municipal corporation, to such mu-
nicipal corporation, for the purpose of constructing
and operating parking facilities, upon such terms
and conditions as the commission and proper au-
thorities of such municipal corporation deem reason-
able and fair, without the necessity for advertise-
ment or order of court and without the necessity
of first calling for bids from private persons or firms.

[ 838]1
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The provisions of sections 6 through 12 shall not
apply to any such lease to a municipal corporation.
The lease may authorize the municipal corporation Sublease

authorized.to sublease such space to any person, partnership,
association or corporation desiring to construct and
operate parking facilities providing such sublease
is made in the manner provided in sections 6
through 12. Any city renting or leasing the lands
or interests in lands decribed in section 2 hereof
may develop, construct or improve parking facilities
thereon: Provided, however, That no city with a Cities aver

population of more than one hundred thousand shall thuand

operate any such parking space and/or facilities pobidon,
privateuntil after it has called for sealed bids from re- operation.

sponsible, private bidders for the operation thereof.
The call for bids shall specify the terms and con-
ditions under which the facility will be leased for
private operation and shall specify a minimum rental
upon which such a lease will be made by the city.
The minimum rental may be on a weekly or monthly
flat fee basis or may be based upon a weekly or
monthly percentage of gross income, but it shall in
any event be sufficient to cover all of the city's cost
in acquiring and/or constructing or improving the
facility to be leased, including interest charges and
debt retirement. The call for bids shall specify the
time and place at which the bids will be received
and the time when the same will be opened, and
such call shall be advertised once a week for two
successive weeks before the time fixed for the filing
of bids in a newspaper of general circulation in the
city. The competitive bid requirements of this act
shall not apply in any case where such a city shall
grant a long-term negotiated lease of any such
facility to a private operator on the condition that
the tenant-operator shall construct a substantial por-
tion of the facility or the improvements thereto,
which construction and/or improvements shall be-
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come the property of the city on expiration of the
lease. If no bid is received for the operation of such
an off-street parking facility, or if none of the bids
received meet the minimum rental specified, the
legislative body of the city may reject all bids, in
the latter case, and in both situations may read-
vertise the facility for lease or may operate the
facility itself. If the city elects to operate the park-
ing facility itself, it shall at least once in every three
years again readvertise for bids in the same manner
as provided above.

SEC. 6. Whenever the state highway commission
determines that air space is available for lease to
any person, partnership, association or corporation
it shall publish a call for bids thereon at least once
each week for two consecutive weeks, the first
publication to be not less than forty-five days pre-
ceding the day set for receiving and opening the
bids. Said publication shall be made in at least
one newspaper of general circulation in the county
wherein the air space to be leased is located, and
shall state the time, place, and date for receiving
and opening the bids, give the location of the air
space to be leased, the term of the lease which may
be granted and contain such other information as
the highway commission may deem of value or as-
sistance to prospective bidders.

SEC. 7. Each person, firm, corporation, or other
association bidding for the lease of air space shall
enclose with written bids a comprehensive analysis
of plans for the improvement of the air space by
the development of motor vehicle parking facilities,
and shall set forth the amount of the bid in a manner
which will clearly indicate to the commission the
total rental to be received by the state over the full
term of the lease. All bids shall be under sealed
cover and accompanied by deposit in cash, certified

[840 ]

Call for
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Deposit.
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check, cashier's check, or surety bond, in an amount
not less than the rental for one year as computed
from the average annual rental for the full term
of the lease, and no bid shall be considered unless
the deposit is enclosed therewith.

SEc. 8. At the time and place named in the call Reading of
bids--Notice

for bids the state highway commission shall publicly of award.

open all bids and read the total of all rentals to be
paid for the full term of the lease, as shown on
each bid properly filed. Within thirty days after
the opening of bids the commission shall notify all
bidders by mail of the date and place, not less than
seven nor more than fourteen days after mailing of
the notice, when the lease will be awarded. Prior
to said notification and award, the commission shall
give full consideration to the improvements proposed
to be made by each bidder and the value thereof
upon reversion to the state, and said value shall be
considered with the rentals to be paid in determining
the successful bid.

SEm. 9. If in the opinion of the commission the Bids may be
rejected-Call

acceptance of the bid of the best responsible bidder republished.

or bidders, or on prior failure thereof, the acceptance
of a bid of any of the remaining best responsible
bidder or bidders, will not be for the best interest
of the state, it may reject all bids or all remaining
bids and republish call for bids in the same manner
as for an original publication thereof.

SEC.10. f te sucesful iddr fals o ener orfeiture ofSF~c 10 Ifthesucessul bdde fals o eterdeposit upon
delay-Timneinto the lease and furnish bond satisfactory t h xesotoutherexensio

commission within thirty days from the award ,auhred
exclusive of the day of award, his deposit shall be
forfeited to the state and the commission may award
the lease to the second best bidder. If the second
best bidder fails to enter into the lease and furnish
bond within thirty days after the award to him,
forfeiture of his deposit shall also be made and the
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lease may be awarded to the third best bidder, and
in like manner until the lease and bond are executed
by a responsible bidder to whom the award is made,
or further bid proposals are rejected, or the number
of bid proposals exhausted: Provided, That if the
lease is not executed and bond furnished within the
time required, and there appear circumstances which
are deemed by the commission to warrant an ex-
tension of time, the commission may extend the
time for execution of the lease or furnishing bond
for not to exceed thirty additional days. After
awarding the lease the deposits of unsuccessful bid-
ders shall be returned: Provided, That the com-
mission may retain the deposits of the next best
responsible bidder or bidders as he desires until
such time as the lease is entered into and satisfactory
bond provided by the bidder to whom award was
ultimately made.

Bond upon Sc.1.Tebntobfuisd a
award of S.11Thbodrequired tbefrihdbya
lease. successful bidder, upon the awarding of the lease,

shall be conditioned upon the full performance of
the lease for the full term thereof, including com-
pletion of all improvements proposed to be con-
structed by the lessee in the bid submitted, and con-
ditioned further upon the lessee's operation of the
leased air space without obstruction or hindrance
to the freeway or. highway facilities appurtenant
thereto.

Bond sureties SEC. 12. The commission may at any time require
to ualfy. any or all sureties on a lessee's bond to appear and

qualify themselves. If it deems that the surety
or sureties on such bond have become insufficient
it may demand in writing that the lessee furnish
additional sureties or a further bond, in an amount
the commission deems necessary, but not in excess
of that originally required at the time of making the
award.
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SEC. 13. The state highway commission may Implementing

adopt such rules as are reasonably necessary to iM- authorized.

plement the purpose of this chapter, and may re-
quire covenants and conditions in any lease executed
under the authority of this chapter as are deemed
necessary to protect the freeway and appurtenant
highway facilities and to the fulfillment of the lease
by the lessee or lessees. Whenever any air space
over, under or above any part of a limited access
highway or a freeway is leased to a private person
or firm or such space is leased to a municipal cor-
poration authorizing a sublease of such space to a
private person or firm, the state highway commis-
sion shall reserve to itself or to the municipal cor- control of

parking rates
poration subleasing such space, continuing control reserved.

of parking rates to be charged the public by
the lessee or sublessee: Provided, however, That
nothing herein contained shall prohibit the state
highway commission or a municipal corporation,
when leasing or subleasing such air space to a private
person or firm, from covenanting to permit any
private lessee or sublessee to charge rates for park-
ing during the term of the lease or sublease, adequate
to pay costs of operation and maintenance, the cost
of construction of parking facilities over a reasonable
period of time and to return a fair profit to such
private lessee or sublessee.

SEC. 14. All money received under this chapter, Disposition
of moneyswhether proceeds from a lease, forfeiture of bid de- received.

posits, or otherwise, shall be delivered to the state
treasurer for deposit in the motor vehicle fund.

SEC. 15. The provisions of this chapter are in- Construction

tended to supersede any laws of the state inconsistent -eeaiiy

herewith, and to effect repeal thereof where they
have application only to situations as herein set
forth and to no other business or affairs of the state,
and if any provisions of this chapter, or its applica-
tion to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
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the remainder of the chapter, or the application of
the provision to other persons or circumstances, is
not affected.

Passed the House March 7, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.

CHAPTER 185.
EH. B. 122.]1

BANKS, TRUST COMPANIES-INVESTMENTS.

AN ACT relating to banks and trust companies and mutual sav-
ings banks; adding a new section to chapter 33, Laws of
1955 and to chapter 30.04 RCW; and adding a new section
to chapter 13, Laws of 1955 and to chapter 32.20 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 33, Laws
of 1955 and to chapter 30.04 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Purchase of Any bank, or trust company, or bank under the
stock author-suevsooftespriomapucsendhl
ized.suevsooftespriomapucaeadhl

for its own investment account stock in small busi-
ness investment companies licensed and regulated
by the United States, as authorized by the Small
Business Act, Public Law 85-536, 72 Statutes at
Large 384, in an amount not to exceed one percent
of its paid-in capital and surplus.

New section. SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 13, Laws of
1955 and to chapter 32.20 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Purchase of A savings bank may purchase and hold for its
stock author- own investment account stock in small business in-
ized.

vestment companies licensed and regulated by the
United States, as authorized by the Small Business
Act, Public Law 85-536, 72 Statutes at Large 384, in
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an amount not to exceed one percent of the guaranty
fund of such mutual savings bank.

Passed the House February 3, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.

CHAPTER 186.
fH. B. 182. 1

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON-FEES.

AN ACT relating to education; authorizing the board of regents
of the University of Washington to establish, charge and
collect tuition and other fees from students of the university;
amending section 2, chapter 66, Laws of 1915, as last
amended by section 1, chapter 243, Laws of 1947, and ROW
28.77.030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 66, Laws Of 1915, RCW 2.77.030

as last amended by section 1, chapter 243, Laws of aedd

1947, and RCW 28.77.030, are each amended to read
as follows:

The University of Washington shall charge and Student fees.

collect from each of the students registering therein
the following fees:

(1) In the departments and schools thereof other
than the schools of medicine and dentistry a general
tuition fee of thirty-five dollars per quarter from
each person domiciled in this state for the period
of one year prior to registration, and one hundred
five dollars each, per quarter, from all others;

(2) In the schools of medicine or dentistry a
general tuition fee not exceeding one hundred dol-
lars per quarter, from each person domiciled in this
state for the period of one year prior to registration,
and one hundred sixty-five dollars each, per quarter,
from all others;

[845
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(3) Special tuition fees to include fees for sum-
mer sessions, short courses, marine station work,
correspondence or extension courses, individual in-
struction fees and such other special tuition. fees as
may be established by the board of regents from
time to time;

(4) Student deposit, disciplinary, laboratory, li-
brary, gymnasium, hospital or health fees, and such
other fees as may be established by the board of
regents from time to time; the fees mentioned in
this subdivision are to be deposited or paid by each
student required to deposit or pay same, under rules
prescribed by the board of regents;-

(5) A library fee of ten dollars per quarter from
each student registered in law, for the law library.

Passed the House February 24, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.

CHAPTER 187.
( H. B3. 189.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS-INSURANCE PROGRAMS.

AN ACT permitting the establishment of an insurance program
for the regents, trustees, members of boards of directors,
students and employees of the state public school system.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Insurance SEcTIoN 1. The regents, trustees or board of di-
autorized rectors of any of the state's educational institutions

or school districts may provide liability, life, health
and accident insurance or any one of, or a combina-
tion of the enumerated types of insurance for the
regents, trustees, members of boards of directors,
students and employees of the institution or school
district. The premiums due on such liability in-
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surance shall be borne by the university, college or
school district. The premiums due on such life or
health and accident insurance shall be borne by the
assenting regent, trustee, member of board of di-
rectors, student or employee: Provided, That noth-
ing contained herein shall be construed to prevent
the extension of the coverage provided in the in-
surance plan adopted to include dependents of the
assenting regents, trustees, members of boards of
directors, students or employees so long as the ad-
ditional cost thereof is borne by the insured regent,
trustee, member of board of directors, student or
employee.

Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.

CHAPTER 188.
[ H. B. 191.1

STATE LAW LIBRARY.
AN ACT relating to the state law library; transferring jurisdiction

to the supreme court; authorizing the transfer of appropria-
tions; abolishing the state law library committee; repealing
section 1, chapter 32, Laws of 1907 as amended by section 1,
chapter 147, Laws of 1939; section 12, chapter 7, Laws of
1921; section 1, chapter 239, Laws of 1927 as amended by
section 1, chapter 94, Laws of 1947 and RCW 27.20.010,
27.20.020, 43.36.010 and 43.36.020; and declaring an emer-
gency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The state law library shall be a part Law library
under ju-

of the judicial branch of state govermnent and shall diciary.-

be under the exclusive jurisdiction and control of
the supreme court.

SEC. 2. The supreme court shall appoint a state Personnel-

law librarian, who may be removed at its pleasure. Compensation.

[ 847]1
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The librarian shall receive such compensation only
as shall be fixed by the court.

The court may also appoint and fix the salaries
of such assistants and clerical personnel as may be
required.

Duties SEC. 3. The duties of the state law librarian shall
prescribed, be as prescribed by statute and by rules of court.
Appropriation SEC. 4. The unencumbered balances of the cur-

conoldatd.rent biennium appropriations for the state law li-
brary and the state law librarian's salary are hereby
consolidated into salaries, wages and operations and
shall be administered and expended as directed by
the court.

Committee SEC. 5. The state law library committee is hereby
abolished, abolished.

Repeal. SEC. 6. Section 1, chapter 32, Laws of 1907 as
amended by section 1, chapter 147, Laws of 1939;
section 12, chapter 7, Laws of 1921; section 1, chapter
239, Laws of 1927 as amended by section 1, chapter
94, Laws of 1947; and RCW 27.20.010, 27.20.020,
43.36.010 and 43.36.020 are each repealed.

Emergency. SEC 7. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state govermnent and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 14, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.
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CHAPTER 189.
( H. B. 230.

MEDICINE AND SURGERY-CONDITIONAL LICENSES
FOR STATE INSTITUTIONS.

AN ACT relating to the conditional licensing to practice medicine
and surgery of certain employees of the department of in-
stitutions; providing requirements for the issuance of such
conditional license and limitations imposed upon such li-
censees, and adding a new section to chapter 18.71 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby added to chapter New section.

18.71 RCW a new section to read as follows:

Notwithstanding any provisions of law to the Conditional
license tocontrary, the director of the department of licenses practice
medicine

shall, upon the written request of the director of the and surgery

department of institutions, issue a conditional cer-
tificate or license to practice medicine and surgery
in this state to such person or persons as requested
by the director of the department of institutions;
who have been accepted for employment by the
department as physicians or psychiatrists; who are
licensed to practice medicine and surgery in another
state of the United States; and who are graduates
of a medical school accredited and approved in ac-
cordance with the provisions of RCW 18.71.055, as
now or hereafter amended; any such license or con-
ditional certificate to practice medicine and surgery
in this state shall be issued by the director of the
department of licenses, and in addition to the above
requirements shall be subject to the following limita-
tions, which shall be set forth therein:

(1) The licensee shall only practice the profes-
sion of medicine and surgery in conjunction with
patients, residents, or inmates of the state institu-
tions under the control and supervision of the di-
rector of the department of institutions.

[ 849 ]
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(2) The licensee shall be subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the medical disciplinary board to the same
extent as other members of the medical profession,
in accordance with chapter 18.72 RCW and in ad-
dition, the conditional license or certificate to practice
medicine and surgery in the state of Washington may
be revoked by the medical disciplinary board after
a hearing has been held in accordance with the pro-
visions set forth in chapter 18.72 RCW, and determi-
nation made by the medical disciplinary board that
such licensee has violated the limitations set forth in
sub-section 1 hereof.

(3) Such license shall remain in full force and
effect so long as the licensee remains an employee
of the department of institutions, and his duties as
such employee require him to practice the profession
of -medicine and surgery, unless such conditional
license or certificate is revoked or suspended by the
medical disciplinary board, in accordance with the
provisions of chapter 18.72 RCW.

Termination SEc. 2. The director of licenses shall not issue
date for
issuance, conditional licenses or certificates to practice medi-

cine and surgery under the provisions of this act
after July 1, 1963, but all such licenses issued under
the authority of this act prior to July 1, 1963 shall
remain valid and effective, subject to the provisions
of this act.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.
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CHAPTER 190.
E H. B. 237.

INTERFAITH ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

AN ACT relating to the interfaith advisory committee and amend-
ing section 72.01.250, chapter 28, Laws of 1959, and ROW
72.0 1.250.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 72.01.250, chapter 28, Laws RCW 72.01.250

of 1959, and RCW 72.01.250 are each amended to amended.

read as follows:
An interfaith advisory committee of not less than Interfaith

advisorynine and not more than twelve members shall be committee.

appointed by the governor to advise and assist the
director regarding the qualifications, selection, and
duties of the institutional chaplains and the develop-
ment of the religious programs in the state institu-
tions.

The members of the interfaith advisory COM- Reimbursed

mittee shall be reimbursed by the director for thefoexns.
expenses of subsistence and lodging and travel ex-
penses in attending meetings of the interfaith ad-
visory committee in accordance with the provisions
of RCW 43.03.050 and RCW 43.03.060, as now or
hereafter amended.

SEC. 2. The subsistence and lodging and travel Biennium
reimburse -expenses of the interfaith advisory committee au- ment limi-

thorized in section 1 of this act shall not exceed the tation.

sum of three thousand dollars for the biennium be-
ginning July 1, 1959, and ending June 30, 1961.

Passed the House February 23, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.
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CHAPTER 191.
[H1. B. 295. 1

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING-STUDENT
LOAN FUND.

AN ACT relating to state institutions of higher learning; and
adding a new section to chapter 28.76 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 28.76 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

Loan funds Tebad frgnso h nvriyo ah
authorized. Tebad frgnso h nvriyo ah

ington and the State College of Washington, and the
boards of trustees of the colleges of education may
each create a student loan fund, and qualify and
participate in the National Defense Education Act
of 1958, and to that end may comply with all of the
laws of the United States, and all of the rules, regu-
lations and requirements promulgated pursuant
thereto.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.
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CHAPTER 192.
[H. B. 359.

JUDGES' RETIREMENT FUND.

AN ACT relating to the judges' retirement fund; and amending
section 5, chapter 229, Laws of 1937 and RCW 2.12.050.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 5, chapter 229, Laws of 1937 RCW 2.12.050

and RCW 2.12.050 are each amended to read as amended.

follows:
There is hereby created a fund to be known as "Judges' re-

"The Judges' Retirement Fund" which shall consist -tormn d"

of the moneys appropriated from the general fund seurty.

in the state treasury, as hereinafter provided; the
deductions from salaries of judges, as hereinafter
provided, all gifts, donations, bequests and devises
made for the benefit of said fund, and the rents,
issues and profits thereof, or proceeds of sales of as-
sets thereof. The treasurer shall be custodian of the
moneys in said judges' retirement fund. He shall
receive all moneys payable into said fund and make
disbursements therefrom as provided in this chapter.
He shall keep written permanent records showing
all receipts and disbursements of said fund and
shall make an annual written report showing receipts
and disbursements and the status of said fund as of
December thirty-first of each year, and shall, on or
before the first day of February of each year, file one
copy thereof with the governor, and one copy with
the president-judge of the association of the superior
court judges of the state of Washington. The treas-
urer 's account shall be audited at convenient times
by the state auditor. The treasurer shall receive no
compensation for his services hereunder other than
his salary as state treasurer, but he shall be allowed
from said fund his actual expenses in connection
with his duties hereunder. The moneys in said
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fund shall be deposited by the treasurer in the name
of said fund in such bank or banks as may be di-
rected by the state finance committee. The treasurer
shall require from all banks holding deposits of
moneys belonging to said fund, deposits of securities
or surety company bonds to indemnify said fund
against loss, the same as are required of depositaries
of state funds, which deposit of securities or surety
company bonds shall at all times be ample and suf-
ficient to cover all deposits from said fund.

Passed the House February 21, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 18, 1959.

CHAPTER 193..
[ H. B. 187.]1

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON-BUILDINGS AND
FACILITIES.

AN ACT relating to the construction, completion and remodeling
of buildings and facilities at the University of Washington;
authorizing the board of regents thereof to construct and
finance the same by the issuance of bonds payable from a
special fund into which shall be paid general tuition fees;
authorizing the board to make certain covenants in such
bonds; authorizing the refunding of such bonds; authorizing
the board to accept federal and other grants; authorizing
the legislature to provide additional means for raising
money for the payment of such bonds; validating bonds
heretofore issued; amending section 3, chapter 66, Laws of
1915, as last amended by section 6, chapter 254, Laws of
1957, and RCW 28.77.040; amending sections 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5,
chapter 254, Laws of 1957, and RCW 28.77.500, 28.77.510,
28.77.520, 28.77.530 and 28.77.540; adding new sections to
chapter RCW 28.77; making an appropriation; and declar-
ing an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 28.77.500 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 254, Laws of 1957
amended.

and RCW 28.77.500 are each amended to read as
follows:

[ 854])
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The board of regents of the University of Wash-
ington is empowered, in accordance with the pro-
visions of this chapter, to provide for the construc-
tion, completion, reconstruction, remodeling, re-
habilitation and improvement of buildings and
facilities authorized by the legislature for the use
of the university and to finance the payment thereof
by bonds payable out of a special fund from revenues
hereafter derived from the payment of general tui-
tion fees, gifts, bequests or grants, and such ad-
ditional funds as the legislature may provide.

[CH. 193.

Financing,
construction,
improvement
of buildings
authorized.

SE~C. 2. Section 2, chapter 254, Laws of 1957 and ROW 28.77.510

RCW 28.77.510 are each amended to read as follows: aedd

The following terms, whenever used or referred Definitions.

to in this chapter, shall have the following meaning,
excepting in those instances where the context
clearly indicates otherwise:

(1) The word "board" means the board of re- "or.

gents of the University of Washington.
(2) The words "general tuition fees" mean the "General

tuition fees."
general tuition fee charged students registering at
the university except those students registering in
the schools of medicine and dentistry.

(3) The words "bond retirement fund" mean the "Bond retire-

special fund created by chapter 254, Laws of 1957, ment fund."

to be known as the University of Washington bond
retirement fund.

(4) The word "bonds" means the bonds payable 'Bonds."

out of the bond retirement fund.
(5) The word "projects" means the construction, "Projects."

completion, reconstruction, remodeling, rehabilita-
tion, or improvement of any building or other facility
of the university authorized by the legislature at
any time and to be financed by the issuance and sale
of bonds.

SEC. 3. Section 3, chapter 254, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 28.77.520 are each amended to read as follows:

[ 855]1
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Additional In addition to the powers conferred under exist-
board. ing law, the board is authorized and shall have the

power:
(1) To contract for the construction, completion,

reconstruction, remodeling, rehabilitation and in-
provement of such buildings or other facilities of
the university as are herein and which may here-
after be authorized by the legislature to be financed
by the issuance and sale of bonds.

(2) To finance the same by the issuance of bonds
secured by the pledge of any or all of the revenues
and receipts of the bond retirement fund.

(3) Without limitation of the foregoing, to ac-
cept grants from the United States government, or
any federal or state agency or instrumentality, or
any public or private corporation, association, or per-
son to aid in defraying the costs of any such proj-
ects.

RCW 28.77.530 SEC. 4. Section 4, chapter 254, Laws of 1957 and
amended. RCW 28.77.530 are each amended to read as follows:

Bonds-Issu- For the purpose of financing the cost of any proj-
slice, sale.
form, term. ects, the board is hereby authorized to adopt the
covenants.

resolution or resolutions and prepare all other docu-
ments necessary for the issuance, sale and delivery
of the bonds or any part thereof at such time or
times as it shall deem necessary and advisable. Said
bonds:

(1) Shall not constitute
(a) An obligation, either general or special, of

the state; or
(b) A general obligation of the University of

Washington or of the board;
(2) Shall be.
(a) Either registered or in coupon form; and
(b) Issued in denominations of not less than one

hundred dollars; and
(c) Fully negotiable instruments under the laws

of this state; and
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(d) Signed on behalf of the university by the
president of the board, attested by the secretary of
the board, have the seal of the university impressed
thereon or a facsimile of such seal printed or litho-
graphed in the bottom border thereof, and the
coupons attached thereto shall be signed with the
facsimile signatures of such president and secretary;

(3) Shall state
(a) The date of issue; and

(b) The series of the issue and be consecutively
numbered within the series; and

(c) That the bond is payable both principal and
interest solely out of the bond retirement fund;

(4) Each series of bonds shall bear interest, pay-
able either annually or semiannually, as the board
may determine at an effective rate not to exceed six
percent per annum over the life thereof, and no
single interest or coupon rate shall exceed six per-
cent per annum;

(5) Shall be payable both principal and interest
out of the bond retirement fund;

(6) Shall be payable at such times over a period
of not to exceed forty years from date of issuance,
at such place or places, and with such reserved rights
of prior redemption, as the board may prescribe;

(7) Shall be sold in such manner as the board
may prescribe, but never at a price at which the net
interest cost over the life thereof shall exceed six
percent per annum;

(8) Shall be issued under and subject to such
terms, conditions and covenants providing for the
payment of the principal thereof and interest thereon
and such other terms, conditions, covenants and pro-
tective provisions safeguarding such payment, not
inconsistent with this act, and as found to be neces-
sary by the board for the most advantageous sale
thereof, which may include but not be limited to:

[ 857 ]
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(a) A covenant that the general tuition fees shall
be established, maintained and collected in such
amounts that will provide money sufficient to pay
the principal of and interest on all bonds payable
out of the bond retirement f und, to set aside and
maintain the reserves required to secure the pay-
ment of such principal and interest, and to maintain
any coverage which may be required over such
principal and interest;

(b) A covenant that a reserve account shall be
created in the bond retirement fund to secure the
payment of the principal of and interest on all bonds
issued and a provision made that certain amounts
be set aside and maintained therein;

(c) A covenant that sufficient moneys may be
transferred from the University of Washington
Building Account to the bond retirement fund when
ordered by the board of regents in the event there
is ever an insufficient amount of money in the bond
retirement fund to pay any installment of interest
or principal and interest coming due on the bonds
or any of them;

(d) A covenant fixing conditions under which
bonds on a parity with any bonds outstanding may
be issued.

Deposit of The proceeds of the sale of all bonds, exclusive of
proceeds. accrued interest which shall be deposited in the bond

retirement fund, shall be deposited in the state
treasury to the credit of the University of Washing-
ton Building Account and shall be used solely for
paying the costs of the projects.

Rew 28.77.540 SEC. 5. Section 5, chapter 254, Laws of 1957 and
amended. RCW 28.77.540 are each amended to read as follows:

Bond retire- For the purpose of paying and securing the pay-
ment fund-
Composition. ment of the principal of and interest on the bonds

as the same shall become due, there shall be paid
into the state treasury and credited to a special trust
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fund to be known as the University of Washington
bond retirement fund, the following:

(1) One-half of such general tuition fees as the
board may from time to time determine, or such
larger portion as may be necessary to prevent de-
fault in the payments required to be made out of the
bond retirement fund, and in no event shall such
one-half be less than twelve dollars and fifty cents
per each resident student per quarter and less than
thirty-seven dollars and fifty cents per each non-
resident student per quarter;

(2) Any gifts, bequests, or grants which may be
made, or may become available, for the purpose of
furthering the construction of any authorized proj -
ects, or for the repayment of the costs thereof;

(3) Such additional funds as the legislature may
provide.

Said bond retirement fund shall be kept segre-
gated from all moneys in the state treasury and shall,
while any of such bonds or any interest thereon re-
mains unpaid, be available solely for the payment
thereof except as provided in section 6 (5) of this
act. As a part of the contract of sale of such bonds,
the board undertakes to charge and collect general
tuition fees and to deposit the portion of such fees in
the bond retirement fund in amounts which will be
sufficient to pay the principal of, and interest on all
such bonds outstanding.

SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 254, Laws of New section.

1957 and to chapter 28.77 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

The board is hereby empowered:
(1) To reserve the right to issue bonds later on Bonld-~

a parity with any bonds being issued; board.

(2) To authorize the investing of moneys in the
bond retirement fund and any reserve account
therein;
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(3) To authorize the transfer of money from the
University of Washington Building Account to the
bond retirement fund when necessary to prevent a
default in the payments required to be made out of
such fund;

(4) To create a reserve account or accounts in
the bond retirement fund to secure the payment of
the principal of and interest on any bonds;

(5) To authorize the transfer to the University
of Washington Building Account of any money on
deposit in the bond retirement fund in excess of
debt service for a period of three years from the date
of such transfer on all outstanding bonds payable
out of such fund.

RCW 28.77.040 SEC. 7. Section 3, chapter 66, Laws of 1915, as last
amened. amended by section 6, chapter 254, Laws of 1957,

and RCW 28.77.040 are each amended to read as
follows:

Disposition Wti as1
of general Wihnthirty-five dasfrom the date of collec-

tuiio fes.tion thereof, all general tuition fees, including gen-
eral tuition fees to be charged students registering
in the Schools of Medicine and Dentistry, shall be
paid into the state treasury and credited as follows:

(1) From students registering in the Schools of
Medicine and Dentistry, all to the "University of
Washington Medical and Dental Building Account";

(2) From all other students, one-half of the gen-
eral tuition fees paid by them, or such larger por-
tion as may be necessary to prevent a default in the
payments required to be made out of the bond re-
tirement fund, and in no event shall such one-half
be less than twelve dollars and fifty cents per each
resident student per quarter, and thirty-seven dol-
lars and fifty cents per each nonresident student per
quarter to the "University of Washington Bond Re-
tirement fund" and the remainder thereof to the
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"University of Washington Building Account." The
sum so credited to the University of Washington
Building Account shall be used exclusively for the
purpose of erecting, altering, maintaining, equipping,
or furnishing buildings except for any sums trans-
ferred as authorized in section 6 (3) of this act. The
sum so credited to the University of Washington
bond retirement fund shall be used for the payment
of principal of and interest on bonds outstanding
as provided by this chapter except for any sums
transferred as authorized in section 6 (5) of this act.

SEC. 8. There is added to chapter 254, Laws Of New section.

1957 and to chapter 28.77 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

The board is hereby empowered to issue refund- Refunding

ing bonds to provide funds to refund any or all ou-ized.au-
standing bonds payable from the bond retirement
fund and to pay any redemption premium payable
on such outstanding bonds being refunded. Such
refunding bonds may be issued in the manner and
on terms and conditions and with the covenants per-
mitted by this chapter for the issuance of bonds.
The refunding bonds shall be payable out of the
bond retirement fund and shall not constitute an
obligation either general or special, of the state or
a general obligation of the University of Washington
or the board. The net interest cost to maturity on
such refunding bonds shall not exceed six percent
per annum nor shall any single interest or coupon
rate exceed six percent per annum. The board may
exchange the refunding bonds at par for the bonds
which are being refunded or may sell them in such
manner as it deems for the best interest of the
university.

SEC. 9. There is added to chapter 254, Laws Of New section.

1957 and to chapter 28.77 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

[ 861]
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Projects
authorized.

Bond issuance
authorized.

New section.

Appropriation.

New section. SEC. 11. There is added to chapter 254, Laws of
1957 and to chapter 28.77 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Prior Any covenants of the bonds heretofore issued b
covenants b
validated, the University of Washington under the authority

of chapter 254, Laws of 1957 not expressly authorized
by said chapter but authorized herein are hereby
declared to be legal and binding in all respects.

[ 862 ]

The legislature hereby authorizes the board to
construct, remodel, complete and equip the follow-
ing projects:

Business Administration Building,
completion.................... $2,000,000

Hydraulics Building, addition .......... 300,000
Miller Hall, renovation .............. 250,000
Commerce Hall, renovation ............ 200,000
Power Plant, completion ............. 400,000
Electrical Distribution System ......... 350,000
Research Computer Lab .............. 400,000
Library Renovation and Addition . 1,500,000
Reactor Building (Mechanical Engi-

neering Wing)................... 75,000
and in order to pay the cost thereof, to issue bonds
in the total principal sum of $3,900,000 in addition
to bonds authorized to pay the cost of projects here-
tofore authorized.

SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 254, Laws of
1957 and to chapter 28.77 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

There is hereby appropriated out of the Uni-
versity of Washington building account the sum
of five million four hundred seventy thousand dol-
lars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to be
expended by the board of regents of the University
of Washington for the projects authorized by this
act.

CH. 193.]
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SEC. 12. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state govermnent and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House February 24, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 19, 1959.

CHAPTER 194.
[H. B. 185.

PER DIEM FOR STATE OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES.

AN ACT relating to state government; providing per diem al-
lowance in lieu of subsistence for state officials and em-
ployees; amending section 1, chapter 86, Laws of 1943 as
last amended by section 1, chapter 259, Laws of 1953, and
RCW 43.03.050.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 86, Laws of 1943 RCW 43.03.050

as last amended by section 1, chapter 259, Laws of aedd

1953, and RCW 43.03.050 are each amended to read
as follows:

The heads of all state departments may prescribe Subsistence
allowance forper diem rates of allowance, not exceeding twelve officials and

dollars in lieu of subsistence and lodging to elective employees.

and appointive officials and state employees while
engaged on official business away from their desig-
nated posts of duty, but within the state of Wash-
ington or an adjoining state, and not exceeding
fifteen dollars per day while engaged on official
business elsewhere.

Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 19, 1959.

[ 863]
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CHAPTER 195.
[ Sub. H. B. 135. ]

TEACHERS LEAVES OF ABSENCE.

AN ACT relating to education; teachers cumulative leave of
absence.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Every person under contract for a
full school year with a school district in a position
requiring certification qualification shall be entitled
to ten days annual leave of absence for illness or in-
jury. Sick leave not taken shall be accumulated
from year to year up to a maximum of one hundred
eighty days.

A certified employee, under contract as a part-
time employee, shall be entitled to that proportion
of ten days leave of absence for illness or injury as
the total number of days contracted bears to one
hundred and eighty days. Pay for any period of
absence shall be the same as the pay the employee
would have received by contract for such period of
absence.

The contracted sick leave for any school year plus
any sick leave previously accumulated may be taken
at any time during the school year.

The board of directors of each school district
shall adopt rules and regulations requiring and pre-
scribing the manner of proof of illness or injury for
the purposes of this section: Provided, A grant of
sick leav 'e in excess of five consecutive days must
be verified by written statement from a physician.

Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 19, 1959.

[864 ]
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CHAPTER 196.
[ Sub. H. B. 265.

MENTALLY ILL-APPREHENSION, DETENTION.

AN ACT relating to mentally ill persons; adding a new chapter
to Title 71 RCW; amending section 71.02.120, chapter 25,
Laws of 1959 and RCW 71.02.120; amending section 71.02-
.130, chapter 25, Laws of 1959 and RCW 71.01.130; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to Title 71 RCW a new New chapter.

chapter to read as set forth in sections 2 through 8
of this act.

SEC. 2. The term "mentally ill persons" as used "Mentally ill

in this chapter has the meaning given in RCW fined.

71.02.010.

SEC. 3. This chapter shall be liberally construed construction

so that mentally ill persons may receive humane -Purpose.

care, treatment and custody and be restored to
normal mental condition as rapidly as possible.

Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as af-
fecting the laws of this state relating to the crimi-
nally insane or insane inmates of penal institutions.

SEC. 4. Whenever any person becomes so mentally Apprehension
authorized.

ill as to be dangerous to himself or others, or to
property, and to require immediate care, treatment,
or restraint, any sheriff, peace officer, superintend-
ent, or chief medical officer in charge of a hospital
licensed by the state of Washington, who has reason-
able cause to believe such is the case, may apprehend
and/or detain such person in custody for his best
interest and protection pursuant to the provisions of
this chapter.

SEC. 5. Whenever any person believed to be Procedure

mentally ill is apprehended or detained: hension.

[ 865]1
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(1) He and his next of kin shall be advised im-
mediately by such sheriff, peace officer, superin-
tendent, or chief medical officer as to his right to
counsel, and shall be allowed to communicate im-
mediately with counsel, of his own choosing.

(2) His legal guardian, spouse, or next of kin,
if known, shall be notified of his apprehension or
detention by such sheriff, peace officer, superin-
tendent, or chief medical officer, using the quickest
means available.

(3) He shall be examined immediately, which
shall be within twelve hours thereafter, by a licensed
physician and if found not to be mentally ill, he shall
be released forthwith.

When men- SEc. 6. If found by the physician to be mentally
tally il
vroced!Ure. ill, the person may be admitted and/or detained,

and treated in any hospital licensed by the state of
Washington or any establishment licensed under the
provisions of 71.12 RCW, or in quarters designated
by the court for the detention of mentally ill persons,
for a period not to exceed seventy-two hours upon
the written application of such sheriff, peace officer,
superintendent or chief medical officer.

The treatment referred to in this section and the
following sections, except for emergency surgery,
shall be limited to medications and treatment pro-
cedures temporary and moderate in effect, and for
the benefit of the person detained, pending court
proceedings.

The application shall state the circumstances
under which the person's condition was called to
the attention of the applicant, and shall contain a
signed statement by the examining physician that,
in his opinion, the person is mentally ill.

A copy of the application shall be forwarded im-
mediately to the prosecuting attorney or such other
person as the superior court of that county may have
designated to receive such copies.

[ 866]1
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SEC. 7. The superintendent or chief medical of- Discharge-

ficer of the hospital, or quarters designated by the detention.

court for detention of mentally ill persons, shall
detain, care for and treat persons admitted under
the provisions of section 6 for a period not to exceed
seventy-two hours. Within seventy-two hours the
person shall be discharged from the institution in
which detained, unless an application be made as
provided by RCW 71.02.090 and an order for deten-
tion, care and treatment of such person be issued
by the court, or unless admitted as a patient under
other provisions of law.

SEC. 8. The costs of care, treatment and mainte- costs,o pay-
ment of.

nance of all persons detained under the authority
of this chapter who are released within seventy-two
hours shall be borne by the county, and the county
shall enter into agreements with the administrative
authorities designated in section 7 and appropriate
sufficient funds theref or.

The county shall have the right to recover from
all persons detained under the authority of this
chapter less than seventy-two hours for all costs
paid by the county: Provided, That costs shall not
be recoverable from persons detained under this
act who are found not to have such mental condition
as would render them dangerous to themselves or
others.

SEC. 9. Section 71.02.120, chapter 25, Laws Of RCW 71.02.120

1959 and RCW 71.02.120 are each amended to read amended.

as follows:
Upon the filing of such application the court shall Detention

.following
issue an order setting a date for hearing and exami- application.

nation. Such application may contain a statement
to the effect that immediate apprehension and de-
tention is necessary to safeguard the lives and prop-
erty of the alleged mentally ill person or others. If
such statement is contained in the application, the
court shall issue an order of apprehension directing

[ 867]1
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that the alleged mentally ill person be immediately
apprehended and detained for care, treatment and
custody pending hearing and examination. The
sheriff or other person as designated by the court,
shall execute the order of apprehension.

RCW 71.02.130 SEC. 10. Section 71.02.130, chapter 25, Laws of
amened. 1959 and RCW 71.02.130 are each amended to read

as f ollows:
Detention There shall be set aside in each county of the
wards,
counties. state of Washington having a county hospital, such

portions of such hospital as may be necessary for the
detention, observation, and treatment of those per-
sons detained under the provisions of this chapter
pending further proceedings. In each such hospital
there shall be separate detention wards for males and

Examination females. The superior court may order the exami-
of patient--
Duration, nation and treatment of such persons by medical

personnel for the purpose of obtaining testimony as
to the alleged mentally ill person's condition. Such
observation and treatment period shall not exceed
sixty days unless a jury trial has been demanded:
Provided, That in all counties having no county
hospital, the court may designate as a detention
ward the nearest state hospital for the mentally
ill or such other place of detention and treatment
as it may deem suitable f or the purpose of this
chapter, and the superintendents of the state hospi-
tals for the mentally ill so designated shall admit
such persons committed thereto in accordance with
the provisions of this section: Provided further,

Costs as to That liability for the cost of detention, observation,
state hospitals.
liability for, and treatment in a state hospital and responsibility

for transportation to the hospital and return of the
patient to the court shall be upon the county of the
committing court.

Emergency. SEC. 11. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,

[ 868]1
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the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take eff ect immediately.

Passed the House February 25, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 19, 1959.

CHAPTER 197.
[ S. B. 88. J

EXCISE TAXES-REPORTING, RETURNS, EXEMPTIONS.

AN ACT relating to revenue and taxation; amending section 13,
chapter 180, Laws of 1935 and ROW 82.04.490; amending
section 23, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 as last amended by
section 3, chapter 44, Laws of 1951, and RCW 82.08.070;
amending section 25, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 as last
amended by section 9, chapter 178, Laws of 1941, and RCW
82.08.090 and 82.08.100; amending section 34, chapter 180,
Laws of 1935 as last amended by section 17, chapter 225,
Laws of 1939, and RCW 82.12.050; amending section 11,
chapter 178, Laws of 1941 and RCW 82.12.060 and 82.12.070;
amending section 42, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 and RCW
82.16.070; amending section 34, chapter 389, Laws of 1955
and RCW 82.28.040; amending section 192, chapter 180,
Laws of 1935 as last amended by section 1, chapter 110,
Laws of 1955, and RCW 82.32.090; amending section 11,
chapter 180, Laws of 1935, as last amended by section 2,
chapter 249, Laws of 1945, and RCW 82.04.300 through
82.04.420; amending section 39, chapter 180, Laws of 1935
and RCW 82.16.040; amending section 15, chapter 180, Laws
of 1935 and RCW 82.04.510; and declaring an emnergancy
with the effective date April 1, 1959.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 13, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 ROW 82.04.490

and RCW 82.04.490 are each amended to read as amended.

follows:
The taxes imposed hereunder shall be due and

payable in monthly installments and remittance
therefor shall be made on or before the fifteenth
day of the month next succeeding the end of the

[ 869 ]
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B and 0 tax-
Tax payable mnhyperiod i hc a cre.Tetx
monthly- mnhyi hc a cre.TeLx
Other returns payer, on or before said fifteenth day of said month,
authorized, shall make out a return, upon such forms and setting

forth such information as the tax commission may
require, showing the amount of the tax for which he
is liable for the preceding monthly period, sign and
transmit the same to the commission, together with
a remittance for such amount in the form required:
Provided, That any such taxpayer may elect to re-
mit each month on such forms as the tax commission
shall in its discretion prescribe, an estimate of the
tax to be due for each month on or before the
fifteenth day of the month next succeeding the end
of the monthly period in which the tax accrued, and
a quarterly return to the commission on or before
the fifteenth day of the month next succeeding the
end of each quarter of every year and shall remit
therewith the balance of the actual tax due for the
period of the report: Provided further, That every
person who shall elect to remit a monthly "estimate
of the tax to be due" as hereinabove described shall
remit each month at least one-third of the tax paid
during the previous quarter or, ninety percent of
the tax actually collected or owing during the month,
whichever is greater.

The tax commission may also relieve any tax-
payer or class of taxpayers from the obligation of
filing monthly returns and may require the return
to cover other reporting periods, but in no event
shall returns be filed for a period greater than one
year.

The tax commission may also, by general rule or
regulation, establish conditions for submission of
annual or semiannual reconciling returns by such
taxpayers or class of taxpayers in lieu of quarterly
returns.

The tax commission may also require verified
annual returns from any taxpayer, setting forth such

[870]1
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additional information as it may deem necessary to
correctly determine tax liability.

SEC. 2. Section 23, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 as
last amended by section 3, chapter 44, Laws of 1951,
and RCW 82.08.070 are each amended to read as
follows:

Each seller, on or before the fifteenth day of the
month succeeding the end of each monthly period,
shall make out a return for the preceding monthly
period, upon forms to be provided by the commis-
sion, setting forth the amount *of all sales, nontax-
able sales, taxable sales, the amount of tax thereon,
and such other information as the commission may
require, sign, and transmit the same to the commis-
sion: Provided, That any such taxpayer may elect
to remit each month on such forms as the tax com-
mission shall in its discretion prescribe, an estimate
of the tax to be due for each month on or before the
fifteenth day of the month next succeeding the end
of the monthly period in which the tax accrued, and
a quarterly return to the commission on or before
the fifteenth day of the month next succeeding the
end of each quarter of every year and shall remit
therewith the balance of the actual tax due for the
period of the report: Provided further, That every
person who shall elect to remit a monthly "estimate
of the tax to be due" as hereinabove described shall
remit each month at least one-third of the tax
paid during the previous quarter or, ninety percent
of the tax actually collected or owing during the
month, whichever is greater.

The tax commission may also relieve any tax-
payer or class of taxpayers from the obligation of
filing monthly returns and may require the return
to cover other reporting periods, but in no event
shall returns be filed for a period greater than one
year.

[8711
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The tax commission may also, by general rule or
regulation, establish conditions for submission of
annual or semiannual reconciling returns by such
taxpayers or class of taxpayers in lieu of quarterly
returns.

The tax commission may also require verified an-
nual returns from any taxpayer, setting forth such
additional information as it may deem necessary to
correctly determine tax liability.

The commission shall, by rule or regulation,
establish procedures and forms for reporting con-
sonant with efficient tax administration and account-
ing procedure to carry into effect the provisions of
this act.

The commission may also require annual returns
from any taxpayer, setting forth such additional in-
formation as it may deem necessary to correctly
determine tax liability. The tax accrued under the
provisions of this chapter, whether or not collected
from the buyer shall be paid by the seller to the
commission in installments at the time of transmit-
ting the return above provided for.

SEc. 3. Section 25, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 as
last amended by section 9, chapter 178, Laws of
1941 (heretofore divided and codified as RCW 82.08-
.090 and 82.08.100) is divided and amended as set
forth in sections 4 and 5 of this act.

SEc. 4. (RCW 82.08.090) In the case of install-
ment sales and leases with an option to purchase,
the commission, by regulation, may provide for the
collection of taxes upon the installments of the pur-
chase price, or amount of rental, as of the time the
same fall due.

In case the consideration for the lease with an
option to purchase is not a bona fide consideration
or does not represent a reasonable charge therefor,
or if the agreement designated as a lease with an
option to purchase is in fact not a true lease with

[ 872 ]
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an option to purchase, the commission shall issue
equitable rules and regulations for the proper classi-
fication of such transaction.

Note: See also section 8, chapter 3, Laws Ex. Sess. 1959.

SEC. 5. (RCW 82.08.100) The tax commission, RCW 82.08.100
amended.by general regulation, may provide that a taxpayer Tax paid on
cash receiptswhose regular books of account are kept on a cash basis.

receipts basis may file returns based upon his cash
receipts for each reporting period and pay the tax
herein provided upon such basis in lieu of reporting
and paying the tax on all sales made during such
period.

Note: See also section 9, chapter 3, Laws Ex. Sess. 1959.

SEC. 6. Section 34, chapter 180, Laws of -1935 as ROW 82.12.050

last amended by section 1'7, chapter 225, Laws of 1939 amended.

and RCW 82.12.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

Each taxpayer subject to the provisions of this Use tax-
Tax payable

chapter shall, on or before the fifteenth day of the ronthly-

month succeeding the end of the monthly period authorized.

in which the tax accrued, file a return with the com-
mission showing in detail the total quantity of tan-
gible personal property used by him within the
state during the preceding monthly period subject to
the tax herein imposed, and such other information
as the commission may deem pertinent. Each tax-
payer shall remit to the commission with his return
the amount of tax shown thereon to be due: Pro-
vided, That any such taxpayer may elect to remit
each month on such forms as the tax commission
shall in its discretion prescribe, an estimate of the
tax to be due for each month on or before the
fifteenth day of the month next succeeding the end
of the monthly period in which the tax accrued, and
a quarterly return to the commission on or before
the fifteenth day of the month next succeeding the
end of each quarter of every year and shall remit
therewith the balance of the actual tax due for the

[ 873]1
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period of the report: Provided further, That every
person who shall elect to remit a monthly "estimate
of the tax to be due" as hereinabove described shall
remit each month at least one-third of the tax paid
during the previous quarter or, ninety percent of
the tax actually collected or owing during the month,
whichever is greater.

The tax commission may also relieve any tax-
payer or class of taxpayers from the obligation of
filing monthly returns and may require the return
to cover other reporting periods, but in no event
shall returns be filed for a period greater than one
year.

The. tax cormmission may also, by general rule
or regulation, establish conditions for submission of
annual or semiannual reconciling returns by such
taxpayers or class of taxpayers in lieu of quarterly
returns.

The tax commission may also require verified
annual returns from any taxpayer, setting forth such
additional information as it may deem necessary to
correctly determine tax liability.

The tax commission shall, by rule or regulation,
establish procedures and forms for reporting con-
sonant with efficient tax administration and account-
ing procedure to carry into effect the provisions of
this act.

SEc. 7. Section 11, chapter 178, Laws of 1941
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 82.12.060
and 82.12.070) is divided and amended as set forth
in sections 8 and 9 of this act.

RCW 82.12.060 SEC. 8. (RCW 82.12.060) In the case of install-
enacted with-
out amend- ment sales and leases with an option to purchase,

ment. the commission, by regulation, may provide for the
collection of taxes upon the installments of the pur-
chase price, or amount of rental, as of the time the
same fall due.

In case the consideration for the lease with an
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option to purchase is not a bona fide consideration
or does not represent a reasonable charge therefor,
or if the agreement designated as a lease with an
option to purchase is in fact not a true lease with
an option to purchase, the tax commission shall
issue equitable rules and regulations for the proper
classification of such transaction.

Note: See also section 13, chapter 3, Laws Ex. Sess. 1959.

SEC. 9. (RCW 82.12.070) The tax commission,
by general regulation, may provide that a taxpayer
whose regular books of account are kept on a cash
receipts basis may file returns based upon his cash
receipts for each reporting period and pay the tax
herein provided upon such basis in lieu of reporting
and paying the tax on all sales made during such
period.

Note: See also section 14, chapter 3, Laws Ex. Sess. 1959.

SEC. 10. Section 42, chapter 180, Laws of 1935
and RCW 82.16.070 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

The taxes imposed hereunder shall be due and
payable in monthly installments and remittance
therefor shall be made on or before the fifteenth day
of the month next succeeding the end of the monthly
period in which the tax accrued. The taxpayer on
or before the fifteenth day of such month shall make
out a return, upon such forms and setting forth
such information as the tax commission may require,
showing the amount of the tax for which he is
liable for the preceding monthly period, sign, and
transmit the same to the commission, together with
a remittance for such amount in the form required
in chapter 82.32 RCW: Provided, That any such
taxpayer may elect to remit each month on such
forms as the tax commission shall in its discretion
prescribe, an estimate of the tax to be due for each
month on or before the fifteenth day of the month
next succeeding the end of the monthly period in
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which the tax accrued, and a quarterly return to the
commission on or before the fifteenth day of the
month next succeeding the end of each quarter of
every year and shall remit therewith the balance
of the actual tax due for the period of the report:
Provided further, That every person who shall elect
to remit a monthly "estimate of the tax to be due"
as hereinabove described shall remit each month at
least one-third of the tax paid during the previous
quarter or, ninety percent of the tax actually col-
lected or owing during the month, whichever is
greater.

The tax commission may also relieve any tax-
payer or class of taxpayers from the obligation of
filing monthly returns and may require the return
to cover other reporting periods, but in no event
shall returns be filed for a period greater than one
year.

The tax commission may also, by general rule
or regulation, establish conditions for submission of
annual or semiannual reconciling returns by such
taxpayers or class of taxpayers in lieu of quarterly
returns.

The tax commission may also require verified
annual returns from any taxpayer, setting forth
such additional information as it may deem neces-
sary to correctly determine tax liability.

The commission shall, by rule or regulation,
establish procedures and forms for reporting con-
sonant with efficient tax administration and ac-
counting procedure to carry into effect the pro-
visions of this act.

RCW 82.28.040 SEC. 11. Section 34, chapter 389, Laws of 1955
amended, and RCW 82.28.040 are each amended to read as

follows:
Mechanical The taxes imposed hereunder shall be computed
devices tax-
Tax payable for each mechanical device on a calendar month
monthly-
Other returns basis and shall be due and payable in monthly in-
authorized.
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staliments and remittance therefor shall be made on
or before the fifteenth day of each month of each
calendar year next succeeding the end of the
monthly period in which the tax accrued. The tax-
payer, on or before said fifteenth day of such month,
shall make out and sign a return, upon such forms
and setting forth such information as the tax com-
mission may require, showing the amount of the tax
for which he is liable for the preceding monthly
period and transmit it to the commission, together
with a remittance for such amount in the form re-
quired: Provided, That any such taxpayer may
elect to remit each month on such forms as the tax
commission shall in its discretion prescribe, an
estimate of the tax to be due for each month on or
before the fifteenth day of the month next succeed-
ing the end of the monthly period in which the tax
accrued, and a quarterly return to the commission
on or before the fifteenth day of the month next
succeeding the end of each quarter of every year
and shall remit therewith the balance of the actual
tax due for the period of the report: Provided
further, That every person who shall elect to remit
a monthly "estimate of the tax to be due" as herein-
above described shall remit each month at least one-
third of the tax paid during the previous quarter or,
ninety percent of the tax actually collected or owing
during the month, whichever is greater.

The tax commission may also relieve any tax-
payer or class of taxpayers from the obligation of
filing monthly returns and may require the return
to cover other reporting periods, but in no event
shall returns be filed for a period greater than one
year.

The tax commission may also, by general rule or
regulation, establish conditions for submission of
annual or semiannual reconciling returns by such
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taxpayers or class of taxpayers in lieu of quarterly
returns.

The tax commission may also require verified
annual returns from any taxpayer, setting forth such
additional information as it may deem necessary to
correctly determine tax liability.

A return shall be filed for each mechanical device
registered with the commission, whether or not the
machine was in actual operation during the monthly
period for which the return is made, and whether

Penalty when or not any tax liability was incurred with respect
mac.hines not
reported, to the operation of the machine during such monthly

period, and for failure to file a return for any such
machine the commission may assess a penalty in the
amount of not to exceed twenty-five dollars for each
machine not reported, which penalty shall be col-
lected in the same manner as the taxes imposed by
this chapter.- A taxpayer may report any number
of machines on a single return if appropriate inform-
ation is attached to such single return stating the
registration number of each machine reported, the
location at which it was operated, and the gross
operating income therefrom.

RCW 82.32.090 SEC. 12. Section 192, chapter 180, Laws of 1935
amened. as last amended by section 1, chapter 110, Laws of

1955, and RCW 82.32.090 are each amended to read
as follows:

If payment of any tax due is not received by the
tax commission by the twenty-fifth day of the month
in which the tax becomes due, there may be added
to the tax a penalty of ten percent of the amount of
the tax; and if the tax is not received within forty
days of the due date, there may be added an ad-
ditional penalty of five percent of the amount of the
tax; and if the tax is not received within seventy
days of the due date, there may be added an ad-
ditional penalty of five percent of the amount of the
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tax; but none of the penalties so added shall be less
than one dollar.

If a warrant be issued by the tax commission for
the collection of taxes, increases, and penalties, there
may be added thereto a penalty of five percent of the
amount of the tax, but not less than one dollar.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the aggregate of
penalties imposed under this chapter for failure to
file a return, late payment of any tax, increase, or
penalty, or issuance of a warrant shall not exceed
twenty-five percent of the tax due, but shall in no
case be less than the minimum penalties prescribed
herein.

SEC. 13. Section 11, chapter 180, Laws of 1935,
as last amended by section 2, chapter 249, Laws of
1945 (heretofore divided and codified as RCW 82.04-
.300 through 82.04.420) is divided and amended as
set forth in sections 14 through 26 of this act.

SEC. 14. (RCW 82.04.300) This chapter shall
apply to any person engaging in any business activ-
ity taxable under RCW 82.04.230, 82.04.240, 82.04.250,
82.04.260, 82.04.270 and 82.04.280 other than those
whose value of products, gross proceeds of sales, or
gross income of the business is less than three
hundred dollars per month: Provided, That where
one person engages in more than one business
activity and the combined measures of the tax ap-
plicable to such businesses equal or exceed three
hundred dollars per month, no exemption or deduc-
tion from the amount of tax is allowed by this
section.

This chapter shall apply to any person engaging
in any business activity taxable under RCW 82.04-
.290 other than those whose value of products, gross
proceeds of sales, or gross income of the business is
less than eighteen hundred dollars per year: Pro-
vided, That where one person engages in more than
one business activity and the combined measures of
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tax applicable to such business equals or exceeds
eighteen hundred dollars, no exemption or deduction
from the amount of tax is allowed by this section.

Any person claiming exemption under the pro-
visions of this section may be required to file returns
even though no tax may be due: Providedc, further,
That the tax commission may allow exemptions, by
general rule or regulation, in those instances in
which quarterly, semiannual, or annual returns are
permitted. Exemptions for such periods shall be
equivalent in amount to the total of exemptions for
each month of a reporting period.

Note: See also section 7, chapter 5, Laws Ex. Sess. 1959.

SEC. 15. (RCW 82.04.310) This chapter shall
not apply to any person in respect to a business
activity with respect to which tax liability is specific-
ally imposed under the provisions of chapter 82.16.

SEC. 16. (RCW 82.04.320) This chapter shall not
apply to any person in respect to insurance business
upon which a tax based on gross premiums is paid
to the state: Provided, That the provisions of this
section shall not exempt any person engaging in the
business of representing any insurance company,
whether as general or local agent, or acting as broker
for such companies: Provided further, That the
provisions of this section shall not exempt any bond-
ing company from tax with respect to gross income
derived from the completion of any contract as to
which it is a surety, or as to any liability as suc-
cessor to the liability of the defaulting contractor.

SEC. 17. (RCW 82.04.330) This chapter shall not
apply to any person in respect to the business of
growing or producing for sale upon his own lands
or upon land in which he has a present right of
possession, any agricultural or horticultural produce
or crop, including the raising for sale of any animal,
bird, or insect, or the milk, eggs, wool, fur, meat,
honey, or other substance obtained therefrom, or in
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respect to the sale of such products at wholesale by
such grower, producer, or raiser thereof. This
exemption shall not apply to any person selling
such products at retail; nor to the sale of any animal
or substance obtained therefrom by a person in con-
nection with his business of operating a stockyard
or a slaughter or packing house; nor to any associa-
tion of persons, whatever, whether mutual, co-
operative or otherwise, engaging in any business
activity with respect to which tax liability is im-
posed under the provisions of this chapter.

SEC. 18. (RCW 82.04.340) This chapter shall not Rcw 82.04.340
enacted

apply to any person in respect to the business of without
amendment.

conducting boxing contests and sparring or wrestling
matches and exhibitions for the conduct of which a
license must be secured from the state athletic com-
mission.

SEC. 19. (RCW 82.04.350) This chapter shall not ROW 812.04.350
enacted

apply to any person in respect to the business of without

conducting race meets for the conduct of which a
license must be secured from the horse racing com-
mission.

SEC. 20. (RCW 82.04.360) This chapter shall not RCW 82.04.360
enacted

apply to any person in respect to his employment in withoutt

the capacity of an employee or servant as distingu-
ished from that of an independent contractor.

SEC. 21. (RCW 82.04.370) This chapter shall not ROW 82.04.370
enacted

apply to fraternal benefit societies or fraternal fire wi
t hou

t t

insurance associations, as described in Title 48; nor
to beneficiary corporations or societies organized
under and existing by virtue of Title 24, if such
beneficiary corporations or societies provide in their
bylaws for the payment of death benefits.

SEC. 22. (RCW 82.04.380) This chapter shall not ROW 82.04.380
en~acted

apply to the gross sales or the gross income received without
amendment.

by corporations which have been incorporated under
any act of the Congress of the United States of
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America and whose principal purposes are to furnish
volunteer aid to members of the armed forces of the
United States and also to carry on a system of na-
tional and international relief and to apply the same
in mitigating the sufferings caused by pestilence,
famine, fire, floods, and other national calamities
and to devise and carry on measures for preventing
the same.

SEC. 23. (RCW 82.04.390) This chapter shall not
apply to amounts derived from the lease, rental, or
sale of real estate. This however, shall not be con-
strued to allow a deduction of amounts derived from
engaging in any business wherein a mere license to
use or enjoy real property is granted, or to allow
a deduction of amounts received as commissions
from the sale or rental of real estate.

Note: See also section 8, chapter 5, Laws Ex. Sess. 1959.

SEC. 24. (RCW 82.04.400) This chapter shall not
apply to national banks, state banks, trust companies,
mutual savings banks, building and loan and savings
and loan associations with respect to their banking,
trust, or savings and loan business but shall apply
with respect to their engaging in any other business
taxable hereunder, even though such other business
is conducted primarily for the purpose of liquidating
the assets thereof.

SEC. 25. (RCW 82.04.410) This chapter shall not
apply to amounts derived by persons engaged in
operating chick hatcheries from the production and
sale of chicks and hatching eggs.

SEC. 26. (RCW 82.044420) This chapter shall not
apply to any person performing any activities with
respect to which a tax is specifically imposed upon
the gross operating income derived therefrom under
the provisions of chapter 82.28 of this title.

SEC. 27. Section 39, chapter 180, Laws of 1935
and RCW 82.16.040 are each amended to read as
follows:
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The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to Public utility
tax-

persons engaging in one or more businesses taxable Exemption.

under this chapter whose total gross operating
revenue is less than five hundred dollars for a
monthly period or portion thereof. Any person
claiming exemption under this section may be re-
quired to file returns even though no tax may be due.
If the total gross operating revenue for a taxable
monthly period is five hundred dollars, or more, no
exemption or deductions from the gross operating
revenue is allowed by this provision.

Note: See also section 17, chapter 3, Laws Ex. Sess. 1959.

SEC. 28. Section 15, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 RCW 82.04.510

and RCW 82.04.510 are each amended to read as
follows:

All of the provisions contained in chapter 82.32 General ad-

shall have full force and application with respect to provisions

taxes imposed under the provisions of this chapter.
Taxpayers submitting monthly estimates of taxes
due under this chapter shall be subject to the pro-
visions of chapter 82.32 if they fail to remit ninety
percent of the taxes actually collected or due for the
reporting period.

SEC. 29. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect April 1,
1959.

SEC. 30. If any provision of this act, or its ap- Severability.

plication to any person or circumstance is held in-
valid, the remainder of the act, or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances
is not affected.

Passed the Senate March 7, 1959.
Passed the House March 4, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 19, 1959.
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CHAPTER 198.
[ S. B. 203.]1

STATE FERRIES-LUMMI ISLAND TO ORCAS ISLAND.
AN ACT relating to the Puget Sound ferry system; and au-

thorizing and directing the Washington toll bridge authority
to establish and operate a ferry service from Lummi Island
to Orcas Island.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Ferry service SCIN1 h ahitntl uhrt
authorized. bETO1 h ahntntl bridgeauhrt

is hereby authorized and directed to establish and
operate a f erry service from a suitable point on
Lummi Island in Whatcom county to a suitable point
on Orcas Island in San Juan county by the most

Contingency. feasible route if and when Whatcom county con-
structs a bridge from Gooseberry Point on the main-
land to Lummi Island. The actual operation of such
ferry service shall not begin until Whatcom county
has completed the construction of such bridge.

Passed the Senate February 26, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 19, 1959.

CHAPTER 199.
(Sub. S. B. 458.]1

STATE FERRIES-TARIFFS AND CHARGES.

AN ACT relating to the Washington state ferries, providing for
a review of certain operations thereof, the appointment of
an advisory committee, and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Review of SEcTION 1. The Washington toll bridge authority
charges
authorized, is hereby authorized and directed to review tariffs

and charges as applicable to the operation of the

[ 884 ]
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Washington state f erries for the purpose of estab-
lishing a more fair and equitable tariff to be charged
passengers, vehicles, and commodities on the routes
of the Washington state ferries.

SEC. 2. The review is to include but shall not be Scope of

limited to tariffs for automobiles, passengers, trucks ,reew
commutation rates, and volume discounts. The re-
view shall give proper consideration to time of
travel, distance of travel, operating costs, mainte-
nance and repair expenses, and the resultant effect
any change in tariff might have on the debt service
requirements of the authority as specifically pro-
vided in existing financing programs. The review
shall also include the allocation of vessels to partic-
ular runs, the scheduling of particular runs, the
adequacy and arrangements of docks and dock facili-
ties, and any other subject deemed by the authority
to be properly within the scope of the review. The
authority is further authorized and directed to make
a like review within every three year period.

SEC. 3. The authority is further directed to con- Local ex-
pressions to

duct such review by soliciting and obtaining ex- be obtained-
Advisory

pressions from local community groups in order to comm-ittees.

be properly informed as to problems being experi-
enced within the area served by the Washington
state ferries. In order that local representation may
be established, the authority is hereby directed to
advise the board of county commissioners of each
county wherein a terminal of the Washington state
ferries is located prior to the time that the review
is to be commenced, and each board of county com-
missioners is hereby directed to appoint a committee
to consist of no more than five members to serve as
an advisory committee to the authority or its desig-
nated representative in such review. The commit-
tees to be appointed by the boards of county com-
missioners shall serve without fee or compensation.
It is not the intent of this act that any powers or
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duties now prescribed and delegated to the authority
shall be assumed by any other board or committee.

Prerequisites SEC. 4. No change in tariff shall be considered
to change in byteatoiyulssadsalfrthv
charges. byteatoiyuls adauthority salfrthv

obtained the approval of the consulting engineer ap-
pointed by the authority to serve for the account of
the Washington state ferries. Further, no change in
tariff shall be considered by the authority that can
be construed as contrary to the provisions of the
governing bond resolutions then presently outstand-
ing between the authority and the holders of bonds
which have theretofore been sold by the authority
in connection with financing related to the Washing-
ton state ferries.

Emergency. SEC. 5. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate March 2, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 19, 1959.

CHAPTER 200.
[Sub. S. B. 130.

SANITARIANS.
AN ACT relating to public health; creating the Washington state

board of registered sanitarians and fixing the compensa-
tion of such board; providing for the examination and
registration of sanitarians; and prescribing fees and penal-
ties; and making an appropriation.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTioN 1. As used in this act:
0 Definitions., (1) "Sanitarian" is a person who has fitted him-

"Sanitarian."
self by suitable specialized study in the basic sciences,
sanitary sciences, administration, education and the
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humanities and with suitable experience in the ap-
plication of the principles of sanitary science to pro-
tect the public from the many health hazards re-
sulting from an increasingly complex environment.
He applies the principles of sanitary science to the
investigation, evaluation and interpretation of en-
viromnental health needs in order to secure neces-
sary sanitary improvements in environmental factors
such as but not limited to milk and food, private
water and sewage, vector control, refuse disposal
and housing.

(2) "Board" or "Examining Board" means the "Board" .Ex-

Washington state board of registered sanitarians. Board."

(3) "Director" means the director of licenses. 'Director."

SEC. 2. (1) The governor of the state of Wash- Board
established-

ington shall appoint an examining board, which shall Memnber-

be known as the "Washington State Board of Regis-
tered Sanitarians", consisting of three members, all
of whom shall be sanitarians qualified for registra-
tion under this act, each of whom shall be a citizen
of the United States. The initial appointments shall
be made by July 1, 1959, from a list of not less than
six names submitted to the governor by the Wash-
ington state association of sanitarians. The members
of the first board shall serve for the following terms:
One member for a period of three years, one member
for a period of two years, and one member for a pe-
riod of one year. Thereaf ter as the term of each mem-
ber expires all appointments shall be for a period of
three years or until their successors are appointed.
These appointments shall be made from a list broadly
representative of the sanitarians in the state and
shall be certified to the governor by the Washington
state association of sanitarians. A member of the
examining board may be removed by the governor
for any of the causes specified in section 6 of this
act.

[ 887]1
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Duties of
Board.

Compensation,
expenses, of
board.

Registration- SEC. 3. Any person may apply to the director of
Qualifications
for, licenses for registration on forms provided for that

purpose. The board shall carefully evaluate the
evidence submitted and shall certify to the director
of licenses any applicant of good moral character
who meets one of the following qualifications:

(1) Graduated from a college or university
recognized by the American council of education as
qualified to issue a bachelor of science degree or
equivalent degree, with a bachelor of science degree
or equivalent degree in public health, sanitary sci-
ence, bacteriology, dairy science, veterinary medi-
cine, engineering or a basic natural or physical
science related to public health sanitation and em-
ployed full time as a sanitarian f or a period of six
months and passed an examination administered by
the director under supervision of the board pursuant
to the provisions of this act or the rules and regu-
lations promulgated pursuant thereto.

(2) Is employed full time as a sanitarian in the
state of Washington on January 1, 1960, and who
has applied for registration on or before July 1,
1960.

[ 888]1

(2) The examining board shall conduct exami-
nations in the state for the purpose of determining
the qualifications of persons who apply for registra-
tion under this act. The board may adopt, amend
or rescind such rules and regulations as it may deem
necessary to carry out the provisions of this act.

(3) Each member of the board shall receive as
compensation twenty dollars for each day or por-
tion thereof in which he is actually engaged in the
business and duties of the board, and all legitimate
and necessary expenses incurred in the business of
the board and in attending meetings thereof. Com-
pensation for such necessary expenses shall not ex-
ceed that authorized for state employees.
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SEC. 4. Applicants for registration shall pay a Rgsrto

fee of twenty-five dollars at the time of making ap- sito "?'-s

plication. A sanitarian registered under the pro-
visions of this act may renew his certificate by pay-
ing an annual renewal fee of ten dollars. All receipts
realized in the administration of this act shall be paid
into the General Fund into a special account to be
known as the Sanitarians' Licensing Account. At the
end of each biennium all moneys in said account in
excess of two thousand dollars shall be removed
from said account and placed in the General Fund.
There is hereby appropriated from the General Fund Appropriation.

to the Professional Division of the Department of
Licenses two thousand dollars to be placed in the
Sanitarians' Licensing Account, and to be admini-
stered and disbursed by the Director of Licenses in
carrying out the provisions of this act. All fees shall
be due and payable on or before the first day of July
for the current year for which the renewal certificate
shall be issued. All certificates shall expire on the
renewal date unless renewed prior to such date.
When such fees are not paid in full before September Penalty fee.

1st they shall become delinquent and there shall be
added to the renewal fee a penalty of five dollars.
Any certificate not having been renewed by October
1st of the year of expiration shall be considered
lapsed. In the event an applicant shall fail to pass Reexamina-

any examinations provided for under this act and tion fee.

the board shall grant permission for a reexami-
nation, such applicant on reexamination shall pay an
additional fee of fifteen dollars.

SEC. 5. The board upon written application to- Out-of-state

gether with such references and proof as it may
prescribe, shall certify to the director of licenses
without examination any person who is registered
as a sanitarian under the laws of any other state,
the requirements of which for receiving such regis-
tration were at the time such registration was issued,

[ 889]1
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Fee.

Suspension,
revocation
of registration.

equal to the requirements so imposed by this state
for registration of sanitarians. The application fee
for an applicant by reciprocity shall be notwith-
standing any other provisions of this act the sum of
fifteen dollars.

SEC. 6. The director, together with a majority of
members of the board, shall have the power to re-
voke or suspend the certificate of registration of any
registrant for unprofessional conduct or the practice
of any fraud or deceit in obtaining registration, or
any gross negligence, incompetency or misconduct
in the practice of professional sanitation, or upon
conviction of any crime involving moral turpitude;
Provided, however, That no such revocation of cer-
tificate shall become effective until after a hearing,
duly noticed, is held and the registrant given the
opportunity to appear and answer the charges which
have been filed against him with the board.

Registration SEC. 7. After July 1, 1959, no person shall use,required-
Violation, assume or advertise in any way any title or descrip-misdemeanor.

tion tending to convey the impression that he is a
registered sanitarian unless he is a holder of a cur-
rent certificate of registration as provided in this act.
A hol 'der of a current certificate of registration is en-
titled to append to his name the letters, "R.S.".
Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent
anyone from using the title sanitarian. Any person
violating the provisions of this section shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor.

Severability. SEC. 8. If any part, or parts, of this act shall be
held unconstitutional, the remaining provisions shall
be given full force and effect, as completely as if the
part held unconstitutional had not been included
herein.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 19, 1959.
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CHAPTER 201.
[Second Sub. S. B. 376.

COUNTY AND REGIONAL PLANNING.

AN ACT relating to county and regional planning; authorizing
the creation and organization of planning agencies, boards
of adjustment, and zoning adjustors; defining their powers
and duties; and prescribing procedures.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Purpose and Intent. The purpose and Purpose

intent of this chapter is to provide the authority for, and intent.

and the procedures to be followed in, guiding and
regulating the physical development of a county or
region through correlating both public and private
projects and coordinating their execution with re-
spect to all subject matters utilized in developing
and servicing land, all to the end of assuring the
highest standards of environment for living, and the
operation of commerce, industry, agriculture and
recreation, and assuring maximum economies and
conserving the highest degree of public health,
safety, morals and welfare.

SEC. 2. Definitions. The following words or
terms as used in this chapter shall have the follow- eiitos

ing meaning unless a different meaning is clearly
indicated by the context.

(1) "Approval by motion" is a means by which "Approval

a board, through other than by ordinance, approvesbymto.
and records recognition of a comprehensive plan or
amendments thereto.

(2) "Board" means the board of county commis- "Board."

sioners.
(3) "Certification" means the affixing on any 'certifica-

map or by adding to any document comprising all tion."

or any portion of a comprehensive plan a record of
the dates of action thereon by the commission and
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by the board, together with the signatures of the
officer or officers authorized by ordinance to so sign.

"Commission." (4) "Commission" means a county or regional
planning commission.

"lcommis- (5) "Commissioners" means members of a county
sionrs. or regional planning commission.

"Comprehen- (6) "Comprehensive plan" means the policies
sive plan," and proposals approved and recommended by the

planning agency or initiated by the board and ap-
proved by motion by the board (a) as a beginning
step in planning for the physical development of the
county; (b) as the means for coordinating county
programs and services; (c) as a source of reference
to aid in developing, correlating, and coordinating
official regulations and controls; and (d) as a means
for promoting the general welfare. Such plan shall
consist of the required elements set forth in section
33 and may also include the optional elements set
forth in section 35 hereof which shall serve as a
policy guide for the subsequent public and private
development and official controls so as to present all
proposed developments in a balanced and orderly
relationship to existing physical features and gov-
ernimental functions.

use.tina (7) "Conditional use" means a use listed among
those classified in any given zone but permitted to
locate only after review by the board of adjustment,
or zoning adjustor if there be such, and the granting
of a conditional use permit imposing such per-
formance standards as will make the use com-
patible with other permitted uses in the same vicinity
and zone and assure against imposing excessive de-
mands upon public utilities, provided the county
ordinances specify the standards and criteria that
shall be applied.

"Department." (8) "Department" means a planning department
organized and functioning as any other department
in any county.

[ 892]1
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(9) "Element" means one of the various cate- "Element."

gories of subjects, each of which constitutes a com-
ponent part of the comprehensive plan.

"Ex officio
(10) "Ex officio member" means a member of member."

the commission who serves by virtue of his official
position as head of a department specified in the
ordinance creating the commission.

(11) "Official controls" means leislativel-de- "Officialg y controls."
fined and enacted policies, standards, precise de-
tailed maps and other criteria, all of which control
the physical development of a county or any part
thereof or any detail thereof, and are the means of
translating into regulations and ordinances all or
any part of the general objectives of the compre-
hensive plan. Such official controls may include, but
are not limited to, ordinances establishing zoning,
subdivision control, platting, and adoption of de-
tailed maps.

(12) "Ordinance" means a legislative enactment "Ordinance."

by a board; in this chapter the word, "ordinance",
is synonymous with the term "resolution", as repre-
senting a legislative enactment by a board of county
commissioners.

(13) "Planning agency" means (a) a planning "Planning

commission, together with its staff members, em- aec.

ployees and consultants, or (b) a department organ-
ized and functioning as any other department in
any county government together with its planning
commission.

(14) "Variance". A variance is the means by "Variance."

which an adjustment is made in the application of
the specific regulations of a zoning ordinance to a
particular piece of property, which property, because
of special circumstances applicable to it, is deprived
of privileges commonly enjoyed by other properties
in the same vicinity and zone and which adjustment
remedies disparity in privileges.
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Commission SEC. 3. Commission--Creation. By ordinance a
-Cratin. board may create a planning commission and pro-

vide for the appointment by the commission of a
director of planning.

Department-
Creation.

Authority
for planning.

Regional
planning
commission-
Appointment
and powers.

SEC. 4. Department--Creation. By ordinance a
board may, as an alternative to and in lieu of the
creation of a planning commission as provided in
section 3 herein, create a planning department which
shall be organized and function as any other depart-
ment of the county. When such department is
created, the board shall also create a planning com-
mission which shall assist the planning department
in carrying out its duties, including assistance in the
preparation and execution of the comprehensive
plan and recommendations to the department for
the adoption of official controls and/or amendments
thereto. To this end, the planning commission shall
conduct such hearings as are required by this chap-
ter and shall make findings and conclusions there-
from which shall be transmitted to the department
which shall transmit the same on to the board with
such comments and recommendations it deems neces-
sary.

SEC. 5. Authority for Planning. Upon the crea-
tion of a planning agency as authorized in sections
3 and 4 herein, a county may engage in a planning
program as defined by this chapter. Two or more
counties may jointly engage in a planning program
as defined herein for their combined areas.

SEC. 6. Regional Planning Commission-Ap-
pointment and Powers. Two or more counties may
form and organize a regional planning commission
and provide for the administration of its affairs.
Such regional planning commission may carry on a
planning program involving the same subjects and
procedures provided by this chapter for planning
by counties, provided this authority shall not in-
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elude enacting official controls other than by the
individual participating counties. The authority to
initiate a regional planning program, define the
boundaries of the regional planning district, specify
the number, method of appointment and terms of
office of members of the regional planning commis-
sion and provide for allocating the cost of financing
the work shall be vested individually in the boards
of the participating counties.

Any regional planning commission or county
participating in any regional planning district are
authorized to receive grants-in-aid from, or enter
into reasonable agreement with any department or
agency of the government of the United States or
of the state of Washington to arrange for the receipt
of federal funds and state funds for planning in the
interests of furthering the planning program.

SEC. 7. Commission-Composition. Whenever a Commission.
Composition.

commission is created by a county, it shall consist
of five, seven, or nine members as may be provided
by ordinance: Provided, That where a commission,
on the effective date of this chapter, is operating
with more than nine members, no further appoint-
ments shall be made to fill vacancies for whatever
cause until the membership of the commission is
reduced to five, seven or nine, whichever is the
number specified by the county ordinance under
this chapter. Departments of a county may be repre-
sented on the commission by the head of such de-
partments as are designated in the ordinance creat-
ing the commission, who shall serve in an ex officio
capacity, but such ex officio members shall not exceed
one of a five-member commission, two of a seven-
member commission, or three of a nine-member
commission. At no time shall there be more than
three ex officio members serving on a commission:
Provided further, That in lieu of one ex officio mem-
ber, only, one employee of the county other than a
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department head may be appointed to serve as a
member of the commission.

metCony SEC. 8. - Appointment - County. The
members of a commission shall be appointed by the
chairman of the board with the approval of a major-
ity of the board: Provided, That each member of
the board shall submit to the chairman a list of
nominees residing in his commissioner district, and
the chairman shall make his appointments from such
lists so that as nearly as mathematically possible,
each commissioner district shall be equally repre-
sented on the commission.

-Member- SEC. 9. - Membership--Terms. Existing
ship-Terms.
Existing . Commissions. When a commission is created after
Commissions.

the effective date of this chapter, the first terms of
the members of the commission consisting of five,
seven, and nine members, respectively, other than
ex officio members, shall be as follows:

(1) For a five-member commission-one, shall
be appointed for one year; one, for two years; one,
for three years; and two, for four years.

(2) For a seven-member commission-one, shall
be appointed for one year; two, for two years; two,
for three years; and two, for four years.

(3) For a nine-member commission-two, shall
be appointed for one year; two, for two years; two,
for three years; and three, for four years.

Thereafter, the successors to the first member
shall be appointed for four year terms: Provided,
That where the commission includes one ex officio
member, the number of appointive members first
appointed for a four-year term shall be reduced
by one; if there are to be two ex officio members,
the number of appointive members for the three-
year and four-year terms shall each be reduced by
one; if there are to be three ex officio members, the
number of appointive members for the four-year
term, the three-year term, and the two-year term
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shall each be reduced by one. The term of an ex
officio member shall correspond to his official tenure:
Provided further, That where a commission, on the
effective date of this chapter, is operating with
members appointed for longer than four-year terms,
such members shall serve out the full term for which
they were appointed, but their successors, if any,
shall be appointed for four-year terms.

-Vacan-
SEC. 10. - Vacancies. Vacancies occur- cies.

ring for any reason other than the expiration of
the term shall be filled by appointment for the un-
expired portion of the term except if, on the effective
date of this chapter, the unexpired portion of a term
is for more than four years the vacancy shall be
filled for a period of time that will obtain the maxi-
mum staggered terms, but shall not exceed four
years. Vacancies shall be filled from the same com-
missioner district as that of the vacating member.

SEC. 11. - Removal. After public hearing, -Removal.

any appointee member of a commission may be re-
moved by the chairman of the board, with the ap-
proval of the board, for inefficiency, neglect of duty,
or malfeasance in office.

SEC. 12. - Officers. Each commission shall -officers.

elect its chairman and vice chairman from among
the appointed members. The commission shall ap-
point a secretary who need not be a member of the
commission.

SEC. 13. Planning Agency-Meetings. Each Planning
agency.planning agency shall hold not less than one regular Meetings.

meeting in each month: Provided, That if no mat-
ters over which the planning agency has jurisdiction
are pending upon its calendar, a meeting may be
canceled.

SEc. 14. - Rules and Records. Each plan- -Rles3

ning agency shall adopt rules for the transaction of and records.
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its business and shall keep a public record of its
transactions, findings, and determinations.

-- Joint
meetings. SEC. 15. - Joint Meetings. Two or more

county planning agencies in any combination may
hold joint meetings and by approval of their respec-
tive boards may have the same chairman.

Director.SE.1.Drco-ponmn.Iadietrf
Appointment. SC 6 ieco-ponmn.I ietro

planning is provided for, he shall be appointed:

(1) By the commission when a commission is
created under section 3 of this chapter;

(2) If a planning department is established as
provided in section 4 of this chapter, then he shall
be appointed by the board.

Employees. SEC. 17. Employees. The director of planning
shall be authorized to appoint such employees as
are necessary to perform the duties assigned to him
within the budget allowed.

Joint director. SEC. 18. Joint Director. The boards of two or
more counties or the legislative bodies of other
political subdivisions or special districts may jointly
engage a single director of planning and may au-
thorize him to employ such other personnel as may
be necessary to carry out the joint planning program.

Special SEC. 19. Special Services. Each planning agency,services.
subject to the approval of the board, may employ or
contract with the planning consultants or other
specialists for such services as it requires.

Board of SEC. 20. Board of Adjustment--Creation Zoningadjustment..Whnvrabadsalhvcetda
Zoning Adjustor. hnvrabadsalhv raeadjustor.

planning agency, it shall also by ordinance, coinci-

dent with the enactment of a zoning ordinance, create
a board of adjustment, and may establish the office
of zoning adjustor: Provided, That any county that
has prior to the effective date of this chapter, en-
acted a zoning ordinance, shall, within ninety days
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of the effective date of this chapter, create a board
of adjustment.

SEC. 21. Membership. A board of ad- -Member

justment shall consist of three or fiVe members as
may be provided by ordinance.

SEC. 22. - Appointment. Appointment of -Appoint-
ment.

Zoning Adjustor. The members of a board of ad- Appointment
of zoning

justment and the zoning adjustor shall be appointed adjustor.

in the same manner as provided for the appointment
of commissioners in section 8. One member of the
board of adjustment may be an appointee member
of the commission.

SEC. 23. - Terms. If the board of adjust- -Terms.

ment is to consist of three members, when it is first
appointed after the effective date of this chapter,
the first terms shall be as follows: One shall be
appointed for one year; one, for two years; and one,
for three years. If it consists of five members, when
it is first appointed after the effective date of this
chapter, the first terms shall be as follows: One
shall be appointed for one year; one, for two years;
one, for three years; one, for four years; and one,
for six years. Thereafter the terms shall be for six
years and until their successors are appointed and
qualified.

SEC. 24. - Vacancies. Vacancies in the -Vacan-
cies.

board of adjustment shall be filled by appointment
in the same manner in which the commissioners are
appointed in section 8. Appointment shall be for
the unexpired portion of the term.

SEc. 25. - Removal. Any member of the -Removal.

board of adjustment may be removed by the chair-
man of the board with the approval of the board for
inefficiency, neglect of duty or malfeasance in office.

SEC. 26. - Organization. The board of ad- -- Organi-

justment shall elect a chairman and vice chairman
from among its members. The board of adjustment
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shall appoint a secretary who need not be a member
of the board.

SEC. 27. - Meetings. The board of adjust-
ment shall hold not less than one regular meeting
in each month of each year: Provided, That if no
issues over which the board has jurisdiction are
pending upon its calendar, a meeting may be can-
celed.

SEC. 28. - Rules. The board of adjust-
ment shall adopt rules for the transaction of its busi-
ness and shall keep a public record of its transactions,
findings and determinations.

SEC. 29. Appropriation for Planning Agency. The
board shall provide the funds, equipment and ac-
comnmodations necessary for the work of the planning
agency. Such appropriations may include funds for
joint ventures as set forth in section 18 herein. The
expenditures of the planning agency, exclusive of
gifts, shall be within the amounts appropriated for
the respective purposes. The provisions herein for
financing the work of the planning agencies shall also
apply to the board of adjustment and the zoning
adjustor.

SEC. 30. Accept Gifts. The planning agency of
a county may accept gifts in behalf of the county
to finance any planning work authorized by law.

SEC. 31. Conference and Travel Expenses--Com-
mission Members and Staff. Members of planning
agencies shall inform themselves on matter affecting
the functions and duties of planning agencies. For
that purpose, and when authorized, such members
may attend planning conferences, meetings of plan-
ning executives or of technical bodies; hearings on
planning legislation or matters relating to the work
of the planning agency. The reasonable travel ex-
penses, registration fees and other costs incident to
such attendance at such meetings and conferences
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shall be charges upon the funds allocated to the
planning agency. In addition, members of a com-
mission may also receive reasonable travel expenses
to and from their usual place of business to the place
of a regular meeting of the commission. The plan-
ning agency may, when authorized, pay dues for
membership in organizations specializing in the sub-
ject of planning. The planning agency may, when
authorized, subscribe to technical publications per-
taining to planning.

SEc. 32. Comprehensive Plan. Each planning Compre-9hensive plan.
agency shall prepare a comprehensive plan for the
orderly physical development of the county and may
include any land outside its boundaries which, in
the judgment of the planning agency, relates to plan-
ning for the county. The plan shall be referred to as
the comprehensive plan and, after hearings by the
commission and approval by motion of the board,
shall be certified as the comprehensive plan. Amend-
ments or additions to the comprehensive plan shall
be similarly processed and certified.

SEC. 33. - Required Elements. The com- -Required
elements.

prehensive plan shall consist of a map or maps, and
descriptive text covering objectives, principles and
standards used to develop it, and shall include each
of the following elements:

(1) A land use element which designates the
proposed general distribution and general location
and extent of the uses of land for agriculture, hous-
ing, commerce, industry, recreation, education, public
buildings and lands, and other categories of public
and private use of land, including a statement of the
standards of population density and building in-
tensity recommended for the various areas in the
jurisdiction and estimates of future population
growth in the area covered by the comprehensive
plan, all correlated with the land use element of the
comprehensive plan;
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(2) A circulation element consisting of the
general location, aligmnent and extent of major
thoroughfares, major transportation routes, trunk
utility lines, and major terminal facilities, all of
which shall be correlated with the land use element
of the comprehensive plan;

(3) Any supporting maps, diagrams, charts, de-
scriptive material and reports necessary to explain
and supplement the above elements.

-Ampi- SEC. 34. - AmplificationL of required Ele-
fication of
reedts ments. When the comprehensive plan containing

the mandatory subjects as set forth in section 33
herein shall have been approved by motion by the
board and certified, it may thereafter be progres-
sively amplified and augmented in scope by expand-
ing and increasing the general provisions and pro-
posals for all or any one of the required elements set
f orth in section 33 herein and by adding provisions
and proposals for the optional elements set forth
in section 35 herein. The comprehensive plan may
also be amplified and augmented in scope by pro-
gressively including more completely planned areas
consisting of natural homogeneous cormmunities,
distinctive geographic areas, or other types of dis-
tricts having unified interests within the total area
of the county. In no case shall the comprehensive
plan, whether in its entirety or area by area or sub-
ject by subject be considered to be other than in
such form as to serve as a guide to the later develop-
ment and adoption of official controls.

--Optional SEC. 35. - Optional Elements. A compre-
elemnts. hensive plan may include-

(1) a conservation element for the conservation,
development and utilization of natural resources,
including water and its hydraulic force, forests,
water sheds, soils, rivers and other waters, harbors,
fisheries, wild life, minerals and other natural re-
sources,
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(2) a recreation element showing a compre-
hensive system of areas and public sites for recrea-
tion, natural reservations, parks, parkways, beaches,
playgrounds and other recreational areas, including
their locations and proposed development,

(3) a transportation element showing a compre-
hensive system of transportation, including general
locations of rights-of-way, terminals, viaducts and
grade separations. This element of the plan may
also include port, harbor, aviation and related facili-
ties,

(4) a transit element as a special phase of trans-
portation, showing proposed systems of rail transit
lines, including rapid transit in any form, and re-
lated facilities,

(5) a public services and facilities element show-
ing general plans for sewerage, refuse disposal,
drainage and local utilities, and rights-of-way, ease-
ments and facilities for such services,

(6) a public buildings element, showing general
locations, design and arrangements of civic and com-
munity centers, and showing locations of public
schools, libraries, police and fire stations and all
other public buildings,

(7) a housing element, consisting of surveys and
reports upon housing conditions and needs as a
means of establishing housing standards to be used
as a guide in dealings with official controls related
to land subdivision, zoning, traffic, and other related
matters,

(8) a renewal and/or redevelopment element
comprising surveys, locations, and reports for the
elimination of slums and other blighted areas and
for community renewal and/or redevelopment, in-
cluding housing sites, business and industrial sites,
public building sites and for other purposes au-
thorized by law,
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(9) a plan for financing a capital improvement
program,

(10) as a part of a comprehensive plan the com-
mission may prepare, receive and approve additional
elements and studies dealing with other subjects
which, in its judgment, relate to the physical de-
velopment of the county.

-- Coopera- SEc. 36. Cooperation With Affected
fected agen- Agencies. During the formulation of the compre-
cies.

hensive plan, and especially in developing a special-
ized element of such comprehensive plan, the plan-
ning agency may cooperate to the extent it deems
necessary with such authorities, departments or
agencies as may have jurisdiction over the territory
or facilities for which plans are being made, to the
end that maximum correlation and coordination of
plans may be secured and properly located sites for
all public purposes may be indicated on the compre-
hensive plan.

-Filing of SEC. 37. - Filing of Copies. Whenever a
copies. planning agency has developed a comprehensive

plan, or any addition or amendment thereto, cover-
ing any land outside of the boundaries of the county
as provided in section 32 herein, copies of any
features of the comprehensive plan extending into
an adjoining jurisdiction shall for purposes of in-
formation be filed with such adjoining jurisdiction.

-Public SEC. 38. - Public Hearing Required. Be-
hearing
required. fore approving all or any part of the comprehensive

plan or any amendment, extension or addition
thereto, the commission shall hold at least one public
hearing and may hold additional hearings at the
discretion of the commission.

-Notice SEC. 39. - Notice of Hearing. Notice of
of hearing, the time, place and purpose of any public hearing

shall be given by one publication in a newspaper of
general circulation in the county and in the official
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gazette, if any, of the county, at least ten days before
the hearing.

SEC. 40. - Approval-Required Vote- -ARepUprval

Record. The approval of the comprehensive plan, vote--Record.

or of any amendment, extension or addition thereto,
shall be by the affirmative vote of not less than two-
thirds of the total members of the commission.
Such approval shall be by a recorded motion which
shall incorporate the findings of fact of the commis-
sion and the reasons for its action and the motion
shall refer expressly to the maps, descriptive, and
other matters intended by the commission to con-
stitute the plan or amendment, addition or extension
thereto. The indication of approval by the commis-
sion shall be recorded on the map and descriptive
matter by the signatures of the chairman and the
secretary of the commission and of such others as
the commission in its rules may designate.

SEC. 41. - Amendment. When changed m-1en

conditions or further studies by the planning agency
indicate a need, the cormmission may amend, extend
or add to all or part of the comprehensive plan in
the manner provided herein for approval in the first
instance.

SEC. 42. - Referral to Board. A copy of a tobord.I

comprehensive plan or any part, amendment, ex-
tension of or addition thereto, together with the
motion of the planning agency approving the same,
shall be transmitted to the board for the purpose
of being approved by motion and certified as pro-
vided in this chapter.

SEC. 43. - Board May Initiate or Change -1B.9ard

-Notice. When it deems it to be for the public or change
-Notice.

interest, or when it considers a change in the recom-
mendations of the planning agency to be necessary,
the board may initiate consideration of a compre-
hensive plan, or any element or part thereof, or any
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change in or addition to such plan or recommenda-
tion. The board shall first refer the proposed plan,
change or addition to the planning agency for a
report and recommendation. Before making a re-
port and recommendation, the commission shall hold
at least one public hearing on the proposed plan,
change or addition. Notice of the time and place
and purpose of the hearing shall be given by one
publication in a newspaper of general circulation in
the county and in the official gazette, if any, of the
county, at least ten days before the hearing.

SEC. 44. - Board May Approve or Change
-Notice. After the receipt of the report and recom-
mendations of the planning agency on the matters
referred to in section 43 herein, or after the lapse of
the prescribed time for the rendering of such report
and recommendation by the commission, the board
may approve by motion and certify such plan,
change or addition without further reference to the
commission: Provided, That the plan, change or ad-
dition conforms either to the proposal as initiated
by the county or the recommendation thereon by
the commission: Provided further, That if the plan-
ning agency has failed to report within a ninety
day period, the board shall hold at least one public
hearing on the proposed plan, change or addition.
Notice of the time, place and purpose of the hearing
shall be given by one publication in a newspaper
of general circulation in the county and in the of-
ficial gazette, if any, of the county, at least ten days
before the hearing. Thereafter, the board may pro-
ceed to approve by motion and certify the proposed
comprehensive plan or any part, amendment or ad-
dition thereto.

SEC. 45. Planning Agency-Relating Projects to
Comprehensive Plan. After a board has approved
by motion and certified all or parts of a comprehen-
sive plan for a county or for any part of a county,
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the planning agency shall use such plan as the basic
source of reference and as a guide in reporting upon
or recommending any proposed project, public or
private, as to its purpose, location, form, alignment
and timing. The report of the planning agency on
any such project shall indicate wherein the proposed
project does or does not conform to the purpose of
the comprehensive plan and may include proposals
which, if effected, would make the project conform.
If the planning agency finds that a proposed project
reveals the justification or necessity for amending
the comprehensive plan or any part of it, it may
institute proceedings to accomplish such amendment,
and in its report to the board on the project shall
note that appropriate amendments to the compre-
hensive plan, or part thereof, are being initiated.

SEC. 46. - Annual Report. After all or -Anual
report.

part of the comprehensive plan of a county has been
approved by motion and certified, the planning
agency shall render an annual report to the board
on the status of the plan and accomplishments there-
under.

SEC. 47. - Promotion of Public Interest in -Promot-
ing interest in

Plan. Each planning agency shall endeavor to pro- plan.

mote public interest in, and understanding of, the
comprehensive plan and its purpose, and of the of-
ficial controls related to it.

SEC. 48. - Cooperation With Agencies. -coopera-
tion with

Each planning agency shall, to the extent it deems agencies.

necessary, cooperate with officials and agencies,
public utility companies, civic, educational, profes-
sional and other organizations and citizens generally
with relation to carrying out the purpose of the
comprehensive plan.

SEC. 49. Information to be Furnished Agency. -Informa-

Upon request, all public officials or agencies shalltinfrshd
furnish to the planning agency within a reasonable
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time such available information as is required for
the work of the planning agency.

Right of entry SEC. 50. Right of Entry--Commission and Staff.
-Commission
and staff. In the performance of their functions and duties,

duly authorized members of a commission or plan-
ning staff may enter upon any land and make exami-
nations and surveys: Provided, That such entries,
examinations and surveys do not damage or inter-
fere with the use of the land by those persons law-
fully entitled to the possession thereof.

SEC. 51. Special Referred Matters-Reports. By
general or special rule the board creating a planning
agency may provide that other matters shall be re-
ferred to the planning agency before final action is
taken thereupon by the board or officer having final
authority on the matter, and final action thereon
shall not be taken upon the matter so referred until
the planning agency has submitted its report within
such period of time as the board shall designate. In
reporting upon the matters referred to in this section
the planning agency may make such investigations,
maps, reports and recommendations as it deems
desirable.

SEC. 52. Required Submission of Capital Ex-
penditure Projects. At least five months before the
end of each fiscal year each county officer, depart-
ment, board or commission and each governmental
body whose jurisdiction lies entirely within the
county, except incorporated cities and towns, whose
functions include preparing and recommending
plans for, or constructing major public works, shall
submit to the respective planning agency a list of
the proposed public works being recommended for
initiation or construction during the ensuing fiscal
year.

Relating SEC. 53. Relating Capital Expenditure Projects
projects to
plan, to Comprehensive Plan. The planning agency shall
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list all such matters referred to in section 52 herein
and shall prepare for and submit a report to the
board which report shall set forth how each pro-
posed project relates to all other proposed projects
on the list and to all features in the comprehensive
plan both as to location and timing. The planning
agency shall report to the board through the plan-
ning director if there be such.

SEC. 54. Referral Procedure-Reports. When- Referral pro-
cedure.

ever a board has approved by motion and certified Reports.

all or part of a comprehensive plan, no street, square,
park or other public ground or open space shall be
acquired by dedication or otherwise, no street shall
be disposed of, closed or abandoned, and no public
building or structure shall be constructed or au-
thorized to be constructed in the area to which the
comprehensive plan applies until its location, pur-
pose and extent has been submitted to and reported
upon by the planning agency. The report by the
planning agency shall set forth the manner and the
degree to which the proposed project does or does
not conform to the objectives of the comprehensive
plan. If final authority is vested by law in some
governmental officer or body other than the board,
such officer or governmental body shall report the
project to the planning agency and the planning
agency shall render its report to such officer or
governmental body. In both cases the report of the
planning agency shall be advisory only. Failure of
the planning agency to report on such matter so
referred to it within forty days or such longer time
as the board or other governmental officer or body
may indicate, shall be deemed to be approval.

SEC. 55. Official Controls. From time to time, Offcial con-
trols.

the planning agency may, or if so requested by the
board shall, cause to be prepared official controls
which, when adopted by ordinance by the board,
will further the objectives and goals of the compre-
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hensive plan. The planning agency may also draft
such regulations, programs and legislation as may,
in its judgment, be required to preserve the integrity
of the comprehensive plan and assure its systematic
execution, and the planning agency may recommend
such plans, regulations, programs and legislation to
the board for adoption.

-Forms of SEC. 56. - Formas of Controls. Official
contols. controls may include:

(1) Maps showing the exact boundaries of zones
within each of which separate controls over the type
and degree of permissible land uses are defined;

(2) Maps for streets showing the exact align-
ment, gradients, dimensions and other pertinent
features, and including specific controls with refer-
ence to protecting such accurately defined future
rights of way against encroachment by buildings,
other physical structures or facilities;

(3) Maps for other public facilities, such as parks,
playgrounds, civic centers, etc., showing exact loca-
tion, size, boundaries and other related features,
including appropriate regulations protecting such
future sites against encroachment by buildings and
other physical structures or facilities;

(4) Specific regulations and controls pertaining
to other subjects incorporated in the comprehensive
plan or establishing standards and procedures to be
employed in land development including, but not
limited to, subdividing of land and the approval of
land plats and the preservation of streets and lands
for other public purposes requiring future dedica-
tion or acquisition and general design of physical
improvements.

-Adoption. SEC. 57. - Adoption. Official controls
shall be adopted by ordinance and shall further the
purpose and objectives of a comprehensive plan and
parts thereof.
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SEC. 58. - Public Hearing by Commission. -jPublic

Before recommending an official control or amend-
ment to the board for adoption, the commission shall
hold at least one public hearing.

SEC. 59. - Notice of Hearing. Notice of -Notice of

the time, place and purpose of the hearing shall be haig

given by one publication in a newspaper of general
circulation in the county and in the official gazette,
if any, of the county at least ten days before the
hearing. The board may prescribe additional meth-
ods for providing notice.

SEC. 60. - Recommendation to Board-
Required Vote. The recommendation to the board
of any official control or amendments thereto by the
planning agency shall be by the affirmative vote of
not less than two-thirds of the total members of
the commission. Such approval shall be by a re-
corded motion which shall incorporate the findings
of fact of the commission and the reasons for its
action and the motion shall refer expressly to the
maps, descriptive and other matters intended by the
commission to constitute the plan, or amendment,
addition or extension thereto. The indication of ap-
proval by the commission shall be recorded on the
map and descriptive matter by the signatures of the
chairman and the secretary of the commission and of
such others as the commission in its rules may
designate.

SEC. 61. - Reference to Board. A copy of
any official control or amendment recommended
pursuant to sections 55, 56, 57 and 58 shall be sub-
mitted to the board not later than fourteen days fol-
lowing the hearing by the commission and shall be
accompanied by the motion of the planning agency
approving the same, together with a statement
setting forth the factors considered at the hearing,
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and analysis of findings considered by the commis-
sion to be controlling.

-Action SC ~____Ato ~,Bad eep
by board. SE.6. Ato b r. Uponreip

of any recommended official control or amendment
thereto, the board shall at its next regular public
meeting set the date for a public meeting where it
may, by ordinance, adopt or reject the official control
or amendment.

-- Changes SE.3.- h n e tobReerdo
referred to Sc 3 hne ob eerdt
planning
agency- Planning Agency-Adoption. If after considering
Adoption, the matter at a public meeting as provided in section

62 the board deems a change in the recommenda-
tions of the planning agency to be necessary, the
change shall not be incorporated in the recommended
control until it has been referred to the planning
agency for a hearing and report. The report shall
contain the findings of fact of the commission to-
gether with a statement setting f orth the factors
considered at the hearing and an analysis of findings
considered by the commission to be controlling.
Before making said report and recommendation, the
planning agency shall hold at least one public hear-
ing giving notice therefor as provided in section 59.
Failure of the planning agency to make its report
within sixty days after the reference, or such longer
period as may be designated by the board, shall be
deemed to be approval of the proposed change. After
receipt of the report of the commission or after the
time in which the commission may report has
elapsed, the board may proceed to adopt the recom-
mended official control: Provided, That the official
control, change or addition thereto, conforms either
to the proposal as initiated by the board or the rec-
ommendation of the commission: Provided further,
That should the board desire to adopt any official
control which the planning agency refused to ap-
prove or which is contrary to the findings and
recommendations of the planning agency, it may
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do so. However, before any such action is taken,
the board shall conduct its own public hearing,
giving notice thereof as provided in section 59
herein, and it shall adopt its own findings of fact
and statement setting forth the factors considered
at the hearing and its own analysis of findings con-
sidered by it to be controlling.

SEC. 64. - Board May Initiate. When it -Board
may initiate.

deems it to be for the public interest, the board may
initiate consideration of an ordinance establishing
an official control, or amendments to an existing of -
ficial control, including those specified in section 56
herein. The board shall first refer the proposed
official control or amendment to the planning agency
for report which shall, thereafter, be considered and
processed in the same manner as that set forth in
section 63 herein regarding a change in the recom-
mendation of the planning agency.

SEC. 65. Board Final Authority. The report and Board final
authority.

recommendation by the planning agency, whether
on a proposed control initiated by it, whether on a
matter referred back to it by the board for further
report, or whether on a matter initiated by the board,
shall be advisory only and the final determination
shall rest with the board.

SEC.66.Procdurs fo Adptio ofContolsProvisionsSEC.66.Procdurs fo Adptio ofContolslimited in
Limited to Planning Matters. The provisions of this scope.

chapter with references to the procedures to be
followed in the adoption of official controls shall
apply only to establishing official controls pertaining
to subjects set forth in section 56 herein.

SEC. 67. Enforcement-Official Controls. The Enforcemnent
-Official

board may determine and establish administrative controls.

rules and procedures for the application and enforce-
ment of official controls, and may assign or delegate
such administrative functions, powers and duties to
such department or official as may be appropriate.

[ 913]
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SEC. 68. Subdividing and Platting. The planning
agency shall review all proposed land plats and
subdivisions and make recommendations to the
board thereon with reference to approving, or recom-
mending any modifications necessary to assure con-
formance to the general purposes of the compre-
hensive plan and to standards and specifications
established by state law or local controls.

SEC. 69. County Improvements. No county shall
improve any street or lay or authorize the laying of
sewers or connections or other improvements to be
laid in any street within any territory for which
the board has adopted an official control in the form
of precise street map or maps, until the matter has
been referred to the planning agency by the depart-
ment or official having jurisdiction for a report
thereon and a copy of the report has been filed with
the department or official making the reference un-
less one of the following conditions apply:

(1) The street has been accepted, opened, or has
otherwise received legal status of a public street;

(2) it corresponds with and conforms to streets
shown on the official controls applicable to the
subject;

(3) it corresponds with and conforms to streets
shown on a subdivision (land plat) approved by the
board.

SEC. 70. Planning Agency-Time Limit for Re-
port. Failure of the planning agency to report on
the matters referred to in section 69 herein within
forty days after the reference, or such longer period
as may be designated by the board, department or
official making the reference, shall be deemed to be
approval of such matter.

SEC. 71. Final Authority. Reports and recom-
mendations by the planning agency on all matters
shall be advisory only, and final determination shall
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rest with the administrative body, official, or the
board whichever has authority to decide under ap-
plicable law.

SEC. 72. Prerequisite for Zoning. Zoning maps Prerequisite

as an official control may be adopted only for areasfoznig
covered by a comprehensive plan containing not less
than a land use element and a circulation element.
Zoning ordinances and maps adopted prior to the
effective date of this chapter are hereby validated,
provided only that at the time of their enactment
the comprehensive plan for the county existed ac-
cording to law applicable at that time.

SE~C. 73. Text Without Map. The text of a zon- Text without
map.

ing ordinance may be prepared and adopted in the
absence of a comprehensive plan providing no zoning
map or portion of a zoning map may be adopted
thereunder until there has been compliance with the
provisions of section 72 herein.

SEC. 74. Zoning Map-Progressive Adoption. Zoning map-
Progressive

Because of practical considerations, the total area of adoption.

a county to be brought under the control of zoning
may be divided into areas possessing geographical,
topographical or urban identity and such divisions
may be progressively and separately officially map-
ped.

SEC. 75. Zoning-Types of Regulations. Any Zoning-
Types of

board, by ordinance, may establish classifications, regulations.

within each of which, specific controls are identified,
and which will:

(1) Regulate the use of buildings, structures, and
land as between agriculture, industry, business,
residence, and other purposes;

(2) regulate location, height, bulk, number of
stories and size of buildings and structures; the size
of yards, courts, and other open spaces; the density
of population; the percentage of a lot which may be
occupied by buildings and structures; and the area

[ 915 ]
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required to provide off-street facilities for the park-
ing of motor vehicles.

Establishing SEC. 76. Establishing Zonies. For the purpose
zones.

set forth in section 75 the county may divide a
county, or portions thereof, into zones which, by
number, shape, area and classification are deemed
to be best suited to carry out the purposes of this
chapter.

Regulations SEC. 77. All Regulations Shall Be Uniform In
uniform in
zone. Each Zone. All regulations shall be uniform in

each zone, but the regulations in one zone may differ
from those in other zones.

Classifying SEC. 78. Classifying Un-mapped Areas. After the
unmapped
areas, adoption of the first map provided for in section 74

herein, and pending the time that all property within
a county can be precisely zoned through the medium
of a zoning map, all properties not so precisely zoned
by map shall be given a classification affording said
properties such broad protective controls as may be
deemed appropriate and necessary to serve public
and private interests. Such controls shall be clearly
set forth in the zoning ordinance in the form of a
zone classification, and such classification shall apply
to such areas until they shall have been included
in the detailed zoning map in the manner provided
for the adoption of a zoning map.

Interim SEC. 79. Interim Zoning. If the planning agency
zoning. in good faith, is conducting or intends to conduct

studies within a reasonable time for the purpose of,
or is holding a hearing for the purpose of, or has
held a hearing and has recommended to the board
the adoption of any zoning map or amendment or
addition thereto, or in the event that new territory
for which no zoning may have been adopted as set
forth in section 80 herein may be annexed to a
county, the board, in order to protect the public
safety, health and general welfare may, after report
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from the commission, adopt as an emergency meas-
ure a temporary interim zoning map the purpose
of which shall be to so classify or regulate uses and
related matters as constitute the emergency.

SEC. 80. Procedural Amendments-Zoning Ordi- Procedural
amendments--

nance. An amendment to the text of a zoning ordi- Zoning ordi-

nance which does not impose, remove or modify any
regulation theretofore existing and affecting the
zoning status of land shall be processed in the same
manner prescribed by this chapter for the adoption
of an official control except that no public hearing
shall be required either by the commission or the
board.

SEC. 81. Board of Adjustment-Authority. The Board of
adjustment.

board of adjustment, subject to appropriate condi- Authority.

tions and safeguards as provided by the zoning ordi-
nance or the ordinance establishing the board of ad-
justment, if there be such, shall hear and decide:

(1) Applications for conditional uses or other
permits when the zoning ordinance sets forth the
specific uses to be made subject to conditional use
permits and establishes criteria for determining the
conditions to be imposed;

(2) Application for variances from the terms of
the zoning ordinance: Provided, That any variance
granted shall be subject to such conditions as will
assure that the adjustment thereby authorized shall
not constitute a grant of special privilege inconsistent
with the limitations upon other properties in the
vicinity and zone in which subject property is
situated, and that the following circumstances are
found to apply;

(a) because of special circumstances applicable
to subject property, including size, shape, topo-
graphy, location or surroundings, the strict applica-
tion of the zoning ordinance is found to deprive sub-
ject property of rights and privileges enjoyed by
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other properties in the vicinity and under identical
zone classification;

(b) that the granting of the variance will not be
materially detrimental to the public welfare or in-
jurious to the property or improvements in the
vicinity and zone in which subject property is situ-
ated.

(3) Appeals, where it is alleged by the applicant
that there is error in any order, requirement, permit,
decision, or determination made by an administrative
official in the administration or enforcement of this
chapter or any ordinance adopted pursuant to it.

-Qd? ua si SEc. 82. - Quasi Judicial Powers. The
powers. board of adjustment may also exercise such other

quasi judicial powers as may be granted by county
ordinance.

-Appeals- SEC. 83. - Appeals-Time Limit. Appeals
Tim liit may be taken to the board of adjustment by any

person aggrieved, or by any officer, department,
board or bureau of the county affected by any de-
cision of an administrative official. Such appeals
shall be filed in writing in duplicate with the board
of adjustment within twenty days of the date of the
action being appealed.

-Notice of SEC. 84. - Notice Of Time And Place Of
hearing onUpn flg
conditional Hearing on Conditional Permit. Upnthe fiigof
permit.

an application for a conditional use permit or a vari-
ance as set forth in section 81 herein, the board of
adjustment shall set the time and place for a public
hearing on such matter, and written notice thereof
shall be addressed through the United States mail to
all property owners of record within a radius of
three hundred feet of the exterior boundaries of
subject property. The written notice shall be mailed
not less than twelve days prior to the hearing.

-Appeal- SEc. 85. - Appeal-Notice Of Time And
Notce f. Place. Upon the filing of an appeal from an ad-
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ministrative determination, or from the action of the
zoning adjustor, the board of adjustment shall set
the time and place at which the matter will be con-
sidered. At least a ten day notice of such time and
place together with one copy of the written appeal,
shall be given to the official whose decision is being
appealed. At least ten days notice of the time and
place shall also be given to the adverse parties of
record in the case. The officer from whom the ap-
peal is being taken shall forthwith transmit to the
board of adjustment all of the records pertaining to
the decision being appealed from, together with such
additional written reports as he deems pertinent.

SEC. 86. - Scope Of Authority On Appeal. -scope on
In exercising the powers granted by sections 81 and appeal.

82 herein, the board of adjustment may, in con-
formity with this chapter, reverse or affirm, wholly
or in part, or may modify the order, requirement,
decision or determination appealed from, and may
make such order, requirement, decision or determi-
nation as should be made and, to that end, shall have
all the powers of the officer from whom the appeal
is taken, insofar as the decision on the particular
issue is concerned.

SEC. 87. Zoning Adjustor-Powers and Duties. Zoning ad-
justor.If the office of zoning adjustor is established as pro- Powers,

vided in this chapter, all of the provisions of thisdui.
chapter defining the powers, duties, and procedures
of the board of adjustment shall also apply to the
zoning adjustor.

SEC. 88. Action Final Unless Appealed. -Action
final unlessThe action by the zoning adjustor on all matters appealed.

coming before him shall be final and conclusive un-
less within ten days after the zoning adjustor has
made his order, requirement, decision or determi-
nation, an appeal in writing is filed with the board
of adjustment. Such an appeal may be taken by the
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original applicant, or by opponents of record in the
case.

Board of SEC. 89. Board of Adjustment-Action Final. The
adjustment.
Action final, action by the board of adjustment on an application

for a conditional use permit or a variance, or on an
appeal from the decision of the zoning adjustor or
an administrative officer shall be final and conclusive
unless within ten days from the date of said action
the original applicant or an adverse party makes
application to a court of competent jurisdiction for a
writ of certiorari, a writ of prohibition or a writ of
mandamus.

SEC. 90. Inclusion of indings of Fact. Both the
board of adjustment and the zoning adjustor shall,
in making an order, requirement, decision or de-
termination, include in a written record of the case
the findings of fact upon which the action is based.

SEC. 91. Short Title. This act shall be known as
the "Planning Enabling Act of the State of Wash-
ington."

SEC. 92. Duties and Responsibilities Imposed by
Other Acts. Any duties and responsibilities which
by other acts are imposed upon a planning cormmis-
sion shall, after the effective date of this act, be per-
formed by a planning agency however constituted.

SEC. 93. Chapter Alternative Method. This
chapter shall not repeal, amend, or modify any other
law providing for planning methods but shall be
deemed an alternative method providing for such
purpose.

SEC. 94. Elective Adoption. Any county or
counties presently operating under the provisions of
chapter 35.63 RCW may elect to operate hence forth
under the provisions of this chapter. Such election
shall be effected by the adoption of an ordinance
under the procedure prescribed by RCW 36.32-
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.120 (7), and by compliance with the provisions of
this chapter.

SEC.95.Secton aptins ot Prt f La. S C aptions
SEC.95.Secton aptons ot artof Lw. ec-not law.

tion captions as used in this chapter do not constitute
any part of the law.

SEC. 96. Severability. If any provision of this Severability.

act, or its application to any person or circumstance
is held invalid, the remainder of the act, or the ap-
plication of the provision to other persons or circum-
stances is not affected.

Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 19, 1959.

CHAPTER 202.
[ S. B. 188.]1

WASHINGTON UNIFORM GIFTS TO MINORS ACT.

AN~ ACT relating to gifts to minors and to make uniform the
law with reference thereto.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Definitions. In this act, unless the Definitions.

context otherwise requires: (1) An "adult" is a "Adult."

person who has attained the age of twenty-one
years.

(2) A "bank" is a bank, trust company, savings "Bank."

and loan association, national banking association,
or mutual savings bank.

(3) A "broker" is a person lawfully engaged in "Broker."

the business of effecting transactions in securities
for the account of others who is licensed to do busi-
ness under the laws of this state. The term includes
a bank which effects such transactions.

[ 921 ]
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"Court." (4) "Court" means the superior courts of the
state of Washington.

"Custodial (5) "The custodial property" includes: (a) all
property"
includes, securities and money under the supervision of the

same custodian for the same minor as a consequence
of a gift or gifts made to the minor in a manner
prescribed in this act;

(b) the income-from the custodial property; and
(c) the proceeds, immediate and remote, from

the sale, exchange, conversion, investment, reinvest-
ment or other disposition of such securities, money
and income.

"Custodian." (6) A "custodian" is a person so designated in
a manner prescribed in this act.

"Guardian." (7) A "guardian" of a minor includes the general
guardian, guardian or curator of his property,
estate or person.

"Issuer." (8) An "issuer" is a person who places or au-
thorizes the placing of his name on a security (other
than as a transfer agent) to evidence that it repre-
sents a share, participation or other interest in his
property or in an enterprise or to evidence his duty
or undertaking to perform an obligation evidenced
by the security, or who becomes responsible for or in
place of any such person.

"Legal repre- () ersnaie
sentative." ()A"legal rpentiv"of aperson is his

executor or the administrator, general guardian,
guardian, conservator or curator of his property or
estate.

"Member of a (10) A "member" of a "minor's fml"means
min or's fain-faiy
fly."1 any of the minor's parents, grand-parents, brothers,

sisters, uncles and aunts, whether of the whole blood
or the half blood, or by or through legal adoption.

"Minor." (11) A "minor" is a person who has not attained
the age of twenty-one years.

"Security" (12) A "security" includes any note, stock,
incldes. treasury stock, bond, debenture, evidence of indebt-

edness, certificate of interest or participation in an
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oil, gas or mining title or lease or in payments out of
production under such a title or lease, collateral trust
certificate, transferable share, voting trust certificate
or, in general, any interest or instrument commonly
known as a security, or any certificate of interest or
participation in, any temporary or interim certificate,
receipt or certificate of deposit for, or any warrant
or right to subscribe to or purchase, any of the fore-
going. The term does not include a security of which
the donor is the issuer. The term does include such
interests or instruments given by savings and loan
associations. A security is in "registered form"
when it specifies a person entitled to it or to the
rights it evidences and its transfer may be registered
upon books maintained f or that purpose by or on
behalf of the issuer.

(13) A "transfer agent" is a person who acts as "Transer

authenticating trustee, transfer agent, registrar oragn.

other agent for an issuer in the registration of trans-
fers of its securities or in the issue of new securities
or in the cancellation of surrendered securities.

(14) A "trust company" is a bank authorized to "Trust

exercise trust powers. cmay

SEc. 2. Manner of making gift. (1) An adult Manner of
making gift.

person may, during his lifetime, make a gift of a
security or money to a person who is a minor on the
date of the gift: (a) If the subject of the gift is a
security in registered form, by registering it in the
name of the donor, another adult person or a trust
company, followed, in substance, by the words: "as
custodian for (name of minor) under the Washing-
ton uniform gifts to minors act,"

(b) if the subject of the gift is a security not in
registered form, by delivering it to a trust company
or an adult person other than the donor, accom-
panied by a statement of gift in the following form,
in substance, signed by the donor and the person
designated as custodian:

[ 923]1
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"GIFT UNDER THE WASHINGTON UNIFORM
GIFTrS TO MINORS ACT

I, (name of donor), hereby deliver to (name of
custodian) as custodian for (name of minor) under
the Washington uniform gifts to minors act, the fol-
lowing security (ies): (insert an appropriate des-
cription of the security or securities delivered suf-
ficient to identify it or them) ......................................
(signature of donor) (name of custodian) hereby
acknowledges receipt of the above described secur-
ity (ies) as custodian for the above minor under
the Washington uniform gifts to minors act. Dated:
. ........................................ (signature of custodian) "

(c) if the subject of the gift is money, by paying
or delivering it to a broker or a bank for credit to
an account in the name of the donor, another adult
person or a bank with trust powers, followed, in
substance, by the words: "as custodian for (name
of minor) under the Washington uniform gifts to
minors act".

(2) Any gift made in a manner prescribed in
subsection (1) may be made to only one minor and
only one person may be the custodian.

(3) A donor who makes a gift to a minor in a
manner prescribed in subsection (1) shall promptly
do all things within his power to put the subject of
the gift in the possession and control of the custodian.

(4) The donor may not under this act make gifts
of custodial property (a) exceeding three thousand
dollars in aggregate value to any one minor in any
one year, or (b) exceeding thirty thousand dollars
in aggregate value to any one minor. Value shall
be computed on the basis of the actual value of each
unit of property on the date the gift became effective.

Effect of gift. SFEC. 3. Effect of gift. (1) A gift made in a manner
prescribed in this act is irrevocable and conveys to
the minor indefeasibly vested legal title to the
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security or money given, but no guardian of the
minor has any right, power, duty or authority with
respect to the custodial property except as provided
in this act.

(2) By making a gift in a manner prescribed in
this act, the donor incorporates in his gift all the
provisions of this act and grants to the custodian,
and to any issuer, transfer agent, bank, broker or
third person dealing with a person designated as
custodian, the respective powers, rights and im-
munities provided in this act.

SEC. 4. Duties and powers of custodian. (1) Duties and
powers of

The custodian shall collect, hold, manage, invest and custodian.

reinvest the custodial property for the best interest
of the minor and according to the provisions of this
act.

(2) The custodian may expend for the benefit of
a minor, or pay over to the minor if he is eighteen
years old or more for expenditure by him, such
monthly amounts as may be reasonably necessary
for the minor's actual living expenses including
maintenance, schooling and medical or dental ex-
pense, with or without court order, with or without
regard to the duty of himself or of any other person
to support the minor or his ability to do so, and with
or without regard to any other income or property
of the minor which may be applicable or available
for any such purpose.

(3) The court, on the petition of a parent or
guardian of the minor or of the minor, if he has at-
tained the age of fourteen years, may order the
custodian to pay over to the minor for expenditure
by him or to expend so much of or all the custodial
property as is necessary for the minor's support,
maintenance or education.

(4) To the extent that the custodial property is
not so expended, the custodian shall deliver or pay
it over to the minor on his attaining the age of
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Dutiers and twenty-one years or, if the minor dies before attain-

cusodin. inig the age of twenty-one years, he shall thereupon
deliver or pay it over to the estate of the minor.

(5) The custodian, notwithstanding statutes re-
stricting investments by fiduciaries, shall invest and
reinvest the custodial property as would a prudent
man of discretion and intelligence who is seeking a
reasonable income and the preservation of his capital,
except that he may, in his discretion and without
liability to the minor or his estate, retain a security
given to the minor in a manner prescribed in this
act.

(6) The custodian may sell, exchange, convert or
otherwise dispose of custodial property as would a
prudent man of discretion and intelligence. He may
vote in person or by general or limited proxy a
security which is custodial property. He may con-
sent, directly or through a committee or other agent,
to the reorganization, consolidation, merger, dis-
solution or liquidation of an issuer, a security of
which is custodial property, and to the sale, lease,
pledge or mortgage of any property by or to such an
issuer, and to any other action by such an issuer.
He may execute and deliver any and all instruments
in writing which he deems advisable to carry out
any of his powers as custodian.

(7) The custodian shall register each security
which is custodial property and in registered form
in the name of the custodian, followed, in substance,
by the words: "as custodian for (name of minor)
under the Washington uniform gifts to minors act".
The custodian shall hold all money which is custodial
property in an account with a broker or in a bank
in the name of the custodian, followed, in substance,
by the words: "as custodian for (name of minor)
under the Washington uniform gifts to minors act".
The custodian shall keep all other custodial property
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separate and distinct from his own property in a
manner to identify it clearly as custodial property.

(8) The custodian shall keep records of all
transactions with respect to the custodial property
and make them available for inspection at reason-
able intervals by a parent or legal representative of
the minor or by the minor, if he has attained the
age of fourteen years.

(9) A custodian has, with respect to the custodial
property, in addition to the rights and powers pro-
vided in this act, all the rights and powers which
a guardian has with respect to property not held as
custodial property.

SEC. 5. Custodian's expenses, compensation, bond
and liabilities. (1) A custodian is entitled to reim-
bursement from the custodial property for his rea-
sonable expenses incurred in the performance of his
duties.

(2) A custodian may act without compensation
for his services.

(3) Unless he is a donor, a custodian may receive
from the custodial property reasonable compensa-
tion for his services determined by one of the follow-
ing standards in the order stated: (a) A direction
by the donor when the gift is made;

(b) An order of the court.
(4) Except as otherwise provided in this act, a

custodian shall not be required to give a bond for
the performance of his duties.

(5) A custodian not compensated for his services
is not liable for losses to the custodial property un-
less they result from his bad faith, intentional wrong-
doing or gross negligence or from his failure to main-
tain the standard of prudence in investing the
custodial property provided in this act.

SEC. 6. Exemption of third persons from liability.
No issuer, transfer agent, bank, broker or other per-
son acting on the instructions of or otherwise dealing
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with any person purporting to act as a donor or in
the capacity of a custodian is responsible for de-
termining whether the person designated by the
purported donor or purporting to act as a custodian
has been duly designated or whether any purchase,
sale or transfer to or by or any other act of any
person purporting to act in the capacity of custodian
is in accordance with or authorized by this act, or
is obliged to inquire into the validity or propriety
under this act of any instrument of instructions
executed or given by a person purporting to act as
a donor or in the capacity of a custodian, or is bound
to see to the application by any person purporting
to act in the capacity of a custodian of any money
or other property paid or delivered to him: Pro-
vided, That this section does not exempt from
liability third persons who but for this section would
be liable for honoring a forged signature.

Resignation, SEc. 7. Resignation, death or removal of custo-
death or re-
moval of cus- dictn; bond; appointment of successor custodian. (1)
todian-, bond;

oppintentOnly an adult member of the minor's family, a
cusodian, guardian of the minor or a trust company is eligible

to become successor custodian. A successor cus-
todian has all the rights, powers, duties and im-
munities of a custodian designated in a manner pre-
scribed by this act.

(2) A custodian, other than the donor, may re-
sign and designate his successor by: (a) Executing
an instrument of resignation designating the succes-
sor custodian; and

(b) causing each security which is custodial
property and in registered f orm to be registered in
the name of the successor custodian followed, in sub-
stance, by the words: "as custodian for (name of
minor) under the Washington uniform gifts to
minors act"; and

(c) delivering to the successor custodian the
instrument of resignation, each security registered
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in the name of the successor custodian and all other
custodial property, together with any additional in-
struments required for the transfer thereof.

(3) A custodian, whether or not a donor, may
petition the court for permission to resign and for
the designation of a successor custodian.

(4) If the person designated as custodian is not
eligible, renounces or dies before the minor attains
the age of twenty-one years, the guardian of the
minor shall be successor custodian. If the minor has
no guardian, a donor, his legal representative, the
legal representative of the custodian, an adult mem-
ber of the minor's family, or the minor, if he has
attained the age of fourteen years, may petition the
court for the designation of a successor custodian.

(5) A donor, the legal representative of a donor,
an adult member of the minor's family, a guardian
of the minor or the minor, if he has attained the age
of fourteen years, may petition the court that, f or
cause shown in the petition, the custodian be re-
moved and a successor custodian be designated or,
in the alternative, that the custodian be required to
give bond for the performance of his duties.

(6) Upon the filing of a petition as provided in
this section, the court shall grant an order, directed
to the persons and returnable on such notice as the
court may require, to show cause why the relief
prayed for in the petition should not be granted and,
in due course, grant such relief as the court finds to
be in the best interests of the minor.

SEC. 8. Accounting by custodian. (1) The minor, Accounting by
custodian.

if he has attained the age of fourteen years, or the
legal respesentative of the minor, an adult member
of the minor's family, or a donor or his legal repre-
sentative may petition the court for an accounting
by the custodian or his legal representative.

(2) The court, in a proceeding under this act or
otherwise, may require or permit the custodian or
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his legal representative to account and, if the cus-
todian is removed, shall so require and order de-
livery of all custodial property to the successor cus-
todian and the execution of all instruments required
for the transfer thereof.

Construction. SEc. 9. Construction. (1) This act shall be so
construed as to effectuate its general purpose to
make uniform the law of those states which enact it.

(2) This act shall not be construed as providing
an exclusive method for making gifts to minors.

Short title. SEc. 10. Short title. This act may be cited as the
"Washington uniform gifts to minors act."

Severability. SEC. 11. Severability. If any provision of this
act or the application thereof to any person or cir-
cumstances is held invalid, the invalidity shall not
affect other provisions or applications of the act
which can be given effect without the invalid pro-
vision or application, and to this end the provisions
of this act are severable.

Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 19, 1959.

CHAPTER 203.
[ H. B. 241.

MUNICIPAL REVENUE BONDS.
AN ACT removing municipal revenue bond restrictions; amend-

ing section 8, chapter 117, Laws of 1957 and RCW 35.41.080;
and repealing section 2, chapter 117, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 35.41.020.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 35.41.080 SECTION 1. Section 8, chapter 117, Laws of 1957,
amened. and RCW 35.41.080 are each amended to read as

follows:

(930]
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The legislative body of any city or town may Rhartesan

provide by ordinance for revenues by fixing rates authorized.

and charges for the furnishing of service, use, or
benefits to those to whom service, use, or benefits
from such facility or utility is available, which rates
and charges shall be uniform for the same class of
service. And, if revenue bonds or warrants are
issued against the revenues thereof, the legislative
body of the city or town shall fix charges at rates
which will be sufficient to provide for the payment of
bonds and warrants, principal and interest, sinking
fund requirements and expenses incidental to the
issuance of such revenue bonds or warrants; in fixing
such charges the legislative body of the city or town
may establish rates sufficient to pay, in addition, the
costs of operating and maintaining such facility or
utility.

SEc. 2. Section 2, chapter 117, Laws of 1957, and Repeal.

RCW 35.41.020 are each repealed.

Passed the House February 14, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.
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CHAPTER 204.
[ H. B. 291.

MEAT INSPECTION.

AN ACT relating to meat inspection; providing penalties; repeal-
ing sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7, chapter 161, Laws of 1945
and RCW 16.48.050, 16.48.080, 16.48.090, 16.48.100, 16.48.105
and 16.48.110; repealing sections 1 and 8, chapter 98, Laws
of 1949 and RCW 16.48.010 and 16.48.270; repealing section
1, chapter 245, Laws of 1951 as amended by section 1,
chapter 286, Laws of 1953 and RCW 16.48.095; repealing
section 2, chapter 286, Laws of 1953 and RCW 16.48.097;
and repealing section 8, chapter 161, Laws of 1945 as last
amended by section 3, chapter 286, Laws of 1953 and RCW
16.48.140.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Definitions. SECTION 1. For the purpose of this act:
'Department." (1) "Department" means the department of agri-

culture of the state of Washington.
"Director." (2) "Director" means the director of the depart-

ment or his duly appointed representative.
"Person." (3) "Person" means a natural person, individual,

firm, partnership, corporation, company, society, and
association, and every officer, agent or employee
thereof. This term shall import either the singular
or the plural as the case may be.

"Consumer." (4) "Consumer" shall mean ultimate consumer.

"Retail (5) "Retail meat dealer" shall mean a person
mea dale."who prepares for sale or sells and distributes meat

and meat food products to the consumer.
'Wholesale (6) "Wholesale meat dealer" shall mean a person
meat dealer."

preparing for sale or selling or distributing meat or
meat food products to a retail meat dealer or the
consumer.

"Boos fide (7) "Bona fide farmer" means any person whose
farmer.'

main economic pursuit is the production of agricul-
tural products, and who owns eighty percent of the
dams of the meat food animals he slaughters, or a
person who primarily raises meat food animals for
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his own consumption and owns such meat food
animals and has had them on property which he
owns, leases, rents or controls by some other arrange-
ment for a period of sixty days prior to slaughter.

(8) "City" means a city of the first class with a -city."
population of over fifty thousand persons.

(9) "Veterinary inspector" hereinafter known as "Veterinary

inspector, means a veterinarian authorized by the inspector."

department to conduct sanitary inspection and meat
inspection.

(10) "Lay inspector" means a layman having "Lay

training and knowledge of meat inspection, working inspector."

under the direct supervision of a veterinarian.
(11) "Equipment" means all machinery, fixtures, "Equipment."

containers, vessels, tools, implements, apparatus
used in and about an establishment and vehicles
used to transport meat.

(12) "Official establishment" hereinafter known "Officialtes-

as establishment, means any slaughtering, or meattalsmn.
food product manufacturing establishment at which
inspection is maintained by the director or his agents.

(13) "Meat food animal" means cattle, sheep,' "Meat food

swine, goats, horses, mules, burros or any other aia,

animal used for food by humans.
(14) "Meat" means the carcass, parts of carcass, "Meat."

meat and meat food products derived in whole or in
part from meat food animals.

(15) "Horsemeat" means the meat of or products "Horsemeat."

derived from horses, mules or burros.
(16) "Carcass" means all or any parts, including "Carcass."

viscera, of a slaughtered animal capable of being
used for human food.

(17) "Products" includes any part or all meat, "Products."

meat by-products and meat food products.
(18) "Meat food product" shall mean any article "Meat food

of food which is processed by salting, dfrying, smok- product."

ing or cooking and prepared in whole or in part of

[ 933 ]
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meats stamped by the United States Government
or by the state.

"Meat by- (19) "Meat b-rdc"means any edbepart
products." b-rdc"eil

other than meat which has been derived from one or
more meat food animals.

"Washington (20) "Washington inspected and passed" means
an passed." that the meat so marked has been inspected and

passed under this act and/or rules and regulations
adopted hereunder, and that at the time it was in-
spected, passed and so marked the meat was found
to be sound, healthful, and wholesome and fit for
human food.

"Washington (21) "Washington retained" means that the meat
so marked is held for further examination by a
veterinary inspector to determine its disposal.

"Washington (22) "Washington inspected adcnendinspected and adcnend
condemned." means that the meat so marked is unsound, un-

healthful, unwholesome or otherwise unfit for human
food.

"Washington (23) "Washington suspect" means that the meat
food animal so marked is suspected of being affected
with a disease or condition which may require its
condemnation, in whole or in part, when slaughtered
and is subject to further examination by an inspector
to determine its disposal.

"Washingtoni (24) "Washington condemned" means that the
c demne animal so marked has been inspected and found to

be in a dying condition, or to be affected with any
other condition or disease that would require con-
demnation of the carcass.

"Stamped." (25) "Stamped" means the affixing by or under
the supervision of an inspector of the United States
Department of Agriculture or the director, on meat
food animals, meat or meat food products, a tag,
label, mark, stamp, or brand denoting that such meat
food animals, meat or meat food products were in-
spected.

[934]1
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(26) "State inspected" means inspected by the "State

state or agents of the state. inspected."

(27) "Meat food product establishment" means "Meat food
product estab-an establishment manufacturing meat food products lishment."

from meat, stamped inspected and passed by the
state, or the United States Department of Agricul-
ture: Provided, That it does not include a retail meat
dealer preparing or manufacturing meat food prod-
ucts at his place of business for sale only at such
place of business, to a consumer.

SEC. 2. Inspection of the slaughtering of meat
food animals, meat, and the manufacturing of meat
food products shall be under the direction and super-
vision of the director and he may adopt such rules
and regulations pertaining to the inspection of estab-
lishments, equipment and processes as are necessary
to carry out the purpose of this act. It shall be the
duty of the director or his agents to enforce and
carry out the provisions of this act and/or rules and
regulations adopted hereunder. No person shall
interfere with the director or his agents when he is
performing or carrying out duties imposed on him
by this act and/or rules and regulations adopted
hereunder.

SEC. 3. On or after the effective date of this act
no municipal corporation shall license or inspect an
official establishment's function as a slaughter-
house or meat food product manufacturing plant:
Provided, That any municipal corporation may
jointly with the director periodically inspect the
sources of meat sold within its jurisdiction: Pro-
vided, further, That any city may apply in writing
to the director for a permit to carry on meat in-
spection at any official establishment that does not
slaughter meat food animals, but manufactures meat
food products from meat of such animals, and sells
such products within the jurisdiction of such city.
Such application shall be submitted to the meat in-

[ 935]1

Inspection,
enforcement,
duty of direc-
tor.

Municipal
corporation as
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-Limitations.
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spection advisory board by the director for recom-
mendations. Subsequent to such recommendations
the director may approve such application, and al-
low such city to act as an agent of the department
and carry out the provisions of this act and/or rules
and regulations adopted hereunder by the director.

Reimburse- SEC. 4. Upon the director's approval of a city's
ment to city
for inspection, application to carry on meat inspection at any meat

food product establishment, the department shall
reimburse such city for the costs, as recommended
by the meat inspection advisory board and approved
by the director, for performing such inspection.

Board de- SEC. 5. When two or more cities apply to inspect
termines
which city the same official establishment, the director shall
may inspect, refer such application to the meat inspection ad-

visory board. The meat inspection advisory board
shall determine which city can furnish the necessary
inspection most efficiently and economically, and
upon the approval of the director, the city which can
offer the most efficient and economical inspection
shall be granted authority to carry on such inspec-
tion.

Meat inspec- SEC. 6. The director or his agents shall provide
tors-Cos f or all meat inspection at official establishments.

The director may provide for such meat inspection
by veterinary inspectors and lay inspectors em-
ployed by the director or by his agents and/or by
contract with private veterinarians licensed to
practice in this state. The director shall furnish
free meat inspection to all establishments in the
amount appropriated for such purposes by the legis-
lature and approved by the governor. Such appro-
priation shall be prorated over the biennium it is
appropriated for. All costs of meat inspection car-
ried on at any establishment and not provided for
by appropriations of the legislature and approved
by the governor shall be provided for by the licensee
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of such establishment. The licensee shall pay such
costs of meat inspection to the department within
thirty days after such meat inspection has been per-
formed at such establishment by the director or his
agents. The director may withdraw meat inspec-
tion at an establishment when the licensee of such
establishment fails to make proper payment to the
department as herein provided.

SEC. 7. Upon the enactment of this act the di- meat inspec-
tion advisory

rector shall appoint a meat inspection advisory board. Duties.

board. It shall be the duty of such board to make
recommendations to the director which will assure
the slaughtering of meat food animals and the manu-
facture of meat food products which are wholesome
and prepared under proper sanitary conditions. Such
board shall recommend: (1) When inspection is
necessary; (2) the proper construction of establish-
ments; (3) the proper practices and procedures to
be used in the inspection of physical plant facilities;
(4) the proper practices and procedures to be used in
the inspection of facilities and equipment at official
establishments; and, (5) the proper practices and
procedures to be used in the inspection of meat food
animals slaughtered and/or meat and meat food
products prepared at such establishment.

SEC. 8. The membership of the meat inspection members-

advisory board shall consist of one representativeSectoof
from each of the following:

(1) Washington State Meat Packers Association,
Inc.

(2) Washington state meat food product manu-
facturers.

(3) Each participating city.
(4) State department of public health.
(5) Washington State Veterinary Medical As-

sociation.
(6) State department of agriculture, division of

animal industry veterinarian.
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(7) The director shall select one member from
the public at large, skilled in meat inspection.

Each group represented on the meat inspection
advisory board shall provide the director with a list
of three experts on meat inspection. The director
shall select one person from such list, within thirty
days of its presentation, to represent such group on
the meat inspection advisory board.

Member's SC .Tedrco hl w ebr
terms. SE.9 h ietrsalappointtwmebr

to the meat inspection advisory board for a period
of two years, two members for a period of three years
and the remainder for a period of four years: Pro-
vided, That thereafter all appointments to replace
any member at the end of his term shall be for a
period of four years.

Vacancies. SEC. 10. Upon the death or resignation of any
member of the meat inspection advisory board, the
director shall fill such vacancy for the remainder of
its term in the manner herein prescribed for appoint-
ments to such board.

Chairman- SEC. 11. The meat inspection advisory board
Meetings. shall have authority to elect a chairman from its

membership. Such board shall meet in Olympia,
Washington, at least twice in any one year. How-
ever, the director or the chairman may call for a
meeting of the meat inspection advisory board, after
ten days' written notice to the members, whenever
necessary.

Construction- SEC. 12. This act shall in no manner be construed
Municipalities'
rights saved, to deny or limit the authority of any municipal cor-

poration to license and carry on the necessary in-
spection of meat, meat food products, distribution
facilities and equipment of wholesale and retail meat
distributors, selling, offering for sale, holding for
sale or trading, delivering or bartering meat within
such municipal corporation's jurisdiction and/or to
prohibit the sale of meat within its jurisdiction when
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such meat is unfit or unwholesome or distributed
under insanitary conditions.

SEc. 13. Any person desiring to engage in slaugh- Slaughtering,
manufactur-

tering meat food animals or manufacturing meat ing, meat
food.

food products in the state shall apply to the director Inaugura-

f or the inauguration of inspection service in the cedure for

establishment where such meat food animals are to
be slaughtered or meat food products manufactured.
Such application shall be in writing, and addressed
to the director. In such application for inspection
the applicant shall agree to comply with the pro-
visions of this act and/or rules and regulations
adopted hereunder and to maintain said establish-
ment in a clean and sanitary manner. Upon the
receipt of said application, the director shall make
an inspection of said establishment and if found
clean and sanitary, and properly constructed, main-
tained and equipped to conduct its business in ac-
cordance with this act and/or rules and regulations
adopted hereunder, the director or his agents shall
inaugurate inspection service therein, and shall give
to such establishment an official number, to be used
to mark meat of this establishment as provided in
this act. Such establishment shall thereafter be
known as "official establishment No ..........., and it
shall be illegal for any other establishment to use
the official number of the said establishment.

SEC. 14. Whenever the director or his agents Hours for
slaughtering,

shall deem it necessary in order to furnish proper, manufactur-

efficient and economical inspection of two or more set.myb

establishments and the proper inspection of meat
food animals or meat, the director, after a hearing
on written notice to the licensee of each such estab-
lishment affected, may designate days and hours for
the slaughter of meat food animals and the prepara-
tion or processing of meat at such establishments.
The director or his agents in making such desig-
nation of days and hours shall give consideration to

[ 939 :i
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recommendations of the meat inspection advisory
board and the existing practices at the affected
establishment fixing the time for slaughter of meat
food animals and the preparation or processing of
meat thereof.

Overtime in- SEC. 15. The director or his agents shall not be
spection-
Cost. required to furnish meat inspection as herein pro-

vided for more than eight hours or after five p.m. in
any one day or in excess of forty hours in any one
calendar week, or on Sundays or legal holidays
except on payment to the department by the
operator of any establishment under inspection of
an hourly fee for each hour of state meat inspection
furnished over eight hours or after five p.m. in any
one day or in excess of forty hours in any calendar
week or on Sundays or legal holidays. The director
shall establish an hourly rate for such overtime at
an amount sufficient to defray the total cost of such
inspection.

Inspectors SE~C. 16. The director or his agents shall employ
emplyed. veterinary inspectors and lay inspectors or contract

with private veterinarians who are skilled and
trained in the inspection of meat and meat food
animals. The director shall assign a sufficient
number of veterinary inspectors and lay inspectors,
as he shall determine, to each establishment to prop-
erly carry out the purpose of this act and/or rules
and regulations adopted hereunder.

Veterinary SEC. 17. All meat inspection, at any official estab-
inspector
required. lishment slaughtering meat food animals, shall be

performed by a veterinary inspector, or a lay in-
spector under the direct supervision of a veterinary
inspector: Provided, That as a temporary measure,
when a veterinary inspector is not available, the di-
rector may allow a lay inspector to inspect meat in
such an establishment, until a veterinary inspector
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again becomes available for meat inspection in such
establishment.

SEC. 18. Meat inspection at any official establish-
ment, which does not slaughter meat food animals,
but manufactures meat food products from meat
stamped "Inspected and Passed" by the state or the
United States Department of Agriculture, may be
performed by a lay inspector under the supervision
of a veterinary inspector.

SEC. 19. It shall be unlawful to operate an estab-
lishment which is unclean and unsanitary and not
maintained and equipped in accordance with the
provisions of this act and/or rules and regulations
adopted hereunder. The director or his agents shall
not allow meat to be stamped "Inspected and Passed"
in establishments where sanitary conditions are such
that meat will be rendered unclean, unsound, un-
healthful, unwholesome, or otherwise unfit for hu-
man food.

Lay inspectors
sufficient.

Sanitary
requirements.

SEC. 20. For the purpose of carrying out the pro- Right of

visions and requirements of this act and/or rules ety

and regulations adopted hereunder, the director or
his agents are empowered to enter upon any grounds
or premises, at any time in this state, for the purpose
of inspection and/or condemning of meat or meat
food products or disinfection, or to carry out any
other provisions of this act and/or rules and regu-
lations adopted hereunder.

SEC. 21. It shall be unlawful for any person to Purchased
meat to bear

purchase meat for public consumption or resale un- stamp.0

less such meat bears the stamp "Inspected and
Passed", of the United States Department of Agri-
culture or bears the stamp "Inspected and Passed",
of the state. No meat shall be sold, held for sale,
traded or bartered unless the meat food animal from
which it is derived is slaughtered or prepared in an
establishment inspected by the United States Depart-
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ment of Agriculture or the state or its agents. How-
ever, this act shall not apply to a bona fide farmer
selling meat to an ultimate consumer for his own
consumption.

Immature SEC. 22. It shall be unlawful to sell, hold for sale,
meat not to
be sold. offer for sale, trade or barter any meat or meat food

product, for human consumption, which is derived
in whole or in part from any calf, pig, kid or lamb
which is immature.

License SEC. 23. Any person slaughtering meat food
required- mnfcuigpout
Fee. animals, and/or mnfcuigmeat food pout

shall obtain a license annually for each establish-
ment such person operates. The license shall be is-
sued by the director upon his satisfaction that the
applicant's establishment is sanitary and properly
constructed and has the proper facilities and equip-
ment, as required under this act and/or rules and
regulations adopted hereunder, and the payment of
a one hundred dollar annual license fee.

Nonhuman SEC. 24. Any person slaughtering meat food
food purpose
license re- animals for nonhuman food purposes shall obtain a
ciuired-Fee.

license annually for each establishment such person
operates. The license shall be issued by the director
upon his satisfaction that the applicant's establish-
ment is sanitary and properly constructed and has
the proper facilities and equipment required by this
act and/or rules and regulations adopted hereunder
and payment of one hundred dollars.

License expir- SC 5 l iesspoie o nti c
ation-Penalty SC 5 l iesspoie o nti c
for late
renewal, shall expire on June thirtieth subsequent to the date

of issue. Any person who fails, refuses or neglects
to apply for a renewal of a pre-existing license on
or before the date of expiration, shall pay a penalty
of fifty dollars, which shall be added to the license
f ee 1tefore such license may be renewed by the di-
rector.
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SEC. 26. Every license shall be issued in the nameLies-
of the applicant and the holder thereof shall not Assignability.

allow any other person to use the license. Licenses
are assignable and transferable to qualified persons
upon payment of a fee of twenty-five dollars and
upon compliance with this act and/or rules and
regulations adopted hereunder; however, no assign-
ment and transfer shall be made which will result
in both a change of license and change of location.

SEC. 27. The director on his own motion or on the License-

written recommendation of his agents is authorized rev'oke or

to deny, suspend, or revoke a license in the manner
prescribed herein, in any case in which he finds that
there has been a refusal to comply with the require-
ments of this act and/or rules and regulations
adopted hereunder.

SEC. 28. In all proceedings for revocation, spe-Denial,.eo
usn-cation pro-

sion, or denial of a license the licensee or applicant ceedings-

shall be given an opportunity to be heard and may
be represented by counsel. The director shall give
the licensee or applicant twenty days' notice in writ-
ing and such notice shall specify the charges or rea-
sons for such revocation, suspension or denial. The
notice shall also state the date, time and place where
such hearing is to be held. Such hearings shall be
held in the city where the licensee has his principal
place of business, or where the applicant resides,
unless a different location be agreed upon.

SEc. 29. The director may issue subpoenas to H{earings-

compel the attendance of witnesses, and/or the pro- Testimony.

duction of books and/or documents anywhere in the
state. The accused shall have opportunity to make
his defense, and may have such subpoenas issued
as he desires. Subpoenas shall be served in the same
manner as in civil cases in the superior court. Wit-
nesses shall testify under oath which may be ad-
ministered by the director. Testimony shall be rec-
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H earings-Findings

Order, form
-Appeal to
superior court.

Appeal to SEC. 32. An appeal'shall lie to the supreme court
supreme
court, from the judgment of the superior court as provided

in other civil cases.

Ante mortem SEC. 33. The director or his agents shall provide
examinations,
live animals, for an ante mortem examination and inspection by

inspectors of all meat food animals before they are
allowed to enter any state inspected establishment
in which such meat food animals are to be slaugh-
tered and the meat thereof is to be sold and used
within the state. All meat food animals which on
such ante mortem inspection are found to show
symptoms of disease or an abnormal condition shall
be set apart and slaughtered separately from all
other meat food animals. The carcasses of such meat
food animals shall be subject to a careful exami-
nation and inspection under rules and/or regulations
to be adopted by the director.

[ 944]1

orded, and may be taken by deposition under such
rules as the director may prescribe.

SEC. 30. The director shall hear and determine
the charges, make findings and conclusions upon the
evidence produced, and file them in his office, to-
gether with a transcript of all of the evidence, and
serve upon the accused a copy of such findings and
conclusions.

SEC. 31. The revocation or suspension of a license
shall be in writing signed by the directo r, stating the
grounds upon which such order is based and the
aggrieved person shall have the right to appeal
from such order within twenty days after a copy
thereof is served upon him to the superior court of
the county in which the appellant's establishment is
located or to the superior court of Thurston county.
Trial on such appeal shall be de novo: Provided,
That if the parties so agree it may be confined to a
review of the record made at the hearing before the
director.
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SEC. 34. The director or his agents shall provide At nre
examinations,

for post mortem exmnto and inspection of all met-
Procedure ifmeat food animal carcasses and meat thereof to be condemned.

prepared for human food at any establishment. Such
meat food animal carcasses and meat thereof found
to be sound, healthful, and wholesome and fit for
human food shall be stamped as "Inspected and
Passed". Such meat food animal carcasses and meat
thereof found to be unsound, unhealthful, unwhole-
some or otherwise unfit for human food by inspectors
shall be stamped "Inspected and Condemned". Such
meat food animal carcasses and meat thereof in-
spected and condemned shall be made unfit for
human food purposes by the said establishment in
the presence of an inspector. The director or his
agents may suspend inspection by removing in-
spectors at any such establishment which fails to
make unfit for human consumption any such con-
demned meat food animal carcasses or meat thereof.

SEC. 35. The director or his agents may, sub- Reinspection.

sequent to the original inspection, re-inspect any
meat food animal or meat and if found unhealthful,
unsound, and unwholesome or otherwise unfit for
human food it shall be made or stamped unfit for
human food purposes as the director may prescribe,
by the owner or his agents in the presence of an
inspector.

SEC. 36. It shall be unlawful to stamp as "In- Unlawful

spected and Passed", any meat or meat food product Seizure

derived from a meat food animal whose organs andauhrzd

tissues were not inspected at the time of slaughter.
Since such meat food product may be unwholesome,
the director or his agents shall seize and make unfit
for human food any meat not bearing the stamp
"Inspected and Passed" required under this act:
Provided, That nothing herein shall affect the trans-
portation of dead and condemned carcasses of animals
to rendering plants.

[ 945
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Inspection SE.3.Almashlbeeaieani-
beforeSE.3.Almashlbeeaieani-
processing. spected prior to entering a department of an estab-

lishment where such meat will be prepared or
processed as a meat food product.

SEC. 38. The director or his agents shall have
access at all times to every part of an establishment.
The director shall cause to be stamped as ...Inspected
and Passed" all meat found to be sound, healthful
and wholesome and which contains no dyes, chemi-
cals, preservatives or ingredients which render such
meat unsound, unhealthful, unwholesome or unfit
for human food. The director or his agent shall
stamp as "Washington Inspected and Condemned"
all meat found to contain dyes, chemicals, preserva-
tives or ingredients which render such meat un-
sound, unhealthful, unwholesome or unfit for hu-
man food. All such meat or meat food products
shall be made unfit for food purposes as hereinabove
provided.

Lawful SEC. 39. Nothing contained in this act shall pre-processing, vent a wholesale or retail meat dealer from making

or preparing fresh meat food products from meat
"Inspected and Passed" by the United States De-
partment of Agriculture or the state.

Unlawful use SE.4.Ishlbeulwutosapnyc-
of stamps on SE.4.Ishlbeulwutosapnyc-

receptacles, cvrnrcpal npce n
false names. tamner, cvrnor otherreptce"netdad

Passed" which contains meat which was not stamped
"Inspected and Passed" under the provisions of this
act and/or rules and regulations adopted hereunder
before being placed or packed in such container,
covering or other receptacle. No meat shall be sold
by any person in the state under a false or deceptive
name. The director or his agents may allow the use
of an established trade name that is usual to such
meat and which is not false or deceptive. The di-
rector or his agents shall confiscate and destroy all
such stamps that are found to be false or deceptive.

[ 946]
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SEC. 41. It is unlawful without proper authority
for any person, except employees of the United
States Department of Agriculture, the department,
or its agent, to possess, keep or use any stamp pro-
vided or used for stamping meat, or to possess,
keep or use any stamp having thereon a device or
words the same or similar in character or import
to the stamp provided or used by the United States
Department of Agriculture or the department, or
its agent, for stamping meat intended for food pur-
poses.

[CH. 204.

Unlawful use
of stamp.

SEC. 42. It is unlawful for any person to (1) Unlawful

forge, counterfeit, simulate or falsely represent oracs

(2) without proper authority to use, fail to use,
detach or fail to detach, or knowingly or wrong-
fully to alter or (3) deface or destroy, or fail to
deface or destroy the stamp or other identification
devices provided for in this act and/or as directed
by the rules and/or regulations adopted hereunder,
on meat or containers thereof, subject to the pro-
visions of this act or any certificates in relation
thereto authorized or required by this act or by
said rules and/or regulations adopted hereunder.

SEC. 43. "Custom farm slaughterer" means any
person licensed pursuant to the provisions of this
act and who may under such license engage in the
business of slaughtering meat food animals on a
farm or farms owned, leased, rented or controlled
in some other manner by a bona fide farmer, for
agricultural production purposes only.

"Custom farm
slaughterer"
defined.

SEC. 44. Any person slaughtering meat food custom

animals as a custom farm slaughterer in this state license--Fee.

shall apply to the director in writing for a custom
slaughterer's license and such application shall be
accompanied by a twenty-five dollar annual license
fee and such license shall expire on December
thirty-first of any year. Such license shall be issued
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by the director upon his satisfaction that such ap-
plicant's equipment is properly constructed, has the
proper sanitary and mechanical equipment and is
maintained in a sanitary manner as required under
this act and/or rules and regulations adopted here-
under.

Stamp of SEC. 45. All meat which has been derived from
custom
slaughterer, a meat food animal slaughtered by a custom

slaughterer shall be stamped "not inspected No .....
in letters not less than three-eights of an inch in
height, by roll stamping the full length of each half
and quarter of the carcass. The director may pro-
vide for any other added method of identification
to insure adequate identification for law enforcement
purposes.

Horsemeat SEC. 46. It shall be unlawful to slaughter horses,
slaughter, pro-
cessing, to be mules or burros in establishments coming under the
separate.

jurisdiction of this act where cattle, calves, sheep,
swine, goats or any other animal used for food by
humans are slaughtered for human consumption;
or to bring horsemeat into establishments where
meat is prepared for human consumption from the
meat of cattle, calves, sheep, swine, goats or any
other animal used for food by humans.

Addition of SEC. 47. It shall be unlawful to add horsemeat
horsemeat
unlawful. to meat prepared from meat of cattle, calves, sheep,

swine, goats or any other animal used for food by
humans in any establishment and the director may
seize and destroy for food purposes any such meat
wherever found, to which horsemeat has been added.

H4orsemeat SEC. 48. Horsemeat shall be properly identified
to be marked.

as such and no person shall transport or offer f or
sale such horsemeat within the state unless it is
conspicuously and plainly stamped "horsemeat" or
"horsemeat products" as provided under this act
and/or rules and regulations adopted hereunder.

[ 948]
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SEC. 49. Every establishment shall keep records quRecrds n-

which will accurately reveal the operations of such authorized.

establishments relating to the slaughtering, prepar-
ation and processing of meat. The director shall
have the right during business hours to inspect and
examine such records for the purpose of determining
if there is compliance with this act and/or rules
and regulations adopted hereunder.

SEC. 50. For the purpose of carrying out its College labor-
atory as

teaching, research, and extension programs, the establishment

State College of Washington meats laboratory (s)
shall be exempt from the licensing provisions of this
act and shall be issued an official establishment
number and stamp. Such slaughter operation shall
be conducted under inspection, as provided in this
act, by a qualified inspector under veterinary super-
vision by the College of Veterinary Medicine of the
State College of Washington. Meat animals slaugh-
tered in the laboratory (s) shall bear the stamp
"Inspected and Passed".

SEC. 51. The violation of any provision of this Violation,
misdemeanor.

act and/or rules and regulations adopted hereunder
shall constitute a misdemeanor.

SEC. 52. All license and inspection fees collected Disposition
of fees.

under the provisions of this act shall be deposited
and retained by the director and shall be used only
for the purpose of enforcing and carrying out the
provisions of this act.

SEC. 53. If any section or provision of this act Severability.

shall be adjudged to be invalid or unconstitutional,
such adjudication shall not affect the validity of the
act as a whole, or any section, provision or part
thereof, not adjudged invalid or unconstitutional.

SEC. 54. The following acts or parts of acts are Repeal.

hereby repealed:
(1) Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7, chapter 161, Laws
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of 1945 and RCW 16.48.050, 16.48.080, 16.48.090, 16.48-
.100, 16.48.105 and 16.48.110;

(2) Sections 1 and 8, chapter 98, Laws of 1949
and RCW 16.48.010 and 16.48.270;

(3) Section 1, chapter 245, Laws of 1951 as
amended by section 1, chapter 286, Laws of 1953
and RCW 16.48.095;

(4) Section 2, chapter 286, Laws of 1953 and
RCW 16.48.097; and

(5) Section 8, chapter 161, Laws of 1945 as last
amended by section 3, chapter 286, Laws of 1953 and
RCW 16.48.140.

Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 205.
[ H. B.63.]

WEED DISTRICTS-INTERCOUNTY.

AN ACT relating to weed districts.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Definitions. SECTION 1. As used in this act, unless the context
indicates otherwise, "principal board of county com-
missioners", "principal county treasurer", and "prin-
cipal county auditor" mean respectively those in
the county of that part of the proposed intercounty
weed district in which the greatest amount of acre-
age is located.

Intercounty SEC. 2. An intercounty weed district, including
weed districts
authorized, all or any part of two counties or more, may be

created for the purposes set forth in RCW 17.04.010
by the joint action of the boards of county commis-
sioners of the counties in which any portion of the
proposed district is located.
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SEC. 3. Any one or more freeholders owning Iiiaing

more than fifty percent of the acreage desired to be heoting.o

included within the proposed intercounty weed dis-
trict may file a petition with the principal board of
county commissioners praying that their land be in-
cluded, either separately or with other lands in-
cluded in the petition, in a weed district to be formed
for the purpose of destroying, preventing or ex-
terminating any one or all such weeds, or that such
lands be included within a district already formed,
or a new district or districts to be formed out of
any district or districts then existing. Such petition
shall state the boundaries of the proposed district,
the approximate number of acres in the proposed
district, the particular weed or weeds to be destroyed,
prevented or exterminated, the general method or
means to be used in such work, and shall contain a
list of all known landowners within the proposed
district, together with the addresses of such land-
owners. Upon the filing of such petition the principal
board of county commissioners shall notify the other
boards of commissioners, shall arrange a time for a
joint hearing on the petition, and shall give at least
thirty days' notice of the time and place of such
hearing by posting copies of such notice in three
conspicuous places within the proposed district, and
at the main entrance to the court house of each
county, and by mailing a copy of such notice to each
of the landowners named in the petition at the
address named therein. If any of the land described
in the petition be owned by the state a copy thereof
shall be mailed to the state land commissioner at
Olympia.

SF~c. 4. At the time and place fixed for such Hearing-

hearing, with the chairman of the principal board
acting as chairman, the respective boards shall de-
termine by a majority vote of each of the boards
of county commissioners of the counties whether
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such intercounty weed district shall be created, and
if they determine that such district shall be created,
the respective boards shall fix the boundaries of the
portion of the proposed district within their respec-
tive counties, but they shall not modify the pur-
poses of the petition with respect to the weed or
weeds to be destroyed, prevented and exterminated
as set forth in the petition, and they shall not enlarge
the boundary of the proposed district, or enlarge
or change the boundary or boundaries of any district
or districts already formed without first giving
notice, as provided in section 3, to all landowners
interested. If the respective bodies shall determine
that the weed district petitioned for shall be created
each such board shall thereupon enter an order
establishing and defining the boundary lines of the
proposed district within its respective county. A
number shall be assigned to such weed district which
shall be the lowest number not already taken or
adopted by an intercounty weed district in the state,
and thereafter such district shall be known as "weed
district No ............... inserting in the blank the
number of the district.

If any county represented does not by a majority
vote of its board of commissioners support the peti-
tion for an intercounty district, the petition shall be
dismissed.

Procedure SC .I epcieo onycm
when district SE.5 fthe repcieboards o onycm
established. missioners establish such district the chairman of the

principal board shall call a special meeting of land-
owners to be held within such district for the pur-
pose of electing three directors for such district. No

Elrectonrof person shall be elgbeto hold the office of director
who is not a qualified elector of the state of Wash-
ington and a resident and landowner within such
district. Such meeting shall be held not less than
thirty nor more than ninety days from the date
when such district is established.
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Notice of such meeting -shall be given by the
principal county auditor by publication once a week
for three successive weeks in a newspaper of general
circulation in such district, and by posting such
notice for not less than ten days bef ore the date
fixed for such meeting in three public places within
the boundaries of such district. The notices shall
state the object of the meeting and the time and
place when the same shall be held.

At the time and place fixed for the meeting the
chairman shall appoint two persons to assist him in
conducting the election, one of whom shall act as
clerk. If such chairman be not present the electors
of such district then present shall elect a chairman
of the meeting.

Every person over twenty-one years of age who
is a landowner within such district and a qualified
elector of the state of Washington shall be entitled
to vote at such meeting. Any person offering to
vote may be challenged by any legally qualified
elector of such district, and the chairman of such
meeting shall thereupon administer to the person
challenged an oath in substance as follows: "You
do swear (or affirm) that you are a citizen of the
United States and a qualified elector of the state of
Washington and an owner of land within the
boundaries of weed district No............. (giving num-
ber of district)." If the challenged person shall take
such oath or make such affirmation, he shall be en-
titled to vote; otherwise his vote shall not be received.
Any person making a false oath, or affirmation, or
any person illegally voting at such meeting, shall be
punished as provided in the general election laws
of the state for illegal voting.

The vote shall be by secret ballot, on white paper
of uniform size and quality, of such arrangement
that when names are written thereon, the same
may be folded so as not to disclose the names. The
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elector shall write the names of three persons that
he desires as the first directors of such district and
shall fold his ballot and hand the same to the chair-
man of the meeting who shall deposit it in a ballot
box provided for that purpose. The clerk shall
thereupon write the name of such person on a list
as having voted at such election. After all persons
present and entitled to vote have voted, the chair-
man shall declare the election closed, and shall, with
the assistance of the clerk and the other person
appointed as assistant, proceed to count the ballots.

Terms of The person receiving the greatest number of votes
dirctos. shall be elected as director for a term ending three

years from the first Monday in March following his
election; the person receiving the second greatest
number of votes shall be elected for a term ending
two years from the first Monday in March follow-
ing his election, and the person receiving the third
greatest number of votes shall be elected for a term
ending one year from the first day of March follow-
ing his election.

Annual Annually thereafter, there shall be held a meet-
meetings, ing of the electors of such district on the first Mon-

day in February. At such meeting one director shall
be elected to succeed the director whose term will
expire on the first Monday in March following. The
directors shall call the annual meeting, and shall fix
the time when and place where the same shall be
held and shall give the same notice thereof as pro-
vided for the initial meeting. The annual meeting
shall be conducted in the same manner as is pro-
vided for the initial meeting, and the qualifications
of electors at such annual meeting shall be the same
as is required for the initial meeting.

All directors shall hold office for the term for
which they are elected, and until their successors

Vacancies, are elected and qualified. In case of a vacancy oc-
curring in the office of any director, the remaining
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members of the board of directors shall appoint a
qualified person to fill the vacancy for the unexpired
term. The board of directors shall elect one of its officers-

members chairman and may appoint a secretary who Bonds,

need not be a member of the board, and who shall
be paid such compensation as the board may deter-
mine. Each director shall furnish a bond in the sum
of one thousand dollars, which may be a surety com-
pany bond or property bond approved by the prin-
cipal board of county commissioners, which bond
shall be filed with the same board and shall be con-
ditioned for the faithful discharge of his duties. The
cost of such bond shall be paid by the district the
same as other expenses of the district.

At any annual meeting the method for destroy-
ing, preventing and exterminating weeds of such
district as set forth in the petition, and the rules
and regulations adopted by such district, may be
changed by a majority vote of the qualified electors
present at such meeting, or a special meeting may Special

be called for that purpose, notice of which meeting ,eeling,.

and of such proposed changes to be voted on, shall
be given to all landowners residing within the dis-
trict by mailing a copy of such notice and of such
proposed changes to the address of such landowner
at least one week before the date fixed for such
special meeting.

SEc. 6. The board of directors of an intercounty Board powers

weed district shall have the same powers and duties nduis

as the board of directors of a weed district located
entirely within one county, and all the provisions
of chapter 17.04 RCW are hereby made applicable
to intercounty weed districts: Provided, That in
the case of evaluation, assessment, collection, appor-
tionment, and any other allied power or duty relat-
ing to taxes in connection with the district, the action
shall be performed by the officer or board of the
county for that area of the district which is located
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within his respective county, and all materials, in-
formation, and other data and all moneys collected
shall be submitted to the proper officer of the county
of that part of the district in which the greatest
amount of acreage is located. Any power which
may be or duty which shall be performed in connec-
tion therewith shall be performed by the officer or
board receiving such as though only a district in a
single county were concerned. All moneys collected
from such area constituting a part of such district
that should be paid to such district shall be delivered
to the principal county treasurer who shall be ex
officio treasurer of such district. All other materials,
information, or data relating to the district shall be
submitted to the district board of directors.

Any costs or expenses incurred under this section
shall be borne proportionately by each county in-
volved.

Performance SEC. 7. Whenever any action is required or may
by county pro y cut
officers, be perfomed byany conyofficer or board for all

purposes essential to the maintenance, operation,
and administration of the district, such action shall
be performed by the respective officer or board of
the county of that part of the district in which the
greatest amount of acreage of the district is located.

Cost borne All costs incurred shall be borne proportionately
proportion-
ately. by each county in that ratio which the amount of

acreage of the district located in that part of each
county forming a part of the district bears to the
total amount of acreage located in the whole dis-
trict.

RCW 17.08.120 SEC. 8. Section 3, chapter 89, Laws of 1953 and
amended. RCW 17.08.120 are amended to read as follows:
Prevention of If the board and the director find that noxious
seed produc-
tion on crop or poison weeds are in danger of going to seed on

land. crop land contrary to the adopted methods, rules
and regulations, it being conclusively presumed that
such noxious or poison weeds remaining standing on
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such date as the board and the director shall deter-
mine are in danger of going to seed, they shall give
notice and follow the procedure set forth for weed
districts for the eradication and control of such
weeds: Provided, That at the conclusion of the hear-
ing to assess costs and after evidence thereon, the
board shall find whether such failure by the owner to
cut or otherwise destroy such noxious or poison
weeds was wilful and, if it shall so find, it shall
further assess a charge in an amount not to exceed the
cost of such cutting or destruction as determined at
the hearing plus ten dollars for preparation of notices,
and in addition thereto filing fees and service
costs: Provided further, That upon wilful failure to
comply a second time, a penalty shall be assessed in
an amount not to exceed twice the cost of such
cutting or destruction as determined at the hearing.

Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 206.
[ H. B. 172. 1

WIPING RAGS.

AN ACT relating to the public health and wiping rags; and
providing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. "Wiping rags" as used in this act in- "Wiping

cludes any cast-off cloth, fabric, second-hand ma- as dfnd

terial, clothing, wearing apparel, or any similar ma-
terial used for wiping or cleaning the surfaces of
machinery, machines, tools, locomotives, engines,
motor cars, automobiles, cars, carriages, windows,
furniture, surfaces of articles, appliances and engines
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in factories, shops, steamships, steam boats, gener-
ally for cleaning in industrial employment, by me-
chanics and workmen for wiping hands and bodies
soil incident to employment, or for any other wiping
or cleaning purpose in any school, hospital, factory,
industry, shop, or in any commercial or industrial
employment.

Ragst be SEC. 2. No person who sells or rents wiping rags
disitfected. shall sell or rent, or offer to sell or rent the same un-

less they have first been thoroughly washed and
boiled in this state by a process of washing and boil-
ing in a solution containing seventy-six hundredths of
one percent caustic and/or chloride of lime and
dried at a temperature of at least an average of 212
degrees Fahrenheit, or otherwise disinfected or
sterilized in as an efficient manner as prescribed
by the Washington state board of health, or unless
they have been disinfected and sterilized in another
state of the United States whose standards for
sterilization are no less stringent than those pre-
scribed by this act and the rules and regulations
hereunder.

Rag parcels SEC. 3. Every parcel or package of wiping rags
to be marked.

before being sold, rented, or offered for sale or rent,
shall be plainly marked ''Sterilized Wiping Rags"
and in addition it shall be plainly marked with the
name of the Washington board or its state officer
authorizing it to sterilize said wiping rags, the name
and location of the establishment in which said wip-
ing rags were laundered and sterilized and the date
thereof, and the registration number of the establish-
ment as issued by the Washington state health de-
partment.

Dealers in SEC. 4. Every person, firm, or corporation who
rags to be
registered- washes, cleanses, or launders wiping rags shall
Fee.

register with the state department of health upon
forms to be supplied by the department. The state
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department of health shall issue a Washington state
health department registration number to such ap-
plicant upon the payment of a ten dollar fee. Each
registration number shall be renewed annually by the
payment of a ten dollar fee.

SEC. 5. The application for a registration number Application

or any renewal thereof shall contain such informa- ifrain

tion as the state department of health reasonably
requires which may include any information of
ability to comply with the standards, rules and
regulations as are lawfully prescribed hereunder.

SEx. 6. It shall be the duty of all departments Enforcement
-Right ofof health, health officers, or other officials discharg- entry.

ing similar duties to enforce the provisions of this
act, and such officials shall upon proper demand
have the right to enter any place at reasonable
hours for the purpose of making such examination
and inspection as he shall deem necessary in order
to determine whether or not the provisions of this
act are being violated. It shall be unlawful for any
person to refuse such inspection and examination
or to impede or obstruct such official during the in-
spection and examination.

SEx. 7. It shall be the duty of the prosecuting Prosecution

attorneys to prosecute all cases arising under the udrat

provisions of this act and such officers may obtain
injunctive relief, abate as a nuisance, or obtain any
other relief available by law.

SEC. 8. Every person who sterilizes wiping rags Violation,
misdemeanorwithout first obtaining a registration number, or who -Separate
violations.

wilfully violates any provision of this act, or any
rule, order, or regulation issued hereunder, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall
be punished by a fine of not less than fifty dollars
nor more than five hundred dollars, or by imprison-
ment for not less than thirty days nor more than six
months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
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Each day upon which a violation occurs shall con-
stitute a separate violation.

Act supple- SEC. 9. Nothing in this act shall be construed so
mental, as to prevent the state board of health or any city,

town, or health district from promulgating or enact-
ing any rule, regulation, order, or ordinance not in-
consistent with and subject to the provisions of this
act.

Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 207.
[ H. B. 581.)1

GRANGES.

AN ACT relating to granges; amending section 1, page 97, Laws
of 1875 and RCW 24.28.010; and adding a new section to
"An act to enable granges of the patrons of husbandry to
incorporate.", page 97, Laws of 1875, and to chapter 24.28
RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Row 24.28.010 SECTION 1. Section 1, page 97, Laws of 1875 and
amended. RCW 24.28.010 are each amended to read as follows:
Manner of Any grag fteptoso ubnrdsrn
incorporatingragofteptosohubnydiig
a grange. hereafter to incorporate, may incorporate and be-

come bodies politic in this state, by filing in the of -
fice of the secretary of state of Washington, and in
the office of the county auditor of the county wherein
such grange holds its meetings of business, a cer-
tificate or article subscribed and acknowledged by
not less than five members of such grange and by
the master of the Washington state grange embody-
ing:

(1) The name of such grange and the place of
holding its meetings.
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(2) What elective officers the said grange will
have, when such officers shall be elected; how, and
by whom, the business of the grange shall be con-
ducted or managed, and what officers shall join in
the execution of any contract by such grange to give
force and effect in accordance with the usages of the
order of the patrons of husbandry; such articles shall
be subscribed by the master of such grange, attested
by the secretary, with the seal of the grange.

(3) A copy of the bylaws of such grange shall
also be filed in the said office of the secretary of state
and the county auditor of the proper county.

(4) The names of all such officers at the time of
filing the application, and the time for which they
may be respectively elected. When such articles
shall be filed, such grange shall be a body politic
and corporate, with all the incidents of a corporation,
subject nevertheless to the laws and parts of laws
now in force or hereafter to be passed regulating
corporations.

SEc. 2. A new section is added to "An act to New section.

enable granges of the patrons of husbandry to in-
corporate.", page 97, Laws of 1875, and to chapter
24.28 RCW to read as follows:

No person, doing business in this state shall be use of i

entitled to use or to register the term " grange" as name

part or all of his business name or other name or in prohibited.

connection with his products or services, or other-
wise, unless either (1) he has complied with the
provisions of this chapter or (2) he has obtained
written consent of the Washington state grange cer-
tified thereto by its master. Any person violating
the provisions of this section may be enjoined from Injunction

using or displaying such name and doing business authonzed.

under such name at the instance of the Washington
state grange or any grange organized under this
chapter, or any member thereof: Provided, That
nothing herein shall prevent the continued use of the
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"Person"
defined.

term "grange" by any person using said name prior
to the adoption of this act.

For the purposes of this section "person" shall
include any person, partnership, corporation, or as-
sociation of individuals.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 208.
EH. B. 129.]1

REAL ESTATE EXCISE TAX.

AN ACT relating to revenue and taxation; and amending sec-
tion 3, chapter 19, Laws of 1951 second extraordinary
session and RCW 28.45.035.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 3, chapter 19, Laws of 1951
second extraordinary session and RCW 28.45.035 are
each amended to read as follows:

The board of county commnissioners shall provide
by ordinance for the determination of the selling
price in the case of leases with option to purchase,
and shall further provide that the tax shall not be
payable, where inequity will otherwise result, until
and unless the option is exercised and accepted. In
counties in which mining property is located the
board of county commissioners shall provide by
ordinance that a conditional sale of mining property
in which the buyer has the right to terminate the
contract at any time, and a lease and option to buy
mining property in which the lessee-buyer has the
right to terminate the lease and option at any time,
shall be taxable at the time of execution only on the
consideration received by the seller or lessor for
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execution of such contract, but the ordinance shall
further provide that the tax due on any additional
consideration paid by the buyer and received by the
seller shall be paid to the county treasurer (1) at
the time of termination, or (2) at the time that all
of the consideration due to the seller has been paid
and the transaction is completed except for the de-
livery of the deed to the buyer, or (3) at the time
when the buyer unequivocally exercises an option
to purchase the property, whichever of the three
events occurs first.

The term "mining property" means property con- --minig
pro rt'

tamning or believed to contain metallic minerals and deifed.

sold or leased under terms which require the pur-
chaser or lessor to conduct exploration or mining
Work thereon and for no other use. The term
"metallic minerals" does not include clays, coal, sand
and gravel, peat, gypsite, or stone, including lime-
stone.

The board shall further provide by ordinance for Security for

cases where the selling price is not separately stated tx

or is not ascertainable at the time of sale, f or the
payment of the tax at a time when the selling price
is ascertained, in which case suitable security may
be required for payment of the tax, and may further
provide for the determination of the selling price by
an appraisal by the county assessor, based on the
full and true market value, which appraisal shall be
prima facie evidence of the selling price of the real
property.

Passed the House February 18, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.
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CHAPTER 209.
[ H. B. 277.)1

DIKING, DRAINAGE, SEWAGE DISTRICTS AND
IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS.

AN ACT relating to diking, drainage, and sewage; amending
section 1, chapter 76, Laws of 1947 and RCW 85.04.600;
amending section 3, chapter 176, Laws of 1913, as last
amended by section 3, chapter 46, Laws of 1923, and RCW
85.08.040; amending section 4, chapter 176, Laws of 1913,
as last amended by section 2, chapter 160, Laws of 1921,
and RCW 85.08.050 through 85.08.100; and amending sec-
tion 24, chapter 115, Laws of 1895 as last amended by
section 2, chapter 133, Laws of 1917 and section 27, chapter
117, Laws of 1895 as last amended by section 2, chapter 89,
Laws of 1913 and RCW 85.04.120.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 76, Laws of 1947
and RCW 85.04.600 are each amended to read as
follows:

In performing their duties under the provisions
of this title the board and members of the board of
drainage commissioners shall receive as compensa-
tion the sum of eight dollars per day for all neces-
sary services actually performed, in connection with
their duties, including the attendance at meetings:
Provided, That such services and compensation are
allowed and approved at a regular meeting of the
board. Upon the submission of a copy, certified by
the secretary, of the extracts of the relevant minutes
of the board showing such approval, to the county
auditor, the same shall be paid as other claims
against the district are paid.

SEC. 2. Section 3, chapter 176, Laws of 1913, as
last amended by section 3, chapter 46, Laws of 1923
and RCW 85.08.040 are each amended to read as
follows:

To create the district four or more owners of
property in the area shall file with the clerk of the
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board of county commissioners a petition stating
the necessity for the improvement, designating with
reasonable certainty the location, route and termini
of the proposed system, and praying for the creation
of the district. They shall file with the petition
their bond of not less than two hundred dollars,
payable to the commissioners, conditioned for the
payment of all expenses of the proceeding if the
petition is denied. If at any time the commissioners
deem the amount of the bond insufficient to cover
the expenses, they may order an additional bond
in such amount as they shall direct: Provided, That
no petition shall be required if in the opinion of the
county commissioners the improvement is necessary
and will be conducive to the public health, con-
venience and welfare, and they may by resolution
declare a district a necessity and the district shall
be organized as hereunder prescribed.

SEC. 3. Section 4, chapter 176, Laws of 1913, as
last amended by section 2, chapter 160, Laws of 1921
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 85.08.050
through 85.08.100) is divided and amended as set
forth in sections 4 through 9 of this act.

SEC. 4. (RCW 85.08.050) The clerk of the board RCW 85.08.050

shall deliver a copy of the petition or resolution to 'anv'eptigt

the engineer designated by the commissioners, who b nier

shall at once view the lines and location of the pro-
posed improvement and the property to be affected
thereby, and determine whether the improvement is
necessary or will be conducive to the public health,
convenience, or welfare, and whether the location
and route described are the best; what, if any, part of
the proposed system should be omitted, and what,
if any additions should be made thereto or changes
made therein, and shall file his findings in writing
with the board.

[ 965]1
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SEC. 5. (RCW 85.08.060) If the lands to be
benefited comprise three thousand acres or more,
the county board may, after a hearing and if so re-
quested in the petition, or resolution, ask the state
director of conservation (and development) to make
the investigation instead of the engineer. The di-
rector shall then make the survey and investigation
to determine the feasibility of the project and the
best means of attaining the objective, and file his
report thereon with the board. The report shall
contain all the findings required in the engineer's
report and shall have the same effect. If the survey
and report are made by the director, the petitioners
need not file a cost bond.

SEC. 6. (RCW 85.08.070) The board shall send
a copy of such petition or resolution to the state
director, and ask for an estimate of the total cost of
the survey, investigation, and report, which he may
make and file with the board. It shall, by resolution,
fix the time and place of a hearing on the petition or
resolution and report, and shall give notice thereof
by posting a copy in a conspicuous place in each
voting precinct or fraction thereof in the area, and
by publishing a copy for three successive weekly
issues in a newspaper of general circulation in the
area; the posting and the first publication to be at
least thirty days before the hearing. The notice
shall contain a copy of the petition or resolution
and of the estimate of expense, the time and place of
hearing, state that the expense of the survey and
investigation contemplated in the petition or reso-
lution will be charged against the lands described
therein and require everyone interested to appear
at such time and place and show cause in writing,
if any he has, why the prayer of the petition or
resolution should not be granted.
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vestigation should be made and whether any or all
of the land described in the petition, or resolution,
or any additional lands should bear their propor-
tional expense of the survey and investigation, and
may adjourn the hearing from time to time not ex-
ceeding ninety days in all: Provided, That no ad-
ditional lands shall be made to bear their propor-
tional expense of the survey and investigation with-
out first giving the same notice to all parties affected:
Provided further, That the total cost of the survey,
investigation, and report shall not exceed the amount
stated in the estimate of the director by more than
fifty percent. The determination of the board shall
be by resolution and shall be conclusive upon all
persons except for fraud or lack of jurisdiction.

SEc. 8. (RCW 85.08.090) If the board determines
in favor of the survey and investigation, it shall enter
into a contract with the director to do the work,
which shall be done at actual cost, and paid for from
any moneys in the state reclamation revolving fund.
As a part of his report the director shall include
an itemized statement under oath of the expenses
that have been incurred in making the investigation,
surveys, and report, and the board shall cause a
copy of the statement, together with a notice nam-
ing a time and place when and where the statement
will be brought before it for hearing and determi-
nation, to be published in a newspaper of general
circulation in the area, for two successive weeks prior
to the hearing. At the time of the hearing or at
such other time, not exceeding thirty days in all,
to which it may be adjourned, the board shall ex-
amine the statement, hear testimony, and shall enter
an order approving the statement or so much
thereof as it deems correct.

Upon the approval of the statement the board
shall by resolution apportion the cost among the
lands in the area, each acre or fraction thereof bear-
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ing the same amount, and assess the apportioned
expense as a tax against the lands, to be paid as a
part of the general county and state tax against the
lands at the same times, with the same penalties
attached for delinquencies, and to be collected by the
same agencies as the general taxes, and credited to
the current expense fund of the county.

The board shall direct. the auditor to issue a war-
rant against the county current expense fund pay-
able to the director f or the amount of the expense.
All sums so paid shall be credited to the state rec-
lamation revolving fund.

Row 85.08.100 SEC. 9. (RCW 85.08.100) If the report of the
w.ithout director favors the improvement, the board shall
amendment.

proceed as hereinafter directed: Provided, That
nothing herein shall prevent the board or the im-
provement district from making further agreements
with the director for the construction or supervision
of the contemplated improvement, under the pro-
visions of the state reclamation act.

RCW 85.04.120 SEC. 10. Section 24, chapter 115, Laws of 1895, as
amended.

last amended by section 2, chapter 133, Laws of 1917,
and section 27, chapter 117, Laws of 1895 as last
amended by section 2, chapter 89, Laws of 1913
(heretofore combined and codified as RCW 85.04-
.120) are each amended to read as follows:

Diking and On or before the first day of November of each
drainage
districts. ya h iigcmisoessal n no eEstimate for ya h iigcmisoessal n no e
maintenance fore the first Monday in October of each year the
and repair.

drainage commissioners shall, make and certify to
the county auditor an estimate of the cost of mainte-
nance and repair of the improvement for the ensuing
year. The amount thereof shall be levied against the
land in the district in proportion to the maximum
benefits assessed, and shall be added to the general
taxes and collected therewith. If such estimate of
the cost of maintenance and repair against any tract
or contiguous tracts owned by one person or cor-
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poration is less than two dollars, then the county
auditor shall levy such a minimum amount of two
dollars against such tract or contiguous tracts, and
upon the collection thereof as herein provided shall
pay all sums collected into the maintenance and/or
repair fund of the district. In case of an emergency
the commissioners may incur additional obligations
and issue warrants theref or in excess of the estimate.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 210.
[H. B. 330.1

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS-CHARGES FOR PERSONNEL'S
QUARTERS-DEPOSIT.

AN ACT relating to public institutions of the state; providing
for the payment of certain receipts into the state general
fund; and adding a new section to chapter 28, Laws of
1959 and to chapter 72.01 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 28, Laws of New section.

1959 and to chapter 72.01 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

All moneys received by the director of institu- Disposition of

tions from charges made pursuant to RCW 72.01.280 Quarters fees.

shall be deposited by him in the state general fund.

Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.
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CHAPTER 211.
[ H. B. 646.1

SALES TAX-SEAFOOD PRODUCTS.

AN ACT relating to revenue and taxation; and amending sections
44 and 46, chapter 389, Laws of 1955 and RCW 82.04.240
and 82,04.260; and amending section 6, chapter 180, Laws
of 1935, as last amended by section 1, chapter 9, Laws of
1951, First Extraordinary Session, and RCW 82.04.440.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 82.04.240 SECTION 1. Section 44, chapter 389, Laws of 1955
amended.

and RCW 82.04.240 are each amended to read as
follows:

B & 0 Tax. Upon every person except persons taxable under
Tax on man-
ufacturers, subsections (2) or (3) of RCW 82.04.260 engaging

within this state in business as a manufacturer; as
to such persons the amount of the tax with respect
to such business shall be equal to the value of
the products, including byproducts, manufactured,
multiplied by the rate of one-quarter of one percent.

The measure of the tax is the value of the prod-
ucts, including byproducts, so manufactured regard-
less of the place of sale or the fact that deliveries
may be made to points outside the state.

RCW 82.04.260 SEc. 2. Section 46, chapter 389, Laws of 1955 and
amened. RCW 82.04.260 are each amended to read as follows:

Tax on buyer, (1) Upon every person engaging within this
wholesale
sell er of state in the business of buying wheat, oats, corn and
grans,flor man- barley, but not including any manufactured or
ufacturers and
seafood prod- processed prdcsthereof, adselling the same at
ucts manufac- pout n
turer. wholesale; the tax imposed shall be equal to the

gross proceeds derived from such sales multiplied by
the rate of one one-hundredth of one percent.

(2) Upon every person engaging within this state
in the business of manufacturing wheat into flour;
as to such persons the amout of tax with respect to
such business shall be equal to the value of the flour
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manufactured, multiplied by the rate of one-eighth
of one percent.

(3) Upon every person engaging within this state
in the business of manufacturing seafood products
which remain in a raw, raw frozen, or raw salted
state at the completion of the manufacturing by that
person; as to such persons the amount of tax with
respect to such business shall be equal to the value
of the products manufactured, multiplied by the rate
of one-eighth of one percent.

SEc. 3. Section 6, chapter 180, Laws of 1935, as acw 82.04.440

last amended by section 1, chapter 9, Laws of 1951, amended.

First Extraordinary Session, and RCW 82.04.440 are
each amended to read as follows:

Every person engaged in activities which are Person tax-
able on

within the purview of the provisions of two or more multiple
of sections RCW 82.04.230 to 82.04.290, inclusive,
shall be taxable under each paragraph applicable
to the activities engaged in: Provided, That persons
taxable under RCW 82.04.250 or 82.04.270 shall not
be taxable under RCW 82.04.230, 82.04.240 or sub-
section (2) or (3) of RCW 82.04.260 with respect to
extracting or manufacturing of the products so sold,
and that persons taxable under RCW 82.04.240 shall
not be taxable under RCW 82.04.230 with respect
to extracting the ingredients of the products so
manufactured.

Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.
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CHAPTER 212.
[ S. B. 218.

SMALL LOAN COMPANIES.

AN ACT relating to the business of making loans in the amount
of one thousand dollars or less; providing for precomputa-
tion and rebate of charges; fixing the maturity of loan
contracts; regulating property and life insurance require-
ments by licensees from borrowers; and prohibiting extra
charges; amending sections 2, 3, 10, and 12 through 17 of
chapter 208, Laws of 1941 and RCW 31.08.020, 31.08.030,
31.08.130, and 31.08.150 through 31.08.200; and adding three
new sections to chapter 31.08 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 31.08.020 SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 208, Laws of 1941
amended, and RCW 31.08.020 are each amended to read as

follows:
Licenlsed No person shall engage in the-business of making

requred. secured or unsecured loans of money, credit, goods,
or things in action in the amount or of the value of
one thousand dollars or less and charge, contract
for, or receive a greater rate of interest, discount, or
consideration therefor than the lender would be per-
mitted by law to charge if he were not a licensee
hereunder except as authorized by this chapter and
without first obtaining a license from the supervisor.

ROW 31.08.030 SEC. 2. Section 3, chapter 208, Laws of 1941 and
amended. RCW 31.08.030 are each amended to read as follows:
Application Application for such license shall be in writing,
for license--
Fees-Assets under oath, and in the form, if any, prescribed by
-Bonds.

the supervisor, and shall contain the name and the
address (both of the residence and place of business)
of the applicant, and if the applicant is a copartner-
ship or association, of every member thereof, and
if a corporation, of each officer and director thereof;
also the county and municipality with street and
number, if any, where the business is to be conducted
and such further relevant information as the super-
visor may require. Such applicant at the time of
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making such application shall pay to the supervisor
the sum of one hundred dollars as a fee for in-
vestigating the application and the additional sum
of fifty dollars as an annual license fee for a period
terminating on the last day of the current calendar
year: Provided, That if the application is filed after
June 30th in any year such additional sum shall be
only twenty-five dollars.

Every applicant shall also prove, in form satis-
factory to the supervisor, that he or it has available
for the operation of such business at the location
specified in the application, liquid assets of at least
ten thousand dollars.

At the time of filing of the application, the ap-
plicant shall also file with the supervisor a bond to
be approved by the supervisor in the penal sum of
one thousand dollars, executed by the applicant as
obligor and by a surety company authorized to do
a surety business in this state as surety, whose
liability as such surety shall not exceed the said
sum in the aggregate. Such bond shall run to the
state of Washington as obligee for the use and benefit
of the state and of any person or persons who may
have cause of action against the obligor of said bond
under the provisions of this chapter. Such bond
shall be conditioned that said obligor as licensee
hereunder will faithfully conform to and abide by
the provisions of this chapter and of all general rules
and regulations lawfully made by the supervisor
hereunder and will pay to the state and any such
person or persons any and all moneys that may
become due and owing to the state from such obligor
under and by virtue of the provisions of this chapter.

SEC. 3. Section 10, chapter 208, Laws of 1941 and RCW 31.08.130
amended.

ROW 31.08.130 are each amended to read as follows:
For the purpose of discovering violations of this Exarninatons

chapter or securing information lawfully required cs

by him hereunder, the supervisor may at any time,
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either personally or by a person or persons duly
designated by him, investigate the loans and business
and examine the books, accounts, records, and files
used therein, of every licensee and of every person
who shall be engaged in the business described in
RCW 31.08.020, whether such person shall act or
claim to act as principal or agent, or under or without
the authority of this chapter. For that purpose the
supervisor and his duly designated representatives
shall have free access to the offices and places of
business, books, accounts, papers, records, files, safes,
and vaults of all such persons. The supervisor and
all persons duly designated by him shall have au-
thority to require the attendance of and to examine
under oath all persons whomsoever whose testimony
he may require relative to such loans or such business
or to the subject matter of any examination, in-
vestigation or hearing. The supervisor shall make
such an examination of the affairs, business, office,
and records of each licensee at least once each year.
The actual cost of every examination shall be paid
to the supervisor by every licensee so examined:
Provided, however, That the actual cost of examining
each licensed place of business shall not exceed the
sum of two hundred fifty dollars annually.

RCW 31.08.150 SEc. 4. Section 12, chapter 208, Laws of 1941 and
amended. RCW 31.08.150 are each amended to read as follows:

Prohibited No licensee or other person shall advertise, print,
acts. display, publish, distribute, broadcast, or televise or

cause or permit to be advertised, printed, displayed,
published, distributed, broadcast, or televised in any
manner whatsoever any false, misleading or decep-
tive statement or representation with regard to the
rates, terms or conditions for the lending of money,
credit, goods, or things in action in the amount or of
the value of one thousand dollars or less. The super-
visor may order any licensee to desist from any
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conduct which he shall find to be a violation of the
foregoing provisions.

The supervisor may require that rates of charge,
if stated by a licensee, be stated fully and clearly in
such manner as he may deem necessary to prevent
misunderstanding thereof by prospective borrowers.

No licensee shall conduct the business of making
loans under this chapter within any office, room, or
place of business in which any other business is
solicited or transacted, or in association or conjunc-
tion therewith, if the supervisor shall find, after
five days' written notice and after a hearing that the
solicitation or transaction of such other business con-
ceals evasion of this chapter by the licensee or is of
such nature that such solicitation or transaction
would facilitate evasion of this chapter or of the
general rules and regulations lawfully made here-
under, and shall order such licensee in writing to
desist from such conduct.

No licensee shall conduct, or advertise such busi-
ness or make any loan provided for by this chapter
under any other name or at any other place of busi-
ness than that named in a license issued under this
chapter.

No licensee shall take any confession of judgment
or any power of attorney to confess judgment. No
licensee shall take any note, promise to pay, or
other obligation signed by the borrower that does
not accurately disclose the actual amount of the
loan, the time for which it is made, and the agreed
rate of charge, nor any instrument in which blanks
are left to be filled in af ter the proceeds of the loan
are delivered. When charges are precomputed, as
permitted by subsection (3) of RCW 31.08.160, the
note shall disclose the amount of the precomputed
charge.

SEC. 5. Section 13, chapter 208, Laws of 1941 and RCW 31.08.160

RCW 31.08.160 are each amended to read as follows: am~nded.

[ 9751
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(1) Every licensee hereunder may lend any sum
of money not to exceed one thousand dollars in
amount and may charge, contract for, and receive
thereon charges at a rate not exceeding three percent
per month on that part of the unpaid principal bal-
ance of any loan not in excess of three hundred dol-
lars, one and one-half percent per month on that part
of the unpaid principal balance of any loan in excess
of three hundred dollars and not in excess of five
hundred dollars, and one percent per month on any
remainder of such unpaid principal balance: Pro-
vided, however, That in lieu of said charges a licensee
may charge one dollar per month, or fraction thereof,
when said charges computed at the said rate amount
to less than one dollar: And provided further, That
such charge of one dollar shall not be collected on
more than one loan nor more than once from any one
borrower during any period of one month.

(2) Charges on loans made under this chapter
shall not be paid, deducted, discounted, or received
in advance, or compounded, but the rate of charge
authorized by this section may be precomputed as
provided in subsection 3 of this section. Charges
on loans made under this chapter, excepting the
minimum charge of one dollar provided in this sec-
tion and excepting as permitted by subsection 3
hereof, (a) shall be computed and paid only as a
percentage per month of the unpaid principal bal-
ance or portions thereof, and (b) shall be so ex-
pressed in every obligation signed by the borrower.
For the purpose of this section a month shall be that
period of time from any date in a month to the cor-
responding date in the next month and if there is no
such corresponding date then to the last day of the
next month; and a day shall be considered one-
thirtieth of a month when computation is made for a
fraction of a month.
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(3) When the loan contract requires repayment
in substantially equal and consecutive monthly in-
stallments of principal and charges combined, the
charges may be precomputed at the monthly rate on
scheduled unpaid principal balances according to
the terms of the contract and added to the principal
of the loan. Every payment may be applied to the
combined total of principal and precomputed charge
until the contract is fully paid. The acceptance or
payment of charges on loans made under the pro-
visions of this subsection shall not be deemed to
constitute payment, deduction, or receipt thereof in
advance nor compounding under subsection (2)
above. Such precomputed charge shall be subject
to the following adjustments:

(a) The portion of the precomputed charge ap-
plicable to any particular monthly installment period
shall bear the same ratio to the total precomputed
charge, excluding any adjustment made under para-
graph (f) of this subsection, as the balance scheduled
to be outstanding during that monthly period bears
to the sum of all monthly balances scheduled origin-
ally by the contract of loan.

(b) If the loan contract is prepaid in full by
cash, a new loan, refinancing, or otherwise before
the final installment date, the portion of the pre-
computed charge applicable to the full installment
periods following the installment date nearest the
date of such prepayment shall be rebated. In com-
puting any required rebate, any prepayment made
on or before the fifteenth day following an install-
ment date shall be deemed to have been made on
the installment date preceding such prepayment. If
prepayment in full occurs before the first install-
ment date an additional rebate of one-thirtieth of
the portion of the precomputed charge applicable
to a first installment period of one month shall be
made for each day from the date of such prepayment
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chargs to the first scheduled installment date. If judgment
loans po is obtained before the final installmnh ae h
hibited. contract balance shall be reduced by the rebate of

precomputed charge which would be required for
prepayment in full as of the date judgment is ob-
tained.

(c) If the payment date of all wholly unpaid in-
stallments on which no default charge has been col-
lected is deferred one or more full months and the
contract so provides, the licensee may charge and
collect a deferment charge. Such deferment charge
shall not exceed the portion of the precomputed
charge applicable under the original contract of loan
to the first month of the deferment period multi-
plied by the number of months in said period. The
deferment period is the month or months in which
no scheduled payment has been made or in which
no payment is to be required by reason of the defer-
ment. In computing any default charge, or required
rebate, the portion of the precomputed charge ap-
plicable to each deferred balance and installment
period following the deferment period and prior to
the deferred maturity shall remain the same as
that applicable to such balances and periods under
the original contract of loan. Such charge may be
collected at the time of deferment or at any time
thereafter. If a loan is prepaid in full during a defer-
ment period, the borrower shall receive, in addition
to the rebate required under paragraph (b) of this
subsection, a rebate of that portion of the deferment
charge applicable to any unexpired months of the
deferment period.

(d) If the payment in full of any scheduled in-
stallment is in default more than seven days and the
contract so provides, the licensee may charge and
collect a default charge not exceeding an amount
equal to the portion of the precomputed charge ap-
plicable to the final installment period. Said charge
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may not be collected more than once for the same
default and may be collected when such default
occurs or any time thereafter. If such default
charge is deducted from any payment received after
default occurs and such deduction results in the de-
fault of a subsequent installment, no charge may be
made for the resulting default.

(e) If two or more full installments are in default
for one full month or more at any installment date
and if the contract so provides, the -licensee may
reduce the contract balance by the rebate which
would be required for prepayment in full on such
installment date. Thereafter, charges may be re-
ceived at the agreed rate computed on actual un-
paid balances on the contract for the time outstand-
ing until the contract is fully paid. Charges so col-
lected shall be in lieu of any deferment or default
charges which otherwise would accrue on the con-
tract after such installment date.

(f) A licensee and borrower may agree that the
first installment due date may be not more than
fifteen days more than one month and the amount
of such installment may be increased by one-thir-
tieth of the portion of the precomputed charge ap-
plicable to a first installment of one month for each
extra day.

(4) No licensee shall induce or permit any bor-
rower to split up or divide any loan, nor induce or
permit any person, nor any husband or wife jointly
or severally, to become obligated, directly or con-
tingently or both, under more than one contract of
loan at the same time, for the purpose or with the
result of obtaining a higher rate of charge than
would otherwise be permitted by this section. If
part or all of the consideration for a loan contract
is the unpaid principal balance of a prior loan with
the same licensee, then the principal amount pay-
able under such loan contract shall not include any
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unpaid charges on the prior loan, except charges
which have accrued within sixty (60) days before
the making of such loan contract and may include
the balance of a precomputed contract which re-
mains after giving the rebate required by subsection
(3) hereof.

(5) No licensee shall directly or indirectly
charge, contract for, or receive any charges or fees
except charges authorized by this chapter and the
lawful fees, if any, actually and necessarily paid out
by the licensee to any public officer for the trans-
ferring of title or for filing, recording, or releasing
in any public office, any instrument securing the
loan, which fees may be collected when the loan is
made, or at any time thereafter. A bona fide error
in the calculation of charges or in the recording of
such charges in any statement or receipt delivered
to the borrower or in the licensee's records shall not
be deemed to be a violation of this chapter if the
licensee corrects the error.

ROW 31.08.170 SEc. 6. Section 14, chapter 208, Laws of 1941 and
amended.

RCW 31.08.170 are each amended to read as follows:
Licensee It shall be the duyof every lcne oduties as toduylcneto
borrower. (1) Deliver to the borrower or anyone thereof,

if several, at the time any loan is made under this
chapter, a statement, upon which there shall be
printed in the English language a copy of subsections
(1) and (5) of RCW 31.08.160, showing in clear and
distinct terms the principal amount of the loan ex-
cluding charges, the date of the loan, the agreed
schedule of payments, the nature of the security, if
any, for the loan, the name and address of the licen-
see, and the agreed rate of charges. When charges
are precomputed, the statement shall show the
amount of the precomputed charge and shall con-
tain a copy of paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection
(3) of RCW 31.08.160.
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(2) Give to the party making any payment a plain
and complete receipt for each payment made on ac-
count of any such loan at the time such payment
is made, specifying the amount applied to charges
and the amount, if any, applied to principal, and
stating the unpaid principal balance, if any, of such
loan: Provided, That if the charges were precom-
puted the receipt need not be itemized, and no receipt
shall be required where payment is made by check
or money order and the full amount of such check
or money order is applied to the loan: Provided
further, That when a default or deferment charge
is collected, a receipt shall be given showing the
amount applied to the loan and the amount applied
to the default or deferment charge;

(3) Permit payment to be made in advance in
any amount on any such loan at any time during
regular business hours, but the licensee may apply
such payment first to all charges at the agreed rate
up to the date of such payment: Provided, That
when charges are precomputed such payment shall
be equal to one or more full scheduled installments;

(4) Upon payment of the loan in full, mark
indelibly every obligation signed by the borrower
with the word "paid" or "cancelled" and release any
mortgage and restore all notes and collateral which
no longer secures a loan and to which the borrower
may be lawfully entitled: Provided, however, That
in case any such document or obligation is in custodia
legis these requirements shall not be applicable; and

(5) Obtain from the borrower prior to making
the loan a statement signed by the borrower setting
forth the borrower's then current financial condition
and containing a statement that the borrower recog-
nizes the penalties and defenses resulting from giv-
ing false statement of financial condition, all on a
form approved by the supervisor. The statement
required to be delivered to the borrower when the
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loan is made shall be acknowledged in writing by
the licensee and the borrower, and a copy thereof
shall be retained by the licensee.

SEc. 7. Section 15, chapter 208, Laws of 1941
and RCW 31.08.180 are each amended to read as
follows:

No licensee shall directly or indirectly charge,
contract for, or receive any interest, discount, or
consideration greater than the lender would be per-
mitted by law to charge if he were not a licensee
hereunder upon the loan, use, or forbearance of
money, goods, or things in action, or upon the loan,
use, or sale of credit, of the amount or value of more
than one thousand dollars, exclusive of charges per-
mitted by RCW 31.08.160.

RCW 31.08.190 SEC. 8. Section 16, chapter 208, Laws of 1941
amened. and RCW 31.08.190 are each amended to read as

follows:
oaign The payment of one thousand dollars or less in

as loan. money, credit, goods, or things in action, as consider-
ation for any sale or assignment of, or order for, the
payment of wages, salary, commissions, or other
compensation for services, whether earned or to be
earned, shall for the purpose of regulation under this
chapter be deemed a loan secured by such assign-
ment, and the amount by which such assigned com-
pensation retained by the assignee at the completion
of the transaction exceeds the total amount of such
consideration actually paid by the assignee to the
assignor shall for the purpose of regulation under
this chapter be deemed interest or charges upon such
loan. Such transaction shall be governed by and
subject to the provisions of this chapter.

ROW 31.08.200 SEC. 9. Section 17, chapter 208, Laws of 1941 and
amended.

RCW 31.08.200 are each amended to read as follows:
Chapter No person exetas authorizedbytichpe
governs in- salecp yti hpe
terest rae. saldirectly or indirectly charge, contract for, or

receive any interest, discount, or consideration
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greater than the lender would be permitted by law
to charge if he were not a licensee hereunder upon
the loan, use, or forbearance of money, goods, or
things in action, or upon the loan, use, or sale of
credit of the amount or value of one thousand dollars
or less.

The foregoing prohibition shall apply to any per-
son who by any device, subterfuge, or pretense
whatsoever shall charge, contract for, or receive
greater interest, consideration, or charges than is
authorized by this chapter for any such loan, use,
or forbearance of money, goods, or things in action
or for any such loan, use, or sale of credit.

No loan of the amount or value of one thousand
dollars or less for which a greater rate of interest,
consideration, or charges than is permitted by RCW
31.08.160 has been charged, contracted for, or re-
ceived, wherever made, shall be enforced in this
state, and every person in anywise participating
therein in this state shall be subject to the provisions
of this chapter: Provided, That the foregoing shall
not apply to loans legally made in any other state,
territory, or country.

SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 31.08 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
No contract made by a licensee under this chapter Limit on final

shall provide for a final maturity more than twenty- maturity.

five and one-half months from the date of making
such contract.

SEC. 11. There is added to chapter 31.08 RCW New section

a new section to read as follows:
(1) No licensee shall require the purchasing of Insurance

property insurance from the licensee or any em- for loan.

ployee, affiliate, or associate of the licensee or from
any agent, broker, or insurance company designated
by the licensee as a condition precedent to the
making of a loan nor shall any licensee decline ex-
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Insurance sigisrnewihmet recestesadas security itn nuac hc et recestesad
for loan. ards set forth in this section.

The licensee may require a borrower to insure
tangible property offered as security for a loan here-
under against any substantial risk of loss, damage,
or destruction for an amount not to exceed the
reasonable value of the property insured or the
amount of the loan and for the customary term ap-
proximating the term of the loan contract: Pro-
vided, That no licensee hereunder may require such
insurance on loans in an amount less than three
hundred dollars. It shall be optional with the bor-
rower to obtain such insurance in an amount greater
than the amount of the loan or for a longer term.
The premium for such insurance shall not exceed
that fixed by current applicable manual of a recog-
nized standard insurance rating bureau and such in-
surance shall be written by or through a duly licensed
insurance agent or broker.

(2) A licensee may insure the life of one bor-
rower, but only one of them if there are two or more
obligors, for the unpaid principal balance scheduled
to be outstanding; and regardless of the premium
paid by the licensee, the licensee may charge not
more than sixty cents per one hundred dollars per
year computed on the original principal amount of
the loan, excluding charges for the loan, when the
loan contract requires substantially equal and con-
secutive monthly installments of principal and
charges combined, and such charge may be in the
same proportions for different payment schedules,
maturities, and principal amounts. Such charge may
be deducted from the principal of the loan when the
loan is made. Only one such charge may be made
in connection with any loan contract irrespective of
the number of obligors, and only one obligor need
be insured. If the insured obligor dies during the
term of the loan contract, the insurance must pay
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the principal balance of the loan outstanding on the
day of his death without any exception or reserva-
tion. The insurance shall be in force as soon as the
loan is made. If the loan contract is prepaid in full
by cash, a new loan, renewal, refinancing, or other-
wise, a portion of such life insurance charge shall be
rebated according to the method established in para-
graphs (a) and (b) of subsection (3) of RCW 31-
.08.160. When charges for the loan are precomputed
in accordance with subsection (3) of RCW 31.08.160,
any required rebate and any permitted deferment
charge may be computed on the combined total of the
precomputed charge and the life insurance charge.

(3) If a borrower procures any insurance by or
through a licensee, the statement required by RCW
31.08.170 shall disclose the cost to the borrower and
the type of insurance, and the licensee shall cause
to be delivered to the borrower a copy of the policy,
certificate, or other evidence thereof within a rea-
sonable time.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this
chapter, any gain or advantage in any form what-
soever to the licensee or to any employee, affiliate,
or associate of the licensee from any insurance or its
sale or provision shall not be deemed to be addi-
tional or further interest, consideration, charges, or
fee in connection with such loan.

Nothing in this section shall be deemed to alter,
amend or repeal any provision of the insurance code.

No insurance shall be required, requested, sold,
or offered for sale in connection with any loan made
under this chapter, except as and to the extent au-
thorized by this section.

SEc. 12. If any clause, sentence, section, pro- Severability

vision, or part of this amendatory act shall be ad-
judged to be unconstitutional or invalid for any
reason by any court of competent jurisdiction, such
judgment shall not impair, affect or invalidate the
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remainder of this amendatory act, which shall re-
main in full force and effect.

Passed the Senate March 6, 1959.
Passed the House March 5, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 213.
[(Sub. S. B. 58. ]

DEVELOPMENT CREDIT CORPORATIONS.
AN ACT authorizing the creation of development credit corpo-

rations in the state of Washington; prescribing their pur-
poses, powers, supervision and control; and declaring an
emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Development SECTION 1. Organizations to provide develop-
credit
corporations ment credit are authorized to be created under the
authorized.

general corporation laws of the state, with all of the
powers, privileges and immunities conferred on cor-
porations by such laws.

Purpose. SEC. 2. The purposes of development credit cor-
porations as authorized herein shall be: (1) To
promote, aid, and, through the united efforts of the
institutions and corporations which shall from time
to time become members thereof, develop and ad-
vance the industrial and business prosperity and
welfare of the state of Washington; (2) to encourage
new industries; (3) to stimulate and help to expand
all kinds of business ventures which tend to promote
the growth of the state; (4) to act whenever and
wherever deemed by it advisable in conjunction with
other organizations, the objects of which are the
promotion of industrial, agricultural or recreational
developments within the state; and (5) to furnish
for approved and deserving applicants ready and re-
quired money for the carrying on and development
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of every kind of business or industrial undertaking
whereby a medium of credit is established not other-
wise readily available therefor.

SEC. 3. In furtherance of the purposes set forth Powers.

in section 2 of this act, and in addition to the powers
conferred by the general laws relating to corpora-
tions, this corporation shall, subject to the restric-
tions and limitations set forth in this act, have the
following powers:

(1) To borrow money on secured or unsecured
notes from any bank, trust company, savings bank,
mutual savings bank, savings and loan association,
building and loan association, credit union, insur-
ance company or union funds which shall be mem-
bers of this corporation and to pledge bonds, notes
and other securities as collateral theref or: Pro-
vided, In no case shall the amount so loaned by any
member exceed the limit as hereinafter defined;

(2) To lend money upon secured or unsecured
applications: Provided, It shall not be the purpose
hereof to take from other institutions within the
state any such loans or commitments as may be
desired by such institutions generally in the ordi-
nary course of their business;

(3) To establish and regulate the terms and con-
ditions of any such loans and charges for interest or
service connected therewith;

(4) To purchase, hold, lease and otherwise
acquire and to convey such real estate as may, from
time to time, be acquired by it in satisfaction of
debts or may be acquired by it in the foreclosure of
mortgages thereon or upon judgments for debts or
in settlements to secure debts.

SEC. 4. No development credit corporation shall Stok~e

be organized with a capital stock of less than twenty-
five thousand dollars, which shall be paid into the
treasury of the corporation in cash before the cor-
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poration shall be authorized to transact any business
other than such as relates to its organization.

Hoard of SEC. 5. All the corporate powers of a develop-
directors-
Members-- ment credit corporation shall be exercised by a board
Terms

of not less than nine directors who shall be resi-
dents of this state. The number of directors and their
term of office shall be determined by the stock-
holders at the first meeting held by the incorporators
and at each annual meeting thereafter. In the first
instance the directors shall be elected by the stock-
holders to serve until the first annual meeting. At
the first annual meeting, and at each annual meet-
ing thereafter, one-third of the directors shall be
elected by a vote of the stockholders and the remain-
ing two-thirds thereof shall be elected by members
of the corporation herein provided for, each member
having one vote. The removal of any director from
this state shall immediately vacate his office. If any

Vacancies, vacancy occurs in the board of directors through
death, resignation or otherwise, the remaining di-
rectors may elect a person to fill the vacancy until
the next annual meeting of the corporation. The
directors shall be annually sworn to the proper dis-
charge of their duties and they shall hold office until
others are elected or appointed and qualified in their
stead.

Authority of E.6 ebr sst ot nscin~o
corporation SC6.Any mmea e ot nscin7o
members
to loan, this act, shall have power and authority to loan any

of their funds to any development credit corpora-
tion of which they are a member, subject to the
restrictions as set forth in section 8 of this act, not-
withstanding any laws to the contrary pertaining
to such member.

Corporation
members SEC. 7. The members of a development credit
enumerated, corporation shall consist of such banks, trust com-

panies, savings banks, mutual savings banks, savings
and loan associations, building and loan associations,
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credit unions, insurance companies or union funds
as may make accepted applications to this corpora-
tion to lend funds to it upon call and up to the limit
herein provided.

SEC. 8. Each member of a development credit Loans by
shal led fuds o th deelopentmembers

corporation sallnfudtotedvop ntlimited.
credit corporation as and when called upon by it
to do so to the extent of the member's commitment,
but the total amount on loan by any member at
any one time shall not exceed the following limit:
(1) For banks, trust companies, or insurance com-
panies, three percent of capital and surplus; (2) for
mutual savings banks, savings and loan associations,
or credit unions, three percent of guaranty and re-
serve funds; and (3) comparable limits for other
institutions. All loan limits shall be established at
the thousand dollars amount nearest to the amount
computed on an actual basis. All calls when made
by this corporation shall be prorated among the
members on the same proportion that the maximum
lending commitment of each bears to the aggregate
maximum lending commitment of all members.

SEC. 9. Upon notice given one year in advance a Withdrawal of

member of the corporation may withdraw from membership.

membership in the corporation at the expiration
date of such notice and from said expiration date
shall be free from obligations hereunder except as
to those accrued prior to said expiration date.

SEC. 10. A development credit corporation shall Reserve as
security for

set apart a surplus of not less than ten percent of its losses.

net earnings in each and every year until such sur-
plus, with any unimpaired surplus paid in, shall
amount to one-half of the capital stock. The said
surplus shall be kept to secure against losses and
contingencies, and whenever the same becomes im-
paired it shall be reimbursed in the manner pro-
vided for its accumulation.
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depsintery SEC. 11. A development credit corporation shall
by note, not deposit any of its funds in any institution unless

such institution has been designated as a depository
by a vote of a majority of the directors, exclusive of
the vote of any director who is an officer or director
of the depository so designated.

No money on SEC. 12. A development credit corporation shall
deposit. not receive money on deposit.

Annual report, SEC. 13. A development credit corporation, on or
assets and
liabilities, before February 15 of each year, shall publish in

three consecutive issues of a newspaper of general
circulation in the area or areas where the corporation
is located a statement of assets and liabilities as of
December 31 of the preceding year.

Participation SEC. 14. Any development credit corporation de-
in federal act
authorized, siring to qualify and participate in the federal Small

Business Investment Act of 1958 and as hereafter
amended may do so and to that end may comply
with all the laws of the United States and all the
rules, regulations and requirements promulgated
pursuant thereto.

Eimergency. SEC. 15. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate February 20, 1959.
Passed the House March 10. 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.
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CHAPTER 214.
[S. B. 118.

MALE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION-CLASSIFICATION
CENTER.

AN ACT relating to the establishment of a correctional institu-
tion for the confinement of convicted male felons; provid-
ing for a reception and classification center in such institu-
tion for the commitment of all male offenders to such
center; procedures for administration, transferees from
other institutions, including incorrigible male juvenile
delinquents; authorizing the director of institutions to
select a site, prepare plans, specifications and contract for
construction and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby established under the Corectional

supervision and control of the director of the depart- established.

ment of institutions a correctional institution for the
confinement and rehabilitation of male persons con-
victed of a felony and such other persons transferred
to such institution as hereinafter provided. Such
institution shall be situated upon lands within the
state, to be selected by the director of institutions
under conditions as herein provided. Such institu-
tion shall be designed to be of an expandable type,
enabling complete construction of the institution
over an extended period. The director shall cause
preliminary plans, specifications and estimates of
cost to be made and for this purpose may retain
architectural and engineering services.

SEC. 2. The director is hereby authorized to Site
acquisition.

acquire by gift, purchase or condemnation a suitable
tract or parcel of land of not more than four hundred
acres as a site for a correctional institution, and f or
that purpose may enter into contracts to purchase
and to take title to real property in the name of the
state of Washington. Prior to entering into any
contract for the purchase of land, or acquiring such
land, by eminent domain, the director shall give
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preference to any and all offers to donate land by
any person or persons, federal agencies, or any
political subdivisions of the state. The director may
accept or reject any and all offers for the donation
of land when in his discretion such land is not suit-
able for the purposes and objects of such institution,
or is remotely located in such degree as would be
disadvantageous, in view of the needs and purposes
of such institutions.

codstcto SEC. 3. When title to the land selected by the
director, as provided in this act, has vested in the
state the director shall, upon the completion of plans
and specifications for such institution, publish a call
for bids, as provided by law, and enter into a contract
for the construction of such institution: Provided,
That no contract shall be entered into for the con-
struction of such institution until such time as an
appropriation for that purpose has been made by
the legislature.

Superinten- SEc. 4. The superintendent of the correctional
dent. Appoint-
ment, qualmf- institution established by this act shall be appointed

cations.
by the director. The superintendent shall have such
administrative experience and possess such qualifica-
tions as shall be fixed by the personnel board, or
such merit system board as shall be established by
law having jurisdiction of personnel within the de-
partment of institutions, with the advice and ap-
proval of the director.

Associate SEC. 5. The superintendent, subject to the ap-
dent- proval of the director, shall appoint such associate

superintendents as shall be deemed necessary. In the
event the superintendent shall be absent from the
institution, or during periods of illness or other situa-
tions incapacitating the superintendent from prop-
erly performing his duties, he shall appoint one of
the officers of the institution to act as superintendent
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during such period of absence, illness or incapacity,
subject to the approval of the director.

SEC. 6. The superintendent and all subordinate Personnel

officers and employees of such institution shall be udrbad

under the jurisdiction of the state personnel board
or such merit system board as shall be hereafter
established by law having jurisdiction within the
department of institutions.

SEC. 7. The supervisor of the division of children
and youth services of the department of institutions,
upon the approval of the director, shall have au-
thority to transfer to the correctional institution male
juvenile delinquents or male juveniles convicted of
a crime, who may hereafter be committed to the
division of children and youth services, or who are
now confined at facilities under the division of chil-
dren and youth services f or the custody of juvenile
delinquents: Provided, That such juveniles shall
not be retained in such institution after eighteen
years of age. Provided further, That the supervisor
of the division of children and youth services shall
retain custody of such juveniles for the purpose of
returning, in his discretion, such juveniles to the
transferring institution or such other facilities of the
division as he shall deem appropriate.

Transfer of
male juveniles
to institution
authorized.

SEC. 8. The superintendent shall have the f ollow- Superinten-

ing powers, duties and responsibilities: and duties.

(1) Subject to the rules and regulations of the
department, the superintendent shall have su-
pervision and management of the institution, the
grounds and buildings, subordinate officers and em-
ployees, and the prisoners committed or transferred
to such institution and the custody of such persons
until released as provided by law.

(2) Subject to the approval of the director, ap-
point all subordinate officers and employees, who
shall be removable from employment by the super-
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intendent, subject to the merit system rules of the
state personnel board as may be established by law
having jurisdiction of the officers and employees of
the department of institutions.

(3) The superintendent shall be the custodian of
the personal property of all inmates in the institution
and shall make rules and regulations governing the
accounting and disposition of all monies received
and earned by the inmates, not inconsistent with law,
and subject to the approval of the director.

Single cells- SEC. 9. Each prisoner in the correctional institu-
Exception.

tion shall be provided with a single cell: Provided,
however, That multiple type living arrangements
may be provided in forestry or other labor camps
maintained in conjunction with the institution.

Prograimsd SEC. 10. The superintendent, subject to the ap-
aut ze proval of the director and the institutional industries

commission, shall be authorized to establish such
industrial, vocational and agricultural programs as
will be most beneficial to the inmates of such in-
stitution.

Reception and SEC. 11. There shall be a department in such
classification
center, institution known as the reception and classification

center under the supervision of an associate super-
intendent which, subject to the rules and regulations
of the department, shall be charged with the func-
tion of receiving and classifying all male persons
committed or transferred to the institution, taking
into consideration age, type of crime for which com-
mitted, physical condition, behavior, attitude and
prospects for reformation for the purposes of con-
finement and treatment of male offenders convicted
of offenses punishable by imprisonment in the state
penitentiary or state reformatory, except offenders
convicted of crime and sentenced to death.

Sec. 12. Any male offender convicted of an
offense punishable by imprisonment in the state
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penitentiary or the state reformatory, except an of -
fender sentenced to death, shall, notwithstanding any
inconsistent provision of law, be sentenced to im-
prisonment in a penal institution under the jurisdic-
tion of the department of institutions without desig-
nating the name of such institution, and be committed
to the reception center for classification, confinement
and placement in such correctional facility under
the supervision of the department of institutions as
the director of institutions shall deem appropriate:
Provided, That the provisions of this section shall
become effective upon the certification of the director
of institutions to the superior courts and prosecuting
attorneys of each county and the chief justice of the
supreme court that facilities and personnel for the
implementation of commitments as above provided
are ready to receive persons committed under the
provisions of this section.

[CH. 214.

Prisoners
committed to
center-
Effective date,

Sec. 13. Nothing herein contained, however, shall Judges' juris-diction un-
be constructed to restrict or impair the power of anyimard
court or judge having jurisdiction to pronounce sen-
tence upon a person to whom this act applies, to fix
the term of imprisonment and to order his commit-
ment, according to law nor to deny the right of any
such court or judge to sentence to imprisonment; nor
to deny the right of any such court or judge to sus-
pend sentence or the execution of judgment thereon
or to make any other disposition of the case pursuant
to law; but in case the punishment imposed be im-
prisonment in the state penitentiary or the state re-
f ormatory, the warrant of commitment shall commit
the person convicted to the reception center estab-
lished by this act for classification, confinement and
placement as provided by this act.

Sec. 14. The director shall appoint a staff for the
reception center to interview, test, classify, and su-
pervise offenders committed to the center. Such
staff shall consist of such employees as the director
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shall determine to be adequate for prompt and effec-
tive classification. There shall be within the recep-
tion center a classification board, which should be
composed of such members of the staff of the recep-
tion center as the director may require. After making
a study and investigation of the facts of the cases of
the persons committed to the reception center as the
director may require, the board shall make and file in
the department a certificate in writing, recommend-
ing the state correctional institution best suited to
receive the offender during the term of his confine-
ment, the type of program to be followed and the
approximate length of such treatment. The state
board of prison terms and paroles. and other state
agencies shall cooperate with the department in
obtaining necessary investigative materials concern-
ing offenders committed to the reception center and
supply the reception center with necessary informa-
tion regarding social histories and community back-
ground.

Prisoners Sec. 15. The superintendent of the correctional
received.

institution established by this act shall receive all
male persons convicted of a felony by the superior
court and committed by the superior court to the
reception center for classification and placement in
such facility as the director shall designate, and all
persons transferred thereto by the director from the
state reformatory and state penitentiary, and other
correctional facilities of the department. The super-
intendent shall only receive prisoners for classifica-
tion and study in the institution upon presentation of
certified copies of a judgment, sentence and order of
commitment of the superior court, along with other
reports as may have been made in reference to each
individual prisoner.

Confinement SC
determination. S. 16. The director shall determine the state

correctional institution in which the offender shall
be confined during his term of imprisonment. The
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confinement of any offender shall be governed by Juidito

the laws applicable to the institution to which he is
certified for confinement, but his parole and discharge
shall be governed by the laws applicable to the sen-
tence imposed by the court.

SEC. 17. The director may make, amend and re- Rules

peal rules consistent with and in furtherance of the authorized.

provisions of this act.

SEC. 18. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate March 2, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 215.
[ S. B. 128.]1

DISPOSITION OF PARENTAL SCHOOL FACILITIES.

An Act relating to the acquisition of parental school facilities
by the state parks and recreation commission; and adding
a new section to chapter 43.51 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Was hington:

SEC. 1. There is added to chapter 43.51 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The commission may execute leases with options Acquisition

to purchase and then subsequently purchase but not school facili-
ties author-

before July 1, 1961, the parental school facilities now ized.

or hereafter owned or operated by school districts.
Leases with options to purchase shall include such
terms and conditions as the commission deems rea-
sonable and necessary to acquire the facilities. Not-
withstanding any provisions of law to the contrary,
the board of directors of each school district now or
hereafter owning or operating parental school facil-
ities may, without submission for approval to the vot-
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Acquisitionditc,
of parental ers of the school dsrcsell or execute leases with
school facili- opin
ties author- otnsto purchase such parental school facilities.
ized. Leases with options to purchase shall include such

terms and conditions as the board of directors deems
reasonable and necessary to dispose of the facilities
in a manner beneficial to the school district. The
commission, if it enters into a lease with option to
purchase parental school facilities, may exercise its
option and purchase such parental school facilities;
and a school district may, if it enters into a lease with
an option to purchase parental school facilities, upon
exercise of the option to purchase by the commission,
sell such parental school facilities and such sale may
be accomplished without first obtaining a vote of ap-
proval from the electorate of the school district.

Passed the Senate February 28, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 216.
E5. B. 172. 1

COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS.

AN ACT relating to education; amending section 2, chapter 157,
Laws of 1955 and RCW 28.19.010; amending section 1,
chapter 175, Laws of 1919 and RCW 36.16.020; amending
section 2, chapter 219, Laws of 1957 and RCW 36.16.070;
amending section 4, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 and RCW
28.19.030; amending section 12, chapter 157, Laws of 1955
and RCW 28.19.040; amending section 13, chapter 157, Laws
of 1955 and RCW 28.19.050; amending section 14, chapter
157, Laws of 1955 and RCW 28.19.060; amending section
17, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 and RCW 28.20.010; amend-
ing section 21, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 and RCW 28.20-
.040; amending section 1, chapter 28, Laws of 1933 and
RCW 28.63.100, 28.63.110, 28.63.120, 28.63.140, 28.63.150 and
28.63.160; amending section 9, page 288, Laws of 1909, as
last amended by section 2, chapter 28, Laws of 1933 and
RCW 28.63.170, 28.58.130, 28.66.070 and 28.66.080; amending
section 29, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 and RCW 28.19.110;
amending section 30, chapter 157. Laws of 1955 and RCW
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28.19.180; amending section 31, chapter 157, Laws of 1955
and RCW 28.19.120; adding four new sections to Title 28
RCW; and repealing RCW 28.63.130.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 RCW 28.1 9 .010

and RCW 28.19.010 are each amended to read as fol- aedd

lows:
A county superintendent shall be elected in each Election and

county of the state, or if two or more counties aretem

consolidated by the joining of offices of county super-
intendents of two or more counties as hereinafter pro-
vided, then for the counties embraced by such con-
solidation. He shall be elected by the voters of the
county, or if there be a consolidation of superinten-
dents' offices of two or more counties, then by the
voters of the counties so consolidated.

The election shall be conducted in the manner
provided by law for the holding of regular county
elections. Where the election is by consolidated
counties the county auditor of each county within
the consolidation, after the canvassing and tallying of
the votes, shall forward the results to the secretary
of state for canvass of the returns by the state can-
vassing board as provided by RCW 29.62.100. Such
canvassing board shall compile the total vote of all
the consolidated counties and certify the result.

His term of office shall begin on the second Mon-
day in January next succeeding his election and con-
tinue for four years and until his successor is elected
and qualified: Provided, That the term of office
of each county superintendent elected in 1962 shall
begin on the first Monday in September of 1963 and
continue until the second Monday in January of
1967 and until his successor is elected and qualified.
He shall take the oath of office and furnish an official
bond in a sum to be fixed by the county board of edu-
cation.

[ 999 ]
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RCW 36.16.020
amended.

Terms, county
and precinct
officers.

RCW 36.16.070 Sec. 3. Section 2, chapter 219, Laws of 1957 and
amended. RCW 36.16.070 are each amended to read as follows:
Deputies and I l ae hr h uiso n onyofc
employees. I l ae hr h uiso n onyofc

are greater than can be performed by the per-
son elected to fill it, the officer may employ deputies
and other necessary employees with the consent of
the board of county commissioners. The board shall
fix their compensation and shall require what depu-
ties shall give bond and the amount of bond re-
quired from each. The sureties on deputies' bonds
must be approved by the board and the premium
therefor is a county expense: Provided, That this
paragraph shall not apply to those employees of
the county superintendents holding a certificate from
the State Board of Education or State Board of Vo-
cational Education.

A deputy may perform any act which his prin-
cipal is authorized to perform. The officer appoint-
ing a deputy or other employee shall be responsible
for the acts of his appointees upon his official bond
and may revoke each appointment at pleasure.

Sac. 4. Section 4, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 and
RCW 28.19.030 are each amended to read as follows:

The county board of education, whether of an in-
dividual county or a consolidation of superinten-
dents' offices of counties, shall recommend two or
more candidates to the board or boards of county
commissioners for appointment to fill any vacancy

[I1000 ]
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Sec. 2. Section 1, chapter 175, Laws of 1919 and
RCW 36.16.020 are each amended to read as follows:

The term of office of all county and precinct offi-
cers shall be four years and until their successors are
elected and qualified and shall begin on the second
Monday in January following the election: Provided,
That this section shall not apply to county commis-
sioners: Provided further, That this section shall
not apply to county superintendents elected in 1962.

RCW 28.19.*030
amended.

Vacancy.
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that may occur in the office of county superinten-
dent in their county or consolidation of counties,
until the next general election. The county com-
missioners shall appoint a qualified person to fill
such vacancy.

SEC. 5. Section 12, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 and RCW 28.-19.040
amended.

RCW 28.19.040 are each amended to read as follows:
To be eligible for election or appointment to the Qualifications.

office of county superintendent, in addition to other
provisions of the law, a candidate must have com-
pleted five years of regular, accredited work in one
or more recognized higher institutions of learning;
have a teacher's, principal's or superintendent's cer-
tificate of the state of Washington and have five or
more years' experience in teaching or educational
administration in the common schools or in the office
of a county superintendent: Provided, That anyone
serving as a legally qualified county superintendent
or chief deputy county superintendent on the effec-
tive date of this act may be deemed qualified to
hold the office of county superintendent.

SEC. 6. Section 13, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 and RCW 28.19.050

RCW 28.19.050 are each amended to read as follows: aedd

The county auditor shall not place the name of Proof of

any person upon the official ballot as a candidate for qualifications.

the office of county superintendent unless such
person files in the office of the county auditor at the
time of filing his declaration of candidacy proof of
his qualifications for the office of county superin-
tendent as defined by this chapter. Where the posi-
tion is one for superintendent of consolidated coun-
ties the county auditor of the county in which the
office of the county superintendent is located shall
not certify any candidate until the declaration of
candidacy and proof of qualifications are filed with
such county auditor.

[I1001]
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RCW 28.19.060 ~catr17Lw f15 n
amended. SEC. 7. Section 14,chpe15,Lwof95an

RCW 28.19.060 are each amended to read as follows:
duowesan Each county superintendent:

(1) Shall exercise a careful supervision over the
common schools of his county, and see that all the
provisions of the common school laws are observed
and followed by the teachers, supervisors and school
officers;

(2) Shall visit the schools in his county, counsel
with directors and teachers, and assist in every pos-
sible way to advance the educational interests in his
county;

(3) Shall distribute promptly all reports, laws,
forms, circulars, and instructions which he may re-
ceive for the use of the schools and the teachers, and
execute the instructions and decisions of the superin-
tendent of public instruction, as provided by law;

(4) Shall enforce the outline course of study
adopted by the state board of education, or the course
of study adopted by any other lawful authority, and
enforce the rules and regulations required in the
examination of teachers;

(5) Shall prepare an outline course of study for
the books adopted in districts of the third class when
the needs of the county demand: Provided, That
said outline course of study shall be in harmony
with the course adopted by the state board of edu-
cation;

(6) Shall keep on file and preserve in his office
the biennial reports of the superintendent of public
instruction and the annual reports of the county
superintendent of his county;

(7) Shall keep in good and well-bound books, to
be furnished by the county commissioners, records of
his official acts;

(8) Shall preserve carefully all reports of school
officers and teachers, and at the close of his term of
office deliver to his successor all records, books, docu-
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ments and papers belonging to the office, eihrpowes.an
sonally or through his personal representative, taking
a receipt for the same, which shall be filed in the
office of the county auditor in the county where his
office is located;

(9) May administer oaths and affirmations to
school directors, teachers and other persons, on all of-
ficial matters connected with or relating to schools,
but he shall not make or collect any charge or fee for
so doing;

(10) Shall keep in a suitable book an official rec-
ord of all persons under contract to teach in the
schools of his county showing the number of the
school district, the date of the contract, the names of
the contracting parties, and the date of the expira-
tion of the teacher's certificate and the kind thereof,
the salary paid, and the date of commencing school,
with the length of term in days, which data shall be
immediately reported to the county auditor of the
county in which his office is located;

(11) Shall make an annual report to the superin-
tendent of public instruction on the first day of Au-
gust of each year, for the school year ending June
30th, next preceding. The report shall contain an ab-
stract of the reports made to him by the district
clerks, and such other matters as the superintendent
of public instruction shall direct. It shall be the duty
of the county commissioners and county auditor in
every county wherein the county superintendent is
about to retire from office to withhold the warrant of
his salary for the month of July until they have re-
ceived a certificate from the superintendent of public
instruction that the annual report of such county
superintendent has been made in a satisfactory man-
ner; and the superintendent of public instruction
shall transmit such certificate to the auditor imme-
diately upon receiving such satisfactory report;

(12) Shall keep in his office a full and correct
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Powiesa transcript of the boundaries of each school district in
the county, including joint districts. In case the
boundaries of the districts are conflicting or incor-
rectly described, he shall change, harmonize and de-
scribe them, and at their next regular meeting he
shall certify his action to the county commissioners
of his county, and shall file with them a complete
transcript of the boundaries of all school districts
affected by his action, which shall be entered upon
the journal of said board and become a part of their
records. The county superintendent shall, on re-
quest, furnish the district clerks with descriptions
of the boundaries of their respective districts;

(13) Shall appoint school district officers in dis-
tricts of the second and of the third class to fill vacan-
cies caused by death, resignation, failure to hold elec-
tion, failure to qualify before the day for taking office,
and absence from the district for a period of ninety
days or failure to attend four consecutive meetings
of the board without a reasonable excuse and ap-
point school officers for any new districts: Provided,
That when any new district is organized, such of the
school officers of the old district as reside within the
limits of the new one shall be such school officers of
the new one, and the vacancies in the old district
shall be filled by appointment;

(14) Shall apportion school funds;
(15) Shall conduct such examination of teach-

ers and make such records thereof as may be pre-
scribed by law: Provided, That he shall give ten days
notice of each examination by publication in some
newspaper of general circulation published in his
county, or if there be no newspaper, then by posting
up handbills, or otherwise;

(16) Shall hold teachers' institutes according to
law, and conduct such other meetings of the teachers
of his county as may be for the best interests of the
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school; and attend other meetings and conferences Powers n
9 duties.

which may be of benefit to the schools of his county;
(17) May hold each year, one or more direc-

tors' meetings, the expense of which shall be audited
and paid by the county commissioners: Provided,
That such expense shall not exceed the sum of one
hundred dollars in any one year;

(18) May suspend any teacher who may be teach-
ing in his county, against whom he files charges.
In case of such suspension he shall immediately
notify the superintendent of public instruction of his
action, and shall clearly and f ully state his reasons
for his action;

(19) Shall furnish free of charge teachers' regis-
ters, clerks' record books and other materials re-
ceived free of charge from the superintendent of
public instruction to all districts of his county;

(20) Shall council with school boards on selec-
tion of school sites and whenever any board of direc-
tors of school districts of the third class shall be au-
thorized, by the electors of their district, to erect a
school building, it shall be the duty of such board,
before entering into any contract for the erection
of any building, to obtain the approval of the county
superintendent of the county in which the building
is to be erected, of the plans and specifications for
the building to be erected, said superintendent to
give special attention to the provisions made therein
for heating, lighting and ventilation;

(21) Shall require all reports of school district
officers, teachers and others to be made promptly as
required by law;

(22) Shall see that the teacher's register is kept
in accordance with law and the instructions of the
superintendent of public instruction, and that the
records of the school district clerks are properly kept;

(23) Shall require the oath of office of all school
district officers be filed in his office, and shall furnish.
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dutisan a directory of all such officers to the county auditor
and to the county treasurer, upon blanks furnished
by the superintendent of public instruction, as soon
as the election or appointment of such officers is de-
termined and their oaths placed on file;

(24) Shall serve as ex officio secretary of the
county board of education and as ex officio secretary
of the county committee for school district organ-
ization;

(25) Shall with the advice and consent of the
county board of education adopt textbooks for all
school districts not maintaining a four year accred-
ited high school;

(26) Shall prepare an annual budget for his office
for approval by the county board of education;

(27) Shall serve as a member of the transpor-
tation commission as provided in RCW 28.24.010;

(28) Shall assist the school districts in prepara-
tion of their budgets as provided in chapter 28.63
RCW;

(29) Shall hear and act upon appeals as provided
in RCW 28.88.020;

(30) Shall cooperate with the state supervisor
of special aid for handicapped children and with
school districts in administering the educational
program for handicapped children as provided in
RCW 28.13.020;

(31) Shall cooperate with the state supervisor of
recreation and with school districts in administering
the recreation program as provided in RCW 28.14-
.020;

(32) Shall enforce the provisions of the compul-
sory attendance law as provided in chapter 28.27
RCW and chapter 28.28 RCW;

(33) Shall certify with the county treasurer to
the superintendent of public instruction the amount
of excise tax imposed by RCW 28.45.110;

(34) Shall certify certain statistical data as basis
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for apportionment purposes to county and state. offi-
cials as provided in chapter 28.44 RCW;

(35) Shall perform duties relating to capital
fund aid by nonhigh districts as provided in chapter
28.56 RCW;

(36) Shall carry out duties and issue orders creat-
ing new school districts and tranfers of territory as
provided in chapter 28.57 RCW;

(37) Shall perform all other duties prescribed
by law.

SEc. 8. Section 32, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 and RCW 28.9.19

RCW 28.19.190 are each amended to read as follows:med.
The office of the county superintendent of schools Abolishment

of office-
in any county having only one school district, or only Procedure.

one high school district and not more than three third
class school districts, within its boundaries may be
abolished. If in the opinion of the county committee
on school district organization in any county having
but one school district, or only one high school dis-
trict and not more than three third class school dis-
tricts, there is no need for a county superintendent in
that county, the cormmittee may by resolution re-
quest the county auditor to call and conduct a special
election in conjunction with the county or the state
general election, at which special election the elec-
tors of the county may vote for or against the abol-
ishment of the office of the county superintendent.
Upon receipt of such resolution the county auditor
shall call and conduct such election, and, if a major-
ity of the votes cast on the proposition favor the
abolishment of the office of the county superinten-
dent, the office shall be abolished at the end of the
term of office for which the incumbent county super-
intendent was elected or appointed.

Upon the abolishment of the office of the county
superintendent as provided in this section the county
superintendent shall deliver all of the files and rec-
ords of his office to the superintendent of schools for
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the school district in the county, and thereafter the
superintendent for the school district shall assume
the duties of the county superintendent insofar as
they apply to the schools of his district: Provided,
That if there is a high school district in such county,
the superintendent of the high school district shall
assume the duties of the county superintendent.

ROW 28.20.010 SEC. 9. Section 17, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 and
amended. RCW 28.20.010 are each amended to read as follows:

Members-- In each county, there shall be a county board of
Termns-
Vacancies, education, which shall consist of five members

elected by the voters of the county, one from each
of five county board-member districts, such dis-
tricts to be determined by the county committee on
school district organization. Such county board-
member districts shall be arranged on a basis of
equal population and so that not more than one
member of the county board shall come from any
one school district: Provided, That in counties hav-
ing less than five school districts, then the county
board-memnber districts shall be arranged so as to
give, as far as practicable, representation according
to equal population: Provided further, That the
county committee, at any time that such committee
deems it advisable, shall change the boundaries of
county board-member districts so as to provide as
far as practicable equal representation according
to population of such board-member districts.

In any county having a joint school district with
another county, all of the territory within such joint
district and lying within both counties shall be in-
cluded within a board-member district of the county
within which that part of such joint district in which
the administrative office of such joint district is
located, and the electors residing therein shall be
eligible to vote for and hold membership on the
county board of education of such county.
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Filing of candidacy for the county board shall be
with the county superintendent not more than sixty
days nor less than forty-five days prior to the elec-
tion, and he shall certify the names to the officials
conducting the elections in all districts.

Election of board members shall be held at the
time of the regular election of school district di-
rectors. Such election shall be called and notice
thereof given by the county superintendent in the
manner provided by law for giving notice of the
election of school district directors and such elec-
tion shall be conducted by the official in each school
district who conducts the election of school district
directors and in conjunction with the election of
school district directors. The term of office for each
board member shall be four years and until his suc-
cessor is duly elected and qualified.

The term of every county board member shall
begin on the twentieth day following his election
and each county board shall be organized at the first
meeting held after a newly elected member takes
office. In the event of a vacancy in the board from
any cause, such vacancy shall be filled by appoint-
ment of a person from the same board-member dis-
trict by the board of county commissioners or if it
is a joint board of education by the boards of county
commissioners of the consolidation. The appointed
board member shall serve until the next regular elec-
tion, at which time there shall be elected a member
to fill the unexpired term of the member of the board
whose position has been vacated.

SEC. 10. Section 21, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 RCW8.2.040

and RCW 28.20.040 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
Every county board of education shall: Duties of

(1) Advise with and pass upon the recomnmenda- bad

tion of the county superintendent in the preparation
of manuals, courses of study, rules and regulations
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for the circulating libraries, and to perform such
other duties as may be required by him;

(2) Advise with and pass upon the recommuenda-
tion of the county superintendent as to a choice of
textbooks of all school districts not maintaining a
four year accredited high school;

(3) Adopt rules and regulations for the schools
of the county, not inconsistent with the code of
public instruction or with the rules and regulations
of the state board of education or the superintendent
of public instruction;

(4) Approve the budget of the county superin-
tendent, and certify to the board of county commis-
sioners and to the state board of education the esti-
mates of the amounts needed for such budget;

(5) Meet regularly according to the schedule
adopted at the organization meeting, and in special
session upon the call of the chairman, or the sec-
retary, or a majority of the board;

(6) Assist the county superintendent in the se-
lection of personnel and clerical staff as provided in
RCW 28.19.020;

(7) Fix the amount of and approve the county
superintendent's bond as provided in RCW 36.16.050
and RCW 28.19.010; and

(8) Approve its own reimbursement claims as
provided in RCW 28.20.030.

SEC. 11. Section 1, chapter 28, Laws of 1933
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 28.63.100
through 28.63.160) is divided and amended to read
as set forth in sections 11 through 17 of this act, RCW
28.63.130 being hereby repealed.

RCW 28.63.100 SEC. 12. (RCW 28.63.100) Each school district
without of the second and the third class shall through its
amedmet.board of directors, provide a detailed budget con-

taining such information as may be called for, on
forms to be provided by the superintendent of public
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instruction who shall determine and direct a sched-
ule for the performance of duties by county and
district officers necessary to practical budget making.

SEC. 13. (RCW 28.63.110) The budget shall be
approved by the school directors after a public hear-
ing whereat any taxpayer may appear and be heard
for or against any part of such budget.

SEC. 14. (RCW 28.63.120) The preliminary
budget shall be forwarded to the county superin-
tendent before August 1st of each year, for review
and revision by a county reviewing committee. The
committee shall consist of the county superintendent
of schools, a member of the local board of directors
and members of the county board of education. The
reviewing committee shall finally fix and determine
the total amount of the budget.

SEC. 15. RCW 28.63.130 is hereby repealed.

SEC. 16. (RCW 28.63.140) The meetings of the
reviewing committee shall be open to the public, and
a copy of the original budget, and also a copy of the
revised budget shall be available for examination
by resident taxpayers who may attend the hearing.
In arriving at the amount of the budget, only current
taxes may be counted for the purpose of offsetting
outstanding warrants, unless the use of delinquent
taxes is approved by the reviewing committee.

SEC. 17. (RCW 28.63.150) On or before the last
Friday in September, the county superintendent
shall file one copy of the budget in his office, one
copy with the superintendent of public instruction
and one copy with the county auditor for the board
of county commissioners. The board of county com-
missioners must levy a tax on all the taxable prop-
erty in the district sufficient to raise the money to
meet the necessary expenditures shown by such
budget, after deducting the estimated revenues from
state and county funds and other miscellaneous
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RCW 28.63.110
en~acted
without
amendment.

Rcw 26.63.120
amended.
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RCW 28.63.150
en~acted
without
amendment.
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sources, together with such cash on hand as has not
been voted or allocated for other purposes or is not
needed to keep the district free from an interest
bearing warrant basis.

RCW 28.63.160 SEC. 18. (RCW 28.63.160) When in the judgment
enacted
without of any school board, additional expenditures other
amendment. than those allowed by the reviewing board are

deemed necessary, such expenditures shall be sub-
mitted to the voters at a special election for a special
levy as a separate item, and if authorized by a three-
fifths vote shall be levied and included in the final
budget.

SEC. 19. Section 9, page 288, Laws of 1909, as last
amended by section 2, chapter 28, Laws of 1933
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 28.63.170,
28.58.130, 28.66.070 and 28.66.080) is divided and
amended as set forth in sections 19 through 22 of
this act.

RCW 28.63.170 SEC. 20. (RCW 28.63.170) If an emergency arises
amended.
Emergency in a second or third class school district because of
expenditures, unforeseen conditions, the board of directors, in con-

sultation with the county reviewing cormmittee, shall
determine the best means of meeting such emer-
gency. When the proposed plan and the indebted-
ness theref or have received the approval of the state
superintendent of public instruction, it shall be put
into effect.

RCW 28.58.130 SEC. 21. (RCW 28.58.130) It shall be unlawful
enacted
without for any board of directors to contract indebtedness

amedmet.against its district in any one year in any sum in
excess of the aggregate amount set forth and ap-
proved in its final budget. The members of any
board of directors violating any provision of this
section shall be personally liable for the full amount
thus expended, or contracted for, and each director
having a part in such unlawful expenditure shall
immediately forfeit his office: Provided, That no
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board of directors shall be prohibited from making
expenditures for the payment of regular employees
and for the necessary repairs, and upkeep of the
school plant during the interim while the budget is
being settled.

SEC. 22. (RCW 28.66.070) Any county auditor
issuing or causing to be issued a district warrant for
any sum in excess of the aggregate total of a dis-
trict's annual budget shall be personally liable there-
for, and shall reimburse the district in double the
amount of any such sum.

SEC. 23. (RCW 28.66.080) An order for a warrant
issued by any local board of directors shall not be
transferable, and the county auditor shall issue no
warrant except to individuals or firms designated in
original district orders.

ROW 28.66.070
en~acted
without
amendment.

ROW 28.66.080
en~acted
without
amendment.

SEC. 24. There is added to Title 28 RCW a new New section.

section to read as follows:
One or more school districts within a county may Withdrawal

and consolida-be withdrawn from the office of the county super- tion author-

intendent of that county and consolidated with the ized.

office of the county superintendent of a contiguous
county in the manner and under the procedures pro-
vided for the consolidation of whole counties, and
thereafter such consolidated district or districts will
be subject to all provisions of law that are applicable
to consolidated counties.

SE~C. 25. Section 29, chapter 157, Laws of 1955 ROW 28.19.110

and RCW 28.19.110 are each amended to read as amended.

follows:
The board of county commissioners of each Budget.

county annually at the time the budgets are pre-
pared for the several county offices shall allocate
from county funds to the county superintendent for
his budget an amount sufficient to allow the county
superintendent to fulfill the duties and powers of
his office.
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amende8..8 SEC. 26. Section 30, chapter 157, Laws of 1955
and RCW 28.19.180 are each amended to read as
follows:

-Budgets. The budget of the county superintendent of a
consolidation of county superintendents' offices shall
be approved by the joint county board of education.
The boards of county commissioners of a consolida-
tion shall allocate from county funds for the county
superintendent's budget a total amount sufficient to
allow the county superintendent to fulfill the duties
and power of his office. Each county shall allocate
a percentage of the total amount as determined
above equal to the percentage that the assessed value
of all taxable property in the county bears to the
assessed value of all taxable property in the con-
solidation of counties. The county commissioners
of each county shall order the transfer of such funds
to the county treasurer in the county wherein the
county superintendent's headquarters office is lo-
cated to be credited to his budget, and the county
treasurer of said county shall be the custodian of
the fund, and the auditor of that county shall keep
a record of receipts and disbursements, and shall
draw and the county treasurer shall honor and pay
the warrants.

SEC. 27. Section 31, chapter 157, Laws of 1955
and RCW 28.19.120 are each emended to read as
follows:

The state board of education shall examine the
budget of each county superintendent and fix the
amount to be allocated thereto from state funds and
certify to the state superintendent of public instruc-
tion the amount of state funds needed for the county
superintendents' budgets as approved by the state
board of education and shall require the state super-
intendent of public instruction to allocate this amount
from the current state school fund or from funds
otherwise appropriated for that purpose to the
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county treasurers for deposit to the credit of the
county superintendents' budgets for the use of the
common schools. In each county or consolidation
of county superintendents' offices there is hereby
created a county superintendent's special service
fund into which such funds as are allocated by the
superintendent of public instruction under pro-
visions of this act and all such funds as are not
specifically allocated by the county current expense
fund, shall be deposited, and such funds shall be ex-
pended by warrants drawn by the county auditor
upon vouchers approved by the county superin-
tendent and the county board of education.

SEc. 28. There is added to Title 28 RCW a new New section.

section to read as follows:
If the boundaries of any school district within a Procedure if

boundary
county or within a consolidation of counties as pro- change affects

board mem-
vided for in this act are changed in any manner so ber district.

as to affect county board-member districts, the
boundaries of the county board-member districts so
affected shall be changed by the county committee
on school district organization so as to include all of
the school district as constituted by such change of
boundaries within the county board-member district
in which such school district was located before its
change of boundaries was effected.

SEC. 29. There is added to Title 28 RCW a new New section.

section to read as follows:
Where two or more counties are consolidated or -Elect .on of

superinten-
where one or more counties are consolidated with a dent-Salary.

part or parts of one or more counties as provided
for in this act, a county superintendent shall be
elected as county superintendent of such consolida-
tion. The population of such consolidation shall be
determined by the county board of education or the
joint county boards of education, and the salary of
the county superintendent of such consolidation
shall be the same as the salary of the county super-
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intendent in a single county having a population
equal to that of the population of the consolidation
as determined by the county board of education or
joint county boards of education.

New section. SEC. 30. There is added to Title 28 RCW a new
section to read as follows:

Plan for The state board of education is authorized and
consolidation
of offices, directed, in cooperation with the superintendent of

public instruction, the county superintendents, the
county boards of education and the county commnit-
tees on school district organization, to prepare a
comprehensive plan for the consolidation of county
superintendents' offices for service areas, such com-
prehensive plan to be prepared for consideration by
the 1961 state legislature.

Severability. SEC. 31. If any section or provision of this act be
adjudged to be invalid or unconstitutional, such ad-
judication shall not aff ect the validity of the act as
a whole or any section, provision or part thereof not
adjudged invalid or unconstitutional.

Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.
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CHAPTER 217.
ES. B. 186.

CEMETERY PROPERTY-STATE HIGHWAY PURPOSES.

AN ACT providing for the passage of state highways through
cemeteries and amending section 69, chapter 247, Laws of
1.943, as last amended by section 1, chapter 69, Laws of
1947 and RCW 68.24.180.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 69, chapter 247, Laws of 1943, RCW 68.24.180

as amended by section 1, chapter 69, Laws of 1947,ed,

and RCW 68.24.180 are each amended to read as
follows:

After dedication pursuant to this act, and as long Opening of
public thor-

as the property remains dedicated to cemetery pur- oughfare or

poses, no railroad, street, road, alley, pipe line, pole through
cernetery-

line, or other public thoroughfare or utility shall be Consent
required.

laid out, through, over, or across any part of it
without the consent of the cemetery authority own-
ing an operating it, or of not less than two-thirds of
the owners of interment plots: Provided, That so
long as the action is commenced prior to March 31,
1961, the Washington state highway commission may
condemn for state highway purposes for Primary
State Highway No. 14 in the vicinity of Gig Harbor
land in any burial ground or cemetery in the follow-
ing cases: (1) Where no organized or known au-
thority is in charge of any such cemetery, or (2)
where the necessary consent cannot be obtained and
the court shall find that considerations of highway
safety necessitate the taking of such land. Any
judgment entered in such condemnation proceedings
shall provide and require that before any entry is
made on the land condemned for the purpose of
construction or for the use of the same for state high-
way purposes, the state shall, at its own expense,
remove or cause to be removed, from such land any
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bodies buried therein and suitably reinter them else-
where to the satisfaction of relatives, if they can be
f ound.

Passed the Senate February 19, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 218.
[ S. B. 219. 1

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS-FINANCES.

AN ACT relating to public utility district financing; authorizing
funding and refunding procedures; amending section 8,
chapter 390, Laws of 1955 and RCW 54.16.070, section 1,
chapter 140, Laws of 1957 and RCW 54.24.010, sections 1,
2, and 4 through 11, chapter 182, Laws of 1941 and section 3,
chapter 182, Laws of 1941, as amended by section 2, chapter
143, Laws of 1945, and RCW 54.24.020 through 54.24.12,0,
adding two sections to chapter 54.04 RCW; and declaring
an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 54.16.070 SECTION 1. Section 8, chapter 390, Laws of 1955,
amended.

and RCW 54.16.070 are each amended to read as
follows:

May borrow A district may contract indebtedness or borrow
money and
issue bonds, money for any corporate purpose on its credit or on

the revenues of its public utilities, and to evidence
such indebtedness may issue general obligation bonds
or revenue obligations, the general obligation bonds
not to be sold for less than par and accrued interest;
may issue and sell local utility district bonds of dis-
tricts created by the commission, and may purchase
with surplus funds such local utility district bonds,
and may create a guaranty fund to insure prompt
payment of all local utility district bonds.

ROW 54.24.010 SEC. 2. Section 1, chapter 140, Laws of 1957 and
amended.

RCW 54.24.010 are each amended to read as follows:
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The treasurer of the county in which a utility BonDutes

district is located shall be ex officio treasurer of the Deposris

district: Provided, That the cormmission by resolu-
tion may designate some other person having ex-
perience in financial or fiscal matters as treasurer
of the utility district. The commission may, and if
the treasurer is not the county treasurer it shall,
require a bond, with a surety company authorized
to do business in the state of Washington, in an
amount and under the terms and conditions which
the commission by resolution from time to time finds
will protect the district against loss. The premium
on any such bond shall be paid by the district.

All district funds shall be paid to the treasurer
and shall be disbursed by him only on warrants
issued by an auditor appointed by the commission,
upon orders or vouchers approved by it. The treas-
urer shall establish a public utility district fund,
into which shall be paid all district funds, and he
shall maintain such special funds as may be created
by the commission, into which he shall place all
money as the commission may, by resolution, direct.

If the treasurer of the district is the treasurer
of the county all district funds shall be deposited
with the county depositaries under the same restric-
tions, contracts, and security as provided for county
depositaries; if the treasurer of the district is some
other person, all funds shall be deposited in such
bank or banks authorized to do business in this state
as the commission by resolution shall designate, and
with surety bond to the district or securities in lieu
thereof of the kind, no less in amount, as provided
in RCW 36.48.020 for deposit of county funds.

Such surety bond or securities in lieu thereof
shall be filed or deposited with the treasurer of the
district, and approved by resolution of the commis-
sion.

All interest collected on district funds shall be-
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long to the district and be deposited to its credit in
the proper district funds.

A district may provide and require a reasonable
bond of any other person handling moneys or se-
curities of the district: Provided, That the district
pays the premium thereon.

SEc. 3. Section 1, chapter 182, Laws of 1941 and
RCW 54.24.020 are each amended to read as follows:

Whenever the commission of a public utility dis-
trict, organized pursuant to chapter 1 of the Laws
of 1931 (sections 11605 et seq. of Remington's Re-
vised Statutes) shall deem it advisable that the dis-
trict purchase, purchase and condemn, acquire or
construct any public utility, or make any additions
or betterments thereto or extensions thereof, the
commission shall provide therefor by resolution,
which shall specify and adopt the system or plan
proposed and declare the estimated cost thereof, as
near as may be, including as part of such cost funds
necessary for working capital for the operation of
such public utility by the district and for the pay-
ment of the expenses incurred in the acquisition or
construction thereof, and shall specify whether gen-
eral obligation bonds or revenue obligations are to
be issued to defray such cost and the amount of such
general obligation bonds or revenue obligations.

The commissioners may provide in such resolu-
tion that any additional works, plants, or facilities
subsequently acquired or constructed by the district
for the same uses, whether or not physically con-
nected therewith, shall be deemed additions or
betterments to or extensions of such public utility.

SEC. 4. Section 2, chapter 182, Laws of 1941 and
RCW 54.24.030 are each amended to read as follows:

Whenever the commission shall deem it advisable
to issue revenue obligations for the purpose of de-
fraying the cost or part of the cost of such public
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utility or any additions or betterments thereto or
extensions thereof, it shall have power as a part of
such plan and system to create a special fund or
funds for the purpose of defraying the cost of such
public utility, or additions or betterments thereto or
extensions thereof, into which special fund or funds
it may obligate and bind the district to set aside and
pay a fixed proportion of the gross revenues of such
public utility, and all additions or betterments
thereto or extensions thereof, or any fixed amount
out of, and not exceeding a fixed proportion of such
revenues, or a fixed amount without regard to any
fixed proportion, or an amount of such revenues
equal to a fixed percentage of the aggregate principal
amount of revenue obligations at any time issued
against the special fund or funds, and to issue and
sell revenue obligations payable as to both principal
and interest only out of such fund or funds.

Such revenue obligations shall bear such date or
dates, mature at such time or times, be in such de-
nominations, be in such form, either coupon or regis-
tered, or both, carry such registration privileges, be
made transferable, exchangeable, and interchange-
able, be payable in such medium of payment, at such
place or places, and be subject to such terms of re-
demption as the commission shall by resolution de-
termine.

Any resolution or resolutions authorizing the is-
suance of any revenue obligations maturing in not
exceeding six years from the date thereof (herein-
after in this section referred to as "short term obliga-
tions") may contain, in addition to all other pro-
visions authorized by this title, and as an alternate
method for the payment thereof, provisions which
shall be a part of the contract with the holders of the
short term obligations thereby authorized as to:

(1) Refunding the short term obligations at or
prior to maturity and, if so provided, outstanding
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Revenue
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est.

bonds by the issuance of revenue bonds of the dis-
trict either by the sale of bonds and application of
the proceeds to the payment of the short term
obligations and outstanding bonds or by the ex-
change of bonds for the short term obligations;

(2) Satisfying, paying, or discharging the short
term obligations at the election of the district by the
tender or delivery of revenue bonds of the district
in exchange theref or: Provided, That the aggregate
principal amount of bonds shall not exceed by more
than five percent the aggregate principal amount of
the short term obligations, to satisfy, pay, or dis-
charge said short term obligations for which the
bonds are tendered or delivered;

(3) Exchanging or converting the short term
obligations at the election of the holder thereof for
or into the bonds of the district: Provided, That the
aggregate principal amount of the bonds shall not
exceed by more than five percent the aggregate
principal amount of the short term obligations to be
exchanged for or converted into bonds;

(4) Pledging bonds of the district as collateral
to secure payment of the short term obligations and
providing for the terms and conditions of the pledge
and the manner of enforcing the pledge, which terms
and conditions may provide for the delivery of the
bonds in satisfaction of the short term obligations:
Provided, That the aggregate principal amount of
the bonds pledged shall not exceed by more than five
percent the aggregate principal amount of the short
term obligations to secure said short term obligations
for which they are pledged;

(5) Depositing bonds in escrow or in trust with
a trustee or fiscal agent or otherwise providing f or
the issuance and disposition of the bonds as security
for carrying out any of the provisions in any reso-
lution adopted pursuant to this section and provid-
ing for the powers and duties of the trustee, fiscal
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agent, or other depositary and the terms and con-
ditions upon which the bonds are to be issued, held
and disposed of;

(6) Any other matters of like or different char-
acter which relate to any provision or provisions of
any resolution adopted pursuant to this section.

A district shall have power to make contracts for
the future sale from time to time of revenue obliga-
tions by which the purchasers shall be committed to
purchase such revenue obligations from time to time
on the terms and conditions stated in such contract;
and a district shall have power to pay such consider-
ation as it shall deem proper for such commitments.

SEC. 5. Section 5, chapter 182, Laws of 1941 and RCW 54.24.040

RCW 54.24.040 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

In creating any special fund for the payment of
revenue obligations, the commission shall have due
regard to the cost of operation and maintenance of
the plant or system constructed or added to, and to
any proportion or amount of the revenues previously
pledged as a fund for the payment of revenue obliga-
tions, and shall not set aside into such special fund
or funds a greater amount or proportion of the
revenues and proceeds than in its judgment will be
available over and above such cost of maintenance
and operation and the amount or proportion, if any,
of the revenues so previously pledged. Any such
revenue obligations and interest thereon issued
against any such fund as herein provided shall be a
valid claim of the holder thereof only as against such
special fund and the proportion or amount of the
revenues pledged to such fund, but shall constitute
a prior charge over all other charges or claims what-
soever, including the charge or lien of any general
obligation bonds against such fund and the propor-
tion or amount of the revenues pledged thereto.
Such revenue obligations shall not constitute an
indebtedness of such district within the meaning of

[1023]
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the constitutional provisions and limitations. Each
revenue obligation shall state on its face that it is
payable from a special fund, naming such fund and
the resolution creating it, or shall describe such
alternate method for the payment thereof as shall
be provided by the resolution authorizing same.

It is the intention hereof that any pledge of the
revenues or other moneys or obligations made by a
district shall be valid and binding from the time
that the pledge is made; that the revenues or other
moneys or obligations so pledged and thereafter
received by a district shall imm-ediately be subject
to the lien of such pledge without any physical
delivery or further act, and that the lien of any
such pledge shall be valid and binding as against
any parties having claims of any kind in tort, con-
tract, or otherwise against a district irrespective of
whether such parties have notice thereof. Neither
the resolution or other instrument by which a pledge
is created need be recorded.

RCW 54.24.050 SEC. 6. Section 3, chapter 182, Laws of 1941, as
amened. amended by section 2, chapter 143, Laws of 1945,

and RCW 54.24.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

Covenants to Any resolution creating any such special fund or
secure bond-
holders, authorizing the issue of revenue obligations payable

therefrom, or by such alternate method of payment
as may be provided therein, shall specify the title
of such revenue obligations as determined by the
commission and may contain covenants by the dis-
trict to protect and safeguard the security and the
rights of the holders thereof, including covenants as
to, among other things:

(1) The purpose or purposes to which the pro-
ceeds of sale of such obligations may be applied and
the use and disposition thereof;

(2) The use and disposition of the gross revenues
of the public utility, and any additions or better-
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ments thereto or extensions thereof, the cost of
which is to be defrayed with such proceeds, including
the creation and maintenance of funds for working
capital to be used in the operation of the public
utility and for renewals and replacements to the
public utility;

(3) The amount, if any, of additional revenue
obligations payable from such fund which may be
issued and the terms and conditions on which such
additional revenue obligations may be issued;

(4) The establishment and maintenance of ade-
quate rates and charges for electric energy, water,
and other services, facilities, and commodities sold,
furnished, or supplied by the public utility;

(5) The operation, maintenance, management,
accounting, and auditing of the public utility;

(6) The terms and prices upon which such
revenue obligations or any of them may be redeemed
at the election of the district;

(7) Limitations upon the right to dispose of such
public utility or any part thereof without providing
for the payment of the outstanding revenue obliga-
tions; and

(8) The appointment of trustees, depositaries,
and paying agents to receive, hold, disburse, invest,
and reinvest all or any part of the income, revenues,
receipts, and profits derived by the district from the
operation, ownership, and management of its public
utility.

SEC. 7. Section 4, chapter 182, Laws of 1941 and RCW 54.24.060

RCW 54.24.060 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

Such utility revenue obligations shall be sold and Sale of
revenue

delivered in such manner and for such price or obligations.

prices and at such time or times as the commission
shall deem for the best interests of the district: Pro-
vided, That the net interest cost to the district over
the life of any issue of revenue obligations shall not
exceed six percent per annum. The words "life of
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"Life of any any issue of revenue obligations" shall mean theissue of
obiain. period from the date thereof, or from the interest

payment date next preceding the delivery thereof,
whichever is the later, to the respective maturity
dates of the revenue obligations constituting such

"Net income issue, and. the words "net interest cost" shall mean
cost," the aggregate of the interest payable on all of the

revenue obligations constituting such issue over the
life thereof as above defined, less the amount of any
premium payable by the purchaser thereof, or plus
the amount of any discount if sold at less than par.
The amount of premium, if any, which might be-
come payable upon the redemption of such revenue
obligations prior to the maturity thereof shall not
be considered in determining such net interest cost.
The commission may, if it deem it to the best interest
of the district, provide in any contract for the con-
struction or acquisition of the public utility, or the
additions or betterments thereto or extensions
thereof, that payment therefor shall be made only
in such revenue obligations at the par value thereof.

ROW 54.24.070 SEC. 8. Section 6, chapter 182, Laws of 1941
amened. and RCW 54.24.070 are each amended to read as

follows:
Registration Prior to the issue and delivery of any revenue
of bonds--
Prima facie obligations, such obligations and a certified copy of
validity, the resolution authorizing the issuance thereof shall

if the revenue obligation mature in whole in more
than six years from date thereof, and may if the
revenue obligations mature in whole in not more
than six years from date thereof, be forwarded by
the commission to the state auditor together with
any additional information that he may require, and
when such revenue obligations have been examined
they shall be registered by the state auditor in books
to be kept by him for the purpose and a certificate
of such registration shall be endorsed upon each
revenue obligation and signed by the state auditor
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or a deputy appointed by him for the purpose. Such
revenue obligations, after having been so registered
and bearing such certificate, shall be held in every
action, suit, or proceeding in which their validity is
or may be brought into question prima f acie valid
and binding obligations of the districts in accordance
with their terms, notwithstanding any defects or
irregularities in the proceedings for the organization
of the district and the election of the commissioners
thereof or for the authorization and issuance of such
revenue obligations or in the sale, execution, or de-
livery thereof.

SEC. 9. Section 7, chapter 182, Laws of 1941 RCW 54.24.080

and RCW 54.24.080 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

The commission of each district which shall have Rates arnd

revenue obligations outstanding shall have the cags

power and shall be required to establish, maintain,
and collect rates or charges f or electric energy and
water and other services, facilities, and commodities
sold, furnished, or supplied by the district which
shall be fair and nondiscriminatory and adequate to
provide revenues sufficient for the payment of the
principal of and interest on such revenue obligations
for which the payment has not otherwise been pro-
vided and all payments which the district is obligated
to set aside in any special fund or funds created for
such purpose, and for the proper operation and
maintenance of the public utility and all necessary
repairs, replacements, and renewals thereof.

SEC. 10. Section 8, chapter 182, Laws of 1941 RC 54.24.090

and RCW 54.24.090 are each amended to read as amended.

follows:
Whenever any district shall have outstanding any Funding and

utility revenue obligations, the commission shall bo~nds

have power by resolution to provide for the issu-
ance of funding or refunding revenue obligations
with which to take up and refund such outstanding
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revenue obligations or any part thereof at the
maturity thereof or before maturity if the same
be by their terms or by other agreement subject to
call for prior redemption, with the right in the
commission to include various series and issues of
such outstanding revenue obligations in a single is-
sue of funding or refunding revenue obligations,
and to issue refunding revenue obligations to pay
any redemption premium payable on the outstand-
ing revenue obligations being funded or refunded.
Such funding or refunding revenue obligations shall
be payable only out of a special fund created out of
the gross revenues of such public utility, and shall
only be a valid claim as against such special fund
and the amount of the revenues of such utility
pledged to such fund. The net interest cost to the
district over the life of any issue of such revenue
obligations shall not exceed six percent per annum.
computed as provided in section 7 of this act. Such
funding or refunding revenue obligations shall in the
discretion of the commission be exchanged at par
for the revenue obligations which are being funded
or refunded or shall be sold in such manner as the
commission shall deem for the best interest of the
district. Said funding or refunding revenue obliga-
tions shall except as specifically provided in this
section, be issued in accordance with the provisions
with respect to revenue obligations in this act set
forth.

RCW 54.24.100 SEC. 11. Section 9, chapter 182, Laws of 1941
amended, and RCW 54.24.100 are each amended to read as

follows:
]Bands and All revenue obligations, including funding and
couos how
sined, refunding revenue obligations, shall be executed in

such manner as the commission may determine:
Provided, That at least one signature on each such
revenue obligation shall be a manual signature of a
member of the commission: Provided, That war-
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rants may be signed as provided in RCW 54.24.010.
The interest coupons attached to any revenue obliga-
tions may be executed with facsimile or lithographed
signatures, or otherwise, as the commission may
determine.

SEC. 12. Section 10, chapter 182, Laws of 1941 RCW 54.24.110

and RCW 54.24.110 are each amended to read as amended.

follows:
The provisions of this act and the provisions Of Resolution as

chapter 1, Laws of 1931, not hereby superseded, and contract.

of any resolution or resolutions providing f or the
issuance of any revenue obligations as herein set
f orth shall constitute a contract with the holder
or holders of such revenue obligations and the agree-
ments and covenants of the district and its commis-
sion under said acts and any such resolution or reso-
lutions shall be enforceable by any revenue obliga-
tion holder by mandamus or any other appropriate
suit or action in any court of competent jurisdiction.

SEC. 13. Section 11, chapter 182, Laws of 1941 ROW 54.24.120

and RCW 54.24.120 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
All bonds, warrants, and revenue obligations Obligations as

la flsecuri.
issued under the authority of chapter 1, Laws of 1931 t ies 'and

and this act shall be legal securities, which may be ivsmns

used by any bank or trust company for deposit with
the state treasurer, or any county, city, or town
treasurer, as security for deposits in lieu of a surety
bond under any law relating to deposits of public
moneys and shall constitute legal investments for
trustees and other fiduciaries other than corpora-
tions doing a trust business in this state and for sav-
ings and loan associations, banks, and insurance com-
panies doing business in this state. All such bonds,
warrants, and revenue obligations and all coupons
appertaining thereto shall be negotiable instruments
within the meaning of and for all purposes of the
negotiable instruments law of this state.
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New section. SEC. 14. There is added to chapter 54.04 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

"Revenue As used in this title "revenue obligation" or
obligations" cc
defined, revenue obligations" mean and include bonds,

notes, warrants, certificates of indebtedness, or any
other evidences of indebtedness issued by a district
which, by the terms thereof, shall be payable from
the revenues of its public utilities.

New section. SEc. 15. There is added to chapter 54.24 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Destruction After any revenue obligations or interest coupons
of revenue
obligations have been canceled or paid they may be destroyed
authorized.

as directed by the district, any provisions of chapter
40.14 RCW notwithstanding: Provided, That a cer-
tificate of destruction giving full descriptive ref er-
ence to the documents destroyed shall be made by
the person or persons authorized to perform such
destruction and one copy of the certificate shall be
filed with the treasurer of the district.

Emergency. SEC. 16. This act is necessary for the immnediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take eff ect immediately.

Passed the Senate February 20, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.
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CHAPTER 219.
[ S. B. 258.

CORPORATIONS INSOLVENCY-PREFERENCES.

AN ACT relating to preferences by insolvent corporations; pro-
viding a definition of insolvency; adding a requirement
of knowledge; and amending sections 1 and 3, chapter 103,
Laws of 1941, and RCW 23.72.010 and 23.72,030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 103, Laws of 1941 RCW 23.72.010
and RCW 23.72.010 are each amended to read as anmnded.

follows:
Words and terms used in this chapter shall be Definitions.

defined as follows:
(1) "Receiver" means any receiver, trustee, corn- "Receiver."

mon law assignee, or other liquidating officer of an
insolvent corporation;

(2) "Date of application"~ means the date of filing "Date of

with the clerk of the court of the petition or other application..

application for the appointment of a receiver, pursu-
ant to which application such appointment is made;
or in case the appointment of a receiver is lawfully
made without court proceedings, it means the date
on which the receiver is designated, elected or other-
wise authorized to act as such;

(3) "Preference" means a judgment procured or "Preference."

suffered against itself by an insolvent corporation or
a transfer of any of the property of such corporation,
the effect of the enforcement of which judgment or
transfer at the time it was procured, suffered, or
made, would be to enable any one of the creditors
of such corporation to obtain a greater percentage
of his debt than any other creditor of the same
class;

(4) "Insolvent" means, for the purposes of this "Insolvent."

act, a condition whereby the aggregate of a corpora-
tion's property, exclusive of any property which it

[ 1031 ]
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may have conveyed, transferred, concealed, removed
or permitted to be concealed or removed, with in-
tent to defraud, hinder, or delay its creditors, shall
not at a fair valuation be sufficient in amount to pay
its debts.

ROW 23.72.030 SEc. 2. Section 3, chapter 103, Laws of 1941,
amended, and RCW 23.72.030 are each amended to read as

follows:
Preference Any preference made or suffered within four
voidable, months before the date of application for the ap-
when.

pointment of a receiver may be avoided and the
property or its value recovered by such receiver, if
the person receiving the preference or to be benefited
thereby or his agent acting therein shall then have
reasonable cause to believe that the debtor cor-
poration is insolvent. No preference made or suf-
fered prior to such four months' period may be
recovered, and all provisions of law or of the trust
fund doctrine permitting recovery of any preference
made beyond such four months' period are hereby
specifically superseded.

Passed the Senate March 5, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.
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CHAPTER 220.
[ S. B. 267.

MASSACHUSETTS TRUST ACT OF 1959.

AN ACT relating to creation, taxation, and regulation of the
Massachusetts trust form of business association.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTioN 1. This act may be known and cited as Short title.

the "Massachusetts Trust Act of 1959".

SEC. 2. A Massachusetts trust is an unincorpo-
rated business association created at common law
by an instrument under which property is held and
managed by trustees for the benefit and profit of
such persons as may be or may become the holders
of transferable certificates evidencing beneficial in-
terests in the trust estate, the holders of which cer-
tificates are entitled to the same limitation of per-
sonal liability extended to stockholders of private
corporations.

Massachusetts
trust defined.

SEC. 3. A Massachusetts trust is permitted as a Trust

recognized form of association for the conduct ofauhrzd

business within the state of Washington.

SEC. 4. (1) Any Massachusetts trust desiring to Procedure to
do business

do business in this state shall file with the secretary in state.

of state a verified copy of the trust instrument creat-
ing such a trust and any amendment thereto, the
assumed business name, if any, and the names and
addresses of its trustees; and it shall also file true
copies of the foregoing with the county auditor in
the county in which it has its principal place of
business in this state, and also in any county in
which it owns any real property.

(2) Any person dealing with such Massachusetts Trust instru-

trust shall be bound by the terms and conditions ofmetbnig

the trust instrument and any amendments thereto
so filed.

[ 1033 J
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Taxes or ()AyMsahststutcetdudrti
fees. ()AyMsahststutcetdudrti

act or entering this state pursuant thereto shall pay
such taxes and fees as are imposed by the laws,
ordinances, and resolutions of the state of Washing-
ton and any counties and municipalities thereof on
domestic and foreign corporations, respectively, on
an identical basis therewith. In computing such
taxes and fees, the shares of beneficial interest of
such a trust shall have the character for tax purposes
of shares of stock in private corporations.

Corporation ()n rs hl et
law appli- ()AyMassachusetts trs hl esubject t
cable, such applicable provisions of law, now or hereafter

enacted, with respect to domestic and foreign cor-
porations, respectively, as relate to the issuance of
securities, filing of required statements or reports,
service of process, general grants of power to act,
right to sue and be sued, limitation of individual
liability of shareholders, rights to acquire, mortgage,
sell, lease, operate and otherwise to deal in real and
personal property, and other applicable rights and
duties existing under the common law and statutes
of this state in a manner similar to those applicable
to domestic and foreign corporations.

Rules and (5) The secretary of state, director of licenses,
regulations
authorized, and the tax commission of the state of Washington,

and the several county auditors in which any such
Massachusetts trust shall have its principal place of
business or own any real property are each au-
thorized and directed to prescribe binding rules and
regulations applicable to said Massachusetts trusts
consistent with this act.

Severability. SEC. 5. Notwithstanding any other evidence of
legislative intent, it is declared to be the controlling
legislative intent that if any provision of this act, or
the application thereof to any person or circum-
stances is held invalid, the remainder of the act and
the application of such provision to persons or cir-
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cumstances other than those as to which it is held
invalid shall not be affected thereby.

Passed the Senate March 6, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 221.
[S. B. 294.

FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICTS-FINANCES.

AN ACT relating to fire protection districts; amending section
34, chapter 34, Laws of 1939 as last amended by section 1,
chapter 134, Laws of 1955, and RCW 52.16.020; and amend-
ing section 39, chapter 34, Laws of 1939 as last amended
by section 3, chapter 134, Laws of 1955, and RCW 52.16.070.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 34, chapter 34, Laws of 1939 RCw 52.16.020
amended.

as last amended by section 1, chapter 134, Laws of
1955, and RCW 52.16.020 are each amended to read
as follows:

In each county in which a fire protection district Funds.

is situated, there are hereby created in the county
treasurer's office, for the use of each said district,
the following funds: (1) Expense fund; (2) coupon
warrant fund; (3) reserve fund; (4) local improve-
ment district No ......fund; and (5) general obliga-
tion bond fund. All taxes levied for administrative,
operative, and maintenance purposes and for the
purchase of firefighting equipment and apparatus
and for the housing thereof, when collected, and pro-
ceeds from the sale of coupon warrants shall be
placed by the county treasurer in the expense fund.
All taxes levied for the payment of coupon warrants
and interest thereon, when collected, shall be placed
by the county treasurer in the coupon warrant fund.
Proceeds from the sale of general obligation bonds

[ 1035 1
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shall be placed by the county treasurer in the ex-
pense fund. The board of fire commissioners may
include in its annual budget items of possible outlay
to be provided f or and held in reserve for any dis-
trict purpose, and taxes shall be levied theref or, and
all such taxes, when collected, shall be placed by the
county treasurer in the reserve fund; said reserve
fund, or any part thereof, may be transferred by the
county treasurer to any other funds of the district
at any time upon order of the board of fire commis-
sioners. All special taxes levied against the lands
in any improvement district within the district,
when collected, shall be placed by the county treas-
urer in the local improvement district fund for siuch
local improvement district.

RCW 52.16.070 SEC. 2. Section 39, chapter 34, Laws of 1939 as
amended.

last amended by section 3, chapter 134, Laws of
1955, and RCW 52.16.070 are each amended to read
as follows:

Obligations Except as authorized by virtue of the issuance
shall not
exceed taxes and sale of district coupon warrants and general
and cash
balances, obligation bonds, the board of fire commissioners

shall have no authority to incur expenses or other
financial obligations payable in any year in excess
of the aggregate amount of taxes levied for that year
and the cash balances on hand in the expense and
reserve funds of the district on the first day of that
year. In the event that there are any unpaid war-
rants drawn on any district fund or funds for ex-
penses and obligations incurred outstanding at the
end of any calendar year, the same may be paid from
taxes collected in the subsequent year or years for
the same fund or funds.

Passed the Senate February 19, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.
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CHAPTER 222.
[ S. B. 295.]1

AGRICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, WEED SEEDS.

AN ACT relating to agricultural seeds, vegetable seeds, weeds
and weed seeds; and amending section 2, chapter 233,
Laws of 1955 and RCW 15.48.010; section 5, chapter 233,
Laws of 1955 and RCW 15.48.040; section 7, chapter 233,
Laws of 1955 and RCW 15.48.060.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 233, Laws of 1955 RCW 154.00
amended.and RCW 15.48.010 are each amended to read as

follows:
For the purpose of this chapter:
(1) "Director" means the director of agriculture Definitions.

of the state of Washington and his authorized "Director."

deputies or agents;
(2) "Agricultural seeds" include the seeds Of "Agricultural

grass, forage, cereal and fiber crops, and any other seeds,"

kind of seeds commonly recognized within this state
as agricultural, field, or turf seeds, and mixtures of
such seeds;

(3) "Vegetable seeds" include seeds of those "Vegetable

crops grown in gardens or truck farms and generally seeds."

known and sold in the state as vegetable seeds;
(4) "Certified seeds" include seeds which have "Certified

been inspected in the field and after harvest, and seeds."

have been graded and certified by the director as
complying with the rules and regulations adopted
hereunder;

(5) "Weed seeds" include the seeds of all plants "Weed seeds."

generally recognized as weeds within this state and
shall include primary and secondary noxious seeds'

(6) "Primary (prohibited) noxious weed seeds" "rmr
(prohibited)are seeds of weeds which reproduce by seed or noxious weed

underground roots or stems, and which are highly seeds."

destructive and difficult to control by ordinary good
cultural practices, including, but subject to additions

[ 1037]
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or subtractions by the director as herein provided,
the seeds of: bindweed (wild morning glory), (Con-
volvulus arvensis and C. sepium), quack grass
(Agropyron repens), Canada thistle (Cirsium ar-
vense), perennial sow thistle (Sonchus arvensis),
white-top (hoary cress) (Cardaria spp.), perennial
peppergrass (Lepidium latifolium), Russian knap-
weed (Centaurea repens, C. picris), leafy spurge
(Euphorbia esula), white horse nettle (silver-leaf
nightshade) (Solanum. elaeagnifolium), camel thorn
(Alhagi camelorum), Austrian field cress (Roripa
austriac a), blue flowering lettuce (Lactuca pul-
chella), common barberry bushes (rust-susceptible
species of barberry and Mahonia) (Berberis spp.,
Mahonia spp.), yellow toadflax (butter and eggs)
(Linaria vulgaris) and Johnson grass (Sorghum
Hialepense);

' Se(7)d "Secondary (restricted), noxious weed
nosee weed seeds" are seeds of weeds which are very objection-

able in fields, lawns, or gardens but which can be
controlled by good cultural practices including, but
subject to additions or subtractions by the director
as herein prescribed, the seeds of: Dodder (Cuscuta
spp.), perennial rag weed (Ambrosia psilostachya),
poverty weed (deathweed) (Iva axillaris), alkali
mallow (Sida hederacea), corn cockle (Agrostemma
githago), docks (Rumex spp.), sheep sorrel (red
sorrel) (Rumex acetosella), charlock (wild must-
ard) (Brassica kaber), plantains (Plantago spp.),
perennial ground cherry (Physalis longifolia and P.
subglabrata), fanweed (Thiaspi arvense), yellow
starthistle (Centaurea soistitialis), perennial nut-
grass (nut sedge) (Cyperus rotundus), puncture-
vine (Tribulus terrestris), wild garlic (wild onion)
(Allium. vineale), and St. Johnswort (Klamath
weed) (hypericum perforatum);

"Advertise- (8) "Advertisement" means all representations,
ment." other than those on the label, disseminated in any
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manner or by any means relating to seed within
the scope of this chapter;

(9) "Label" includes labels, tags, invoices and "Label."

other written, printed or graphic representations in
any form whatsoever accompanying and pertaining
to seeds whether in bulk or containers;

(10) "Seed grower" means one engaged in agri- "Seed

cultural or horticultural pursuits who, at the time grower."

of signing a petition for a seed control area or at
the time of voting on any proposition in connection
therewith, is growing vegetable seed crops or. has
grown them within one year prior thereto;

(11) "Seed contractor" means a person licensed "Seed con-

by the state to contract the growing of vegetable tatr

seeds;
(12) "Seed families" means any seed crops which "Seed

will cross-pollinate; families."~

(13) "Person" includes any individual, firm, cor- -Person."~

poration, trust, association, co-operative, copartner-
ship, society or other organization of individuals, in
any other business unit, device, or arrangement;

(14) "Pure live seed" means the measure Of "Pure live

quality of any given quantity of seed which is de- se.

termined by adding percentage of germination abil-
ity and the percentage of hard seed, multiplying
that sum by the percentage of pure seed, and divid-
ing the resulting figure by one hundred; and

(15) "Treated" means that the seed has received "Treated."'

an application of a substance or has been subjected
to a process, which substance or process is designed
to reduce, control, or repel certain disease organisms,
insects, or other pests attacking such seeds or the
seedlings emerging therefrom.

SEC. 2. Section 5, chapter 233, Laws of 1955 and RCWl15.48.040

RCW 15.48.040 are each amended to read as follows: amfended.

Labels for agricultural seeds shall give:
(1) Commonly accepted name of (a) kind, or

(b) kind and variety, or (c) kind and type of each

[I1039 ]
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Contents of a niutr1secopnninecsoffvpret
agricultural agiutrlsecopnninecsoffvpret
seed labels. of the whole, and the percentage by weight of each

in the order of its predominance. Where more than
one component is required to be named, the word,
"cmixture" or the word "mixed" shall be shown con-
spicuously on the label;

(2) Lot number or other lot identification;
(3) Origin, if known, of alfalfa, red clover, and

field corn (except hybrid corn). If the origin is
unknown, that fact shall be stated;

(4) Percentage by weight of all weed seeds. Rye
shall be considered a weed when f ound in other
cereal crop seeds;

(5) The name and approximate number of each
kind of secondary (restricted) noxious weed seed,
per pound, in groups (a), (b) and (c) of this sub-
section, when present singly or collectively in excess
of:

(a) One seed or bulblet in each ten grams of
Argrostis spp., Poa spp., Bermuda grass, timothy,
orchard grass, fescues (except tall fescue), alsike
and white clover, reed canary grass, and other agri-
cultural seeds of similar size and weight, or mixtures
within this group;

(b) One seed or bulblet in each twenty-five
grams of ryegrass, tall fescue, millet, alfalfa, red
clover, sweet clover, lespedezas, smooth brome,
crimson clover, Brassica spp., flax, Agropyron spp.,
and other agricultural seeds of similar size and
weight, or mixtures within this group, or of this
group with (a); or

(c) One seed or buiblet in each one hundred
grams of wheat, oats, rye, barley, buckwheat, sorg-
hums, vetches, and other agicultural seeds of a size
and weight similar to or greater than those within
this group, or any mixtures within this group. All
determinations of noxious weed seeds are subject to
tolerances and methods of determination prescribed
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in the rules and regulations issued under the au-
thority of this chapter.

(6) Percentage by weight of agricultural seeds
other than those required to be named on the label;

(7) Percentage by weight of inert matter;
(8) For each named agricultural seed (a) per-

centage of germination, exclusive of hard seed, (b)
percentage of hard seed, if present, and (c) the
calendar month and year the test was completed to
determine such percentages. Following (a) and (b)
the additional statement "total germination and hard
seed" may be stated as such, if desired;

(9) Name and address of the person who labeled
said seed, or who sells, off ers or exposes for sale
said seed within this state;

(10) If the seed has been treated, a word or
statement so indicating with the commonly accepted
chemical or abbreviated chemical (generic) name
of the applied substance;

(11) If the substance with which a seed is treated
is harmful to human beings or other vertebrate
animals in the amount present by application, a
statement of caution, such as "do not use for food,
feed or oil purposes" must appear. The statement
of caution for mercurials and other similarly toxic
substances shall be a statement or a symbol indicat-
ing that the applied substance is poisonous;

(12) A separate label may be used to show the
statements required in subsection (10) and (11),
where applicable. However, the requirements in
subsections (10) and (11) shall not apply to uncer-
tified wheat, oats, or barley seed sold in bulk.

SEC. 3. Section 7, chapter 233, Laws of 1955 and RCW 15.48.060
amended.

RCW 15.48.060 are each amended to read as follows:
It shall be unlawful to sell, offer or expose for Una-fulae,

sale any agricultural or vegetable seed for seeding
purposes within this state:

(1) Unless the test to determine the percentage
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Unlawofu sle of germination shall have been completed within
eighteen months, exclusive of the calendar month
in which the test was completed, prior to the sale,
offering for sale, or exposure for sale;

(2) Not labeled as required herein, or having a
false or misleading label;

(3) Pertaining to which there has been a false
or misleading advertisement;

(4) Containing primary (prohibited) noxious
weed seeds in excess of the tolerance permitted
under the rules and regulations; or

(5) Containing a total of all weed seeds in excess
of two percent of the whole by weight: Provided,
That three percent of cheet, chess or downy brome
shall be allowed in grass seed in which these weeds
are found;

(6) Containing in any given unit, less than
twenty-five percent pure live seed, as defined in
RCW 15.48.010 (14) of this amendatory act of 1959.
However, this subsection shall not apply to uncer-
tified wheat, oats, or barley seed.

Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.
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CHAPTER 223.
C(S. B. 296.]1

WASHINGTON ANIMAL REMEDY ACT.

AN~ ACT relating to the regulation of animal remedies; providing
a short title; and amending section 1, chapter 211, Laws of
1939 (uncodified).

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 211, Laws of 1939 1939c~211 §

(uncodified) is amended to read as follows: aedd

This act may be cited as the Washington animal Short title.

remedy act.

Passed the Senate March 5, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 224.
[ S. B. 379.

FIRE PROTECTION OF ESTABLISHMENTS FOR
MENTALLY ILL AND ALCOHOLICS.

AN ACT relating to standards for fire protection and the en-
forcement thereof in private establishments caring for the
insane, alleged insane, mentally ill, mentally incompetent
persons, or alcoholics; adding a new section to chapter 25,
Laws of 1959, and to chapter 71.12 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 25, Laws New section

of 1959 and to chapter 71.12 RCW, a new section to
read as follows:

Standards f or fire protection and the enforcement Standards

thereof, with respect to all establishments to be establishments
-F'ire

licensed hereunder, shall be the responsibility of the marshal's

state fire marshal, who shall adopt such recognized responsibility.

standards as may be applicable to such establish-
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ments for the protection of life against the cause
and spread of fire and fire hazards. The department

Inspection of health, upon receipt of an application for a license,
to icnsig. or renewal of a license, shall submit to the state fire

marshal in writing, a request for an inspection,
giving the applicant's name and the location of the
premises to be licensed. Upon receipt of such a
request, the state fire marshal or his deputy shall
make an inspection of the establishment to be li-
censed, and if it is found that the premises do not
comply with the required safety standards and fire
regulations as promulgated by the state fire marshal,
he shall promptly make a written report to the
establishment and the department of health as to
the manner and time allowed in which the premises
must qualify for a license and set forth the condi-
tions to be remedied with respect to fire regulations.
The department of health, applicant or licensee shall
notify the state fire marshal upon completion of any
requirements made by him, and the state fire
marshal or his deputy shall make a reinspection of
such premises. Whenever the establishment to be
licensed meets with the approval of the state fire
marshal, he shall submit to the department of
health a written report approving same with respect
to fire protection before a full license can be issued.
The state fire marshal shall make or cause to be
made inspections of such establishments at least
annually. The department of health shall not license
or continue the license of any establishment unless
and until it shall be approved by the state fire
marshal as herein provided.

In cities which have in force a comprehensive
building code, the provisions of which are deter-
mined by the state fire marshal to be equal to the
minimum standards of the state fire marshal for such
establishments, the chief of the fire department, pro-
vided the latter is a paid chief of a paid fire depart-
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ment, shall make the inspection with the state fire
marshal or his deputy, and they shall jointly ap-
prove the premises bef ore a full license can be issued.

Passed the Senate March 1, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 225.
[S. B. 386.

INSURANCE CODE.

AN ACT relating to insurance; adding a new section to chapter
79, Laws of 1947 and to chapter 48.02 RCW; amending
section .11.14, chapter 79, Laws of 1947 and RCW 48.11.140;
amending section .12.15, chapter 79, Laws of 1947, as
amended by section 7, chapter 193, Laws of 1957, and
RCW 48.12.150; amending section .15.07, chapter 79, Laws
of 1947 and RCW 48.15.070; adding a new section to chapter
79, Laws of 1947 and to chapter 48.15 RCW; amending
section .17.16, chapter 79, Laws of 1947, as amended by
section 13, chapter 303, Laws of 1955, and RCW 48.17.160;
amending section .21.04, chapter 79, Laws of 1947 and RCW
48.21.040; amending section .24.07, chapter 79, Laws of
1947, as last amended by section 21, chapter 303, Laws of
1955, and RCW 48.24.070; and amending section .23.35,
chapter 79, Laws of 1947, as amended by section 15, chapter
193, Laws of 1957, and RCW 48.23.350.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 79, Laws New section.

of 1947 and to chapter 48.02 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

(1) In addition to such publications as are other- Additional
publications

wise authorized under this code, the commissioner authorized.

may from time to time prepare and publish:

(a) Booklets containing the insurance code, or
supplements thereto, and such related statutes as the
commissioner deems suitable and useful for inclu-
sion in an appendix of such booklet or supplement.

[ 1045 1
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(b) Manuals and other material relative to ex-
aminations for licensing as provided in chapter 48.17
RCW.

(2) The commissioner may furnish copies of the
insurance code, supplements thereto, and related
statutes referred to in subdivision (a) above, free
of charge to public offices and officers in this state
concerned therewith, to public libraries in this state,
to public officials of other states and jurisdictions,
having supervision of insurance, to the library of
congress, and to officers of the armed forces of the
United States of America located at military instal-
lations in this state who are concerned with insur-
ance transactions at or involving such military in-
stallations.

Sale (3) Except as provided in subsection (2) above,
autoried. the commissioner shall sell copies of the insurance

code, supplements thereto, examination manuals and
materials as referred to in subsection (1) above, at
a reasonable price, fixed by the commissioner, in
amount not less than the cost of publication, hand-
ling and distribution thereof. The commissioner
shall promptly deposit all funds received by him
pursuant to this subsection with the state treasurer
to the credit of the general fund.

Rcw 48.11.140 Scincatr~
amended. SEc. 2. Scin.11.14, chptr 9 Laws of 194r7

and RCW 48.11.140 are each amended to read as
follows:

Limitation of (1) oisrr hl eai n ie rsrtsingle risk. )1oinueshlreanayfroruet
risk on any one subject of insurance, whether lo-
cated or to be performed in this state or elsewhere,
in an amount exceeding ten percent of its surplus
to policyholders, except that:

(a) Domestic mutual insurers may insure up to
the applicable limits provided by RCW 48.09.081,
if greater.

(b) In the case of fire risks adequately pro-
tected by automatic sprinklers or fire risks princi-
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pally of noncombustible construction and occupancy,
an insurer may retain fire risks as to any one subject
in an amount not exceeding twenty-five percent
of the sum of (i) its unearned premium reserve and
(ii) its surplus to policyholders.

(2) For the purposes of this section, a "subject "Subject of
insurance"of insurance" as to insurance against fire includes includes.

all properties insured by the same insurer which are
reasonably subject to loss or damage from the same
fire.

(3) Reinsurance in an alien reinsurer not quali-
fied under RCW 48.05.300 may not be deducted in
determining risk retained for the purposes of this
section.

(4) In the case of surety insurance, the net re-
tention shall be computed after deduction of rein-
surances, the amount assumed by any co-surety, the
value or any security deposited, pledged, or held
subject to the consent of the surety and for the pro-
tection of the surety.

(5) This section shall not apply to insurance of
marine risks or marine protection and indemnity
risks.

SiEc. 3. Section .12.15, chapter 79, Laws of 1947, Rcw 4.12.150

as amended by section 7, chapter 193, Laws of 1957, aedd

and RCW 48.12.150 are each amended to read as
follows:

(1) This section shall be known as the standard Standard
valuationvaluation law. law-Life

(2) Annual valuation: The commissioner shall insurance.

annually value, or cause to be valued, the reserve
liabilities (hereinafter called reserves) for all out-
standing life insurance policies and annuity and pure
endowment contracts of every life insurer doing
business in this state, except that in the case of an
alien insurer such valuation shall be limited to its
insurance transactions in the United States, and may
certify the amount of any such reserves, specifying
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valuation the mortality table or tables, rate or rates of interest
law-Life
insurance, and methods (net level premium method or others)

used in the calculation of such reserves. In calcu-
lating such reserves, the commissioner may use group
methods and approximate averages for fractions of
a year or otherwise. He may accept, in his discre-
tion, the insurer's calculation of such reserves. In
lieu of the valuation of the reserves herein required
of any foreign or alien insurer, he may accept any
valuation made, or caused to be made, by the insur-
ance supervisory official of any state or other juris-
diction when such valuation complies with the mini-
mum standard herein provided and if the official of
such state or jurisdiction accepts as sufficient and
valid for all legal purposes the certificate of valu-
ation of the commissioner when such certificate
states the valuation to have been made in a specified
manner according to which the aggregate reserves
would be at least as large as if they had been com-
puted in the manner prescribed by the law of that
state or jurisdiction.

(3) Minimum valuation standard:
(a) The minimum standard for the valuation of

all such policies and contracts issued prior to the
operative date of RCW 48.23.350 shall be as follows:

For policies issued prior to the operative date
no standard of valuation for ordinary policies,
whether on the net level premium, preliminary
term, or select and ultimate reserve basis, shall be
less than that determined upon such basis according
to the American Experience Table of Mortality with
three and one-half percent interest; except, that
when the preliminary term basis is used it shall
not exceed one year. The commissioner may vary
the standard of valuation in particular cases of in-
valid lives and other extra hazards, provided, that
the interest rate used is not greater than three and
one-half percent.
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The legal minimum standard for the valuation of Stnr

annuities issued on or after January 1, 1912, and linurne

prior to the operative date of RCW 48.23.350, shall
be McClintock's Table of Mortality Among An-
nuitants, with interest at three and one-half percent
per annum, but annuities deferred ten or more years
and written in connection with life or term insurance
may be valued on the same mortality table from
which the consideration or premiums were com-
puted, with interest not higher than three and one-
half percent per annum.

The legal minimum standard for the valuation of
industrial policies issued on or after the first day of
January, 1912, and prior to the operative date of
RCW 48.23.350, shall be the American Experience
Table of Mortality with interest at three and one-half
percent per annum; except, that any life insurer
may voluntarily value such industrial policies ac-
cording to the Standard Industrial Mortality Table
or the Substandard Industrial Mortality Table.

The legal minimum standard for the valuation of
group life insurance policies under which premium
rates are not guaranteed f or a period in excess of
five years shall be, at the option of the life insurer
issuing such policies, either the American Men
Ultimate Table of Mortality, the Commissioners
1941 Standard Ordinary Mortality Table, or any
other table approved by the commissioner, with
interest at three and one-half percent per annum.

(b) The minimum standard for the valuation of
all such policies and' contracts issued on or after
the operative date of RCW 48.23.350 shall be the
Commissioners Reserve Valuation Method defined
in subsection (4) of this section, three and one-half
percent interest, and the following tables:

(i) For all ordinary policies of life insurance is-
sued on the standard basis, excluding any disability
and accidental death benefits in such policies,-the
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valution Commissioners 1941 Standard Ordinary Mortality
l~aLffe Table for such policies issued prior to the operative

date of RCW 48.23.350 (5a), and the Commissioners
1958 Standard Ordinary Mortality Table for such
policies issued on or after such operative date; pro-
vided, that for any category of such policies issued
on female risks on or after July 1, 19 57, modified net
premiums and present values, referred to in sub-
section (4) of this section, may be calculated accord-
ing to an age not more than three years younger
than the actual age of the insured.

(ii) For all industrial life insurance policies is-
sued on the standard basis, excluding any disability
and accidental death benefits in such policies,-the
1941 Standard Industrial Mortality Table.

(iii) For annuity and pure endowment contracts,
excluding any disability and accidental death bene-
fits in such policies,-the 1937 Standard Annuity
Mortality Table.

(iv) For total and permanent disability benefits
in or supplementary to ordinary policies or contracts,
-Class (3) Disability Table (1926) which, for active
lives, shall be combined with a mortality table per-
mitted for calculating the reserves for life insurance
policies.

(v) For accidental death benefits in or supple-
mentary to policies-the Inter-Company Double
Indemnity Mortality Table combined with a mortal-
ity table permitted for calculating the reserves for
life insurance policies.

(vi) For group life insurance, life insurance is-
sued on the substandard basis and other special
benefits,-such tables as may be approved by the
commissioner.

(4) Commissioners Reserve Valuation Method:
Reserves according to the Commissioners Reserve
Valuation Method, for the life insurance and endow-
ment benefits of policies providing for a uniform
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amount of insurance and requiring the payment of valuaIond

uniform premiums shall be the excess, if any, of the inuane

present value, at the date of valuation, of such future
guaranteed benefits provided for by such policies,
over the then present value of any future modified
net premiums theref or. The modified net premiums
for any such policy shall be such uniform percentage
of the respective contract premiums for such benefits
(excluding extra premiums on a substandard policy)
that the present value, at the date of issue of the
policy, of all such modified net premiums shall be
equal to the sum of the then present value of such
benefits provided for by the policy and the excess
of (a) over (b) as follows:

(a) A net level annual premium equal to the
present value, at the date of issue, of such benefits
provided for after the first policy year, divided by
the present value, at the date of issue, of an annuity
of one per annum payable on the first and each
subsequent anniversary of such policy on which a
premium falls due; provided, however, that such net
level annual premium shall not exceed the net level
annual premium on the nineteen-year premium
whole life plan for insurance of the same amount at
an age one year higher than the age at issue of such
policy.

(b) A net one-year term premium for such bene-
fits provided for in the first policy year.

Reserves according to the Commissioners Reserve
Valuation Method for (1) life insurance policies
providing for a varying amount of insurance or re-
quiring the payment of varying premiums, (2) an-
nuity and pure endowment contracts, (3) disability
and accidental death benefits in all policies and con-
tracts, and (4) all other benefits, except life insur-
ance and endowment benefits in life insurance
policies, shall be calculated by a method consistent
with the principles of this paragraph.
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Standard(5 Miiureevs T een
valuation ()Mnmmaggregate reevs n noevn

inuane shall an insurer's aggregate reserves for all life
insurance policies, excluding disability and accidental
death benefits, issued on or after the operative date
of RCW 48.23.350, be less than the aggregate reserves
calculated in accordance with the method set forth
in subsection (4) and the mortality table or tables
and rate or rates of interest used in calculating non-
forfeiture benefits for such policies.

(6) Optional reserve bases: Reserves f or all
policies and contracts issued prior to the operative
date of RCW 48.23.350 may be calculated, at the
option of the insurer, according to any standards
which produce greater aggregate reserves for all
such policies and contracts than the minimum re-
serves required by the laws in eff ect immediately
prior to such date.

For any category of policies, contracts or bene-
fits specified in subsection (3) of this section, issued
on or after the operative date of RCW 48.23.350,
reserves may be calculated, at the option of the in-
surer, according to any standard or standards which
produce greater aggregate reserves for such category
than those calculated according to the minimum
standard herein provided, but the rate or rates of
interest used shall not be higher than the cor-
responding rate or rates of interest used in calcu-
lating any nonforfeiture benefits provided for
therein: Provided, That reserves for participating
life insurance policies issued on or after the operative
date of RCW 48.23.350 may, with the consent of the
commissioner, be calculated according to a rate of
interest lower than the rate of interest used in calcu-
lating the nonforfeiture benefits in such policies,
with the further proviso that if such lower rate dif-
fers from the rate used in the calculation of the non-
forfeiture benefits by more than one-half percent
the insurer issuing such policies shall file with the
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commissioner a plan providing for such equitable in-
creases, if any, in the cash surrender values and non-
forfeiture benefits in such policies as the commnis-
sioner shall approve.

Any such insurer which at any time had adopted
any standard of valuation producing greater aggre-
gate reserves than those calculated according to the
minimum standard herein provided may, with the
approval of the commissioner, adopt any lower
standard of valuation, but not lower than the mini-
mum herein provided.

(7) Deficiency reserve: If the gross premium
charged by any life insurer on any policy or contract
is less than the net premium for the policy or con-
tract according to the mortality table, rate of interest
and method used in calculating the reserve thereon,
there shall be maintained on such policy or contract
a deficiency reserve in addition to all other reserves
required by law. For each such policy or contract
the deficiency reserve shall be the present value,
according to such standard, of an annuity of the
difference between such net premium and the
premium charged for such policy or contract, run-
ning for the remainder of the premium-paying
period.

SEC. 4. Section .15.07, chapter 79, Laws of 1947 Rcw 4.15.070
and RCW 48.15.070 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
Any person deemed by the commissioner to beSups

competent and trustworthy and while maintaining -Licensing.

an office at a designated location in this state may be
licensed as a surplus line broker, as follows:

(1) Application to the commissioner for the
license shall be made on forms furnished by the
commissioner.

(2) The license fee shall be one hundred dollars
for each license year during any part of which the
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license is in f orce. The license year shall be from
the date of issuance of the license.

(3) Prior to issuance of license the applicant
shall file with the commissioner and thereafter for
as long as the license remains in effect he shall keep
in force a bond in favor of the state of Washington
in the penal sum of five thousand dollars, with au-
thorized corporate sureties approved by the com-
missioner, conditioned that he will conduct business
under the license in accordance with the provisions
of this chapter and that he will promptly remit the
taxes provided by RCW 48.15.120. No such bond
shall be terminated unless not less than thirty days
prior written notice thereof is filed with the com-
missioner.

New section. SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 79, Laws of
1947 and to chapter 48.15 RCW a new section to read
as f ollows:

Liability of (1) If pursuant to the surplus lines provisions
insurer
assuming of this chapter an insurer has assumed direct risk

dirctrik. under a coverage and the premium theref or has been
paid to the broker who placed such insurance, the
insurer shall be liable to the insured for unearned
premiums payable upon cancellation of the insur-
ance, whether or not the broker is indebted to the
insurer for such premium or otherwise. This pro-
vision shall not affect rights as between the insurer
and the broker.

(2) Each such insurer shall be deemed to have
subjected itself to this section by acceptance of such
direct risk.

RCW 48.17.160 SEC. 6. Section .17.16, chapter 79, Laws of 1947,
amended. as amended by section 13, chapter 303, Laws of 1955,

and RCW 48.17.160 are each amended to read as
follows:

(1) Each insurer on appointing an agent in this
state shall file written notice thereof in duplicate
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with the commissioner on forms as prescribed and Aointgent

furnished by him, and shall pay the filing fee there- "e"cation.

for as provided in RCW 48.14.010. If then licensed,
or as soon as licensed, the commissioner shall mail
one copy of the appointment to the agent.

(2) Each such appointment shall continue in
force until:

(a) The commissioner notifies the insurer that
the person so appointed is no longer licensed as an
agent by this state; or

(b) The appointment is revoked by the insurer
by written notice of such revocation to the agent.
The insurer shall forthwith file a duplicate copy of
such notice of revocation with the commissioner.
No fee shall be charged for filing such copy.

(3) Revocation of an appointment by the insurer
shall be deemed to be effective as of the date
designated in the notice as being the effective date
if the notice is actually received by the agent prior
to such designated date; otherwise, as of the earlier
of the following dates:

(a) The date such notice of revocation was re-
ceived by the agent.

(b) The date such notice, if mailed to the agent
at his last address of record with the insurer, in due
course should have been received by the agent.

SEC. 7. Section .21.04, chapter 79, Laws of 1947 RCW 41.21-040
amended.

and RCW 48.21.040 are each amended to read as
follows:

(1) Any policy or contract of disability insurance "Blanket

which conforms with the description and complies defin~e

with the requirements contained in one of the fol-
lowing six paragraphs shall be deemed a blanket dis-
ability insurance policy:

(a) A policy issued to any common carrier of
passengers, which carrier shall be deemed the policy-
holder, covering a group defined as all persons who
may become such passengers, and whereby such
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disbilty passengers shall be insured against loss or damage
dinre resulting from death or bodily injury either while,

or as a result of, being such passengers.
(b) A policy issued in the name of any volunteer

fire department, first aid or ambulance squad or
volunteer police organization, which shall be deemed
the policyholder, and covering all the members of
any such organization against loss from accidents
resulting from hazards incidental to duties in con-
nection with such organizations.

(c) A policy issued in the name of any estab-
lished organization whether incorporated or not,
having community recognition and operated for the
welfare of the community and its members and not
for profit, which shall be deemed the policyholder,
and covering all volunteer workers who serve with-
out pecuniary compensation and the members of
the organization, against loss from accidents oc-
curring while engaged in the actual performance of
duties on behalf of such organization or in the
activities thereof.

(d) A policy issued to an employer, who shall be
deemed the policyholder, covering any group of em-
ployees defined by reference to exceptional hazards
incident to such employment, insuring such em-
ployees against death or bodily injury resulting
while, or from, being exposed to such exceptional
hazards.

(e) A policy covering students or employees is-
sued to a college, school, or other institution of learn-
ing or to the head or principal thereof, who or which
shall be deemed the policyholder.

(f) A policy or contract issued to any other
substantially similar group which, in the commis-
sioner's discretion, may be subject to the insurance
of a blanket disability policy or contract.

(2) Nothing contained in this section shall be
deemed to aff ect the liability of policyholders for
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the death of, or injury to, any such members of such
group.

(3) Individual applications shall not be required
from individuals covered under a blanket disability
insurance contract.

SEC. 8. Section .23.35 chapter 79, Laws of 1947, RCW 48.23.350
amiended.as amended by section 15, chapter 193, Laws of 1957 ,

and RCW 48.23.350 are each amended to read as
follows:

(1) This section shall be known as the standard Standard
nonforfeiture

nonforfeiture law. law-Life
insurance.

(2) Nonforfeiture provisions-Life: In the case
of policies issued on or after the operative date of this
section as defined in subsection (8), no policy of life
insurance, except as stated in subsection (7), shall be
delivered or issued for delivery in this state unless it
shall contain in substance the following provisions, or
corresponding provisions which in the opinion of the
commission [commissioner] are at least as favorable
to the defaulting or surrendering policyholder:

(a) That, in the event of default in any premium
payment, the insurer will grant, upon proper request
not later than sixty days af ter the due date of the
premium in default, a paid-up nonforfeiture benefit
on a plan stipulated in the policy, effective as of
such due date, of such value as may be hereinafter
specified.

(b) That, upon surrender of the policy within
sixty days after the due date of any premium pay-
ment in default after premiums have been paid for
at least three full years in the case of ordinary in-
surance or five full years in the case of industrial
insurance, the insurer will pay, in lieu of any paid-up
nonforfeiture benefit, a cash surrender value of such
amount as may be hereinafter specified.

(c) That, a specified paid-up nonforfeiture
benefit shall become effective as specified in the
policy unless the person entitled to make such elec-
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Standrdetr tion elects another available option not later than
insurance. sixty days after the due date of the premium in

default.
(d) That, if the policy shall have become paid-up

by completion of all premium payments or if it is
continued under any paid-up nonforfeiture benefits
which become effective on or after the third policy
anniversary in the case of ordinary insurance or
the fifth policy anniversary in the case of industrial
insurance, the issuer [insurer] will pay upon sur-
render of the policy within thirty days after any
policy anniversary, a cash surrender value of such
amount as may be hereinafter specified.

(e) A statement of the mortality table and in-
terest rate used in calculating the cash surrender
values and the paid-up nonforfeiture benefits avail-
able under the policy, together with a table showing
the cash surrender value, if any, and paid-up non-
forfeiture benefit, if any, available under the policy
on each policy anniversary either during the first
twenty policy years or during the term of the policy,
whichever is shorter, such values and benefits-to be
calculated upon the assumption that there are no
dividends or paid-up additions credited to the policy
and that there is no indebtedness to the insurer on
the policy.

(f) A statement that the cash surrender values
and the paid-up nonforfeiture benefits available
under the policy are not less than the minimum
values and benefits required by or pursuant to the
insurance law of this state; an explanation of the
manner in which the cash surrender values and the
paid-up nonforfeiture benefits are altered by the
existence of any paid-up additions credited to the
policy or any indebtedness to the insurer on the
policy; if a detailed statement of the method of com-
putation of the values and benefits shown in the
policy is not stated therein, a statement that such
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method of computation has been filed with the in- Standard

sarance supervisory official of the state in which insure

the policy is delivered; and a statement of the method
to be used in calculating the cash surrender value
and paid-up nonforfeiture benefit available under
the policy on any policy anniversary beyond the last
anniversary for which such values and benefits are
consecutively shown in the policy.

Any of the foregoing provisions or portions
thereof not applicable by reason of the plan of in-
surance may, to the extent inapplicable, be omitted
from the policy.

The insurer shall reserve the right to defer the
payment of any cash surrender value for a period of
six months after demand theref or with surrender
of the policy.

(3) Cash surrender value-Life: Any cash sur-
render value available under the policy in the event
of default in a premium payment due on any policy
anniversary, whether or not required by subsection
(2) of this section, shall be an amount not less than
the excess, if any, of the present value, on such
anniversary, of the future guaranteed benefits which
would have been provided for by the policy includ-
ing any existing paid-up additions, if there had been
no default, over the sum of (a) the then present
value of the adjusted premiums as defined in sub-
sections (5) and (5a) of this section corresponding
to premiums which would have fallen due on and
after such anniversary, and (b) the amount of any
indebtedness to the insurer on account of or secured
by the policy. Any cash surrender value available
within -thirty days after any policy anniversary
under any policy paid-up by completion of all
premium payments or any policy continued under
any paid-up nonforfeiture benefits whether or not
required by such subsection (2), shall be an amount
riot less than the present value, on such anniversary,
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nonoreitreof the future guaranteed benefits provided for by
lna-Lie. the policy including any existing paid-up additions,

decreased by any indebtedness to the insurer on ac-
count of or secured by the policy.

(4) Paid-up nonforfeiture benefit-Life: Any
paid-up nonforfeiture benefit available under the
policy in the event of default in a premium payment
due on any policy anniversary shall be such that its
present value as of such anniversary shall be at
least equal to the cash surrender value then provided
for by the policy or, if none is provided for, that cash
surrender value which would have been required by
this section in the absence of the condition that
premiums shall have been paid for at least a spec-
ified period.

(5) The adjusted premium-Life: The adjusted
premiums for any policy shall be calculated on an
annual basis and shall be such uniform percentage
of the respective premiums specified in the policy
for each policy year, excluding extra premiums on
a substandard policy, that the present value, at
the date of issue of the policy, of all such adjusted
premiums shall be equal to the sum of (a) the then
present value of the future guaranteed benefits pro-
vided for by the policy; (b) two percent of the
amount of insurance, if the insurance be uniform
in amount, or of the equivalent uniform amount,
as hereinafter defined, if the amount of insurance
varies with duration of the policy; (c) forty percent
of the adjusted premium for the first policy year;
(d) twenty-five percent of either the adjusted
premium for the first policy year or the adjusted
premium for a whole life policy of the same uniform
or equivalent uniform amount with uniform pre-
miums for the whole of life issued at the same age
for the same amount of insurance, whichever is
less: Provided, That in applying the percentages
specified in (c) and (d) above, no adjusted premium
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shall be deemed to exceed four percent of the amount Standard
nonforfeiture

of insurance or level amount equivalent thereto. inuane

Whenever the plan or term of a policy has been
changed, either by request of the insured or auto-
matically in accordance with the provisions of the
policy, the date of inception of the changed policy for
the purposes of determining a nonforfeiture benefit
or cash surrender value shall be the date as of which
the age of the insured is determined for the purpose
of the changed policy.

In the case of a policy providing an amount of
insurance varying with duration of the policy, the
equivalent level amount thereof for the purpose of
this subsection shall be deemed to be the level
amount of insurance provided by an otherwise
similar policy, containing the same endowment
benefit or benefits, if any, issued at the same age
and for the same term, the amount of which does
not vary with duration and the benefits under which
have the same present value at the date of issue as
the benefits under the policy, provided, however,
that in the case of a policy providing a varying
amount of insurance issued on the life of a child
under age ten, the equivalent uniform amount may
be computed as though the amount of insurance pro-
vided by the policy prior to the attainment of age
ten were the amount provided by such policy at age
ten.

Except as otherwise provided in subsection (5a)
of this section, all adjusted premiums and present
values referred to in this section shall for all policies
of ordinary insurance be calculated on the basis of
the Commissioners 1941 Standard Ordinary Mor-
tality Table: Provided, That for any category of
ordinary insurance issued on female risks on or after
July 1, 1957, adjusted premiums and present values
may be calculated according to an age not more than
three years younger than the actual age of the in-
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Standard
nonforfeiture
law-Life
insurance.

sured. Such calculations for all policies of industrial
insurance shall be made on the basis of the 1941
Standard Industrial Mortality Table. All calcula-
tions shall be made on the basis of the rate of interest,
not dxceeding three and one-half percent per annum,
specified in the policy for calculating cash surrender
values and paid-up nonforfeiture benefits: Pro-
vided, That in calculating the present value of any
paid-up term insurance with accompanying pure
endowment, if any, offered as a nonforfeiture benefit,
the rates of mortality assumed may be not more
than one hundred and thirty percent of the rates
of mortality according to such applicable table:
Provided further, That for insurance issued on a sub-
standard basis, the calculation of any such adjusted
premiums and present values may be based on such
other table of mortality as may be specified by the
insurer and approved by the commissioner.

(5a) In the case of ordinary policies issued on
or after the operative date of this subsection (5a)
as defined herein, all adjusted premiums and present
values referred to in this section shall be calculated
on the basis of the Commissioners 1958 Standard
Ordinary Mortality Table and the rate of interest,
not exceeding three and one-half percent per annum,
specified in the policy for calculating cash surrender
values and paid-up nonforfeiture benefits, provided
that for any category of ordinary insurance issued
on female risks, adjusted premiums and present
values may be calculated according to an age not
more than three years younger than the actual age
of the insured. Provided, however, That in calcu-
lating the present value of any paid-up term in-
surance with accompanying pure endowment, if any,
off ered as a nonforfeiture benefit, the rates of mor-
tality assumed may be not more than those shown
in the Commissioners 1958 Extended Term Insurance
Table. Provided, further, That for insurance issued
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a subtandrd bsisStandardon a usadr aithe calculation of any such nonforfeiture

adjusted premiums and present values may be based inuane
on such other table of mortality as may be specified
by the insurer and approved by the commissioner.

After the effective date of this amendatory act
of 1959, any insurer may file with the commissioner
a written notice of its election to comply with the
provisions of this subsection, either as to designated
ordinary policies or as to all ordinary policies issued
by it, after a specified date before January 1, 1966.
After the filing of such notice, then upon such
specified date (which shall be the operative date of
this subsection as to such policies for such insurer),
this subsection shall become operative with respect
to such policies thereafter issued by such insurer.
If an insurer makes no such election, or so elects
to have this subsection apply as to certain of its
ordinary policies only, the operative date of this
subsection as to all of the ordinary policies issued
by such insurer (other than those policies as to
which the insurer has elected an earlier operative
date as hereinabove provided) shall be January 1,
1966.

(6) Calculation of values-Life: Any cash sur-
render value and any paid-up nonforfeiture benefit,
available under the policy in the event of default in
a premium payment due at any time other than on
the policy anniversary, shall be calculated with
allowance for the lapse of time and the payment of
fractional premiums beyond the last preceding policy
anniversary. All values referred to in subsections
(3), (4), (5) and (5a) of this section may be calcu-
lated upon the assumption that any death benefit
is payable at the end of the policy year of death.
The net value of any paid-up additions, other than
paid-up term additions, shall be not less than the
dividends used to provide such additions. Notwith-
standing the provisions of subsection (3) of this
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nonforfeiture
law-Life
insurance.

section, additional benefits payable (a) in the event
of death or dismemberment by accident or accidental
means, (b) in the event of total and permanent dis-
ability, (c) as reversionary annuity or deferred re-
versionary annuity benefits, (d) as term insurance
benefits provided by a rider or supplemental policy
provision to which, if issued as a separate policy,
this section would not apply, and (e) as other policy
benefits additional to life insurance and endowment
benefits, and premiums for all such additional bene-
fits, shall be disregarded in ascertaining cash sur-
render values and nonforfeiture benefits required
by this section, and no such additional benefits shall
be required to be included in any paid-up nonfor-
feiture benefits.

(7) Exceptions: This section shall not apply to
any reinsurance, group insurance, pure endowment,
annuity or reversionary annuity contract, nor to any
term policy of uniform amount, or renewal thereof,
of fifteen years or less expiring before age sixty-six,
for which uniform premiums are payable during the
entire term of the policy, nor to any term policy of
decreasing amount on which each adjusted premium,
calculated as specified in subsections (5) and (5a)
of this section, is less than the adjusted premium so
calculated, on such fifteen year term policy issued
at the same age and for the same initial amount of
insurance, nor to any policy which shall be delivered
outside this state through an agent or other repre-
sentative of the insurer issuing the policy.

(8) Operative Date: After the effective date of
this section, any insurer may file with the commis-
sioner a written notice of its election to comply with
the provisions of this section after a specified date
before July 1, 1948. After the filing of such notice,
then upon such 'specified date (which shall be the
operative date for such insurer), this section shall
become operative with respect to the policies there-
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after issued by such insurer. If an insurer makes no
such election, the operative date of this section for
such insurer shall be July 1, 1948.

SEC. 9. Section .24.07, chapter 79, Laws of 1947, RCW4824.070

as last amended by section 21, chapter 303, Laws of
1955, and RCW 48.24.070 are each amended to read
as follows:

The lives of a group of individuals may be in- Trustee

sured under a policy issued to the trustees of a fund gops

established by two or more employers in the same
industry, or by one or more labor unions, or by one
or more employers in the same industry and one or
more labor unions, or by one or more employers and
one or more labor unions whose members are in the
same or related occupations or trades, which trustees
shall be deemed the policyholder, to insure em-
ployees or members for the benefit of persons other
than the employers or the unions, subject to the fol-
lowing requirements:

(1) The persons eligible for insurance shall be all
of the employees of the employers or all of the mem-
bers of the unions, or all of any class or classes
thereof determined by conditions pertaining to their
employment, or to membership in the unions, or to
both. The policy may provide that the term "em-
ployees" shall include the individual proprietor or
partners if an employer is an individual proprietor
or a partnership. The policy may provide that the
term "employees" shall include the trustees or their
employees, or both, if their duties are connected with
such trusteeship. The policy may provide that the
term "employees" shall include retired employees.

(2) The premium for the policy shall be paid by
the trustees wholly from funds contributed by the
employer or employers of the insured persons, or by
the union or unions, or by both, or, partly from such
funds and partly from funds contributed by the
insured persons. A policy on' which part of the
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premium is to be derived from -funds contributed
by the insured persons specifically for their insur-
ance may be placed in force only if at least seventy-
five percent of the then eligible persons, excluding
any as to whom evidence of insurability is not satis-
factory to the insurer, elect to make the required
contributions. A policy on which no part of the
premium is to be derived from funds contributed
by the insured persons specifically for their insur-
ance must insure all eligible persons, or all except
any as to whom evidence of individual insurability is
not satisfactory to the insurer.

(3) The policy must cover at least fifty persons
at date of issue.

(4) The amounts of insurance under the policy
must be based upon some plan precluding individual
selection either by the insured. persons or by the
policyholder, employers, or unions.

Passed the Senate March 1, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 226.
[ S. B. 387.

SEED LIENS.

AN ACT relating to seed liens; and amending section 1, chapter
336, Laws of 1955 and ROW 60.12.180.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Rcw 60.12.180 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 336, Laws of 1955
amened. and RCW 60.12.180 are each amended to read as

follows:
Seed liens. Every person who, at the written request of the

owner of real property, his agent, or tenant, fur-
nishes seed for growing crops upon such real prop-
erty shall have a lien for the agreed price or the
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reasonable value thereof upon any or all crops grown
from such seed.

Passed the Senate February 20, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 227.
[ S. B. 432. 1

TAXING DISTRICTS-INDEBTEDNESS.

AN ACT relating to indebtedness of taxing districts; and amend-
ing section 1, chapter 143, Laws of 1917, as amended by
section 2, chapter 163, Laws of 1953, and RCW 39.36.020.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SEcTioN 1. Section 1, chapter 143, Laws of 1917, lCW 39.6.020

as amended by section 2, chapter 163, Laws of 1953, aedd

and RCW 39.36.020 are each amended to read as
follows:

(1) No taxing district except cities and towns Limitation of

shall for any purpose become indebted in any man- presexibed.

ner to an amount exceeding one and one-half per-
cent of the last assessed valuation of the taxable
property in such taxing district, without the assent
of three-fifths of the voters therein voting at an
election to be held for that purpose, nor in cases
requiring such assent shall the total indebtedness at
any time exceed five percent of the last assessed
valuation of the taxable property in such taxing
district.

(2) Cities and towns are limited to an indebted-
ness amount not exceeding one and one-half percent
of the last assessed valuation of the taxable property
in such cities or towns without the assent of three-
fifths of the voters therein voting at an election to
be -held for that purpose. In cases requiring such
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assent cities and towns are limited to five percent on
the value of the taxable property therein (being
twice the assessed valuation) as ascertained by the
last completed and balanced tax rolls of such cities
or towns for city or town purposes.

(3) No part of the indebtedness allowed in this
chapter shall be incurred for any purpose other than
strictly county, city, town, school district, township,
port district, metropolitan park district, or other mu-
nicipal purposes: Provided, That a city or town,
with such assent, may become indebted to a larger
amount, but not exceeding five percent additional,
determined as herein provided, for supplying such
city or town with water, artificial light, and sewers,
when the works for supplying such water, light, and
sewers shall be owned and controlled by the city or
town: Provided further, That any school district
may become indebted to a larger amount but not
exceeding five percent additional for capital outlays.

Passed the Senate March 5, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 228.
[ S. B. 525.

ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

AN ACT relating to the advisory council for the department of
commerce and economic development; and amending sec-
tion 9, chapter 215, Laws of 1957 and ROW 43.31.090.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Rcw 43.31.090 SECTION 1. Section 9, chapter 215, Laws of 1957
amened. and RCW 43.31.090 are each amended to read as

follows:
To aid and advise the director in the performance
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of his functions as specified in this chapter, an ad-
visory council shall be appointed by the governor,
such council to be composed of not more than fifteen
members, all of whom shall be residents of this
state, representing such geographical and economic
areas the governor shall determine will best further
the purposes of this chapter. Terms of council
members shall not exceed two years and shall con-
tinue until their successors are appointed. Vacancies
shall be filled in the same manner as original ap-
pointments. Members shall receive no per diem but
shall receive reimbursement for actual subsistence
and traveling expenses incurred in the performance
of their duties.

Passed the Senate March 3, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 229.
[ S. B. 117.)

CRIMES-SHOPLIFTING.

AN ACT relating to crimes; defining shoplifting as a gross mis-
demeanor; providing for arrest thereon without warrant;
and declaring reasonable cause a defense in civil or crimi-
nal actions by suspected persons.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. A person who willfully takes posses-
sion of any goods, wares or merchandise of the value
of less than seventy-five dollars offered for sale by
any wholesale or retail store or other mercantile
establishment without the consent of the seller, with
the intention of converting such goods, wares or
merchandise to his own use without having paid the
purchase price thereof, is guilty of a gross mis-
demeanor of shoplifting.
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Arrest with-
out warrant SEC. 2. A-.peace officer may, upon a charge bemng

autoried, made and without a warrant, arrest any person
whom he has reasonable cause to believe has com-
mitted or attempted to commit the crime of shop-
lifting.

Reasonable SEC. 3. Reasonable cause shall be a defense to a
cause as
defense, civil or criminal action brought for false arrest,

false imprisonment, or wrongful detention against a
peace officer, by a person suspected of shoplifting.

"Pece SEC. 4. For the purposes of this act "peace of-
defied. ficer" means a duly appointed city, county or state

law enforcement officer.

Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 20, 1959.

CHAPTER 230.
(Sub. S. B. 323.]

APPLES-STANDARDS.

AN ACT relating to standards of grades and packs of agri-
cultural commodities; amending section 1, chapter 222,
Laws of 1939 and RCW 15.16.080; and adding a new section
to chapter 15.16 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 15.16.080 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 222, Laws of 1939
amened. and RCW 15.16.080 are each amended to read as

follows:
A!pple grades The director shall adopt and promulgate rules
-Packs t

comply, and regulations establishing the following grades of
apples: For green and yellow varieties: (1) Extra
fancy, (2) fancy, (3) C grade, (4) culls, and (5)
infected culls. For red and partial red varieties:
(1) Extra fancy, (2) fancy, (3) culls, and (4) in-
fected culls.
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No person shall pack, sell, or ship apples unless
the same comply with the rules, regulations and
grades adopted pursuant to RCW 15.16.010.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 15.16 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
The director when establishing standards of stinimusmo

color requirements for red varieties and partial red color require-

varieties of apples shall establish color standards
for such varieties which are not less than the fol-
lowing:

1. Arkansas Black ........ Fifteen percent
2. Spitzenburg (Esopus). . Fifteen percent
3. Winesap .............. Twenty percent
4. King David ........... Fifteen percent
5. Delicious ............. Twenty percent
6. Staymen Winesap ... Ten percent
7. Vanderpool ........... Ten percent
8. Black Twig ........... Ten percent
9. Jonathan ............. Ten percent

10. McIntosh ............. Ten percent
11. Rome ................ Ten percent
12. Red Sport varieties..Twenty percent

Whenever red sport varieties are marked as
such, they shall meet the color requirements of
red sport varieties.

SEC. 3. The effective date of this act shall be Effective

August 1, 1959.dae

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House March 5, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 231.
[ S. B. 347.]1

MUNICIPALITIES-AIRPORTS AND FACILITIES.

AN ACT relating to powers of municipalities concerning air-
ports and aeronautical facilities; amending section 7,
chapter 182, Laws of 1945 and RCW 14.08.100; and amend-
ing section 8, chapter 182, Laws of 1945, as last amended
by section 1, chapter 14, Laws of 1957, and RCW 14.08.120.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 14.08.100 SECTION 1. Section 7, chapter 182, Laws of 1945
amended.

and RCW 14.08.100 are each amended to read as
follows:

Raising of (1) The governing bodies having power to ap-
funds and dis-
position of propriate moneys within the municipalities in this
revenue.

state for the purpose of acquiring, establishing, con-
structing, enlarging, improving, maintaining, equip-
ping or operating airports and other air navigation
facilities under the provisions of this chapter, are
hereby authorized to appropriate and cause to be
raised by taxation or otherwise in such municipali-
ties, moneys sufficient to carry out therein the pro-
visions of this chapter.

(2) The revenues obtained from the ownership,
control and operation of any such airport or other
air navigation facility shall be used, first, to finance
the maintenance and operating expenses thereof,
and, second, to make payments of interest on and
current principal requirements of any outstanding
bonds or certificates issued for the acquisition or im-
provement thereof, and to make payment of interest
on any mortgage heretofore made. Revenues in
excess of the foregoing requirements may be ap-
plied to finance the extension or improvement of
the airport or other air navigation facilities, and to
construct, maintain, lease, and otherwise finance
buildings and facilities for industrial or commercial
use: Provided, That such portion of the airport
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property to be devoted to said industrial or com-
mercial use be first found by the governing body
to be not required for airport purposes.

SEC. 2. Section 8, chapter 182, Laws of 1945, as flCW14.08.120

last amended by section 1, chapter 14, Laws of 1957,
and RCW 14.08.120 are each amended to read as
follows:

In addition to the general powers in this chapter Specific

conferred, and without limitation thereof, a mu- municipalities

nicipality which has established or may hereafter airports.

establish airports, restricted landing areas or other
air navigation facilities, or which has acquired or
set apart or may hereafter acquire or set apart real
property for such purpose or purposes is hereby
authorized:

(1) To vest authority for the construction, en-
largement, improvement, maintenance, equipment,
operation and regulation thereof in an officer, a
board or body of such municipality by ordinance or
resolution which shall prescribe the powers and
duties of such officer, board or body; and such mu-
nicipality may also vest authority for industrial and
commercial development in a municipal airport
commission consisting of at least five resident tax-
payers of the municipality to be appointed by the
governing board of such municipality by an ordi-
nance or resolution which shall include (a) the
terms of office not to exceed six years which terms
shall be staggered so that not more than three terms
will expire in the same year, (b) the method of
appointment and filling vacancies, (c) a provision
that there shall be no compensation but may pro-
vide for a per diem of not to exceed twenty-five
dollars per day plus travel expenses for time spent
on commission business, (d) the powers and duties
of the commission, and (e) any other matters neces-
sary to the exercise of the powers relating to in-
dustrial and commercial development. The expense
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of such construction, enlargement, improvement,
maintenance, equipment, industrial and commercial
development, operation and regulation shall be a
responsibility of the municipality.

(2) To adopt and amend all needful rules, regu-
lations and ordinances for the management, govern-
ment and use of any properties under its control,
whether within or without the territorial limits of
the municipality; to appoint airport guards or police,
with full police powers; to fix by ordinance or reso-
lution, as may be appropriate, penalties for the viola-
tion of said rules, regulations and, ordinances, and
enforce said penalties in the same manner in which
penalties prescribed by other rules, regulations and
ordinances of the municipality are enforced. For
the purposes of such management and government
and direction of public use, such part of all highways,
roads, streets, avenues, boulevards, and territory as
adjoins the limits of any airport or restricted land-
ing area acquired or maintained under the provisions
of this chapter shall be under like control and
management of the municipality. It may also adopt
and enact rules, regulations and ordinances designed
to safeguard the public upon or beyond the limits
of private airports or landing strips within such
municipality or its police jurisdiction against the
perils and hazards of instrumentalities used in aerial
navigation. Rules, regulations and ordinances shall
be published as provided by general law or the
charter of the municipality for the publication of
similar rules, regulations, and ordinances. They
must conform to and be consistent with the laws
of this state and the rules and regulations of the
aeronautics commission of the state and shall be kept
in conformity, as nearly as may be, with the then
current federal legislation governing aeronautics
and the regulations duly promulgated thereunder
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and the rules and standards issued from time to time
pursuant thereto.

(3) Municipalities operating airports may create
a special airport fund, and provide that all receipts
from the operation of such airports be deposited in
such fund, which fund shall remain intact from
year to year and may be pledged to the payment of
aviation bonds, or kept for future maintenance, con-
struction or operation of airports or airport facilities.

(4) To lease such airports or other air naviga-
tion facilities, or real property acquired or set apart
for airport purposes, to private parties, any mu-
nicipal or state government or the national govern-
ment, or any department of either thereof, for oper-
ation; to lease or assign to private parties, any mu-
nicipal or state government or the national govern-
ment, or any department of either thereof, for
operation or use consistent with the purposes of this
chapter, space, area, improvements, or equipment of
such airports; to sell any part of such airports, other
air navigation facilities or real property to any mu-
nicipal or state government, or to the United States
or any department or instrumentality thereof, for
aeronautical purposes or purposes incidental thereto,
and to confer the privileges of concessions of supply-
ing upon its airports goods, commodities, things,
services and facilities: Provided, That in each case
in so doing the public is not deprived of its rightful,
equal, and uniform use thereof.

(5) Such municipality acting through its gov-
erning body may sell or lease any property, real or
personal, acquired for airport purposes and belong-
ing to the municipality, which, in the judgment of
its governing body, may not be required for aircraft
landings, aircraft takeoffs or related aeronautic pur-
poses, in accordance with the laws of this state, or
the provisions of the charter of the municipality,
governing the sale or leasing of similar municipally
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owned property. The municipal airport commission,
if one has been organized and appointed under sub-
division (1) of this section, may lease any airport
property for aircraft landings, aircraft takeoffs or
related aeronautic purposes: Provided, That if there
is a finding by the governing body of the munici-
pality that any airport property, real or personal,
is not required for aircraft landings, 'aircraft take-
offs or related aeronautic purposes, then the mu-
nicipal airport commission may lease such space,
land, area or improvements, or construct improve-
ments, or take leases back for financing purposes,
gr ant concessions on such space, land, area or im-
provements, all for industrial or commercial pur-
poses, by private negotiation and under such terms
and conditions as to the municipal airport commis-
sion may seem just and proper: Provided, That
any such lease of real property for aircraft manu-
facturing or aircraft industrial purposes or to any
manufacturer of aircraft or aircraft parts or for any
other business, manufacturing or industrial purpose
or operation relating to, identified with or in any
way dependent upon the use, operation or mainte-
nance of the airport, or for any commercial or indus-
trial purpose may be made for any period not to
exceed seventy-five years: And provided further,
That any such lease of real property made for a
longer period than ten years shall contain provisions
requiring the municipality and the lessee to permit
the rentals for each five year period thereafter, to be
readjusted at the commencement of each such period,
if written request f or such readjustment is given
by either party to the other at least thirty days
before the commencement of the five year period in
respect of which such readjustment is requested.
If in such event the parties cannot agree upon the
rentals for such five year period they shall submit
to have the disputed rentals for such five year period
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adjusted by arbitration. The lessee shall pick one
arbitrator and the governing body of the munic-
ipality one, and the two so chosen shall select a
third, and such board of arbitrators, after a review
of all pertinent facts may increase or decrease such
rentals, or continue the previous rate thereof.

The proceeds of sale of any property the pur-
chase price of which was obtained by the sale of
bonds shall be deposited in the bond sinking fund.
In the event all the proceeds of sale are not needed
to pay the principal of bonds remaining unpaid, the
remainder shall be paid into the airport fund of the
municipality. The proceeds of sales of property the
purchase price of which was paid from appropria-
tions of tax funds shall be paid into the airport fund
of the municipality.

(6) To determine the charges or rental for the
use of any properties under its control and the
charges for any services or accommodations, and the
terms and conditions under which such properties
may be used: Provided, That in all cases the public
is not deprived of its rightful, equal and uniform
use of such property. Charges shall be reasonable
and uniform for the same class of service and estab-
lished with due regard to the property and improve-
ments used and the expense of operation to the
municipality. The municipality shall have and may
enf orce liens, as provided by law for liens and en-
forcement thereof, for repairs to or improvement or
storage or care of any personal property, to enforce
the payment of any such charges.

(7) To exercise all powers necessarily incidental
to the exercise of the general and special powers
herein granted.

Passed the Senate February 19, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 232.
[ S. B. 135.]1

BUSINESS AND OCCUPATION TAX-RETAIL STORE
OR OUTLET.

AN ACT relating to the business and occupation tax; and adding
a new section to Title II, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 and
to chapter 82.04 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to Title II, chapter
180, Laws of 1935 and to chapter 82.04 RCW a new
section to read as follows:

"Retail store "Retail store or outlet" does not mean a device
or utlt." or apparatus through which sales are activated by

coin deposits but the phrase shall include automats
or business establishments retailing diversified goods
primarily through the use of such devices or ap-
paratus.

Passed the Senate February 13, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 233.
[ S. B. 150.

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS-EMPLOYEE BENEFITS.

AN ACT relating to Public Utility Districts; providing for em-
ployee insurance, annuity, and retirement plans; and
amending section 8, chapter 245, Laws of 1941 and RCW
54.04.050.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 54.04.050 SECTION 1. Section 8, chapter 245, Laws of 1941
amended.

and RCW 54.04.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

[1078
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(1) Any public utility district engaged in the Gr~oup em-

operation of electric or water utilities may enter
into contracts of group insurance for the benefit of
its employees, and pay all or any part of the pre-
miums for such insurance. Such premiums shall be
paid out of the revenues derived from the operation
of such properties: Provided, That no contract shall
be entered into for the benefit of a group of less than
ten employees: And provided further, That if the
premium is to be paid by the district and employees
jointly, and the benefits of the policy are off ered
to all eligible employees, not less than seventy-five
percent of such employees may be so insured.

(2) A public utility district whose employees
or officials are not members of the state retirement
system engaged in the operation of electric or water
utilities may contract for individual annuity con-
tracts, retirement income policies or group annuity
contracts, including prior service, to provide a re-
tirement plan, or any one or more of them, and pay
all or any part of the premiums therefor out of the
revenue derived from the operation of its prop-
erties.

Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 234.
[ S. B. 257. 1

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES.

AN ACT relating to procedure of state administrative agencies
and review of their determinations.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Definitions. SECTION 1. For the purpose of this act:
"Agency."~ (1) "Agency" means any state board, commis-

sion, department, or officer, authorized by law to
make rules or to adjudicate contested cases, except
those in the legislative or judicial branches.

"Rule." (2) "Rule" includes every regulation, standard,
or statement of policy or interpretation of general
application and future effect, including the amend-
ment or repeal thereof, adopted by an agency,
whether with or without prior hearing, to imple-
ment or make specific the law enforced or adminis-
tered by it or to govern its organization or procedure,
but does not include regulations which concern only
the internal management of the agency and do not
directly affect the rights of or procedures available
to the public.

"Contested (3) "Contested case" means a proceeding before
case." an agency in which the legal rights, duties, or privi-

leges of specific parties are required by law or con-
stitutional right to be determined after an agency
hearing.

Rule-making SEC. 2. In addition to other rule-making require-
requirements
enumerated. ments imposed by law:

(1) Each agency shall adopt rules governing the
formal and informal procedures prescribed or au-
thorized by this act. Such rules may state the
qualifications of persons for practice before the
agency. Such rules shall also include rules of
practice before the agency, together with forms and
instructions.
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(2) To assist interested persons dealing with it,
each agency shall so far as deemed practicable sup-
plement its rules with descriptive statements of its
procedures.

(3) Prior to the adoption of any rule authorized
by law, or the amendment or repeal thereof, the
adopting agency shall file notice thereof with the
office of code reviser. So far as practicable, the
adopting agency shall also publish or otherwise cir-
culate notice of its intended action and afford inter-
ested persons opportunity to submit data or views
either orally or in writing. Such notice shall include
(a) a statement of the time, place, and nature of
public rule-making proceedings, (b) reference to the
authority under which the rule is proposed, and (c)
either the terms or substance of the proposed rule
or a description of the subjects and issues involved.
Except where notice or hearing is required by stat-
ute, subdivision (3) of this section shall not apply
to interpretative rules, general statements of policy,
or rules of internal agency organization, procedure
or practice.

SEc. 3. If the agency finds that immediate adop- Emergency

tion or amendment of a rule is necessary for the amendments.

preservation of the public health, safety, or general
welfare, and that observance of the requirements of
notice and opportunity to present views on the
proposed action would be contrary to the public
interest, the agency may dispense with such require-
ments and adopt the rule or amendment as an
emergency rule or amendment. The agency's find-
ing and a brief statement of the reasons for its find-
ing shall be incorporated in the emergency rule or
amendment as filed with the office of the code re-
viser under section 4 of this act. An emergency
rule or amendment shall not remain in effect for
longer than ninety days. This section does not
relieve any agency from compliance with any law
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requiring that its rules be approved by designated
persons or bodies before they become effective.

SEc. 4. (1) Each agency shall file forthwith
in the office of the code reviser a certified copy of
all rules now in effect and hereafter adopted, except
the rules contained in tariffs filed with or published
by the Washington public service commission. The
code reviser shall keep a permanent register of such
rules open to public inspection.

(2) Emergency rules adopted under section 3
of this act shall become effective upon filing. All
other rules hereafter adopted shall become effective
upon the expiration of thirty days after the date of
filing, unless a later date is required by statute or
specified in the rule.

(3) The code reviser shall report to each regular
session of the legislature on the state of compliance
of the agencies with this section. For this purpose,
all agencies shall supply the code reviser with such
information as he may request.

SE~C. 5. (1) The code reviser shall, as soon as
practicable after the effective date of this act, com-
pile and index all rules adopted by each agency and
remaining in effect. Compilations shall be supple-
mented or revised as often as necessary and at least
once every two years.

(2) The code reviser shall publish a monthly
bulletin in which he shall set forth the text of all
rules filed during the preceding month excluding
rules in eff ect upon the adoption of this act.

(3) The code reviser may, in his discretion, omit
from the bulletin or the compilation, rules, the pub-
lication of which would be unduly cumbersome, ex-
pensive or otherwise inexpedient, if such rules are
made available in printed or processed form on ap-
plication to the adopting agency, and if such bulletin
or compilation contains a notice stating the general
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subject matter of the rules so omitted and stating
how copies thereof may be obtained.

(4) Bulletins and compilations shall be made
available, in written form to officials of this state
upon request and to county boards of law library
trustees and to the Olympia representatives of the
Associated Press and the United Press International
without request, free of charge, and to other persons
at a price fixed by the code reviser to cover publica-
tion and mailing costs.

(5) The board of law library trustees of each
county shall keep and maintain a complete and cur-
rent set of bulletins and compilations for use and
inspection as provided in RCW 27.24.060.

(6) Judicial notice shall be taken of rules filed
and published as provided in section 4 and this
section.

SEC. 6. Any interested person may petition an Petitions
as to rulesagency requesting the promulgation, amendment, or authorized.

repeal of any rule. Each agency shall prescribe by
rule the form for such petitions and the procedure
for their submission, consideration, and disposition.

SEC. 7. (1) The validity of any rule may be de- Determining
validity of

termined upon petition for a declaratory judgment rule-Declar-

thereon addressed to the superior court of Thurston ment.

county, when it appears that the rule, or its threat-
ened application, interferes with or impairs or
immediately threatens to interfere with or impair,
the legal rights or privileges of the petitioner. The
agency shall be made a party to the proceeding.
The declaratory judgment may be rendered whether
or not the petitioner has first requested the agency
to pass upon the validity of the rule in question.

(2) In a proceeding under subsection (1) of this
section the court shall declare the rule invalid only
if it finds that it violates constitutional provisions
or exceeds the statutory authority of the agency or
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was adopted without compliance with statutory rule-
making procedures.

Determining SEc. 8. On petition of any interested person, an
applicability
to subject-
Declaratory agency may issue a declaratory ruling with respect

Appeal. to the applicability to any person, property, or state
of facts of any rule or statute enforceable by it. A
declaratory ruling, if issued after argument and
stated to be binding, is binding between the agency
and the petitioner on the state of facts alleged, unless
it is altered or set aside by a court. Such a ruling
is subject to review in the superior court of Thurston
county in the manner hereinafter provided for the
review of decisions in contested cases. Each agency
shall prescribe by rule the form for such petitions
and the procedure for their submission, consider-
ation, and disposition.

Contested SEC. 9. (1) In any contested case all parties shall
cases-Pro-
cedure-- be afforded an opportunity for hearing after reason-

Rights. able notice. The notice shall state the time, place
and issues involved, but if, by reason of the nature
of the proceeding, the issues cannot be fully stated
in advance of the hearing, or if subsequent amend-
ment of the issues is necessary, they shall be fully
stated as soon as practicable, and opportunity shall
be afforded all parties to present evidence and argu-
ment with respect thereto. The agency shall prepare
an official record of the hearing which shall include
testimony recorded manually or by a mechanical de-
vice and exhibits, in each contested case, but it
shall not be necessary to transcribe testimony unless
requested for purposes of agency decision pursuant
to section 11 of this act, rehearing, or court review.
A copy of the record shall be furnished to any party
to the hearing upon request therefor and payment
of the reasonable costs thereof. Informal disposition
may also be made of any contested case by stipula-
tion, agreed settlement, consent order, or default.
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Each agency shall adopt appropriate rules of pro-
cedure for notice and hearing in contested cases.

(2) Agencies, or their authorized agents, may
(a) administer oaths and affirmations, examine

witnesses, and receive evidence,
(b) issue subpoenas as provided by law,
(c) rule upon offers of proof and receive rele-

vant evidence,
(d) take or cause depositions to be taken pur-

suant to rules promulgated by the agency,
(e) regulate the course of the hearing,
(f) hold conferences for the settlement or sim-

plification of the issues by consent of the parties,
(g) dispose of procedural requests or similar

matters,
(h) make decisions or proposals for decision

pursuant to section 11 of this act,
(i) take any other action authorized by agency

rule consistent with this act.

SEC. 10. In contested cases: Rules of
evidence
(contested(1) Agencies, or their authorized agents, mycss

admit and give probative effect to evidence which
possesses probative value commonly accepted by
reasonably prudent men in the conduct of their af-
fairs. They shall give effect to the rules of privilege
recognized by law. They may exclude incompetent,
irrelevant, immaterial, and unduly repetitious evi-
dence.

(2) All evidence, including but not limited to rec-
ords and documents in the possession of the agency
of which it desires to avail itself, shall be offered
and made a part of the record in the case, and no
other factual information or evidence shall be con-
sidered in the determination of the case. Docu-
mentary evidence may be received in the form of
copies or excerpts, or by incorporation by reference.

(3) Every party shall have the right of cross-
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examination of witnesses who testify, and shall have
the right to submit rebuttal evidence.

(4) Agencies, or their authorized agents, may
take notice of judicially cognizable facts and in ad-
dition may take notice of general, technical, or
scientific facts within. their specialized knowledge.
Parties shall be notified either before or during
hearing, or by reference in preliminary reports or
otherwise, of the material so noticed, and they shall
be afforded an opportunity to contest the facts so
noticed. Agencies, or their authorized agents, may
utilize their experience, technical competence, and
specialized knowledge in the evaluation of the evi-
dence presented to them.

Proposal SEC. 11. Whenever in a contested case a majority
for decision
authorized, of the officials of the agency who are to render the

final decision have not heard or read the evidence,
the decision, if adverse to a party to the proce'eding
other than the agency itself, shall not be made until
a proposal for decision, including findings of fact and
conclusions of law has been served upon the parties,
and an opportunity has been afforded each party
adversely affected to file exceptions and present
written argument to a majority of the officials who
are to render the decision, who shall personally con-
sider the whole record or such portions thereof as
may be cited by the parties. Oral arguments may
be heard in the discretion of the agency.

Decision SEc. 12. Every decision and order adverse to a
or order.

party to the proceeding, rendered by an agency in
a contested case, shall be in writing or stated in the
record and shall be accompanied by findings of fact
and conclusions of law. The findings of fact shall
consist of a concise statement of each fact found upon
each contested issue of fact. Parties to the proceed-
ing shall be notified of the decision and order in
person or by mail. A copy of the decision and order
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and accompanying findings and conclusions shall be
delivered or mailed to each party or to his attorney
of record.

SEc. 13. (1) Any person aggrieved by a final Judiicial~

decision in a contested case, whether such decision under act).
Procedure.

is affirmative or negative in form, is entitled to
judicial review thereof only under this act. Where
the agency's rules provide a procedure for rehearing
or reconsideration, and that procedure has been in-
voked, the agency decision shall not be final until
the agency shall have acted thereon.

(2) Proceedings for review under this act shall
be instituted by filing a petition in a superior court.
In cases where review by the superior court for
Thurston county was previously or hereafter is
specifically provided by statute, the petition shall be
filed in that court. In all other cases the petition
shall be filed in the superior court for the county of
the petitioner's residence or principal place of busi-
ness, or in the absence of a residence or principal
place of business, for Thurston county. All petitions
shall be filed within thirty days after the service
of the final decision of the agency. Copies of the
petition shall be served upon the agency and all
other parties of record. The court, in its discretion,
may permit other interested persons to intervene.

(3) The filing of the petition shall not stay en-
forcement of the agency decision. Where other
statutes provide for stay or supersedeas of an agency
decision, it may be stayed by the agency or the re-
viewing court only as provided therein; otherwise
the agency may do so, or the reviewing court may
order a stay upon such terms as it deems proper.

(4) Within thirty days after service of the peti-
tion, or within such further time as the court may
allow, the agency shall transmit to the reviewing
court the original or a certified copy of the entire
record of the proceeding under review; but, by
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stipulation of all parties to the review proceeding,
the record may be shortened. Any party unreason-
ably refusing to stipulate to limit the record may be
taxed by the court for the additional costs. The
court may require or permit subsequent corrections
or additions to the record when deemed desirable.

(5) The review shall be conducted by the court
without a jury and shall be confined to the record,
except that in cases of alleged irregularities in pro-
cedure before the agency, not shown in the record,
testimony thereon may be taken in the court. The
court shall, upon request, hear oral argument and
receive written briefs.

(6) The court may affirm the decision of the
agency or remand the case for further proceedings;
or it may reverse the decision if the substantial rights
of the petitioners may have been prejudiced because
the administrative findings, inferences, conclusions,
or decisions are:

(a) in violation of constitutional provisions; or
(b) in excess of the statutory authority or jur-

isdiction of the agency; or
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; or
(d) affected by other error of law; or
(e) unsupported by material and substantial evi-

dence in view of the entire record as submitted; or
(f) arbitrary or capricious.

Appeal to SEC. 14. An aggrieved party may secure a re-
supreme
court, view of any final judgment of the superior court

under this act by appeal to the supreme court. Such
appeal shall be taken in the manner provided by
law for appeals from the superior court in other
civil cases.

State agencies SEC. 15. This act shall not apply to the state mi-
excepted
under act. litia, the liquor control board, or the board of prison

terms and paroles. The provisions of section 9
through 13 of this act shall not apply to the board
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of industrial insurance appeals, the state board of
equalization or the insurance commnissioner or the
state tax commission. The provisions of sections
6, 7 and 8 of this act shall not apply to the depart-
ment of public assistance.

SEC. 16. If any provision of this 'act or the ap- Severability.

plication thereof to any person or circumstance is
held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other
provisions or applications of the act which can be
given effect without the invalid provision or applica-
tion, and to this end the provisions of this act are
declared to be severable.

SEC. 17. All acts or parts of acts which are in- General repeal

consistent with the provisions of this act are hereby -aigs

repealed, but such repeal shall niot affect pending
proceedings.

SEC. 18. Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 of this act shall Effective date.

take effect upon the elapse of one year from the date
of its enactment. The other sections of this act shall
take effect upon the elapse of six months from the
date of its enactment.

SEC. 19. If any part of this act shall be f ound
to be in conflict with federal requirements which
are a condition precedent to the allocation of federal
funds to the state, such conflicting part of this act
is hereby declared to be inoperative solely to the
extent of such conflict and with respect to the
agencies directly affected, and such findings or de-
termination shall not affect the operation of the re-
mainder of this act in its application to the agencies
concerned.

Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

Conflicts with
federal re-
quirements,
inoperative.
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CHAPTER 235.
(S. B. 372.]1

WASHINGTON SOLDIERS' HOME-MEMBERSHIP.

AN ACT relating to membership in the colony of the Washington
soldiers' home and amending section 72.36.040, chapter 28,
Laws of 1959 and RCW 72.36.040.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 72.36.040 SECTION 1. Section 72.36.040, chapter 28, Laws
amended, of 1959 and RCW 72.36.040 are each amended to

read as follows:

Colony es- There is hereby established what shall be known
tablihed-
W ho may be as the "Colony of the State Soldiers' Home." All of

admited. the following persons who reside within the limits
of Orting precinct and have been actual bona fide
citizens of this state for a period of three years at
the time of their application and who have personal
property of less than one thousand dollars and/or
a monthly income insufficient to meet their needs
as determined by the standards of the county welfare
department, may be admitted to membership in
said colony under such rules and regulations as may
be adopted by the department.

(1) All honorably discharged soldiers, sailors and
marines, who have served the United States govern-
ment in any of its wars, and members of the state
militia disabled while in the line of duty, and their
wives, who were married and living with their
wives for five years prior to application to member-
ship in said colony or who, since said date, have
married widows of soldiers who were members of a
soldiers' home or colony in this state or entitled to
admission thereto at the time of death: Provided,
That such soldiers, sailors, and marines and mem-
bers of the state militia shall, while they are mem-
bers of said colony, be living with their said wives.

(2) The widows of all soldiers who were mem-
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bers of a soldiers' home or colony in this state or lse-h

entitled to admission thereto at the time of death, may be ad-

and the widows of all soldiers who would have been
entitled to admission to a soldiers' home or colony
in this state at the time of death but for the fact that
they were not indigent and unable to support them-
selves and families, which widows have since the
death of their said husbands become indigent and
unable to earn a support for themselves: Provided,
That such widows are not less than fifty years of age
and have not been married since the decease of their
said husbands to any person not a member of a
soldiers' home or colony in this state or entitled to
admission thereto. Any resident of said colony may
be admitted to the hospital at the state soldiers' home
for temporary care when requiring hospital treat-
ment.

Passed the Senate March 6, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 236.
[S. B. 394.]

PORT DISTRICTS-TOLL BRIDGES AND TUNNELS.

AN ACT relating to port districts; authorizing port districts to
construct or otherwise acquire tunnels and bridges; to fix,
charge and collect tolls, rates, rents and charges for the
use of such facilities; to authorize the issuance of negoti-
able revenue bonds and other revenue obligations payable
solely from such tolls, rates, rents and charges; to authorize
port districts to contract with other municipal corporations,
public agencies and departments of the government of the
state and of the United States concerning the acquisition,
construction, ownership, operation, maintenance, renewal,
replacement and extension of facilities constructed pursuant
to the authority of this act, and to authorize such other
municipal corporations, public agencies and departments
of the government of the state to enter into such contracts
with port districts; to provide for actions and the limitation
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thereof; to exempt facilities constructed or acquired
pursuant to the authority of this act from taxation; to
provide for violations; to provide for penalties and to
provide a validity clause.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Toll bridges. SECTION 1. In addition to all other powers
tunnels au-
thorized- granted to port districts, any such district i-ay,
Highway ap-
proaches, with the consent of the state highway commission,

acquire by condemnation, purchase, lease or gift,
and may construct, reconstruct, maintain, operate,
furnish, equip, improve, better, add to, extend and
lease to others in whole or in part and sell in whole
or in part any one or more of the following port
projects, within or without or partially within and
partially without the corporate limits of the district
whenever the commission of the district determines
that any one of more of such projects are necessary
for or convenient to the movement of commercial
freight and passenger traffic a part of which traffic
moves to, from, or through the territory of the said
district, to wit:

(1) Toll bridges;
(2) Tunnels under or upon the beds of any river,

stream or other body of water, or through mountain
ranges, and

In connection with the acquisition or construction
of any one or more of such projects said port dis-
tricts may, with the consent of the state highway
commission, further acquire or construct, maintain,
operate or improve limited or unlimited access high-
way approaches of such length as the commission of
such district may deem advisable to provide means
of interconnection of such facilities with public high-
ways and of ingress and egress to any such project,
including plazas and toll booths, and to construct
and maintain under, along, over or across any such
project telephone, telegraph or electric transmission
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wires and cables, fuel lines, gas transmission lines
or mains, water transmission lines or mains, and
other mechanical equipment not inconsistent with
the appropriate use of such project, all for the pur-
pose of obtaining revenues for the payment of the
cost thereof.

SEC. 2. The district shall have the power to enter
into a contract or contracts for the use of said pro-
jects, their approaches and equipment and from time
to time to amend such contracts, with persons and
with private and public corporations, and by said
contracts to give such persons or corporations the
right to use said projects, their approaches and
equipment for the transmission of power for tele-
phone and telegraph lines, for the transportation of
water, gas, petroleum, and other products, for rail-
road and railway purposes, and for any other pur-
pose to which the same may be adapted: Provided,
That no such contract shall be for a period longer
than ninety-nine years, and that the projects shall
be put to the largest possible number of uses con-
sistent with the purposes for which such projects
are constructed.

In making such contract or contracts and provid-
ing for payments and rentals thereunder the port
district shall determine the value of the separate
and different uses to which the projects are to be put
and shall apportion the annual rentals and charges
as nearly as possible according to the respective
values of such uses. No such contract shall be made
with any person or corporation unless and until such
person or corporation shall bind himself or itself to
pay as rental therefor an amount determined by the
port district and specified in the contract which shall
be a fair and just proportion of the total amount
required to pay interest on the bonds provided for
in this act, plus a just proportion of the amount
necessary for their retirement, and plus the cost of
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maintenance of the projects, their approaches and
equipment.

The port district may require any of such con-
tracts to be entered into before beginning the con-
struction of said projects or before the expenditure
of funds under the provisions of this act if in its
judgment it is deemed expedient.

There shall be no monopoly of the use of said
projects, and their approaches by any one use, or by
any person or corporation, private or public, in
respect to the several uses, and the port district may
continue to make separate, additional, and supple-
mental contracts for one or more uses until in the
judgment of said port district the capacity of the
projects and approaches for any such use has been
reached. When such capacity has been reached con-
tracts for the use of said projects shall be given
preference in regard to such uses according to the
public interest as determined by the port district,
and subsequent contracts shall be subject to all ex-
isting and prior contracts. The port district shall
have the power to prescribe regulations for the use
of such facilities by the parties to contracts for such
use, or any of them, and to hear and determine all
controversies which may arise between such parties,
under such rules as the port district may from time
to time promulgate; and all contracts shall expressly
reserve such power to the port district.

SEC. 3. Whenever any port district shall deter-
mine to acquire or construct any one or more proj -
ects authorized under the provisions of this act, the
commission of such district shall have the power
and is authorized to issue negotiable revenue bonds
and notes from time to time in one or more series
or instalments in such principal amount as, in the
opinion of the commission, shall be necessary to pro-
vide sufficient money for the acquisition, construc-
tion, reconstruction, extension or improvement
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thereof as set forth in section 1 of this act, including
engineering, inspection, legal and financial fees and
costs, working capital, interest on such bonds and
notes during construction and for a reasonable period
thereafter, establishment of reserves to secure such
bonds and notes and all other expenditures of such
district incidental, necessary or convenient to the
establishment of such projects on a sound financial
basis, and to issue negotiable revenue bonds and
notes for the purpose of renewing or refunding such
outstanding bonds and notes in whole or in part at
or prior to maturity. All such revenue bonds or
notes and coupons thereto attached shall be nego-
tiable instruments within the meaning and purposes
of the negotiable instruments law and shall be sold
by the commission in such manner and for such
price as the commission deems for the best interests
of the district: Provided, That the aggregate cost
to maturity of the moneys received for an issue,
series, or instalment of such bonds or notes, exclu-
sive of redemption premiums, shall not exceed six
percent per annum, and the commission may pro-
vide in any contract for the construction or acquisi-
tion of all or any part of a project or projects or for
the additions or betterments thereto or extensions or
improvements thereof that payment therefor shall
be made only in such revenue bonds or notes: Pro-
vided further, That any revenue bonds issued under
the authority of this act shall have a final maturity
not to exceed forty years from date of issue.

SE~C. 4. Revenue bonds and notes may be issued Bonds and
notes--Reso-

by one or more resolutions and may be secured by curiy-om,

trust agreement by and between the district and one mnet, pay-

or more corporate trustees, depositories, or fiscal
agents, which may be any trust company or state or
national bank having powers of a trust company
within or without the state of Washington. Such
bonds or notes shall bear such date or dates, mature
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at such time or times, bear interest at such rate or
rates not exceeding six percent per annum, be in
such denominations, be in such form either coupon
or registered, carry such registration privileges, be
executed in such manner, be payable in such me-
dium of payment at such place or places within
or without the state of Washington, and be subject
to such terms of redemption and at such redemp-
tion premiums as such resolution, resolutions, or
trust agreements may provide. No proceedings for
the issuance of such bonds or notes shall be required
other than those required by the provisions of this
act, and none of the provisions of any other laws
relative to the terms and conditions for the issuance,
payment, redemption, registration, sale or delivery
of bonds of public bodies, corporation, or political
subdivisions of this state shall be applicable to bonds
or notes issued by port districts pursuant to this act.

covenants to SEc. 5. Any resolution, resolutions, or trust
safeguard
and secure are nts atoingthe issuance of aybonds
bonds and aree uhrzn n
notes. or notes of a port district may contain covenants and

agreements on the part of the district to protect and
safeguard the security and payment of such bonds
or notes, which shall be a part of the contract with
the holders of such obligations thereby authorized
as to:

(1) Pledging all or any part of the revenues, in-
come, receipts, profits and other moneys derived by
the district issuing-such obligations from the owner-
ship, operation, management, lease, or sale of any
one or more of the projects constructed from the
proceeds thereof to secure the payment of bonds or
notes;

(2) The establishment and collection of rates,
rentals, tolls, charges, license, and other fees to be
charged by the district and the amounts to be raised
in each year for the services and commodities sold,
leased, furnished, or supplied by any one or more
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of the projects established from the proceeds of such covenatsto

obligations, and the deposit, use, and disposition of aecnd nons.

the revenues of the district received therefrom;
(3) The setting aside of reserves or sinking funds

for such obligations, and the deposit, investment,
and disposition thereof;

(4) Limitations on the purpose or purposes to
which the proceeds of sale of any issue of bonds or
notes then or thereafter issued payable from the
revenues of any such project or projects may be
applied, and pledging such proceeds to secure the
payment of such bonds or notes;

(5) Limitations on the issuance of additional
revenue bonds or notes of the district, the terms and
conditions upon which such additional revenue bonds
or notes may be issued and secured, and the ref und-
ing of outstanding or other bonds or notes;

(6) The procedure, if any, by which the terms
of any contract with bondholders may be amended
or abrogated, the amount of bonds or notes the
holders of which must consent thereto, and the man-
ner in which such consent may be given;

(7) Limitations on the amount of moneys de-
rived from any project or projects to be expended
for operating, administrative or other expenses of
the district in connection with any such project or
projects;

(8) The employment of independent auditors
and engineers or other technical consultants to ad-
vise and assist the district in the operation, manage-
ment, and improvement of any project or projects;

(9) Limitations or prohibitions on rendering free
service in connection with any project or projects;

(10) Specifying conditions constituting events of
default and vesting in one or more trustees includ-
ing trustees which may be appointed by the bond-
holders and noteholders, such special rights, prop-
erty rights, powers, and duties with respect to the
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property and revenues of any project or projects as
the commission of the district may deem advisable
the better to secure the payment of such bonds and
notes;

(11) Prescribing conditions controlling the ac-
quisition, sale, lease, or other disposition of real and
personal property used or useful in connection with
any project or projects, the amount and kinds of
policies of insurance to be carried by the district in
connection therewith, and the use and disposition of
the proceeds of policies of insurance; and

(12) Any other matters of like or different char-
acter which in any way affect the security or pro-
tection of bonds or notes of the district.

Notes. SEC. 6. A district shall have power from time to
time to issue bond anticipation revenue notes
(herein referred to as notes), and from time to time
to issue renewal notes, such notes in any case to
mature not later than six years from the date of
incurring the indebtedness represented thereby in
an amount not exceeding in the aggregate at any
time outstanding the amount of revenue bonds then
or theretofore authorized but not issued. Payment
of such notes shall be made from any moneys or
revenue which the district may have available for
such purpose or the proceeds of the sale of revenue
bonds of the district, or such notes may be exchanged
for a like amount of such revenue bonds bearing the
same or a lower or higher rate of interest than that
borne by such notes.

All notes may be issued and sold in the same
manner as revenue bonds. Any district shall have
power to make contracts for the future sale from
time to time of notes on terms and conditions stated
in such contracts, and the district shall have power
to pay such consideration as it shall deem proper
for any commitments to purchase notes in the future.
Such notes may also be collaterally secured by
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pledges and deposits with a bank or trust company,
in trust for the payment of said notes, of revenue
bonds in an aggregate amount at least equal to the
amount of such notes and, in any event, in amount
deemed by the district sufficient to provide for the
payment of the notes in full at the maturity thereof.
The district may provide in such collateral agree-
ment that the notes may be exchanged for revenue
bonds held as collateral security for the notes, or
that the trustee may sell the revenue bonds if the
notes are not otherwise paid at maturity and apply
the proceeds of such sale to the payment of the notes.
Such notes shall bear interest at a rate or rates not
exceeding six percent per annum and shall not be
sold at a price that will cause the interest cost on the
money received therefrom to exceed six percent per
annum.

SEC. 7. Revenue bonds and notes issued under
the provisions of this act shall be payable solely from
the revenues, income, receipts, profits, charges, fees,
rentals, and moneys received or derived by or
through the ownership, operation, sale, lease, or
other disposition in whole or in part of any project
or projects authorized under the provisions of this
act, or through the issuance of refunding bonds or
notes, and the commission of any district issuing
revenue bonds or notes under the authority of this
act shall establish, maintain, and collect rates, tolls,
rents, and charges from time to time so long as any
of such revenue bonds are outstanding and unpaid
for all services sold, furnished, or supplied by or
through any such project or projects sufficient to
produce an amount, together with any other moneys
of the district available and dedicated to such pur-
pose, to pay the principal of and interest and pre-
mium, if any, on all revenue bonds and notes payable
from the revenues of any project or projects as the
same mnay respectively fall due in accordance with
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Special funds
and accounts
-Disposition.

the terms of the resolution or resolutions or trust
agreement authorizing the issuance and securing the
payment of such obligations.

SEC. 8. The resolution, resolutions, or trust agree-
ment providing for the issuance of revenue bonds or
notes pursuant to the provisions of this act shall
create and establish a special fund of the district into
which the district shall be obligated to deposit as
collected all income, revenues, receipts, and profits
derived by the district through the ownership and
operation of any project or projects acquired or
constructed from the proceeds of the sale of such
revenue bonds or notes: Provided, That additional
separate special funds or accounts may be created
by such resolution or trust agreement into which the
district may obligate itself to deposit the proceeds,
of the sale of such revenue bonds and notes, the pro-
ceeds of the sale or other disposition in whole or in
part of any project or projects, the proceeds of any
policies of insurance on such projects, and any other
additional moneys received by the district and ap-
plicable to such projects. All such moneys shall be
held by the district, the depositories and trustees
of such funds and accounts, in trust for the equal
and ratable benefit and security of the holders from
time to time of the revenue bonds and notes issued
pursuant to the resolution, resolutions, or trust agree-
ment establishing such special funds or accounts, and
shall be collected, held, deposited, and disbursed
solely for the acquisition, construction, operation,
maintenance, renewal, replacement, improvement,
extension, and betterment of such project or proj-
ects and the payment of the principal of and interest
and premium, if any, on the revenue bonds and notes
issued pursuant to such resolution, resolutions, or
trust agreements, and the creation and maintenance
of reasonable reserves for all such purposes: Pro-
vided, however, That the district may in its discre-
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tion and subject to any agreements with the holders
of such revenue bonds and notes expend amounts
of such moneys as are not required for the purposes
aforesaid for other corporate purposes of the dis-
trict.

The district may pledge such moneys or revenues
of the district subject to prior pledges thereof, if
any, for the payment of such notes and may in ad-
dition secure the notes in the same manner as herein
provided for revenue bonds.

SEC. 9. It is the intention hereof that any pledge
of revenues, income, receipts, profits, charges, fees,
or other moneys made by a district for the payment
of bonds shall be valid and binding from the time of
the adoption of any resolution or the execution of any
trust agreement making such pledge notwithstand-
ing the fact that there may not then be any
simultaneous delivery thereof, that the revenues,
income, receipts, profits, charges, fees, and other
moneys so pledged shall as soon as received by the
district immediately be subject to the lien of such
pledge without the physical delivery thereof and
without further act, and that the lien of any such
pledge shall be valid and binding as against all
parties having claims of any kind in tort, contract,
or otherwise against the district irrespective of
whether such parties have notice thereof. Neither
the resolution, resolutions, or trust agreement au-
thorizing revenue bonds or notes nor any other
instrument by which such a pledge is created need
be recorded to be effective.

SEC. 10. Neither the members of a commission
nor any person executing revenue bonds or notes
shall be liable personally on such bonds or notes,
or be subject to any personal liability or account-
ability by reason of the issuance thereof.
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District may SE.1.Adsrcshlhaepwrotfan
purchaseSE.1.Adsrcshlhaepwrotfan

bonds.o funds available therefor to purchase revenue bonds
or notes of such district. Any bonds or notes so
purchased may be held, canceled, or resold by the
district subject to and in accordance with any reso-
lution or resolutions or trust agreements with bond-
holders.

Covenants SEC. 12. The state of Washington does hereby
of sate. covenant and agree with the holders of revenue

bonds or notes issued by a district under the au-
thority of this act that the state will not limit or
alter the rights hereby vested in a district to acquire,
maintain, construct, reconstruct, improve, extend,
add to, better and operate the projects authorized
to be constructed or acquired under the provisions
hereof and to establish, collect, and pledge such
rates, rentals, tolls, charges, license, and other fees
as may be convenient or necessary to produce suf-
ficient revenue to meet the expense of maintenance
and operation of such projects and to fulfill the
terms of any agreements made with holders of such
revenue bonds and notes or in any way impair the
rights and remedies of bondholders and noteholders
until the bonds or notes together with interest
thereon, with interest on any unpaid instalments of
interest, and all cost and expenses in connection with
any action or proceedings by or on behalf of the
bondholders or noteholders, are fully met and dis-
charged. The provisions of this act and of the reso-
lutions, trust agreements and proceedings authoriz-
ing revenue bonds and notes hereunder shall con-
stitute a contract with the holders of said bonds and
notes.

pojeigtios, SEC. 13. The revenue bonds, revenue notes, and
alone, any other obligations of a district issued under the

authority of this act shall not be a debt of the state
of Washington or of any political subdivision of this
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state, nor shall such obligations be considered in-
debtedness of the port district issuing same within
any constitutional, statutory, or other limitation of
indebtedness, and neither the state nor any political
subdivision thereof, including the port district is-
suing such revenue bonds or notes, shall ever become
obligated to levy ad valorem taxes on any taxable
property within the state for the payment of such
revenue bonds and notes, but such revenue bonds
and notes shall be payable solely from and shall be
a charge only upon the revenues and other funds
of the project or projects pledged to the payment
thereof by the proceedings authorizing the issuance
of such bonds and notes.

SEC. 14. Prior to the issuance and delivery of
revenue bonds or notes under the authority of this
act, such revenue bonds or notes and a certified copy
of the resolution, resolutions, or trust agreements
authorizing such revenue bonds or notes shall be
forwarded by the port commission to the state
auditor together with any additional information
requested by him, and when such revenue bonds or
notes have been examined they shall be registered
by the auditor in books to be kept by him for that
purpose, and a certificate of registration shall be en-
dorsed upon each such revenue bond or note and
signed by the auditor or a deputy appointed by him
for that purpose.

Revenue bonds or notes so registered shall then
be prima facie valid and binding obligations of the
port district in accordance with the terms thereof,
notwithstanding any defect or irregularity in the
proceedings for the authorization and issuance of
such revenue bonds or notes or in the sale, execu-
tion or delivery thereof or in the application of the
proceeds thereof.

SEC. 15. Revenue bonds and notes issued under
the authority of this act are made securities in which
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political subdivisions of this state, all insurance com-
panies and associations and other persons carrying
on an insurance business, all banks, bankers, trust
companies, savings banks, and savings associations,
including savings and loan associations, building and
loan associations, investment companies and other
persons carrying on a banking business, all adminis-
trators, guardians, executors, trustees and other
fiduciaries, and all other persons whatsoever who
are now or may hereafter be authorized to invest in
bonds or other obligations of the state, may properly
and legally invest funds, including capital, in their
control or belonging to them. Such bonds and notes
are also made securities which may be deposited
with and shall be received by all public officers and
bodies of this state, all municipalities, municipal
subdivisions, and other political subdivisions of this
state for any purpose for which the deposit of bonds
or other obligations of this state is now or may here-
after be authorized.

Projects de- SEc. 16. It is found, determined, and declared
clared public
purposes- that the creation and establishment of projects au-
Tax exempt. thorized by this act are in all respects for the benefit

of the people of the state of Washington, for the im-
provement of their welfare and prosperity, and for
the promotion of intrastate, interstate, and foreign
commerce, the transportation of freight, commercial,
and passenger traffic, is a public purpose, that such
projects operated by port districts are essential parts
of the public transportation system, and that such
districts will be performing essential governmental
functions in the exercise of the powers conferred
upon them by this act; and the state of Washington
covenants with the holders of revenue bonds and
notes that port districts shall not be required to pay
any taxes or assessments, or other governmental
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charges in lieu thereof, upon any of the property
acquired by them or under their respective jurisdic-
tions, control, possession, or supervision, upon the
activities of port districts in the operation and
maintenance of such projects, or upon any charges,
fees, rentals, revenues, or other income received by
such districts from such projects and that the
revenue bonds and notes of port districts and the in-
come therefrom shall at all times be exempt from
all taxation in the state of Washington, except
transfer, inheritance, and estate taxes. This section
shall constitute a covenant and agreement with the
holders of all revenue bonds and notes issued by
port districts pursuant to the provisions of this act.

SEc. 17. In the acquisition, construction, recon-
struction, improvement, extension, or betterment of
any project or projects authorized under the pro-
visions of this act any port district creating and
establishing any such project or projects may have
and exercise all of the powers heretofore or here-
after granted to port districts for corporate purposes
and, in addition thereto, may acquire by gift or grant,
lease, purchase, or condemnation any public and
private property, franchises and property rights, in-
cluding state, county, and school lands and property,
and littoral and water rights whether or not any
such property is then devoted to public or quasi
public proprietary or governmental use: Provided,
That the court shall find that the proposed condem-
nation of any property already devoted to a public
use is for a higher public use, and may by appro-
priate contracts with any city, county, or other po-
litical subdivision of the state, with the state and
any department of the government of the state
(hereinafter referred to collectively as public agen-
cies), or with any department, instrumentality or
agency of the United States, acquire title to or the
use of existing roads, streets, parkways, avenues,
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or highways or the closing of any roads, streets,
parkways, avenues, or highways as may be neces-
sary or convenient to the acquisition, construction,
or operation of any such project or projects under
such terms and conditions as may be mutually
agreed upon. All public agencies are authorized to
enter into contracts with port districts for the af ore-
said purposes.

Contracts by SEc. 18. Any public agency, including without
agencies limitation the aeronautics commission, the depart-
with district
authorized. ment of highways and the state toll bridge authority,

may contract with any port district, constructing a
project or projects under the authority of this act,
for the contribution of moneys or real or personal
property in aid of the construction of such projects,
or for the furnishing of engineering, legal, police, and
fire protection, and all other services necessary or
convenient to the acquisition, construction, recon-
struction, operation, maintenance, renewal, replace-
ment, improvement, additions to, or extension of any
such project or projects, such contracts to run for
such period of years and to contain such terms and
conditions as the parties thereto shall mutually
agree upon. Any public agency, by resolution, may
authorize the execution of such contracts with a
port district and no other authorization on the part
of such public agency shall be necessary, any pro-
vision of laws or of a city charter to the contrary
notwithstanding. Obligations assumed by a public
agency pursuant to such contracts entered into under
the authority of this act shall be included and pro-
vided for in each annual budget of such public
agency thereafter made until all such obligations
have been fully discharged.

Rules, regula- SEC. 19. Any port district establishing a project
tion-of,- under the authority of this act may make such by-
punishable, laws, rules, and regulations for the management and

use of such project and for the collection of rentals,
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tolls, fees, and other charges for services or com-
modities sold, furnished or supplied through such
project, and the violation of any such bylaw, rule,
or regulation shall be an offense punishable by fine
not to exceed one hundred dollars or by imprison-
ment for not longer than thirty days, or both.

SEC. 20. In every action against a district for Civil actions
against

damages, for injuries to real or personal property, district.
necessary

or for the destruction thereof, or for personal in- allegations.

juries or death arising in connection with the acqui-
sition, construction, reconstruction, operation, or
maintenance of a project authorized by the pro-
visions of this act, the complaint shall contain an
allegation that at least thirty days have elapsed since
a demand, claim, or claims upon which such action
is founded were presented to the secretary of the
district, or to its chief executive officer, and that the
district has neglected or refused to make an adjust-
ment or payment thereof f or thirty days after such
presentment.

SEC. 21. No action against a district for damages Statute of
limitations--

for injuries to real or personal property, or for the comeone-

destruction thereof, or for personal injuries or death, ment.

alleged to have been sustained in connection with
the acquisition, construction, reconstruction, opera-
tion, or maintenance of a project shall be com-
menced more than one year after the cause of action
therefor shall have accrued nor unless a notice of
intention to commence such action and of the time
when and place where the damages or personal in-
juries or death were incurred or sustained, together
with a verified statement showing in detail the
property alleged to have been damaged or destroyed
and the value thereof or the personal injuries alleged
to have been sustained and by whom, shall have been
filed with the secretary of the district in the principal
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office of the district within six months af ter such
cause of action shall have accrued.

Act supple- SEC. 22. The powers and rights granted to port
mental-
Liberally districts and public agencies by the provisions of

contrud. this act are in addition and supplemental to and not
in substitution of the powers and rights heretofore
or hereafter granted to such districts and public
agencies by any other law or city charter, and no
limitations or restrictions or proceedings for the
exercise of powers and rights by port districts and
public agencies contained in any other laws or city
charters shall apply to the exercise of powers and
rights granted by the provisions of this act, and the
provisions of this act shall be liberally construed to
permit the accomplishment of the purposes hereof.

Severability. SEC. 23. If any section, clause or provision of
this act shall be declared unconstitutional or invalid
in whole or in part, to the extent that this act is not
unconstitutional or invalid this act shall be valid
and effective, and no other section, clause, or pro-
vision hereof shall on account of such declaration
be deemed invalid or ineffective.

Act controls. SEC. 24. Insofar as the provisions of this act are
inconsistent with the provisions of any other act or
of any city charter, the provisions of this act shall
be controlling.

Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 237.
[S. B. 23.]1

FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICTS.

AN ACT relating to fire protection; amending section 1, chapter
34, Laws of 1939 as last amended by section 1, chapter 254,
Laws of 1947, and RCW 52.04.020; amending section 20,
chapter 34, Laws of 1939, as last amended by section 6,
chapter 254, Laws of 1947, and RCW 52.08.030; amending
section 3, chapter 70, Laws of 1941, as last amended by
section 5, chapter 254, Laws of 1947, and RCW 52.08.060;
amending section 22, chapter 34, Laws of 1939, as last
amended by section 1, chapter 238, Laws of 1957, and RCW
52.12.010; amending section 2, chapter 111, Laws of 1955
and RCW 52.22.020; and adding four new sections to
chapter 111, Laws of 1955 and to chapter 52.22 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 34, Laws of 1939, RCW 52.04.020

as last amended by section 1, chapter 254, Laws of amended.

1947, and RCW 52.04.020 are each amended to read
as follows:

Fire protection districts for the elimination of fire Districts
authorized.

hazards and for the protection of life and property
in territories outside of cities and towns are hereby
authorized to be established as in this act provided.

SEC. 2. Section 20, chapter 34, Laws of 1939, as RCW 52.08.030

last amended by section 6, chapter 254, Laws of 1947, aedd

and RCW 52.08.030 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

Any fire protection district organized under this specific
powers-3oitact shall have authority: operations.

(1) To lease, own, maintain, operate and pro-
vide fire engines and all other necessary or proper
apparatus, facilities, machinery and equipment f or
the prevention and extinguishment of fires, and pro-
tection of life and property;

(2) To lease, own, maintain and operate real
property, improvements and fixtures thereon suit-
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Specific abeadcneinfohosnrpiigada-
powers-- beadcnein o osnrpiigadcr
Joint oper- ifo
ations. Ing frfire fighting equipment;

(3) To enter into contract with any incorporated
city or town whereby such city or town shall furnish
fire prevention and fire extinguishment service to
the districts and the inhabitants thereof under the
provisions of this act upon such terms as the board
of directors of the district shall determine. To con-
tract with another county fire protection district, or
with any town, city or municipal corporation or gov-
ernental agency or private person or persons to con-
solidate or cooperate for mutual fire fighting pro-
tection and prevention purposes. Any city, town,
municipal corporation or governmental agency may
contract with a county fire protection district estab-
lished and maintained under the provisions of this
act for the purpose of affording such district fire
fighting and protection equipment and service or
fire prevention facilities, and in so contracting the
district, city, town, municipal corporation or other
governmental agency shall be deemed for all pur-
poses to act within its governmental capacity. Any
county fire protection district established and main-
tained under the provisions of this act, or any city,
town, municipal corporation or other governental
agency is hereby authorized to contract with any
person, firm or corporation for the purpose of afford-
ing fire fighting, protection or fire prevention facili-
ities to such person, firm or corporation and such
contractual relation shall be deemed for all purposes
to be within the governmental power of such rural
fire protection district, city, town, municipal corpo-
ration or other governmental agency;

(4) Fire protection districts situated in different
counties may contract to operate jointly in carrying
out the objects of their creation. Contracts for joint
operation may provide for joint ownership of prop-
erty and equipment, and may authorize a joint
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board of fire commissioners of the contracting dis- Spcii

tricts. to manage the affairs of the joint operations; operations.

to employ and discharge the necessary agents and
employees and fix their respective wages and
salaries; to provide and designate a suitable place
in any county in which any of the contracting dis-
tricts is situated, as a regular meeting place for the
joint board; to incur the necessary expenses and
direct the payment therefor from the funds of the
contracting districts in such proportion as the joint
boards shall determine; and to do all things as may
in the judgment of the joint board be required to
carry out the joint operations of the contracting dis-
tricts.

The joint board shall consist of the members of
the boards of the contracting districts and a majority
of the membership of each district board shall con-
stitute a quorum for the transaction of the business
of the joint board. The members of the boards of
fire commissioners of the contracting districts shall
organize as a joint board annually in January after
the second Monday thereof, elect a chairman and
appoint a secretary for the ensuing year. Any mem-
ber of the board of any contracting district may act
as secretary of the joint board or the joint board
may appoint such other person as the joint board
may determine. The joint board shall prepare the
annual budget for the joint operation of the con-
tracting districts and shall determine the share
of revenues for the joint operation to be raised by
each district and the share of the expense of joint
operation to be paid by each district in the ensuing
year, and the secretary of the joint board shall certify
and deliver within the time required by law, to the
county auditor of each county involved, the part of
the budget to be raised by the district in that county
and the tax officials of that county shall levy and
collect the tax, and the county treasurer shall pay
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Specific
powers-Joint
operations.

vouchers drawn by the joint board on the funds of
the district in that county upon warrants issued by
the county auditor of that county.

Contracts for joint operation of fire districts, as
herein authorized shall run from year to year and
as of January 1st may be terminated by written
notice of the board of fire commissioners of any
contracting district to the other contracting district
or districts on or before July 1st and the contract
for joint operations shall terminate on January 1st
following: Provided, That all obligations of the
joint operations must be paid or definitely arranged
for before contract termination and no notice of
termination shall relieve any contracting district of
its unpaid obligation incurred under the contract for
joint operation;

(5) To encourage uniformity and coordination of
fire protection district operation programs, the fire
commissioners of two or more fire protection dis-
tricts, may form an association thereof, for the pur-
pose of securing data and information of value in
fighting and in preventing fires; hold and attend
meetings thereof; and promote more economical and
efficient operation of the associated fire protection
districts. The directors of fire protection districts
so associated shall adopt articles of association, select
a chairman and secretary, and such other officers as
they may determine, and may employ and discharge
such agents and employees as the officers deem con-
venient to carry out the purposes of the association.
The expenses of the association may be paid from
fire protection district expense funds upon vouchers
of the respective associated districts: Provided,
That the aggregate contributions made to the as-
sociation by any district in any calendar year shall
not exceed one-tenth of one mill of the tax valuation
of the district;

(6) Two or more fire protection districts may
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contract with each other and such a district may
contract with a city or county or the state supervisor
of forestry or any association approved by him for
the joint leasing, ownership, maintenance and
operation of all necessary and proper apparatus,
facilities, machinery, and equipment for the elimina-
tion of fire hazards and for the protection of life and
property within the contracting districts, and of
real property, improvements and fixtures thereon
suitable and convenient for the housing, repairing,
and caring for such apparatus, facilities, machinery,
and equipment, and may contribute their agreed
proportion of the cost and expense thereof;

Such contracts shall be executed by the commis-
sioners of the contracting districts and, when the
contract is between such districts, the terms and
conditions thereof shall be carried out by the boards
of commissioners acting jointly;

(7) To do all things and perform all acts not
otherwise prohibited by law.

SF~c. 3. Section 3, chapter 70, Laws of 1941, as Rcw 52.08.060
last amended by section 5, chapter 254, Laws of amended.

1947, and RCW 52.08.060 are each amended to read
as follows:

Any territory contiguous to a fire protection dis- Annexation

trict and not within the boundaries of a city or townoftriry
or other fire protection district may be annexed to
such fire protection district, for the purpose of ob-
taining fire fighting protection or prevention facil-
ities, by petition of fifteen percent of the qualified
registered electors residing within the territory pro-
posed to be annexed. Such petition shall be filed
with the fire commissioners of the fire protection
district and if the said fire commissioners, shall con-
cur in the said petition they shall then file such
petition with the county auditor who shall within
thirty days from the date of filing such petition
examine the signatures thereof and certify to the
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auditor shall have certified to the sufficiency of the
petition, the proceedings thereafter by the board of
county commissioners and the rights and powers
and duties of the board of county commissioners,
petitioners and objectors and the election and can-
vass thereof shall be the same as in the original pro-
ceedings to form a fire protection district: Provided,
That the board of county commissioners shall have
authority and it shall be its duty to determine on an
equitable basis, the amount of obligation which the
territory to be annexed to the district shall assume,
if any, to place the taxpayers of the existing district
on a fair and equitable relationship with the tax-
payers of the territory to be annexed by reason of
the benefits of coming into a going district previ-
ously supported by the taxpayers of the existing
district, and such obligation may be paid to the dis-
trict in yearly installments to be fixed by the county
board if within the four mill annual tax limit and
included in the annual tax levies against the prop-
erty in such annexed territory until fully paid. The
amount of the obligation and the plan of payment
thereof fixed by the county board shall be set out
in general terms in the notice of election for annexa-
tion: Provided, however, That the special election
shall be held only within the boundaries of the ter-
ritory proposed to be annexed to said fire protection
district. Upon the entry of the order of the board
of county commissioners incorporating such con-
tiguous territory with such existing fire protection
districts, said territory shall become subject to the
indebtedness, bonded or otherwise, of said existing
district in like manner as the territory of said dis-
trict. Should such petition be signed by all of the
qualified registered electors residing within the ter-
ritory proposed to be annexed, and should the fire
commissioners concur therein, an election in such
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territory and a hearing on such petition shall be dis-
pensed with and the board of county commissioners
shall enter its order incorporating such territory
within the said existing fire protection district.

SEC. 4. Section 22, chapter 34, Laws of 1939, as RCW 2.12.010

last amended by section 1, chapter 238, Laws of 1957,
and RCW 52.12.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

The affairs of the district shall be managed by a Number-
Qualifications

board of fire commissioners composed of three -Cmena

resident electors of the district. The members shall commissioners
-Duties.

receive no compensation for their services, but shall
receive necessary expenses in attending meetings of
the board or when otherwise engaged on district
business: Provided, That in any district which has
a fire department employing personnel on a full time,
fully paid basis, fire commissioners, in addition to
expenses as aforesaid, may each receive not to ex-
ceed ten dollars per day or thirty dollars per month
for attendance at board meetings and for perform-
ance of other services in behalf of the district to be
fixed by resolution and entered in the minutes of
the proceedings of the board.

The board shall fix the compensation to be paid
the secretary and all other agents and employees of
the district. The first commissioners shall serve
until after the next general election for the selection
of commissioners and until their successors have
been elected or appointed and have qualified.

SEC. 5. Section 2, chapter 111, Laws of 1955 and RCW 52M2.020

RCW 52.22.020 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

The incorporation of any previously unincorpo- Withdrawal
by incorpor-

rated land lying within a fire protection district shall ation.

operate to automatically withdraw such lands from
the fire protection district.
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New section. SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 111, Laws of
1955 and to chapter 52.22 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Cities and Effective January 1, 1960, every city or town,
towns with-
drawn from or portion thereof, which is situated within the
districts. boundaries of a fire protection district shall become

automatically removed from such fire protection dis-
trict, and no fire protection district shall thereafter
include any city or town, or portion thereof, within
its boundaries.

New section. SEC. 7. There is added to chapter 111, Laws of
1955 and chapter 52.22 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

RCW 57.28.110 The provisions of RCW 57.28.110 shall apply to
applies, territory withdrawn from a fire protection district

under the provision of chapter 52.22 RCW.

New section. SEC. 8. There is added to chapter 111, Laws of
1955 and chapter 52.22 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

City or town's A city or town encompassing territory withdrawn
fire protection, under the provisions of chapter 52.22 RCW shall

determine the most effective and feasible fire pro-
tection for the withdrawn territory, or any part
thereof, and the legislative authority of the city or
town and the commissioners of the fire protection
district may, without limitation on any other powers
provided by law:

(1) Enter into contracts to the same extent as
fire protection districts and cities and towns may
enter into contracts under authority of RCW 52.08-
.030 (3), and

(2) Sell, purchase, rent, lease, or exchange prop-
erty of every nature.

New section. SEC. 9. There is added to chapter 1ll, Laws of
1955 and chapter 52.22 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Fire protection district commissioners residing in
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territory withdrawn from a fire protection district RCW512.50

fillingshall be replaced in the manner provided for the vacancies.
filling of vacancies in RCW 52.12.050.

Passed the Senate February 26, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 238.
f S. B. 55.

PRINTING AND DUPLICATING BY STATE AGENCIES.

AN ACT relating to the acquisition of printing and duplicating
equipment by state officials or agencies; and creating a
state printing and duplicating committee.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The state printer, the director of Committnee

budget, and the director of general administration Members.

shall constitute the state printing and duplicating
committee.

SEC. 2. The state printing and duplicating com- Committee

mittee shall hereafter approve or take such otherduis
action as it deems necessary regarding the purchase
or acquisition of any printing or duplicating equip-
ment, other than typewriters, direct copy or mimeo-
graph machines, by any official or agency of the
state.

SEC. 3. Hereafter no state official or agency of committee

the state shall acquire by purchase or otherwise any required.

printing or duplicating equipment, other than type-
writers, direct copy or mimeograph machines, unless
authorized by the state printing and duplicating
committee to so acquire.

SEC. 4. The state printing and duplicating com- Committee

mittee shall meet within one month after the ef- meetings.
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f ective date of this act and make provision for carry-
ing out the purposes of this act. The committee shall
thereafter meet at such places and times as it slhall
determine and as often as necessary to discharge the
duties imposed upon it.

Excluded SEC. 5. Nothing in this act shall apply to officials
agenies. or agencies of the legislative or judicial branch of

the state government.

Passed the Senate February 24, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 239.
(S. B. 71.]

MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATORS' LICENSES-REVOCATION.

AN ACT relating to motor vehicles; providing for the regu-
lations and licensing of operators thereof; and amending
section 65, chapter 188, Laws of 1937, as amended by section
1, chapter 393, Laws of 1955 and RCW 46.20.250.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 46.20.250 SECTION 1. Section 65, chapter 188, Laws of 1937,
amened. as amended by section 1, chapter 393, Laws of 1955

and RCW 46.20.250 are each amended to read as
follows:

Mandatory Every court in fiigthe pnlyshall forthwithrevocation of fxn eat
license by revoke the vehicle operator's license of a person
court.

upon his conviction of any of the following crimes,
when such conviction has become final:

(1) Manslaughter or negligent homicide result-
ing from the operation of a motor vehicle;

(2) Perjury or the making of a false affidavit to
the director under any licensing law pertaining to
motor vehicles or any other law of this state requir-
ing the registration of motor vehicles or regulating
their operation on public highways;
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()Any crime punishable as a felony under the revocationro

motor vehicle laws of this state or any other felony lcenuetb

in the commission of which a motor vehicle is used;
(4) Conviction or forfeiture of bail upon three

charges of reckless driving all within the preceding
two years;

(5) A conviction of an operator of a motor
vehicle, involved in an accident resulting in the death
or injury of another person, upon a charge of failing
to stop and disclose his identity at the scene of the
accident;

(6) Conviction or forfeiture of bail upon three
charges of operating a vehicle while under the in-
fluence of or affected by the use of intoxicating
liquor or of any narcotic drug, all within the preced-
ing five years;

(7) Theft of a motor vehicle by a juvenile.
The foregoing offenses shall be in addition to

any other offenses for which revocation of a vehicle
operator's license is by law provided.

Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 240.
( S. B. 146.

STATE INSTITUTIONS-INMATES' PROPERTY.

AN ACT relating to the money and property of deceased in-
mates of state institutions; amending section 2, chapter 138,
Laws of 1951 and RCW 11.08.111.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 11.08.111 SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 138, Laws of 1951
amended, and RCW 11.08.111 are each amended to read as

follows:
Property of Prior to the expiration of the above two-year
deceased in-
mates-- 1 period, the superintendent may transfer such money
within two or property in his possession, upon request and satis-
years. factory proof submitted to him, to the following

designated persons:
(1) To the executor or administrator of the

estate of such deceased inmate; or
(2) To the next of kin of the decedent, where

such money and property does not exceed the value
of five hundred dollars, and the person or persons
requesting same shall have furnished an affidavit
as to his or her being next of kin; or

(3) In the case of money, to the person who may
have deposited such money with the superintendent
for the use of the decedent, where the sum involved
does not exceed five hundred dollars; or

(4) To the department of institutions, when there
are moneys due and owing from such deceased per-
son's estate for the cost of his care and maintenance
at such institution: Provided, That transfer of such
money or property may be made to the person first
qualifying under this section and such transfer shall
exonerate the superintendent from further responsi-
bility relative to such money or property: And
provided further, That upon satisfactory showing
the funeral expenses of such decedent are unpaid,
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the superintendent may pay up to three hundred
dollars from said deceased inmate's funds on said
obligation.

Passed the Senate February 19, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 241.
[ S. B. 147. 1

MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATORS' LICENSES-OCCUPA-
TIONAL LICENSES.

AN ACT relating to motor vehicle operators' licenses; and
amending section 2, chapter 268, Laws of 1957 and RCW
46.20.390.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 268, Laws of 1957 ROW 46.20.390
amended.

and RCW 46.20.390 are each amended to read as
follows:

Any person who has had or may have his Petition-

operator's license suspended or revoked because he Isune

has been convicted of or has forfeited bail for any Revocation.

first offense relating to motor vehicles, other than
negligent homicide or manslaughter, and, if such
person is engaged in an occupation or trade making
it essential that he operate a motor vehicle, such
person may file with any judge of a court of record,
justice court, or municipal court having criminal
jurisdiction in the county of such person's residence
a verifled petition, together with the receipt for the
f ee paid, setting forth in detail his need for operating
a motor vehicle. Thereupon, if the petitioner has
not been convicted of or has not forfeited bail for
any such offense within one year immediately preced-
ing the present conviction or bail forfeiture, which of -
fense in the opinion of the judge is not of such a na-
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oprtor's1 ture as to preclude the granting of the petition, the
license.
Procedio- jug may order the director of licenses to issue an
Issuance-- occupational operator's license to such person. A cer-

Revcaton. tified copy of the petition together with the order for
the license shall be mailed to the director. When the
order is issued by such judge, a certified copy thereof
shall be given to the petitioner which copy shall
serve as a temporary occupational operator's license
until the petitioner receives the license issued by
the director.

An occupational operator's license shall permit
the operation of a motor vehicle not to exceed twelve
hours per day and then only when such operation
is an essential part of the licensee's occupation or
trade. Such license shall be issued for a period of
not more than one year.

The order for issuance of an occupational oper-
ator's license shall contain definite restrictions as to
hours of the day, type of occupation, areas or routes
of travel to be permitted under such license and such
other conditions as the judge granting the same
deems appropriate and that satisfactory proof of
financial responsibility has been filed as provided in
chapters 46.24 and 46.28 RCW.

If such licensee is convicted for operating a motor
vehicle in violation of his restrictions, or of a traffic
violation which in the opinion of the director is such
as would warrant suspension or revocation of such
license, or if the judge does not, upon the facts, see
fit to permit such person to retain his license, the
director shall, upon receipt of notice thereof, revoke
such license. Such revocation shall be effective as
of the date of such violation, conviction or with-
drawal order, and it shall continue with the same
force and effect as other revocations under this title.

Passed the Senate February 4, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 242.
[ S. B. 164.]1

LIMITED ACCESS FACILITIES THROUGH CITIES
AND TOWNS.

AN ACT relating to limited access facilities extending through
cities and towns; amending sections 5, 6 and 7, chapter 235,
Laws of 1957 and RCW 47.52.130, RCW 47.52.140 and RCW
47.52.150.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SEcTioN 1. Section 5, chapter 235, Laws of 1957 RC 47.52.130

and RCW 47.52.130 are each amended to read as amended.

follows:
When the state highway commission is planning Report-

a limited access facility through an incorporated city Proposed plan,
hearig,

or town, the commission, or its staff, shall give care- notice.

ful consideration to available data as to the city's
comprehensive plan, land use pattern, present and
potential traffic volumes of city streets crossing the
proposed facility, origin and destination traffic sur-
veys, existing utilities and other pertinent surveys,
and shall submit to the city officials for study a
report showing how these factors have been taken
into account and how the proposed plan for a limited
access facility will serve public convenience and
necessity, together with the locations and access and
egress plans, and over and under crossings under
consideration.

Conferences shall be held on the merits of this
state report and plans, recommended locations and
the economic effects of the plan and any proposed
modification or alternate proposal of the cities or
towns, in order to attempt to reach an agreement
between the state highway commission and the city
officials. As a result of the conference, the proposed
plan, together with any modifications thereof, shall
be prepared by the state highway commission and
presented to the city for inspection and study'at
least thirty days before the public hearing thereon.

[ 1123 ]
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The highway commission shall hold a public hearing
within the city or town to determine the desirability
of the plan proposed by the commission, at which
hearing any city official or person may appear and
be heard even though such official or person is not
an abutting property owner. Notice of such hearing
shall be given by publication once each week for
two weeks, the date of first publication to be not
less than fifteen days nor more than twenty days
prior to such hearing in one or more newspapers of
general circulation within the city or town. Such
hearing shall be conducted in such a manner as to
comply with the requirements of section 116 (c)
of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 or any act
supplemental thereto or amendatory thereof.

ROW 47.52.140 SEC. 2. Section 6, chapter 235, Laws of 1957 and
amended.

RCW 47.52.140 are each amended to read as follows:
Adoption of After said hearing has been held as provided in
plan-Trans-
mittal to section I of this amendatory act, the commission
mayor-
Publication- shall adopt a plan with such modifications, if any,Objections,
requeitnfo as the commission deems proper and necessary. A

copy of such plan shall be transmitted to the mayor
of the city or town affected thereby, and the state
highway commission shall cause a resume of such
plan to be published once each week for two weeks
in one or more newspapers of general circulation
within such city or town beginning not less than
ten days after the mailing of such plan. The city
or town may, upon receipt of such plan, notify the
state highway commission of its approval of such
plan in writing, in which event such plan shall be
final. Unless such plan shall be disapproved in writ-
ing filed with the state highway commission within
thirty days after the mailing thereof to such mayor
and if the city or town affected does not request in
writing a hearing before a board of review, herein-
after referred to as the board, and file such request
with - the state highway commission within thirty
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days after mailing of such plan, such plan shall be
final. Such request for hearing shall set forth the
portions of the plan of the state highway commis-
sion to which the city or town objects, and shall
include every issue to be considered by the board.

SEc. 3. Section 7, chapter 235, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 47.52.150 are each amended to read as follows:

Upon request for a hearing before the board by
any city or town, a board consisting of five members
shall be appointed as follows: The mayor shall ap-
point two members of the board, of which one shall
be a duly elected official of the city, county or legis-
lative district, except that of the legislative body
of the city or town requesting the hearing, subject
to confirmation by the legislative body of the city
or town; the state highway commission shall appoint
two members of the board who shall not be members
of such commission; and one member shall be
selected by the four members thus appointed. Such
fifth member shall be a licensed civil engineer or a
recognized professional city or town planner, who
shall be chairman of the board. Such board shall
be appointed within thirty days after the next meet-
ing of the state highway commission immediately
following the receipt of such a request by the com-
mission. In the event the state highway commission
or a city or town shall not appoint members of the
board or members thus appointed fail to appoint a
fifth member of the board, either the state highway
commission or the city or town may apply to the
superior court of the county in which the city or
town is situated to appoint the member or members
of the board in accordance with the provisions of
this chapter.

Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 243.
( S. B. 189. 1

RECREATIONAL LAKE IN LEWIS RIVER-STUDY-
APPROPRIATION.

AN ACT relating to state parks and recreation; providing for a
study of the feasibility of creating a recreational lake in
the east fork of the Lewis river.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Feasibility SECTION 1. In addition to all other powers and
study author--y te tt
ized. duties provided bylaw, tesaeparks and recrea-

tion commission shall make a study of the feasibility
of constructing a dam to create a recreational lake
in the east fork of the Lewis river within the
vicinity of Paradise Point in the northeast quarter
of section thirty-two, township five north; range one
East W. M. in Clark county.

Appropriation. SEC. 2. There is hereby appropriated to the state
parks and recreation commission from the parks
and parkways account in the general fund for the
biennium ending June 30, 1961, the sum of one
thousand five hundred dollars or so much thereof
as may be necessary to be used to carry out the
purposes of this act.

Passed the Senate March 3, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 244.
[ S. B. 222.)1

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE FUNDS-INVESTMENTS.

AN ACT relating to industrial insurance; and amending section
1, chapter 90, Laws of 1935 and RCW 51.44.100.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 90, Laws of 1935 ROW 51.44.100
amended.

and RCW 51.44.100 are each amended to read as
follows:

Whenever, in the judgment of the state finance investments

committee, there shall be in the accident fund, medical aid
and reserve

medical aid fund, or in the reserve fund, funds in fund excess.

excess of that amount deemed by such committee to
be sufficient to meet the current expenditures prop-
erly payable therefrom, the committee may invest
such excess funds in national, state, county, mu-
nicipal, or school district bonds, and shall exercise
the same discretion and have the same authority
with respect to the investment of such excess funds
as is provided by law with respect to the invest-
ment of the permanent school fund.

Passed the Senate March 7, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 245.
[S. B3. 263.

GAME AND GAME FISH LICENSES.
AN ACT relating to issuance of game and game fish licenses;

and amending sections 77.32.010 and 77.32.230, chapter 36,
Laws of 1955, and RCW 77.32.010 and 77.32.230.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 77.32.010 SECTION 1. Section 77.32.010, chapter 36, Laws
amended, of 1955 and RCW 77.32.010 are each amended to read

as follows:
General rules It shall be unlawful for any person to hunt, trap,

atoissuance, or fish for game animals, fur-bearing animals, game
birds or game fish during the season when it is
lawful to hunt, trap, or fish for them or to practice
taxidermy for profit, or to receive or purchase or
resell raw furs for profit, without first having pro-
cured and having in force, and in his personal pos-
session, and on his person while so hunting, trapping,
fishing, or practicing taxidermy, or dealing in furs,
a license so to do issued to him as provided in this
chapter: Provided, That nothing in this section
shall prevent a person under the age of sixteen
years, from fishing at any time when it is otherwise
lawful to fish: Provided further, That any person
over the age of seventy years who has been a resident
of Washington for ten years or more shall be issued,
upon making an affidavit to such effect, a license to
fish at any time when it is otherwise lawful to fish.
The state game comnmission in its discretion may
authorize license dealers to issue such licenses and
make a charge therefor which shall not exceed
twenty-five cents: Provided, further, That a license
shall not be required of a person who hunts pred-
atory animals or birds without claiming or intending
to claim a bounty.

All licenses under this chapter shall be issued
by or under the authority of the director, who may
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deputize game protectors, any county auditor, or
any reputable citizen, to issue such licenses and
collect the fees theref or.

All persons so deputized by the director shall,
on demand, on or before the thirty-first day of
December of each year, pay to the director all fees
collected and make and furnish all reports required
by the director. The commission may make all
necessary rules and regulations regarding the is-
suance of licenses, the collection and payment of
fees collected, and the making and furnishing of
reports in connection therewith.

SEC. 2. Section 77.32.230, chapter 36, Laws Of RCW 77.32.230

1955 and RCW 77.32.230 are each amended to read aenld.

as follows:
Any bona fide resident of this state who is blind Free licenses-

Certain vet-or who is a veteran of the Spanish-American War, erans-Blind

or any person sixty-five or more years of age who persons.

is an honorably discharged veteran of the United
States military or naval forces having a disability
and who has been a resident of this state for five
years, upon the making of an affidavit to such effect,
shall be given a state hunting and fishing license
free of charge upon application therefor.

A special license authorizing fishing only shall
be given to the blind.

Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 246.
[S. B. 288.

UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES.

AN ACT relating to unfair trade practices; and adding two new
sections to chapter 221, Laws of 1939 and to chapter 19.90
RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 221, Laws
of 1939 and to chapter 19.90 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Purpose. (1) The purpose of this section is to further
the policy of the state of Washington in preserving
free business competition by preventing monopolies
and combinations in restraint of trade in violation of
the Constitution, and discouraging practices tending
to induce such results. Machinery, fixtures and
other equipment are frequently given, leased, or
sold under unusually favorable conditions with the
agreement or understanding that the recipient
thereof shall, insofar as a particular class of goods or
merchandise is concerned, deal only in that desig-
nated by the donor, lessor, or vendor. After this
control is established, temporary price cutting is
usually secured through the recipient by various
practices frequently beyond the control of the state.
Competition is thereby destroyed and prices are then
raised far beyond that which would prevail in the
absence of such practices. The economy of the state
and the welfare of its people are as a result seriously
injured.

Agreements (2) The supplying of machinery, fixtures, or
declared
illegal ad equipment to the business premises of a user thereof,

uforceable, at less than cost, conditioned upon the agreement

of such user that certain goods, wares and mer-
chandise or supplies used or displayed in such ma-
chinery, fixtures, or equipment in connection with
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user's business shall be purchased exclusively from
the person supplying the machinery, fixtures, or
equipment for the purpose of injuring competitors
or destroying competition, is against public policy
and that portion of the agreement between the sup-
plier and the user obligating the user to purchase
certain goods, wares and merchandise or supplies ex-
clusively from the supplier is illegal and unenforce-
able.

SEC. 2. The provisions of section 1 of this act Prior agree-

shall not apply to any such agreement entered into cluded.X

prior to the effective date of this act for the supply-
ing of such machinery, fixtures, or equipment.

SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 221, Laws of New section.

1939 and to chapter 19.90 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

The provisions of this act shall not apply to the Excepted

supplying of service stations or other buildings, ma- udrat

chinery, fixtures, or equipment to dealers by dis-
tributors of motor vehicle fuel, as those terms are
defined in RCW 82.36.010.

SEC. 4. If any provision of this act, or its ap- Severability.

plication to any person or circumstance is held in-
valid, the remainder of the act, or the application of
the provision to other persons or circumstances is
not affected.

Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 247.
[ S. B. 320.

ELEC'IONS-SCHOOL DISTRICT PRIMARIES.
AN ACT relating to primary elections; providing primaries for

school districts embracing certain cities of the first class;
amending section 1, chapter 101, Laws of 1955 and RCW
29.21.180; amending section 5, chapter 194, Laws of 1945,
as last amended by section 5, chapter 101, Laws of 1951,
and RCW 29.21.060; and adding five new sections to
chapter 29.21 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 29.21.180 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 101, Laws of 1955
amened. and RCW 29.21.180 are each amended to read as

follows:
When no pri- No primary shall be held relating to the offices

tanofce- of state superintendent of public instruction, county
-Proceure superintendent of schools, or officers of school dis-

tricts embracing a city of over one hundred thou-
sand population if, after the last day allowed for
candidates to withdraw, there are no more than two
candidates filed for each position to be filled. In such
event all candidates concerned shall be notified.
Names of candidates that would have been printed
upon the primary ballot, but for the provisions of
this section, shall be printed upon the general elec-
tion ballot alphabetically in groups under the desig-
nation of the respective titles of the offices for which
they are candidates.

RCW 29.21.060 SEC. 2. Section 5, chapter 194, Laws of 1945, as
amended, last amended by section 5, chapter 101, Laws of

1951, and RCW 29.21.060 are each amended to read
as follows:

All candidates for offices to be voted on at any
election in first, second, and third class cities, and in
school districts embracing a city of over 100,000
population shall file declarations of candidacy not
more than sixty nor less than forty-five days prior
to the day of the primary with the clerk thereof.
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All candidates for district offices, other than in Delrain of

irrigation districts or school districts embracing athrcls
ciisand cer-

city of over 100,000 population, shall file declara- tam ndistricts.

tions of candidacy not more than sixty nor less than
forty-five days prior to the date of the election with
the officer or board charged with the conduct of the
election: Provided, That in the case of port districts
and public utility districts, and in no others, nomi-
nations shall be made by means of nominating peti-
tions: Provided further, That this chapter shall not
change the method of nomination for first district
officers at the formation of the district. Any candi-
date may withdraw his declaration at any time
within five days after the last day allowed for filing
declarations of candidacy.

The city clerk in class A counties shall transmit
to the county auditor at least thirty-five days before
the date fixed for the primary, a certified list of the
candidates to be voted on thereat as represented by
the declarations of candidacy filed in his office.

All candidates required to file declaration of
candidacy shall pay the same fees and be governed
by the same rules as obtain with respect to candi-
dates for nomination at the September primary elec-
tions: Provided, That no filing fee shall be charged
in the event that the office sought is without com-
pensation.

Note: See also section 7, chapter 175, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 29.21 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The office of school director for school districts Director, city

over 100,000,embracing a city of over 100,000 population shall nonpartisan.

be nonpartisan and the candidates therefor shall be
nominated and elected as such.

SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 29.21 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
Candidates for school director in school districts Declaration of

embracing a city of over 100,000 population shall file candidacy.
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their. declarations of candidacy as provided in RCW
29.21.060. Not less than ten days before the time
of filing such declarations of candidacy, the county
auditor shall designate the positions to be filled by
consecutive number, commencing with one. The
positions so designated for school directors in each
district shall be dealt with as separate offices for all
election purposes, and where more than one position
is to be filled, each candidate shall file for one of the
positions so designated: Provided, That in first class
school districts nominating and electing school di-
rectors by director districts, candidates shall file for
such director districts.

New section. SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 29.21 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Ballots, form. The positions of school directors for school dis-
tricts embracing a city of over 100,000 population
and the candidates therefor shall appear separately
on the nonpartisan ballot in substantially the fol-
lowing form:

SCHOOL DIRECTOR ELECTION BALLOT

To vote for a person make a cross (X) in the
square at the right of the name of the person for
whom you desire to vote.

School District Directors
.... .......................... to be nominated.

No. 1
Vote for One
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No. 2

Vote for One

To Fill Unexpired Term

No ...... ....

2 (or 4) year term

Vote for One

SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 29.21 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
Nominating primaries for school directors in Nominating

school districts embracing a city of over 100,000 primar es.

population shall be held four weeks prior to the date
fixed for election in RCW 29.13.030, and such school
districts shall bear their share of the primary elec-
tion posts as provided in RCW 29.13.045.

SEC. 7. There is added to chapter 29.21 RCW aL New section.

new section as follows:
The name of the person who receives the greatest DeteXinin

number of votes and of the person who receives the general elec-

next greatest number of votes at the primary for. atinbl o.

school district position shall appear on the general
election ballot under the designation therefor: Pro-
vided, That if any candidate for a position receives
a majority vote, his name alone shall be placed on
the general election ballot for that position.

Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 248.
[ S. B. 366. 1

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANIES.
AN ACT relating to the Washington public service commission;

amending section 1, chapter 151, Laws of 1933, section 4,
chapter 95, Laws of 1953, section 2, chapter 205, Laws of
1957, and RCW 80.08.010 and 81.08.010; amending section
3, chapter 300, Laws of 1955 and RCW 22.20.010; amending
section 6, chapter 205, Laws of 1957 and RCW 81.80.150;
amending section 19, chapter 95, Laws of 1953 and RCW
81.80.310; amending section 21, chapter 95, Laws of 1953
and RCW 81.80.314; amending section 3, chapter 129, Laws
of 1953 and RCW 81.80.316; amending section 7, chapter
205, Laws of 1957 and RCW 81.80.320; amending section
10, chapter 165, Laws of 1933 and RCW 80.04.300, 80.04.310,
80.04.320, 80.04.330, 81.04.300, 81.04.310, 81.04.320, and 81-
.04.330; and amending section 6, chapter 151, Laws of 1933,
section 2, chapter 30, Laws of 1937, section 1, chapter 227,
Laws of 1951, section 11, chapter 95, Laws of 1953 and
RCW 80.08.060, 80.08.070, 81.08.060, and 81.08.070; and
amending section 23, chapter 184, Laws of 1935, as last
amended by section 18, chapter 166, Laws of 1937 and RCW
81.80.270.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 151, Laws of 1933,
section 4, chapter 95, Laws of 1953, and section
2, chapter 205, Laws of 1957 (heretofore divided
and codified as RCW 80.08.010 and 81.08.010) are
amended to read as set forth in sections 2 and 3 of
this act.

RCW 8.0.O1O SEC. 2. (RCW 80.08.010) The term "public
enacted
without service company", as used in this chapter, shall
amendment.

mean every company now or hereafter engaged in
business in this state as a public utility and subject
to regulation as to rates and service by the public
service commission under the provisions of this
title.

RCW 8.08.010 SEC. 3. (RCW 81.08.010) The term "public
amended. service company", as used in this chapter, shall mean

every company now or hereafter engaged in business
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in this state as a public utility and subject to regu-
lation as to rates and service by the public service
commission under the provisions of this title: Pro-
vided, That it shall not include any such company
the issuance of stocks and s'ecurities of which is sub-
ject to regulation by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission: Provided further, That it shall not include
any "motor carrier" as that term is defined in RCW
81.80.010 or any "storage warehouse", "storage ware-
houseman" or "warehouseman" as those terms are
defined in RCW 22.20.010.

Definition-
"Public serv-
ice company."

SEC. 4. Section 3, chapter 300, Laws of 1955 and Rcw 22,20.010

RCW 22.20.010 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

As used in this chapter: Definitions.

"Person" includes port commissions and dis- "Person."

tricts;
"Storage warehouse" means a building or struct- "Storage

ure, or any part thereof, in which goods, wares, orwaeos.
merchandise are received for storage for compensa-
tion, except field warehouses, fruit warehouses, fruit
packing plants, warehouses licensed under the pro-
visions of chapter 22.08 RCW, used exclusively for
the storage of grains, hay, peas, hops, grain and hay
products, beans, lentils, corn, sorghums, malt, pea-
nuts, flax, seeds, and other similar agricultural prod-
ucts, exclusively cold storage warehouses, buildings
or structures in which freight is handled in transit
exclusively, public garages storing automobiles, rail-
road freight sheds, and docks and wharves'

"Dock" or "wharf" includes all structures at "Dock,"

which any steamboat, vessel, or other watercraft "hr.

lands for the purpose of receiving or discharging
freight from or for the public, together with any
building or structure used for storing such freight,
while in transit exclusively for the public for hire;

"While in transit" means all goods, wares, and "While in

merchandise received on any dock or wharf, destined transit.,

to or consigned from waterborne commerce, it being
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the intention of the legislature to exempt all goods
received on any dock or wharf for shipment from
land via water or received on said dock or wharf
by water to be transhipped by land, or water, ir-
respective of the time of its retention upon said dock
or wharf;

"Storage "Storage warehouseman" and "warehouseman"
warehouse-
man." mean any person operating any storage warehouse;
"Commission." "Commission" means the public service commis-

sion.

RCW 81.80.150 SEC. 5. Section 6, chapter 205, Laws of 1957 and
amended. RCW 81.80.150 are each amended to read as follows:

Tariffs to be The commission shall make, fix, construct, corn-
compiled and
sold by com- pile, promulgate, publish, and distribute tariffs con-

misson. taining compilations of rates, charges, classifica-
tions, rules and regulations to be used by all common
carriers. In compiling such tariffs it shall include
within any given tariff compilation such carriers,
groups of carriers, commodities, or geographical
areas as it determines shall be in the public interest.
Such compilations and publications may be made by
the commission by compiling the rates, charges,
classifications, rules, and regulations now in effect,
and as they may be amended and altered from time
to time after notice and hearing, by issuing and dis-
tributing revised pages or supplements to such
tariff s or reissues thereof in accordance with the
orders of the commission: Provided, That the com-
mission, upon good cause shown, may establish
temporary rates, charges, or classification changes
to be made permanent, however, only after notice
and hearing. The proper tariff, or tariffs, applicable
to a carrier's operations shall be available to the
public at each agency and office of all common car-
riers operating within this state. Such compilations
and publications shall be sold by the commission for
not to exceed ten dollars for each tariff. Corrections
to such publications shall be furnished to all sub-
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scribers to tariffs in the form of corrected pages to
the tariffs, supplements or reissues thereof. In ad-
dition to the initial charge for each tariff, the com-
mission shall charge an annual maintenance fee of
not to exceed ten dollars per tariff to cover the cost
of issuing corrections or supplements and mailing
them to subscribers: Provided, That copies may be
furnished free to other regulatory bodies and depart-
ments of government and to colleges, schools, and
libraries. All copies of the compilations, whether
sold or given free, shall be issued and distributed
under rules and regulations to be fixed by the com-
mission: Provided further, That the commission
may by order authorize common carriers to publish
and file tariffs with the cormmission and be governed
thereby in respect to certain designated commodities
and services when, in the opinion of the commission,
it is impractical for the commission to make, fix,
construct, compile, publish and distribute tariffs
covering such commodities and services.

SEC. 6. Section 19, chapter 95, Laws of 1953 and RCW 81.80.310

RCW 81.80.310 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

It shall be unlawful for any "common carrier", Identification

or "contract carrier" to operate any motor vehicle plates.

within this state unless there shall be displayed and
firmly fixed upon the front of each power unit and
rear of each trailer an identification plate to be
furnished by the commission. Such plates shall be
different in design for the different classes of car-
riers, shall bear the number given to the vehicle by
the commission, and such other marks of identifica-
tion as may be required, and, subject to the qualifica-
tion hereinafter contained, shall be in addition to the
regular license plates required by law. Such plates
shall be issued annually under the rules and regu-
lations of the commission, and shall be attached to
each motor vehicle operated subject to this chapter
not later than January 1st of each year: Provided,
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That such plates may be issued for the ensuing
calendar year on and after the first day of December
preceding and may be used and displayed from the
date of issue until December 31st of the succeeding
calendar year for which the same are issued. In case
an applicant received a permit af ter January 1st of
any year such plates shall be obtained and attached
to each motor vehicle subject to this chapter before
operation of any such vehicle is commenced.

The commission shall collect from each such car-
rier a fee of three dollars for each identification plate
so issued, and all fees for such plates shall be de-
posited in the state treasury to the credit of the
public service revolving fund.

RCW 81.80.314 SEC. 7. Section 21, chapter 95, Laws of 1953 and
amended. RCW 81.80.314 are each amended to read as follows:

Unassigned, Carriers engaged in interstate commerce using
idaetificon trailers or semitrailers pursuant to an interchange
interchanged wihvhce onthv fie
trailers in agreement, whc eilsd o aeafxdupon
commerce. them identification plates as prescribed in RCW 81-

.80.3 10, may use the highways of this state upon
securing from the commission unassigned identifica-
tion plates to be attached to such vehicles while
operating over the highways of this state. The fee
for such plates shall be the same as prescribed in
RCW 81.80.310 and shall be deposited in the state
treasury to the credit of the public service revolving
fund.

The commission shall not be required to collect
the excise tax prescribed by RCW 82.44.070 for such
plates.

ROW 81.80.316 SEc. 8. Section 3, chapter 129, Laws of 1953
amended, and RCW 81.80.316 are each amended to read as

follows:
Carriers engaged in operating vehicles in a single

line unitary operation, and not through interchange
with connecting carriers, between points in this state
and points outside the state in interstate commerce
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may operate such vehicles in such transportation Unassignedidentification
with attached identification plates which are not a-Plates for

single linesigned to specific vehicles. The commission may unitary oper-

issue such identification plates upon application ain

therefor and the payment by the applicant for each
plate of a total fee of three dollars plus two times
the applicable gross weight fee prescribed by RCW
81.80.320. The commission may require such reports
of carriers, adopt such rules and regulations, and
impose such conditions as the public interest may
require with respect to the operation of such vehicles.
The commission shall not be required to collect the
excise tax prescribed by RCW 82.44.070 for such
plates.

SEC. 9. Section 7, chapter 205, Laws of 1957 and RCW 81.80.320

RCW 81.80.320 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

In addition to all other fees to be paid by him, Gross weight

every "common carrier"' and "contract carrier" shall fees.

pay to the commission each year at the time of, in
connection with, and before receiving his identifica-
tion plate for each motor truck, trailer or semitrailer
owned or operated by him, based upon the maximum
gross weight thereof as set by the carrier in his ap-
plication for his regular license plates, the following
fees:
Less than 4,000 pounds............................. $7.00

4,000 pounds or more and less than 6,000 pounds ....... 8.00
6,000 pounds or more and less than 8,000 pounds ....... 9.00
8,000 pounds or more and less than 10,000 pounds..10.00

10,000 pounds or more and less than 12,000 pounds..11.00
12,000 pounds or more and less than 14,000 pounds..12.00
14,000 pounds or more and less than 16,000 pounds..13.00
16,000 pounds or more and less than 18,000 pounds..14.00
18,000 pounds or more and less than 20,000 pounds..15.00
20,000 pounds or more and less than 22,000 pounds..16.00
22,000 pounds or more and less than 24,000 pounds..17.00
24,000 pounds or more and less than 26,000 pounds..18.00
26,000 pounds or more and less than 28,000 pounds...19.00
28,000 pounds or more and less than 30,000 pounds..20.00
30,000 pounds or more and less than 32,000 pounds..21.00
32,000 pounds or more and less than 34,000 pounds..22.00
34,000 pounds or more and less than 36,000 pounds..23.00
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It is the intent of the legislature that the fees
collected under the provisions of this chapter shall
reasonably approximate the cost of supervising and
regulating motor carriers subject thereto, and to that
end the public service commission is authorized to
decrease the schedule of fees provided in this sec-
tion by general order entered before November 1st
of any year in which it determines that the moneys
then in the motor carrier account of the public
service revolving fund and the fees currently to be
paid will exceed the reasonable cost of supervising
and regulating such carriers during the next suceed-
ing calendar year. Whenever the cost accounting
records of the commission indicate that the schedule
of fees as previously reduced should be increased
such increase, not in any event to exceed the sched-
ule set forth in this section, may be effected by a
similar general order entered before November 1st.
Any decrease or increase of gross weight fees as
herein authorized, shall be made on a proportional
basis as applied to the various classifications of equip-
ment.

All fees collected under this secti 'on or under any
other provision of this chapter shall be paid to the
commission and shall be by it transmitted to the
state treasurer within thirty days to be deposited
to the credit of the public service revolving fund.

SEC. 10. Section 10, chapter 165, Laws of 1933
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 80.04.300,
80.04.310, 80.04.320, 80.04.330, 81.04.300, 81.04.310,
81.04.320 and 81.04.330) is divided and amended as
set forth in sections 11 through 18 of this act.

RCW 8.04=30 SEC. 11. (RCW 80.04.300) The commission may
amened. regulate, restrict, and control the budgets of ex-

penditures of public service companies. Each com-
pany shall prepare a budget showing the amount of
money which, in its judgment, will be needed during
the ensuing year for maintenance, operation, and
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construction, classified by accounts as prescribed by Budgets tobe filed by

the commission, and shall within ten days of the companies.

date it is approved by the company file it with the
commission for its investigation and approval or
rejection. When a budget has been filed the com-
mission shall examine into and investigate it to
determine whether the expenditures therein pro-
posed are fair and reasonable and not contrary to
public interest.

Adjustments or additions to budget expenditures
may be made from time to time during the year
by filing a supplementary budget with the commis-
sion for its investigation and approval or rejection.

SEc. 12. (RCW 80.04.310) The commission may, RCW 80.04.310

both as to original and supplementary budgets, prior witho t

to the making or contracting for the expenditure of aedet

any item therein, and after notice to the company
and a hearing thereon, reject any item of the budget.
The commission may require any company to furnish
further information, data, or detail as to any pro-
posed item of expenditure.

Failure of the commission to object to any item
of expenditure within sixty days of the filing of
any original budget or within thirty days of the
filing of any supplementary budget shall constitute
authority to the company to proceed with the making
of or contracting for such expenditure, but such
authority may be terminated any time by objection
made thereto by the commission prior to the making
of or contracting for such expenditure.

Examination, investigation, and determination of
the budget by the commission shall not bar or estop
it from later determining whether any of the ex-
penditures made thereunder are fair, reasonable,
and commensurate with the service, material, sup-
plies, or equipment received.

SEc. 13. (RCW 80.04.320) The commission may
prescribe the necessary rules and regulations to
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RCW 80.04.320 paeRCW 80.04.300 to 80.04.330 in operation- It
enacted plc
amithout. may, by general order, exempt in whole or in part

from the operation thereof companies whose. gross
operating revenues are less than twenty-five thou-
sand dollars a year. The. commission may upon re-
quest of any company withhold from publication
during such time as the commission may deem ad-
visable any portion of any original or supplementary
budget relating to proposed capital expenditures.

ROW 80.04.330 SEc. 14. (RCW 80.04.330) Any public service
without company may make or contract for any rejected

amendment, item of expenditure, but in such case the same shall

not be allowed as an operating expense, or as to
items of construction, as a part of the fair value of
the company's property used and useful in serving
the public: Provided, That such items of construc-
tion may at any time thereafter be so allowed in
whole or in part upon proof that they are used and
useful. Any company may upon the happening of
any emergency caused by fire, flood, explosion, storm,
earthquake, riot, or insurrection, or for the im-
mediate preservation or restoration to condition of
usefulness of any of its property, the usefulness of
which has been destroyed by accident, make the
necessary expenditure therefor free from the opera-
tion of these sections.

Any finding and order entered by the commnis-
sion shall be in effect until vacated and set aside in
proper proceedings for review thereof.

ROW 81.04.300 SEc. 15. (RCW 81.04.300) The commission may
amended.
Budgets to regulate, restrict, and control the budgets of expendi-
be filed by
companies. tures of public service companies. Each company

shall prepare a budget showing the amount of money
which, in its judgment, will be needed during the
ensuing year for maintenance, operation, and con-
struction, classified by accounts as prescribed by the
commission, and shall within ten days of the date it
is approved by the company file it with the commis-
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sion for its investigation and approval or rejection.
When a budget has been filed with the commission
it shall examine into and investigate it to determine
whether the expenditures therein proposed are fair
and reasonable and not contrary to public interest.

Adjustments or additions to budget expenditures
may be made from time to time during the year by
filing a supplementary budget with the commission
for its investigation and approval or rejection.

SEC. 16. (RCW 81.04.310) The commission may, RCW 81.04.310
enacted

both as to original and supplementary budgets, prior withiout

to the making or contracting for the expenditure of
any item therein, and after notice to the company
and a hearing thereon, reject any item of the budget.
The commission may require any company to furnish
further information, data, or detail as to any pro-
posed item of expenditure.

Failure of the commission to object to any item
of expenditure within sixty days of the filing of any
original budget or within thirty days of the filing of
any supplementary budget shall constitute authority
to the company to proceed with the making of or
contracting for such expenditure, but such authority
may be terminated at any time by objection made
thereto by the commission prior to the making of or
contracting for such expenditure.

Examination, investigation, and determination of
the budget by the commission shall not bar or estop
it from later determining whether any of the ex-
penditures made thereunder are fair, reasonable,
and commensurate with the service, material, sup-
plies, or equipment received.

SEC. 17. (RCW 81.04.320) The commission may RCW 81.04.320
enactedprescribe the necessary rules and regulations to place without

RCW 81.04.300 to 81.04.330 in operation. It may by
general order, exempt in whole or in part from the
operation thereof companies whose gross operating
revenues are less than twenty-five thousand dollars
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a year. The commission may upon request of any
company withhold from publication during such
time as the commission may deem advisable, any
portion of any original or supplementary budget
relating to proposed capital expenditures.

RCW 81.04.330 SEc. 18. (RCW 81.04.330) Any public service
without company may make or contract for any rejected

amendment, item of expenditure, but in such case the same shall

not be allowed as an operating expense, or as to
items of construction, as a part of the fair value of
the company's property used and useful in serving
the public: Provided, That such items of construc-
tion may at any time thereafter be so allowed in
whole or in part upon proof that they are used and
useful. Any company may upon the happening of
any emergency caused by fire, flood, explosion,
storm, earthquake, riot, or insurrection, or for the
immediate preservation or restoration to condition
of usefulness of any of its property, the usefulness
of which has been destroyed by accident, make the
necessary expenditure therefor free from the opera-
tion of these sections.

Any finding and order entered by the commission
shall be in effect until vacated and set aside in
proper proceedings for review thereof.

SEc. 19. Section 6, chapter 151, Laws of 1933,
section 2, chapter 30, Laws of 1937, section 1, chapter
227, Laws of 1951, and section 11, chapter 95, Laws
of 1953 (heretofore divided and codified as RCW
80.08.060, 80.08.070, 81.08.060 and 81.08.070) are
amended to read as set forth in sections 20 through
23 of this act.

RCW 8.08.060 SEC. 20. (RCW 80.08.060) A public service com-
amened. pany may issue notes, except demand notes, for

proper purposes and not in violation of any provision
of this chapter, or any other law, payable at periods
of not more than twelve months after the date of
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issuance, without the consent of the commission, but Short term
notes ex-

no such note shall, in whole or in part, be refunded cepted.

by any issue of stock or stock certificates or other
evidence of interest or ownership, or bonds, notes
or other evidence of indebtedness, without the con-
sent of the commission: Provided, That the con-
sent of the commission shall be required for the
issuance of any note or notes issued as part of a
single borrowing transaction of one million dollars
or more payable at periods of less than twelve months
after date of issuance by any public service com-
pany which is subject to the Federal Power Act un-
less such note or notes aggregates together with all
other then outstanding notes and drafts of a maturity
of twelve months or less on which such public service
company is primarily or secondarily liable not
more than five percent of the par value of other
securities of such company then outstanding, com-
puted, in the case of securities having no par value,
on the basis of the fair market value as of the date
of issue.

SEC. 21. (RCW 80.08.070) Each public service ROW 80.08.070
enacted

company making application to the commission for wl
t ho t

authority to issue stock and stock certificates or
other evidence of interest or ownership, or bonds,
notes or other evidence of indebtedness, shall pay
to the commission the following fees: For each
order authorizing an issue of bonds, notes or other
evidence of indebtedness, one dollar for each one
thousand dollars of the principal amount of the au-
thorized issue or fraction thereof up to one million
dollars, and fifty cents for each one thousand dollars
over one million dollars and up to ten million dollars,
and ten cents for each one thousand dollars over
ten million dollars, with a minimum fee in any case
of ten dollars; for each order authorizing an issue
of stock, stock certificates, or other evidence of inter-
est or ownership, one dollar for each one thousand
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dollars of the par or stated value of the authorized
issue or fraction thereof up to one million dollars,
and fifty cents for each one thousand dollars over
one million dollars and up to ten million dollars, and
ten cents for each one thousand dollars over ten
million dollars, with a minimum fee in any case of
ten dollars: Provided, That only twenty-five per-
cent of the specified fees need be paid on any issue
or on such portion thereof as may be used to
guarantee, take over, refund, or discharge any stock
issue or stock certificates, bonds, notes, or other evi-
dence of interest, ownership, or indebtedness on
which a fee has theretofore been paid: Provided
further, That if the property of the public utility
subject to the provisions of this title, proposing to
issue such securities shall be located in part in the
state of Washington and in part in some other state
or states, the fees payable to the public service com-
mission of Washington under this section shall be
computed only on such amount of such securities as
shall bear the same proportion to the total amount
so authorized, as the book value of such property
located within the state of Washington shall bear
to the total book value of the property of such public
utility proposing to issue such securities; for the
purpose of computing such fees the book value of
the property shall be determined as of the close of
business of the last quarter preceding the applica-
tion: And provided further, That if the commission
modifies the amount of the issues requested and the
applicant elects not to avail itself of the authoriza-
tion, no fee need be paid. All fees collected under
this section shall be paid at least once each month
to the state treasurer and deposited in the public
service revolving fund.

RCW 81.08.060 SF~c. 22. (RCW 81.08.060) A public service com-
enacted
without "any may isenotes, exetdemand notes,foamendment,. su ecp o

proper purposes and not in violation of any pro-
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vision of this chapter, or any other law, payable at
periods of not more than twelve months after -the
date of issuance, without the consent of the com-
mission, but no such note shall, in whole or in part,
be refunded by any issue of stock or stock cer-
tificates or other evidence of interest or ownership,
or bonds, notes, or other evidence of indebtedness,
without the consent of the commission.

SEC. 23. (RCW 81.08.070) Each public service RCW 81.08.070

company making application to the commission for without

authority to issue stock and stock certificates or aedet

other evidence of interest or ownership and bonds,
notes or other evidence of indebtedness, shall pay
to the commission the following fees: For each order
authorizing an issue of bonds, notes or other evi-
dence of indebtedness, one dollar for each one thou-
sand dollars of the principal amount of the au-
thorized issue or fraction thereof up to one million
dollars, and fifty cents for each one thousand dollars
over one million dollars and up to ten million dollars,
and ten cents for each one thousand dollars over ten
million dollars, with a minimum fee in any case of
ten dollars; for each order authorizing an issue of
stock, stock certificates, or other evidence of interest
or ownership, one dollar for each one thousand dol-
lars of the par or stated value of the authorized
issue or fraction thereof up to one million dollars,
and fifty cents for each one thousand dollars over
one million dollars and up to ten million dollars, and
ten cents for each one thousand dollars over ten
million dollars, with a minimum fee in any case of
ten dollars: Provided, That only twenty-five per-
cent of the specified fees need be paid on any issue
or on such portion thereof as may be used to
guarantee, take over, refund, or discharge any stock
issue or stock certificates, bonds, notes or other evi-
dence of interest, ownership or indebtedness on
which a fee has theretofore been paid: Provided
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further, That if the commission modifies the amount
of the issue requested and the applicant elects not to
avail itself of the authorization, no fee need be paid.
All fees collected under this section shall be paid
at least once each month to the state treasurer and
deposited in the public service revolving fund.

RCW 8.8.270 SEC. 24. Section 23, chapter 184, Laws of 1935,
amended, as last amended by section 18, chapter 166, Laws of

1937 and RCW 81.80.270 are each amended to read
as follows:

Transfer of No permit issued under the authority of this
permits. chapter shall be construed to be irrevocable. Nor

shall such permit be subject to transfer or assign-
ment except upon a proper showing that property
rights might be affected thereby, and then in the
discretion of the commission, and upon the payment
of a fee of twenty-five dollars.

Notwithstanding the provisions of chapter 81.12
RCW, no person, partnership or corporation, whether
a carrier holding a permit or otherwise, or any com-
bination of such, shall acquire control of a common
or contract carrier holding a permit through owner-
ship of its stock or through purchase, lease or con-
tract to manage the business, or otherwise except
after and with the approval and authorization of
the commission. Any such transaction either di-
rectly or indirectly entered into without approval
of the commission shall be void and of no effect.

Every carrier who shall cease operation and
abandon his rights under the permits issued him
shall notif y the commission within thirty days of
such cessation or abandonment, and return to the
commission the identification plates issued to him.

Passed the Senate February 28, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 249.
[ S. B. 369.

TIDELANDS IN CLARK COUNTY.

AN ACT relating to the withdrawal and reservation of certain
state lands and authorizing the exchange thereof.

Be it enaicted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The commissioner of public lands Tidelands
reserved.

and the board of natural resources are directed to
withdraw from lease and sale and to reserve for the
benefit and use of the state department of game the
following described tidelands in Clark county:

The tidelands of the second class, owned by the
state of Washington, included within the limits of
the following described tract.

Commencing at the section corner common to Description.

Sections 17, 18, 19 and 20, Township 2 North; Range
1 East, W.M., said corner having an X coordinate
of 1,431,664.81 and a Y coordinate of 130,914.60 re-
ferred to the Oregon Coordinate System, North
Zone, and running thence on an azimuth of 182'
25' 23"', a distance of 273.18 feet to the most south-
erly meander corner to said Sections 17 and 18
and the true point of beginning of this description,
said meander corner having an X coordinate of
1,431,676.36 and a Y coordinate of 731,187.54 referred
to said Oregon Coordinate System, thence following
the government meander line on an azimuth of
271' 21' 46" a distance of 930.55 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 1580 52' 19" a distance of 641.47 feet,
thence on an azimuth of 224' 21' 50", a distance of
231.04 feet, thence on an azimuth of 2780 53' 3311,
a distance of 726.42 feet, thence on an azimuth of
181' 24' 07", a distance of 557.87 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 2360 54' 31", a distance of 494.95 feet,
thence on an azimuth of 144' 54' 54"1, a distance of
429.13 feet, thence on an azimuth of 860 54k' 56"1,
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Tiderelads a distance of 540.26 feet, thence on an azimuth of
Description. 1000 29' 10" a distance of 194.07 feet, thence on an

azimuth of 730 44' 11", a -distance of 230.99 feet,
thence on an azimuth of 1220 33' 08", a distance
of 494.67 feet, thence on an azimuth of 1770 51' 17"
a distance of 395.91 feet, thence on an azimuth of
2370 22' 16" a distance of 263.93 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 159' 34' 47" a distance of 330.15 feet,
thence on an azimuth of 2390 04' 02", a distance of
506.41 feet, thence on an azimuth of 1830 48' 52",
a distance of 974.25 feet, thence on an azimuth of
700 47' 18" a distance of 363.40 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 430 34' 33", a distance of 329.56 feet,
thence on an azimuth of 1090 29' 39", a distance of
316.53 feet, thence on an azimuth of 150' 28' 15",
a distance of 144.42 feet, thence on an azimuth of
1530 40' 23", a distance of 509.32 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 850 24' 28", a distance of 313.37 feet,
thence on an azimuth of 181' 27' 06", a distance of
268.80 feet, thence on an azimuth of 2560 55' 51",
a distance of 471.02 feet, thence on an azimuth of
3200 00' 27" a distance of 139.00 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 291' 40' 38", a distance of 161.76 feet,
thence on an azimuth of 268' 22' 08", a distance of
138.06 feet, thence on an azimuth of 1810 22' 20",
a distance of 225.50 feet, thence on an azimuth of
130' 25' 37", a distance of 363.05 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 119' 57' 57", a distance of 203.17 feet,
thence on an azimuth of 221' 52' 31", a distance of
197.75 feet, thence on an azimuth of 140' 55' 28",
a distance of 426.64 feet, thence on an azimuth of
990 54' 59", a distance of 594.03 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 1330 09' 55", a distance of 574.78 feet to
an angle point in the government meander line
on the southwesterly side of Francios La Frambois
D.L.C. No. 114 in Section 7, Township 2 North,
Range 1 East, W.M. thence on an azimuth of 880
38' 31", a distance of 63.00 feet to the present thaiweg
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of Vancouver Lake and the easterly boundary of
the tidelands conveyed to Alma D. Katz through
deed issued by the State of Washington October 6,
1922 under Application No. 7137, thence along said
easterly line and said thalweg on an azimuth 348'
53' 53"", a distance of 107.08 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 3250 51' 24", a distance of 525.60 feet,
thence on an azimuth of 336' 20' 31"1, a distance of
573.17 feet, thence on an azimuth of 3530 45' 29", a
distance of 643.82 feet, thence on an azimuth of
3200 34' 20", a distance of 291.29 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 3420 46' 13", a distance of 316.44 feet,
more or less, to the southeast corner of the tidelands
of the second class conveyed to said Alma D. Katz,
thence along the southeasterly boundary of the tide-
lands of the second class conveyed to said Alma D.
Katz on an azimuth of 63' 51' 56", a distance of
330.00 feet, more or less, to the government meander
line and the southeast corner of Government Lot
2, Section 18, Township 2 North, Range 1 East,
W.M., thence on an azimuth of 333' 51' 56", along
said meander line, a distance of 387.48 feet, more
or less, to an angle point in said meander line in
front of Government Lot 3, Section 18, Township
2 North, Range 1 East, W.M., thence continuing
along said meander line on an azimuth of 690 23' 30",
a distance of 118.90 feet, thence on an azimuth of
1030 22' 24", a distance of 618.30 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 680 52' 02", a distance of 406.54 feet,
thence on an azimuth of 3430 39' 27", a distance of
553.99 feet, thence on an azimuth of 3100 54' 17",
a distance of 403.48 feet, thence on an azimuth of
210 54' 08", a distance of 231.03 feet, thence on an
azimuth of 3390 24' 07", a distance of 1163.52 feet,
thence on an azimuth of 3300 39' 06", a distance of
1275.69 feet, and thence on an azimuth of 3000 24' 05",
a distance of 198.26 feet to the true point of begin-
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ning of this description and containing an area of
198.835 acres.

Subject, however, to easements for rights of way
for county roads granted to Clark County March
27, 1951 under Applications No. 1953 and 1954.

Subject, however, to easements for rights of
way for power transmission lines to be granted to
Bonneville Power Administration under pending
Application No. 16523.

Tideland SEC. 2. The tidelands described in section 1 of
exchange
authorized, this act may be exchanged in accordance with the

provisions of RCW 77.12.220.

Passed the Senate February 26, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 250.
[5. B. 421. 1

ELECTIONS-DECLARATIONS OF CANDIDACY.

AN ACT relating to declarations of candidacy, and amending
section 4, chapter 209, Laws of 1907, as last amended by
scetion 1, chapter 234, Laws of 1947, and RCW 29.18.030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 29.18.030 SEcnioN 1. Section 4, chapter 209, Laws of 1907,
amended.

as last amended by section 1, chapter 234, Laws of
1947, and RCW 29.18.030 are each amended to read
as follows:

Declaration The name of no candidate shall be printed upon
-Necessity the official ballot used at a state primary, unless not

-Form. earlier than the first Monday of July nor later than
the second Friday following the first Monday of
July, a declaration of candidacy is filed in the form
hereinafter set forth, nor at any other primary
election unless at least forty-five and not more than
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sxydays prior to such primary, declaration of ecaaionsixty , aof candidacy
candidacy has been filed by him as provided in this -N""ity

chapter in the following form:

DECLARATION AND AFFIDAVIT OF
CANDIDACY

STATE OF WASHINGTON1

County of...................... ....................... .

DECLARATION
I .............................................., declare upon honor

that I am a registered voter residing at No..............
street................................................. (city or town of)

........................ (county of) ..................................
state of Washington, and am legally qualified to
assume office if elected; that I hereby declare my-
self a candidate for nomination to the office of
.......I............................ or position N o ...............

for the office of ......................................(fill in which-
ever blank is applicable) to be made at the primary
election to be held on the........day of ....................
and hereby request that my name be printed upon
the official primary ballots, as provided by law, as
a candidate of the (do not fill this in if office sought
is nonpartisan) ...................................... party, and I ac-
company herewith the sum of........................ dollars,
the fee required by law of me for becoming a candi-
date.

AFFIDAVIT
FURTHER, I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that

I will support the Constitution and laws of the
United States and the Constitution and laws of the
state of Washington; that I do not advocate the
overthrow, destruction, or alteration of the constitu-
tional form of government of the United States or
of the state of Washington or any political sub-
division of either of them, by revolution, force or
violence, and that I do not knowingly belong to any
organization, foreign or otherwise, which engages
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D cardiatio in or advocates, the overthrow, destruction or
-Foresit alteration of the constitutional form of govermnent

of the United States or of the state of Washington
or any political subdivision of either of them, by
revolution, force or violence.

(Please print name to (Signature of candidate
assure correct spelling) as name is to appear

upon ballot)
Subscribed and sworn to before me this ....... ....

day of....................................,19 .....

(Signature of official)

(Official title)
Provided, That any candidate may in writing

withdraw his declaration at any time to and includ-
ing the first Friday after the last day allowed for
filing declarations of candidacy: Provided further,
That should the candidate desire to mail his declara-
tion of withdrawal it shall be honored if the instru-
ment is mailed no later than the last day allowed
for withdrawals and is received by the election officer
concerned no later than the first succeeding Monday.
There shall be no refund of the filing fee.

Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 251.
[ S. B. 428.

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-INSTITUTIONAL
PLACEMENT.

AN ACT relating to the department of institutions; providing
authority for the transfer in institutional placement of in-
corrigible juvenile delinquents committed by the juvenile
courts; amending section 72.12.050, chapter 28, Laws of
1959 and RCW 72.12.050; and amending section 4, chapter
297, Laws of 1957 and RCW 13.08.190.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 72.12.050, chapter 28, Laws Of RCW 72.12.050

1959 and RCW 72.12.050 are each amended to read amended.

as follows:
The director, through the superintendent of the Prisoners to

be re eived at
reformatory shall receive all males between the reformatory.

ages of sixteen and thirty years who are sentenced
to the reformatory on conviction of any criminal
offense in any court having jurisdiction thereof; and
all male prisoners who may be removed from any
other penal institution of the state as provided by
law, and such persons over the age of sixteen years
who may be placed at the reformatory at the direc-
tion of the supervisor of the division of children and
youth services with the approval of the department
of institutions, in accordance with RCW 13.08.190,
as amended. All such persons shall be subject to the
rules and regulations of the reformatory and the
laws relating to the administration of such institu-
tion to the same extent as the other inmates of
such institution.

SEC. 2. Section 4, chapter 297, Laws of 1957 and iicw 13.08.190

RCW 13.08.190 are each amended to read as follows: amnend

Any boy or girl between the ages of eight and
eighteen years of age who has been found delinquent
as provided by law, may be committed by the su-
perior court to the department of institutions, di-
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Compmitment o n
to division vision ofchildren adyouth services, for institutional
-Notice of

insittioal placement in such reception-diagnostic center,
placement. camp or other facility under the supervision and

control of the division as shall be designated by the
supervisor of the division of children and youth
services, including parental schools the transfer of
which to the department of institutions has been au-
thorized by the provisions of RCW 72.05.300 and
72.05.310: Provided, That the supervisor, subject
to the approval of the director of the department of
institutions, may designate the Washington state re-
formatory for the transfer in institutional placement
of incorrigible juvenile delinquents over the age of
sixteen years, the custody of such children to remain
in the supervisor, and such children in no event to
remain at the Washington state reformatory beyond
the age of eighteen. At such time as institutional
placement for any boy or girl has been designated by
the supervisor, or any transfer in institutional
placement shall be made, notice thereof shall be
given to the committing court and to the parents or
guardian of such child, or any agency legally re-
sponsible for such child.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 252.
[ S. B. 431.

HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL FACILITIES SURVEY AND
CONSTRUCTION.

AN ACT relating to hospital and medical facilities survey and
construction; amending sections 1 through 7, 9, 10, 12 and
15, chapter 197, Laws of 1949 and RCW 70.40.010 through
70.40.070, 70.40.090, 70.40.110, 70.40.120 and 70.40.150; and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 197, Laws of 1949 CW 70.40.010
amended.

and RCW 70.40.010 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

This chapter may be cited as the "Washington Short title.

Hospital and Medical Facilities Survey and Con-
struction Act."

SEC. 2. Section 2, chapter 197, Laws of 1949 and RCW 70.40.020

RCW 70.40.020 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

As used in this chapter: Definitions.

(1) "Director" means the director of the state"Drco.
department of health;

(2) "The federal act" means Title VI of the "The federal

public health service act, as amended, or as here- act."

after amended by congress;
(3) "The surgeon general" means the surgeon "mTe surgeon

general of the public health service of the United general."

States;
(4) "Hospital" includes public health centers and " Hospital."

general, tuberculosis, mental, chronic disease, and
other types of hospitals, and related facilities, such
as laboratories, outpatient departments, nurses'
home and training facilities, and central service fa-
cilities operated in connection with hospitals;

(5) "Public health center" means a publicly "Public health

owned facility for the provision of public health center."

services, including related facilities such as labora-
tories, clinics, and administrative offices operated in
connection with public health centers;
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"oprofit" (6) "Nonprofit hospital" and "nonprofit medical
hoptal."
"Noprdita facility" means any hospital or medical facility
facility." owned and operated by a corporation or association,

no part of the net earnings of which inures, or may
lawfully inure, to the benefit of any private share-
holder or individual;

"Medical (7) "Medical facilities" means diagnostic or
facilities." diagnostic and treatment centers, rehabilitation fa-

cilities and nursing homes as those terms are defined
in the federal act.

RCW 70.40.030 SEC. 3. Section 3, chapter 197, Laws of 1949 and
amended. RCW 70.40.030 are each amended to read as follows:

Section of There is hereby established in the state depart-
hospitalofhata"scinoanmecl
survey and ment ohelha"ctnofhospitalan meil
construction
established- facility survey and construction" which shall be ad-

Duties. ministered by a full time salaried head under the
supervision and direction of the director. The state
department of health, through such section, shall
constitute the sole agency of the state for the pur-
pose of:

(1) Making an inventory of existing hospitals
and medical facilities, surveying the need for con-
struction of hospitals and medical facilities, and de-
veloping a program of hospital and medical facility
construction; and

(2) Developing and administering a state plan
for the construction of public and other nonprofit
hospitals and medical facilities as provided in this
chapter.

RCW 70.40.040 SEC. 4. Section 4, chapter 197, Laws of 1949
amened. and RCW 70.40.040 are each amended to read as

follows:
General duties In carrying out the purposes of the chapter the
of director, director is authorized and directed:

(1) To require such reports, make such inspec-
tions and investigations and prescribe such regula-
tions as he deems necessary;

(2) To provide such methods of administration,
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appoint a head and other personnel of the section
and take such other action as may be necessary to
comply with the requirements of the federal act and
the regulations thereunder;

(3) To procure in his discretion the temporary
or intermittent services of experts or consultants or
organizations thereof, by contract, when such ser-
vices are to be perf ormed on a part time or fee for
service basis and do not involve the performance
of administrative duties;

(4) To the extent that he considers desirable to
effectuate the purposes of this chapter, to enter into
agreements for the utilization of the facilities and
services of other departments, agencies, and institu-
tions public or private;

(5) To accept on behalf of the state and to de-
posit with the state treasurer, any grant, gift, or
contribution made to assist in meeting the cost of
carrying out the purposes of this chapter, and to ex-
pend the same for such purpose; and

(6) To make an annual report to the governor
on activities and expenditures pursuant to this
chapter, including recommendations for such ad-
ditional legislation as the director considers appro-
priate to furnish adequate hospital and medical f a-
cilities to the people of this state.

SEC. 5. Section 5, chapter 197, Laws of 1949 RCW 70.40.050

and RCW 70.40.050 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
The director shall appoint an advisory hospital Advisory hos-

ptlcouncil-and medical facility council to advise and consult Appointment
Tern-Con-with the department of health in carrying out the pensation-

administration of this chapter. The council shall Meetings.

consist of the director who shall serve as chairman
ex officio and shall include representatives of non-
government organizations or groups, and of state
agencies, concerned with the operation, construc-
tion or utilization of hospitals and medical facilities,
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including representatives of the consumers of hospi-
tal and medical facility services selected from among
persons familiar with the need for such services in
urban or rural areas. Each member shall hold office
for a term of four years, except that any member
appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the
expiration of the term for which his predecessor was
appointed, shall be appointed for the remainder of
such term. Council members, while serving on busi-
ness of the council shall be entitled to receive actual
and necessary travel and subsistence expenses while
so serving away from their places of residence. The
council shall meet as frequently as the director
deems necessary but not less than once each year.
Upon request by five or more members, it shall be
the duty of the director to call a meeting of the
council.

RCW 70.40.060 SEC. 6. Section 6, chapter 197, Laws of 1949
amended, and RCW 70.40.060 are each amended to read as

follows:

Program for The director is authorized and directed to make
construction
of hospital an inventory of existing hospitals and medical f a-
facilities
needed. cilities, including public nonprofit and proprietary

hospitals and medical facilities, to survey the need
for construction of hospitals and medical facilities,
and, on the basis of such inventory and survey, to
develop a program for the construction of such
public and other nonprofit hospitals and medical
facilities as will, in conjunction with existing facili-
ties, afford the necessary physical facilities for
furnishing adequate hospital and medical facility
services to all the people of the state.

RCW 70.40.070 SEc. 7. Section 7, chapter 197, Laws of 1949
amended, and RCW 70.40.070 are each amended to read as

follows:

The construction program shall provide, in ac-
cordance with regulations prescribed under the
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federal act, for adequate hospital and medical fa a- tibto

cilities for the people residing in this state and inso- facilities.

far as possible shall provide for their distribution
throughout the state in such manner as to make all
types of hospital and medical facility service reason-
ably accessible to all persons in the state.

SEC. 8. Section 9, chapter 197, Laws of 1949 and xiCW 70.40.090

RCW 70.40.090 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

The director shall prepare and submit to the State hospital
cnstruction

surgeon general a state plan which shall include the program-

hospital and medical facility construction program Dissemination
-Modifics-

developed under this chapter and which shall pro- tions.

vide for the establishment, administration, and
operation of hospital and medical facility construc-
tion activities in accordance with the requirements
of the federal act and the regulations thereunder.
The director shall, prior to the submission of such
plan to the surgeon general, give adequate publicity
to a general description of all the provisions pro-
posed to be included therein, and hold a public hear-
ing at which all persons or organizations with a
legitimate interest in such plan may be given an
opportunity to express their. views. After approval
of the plan by the surgeon general, the director shall
publish a general description of the provisions
thereof in at least one newspaper having general
circulation in the state, and shall make the plan,
or a copy thereof, available upon request to all inter-
ested persons or organizations. The director shall
from time to time review the hospital and medical
facility construction program and submit to the
surgeon general any modifications thereof which he
may find necessary and may submit to the surgeon
general such modifications of the state plan, not in-
consistent with the requirements of the federal act,
as he may deem advisable.
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RCW 70.40.110 SC.9Seto10chpe19,Lw of94
amended. SE.9Seto10chpe19,Lwof94

and RCW 70.40.110 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

Standards to The director shall by regulation prescribe mini-
beprscibd.mum standards f or the maintenance and operation

of hospitals and medical facilities which receive
federal aid for construction under the state plan.

RCW 70.40.120 SEC. 10. Section 12, chapter 197, Laws of 1949
amended, and RCW 70.40.120 are each amended to read as

follows:
Applications Applications for hospital and medical facility
for construc-
tion projects, construction projects f or which federal funds are

requested shall be submitted to the director and may
be submitted by the state or any political subdivision
thereof or by any public or nonprofit agency au-
thorized to construct and operate a hospital or
medical facility: Provided, That except as may be
permitted by federal law no application for a
diagnostic or treatment center shall be approved
unless the applicant is (1) a state, political sub-
division, or public agency, or (2) a corporation or
association which owns and operates a nonprofit
hospital. Each application for a construction project
shall conform to federal and state requirements.

RCW 70.40.150 SEC. 11. Section 15, chapter 197, Laws of 1949
amended, and RCW 70.40.150 are each amended to read as

follows:
Trust fund The director is hereby authorized to receive

D4 posit federal funds in behalf of, and transmit them to, such
Withdrawals.

applicants or to approve applicants for federal funds
and authorize the payment of such funds directly
to such applicants as may be allowed by federal law.
To achieve that end there is hereby established,
separate and apart from all public moneys and funds
Of this state, a trust fund to be known as the
"hospital and medical facility construction fund", of
which the state treasurer shall ex officio be custodian.
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Moneys received from the federal government for
construction projects approved by the surgeon gen-
eral shall be deposited to the credit of this fund,
shall be used solely for payments due applicants for
work performed, or purchases made, in carrying out
approved projects. Vouchers covering all payments
from the hospital and medical facility construction
fund shall bear the signature of the director or his
duly authorized agent for such purpose, and war-
rants therefor shall be drawn by the state auditor
as ex officio auditor of the fund.

SEC. 12. This act is necessary for the immediate Emnergency.

preservation of the public peace, health, safety and
welfare and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 253.
[S. B. 475.

STATE EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT-TRANSFER FROM
TEACHERS' SYSTEM.

AN ACT relating to the authorization of certain employees to
transfer from the state teachers' retirement system to the
state employees' retirement system.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

1 Transfer toSECTION 1. Any employee of a state school or other retire-

state institution who is a member of the Washington auhr~zd

state teachers' retirement system and who is not em-
ployed in a teaching capacity may transfer such
membership to the state employees' retirement sys-
tem by written request filed with the secretary-
manager and the executive secretary, respectively,
of the two systems. Upon receipt of such request,
the transfer of membership to the state employees'
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retirement system shall be made, together with a
transfer of all accumulated contributions credited to
such member, and the secretary-manager of the
teachers' retirement system shall transmit to the
executive secretary of the state employees' retire-
ment system a record of service credited to such
member which shall be computed and credited to
such member in the state employees' retirement
system in the same manner as prior service together
with a transfer from the teachers' pension reserve
fund of a sum sufficient to pay into the employees'
retirement system the employers' contribution from
the period beginning April 1, 1949, to the date of the
transfer, or so much thereof that may be necessary
to establish the employee to all rights, benefits, and
privileges that he would have been entitled to had
he been a member of the state employees' retire-
ment system from the beginning of his employment
or his eligibility: Provided, That the right of any
employee to file a written request for transfer of
membership as set forth herein shall expire June 30,
1960.

Severabilty. SEc. 2. If any provision of this act, or its applica-
tion to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the remainder of the act, or the application of the
provision to other persons or circumstances is not
affected.

Passed the Senate March 7, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 254.
fS. B. 468.

REPRODUCED RECORDS FOR RECORDING.

AN ACT relating to recording of instruments by photographic,
photomechanical, microfilm, microcard, miniature photo-
graphic or other process; and amending section 1, chapter
125, Laws of 191.9 and RCW 65.04.040.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTioN 1. Section 1, chapter 125, Laws of 1919 RCW 65.04.040
amended.and RCW 65.04.040 are each amended to read as

follows:
Any state, county, or municipal officer charged Photographic

recordation of
with the duty of recording instruments in public documents,

records, may, in lieu of transcription, record them plats, etc.

by a photographic or photomechanical process, which
produces a clear, legible, and durable record and
which has been tested and approved for the intended
purpose by the state archivist.

In addition, the county auditor, in the exercise of
his duty of recording instruments in public records,
may, in lieu of transcription, record all instruments,
which he is charged by law to record, except plats,
by any photographic, photostatic, microfilm, micro-
card, miniature photographic or other process which
actually reproduces or forms a durable medium for
so reproducing the original, and which has been
tested and approved for the intended purpose by the
state archivist. If the county auditor, in lieu of
transcription, records any instrument by a process
herein enumerated which produces a miniature copy
of the original it shall not be necessary thereafter to
make any notations or mnarginal notes, which are
otherwise required by law, thereon: Provided, That
in lieu of making said notations thereon, the auditor
shall immediately make a note of such in both the
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direct and inverted indexes and other appropriate
indexes, in the column headed "remarks", opposite
the appropriate entry.

Passed the Senate March 5, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 255.
[ S. B. 493.]1

ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY FOR STATE PURPOSES-
BONDS.

AN ACT relating to state government; providing for the con-
struction and equipment of buildings by the department
of general administration and for the financing thereof by
the issuance and sale of revenue bonds payable from a
special fund into which shall be paid rentals received from
leasing such buildings or space therein; making an appro-
priation; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The director of the department of
general administration is authorized to acquire such
sites and construct such buildings, and acquire such
furnishings and equipment theref or, as may be neces-
sary for the housing of departments, institutions,
commissions, elected officials, and other state agen-
cies of the state of Washington.

SEC. 2. The acquisition of sites, the final plans
and the construction shall be subject to the approval
of the state capitol committee when a proposed build-
ing is to be located in Thurston county. When the
proposed building is for the purpose of housing a
branch agency of state government outside Thurston
county, the acquisition of a site, the final plans, and
the construction shall'be subject to the approval of
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the agency or agencies for whom the building is
being constructed.

SEc. 3. The acquisition of any real property or Acquisition,
public us--

any rights or interests therein for the purpose of Eminent

this act is hereby declared to be for a public use.doan

In furtherance of the purposes of this act, the right
of eminent domain may be exercised as provided
for in chapter 8.04 RCW.

SEC. 4. To provide funds for the acquisition of Bonds.
Authorized-

sites, the construction of buildings, the acquisition C7ommittee to
issue, deter-

of furnishings and equipment therefor, and to pay mine formi.

interest on the revenue bonds authorized to be issued
by this act during the estimated period of such con-
struction and for six months after completion of
such construction, if required, there shall be issued
and sold revenue bonds of the state of Washington
in the sum of five million dollars or such amount
thereof as determined to be necessary by the di-
rector of the department of general administration.

The issuance and sale of the bonds shall be under
the supervision and control of the state finance com-
mittee. The state finance committee, in its discre-
tion, may provide for the issuance of coupon or
registered bonds to be dated, issued, and sold at
the request of the director at such time or times and
in such amount or amounts as may be necessary to
finance the program authorized in this act.

Each bond shall be made payable at any time not
exceeding forty years from date of issuance, with
such reserved rights of prior redemption, bearing
such rate of interest, payable semiannually or an-
nually, and with such terms, conditions, and cov-
enants to safeguard the security and the rights of
the holders thereof, including any provision for
reserves, as the state finance committee may pre-
scribe to be specified therein. The bonds may be
payable at such places and be in such denominations
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as the committee may prescribe. All such bonds
shall be fully negotiable.

Bonds. Sig- SEC. 5. The bonds shall be signed by the gov-
natures and
seal. ernor and the state auditor under the seal of the

state, one of which signatures shall be made manu-
ally and the other signature may be in printed
facsimile, and any coupons may have printed or
lithographic facsimile of the signatures of such of-
ficers. A lithographed facsimile reproduction of the
seal of the state may be imprinted on the bonds in
lieu of manually affixing an impression of the
original seal.

-Sale- SEC. 6. The bonds may be sold in such manner
Bonds as legal
investment, and amounts, at such times, and on such terms and
security, for
public funds, conditions as the state finance committee may

prescribe: Provided, That, if the bonds are sold to
any persons other than the state of Washington,
they shall be sold at public sale, and the state finance
committee shall cause the sale to be advertised in
such manner as it shall deem sufficient.

The bonds shall be sold for not less than par
value.

The bonds shall be a legal investment for all state
funds (except the permanent school fund) or for
funds under state control and all funds of municipal
corporations, and shall be legal security for all state,
county, and municipal deposits.

-Regis- SEC. 7. Any of such bonds may be registered in
traton. the name of the holder on presentation to the state

treasurer or at the fiscal agency of the state of Wash-
ington in New York City, as to principal alone or as
to both principal and interest, under such regu-
lations as the state treasurer may prescribe.

-Not state SEC. 8. Bonds issued under provisions of this
obligation.

act shall distinctly state that they are not a general
obligation of the state of Washington, but are pay-
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able solely out of revenues in the manner provided
in this act.

SEC. 9. There is hereby created within the state Fund created
-Deposits,

treasury a special fund to be known as the "general application of

administration construction fund" in which shall beInetn.

deposited all moneys arising from the sale of such
bonds, and all other moneys which may become
available for carrying out the purposes of this act,
provided, that from the moneys arising from the
sale of such bonds there may be deposited in the
general administration bond redemption fund an
amount equal to the interest accruing on such bonds
during the estimated period of construction of the
project for which such bonds are issued and for six
months after the completion of such construction.
All such bonds shall be designated as to the project
for which they are issued and the proceeds thereof
shall be used solely for that project, and for the
payment of the expense incurred in the printing,
issuance and sale of such bonds and to pay interest
on such bonds for the period aforesaid.

The state finance committee is authorized to in-
vest the proceeds from the sale of such bonds in
short term securities of the United States govern-
ment: Provided, That such investment will not
impede the orderly progress of the project for which
the bonds were issued. The interest from such in-
vestments shall be deposited in the general ad-
ministration bond redemption fund to the credit of
the particular project involved.

SEC. 10. For the purpose of carrying out the Appropriation.

provisions of this act, there is hereby appropriated
to the department of general administration from
the general administration construction fund the
sum of five million dollars, or so much thereof as
shall be necessary.
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-Rouionae SEC. 11. All office or other space made available
fund created-thogt prvsnsb
Pledge of thog he prvsosof this act shall be leased b
nant.acoe the director to such state agencies, for such rental,

and on such terms and conditions as he deems ad-
visable.

The director is authorized to lease office or other
space in any project to the federal government, or
any agency thereof, upon such terms and conditions
as he may prescribe.

There is hereby created within the treasury a
special fund to be known as the "general adminis-
tration bond redemption fund" in which all rentals
shall be deposited. In the event bonds are issued
for more than one project, the rentals from each proj-
ect will be maintained as separate accounts. The
funds in this account or accounts shall be used to
meet principal and interest payments when due on
the bonds issued to finance the specific project for
which each such account was created until all of
such bonds and interest thereon have been paid.

The bonds shall include a covenant that the pay-
ment or redemption thereof and the interest thereon
are secured by a first and direct charge and lien
on the rentals deposited in the general administra-
tion bond redemption fund, as aforesaid, and re-
ceived from the project for which the bonds were
issued. Such rentals shall be pledged by the state
for such purpose.

Guarantee SEC. 12. There is hereby established within the
fund created-
Deposits, lim- state treasury a reserve fund to be known as the
applicationi of. "general administration bond redemption guarantee

fund". All unobligated rental income collected by
the department of general administration from
rental of state buildings shall be deposited in the
general administration bond redemption guarantee
fund until a total of two hundred thousand dollars
is on deposit in said fund after which all unobligated
rental income shall be deposited in the general fund.
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If at any time there is insufficient money in the
general administration bond redemption fund to
make any payments of interest or principal due on
any bonds payable from such fund, the state treas-
urer shall transfer from such general administration
bond redemption guarantee fund to the general ad-
ministration bond redemption fund an amount suf-
ficient to meet such payments.

SEc. 13. The director of the department of gen- Director to
eral administration is authorized to do all acts and acmter

things necessary or convenient to carry out the
powers and duties expressly provided in this act.

SEC. 14. If any provision of this act, or its ap- Severability.

plication to any person or circumstance is held in-
valid, the remainder of the act, or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is
not affected.

SEc. 15. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate March 5, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 256.
[ S. B. 517.

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE-STATE MEDICAL AID.

AN ACT relating to labor and industries; and amending section
5, chapter 28, Laws of 1917 as last amended by section 2,
chapter 186, Laws of 1943 and section 6, chapter 236, Laws
of 1951, and RCW 51.36.010, 51.36.020, 51.36.030 and 51.40-
.070.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 5, chapter 28, Laws of 1917
as last amended by section 2, chapter 186, Laws of
1943 and section 6, chapter 236, Laws of 1951 (here-
tofore divided and codified as RCW 51.36.010, 51.36-
.020, 51.36.030 and 51.40.070) is divided and amended
as set forth in sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 of this act.

RCW 51.36.010 SEC. 2. (RCW 51.36.010) Upon the occurrence of
enacted
without any injury to a workman entitled to compensation

amendent.under the provisions of this title, he shall receive,
in addition to such compensation and out of the
medical aid fund, proper and necessary medical and
surgical services at the hands of a physician of his
own choice, if conveniently located, and proper and
necessary hospital care and services during the
period of his disability from such injury, but the
same shall be limited in point of duration as follows:

In the case of permanent partial disability, not to
extend beyond the date when compensation shall be
awarded him, except when the workman returned
to work before permanent partial disability award
is made, in such case not to extend beyond the time
when monthly allowances to him out of the accident
fund shall cease; in case of temporary disability not
to extend beyond the time when monthly allowances
to him out of the accident fund shall cease; in case
of a permanent total disability not to extend beyond
the date on which a lump sum settlement is made
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with him or he is placed upon the permanent pension
roll. But after any injured workman has returned
to his work his medical and surgical treatment may
be continued at the expense of the medical aid fund
if, and as long as, such continuation is deemed by
the supervisor of industrial insurance to be necessary
to his more complete recovery. In order to au-
thorize such continued treatment the written order
of the supervisor of industrial insurance issued in
advance of the continuation shall be necessary.

SEC. 3. (RCW 51.36.020) When the injury to any
workman is so serious as to require his being taken
from the place of injury to a place of treatment, his
employer shall, at his own expense and without
charge against the medical aid fund, furnish trans-
portation to the nearest place of proper treatment.
To assure prompt and adequate hospital care in cases
of serious injury the department shall furnish to em-
ployers suitable index cards which the employer
shall be required to have filled in and shall keep at
all times convenient and accessible on which shall
be set forth the name and address of each workman,
together with such information as, in the judgment
of the department, is necessary in cases of serious
injury where the workman may be rendered un-
conscious and at the point of death, said card to be
filled in at time of employment of workman and to
have space for the following information: Hospital
preferred, doctor preferred, religious, fraternal or
union affiliations, and name of nearest relative:
Provided, That the employee may at his option de-
cline to give any or all of the information herein-
before provided for.

Every workman whose injury results in the loss
of one or more limbs or eyes shall be provided with
proper artificial substitutes to be purchased by the
department at the expense of the accident fund.
Every workman, who suff ers a penetrating wound
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of the cornea producing an error of refraction, shall
be once provided, at the expense of the accident
fund, proper and properly equipped lenses to correct
such error of refraction and his disability rating shall
be based upon the loss of sight before correction.
Every workman, whose accident results in damage
to or destruction of an artificial limb, eye or tooth,
shall have same repaired or replaced at the expense
of the accident fund. Every workman whose eye-
glasses or lenses are damaged, destroyed, or lost as
a result of an industrial accident shall have the same
restored or replaced at the expense of the accident
fund. The accident fund shall be liable only for the
cost of restoring damaged eyeglasses to their con-
dition at the time of the accident. All mechanical
appliances necessary in the treatment of an injured
workman, such as braces, belts, casts and crutches,
may be provided at the expense of the medical aid
fund and all mechanical appliances required as
permanent equipment after treatment has been com-
pleted shall be provided at the expense of the ac-
cident fund. A workman, whose injury is of such
short duration as to bring him within the provisions
of subsection (4) of RCW 51.32.090 shall neverthe-
less receive during the omitted period medical,
surgical and hospital care and service and trans-
portation under the provisions of this chapter.

RCW 51.36.030 SEc. 4. (RCW 51.36.030) Every employer, who
enacted
without employs less than fifty workmen, shall keep at his

amedmet.plant a first aid kit equipped as required by the
department with materials for first aid to his in-
jured workmen. Every employer who employs
within a radius of one-half mile of any plant or
establishment fifty or more workmen, shall keep one
first aid station equipped as required by the depart-
ment with materials for first aid to his injured work-
men, and shall cooperate with the department in
training one or more employees in first aid to the
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injured. The maintenance of such first aid kits and
stations shall be deemed to be a part of any educa-
tional standards established under Title 49.

SEC. 5. (RCW 51.40.070) The director shall have RCW 51.40.070
enacted

power to enact rules prescribing whether and under without

what conditions an injured workman, who has been
receiving treatment under medical aid contract at
a place other than his place of permanent abode
and who shall be or have become ambulatory or
who, being discharged, shall require further treat-
ment, may be transferred to the care of a surgeon
at his place of residence, and providing for the com-
pensation of such surgeon at the expense of the
doctor, hospital or hospital association holding such
contract.

Passed the Senate March 7, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 257.
[S. B. 264.]1

PUBLIC LANDS.

AN ACT relating to public lands; defining valuable material;
providing for the uniform administration, sale, and lease
of state land included in sustained yield forests, capitol
building lands, and other state grant lands; conforming
the statutory provisions applicable thereto to reflect the
transfer or authority to the board of natural resources as
contained in chapter 38, Laws of 1957; increasing periods
of leases from five to ten years; authorizing their leasing
for public school purposes; providing for the conduct of
sales and notice thereof; regulating the acquisition of
public lands for easements for utilities; prohibiting cattle,
horses, sheep, or goats from entering on state lands of
area exceeding forty acres; adding one new section to
chapter 79.01 RCW; amending section 27, chapter 255,
Laws of 1927 and RCW 79.01.084; amending section 22,
chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and RCW 79.01.088; amending
section 2, chapter 217, Laws of 1941 and ROW 79.01.092:
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Public lands. amending section 1, chapter 394, Laws of 1955 and ROW
79.01.096; amending section 25, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
and ROW 79.01.100; amending section 26, chapter 255, Laws
of 1927 and RCW 79.01.104; amending section 27, chapter
255, Laws of 1927 and RCW 79.01.108; amending section 28,
chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and RCW 79.01.112; amending
section 1, chapter 55, Laws of 1935 and RCW 79.0.1.116;
amending section 30, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and RCW
79.01.120; amending section 1, chapter 220, Laws of 1929
and ROW 79.01.124; amending section 33, chapter 255,
Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.132; amending section 34,
chapter 2,55, Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.136; amending
section 40, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.160;
amending section 41, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and ROW
79.01.164; amending section 42, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
and ROW 79.01.168; amending section 46, chapter 255, Laws
of 1927 and ROW 79.01.184; amending section 47, chapter
255, Laws of 1927 and RCW 79.01.188; amending section 49,
chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.196; amending
section 1, chapter 66, Laws of 1933 and ROW 79.01.200;
amending section 51, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and ROW
79.01.204; amending section 53, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
and ROW 79.01.212; amending section 54, chapter 255,
Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.216; amending section 55,
chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.220; amending
section 57, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.228;
amending section 2, chapter 394, Laws of 1955 and ROW
79.01.236; amending section 60, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
and ROW 79.01.240; amending section 1, chapter 171, Laws
of 1947 and ROW 79.01.244; amending section 68, chapter
255, Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.272; amending section
69, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.2.76; amend-
ing section 71, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01-
.284; amending section 72, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and
ROW 79.01.288; amending section 74, chapter 255, Laws
of 1927 and ROW 79.01.296; amending section 2, chapter
147, Laws of 1945 and ROW 79.01.388; amending section
3, chapter 147, Laws of 1945 and ROW 79.01.392; amending
section 113, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.452;
amending section 2, chapter 103, Laws of 1945 and ROW
79.01.644; amending section 186, chapter 255, Laws of
1927 and ROW 79.01.704; amending section 194, chapter
255, Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.736; amending section
3, chapter 266, Laws of 1951 and ROW 79.12.236; amending
section 2, chapter 69, Laws of 1909 and ROW 79.24.010;
amending section 12, chapter 59, Laws of 1911 and ROW
79.24.030; amending section 10, chapter 59, Laws of 1911
and ROW 79.24.060; amending section 1, chapter 69, Laws
of 1909 and ROW 79.24.080; amending section 8, chapter
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69, Laws of 1909 and ROW 79.24.085; amending section 1,
chapter 165, Laws of 1937 and RCW 79.40.050; repealing
section 39, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and ROW 79.01.156;
repealing section 45, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and ROW
79.01.180; repealing sections 1 and 2, chapter 84, Laws of
1937 and ROW 79.12.220 and 79.12.230; repealing section
9, chapter 59, Laws of 1911 and ROW 79.24.040; repealing
section 4, chapter 69, Laws of 1909 and ROW 79.24.050;
repealing section 11, chapter 59, Laws of 1911 and ROW
79.24.070; repealing section 10, chapter 83, Laws of 1893
and ROW 79.24.090; repealing section 2, chapter 175, Laws
of 1933 and ROW 79.56.030; repealing section 3, chapter
175, Laws of 1933 and ROW 79.56.040; repealing section
4, chapter 175, Laws of 1933 and ROW 79.56.050; and
repealing section 5, chapter 175, Laws of 1933 and ROW
79.56.060.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 79.01 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
"Valuable materials." Whenever used in this "Valuable

materials."
title the term "valuable materials" when referring
to public lands belonging to the state means any
product or material on said lands, such as forest
products, forage or agricultural crops, stone, gravel,
sand, peat, and all other materials of value except
mineral, coal, petroleum, and gas as provided for
under 79.01 RCW.

SEC. 2. Section 27, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RCW 79.01.084
amended.

and RCW 79.01.084 are each amended to read as
follows:

The commissioner of public lands shall cause to Appraisement,
sale and lease

be prepared, and furnish to applicants, blank forms of state lands
-Blank forms

of applications for the appraisement, and purchase of application.

of any state lands, and the purchase of tide or shore
lands, and the purchase of timber, fallen timber,
stone, gravel or other valuable materials situated
thereon, and the lease of state lands, tidelands, shore-
lands and harbor areas which forms shall contain
such instructions as will inform and aid intending
applicants in making applications.
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ROW 79.01.088 SC eto 2 ~ Lw f1''
amended. S.3.Scin2,chapter 25,Lw f12

and RCW 79.01.088 are each amended to read as
follows:

Who may Any citizen, or person who has in godfaith
purchase or go
lease- declared his intentions of becoming a citizen of the
Application
-Deposit. United States, or any corporation organized under

the laws of this state or any state or territory of the
United States, the majority of stockholders of which
are citizens of the United States, desiring to pur-
chase any state lands, or to purchase any tide or shore
lands, or to purchase any timber, fallen timber,
stone, gravel or other valuable materials situated on
state, tide or shore lands, or to lease any state, tide
or shore lands, or harbor areas, shall file in the office
of the commissioner of public lands an application,
on the proper f orm and in case of application for
the purchase of lands, or for the purchase of timber,
fallen timber, stone, gravel or other valuable ma-
terials, shall deposit with the application not less
than ten cents per acre for the land or material
applied for, but in no case less than ten dollars, and
in case of application for lease for any purpose,
except mining of valuable minerals or coal, or ex-
traction of petroleum or gas, shall deposit the sum
of ten dollars, which deposit shall be returned to
the applicant in case the land or materials applied
for is sold, or the land or area leased, when offered
pursuant to the application, but in case the land or
material is not sold, or the land or area not leased,
by reason of the failure of the applicant to bid the
appraised value, or the fixed rental thereof, when
the same is offered, the deposit shall be forfeited to
the state and paid into the state treasury to the credit
of the general fund.

ROW 79.01.092 SEC. 4. Section 2, chapter 217, Laws of 1941 and
amended. RCW 79.01.092 are each amended to read as follows:

When, in the judgment of the cormmissioner of
public lands, a sufficient number of applications for
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the appraisement and sale, or the lease, for any law- andapaisal

ful purpose, excepting mining of valuable minerals -Minimnum

or coal, or extraction of petroleum or gas, of state cational lands.

lands, have been received, the commissioner shall
cause each tract of land so applied for to be inspected
by one or more state land inspectors as to its char-
acter, topography, agricultural and grazing qualities,
timber, coal, mineral, stone, gravel or other valuable
material, the distance from any city or town, rail-
road, river, irrigation canal, ditch or other waterway,
and a full report thereof to be made to the commis-
sioner, together with the inspector's judgment as to
the present and prospective value, or rental value,
as the case may be. In case of an application to pur-
chase land granted to the state for educational pur-
poses, the commissioner shall submit said report
together with all other information in the records
of the office of the commissioner of public lands
concerning the land applied for, to the board of
natural resources, which board shall fix the value
per acre of each lot, block, subdivision or tract pro-
posed to be sold in one parcel, which value shall
be not less than ten dollars per acre. In case of
applications to purchase state lands, other than lands
granted to the state for educational purposes and
capitol building lands, the commissioner of public
lands shall appraise and fix the value thereof. In
case of applications for the lease of state lands, for
any lawful purposes other than that of mining for
valuable minerals or coal, or extraction of petroleum
or gas, the commissioner of public lands shall fix the
rental value thereof, and shall fix the limit of the
value of the improvements that may be placed upon
said land by any lessee of the state, and may, in case
the land is leased, at any time during the life of the
lease, extend the limit of value of the improvements
that may be placed upon the land covered by the
lease, if he deems it advisable and f or the best
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interest of the state, by written order which shall be
filed with the lease in the office of the commissioner,
and a copy mailed to the lessee at his last known post
office address, and upon the expiration of such lease
the commissioner of public lands, shall not appraise
said improvements in an amount exceeding the limit
so fixed by the commissioner of public lands.

RCW 79.01.096 SEC. 5. Section 1, chapter 394, Laws of 1955
amended. and RCW 79.01.096 are each amended to read as

follows:
Maximum, Not more than one hundred and sixty acres of
ares e't any land granted to the state by the United States
to sale or lease
-Exc~eption- shall be offered for sale in one parcel and no uni-
Approval of
regent-- versity lands shall be offered for sale except 'by
leases, legislative directive or with the consent of the board

of regents of the University of Washington.
Any land granted to the state by the United

States, may be sold or leased for any lawful purpose
in such minimum areas as may be fixed by the com-
missioner of public lands, except that upon the ap-
plication of a cemetery association for the purchase
of school land for a cemetery site or sites, not less
than one nor more than ten acres may be offered,
and upon the application of a school district for the
purchase of a schoolhouse site or sites on any school
land, not less than three nor more than ten acres
may be off ered for sale, and in all cases where a
schoolhouse is or may be erected upon any school
land the school district to which the schoolhouse
belongs shall have the preference right for six months
after the filing of the final appraisal of such school
land to purchase the schoolhouse sites, to include the
land occupied by the schoolhouse and grounds, at
the appraised value thereof.

Land granted to the state shall not be leased for
a longer period than ten years except that such lands
may be leased for the purpose of prospecting for,
developing and producing oil, gas and other hydro-
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carbon substances or for the mining of coal or for
commercial, business, or public school purposes for
any period not exceeding twenty years with a pref-
erential right to a new lease covering such lands
for an additional period not exceeding twenty years.

SEC. 6. Section 25, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RCW 79.01.100

and RCW 79.01.100 are each amended to read as amended.

follows:
The commissioner of public lands shall cause all Maximum area

of urban or
unplatted state lands, within the limits of any in- suburban

state land
corporated city or town, or within two miles of the -Platting.

boundary thereof, where the valuation of such lands
is found by appraisement to exceed one hundred
dollars per acre, to be platted into lots and blocks,
of not more than five acres in a block, before the
same are offered for sale, and not more than one
block shall be offered for sale in one parcel. The
commissioner of public lands may designate or
describe any such plat by name, or numeral, or as
an addition to such city or town, and, upon the filing
of any such plat, it shall be sufficient to describe the
lands, or any portion thereof, embraced in such plat,
according to the designation prescribed by the com-
missioner of public lands. Such plats shall be made
in duplicate, and when properly authenticated by
the commissioner of public lands, one copy thereof
shall be filed in the office of the commissioner and
one copy in the office of the county auditor in which
the lands are situated, and said auditor shall receive
and file such plats without compensation or fees and
make record thereof in the same manner as required
by law for the filing and recording of other plats in
his office.

SEc. 7. Section 26, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RCW 79.01.104
amended.

and RCW 79.01.104 are each amended to read as
follows:

When, in the judgment of the commissioner of
public lands the best interest of the state will be
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Vaation cof- thereby promoted, the commissioner may vacate any
missioner-

Vesed igts.plt o pats covering state lands, and vacate any
street, alley or other public place therein situated:
Provided, That the vacation of any such plat shall
not affect the vested rights of any person or persons
theretofore acquired therein. In the exercise of the
foregoing power and authority to vacate the commnis-
sioner shall enter an order in the records of his office
and at once forward a certified copy thereof to the
county auditor of the county wherein said platted
lands are located and said auditor shall cause the
same to be recorded in the miscellaneous records of
his office and noted on the plat by reference to the
volume and page of the record.

RCW 79.01.108 SEC. 8. Section 27, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
amened. and RCW 79.01.108 are each amended to read as

follows:
Vacation on Whenever all the owners and other persons hay-
petition-
Preference ing a vested interest in the lands abutting on any
right to
purchase. street, alley, or other public place, or any portion

thereof, in any plat of state lands, lying outside the
limits of any incorporated city or town, shall petition
the commissioner of public lands therefor, the com-
missioner may vacate any such tract, alley or public
place or part thereof and in such case all such streets,
alleys or other public places or portions thereof so
vacated shall be platted, appraised and sold or leased
in the manner provided for the platting, appraisal
and sale or lease of similar lands: Provided, That
where the area vacated can be determined from the
plat already filed it shall not be necessary to survey
such area before platting the same. The owner or
owners, or other persons having a vested interest in
the lands abutting on any of the lots, blocks or other
parcels platted upon the lands embraced within any
area vacated as hereinabove provided, shall have a
preference right for the period of sixty days from
the date of filing such plat and the appraisal of such
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lots, blocks or other parcels of land in the office of
the commissioner of public lands, to purchase the
same at the appraised value thereof.

SEC. 9. Section 28, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RCW 79.01.112
amended.and RCW 79.01.112 are each amended to read as

follows:
Whenever application is made to purchase less Entire section

may bethan a section of unpiatted state lands, the commis- inspected.

sioner of public lands may order the inspection of
the entire section or sections of which the lands ap-
plied for form a part.

SEC. 10. Section 1, chapter 55, Laws of 1935 RCW 79.01.116

and RCW 79.01.116 are each amended to read as
follows:

In no case shall any lands granted to the state Date of sale
limited bybe offered for sale unless the same shall have been time of

appraised by the board of natural resources within appraisal.

ninety days prior to the date fixed for the sale, and
in no case shall any other state lands, or tide or
shore lands belonging to the state, or any materials
on any state lands, or on any tide or shore lands, or
the beds of navigable waters belonging to the state,
be offered for sale unless the same shall have been
appraised by the commissioner of public lands within
ninety days prior to the date fixed for the sale.

SEC. 11. Section 30, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RcW.79.012
amended.

and RCW 79.01.120 are each amended to read as
follows:

The commissioner of public lands may cause any Survey to
determInestate lands, or any tide or shore lands, to be surveyed area.m

for the purpose of ascertaining and determining the
area subject to sale or lease.

SEC. 12. Section 1, chapter 220, Laws of 1929 RCW 70.01.12A
amended.

and RCW 79.01.124 are each amended to read as
follows:

Timber, fallen timber, stone, gravel, or other
valuable material situated upon state lands, or upon
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Timber,
valuable
materials sold
separately-
When-
Materials
from
Columbia,
agreements
with Oregon.

RCW 79.01.132
amended.

-- Cash~ayent-
melimit

on removal
-Reversion
-Extension.

tide or shore lands, or the bed of navigable waters
belonging to the state may be sold separate from
the land, when in the judgment of the commissioner
of public lands, it is for the best interest of the state
so to sell the same, and in case the estimated amount
of timber on any tract of state lands, shall exceed
one million feet to the quarter section, the timber
shall be sold separate from the land. When applica-
tion is made for the purchase of any valuable ma-
terial, situated upon state lands, or upon tide or
shore lands, or the bed of navigable waters belong-
ing to the state, the same inspection and report shall
be had as upon an application for the appraisement
and sale of such lands, and the commissioner of
public lands shall appraise the value of the material
applied for. No timber, fallen timber, stone, gravel
or other valuable material, shall be sold for less than
the appraised value thereof. The commissioner of
public lands is authorized and empowered to confer
with and enter into any agreements with the public
authorities of the state of Oregon, which, in the
judgment of said commissioner of public lands will
assist the state of Washington and the state of Oregon
in securing the maximum revenues for sand, gravel
or other materials taken from the bed of the Co-
lumbia river where said river forms the boundary
line between said states.

SEC. 13. Section 33, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
and RCW 79.01.132 are each amended to read as
follows:

When any timber, fallen timber, stone, gravel, or
other valuable material on state lands is sold
separate from the land, the full purchase price
thereof shall be paid in cash.

In all cases where timber, fallen timber, stone,
gravel, or other valuable material, is sold separate
from the land, the same shall revert to the state if
not removed from the land within five years from
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the date of the purchase thereof: Provided, That
in all cases where, in the judgment of the commis-
sioner of public lands, the purchaser is acting in good
f aith and endeavoring to remove such material, the
commissioner m~y extend the time for the removal
thereof for any period not exceeding ten years, upon
payment to the state of a sum, to be fixed by the com-
missioner, of not less than one nor more than two
dollars per acre per annum, and the commissioner
shall pay into the state treasury all sums received
for such extension and the same shall be credited to
the fund to which was credited the original purchase
price of the material so sold.

SEC. 14. Section 34, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 ROW 79.01.136

and RCW 79.01.136 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
Before any state lands are offered for sale, or*

before any state lands are offered for lease, the com-
missioner of public lands shall separately appraise
all improvements situated thereon at the time of the
appraisement of the land, at such sum as the im-
provements add to the value of the land for the pur-
pose of selling the same, and shall also appraise all
damages and waste committed or suffered upon such
lands by the cutting or removal of timber, or the
removal of stone, gravel or other valuable material,
by the person or persons owning such improvements,
or their assignors, and the damages so found shall
be deducted from the appraised value of the improve-
ments, and the balance, after deducting such dam-
ages and waste, shall be the value of the improve-
ments upon the land, and every such appraisement
shall be recorded in the office of the commissioner
of public lands, but nothing herein shall be construed
as affecting the right of the state to receive the full
value of the land.

SEC. 15. Section 40, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
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RCW 79.01.160
amended.

Rules, regula-
tions for
removal of
timber sold.

RCW 79.01.164 SEC. 16. Section 41, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
amended, and ROW 79.01.164 are each amended to read as

follows:
Classification When the merchantable timber has been sold
of land
after timber and actually removed from any state lands, the
removed-
Lands for commissioner of public lands may classify the land,
reforestation
reserved, and may reserve from any future sale such portions

thereof as may be found suitable for reforestation,
and in such case, the commissioner shall enter such
reservation in the records in his office, and all such
lands so reserved shall not thereafter be subject to
sale or lease. The commissioner of public lands
shall certify all such reservations for reforestation
so made, to the board of natural resources, and it
shall be the duty of the department of natural re-
sources, to protect such lands, and the remaining
timber thereon, from fire and to reforest the same.

RCW 79.01.168 SEC. 17. Section 42, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
amended, and RCW 79.01.168 are each amended to read as

follows:

Sale of timber The commissioner of public lands may cause all
damaged by
ire or storm, timber on state lands, which shall have been dam-

aged by any storm, where the timber is down and
should be removed from the land to permit im-
mediate salvage of the value thereof, or where the
timber has been damaged by fire, insects or disease,
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and ROW 79.01.160 are each amended to read as
follows:

All sales of timber upon state lands shall be made
subject to the right, power and authority of the
commissioner of public lands to preksribe rules and
regulations governing the manner of the removal
of the timber with a view to the protection of the
nonmerchantable timber against destruction or in-
jury by fire or from other causes, and such rules
or regulations shall be binding upon the purchaser
of the timber and his successors in interest and shall
be enforced by the commissioner of public lands.
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to be inspected and appraised and offered for sale
when authorized by the board of natural resources
without an application having been filed, or deposit
made, for the purchase of the same.

SEC. 18. Section 46, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 Rcw 79.0.184

and RCW 79.01.184 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
When the commissioner of public lands shall have Sale pro-

cedure. Fixing
decided to sell any public lands or valuable materials date_--Rice--

thereon, or with the consent of the board of regents and pasting.

of the University of Washington, or by legislative
directive, shall have decided to sell any lot, block,
tract or tracts of university lands, or the timber,
fallen timber, stone, gravel or other valuable material
thereon it shall be the duty of the commissioner of
public lands to forthwith fix the date, place, and time
of sale, and no sale shall be had on any day which
is a legal holiday.

The commissioner shall give notice of the sale by
advertisement published once a week for four weeks
next before the time he shall name in said notice,
in at least one newspaper published and of general
circulation in the county in which the whole, or
any part of any lot, block, or tract of land to be
sold, or the material upon which is to be sold is
situated, and by causing a copy of said notice to be
posted in a conspicuous place in the department's
Olympia office and the district headquarters ad-
ministering such sale and in the office of the county
auditor of such county, which notice shall specify
the place, time and terms of sale and describe with
particularity each parcel of land to be sold, or from
which valuable materials are to be sold, and state
the appraised value thereof.

SEC. 19. Section 47, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RCW 79.01.188
amended.

and RCW 79.01.188 are each amended to read as
follows:

[ 1189)1
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-~pa- Met The commissioner of public lands shall cause to
ofpbsig be printed a list of all public lands, and of all tide
posting. or shore lands, or materials thereon, and the ap-

praised value thereof, that are to be sold in the
several counties of the state, said lists to be issued
at least four weeks prior to the date of any sale of
the lands or materials enumerated thereon, such
lands and materials to be listed under the name of
the county wherein located, in alphabetical order
giving the appraised values, the character of the
same and such other information as may be of in-
terest to prospective buyers. Said commissioner of
public lands shall cause to be distributed to the
auditor of each county in the state a sufficient
number of such lists to supply the demands made
upon them respectively as reported by such auditors.
And said county auditors shall keep the list so
furnished in a conspicuous place or receptacle on
the counter of the public office of their respective
departments, and, when requested so to do, shall
mail copies of such lists to residents of their counties.
The commissioner of public lands shall retain for
free distribution in his office and the district offices
sufficient copies of said lists, to be kept in a conspicu-
ous place or receptacle on the counter of the general
office of the commissioner of public lands, and the
districts, and, when requested so to do, shall mail
copies of said lists as issued to any applicant there-
for. Proof of publication of the notice of sale shall
be made by affidavit of the publisher, or person in
charge, of the newspaper publishing the same and
proof of posting the notice of sale and the receipt
of the lists shall be made by certificate of the county
auditor which shall forthwith be sent to and filed
with the commissioner of public lands.

Rcw 79.01.196 SEC. 20. Section 49, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
amended, and RCW 79.01.196 are each amended to read as

follows:

[ 1190 ]
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When sales are made by the county auditor, they
shall take place at the court house in the county in
which the whole, or the greater part, of each lot,
block or tract of land, or the material thereon, to be
sold, is situated. All other sales shall be held at
the departmental district offices having jurisdiction
over the respective sales. Sales shall be conducted
between the hours of ten o'clock in the forenoon and
four o'clock in the afternoon.

-Place of
sale-Hours-
Reoffered sale
readvertised.

Any sale which has been offered, and for which
there are no bids received shall not be reoffered until
it has been readvertised as specified in RCW 79.01-
.188 and 79.01.192. If all sales cannot be offered
within the specified time on the advertised date, the
sale shall continue on the following day between the
hours of ten o'clock in the forenoon and four o'clock
in the afternoon.

SEC. 21. Section 1, chapter 66, Laws of 1933 Rcw7.ol.200
amended.and RCW 79.01.200 are each amended to read as

follows:
All sales of land shall be at public auction, and

all sales of valuable materials shall be at public
auction to the highest bidder, on the terms pre-
scribed by law and as specified in the notice herein-
before provided, and no land or materials shall be
sold for less than its appraised value: Provided,
That when valuable material has been appraised
at an amount not exceeding two hundred and fifty
dollars, the commissioner of public lands may ar-
range for the sale of said valuable material direct to
the applicant, and for its removal under such terms
and conditions as the commissioner may prescribe,
after said commissioner shall have caused to be pub-
lished ten days prior to sale a notice of such sale
in a newspaper of general circulation located nearest
to property to be sold.

SEC. 22. Section 51, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
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BCW 79.01.204 and RCW 79.01.204 are each amended to read asamended.
follows:

---Conduct of Such sales shall be conducted under the direction
sales--Deposits
-Payments.-- of the commissioner of public lands, by his au-

of urhae.thorized representative or by the county auditor of

the county in which the sale is held. The commis-
sioner's representative and the county auditor are
hereinafter referred to as auctioneers. Prior to offer-
ing each sale each bidder must deposit with the
auctioneer, either in cash or by certified check or
accepted draft drawn upon some bank doing business
in this state, or by postal money order, payable to
the order of the commissioner of public lands, of an
amount equal to ten percent. Only those parties
who have submitted said deposits will be allowed
to bid. The deposit shall include a specified amount
of the purchase price of the land or valuable ma-
terials sold, together with the fee required by law
for the issuance of contracts, deeds or bills of sale.
The successful bidder's deposit will be retained by
the auctioneer and the difference, if any, between the
deposit and the total amount due, shall on the day
of the sale be paid in cash, certified check, draft,
postal money order, or by personal check made pay-
able to the commissioner. Other deposits, if any,
will be returned to the respective bidders at the
conclusion of each sale. The auctioneer shall de-
liver to the purchaser, a memorandum of his pur-
chase containing a description of the land, or ma-
terials, purchased, the price bid and the terms of sale.
The auctioneer shall at once send to the commis-
sioner such cash or certified check, draft or postal
money order, and a copy of the memorandum de-
livered to the purchaser, together with such ad-
ditional report of his proceedings with reference
to such sales as may be required by the commis-
sioner.
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SEC. 23. Section 53, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RC 7.0.212

and RCW 79.01.212 are each amended to read as
follows:

If no affidavit showing that the interest of the -- Confirms-

state in such sale was injuriously affected by fraud tion of sale.

or collusion, shall be filed with the commissioner
of public lands within ten days from the receipt of
the report of the auctioneer conducting the sale of
any public lands, or valuable material thereon, and
it shall appear from such report that the sale was
fairly conducted, that the purchaser was the highest
bidder at such sale, and that his bid was not less
than the appraised value of the property sold, and
if the commissioner shall be satisfied that the lands,
or material, sold would not, upon being readvertised
and off ered for sale, sell for at least ten percent more
than the price at which it shall have been sold, and
that the payment, required by law to be made at
the time of making the sale, has been made, and
that the best interests of the state may be subserved
thereby, the commissioner of public lands shall enter
upon his records a confirmation of sale and there-
upon issue to the purchaser a contract of sale, deed
or bill of sale, as the case may be, as in this chapter
provided.

SEC. 24. Section 54, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RCW 79.0.216

and RCW 79.01.216 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
All state lands, and all tide and shore lands, shall -Trms of

payments
be sold on the following terms: One-tenth to be -Improve-

paid on the date of sale and one-tenth to be paid ments.

one year from the date of the issuance of the contract
of sale, and one-tenth annually thereafter until the
full purchase price has been paid, but any purchaser
may make full payment at any time. All deferred
payments shall draw interest at the rate of six per-
cent per annum. The first installment of interest
shall become due and payable one year after the
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-Terms of dateoftecnrcofslanthratrllieet
paymentsoftecnrcofslanthratralieet
mnt1sve shall become due and payable annually on said date,

and all remittances for payment of either principal
or interest shall be forwarded to the commissioner
of public lands: Provided, That the commissioner
of public lands may, when he deems it for the best
interest of the state, sell any state lands, in tracts
of not more than eighty acres upon the following
terms and conditions: One-twentieth of the pur-
chase price to be paid on the date of sale and one-
twentieth on the eleventh year thereafter, and one-
tenth annually thereafter until the full purchase
price has been paid, but in such case, before any
such lands are offered for sale, the commissioner of
public lands shall prescribe the extent and character
of the improvements that shall be placed upon said
lands annually during the first ten years of said
contract and said contract shall be subject to for-
feiture if the holder thereof shall fail in any year
to make such improvements as shall be prescribed
by the commissioner before the lands are offered
for sale, and the making of such improvements by
such contract holder shall, in addition to the pay-
ments provided for in said contract, be considered
as a part of the consideration thereof. Every such
purchaser shall render to the commissioner of public
lands between the tenth day of December and the
thirty-first day of December of each year during
the first ten years a full and complete statement of
the character and cost of the improvements placed
upon said land during such year. Any such pur-
chaser shall have the right to improve said lands
during any one year to any greater extent than that
prescribed by the commissioner, and he may pay
any number of installments of the purchase price
of said lands at any time prior to the dates of pay-
ment as above provided for, if the commissioner is
satisfied that the improvements which he has placed
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upon said lands are such as to insure a bona fide
cultivation and use thereof for agricultural, horti-
cultural or dairying purposes. All deferred pay-
ments upon said contract shall draw interest at the
rate of four percent per annum for the first ten years
after the date of sale, and thereafter at the rate of
six percent per annum until the full purchase price
has been paid. The object and purpose of this
proviso is to encourage the cultivation and improve-
ment of state lands and the use of such lands for
agricultural, horticultural or dairying purposes.

SEc. 25. Section 55, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RCW 79.0.220

and RCW 79.01.220 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
When the entire purchase price of any state -- Certificate

to governorlands, or of any tide or shore lands, shall have been of payment

fully paid, the commissioner of public lands shall in full-Deed.

certify such fact to the governor, and shall cause a
deed signed by the governor and attested by the
secretary of state, with the seal of the state attached
thereto, to be issued to the purchaser and to be re-
corded in the office of the commissioner of public
lands, and no fee shall be required for any deed of
land issued by the governor other than the fee pro-
vided for in this chapter.

SEC. 26. Section 57, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 ROW 79.01.228
amended.and RCW 79.01.228 are each amended to read as

follows:
The purchaser of state lands, or of tide or shore -Form of

contract-
lands, under the provisions of this chapter, except Forfeiture--

Extension of
in cases where the full purchase price is paid at the time.

time of the purchase, shall enter into and sign a
contract with the state, to be signed by the commis-
sioner of public lands on behalf of the state, with
the seal of his office attached, and in a form to be
prescribed by the attorney general, in which he shall
covenant that he will make the payments of principal
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and interest, computed from the date the contract
is issued, when due, and that he will pay all taxes
and assessments that may be levied or assessed on
such land, and that on failure to make the payments
as prescribed in this chapter when due, and for six
months thereafter, that he will, on demand of the
commissioner of public lands, surrender said prem-
ises, and that upon such failure for six months all
rights of the purchaser under said contract may, at
the election of the commissioner of public lands,
acting for the state, and without notice to said pur-
chaser, be declared to be forfeited, and that when
so declared forfeited the state shall be released from
all obligation to convey the land.

The contract provided for in this section shall be
executed in duplicate, and one copy shall be retained
by the purchaser and the other shall be filed in the
office of the commissioner of public lands.

The commissioner of public lands may, as he
deems advisable, extend the time for payment of
principal and interest on contracts heretofore issued,
and contracts to be issued under this chapter.

The commissioner of public lands shall notify the
purchaser of any state lands, and of tide or shore
lands, in each instance when payment on his con-
tract is overdue, and that he is liable to forfeiture if
payment is not made within six months from the
time the same become due, unless the time be ex-
tended by the commissioner of public lands.

ROW 79.01.236 SEC. 27. Section 2, chapter 394, Laws of 1955
amended, and RCW 79.01.236 are each amended to read as

follows:

Subdivision Whenever the holder of a contract of purchase of
of contracts
or leases, any state lands, or of any tide or shore lands, or

the holder of any lease of any such lands, except
for mining of valuable minerals, or coal, or extrac-
tion of petroleum or gas, shall surrender the same
to the commissioner with the request to have it
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divided into two or more contracts, or leases, the
commissioner may divide the same and issue new
contracts, or leases, but no new contract, or lease,
shall issue while there is due and unpaid any inter-
est, rental, or taxes or assessments on the land held
under such contract or lease, nor in any case where
the commissioner is of the opinion that the state's
security would be impaired or endangered by the
proposed division. For all such new contracts, or
leases, a fee of five dollars for each new contract,
or lease, issued, shall be paid by the applicant and
such fee shall be paid into the state treasury with
other fees of the office.

SEC. 28. Section 60, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RCW 79.01.240
amended.

and RCW 79.01.240 are each amended to read as
follows:

Any sale or lease of state lands, or of tide or Effect of
mitke orshore lands, made by mistake, or not in accordance fraud.

with law, or obtained by fraud or misrepresentation,
shall be void, and the contract of purchase, or lease,
issued thereon, shall be of no effect, and the holder
of such contract, or lease, shall be required to sur-
render the same to the commissioner of public lands,
who, except in the case of fraud on the part of the
purchaser, or lessee, shall cause the money paid on
account of such surrendered contract, or lease, to
be refunded to the holder thereof, provided the same
has not been paid into the state treasury.

SEC. 29. Section 1, chapter 171, Laws of 1947 RCW 79.01.2M4
amended.and RCW 79.01.244 are each amended to read as

follows:
The commissioner of public lands shall be au- Lease pro-

cedure.thorized to lease, f or a term of ten years or less, to Duration-

the highest bidder at public auction, any state lands, Restrictions.

for any purpose, except mining of valuable minerals
or coal or extraction of petroleum or gas, but such
lands shall not be leased for less than the appraised
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rental value thereof, nor shall agricultural lands be
leased for less than ten cents per acre.

All state lands hereafter leased for grazing pur-
poses shall be open and available to the public for
purposes of hunting and fishing unless closed to
public entry because of fire hazard or unless law-
fully posted by lessee to prohibit hunting and fishing
thereon. In the event any such lands are so posted
it shall be unlawful for any person to hunt or fish
on any such posted lands.

The commissioner of public lands shall insert the
provisions of the preceding paragraph in all grazing
leases hereafter issued.

Rcw 79.01.272 SEC. 30. Section 68, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
amended, and RCW 79.01.272 are each amended to read as

follows:
-Ilprav- The owner of improvements placed on state lands
er's prefer -ofrmth
ence right held under contracts ofpurchase frmtestate,
to lease, where such contracts are forfeited to the state, shall

have a preference right to lease any of such lands
for a period of ninety days from the cancellation of
his contract by the state, in the following manner:
The owner of such improvements shall make ap-
plication in writing, to the commissioner of public
lands, for the lease of such lands, certifying under
oath as to the character and value of such improve-
ments, and setting forth the amount of annual rental
offered for the lease of the lands, and if the com-
missioner shall deem the rental offered sufficient
and that it is to the best interests of the state to
accept said offer, he shall, upon the receipt of the
first year's rental in advance in accordance with
such offer, proceed to issue to the applicant a lease
of the lands, for any period not exceeding ten years,
in the same manner as in this chapter provided for
the issuance of leases of state lands to the highest
bidder at public auction. If such lands are not leased
as above provided in this section, the same may be
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leased or sold as provided in this chapter for the
lease or sale of state lands.

SEc. 31. Section 69, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RCW 79.01.27
and RCW 79.01.276 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
If at the expiration of any lease of any state -~enewal.

lands, except lands leased for the purpose of mining fes.

of valuable minerals, or coal, or extraction of pe-
troleum or gas, or any renewal of any such lease,
the lessee desires to re-lease the lands covered
thereby, he shall within thirty days after the ex-
piration of his lease, or renewal lease, make ap-
plication in writing, upon a form prepared for that
purpose, to the commissioner of public lands for a
re-lease, certifying under oath as to the character
and value of all improvements existing on the land,
name and post office address of the owner thereof,
the purpose for which he desires to re-lease the land,
the amount considered by such lessee to be the rea-
sonable annual rental value of the lands, and such
other information as the commissioner of public
lands may require, and shall deposit with such ap-
plication the sum of ten dollars, which deposit, if
the applicant shall fail or refuse to accept a re-lease
at the rate fixed by the commissioner of public lands,
shall be forfeited to the state and by the commis-
sioner paid into the state treasury and credited to
the general fund. Upon the filing of any such ap-
plication for a re-lease, the commissioner of public
lands may cause the lands to be inspected and a full
report made thereon as in the case of original ap-
plications for leases, and if he deems it for the best
interests of the state to re-lease said lands to the
applicant, he shall fix the rental value thereof and
notify the applicant of the rental value so fixed, and
if within thirty days after the date of such notice
the applicant shall pay to the commissioner of public
lands the first year's rental as fixed by the commis-
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sioner, together with the fees required by law, less
the sum of ten dollars already deposited, the com-
missioner shall issue to the applicant a renewal lease
for any period not exceeding ten years.

RCW 79.01M24 SEC. 32. Section 71, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
amended, and RCW 79.01.284 are each amended to read as

follows:
Water right At any time during the existence of any lease
for irrigation
as uniprave- of state lands, except lands leased for the purpose of

ment. mining of valuable minerals, or coal, or extraction
of petroleum or gas, the lessee with the consent of
of the commissioner of public lands, first obtained,
by written application, showing the cost and benefits
to be derived thereby, may purchase or acquire a
water right appurtenant to and in order to irrigate
the land leased by him, and if such water right shall
become a valuable and permanent improvement to
the lands, then, in case of the sale or lease of such
lands to other parties, the lessee acquiring such water
right shall be entitled to receive the value thereof
as in case of other improvements which he has
placed upon the land.

RCW 79.01.288 SEC. 33. Section 72, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
amended, and RCW 79.01.288 are each amended to read as

follows:

Removal or Whenever the lessee of state lands, except lands
sale of im- lae o
provements lesdfrthe purpose of mining of valuable minerals
upon termnin-
ation of lease, or coal, or extraction of petroleum or gas, shall sur-

render his lease before the end of its term or shall
fail to re-lease such lands at the expiration of the
term of his lease, any improvements made upon the
leased premises by the lessee, that are capable of
removal without damage to the land, may be re-
moved by the lessee, or may be left upon the land
subject to purchase by any purchaser or lessee of
the land within three years from the surrender or
expiration of the lease.
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SEC. 34. Section 74, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 RCW 19.01-296

and RCW 79.01.296 are each amended to read as
follows:

The lessee, or assignee of any lease, of state lands, Graeing leases

leased for grazing purposes, shall not use the same -Agrcultural

for any other purpose than that expressed in the of.
lease: Provided, That such lessee, or his assignee, of
state lands, may surrender his lease to the commis-
sioner of public lands and request the commissioner
to issue an agricultural lease in lieu thereof, and in
such case, the commissioner upon the payment of
the fixed rental for agricultural purposes under the
appraisement of said land shall be authorized to
issue a new lease, for the unexpired portion of the
term of the lease surrendered, under which the
lessee shall be permitted to clear, plow and cultivate
the lands as in the case of an original lease for agri-
cultural purposes.

SEC. 35. Section 2, chapter 147, Laws of 1945 RCW 79.0.388

and RCW 79.01.388 are each amended to read as
follows:

In order to obtain the benefits of the grant made Right of way
fo r utilityin RCW 79.01.384, the municipal or private corpora- pipe lines,
etc Proce.duretion or company, association, individual, or the tocacquire.

United States of America, constructing or proposing
to construct, or which has heretofore constructed,
such telephone line, ditch, flume, pipe line or trans-
mission line, shall file, with the commissioner of
public lands, a map, accompanied by the field notes
of the survey and location of such telephone line,
ditch, flume, pipe line or transmission line, and
shall pay to the state as hereinafter provided the
amount of the appraised value of the land, and im-
provements, if any, used for or included within the
right of way applied for. The land within the right
of way shall be limited to an amount necessary for
the construction of said telephone line, ditch, flume,
pipe line or transmission line sufficient for the pur-
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poses required, together with sufficient land on either
side thereof for ingress and egress to maintain and
repair the same, and the grant shall include the
right to cut all standing timber, and/or reproduction
within said right of way. The grant shall also in-
clude the right to cut trees marked as danger trees
by the applicant outside of the right of way, which
shall be dangerous to the operation and maintenance
of the telephone line, ditch, flume, pipe line or trans-
mission line upon full payment of the appraised
value thereof.

RCW 79.01.392 SEC. 36. Section 3, chapter 147, Laws of 1945
amended, and RCW 79.01.392 are each amended to read as

follows:
Aprsa Upon the filing of the plat and field notes, as pro-

-Reerson vided in RCW 79.01.388, the land applied for and
fornousr.the standing timber and/or reproduction on the right

of way applied f or, and the marked danger trees
to be felled off the right of way, if any, and the im-
provements included in the right of way applied
for, if any, shall be appraised as in the case of an
application to purchase state lands. Upon full pay-
ment of the appraised value of the land applied for,
of the standing timber, reproduction, and improve-
ments, if any, the commissioner of public lands shall
issue to the applicant a certificate of the grant of
such right of way stating the terms and conditions
thereof and shall enter the same in the abstracts
and records in his office, and thereafter any sale
or lease of the lands affected by such right of
way shall be subject to the easement of such
right of way. Should the corporation, company,
association, individual, or the United States of
America, securing such right of way ever abandon
the use of the same for the purposes for which it
was granted, the right of way shall revert to the
state, or the state's grantee.
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SEC. 37. Section 113, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 acWded.4

and RCW 79.01.452 are each amended to read as
follows:

Any tide or shore lands of the first class remain- Tide and shore
lands. Sale of

ing unsold and where there is no pending applica- remaining

tion for the purchase of the same under claim of any
preference right, shall be sold on the same terms
and in the same manner as provided for the sale
of state lands, for not less than the appraised value
fixed at the time of the application to purchase, and
the commissioner of public lands whenever he shall
deem it advisable and for the best interest of the
state may reappraise such lands in the same manner
as provided for the appraisement of state lands.

SEC. 38. Section 2, chapter 103, Laws of 1945 RCW 79.01.644

and RCW 79.01.644 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
Mining contracts entered into as provided in the Mineral pros-

preceding sections shall, in addition to the pro- mining.
Royalties-

visions contained in the form specified, provide for Renewal of
contract.

the payment to the state of a royalty, payable semi-
annually, at a rate to be determined by the commis-
sioner of public lands, but which rate shall not be
less than one percent of all moneys received from
the sale of minerals from the lands covered by the
contract, after deducting therefrom the cost to the
contract holder of transporting the ore or minerals
from the mine to market, or to any smelter, con-
centrating plant or other place of sale, and the cost
to the contract holder of all treatment costs such
as milling, smelting and refining incurred after
mining and prior to sale, but there shall not be de-
ducted the costs normal to mining, and shall provide
that the contract holder or his assigns, shall pay to
the state in addition to such royalties, an annual
rental of ten dollars for each forty acres, or fraction
thereof, included in said contract, and such contracts
shall contain such other and further terms and con-
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ditions for the occupation of, and conduct of mining
operations upon, the lands described in the contract
as shall be agreed upon by the commissioner of
public lands and the applicant for the contract. The
holder of any mining contract, or his assigns, may
apply for the renewal thereof to the commissioner
of public lands within ninety days prior to the ex-
piration of said contract. Upon receipt of such ap-
plication, the commissioner of public lands shall
make the necessary investigation to determine
whether the terms of the original contract have been
complied with, and if he finds they have been com-
plied with in good faith, he shall then be required
to issue a new contract of the premises described in
the original contract, or any part thereof, upon the
same terms as are provided for in the original con-
tract.

RCW 79.01.704 SEc. 39. Section 186, chapter 255, Laws of 1927
amended, and RCW 79.01.704 are each amended to read as

follows:
Witnesses. In all hearings pertaining to public lands of the
Compelling
attendance, state, as provided by this chapter, the board of
production
of booka, etc. natural resources, or the commissioner of public

lands, as the case may be, shall, in its or his dis-
cretion have power to issue subpoenas and compel
thereby the attendance of witnesses and the produc-
tion of books and papers, at such time and place as
may be fixed by the board, or the commissioner, to
be stated in the subpoena and to conduct the ex-
amination thereof.

Said subpoena may be served by the sheriff of
any county, or by any officer authorized by law to
serve process, or by any person over the age of
twenty-one years, competent to be a witness, but
who is not a party to the matter in which said
subpoena is issued.

Each witness subpoenaed by the board, or com-
missioner, as a witness on behalf of the state, shall
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be allowed the same fees and mileage as provided
by law to be paid witnesses in courts of record in
this state, said fees and mileage to be paid by war-
rants on the general fund from the appropriation for
the office of the commissioner of public lands.

Any person duly served with a subpoena, as
herein provided, and who shall fail to obey the
same, without legal excuse, shall be considered in
contempt, and the board, or commissioner, shall
certify the facts thereof to the superior court of the
county in which such witness may reside, and upon
legal proof thereof, such witness shall suffer the
same penalties as are now provided in like cases for
contempt of court and the certificate of the board,
or commissioner, shall be considered by the court as
prima facie evidence of the guilt of the party charged
with contempt.

SEC. 40. Section 194, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 ROW 79.01.736
amended.

and RCW 79.01.736 are each amended to read as
follows:

It shall be the duty of the attorney general, to
institute, or defend, any action or proceeding to
which the state, or the commissioner of public lands,
or the board of natural resources, is or may be a
party, or in which the interests of the state are in-
volved, in any court of this state, or any other state,
or of the United States, or in any department of the
United States, or before any board or tribunal, when
requested so to do by the commissioner of public
lands, or the board of natural resources, or upon his
own initiative.

The commissioner of public lands is authorized to
represent the state in any such action or proceeding
relating to any public lands of the state.

SEC. 41. Section 3, chapter 266, Laws of 1951
and RCW 79.12.236 are each amended to read as
follows:

Duty of
attorney
general-
Commissioner
may represent
state.

ROW 79.12.236
amended.
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Sale of timber
or stumpage
on scale basis.
Cash deposit
required.

amended, and ROW 79.24.010 are each amended to read as

follows:

Capitol build- All lands granted to the state by the federal gov-
Desgnaion erment for the purpose of erecting public build-
of lnds. ings at the state capitol shall be known and desig-

nated as "Capitol Building Lands". None of such
lands, nor the timber or other materials thereon,
shall hereafter be sold without the consent of the
board of natural resources and only in the manner
as provided for public lands and materials thereon.

RCW 79.24.030 SEC. 43. Section 12, chapter 59, Laws of 1911 and
amended.

ROW 79.24.030 are each amended to read as follows:
Employment The board of natural resources and the state capi-
of assistants
-Payment tol committee may employ such cruisers, draughts-

of epenes.men, engineers, architects or other assistants as may
be necessary for the best interests of the state in
carrying out the provisions of this act, and all ex-
penses incurred by the board and committee, and
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At the time of executing the contract, the pur-
chaser shall make a cash deposit in an amount to be
fixed by the commissioner of public lands of not less
than ten percent of the estimated value of the timber
purchased computed at the stumpage rate bid. At
no time shall the amount due the state for timber
actually cut and removed exceed the amount of the
deposit as hereinabove set forth. The amount of
the deposit shall be returned to the purchaser upon
completion and full compliance with the contract
by the purchaser, or it may, at the discretion of the
purchaser, be applied on final payment of the full
amount due under the contract. Upon failure of
the purchaser to comply with the terms of the con-
tract, the commissioner of public lands shall enter
a forfeiture thereof and the deposit made in con-
nection therewith may be forfeited upon order of
the commissioner.
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all claims against the general fund-capitol build-
ing construction account shall be audited by the state
capitol committee and presented in vouchers to the
state auditor, who shall draw a warrant therefor
against the general fund-capitol building construc-
tion account as herein provided or out of any ap-
propriation made for such purpose.

SEC. 44. Section 10, chapter 59, Laws of 1911 Rcw 7.24.060
amended.and RCW 79.24.060 are each amended to read as

follows:
The proceeds of such sale of capitol building Proceeds of

sale--Notice
lands, or the timber or other materials shall be paid of contracts

into the general fund-capitol building construction tion.

account to be used as in this act provided. All con-
tracts for the construction of capitol buildings shah
be let after notice for proposals or bids have been
advertised for at least four consecutive weeks in
at least three newspapers of general circulation
throughout the state.

SEC. 45. Section 1, chapter 69, Laws of 1909 Rcw 79.24.080
amended.and RCW 79.24.080 are each amended to read as

follows:
The commissioner of public lands shall be the Acting

secretary of the state capitol committee, but the appintd-

committee may appoint a suitable person as acting eodfl.

secretary thereof, and fix his compensation: Pro-
vided, That all records of the committee shall be
filed in the office of the commissioner of public
lands.

SEC. 46. Section 8, chapter 69, Laws of 1909 RCW 79.24.085
amended.and RCW 79.24.085 are each amended to read as

follows:
All sums of money received from sales shall be Disposition

ofmnypaid into the general fund-capitol building con- from sales.
struction account in the state treasury, and are
hereby appropriated for the purposes of this act.

SEC. 47. Section 1, chapter 165, Laws of 1937
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RCW 79.40.050 and RCW 79.40.050 are each amended to read as
amended.

follows:
Trespass by It shall be unlawful for the owner of any cattle,
cattle orshe, ga,
horses. horses, sheor gotto pemi the same to enter

upon land or lands, composed of a single contiguous
area exceeding seven hundred acres, owned by the
state of Washington in fee simple, in trust or other-
wise, where said lands have been obtained by the
state through grant, purchase, gift or operation of
law, and regardless of the department of state gov-
ernment under which said lands are controlled.

Repeal. SEC. 48. The following sections are each repealed:
(1) Section 39, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and

RCW 79.01.156;
(2) Section 45, chapter 255, Laws of 1927 and

ROW 79.01.180;
(3) Sections 1 and 2, chapter 84, Laws of 1937

and ROW 79.12.220 and 79.12.230;
(4) Section 9, chapter 59, Laws of 1911 and

ROW 79.24.040;
(5) Section 4, chapter 69, Laws of 1909 and ROW

79.24.050;
(6) Section 11, chapter 59, Laws of 1911 and

ROW 79.24.070;
(7) Section 10, chapter 83, Laws of 1893 and

ROW 79.24.090;
(8) Section 2, chapter 175, Laws of 1933 and

ROW 79.56.030;-
(9) Section 3, chapter 175, Laws of 1933 and

ROW 79.56.040;
(10) Section 4, chapter 175, Laws of 1933 and

ROW 79.56.050;
(11) Section 5, chapter 175, Laws of 1933 and

ROW 79.56.060.

Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 258.
[ S. B. 333. 1

LAKES-LEVEL-WEEDS.

AN ACT relating to lakes; amending section 2, chapter 107,
Laws of 1939 and RCW 90.24.010; amending section 4,
chapter 107, Laws of 1939, as amended by section 1,
chapter 210, Laws of 1947 and RCW 90.24.030; amending
section 5, chapter 107, Laws of 1939 and RCW 90.24.040;
and adding a new section to chapter 90.24 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 107, Laws of 1939 RCW 9.4.010

and RCW 90.24.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

Ten or more owners of real property abutting on Action to
regulate flow

a meandered lake may petition the superior court of rdT

the county in which the lake is situated, for an order
to provide for the regulation of the outflow of the
lake in order to maintain a certain water level
therein, for the benefit of the property abutting
thereon and to provide for the periodic lowering of
the lake level to facilitate the elimination of weed
growth and other similar objectionable matters in
the lake. The court, after hearing, is authorized to
make an order fixing the water level thereof except
during that period when it is ordered to be lowered
for weed control and other similar purposes and
directing the supervisor to regulate the outflow
therefrom in accordance with the purposes described
in the petition. This section shall not apply to any
meandered lake or reservoir used for the storage
of water for irrigation or other beneficial purposes,
or to lakes navigable from the sea.

SEC. 2. Section 4, chapter 107, Laws of 1939, as Rcw 90.24.030

amended by section 1, chapter 210, Laws of 1947 aedd

and RCW 90.24.030 are each amended to read as
follows:
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atieofth The petition shall be entitled "In the matter of
Service of fxn h
petition and fxn h level of Lake..................in . ..... ..........
notice. county, Washington," and shall be filed with the

clerk of the court and a copy thereof, together with
a copy of the order fixing the time for hearing the
petition, shall be served on each owner of property
abutting on the lake, not less than ten days before
the hearing. Like copies shall also be served upon
the director of fisheries and of game and the super-
visor of water resources. The copy of the petition
and of the order fixing time for hearing shall be
served in the manner provided by law for the service
of summons in civil actions, or in such other manner
as may be prescribed by order of the court. For
the benefit of every riparian owner abutting on a
stream or river flowing from such lake, a copy of
the petition and notice of hearing shall be published
at least once a week for two consecutive weeks be-
fore the time set for hearing in a newspaper in each
county or counties wherein located.

RCW 90.24.040 SEC. 3. Section 5, chapter 107, Laws of 1939
amended.

and RCW 90.24.040 are each amended to read as
follows:

Hearing- At the hearing evidence shall be introduced in
continuing support of the petition and all interested parties may

jursdctin.be heard for or against it. The court shall make
findings and conclusions and enter an order granting
or refusing the petition, and if the petition is granted,
shall fix the water level to be maintained and direct
the supervisor to regulate and control the outflow
of the lake so as to properly maintain the water level
so far as practicable within maximum and minimum
limits when the proper control devices are installed:
Provided, That the court may order periodic lower-
ing of the lake level to facilitate weed control and
other similar objectives: Provided further, That
the court shall have continuing jurisdiction after a
petition is once granted and shall, upon subsequent
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petition filed and heard in accordance with the pre-
ceding sections, make such further findings and con-
clusions and enter such further orders as are neces-
sary to accomplish fully the objectives sought in the
initial petition: And Provided further, That shall
the court find any such riparian owners abutting on
a stream or river flowing from such lake be adversely
affected in any way by the granting of such a peti-
tion, such petition shall be refused.

SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 107, Laws Of New section.

1939 and to chapter 90.24 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

If the court finds in accordance with the petition Apportion-

that elimination of weed growth and other objection- in order-Lien-Special fund
able matters in the lake is in the best interests of -weed con-

the abutting property owners, it shall determine appointed.

what steps or measures are necessary to accomplish
these objectives, and the probable annual cost
thereof, and by its order apportion the cost among
the persons whose property abuts on the lake in
proportion to the lineal feet of waterfront owned
by each, which sum shall constitute a lien against
the real property and shall be paid to the county
treasurer and by him placed in a special fund to be
known as "Lake. .....................weed removal fund".
The court shall appoint a suitable person, to be
compensated by the property owners, to undertake
weed control and other similar objectives as decreed
by the court.

Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 259.
[ S. B. 463.]1

WHOLESALE TAX ON CIGARETTES.

AN ACT relating to revenue and taxation; and adding a new
section to Title II, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 and to chapter
82.04 ROW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to Title II, chapter
180, Laws of 1935 as amended, and to chapter 82.04
RCW, a new section to read as follows:

Upon every person engaging within this state in
the business of wholesale sales of manufacturer's
stock of cigarettes warehoused in this state by the
manufacturer and sold by him at wholesale in this
state; as to such persons the amount of tax with
respect to such business shall be equal to the gross
proceeds of sales of such business multiplied by the
rate of one-tenth of one percent.

Persons and activities taxed under this section
shall not be liable for the wholesaling tax under the
provisions of RCW 82.04.270.

Passed the Senate March 7, 1959.
Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 260.
[ H.B. 106. 1

CRIMES-OBSCENE MATERIALS.

AN ACT relating to crimes and punishments; and amending
section 118, page 96, Laws of 1854, as last amended by
section 207, chapter 249, Laws of 1909 and RCW 9.68.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 118, page 96, Laws of 1854, RCW 9.68.010

as last amended by section 207, chapter 249, Laws amenldd

of 1909 and RCW 9.68.010 are each amended to read
as f ollows:

Every person who- Obscene
literature.

(1) Shall sell or distribute or offer to sell or
distribute or has in his possession with intent to sell
or distribute any book, magazine, pamphlet, comic
book, newspaper, phonograph record, magnetic tape,
electric or mechanical transcription picture, draw-
ing, photograph, figure, image or any written or
printed matter of an indecent character, which is
obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy or indecent, or
which contains an article or instrument of indecent
use or purports to be for indecent use or purpose;
or,

(2) Shall exhibit within the view of any minor
any of the books, papers or other things hereinbef ore
enumerated; or,

(3) Shall hire, use or employ, or having custody
or control of his person shall permit any minor to
sell, give away, or in any manner distribute any
article hereinbefore mentioned; or,

(4) Shall cause to be performed or exhibited, or
engage in the performance or exhibition of any
obscene, indecent or immoral show, act or per-
formance;

Shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
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Excepted Ntigatsal t h i
from act. SEC. 2. Ntigin this atsllapplytohecr

culation of any such material by any recognized
historical society or museum, the state law library,
any county law library, the state library, the public
library, any library of any college or university,
or to any archive or library under the supervision
and control of the state, county, municipality, or
other political subdivision.

Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 261.
( H. B. 682.]1

MUNICIPAL WATER AND SEWER FACILITIES ACT.

AN ACT relating to municipal corporations and municipal water
and sewer facilities.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Legislative SECTION 1. The improvement of public health
declaration, and the implementation of both urban and rural

development being furthered by adequate and com-
prehensive water facilities and storm and sanitary
sewer systems, and there being a need for legis-
lation enabling such aids to the welfare of the state,
there is hereby enacted the "municipal water and

titort sewer facilities act."

Contracts for SEC. 2. The governing body of any city, town,
muial r ee sewer district, water district or drainage district,
aterser

autoried. hereinafter referred to as a "municipality" may con-
tract with owners of real estate for the construction
of storm, sanitary or combination sewers, pumping
stations and disposal plants, water mains, hydrants
or appurtenances, hereinafter called "water or sewer
facilities", within their boundaries or within four
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miles from their corporate limits connecting with
the public water or sewerage system to serve the
area in which the real estate of such owners is
located, and to provide for a period of not to exceed
fifteen years for the reimbursement of such owners
and their assigns by any owner of real estate who
did not contribute to the original cost of such water
or sewer facilities and who subsequently tap onto
or use the same of a fair pro rata share of the cost
of the construction of said water or sewer facilities,
including not only those directly connected thereto.
but also users connected to laterals or branches con-
necting thereto, subject to such reasonable rules and
regulations as the governing body of such munici-
pality may provide or contract, and notwithstanding
the provisions of any other law. The provisions of
such contract shall not be effective as to any owner
of real estate not a party thereto unless such con-
tract shall have been recorded in the office of the
county auditor of the county in which the real estate
of such owner is located prior to the time such owner
taps into or connects to said water or sewer facilities.
The power of the governing body of such munici-
pality to so contract shall also apply to water or
sewer facilities in process of construction on the
effective date of this act or which shall not have
been finally approved or accepted for full mainte-
nance and operation by such municipality upon the
effective date of this act.

SF~c. 3. Upon the completion of water or sewer Acceptance of

facilities pursuant to contract mentioned in the fore- Rates author-

going section, the governing body of any such mu-izd

nicipality shall be authorized to approve their con-
struction and accept the same as facilities of the
municipality and to charge for their use such water
or sewer rates as such municipality may be au-
thorized by law to establish, and if any such water
or sewer facilities are so approved and accepted,
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Assessment
paid before
tapping-
Unauthorized
tap removed.

Assessment
estimate when
other im-
provement
uses facilities.

all further maintenance and operation costs of said
water or sewer lines and facilities shall be borne by
such municipality.

SEC. 4. No person, firm or corporation shall be
granted a permit or be authorized to tap into, or
use any such water or sewer facilities or extensions
thereof during the period of time prescribed in such
contract without first paying to the municipality,
in addition to any and all other costs and charges
made or assessed for such tap, or use, or f or the
water lines or sewers constructed in connection
therewith, the amount required by the provisions of
the contract under which the water or sewer
facilities so tapped into or used were constructed.
All amounts so received by the municipality shall
be paid out by it under the terms of such contract
within sixty days after the receipt thereof. When-
ever any tap or connection is made into any such
contracted water or sewer facilities without such
payment having first been made, the governing body
of the municipality may remove, or cause to be re-
moved, such unauthorized tap or connection and all
connecting tile, or pipe located in the facility right
of way and dispose of unauthorized material so re-
moved without any liability whatsoever.

SEC. 5. Whenever the cost, or any part thereof,
of any water or sewer improvement, whether local
or general, is or will be assessed against the owners
of real estate and such water or sewer improvement
will be connected into or will make use of, con-
tracted water or sewer facilities constructed under
the provisions of this act and to the cost of which
such owners, or any of them, did not contribute,
there shall be included in the engineer's estimate
before the hearing on any such improvement,
separately itemized, and in such assessments, a sum
equal to the amount provided in or computed from
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such contract as the fair pro rata share due from
such owners upon and for such contracted water or
sewer facilities.

Passed the House March 5, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 262.
[ H. B. 414.

NONHIGH SCHOOL DISTRICTS-FINANCING FACILITIES.

AN ACT relating to school districts; providing for participation
by nonhigh school districts in financing school facilities
or for annexation of such nonhigh school districts; amend-
ing sections 1 through 7, chapter 229, Laws of 1953 as
amended by sections 1 through 7, chapter 344, Laws of
1955, and RCW 28.56.010 through 28.56.070; repealing sec-
tions 8 through 16, chapter 344, Laws of 1955 and RCW
28.56.080 through 28.56.160; and adding three new sections
to chapter 28.56 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 229, Laws of 1953 CW 2.5.010

as amended by section 1, chapter 344, Laws of 1955 ,
and RCW 28.56.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

Upon receipt of a written request from the board Plan for non-
high district

of directors of a high school district or a union high to provide
capital funds

school district or a nonhigh school district that pre- in aid of
high school

sents to the county committee on school district or- facilities.

ganization satisfactory evidence of a need for high
school facilities located therein and of intent and
ability to provide such facilities within a period of
two years, the county committee shall prepare a
plan for participation by the nonhigh school districts
in providing capital funds to pay the cost of school
facilities and equipment to be provided for the edu-
cation of students residing in the school districts.

[ 1217 ]
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Prior to submission of the aforesaid request the
board of directors of the school district concerned
therewith shall determine the nature and extent of
the high school facilities proposed to be provided,
the approximate amount of local capital funds re-
quired to pay the cost thereof, and the site or sites
upon which the proposed facilities are to be located,
and shall submit a report thereon to the county com-
mittee along with the aforesaid request.

New section. SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 28.56 RCW a
new section to read as f ollows:

"Hghscoo High school facilities shall mean buildings for
ailties"

defined, occupancy by grades nine through twelve and equip-
ment and furniture for such buildings and shall in-
clude acquisition of new sites and of additions to
existing sites, and improvement of sites but only
when included as a part of a general plan for the
construction, equipping and furnishing of a building
or of an addition to a building. The term shall also
(a) include that portion of any building, equipment,
furniture, site and improvement of site allocated
to grade nine when included in a plan for facilities
to be occupied by grades seven through nine and
(b) include such facilities for grades seven and eight
when included in a plan as aforesaid, if the county
committee finds that students of these grades who
reside in any nonhigh school districts involved are
now attending school in the high school district in-
volved under an arrangement which likely will be
continued.

RCW 28.56.020 SEC. 3. Section 2, chapter 229, Laws of 1953 as
amended, amended by section 2, chapter 344, Laws of 1955, and

RCW 28.56.020 are each amended to read as follows:
The said county committee shall give considera-

tion to:
(1) The report submitted by the board of direc-

tors as stated above;
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(2) The exclusion from the plan of nonhigh
school districts because of remoteness or isolation or
because they are so situated with respect to location,
present and/or clearly foreseeable future population,
and other pertinent factors as to warrant the estab-
lishment of a high school therein within a period
of two years or the inclusion of their territory in
some other nonhigh school district within which
the establishment of a high school within a period of
two years is warranted;

(3) The assessed valuation of the school districts
involved in each case and the ability of each district
to issue bonds within the limit of indebtedness pre-
scribed by law;

(4) The cash balance, if any, in the building fund
of the district submitting the request which is desig-
nated for high school building construction purposes,
together with the sources of such balance;

(5) Any other factors found by the committee
to have a bearing on the preparation of an equitable
plan.

[CH. 262.

Factors
considered
in preparation
of plan.

SEC. 4. Section 3, chapter 229, Laws of 1953 as RCW 28.56.030

amended by section 3, chapter 344, Laws of 1955, and amended.

RCW 28.56.030 are each amended to read as follows:
The said county committee shall also hold a pub- Public hearing

lic hearing or hearings on any proposed plan: Pro- -Notice.

vided, That three members of the committee or two
members of the committee and the county superin-
dent may be designated by the committee to hold
such public hearing or hearings and to submit a re-
port thereof to the county committee. The county
committee shall cause to be posted, at least ten days
prior to the date appointed for any such hearing, a
written or printed notice thereof in at least three
prominent and public places in the territory of the
school districts involved or affected, on the school-
house door of each such district, and at the place or
places of holding the hearing.
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amende..4 SEC. 5. Section 4, chapter 229, Laws of 1953 as
amended by section 4, chapter 344, Laws of 1955, and
RCW 28.56.040 are each amended to read as follows:

Review by Subsequent to the holding of a hearing or hear-
state board
-::Approval ings as aforesaid, the county committee shall deter-

-ev sed
plan. mine the nonhigh school districts to be included

in the plan and the amount of capital funds to be
provided by every district included therein, and
shall submit the proposed plan to the state board of
education together with such maps and other ma-
terials pertaining thereto as the state board may re-
quire. The state board shall review such plan, shall
approve any plan which in its judgment makes
adequate and satisfactory provision for participa-
tion by the nonhigh school districts in providing
capital funds to be used for the purpose above
stated, and shall notify the county committee of such
action. Upon receipt by the county committee of
such notification, the county superintendent shall
notify the board of directors of each school district
included in the plan, supplying each board with
complete details of the plan and shall state the total
amount of funds to be provided and the amount
to be provided by each district.

If any such plan submitted by a county commit-
tee is not approved by the state board, the county
committee shall be so notified, which notification
shall contain a statement of reasons therefor and
suggestions for revision. Within sixty days there-
after the county committee shall submit to the state
board a revised plan which revision shall be subject
to the procedural requirements and provisions of
law applicable to an original plan submitted to
said board.

RCW 28.56.050 SEC. 6. Section 5, chapter 229, Laws of 1953 as
amended., amended by section 5, chapter 344, Laws of 1955, and

RCW 28.56.050 are each amended to read as follows:
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Within sixty days after receipt of the notice of Bond.exeslevy, elections
aprvlfrom the county superintendent, the board -Use of pro-approvalceeds.

of directors of each school district included in the
plan shall submit to the voters thereof a proposal
or proposals for providing, through the issuance of
bonds and/or the authorization of an excess tax levy,
the amount of capital funds that the district is re-
quired to provide under the plan. The proceeds of
any such bond issue and/or excess tax levy shall
be credited to the building fund of the school dis-
trict in which the proposed high school facilities
are to be located and shall be expended to pay the
cost of high school facilities for the education of
such students residing in the school districts as are
included in the plan and not otherwise.

SEC. 7. Section 6, chapter 229, Laws of 1953 as RCW 28.56.060

amended by section 6, chapter 344, Laws of 1955, and amended.

RCW 28.56.060 are each amended to read as follows:

In the event that a proposal or proposals for pro- Rejection by
voters--Ad-

viding capital funds as aforesaid is not approved by ditional elec-

the voters of a nonhigh school district a second ation proposal.

election thereon shall be held within sixty days
thereafter. If the vote of the electors of the nonhigh
school district is again in the negative, the high
school students residing therein shall not be en-
titled to admission to the high school or union
high school under the provisions of HCW 28.58-
.230, following the close of the school year during
which the second election is held: Provided, That
in any such case the county committee shall de-
termine within thirty days after the date of the
aforesaid election the advisibility of initiating a
proposal for annexation of such nonhigh school
district to the school district in which the pro-
posed facilities are to be located or to some other
district where its students can attend high school
without undue inconvenience: Provided further,
That pending such determination by the county
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committee and action thereon as required by law
the board of directors of the high school or union
high school district shall continue to admit high
school students residing in the nonhigh school dis-
trict. Any proposal for annexation of a nonhigh
school district initiated by a county committee shall
be subject to the procedural requirements of this
amendatory act respecting a public hearing and sub-
mission to and approval by the state board of edu-
cation. Upon approval by the state board of any
such proposal, the county superintendent shall make
an order establishing the annexation.

RCW 28.56.070 SEC. 8. Section 7, chapter 229, Laws of 1953 as
amended.

amended by section 7, chapter 344, Laws of 1955, and
RCW 28.56.070 are each amended to read as follows:

Inaction In case of failure or refusal by a board of direc-
may Initiate
annexation tors of a nonhigh school district to submit a pro-
proceedings.

posal or proposals to a vote of the electors within
the time limit specified in sections 6 and 7 of this
amendatory act, the county committee may initiate
a proposal for annexation of such nonhigh school
district as provided for in section 7 of this amenda-
tory act.

New section. SEC. 9. There is added to chapter 28.56 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Tax levy or If the voters of a nonhigh school district approve
bond issue,
time of. an excess tax levy, the levy shall be made at the

earliest time permitted by law. If the voters of a
nonhigh school district approve the issuance of
bonds, the board of directors of the nonhigh school
district shall issue and sell said bonds within ninety
days after receiving a copy of a resolution of the
board of directors of the high school district that the
high school district is ready to proceed with the con-
struction of the high school facilities provided for
in the plan and requesting the sale of the bonds.
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SEC. 10. Sections 8 through 16, chapter 344, Laws Repeal.

of 1955 and RCW 28.56.080 through 28.56.160 are
each repealed.

SEC. 11. There is added to chapter 28.56 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
All proceedings had and taken under chapter 344, Validation.

Laws of 1955, shall be valid and binding although not
in compliance with that act if said proceedings
comply with the requirements of this amendatory
act.

Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1957.

CHAPTER 263.
[(H. B. 430.]1

FEES OF PUBLIC OFFICERS.

AN ACT relating to fees of public officers; amending section 1,
chapter 70, Laws of 1937, as last amended by section 1,
chapter 198, Laws of 1957, and RCW 23.60.010; amending
section 4, chapter 19, Laws of 1913, as last amended by sec-
tion 1, chapter 214, Laws of 1953, and RCW 23.86.070;
amending section 13, chapter 134, Laws of 1907, as last
amended by section 1, chapter 122, Laws of 1943, and RCW
24.04.130; amending section 28, chapter 70, Laws of 1937 and
RCW 23.60.170; amending and enacting RCW 43.07.120;
amending section 4, chapter 51, Laws of 1951, as last
amended by section 2, chapter 214, Laws of 1953, and RCW
36.18.010; amending and enacting RCW 36.18.030; amending
section 6, chapter 51, Laws of 1951 and RCW 36.18.040;
amending section 4, chapter 187, Laws of 1919 and RCW 12-
.40.040; adding a new section to chapter 36.18 RCW; amend-
ing section 2, chapter 98, Laws of 1899, as last amended by
section 3, chapter 214, Laws of 1953, and RCW 61.04.030;
amending section 8, chapter 98, Laws of 1899, as last
amended by section 4, chapter 214, Laws of 1953, and RCW
61.16.040; enacting RCW 3.16.100; and repealing section 4,
chapter 126, Laws of 1913, section 2, chapter 178, Laws of
1939, section 3, chapter 69, Laws of 1943 and RCW 2.32-
.320.
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Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 23.60.010 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 70, Laws of 1937,
amened. as last amended by section 1, chapter 198, Laws of

1957, and RCW 23.60.010 are each amended to read
as follows:

Fiigfees Every domestic corporation, except one for which
-Art4icles--
Amendments existing law provides a different fee schedule, shall

-Dometic. pay for the filing of its articles of incorporation a
fee of fifty dollars for the first fifty thousand dollars
or less, of its authorized capital stock; and one-tenth
of one percent additional on all amounts in excess
of fifty thousand dollars and not exceeding one mil-
lion dollars; one twenty-fifth of one percent ad-
ditional on all amounts in excess of one million
dollars, and not exceeding four million dollars; and
one-fiftieth of one percent additional on all amounts
in excess of four million dollars; but in no case shall
the amount exceed five thousand dollars.

Every domestic corporation, except one for
which existing law provides a different fee schedule,
desiring to file in the office of the secretary of state,
articles amendatory or supplemental articles in-
creasing its capital stock, or certificates of increase
of capital stock, shall pay to the secretary of state
the fees hereinabove in this section provided, in
proportion to such increased capital stock upon the
actual amount of such increase, and every such cor-
poration desiring to file other amendatory or sup-
plemental articles shall pay to the secretary of state
a fee of ten dollars.

For filing the articles of incorporation the county
auditor shall charge the sum of two dollars. For
filing any amendment the county auditor shall charge
the sum of one dollar.

Rcw 23.86.070 SEc. 2. Section 4, chapter 19, Laws of 1913, as
amended, last amended by section 1, chapter 214, Laws of 1953,
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and RCW 23.86.070 are each amended to read as
follows:

For filing articles of association organized under Cooperatives.

this chapter there shall be paid to the secretary of Filing fees.

state the sum of twenty-five dollars and for filing
of an amendment thereof the sum of ten dollars. For
filing the articles of association the county auditor
shall charge the sum of two dollars. For filing any
amendment the county auditor shall charge the sum
of one dollar. Associations organized under this
chapter shall not be subject to any corporation
license fees excepting the fees hereinabove enu-
merated.

SEC. 3. Section 13, chapter 134, Laws of 1907, as ROW 24.04.130

last amended by section 1, chapter 122, Laws of 1943, aedd

and RCW 24.04.130 are each amended to read as
follows:

All corporations formed under the provisions of Fees for filing
and recordingthis chapter shall pay to the secretary of state, the -License
fees.

sum of twenty-five dollars for filing the articles of
incorporation, and for the filing of any amendment
thereof, the sum of ten dollars. For filing the articles
of incorporation, the county auditor shall charge
the sum of two dollars. For filing any amendment
the county auditor shall charge the sum of one
dollar. Corporations organized under this chapter
shall not be subject to any corporation license fees
excepting fees hereinabove enumerated.

SEC. 4. Section 28, chapter 70, Laws of 1937 and RCW 23.60.170

RCW 23.60.170 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

There shall be no charge for recording any Of Recording

the documents mentioned in this act or for makingfes
or certifying to copies of same other than the fees
in this act prescribed, unless the document to be
recorded or the copy to be certified shall exceed ten
pages, in which case there shall be a further charge
of twenty-five cents per page for all such excess.
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RCW 43.07.120 SEc. 5. RCW 43.07.120 is amended and enactedamended.
to read as follows:

Secretary of The secretary of state shall collect the fees herein
State. FeeS, prescribed for his official services:

(1) For a copy of any law, resolution, record, or
other document or paper on file in his office, fifty
cents per page for the first ten pages and twenty-five
cents per page for each additional page;

(2) For any certificate under seal, two dollars;
(3) For filing and recording trademark, ten dol-

lars;
(4) For each deed or patent of land issued by the

governor, if for one hundred and sixty acres of land,
or less, one dollar, and for each additional one
hundred and sixty acres, or fraction thereof, one
dollar;

(5) For recording miscellaneous records, papers,
or other documents, five dollars for filing each case.

No member of the legislature, state officer, judge
of the supreme court or of a superior court, shall be
charged for any search relative to matters pertaining
to the duties of his office; nor may he be charged
for a certified copy of any law or resolution passed
by the legislature relative to his official duties, if
such law has not been published as a state law.

All fees herein enumerated must be collected in
advance.

RCW 36.18.010 SEC. 6. Section 4, chapter 51, Laws of 1951, as
amended, last amended by section 2, chapter 214, Laws of

1953, and RCW 36.18.010 are each amended to read
as f ollows:

Auditor's County auditors shall collect the following f ees
(county) fees, for their official services: For filing each chattel

mortgage, renewal affidavit, or conditional sale con-
tract, and entering same as required by law, two
dollars; for each assigmnent, modification, transfer,
correction, or release of chattel mortgage, condi-
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tional sale contract, or miscellaneous instrument, one
dollar;

For filing a release of chattel mortgage, condi-
tional sale contract, or miscellaneous instrument,
one dollar: Provided, That said fee shall be paid at
the time of filing the chattel mortgage, conditional
sale contract, or miscellaneous instrument, and no
charge shall be made when the release of any of the
above instruments is filed;

For recording instruments; for the first page,
legal size (eight and one-half by thirteen inches or
less), two dollars; for each additional legal size page,
one dollar; for indexing each name over two, ten
cents;

For marginal release of mortgage or lien, one
dollar;

For preparing and certifying copies, for the first
legal size page, two dollars; for each additional legal
size page, one dollar;

For administering an oath or taking an affidavit,
with or without seal, two dollars;

For issuing marriage license, five dollars, (this
fee includes taking necessary affidavits, filing re-
turns and indexing);

For searching records per hour, four dollars;
For recording plats, twenty-five cents for each

lot except cemetery plats for which the charge shall
be ten cents per lot; also one dollar for each acknowl-
edgement, dedication, and description: Provided,
That there shall be a minimum fee of fifteen dollars
per plat;

For filing of miscellaneous records, not listed
above, two dollars;

For making marginal notations on original re-
cording when blanket assignment or release of in-
strument is filed for record, each notation, twenty-
five cents;

[1227
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For recording of miscellaneous records, not listed
above, for first legal size page, two dollars; for
each additional legal size page, one dollar.

RCW 36.18.030 SEC. 7. ROW 36.18.030 is amended and enacted
amended, to read as follows:

Coroner's Coroners shall collect for their official services,
fees.the following fees:

For each inquest held, besides mileage, twenty
dollars.

For issuing a venire, two dollars.
For drawing all necessary writings, two dollars

for first page and one dollar for each page thereafter.
For mileage each way, per mile, ten cents.
For performing the duties of a sheriff, he shall

receive the same fees as a sheriff would receive for
the same service.

RCW 36.18.040 SEC. 8. Section 6, chapter 51, Laws of 1951 and
amened. ROW 36.18.040 are each amended to read as follows:

Sheriff's Sheriffs shall collect the following fees for their
fees, official services: For service of each summons and

complaint, and return thereon, on each defendant,
besides mileage, two dollars;

For making a return of "not found" in the county
upon a summons, besides mileage actually traveled
two dollars;

For levying each writ of attachment or writ of
execution upon real or personal property, besides
mileage, three dollars;

For filing copy of writ of attachment or writ of
execution with auditor, two dollars plus auditor's
filing f ee;

For chattel mortgage foreclosure (short f orm),
levy three dollars; posting notice, two dollars; serv-
ice of notice, two dollars;

For serving writ of possession or restitution with-
out aid of the county, besides mileage, three dollars;

For serving writ of possession or restitution with
aid of the county, besides mileage, five dollars;
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For service and return of subpoena, upon each fs

person served, besides mileage, one dollar;
For summoning each juror, besides mileage, one

dollar;
For serving an arrest warrant in any action or

proceeding, besides mileage, four dollars;
For serving or executing any other writ or process

in a civil action or proceeding, besides mileage, two
dollars;

For taking and approving any bond, in a civil
action or proceeding, required by law to be taken
or approved by him, except indemnity bonds, two
dollars;

For each mile actually and necessarily traveled
by him in going to or returning from any place of
service, or attempted service, ten cents;

For making a deed to lands sold upon execution
or order of sale or other decree of court, to be paid
by the purchaser, six dollars;

For making copies of papers when sufficient
copies are not furnished, two dollars for first page
and one dollar per each additional page;

For the service of any process for which no other
fee is provided for herein, two dollars;

For the making of any return for which no other
fee is provided herein, two dollars;

For the execution of any process for which no
other fee is provided herein, four dollars;

For the service of affidavit and bond in replevin,
two dollars for each defendant; approval of bond,
two dollars; taking property, two dollars;

For posting notices of sale, or postponement, two
dollars besides mileage;

For certificate of sale of real property, five dol-
lars;

For serving notice of redemption, two dollars;
certificate of redemption, five dollars;
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For making a return of no property found, two
dollars;

For estray sales, crying sale two dollars, besides
mileage.

RCW 12.40.040 SEC. 9. Section 4, chapter 187, Laws of 1919 and
amended. RCW 12.40.040 are each amended to read as follows:

Service of Said notice of claim shall be served as provided
notice of for the service of summons or complaint and notice
claim-Fee.

in civil actions, but no other paper is to be served
with the notice. The officer serving such notice shall
be entitled to receive from the plaintiff, besides
mileage, one dollar for such service; which sum,
together with the fee of the justice of the peace
named in RCW 12.40.030, shall be added to any
judgment given for plaintiff.

New section. SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 36.18 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

Treasurer's frCounty treasurers shall collect the following fees
(county) fe.ortheir official services:

For preparing and certifying copies, with or
without seal for the first legal size page, two dollars,
for each additional legal size page, one dollar.

RCW 6.04.030 SEC. 11. Section 2, chapter 98, Laws of 1899, as
amended.

last amended by section 3, chapter 214, Laws of 1953,
and RCW 61.04.030 are each amended to read as
follows:

Mortgages, Upon receipt of a chattel mortgage, the auditor
trust receipts.arofsteun
Record of or secretayoste shall, upnpamn of the
fing-Inex- proper fees therefor, indorse thereon the time of

reception, the number thereof, and shall enter in a
suitable book to be provided by him at the expense
of his county or of the state, as the case may be,
with an alphabetical index thereto, used exclusively
for that purpose, ruled into separate columns with
appropriate heads: "The time of filing"; "Name of
mortgagor"; "Name of mortgagee"; "Date of instru-
ment"; "Amount secured"; "When due"; and "Date
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of release." An index to the book shall be kept in
the manner required for indexing deeds to real
estate. The auditor and secretary of state shall each
receive two dollars for each instrument so filed and
the money so collected shall be accounted for as
other fees of his office. In addition an assignment
of chattel mortgage shall be construed as a separate
instrument whether or not attached to the chattel
mortgage. The auditor or secretary of state shall
each receive one dollar for filing an assigmnent,
modification, transfer or correction and the fees so
received shall be accounted for in the same manner
as money received for filing of the chattel mortgages.
Such instruments shall remain on file for the inspec-
tion of the public.

SE~c. 12. Section 8, chapter 98, Laws of 1899, as
last amended by section 4, chapter 214, Laws of
1953, and RCW 61.16.040 are each amended to read
as follows:

Whenever any mortgage or contract of condi-
tional sale of personal property, or lease thereof,
which was filed or recorded with the county auditor
or secretary of state, is paid, or the conditions
thereof satisfied, the mortgagee or vendor or his as-
signee or personal representatives, shall make to the
mortgagor or vendee, his assignee or personal repre-
sentatives, a certificate signed and acknowledged by
him, stating the date of the mortgage or contract,
the names of the parties thereto, the auditor's or the
secretary's file thereof, and that it has been dis-
charged in full, and shall file or record the certificate
with the officer with whom the mortgage or contract
is filed. The officer shall deliver the mortgage or
contract to the person producing the certificate and
shall file it in his office, endorsing thereon the date
of filing, and shall keep and preserve it among the
records in his office, and shall write the word
"satisfied" with the date opposite the mortgage or
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contract, in the index in which such mortgage or
contract is entered under the heading ''release."
The secretary of state shall be paid a fee of one dollar
for each release or satisfaction of a chattel mortgage
filed with him. Said fee shall be paid at the time
of filing the chattel mortgage and no charge shall be
made when the release is filed.

RCW 3.16.100 SEC. 13. RCW 3.16.100 is enacted to read as
enacted, follows:

Constables' For serving any arrest warrant in a criminal
fees. action, or making an arrest in cases where an arrest

may be lawfully made without a warrant, besides
mileage, two dollars.

For other services he shall receive the same fees
and mileage as is paid to a sheriff for like services.

Repeal. SEC. 14. Section 4, chapter 126, Laws of 1913,
section 2, chapter 178, Laws of 1939, section 3,
chapter 69, Laws of 1943 and RCW 2.32.320 are each
repealed.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 264.
EH. B. 663.)1

STATE SCHOOL EQUALIZATION FUND.

AN ACT relating to the state school equalization fund; amend-
ing section 1, chapter 226, Laws of 1937 and RCW 28.47.010;
and declaring an emergency with the effective date April 1,
1959.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 28.47.010 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 226, Laws of 1937
amended, and RCW 28.47.010 are each amended to read as

follows:
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There is created a special state school fund to state school
equalization

be known as the state school equalization fund, into fund.

which shall be deposited such funds as are directed
by law to be placed therein. Any amounts in this
fund in excess of current appropriations shall be
transferred by the state treasurer to the general
fund quarterly, on or before the twenty-fifth day of
January, April, July and October of each year, com-
mencing with April, 1959. From and after the
twenty-fifth day of April, 1959, all appropriations
made by the thirty-fifth legislature from the state
school equalization fund shall be paid out of moneys
in the general fund of the state. From and after the
twenty-fifth day of April, 1959, all warrants drawn
on the state school equalization fund and not there-
tofore presented for payment shall be paid from
the general fund of the state.

SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect April 1,
1959.

Passed the House March 7, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 265.
[ Sub. H. B. 48. ]

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS OF THE FIRST CLASS.

AN ACT relating to public utility districts; adding a new
chapter to Title 54 RCW; amending section 4, chapter 1,
Laws of 1931, as amended by section 4, chapter 245, Laws
of 1941 and RCW 54.12.010 and adding a new section to
chapter 54.12 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New chapter. SECTION 1. There is added to Title 54 RCW a new
chapter as set forth in sections 2 through 8 of this
amendatory act of 1959.

First class SEC. 2. A public utility district of the first class
PUD efind 15i a district which shall have a license from the fed-

eral power commission to construct a hydroelectric
project of an estimated cost of more than three hun-
dred and twenty-five million dollars, including in-
terest during construction, and which shall have
received the approval of the voters of the district to
become a first class district as provided herein.

Qualifications, SEC. 3. Every public utility district which on the
eisting! effective date of this amnaoyat f15 hl

be in existence and have such a license shall be
qualified to become a first class district upon ap-
proval of the voters of said district.

Procedure to SEC. 4. Within five days after a public utility dis-
become first
class PUD. trict shall receive a license from the federal power
Transmittals
to auditor, commission to construct a hydroelectric project of

an estimated cost of more than three hundred and
twenty-five million dollars, including interest dur-
ing construction, or, in the case of a district which
on the effective date of this amendatory act of 1959
is in existence and has such a license within five days
of the effective date of this act the district shall f or-
ward a true copy of said license accompanied by a
true copy of the application for such license, both
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certified by the secretary of the district, to the county
auditor of the county wherein said district is located.

SEC. 5. A public utility district having a license voter

which entitles it to become a first class district shall B o fon
be so classified only by approval of the qualified vote, required.

voters of the district. Such approval shall be by
an election upon petition as hereinafter provided.
In submitting the question to the voters for their
approval or rejection, the proposition shall be ex-
pressed on the ballot in substantially the following
terms:

Shall Public Utility District No ......be
reclassified a First Class District for
the purpose of increasing the num-
ber of commissioners to five ......... YES III

Shall Public Utility District No ......be
reclassified a First Class District for
the purpose of increasing the num-
ber of commissioners to five .......... NO L-I

Should a majority of the voters voting on the ques-
tion approve the proposition, the district shall be
declared a first class district upon the completion of
the canvass of the election returns.

SEC. 6. The question of reclassification of a pub- -1eto

lic utility district as a first class public utility dis- Petition for-
Certificate oftrict shall be submitted to the voters only upon sufficiency-
Date-Noticefiling a petition with the county auditor of the county of.

in which said district is located, identifying the dis-
trict by number and praying that an election be held
to determine whether it shall become a first class
district. The petition must be signed by a number
of qualified voters of the district equal to at least
ten percent of the number of voters in the district
who voted at the last general election. In addition
to the signature of the voter, the petition must indi-
cate each signer's residence address and further in-
dicate whether he is registered in a precinct in an
unincorporated area or a precinct in an incorporated
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area and if the latter, give the name of the city or
town wherein he is registered. Said petition shall be
presented to the county auditor for verification of
the validity of the signatures. Within thirty days
after receipt of the petition, the county auditor,
in conjunction with the city clerks of the incor-
porated areas in which any signer is registered,
shall determine the sufficiency of the petition. If
the petition is found insufficient, the person who
filed the same shall be notified by mail and he shall
have an additional fifteen days from the date of
mailing such notice within which to submit addi-
tional signatures, and the county auditor shall have
an additional thirty days after the submission of
such additional signatures to determine the validity
of the entire petition. No signature may be with-
drawn after the petition has been filed. If the peti-
tion, including these additional signatures if any,
is found sufficient, the county auditor shall certify
such fact to the public utility district and if the
commissioners of the public utility district have
theretofore certified to the county auditor the elegi-
bility of the district for reclassification as provided
in this act, the county auditor shall submit to the
voters of the district the question of whether the
district shall become a first class district. Such
election shall be held on a date fixed by the county
auditor which date shall be not more than one hun-
dred twenty days after the date on which he cer-
tified the sufficiency of the petition. Notice of any
election on the question shall be given in the man-
ner prescribed for notice of an election on the
formation of a public utility district.

Subdivision SEC. 7. If the reclassification to a first class dis-
into at large
districts. trict is approved by the voters, the board of county

commissioners within ten days after the results
of said election are certified shall divide the public
utility district into two districts of as nearly equal
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population and area as possible, and shall designate
such districts as At Large District A and At Large
District B.

SEC. 8. Within thirty days after the county Corn- Appointing
commissioners,missioners shall divide the district into two at large atlarge dis-

districts, the commissioners of such public utility rcsTm.

district shall appoint one commissioner from each
at large district, one to serve until the next general
biennial election and one to serve until the next suc-
ceeding biennial general election. At the time of
said appointments, the commissioners shall desig-
nate which new appointee shall hold the longer term.

SEC. 9. Section 4, chapter 1, Laws of 1931 as RCW 54.12.010

amended by section 4, chapter 245, Laws of 1941, and amended.

RCW 54.12.010 are each amended to read as follows:
Within five days after such election, the election Commissioners

-Election-board of the county shall canvass the returns, and Term-Dis-

if at such election a majority of the voters voting ies change.

upon such proposition shall vote in favor of the ec

formation of such district, the election board shall
so declare in its canvass of the returns of such elec-
tion and such public utility district shall then be
and become a municipal corporation of the state
of Washington, and the name of such public utility
district shall be Public Utility District No......... of
...................... County. The powers of the public
utility district shall be exercised through a commis-
sion consisting of three members in districts of the
second class, and five members in districts of the
first class. In all public utility districts one com-
missioner shall be chosen from each of the three
county commissioner districts of the county in which
the public utility district is located, when the pub-
lic utility district is coextensive with the limits of
such county. When the public utility district com-
prises only a portion of the county, three commis-
sioner districts, numbered consecutively, having
approximately equal population and boundaries,
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PUD Com-
missioners-
Election-
Term-District
boun daries
change, etc.

following ward and precinct lines, as far as prac-
ticable, shall be described in the petition for the
formation of the public utility district, and one com-
missioner shall be elected from each of said commis-
sioner districts. In all districts of the first class an
additional commissioner at large shall be chosen
from each at large district. No person shall be
eligible to hold the office of public utility district
commissioner unless he is a qualified voter and a
free holder within such public utility district, ex-
cept as hereinafter provided, of the public utility dis-
trict and of the commissioner district or at large
district from which he is elected.

Except as otherwise provided, the term of office
of each public utility district commissioner other
than the commissioners at large shall be six years,
and the term of each commissioner at large shall
be four years. Each term shall be computed from the
first day of December following the commissioner's
election. One commissioner at large and one com-
missioner from a commissioner district shall be
elected at each biennial general election for the term
of four years and six years respectively. All candi-
dates shall be voted upon by the entire public utility
district.

In any public utility district hereafter formed,
three public utility district commissioners shall be
elected at the same election at which the proposition
is submitted to the voters as to whether such public
utility district shall be formed. The commissioner
residing in commissioner district number one shall
hold office for the term of six years; the commissioner
residing in commissioner district number two shall
hold office for the term of four years; and the com-
missioner residing in commissioner district number
three shall hold office for the term of two years. The
terms of all commissioners first to be elected as above
provided shall include the time intervening between
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the date that the results of their election are declared PV Cm

Election-in the canvass of returns thereof, and the date from Term-District
boundarieswhich the length of their terms is computed as above change, etc.

specified.
No election of commissioners in any public utility

district, except to fill vacancies, shall be held until
the biennial general election on the first Tuesday
following the first Monday in November, 1942, at
which time and thereafter such elections shall be
held as herein provided. At said general election,
there shall be elected two public utility district
commissioners in each public utility district, one
for a term of four years commencing December 1,
1942, in such commissioner district where the pub-
lic utility district commissioner resides whose suc-
cessor, but for this act [ 1941 c 245 ], would be elected
on the second Saturday in December, 1941, and one
for a term commencing on the second Monday in
January, 1943, and expiring December 1, 1948, in
such commissioner district where the utility district
commissioner resides whose successor, but for this
act [1941 c 245], would be elected on the second
Saturday in December, 1942; and at the general
election to be held on the first Tuesday following
the first Monday in November, 1944, there shall be
elected one public utility district commissioner for
a term of six years commencing December 1, 1944,
in such commissioner district of each such utility
district where the commissioner resides whose suc-
cessor, but for this act [ 1941 c 245 ], would be elected
on the second Saturday in December, 1943.

All commissioners shall hold office until their
successors shall have been elected and have qualified.

All expenses of elections for the formation of such
public utility districts shall be paid by the county
holding such election, and such expenditure is
hereby declared to be for a county purpose, and the
money paid out for such purpose shall be re-
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misioer--paid to such county by the public utility district,
Term-District if formed. Nominations for public utility district

boundariesbysge on
change, etc. commissioners shall be bypetition sindbyon

hundred qualified electors of the public utility
district to be filed in the office of the county
auditor not more than sixty days, and not less than
forty-five days prior to the day of such election:
Provided, however, That in any public utility dis-
trict having a population of less than four thou-
sand, such nominating petition shall be signed by a
number of qualified electors equaling ten percent
or more of the qualified electors of the public utility
district. The petition shall state whether the nomi-
nation is for a commissioner from a particular com-
missioner district or for a commissioner at large
and shall state the district; otherwise it shall be void.
A vacancy in the office of public utility district com-
missioner shall occur by death, resignation, removal,
conviction of a felony, nonattendance at meetings
of the public utility district commission for a period
of sixty days unless excused by the public utility
district commission, by any statutory disqualifica-
tion, or by any permanent disability preventing the
proper discharge of his duty. In the event of a
vacancy in said office, such vacancy shall be filled
at the next general election, the vacancy in the in-
terim to be filled by appointment by the remaining
commissioners. If more than one vacancy exists at
the same time in a district of the second class, or
more than two in a district of the first class, a special
election shall be called by the county election board
upon the request of the remainder, or, that failing,
by the county election board, such election to be held
not more than forty days after the occurring of such
vacancies.

A majority of the persons holding the office of
public utility district commissioner at any time shall
constitute a quorum of the commission for the trans-
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action of business, and the concurrence of a majority
of the persons holding such office at the time shall be
necessary and shall be sufficient for the passage of
any resolution, but no business shall be transacted,
except in usual and ordinary course, unless there are
in office at least a majority of the full number of
commissioners fixed by law.

The boundaries of the commissioners' districts
shall not be changed oftener than once in four years,
and only when all members of the commission are
present: Provided, That any proposed change
therein must be made by resolution and notice of
the time of a public hearing thereon shall be pub-
lished for two weeks prior thereto: Arnd provided
further, That upon a referendum petition signed by
six percent of the qualified voters of the public utility
district being filed with the clerk, the commission
shall submit such proposed change to the voters of
the public utility district for their approval or re-
jection. The checking of said petition as to its suffi-
ciency or insufficiency shall be governed by the pro-
visions in this act relating thereto.

SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 54.12 ROW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
Each commissioner before he enters upon the commission-

er's oath ofduties of his office shall take and subscribe an oath office.

or affirmation that he will faithfully and impartially
discharge the duties of his office to the best of his
ability. This oath, or affirmation, shall be adminis-
tered and certified by an officer of the county in
which the district is situated, who is authorized to
administer oaths, without charge therefor.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 266.
[ H. B. 219.]1

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION.

AN ACT relating to unemployment compensation; amending
section 44, chapter 35, Laws of 1945, as amended by section
8, chapter 214, Laws of 1949 and RCW 50.12.050; amending
section 57, chapter 35, Laws of 1945 and ROW 50.12.180;
reenacting section 68, chapter 35, Laws of 1945, section 9,
chapter 214, Laws of 1949, section 9, chapter 265, Laws of
1951, section 7, chapter 8, Laws of 1953 first extraordinary
session and RCW 50.20.010; amending section 84, chapter
35, Laws of 1945, as last amended by section 13, chapter 8,
Laws of 1953 first extraordinary session and ROW 50.20.160;
amending section 100, chapter 35, Laws of 1945, as amended
by section 17, chapter 8, Laws of 1953 first extraordinary
session and ROW 50.24.120; reenacting section 104, chapter
35, Laws of 1945, section 8, chapter 265, Laws of 1951 and
ROW 50.24.160; amending section 119, chapter 35, Laws of
1945, as amended by section 23, chapter 214, Laws of 1949
and ROW 50.32.030; adding a new section to chapter 35,
Laws of 1945, and chapter 50.04 ROW; and repealing sec-
tions 9 and 11, chapter 215, Laws of 1951 (uncodified).

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 5.12.050 SECTION 1. Section 44, chapter 35, Laws of 1945,
amended, as amended by section 8, chapter 214, Laws of 1949

and RCW 50.12.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

Administra- As used in this section the terms "other state"
tion. Recipro- te tt"salb emdt nld ncal benefit and "anotestt"salbdemdoinueay
arrangements, state or territory of the United States, the District

of Columbia and any foreign government and, where
applicable, shall also be deemed to include the federal
government or provisions of a law of the federal
government, as the case may be.

As used in this section the term "claim" shall be
deemed to include whichever of the following terms
is applicable, to wit: "Application for initial de-
termination", "claim for waiting period credit", or
"claim for benefits".
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The commissioner may enter into agreement with
any other state whereby in the event an individual
files a claim in another state against wages earned
in employment in this state, or against wage credits
earned in this state and in any other state or who
files a claim in this state against wage credits earned
in employment in any other state, or against wages
earned in this state and in any other state, the claim
will be paid by this state or another state as desig-
nated by the agreement in accordance with a de-
termination on the claim as provided by the agree-
ment and pursuant to the qualification and dis-
qualification provisions of this title or under the
provisions of the law of the designated paying state
(including another state) or under such a combi-
nation of the provisions of both laws as shall be
determined by the commissioner as being fair and
reasonable to all affected interests, and whereby
the wages of such individual, if earned in two or
more states (including another state) may be com-
bined, and further, whereby this state or another
state shall reimburse the paying state in an amount
which shall bear the same ratio to the amount of
benefits already paid as the amount of wage credits
transferred by this state or another state, and used
in the determination, bear to the total wage credits
used in computing the claimant's maximum amount
of benefits potentially payable.

Whenever any claim is filed by an individual in-
volving the combination of wages or a reciprocal ar-
rangement for the payment of benefits, which is
governed by the provisions of this section, the em-
ployment security department of this state, when
not designated as the paying state, shall promptly
make a report to the other state making the determi-
nation, showing wages earned in employment in this
state.

[ 1243]
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The commissioner is hereby authorized to make
to another state and to receive from another state
reimbursements from or to the unemployment com-
pensation fund in accordance with arrangements
made pursuant to the provisions of this section.

RCW 50.12.180 SEc. 2. Section 57, chapter 35, Laws of 1945
amended, and RCW 50.12.180 are each amended to read as

f ollows:
State-federal The commissioner, through the Washington state
cooperation. employment service division, shall establish and

maintain free public employment offices in such
places as may be necessary f or the proper administra-
tion of this title and for the purpose of performing
such duties as are within the purview of the act of
congress entitled "An Act to provide for the estab-
lishment of a national employment system and for
other purposes," approved June 6, 1933 (48 Stat.
113; U.S.C. Title 29, Sec. 49 (c), as amended).

In the administration of this title the commis-
sioner shall cooperate to the fullest extent consistent
with the provisions of this title, with any official
or agency of the United States having powers or
duties under the provisions of the said act of congress,
as amended, and to do and perform all things neces-
sary to secure to this state the benefits of the said
act of congress, as amended, in the promotion and
maintenance of a system of public employment of-
fices. The provisions of the said act of congress, as
amended, are hereby accepted by this state, in con-
formity with section 4 of said act and there shall be
observance of and compliance with the requirements
thereof. The commissioner may cooperate with or
enter into agreements with the railroad retirement
board with respect to the establishment, mainte-
nance, and use of free employment service facilities,
and make available to said board the state's records
relating to the administration of this title, and
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furnish such copies thereof, at the expense of the Stat-feraln

board, as it may deem necessary for its purposes.
The commissioner shall comply with such pro-

visions as the social security board, created by the
social security act, approved August 14, 1935, as
amended, may from time to time require, regarding
reports and the correctness and verification thereof,
and shall comply with the regulations of the social
security board governing the expenditures of such
sums as may be allotted and paid to this state under
Title III of the social security act for the purpose
of assisting the administration of this title. The
commissioner may aff ord reasonable cooperation
with every agency of the United States charged with
the administration of any unemployment insurance
law.

The governor is authorized to apply f or an ad-
vance to the state unemployment fund and to accept
the responsibility for the repayment of such ad-
vance in accordance with the conditions specified
in Title XII of the social security act, as amended,
in order to secure to this state and its citizens the
advantages available under the provisions of such
title.

The commissioner is also authorized and em-
powered to take such steps, not inconsistent with
law, as may be necessary for the purpose of pro-
curing for the people of this state all of the benefits
and assistance, financial and otherwise, provided, or
to be provided for, by or pursuant to any act of
congress relating to the employment security pro-
gram.

Upon request therefor the commissioner shall
furnish to any agency of the United States charged
with the administration of public works or assistance
through public employment, the name, address,
ordinary occupation, and employment status of each
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recipient of benefits and such recipient's rights to
further benefits under this title.

RCW 50.20.010 SEC. 3. Section 11, chapter 215, Laws of 1951
reenacted. (uncodified) is repealed; and section 68, chapter 35,

Laws of 1945, section 9, chapter 214, Laws of 1949,
section 9, chapter 265, Laws of 1951, section 7,
chapter 8, Laws of 1953 first extraordinary session
and RCW 50.20.010 are reenacted to read as follows:

Benefits and An unemployed individual shall be eligible to
claims. Bene-
fit eligibility receive waiting period credits or benefits with re-
conditions.

spect to any week only if the commissioner finds
that

(1) he has registered for work at, and thereafter
has continued to report at, an employment office in
accordance with such regulation as the commissioner
may prescribe, except that the commissioner may by
regulation waive or alter either or both of the re-
quirements of this subdivision as to individuals at-
tached to regular jobs and as to such other types of
cases or situations with respect to which he finds
that the compliance with such requirements would
be oppressive, or would be inconsistent with the
purposes of this title;

(2) he has filed an application for an initial de-
termination and made a claim for waiting period
credit or for benefits in accordance with the pro-
visions of this title;

(3) he is able to work, and is available for work
in any trade, occupation, profession, or business for
which he is reasonably fitted. To be available for
work an individual must be ready, able, and willing,
immediately to accept any suitable work which may
be offered to him and must be actively seeking work
pursuant to customary trade practices and through
other methods when so directed by the commis-
sioner or his agents;

(4) he has been unemployed for a waiting period
of one week; and
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(5) he has within the base year been paid wages
of not less than the minimum amount now or here-
after fixed by law as the minimum amount to be
earned in order to allow the individual to receive
unemployment benefits.

SEC. 4. Section 84, chapter 35, Laws of 1945, as ROW 50.20.160

last amended by section 13, chapter 8, Laws of 1953 amended.

first extraordinary session and RCW 50.20.160 are
each amended to read as follows:

(1) A determination of amount of benefits p0- Redeterrnina-

tentially payable issued pursuant to the provisions in

of RCW 50.20.120 and RCW 50.20.140 shall not serve
as a basis for appeal but shall be subject to request
by the claimant for reconsideration and/or for re-
determination by the commissioner at any time
within one year from the date of delivery or mailing
of such determination, or any redetermination
thereof: Provided, That in the absence of fraud or
misrepresentation on the part of the claimant, any
benefits paid prior to the date of any redetermina-
tion which reduces the amount of benefits payable
shall not be subject to recovery under the provisions
of RCW 50.20.190. A denial of a request to recon-
sider or a redetermination shall be furnished the
claimant in writing and provide the basis for appeal
under the provisions of RCW 50.32.020.

(2) A determination of denial of benefits issued
under the provisions of RCW 50.20.180 shall become
final, in absence of timely appeal therefrom: Pro-
vided, That the commissioner may reconsider and
redetermine such determinations at any time within
one year from delivery or mailing to correct an error
in identity, omission of fact, or misapplication of
law with respect to the facts.

(3) A determination of allowance of benefits
shall become final, in absence of a timely appeal
therefrom: Provided, That the commissioner may
redetermine such allowance at any time within two
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years following the benefit year in which such al-
lowance was made in order to recover any benefits
improperly paid and for which recovery is pro-
vided under the provisions of RCW 50.20.190: And
provided further, That in the absence of fraud, mis-
representation, or nondisclosure, this provision or
the provisions of RCW 50.20.190 shall not be con-
strued so as to permit redetermination or recovery
of an allowance of benefits which having been made
after consideration of the provisions of RCW 50.20-
.010 (3), or the provisions of RCW 50.20.050, RCW
50.20.060, RCW 50.20.080, or RCW 50.20.090 has be-
come final.

(4) A redetermination may be made at any time
to conform to a final court decision applicable to
either an initial determination or a determination of
denial or allowance of benefits. Written notice of
any such determination shall be promptly given by
mail or delivered to such interested parties as were
notified of the initial determination or determination
of denial or allowance of benefits and any new
interested party or parties who, pursuant to such
regulation as the commissioner may prescribe, would
be an interested party.

RCW 50.24.120 SEC. 5. Section 100, chapter 35, Laws of 1945,
amened. as amended by section 17, chapter 8, Laws of 1953

first extraordinary session and RCW 50.24.120 are
each amended to read as follows:

Contributions (1) If after due notice, any employer defaults
by employers.
Collection by in any payment of contributions or interest thereon,
civil action, the amount due may be collected by civil action in

the name of the state, and the employer adjudged
in def ault shall pay the cost of such action. Any lien
created by this title may be foreclosed by decree of
the court in any such action. Civil actions brought
under this title to collect contributions or interest
thereon from an employer shall be heard by the
court at the earliest possible date and shall be en-
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titled to preference upon the calendar of the court
over all other civil actions except petitions for
judicial review under this title and cases arising
under the industrial insurance laws of this state.

(2) Any employing unit which is not a resident
of this state and which exercises the privilege of
having one or more individuals perform service for
it within this state, and any resident employing unit
which exercises that privilege and thereafter re-
moves from this state, shall be deemed thereby to
appoint the secretary of state as its agent and at-
torney for the acceptance of process in any action
under this title. In instituting such an action against
any such employing unit the commissioner shall
cause such process or notice to be filed with the
secretary of state and such service shall be sufficient
service upon such employing unit, and shall be of
the same force and validity as if served upon it per-
sonally within this state: Provided, That the com-
missioner shall forthwith send notice of the service
of such process or notice, together with a copy
thereof, by registered mail, return receipt requested,
to such employing unit at its last known address and
such return receipt, the commissioner's affidavit of
compliance with the provisions of this section, and a
copy of the notice of service shall be appended to
the original of the process filed in the court in which
such action is pending.

(3) The courts of this state shall in the manner
provided in subsections (1) and (2) of this section
entertain actions to collect contributions or interest
thereon for which liability has accrued under the
employment security law of any other state or of the
federal government.

SEC. 6. Section 9, chapter 215, Laws of 1951Rea.
(uncodified) is repealed; and section 104, chapter
35, Laws of 1945, section 8, chapter 265, Laws of 1951 RCW 50.24.160

and RCW 50.24.160 are reenacted to read as follows: reenacted.
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Election of Ayenoi ~ wihsrie htd
coverage.,n mlyn unit f or wihsrie htd

not constitute employment as defined in this title
are performed, or this state or any political sub-
divisions thereof or any instrumentality of this state
or its political subdivisions, may file with the com-
missioner a written election that all such services
perf ormed by any distinct class or group of in-
dividuals or by all individuals in its employ in one
or more distinct establishments or places of business
shall be deemed to constitute employment for all
the purposes of this title for not less than two
calendar years. Upon the written approval of such
election by the commissioner, such services shall be
deemed to constitute employment subject to this
title from and after the date stated in such approval.
Such services shall cease to be deemed employment
subject hereto as of January 1st of any calendar
year subsequent to such two calendar years, only if
the employing unit files with the commissioner prior
to the fifteenth day of January of such year a written
application for termination of coverage.

RCW 50.32.030 SEC. 7. Section 119, chapter 35, Laws of 1945,
amended, as amended by section 23, chapter 214, Laws of 1949

and ROW 50.32.030 are each amended to read as
follows:

Rteview, hear- When an order and notice of assessment has been
ings, a eas.Appeaffromn served upon or mailed to a delinquent employer, as
order and
notice of heretofore provided, such employer may within ten

assssmnt. days thereafter file a petition in writing with the
appeal tribunal, stating that such assessment is un-
just or incorrect and requesting a hearing thereon.
Such petition shall set forth the reasons why the
assessment is objected to and the amount of con-
tributions, if any, which said employer admits to be
due the employment security department. If no
such petition be filed with the appeal tribunal within
said ten days, said assessment shall be conclusively
deemed to be just and correct: Provided, That in
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such cases, and in cases where payment of contri-
butions or interest has been made pursuant to a
jeopardy assessment, the commissioner may properly
entertain a subsequent application for refund. The
filing of a petition on a disputed assessment with the
appeal tribunal shall stay the distraint and sale pro-
ceeding provided for in this title until a final decision
thereon shall have been made, but the filing of such
petition shall not affect the right of the cormmissioner
to perfect a lien, as provided by this title, upon the
property of the employer. The filing of a petition
on a disputed assessment shall stay the accrual of
interest on the disputed contributions until a final
decision shall have been made thereon.

Within ten days after notice of denial of refund
or adjustment has been mailed or delivered (which-
ever is the earlier) to an employer, the employer
may file a petition in writing with the appeal tri-
bunal for a hearing thereon: Provided, That this
right shall not apply in those cases in which assess-
ments have been appealed from and have become
final. The petitioner shall set forth the reasons why
such hearing should be granted and the amount,
which the petitioner believes should be adjusted or
refunded. If no such petition be filed within said
ten days, the determination of the commissioner as
stated in said notice shall be final.

SEC. 8. There is added to chapter 35, Laws of 1945 New section.

and to chapter 50.04 RCW a new section to read as
follows:

Wherever and whenever in any of the sections "Contijbu-

of chapter 35, Laws of 1945, and of Title 50.04 RCW, butions"
defined.

the words "contribution" and/or "contributions" ap-

pear, said words shall be construed to mean taxes
which are the money payments required by this
title to be made to the state unemployment com-
pensation fund.

[12511
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sconuci. SEC. 9. The provisions of section 8 of this
amendatory act shall be construed as a restatement
and continuation of existing law, and not as a new
enactment. It shall not be construed as affecting
any existing right acquired under its provisions nor
as affecting any proceeding instituted thereunder.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 267.
[ H. B. 362.1

GARNISHMENT-SERVICE OF WRIT.

AN ACT relating to service and return of writs of garnishment,
and amending section 1, chapter 44, Laws of 1933 extra-
ordinary session and RCW 7.32.120.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 7.32.120 SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 44, Laws of 1933
amended, extraordinary session and RCW 7.32.120 are each

amended to read as follows:
Service of The writ of garnishment may be served by the
writ generally
-Return, sheriff or any constable of the county in which the

garnishee lives or it may be served by any citizen
of the state of Washington over the age of twenty-
one years and not a party to the action in which it is
issued in the same manner as a summons in an action
is served: Provided, however, That where the writ
is directed to a bank or savings and loan association
maintaining branch offices, as garnishee, the writ
must be directed to and service thereof must be
made by leaving a copy of the writ with the mana-
ger or any other officer of such bank or association
at the office or branch thereof at which the account
evidencing such indebtedness of the defendant is

[ 1252 ]
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carried or at the office or branch which has in its
possession or under its control credits or other per-
sonal property belonging to the defendant. In every
case where a writ of garnishment is served by an
officer, such officer shall make his return thereon
showing the time, place and manner of service and
noting thereon his fees for making such service and
shall sign his name to such return. In case such
service is made by any person other than an officer,
such person shall attach to the original writ his
affidavit showing his qualifications to make such
service and the time, place and manner of making
service, but no fee shall be allowed for the service
of such writ unless the same is served by an officer.

Passed the House February 27, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 268.
[ H. B. 415.1

SCHOOL DISTRICTS-REORGANIZATION.

AN ACT relating to school districts; providing for changes in
the organization and extent of school districts and for ad-
justments of assets and liabilities of school districts; creat-
ing temporary committees on joint school district organiza-
tion and defining their powers and duties; providing for
the appointment and election of school directors in re-
organized districts; amending section 13, chapter 266, Laws
of 1947 as amended hy section 2, chapter 395, Laws of
1955, and RCW 28.57.050; sections 16, 23, 24, 33 and 34,
chapter 266, Laws of 1947 and RCW 28.57.180, 28.57.340,
28.57.350, 28.57.360 and 28.57.370; and adding eight new
sections to chapter 28.57 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 28.57 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:

[ 1253 ]
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committee
proposals
when transfer
or annexation
to union high
school district.

RCW 28.57.050 SEC. 2. Section 13, chapter 266, Laws of 1947 as
amended, amended by section 2, chapter 395, Laws of 1955,

and RCW 28.57.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

Powers and The powers and duties of the county committee
duties of shlbe

(1) To initiate, on its own motion and whenever
it deems such action advisable, proposals for changes
in the organization and extent of school districts in

[ 1254 ]

.Whenever a proposal of a county committee pro-
vides that all or any part of the territory of a com-
ponent district of a union high school district shall
be transferred, annexed, or otherwise made a part
of an existing district or a new district to be estab-
lished under the proposal, and whenever a pro-
posal of the county committee provides that the
territory of any school district shall be transferred,
annexed, or otherwise made a part of a component
district of a union high school district, the county
committee shall also provide either in the aforesaid
proposal or in a separate proposal for such changes
in the organization and extent of the union high
school district as the county committee may deem
advisable under the standards prescribed in RCW
28.57.050. The powers of the county committee shall
include, but are not limited to, the enlargement or
reduction of the boundaries of the union high school
district and the dissolution of the union high school
district: Provided, That no union high school district
shall contain less than the whole territory of any
school district and every union high school district
must contain the whole territory of at least two or
more school districts. The proposal of the county
committee shall also provide for such adjustments
of the assets and liabilities, including bonded in-
debtedness, of component districts and union high
school districts as it deems advisable under the
standards prescribed in RCW 28.57.050.

CH. 268.]
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thecouty;to receive, consider, and revise, when- Poers andthe cunty;duties of
ever in its judgment revision is advisable, proposals committee.

initiated by petition or presented to the committee
by the county superintendent as provided for in this
chapter; and to prepare and submit to the state board
any of the aforesaid proposals that are found by
the county committee to provide for satisfactory
improvement in the school district system of the
county and state: Provided, That the committee
shall prepare and submit to the state board within
one and one-half years after April 1, 1955 a com-
prehensive plan for changes in the organization and
extent of the school districts of the county, which
plan may be submitted as a single unit or as separate
units submitted from time to time and involving
one or more school districts: Provided further, That
if the county committee finds, after considering
the factors listed in subsection (4) of this section,
that no changes in the school district organization
of the county are needed a report to this effect shall
be submitted to the state board.

(2) (a) To make among the old school districts
and the new district or districts, if any, involved in
or affected by a proposed change in the organization
and extent of school districts an equitable adjust-
ment of the property and other assets and of the
liabilities, including bonded indebtedness, of all dis-
tricts involved or affected; and (b) to make among
all of the school districts involved in or affected
by any change heretofore or hereafter effected, an
equitable adjustment of the bonded indebtedness
outstanding against any of the aforesaid districts
whenever in its judgment such adjustment is ad-
visable; and (c) to submit to the state board the
proposed terms of adjustment and a statement of
the reasons theref or in each case. In making the
adjustments herein provided for, the county com-
mittee shall consider the number of children of

[ 1255 1
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Powers and sho eieti n h sesdvlaino
duties of scolagereietianthassedvltonf
committee, the property located in each district and in each

part of a district involved or affected; the purpose
for which the bonded indebtedness of any district
was incurred; the value, location, and disposition of
all improvements located in the districts involved
or affected; and any other matters which in the
judgment of the committee are of importance or
essential to the making of an equitable adjustment.

(3) To hold and keep a record of a public hear-
ing or public hearings (a) on every proposal for
the formation of a new district or for the transfer
from one existing district to another of any terri-
tory in which children of school age reside or for
annexation of territory when the conditions set forth
in RCW 28.57.190 prevail; and (b) on every pro-
posal for adjustment of the assets and of the lia-
bilities of school districts provided for in this chap-
ter. Three members of the county committee or two
members of the committee and the county super-
intendent may be designated by the committee to
hold any public hearing that the committee is re-
quired to hold. The county committee shall cause
to be posted, at least ten days prior to the date
appointed for any such hearing, a written or printed
notice thereof (a) in at least three of the most
public places in the territory of each proposed new
district or of each established district when such
district is involved in a question of adjustment of
bonded indebtedness, (b) in at least one public
place in territory proposed to be transferred or an-
nexed to an existing school district, (c) on the
schoolhouse door of each district involved in or
affected by any proposed change or adjustment upon
which a public hearing is required; and (d) at the
place or places of holding the hearing.

(4) To give due consideration in the prepara-
tion of plans and terms of adjustment as aforesaid

[ 1256 ]
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(a) to equalization of the educational opportunities Poer nd

of pupils and to economies in the administration committee.

and operation of schools through the formation of
larger units of administration and areas of atten-
dance; (b) to equalization among school districts
of the tax burden for general fund and capital pur-
poses through a reduction in disparities in per-pupil
valuation; (c) to geographical and other features,
including, but not limited to such physical charac-
teristics as mountains, lakes and rivers, waste land,
climatic conditions, highways, and means of trans-
portation; (d) to the convenience and welfare of
pupils, including but not limited to remoteness or
isolation of their places of residence and time re-
quired to travel to and from school; (e) to improve-
ment of the educational opportunities of pupils
through improvement and extension of school pro-
grams and through better instruction, facilities,
equipment, materials, libraries, and health and other
services; (f) to equalization of the burden of financ-
ing the cost of high school facilities through exten-
sion of the boundaries of high school districts to
include within each such district all of the territory
served by the high school located therein: Provided,
That a nonhigh school distict may be excluded
from a plan if such district is found by the
county committee and the state board to be so situ-
ated with respect to location, present and clearly
foreseeable future population, and other pertinent
factors as to warrant the establishment and opera-
tion of a high school therein or the inclusion of its
territory in a new district formed for the purpose
of establishing and operating a high school; (g) to
the future effective utilization of existing satisfac-
tory school buildings, sites, and playfields; the
adequacy of such facilities located in the proposed
new district; and additional facilities required if
such proposed district is formed; and (h) to any

[ 1257 ]
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Powers and otematrwhhintejdmnofhec-
duties of otematrwhcintejdmnofheo-
committee. mittee are related to or may operate to further

equalization and improvement of school facilities
and services, economies in' operating and capital
fund expenditures, and equalization among school
districts of tax rates for school purposes.

(5) To prepare and submit, along with the sub-
mission of the proposals designated in subsection (1)
of this section, a map showing the boundaries of
existing districts affected by any proposed change
and the boundaries, including a description thereof,
of each proposed new district or of each existing
district as enlarged or diminished by any proposed
change, or both; a summary of the reasons for the
proposed change; and such other reports, records,
and materials as the state board may request.

(6) To divide into five school directors' districts
all first and second class school districts now in
existence and not heretofore so divided and all first
and second class school districts hereafter estab-
lished: Provided, That no first or second class school
district not heretofore so divided and no first or
second class school district hereafter created con-
taining a city with a population in excess of seven
thousand according to the latest population certifi-
cate filed with the secretary of state by the state
census board shall be divided into directors' districts
unless a majority of the voters voting thereon at an
election shall approve a proposition authorizing the
division of the district into directors' districts. The
boundaries- of each directors' district shall be so
established that each such district shall comprise
as nearly as practicable an equal portion of the pop-
ulation of the school district.

(7) To rearrange at any time the committee
deems such action advisable in order to correct in-
equalities caused by changes in population and
changes in school district boundaries, the boundaries
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of any of the directors' districts of any school district
heretofore or hereafter so divided except a district
of the third class: Provided, That a petition there-
f or, shall be required for a rearrangement in order
to correct inequalities caused by changes in popu-
lation. Said petition shall be signed by at least five
heads of families residing in the aforesaid school dis-
trict, and shall be presented to the county super-
intendent. A public hearing thereon shall be held
by the county committee, which hearing shall be
called and conducted in the manner prescribed in
subsection (3) of this section, except that notice
thereof shall be posted in some public place in each
directors' district of the school district and on the
schoolhouse door of the district and at the place of
holding the hearing.

(8) To prepare and submit to the superinten-
dent of public instruction, upon his request, a report
and recommendations respecting the urgency of need
for school plant facilities, the kind and extent of
the facilities required, and the development of im-
proved local school administrative units and atten-
dance areas in the case of school districts that seek
state assistance in providing school plant facilities.

SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 28.57 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The board of directors of every first and second Proposition

for director
class school district containing a city with a popula- districts, cer-

tain first. sec-
tion in excess of seven thousand according to the ond class

latest population certificate filed with the secretary
of state by the state census board which is not di-
vided into directors' districts may submit to the
voters at any regular school district election a
proposition to authorize the county committee to
divide the district into directors' districts. If a ma-
jority of the votes cast on the proposition shall be
affirmative, the county committee shall proceed to
divide the district into directors' districts.

[I 1259]
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New section.

-Accom-
panying propo-
sition for
new district.

New section.

Joint district
disputes, re-
medial pro-
cedure-Com-
mittee
created .

SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 28.57 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Whenever an election shall be held for the pur-
pose of securing the approval of the voters for the
formation of a new school district that, if formed,
will be a district of the first or second class and will
contain a city with a population in excess of seven
thousand according to the latest population certifi-
cate filed with the secretary of state by the state
census board, there shall also be submitted to the
voters at the same election a proposition to authorize
the county committee to divide the school district,
if formed, into directors' districts.

SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 28.57 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Whenever a change in the organization and ex-
tent of school districts or an adjustment of the assets
and liabilities of school districts, or both, or any other
matters related to such change or adjustment in-
volve a joint district, and a majority of the county
committee of either county approve a proposal but
the proposal is not approved by the other county
committee or said committee fails or refuses to act
upon the proposal within sixty days of its receipt,
the county committee approving the proposal shall
certify the proposal and its approval to the state
superintendent of public instruction. Upon receipt
of a properly certified proposal, the state superin-
tendent of public instruction shall appoint a tem-
porary committee on joint school district organi-
zation composed of five persons. The members of
the committee shall be selected from the member-
ship of any county committee in this state except
that no member shall be appointed from any county
in which part of the joint district is situated. Said
committee shall meet at the call of the state super-
intendent of public instruction and organize by
electing a chairman and secretary. Thereupon, the

[1260 ]
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temporary committee on joint school district organi-
zation shall have jurisdiction of the proposal and
shall treat the same as a proposal initiated on its
own motion. Said committee shall have the powers
and duties imposed upon and required to be per-
formed by a county committee under the provisions
of chapter 28.57 RCW and the secretary of the com-
mittee shall have the powers and duties imposed
upon and required to be performed by the county
superintendent of schools under the provisions of
chapter 28.57 RCW. It shall be the duty of the
county superintendents of the counties in which the
joint district is situated to assist the temporary com-
mittee on joint school district organization by sup-
plying said committee with information from the
records and files of their offices and with a proper
and suitable place for holding meetings.

SEC. 6. Section 23, chapter 266, Laws of 1947 and
RCW 28.57.340 are each amended to read as follows:

Upon the establishment of a new school district
which contains a city having a population of more
than seven thousand and which is not divided into
director districts, the board of directors of the old
district comprising such city shall become the board
of the new district and each member thereof shall
serve for the term for which he was elected: Pro-
vided, That if three directors constitute the board
of any such old district, two additional directors
shall be appointed for the new district in the manner
provided by law for filling a vacancy on the board
of a district of the class to which such new district
belongs. The additional directors so appointed shall
serve until the next regular school election in the
district and until their successors are elected and
qualified, at which election their successors shall
be elected, one for a term of two years and one for
a term of four years.

[ 1261
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Upon the establishment of a new school district
which is not divided into directors' districts and
which includes two or more old districts each of
which contains a city having a population of more
than seven thousand, all of the directors of the old
districts shall constitute the board of directors of
the new district until the next regular school elec-
tion in said district and until their successors are
elected and qualified, at which election there shall
be elected five directors, two for a term of two years
and three for a term of four years.

In case any new school district established
through the incorporation of a city or through the
uniting of two or more cities or towns, pursuant to
the provisions of RCW 28.57.150, contains a city hay-
ing a population of more than seven thousand and
is not divided into directors' districts, all of the di-
rectors of the old districts included in the new dis-
.trict so established shall constitute the board of di-
rectors of the new district and shall serve until the
next regular school election in the district and until
their successors are elected and qualified. At such
election there shall be elected five directors, two
for a term of two years and three for a term of four
years.

SEC. 7. Section 24, chapter 266, Laws of 1947 and
RCW 28.57.350 are each amended to read as follows:

The directors of old school districts who reside
within the limits of a new school district that is
divided into directors' districts in conformity with
the provisions of this chapter shall meet at the call
of the county superintendent and elect from among
their number five directors for the new district, no
two of whom shall be residents of the same school
directors' district: Provided, That if one or more of
the directors' districts of the new school district has
no such director residing therein, the county super-
intendent shall appoint the number of additional

[ 1262 J
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directors required to constitute a board of five direc-
tors for the school district, no two of whom shall be
residents of the same school directors' district.

Upon the establishment of a new school district
of the third class, the directors of the old school dis-
tricts who reside within the limits of the new district
shall meet at the call of the county superintendent
and elect from among their number three directors
for said new district: Provided, That if fewer than
three such directors reside in such new school
district, they shall become directors of said dis-
trict, and the county superintendent shall appoint
the number of additional directors required to con-
stitute a board of three directors for the district.

Each board of directors constituted as provided
for in this section shall proceed at once to organize
in the manner prescribed by law and thereafter
shall have all of the powers and authority conferred
by law upon boards of directors of other districts
of the same class until the next regular school elec-
tion in the district and until their successors are
elected and qualified. At such election there shall be
elected the number of directors (either five direc-
tors or three directors) heretofore in this section re-
quired to constitute the board of the district. When
five directors constitute the board, one shall be
elected from among the residents of each of the
five directors' districts of the school district by the
electors of the entire school district, two such direc-
tors for a term of two years and three for a term of
four years; when three directors constitute the board,
they shall be elected at large by the electors of the
school district, one for a term of two years and two
for a term of four years.

SEC. 8. Section 33, chapter 266, Laws of 1947 and RCW 28.57.360

RCW 28.57.360 are each amended to read as follows: aedd

If at any time after this act takes effect three di-
rectors constitute the board of directors of any school

[ 1263 1
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Inraei district for which a board of five directors is re-nubr(di-
erecteds.'ho quired b law, except a district divided into school

directors' districts, the three directors of such school
district shall continue to serve for the terms for
which they were elected; two additional directors
shall be appointed for the district in the manner
provided by law for filling a vacancy on the board
of other districts of the same class; and the aforesaid
five directors shall thereafter constitute the board
of directors of the district. The additional directors
so appointed shall serve until the next regular
school election in the district and until their succes-
sors are elected and qualified, at which election their
successors shall be elected, one f or a term of two
years and one for a term of four years.

amende..0 SEC. 9. Section 3,chapter 266, Laws of 194'7 and
RCW 28.57.370 are each amended to read as follows:

Succession Whenever any school district other than a newlywhen direc-
tors' districts established school district is divided into directors'created in
eistings districts by the county committee in the discharge

of its duties hereunder, the directors thereof shall
continue to serve for the terms for which they were
elected, unless two or more such directors reside
in the same directors' district, in which event the
director who shall continue to serve shall be deter-
mined by lot. The county superintendent shall then
appoint the number of additional directors required
to constitute a board of five directors for the school
district, no two of whom shall be residents of the
same directors' district. The additional directors
so appointed shall serve until the next regular school
election in the district and until their successors are
elected and qualified, at which election their suc-
cessors shall be elected for the unexpired terms of
those who were removed from office by virtue of
this section or for four year terms in case no unex-
pired terms exist.
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SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 28.57 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
Certain

In any school district in which all of the direc- staggered

tors of the district were elected for a term of four for 1960
election.

years at the regular school election held in 1956 ,
the directors shall be elected as follows at the regu-
lar school election in 1960: In school districts with
three directors, one director shall be elected for a
term of two years and two directors for a term of
four years, and in school districts with five directors,
two directors for a term of two years and three di-
rectors for a term of four years. The directors so
elected shall serve until their successors are elected
and qualified.

SEC. 11. There is added to chapter 28.57 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
Whenever the directors to be elected in a school tostem e

district that is divided into directors' districts are not tbymloed

all to be elected for the same term of years, the
board of directors of the district shall, prior to the
date set by law for filing a declaration of candidacy
for the office of director, determine by lot the direc-
tors' districts from which directors shall be elected
for a term of two years and the directors' districts
from which directors shall be elected for a term of
four years. Each candidate shall indicate on his
declaration of candidacy the directors' district from
which he seeks to be elected.

SEC. 12. There is added to chapter 28.57 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
Whenever the directors to be elected in a school ditittr

district -that is not divided into directors' districts determination.

are not all to be elected for the same term of years,
each candidate shall indicate on his declaration of
candidacy the term of years for which he seeks to be
elected. The candidate receiving the largest number
of votes for the two-year term and the candidate
receiving the largest number of votes for the four-
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year term shall each be deemed elected; and if more
than one director is to be elected for either or both
of the two terms of office aforesaid, the candidate or
candidates, as the case may be, receiving the next
largest number of votes shall be deemed elected.

New section. SEC. 13. There is added to chapter 28.57 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

First class Whenever the provisions of this amendatory act
district, 6
year terms, require school directors to be elected at the regu-
staggered. lar school district election and the district affected

is a first class school district which elects directors
for a term of six years under the provisions of RCW
29.13.060 the directors shall be elected for such
terms of office not in excess of six years as will cause
the office of at least one director and no more than
two directors to be up for election at each regular
school district election held thereafter.

RCW 28.57.180 SEC. 14. Section 16, chapter 266, Laws of 1947,
amended.

and ROW 28.57.180 are amended to read as follows:
Petition for For the purpose of transferring territory from
transfer of
territory- one school district to another district, a petition in
Superinten-
dent's pro- wiigmy peetdcut
posal for wingmybe pentdto the conysuperint~en-
transfer, dent, in his capacity as secretary of the county com-

mittee, signed by a majority of the heads of fam-
ilies residing in the territory proposed to be trans-
ferred, or by the board of directors of one of the
districts affected by a proposed transfer of territory
if there is no family resident in the territory, which
petition shall state the name and number of each
district affected, describe the boundaries of the ter-
ritory proposed to be transferred, and state the
reasons for desiring the change and the number of
children of school age, if any, residing in the terri-
tory: Provided, That the county superintendent
may, without being petitioned to do so, present to
the county committee a proposal for the transfer
from one school district to another of any territory
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in which no children of school age reside: Provided
further, That the county superintendent shall not
complete any transfer of territory pursuant to the
provisions of this section which involves ten per-
cent or more of the student population of the entire
district from which such transfer is proposed, un-
less he has first called and held a special election
of the voters of the entire school district from which
such transfer of territory is proposed for the pur-
pose of affording said voters an opportunity to
approve or reject such proposed transfer, and has
obtained approval of the proposed transfer by a ma-
jority of those voting in said election; and if such
proposed transfer is disapproved by a majority vote
of the voters of the entire district voting in an elec-
tion called for that purpose, the state board of edu-
cation shall review such case and determine whether
or not said district is meeting or capable of meeting
minimum standards of education as set up by the
state board. If the board decided in the negative, it
may thereupon withhold from such district, in whole
or in part, state contributed funds.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

[CH. 268.
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CHAPTER 269.
[ H. B. 647.

APPROPRIATION-SCHOOL DISTRICTS DEFICIENCIES.
AN ACT making an appropriation to defray the anticipated de-

ficiency in appropriations for the support of the public
schools for the fiscal biennium July 1, 1957 to June 30,
1959 or so much thereof as shall be sufficient; and declar-
ing that this act shall take effect immediately.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Appropriation, SECTION 1. There is hereby appropriated to the
defciecy. superintendent of public instruction out of the cur-

rent school fund for apportiomnent to counties for
school districts one million six hundred fifty-five
thousand five hundred and thirty-one dollars, or so
much thereof as may be necessary for the purpose
of defraying deficiencies incurred or anticipated for
the fiscal biennium July 1, 1957 to June 30, 1959:
Provided, That no part of this appropriation may be
used to implement or supplement any change in
regulation by the board of education.

Emergency. SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take eff ect immediately.

Passed the House March 2, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 270.
[ H. B. 260.]1

CIGARETTE TAX.
AN ACT relating to certain excise taxes on cigarettes; and

amending section 82, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 as last
amended by section 2, chapter 240, Laws of 1953, and
RCW 82.24.020 through 82.24.080; and amending section 83,
chapter 180, Laws of 1935, as amended by section 14,
chapter 228, Laws of 1949, and RCW 82.24.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 82, chapter 180, Laws of 1935,
as last amended by section 2, chapter 240, Laws of
1953 (heretofore divided and codified as RCW 82-
.24.020, 82.24.030, 82.24.040, 82.24.050, 82.24.060, 82-
.24.070 and 82.24.080) is divided and amended as
set forth in sections 2 through 8 of this act.

SEC. 2. (RCW 82.24.020) There is levied, and
there shall be collected as hereinafter provided, a
tax upon the sale, use, consumption, handling or dis-
tribution of all cigarettes, in an amount equal to the
rate of one and one-half mills per cigarette.

SEC. 3. (RCW 82.24.030) In order to enforce col-
lection of the tax hereby levied, the tax commission
shall design and have printed stamps of such size
and denominations as may be determined by the
commission, such stamps to be affixed on the smallest
container or package that will be handled, sold, used,
consumed, or distributed, to permit the commission
to readily ascertain by inspection, whether or not
such tax has been paid. Every person shall cause
to be affixed on every package of cigarettes on which
a tax is due, stamps of an amount equaling the tax
due thereon before he sells, offers for sale, uses, con-
sumes, handles, removes, or otherwise disturbs and
distributes the same: Provided, That where it is
established to the satisfaction of the commission that

[1269]
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it is impractical to affix such stamps to the smallest
container or package, the commission may authorize
the affixing of stamps of appropriate denomination to
a large container or package.

The commission may authorize the use of meter
stamping machines for imprinting stamps, which
imprinted stamps shall be in lieu of those otherwise
provided for under this chapter, and if such use is
authorized, shall provide reasonable rules and regu-
lations with respect thereto.

RCW 82.24.040 SEC. 4. (RCW 82.24.040) Every wholesaler in
enacted
without. this state shall immediately, after receipt of any of

the articles taxed herein cause the same to have the
requisite denomination and amount of stamps
affixed to represent the tax imposed herein: Pro-
vided, That any wholesaler engaged in interstate
business, who furnishes surety bond in the sum
satisfactory to the commission, shall be permitted to
set aside such part of his stock as may be necessary
for the conduct of such interstate business without
affixing the stamps required by this chapter. Such
interstate stock shall be kept separate and apart
from stamped stock: Provided further, That every
wholesaler shall, at the time of shipping or deliver-
ing any of the articles taxed herein to a point out-
side of this state, make a true duplicate invoice of the
same which shall show full and complete details
of the interstate sale or delivery, and shall transmit
such true duplicate invoice to the main office of the
commission, at Olympia, not later than the fifteenth
day of the following calendar month, and for failure
to comply with the requirements of this proviso
the commission may revoke the permission granted
to the taxpayer to maintain an interstate stock of
goods to which the stamps required by this chapter
have not been affixed.

SEC. 5. (RCW 82.24.050) Every retailer shall,
except as to those articles on which the tax has been
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paid by the proper affixing of stamps by a whole- RCW204.050
without

saler, as herein provided, affix the stamps for the amendment.

denomination and amount necessary to represent
the tax on each individual package or container, the
same to be done, in all cases, immediately upon
receipt by the retailer of the unstamped articles:
Provided, That any retailer engaged in interstate
business, who furnishes surety bond in a sum satis-
factory to the commission, shall be permitted to set
aside such part of his stock as may be necessary for
the conduct of such interstate business without
affixing the stamps required by this chapter. Such
interstate stock shall be kept separate and apart
from stamped stock: Provided further, That every
retailer shall, at the time of shipping or delivering
any of the articles taxed herein to a point outside
of this state, make a true duplicate invoice of the
same which shall show full and complete details
of the interstate sale or delivery, and shall transmit
said true duplicate invoice to the main office of the
commission, at Olympia, not later than the fifteenth
day of the following calendar month, and for failure
to comply with the requirements of this proviso the
commission may revoke the permission granted to
the taxpayer to maintain an interstate stock of goods
to which the stamps required by this chapter have
not been affixed.

SEC. 6. (RCW 82.24.060) Stamps shall be affixed RCW 82.24.060
en~acted

in such manner that they cannot be removed from without
amendment.

the package or container without being mutilated
or destroyed, which stamps so affixed shall be evi-
dence of the tax imposed.

In the case of cigarettes contained in individual
packages, as distinguished from cartons or larger
units, the stamps shall be affixed securely on each
individual package.

SEC. 7. (RCW 82.24.070) Wholesalers and re-
tailers subject to the provisions of this chapter shall

[ 1271 1
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RCW 82.24 .070 be allowed as compensation f or their services in
enacted
without 4

amedmet. affixing the stamps herein required a sum equal
to five percent of the value of the stamps purchased
or affixed by them.

RCW 82.24.080 SEC. 8. (RCW 82.24.080) It is the intent and
enacted
without purpose of this chapter to levy a tax on all of the
amendment, articles taxed herein, sold, used, consumed, handled,

or distributed within this state and to collect the
tax from the person who first sells, uses, consumes,
handles, or distributes them in the state. It is
further the intent and purpose of this chapter that
whenever any of the articles herein taxed is given
away for advertising or any other purpose, it shall
be taxed in the same manner as if it were sold, used,
consumed, handled, or distributed in this state.

RCW 82.24.010 SEC. 9. Section 83, chapter 180, Laws of 1935, as
amended, amended by section 14, chapter 228, Laws of 1949,

and RCW 82.24.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

Definitions. For the purposes of this chapter, unless other-
wise required by the context:

"Wholesaler." (1) "Wholesaler" means every person who pur-
chases, sells, or distributes any one or more of the
articles taxed herein to retailers for the purpose of
resale only;

"Retailer." (2) "Retailer" means every person other than a
wholesaler, who purchases, sells, offers for sale or
distributes any one or more of the articles taxed
herein, irrespective of quantity or amount, or the
number of sales, and all persons operating under a
retailer's registration certificate;

seling (3) "Retail selling price" means the ordinary,
price." customary or usual price paid by the consumer for

each package of cigarettes, less the tax levied by
this chapter and less any similar tax levied by this
state;

"Cigarette." (4) "Cigarette" means any roll for smoking made
wholly or in part of tobacco, irrespective of size or
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shape and irrespective of the tobacco being flavored,
adulterated, or mixed with any other ingredient,
where such roll has a wrapper or cover made of
paper or any material, except where such wrapper is
wholly or in the greater part made of natural leaf to-
bacco in its natural state;

(5) "Stamp" means the stamp or stamps or "Stamp."

meter impressions by use of which the tax levy
under this chapter is paid;

(6) The meaning attributed, in chapter 82.04, to 1Mtscellaneous.

the words "person," "sale," business" and "succes-
sor" shall apply equally in the provisions of this
chapter.

Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 271.
[H. B. 261.

SCHOOL PLANT FACILITIES-CIGARETTE TAX.
AN ACT relating to revenue and taxation and the providing of

funds for the construction of public school plant facilities;
and amending section 5, chapter 3, Laws of 1955 first extra-
ordinary session and ROW 28.47.440.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 5, chapter 3, Laws of 1955 RCW 28.47.440

first extraordinary session and RCW 28.47.440 are aedd

each amended to read as follows:
In addition to the taxes levied by RCW 73.32.130195 -r

and 82.24.020, there is levied and shall be collected struction of
S hool plant

by the tax commission from the persons mentioned facilities.

in and in the manner provided by chapter 82.24, as
now or hereafter amended, an excise tax upon the
sale, use, consumption, handling or distribution of

[ 1273 ]
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tax ~ona cigarettes in an amount equal to the rate of one-
igarsete hal mill per cigarette, but the provisions of RCW

82.24.070 allowing dealers' compensation for affixing
stamps shall not apply to this additional tax. In-
stead, wholesalers and retailers subject to the pro-
visions of chapter 82.24 shall be allowed as compen-
sation for their services in affixing the stamps for
the additional tax required by this section a sum
equal to one-half of one percent of the value of the
stamps for such additional tax purchased or affixed
by them. Wholesalers and retailers subject to the
payment of this tax may, if they wish, absorb such
additional tax and not pass it on to purchasers with-
out being in violation of this or any other act relat-
ing to the sale or taxation of cigarettes.

Revenues derived from the tax imposed by this
section shall be transmitted by the tax commission
to the state treasurer in accordance with the provi-
sions of RCW 82.32.320, to the credit of the public
schools building bond redemption fund. The amount
so deposited in the aforesaid fund shall be devoted
exclusively to payment of interest on and to retire-
ment of the bonds authorized by RCW 28.47.420.

As additional security for the payment of the
bonds herein authorized, all revenues derived from
the tax imposed by RCW 82.24.020 over and above
the amount required by ROW 73.32.130 to be paid
into and retained in the war veterans' compensa-
tion bond retirement fund shall be paid into the
public schools building bond redemption fund and
shall be devoted exclusively to the payment of
interest on and to retirement of the bonds author-
ized by ROW 28.47.420: Provided, That whenever
the receipts into the public schools building bond re-
demption fund from all sources during any one year
exceed two million two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars, all sums received above that amount shall
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be transferred by the state treasurer to the state
general fund.

Passed the House March 4,1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 272.
[ H. B. 262.]

VETERANS' BONUSES-CIGARETTE TAX.
AN ACT relating to revenue and taxation and the providing of

funds for the payment of certain veterans' bonuses; and
amending section 9, chapter 180, Laws of 1949, as last
amended by section 1, chapter 240, Laws of 1953, and RCW
73.32.130 and 73.32.140.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 9, chapter 180, Laws of 1949,
as last amended by section 1, chapter 240, Laws of
1953 (heretofore divided and codified as RCW 73-
.32.130 and 73.32.140) is divided and amended as
set forth in sections 2 and 3 of this act.

SEC. 2. (RCW 73.32.130) For the purpose of RCW 73.32.130

creating the fund for the retirement of such bonds Cigarette tax

upon maturity and the payment of interest thereon Segregation,
funds fromn-

as it falls due, all proceeds hereafter received from Dealer's com-
the excise tax on cigarettes imposed by chapter penatio,-

82.24 as now or hereafter amended, shall, so long as
any part of principal or interest of the bonds herein
provided for remains outstanding, be paid into the
war veterans' compensation bond retirement fund
hereinafter provided for.

In addition thereto, there is hereby levied and
there shall be collected by the tax commission from
the persons mentioned in and in the manner pro-
vided by chapter 82.24, as now or hereafter amended,
an excise tax upon the sale, use, consumption,
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handling or distribution of cigarettes in an amount
equal to the rate of one mill per cigarette, but the
provisions of RCW 82.24.070 allowing dealers' com-
pensation for affixing stamps shall not apply to this
additional tax. Instead, wholesalers and retailers
subject to the provisions of chapter 82.24 shall be
allowed as compensation for their services in affixing
the stamps for the additional tax required by this
section a sum equal to one percent of the value of
the stamps for such additional tax purchased or
affixed by them.

All money derived from such tax shall be paid to
the state treasurer and credited to a special trust
fund to be known as the war veterans' compensation
bond retirement fund, which shall be kept segre-
gated from all money in the state treasury and shall,
while any of the bonds herein authorized or any
interest thereon remain unpaid, be available solely
for the payment thereof.

Whenever the receipts into the war veterans'
compensation bond retirement fund during any year
exceed four million five hundred thousand dollars,
all sums received above that amount shall be trans-
ferred by the state treasurer to the state general
fund, and whenever there has accumulated in the
war veterans' compensation bond retirement fund
four million one hundred thousand dollars in excess
of the amount required in any year, as determined by
the state finance committee, to meet obligations dur-
ing that year for bond retirement and interest, the
state treasurer shall transfer from such fund to the
general fund all money in excess of such amount.

RCW 73.32.140 Sc3(RW7.210 Aa ofteon
enacted SE. 3 RW7.210Asapartoftecn

iamendent. tract of sale of the bonds herein authorized, the state
undertakes to continue to levy the taxes upon
cigarettes referred to in this section and to place
the proceeds thereof in the war veterans' compensa-
tion bond retirement fund and to make said fund
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available to meet said payments when due until
all of said bonds and the interest thereon shall have
been paid.

Passed the House March 4, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 273.
[ H. B. 283.

STATE INSTITUTIONAL INDUSTRIES FUND.
AN ACT relating to the department of institutions; establishing

an institutional industries revolving fund under the custody
of the state treasurer and the supervision of the director
of institutions; procedures for the administration of such
fund; amending section 1, chapter 370, Laws of 1955, as
amended by section 6, chapter 115, Laws of 1957, and RCW
43.79.330; repealing sections 1, 3 and 4, chapter 115, Laws
of 1957, section 41, chapter 7, Laws of 1921, and RCW
43.79.380, 43.79.382, 43.79.383 and 43.19.170; and adding
five new sections to chapter 28, Laws of 1959, and chapter
72.60 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 28, Laws New section.

of 1959 and chapter 72.60 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

There is hereby established under the supervi- Institutional

sion and control of the director of the department rvlig

of institutions a fund to be known as the institutional lished.

industries revolving fund, which shall consist of all
funds collected and all profits which shall hereafter
accrue from the industrial and agricultural opera-
tions under the jurisdiction of the institutional in-
dustries commission, and such funds appropriated
by the legislature from the state institutional revolv-
ing account of the state general fund to the institu-
tional industries revolving fund created by this act.
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The provisions of RCW 43.01.050 shall not be ap-
plicable to such fund, nor to any of the moneys
received, collected or deposited in such fund.

New section. SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 28, Laws of
1959 and chapter 72.60 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Fund custo- Thinutisfdsal
dian-Depos- Teinstitutional inutisrevolving fn hl
itories for- bedpst y
Receipts de- bdeoied bythe state treasurer, who shall be the
posited daily. custodian of such fund, in such depository or de-

positories as may be authorized by law to accept
state funds to the credit of a fund to be designated
the institutional industries revolving fund, which
fund shall not be a state fund and shall at all times
be kept segregated and set apart from all other funds
and in trust for the purposes as set forth in section
3 of this act and chapter 72.60 RCW.

All moneys received by the director, or any em-
ployee, from the operation of the industrial or agri-
cultural programs under the jurisdiction of the in-
stitutional industries commission, except an amount
of petty cash for each day's needs as fixed by resolu-
tion of the institutional industries commission, shall
be paid over by the director to the state treasurer
each day, and as often during the day as advisable,
who shall deposit the same forthwith as demand
deposits to the credit of the institutional industries
revolving fund in a depository or depositories se-
lected by the state treasurer under the terms of this
section.

New section. SEc. 3. There is added to chapter 28, Laws of
1959 and chapter 72.60 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Fund pay s Alexessaiigithadiitainote
own admnin- Alexessaiigithadiitaonfte
istenses. industrial and agricultural programs of the depart-

ment of institutions under the jurisdiction of the in-
stitutional industries commission, including the pay-
ment of expenses of the members of the commission
and the salaries of employees administering such
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programs and all expenditures incurred in establish-
ing, maintaining, and operating the industrial and
agricultural programs of the department of institu-
tions, shall be paid from the institutional industries
revolving fund, subject to the approval of the in-
stitutional industries commission.

SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 28, Laws Of New section

1959 and chapter 72.60 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

At such times as the moneys in the institutional Excess in fund
to general

industries revolving fund exceed such amount as fund.

shall be necessary for the efficient operation of the
institutional industries program to be determined
by periodic audits of the director of budget, the ex-
cess shall be forwarded and paid over by the director
to the state treasurer for deposit in the general fund
of the state treasury.

SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 28, Laws of New section.

1959 and chapter 72.60 RCW a new section to read
as f ollows:

The director shall prepare and forward to the Institutional

governor annually a report for the fiscal year ending report-

on the thirtieth day of June of the fiscal year in
which the report is made, which report shall be a
public document and contain:

(1) A detailed financial statement and balance
showing in general the condition of the industrial
and agricultural programs of the department of in-
stitutions and their operation during the year; (2)
general information concerning institutional indus-
trial and agricultural programs; and (3) any further
information requested by the governor.

SEC. 6. Section 1, chapter 370, Laws of 1955, as Rcw4.79.330
amended.

amended by section 6, chapter 115, Laws of 1957,
and RCW 43.79.330, are each amended to read as
follows:
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Miscellaneous
state funds-
Money trans-
ferred to
general fund.

All moneys to the credit of the following state
funds on the first day of August, 1955, and all
moneys thereafter paid to the state treasurer for or
to the credit of such funds, are hereby transferred
to the following accounts in the state general fund,
the creation of which is hereby authorized:

(1) Capitol building construction fund moneys,
to the capitol building construction account;

(2) Cemetery fund moneys, to the cemetery ac-
count;

(3) Commercial feed fund moneys, to the com-
mercial feed account;

(4) Commission merchants fund moneys, to the
commercial merchants account;

(5) Electrical licenses fund moneys, to the elec-
trical licenses account;

(6) Feed and fertilizer fund moneys, to the feed
and fertilizer account;

(7) Fertilizer, agricultural mineral and limes
fund moneys to the fertilizer, agricultural mineral
and limes account;

(8) Forest development fund moneys, to the
forest development account;

(9) Harbor improvement fund moneys, to the
harbor improvement account;

(10) Institutional building construction fund
moneys, to the institutional building construction
account;

(11) Investment reserve fund moneys, to the in-
vestment reserve account;

(12) Lewis river hatchery fund moneys, to the
Lewis river hatchery account;

(13) Millersylvania Park current fund moneys,
to the Millersylvania Park current account;

(14) Nursery inspection fund moneys, to the
nursery inspection account;

(15) State parks and parkways fund moneys, to
the state parks and parkways account;
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(16) Public school building, construction fund
moneys, to the public school building construction
account;

(17) Puget Sound pilotage fund moneys, to the
Puget Sound pilotage account;

(18) Real estate commission fund moneys, to
the real estate commission account;

(19) Reclamation revolving fund moneys, to the
reclamation revolving account;

(20) Seed fund moneys, to the seed account;
(21) United States vocational education fund

moneys, to the United States vocational education
account;

(22) University of Washington building fund
moneys, to the University of Washington building
account;

(23) University of Washington medical and
dental building and equipment fund moneys, to the
University of Washington medical and dental build-
ing and equipment account,;

(24) State College of Washington building fund
moneys, to the State College of Washington building
account;

(25) Veterans rehabilitation council fund mon-
eys, to the veterans rehabilitation council account;
and

(26) School emergency construction fund mon-
eys, to the public school building construction ac-
count.

SEC. 7. From and after the first day of August, ablshd

1959, the state institutional revolving account in the
state general fund is hereby abolished.

SEC. 8. All moneys to the credit of the state in- Moneys

stitutional revolving account of the state general transferred.

fund on the first day of August, 1959, and all moneys
thereafter paid to the state treasurer to the credit
of such account in the general fund are hereby
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transferred to the state institutional industries fund
created by this act.

Paymentda Au st
of warrants. SEC. 9. From and after the first dyofAu st

1959, all warrants drawn on the state institutional
revolving account in the general fund of the state
treasury and not presented for payment, shall be
paid from the state institutional industries revolving
fund.

Repeal. SEC. 10. Sections 1, 3 and 4, chapter 115, Laws
of 1957, section 41, chapter 7, Laws of 1921, and RCW
43.79.380, 43.79.382, 43.79.383 and 43.19.170 are each
hereby repealed.

Passed the House February 14, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 274.
[ K. B. 286.

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS-PRIVILEGE TAX.
AN ACT relating to public utility districts and the taxation

thereof; amending section 7, chapter 278, Laws of 1957
and RCW 54.28.010; amending section 2, chapter 278, Laws
of 1957 and RCW 54.28.020; amending section 3, chapter 278,
Laws of 1957 and RCW 54.28.030; amending section 5,
chapter 278, Laws of 1957 and RCW 54.28.050 to take effect
January 1, 1960; and repealing section 15, chapter 278,
Laws of 1957 and RCW 54.28.130.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 54.28.010 SECTION 1. Section 7, chapter 278, Laws of 1957
amended.

and RCW 54.28.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

Definitions. As used in this chapter:
.~1on.' "Tax commission" means the state tax commis-

sion;
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"Operating property" means all of the property "Operating

utilized by a public utility district in the operation of
a plant or system for the generation, transmission,
or distribution of electric energy for sale;

"Taxing districts" means counties, cities, towns, "tri-9.
school districts, and road districts;ditct.

"Distributes to consumers" means the sale Of "Distributes

electric energy to ultimate consumers thereof, and to consumers."

does not include sales of electric energy for resale
by the purchaser;

"Wholesale value" means all costs of a public "W~holesale

utility district associated with the generation andvau.
transmission of energy from its own generation and
transmission system to the point or points of inter-
connection with a distribution system owned and
used by a district to distribute such energy to con-
sumers, or in the event a distribution system owned
by a district is not used to distribute such energy,
then the term means the gross revenues derived by
a district from the sale of such energy to consumers.

SEC. 2. Section 2, chapter 278, Laws of 1957 and ROW 54.28.020
amended.

RCW 54.28.020 are each amended to read as follows:
There is hereby levied and there shall be col_ -R ta,,osed

lected from every district a tax for the act or privi-
lege of engaging within this state in the business of
operating works, plants or facilities for the genera-
tion, distribution and sale of electric energy. With
respect to each such district, such tax shall be the
sum of the following amounts: (1) Two percent of
the gross revenues derived by the district from the
sale of all electric energy which it distributes to
consumers who are served by a distribution system
owned by the district; (2) five percent of the first
four mills per kilowatt-hour of wholesale value of
self-generated energy distributed to consumers
by a district; (3) five percent of the first four mills:
per kilowatt-hour of revenue obtained by the dis-
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trict from the sale of selfl-generated energy for re-
sale.

RCW 54.28.030 SEC. 3. Section 3, chapter 278, Laws of 1957 and
amened. ROW 54.28.030 are each amended to read as follows:

Districts On or before the fifteenth day of March of each
report to
tax commis- year, each district subject to this tax shall file with
sion.

the tax commission a report verified by the affidavit
of its manager or secretary on forms prescribed by
the tax commission. Such report shall state (1)- the
gross revenues derived by the district from the sale
of all distributed energy to consumers and the re-
spective amounts derived from such sales within
each county; (2) the gross revenues derived by the
district from the sale of selfl-generated energy for
resale; (3) the amount of all generated energy dis-
tributed by a district from its own generating facili-
ties, the wholesale value thereof, and the. basis on
which the value is computed; (4) the total cost of
all generating facilities and the cost of acquisition
of land and land rights for reservoir purposes in
each county, and (5) such other and further in-
formation as the tax commission reasonably may
require in order to administer the provisions of this
chapter. In case of failure by a district to file such
report, the commission may proceed to determine
the information, which determination shall be con-
testable by the district only for actual fraud.

RCW 54.28.050 SEC. 4. Section 5, chapter 278, Laws of 1957 and
amened. ROW 54.28.050 are each amended to read as follows:

Apnto tax After computing the tax imposed by this chap-
mtof taxn
dtoctng r, the tax commission shall instruct the state trea-

surer, after placing four percent in the state gen-
eral fund, to distribute the balance collected under
ROW 54.28.020 subsection (1) to each county in
proportion to the gross revenue from sales made
within each county; and to distribute the balance
collected under ROW 54.28.020 subsections (2) and
(3) as follows: If the entire generating facility,
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including reservoir, if any, is in a single county Apportion-

then all of the balance to the county where such dtrct.

generating facility is located. If any reservoir is
in more than one county, then to each county in
which the reservoir or any portion thereof is located
a percentage equal to the percentage determined
by dividing the total cost of the generating facili-
ties, including adjacent switching facilities, into
twice the cost of land and land rights acquired for
any reservoir within each county, land and land
rights to be defined the same as used by the federal
power commission. If the, powerhouse and dam, if
any, in connection with such reservoir are in more
than one county, the balance shall be divided sixty
percent to the county in which the owning district
is located and forty percent to the other county or
counties or if said powerhouse and dam, if any, are
owned by a joint operating agency organized under
chapter 43.52 RCW, or by more than one district
or are outside the county of the owning district,
then to be divided equally between the counties in
which such facilities are located. If all of the power-
house and dam, if any, are in one county, then the
balance shall be distributed to the county in which
the facilities are located.

SEC. 5. Section 15, chapter 278, Laws of 1957 and Repeal.

RCW 54.28.130 are each repealed.

SEC. 6. The effective date of section 4 of this 1959 Effective

amendatory act shall be January 1, 1960. dtscin4

Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 275.
[ H. B. 355.]1

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS-DISPOSITION OF
PROPERTIES.

AN ACT relating to powers of public utility districts; providing
for the sale and conveyance of properties to cities and
towns; and amending section 19, chapter 390, Laws of 1955
and RCW 54.16.180.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 54.16.180 SECTION 1. Section 19, chapter 390, Laws of 1955
amened. and RCW 54.16.180 are each amended to read as

follows:
Sale or lease
of properties-
Procedure.

A district may sell and convey, lease, or other-
wise dispose of all or any part of its works, plants,
systems, utilities and properties, after proceedings
and approval by the voters of the district, as pro-
vided for the lease or disposition of like properties
and facilities owned by cities and towns: Pro-
vided, That the affirmative vote of three-fifths of
the voters voting at an election on the question of
approval of a proposed sale, shall be necessary to
authorize such sale: Provided further, That a dis-
trict may sell, convey, lease or otherwise dispose of
all or any part of the property owned by it, located
outside its boundaries, to another public utility
district, city, town or other municipal corporation
without the approval of the voters; or may sell, con-
vey, lease, or otherwise dispose of to any person
or public body, any part, either within or without
its boundaries, which has become unserviceable,
inadequate, obsolete, worn out or unfit to be used
in the operations of the system and which is no
longer necessary, material to, and useful in such
operations, without the approval of the voters: Pro-
vided further, That a public utility district located
within a county of the first class may sell and con-
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vey to a city of the first class, which owns its own
water system, all or any part of a water system
owned by said public utility district where a por-
tion of it is located within the boundaries of such
city, without approval of the voters upon such
terms and conditions as the district shall determine.
Public utility districts are municipal corporations
for the purpose of this section and the commission
shall be held to be the legislative body and the pres-
ident and secretary shall have the same powers and
perform the same duties as the mayor and city clerk
and the resolutions of the districts shall be held to
be ordinances within the meaning of the statutes
governing the sale, lease, or other disposal of public
utilities owned by cities and towns.

Passed the House February 25, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.

CHAPTER 276.
[ H. B. 331.1

SCHOOLS-APPORTIONMENT.
AN~ ACT relating to education; providing for the support of

common schools; amending section 1, page 320, Laws of
1909 as amended by section 1, chapter 141, Laws of 1945,
section 3, chapter 141, Laws of 1945, and RCW 28.41.020,
28.48.010 and repealing 28.48.020; and repealing sections 1
through 3, chapter 242, Laws of 1945 and RCW 43.79.230
and 43.79.240.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, page 320, Laws of 1909 as RCW2M.41.020
amended.

amended by section 1, chapter 141, Laws of 1945, and
RCW 28.41.020 are each amended to read as follows:

The interest accruing on the permanent common Currenftstate

school fund together with all rentals and other reve- Sources.

nues from lands and other property devoted to the
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current use of the common schools, and, revenues
from other sources allotted thereto, shall be de-
posited in a fund to be 'known as the current state
school fund and shall be exclusively applied to the
current use of the common schools. In addition
thereto, it shall be the duty of the state legislature,
at each regular session thereof, to appropriate from
the state general fund for the current use of the
common schools an amount of money, which, with
the interest and other revenues aforesaid, shall
equal the amounts needed for state support to public
schools.I

SEC. 2. Section 3, chapter 141, Laws of 1945
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 28.48.010
and 28.48.020) is amended as set forth in sections
3 and 4 of this act, RCW 28.48.020 being hereby re-
pealed.

SEC. 3. (RCW 28.48.010) On-or before the twen-
tieth day of each month from September to June,
inclusive, the superintendent of public instruction
shall apportion from the current state school fund
and/or the state general fund to the several counties
of the state one-tenth of the total annual amount due
and apportionable to such counties for the school dis-
tricts thereof. The apportionment from the state
general fund for each month shall be an amount
which together with the revenues of the current
state school fund will equal the amount due and
apportionable to the several counties during such
month.

SEC. 4. RCW 28.48.020 is hereby repealed.
SEC. 5. Sections 1 through 3, chapter 242, Laws

of 1945 and RCW 43.79.230 and 43.79.240 are each
repealed.

Passed the House March 7, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 23, 1959.
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CHAPTER 277.
ES. B.- 309.]3

JUVENILE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION.
AN ACr relating to the establishment, construction and admin-

istration of a correctional institution for juveniles com-
mitted to the department of institutions, division of children
and youth services, by the juvenile courts and declaring an
emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby established under the
supervision and control of the director of the depart-
ment of institutions a correctional institution for the
reception, diagnosis, confinement and rehabilitation
of juveniles committed by the juvenile courts to the
department of institutions, division of children and
youth services. Such institution shall be situated
upon lands within the state, to be selected by the
director of institutions under conditions as herein
provided. The director shall cause preliminary plans,
specifications and estimates of cost for the construc-
tion of such institution to be made and for this pur-
pose may retain architectural and engineering
services.

SEC. 2. The director is hereby authorized to
acquire by gift, purchase or condemnation a suitable
tract or parcel of real property as a site for a juvenile
correctional institution, and for that purpose may
enter into contracts to purchase and to take title to
real property in the name of the state. Prior to
entering into any contract for the purchase of real
property, or acquiring such real property by eminent
domain, the director shall give preference to any
and all offers to donate real property by any person
or persons, federal agencies, or any political sub-
divisions of the state. The director may accept or
reject any and all offers for the donation of real
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property when in his discretion such land is not
suitable for the purposes and objects of such institu-
tion, or is remotely located in such degree as would
be disadvantageous, in view of the needs and pur-
poses of such institution.

Construction, SEC. 3. When title to the land selected by the
cotrct fr.director, as provided in this act, has vested in the

state, the director shall, upon the completion of
plans and specifications for such institution, publish
a call for bids, as provided by law, and enter into a
contract for the construction of such institution:
Provided, That no contract shall be entered into for
the construction of such institution until such time
as an appropriation for that purpose has been made
by the legislature.

Superinten- SEC. 4. The superintendent of the correctional
dent-Qualifi-
cations. institution established by this act shall be appointed

by the director. The superintendent shall have such
administrative experience and possess such qualifica-
tions as shall be fixed by the personnel board, or
such merit system board as shall be established by
law having jurisdiction of personnel within the de-
partment of institutions, with the advice and ap-
proval of the director.

Associate SEC. 5. The superintendent, subject to the ap-
superinten-
dents. proval of the director, shall appoint such associate

superintendents as shall be deemed necessary. In
the event the superintendent shall be absent from
the institution, or during periods of illness or other
situations incapacitating the superintendent from
properly performing his duties, he shall appoint one
of the officers of the institution to act as superin-
tendent during such period of absence, illness or in-
capacity, subject to the approval of the director.

Employees SEC. 6. The superintendent and all subordinateun der person-
nel board, officers and employees of such institution shall be

under the jurisdiction of the state personnel board
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or such merit system board as shall be hereafter
established by law having jurisdiction within the
department of institutions.

SE.C. 7. The superintendent shall have the fol- Sueitn

lowing powers, duties and responsibilities: and duties.

(1) Subject to the rules and regulations of the
department, the superintendent shall have super-
vision and management of the institution, of the
grounds and buildings, subordinate officers and em-
ployees, and of the juveniles received at such institu-
tion and the custody of such persons until released
or transferred as provided by law.

(2) Subject to the approval of the director, ap-
point all subordinate officers and employees, who
shall be removable from employment by the super-
intendent, subject to the merit system rules of the
state personnel board as may be established by law
having jurisdiction of the officers and employees of
the department of institutions.

(3) The superintendent shall be the custodian
of the personal property of all juveniles in the in-
stitution and shall make rules and regulations
governing the accounting and disposition of all
monies received by such juveniles, not inconsistent
with law, and subject to the approval of the di-
rector.

SEC. 8. The director may make, amend and Rules, regu-

repeal rules and regulations for the administration
of the juvenile correctional institution established
by this act in furtherance of the provisions of this
act and not inconsistent with law.

SEC. 9. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate March 7, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 278.
[ S. B. 63. :i

MATERIALMEN'S LIENS.
AN ACT relating to materialmen's liens; and amending section

1, chapter 45, Laws of 1909, as last amended by section 1,
chapter 214, Laws of 1957, and RCW 60.04.020.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 60.04.020 SEIO 1.Scin1chpe45Laso19,
amended.SETO1.Scin1chpe45Laso19,

as last amended by section 1, chapter 214, Laws of
1957, and RCW 60.04.020 are each amended to read
as follows:

Every person, firm or corporation furnishing ma-
terials or supplies to be used in the construction,
alteration or repair of any mining claim, building,
wharf, bridge, ditch, dyke, flume, tunnel, well,
fence, machinery, railroad, street railway, wagon
road, aqueduct to create hydraulic power, or
any other building, or any other structure, or
mining claim or stone quarry, shall, not later
than sixty days after the date of the first
delivery of such materials or supplies to any
contractor or agent, give to the owner or re-
puted owner of the property on, upon or about which
such materials or supplies were used, a notice in
writing, stating in substance and eff ect that such
person, firm or corporation has furnished materials
and supplies for use thereon, with the name of the
contractor or agent ordering the same, and that a
lien may be claimed for all materials and supplies
furnished by such person, firm, or corporation for
use thereon, which notice shall be given by mailing
the same by registered or certified mail in an
envelope addressed to the owner or reputed owner
at his place of residence or reputed residence: Pro-
vided, however, That with respect to materials or
supplies used in construction, alteration or repair of
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any single family residence or garage such notice Notice lien

must be given not later than ten days after the date claimed.

of the first delivery of such materials or supplies.
No materialmen's lien shall be enforced unless the
provisions of this section have been complied with:
Provided, That in the event the notice required by
this section is not given within the time specified by
this section, any lien or claim of lien shall be en-
forceable only for materials and supplies delivered
subsequent to such notice being given to the owner
or reputed owner, and such lien or claim of lien shall
be secondary to any lien or claim of lien established
where such notice was given within the time limits
prescribed by this section.

Note: See also section 2, chapter 279, Laws of 1959.

Passed the Senate February 4, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 279.
[S. B. 64. 1

MECHANICS' AND MATERIALMEN'S LIENS
AN ACT relating to mechanics' and materialmen's liens; amend-

ing section 1, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 as last amended by
section 1, chapter 116, Laws of 1905, and ROW 60.04.010;
amending section 1, chapter 45, Laws of 1909 as last
amended by section 1, chapter 214, Laws of 1957, and ROW
60.04.020; amending section 3, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 as
last amended by section 1, chapter 230, Laws of 1929, and
RCW 60.04.040; amending section 4, chapter 24, Laws of
1893 and ROW 60.04.050; amending section 5, chapter 24,
Laws of 1893 as last amended by section 1 (5a), chapter
217, Laws of 1949, and ROW 60.04.060; amending section
1 (5b), chapter 217, Laws of 1949 and ROW 60.04.064;
amending section 1 (5c), chapter 217, Laws of 1949 and
ROW 60.04.067; amending section 8, chapter 24, Laws of
1893 and ROW 60.04.090; amending section 10, chapter 24,
Laws of 1893 and ROW 60.04.110; amending section 12,
-hapter 24, Laws of 1893 and ROW 60.04.130; amending
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RCW 60.04.010
amended.

Lien author-
ized-Bond by
railroad
company.

section 14, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 and RCW 60.04.140;
and amending section 13, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 and RCW
60.04. 180.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 24, Laws of 1893
as last amended by section 1, chapter 116, Laws of
1905, and RCW 60.04.010 are each amended to read
'as follows:

.Every person performing labor upon, furnish-
ing material, or renting, leasing or otherwise sup-
plying equipment, to be used in the construction,
alteration or repair of any mining claim, building,
wharf, bridge, ditch, dyke, flume, tunnel, well, fence,
machinery, railroad, street railway, wagon road,
aqueduct to create hydraulic power or any other
structure or who performs labor in any mine or
mining claim or stone quarry, has a lien upon the
same for the labor performed, material furnished, or
equipment supplied by each, respectively, whether
performed, furnished, or supplied at the instance of
the owner of the property subject to the lien or his
agent; and every contractor, subcontractor, archi-
tect, builder or person having charge, of the con-
struction, alteration or repair of any property sub-
ject to the lien as aforesaid, shall be held to be the
agent of the owner for the purposes of the establish-
ment of the lien created by this chapter: Provided,
That whenever any railroad company shall contract
with any person for the construction of its road, or
any part thereof, such railroad company shall take
from the person with whom such contract is made a
good and sufficient bond, conditioned that such per-
son shall pay all laborers, mechanics, materialmen,
and equipment suppliers, and persons who supply
such contractors with provisions, all just dues to
such persons or to any person to whom any part of
such work is given, incurred in carrying on such
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work, which bond shall be filed by such railroad
company in the office of the county auditor in each
county in which any part of such work is situated.
And if any such railroad company shall fail to take
such bond, such railroad company shall be liable to
the persons herein mentioned to the full extent of all
such debts so contracted by such contractor.

SEC. 2. Section 1, chapter 45, Laws of 1909 as last RCW 60.04.020
amended by section 1, chapter 214, Laws of 1957,
and RCW 60.04.020 are each amended to read as fol-
lows:

Every person, firm or corporation furnishing ma- Notice that,

terials or supplies or renting, leasing or otherwise lien may be

supplying equipment, to be used in the construction,.camd
alteration or repair of any mining claim, building,
wharf, bridge, ditch, dyke, flume, tunnel, well, fence,
machinery, railroad, street railway, wagon road,
aqueduct to create hydraulic power, or any other
building, or any other structure, or mining claim or
stone quarry, shall, not later than sixty days after
the date of the first delivery of such materials or
supplies or equipment to any contractor or agent,
give to the owner or reputed owner of the property
on, upon or about which such materials or supplies
or equipment were used, a notice in writing, stating
in substance and eff ect that such person, firm or
corporation has furnished materials and supplies, or
equipment for use thereon, with the name of the
contractor or agent ordering the same, and that a
lien may be claimed for all materials and supplies,
or equipment furnished by such person, firm or cor-
poration for use thereon, which notice shall be given
by mailing the same by registered or certified mail
in an envelope addressed to the owner or reputed
owner at his place of residence or reputed residence:
Provided, however, That with respect to materials
or supplies or equipment used in construction, alter-
ation or repair of any single family residence or
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garage such notice must be given not later than ten
days after the date of the first delivery of such ma-
terials or supplies or equipment. No materialmen' s
lien shall be enforced unless the provisions of this
section have been complied with.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 278, Laws of 1959.

RCW 60.04.040 SEC. 3. Section 3, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 as last
amend .ed, a Imended by section 1, chapter 230,' Laws of 1929,

and RCW 60.04.040 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

Lien ,for in- Any pesnwo at the rqetof the owner of
proving realpesnw , rqut
property, any real property, his agent, contractor or subcon-

tractor, clears, grades, fills in or otherwise im-
proves the same, or any street or road in front of, or
adjoining the same, and every person who, at the
request of the owner of any real property, his agents,
c ontractor, or subcontractor, rents, leases, or other-
wise supplies equipment, or furnishes materials, in-
cluding blasting powder, dynamite, caps and fuses,
for clearing, grading, filling in, or otherwise im-
proving any real property or any street or road in
front of or adjoining the same, has a lien upon such
real property for the labor performed, the materials
furnished, or the equipment supplied for such pur-
poses.

Rcw 60.04.050 SEC. 4. Section 4, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 and
amended. RCW 60.04.050 are each amended to read as follows:

Priority of The liens created by this chapter are preferred
lien.to any lien, mortgage or other incumbrance which

may attach subsequently to the time of the com-
mencement of the performance of the labor, the fur-
nishing of the materials, or the supplying of the
equipment f or which the right of lien is given by
this chapter, and are also preferred to any lien,
mortgage or other incumbrance which may have
attached previously to that time, and which was
not filed or recorded so as to create constructive
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notice of the same prior to that time, and of which
the lien claimant had no notice.

SEC. 5. Section 5, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 as last ROW 60.04.060
amended.

amended by section 1 (5a), chapter 217, Laws of
1949, and RCW 60.04.060 are each amended to read
as f ollows:

No lien created by this chapter shall exist, and Clair-Con-

no action to enforce the same shall be maintained, -Filing-

unless within ninety days from the date of the ces-
sation of the performance of such labor, the furnish-
ing. of such materials, or the supplying of such equip-
ment, a claim for such lien shall be filed for record
as hereinafter provided, in the office of the county
auditor of the county in which the property, or some
part thereof to be affected thereby, is situated. Such
claim shall state, as nearly as may be, the time of
the commencement and cessation of performing the
labor, furnishing the material, or supplying the
equipment, the name of the person who performed
the labor, furnished the material, or supplied the
equipment, the name of the person by whom the
laborer was employed (if known) or to whom the
material was furnished, or equipment supplied, a
description of the property to be charged with the
lien sufficient for identification, the name of the
owner, or reputed owner if known, and if not
known, that fact shall be mentioned, the amount
for which the lien is claimed, and shall be
signed by the claimant, or by some person in
his behalf, and be verified by the oath of the
claimant, or some person in his behalf, to the effect
that the affiant believes the claim to be just; in case
the claim shall have been assigned the name of the
assignee shall be stated; and such claim of lien may
be amended in case of action brought to foreclose
the same, by order of the court, as pleadings may be,
in so far as the interests of third parties shall not be
affected by such amendment. A claim for lien sub-
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CFarm- stantially in the following form shall be sufficient:
Joinder........................--- ***..............,I claimant, vs..............-........

Notice is hereby given that on the ...................
day (date of commencement of performing labor or
furnishing material or supplying equipment).........
.................. at the request of ................................com-
menced to perform labor (or to furnish material or
supply equipment to be used) upon ...... ...... -....

(here describe property subject to the lien) of
which property the owner, or reputed owner, is
. ......................... (or if the owner or reputed owner is
not known, insert the word "unknown"), the per-
f ormance of which labor (or the furnishing of which
material or supply of which equipment) ceased on
the ......... day of ...................; that said labor per-
formed (or material furnished or equipment sup-
plied) was of the value of ............................. dollars,
for which labor (or material) (or equipment) the
undersigned claims a lien upon the property herein
described f or the sum of ............................... dollars.
(In case the claim has been assigned, add the words
"and........................ is assignee of said claim," or
claims, if several are united.)

................................., C laim an t.
State of Washington, County of.................. , ss.

.. ........................... ..., being sworn, says: I am the
claimant (or attorney of the claimant) above named;
I have heard the foregoing claim read and know the
contents thereof, and believe the same to be just.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this.............
day of.........................

Any number of claimants may join in the same
claim for the purpose of filing the same and enforc-
ing their liens, but in such case the amount claimed
by each original lienor, respectively, shall be stated:
Provided, It shall not be necessary to insert in the
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notice of claim of lien provided f or by this chapter
any itemized statement or bill of particulars of such
claim.

SEC. 6. Section 1 (5b), chapter 217, Laws of 1949 RCW o4.06

and RCW 60.04.064 are each amended to read as aedd

f ollows:
The owner may within ten days after there has Owner may

reodnotice
been a cessation of the performance of such labor , atsie.lam

the furnishing of such material, or the supplying of
such equipment thereon for a period of thirty days,
file for record in the office of the county auditor, in
the county where the property is situated, a notice
setting forth the date on which cessation of the per-
formance of such labor, the furnishing of such ma-
terials, or the supplying of such equipment occurred
together with his name, address and the nature of his
title, a legal description of the property and a state-
ment that a copy of this notice was delivered or
mailed to the general contractor, if any. The notice
must be verified by the owner or by some person in
his behalf. Where the ownership of the property is
in several persons any one or more of the several
owners may execute and file such notice, but the
notice must state the names, addresses and nature
of title of all of such owners. Such notice shall be
conclusive evidence of the cessation of the perform-
ance of such labor, the furnishing of such materials,
or the supplying of such equipment on or before the
date of cessation as stated in said notice, unless con-
troverted by claimant's claim of lien which must be
recorded within sixty days from the date of record-
ing of such notice by the owner. This provision shall
not extend the time for filing lien claims as pro-
vided by RCW 60.04.060.

SEC. 7. Section 1 (5c), chapter 217, Laws of 1949 RCW6.04.067

and RCW 60.04.067 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
Where such labor is performed, such materials
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rsea are furnished, or such equipment is supplied in the
units--Time o w rmr eieta
for filing construction oftoo oeseparatereinta

comence- units the time for filing claims of lien against each
Defniton. separate residential unit shall commence to run upon

the cessation of the performance of such labor, the
furnishing of such materials, or the supplying of
such equipment on each such residential unit as pro-
vided in this chapter. A separate residential unit is
defined as consisting of one residential structure to-
gether with any garages or other outbuildings ap-
purtenant thereto.

RCW 60.04.090 SEC. 8. Section 8, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 and
amended.

RCW 60.04.090 are each amended to read as follows:
Claims to In every case in which one claim is filed against
designate
phrpety two or more separate pieces of property owned by

the same person, or owned by two or more persons
who jointly contracted for the labor, material, or
equipment for which the lien is claimed, the person
filing such claim must designate in the claim the
amount due him on each piece of property, otherwise
the lien of such claim is postponed to other liens.
The lien of such claim does not extend beyond the
amount designated as against other creditors having
liens upon either of such pieces of property.

RCW 60.04.110 SEC. 9. Section 10, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 and
amended.

RCW 60.04.110 are each amended to read as follows:
Adetent The contractor shall be entitled to recover upon
owner and

conracor. the claim filed by him only such amount as may
be due him according to the terms of his contract,
after deducting all claims of other parties for labor
performed, materials furnished, and equipment sup-
plied; and in all cases where a claim shall be filed
under this chapter for labor performed, materials
furnished, or equipment supplied to any contractor,
he shall defend any action brought thereupon at his
own expense; and during the pendency of such ac-
tion, the owner may withhold from the contractor
the amount of money for which the claim is filed;,
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and in case of judgment against the owner or his
property, upon the lien, the owner shall be entitled
to deduct from any amount due or to become due
by him to the contractor, the amount of the judg-
ment and costs, and if the amount of such judgment
and costs shall exceed the amount due by him to
the contractor or if the owner shall have settled
with the contractors in full, he shall be entitled to
recover back from the contractor the amount, includ-
ing costs f or which the lien is established in excess
of any sum that may remain due from him to the
contractor.

SEC. 10. Section 12, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 and ROW 60.04.130
amended.

RCW 60.04.130 are each amended to read as follows:
In every case in which different liens are claimed Rank of lien-

against the same property, the court, in the judg- proceeds--

ment, must declare the rank of such lien or class of fees.

liens, which shall be in the following order:
(1) All persons performing labor.
(2) All persons furnishing material or supplying

equipment.
(3) The subcontractors.
(4) The original contractors.
The proceeds of the sale of the property must be

applied to each lien or class of liens in the order of
its rank; and personal judgment may be rendered
in an action brought to foreclose a lien, against any
party personally liable for any debt for which the
lien is claimed, and if the lien be established, the
judgment shall provide for the enforcement thereof
upon the property liable as in case of foreclosure of
mortgages; and the amount realized by such en-
forcement of the lien shall be credited upon the
proper personal judgment, and the deficiency, if any
remaining unsatisfied, shall stand as a personal judg-
ment, and may be collected by execution against the
party liable therefor. The court may allow, as part
of the costs of the action, the moneys paid for filing
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or recording the claim, and a reasonable attorney's
fee in the superior and supreme courts.

RCW 60.04.140 SEC. 11. Section 14, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 and
amended.

RCW 60.04.140 are each amended to read as follows:
Lien not dis- Thtaigoaprmsoyntoroervdnc
charged by Tetkn fapoisrynt rohreiec
taking note, of indebtedness for any labor performed, material

furnished, or equipment supplied for which lien is
created by law, shall not discharge the lien there-
f or, unless expressly received as payment and so
specified therein.

RCW 60.04.180 SEC. 12. Section 13, chapter 24, Laws of 1893 and
amended.

RCW 60.04.180 are each amended to read as follows:
Personal Nothing contained in this chapter shall be con-
action
preserved. strued to impair or affect the right of any person to

whom any debt may be due for labor performed,
material furnished, or equipment supplied to main-
tain a personal action to recover such debt against
the person liable theref or.

Passed the Senate February 6, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 280.
[ S. B. 138.]1

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS.

AN ACT relating to savings and loan associations; amending
section 2, chapter 235, Laws of 1945 and RCW 33.08.010;
amending section 57, chapter 235, Laws of 1945, as
amended by section 5, chapter 20, Laws of 1949, and RCW
33.12.130; amending section 66, chapter 235, Laws of 1945,
as amended by section 8, chapter 71, Laws of 1953, and
RCW 33.24.090; amending section 69, chapter 235, Laws of
1945, as amended by section 7, chapter 20, Laws of 1949,
and ROW 33.24.120; amending section 72, chapter 235, Laws
of 1945 and ROW 33.24.150; amending section 74, chapter
235, Laws of 1945, as amended by section 8, chapter 20,
Laws of 1949, and RCW 33.24.170; and adding three new
sections to chapter 235, Laws of 1945 and to chapter
33.08 ROW; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. No person, firm, company, association, Compliance

fiduciary, co-partnership, or corporation, either for- Use of words
in name or

eign or domestic, shall organize as, carry on or con- advertising-

duct the business of an association except in con- Savings.

formity with the terms and provisions of this title
or unless incorporated as a savings and loan associa-
tion under the laws of the United States or use in
name or advertising any of the following:

Any collocation employing either or both of the
words "building" or "loan" with one or more of the
words "saving, .. ".savings," "thrift," or words of
similar import except in conformity with this title;

Any collocation employing one or more of the
words "saving," "9savings," "thrift" or words of sim-
ilar import, with one or more of the words "associa-
tion," "institution," "society," "company," "corpora-
tion," or words of similar import, or abbreviations
thereof except in conformity with this title or un-
less authorized to do business under the laws of this
state or of the United States relating to savings and
loan associations, banks, or mutual savings banks;
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nor shall the word "federal" be used as a part of
such name unless the user is incorporated as a sav-
ings and loan association under the laws of the
United States.

Neither shall the words ''saving,'' or "'savings,"~
be used in any name or advertising or to represent
in any manner to indicate that his or its business is
of the character or kind of business carried on or
transacted by an association or which is calculated
to lead any person to believe that his or its business
is that of an association unless authorized to do busi-
ness under the laws of this state or of the United
States relating to savings and loan associations,
banks, or mutual savings banks.

Every person who, and every director and officer
of every corporation which, to the knowledge of
such director or officer, violates any provision of
this section, shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
Such conduct shall also be deemed a nuisance and
subject to abatement in the manner prescribed by
law at the instance of the state supervisor of savings
and loan associations or any other public body or
officer authorized to do so.

The provisions of this section shall have no ap-
plication to use of any word or collocation of words
or to any representation or advertising which had
been adopted and lawfully used by any person, firm,
company, association, fiduciary, co-partnership or
corporation lawfully engaged in business at the ef-
fective date of this act.

ROW 33.12.130 SEC. 2. Section 57, chapter 235, Laws of 1945, as
amended. amended by section 5, chapter 20, Laws of 1949, and

RCW 33.12.130 are each amended to read as follows:

Powers, re- Every association shall have on hand at all times
available in available funds, to enable it to pay withdrawals
fund require-
ments, in excess of receipts and to meet accruing expenses,

a sum not less than three percent of the aggregate
of the savings accounts of its members. Such fund
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shall consist of cash on hand and balances due from Available

solvent banks or checks in transit for collection from ments.

solvent banks, including funds deposited on time or
demand with the federal home loan bank of which
the association is a stockholder, certificates of de-
posit or time deposits in a bank, or savings accounts
in other insured savings and loan associations or
banks.

In addition, every association shall have on hand
at all times, either in cash or in bonds or obligations
authorized by RCW 33.24.020 to 33.24.040 and 33.24-
.090, which cash, bonds or other obligations shall not
be pledged or otherwise held as security for the pay-
ment of any obligations of the association, as fol-
lows:

Seven percent of the aggregate of the savings ac-
counts of its members, if the principal place of busi-
ness of the association shall be in a city or town
having a population of not more than twenty-five
thousand persons;

Nine percent of such savings accounts, if such
principal place of business shall be in a city having
a population in excess of twenty-five thousand per-
sons and of not more than two hundred thousand
persons; and

Eleven percent of such savings accounts, if such
principal place of business shall be in a city having
a population of more than two hundred thousand
persons.

Whenever an association shall have on hand less
available funds or bonds or obligations than are
hereinabove required or when it shall owe borrowed
money in an amount equal to one-half of its legal
borrowing capacity as fixed by the federal home
loan bank of which the association is a stockholder,
it shall discontinue the making of any loans or other
investments, except those for which its commit-
ments have previously been issued, until a status
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complying with the provisions of this section shall
be re-established.

RCW 33.24.090 SEC. 3. Section 66, chapter 235, Laws of 1945, as
amended, amended by section 8, chapter 71, Laws of 1953, and

RCW 33.24.090 are each amended to read as follows:
Loans, invest- An association may invest its funds in stock or
ments, obliga-
tions of notes, bonds, debentures, or other such obligations
federal and
state agencies of any federal home loan bank, the Home Owners'
-Investment
in other LonCroain nyfdrlln ak the Fed
associations.LonCroainanfeealadumi, e-

eral Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, the
Federal Housing Administration, the Federal Na-
tional Mortgage Association, or any other instrumen-
tality of the federal government, or any state or
federal agency organized under the laws of the
United States or of the state of Washington author-
ized to loan to or act as a fiscal agency for, or in-
surer of, a savings and loan association.

An association may become a member of and in-
vest its funds in other savings and loan associations
organized under either federal or state law, which
have an authorized office in this state: Provided,
That the investment in any such other savings and
loan association shall not exceed the amount which
is insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insur-
ance Corporation.

RCW 33.24.120 SEC. 4. Section 69, chapter 235, Laws of 1945, as
amended. amended by section '7, chapter 20, Laws of 1949, and

RCW 33.24.120 are each amended to read as follows:
Appraisal for For every mortgage loan, the borrower shall exe-
m=tage cute a note and a mortgage which shall constitute

a first lien upon a fee estate in improved real prop-
erty. For such loan, the appraised value shall be the
value of the land and the permanent improvements
thereon. Appraisals for loan purposes shall be made
by two appraisers appointed by the board of direc-
tors, either or both of whom, if qualified, may be
directors of the association: Provided, That the di-
rectors of an association may by resolution authorize
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the reduction in the number of appraisers on every
type loan to one qualified appraiser. In cases of
loans insured or guaranteed in whole or in part by
a government agency, an appraisal by an authorized
appraiser appointed by the board shall be required
in addition to the appraisal made by the government
agency.

Every appraisal shall be made in writing, shall
state that each appraiser has personally examined
said property, has no personal interest therein, the
conservative value of the property as so determined,
and shall be signed by the appraisers. Such ap-
praisal shall be filed with the association, before any
mortgage loan shall be made.

Every mortgage loan, before making, shall be
approved by the directors of the association or by
a loan committee of the directors appointed for the
purpose.

SEC. 5. Section 72, chapter 235, Laws of 1945 and Rcw 33.24.150

RCW 33.24.150 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

An association may invest its funds in promis- Notes secured
by savings

sory notes secured by the pledge or assignment of account.

the savings account of the borrowing member. Any
such loan shall not exceed ninety percent of the
balance due to the member upon such savings ac-
count.

An association may invest its funds in loans upon
the security of a savings account in any other savings
and loan assocation doing business in this state, if
such account be insured by the federal savings and
loan insurance corporation or any other federal or
state agency. Any such loan shall not exceed
ninety percent of the amount of such account or
ninety percent of the amount of the insurance
thereon, whichever is the smaller.

The pledge to any association or federal savings
and loan association of all or part of a savings ac-
count in joint tenancy signed by that person or those
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persons who are authorized in writing to make
withdrawals from the account shall, unless the
terms of the savings account provide specifically to
the contrary, be a valid pledge and transfer to the
assocation. of that part of the account pledged, and
shall not operate to sever or terminate the joint and
survivorship ownership of all or any part of the
account.

RCW 33.24.170 SEC. 6. Section 74, chapter 235, Laws of 1945, as
amended.

amended by section 8, chapter 20, Laws of 1949, and
RCW 33.24.170 are each amended to read as follows:

Real estate An association may invest a reasonable amount
for its own
use, of its funds in real property or leasehold interests

therein for use in the transaction of its business
when:

(1) The aggregate of its contingent fund, sur-
plus, and undivided profits accounts equals five per-
cent of the aggregate of its savings accounts;

(2) its directors, by three-fourths majority vote,
approve the making of such investment; and

(3) the total investment in such property does
not exceed seven and one-half percent of the aggre-
gate of its savings accounts.

The foregoing restrictions of this section shall
not affect existing investments of associations. No
association may invest its funds in real property or
leasehold interests therein for use in the transac-
tion of its business without the prior written ap-
proval of the supervisor.

Any real estate, except that used for the transac-
tion of its business which is not sold by an association
within five years from and after the time title is ac-
quired, shall be depreciated at not less than ten per-
cent of the book value at the close of each annual
period, unless an extension of time be granted by the
supervisor.
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SEC. 7. There is added to chapter 235, Laws of New section.

1945 and to chapter 33.08 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

An association with the written approval of the Branch associ-
ations author-

supervisor, may establish and operate branches in izedi-Pro-

any county of the state. Limitations.

An association desiring to establish a branch
shall file a written application therefor with the
supervisor, who shall approve or disapprove the
application within six months after receipt.

A branch shall not be established at a place in
which the supervisor would not permit a proposed
new association to engage in business, by reason of
any consideration contemplated by RCW 33.08.060.
A branch shall not be established or permitted if the
contingent fund, loss reserves and guaranty stock
are less than the aggregate paid-in capital which
would be required by law as a prerequisite to the es-
tablishment and operation of an equal number of
branches in like locations by a bank. If the applica-
tion f or a branch is not approved, the association
shall have the right to appeal in the same manner
and within the same time as provided by RCW 33-
.08.070. The association when delivering said ap-
plication to the supervisor shall transmit to him a
check for one hundred dollars to cover the expense
of the investigation. An association shall not move
any office from its immediate vicinity without prior
approval of the supervisor.

SEC. 8. There is added to chapter 235, Laws of Nwscin
1945 and to chapter 33.08 RCW a new section to read
as f ollows:

At least thirty days prior to approving an appli- New associ-
cation f or the establishment of a new association or baon oic

branch the supervisor shall have published on three f'or-Potests.

different dates in a newspaper of general circulation
in the community in which the new office is to be
established, a notice stating he has received an ap-
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plication for a new association or branch office to be
established in a given specific location. A similar
notice shall also be mailed by the supervisor to all
savings and loan association offices within a fifty
mile area of the proposed new office. Persons inter-
ested in protesting the application may contact the
supervisor in person or by writing prior to a date
which shall be given in said notice.

Emergency. SEC. 9. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immedi-
ately.

Passed the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 281.
[5S. B. 151.

OFFICIAL STATE SONG.
AN ACT designating "Washington My Home" as the official song

of the state of Washington; and adding a new section to
chapter 1.20 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 1.20 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

Official song The song, music and lyrics, "Washington My
designated. Home", composed by Helen Davis, is hereby desig-

nated as the official song of the state Washington.

Proceeds of SEC. 2. All proceeds from the sale of the official
in promotion, song of the state as designated in section 1 of this

act shall be placed in a special account of the general
fund to be used by the department of commerce and
economic development for advertising the state of
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Washington and promoting the official song of the
state.

Passed the Senate February 23, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 282.
[ Sub. S. B. 52.

THE SECURITIES ACT OF WASHINGTON.
AN ACT relating to securities; defining terms; providing for an

administrator of securities and an advisory committee;
defining powers and duties; providing penalties; and re-
pealing chapter 69, Laws of 1923, chapter 97, Laws of
1935, chapter 182, Laws of 1937; chapter 124, Laws of
1939; chapter 169, Laws of 1943; chapter 231, Laws of
1943; chapter 189, Laws of 1947; chapter 150, Laws of 1949;
and chapter 230, Laws of 1951; and chapter 21.04 RCW;
chapter 178, Laws of 1937, chapter 64, Laws of 1951 and
chapter 21.08 RCW; chapter 110, Laws of 1939 and chapter
21.12 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

FRAUDULENT AND OTHER PROHIBITED
PRACTICE

SECTION 1. It is unlawful for any person, in con- Unlawu acts
,s to offer.nection with the offer, sale or purchase of any se- sale or pur-

curity, directly or indirectly: cae

(1) To employ any device, scheme, or artifice to
defraud;

(2) To make any untrue statement of a material
fact or to omit to state a material fact necessary in
order to make the statements made, in the light of
the circumstances under which they are made, not
misleading; or

(3) To engage in any act, practice, or course of
business which operates or would operate as a fraud
or deceit upon any person.
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Unlawful acts
when advis- SEC. 2. It is unlawful f or any person who re-
ing another. ceives any consideration from another party -pri-

marily for advising the other person as to the value
of securities or their purchase or sale, whether
through the issuance of analyses or reports or other-
wise:

(1) To employ any device, scheme, or artifice to
defraud the other person; or

(2) To engage in any act, practice, or course of
business which operates or would operate as a fraud
or deceit upon the other person.

Requisites for SEC. 3. It is unlawful for any investment adviser
investment
advisory to enter into, extend, or renew any investment ad-
Otews visory contract unless it provides in writing:

unlawful. (1) That the investment adviser shall not be

compensated on the basis of a share of capital gains
upon or capital appreciation of the funds or any por-
tion of the funds of the client;

(2) That no assignment of the contract may be
made by the investment adviser without the consent
of the other party to the contract; and

(3) That the investment adviser, if a partner-
ship, shall notify the other party to the contract of
any change in the membership of the partnership
within a reasonable time after the change.

Subsection (1) above does not prohibit an in-
vestment advisory contract which provides for com-
pensation based upon the total value of a fund aver-
aged over a definite period, or as of definite dates or
taken as of a definite date. "Assignment," as used
in subsection (2) above, includes any direct or in-
direct transfer or hypothecation of an investment
advisory contract by the assignor or of a controlling
block of the assignor's outstanding voting securities
by a security holder of the assignor; but, if the in-
vestment adviser is a partnership, no assignment of
an investment advisory contract is considered to
result from the death or withdrawal of a minority of
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the members of the investment adviser having only
a minority interest in the business of the investment
adviser, or from the admission to the investment
adviser of one or more members who, after admis-
sion, will be only a minority of the members and
will have only a minority interest in the business.

REGISTRATION OF BROKER-DEALERS, SALES-
MEN, AND INVESTMENT ADVISERS

SEC. 4. It is unlawful for any person to transact Registration

business in this state as a broker-dealer or salesman, required.

except in transactions exempt under section 32 of
this act, unless he is registered under this act. It is
unlawful for any broker-dealer or issuer to employ
a salesman unless the salesman is registered. It is
unlawful for any person to transact business in this
state as an investment adviser unless (1) he is so
registered under this act, or (2) he is registered as
a broker-dealer under this act, or (3) his only cli-
ents in this state are investment companies as de-
fined in the investment company act of 1940, or
insurance companies.

SEC. 5. A broker-dealer, salesman, or investment Registration

adviser may apply for registration by filing with the coset om
fee-Scope ofdirector an application together with a consent to fregistration.

service of process in such form as the director shall
prescribe and payment of the fee prescribed in sec-
tion 34 of this act. Registration of a broker-dealer
automatically constitutes registration of all part-
ners, officers or directors of such broker-dealer as
salesmen (except any partner, officer or director
whose registration as a salesman is denied, sus-
pended or revoked under section 11 of this act) with-
out the filing of applications for registration as sales-
men or the payment of fees for registration as sales-
men.
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Contents of
application. SEC. 6. The application shall contain whatever

information the director requires concerning such
matters as:

(1) The applicant's form and place of organiza-
tion;

(2) The applicant's proposed method of doing
business;

(3) The qualifications and business history of
the applicant and in the case of a broker-dealer or
investment adviser, any partner, officer, or director;

(4) Any injunction or administrative order or
conviction of a misdemeanor involving a security or
any aspect of the securities business and any con-
viction of a felony; and

(5) The applicant's financial condition and his-
tory.

SEC. 7. If no denial order is in effect and no pro-
ceeding is pending under section 11 of this act, reg-
istration becomes effective when the applicant has
successfully passed the written examination re-
quired under this section. The director shall require
as a condition of registration that the applicant (and,
in the case of a corporation or partnership, all of-
ficers, directors or partners doing securities business
in this state) pass a written examination as evidence
of knowledge of the securities business: Provided,
That not more than two officers of an issuer may
be registered as a salesman for a particular original
offering of the issuers securities without being re-
quired to pass such written examination: And pro-
vided further, That no such officer may again regis-
ter within five years as such salesman for this or
any other issuer without passing the written exami-
nation. Such examination shall be given twice a
year or at such more frequent intervals as the ad-
visory committee shall direct.

SEC. 8. Registration of a broker-dealer, salesman
or investment adviser shall be effective until March
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of the following year and may be renewed as here- Dato, of

inaf ter provided. The registration of asalesman is -Salcesman'

not effective during any period when he is not as- association.

sociated with an issuer or a registered broker-dealer
specified in his application or a notice filed with the
director. When a salesman begins or terminates a
connection with an issuer or registered broker-
dealer, the salesman and the issuer or broker-dealer
shall promptly notify the director.

SEC. 9. Registration of a broker-dealer, salesman Registration
renewal, req-

or investment adviser may be renewed by filing with nisites--

the director prior to the expiration thereof an ap- application.

plication containing such information as the director
may require to indicate any material change in the
information contained in the original application or
any renewal application for registration as a broker-
dealer, salesman or investment adviser filed with
the director by the applicant, payment of the pre-
scribed fee, and, in the case of a broker-dealer, a
financial statement showing the financial condition
of such broker-dealer as of a date within ninety
days. A registered broker-dealer or investment ad-
viser may file an application for registration of a
successor, whether or not the successor is then in
existence, for the unexpired portion of the year with-
out payment of any fee.

SEC. 10. Every registered broker-dealer and in- Accounts,
records

vestment adviser shall make and keep such accounts Examination

and other records, except with respect to securitiesof

exempt under section 31 (1) of this act, which ac-
counts and other records shall be prescribed by the
director. All records so required shall be preserved
for three years unless the director prescribes other-
wise for particular types of records. All the records
of a registered broker-dealer or investment adviser
are subject at any time or from time to time to such
reasonable periodic, special or other examinations
by representatives of the director, within or with-
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out this state, as the director deems necessary or ap-
propriate in the public interest or for the protec-
ion of investors.

Denial, sus SEC. 11. The director may by order deny, sus-
pension,
revocation of pend, or revoke registration of any broker-dealer,
Grounds. salesman, or investment adviser if he finds that the

order is in the public interest and that the applicant
or registrant or, in the case of a broker-dealer or
investment adviser, any partner, officer, or director:

(1) Has filed an application for registration un-
der this section which, as of its effective date, or as
of any date after filing in the case of an order deny-
ing effectiveness, was incomplete in any material
respect or contained any statement which was, in the
light of the circumstances under which it was made,
false, or misleading with respect to any material
fact;

(2) Has willfully violated or willfully failed to
comply with any provision of this act or a prede-
cessor act or any rule or order under this act or a
precedessor act;

(3) Has been convicted, within the past five
years, of any misdemeanor involving a security or
any aspect of the securities business, or any felony
involving moral turpitude;

(4) Is permanently or temporarily enjoined by
any court of competent jurisdiction from engaging
in or continuing any conduct or practice involving
any aspect of the securities business;

(5) Is the subject of an order of the director
denying, suspending, or revoking registration as a
broker-dealer, salesman, or investment adviser;

(6) Is the subject of an order entered within the
past five years by the securities administrator of any
other state or by the federal securities and exchange
commission denying or revoking registration as a
broker-dealer or salesman, or the substantial equi-
valent of those terms as defined in this act, or is the
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subject of an order of the federal securities and ex-
change commission suspending or expelling him
from a national securities exchange or national se-
curities association registered under the securities
exchange act of 1934, or is the subject of a United
States post office fraud order; but (a) the director
may not institute a revocation or suspension pro-
ceeding under this clause more than one year from
the date of the order relied on, and (b) he may not
enter any order under this clause on the basis of an
order unless that order was based on facts which
would currently constitute a ground for an order
under this section;

(7) Has engaged in dishonest or unethical prac-
tices in the securities business;

(8) Is insolvent, either in the sense that his
liabilities exceed his assets or in the sense that he
cannot meet his obligations as they mature; but the
director may not enter an order against a broker-
dealer or investment adviser under this clause with-
out a finding of insolvency as to the broker-dealer
or investment adviser; or

(9) Has not complied with a condition imposed
by the director under section 10 of this act, or is not
qualified on the basis of such factors as training,
experience, or knowledge of the securities business;
or

(10) Has failed to pay the proper filing fee; but
the director may enter only a denial order under
this clause, and he shall vacate any such order when
the deficiency has been corrected.

The director may by order summarily postpone
or suspend registration pending final determination
of any proceeding under this section.

SEC. 12. Upon the entry of the order under sec- --- rder
tion 11 of this act, the director shall promptly notify -Request

for notice
the applicant or registrant, as well as the em- of. hearing.

ployer or prospective employer if the applicant or
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registrant is a salesman, that it has been entered
and of the reasons theref or and that if requested by
the applicant or registrant within fifteen days after
the receipt of the director's notification the matter
will be promptly set down for hearing. If no hear-
ing is requested and none is ordered by the director,
the order will remain in effect until it is modified or
vacated by the director. If a hearing is requested
or ordered, the director, after notice of and oppor-
tunity for hearing, may modify or vacate the order
or extend it until final determination. No order may
be entered under section 11 denying or revoking
registration without appropriate prior notice to the
applicant or registrant (as well as the employer or
prospective employer if the applicant or registrant
is a salesman), opportunity for hearing, and written
findings of fact and conclusions of law.

SEC. 13. If the director finds that any registrant
or applicant for registration is no longer in existence
or has ceased to do business as a broker-dealer, in-
vestment adviser or salesman, or is subject to an
adjudication of mental incompetence or to the con-
trol of a committee, conservator, or guardian, or
cannot be located after reasonable search, the di-
rector may by order cancel the registration or ap-
plication.

REGISTRATION OF SECURITIES

SEC. 14. It is unlawful for any person to offer or
sell any security in this state, except securities ex-
empt under section 31 of this act or when sold in
transactions exempt under section 32 of this act,
unless such security is registered by notification, co-
ordination, or qualificaton under this act.

REGISTRATION BY NOTIFICATION

SEC. 15. The following securities may be regis-
tered by notification, whether or not they are also

[13181]
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eligible for registration by coordination under this Registration

act: -Require-

(1) Any security whose issuer and any prede-
cessors have been in continuous operation for at
least five years if,

(a) there has been no default during the current
fiscal year or within the three preceding fiscal years
in the payment of principal, interest, or dividends on
any security of the issuer (or any predecessor) with
a fixed maturity or a fixed interest or dividend pro-
vision, and

(b) the issuer and any predecessors during the
past three fiscal years have had average net earn-
ings, determined in accordance with generally ac-
cepted accounting practices, which are applicable
to all securities without a fixed maturity or a fixed
interest or dividend provision and which (i) equal
at least five percent of the amount of securities with-
out a fixed maturity or a fixed interest or dividend
provision outstanding at the date the registration
statement is filed (as measured by the maximum
offering price or the market price on a day selected
by the registrant within thirty days before the date
of filing the registration statement whichever is
higher, or if there is neither a readily determinable
market price nor an offering price, book value on a
day selected by the registrant within ninety days of
the date of filing the registration statement), or (ii)
if the issuer and any predecessors have not had any
securities without a fixed maturity or a fixed interest
or dividend provision outstanding for three full fiscal
years, equal [to] at least five percent of the amount
(as measured by the maximum public offering
price) of such securities which will be outstanding
if all the securities being offered or proposed to be
offered (whether or not they are proposed to be
registered or offered in this state) are issued.

(2) Any security (other than a certificate of in-
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terest or participation in an oil, gas or mining title
or lease or in payments out of production under such
a title or lease) registered for nonissuer distribution
if any security of the same class has ever been reg-
istered under this act or a predecessor act, or the
security being registered was originally issued pur-
suant to an exemption under this act or a predeces-
sor act.

SEC. 16. A registration statement by notification
shall contain the following information and be ac-
companied by the following documents, in addition
to payment of the registration fee prescribed in sec-
tion 34 of this act and, if required under section 33
of this act, a consent to service of process meeting
the requirements of that section:

(1) A statement demonstrating eligibility for
registration by notification.

(2) With respect to the issuer: Its name, ad-
dress, and form of organization; the state (or foreign
jurisdiction) and the date of its organization; and
the general character and location of its business.

(3) A description of the securities being regis-
tered.

(4) Total amount of securities to be offered and
amount of securities to be offered in this state.

(5) The price at which the securities are to be
offered f or sale to the public; any variation therefrom
at which any portion of the offering is to be made to
any persons, other than as underwriting and selling
discounts or commissions; and the estimated max-
imum aggregate underwriting and selling discounts
or commissions and finders' fees (including cash,
securities, or anything else of value).

(6) Names and addresses of the managing un-
derwriters and a description of the plan of distribu-
tion of any securities which are to be offered other-
wise than through an underwriter.

(7) Description of any security options out-
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standing or to be created in connection with the
offering.

(8) Any adverse order, judgment or decree pre-
viously entered in connection with the offering by
any court or the federal securities and exchange
commission.

(9) A copy of any offering circular or prospectus
to be used in connection with the offering.

(10) In the case of any registration under sec-
tion 15 (2) of this act which does not also satisfy the
conditions of section 15 (1) of this act, a balance
sheet of the issuer as of a date within four months
prior to the filing of the registration statement, and
a summary of earnings for each of the two fiscal
years preceding the date of the balance sheet and
for any period between the close of the last fiscal
year and the date of the balance sheet, or for the
period of the issuer's and any predecessors' exis-
tence if less than two years.

SE~C. 17. If no stop order is in effect and no pro- -Time

ceeding is pending under sections 28 and 30 of this effective.

act, a registration statement by notification auto-
matically becomes effective at three o'clock pacific
standard time in the afternoon of the second full
business day after the filing of the registration state-
ment or the last amendment, or at such earlier time
as the director determines.

REGISTRATION BY COORDINATION

SEC. 18. Any security for which a registration Registration
by coordia-

statement has been filed under the securities act of ion Requfre-

1933 or any securities for which filings have been Contents.

made pursuant to rules and regulations A and A-M
pursuant to subsection (b) of Sec. 3 of said secur-
ities act in connection with the same offering may
be registered by coordination. A registration state-
ment under this section shall contain the following
information and be accompanied by the following
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documents, in addition to payment of the registra-
tion fee prescribed in section 34 of this act and, if
required under section 33 of this act, a consent to
service of process meeting the requirements of that
section:

(1) Three copies of the prospectus, offering cir-
cular and/or letters of notification, filed under the
securities act of 1933 together with all amendments
thereto;

(2) The amount of securities to be offered in
this state;

(3) The states in which a registration statement
or similar document in connection with the offering
has been or is expected to be filed;

(4) Any adverse order, judgment or decree pre-
viously entered in connection with the offering by
any court or the securities and exchange commis-
sion;

(5) If the director, by rule or otherwise, requires
a copy of the articles of incorporation and bylaws
(or their substantial equivalents) currently in ef-
fect, a copy of any agreements with or among under-
writers, a copy of any indenture or other instrument
governing the issuance of the security to be regis-
tered, and a specimen or copy of the security;

(6) If the director requests, any other informa-
tion, or copies of any other documents, filed under
the securities act of 1933; and

(7) An undertaking to forward promptly all
amendments to the federal registration statement,
offering circular and/or letters of notification, other
than an amendment which merely delays the ef-
fective date.

-Time SEC. 19. A registration statement by coordination
effective (if cin1 fti c eoe
conditions under secin1oftsat automaticallybeo s
satisfied). effective at the moment the federal registration

statement or other filing becomes effective if all the
following conditions are satisfied:
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(1) No stop order is in effect and no proceeding
is pending under sections 28 and 30 of this act;

(2) The registration statement has been on file
with the director for at least ten days; and

(3) A statement of the maximum and minimum
proposed offering prices and the maximum under-
writing discounts and commissions has been on file
for two full business days or such shorter period as
the director permits by rule or otherwise and the
offering is made within those limitations. The reg-
istrant shall promptly notify the director by tele-
phone or telegram of the date and time when the
federal registration statement or other filing became
effective and the content of the price amendment, if
any, and shall promptly file a post-effective amend-
ment containing the information and documents in
the price amendment. "Price amendment" means "Price

the final federal amendment which includes a state-_mndet
ment of the offering price, underwriting and selling
discounts or commissions, amount of proceeds, con-
version rates, call prices, and other matters depend-
ent upon the offering price.

SEC. 20. Upon failure to receive the required
notification and post-effective amendment with re-
spect to the price amendment referred to in section
19 of this act, the director may enter a stop order,
without notice of hearing, retroactively denying ef-
fectiveness to the registration statement or suspend-
ing its effectiveness until compliance with section
19, if he promptly notified the registrant by tele-
phone or telegram (and promptly confirms by letter
or telegram when he notifies by telephone) of the
issuance of the order. If the registrant proves com-
pliance with the requirements as to notice and post-
effective amendment, the stop order is void as of the
time of its entry. The director may by rule or
otherwise waive either or both of the conditions
specified in subsections 19 (2) and (3). If the federal

[ 1323 1
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registration statement or other filing becomes ef -
fective before all these conditions are satisfied and
they are not waived, the registration statement au-
tomatically becomes effective as soon as all the con-
ditions are satisfied. If the registrant advises the
director of the date when the f ederal registration
statement or other filing is expected to become ef -
f ective the director shall promptly advise the reg-
istrant by telephone or telegram, at the registrant's
expense, whether all the conditions are satisfied and
whether he then contemplates the institution of a
proceeding under sections 28 and 30 of this act; but
this advice by the director does not preclude the in-
stitution of such a proceeding at any time.

REGISTRATION BY QUALIFICATION
SEC. 21. Any security may be registered by

qualification. A registration statement under this
section shall contain the following information and
be accompanied by the following documents, in ad-
dition to payment of the registration fee prescribed
in section 34 of this act, and, if required under sec-
tion 33 of this act, a consent to service of process
meeting the requirements of that section:

(1) With respect to the issuer and any significant
subsidiary: Its name, address, and form of organiza-
tion; the state or foreign jurisdiction and date of its
organization; the general character and location of
its business; and a description of its physical prop-
erties and equipment.

(2) With respect to every director and officer of
the issuer, or person occupying a similar status or
performing similar functions: His name, address,
and principal occupation for the past five years; the
amount of securities of the issuer held by him as of a
specified date within ninety days of the filing of the
registration statement; the remuneration paid to all
such persons in the aggregate during the past twelve
months, and estimated to be paid during the next
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twelve months, directly or indirectly, by the issuer
(together with all predecessors, parents and sub-
sidiaries).

(3) With respect to any person not named in
subsection 21 (2) of this act, owning of record, or
beneficially if known, ten percent or more of the
outstanding shares of any class of equity security of
the issuer: The information specified in subsection
21 (2) other than his occupation.

(4) With respect to every promoter, not named
in subsection 21 (2) of this act, if the issuer was
organized within the past three years. The in-
formation specified in subsection 21 (2), any amount
paid to him by the issuer within that period or in-
tended to be paid to him, and the consideration for
any such payment.

(5) The capitalization and long-term debt (on
both a current and a pro forma basis) of the issuer
and any significant subsidiary, including a descrip-
tion of each security outstanding or being registered
or otherwise offered, and a statement of the amount
and kind of consideration (whether in the form of
cash, physical assets, services, patents, goodwill, or
anything else) for which the issuer or any subsidiary
has issued any of its securities within the past two
years or is obligated to issue any of its securities.

(6) The kind and amount of securities to be of-
fered; the amount to be offered in this state; the pro-
posed offering price and any variation therefrom at
which any portion of the offering is to be made to
any persons except as underwriting and selling dis-
counts and commissions; the estimated aggregate
underwriting and selling discounts or commissions
and finders' fees (including separately cash, securi-
ties, or anything else of value to accrue to the under-
writers in connection with the offering); the esti-
mated amounts of other selling expenses, and legal,
engineering, and accounting expenses to be incurred

[1325 J
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by the issuer in connection with the offering; the
name and address of every underwriter and every
recipient of a finders' fee; a copy of any underwrit-
ing or selling group agreement pursuant to which
the distribution is to be made, or the proposed form
of any such agreement whose terms have not yet
been determined; and a description of the plan of
distribution of any securities which are to be offered
otherwise than through an underwriter.

(7) The estimated cash proceeds to be received
by the issuer from the offering; the purposes for
which the proceeds are to be used by the issuer; the
amount to be used f or each purpose; the order or
priority in which the proceeds will be used for the
purposes stated; the amounts of any funds to be
raised from other sources to achieve the purposes
stated, and the sources of any such funds; and, if
any part of the proceeds is to be used to acquire any
property (including goodwill) otherwise than in the
ordinary course of business, the names and addresses
of the vendors and the purchase price.

(8) A description of any stock options or other
security options outstanding, or to be created in con-
nection with the offering, together with the amount
of any such options held or to be held by every per-
son required to be named in subsections 21 (2), (3),
(4), (5) or (7) of this act and by any person who
holds or will hold ten percent or more in the aggre-
gate of any such options.

(9) The states in which a registration statement
or similar document in connection with the offering
has been or is expected to be filed.

(10) Any adverse order, judgment, or decree
previously entered in connection with the offering
by any court or the securities and exchange com-
mission; a description of any pending litigation or
proceeding to which the issuer is a party and which
materially affects its business or assets (including
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any such litigation or proceeding known to be con-
templated by governmental authorities).

(11) A copy of any prospectus or circular in-
tended as of the effective date to be used in connec-
tion with the offering.

(12) A specimen or copy of the security being
registered; a copy of the issuer's articles of incorpo-
ration and bylaws, as currently in effect; and a copy
of any indenture or other instrument covering the
security to be registered.

(13) A signed or conformed copy of an opinion
of counsel, if available, as to the legality of the
security being registered.

(14) A balance sheet of the issuer as of a date
within four months prior to the filing of the registra-
tion statement; a profit and loss statement and
analysis of surplus for each of the three fiscal years
preceding the date of the balance sheet and for any
period between the close of the last fiscal year and
the date of the balance sheet, or for the period of
the issuer's and any predecessor's existence if less
than three years; and, if any part of the proceeds
of the offering is to be applied to the purchase of any
business, the same financial statements which would
be required if that business were the registrant.

SEC. 22. In the case of a non-issuer distribution, Non-issuer
distribution.

information may not be required under section 21 when infor-

of this act unless it is known to the person filing the quired.

registration statement or to the persons on whose
behalf the distribution is to be made, or can be
furnished by them without unreasonable effort or
expense.

SEC. 23. A registration statement by qualifica- Registration
by qualifica-

tion under section 21 of this act becomes effective tion statement
-When effec-

if no stop order is in effect and no proceeding is tive-Condi-

pending under sections 28 and 30 of this act, at three tos

o'clock pacific standard time in the afternoon of the
fifteenth day after the filing of the registration state-
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ment or the last amendment, or at such earlier time
as the director determines. The director may re-
quire as a condition of registration under this section
that a prospectus containing any designated part
of the information specified in section 21 be sent or
given to each person to whom an offer is made before
or concurrently with (1) the first written offer made
to him (otherwise than by means of a public ad-
vertisement) by or for the account of the issuer or
any other person on whose behalf the offering is
being made, or by any underwriter or broker-dealer
who is offering part of an unsold allotment or sub-
scription taken by him as a participant in the dis-
tribution, (2) the confirmation of any sale made by or
for the account of any such person, (3) payment pur-
suant to any such sale, or (4) delivery of the security
pursuant to any such sale, whichever first occurs;
but the director shall accept for use under any such
requirement a current prospectus or offering cir-
cular regarding the same securities filed under the
securities act of 1933 or regulations thereunder.

GENERAL PROVISIONS REGARDING
REGISTRATION OF SECURITIES

Registration SC 4 eitainsaeetmyb ie
statement, E.2.Argsrtonsaeetmyb ie
generally, by the issuer, any other person on whose behalf the

offering is to be made, or a registered broker-dealer.
Any document filed under this act or a predecessor
act within five years preceding the filing of a regis-
tration statement may be incorporated by reference
in the registration statement to the extent that the
document is currently accurate. The director may
by rule or otherwise permit the omission of any item
of information or document from any registration
statement.

:SEC. 25. The director may by rule or order re-
quire as a condition of registration by qualification
or coordination (1) that any security issued within
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the past three years or to be issued to a promoter
for a consideration substantially different from the
public offering price, or to any person for a consider-
tion other than cash, be deposited in escrow for a
period not to exceed one year after termination of
the offering; and (2) that the proceeds from the sale
of the registered security in this state be impounded
until the issuer receives a specified amount from the
sale of the security either in this state or elsewhere.
The director may by rule or order determine the
conditions of any escrow or impounding required
hereunder but he may not reject a depository solely
because of location in another state.

SEc. 26. When securities are registered by notifi-
cation, coordination, or qualification, they may be
offered and sold by the issuer, any other person on
whose behalf they are registered or by any registered
broker-dealer. Every registration shall remain ef-
fective until revoked by the director or until
terminated upon request of the registrant with the
consent of the director. All outstanding securities
of the same class as a registered security are con-
sidered to be registered for the purpose of any non-
issuer transaction.

SEC. 27. (1) The director may require the per-
son who filed the registration statement to file re-
ports, not more often than quarterly to keep reason-
ably current the information contained in the regis-
tration statement and to disclose the progress of the
offering with respect to registered securities which
(a) are issued by a face-amount certificate company
or a redeemable security issued by an open-end man-
agement company or unit investment trust as those
terms are defined in the investment company act of
1940, or (b) are being offered and sold directly by
or for the account of the issuer.

(2) During the period of public offering of
securities registered under the provisions of this

[13291
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act by notification or qualification financial data or
statements corresponding to those required under
the provisions of sections 16 and 21 of this act and
to the issuer's fiscal year shall be filed with the direc-
tor annually, not less than ninety days after the end
of each such year. If such statements are not certified
the director may verify them by examining the
issuer's books and records.

DENIAL, SUSPENSION AND REVOCATION OF
REGISTRATION OF SECURITIES

Stop order SEC. 28. The director may issue a stop order
-Gronds. denying effectiveness to, or suspending or revoking

the effectiveness of, any registration statement if he
finds that the order is in the public interest and that:

(1) The registration statement as of its effec-
tive date or as of any earlier date in the case of an
order denying effectiveness, is incomplete in any
material respect or contains any statement which
was, in the light of the circumstances under which it
was made, false or misleading with respect to any
material fact;

(2) Any provision of this act or any rule, order,
or condition lawfully imposed under this act has
been wilfully violated, in connection with the off er-
ing by (a) the person filing the registration state-
ment, (b) the issuer, any partner, officer, or direc-
tor of the issuer, any person occupying a similar
status or performing similar functions, or any person
directly or indirectly controlling or controlled by the
issuer, but only if the person filing the registration
statement is directly or indirectly controlled by or
acting for the issuer, or (c) any underwriter;

(3) The security registered or sought to be reg-
istered is the subject of a permanent or temporary
injunction of any court of competent jurisdiction
entered under any other federal or state act ap-
plicable to the offering; but (a) the director may
not institute a proceeding against an effective regis-
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tration statement under this clause more than one
year from the date of the injunction relief on, and
(b) he may not enter an order under this clause
on the basis of an injunction entered under any
other state act unless that order or injunction was
based on facts which would currently constitute a
ground for a stop order under this section;

(4) The issuer's enterprise or method of busi-
ness includes or would include activities which are
illegal where performed;

(5) The offering has worked or tended to work
a fraud upon purchasers or would so operate;

(6) When a security is sought to be registered by
notification, it is not eligible for such registration;

(7) When a security is sought to be registered
by coordination, there has been a failure to comply
with the undertaking required by subsection 18 (7)
of this act, or

(8) The applicant or registrant has failed to pay Denial

the proper registration fee; but the director may
enter only a denial order under this subsection and
he shall vacate any such order when the deficiency
has been corrected;

(9) The offering has been or would be made with
unreasonable amounts of underwriters' and sellers'
discounts, commissions, or compensation or pro-
motors' profits or participation, or unreasonable
amounts or kinds of options.

SEC. 29. The director may not enter a stop order Stop order
prohibited,

against an effective registration statement on the when.

basis of a fact or transaction known to him when
the registration statement became effective.

SEC. 30. Upon the entry of a stop order under Stop order
entered-

any part of section 28 of this act, the director shall Procedure
thereafter.

promptly notify the issuer of the securities and the
applicant or registrant that the order has been en-
tered and of the reasons theref or and that within
fifteen days after the receipt of a written request

[ 13311
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the matter will be set down for hearing. If no hear-
ing is requested within fifteen days and none is
ordered by the director, the director shall enter his
written findings of fact and conclusions of law and
the order will remain in effect until it is modified
or vacated by the director. If a hearing is requested
or ordered, the director, after notice of and opportu-
nity for hearing to the issuer and to the applicant
or registrant, shall enter his written findings of fact
and conclusions of law and may modify or vacate
the order. The director may modify or vacate a
stop order if he finds that the conditions which
prompted its entry have changed or that it is other-
wise in the public interest to do so.

EXEMPT SECURITIES

Exempt SEC. 31. Sections 14 through 30, inclusive, of this
securitiesapl anfoowg
listed, act shall not apyto ayof the floigsecurities:

(1) Any security (including a revenue obliga-
tion) issued or guaranteed by the United States,
any state, any political subdivision of a state, or any
agency or corporate or other instrumentality of one
or more of the foregoing; or any certificate of deposit
for any of the foregoing.

(2) Any security issued or guaranteed by
Canada, any Canadian province, any political sub-
division of any such province, any agency or corpo-
rate or other instrumentality of one or more of the
foregoing, or any other foreign government with
which the United States currently maintains diplo-
matic relations, if the security is recognized as a
valid obligation by the issuer or guarantor.

(3) Any security issued by and representing an
interest in or a debt of, or guaranteed by, any bank
organized under the laws of the United States, or
any bank or trust company organized or supervised
under the laws of any state.

(4) Any security issued by and representing an
interest in or a debt of, or guaranteed by, any federal
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savings and loan association, or any buildi 'ng and loan Eemprte

or similar association organized under the laws oflied
any state and authorized to do business in this state.

(5) Any security issued by and representing an
interest in or a debt of, or guaranteed by, any in-
surance company organized under the laws of this
state and authorized to do and actually doing busi-
ness in this state.

(6) Any security issued or guaranteed by any
federal credit union or any credit union, industrial
loan association, or similar association organized and
supervised under the laws of this state.

(7) Any security issued or guaranteed by any
railroad, other common carrier, public utility, or
holding company which is (a) subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the interstate commerce commission; (b) a
registered holding company under the public utility
holding company act of 1935 or a subsidiary of such
a company within the meaning of that act; (c)
regulated in respect of its rates and charges by a
governmental authority of the United States or any
state or municipality; or (d) regulated in respect of
the issuance or guarantee of the security by a govern-
mental authority of the United States, any state,
Canada, or any Canadian province; also equipment
trust certificates in respect of equipment condition-
ally sold or leased to a railroad or public utility, if
other securities issued by such railroad or public
utility would be exempt under this subsection.

(8) Any security listed or approved for listing
upon notice of issuance on the New York stock ex-
change, the American stock exchange, the Midwest
stock exchange, the Spokane stock exchange or any
other stock exchange registered with the federal
securities and exchange commission and approved
by the director; any other security of the same issuer
which is of senior or substantially equal rank; any
security called for by subscription rights or war-
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rants so listed or approved; or any warrant or right
to purchase or subscribe to any of the foregoing. The
director shall have power at any time by written
order to withdraw the exemption so granted as to
any particular security.

(9) Any security issued by any person organized
and operated not for private profit but exclusively
for religious, educational, benevolent, charitable,
fraternal, social, athletic, or reformatory purposes,
or as a chamber of commerce or professional as-
sociation.

(10) Any commercial paper which arises out of
a current transaction or the proceeds of which have
been or are to be used for current transaction, and
which evidences an obligation to pay cash within
nine months of the date of issuance, exclusive of
days of grace, or any renewal of such paper which
is likewise limited, or any guarantee of such paper
or of any such renewal, when such commercial paper
is sold to the banks or insurance companies.

(11) Any investment contract issued in connec-
tion with an employee's stock purchase, savings,
pension, profit-sharing, or similar benefit plan if the
director is notified in writing thirty days before the
inception of the plan or, with respect to plans which
are in effect on the effective date of this act, within
sixty days thereafter (or within thirty days before
they are reopened if they are closed on the effective
date of this act).

EXEMPT TRANSACTIONS

Exempt SEC. 32. Except as hereinafter in this section ex-
lis~ated. pressly provided, sections 4 through 30 inclusive of

this act shall not apply to any of the f ollowing
transactions:

(1) Any isolated transaction, or sales not involv-
ing a public offering, whether effected through a
broker-dealer or not.
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(2) Any nonissuer distribution of an outstanding 1,rP

security by a registered broker-dealer if (a) a listed.

recognized securities manual contains the names of
the issuer's officers and directors, a balance sheet of
the issuer as of a date within eighteen months, and a
profit and loss statement for either the fiscal year
preceding that date or the most recent year of opera-
tions, or (b) the security has a fixed maturity or a
fixed interest or dividend provision and there has
been no default during the current fiscal year or
within the three preceding fiscal years, or during the
existence of the issuer and any predecessors if less
than three years, in the payment of principal, in-
terest, or dividends on the security.

(3) Any nonissuer transaction effected by or
through a registered broker-dealer pursuant to an
unsolicited order or offer to buy; but the director
may by rule require that the customer acknowledge
upon a specified form that the sale was unsolicited,
and that a signed copy of each such f orm be pre-
served by the broker-dealer for a specified period.

(4) Any transaction between the issuer or other
person on whose behalf the offering is made and an
underwriter, or among underwriters.

(5) Any transaction in a bond or other evidence
of indebtedness secured by a real or chattel mortgage
or deed of trust, or by an agreement for the sale of
real estate or chattels, if the entire mortgage, deed
of trust, or agreement, together with all the bonds
or other evidences of indebtedness secured thereby,
is offered and sold as a unit.

(6) Any transaction by an executor, adminis-
trator, sheriff, marshal, receiver, trustee in bank-
ruptcy, guardian, or conservator.

(7) Any transaction executed by a bona fide
pledgee without any purpose of evading this act.

(8) Any offer or sale to a bank, savings institu-
tion, trust company, insurance company, investment
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transatin company as defined in the investment company act
listed. of 1940, pension or profit-sharing trust, or other

financial institution or institutional buyer, or to a
broker-dealer, whether the purchaser is acting for
itself or in some fiduciary capacity.

(9) Any transaction pursuant to an offer directed
by the offerer to not more than twenty persons
(other than those designated in subsection (8) of
this section) in this state during any period of twelve
consecutive months, whether or not the offerer or
any of the offerees is then present in this state, if
(a) the seller reasonably believes that all the buyers
are purchasing for investment, and (b) no commis-
sion or other remuneration is paid or given directly
or indirectly for soliciting any prospective buyer.

(10) Any offer or sale of a preorganization cer-
tificate or subscription if (a) no commission or other
remuneration is paid or given directly or indirectly
for soliciting any prospective subscriber, (b) the
number of subscribers does not exceed ten, and (c)
no payment is made by any subscriber.

(11) Any transaction pursuant to an offer to
existing security holders of the issuer, including per-
sons who at the time of the transaction are holders
of convertible securities, nontransferable warrants,
or transferable warrants exercisable within not
more than ninety days of their issuance, if (a) no
commission or other remuneration (other than a
standby commission) is paid or given directly or
indirectly for soliciting any security holder in this
state, or (b) the issuer first files a notice specifying
the terms of the off er and the director does not by
order disallow the exemption the next five full busi-
ness days.

(12) Any offer (but not a sale) of a security for
which registration statements have been filed under
both this act and the securities act of 1933 if no stop
order or refusal order is in effect and no public pro-
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ceeding or examination looking toward such an order Ex-p

is pending under either act. listed.

(13) The issuance of any stock dividend, whether
the corporation distributing the dividend is the is-
suer of the stock or not, if nothing of value is given
by stockholders for the distribution other than the
surrender of a right to a cash dividend where the
stockholder can elect to take a dividend in cash or
stock.

(14) Any transaction incident to a right of con-
version or a statutory or judicially approved re-
classification, recapitalization, reorganization, quasi-
reorganization, stock split, reverse stock split, mer-
ger, consolidation or sale of assets.

The director may by order deny or revoke the
exemption specified in subsection (2) of this section
with respect to a specific security. Upon the entry
of such an order, the director shall promptly notify
all registered broker-dealers that it has been entered
and of the reasons theref or and that within fifteen
days of the receipt of a written request the matter
will be set down f or hearing. If no hearing is re-
quested and none is ordered by the director, the
order will remain in effect until it is modified or
vacated by the director. If a hearing is requested
or ordered, the director, after notice of and oppor-
tunity for hearing to all interested persons, may
modify or vacate the order or extend it until final
determination. No order under this subsection may
operate retroactively. No person may be considered
to have violated this act by reason of any offer or
sale effected after the entry of an order under this
subsection if he sustains the burden of proof that he
did not know, and in the exercise of reasonable care
could not have known of the order. In any proceed-
ing under this act, the burden of proving an exemp-
tion from a definition is upon the person claiming it.

(15) The offer or sale by a registered broker-
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Extracin dealer, acting either as principal or agent, of se-
listed. curities previously sold and distributed to the public:

Provided, That:
(a) Such securities are sold at prices reasonably

related to the current market price thereof at the
time of sale, and, if such broker-dealer is acting as
agent, the commission collected by such broker-
dealer on account of the sale thereof is not in excess
of usual and customary commissions collected with
respect to securities and transactions having compar-
able characteristics:

(b) Such securities do not constitute the whole
or a part of an unsold allotment to or subscription or
participation by such broker-dealer as an under-
writer of such securities or as a participant in the
distribution of such securities by the issuer, by an
underwriter or by a person or group of persons in
substantial control of the issuer or of the outstanding
securities of the class being distributed; and

(c) The security has been lawfully sold and dis-
tributed in this state or any other state of the United
States under this or any act regulating the sale of
such securities.

(16) The director may, in his discretion, exempt
by the issuance of a certificate of exemption, trans-
actions whereby interests in oil and gas leases or
property are acquired by a partnership or joint
enterprise, if the partnership or joint venture file
in writing with the department a statement contain-
ing the following information:

(1) Proposed plan of operation.
(2) Amount of money to be raised and the

amount per subscription.
(3) A copy of proposed subscription.

If said plan appears to be just, fair and equitable,
and will not work a fraud upon the public, upon pay-
ment to the director of a permit fee of ten dollars,
said certificate of exemption may be issued and upon
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issuance of said certificate, any such transaction shall
be exempt from all of the provisions of this act.

CONSENT TO SERVICE OF PROCESS
SEC. 33. Every applicant for registration as a Irrevocable

consent tobroker-dealer, investment adviser, or salesman service of
process--under this act and every issuer which proposes to Service,

offer a security in this state through any person act-
ing on an agency basis in the common law sense
shall file with the director, in such form as he by rule
prescribes, an irrevocable consent appointing the
director or his successor in office to be the attorney
of the applicant to receive service of any lawful
process in any noncriminal suit, action, or proceed-
ing against the applicant or it or his successor, execu-
tor or administrator which arises under this act or
any rule or order hereunder after the consent has
been filed, with the same force and validity as if
served personally on the person filing the consent.
A person who has filed such a consent in connection
with a previous registration need not file another.
Service may be made by leaving a copy of the process
in the office of the director, but it is not effective un-
less (1) the plantiff, who may be the director in a
suit, action, or proceeding instituted by him, forth-
with sends notice of the service and a copy of the
process by registered mail to the defendant or re-
spondent at it or his last address on file with the
director, and (2) the plaintiff's affidavit of compli-
ance with this section is filed in the case on or before
the return day of the process, if any, or within such
further time as the court allows.

FEES
Fees (in ad-SEC. 34. The following fessalb adin ad- vance)-Dis-

vance under the provisions of this act:poion
(1) For registration of all securities other than

investment trusts and securities registered by co-
ordination the fee shall be fifty dollars for the first
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Fesoiin one hundred thousand dollars of initial issue, or por--
tion thereof in this state, based on offering price,
plus one-twentieth of one percent for any excess
over one hundred thousand dollars, with maximum
of five hundred dollars.

(2) For registration of investment trusts, the
fee shall be fifty dollars for the first one hundred
thousand dollars of initial issue, or portion thereof
in this state, based on offering price, plus one-twen-
tieth of one percent for any excess over one hundre 'd
thousand dollars with a maximum of one thousand
dollars.

(3) For registration by coordination, other than
investment trusts, the fee shall be twenty-five dol-
lars for initial filing fee for the first twelve month
period plus twenty-five dollars for each additional
twelve months in which the same offering is con-
tinued.

(4) For filing an annual statement, the fee shall
be five dollars.

(5) For registration of a broker-dealer or invest-
ment adviser, the fee shall be fifty dollars for origi-
nal registration and twenty-five dollars for each
annual renewal. When an application is denied or
withdrawn the director shall retain one-half of the
fee.

(6) For registration of a salesman, the fee shall
be ten dollars for original registration with each em-
ployer and five dollars for each annual renewal.
When an application is denied or withdrawn the
director shall retain one-half of the fee.

(7) For written examination for registration as
a salesman, the fee shall be fifteen dollars. For ex-
aminations for registration as a broker-dealer or
investment adviser, the fee shall be twenty-five
dollars.

(8) For certified copies of any documents filed
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with the director, the fee shall be the cost to the
department.

(9) All fees collected under this act shall be
turned in to the state treasury and shall not be re-
fundable, except as herein provided.

MISLEADING FILINGS

SEc. 35. It is unlawful for any person to make Misleading

or cause to be made, in any document filed with the funinasfu 1.

director or in any proceeding under this act, any
statement which is, at the time and in the light of the
circumstances under which it is made, false or mis-
leading in any material respect.

UNLAWFUL REPRESENTATIONS CONCERNING
REGISTRATION OR EXEMPTION

SEC. 36. Neither the fact that an application for Registration,
exemption,

registration under section 5 of this act, a registration not finig-

statement under sections 15, 18 or 21 of this act has so represent.

been filed, nor the fact that a person or security if
effectively registered, constitutes a finding by the
director that any document filed under this act is
true, complete and not misleading. Neither any such
fact nor the fact that an exemption or exception is
available for a security or a transaction means that
the director has passed in any way upon the merits
of qualifications of, or recommended or given ap-
proval to, any person, security, or transaction. It is
unlawful to make, or cause to be made, to any pros-
pective purchaser, customer, or client any repre-
sentation inconsistent with this section.

INVESTIGATIONS AND SUBPOENAS
SEC. 37. The director in his discretion (1) may Investiga-.

make such public or private investigations within or poenas,

without this state as he deems necessary to deter- authorized.

mine whether any registration should be granted,
denied or revoked or whether any person has vio-
lated or is about to violate any provision of this act
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or any rule or order hereunder, or to aid in the en-
forcement of this act or in the prescribing of rules
and forms hereunder, (2) may require or permit any
person to file a statement in writing, under oath or
otherwise as the director may determine, as to all
the facts and circumstances concerning the matter
to be investigated, and (3) may publish information
concerning any violation of this act or any rule or
order hereunder.

SEC. 38. For the purpose of any investigation or
proceeding under this act, the director or any officer
designated by him may administer oaths and affirma-
tions, subpoena witnesses, compel their attendance,
take evidence, and require the production of any
books, papers, correspondence, memoranda, agree-
ments, or other documents or records which the di-
rector deems relevant or material to the inquiry.

(1) In case of contumacy by, or refusal to obey
a subpoena issued to, any person, any court of com-
petent jurisdiction, upon application by the director,
may issue to that person an order requiring him to
appear before the director, or the officer designated
by him, there to produce documentary evidence if
so ordered or to give evidence touching the matter
under investigation or in question; and any failure
to obey the order of the court may be punished by
the court as a contempt of court.

(2) No person is excused from attending and
testifying or from producing any document or rec-
ord before the director or in obedience to the sub-
poena of the director or any officer designated by
him, or in any proceeding instituted by the director,
on the ground that the testimony or evidence (docu-
mentary or otherwise) required of him may tend to
incriminate him or subject him to a penalty or for-
feiture; but no individual may be prosecuted or sub-
j ected to any penalty or forfeiture for or on account
of any transaction, matter, or thing concerning
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which he is compelled, after claiming his privilege
against self-incrimination, to testify or produce evi-
dence (documentary or otherwise), except that the
individual so testifying shall not be exempt from
prosecution and punishment for perjury committed
in so testifying.

INJUNCTIONS
SEC. 39. Whenever it appears to the director that injunctions.

any person has engaged or is about to engage in any
act or practice constituting a violation of any pro-
vision of this act or any rule or order hereunder, he
may in his discretion bring an action in any court of
competent jurisdiction to enjoin any such acts or
practices and to enforce compliance with this act or
any rule or order hereunder. Upon a proper show-
ing a permanent or temporary injunction, restrain-
ing order, or writ of mandamus shall be granted and
a receiver or conservator may be appointed for the
defendant or the defendant's assets. The director
may not be required to post a bond.

CRIMINAL LIABILITIES
SEC. 40. Any person who wilfully violates any Violations.

penalty-
provision of this act except section 35, or who wil- Statute of

fully violates any rule or order under this act, or wholitaon
wilfully violates section 35 knowing the statement
made to be false or misleading in any material
respect, shall upon conviction be fined not more
than five thousand dollars or imprisoned not more
than three years, or both; but no person may be im-
prisoned for the violation of any rule or order if he
proves that he had no knowledge of the rule or
order. No indictment or information may be re-
turned under this act more than five years after the
alleged violation.

SEC. 41. The director may refer such evidence instituting

as may be available concerning violations of this proceedings.

act or of any rule or order hereunder to the attorney
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general or the proper prosecuting attorney, who
may in his discretion, with or without such a ref er-
ence, institute the appropriate criminal proceedings
under this act.

Punishment SEC. 42. Nothing in this act limits the power of
not exclusive.

the state to punish any person for any conduct which
constitutes a crime by statute or at common law.

CIVIL LIABILITIES

Civil lia- SEC. 43. (1) Any person, who off ers or sells a
Survval, security in violation of any provisions of sections

of actions-- 14 through 23 of this act, or offers or sells a security
Waiver of
act, void, by means of fraud or misrepresentation is liable to

the person buying the security from him, who may
sue either at law or in equity to recover the con-
sideration paid for the security, together with inter-
est at six percent per annum from the date of pay-
ment, costs, and reasonable attorneys' fees, less the
amount of any income received on the security, upon
the tender of the security, or for damages if he no
longer owns the security. Damages are the amount
that would be recoverable upon a tender less (a)
the value of the security when the buyer disposed
of it and (b) interest at six percent per annum. from
the date of disposition.

(2) Every person who directly or indirectly con-
trols a seller liable under subsection (1) above, every
partner, officer, or director (or person occupying a
similar status or performing similar functions) or
employee of such a seller who materially aids in
the sale, and every broker-dealer or salesman who
materially aids in the sale is also liable jointly and
severally with and to the same extent as the seller,
unless the nonseller who is so liable sustains the bur-
den of proof that he did not know, and in the exercise
of reasonable care could not have known, of the
existence of the facts by reason of which the liability
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is alleged to exist. There is contribution as in cases
of contract among the several persons so liable.

(3) Any tender specified in this section may be
made at any time before entry of judgment. Every
cause of action under this statute survives the death
of any person who might have been a plaintiff or
defendant. No person may sue under this section
more than two years after the contract of sale. No
person may sue under this section (a) if the buyer
received a written offer, before suit and at a time
when he owned the security, to refund the consider-
ation paid together with interest at six percent per
annum from the date of payment, less the amount
of any income received on the security, and he failed
to accept the offer within thirty days of its receipt,
or (b) if the buyer received such an offer before
suit and at a time when he did not own the security,
unless he rejected the offer in writing within thirty
days of its receipt.

(4) No person who has made or engaged in the
performance of any contract in violation of any pro-
vision of this act or any rule or order hereunder,
or who has acquired any purported right under any
such contract with knowledge of the facts by reason
of which its making or performance was in violation,
may base any suit on the contract. Any condition,
stipulation, or provision binding any person acquir-
ing any security to waive compliance with any pro-
vision of this act or any rule or order hereunder is
void.

JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ORDERS
SEC. 44. Any person aggrieved by a final order Tudicwa

review, pro-of the director may obtain a review of the order in cedure--

the county in which he resides or in any other court by director.

of competent jurisdiction by filing in court, within
sixty days after the entry of the order, a written
petition praying that the order be modified or set
aside in whole or in part. A copy of the petition
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shall be forthwith served upon the director, and
thereupon the director shall certify and file in court
a copy of the filing, testimony, and other evidence
upon which the order was entered. When these
have been filed, the court has exclusive jurisdiction
to affirm, modify, enforce, or set aside the order,
in whole or in part. No objection to the order may
be considered by the court unless it was urged be-
fore the director or there were reasonable grounds
for failure to do so. The findings of the director as
to the facts, if supported by substantial evidence, are
conclusive. If either party applies to the court for
leave to adduce additional evidence, and shows to
the satisfaction of the court that the additional evi-
dence is material and that there were reasonable
grounds for failure to adduce the evidence in the
hearing before the director, the court may order the
additional evidence to be taken before the director
and to be adduced upon the hearing in such manner
and upon such conditions as the court may consider
proper. The director may modify his findings as
the facts, by reason of the additional evidence so
taken; and he shall file any modified or new findings,
which if supported by substantial evidence shall be
conclusive, and any recommendation for the modifi-
cation or setting aside of the original order. The
commencement of proceedings under this action
does not, unless specifically ordered by the court,
operate as a stay of the director's order.

ADMINISTRATION OF ACT
Administra- SEC. 45. The administration of the provisions of
tion-Rules
and forms. this act shall be under the department of licenses.

The director may from time to time make, amend,
and rescind such rules and forms as are necessary to
carry out the provisions of this act. No rule or form,
may be made unless the director finds that the action
is necessary or appropriate in the public interest
or for the protection of investors and consistent
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with the purposes fairly intended by the policy and
provisions of this act. In prescribing rules and
forms the director may cooperate with the securities
administrators of the other states and the securities
and exchange commission with a view to effectu-
ating the policy of this statute to achieve maximum
uniformity in the form and content of registration
statements, applications, and reports wherever
practicable. All rules and forms of the director
shall be published.

SEC. 46. The director shall appoint a competent Administrator
of securities

person to administer this act who shall be designated -Duties.

administrator of securities. The director shall
delegate to the administrator such powers, subject
to the authority of the director, as may be necessary
to carry out the provisions of this act. The ad-
ministrator shall hold office at the pleasure of the
director.

SEC. 47. The administrator, and any person em- Administra-

ployed by him, shall be paid, in addition to regular ployees, ex-
penses and

compensation, transportation, fare, board, lodging compensation.

and other traveling expenses necessary and actually
incurred by each of them in the performance of
their duties under this act: Provided, That such sum
shall not exceed the amount set by RCW 43.03.050.

SEC. 48. It is unlawful for the director or any Disclosure,
use, of filed

of his officers or employees to use for personal benefit inform~ation,

any information which is filed with or obtained by
the director and which is not made public. The
director or any of his officers or employees shall not
disclose any such information or the fact that any
investigation is being made except among themselves
or when necessary or appropriate in a proceeding or
investigation under this act. No provision of this
act either creates or derogates from any privilege
which exists at common law or otherwise when
documentary or other evidence is sought under a
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subpoena directed to the director or any of his of -
ficers or employees.

Nonliability, SEC. 49. No provision of this act imposing any
good. liability applies to any act done or omitted in good

faith in conformity with any rule, form, or order
of the director, notwithstanding that the rule or
form may later be amended or rescinded or be
determined by judicial or other authority to be in-
valid for any reason.

Public SEC. 50. Every hearing in an administrative pro-
hearin .
Excepg... ceeding shall be public unless the director in his

discretion grants a request joined in by all the re-
spondents that the hearing be conducted privately.

Documents SEC. 51. A document is filed when it is received
terkep-- by the director. The director shall keep a register

When public, of all applications for registration and registration

statements which are or have ever been effective
under this act and all denial, suspension, or revoca-
tion orders which have ever been entered under this
act. The register shall be open for public inspection.
The information contained in or filed with any regis-
tration statement, application, or report may be
made available to the public under such rules as the
director prescribes.

Copies SEC. 52. Upon request and at such reasonable
As evidence, charges as he prescribes, the director shall furnish

to any person photostatic or other copies (certified
under his seal of office if requested) of any entry in
the register or any document which is a matter of
public record. In any proceeding or prosecution
under this act, any copy so certified is prima facie
evidence of the contents of the entry or document
certified.

intrprtatve SEC. 53. The director in his discretion may honor
opinive requests from interested persons for interpretative

opinions.
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PROOF OF EXEMPTION

SEC. 54. In any proceeding under this act, the Exemption,
burden of

burden of proving an exemption or an exception proof.

from a definition is upon the person claiming it.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

SEC. 55. There is hereby created a state advisory Advisory
committee.

committee which shall consist of seven members to Appointment.

be appointed by the director on the basis of their
experience and qualifications. The membership shall
be selected, insofar as possible, on the basis of giv-
ing both geographic representation and representa-
tion to all phases of the securities business including
the legal and accounting professions.

SEC. 56. (1) The committee shall select a chair- -Chairman,

man and a secretary from their group. Meetings.

(2) Regular meetings may be held quarterly, or
semiannually, and special meetings may be called
by the administrator upon at least seven days' writ-
ten notice to each committee member sent by regu-
lar mail.

SEC. 57. The first members of the committee shall -Members'
terms-

hold office as follows: Two members to serve two Vacancies.

years; two members to serve three years; and three
members to serve four years. Upon the expiration of
said original terms subsequent appointment shall
be for four years except in the case of a vacancy,
in which event appointment shall be only for the
remainder of the unexpired term in which the va-
cancy occurs.

SEC. 58. The advisory committee shall: -hites.
(1) Serve in an advisory capacity to the director

on all matters pertaining to this act.
(2) Acquaint themselves fully with the opera-

tions of the director's office as to the administration
of securities, broker-dealers, salesmen, and invest-
ment advisers, and periodically recommend to the
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director such changes in the rules and regulations of
the department in connection therewith as they
deem advisable.

(3) Prepare and publish a mimeographed report
on their recommendations.

(4) Appoint three of their members to act as an
examining committee. All examinations required
by this act shall be conducted in the manner pro-
vided in chapter 43.24 RCW. The examining com-
mittee shall be subject to the provisions of chapter
43.24 RCW unless otherwise provided by this act.

Committee SEC. 59. The advisory committee shall receive no
members
reimbursed, compensation, but shall be reimbursed as provided

by law for their transportation, lodging and other
expenses: Provided, That members acting as an ex-
amining committee shall be paid in addition to ex-
penses allowed twenty-five dollars per day for con-
ducting examinations provided for herein.

DEFINITIONS

Definitions. SEC. 60. When used in this act, unless the con-
text otherwise requires:

"Director." (1) "Director" means the director of licenses of
this state.

"Salesman." (2) "Salesman" means any individual other than
a broker-dealer who represents a broker-dealer or
issuer in effecting or attempting to effect sales of
securities, but "salesman" does not include an indi-
vidual who represents an issuer in (a) effecting a
transaction in a security exempted by subsections
31 (1), (2), (3), (4), (9), (10), or (11) of this act,
(b) effecting transactions exempted by section 32
of this act, or (c) effecting transactions with exist-
ing employees, partners, or directors of the issuer if
no commission or other remuneration is paid or given
directly or indirectly for soliciting any person in this
state. A partner, officer, or director of a broker-
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dealer or issuer is a "salesman" only if he otherwise
comes within this definition.

(3) "Broker-dealer" means any person engaged "Broker-

in the business of effecting transactions in securities dae.

for the account of others or for his own account.
"Broker-dealer" does not include (a) a salesman,
issuer, bank, savings institution, or trust company,
(b) a person who has no place of business in this
state if he effects transactions in this state exclu-
sively with or through the issuers of the securities
involved in the transactions, other broker-dealers,
or banks, savings institutions, trust companies, in-
surance companies, investment companies as defined
in the investment company act of 1940, pension or
profit-sharing trusts, or other financial institutions
or institutional buyers, whether acting for them-
selves or as trustees, or (c) a person who has no place
of business in this state if during any period of
twelve consecutive months he does not direct more
than fifteen offers to sell or to buy into this state
in any manner to persons other than those specified
in subsection (b) above.

(4) "Guaranteed" means guaranteed as to pay- "Guaranteed."

ment of principal, interest, or dividends.
(5) "Investment adviser" means any person who, "Investment

f or compensation, engages in the business of advis- adviser.

ing others, either directly or through publications
or writings, as to the value of securities or as to the
advisability of investing in, purchasing, or selling
securities, or who, for compensation and as a part of
a regular business, issues or promulgates analyses
or reports concerning securities. "Investment ad-
viser" does not include (a) a bank, savings institu-
tion, or trust company, (b) a lawyer, accountant,
engineer, or teacher whose performance of these ser-
vices is solely incidental to the practice of his pro-
fession, (c) a broker-dealer, (d) a publisher of any
bona fide newspaper, news magazine, or business or
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Definitions, financial publication of general, regular, and paid
circulation, (e) a person whose advice, analyses, or
reports relate only to securities exempted by sub-
section 31 (1) of this act, (f) a person who has no
place of business in this state if (i) his only clients
in this state are other investment advisers, broker-
dealers, banks, savings institutions, trust companies,
insurance companies, investment companies as de-
fined in the investment company act of 1940, pen-
sion or profit-sharing trust, or other financial insti-
tutions or institutional buyers, whether acting for
themselves or as trustees, or (ii) during any period
of twelve consecutive months he does not direct
business communications into this state in any man-
ner to more than five clients other than those speci-
fied in clause (i) above, or (g) such other persons
not within the intent of this paragraph as the direc-
tor may by rule or order designate.

"Issuer." (6) "Issuer" means any person who issues or
proposes to issue any security, except that with
respect to certificates of deposit, voting trust cer-
tificates, or collateral-trust certificates, or with re-
spect to certificates of interest or shares in an unin-
corporated investment trust not having a board of
directors (or persons performing similar functions)
or of the fixed, restricted management, or unit type;
the term "issuer"~ means the person or persons per-
forming the acts and assuming the duties of depositor
or manager pursuant to the provisions of the trust
or other agreement or instrument under which the
security is issued.

"Nonissuer." (7) "Nonissuer" means not directly or indirectly
for the benefit of the issuer.

"Person." (8) "Person" means an individual, a corporation.,
a partnership, an association, a joint-stock com-
pany, a trust where the interests of the beneficiaries
are evidenced by a security, an unincorporated -or-
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ganization, a government, or a political subdivision
of a government.

(9) "Sale" or "sell" includes every contract of "Sale," sell."

sale of, contract to sell, or disposition of, a security
or interest in a security for value. "Offer" or "offer "Offer, "offer
to sell" includes every attempt or offer to dispose to sel.

of, or solicitation of an offer to buy, a security or
interest in a security f or value.

Any security given or delivered with, or as a
bonus on account of, any purchase of securities or
any other thing is considered to constitute part of
the subject of the purchase and to have been offered
and sold for value. A purported gift of assess-
able stock is considered to involve an offer and sale.
Every sale or offer of a warrant or right to pur-
chase or subscribe to another security of the same
or another issuer, as well as every sale or offer of a
security which gives the holder a present or future
right or privilege to convert into another security
of the same or another issuer, is considered to in-
clude an offer of the other security.

(10) "Securities Act of 1933," "Securities Ex-
change Act of 1934," "Public Utility Holding Com-
pany Act of 1935," and "Investment Company Act
of 1940" means the federal statutes of those names
as amended before or after the effective date of this
act.

Securities acts
enumerated.

(11) "Security" mean any note; stock; treasury "Security."

stock; bond; debenture; evidence of indebtedness;
certificate of interest or participation in any profit-
sharing agreement; collateral-trust certificate; pre-
organization certificate or subscription; transferable
share; investment contract; voting-trust certificate;
certificate of deposit for a security; certificate of in-
terest or participation in an oil, gas or mining title
or lease or in payments out of production under
such a title or lease; or, in general, any interest or
instrument commonly known as a "security," or
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Definitions, any certificate of interest or participation in, tem-
porary or interim certificate for, receipt for, guar-
antee of, or warrant or right to subscribe to or pur-
chase, any of the foregoing. "Security" does not
include any insurance or endowment policy or an-
nuity contract under which an insurance company
promises to pay money either in a lump sum or
periodically for life or some other specified period.

'State." (12) "State" means any state, territory, or pos-
session of the United States, as well as the District
of Columbia and Puerto Rico.

STATUTORY POLICY

Construction. SEC. 61. This act shall be so construed as to
effectuate its general purpose to make uniform the
law of those states which enact it and to coordinate
the interpretation and administration of this act
with the related federal regulation.

SEVERABILITY OF PROVISIONS

Severability. SEC. 62. If any provision of this act or the appli-
cation thereof to any person or circumstance is held
invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provi-
sions or applications of the act which can be given
effect without the invalid provision or application,
and to this end the provisions of this act are sever-
able.

REPEAL AND SAVING PROVISIONS
Saving-Civil, SEC. 63. Prior law exclusively governs all suits,
criminal
proceedings. actions, prosecutions, or proceedings which are

pending or may be initiated on the basis of facts
or circumstances occurring before the effective date
of this act, except that no civil suit or action may
be maintained to enforce any liability under prior
law unless brought within any period of limitation
which applied when the cause of action accrued and
in any event within two years after the effective
date of this act.
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SEC. 64. All effective registrations under prior
law and all conditions imposed upon such registra-
tions remain in effect so long as they would have
remained in effect if they had become effective under
this act. They are considered to have been filed, en-
tered, or imposed under this act. All dealers who
are duly registered as brokers and all salesmen and
issuers' agents who are duly registered as agents
under said securities act, mining act or oil and min-
ing leases act, on the effective date of this act shall
be deemed to be duly registered under and subject
to the provisions of this act, such registration to
expire on the 30th day of June of the year in which
this act becomes effective and to be subject to re-
newal as provided in this act.

Saving-
Prior effective
registration.

SEC. 65. Prior law applies in respect to any offer Application
of prior

or sale made within one year after the effective date law.

of this act pursuant to an offering begun in good
faith before its effective date on the basis of an
exemption available under prior law.

SEC. 66. Judicial review of all administrative Judicial

orders as to which review proceedings have not been rir odrs

instituted by the effective date of this act are gov-
erned by section 44 of this act except that no review
proceeding may be instituted unless the petition is
filed within any period of limitation which applied to
a review proceeding when the order was entered and
in any event within sixty days after the effective date
of this act.

SEC. 67. Nothing in this act shall in any way limit
the provisions of RCW 48.06.030.

RCW 48.06.030
not limitied.

SEC. 68. The following acts and parts of acts are Repeal.

hereby repealed:
(1) Chapter 69, Laws of 1923; chapter 97, Laws

of 1935; chapter 182, Laws of 1937; chapter 124, Laws
of 1939; chapter 169, Laws of 1943; chapter 231, Laws
of 1943; chapter 189, Laws of 1947; chapter 150, Laws
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of 1949; chapter 230, Laws of 1951; and ROW 21.04-
.010 through 21.04.220; and

(2) Chapter 178, Laws of 1937; chapter 64, Laws
of 1951; and ROW 21.08.010 through 21.08.120; and

(3) Chapter 110, Laws of 1939 and RCW 21.12-
.010 through 21.12.080.

SHORT TITLE
SEC. 69. This act shall be known as "The Securi-

ties Act of Washington."

Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 283.
[ S. B. 375.

RAILROADS--GRADE CROSSINGS.
AN ACT relating to railroad grade crossings; amending section

3, chapter 310, Laws of 1955 and RCW 81.52.100; amending
section 1, chapter 30, Laws of 1913, section 1, chapter 161,
Laws of 1941 and ROW 81.52.080; adding new sections to
chapter 30, Laws of 1913 and to chapter 81.52 ROW;
repealing section 8, chapter 310, Laws of 1955 and ROW
47.36.055.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 3, chapter 310, Laws of 1955
and ROW 81.52.100 are each amended to read as
follows:

Whenever any railroad company desires to cross
any highway or railroad at grade, it shall file a
written petition with the commission setting forth
the reasons why the crossing cannot be made either
above or below grade, and whenever the county
commissioners of any county, or the municipal au-
thorities of any city, or the state officers authorized
to lay out and construct state roads, or state parks
committee, desire to extend any highway across any
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railroad at grade, they shall file a written petition
with the commission, setting forth the reasons why
the crossing cannot be made either above or below
grade. Upon receiving such petition the commission
shall immediately investigate it, giving at least ten
days' notice to the railroad company and the county
or city affected thereby, of the time and place of
such investigation, to the end that all parties in-
terested may be present and heard. If the highway
involved is a state road or parkway, the director of
highways or state parks committee shall be notified
of the time and place of hearing. The evidence
introduced shall be reduced to writing and be filed
by the commission. If it finds that it is not prac-
ticable to cross the railroad or highway either above
or below grade, the commission shall enter a written
order in the cause, either granting or denying the
right to construct a grade crossing at the point in
question. The commission may provide in the order
authorizing a grade crossing, or at any subsequent
time, that the railroad company shall install and
maintain proper signals, warnings, fiagmen, inter-
locking devices, or other devices or means to secure
the safety of the public and its employees. In respect
to existing railroad grade crossings over highways
the construction of which grade crossings was ac-
complished other than pursuant to a commission
order authorizing the same, the commission may in
any event require the railroad company to install
and maintain, at or near each crossing, on both sides
thereof, a sign known as the sawbuck crossing sign
with the lettering "Railroad Crossing" inscribed
thereon with a suitable inscription indicating the
number of tracks. Such a sign shall be of standard
design conforming to specifications furnished by the
Washington state highway commission.

SEC. 2. Section 1, chapter 30, Laws of 1913 and RCW81-52.M8

section 1, chapter 161, Laws of 1941 (heretofore
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combined and codified as RCW 81.52.080) are each
amended to read as follows:

Definitions. As used in RCW 81.52.090 to 81.52.300, inclusive
and sections 3 to 5 of this amendatory act, inclusive:

"Highway." "Highway" means all state and county roads,
streets, alleys, parkways, and other public places
used for travel by the public;

'Railroad." "Railroad" includes all logging or industrial rail-
roads;-

"Logging or "Logging or industrial railroad" means a railway
railroad." owned or operated primarily for the purpose of

carrying the property of its owners or operators, or
a limited class of persons, with all tracks, spurs, and
sidings used in connection therewith;

"Over-"Over-crossing" means any point or place where
a highway crosses a railroad by passing above it;

"Under- "Under-crossing" means any point or place where
crossing."

a highway crosses a railroad by passing under it;
Crossings "Over-crossing" or "under-crossing" shall also
not at grade.

mean any point or place where one railroad crosses
another railroad not at grade;

"Grade cross- "Gaecosn"masaypitoplewhr
ing." Gaecosn"masaypito lc hr

a railroad crosses a highway or a highway crosses a
railroad or one railroad crosses another, at a cormmon
grade.

New section. SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 30, Laws of
1913 and to chapter 81.52 ROW a new section to read
as follows:

Railroad sig- Whenever the director of highways or the govern-
nals, warning
devices. Pro- ing body of any city, town or county shall deem
cedure toobtain-cost that the public safety requires signals or other warn-
apportioned. ing devices, other than sawbuck signs, at any crossing

of a railroad at common grade by any state or county
highway, road, street, alley, avenue, boulevard,
parkway or other public place actually open and in
use or to be opened and used for travel by the public,
he or it shall file with the public service commis-
sion a petition in writing, alleging that the public
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safety requires the installation of specified signals Procedure toobtain--cost
or other warning devices at such crossing or specified apportioned.

changes in the method and manner of existing cross-
ing warning devices. Upon receiving such petition,
the commission shall set the matter for hearing,
giving at least ten days' notice to the railroad com-
pany or companies and the county or municipality
affected thereby, or the director of highways in the
case of a state highway, of the time and place of such
hearing. At the time and place fixed in the notice,
all persons and parties interested shall be entitled
to be heard and introduce evidence, which shall be
reduced to writing and filed by the commission. If
the commission shall find from the evidence that
public safety does not require the installation of the
signal, other warning device or change in the exist-
ing warning device specified in the petition, it shall
make findings to that effect and enter an order deny-
ing said petition in toto. If the commission shall
find from the evidence that public safety requires
the installation of such signals or other warning
devices at such crossing or such change in the exist-
ing warning devices at said crossing, it shall make
findings to that effect and enter an order directing
the installation of such signals or other warning de-
vices or directing that such changes shall be made
in existing warning devices. The commission shall
also at said hearing receive evidence as to the bene-
fits to be derived by the railroad and the public,
respectively, and shall on the basis of such benefits
apportion the entire cost, including installation, of
such signals or other warning devices, other than
sawbuck signs, between the railroad, municipality
or county affected, or if the highway is a state road
or parkway, between the railroad and the state:
Provided, That the commission shall in no case ap-
portion more than fifty percent of the cost of such
installation or change in existing warning devices
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to btanm- tothe public body involved nor shall the cornmis-
tionecr sion require the public body involved to pay its

share of the cost so apportioned sooner than one
year from the date of the order: And provided
further, That no railroad shall be required to install
any such signal or other warning device until the
public body involved has either paid or executed
its promise to pay to the railroad its portion of the
estimated cost thereof. Nothing herein shall be
deemed to foreclose the right of the interested parties
to enter into an agreement providing for the in-
stallation of signals or other warning devices at any
such crossing or for the apportionment of the cost
thereof.

The investigation herein authorized may be in-
stituted by the commission on its own motion, and
the proceedings, hearing and determination thereon
shall be the same as herein provided for the hearing
and determination of any petition authorized by
this section.

' No part of the record, or a copy thereof, of the
investigation herein provided for and no finding,
conclusion or order made pursuant thereto shall be
used as evidence in any trial, civil or criminal, aris-
ing out of an accident at or in the vicinity of any
crossing prior to installation of signals or other
warning devices pursuant to an order of the com-
mission as a result of any such investigation.

Any order entered by the public service com-
mission under this section shall be subject to review,
supersedeas and appeal as provided in RCW 81.04.170
through RCW 81.04.190.

Nothing in this section shall be deemed to relieve
any railroad from liability on account of failure to
provide adequate protective devices at any such
crossing.
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SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 30, Laws of New section.

1913 and to chapter 81.52 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

The governing body of any city or county may -Petition to
commissiunpetition the public service commission requesting for allocation

the commission to allocate to the city or county such of funds for.

funds as are needed by the city or county to defray
the cost of installing railroad grade crossing signals
and warning devices on city streets, highways or
county roads. The petition shall set forth by descrip-
tion the location of the crossing or crossings, the type
of signal or warning device to be installed, the neces-
sity from the standpoint of public safety for such
installation and the approximate cost of installation,
the ability of the city or county to finance such in-
stallation from other funds available to it and such
other information as will enable the commission to
determine the necessity for such installation and the
requirement for the allocation by the commission of
funds to assist in such installation.

SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 30, Laws of New section.
1913 .and to chapter 81.52 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Upon receipt of a petition as provided for in -- Equiiable

section 4 of this amendatory act and upon finding authorized,

(1) the public safety requires the installation of such
signals or warning devices; (2) the need exists for
an allocation of funds to effect such installation;
(3) the circumstances and conditions at the crossing
or crossings in question, when considered with the
circumstances and conditions at grade crossings
generally throughout the state, are such as to war-
rant an allocation of funds at that time and (4) all
other matters necessary to the installation thereof
have been resolved or provided for, the commission
may allocate from any fund available to the com-
mission from appropriations made for the purpose
of carrying out the provisions of this act up to one-
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half of the cost of the city's or county's share of
installing such signals or warning devices. The com-
mission may make such investigation including the
holding of a hearing as it may deem necessary before
taking any action on the petition. The commission
may adopt reasonable rules and regulations to ef -
fectuate the making of equitable allocations.

New section. SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 30, Laws of
1913 and to chapter 81.52 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

-Payment, At the time the commission makes each allocation
audit, of
allocations under section 5 of this amendatory act it shall certify

for. such to the state auditor. The public body involved
shall present claims for reimbursement of the state's
share of the cost of the projects under such alloca-
tions to the state auditor for payment. The state
auditor shall make such audit as he deems necessary
before or af ter disbursement for the purpose of
determining that the money allocated has been ex-
pended for the purpose and under the conditions
authorized under this amendatory act.

Inoperative, SEC. 7. This act shall not be operative within the
where. limits of first class cities.

Repeal. SEc. 8. Section 8, chapter 310, Laws of 1955 and
RCW 47.36.055 are each hereby repealed.

Passed the Senate February 25, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 284.
[ S. B. 76.1

MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATORS' LICENSES
AN ACT relating to motor vehicles; amending section 55, chapter

188, Laws of 1937 as amended by section 2, chapter 221,
Laws of 1953, and RCW 46.20.120; amending section 57,
chapter 188, Laws of 1937 as amended by section 1, chapter
151, Laws of 1943 and RCW 46.20.130; and amending
section 1, chapter 26, Laws of 1943 as amended by section
1, chapter 23, Laws of 1953 and RCW 46.20.150.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 55, chapter 188, Laws of 1937 RCW 46.20.120

as amended by section 2, chapter 221, Laws of 1953 amended*

and RCW 46.20.120 are each amended to read as
follows:

No new vehicle operator's license shall be issued New appli-
cants to be

and no previously issued license shall be renewed un- examned-
til he pplianttherforhas ubmttedto nd qali liee, e-

fined.
fled by a vehicle operator's examination: Provided,
That the director may waive the examination of any
person applying for the renewal of an operator's
license issued under the laws of this state, except
when the director has reason to believe that an appli-
cant for an operator's license is not qualified to hold
an operator's license under this act. For an original
examination a fee of two dollars shall be paid by
each applicant, in addition to the fee charged for
issuance of his license. A new license shall be one
issued to an operator who has not been previously
licensed in this state or to an operator whose last
previous Washington license expired over four years
prior to date of application.

SEC. 2. Section 57, chapter 188, Laws of 1937, as RCW 46.20.130

amended by section 1, chapter 151, Laws of 1943 and aedd

RCW 46.20.130 are each amended to read as follows:
The director shall prescribe the content of the

vehicle operator's license examination and the man-
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Examinations ner of conducting the examination, which shall in-
-Contents--
How con-
ducted. dlude:

(1) A test of the applicant's eyesight, his ability
to understand highway signs regulating, warning,
and directing traffic, and his knowledge of the traffic
laws of this state;

(2) An actual demonstration of his ability to
operate a motor vehicle in such a manner as not to
jeopardize the safety of persons or property; and

(3) Such further examination as the director
deems necessary (a) to determine whether any facts
exist which would bar the issuance of a vehicle
operator's license under chapters 46.20, 46.24, and 46-
.28 RCW, and (b) to determine the applicant's fitness
to operate a motor vehicle safely on the highways:
rProvided, Bail forfeitures or warning tickets shall

Vetoed. tnot be considered.

Rcw 46.20.150 SEc. 3. Section 1, chapter 26, Laws of 1943 as
amened. amended by section 1, chapter 23, Laws of 1953 and

RCW 46.20.150 are each amended to read as follows:
Reexamina- Whenever the director has reasonable cause to be-
tion required
in certain lieve, that the holder of a motor vehicle operator's
cases.

license is or has become a faulty and unsafe driver
of a motor vehicle or may become such because of
physical, mental, or other defects, he may require
the licensee to submit to a reexamination as to his
qualifications to operate a motor vehicle. Reexami-
nation authority may be delegated by the director to
license examining officers at various examining sta-
tions of anyone deemed a faulty or unsafe driver
as described above.

The director may require persons within certain
age groups to be reexamined periodically if accident
and violation reports in the department or in the
state patrol indicate a disproportionate percentage
of unsafe drivers in such age groups.

Subject to the provisions of section 1 of this act
and except as provided in this section, the holders of
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valid motor vehicle operators' licenses shall not be
required to be reexamined.

Should any licensee be dissatisfied with any deci-
sion of the director or other officer specified in this
section he shall have the right to appeal therefrom
to the superior court of Thurston county, or at his
option to the superior court of the county of his resi-
dence.

Passed the Senate February 23, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959, with

the exception of a certain unnumbered item of sub-
section (3) of section 2, which is vetoed.
NOTE: Excerpt of Governor's veto message reads as follows: Veto message,

"Senate Bill No. 76 is an enactment clarifying the power of the excerpt.
Director of Licenses with reference to the Issuance of vehicle operators'
licenses.

"The Director is required to examine applicants for licenses as to
their eyesight, their knowledge of traffic laws and as to their ability to
operate a motor vehicle. I am in sympathy with the provisions of this
bill. The unnumbered item of section 2, subsection (3) of this act reads
as follows:

"' * * * PROVIDED, Bail forfeitures or warning tickets
shall not be considered.' "

"The Washington State Patrol, the Department of Licenses and the
Attorney General have requested me to veto the unnumbered item
because bail forfeiture and warning tickets on many occasions may
relate to serious moving violaions and the number of such violations
may be so numerous as to warrant the Director of Licenses not to issue
a driver's license to the offending party.

"I am in agreement with these views. By striking the item, it Is left
to the discretion of the Director whether or not bail forfeitures and
warning tickets are so serious or so numerous as to warrant denial of
license.

"For the foregoing reasons, the unnumbered item is vetoed and the
remainder of the bill is approved."

ALBERT D. ROSELLINI,
Governor.
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CHAPTER 285.
[S. B. 310. 1

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANIES-EXCESS EARNINGS.

AN ACT relating to the Washington public service commission;
and amending section 14, chapter 165, Laws of 1933 and
RCW 80.04.360 and 81.04.360.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 14, chapter 165, Laws of 1933
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 80.04.360
and 81.04.360) is divided and amended as set forth
in sections 2 and 3 of this act.

RCW 80.04.360 SEC. 2. (RCW 80.04.360) If any public service
amended.

Excessiv company earns in the period of five consecutive
considered years immediately preceding the commission order
intefixin fixing raes for such company a net utility operating
utilities.

income in excess of a reasonable rate of return upon
the fair value of its property used and useful in the
public service, the commission shall take official
notice of such fact and of whether any such excess
earnings shall have been invested in such company's
plant or otherwise used for purposes beneficial to
the consumers of such company and may consider
such facts in fixing rates for such company: Pro-
vided, That the terms of this amendatory section
shall not affect any pending court proceeding.

RCw 81.04.360 SEC. 3. (RCW 81.04.360) If any public service
Eacessie company earns in the period of five consecutive years
earnings con- immediately preceding the commission order fixing
sidered in
fixing rates--rtsfrsc opn e tlt prtn n
Transporta- rtsfrsc opn e tlt prtn n
tion, come in excess of a reasonable rate of return upon

the fair value of its property used and useful in the
public service, the commission shall take official
notice of such fact and of whether any such excess
earnings shall have been invested in such company's
plant or otherwise used for purposes beneficial to
the consumers of such company and may consider
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such facts in fixing rates for such company: Pro-
vided, That the terms of this amendatory section
shall not affect any pending court proceeding.

Passed the Senate March 4, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 286.
[ S. B. 341.1

APPROPRIATION-LEGISLATIVE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
AN ACT relating to the legislative budget committee; and

making an appropriation.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SEcTioN 1. There is hereby appropriated from Appropriation.

the general fund to the legislative budget commit-
tee one hundred six thousand nine hundred thirty-
three dollars, or so much thereof as shall be re-
quired for the operation of said committee during
the biennium ending June 30, 1961.

Passed the Senate March 3, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 287.
[S. B. 380. 1

WESTERN INTERSTATE COMPACT ON CORRECTIONS.

AN ACT authorizing this state to enter into the Western Interstate
Compact on Corrections relating to the confinement of
convicted persons in this state and states party to the
compact; authorizing the director of the department of
institutions to contract with compact states; authorizing the
director and board of prison terms and paroles to conduct
out of state hearings in relation to inmates of this state
and provisions for release of inmates of this state in other
states.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Compact SECTION 1. The Western Interstate Corrections
enacted,
entered into. Compact as contained herein is hereby enacted

into law and entered into on behalf of this state
with any and all other states legally joining therein
in a form substantially as follows:

WESTERN INTERSTATE CORRECTIONS
COMPACT.

ARTICLE I.

PURPOSE AND~ POLICY.

Purpose, The party states, desiring by commuon action to
policy. improve their institutional facilities and provide pro-

grams of sufficiently high quality f or the confine-
ment, treatment and rehabilitation of various types
of offenders, declare that it is the policy of each of
the party states to provide such facilities and pro-
grams on a basis of cooperation with one another,
thereby serving the best interests of such offenders
and of society. The purpose of this compact is to
provide for the development and execution of such
programs of cooperation for the confinement, treat-
ment and rehabilitation of offenders.
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ARTICLE II. Compact.
DEFINIIONS.Definitions.

As used in this compact, unless the context
clearly requires otherwise:

(a) "State" means a state of the United States, "State."

the Territory of Hawaii, or, subject to the limi-
tation contained in Article VII, Guam.

(b) "Sending state" means a state party to this "Snln

compact in which conviction was had.
(c) "Receiving state" means a state party to "Receiving

this compact to which an imnate is sent for con-
finement other than a state in which conviction was
had.

(d) "Inmate" means a male or female offender "Inlmate."

who is under sentence to or confined in a prison
or other correctional institution.

(e) "Institution" means any prison, reforma- "Institution."

tory or other correctional facility (including but
not limited to a facility f or the mentally ill or
mentally defective) in which inmates may law-
fully be confined.

ARTICLE III.

CONTRACTS. Contracts.

(a) Each party state may make one or more
contracts with any one or more of the other party
states for the confinement of inmates on behalf of
a sending state in institutions situated within re-
ceiving states. Any such contract shall provide for:

1. Its duration.
2. Payments to be made to the receiving state

by the sending state for inate maintenance, ex-
traordinary medical and dental expenses, and
any participation in or receipt by inmates of re-
habilitative or correctional services, facilities, pro-
grams or treatment not reasonably included as
part of normal maintenance.
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Compact. 3. Participation in programs of inmate employ-
ment, if any; the disposition or crediting of any
payments received by inates on account thereof;
and the crediting of proceeds from or disposal of
any products resulting therefrom.

4. Delivery and retaking of inmates.
5. Such other matters as may be necessary and

appropriate to fix the obligations, responsibilities
and rights of the sending and receiving states.

(b) Prior to the construction or completion of
construction of any institution or addition thereto
by a party state, any other party state or states
may contract therewith for the enlargement of the
planned capacity of the institution or addition
thereto, or for the inclusion therein of particular
equipment or structures, and for the reservation of
a specific percentum. of the capacity of the institu-
tion to be kept available for use by inmates of the
sending state or states-so contracting. Any sending
state so contracting may, to the extent that monies
are legally available therefor, pay to the receiving
state, a reasonable sum as consideration for such
enlargement of capacity, or provision of equipment
or structures, and reservation of capacity. Such
payment may be in a lump sum or in installments
as provided in the contract.

(c) The terms and provisions of this compact
shall be a part of any contract entered into by the
authority of or pursuant thereto, and nothing in
any such contract shall be inconsistent therewith.

ARTICLE IV.

PROCEDURES AND RIGHTS.

rocedrs. (a) Whenever the duly constituted judicial or

administrative authorities in a state party to this
compact, and which has entered into a contract
pursuant to Article III, shall decide that confine-
ment in, or transfer of an inmate to, an institu-
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tion within the territory of another party state opac.isProcedures,
necessary in order to provide adequate quarters rights.

and care or desirable in order to provide an appro-
priate program of rehabilitation or treatment, said
officials may direct that the confinement be within
an institution within the territory of said other
party state, the receiving state to act in that re-
gard solely as agent for the sending state.

(b) The appropriate officials of any state party
to this compact shall have access, at all reasonable
times, to any institution in which it has a con-
tractual right to confine inmates for the purpose
of inspecting the facilities thereof and visiting such
of its inmates as may be confined in the institution.

(c) Inmates confined in an institution pursuant
to the terms of this compact shall at all times be
subject to the jurisdiction of the sending state
and may at any time be removed therefrom for
transfer to a prison or other institution within the
sending state, for transfer to another institution
in which the sending state may have a contractual
or other right to confine inates, for release on
probation or parole, for discharge, or for any other
purpose permitted by the laws of the sending state;
provided that the sending state shall continue to
be obligated to such payments as may be required
pursuant to the terms of any contract entered into
under the terms of Article III.

(d) Each receiving state shall provide regular
reports to each sending state on the inmates of
that sending state in institutions pursuant to this
compact including a conduct record of each inmate
and certify said record to the official designated by
the sending state, in order that each imnate may
have the benefit of his or her record in determining
and altering the disposition of said inmate in ac-
cordance with the law which may obtain in the
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Compact. sedn state and in order that the same may beProcedures, enin
rights, a source of information for the sending state.

(e) All inmates who may be confined in an
institution pursuant to the provisions of this com-
pact shall be treated in a reasonable and humane
manner and shall be cared for and treated equally
with such similar inmates of the receiving state
as may be confined in the same institution. The
fact of confinement in a receiving state shall not
deprive any inmate so confined of any legal rights
which said inmate would have had if confined in an
appropriate institution of the sending state.

(f) Any hearing or hearings to which an in-
mate confined pursuant to this compact may be
entitled by the laws of the sending state may be
had before the appropriate authorities of the send-
ing state, or of the receiving state if authorized by
the sending state. The receiving state shall provide
adequate facilities for such hearings as may be
conducted by the appropriate officials of a sending
state. In the event such hearing or hearings are
had before officials of the receiving state, the gov-
erning law shall be that of the sending state and
a record of the hearing or hearings. as prescribed
by the sending state shall be made. Said record
together with any recommendations of the hearing
officials shall be transmitted forthwith to the offi-
cial or officials before whom the hearing would
have been had if it had taken place in the sending
state. In any and all proceedings had pursuant to
the provisions of this subdivision, the officials of
the receiving state shall act solely as agents of
the sending state and no final determination shall
be made in any matter except by the appropriate
officials of the sending state. Costs of records made
pursuant to this subdivision shall be borne by the
sending state.
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(g) Any inmate confined pursuant to this corn- Compact.

pact shall be released within the territory of the
sending state unless the inmate, and the sending
and receiving states, shall agree upon release in
some other place. The sending state shall bear the
cost of such return to its territory.

(h) Any imnate confined pursuant to the terms
of this compact shall have any and all rights to
participate in and derive any benefits or incur or be
relieved of any obligations or have such obliga-
tions modified or his status changed on account of
any action or proceeding in which he could have
participated if confined in any appropriate institu-
tion of the sending state located within such state.

(i) The parent, guardian, trustee, or other per-
son or persons entitled under the laws of the send-
ing state to act for, advise, or otherwise function
with respect to any inmate shall not be deprived
of or restricted in his exercise of any power in
respect of any inmate confined pursuant to the
terms of this compact.

ARTICLE V.

ACTS Nor REVIEWABLE IN RECEIVING STATE;

EXTRADITION.

(a) Any decision of the sending state in re- Sending states
acts not re-

spect of any matter over which it retains juris- recevin

diction pursuant to this compact shall be con- stae-iio
clusive upon and not reviewable within the re-
ceiving state, but if at the time the sending state
seeks to remove an imnate from an institution in
the receiving state there is pending against the
inmate within such state any criminal charge or
if the inmate is suspected of having committed
within such state a criminal offense, the inmate
shall not be returned without the consent of the
receiving state until discharged from prosecution
or other form of proceeding, imprisonment or de-
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Compact. tention for such offense. The duly accredited officers
of the sending state shall be permitted to transport
inates pursuant to this compact through any and
all states party to this compact without interference.

(b) An inmate who escapes from an institution
in which he is confined pursuant to this compact
shall be deemed a fugitive from the sending state
and from the state in which the institution is situ-
ated. In the case of an escape to a jurisdiction other
than the sending or receiving state, the responsi-
bility for institution of extradition proceedings shall
be that of the sending state, but nothing contained
herein shall be construed to prevent or affect the
activities of officers and agencies of any jurisdiction
directed toward the apprehension and return of
an escapee.

ARTICLE VI.

Federal FEDERAL AID.
aid.

Any state party to this compact may accept
federal aid for use in connection with an institution
or program, the use of which is or may be affected
by this compact or any contract pursuant thereto
and any inmate in a receiving state pursuant to
this compact may participate in any such federally
aided program or activity for which the sending
and receiving states have made contractual pro-
vision; provided that if such program or activity
is not part of the customary correctional regimen
the express consent of the appropriate official of
the sending state shall be required therefor.

ARTICLE VII.

ENTRY INTO FORCE.
Compact.,hscmatsalete nofreadbcm
effective Ti opc hl ne nofreadbcm
when. effective and binding upon the states so acting when

it has been enacted into law by any two contigu-
ous states from among the states of Alaska, Ari-
zona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana,
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Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Compact.

Washington and Wyoming. For the purposes of
this article, Alaska and Hawaii shall be deemed
contiguous to each other; to any and all of the states
of California, Oregon and Washington; and to Guam.
Thereafter, this compact shall enter into force and
become effective and binding as to any other of
said states, or any other state contiguous to at least
one party state upon similar action by such state.
Guam may become party to this compact by taking
action similar to that provided for joinder by any
other eligible party state and upon the consent of
Congress to such joinder. For the purposes of this
article, Guam shall be deemed contiguous to Alaska,
Hawaii, California, Oregon and Washington.

ARTICLE VIII.
WIHRWLAND TERMINATION. Withdrawal,

WITHDAWALtermination.

This compact shall continue in force and remain
binding upon a party state until it shall have en-
acted a statute repealing the same and providing
for the sending of formal written notice of with-
drawal from the compact to the appropriate officials
of all other party states. An actual withdrawal shall
not take effect until two years after the notices pro-
vided in said statute have been sent. Such with-
drawal shall not relieve the withdrawing state from
its obligations assumed hereunder prior to the ef-
fective date of withdrawal. Before the effective
date of withdrawal, a withdrawing state shall re-
move to its territory, at its own expense, such
inmates as it may have confined pursuant to the
provisions of this compact.

ARTICLE IX.

OTHER ARRANGEMENTS UNAFFECTED. Other
arrangements

Nothing contained in this compact shall be con- unaffected.

strued to abrogate or impair any agreement or
other arrangement which a party state may have
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Compact.

Construction,
severability.

Authorizatio,
to director
(institutions

Enforcement

with a non-party state for the confinement, re-
habilitation or treatment of inmates nor to repeal
any other laws of a party state authorizing -the
making of cooperative institutional arrangements.

ARTICLE X.

CONSTRUCTION AND SEVERABILITY.

The provisions of this compact shall be liber-
ally construed and shall be severable. If any phrase,
clause, sentence or provision of this compact is
declared to be contrary to the constitution of any
participating state or of the United States or the
applicability thereof to any government, agency,
person or circumstance is held invalid, the validity
of the remainder of this compact and the applica-
bility thereof to any government, agency, person
or circumstance shall not be affected thereby. If
this compact shall be held contrary to the consti-
tution of any state participating therein, the com-
pact shall remain in full force and eff ect as to the
remaining states and in full force and effect as to
the state affected as to all severable matters.

n SEC. 2. The director of the department of insti-
tutions is authorized to receive or transfer an in-
mate as defined in Article II (d) of the Western
Interstate Corrections Compact to any institution
as defined in Article II1(e) of the Western Interstate
Corrections Compact within this state or without
this state, if this state has entered into a contract
or contracts for the confinement of inmates in such
institutions pursuant to Article III of the Western
Interstate Corrections Compact.

SEC. 3. The courts, departments, agencies and
officers of this state and its subdivisions shall en-
force this compact and shall do all things appropri-
ate to the effectuation of its purposes and intent
which may be within their respective jurisdictions
including but not limited to the making and sub-
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mission of such reports as are required by the com-
pact.

SEC. 4. The director and members of the board
of prison terms and paroles are hereby authorized
and directed to hold such hearings as may be re-
quested by any other party state pursuant to Ar-
ticle IV (f) of the Western Interstate Corrections
Compact. Additionally, the director and members
of the board of prison terms and paroles may hold
out of state hearings in connection with the case
of any imnate of this state confined in an institution
of another state party to the Western Interstate
Corrections Compact.

SEC. 5. The director of the department of insti-
tutions is hereby empowered to enter into such
contracts on behalf of this state as may be appro-
priate to implement the participation of this state
in the Western Interstate Corrections Compact pur-
suant to Article III thereof. No such contract shall
be of any force or eff ect until approved by the attor-
ney general.

SEC. 6. If any agreement between this state and
any other state party to the Western Interstate Cor-
rections Compact enables the release of an imnate
of this state confined in an institution of another
state to be released in such other state in accordance
with Article IV (g) of this compact, then the di-
rector is authorized to provide clothing, transporta-
tion and funds to such inmate in accordance with
the provisions of RCW 72.08.343.

Authorization
to board
(prison terms
and paroles).

Director's
(institutions)
contract
authorization.

Authority to
implement
RCW 72.08.343.

SEC. 7. The provisions of this act shall be sev- Severability.

erable and if any phrase, clause, sentence, or pro-
vision of this act is declared to be unconstitutional
or the applicability thereof to any state, agency,
person or circumstance is held invalid, the consti-
tutionality of this act and the applicability thereof to
any other state, agency, person or circumstance
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shall, with respect to all severable matters, not be
affected thereby. It is the legislative intent that the
provisions of this act be reasonably and liberally
construed.

Passed the Senate March 3, 1959.

Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 288.
[5S. B. 388. 1

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS.
AN ACT relating to congressional districts; amending section 6,

chapter 149, Laws of 1957 and RCW 29.68.005; repealing
sections 4 and 5, chapter 149, Laws of 1957 and RCW
29.68.061 and 29.68.065; and adding two new sections to
chapter 149, Laws of 1957 and to chapter 29.68 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 29.68.005 SECTION 1. Section 6, chapter 149, Laws of 1957
amened. and RCW 29.68.005 are each amended to read as

follows:
Date precinct The boundaries of precincts included in the first,
boundaries
established, second, third, fourth, and fifth congressional dis-

tricts shall be those established as of November 6,
1956; the boundaries of precincts included in the
sixth and seventh districts shall be those established
as of November 4, 1958.

New section. SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 149, Laws of
1957 and to chapter 29.68 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Sixth district, Pierce county and all of Kitsap county exclusive
boundaries,
teien. a of Bainbridge Island shall constitute the sixth con-

gressional district and shall be entitled to one repre-
sentative in the Congress of the United States.
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SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 149, Laws of New section.

1957 and to chapter 29.68 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

The following precincts shall constitute the sev- Seventh
district,

enth congressional district and shall be entitled to boundaries,

one representative in the Congress of the United tation.

States:
(1) Seattle precincts 31-1 through 31-112, 33-1

through 33-90, 34-1 through 34-100, 35-1 through
35-51, 35-57 through 35-62 and 37-1 through '37-78;

(2) The following King county precincts: Alder,
Ambaum, Anthony, Avon, Bangor, Beverly, Boeing,
Bow Lake, Brooklyn, Burien, Burton, Cecelia, Cedar-
hurst, Center, Cork, Cove, Crescent, Dilworth, Dock-
ton, Dolphin, Donegal, Down, Dublin, Dunmore,
Duwamish, East Seattle, Emeline, Evansvale, Ever-
green, Fern, Five Corners, Florina, Francis, Fruit-
land, Garrett, Glasgow, Greendale, Gregory Heights,
Hayes, Hazel Valley, Heights, Helen, Hestia, High-
line, Huntington, Isabella, Island, Jane, Josephine,
Joyce, Juniper, Katherine, Kerry, Kildare, Kilpat-
rick, Lake, Lakeview, Lakewood, Lilac, Lillian, Lim-
erick, Lisabuela, Londonderry, Longford, Lynmar,
McGilvra, McKinley, Madrona, Manhattan, Mar-
garet, Marian, Marine View, Marlene, Maury, Mer-
cer, Military Road, Monterey, Mount View, Meyers
Way, Nokomis, Norma, Normandy Park No. 1
through Normandy Park No. 5, North Burien, North
Hill, North Riverton, Pilgrim, Plato, Qualheim,
Quartermaster, Regal, Rendini, Roanoke, Roscom-
mon, Roseburg, St. Helens, Salmon Creek, San Juan,
Seahurst, Seaview, Seneca, Seola, Shannon, Shore-
wood, South Park, Southern Heights, Stimson Park,
Sunnybank, Sunnydale, Sunnywood, Sylvan, Syl-
vester, Taft, Three Tree Point, Tipperary, Ursina,
Valona, Vashon, Victory, Vista, Waterford, White
Center, Wicklow, Wildwood, Wilson, Woodside and
Wynona;
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Seventh(3ThfolwnKigcutprcnt:Ao,
district,(3ThfolwnKigcutprcnt:Ao,
bounldaries. Arot loaN.1 loaN.2 leAln
represeni- Arot loaN.1 loaN.2 leAln
tation. town, Angle Lake, Antrim, Arlene, Arthur, Ath-

lone, Auburn No. 1 through Auburn No. 15, Bay-
view, Beaver Lake, Bellevue No. 18, Benson, Betty,
Big Soos, Birch, Bishop, Black Diamond, Blueberry
Lake, Boise, Boren, Bossert, Boulevard Park, Bow
Vista, Bryn Mawr, Buenna, Calhoun, Campbell Hill,
Carleton, Cascade, Cedar Falls, Cedar Mountain,
Cedar River, Charlotte, Christopher, Coalfield, Cork,
Cougar Mountain, Covington, Cumberland, Dallas,
Delano, Des Moines, Dolloff , Douglas, Duncan, Dun-
lap, Durham, Earlington, Eastgate, East Hill, Edna,
Ellinson, Elliott, Eloise, Emerald, Enumclaw No.
1, Enumclaw No. 2, Enumclaw No. 3, Enumclaw
No. 4, Enumclaw No. 5, Esther, Factoria, Fall City,
Farmer, Federal Way, Fenwick, Ferdinand, Fill-
more, Ford, Foster, Franklin, Fuller, Galway, Gil-
bert, Gilman, Gorge, Greenacres, Green River,
Grover, Harding, Hazelwood, Hillcrest, Hillman,
Hilltop, Hobart, Honey Dew, Horizon, Inglewood,
Irma, Issaquah No. 1, Issaquah No. 2, Jefferson,
Jovita, Kelly, Kent No. 1 through Kent No. 8,
Kennydale, Krain, Lakehaven, Lake Hills, Lakeland,
Lakeridge, Lakota, Lea Hill, Lester, Liberty, Lila,
Lincoln, Little Soos, McMicken, Mabel, Macadam,
Madison, Marie, Martha, May Creek, May Valley,
Meadowbrook, Meeker, Meridian, Midway, Mildred,
Mirror Lake, Monohon, Mount Si, Muckleshoot, Nell,
Newcastle, Newport, Ninety-nine, Norpac, North
Bend No. 1, North Bend No. 2, O'Brien, Olga, Or-
chard, Orillia, Osceola, Pacific No. 1, Pacific No. 2,
Palmer, Panther Lake, Patterson, Phantom Lake,
Pine Lake, Pine Tree, Pipe Line, Preston, Rainier,
Ramona, Ravensdale, Redondo, Renthree, Renton No.
1 through Renton No. 26, Rita, Riverton, Robin Hood,
Robinswood, Roosevelt, Rowell, Russell, St. George,
Salt Water, Sammamish, Sawyer, Sea Cliff, Sham-
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rock, Shaughnessy, Showalter, Shuffieton, Skyway,
Snoqualmie No. 1, Snoqualmie No. 2, Sno-Valley,
Soos Creek, Springbrook, Spring Glen, Squak Moun-
tain, Star Lake, Steelhead, Steel Lake, Sterling,
Stuck, Sunnycrest, Sunrise, Sunset, Tanner, Thomas,
Thorndyke, Tiger Mountain, Tralee, Tukwila No.
1, Tukwila No. 2, Tukwila No. 3, Tyler, Valley, Val-
Vue, Vivian, Vuecrest, Wabash, Wallace, Warren,
Wayne, Webster, White River, Wilderness, Willow
Ridge, Woodmont, Wynoche and Zenith.

SEC. 4. Sections 4 and 5, chapter 149, Laws of Repeal.

1957 and RCW 29.68.061 and 29.68.065 are each re-
pealed.

Passed the Senate March 6, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 289.
[ S. 13. 36. ]

CITIES AND TOWNS-UNCLAIMED PERSONAL PROPERTY.
AN ACT relating to unclaimed personal property and moneys;

and adding a new section to chapter 385, Laws of 1955 and
to chapter 63.28 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 385, Laws New section.

of 1955 and to chapter 63.28 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

The provisions of chapter 63.28 RCW shall not Excluded
under chapter.

apply to unclaimed property or moneys in the pos-
session of any city or town or a department or
agency thereof.

SEC. 2. Whenever any unclaimed personal prop-
erty or moneys in the possession of the governing
authority of any city or town, or department or
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agency thereof, have not been claimed for a period
of one year or more from the date the property first
came into such possession or from the date the mon-
eys first became payable or returnable, the gov-
erning authority shall cause a notice to be pub-
lished at least once a week for two successive weeks
in a newspaper of general circulation in the county
in which such city or town is located. The notice
shall set forth the name, if known, and the last
known address, if any, of each person appearing
from the records of the governing authority to be
the owner of any such unclaimed money or personal
property; a brief statement concerning the amount
of money or a description of the personal property;
and the name and address of the governing author-
ity, department or agency possessing the money or
personal property and the place where it may be
claimed.

SEC. 3. If the owner of, or other person having
a claim to, any such personal property or money
does not claim the property or money within ninety
days after the last date the notice was published,
such governing authority shall cause any such per-
sonal property to be sold at public auction pursuant
to a public notice published in a newspaper of gen-
eral circulation within the city or town at least
ten days prior thereto. The notice shall state the
day, time, and place of sale and contain a descrip-
tion of the personal property to be sold.

SEc. 4. The proceeds from the sale of any such
personal property less the expenses of advertising
and sale together with any unclaimed moneys, less
the expenses of advertising, shall accrue to the city
or town fund pertaining to the department or agency
from whose functions the unclaimed personal prop-
erty or moneys was derived. If there is no such fund
or the unclaimed personal property or moneys was
not derived from any particular department or
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agency of a city or town, then the proceeds of any
such sale or such moneys shall accrue to the current
expense fund of the city or town.

Passed the Senate March 6, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 290.
[ Sub. S. B. 170.]

BOND ELECTIONS.
AN ACT relating to bond elections; amending section 3, chapter

23, Laws of 1951 second extraordinary session, as last
amended by section 1, chapter 32, Laws of 1957, and ROW
84.52.052; and section 4, chapter 23, Laws of 1951 second
extraordinary session and RCW 84.52.056; amending sections
1 and 3, chapter 13, Laws of 1925 and ROW 39.40.010 and
39.40.030; and repealing section 15, chapter 58, Laws of 1957.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 3, chapter 23, Laws of 1951, RCW 84.52.052

second extraordinary session, as last amended by amended.

section 1, chapter 32, Laws of 1957, and RCW
84.52.052 are each amended to read as follows:

The limitations imposed by ROW 84.52.050 Property

through 84.52.05 6, shall not prevent the levy ofleviesau1-
additional taxes, not in excess of five mills a year When-

and without anticipation of delinquencies in pay-
ment of taxes, in an amount equal to the interest
and principal payable in the next succeeding year
on general obligation bonds, outstanding on De-
cember 6, 1934, issued by or through the agency of
the state, or any county, city, town, or school dis-
trict, or the levy of additional taxes to pay interest
on or toward the reduction, at the rates provided
by statute, of the principal of county, city, town,
or school district warrants outstanding on Decem-
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Excessive
levies au- ber 6, 1932; but this n-image limitation with respect

When- to general obligation bonds shall not apply to any
Procedure. taxing district in which a larger levy is necessary

in order to prevent the impairment of the obligation
of contracts. Any county, school district, metropoli-
tan park district, park and recreation district in
Class AA counties, sewer district, water district,
public hospital district, rural county library district,
intercounty rural library district, fire protection dis-
trict, city or town may levy taxes at a rate in excess
of the rate specified in RCW 84.52.050 through 84-
.52.056, when authorized so to do by the electors of
such county, school district, metropolitan park dis-
district, park and recreation district in Class AA
counties, sewer district, water district, public hos-
pital district, rural county library district, inter-
county rural library district, fire protection district,
city or town by a three-fifths majority of those voting
on the proposition at a special election, to be held
in the year in which the levy is made, and not oft-
ener than twice in such year, in the manner pro-
vided by law for holding general elections, at such
time as may be fixed by the body authorized to call
the same, which special election may be called by
the board of county commissioners, board of school
directors, or council, board of commissioners, or
other governing body of any metropolitan park
district, park and recreation district in Class AA
counties, sewer district, water district, public hos-
pital district, rural county library district, inter-
county rural library district, fire protection district,
city or town, by giving notice thereof by publication
in the manner provided by law for giving notices
of general elections, at which special election the
proposition of authorizing such excess levy shall
be submitted in such form as to enable the voters
favoring the proposition to vote "Yes," and those
opposed thereto to vote "No": Provided, That the
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total number of persons voting at such special elec-
tion must constitute not less than forty percent of
the voters in said taxing district who voted at the
last preceding general state election: Provided fur-
ther, That the total number of persons voting on
an excess levy for school district purposes or for
cities and towns at any such special election of any
school district or of any city or town must con-
stitute not less than forty percent of the voters in
said taxing district or in any city or town, as the
case may be who voted at the last preceding gen-
eral election in such district.

Note: See also section 8, chapter 304, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 2. Section 4, chapter 23, Laws of 1951 sec- RCW 84.52.056
amended.

ond extraordinary session, and RCW 84.52.056 are
each amended to read as follows:

Any municipal corporation otherwise authorized Excess levies

by law to issue general obligation bonds for capital purpose

purposes may, at an election duly held after giving
notice thereof as required by law, authorize the
issuance of general obligation bonds for capital
purposes only, which shall not include the replace-
ment of equipment, and provide for the payment
of the principal and interest of such bonds by an-
nual levies in excess of the tax limitation contained
in RCW 84.52.050 to 84.52.056, inclusive. Such an
election shall not be held oftener than twice a cal-
endar year, and the proposition to issue any such
bonds and to exceed said tax limitation must re-
ceive the affirmative vote of a three-fifths majority
of those voting on the proposition and the total
number of persons voting at such election must
constitute not less than forty percent of the voters
in said municipal corporation who voted at the last
preceding general state election.

Any taxing district shall have the right by vote
of its governing body to refund any general obliga-
tion bonds of said district issued for capital purposes
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only, and to provide for the interest thereon and
amortization thereof by annual levies in excess of the
tax limitation provided for in RCW 84.52.050 to
84.52.056, inclusive.

RCW 39.40.010 SC .Scin11)Lw f1l) n
amended. SE.3 eto ,chapter 13, Lw f12 n

RCW 39.40.010 are each amended to read as follows:
Bond elec- N e
tions. Fifty Ngeeral obligation bonds of any county, port
percent Poll d

of vtes istrict, or metropolitan park district upon which a
required, vote of the people is required under existing laws

shall be issued, nor shall they become a lien upon
the taxable property within such county or dis-
trict unless, in addition to all other requirements
provided by law in the matter of the issuance of
general obligation bonds by such county or district,
the total vote cast upon such proposition shall ex-
ceed fifty percent of the total number of voters
voting in such county or district at the general
county or state election next preceding such bond
election.

RCW 39.40.030chpeId
amended. SE~C. 4. Section 3, catr13, Laws of 1925 and

RCW 39.40.030 are each amended to read as follows:
of voes--f The election officials in each of the precincts in-

Canvass. cluded within any such district shall, as soon as

possible and in no case later than five days after
the closing of the polls of any election involving
the issuance of bonds, certify to the county auditor
of the county within which such district is located
the total number of votes cast for and against each
separate proposal and the vote shall be canvassed
and certified by a canvassing board consisting of the
chairman of the board of county commissioners, the
county auditor, and the prosecuting attorney who
shall declare the result thereof.

Repeal. SEC. 5. Section 15, chapter 58, Laws of 1957 is
repealed.

Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 291.
[ Sub. S. B. 330.]1

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

AN ACT relating to weights and measures; providing penalties;
repealing sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 23 and 24, chapter 194, Laws of 1927 and RCW
19.92.005, 19.92.010, 19.92.015, 19.92.020, 19.92.030, 19.92.060,
19.92.070, 19.92.130, 19.92.140, 19.92.150, 19.92.160, 19.92.180,
19.92.190, 19.92.200, 19.92.220, 19.92.230, 19.92.250, 19.92.260,
19.92.270, and 19.92.280; repealing section 22, chapter 194,
Laws of 1927, as amended by section 2, chapter 104, Laws
of 1945 and RCW 19.92.080; repealing section 12, chapter
194, Laws of 1927, as amended by section 1, chapter 167,
Laws of 1937 and RCW 19.92.090; repealing sections 1 and
2, chapter 138, Laws of 1945 and RCW 19.92.170 and
19.92.171; repealing section 11, chapter 194, Laws of 1927,
as amended by section 1, chapter 104, Laws of 1945 and
RCW 19.92.210.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. For the purpose of this act: Definitions.

(1) "Department" means the department of "Department."

agriculture of the state of Washington.
(2) "Director" means the director of the depart- "Director."

ment or his duly appointed representative.
(3) "Person" means a natural person, individual,"eso.

firm, partnership, corporation, company, society,
and association, and every officer, agent or employee
thereof.

(4) "Weights and measures" means weights and "Weights and

measures of every kind, instruments and devices
for weighing and measuring, and every appliance
and accessory associated with any or all such instru-
nments and devices.

(5) "City" means a city of the first class with "city."
a population of over fifty thousand persons.

(6) "City sealer" means the sealer of weights "City sealer."

and measures of a city.
(7) "Cord" means the measurement of wood "Cord."

intended for fuel or pulp purposes that is contained
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in a space of one hundred and twenty-eight cubic
feet, when the wood is ranked and well stowed.

"Ton." (8) "Ton" means a unit of two thousand pounds
avoirdupois weight.

comntrt.t (9) "Intrastate commerce" means any and all
commerce that is begun, carried on, and completed
wholly within the state and subject to the juris-
diction thereof, and shall include the operation of
any business or service establishment.

Systems SEC. 2. The system of weights and measures in
recognized, customary use in the United States and the metric

system of weights and measures are jointly rec-
ognized, and one or the other of these systems shall
be used for all commercial purposes in the state.
The definitions of basic units of weight and measure,
the tables of weight and measure, and weights and
measures equivalents, as published by the national
bureau of standards, are recognized and shall gov-
ern weighing and measuring equipment and trans-
actions in the state.

Standards SEC. 3. Weights and measures in conformity with
ated by thstnadofteUieSttsahvebn

state.rs fte ntd tts shvebe

supplied to the state by the f ederal government or
otherwise obtained by the state for use as state
standards, shall, when the same shall have been
certified as such by the national bureau of standards,
be the state standards of weight and measure. The
state standards shall be kept in a place designated
by the director and shall not be removed from the
said place except for repairs or for certification:
Provided, That they shall be submitted at least
once in ten years to the national bureau of standards
for certification. The state standards shall be used
only in verifying the office standards and for sci-
entific purposes.

SEC. 4. The director shall acquire by purchase
at least one complete set of copies of the state stand-
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ards; provided for in section 3 of this act, to be kept
in a place designated by the director and to be
known as office standards, and also such field stand-
ards and other equipment as may be found neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of this act. The
office standards and field standards shall be verified
upon their initial receipt and at least once each year
thereafter, the office standards by direct comparison
with the state standards and the field standards by
comparison with the office standards.

SEc. 5. The director shall be the state sealer of
weights and measures and he shall have the cus-
tody of the state standards of weights and measures
and of the other standards and equipment provided
for in this act. The director shall have general super-
vision over city sealers of weights and measures
and over the weights and measures offered for sale,
sold, or in use in the state.

[CH. 291.

Office and
field stand-
ards.

Director,
state sealer
and custodian
of standards.

SEC. 6. The director shall enforce the provisions Enforcement
-Rules, reg-

of this act and shall issue from time to time reason- ulations.

able rules and regulations for enforcing and carry-
ing out the purposes of this act. Such rules and
regulations shall have the effect of law and may
include (1) standards of net weight, measure, or
count, and reasonable standards of fill, for any com-
modity in package form, (2) rules governing. the
technical and reporting procedures to be followed,
and the report and record forms and marks of ap-
proval and rejection to be used by the director
and city sealers in the discharge of their official
duties, (3) exemptions from the sealing or marking
requirements of section 12 of this act with respect
to weights and measures of such character or size
that such sealing or marking would be inappropriate,
impracticable, or damaging to the apparatus in ques-
tion, and (4) exemptions from the requirements
of sections 7 and 8 of this act for annual testing,
and schedules fixing the frequency of required re-
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tests f or classes of devices so exempted, with re-
spect to classes of weights and measures found to
be of such character that annual re-testing is un-
necessary to continued accuracy. These regulations
shall include specifications, tolerances, and regula-
tions for weights and measures of the character of
those specified in section 8 of this act, designed to
eliminate from use, without prejudice to apparatus
that conforms as closely as practicable to the official
standards, those (a) that are not accurate, (b) that
are of such construction that they are faulty, that
is, that are not reasonably permanent in their adjust-
ment or will not repeat their indications correctly,
or (c) that facilitate the perpetration of fraud. The
specifications, tolerances, and regulations for com-
miercial weighing and measuring devices, together
with amendments thereto, as recommended by the
national bureau of standards Handbook 44, second
edition as published at the time of the enactment

Specifications, of this act shall be the specifications, tolerances and
tolerances and
regulations regulations f or commercial weighing and/or meas-
designated. uring devices of the state. The director may at his

discretion adopt, by regulation, any supplement to
the national bureau of standards Handbook 44 sec-
ond edition or any subsequent similar publication
by such bureau. For the purposes of this act, ap-

"Corect" paratus shato be deemed to be "correct" when it
conforms toall applicable requirements promul-
gated as specified in this section; all other apparatus
shall be deemed to be "incorrect."

Inspection, SEC. 7. The director shall test the standards of
test of
standards, weight and measure procured by any city for which

when. the appointment of a sealer of weights and measures
is provided by this act, at least once every five
years, and shall approve the same when found to
be correct, and he shall inspect such standards at
least once every two years. He shall at least once
annually test all weights and measures used in
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checking the receipt or disbursement of supplies
in every institution for the maintenance of which
moneys are appropriated by the legislature, and
he shall report his findings, in writing, to the exec-
utive officer of the institution concerned.

SEc. 8. If not otherwise provided by law, the Istion,

director shall have the power to inspect and test anbd measures,

to ascertain if they are correct, all weights and
measures kept, offered, or exposed for sale. It shall
be the duty of the director, except in cities for which
city sealers of weights and measures have been
appointed as provided for in this act, at least an-
nually, and as often as he may deem necessary, to
inspect and test to ascertain if they are correct, all
weights and measures cormmercially used (1) in
determining the weight, measurement, or count of
commodities or things sold, or offered or exposed
for sale, on the basis of weight or of measure, (2)
in computing the basic charge or payment for serv-
ices rendered on the basis of weight or of measure,
or (3) in determining weight or measurement when
a charge is made for such determination: Provided,
That with respect to single-service devices, that is,
devices designed to be used commercially only once
and to be then discarded, and with respect to de-
vices uniformly mass-produced, as by means of a
mold or die, and not susceptible of individual adjust-
ment, the inspection and testing of each individual
device shall not be required and the inspecting and
testing requirements of this section will be satisfied
when inspections and tests are made on representa-
tive sample lots of such devices; and the larger
lots of which such sample lots are representative
shall be held to be correct or incorrect upon the
basis of the results of the inspections and tests on
such sample lots.

SEC. 9. The director shall investigate complaints Investigations

made to him concerning violations of the provisions by director.
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of this act, and shall, upon his own initiative, con-
duct such investigations as he deems appropriate
and advisable to develop information on prevailing
procedures in commercial quantity determination
and on possible violations of the provisions of this
act and to promote the general objective of accuracy
in the determination and representation of quantity
in commercial transactions.

Inspetions SEC. 10. The director shall, from time to time,
conformity weigh or measure and isetpackages or amountswith law- inpc
Tagging- o et xoe ae
Off sale ofcommodities kpoffered, epsdfor slsold
orders, or in the process of delivery to determine whether

the 'same contain the amounts represented and
whether they be kept, offered, exposed for sale
or sold in accordance with law; and when such pack-
ages or amounts of cormmodities are found not to
contain the amounts represented or are found to
be kept, offered or exposed for sale in violation of
law, the director may order them off sale and may
mark, tag or stamp them in a manner prescribed
by him. No person shall (1) sell, keep, off er or
expose for sale any package or amount of commodity
that has been ordered off sale as provided in this
section unless and until such package or amount
of commodity has been brought into full compliance
with legal requirements or (2) dispose of any pack-
age or amount of commodity that has been ordered
off sale and that has not been brought into com-
pliance with legal requirements in any manner ex-
cept with the specific approval of the director.

Stop-use, SEC. 11. The director shall have the power to
and removal issue stop-use orders, stop-removal orders and re-

orders. moval orders with respect to weights and measures
being, or susceptible of being, commercially used,
and to issue stop-removal orders and removal orders
with respect to packages or amounts of commodities
kept, offered, exposed for sale, sold or in process
of delivery, whenever in the course of his enforce-
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ment of the provisions of this act and/or rules and
regulations adopted hereunder he deems it neces-
sary or expedient to issue such orders. No person
shall use, remove from the premises specified or
fail to remove from the premises specified any
weight, measure, or package or amount of commod-
ity contrary to the terms of a stop-use order, stop-
removal order or removal order issued under the
authority of this section.

SEC. 12. The director shall approve for use and Approval,
rejecion,

seal or mark with appropriate devices such weights weights and

and measures as he finds upon inspection and test Tagig

to be "correct" as defined in section 6 of this act
and shall reject and mark or tag as "rejected" such
weights and measures as he finds upon inspection
or test to be "incorrect" as defined in section 6 of
this act, but which in his best judgment are sus-
ceptible of satisfactory repair: Provided, That such
sealing or marking shall not be required with re-
spect to such weights and measures as may be
exempted therefrom by a regulation of the director
issued under the authority of section 6 of this act.
The director may reject or seize any weights and
measures found to be incorrect that, in his best
judgment, are not susceptible of satisfactory repair.
Weights and measures that have been rejected may
be confiscated and may be destroyed by the director
if not corrected as required by section 20 of this
act or if used or disposed of contrary to the require-
ments of section 20 of this act.

SEC. 13. (1) With respect to the enforcement of Insp~ection.

this act and any other acts dealing with weights sezr

and measures that he is, or may be empowered
to enforce, the director is authorized to arrest any
violator of the said act, and to seize for use as evi-
dence incorrect or unsealed weights and measures
or amounts or packages of commodities to be used,
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retained, offered, exposed for sale or sold in viola-
tion of the law.

(2) In the performance of his official duties the
director is authorized at reasonable times during
the normal business hours of the person using the
weights and measures to enter into or upon any
structure or premises where weights and measures
are used or kept for commercial purposes. Should
the director be denied access to any premises or
establishment where such access was sought for
the purposes set forth in this section, he may apply
to any court of competent jurisdiction for a search
warrant authorizing access to such premises or
establishment for said purposes. The court may,
upon such application, issue the search warrant
for the purposes requested.

Powers, SEC. 14. The powers and duties given to and
duties may
be delegated, imposed upon the director by the provisions in sec-

tions 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 22 of this act may
be performed by any of his duly authorized repre-
sentatives acting under the instructions and at the
direction of the director.

City sealers SEC. 15. There shall be a sealer of weights and
anddeutis.measures and such deputies as may be required by

ordinance of each city governed by this act. Such
sealer and such deputies shall in any such city be
appointed by, and they shall hold office subject to
applicable local civil service laws and regulations;
otherwise they shall be appointed by the mayor, or
other chief executive officer of such city, by and
with the advice and consent of the governing body
of such city, and they may be removed for cause
in the same manner.

-Bonds. SEC. 16. A bond with sureties, to be approved
by the appointing power, and conditioned upon the
faithful performance of his duties and the safekeep-
ing of any standards or equipment entrusted to his
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care, shall forthwith, upon his appointment, be given
by each city sealer and deputy sealer in the penal
sum of one thousand dollars; the premium on such
bond shall be paid by the city for which the officer
in question is appointed.

SEC. 17. The city sealer and his deputy sealers -Powers,
duties.

when acting under his instructions and at his di-
rection shall have the same powers and shall per-
form the same duties within the city for which
appointed as are granted to and imposed upon the
director by sections 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 of this
act.

SEC. 18. The council or other governing body of -Duties
of governing

each city for which a city sealer has been appointed bdy-Starn-
provded or b (l)parisons to beas poiefobysection 15 of this act shall ()made.

procure at the expense of the city such standards
of weight and measure and such additional equip-
ment, to be used for the enforcement of the provi-
sions of this act in such city, as may be prescribed
by the director; (2) provide a suitable office for the
city sealer; and (3) make provision for the necessary
clerical services, supplies, transportation and for
defraying contingent expenses incidental to the of-
ficial activities of the city sealer in carrying out the
provisions of this act. When the standards of weight
and measure required by this section to be pro-
vided by a city shall have been examined and ap-
proved by the director, they shall be the official
standards for such city. It shall be the duty of the
city sealer to make, or to arrange to have made,
at least as frequently as once a year, comparisons
between his field standards and appropriate stand-
ards of a higher order belonging to his city or to the
state, in order to maintain such field standards in
accurate condition.

SEC. 19. In cities for which city sealers of weights -Conur-

and measures have been appointed as provided forretahoiy
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in this act, the director shall have concurrent au-
thority to carry out the provisions of this act. The
powers and duties relative to weights and measures
contained in this act shall be in addition to the
powers granted to any such city by law or charter.

Correction SEC. 20. Weights and measures that have been
of rejected
weights and reetdunder the atoiyof the director or a
measures,. eetd uhrt

city sealer shall remain subject to the control of
the rejecting authority until such time as suitable
repair or disposition thereof has been made as re-
quired by this section. The owners of such rejected
weights and measures shall cause the same to be
made correct within thirty days or such longer
period as may be authorized by the rejecting au-
thority; or, in lieu of this, may dispose of the same,
but only in such manner as is specifically authorized
by the rejecting authority. Weights and measures
that have been rejected shall not again be used
commercially until they have been officially re-ex-
amined and found to be correct or until specific
written permission for such use is issued by the
rejecting authority.

Regulations SEC. 21. Commodities in liquid form shall be sold
on sale of
commodities, only by liquid measure or by weight, and commodi-

ties not in liquid form shall be sold only by weight,
by cubic measure, by measure of length, area or
by count: Provided, That liquid commodities may
be sold by weight and dry commodities may be sold
by count only if such methods give accurate informa-
tion as to the quantity of commodity sold: Provided,
further, That the provisions of this section shall not
apply (1) to commodities when sold for imm-ediate
consumption on the premises where sold; (2) to
vegetables when sold by the head or bunch; (3)
to commodities when in package form or in con-
tainers standardized by a law of this state or by
federal law; (4) to concrete aggregates, concrete
mixtures and loose solid materials such as earth,
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soil, gravel, crushed stone and the like when sold
by cubic measure; or (5) to unprocessed vegetable
and animal fertilizer when sold by cubic measure.
The director shall issue such reasonable regulations
as are necessary to assure that amounts of com-
modity sold are determined in accordance with good
commercial practice and are so determined and rep-
resented to be accurate and informative to all in-
terested parties.

SEC. 22. Except as otherwise provided in this -Packaged

act, any commodity in package form introduced or in intrastate
commerce.

delivered for introduction into or received in intra-
state commerce, kept for the purpose of sale, offered
or exposed for sale or sold in intrastate commerce,
shall bear on the outside of the package a definite,
plain, and conspicuous declaration of (1) the net
quantity of the contents in terms of weight, measure
or count; and (2) in the case of any package not
sold on the premises where packed, the name and
place of business of the manufacturer, packer or
distributor: Provided, That the qualifying term
"when packed" or words of similar import shall not
be used in connection with the declaration required
under clause (1): And provided, further, That under
clause (1) the director shall by regulation establish
(a) reasonable variations to be allowed, (b) ex-
emptions as to small packages and (c) exemptions
as to commodities put up in variable weights or
sizes for sale to the consumer intact and either cus-
tomarily not sold as individual units or customarily
weighed or measured at time of sale to the con-
sumer.

SEC. 23. In addition to the declarations required -Dclara-

by section 22 of this act, any commodity in package packaged

form, the package being one of a lot containing
random weights, measures or counts of the same
commodity and bearing the total selling price of the
package, shall bear on the outside of the package
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a plain and conspicuous declaration of the price
per single unit of weight, measure, or count.

-Misleading SEC. 24. No commodity in package form shall be
packaged
commodities so wrapped, nor shall it be in a container so made,

unlaful. formed or filled as to mislead the purchaser as to
the quantity of the contents of the package, and
the contents of a container shall not fall below such
reasonable standards of fill as may have been pre-
scribed for the commodity in question by the di-
rector.

"In package SEc. 25. The term "in package form" as used in this
fom"deind.act shall mean commodity put up or packaged in any

manner in advance of sale in units suitable for either
wholesale or retail sale, exclusive, however, of an
auxiliary shipping container enclosing packages that
individually conform to the requirements of this
act. An individual item or lot of any commodity
not in package form as defined in this section, but
on which there is marked a selling price based on
an established price per unit of weight or of measure,
shall be construed to be commodity in package form.

"Weight" SEC. 26. The word "weight" as used in this act
defined. in connection with any commodity shall mean net

weight. Whenever any commodity is sold on the
basis of weight, the net weight of the commodity
shall be employed, and all contracts concerning com-
modities shall be so construed.

Price not SEC. 27. Whenever any commodity or service is
leading. sold, offered, exposed or advertised for sale, by

weight, measure or count, the price shall not be
misrepresented nor shall the price be represented
in any manner calculated or tending to mislead or
deceive an actual or prospective purchaser.

Meat, poultry. SEC. 28. Except for immediate consumption on
fish, sold
by weight. the premises where sold or as one of several ele-

ments comprising a meal sold as a unit, for con-
sumption elsewhere than on the premises where
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sold, all meat, meat products, fish and poultry of -
fered or exposed for sale or sold as f ood shall be
offered or exposed for sale and sold by weight.

SEC. 29. Butter, oleomargine and margarine shall Spreads sold
by unit

be offered and exposed for sale and sold by weight weight-

and only in units of one-quarter pound, one-half
pound, one pound or multiples of one pound, avoir-
dupois weight.

SEC. 30. All fluid dairy products, including but Fluid dairy
to wole kimed mlkproducts sold

not limitedQowoemik ke milk, cultured by liquid

milk, sweet cream, sour cream and buttermilk, shall maue

be packaged for retail sale only in units of one gill,
one-half liquid pint, one liquid pint, one liquid quart,
one-half gallon, one gallon or multiples of one gal-
lon: Provided, That the director may by regulation
provide for other sizes under one quart.

SEC. 31. When in package form and when packed, Packaged
flour sold by

kept, offered, exposed for sale or sold, flour such unit weight.

as, but not limited to, wheat flour, whole wheat flour,
graham flour, self-rising wheat flour, phosphated
wheat flour, bromated flour, enriched flour, enriched
self-rising flour, enriched bromated flour, corn flour,
corn meal and hominy grits shall be packaged only
in units of five, ten, twenty-five, fifty and one hun-
dred pounds avoirdupois weight: Provided, That
packages in units of less than five pounds or more
than one hundred pounds shall be permitted.

Solid fuelsSEC. 32. All solid fuels such as, but not limited sold by weight,
cubic mea-

to, coal, coke, charcoal, broiler chips, pressed fuels sure-Delivery

and briquets shall be sold by weight: Provided, That tces

Solid fuels such as hogged fuel, sawdust and similar
industrial fuels may be sold or purchased by cubic
measure. Unless the fuel is delivered to the pur-
chaser in package form, each delivery of coal, coke
or charcoal to an individual purchaser shall be
accompanied by duplicate delivery tickets on which,
in ink or other indelible substance, there shall be
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clearly stated (1) the name and address of the
vendor; (2) the name and address of the purchaser;
and (3) the net weight of the delivery and the gross
and tare weights from which the net weight is com-
puted, each expressed in pounds. One of these tickets
shall be retained by the vendor and the other shall
be delivered to the purchaser at the time of delivery
of the fuel, or shall be surrendered, on demand, to
the director or his deputy or inspector or a city
sealer or deputy sealer who, if he desires to retain
it as evidence, shall issue a weight slip in lieu thereof
for delivery to the purchaser: Provided, That if the
purchaser carries away his purchase, the vendor
shall be required only to give to the purchaser at
the time of sale a delivery ticket stating the num-
ber of pounds of fuel delivered to him.

Textile goads SE.3.Ishlbeulwutokpfrte
marked with Sc 3 tsalb naflt epfo h
net measure,
net weight- purpose of sale, offer or expose f or sale, or sell any
Exceptions. textile yard goods put up or packaged in advance

of sale in a bolt or roll, or any other textile product
put up or packaged in advance of sale in any other
unit, for either wholesale or retail sale, unless such
bolt or roll, or such other unit, be definitely, plainly,
and conspicuously marked to show its net measure
in terms of yards or its net weight in terms of avoir-
dupois pounds or ounces, subject, however, to the
following limitations and requirements:

(1) Any unit of twine or cordage may be marked
to show its net measure in terms of f eet. Ready-
wound bobbins that are not sold separately shall
not be required to be individually marked, but the
package containing such bobbins shall be marked
to show the number of bobbins contained therein
and the net weight or measure of the thread on
each bobbin. Any unit of sewing, basting, mending,
darning, crocheting, tatting, hand-knitting or em-
broidery thread or yarn except nylon hand knitting
yarn that is not composed in whole or in part of
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wool, the net weight of which is less than two ounces
avoirdupois, shall be marked to show its net measure
in terms of yards as unwound from the ball or from
the spool or other holder. Any retail unit of a tex-
tile product, sold only for household use, consisting
of a package containing two or more similar indi-
vidual units that are not sold separately, shall be
marked to show the number of individual units
in the package and the net weight or net measure
of the product in each individual unit, but such
proviso shall not apply where the individual units
are separately marked. Any unit of yarn composed
in whole or in part of wool, sold to consumers for
handiwork, shall be marked to show the net weight
of such yarn except that any such unit of tapestry,
mending, or embroidery yarn, the net measure of
which does not exceed fifty yards, may be marked
to show its linear measure only.

(2) The marking required by this section shall
in all cases be in combination with the name and
place of business of the manufacturer, packer, or
distributor of the product, or a trademark, symbol,
brand or other mark that positively identifies such
manufacturer, packer or distributor.

(3) Reasonable tolerances shall be permitted
and these shall be included in regulations for the
enforcement of the provisions of this section that
shall be issued by the director.

(4) The provisions of this section shall not apply
to the following textile products when sold at whole-
sale in bulk by net weight: Cordage, agricultural
bag sewing threads, twines, yarns that are to be
processed and yarns that are to be industrially con-
verted into end use products.

SEC. 34. Berries and small fruit shall be offered Small fruit,

and exposed for sale and sold by weight, or b y bywigt
unit measure.

measure in open containers having capacities of

[ 1401 1
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one-half dry pint, one dry pint or one dry quart:
Provided, That the marking provisions of section
22 of this act shall not apply to such containers.

Fractional SEc. 35. Fractional parts of any unit of weight
unt.frac-
tinlvalue, or measure shall mean like fractional parts of the

value of such unit as prescribed or defined in sec-
tions 1 and 2 of this act, and all contracts concern-
ing the sale of commodities and services shall be
construed in accordance with this requirement.

SEC. 36. Any person who shall hinder or obstruct
in any way the director, a city sealer or a deputy
sealer, in the performance of his official duties, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than
twenty dollars or more than two hundred dollars,
or by imprisonment for not more than three months,
or by both such fine and imprisonment.

SEC. 37. Any person who shall impersonate in
any way the director, or a city sealer or deputy
sealer, by the use of his seal or a counterfeit of his
seal, or in any other manner, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be
punished by a fine of not less than one hundred
dollars or more than five hundred dollars or by im-
prisomnent for not more than one year, or by both
such fine and imprisonment.

SEC. 38. Any person who, by himself, by his
servant or agent, or as the servant or agent of an-
other person, performs any one of the acts enumer-
ated in subparagraphs (1) through (9) of this sec-
tion, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon a
second or subsequent conviction thereof he shall
be guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

(1) Use or have in possession for the purpose
of using for any commercial purpose specified in
section 8 of this act, sell, offer, expose for sale or
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hire or have in possession for the purpose of selling Unlafu

or hiring an incorrect weight or measure or any misdeeanor

device or instrument used or calculated to falsify misdemeanor.

any weight or measure.

(2) Use or have in possession for current use
in the buying or selling of any commodity or thing,
for hire or award, or in the computation of any
basic charge or payment for services rendered on
the basis of weight or measurement, or in the de-
termination of weight or measurement when a
charge is made for such determination, any weight
or measure that has not been sealed by the director,
a city sealer or deputy sealer within one year, unless
written notice has been given to the director or to
the city sealer in whose territory the weight or
measure is located to the effect that such weight
or measure is available for examination or is due
for reexamination, as the case may be, or unless
specific written permission to use such weight or
measure has been received from the office of the
director or from the city sealer in whose territory
the weight or measure is located.

(3) Dispose of any rejected or condemned weight
or measure in a manner contrary to law or regu-
lation.

(4) Remove from any weight or measure, con-
trary to law or regulation, any tag, seal, stamp or
mark placed thereon by the director, or a city sealer
or deputy sealer.

(5) Sell, off er or expose for sale less than the
quantity he represents of any commodity, thing or
service.

(6) Take more than the quantity he represents
of any commodity, thing, or service when, as buyer,
he furnishes the weight or measure by means of
which the amount of the commodity, thing or serv-
ice is determined.

[ 1403]
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(7) Keep for the purpose of sale, advertise, offer
or expose for sale or sell any commodity, thing or
service in a condition or manner contrary to law
or regulation.

(8) Use in retail trade, except in the preparation
of packages put up in advance of sale and of medical
prescriptions, a weight or measure that is not so
positioned that its indications may be accurately
read and the weighing or measuring operation ob-
served from some position which may reasonably
be assumed by a customer.

(9) Violate any provision of this act or of the
rules and/or regulations promulgated under the
provisions of this act for which a specific penalty
has not been prescribed.

Severability. SEC. 39. If any section or provision of this act

shall be adjudged to be invalid or unconstitutional,
such adjudication shall not affect the validity of the
act as a whole, or any section, provision or part
thereof not adjudged invalid or unconstitutional.

Repeal. SEc. 40. The following acts or parts of acts are
hereby repealed:

(1) Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23 and 24, chapter 194, Laws of
1927 and RCW 19.92.005, 19.92.010, 19.92.015, 19.92-
.020, 19.92.030, 19.92.060, 19.92.070, 19.92.130, 19.92-
.140, 19.92.150, 19.92.160, 19.92.180, 19.92.190, 19.92-
.200, 19.92.220, 19.92.230, 19.92.250, 19.92.260, 19.92-
.270, and 19.92.280;

(2) Section 22, chapter 194, Laws of 1927, as
amended by section 2, chapter 104, Laws of 1945
and RCW 19.92.080;

(3) Section 12, chapter 194, Laws of 1927, as
amended by section 1, chapter 167, Laws of 1937
and RCW 19.92.090;

(4) Sections 1 and 2, chapter 138, Laws of 1945
and RCW 19.92.170 and 19.92.171;

[ 1404 ]
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(5) Section 11, chapter 194, Laws of 1927, as
amended by section 1, chapter 104, Laws of 1945 and
RCW 19.92.210.

Passed the Senate February 26, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 292.
[ Sub. S. B. 363. ]

NACHES PASS TUNlNEL.

AN ACT relating to public highways; authorizing a Naches Pass
tunnel and authorizing studies, surveys, planning, location,
design, financing and construction thereof; and making an
appropriation.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. The Washington state highway COrn- Feasibility
study of

mission and the Washington toll bridge authority tunnel

are hereby authorized and directed, acting jointlydiet.
with the joint fact-finding committee on highways,
streets and bridges, to retain an independent engi-
neering firm to prepare traffic, engineering and
financial studies, and surveys to determine the feasi-
bility of undertaking the construction of a Naches
cut-off and tunnel on primary state highway No. 5
through the Cascade Mountains, together with the
necessary approaches connecting to existing high-
ways in whole or in part as an improvement on the
state highway system, or as a toll tunnel project, in
either case making use of federal agency funds as
appropriate and available and funds contributed or
advanced by any political subdivisions which it is
determined will be economically benefited by con-
struction of the project, said cut-off shall start on
state highway No. 5 near the junction of the White

[ 1405 ]
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and Greenwater rivers; thence in an easterly direc-
tion through Greenwater River drainage area to the
west portal of the tunnel under Pyramid Park, a
distance of 1.85 miles to the east portal, thence fol-
lowing the north fork of the Little Naches. River to
the Little Naches River, thence down it to its junc-
tion with the Bumping River at state primary high-
way No. 5.

Features SEC. 2. Such studies and surveys shall include
of study.

but shall not be confined to the following:
(1) The most desirable design, tunnel ap-

proaches, and connecting roads;
(2) The most desirable location;
(3) The cost of construction and the length of

construction time required;
(4) The financial feasibility of the tunnel and the

amount, if any, of supplementary aid required to
finance it;

(5) The relative economic benefit to counties,
cities, or other political subdivisions to be princi-
pally served by construction of the tunnel;

(6) The benefit to the state highway system,
taking into account the statewide interest in the
tunnel and the estimated additional motor vehicle
fuel tax revenue which would accrue to the motor
vehicle fund as a result of the construction of the
tunnel.

Financing SEc. 3. Upon the completion of such studies and
plan. surveys, the highway commission and the toll bridge

authority, in cooperation with the joint fact-finding
committee on highways, streets and bridges, shall
prepare a plan for financing the project. The plan
shall include the cost of the entire project; the por-
tion of such total cost which can be financed by the
issuance of toll bridge authority revenue bonds; the
portion of such total cost and the amount of guaran-
tee funds which should be contributed or advanced
by any political subdivisions to be economically

[ 14061]
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benefited by construction of the project; and the por-
tion of such total cost and the amount of guarantee
funds which should be contributed from that por-
tion of the motor vehicle fund available to the de-
partment of highways for state highway purposes.
When completed, the financing plan shall be adopted
by resolution of the commission and the authority.

SEC. 4. Upon adoption of the financing plan the Project

commission and the authority, acting jointly, shall design.

forthwith proceed to make the design for the entire
project.

SEC. 5. After adoption of the financing plan, the Contributions

authority and the highway commission, acting ofupditicaln

jointly, shall request any political subdivision which sought.

will be benefited by the construction of the project,
to advance or contribute money or bonds toward the
expenses of construction or to guarantee toll bridge
authority revenue bonds to be issued to finance the
project.

SEC. 6. There is appropriated from the motor Appropriation.

vehicle fund jointly to the Washington state high-
way commission and the Washington toll bridge
authority for the period beginning July 1, 1959 and
ending June 30, 1961, the sum of one hundred thou-
sand dollars or so much thereof as shall be necessary
to carry out the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 7. All funds herein appropriated from the Reimburse-
ment.

motor vehicle fund to the Washington State High-
ways Commission and the Washington toll bridge
authority shall be considered as a loan and shall be
repaid by the commission and the authority to the
motor vehicle fund upon the sale of bonds for this
project.

Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 293.
[ S. B. 434.]1

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-PRISON TERMS
AND PAROLES-MERIT SYSTEM.

AN ACr relating to employment practices of the department of
institutions and the state board of prison terms and paroles;
providing for the placement of certain employees thereof
under the jurisdiction of the state personnel board; pro-
viding for the classification, recruitment, and fixing of
salaries of such employees; and repealing sections 72.05.050
through 72.05.120, chapter 28, Laws of 1959 and RCW
72.05.050 through 72.05.120.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SEcTION 1. All officers and employees of the de-
partment of institutions and the institutions under
its supervision and control, except the director, his
confidential secretary, and the chief assistant di-
rector, and all personnel of the state board of prison
terms and paroles, except the members of the board,
board secretary and administrative officer, shall be
under the jurisdiction of the state personnel board
or its successor: Provided, That all such officers,
employees, and personnel who, upon the effective
date of this act, have less than six month's service
as an employee of the department of institutions or
the board of prison terms and paroles shall be in a
probationary status until such six month period shall
have elapsed.

SEC. 2. All appointments to employment in the
department of institutions, or the institutions under
its supervision, or to employment under the state
board of prison terms and paroles, shall be based
upon character, education, experience, ability, per-
sonality, temperament, and aptitude for the respec-
tive position and without regard to political af-
filiation. The state personnel board with the advice
and approval of the director, or the board of prison
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terms and paroles, as the case may be, shall establish
the requirement standards for each classification for
positions of employment within the department and
the institutions under its supervision, or for posi-
tions of employment under the board of prison
terms and paroles.

SEC. 3. The state personnel board with the advice'
and subject to the approval of the director, or the
board of prison terms and paroles, as the case may
be, shall designate the classifications of the various
employees of the department and the board. ofVeod
prison terms and paroles and the number of posi-Vted
tions in each such classification. Separate exami-
nations shall be conducted by the state personnel
board for each classification, or they may be comn-
bined as the state personnel board may elect. .

SEC.4. he tateperonnl bardin onjnc-Board to
recruit

tion with the department of institutions, and -the employees.

state board of prison terms and paroles, shall be
responsible for the recruitment and the filling, of
vacancies in each classification of employment.

SEC. 5. The state personnel board shall compile Schedule of
wages.

a schedule of salaries and wages for each classifica-
tion of position of employment.

SEc. 6. On and after the effective date of this act, Employees
subject to

all persons who may be appointed to employment probationary

within the department of institutions and the institu- period.

tions under its supervision, or to employment under
the board of prison terms and paroles, shall be sub-
ject to a probationary period of six months, at the
expiration of which time such employee shall be
placed on permanent status.

SEC. 7. No employee on permanent status shall Employment
change

be discharged, demoted, or suspended, except for thog

cause in accordance with the rules of the state per-
sonnel board, and shall be entitled to a hearing

[1409]J
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Repeal.

[14101I

before the state personnel board in accordance with
their rules and regulations.

ISEC. 8. Sections 72.05.050 through 72.05.120,
chapter 28, Laws of 1959 and RCW 72.05.050 through
72.05.120 are each repealed.

Passed the Senate February 24, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959, with

the exception of Section 3, which is vetoed.

NOTE: Excerpt of Governor's veto message reads as follows:
"Senate Bill No. 434 for the first time in the history -of this state

establishes by law, a merit system for all of the employees of the De-
partment of Institutions and the Board of Prison Terms and Paroles
and places these employees under the jurisdiction of the State Personnel
Board. The several thousand employees of the Department of Institu-
tions deserves this protection and I regret that the legislature did not see
fit tow enact a comprehensive merit system for all state employees.

"Section 3 of Senate Bill 434 gives the State Personnel Board the right
to designate the classification of various employees of the Department
of Institutions and of the Board of Prison Terms and Paroles. This sec-
tion further gives the State Personnel Board also the right to fix the
number of positions in each classification and it provides that separate
examtinations shall be conducted by the State Personnel Board for each
classification.

"The State Personnel Board at the present time already has the
power to give examinations for each classification of employment for
all employees under its jurisdiction. It is my considered judgment that
the matter of classification of employees and the number of positions
to be filled have a fiscal impact upon the state government. Authority to
establish classifications and numbers of positions must necessarily rest
with the Governor and the Budget Director who is directly responsible
to the Governor. The subject of classification is not a proper part of a
well functioning merit system.

"For the reasons indicated, section 3 of this bill is vetoed and the
remainder of the bill Is approved."

ALBERT D. ROSELLINI,
Governor.

Veto message.
excerpt.
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CHAPTER 294.
(Sub. S. B. 424.

WASHINGTON MINIMUM WAGE AND HOUR ACT.

AN ACT relating to wages and other conditions of employment
for employees to be known as the Washington minimum
wage and hour act; and providing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. As used in this act: Dfntos

(1) "Director" means the director of labor and "Director."'

industries;
(2) "Wage" means compensation due to an em- "Wage."

ployee by reason of his employment, payable in legal
tender of the United States or checks on banks con-
vertable into cash on demand at full face value,
subject to such deductions, charges, or allowances
as may be permitted by regulations of the director
under section 5;

(3) "Employ" includes to suffer or to permit to "Employ."

work;
(4) "Employer" includes any individual, partner- "Employer."

ship, association, corporation, business trust, or any
person or group of persons acting directly or in-
directly in the interest of an employer in relation
to an employee;

(5) "Employee" includes any individual em- "Employee."

ployed by an employer but shall not include:
(a) any individual employed (i) on a farm, in

the employ of any person, in connection with the
cultivation of the soil, or in connection with raising
or harvesting any agricultural or horticultural com-
modity, including raising, shearing, feeding, caring
for, training, and management of livestock, bees,
poultry, and furbearing animals and wild life, or in
the employ of the owner or tenant or other operator
of a farm in connection with the operation, manage-
ment, conservation, improvement, or maintenance

[ 1411]
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of such farm and its tools and equipment; or (ii) in
packing, packaging, grading, storing or delivering
to storage, or to market or to a carrier for transpor-
tation to market, any' agricultural or horticultural
commodity; and the exclusions from the term "em-
ployee" provided in this item shall not be deemed
applicable with respect to commercial canning, com-
mercial freezing, or any other commercial proc-
essing, or with respect to services performed in
connection with the cultivation, raising, harvesting
and processing of oysters or in connection with any
agricultural or horticultural commodity after its de-
livery to a terminal market for distribution for con-
sumption;

(b) any individual employed in domestic service
in. or about a private home;

(c) any individual employed in a bona fide ex-
ecutive, administrative, or professional capacity or
in the capacity of outside salesman (as such terms
are defined and delimited by regulations of the di-
rector);

(d) any individual employed by the United
States;

.(e) any individual engaged in the activities of
an educational, charitable, religious, or nonprofit
organization where the employer-employee relation-
ship does not in fact exist or where the services are
rendered to such organizations gratuitously;

(f) any newspaper vendor or carrier;
(g) any carrier subject to regulation by Part I

of the Interstate Commerce Act;
(h) any individ .ial engaged in forest protection

and fire prevention activities;
(i) any person employed by a funeral director

or operator of an emergency ambulance service;

"Occupation." (6) "Occupation" means any occupation, service,
trade, business, industry, or branch or group of in-

[ 1412]
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dustries or employment or class of employment in
which employees are gainfully employed.

SEC. 2. Every employer shall pay to each of his Minmu
employees wages at a rate of not less than one dollar wage set.

per hour except as may be otherwise provided under
this act.

SEC. 3. (1) Except as otherwise provided in this Eight hourno eployr shll eployday, fortysection, noepoe hl mlyany of his em- hour week-
Overtime

ployees for a workday longer than eight hours or rates, compu-

for a workweek longer than forty hours, unless such tions.ecp

employee receives compensation for his employment
in excess of the hours above specified at a rate not
less than one and one-half times the regular rate
at which he is employed. Every employee is entitled
to have his overtime computed on both a daily and
weekly basis each week and shall be paid either his
daily or weekly overtime whichever is greater.

(2) No employer shall be deemed to have vio-
lated subsection (1) by employing any employee
for a workday or workweek in excess of that
specified in such subsection without paying the com-
pensation for overtime employment prescribed
therein if such employee is so employed-

(a) for a period or periods of not more than
fourteen workweeks in the aggregate in any calendar
year in packing or preparing for market, canning,
freezing, dehydrating or preserving, perishable or
seasonal fish, fruits or vegetables and in any other
industry found by the director to be of a seasonal
nature, and if such employee receives compensation
for employment in excess of twelve hours in any
workday, or for employment in excess of fifty-six
hours in any workweek, as the case may be, at a rate
not less than one and one-half times the regular
rate at which he is employed;

(b) in the processing of sugar beets, sugar-beet
molasses, sugarcane, or maple sap, into sugar (but
not refined sugar) or into sirup; and in the case of

[ 1413 1
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Edght or an employer engaged in the first processing of, or in
hour week- .1 r

Overtime canning, freezing, packinlg, or dehydaing of perish-
tation xcp- able or seasonal fresh fruits or vegetables during a

tions. period or periods of .not more than fourteen work-
weeks in the aggregate in any calendar year;

(c) in accordance with a mutual agreement or
arrangement between two employees for exchang-
ing work hours.

(3) As used in this section the "regular rate" at
which an employee is employed shall be deemed to
include all remuneration for employment paid to,
or on behalf of, the employee, but shall not be
deemed to include-

(a) sums paid as gifts; payments in the nature
of gifts made at Christmas time or on other special
occasions, as a reward for service, the amounts of
which are not measured by or dependent on hours
worked, production, or efficiency;

(b) payments made for occasional periods when
no work is performed due to vacation, holiday, ill-
ness, failure of the employer to provide sufficient
work, or other similar cause; reasonable payments
for traveling expenses, or other expenses, incurred
by an employee in the furtherance of his employer's
interests and properly reimbursable by the em-
ployer; and other similar payments to an employee
which are not made as compensation for his hours
of employment;

(c) sums paid in recognition of services per-
formed during a given period if either; (i) both
the fact that payment is to be made and the amount
of the payment are determined at the sole discretion
of the employer at or near the end of the period and
not pursuant to any prior contract, agreement, or
promise causing the employee to expect such pay-
ments regularly; or (ii) the payments are made
pursuant to a bona fide profit-sharing plan or trust
or bona fide thrift or savings plan, meeting the re-
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quirements of the director set forth in appropriate Eight hour
day, forty

regulations which he shall issue, having due regard Ovrtm

among other relevant factors, to the extent to which tati; c~ep-

the amounts paid to the employee are determined tions.

without regard to hours of work, production, or
efficiency; or (iii) the payments are talent fees (as
such talent fees are defined and delimited by regu-
lations of the director) paid to performers, including
announcers, on radio and television programs;

(d) contributions irrevocably made by an em-
ployer to a trustee or third person pursuant to a
bona fide plan for providing old-age, retirement, life,
accident, or health insurance or similar benefits for
employees;

(e) extra compensation provided by a premium
rate paid for certain hours worked by the employee
in any day or workweek because such hours are
hours worked in excess of eight in a day or forty
in a workweek or in excess of the employee's normal
working hours or regular working hours, as the case
may be;

(f) extra compensation provided by a premium
rate paid for work by the employee on Saturdays,
Sundays, holidays, or regular days of rest, or on the
sixth or seventh day of the workweek, where such
premium rate is not less than one and one-half
times the rate established in good faith for like work
performed in nonovertime hours on other days; or

(g) extra compensation provided by a premium
rate paid to the employee, in pursuance of an ap-
plicable employment, contract or collective-bargain-
ing agreement, for work outside of the hours estab-
lished in good faith by the contract or agreement
as the basic, normal, or regular workday (not ex-
ceeding eight hours) or workweek (not exceeding
forty hours) where such premium rate is not less
than one and one-half times the rate established in

[ 1415 1
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Eight hour go at ytecnrc rareetfrlk
day, forty go at ytecnrc rareetfrlk

overtime work performed during such workday or workweek.
tation, excep- (4) No employer shall be deemed to have vio-

tions. lated subsection (1) by employing any employee for
a workday in excess of eight hours or a workweek
in excess of forty hours if such employee is employed
pursuant to a bona fide individual contract, or pur-
suant to an agreement made as a result of collective-
bargaining by representatives of employees, if the
duties of such employee necessitate irregular hours
of work and the contract or agreement; (a) specifies
a regular rate of pay of not less than the minimum
hourly rate provided in section 2 of this act and
compensation at not less than one and one-hall
times such rate for all hours worked in excess of
eight in any workday or in excess of forty in any
workweek; and (b) provides a weekly guaranty of
pay for not more than sixty hours based on the rates
so specified.

(5) No employer shall be deemed to have vio-
lated subsection (1) by employing any employee
for a workday in excess of eight hours or for a work-
week in excess of forty hours if, pursuant to an
agreement or understanding arrived at between the
employer and the employee before performance of
the work, the amount paid to the employee for the
number of hours worked by him in such workday
or workweek in excess of eight hours or forty hours,
respectively-

(a) in the case of an employee employed at piece
rates, is computed at piece rates not less than one
and one-half times the bona fide piece rates ap-
plicable to the same work when performed during
nonovertime hours; or

(b) in the case of an employee performing two
or more kinds of work for which different hourly
or piece rates have been established, is computed at
rates not less than one and one-half times such bona
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fide rates applicable to the same work when per-
formed during nonovertime hours; or

(c) is computed at a rate not less than one and
one-half times the rate established by such agree-
ment or understanding as the basic rate to be used
in computing overtime compensation thereunder:
Provided, That the rate so established by such agree-
ment shall be authorized by regulation by the di-
rector as being substantially equivalent to the aver-
age hourly earnings of the employee, exclusive of
over-time premiums, in the particular work over a
representative period of time;

and if (i) the employee's average hourly earn-
ings for the workweek exclusive of payments de-
scribed in paragraphs (a) through (g) of subsection
(3) are not less than the minimum hourly rate re-
quired by applicable law, and (ii) extra overtime
compensation is properly computed and paid on
other forms of additional pay required to be in-
cluded in computing the regular rate.

(6) Extra compensation paid as described in
paragraphs (e), (f), and (g) of subsection (3) shall
be creditable toward overtime compensation payable
pursuant to this section 3.

SE~C. 4. (1) The director or his designated repre-
sentatives may investigate and gather data regard-
ing the wages, hours, and other conditions and
practices of employment in any industry subject to
this act, and may enter and inspect such places and
such records (and make such transcriptions thereof),
question such employees, and investigate such facts,
conditions, practices, or matters as he may deem
necessary or appropriate to determine whether any
person has violated any provision of this act, or
which may aid in the enforcement of the provisions
of this act.

(2) With the consent and cooperation of federal
agencies. charged with the administration of federal
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Federal labor laws, the director may, for the purpose ofagencies
utilized. carrying out his functions and duties under this act,

utilize the services of federal agencies and their em-
ployees and, notwithstanding any other provision of
law, may reimburse such federal agencies and their
employees for services rendered for such purposes.

Employers' (3) Every employer subject to any provision of
reports, this act or of any order issued under this act shall

make, keep, and preserve such records of the per-
sons employed by him and of the wages, hours, and
other conditions and practices of employment main-
tained by him, and shall preserve such records for
such periods of time, and shall make reports there-
from to the director as he shall prescribe by regula-
tion as necessary or appropriate for the enforcement
of the provisions of this act or the regulations there-
under.

industrial (4) The director is authorized to make such
homework, regulations regulating, restricting, or prohibiting in-

dustrial homework as are necessary or appropriate
to prevent the circumvention or evasion of and to
safeguard the minimum wage rate prescribed in
this act, and all existing regulations of the director
relating to industrial homework are hereby con-
tinued in full force and effect.

Adminis- SEC. 5. For any occupation, the director shall
trative
regulations. make and revise such administrative regulations,

including definitions of terms, as he may deem ap-
propriate to carry out the purposes of this act or
necessary to prevent the circumvention or evasion
thereof and to safeguard the minimum wage rates
thereby established. Such regulations may include,
but are not limited to, regulations defining and
governing learners and apprentices, their number,
proportion, and length of service; part-time pay;
bonuses; overtime pay; special pay for special or
extra work; and permitted charges to employees or
allowances for board, lodging, apparel, or other f a-
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cilities or services customarily furnished by em-
ployers to employees.

SEC. 6. The director, to the extent necessary in
order to prevent curtailment of opportunities for
employment, shall by regulations provide for (1)
the employment of learners, of apprentices, and of
messengers employed primarily in delivering letters
and messages, under special certificates issued pur-
suant to regulations of the director, at such wages
lower than the minimum wage applicable under
section 2 of this act and subject to such limitations
as to time, number, proportion, and length of service
as the director shall prescribe, and (2) the employ-
ment of individuals whose earning capacity is im-
paired by age or physical or mental deficiency or
injury, under special certificates issued by the di-
rector, at such wages lower than the minimum wage
applicable under section 2 of this act and for such
period as shall be fixed in such certificates.

Special certifi-
cates for cer-
tain employees
-Submin-
imum wage.

SEC. 7. Every employer subject to any provision Em..ployment

of this act or of any regulation issued under this act records kept

shall make, and keep in or about the premises
wherein any employee is employed, a record of the
name, address, and occupation of each of his em-
ployees, the rate of pay, and the amount paid each
pay period to each such employee, the hours worked
each day and each work week by such employee,
and such other information as the director shall
prescribe by regulation as necessary or appropriate
for the enforcement of the provisions of this act or of
the regulations thereunder. Such records shall be
open for inspection or transcription by the director
or his authorized representative at any reasonable
time. Every such employer shall furnish to the di-
rector or to his authorized representative on de-
mand a sworn statement of such records and in-
formation upon forms prescribed or approved by
the director.
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Niew rmod- SEC. 8. (1) As new regulations or changes or

Judiial modification of previously established regulations
review-Stay, are proposed, the director shall call a public hearing

for the purpose of the consideration and establish-
ment of such regulations following the procedures
used in the promulgation of standards of safety
under RCW 49.16.080, 49.16.090 and 49.16.100, as
amended.

(2) Any interested party may obtain a review
of the director's findings and order in the superior
court of county of petitioners' residence by filing in
such court within sixty days after the date of pub-
lication of such regulation a written petition praying
that the regulation be modified or set aside. A copy
of such petition shall be served upon the director.
The finding of facts, if supported by evidence, shall
be conclusive upon the court. The court shall de-
termine whether the regulation is in accordance
with law. If the court determines that such regu-
lation is not in accordance with law, it shall remand
the case to the director with directions to modify
or revoke such regulation. If application is made to
the court for leave to adduce additional evidence by
any aggrieved party, such party shall show to the
satisfaction of the court that such additional evidence
is material, and that there were reasonable grounds
for the failure to adduce such evidence before the
director. If the court. finds that such evidence is
material and that reasonable grounds exist for failure
of the aggrieved party to adduce such evidence in
prior proceedings, the court may remand the case
to the director with directions that such additional
evidence be taken before the director. The director
may modify the findings and conclusions, in whole
or in part, by reason of such additional evidence.

(3) The judgment and decree of the court shall
be final except that it shall be subject to review by
the supreme court as in other civil cases.
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(4) The proceedings under this section shall not,
unless specifically ordered by the court, operate as
a stay of an administrative regulation issued under
the provisions of this act. The court shall not grant
any stay of an administrative regulation unless the
person complaining of such regulation shall file in
the court an undertaking with a surety or sureties
satisfactory to the court for the payment to the em-
ployees affected by the regulation, in the event such
regulation is affirmed, of the amount by which the
compensation such employees are entitled to receive
under the regulation exceeds the compensation they
actually receive while such stay is in effect.

SEC. 9. (1) Any employer who pays any em-
ployee less than wages to which such employee is
entitled under or by virtue of this act, shall be liable
to such employee affected for the full amount of such
wage rate, less any amount actually paid to such
employee by the employer, and for costs and such
reasonable attorney's fees as may be allowed by the
court. Any agreement between such employee and
the employer to work f or less than such wage rate
shall be no defense to such action.

(2) At the written request of any employee paid
less than the wages to which he is entitled under or
by virtue of this act, the director may take an assign-
me nt under this act or as provided in RCW 49.48.040
of such wage claim in trust for the assigning em-
ployee and may bring any legal action necessary to
collect such claim, and the employer shall be re-
quired to pay the costs and such reasonable attorney's
fees as may be allowed by the court.

Employer
liability for
wages less
than mini-
mum-
Assignment
of wage claim.

SEC. 10. (1J) An mlyrwho hinders or de- act, gross

lays the director or his authorized representatives misdemeanor.

in the performance of his duties in the enforcement
of this act, or refuses to admit the director or his
authorized representatives to any place of employ-
ment, or fails to make, keep, and preserve any
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records as required under the provisions of this act,
or falsifies any such record, or refuses to make any
record accessible to the director or his authorized
representatives upon demand, or refuses to furnish
a sworn statement of such record or any other in-
formation required for the proper enforcement of
this act to the director or his authorized representa-
tives upon demand, or pays or agrees to pay wages
at a rate less than the rate applicable under this
act, or otherwise., violates any provision of this act
or'of any regulation issued under this act shall be
deemed in violation of this act and shall, upon con-
viction therefor, be guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

(2) Any employer who discharges or in any
other manner discriminates against any employee
because such employee has made any complaint
to his employer, to the director, or his authorized
representatives that he has not been paid wages in
accordance with the provisions of this act, or that
the employer has violated any provision of this
act, or because such employee has caused to be
instituted or is about to cause to be instituted any
proceeding under or related to this act, or because
such employee has testified or is about to testify
in any such proceeding shall be deemed in violation
of this act and shall, upon conviction therefor, be
guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

Collective SEC. 11. Nothing in this act shall be deemed to
bargainng
unimpaired, interfere with, impede, or in any way diminish the

right of employees to bargain collectively with their
employers through representatives of their own
choosing in order to establish wages or other con-
ditions of work in excess of the applicable mini-
mum under the provisions of this act.

Act SEC. 12. This act establishes a minimum standard
supleentl.for wages, hours, and working conditions of all

employees in this state,. unless exempted herefrom,
and is in addition to and supplementary to any other
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federal, state, or local law or ordinance, or any rule
or regulation issued thereunder. Any standards re-
lating to wages, hours, or other working conditions
established by any applicable federal, state or
local law or ordinance, or any rule or regulation
issued' thereunder, which are more favorable to
emnployees than the minimum standards applicable
under this act, or any rule or regulation issued
hereunder, shall not be affected by this act and
such other laws, or rules or regulations, shall be
in full force and effect and may be enforced as
provided by law: Provided, That as to any employer
and employment which is subject to the federal fair
labor standards act, compliance with such act shall
be deemed likewise to constitute compliance with
section 1 (5) (c), section 3, section 5 and section
7 of this act.

More f avor-
able standards
unaffected.

SEC. 13. If any provision of this act, or the Severability.

application thereof to any person or circumstances,
is held invalid, the remainder of the act and the
application thereof to other persons or circum-
stances shall not be affected thereby.

SEC. 14. This act may be known and cited as Short

the "Washington Minimum Wage and Hour Act."'tle

Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 295.
(S. B. 541.]1

PROPERTY TAXATION-VESSELS.

AN ACT relating to revenue and taxation; exempting from
taxation certain vessels and components thereof while under
construction; and amending section 2, chapter 81, Laws of
1931, as amended by section 2, chapter 82, Laws of 1945,
and RCW 84.36.090; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Certain SECTION 1.Alrights, tleor ineetin or to
vessels, it 1. Al tIntrs
components, any vessel of more than .1,000 ton burden, and the
tax exempt.

materials and parts held by the builder of the ves-
sel, at, the site of construction for the specific pur-
pose. of incorporation therein, shall be exempt from
taxation while the vessel is under construction with-
in this state.

RCW 84.36.090 SEC. 2. Section 2, chapter 81, Laws of 1931, as
amended.

amended by section 2, chapter 82, Laws of 1945,
and RCW 84.36.090 are- each amended to read as
follows:

Other ships All ships and vessels taxable in the state, other
and vess
partially than those taxable under RCW 84.36.080 and those
exempt.

described in section 1 of this amendatory act, are
exempt from all ad valorem taxes, except taxes
levied for any state purpose and twenty percent
of taxes levied for-, all other purposes.

Emergency. SEC. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
support of the state government and its existing
public institutions and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate March 6, 1959.
Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 296.
ES. B. 550.1

INHERITANCE TAXES.

AN ACT relating to inheritance taxes; and amending section 12,
chapter 55, Laws of 1901, as last amended by section 4,
chapter 184, Laws of 1945, and RCW 83.44.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 12, chapter 55, Laws of 1901, RCW 83.44.010

as last amended by section 4, chapter 184, Laws of amended.

1945, and RCW 83.44.010 are each amended to read
as follows:

All taxes imposed by the inheritance tax pro- Taxes, when

visions of this title shall take effect and accrue upon deItrs

the death of the decedent or donor. If such tax is
not paid within fifteen months from the accruing
thereof, interest shall be charged and collected at
the rate of six percent per year unless the amount
of tax cannot be determined because of litigation
pending in any court of competent jurisdiction or
arbitration under the provisions of chapter 46,
Laws of 1959 (Senate Bill No. 126) which involves,
either directly or indirectly, the amount of tax
payable, in which case interest shall not be charged
during the time necessarily consumed by such liti-
gation or arbitration: Provided, That in no case
shall interest be tolled for a period of more than
three years from the expiration of the fifteen months
after date of death. The minimum tax due in any
event shall be paid within fifteen months from the
accruing thereof. In all cases where a bond shall
be given under the provisions of RCW 83.16.020
interest shall be charged at the rate of six percent
per year from and after a period of sixty days from
the time that the person or persons owning the bene-
ficial interest come into the possession of same until
the payment thereof.
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The tax commission may, in its discretion, waive
the payment of interest required to be assessed un-
der the inheritance tax provisions of this title.

Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 297.
[ S. B. 127.

ENGINEERING AND LAND SURVEYING.

AN ACT relating to the practice of engineering and land
surveying; granting powers and immunities to the state
board for registration of professional engineers and land
surveyors; defining terms; providing for procedures; estab-
lishing the professional engineers' account of the general
fund; providing exemptions and qualifications theref or;
adding three new sections to chapter 283, Laws of 1947
and to chapter 18.43 RCW; and amending sections 10, 11,
13 and 16, chapter 283, Laws of 1947 and RCW 18.43.070,
18.43.080, 18.43.100 and 18.43.130.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 283, Laws
of 1947 and to chapter 18.43 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Certain board The board may adopt and amend bylaws estab-
mrtd- lishing its organization and method of operation,

powes.at including but not limited to meetings, maintenance
of books and records, publication of reports, code
of ethics, and rosters, and adoption and use of a
seal. Three members of the board shall constitute
a quorum for the conduct of any business of the
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board. The board may employ such persons as are
necessary to carry out its duties under this chapter.
It may adopt rules and regulations reasonably nec-
essary to administer the provisions of this chapter.
It may conduct investigations concerning alleged
violations of the provisions of this chapter. In mak-
ing such investigations and in all proceedings under
RCW 18.43.110, the chairman of the board or any
member of the board acting in his place may ad-
minister oaths or affirmations to witnesses appear-
ing before the board, subpoena witnesses and com-
pel their attendance, and require the production of
books, records, papers and documents. If any per-
son shall refuse to obey any subpoena so issued, or
shall refuse to testify or produce any books, rec-
ords, papers or documents so required to be pro-
duced, the board may present its petition to the
superior court of the county in which such person
resides, setting forth the facts, and thereupon the
court shall, in any proper case, enter a suitable order
compelling compliance with the provisions of this
chapter and imposing such other terms and condi-
tions as the court may deem equitable.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 283, Laws Of New section.

1947 and to chapter 18.43 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

As used in this chapter "misconduct in the prac- "Misconduct

tice of engineering" shall include but not be l of ninercic
ited to the following: ing" includes.

(1) Offering to pay, paying or accepting, either
directly or indirectly, any substantial gift, bribe, or
other consideration to influence the award of pro-
f essional work;

(2) Being wilfully untruthful or deceptive in
any professional report, statement or testimony;

(3) Attempting to injure falsely or maliciously,
directly or indirectly, the professional reputation,
prospects or business of anyone;
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(4) Failure to state separately or to charge sepa-
rately for professional engineering services or land
surveying where other services or work are also
being performed in connection with the engineer-
ing services;

(5) Conviction in any court of any offense in-
volving moral turpitude;

(6) Violation of any provisions of this chapter;
(7) Committing any other act, or failing to act,

which act or failure are customarily regarded as
being contrary to the accepted professional conduct
generally expected of those practicing professional
engineering or land surveying.

New section. SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 283, Laws of
1947 and to chapter 18.43 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Injunctive The board is authorized to apply for relief by
relief
authorized, injunction without bond, to restrain a person from

the commission of any act which is prohibited by
this chapter. In such proceedings, it shall not be
necessary to allege or prove either that an adequate
remedy at law does not exist, or that substantial
or irreparable damage would result from the con-
tinued violation thereof. The members of the board
shall not be personally liable for their action in any
such proceeding or in any other proceeding insti-
tuted by the board under the provisions of this
chapter. The board in any proper case shall cause
prosecution to be instituted in any county or coun-
ties where any violation of this chapter occurs, and
shall aid in the prosecution of the violator.

RCW 18.43.070 SEC. 4. Section 10, chapter 283, Laws of 1947
amended.

and RCW 18.43.070 are each amended to read as
follows:

Certificates The director of licenses shall issue a certificate
andseas. of registration upon payment of a registration fee

as provided for in this chapter, to any applicant
who, in the opinion of the board, has satisfactorily
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met all the requirements of this chapter. In case of Celct~es

a registered engineer, the certificate shall authorize
the practice of "professional engineering" and spe-
cify the branch or branches in which specialized,
and in case of a registered land surveyor, the cer-
tificate shall authorize the practice of "land survey-
ing." In the case of a registered professional engi-
neer also qualified as land surveyor but one cer-
tificate shall be issued.

In case of engineer-in-training, the certificate
shall state that the applicant has successfully passed
the examination in fundamental engineering sub-
jects required by the board and has been enrolled
as an "engineer-in-training." All certificates of reg-
istration shall show the full name of the registrant,
shall have a serial number, and shall be signed by
the chairman and the secretary of the board and
by the director of licenses.

The issuance of a certificate of registration by
the director of licenses shall be prima facie evidence
that the person named therein is entitled to all the
rights and privileges of a registered professional
engineer or a registered land surveyor, while the
said certificate remains unrevoked and unexpired.

Each registrant hereunder shall upon registra-
tion obtain a seal of the design authorized by the
board, bearing the registrant's name and the legend
"registered professional engineer" or "registered
land surveyor." Plans, specifications, plats and re-
ports prepared by the registrant shall be signed,
dated, and stamped with said seal or facsimile there-
of. Such signature and stamping shall constitute a
certification by the registrant that the same was
prepared by or under his direct supervision and
that to his knowledge and belief the same was pre-
pared in accordance with the requirements of the
statute. It shall be unlawful for anyone to stamp
or seal any document with said seal or facsimile
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thereof after the certificate of registrant named
thereon has expired or been revoked, unless said
certificate shall have been renewed or reissued.

RCW 18.43.080 SEC. 5. Section 11, chapter 283, Laws of 1947 and
amended. RCW 18.43.080 are each amended to read as follows:
Expiration Certificates of registration shall expire on the
and renewals.

last day of the month of December following their
issuance or renewal and shall become invalid on
that date unless renewed. It shall be the duty of
the director of licenses to notify every person reg-
istered under this chapter, of the date of the expira-
tion of his certificate and the amount of the re-
newal fee that shall be required for its renewal
for one year. Such notice shall be mailed at least
thirty days before the end of December of each
year. Renewal may be effected during the month
of December by the payment of a fee of seven dol-
lars and fifty cents for professional engineer, pro-
fessional engineer and land surveyor, and seven
dollars and fifty cents for land surveyor. In case
any professional engineer and/or land surveyor reg-
istered under this chapter shall fail to pay the re-
newal fee hereinabove provided for, within thirty
days from the date when the same shall become
due, the renewal fee shall be the current fee plus
an amount equal to one year's fee.

All fees provided by RCW 18.43.050 shall be
paid into the state general fund. Also the first five
dollars of each payment for renewal of a profes-
sional engineer certificate and of a professional en-
gineer and land surveyor certificate and the first
three dollars of each payment for renewal of a
land surveyor's certificate paid under the provisions
of RCW 18.43.080 as amended shall be paid into
the state general fund, and all sums in excess of
these amounts shall be paid into the professional
engineers' account of the general fund, which ac-
count is hereby established, to be used to carry out,
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the purposes and provisions of sections 1 and 3 of
this amendatory act and RCW 18.43.110.

SEc. 6. Section 13, chapter 283, Laws of 1947 RCW 18.43.100

and RCW 18.43.100 are each amended to read as amended.

follows:
The board may, upon application theref or, and Interstate

the payment of a fee of fifteen dollars issue a cer-reitaon

tificate without further examination as a profes-
sional engineer or land surveyor to any person who
holds a certificate of qualification of registration
issued to him following examination by proper au-
thority, of any state or territory or possession of
the United States, the District of Columbia, or of any
foreign country, provided: (1) That the applicant's
qualifications meet the requirements of the chapter,
and the rules established by the board, (2) that
the applicant is in good standing with the licensing
agency in said state, territory, possession, district,
or foreign country; and (3) that the said state, ter-
ritory, possession, district or foreign country gives
like consideration on a reciprocal basis to those
persons who have been registered by examination
in this state.

SEc. 7. Section 16, chapter 283, Laws of 1947 RCW18.43.130

and RCW 18.43.130 are each amended to read as
follows:

This chapter shall not be construed to prevent Excepted

or affect: services.

(1) The practice of any other legally recognized
profession or trade; or

(2) The practice of a person not a resident and
having no established place of business in this state,
practicing or offering to practice herein the pro-
fession of engineering or land surveying, when such
practice does not exceed in the aggregate more than
thirty days in any calendar year: Provided, Such
person is legally qualified by registration to prac-
tice the said profession in his own state or country
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sexvcete in which the requirements and qualifications for
obtaining a certificate of registration are not lower
than those specified in this chapter; or

(3) The practice of a person not a resident and
having no established place of business in this state,
or who has recently become a resident thereof, prac-
ticing or offering to practice herein for more than
thirty days in any calendar year the profession of
engineering or land surveying, if he shall have filed
with the board an application for a certificate of
registration and shall have paid the fee required
by this chapter: Provided, That such person is le-
gally qualified by registration to practice engineer-
ing or land surveying in his own state or country
in which the requirements and qualifications of ob-
taining a certificate of registration are not lower than
those specified in this chapter. Such practice shall
continue only for such time as the board requires
for the consideration of the application for regis-
tration; or

(4) The work of an employee or a subordinate
of a person holding a certificate of registration un-
der this chapter, or an employee of a person prac-
ticing lawfully under provisions of this section: Pro-
vided, Such work does not include final design
or decisions and is done under the direct respon-
sibility, checking and supervision of a person hold-
ing a certificate of registration under this chapter
or a person practicing lawfully under the provisions
of this section; or

(5) The work of a person rendering engineering
or land surveying services to a corporation, as an
employee of such corporation, when such services
are rendered in carrying on the general business
of the corporation and such general business does
not consist, either wholly or in part, of the rendering
of engineering services to the general publ 'ic: Pro-
vided, That such corporation employs at least one
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person holding a certificate of registration under Excerted

this chapter or practicing lawfully under the pro-
visions of this chapter; or

(6) The practice of officers or employees of the
government of the United States while engaged
within the state in the practice of the profession
of engineering or land surveying for said govern-
ment; or

(7) Nonresident engineers employed for the
purpose of making engineering examinations; or

(8) The practice of engineering in this state by
a corporation or joint stock association: Provided,
That the provisions of this subsection (8) of this
section shall expire on December 31, 1961 and no
certificate of authorization or renewal thereof shall
be valid thereafter: Provided further, That

(a) Such corporation shall file with the board
a certified copy of a resolution of the board of di-
rectors of the corporation which shall designate a
person holding a certificate of registration under
this chapter as responsible for the practice of en-
gineering by said corporation in this state and shall
provide that full authority to make all final engi-
neering decisions on behalf of said corporation with
respect to work performed by the corporation in
this state shall be granted and delegated by the
board of directors to the person so designated in
said resolution;

(b) Such corporation shall file with the board
a designation in writing setting forth the name or
names of a person or persons holding certificates of
registration under this chapter who shall be in
responsible charge of each project and each major
branch of the engineering activities in which the
corporation shall specialize in this state. In the event
there shall be a change in the person or persons in
responsible charge of any project or major branch
of the engineering activities, such changes shall be

[ 1433
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Excepted designated in writing and filed with the board withinservices.

thirty days after the effective date of such changes;
(c) Upon the filing with -the board of the cer-

tified copy of resolution, affidavit and designation of
persons specified in subparagraph (a) and (b) of
this section, there shall be issued to the corporation
a certificate of authorization to practice engineer-
ing in this state. The certificate of authorization
shall specify the major branches of engineering of
which the corporation has designated a person or
persons in responsible charge as provided in sub-
section (8) (b) of this section.

In the event of a violation of any of the provi-
sions of this chapter by the corporation or by any
employee acting at its direction the certificate of
authorization shall be subject to suspension or revo-
cation in the same manner as certificates of regis-
tration issued under this chapter. The suspension
or revocation of any certificate of authorization is-
sued to a corporation shall not preclude the board
from suspending or revoking the certificate of regis-
tration of any person employed by such corporation
and holding a certificate of registration under this
chapter.

(d) All plans, specifications, designs and reports
when issued in connection with work performed
by a corporation under its certificate of authoriza-
tion shall be prepared by or under the responsible
charge of and shall be signed by and shall be stamped
with the official seal of a person holding a certifi-
cate of registration under this chapter.

(e) For each certificate of authorization issued
under the provisions of this subsection (8) of this
section there shall be paid an initial fee of five hun-
dred dollars and an annual renewal fee of one hun-
dred dollars, which sums shall be paid into the
professional engineers' account of the general fund.

(9) The practice of engineering and/or land
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surveying in this state by partnership: Provided,
That

(a) A majority of the members of the partner-
ship are engineers or architects or land surveyors
duly certificated by the state of Washington or by
a state, territory, possession, district or foreign coun-
try meeting the reciprocal provisions of RCW 18-
.43.100: Provided, That at least one of the members
is a professional engineer or land surveyor holding
a certificate issued by the director of licenses under
the provisions of RCW 18.43.070; and

(b) Except where all members of the partner-
ship are professional engineers or land surveyors
holding certificates of qualification therefor issued
under the laws of the state of Washington, the part-
nership shall file with the board an instrument exe-
cuted by a partner on behalf of the partnership
designating the persons responsible for the practice
of engineering by the partnership in this state and
in all other respects such person so designated and
such partnership shall meet the same qualifications
and shall be subject to the same requirements and
the same penalties as those pertaining to corpora-
tions and to the responsible persons designated by
corporations as provided in subsection (8) of this
section.

For each certificate of authorization issued under
the provisions of this subsection (9) of this section
there shall be paid an initial fee of two hundred and
fifty dollars and an annual renewal fee of fif ty dol-
lars, which sum shall be paid into the professional
engineers' account of the general fund.

SEC. 8. If any section of this act or part thereof Severability.

shall be declared unconstitutional or invalid, such
adjudication shall not invalidate any other provi-
sion or provisions thereof.

Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Passed the House March 12, 1959.
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Statement NOTE: Statement by Governor as to why he allowed Senate Bill 127
by Governor, to become law without his approval reads as follows:

"My inclination is to oppose any move on the part of the legislature
to permit a profession to be practiced by a corporate organization.

"Senate Bill 127 is a comprehensive statute relating to the practice
of engineering and land surveying. Section 1 authorizes the State Board
of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors to estab-
lish a code of ethics for the engineering and surveying professions.
Section 2 defines numerous categories of illegal engineering practices.
Section 3 authorizes the State Board to apply for injunctions against un-
ethical practices. Section 4 contains numerous housekeeping amend-
ments. Section 5 and 6 increase fees for annual professional licenses
and certificates for engineers and surveyors. Section 7, subsection
(8) and (9) allow the practice of engineering by a corporate and by
a partnership, all the members of which need not be duly certificated
engineers, architects or land surveyors. The provisions allowing the
corporate practice of engineering automatically expires on December
31, 1961.

"I have received numerous telegrams and letters from responsible
organizations and individuals who either favor this bill or who are
opposed to it. I have granted the opponents of this bill a hearing.

"On the other hand, I am aware that the construction of certain
large scale engineering projects such as atomic reactors can be accom-
plished oniy through organizations who practice engineering in cor-
porate form. It is known to me that as a matter of fact during the past
several years, corporate engineering firms have In fact operated in the
state.

"The bill passed unanimously in the Senate. In the House it passed
by a majority of 23 votes.

"The provisions of this act expire automatically by December, 1961.
I have full confidence that the State Board of Registration for Profes-
sional Engineers and Land Surveyors through the powers granted to it
in this bill will closely supervise the practices of corporations engaging
in engineering. Therefore, I am reluctantly allowing this biln to become
law without my signature."

ALBERT D. ROSELLINI,
Governor.

[ 14361
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CHAPTER 298.
[ S. B. 206.

FUEL TAXES-URBAN TRANSPORTATION EXEMPTIONS.

AN ACT relating to refunds of motor vehicle fuel tax and
exemptions from use fuel tax for certain urban trans-
portation systems; and amending section 1, chapter 292,
Laws of 1957 and RCW 82.36.275; and amending section 2,
chapter 292, Laws of 1957 and RCW 82.40.047.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 292, Laws of 1957 RCW 82.36.275
amended.and RCW 82.36.275 are each amended to read as

f ollows:
Notwithstanding RCW 82.36.240, every urban Refunds for

passenger transportation system shall receive a re- urban pas-

fund of the amount of the motor vehicle fuel tax systems.n

paid on each gallon of motor vehicle fuel used,
whether such vehicle fuel tax has been paid either
directly to the vendor from whom the motor vehicle
fuel was purchased or indirectly by adding the
amount of such tax to the price of such fuel.

For the purposes of this section "urban passen-
ger transportation system" means every transporta-
tion system, publicly or privately owned, having
as its principal source of revenue the income from
transporting persons for compensation by means
of motor vehicles and/or trackless trolleys, each
having a seating capacity for over twenty persons,
over prescribed routes in such a manner that the
routes of such motor vehicles and/or trackless trol-
leys, either alone or in conjunction with routes of
other such motor vehicles and/or trackless trolleys
subject to routing by the same transportation sys-
tem, do not extend for a distance exceeding five
road miles beyond the corporate limits of the city
in which the original starting points of such motor
vehicles are located: Provided, That no refunds au-
thorized by this section shall be granted to any
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RCW 82.40.047
amended.
Exemption
for urban
passenger
transportation
systems.

urban transportation system which hereafter oper-
ates motor vehicles a distance exceeding five road
miles beyond the corporate limits of the city in
which the original starting point of such motor ve-
hicles is located: Provided further, That this section
shall expire June 30, 1961.

SEc. 2., Section 2, chapter 292, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 82.40.047 are each amended to read as follows:

Notwithstanding any provisions of law to the
contrary, every urban passenger transportation sys-
tem shall be exempt from the provisions of chapter
82.40 RCW requiring the payment of use fuel taxes.

For the purposes of this section "urban passen-
ger transportation system" means every transporta-
tion system, publicly or privately owned, having
as its principal source of revenue the income from
transporting persons for compensation by means
of motor vehicles and/or trackless trolleys, each
having a seating capacity for over twenty persons,
over prescribed route in such a manner that the
routes of such motor vehicles and/or trackless trol-
leys, either alone or in conjunction with routes of
other such motor vehicles and/or trackless trolleys
subject to routing by the same transportation sys-
tem, shall not extend for a distance exceeding five
road miles beyond the corporate limits of the city
in which the original starting points of such motor
vehicles are located: Provided, That no refunds au-
thorized by this section shall be granted to any
urban transportation system which hereafter oper-
ates motor vehicles a distance exceeding five road
miles beyond the corporate limits of the city in
which the original starting point of such motor
vehicles are located: Provided further, That this
section shall expire June 30, 1961.

Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 299..
E S. B. 223.]1

EDUCATION-JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE.

AN ACT relating to the legislature; creating a joint committee
on education; providing for the selection, term, and
reimbursement of certain expenditures of the members of
the committee, and conferring rights, powers, duties and
prescribing the functions of the committee; providing for an
advisory council; making an appropriation; and declaring
an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. As used in this act "committee" means "Committee"

the joint committee on education of the legislature dfnd

of the state of Washington.

SEC. 2. There is hereby created the joint ,'commit- Cornm.ittee

tee on education of the legislature of the state of cre ated.

Washington which shall meet, act, and conduct its
business at any place within the state of Washing-
ton during regular or extraordinary sessions of the
legislature, or during any recess thereof, or during
interim periods prior to the 1961 session of the leg-
islature.

SEc. 3. The committee shall consist of five sena- Committee
members,

tors and five representatives who shall be selected selection of

as follows:
(1) The president of the senate shall nominate

five senators to serve on the committee, and shall
submit the list of nominees to the Senate for con-
firmation. In the event that the president does not
nominate five senators, or in the event that the
senate does not confirm the nominees prior to two
days before the close of the regular session of the
legislature, the senate shall elect the members by
a majority vote of a quorum. Upon confirmation or
election, the senators shall be deemed installed as
members.

[1439
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(2) The speaker of the house shall nominate
five representatives to serve on the committee, and
submit the list of nominees to the house for con-
firmation. In the event that the speaker does not
nominate five represenatives, or in the event that
the house does not confirm the nominees prior to
two days before the close of the regular session of
the legislature, the house shall elect the members
by a majority vote. Upon confirmation or election,
the representatives shall be deemed installed as
members.

Member's SEc. 4. Not more than three members confirmed
Political
affiliation or elected by the senate, and not more than three
limitation, members confirmed or elected by the house, shall

be affiliated with any one political party.

Member's SEC. 5. Members shall serve until their successors
terms.

are installed as provided in section 3, at the next
succeeding regular session of the legislature, or un-
til they are no longer members of the legislature
whichever is sooner.

vacanies. SEC. 6. The committee shall fill any vacancies
occurring on the commuittee by appointment from
the legislative chamber whose member departs;
members filling vacancies shall serve until their
successors are installed as provided in section 3. or
until they are no longer members of the legislature,
whichever is sooner.

Committee Sc .Tecmitesalb aoiyvt
organization. SC .Tecmitesalb aoiyvt

select a chairman, create necessary or appropriate
subcommittees, and prescribe rules of procedure for
itself and its subcommittees which are not incon-
sistent with this act.

Committee Sc.8Thcomtemaemlyaexuiv
employees, SE.8Thcomtemaemlyaexuiv
compensationan
of. secretary adsuch clerical and other assistants as

it finds necessary or appropriate, and fix their com-
pensation.

[14401
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SEC.9. embes o th comitte an an ofCommitteeSEC.9. Mmbes ofthecommtte andany members,
its ubcmmitee shal rceie tentydolarsperemployees.its ubcmmitee shal rceie tentydolarsperPer diem-

diem, and ten cents a mile for travel, while attend- Expenses.

ing sessions of the committee or of its subcommittees.

All expenses incurred by the committee or its
subcommittees or its members, including salaries
of its executive secretary and assistants, shall be
paid upon voucher forms as provided by the state
auditor and signed by the chairman or vice-chair-
man of the committee. Vouchers may be drawn
upon funds appropriated generally by the legisla-
ture f or legislative expenses or upon any special
appropriation which may be provided by the legis-
lature for the expenses of the committee.

SEC. 10. Unless otherwise directed by a two- Examination
of witnesses.

thirds vote of the whole committee, all witnesses
shall be examined privately.

SEC. 11. The committee is authorized to ascertain committee
and study facts and matters relating to education duties.

in the state of Washington, including but not limited
to:

(1) Education beyond high school;
(2) Implications of enrollment forecasts;
(3) Methods of disbursing state funds;
(4) Possible economies in school operations;
(5) Problems of finance and architecture relat-

ing 'to school construction, including adequate fire
and earthquake protection;

(6) Maximum utilization of school buildings,
grounds, and facilities;

(7) School district reorganization;
(8) The office of county superintendent;
(9) Teacher training and certification;
(10) Kindergarten and the ungraded primary

programs;

(11) Student grouping for accelerated instruc-
tion on all levels of education;

[ 1441]
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(12) Academic standards, course content, cur-
riculum, and extracurricular activities;

(13) Uses of audiovisual teaching aids;
(14) Technical and vocational training.

Liaison SEC. 12. The committee shall consult and main-
with other
agencies. tamn liaison with the legislative council, the legisla-

tive budget committee and all affected public agen-
cies, and shall seek the participation of all interested
and responsible organizations.

School SEC. 13. There is created a school advisory coun-
counil. cil to exist until December 31, 1960, to consist of

Created-
Members- fifteen members to be appointed by the governor:
Chairmnan-
Per diem. Provided, That at least one member shall be chosen

from each congressional district of the state. Not
more than five members of the advisory council
shall be officers or employees of organizations whose
primary purpose is education or the promotion or
support of education. Members shall serve at the
'pleasure of the governor without pay, but shall
receive necessary traveling expenses to and from
council meetings and twenty dollars per diem as
subsistence while attending any meetings of the
council. The governor shall designate one member
who shall act as chairman of the council.

Council SEC. 14. The council shall consult with, advise,
duties. and assist the committee, recommending areas of

study, advising as to organizations and persons suit-
able for subcommittees, and assisting in research
and study of educational problems.

expeditures. SEC. 15. All expenditures of the council shall
be paid upon vouchers approved jointly by the
chairman of the council and the chairman of the
committee from the appropriation herein provided.

Committee SEC. 16. The committee shall report the findings
reports. of its subcommittees to the governor by July, 1960,

and shall make such recommendations to the gov-
ernor and the legislature relating to changes in ad-
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ministrative practices and existing laws as it finds
necessary. If the recommendations adopted by the
committee do not receive unanimous approval, any
dissenting members shall have the privilege of sub-
mitting minority recommendations.

SEC. 17. The committee shall have authority to Gifts, grants,
endowments.

receive such gifts, grants, and endowments from
private sources as may be made from time to time
in trust or otherwise for the use and benefit of the
purposes of the committee and to expend the same
or any income therefrom according to the terms of
said gifts, grants, or endowments.

SEC. 18. There is hereby appropriated from the. Appropriation,

general fund to the committee the sum of fifty thou-
sand dollars or so much thereof as may be neces-
sary to carry out the purposes of this act.

SEC. 19. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 300.
[S. B. 507.

COUNTY OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES-
SEMIMONTHLY PAY PLAN.

AN ACT relating to payment of salaries of county officers and
employees; and amending section 37, page 314, Laws of
1890, as amended by section 1, chapter 37, Laws of 1953,
and RCW 36.17.040. -

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State* of
.Washington:

ROW 36.17.040 SECTION 1. Section 37, page 314, Laws of 1890,
amened. as amended by section 1, chapter 37, Laws of 1953,

and RCW 36.17.040 are each amended to read as
follows:

Payment of The salaries of county officers and employees
salaries of ofcuteotethncuteofteighad
officers and ofcuteotethncuteofteighad
employees. ninth classes may be paid twice monthly out of

the county treasury, and the county auditor, for
services rendered from the first to the fifteenth day,
inclusive, may, not later than the twentieth day
of the month, draw his warrant upon the county
treasurer in favor of each of such officers and em-
ployees for the amount of salary due him, and
such auditor, for services rendered from the six-
teenth to the last day, inclusive, may similarly draw
his warrant, not later than the fif th day of the fol-
lowing month, and the county commissioners may
enter an order on the record journal empowering
him so to do: Provided, That if the board of county
commissioners do not adopt the semi-monthly pay
plan, they, by resolution, shall designate the first
pay period as a draw day. The draw day period
shall be from the first day to the fifteenth day of
the month, inclusive. Not more than forty percent
of said earned monthly salary of each such county
officer or employee shall be paid to him on the draw
day and the payroll deductions of such officer or
employee shall not be deducted from the salary to
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be paid on the draw day. The draw day shall not
be later than the twentieth day of each month. The
balance of the earned monthly salary of each such
officer or employee shall be paid not later than the
fifth day of the following month.

In counties of eighth and ninth classes salaries
shall be paid monthly unless the commissioners by
resolution adopt the foregoing draw day procedure.

Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 301.
[ S. B. 495.

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE.

AN ACT relating to state government; creating a division of
engineering and architecture in the department of general
administration; defining powers and duties thereof; amend-
ing sections 4 and 9, chapter 285, Laws of 1955 and RCW
43.19.010 and 43.19.125; amending section 4, chapter 195,
Laws of 1955 and RCW 43.28.020; adding two new sections
to chapter 43.19 RCW; repealing sections 14, 16 and 17,
chapter 285, Laws of 1955 and RCW 43.19.220, 43.19.230
and 73.12.020; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 4, chapter 285, Laws of 1955 RCW 43.19.010

and RCW 43.19.010 are each amended to read as amended.

f ollows:
The department of general administration shall Director's

()authority-
be organized into five divisions, to be known as, ()Personnel.
the division of banking, (2) the division of savings
and loan associations, (3) the division of capitol
buildings, (4) the division of purchasing, and (5)
the division of engineering and architecture.

The director of general administration shall have
charge and general supervision of the department.

[ 1445 ]
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He may appoint and deputize such clerical and
other assistants as may be necessary for the general
administration of the department. The director of
general administration shall receive a salary in
an amount fixed by the governor.

RCW 43.19.125 SEC. 2. Section 9, chapter 285, Laws of 1955 and
amended.

RCW 43.19.125 are each amended to read as follows:
Powers, duties The director of general administration, through
-Division of
caitldns the division of capitol buildings, shall have custody

and control of the capitol buildings and grounds,
supervise and direct proper care, heating, lighting
and repairing thereof, and designate rooms in the
capitol buildings to be occupied by various state
officials.

itCW 43.28.020 SEC. 3. Section 4, chapter 195, Laws of 1955 and
amended. RCW 43.28.020 are each amended to read as follows:
Director's The director of institutions shall:
duties. ad (1) Have full power to manage and govern the

following public institutions:
The western state hospital, the eastern state hos-

pital, the northern state hospital, the state peniten-
tiary, the state reformatory, the state training school,
the state school for girls, the state soldiers' home and
colony, the Washington veterans' home, Lakeland
Village, the Rainier state school, the state school
for the deaf, the state school for the blind, the Mc-
Kay memorial research hospital, and the state nar-
cotic farm colony, subject only to the limitations
contained in laws relating to the management of
such institutions;

(2) Have authority to appoint assistants and
subordinate employees, and fix their compensation,
to aid him in performing the functions and duties
of his office and from time to time to designate and
deputize one of such employees as chief assistant
director. The chief assistant director shall have
charge and general supervision of the department
of institutions in the absence or disability of the
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director and in case of a vacancy in the office of
director shall continue in charge of the department
of institutions until a director is appointed and
qualified or until the governor appoints an acting
director;

(3) Make a survey, investigation, and classifica-
tion of the lands connected with the state institutions
under his control, and determine which thereof are
of such character as to be most profitably used for
agricultural, horticultural, dairying, and stock rais-
ing purposes, taking into consideration the costs
of making them ready for cultivation, the character
of the soil, its depth and fertility, the number of
kinds of crops to which it is adapted, the local cli-
matic conditions, the local annual rainfall, the water
supply upon the land or available, the needs of all
state institutions for the food products that can
be grown or produced, and the amount and char-
acter of the available labor of inmates at the sev-
eral institutions;

(4) Establish and carry on suitable farming op-
erations at the several institutions under his control;

(5) Supply the several institutions with the nec-
essary food products produced thereat;

(6) Exchange with, or furnish to, other institu-
tions, food products at the cost of production;

(7) Sell and dispose of surplus food products
produced;

(8) Establish, install and operate, at the several
state institutions under his control, such industries
and industrial plants as may be most suitable and
beneficial to the inmates thereof, and as can be
operated at the least relative cost and the greatest
relative benefit to the state, taking into consideration
the needs of the state institutions for industrial prod-
ucts, and the amount and character of labor of in-
mates available at the several institutions;
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powers and (9 upythe several institutions with the
duties. necessary industrial products produced thereat;

(10) Exchange with, or furnish to, other state
institutions industrial products at prices to be fixed
by the department, not to exceed in any case the
price of such products in the open market;

(11) Sell and dispose of surplus industrial prod-
ucts produced, to such persons and under such rules,
regulations, terms, and prices as may be in his judg-
ment for the best interest of the state;

(12) Sell products of the plate mill to any de-
partment, to any state, county, or other public in-
stitution and to any governmental agency, of this
or any other state under such rules, regulations,
terms, and prices as may be in his judgment for the
best interests of the state;

(13) Comply with all requirements of the di-
rector of health in relation to health and sanitation
at the institutions under his control;

(14) Have the powers and duties of the director
of public institutions contained in RCW 43.19.150
through 43.19.170 relating to state dietitian and
accounting; those contained in RCW 43.19.260
through 43.19.420 relating to the division of children
and youth services and those contained in RCW
43.19.430 through 43.19.440 relating to the state
council for children and youth; those contained in
chapters 71.02, 71.04 and 71.06 relating to mentally
ill; and those contained in chapters 72.04 through
72.40 relating to state institutions.

New section. SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW,
a new section to read as follows:

Powers, duties The director of general administration shall
-Engineer-
ing and appoint and deputize an assistant director to be
architecture. known as the supervisor of engineering and archi-

tecture who shall have charge and supervision of
the division of engineering and architecture. With
the approval of the director he may appoint and
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employ such assistants and personnel as may be
necessary to carry out the work of the division.

No person shall be eligible for appointment as
supervisor of engineering and architecture unless
he is, and for the last five years prior to his appoint-
ment has been, licensed to practice the profession
of engineering or the profession of architecture in
the state of Washington.

The director of general administration, through
the division of engineering and architecture shall:

(1) Establish a systematic building program for
the grouping of buildings at the state capital, at
institutions under the control of the department
of institutions, and f or state agencies which have
no architectural staff, and prepare preliminary lay-
outs, site studies, programs and topographical plans
to accompany the estimates for the biennial bud-
gets.

(2) Contract for professional architectural, en-
gineering and related services for the design of
buildings and major alterations to existing buildings
at the state capital, at institutions under the con-
trol of the department of institutions, and for all
state-owned buildings for agencies which have no
architectural staff.

(3) Prepare estimates for the biennial budget
and prepare plans and specifications for all neces-
sary maintenance, repairs, and minor alterations
to the state capitol buildings, all buildings required
at the institutions under the control of the depart-
ment of institutions, and for all other state-owned
buildings for agencies which have no architectural
staff.

(4) Supervise the erection, repairing and bet-
terment of all capitol buildings, all buildings re-
quired for the institutions under the control of
the department of institutions, and all other state-
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owned buildings for agencies which have no archi-
tectural staff.

(5) Negotiate and/or call for bids and execute
all contracts on behalf of the state for the preceding.

New section. SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 43.19 RCW,
a new section to read as follows:

Personniel, Upon the effective date of this amendatory act,
transferred, the department of institutions shall transfer to the

department of general administration, division of
engineering and architecture, all of their engineer-
ing and architectural personnel who are employed
in connection with the exercise of the powers and
duties herein transferred, including their supplies,
records, books, plans, drawings and similar items.

Repeal. SEC. 6. Sections 14, 16 and 17, chapter 285, Laws
of 1955 and RCW 43.19.220, 43.19.230 and 73.12.020
are each repealed.

Emergency. SEC. 7. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its exist-
ing public institutions, and shall take effect imme-
diately.

Passed the Senate March 2, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 302.
[H. B. 68.]

CITIES-OFF-STREET PARKING.

AN ACT authorizing cities of the first, second, and third classes
to acquire, operate, and maintain off-street parking facilities.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Cities of the first, of less than eight Off-street

hundred thousand, second, and third classes are pbi

authorized to provide off-street parking space and proe

facilities for motor vehicles, and the use of real
property for such purpose is declared to be a public
use.

SEC. 2. In order to provide for off-street parking Revenue
bonds, im-

space and/or facilities, such cities are authorized, provement

in addition to their powers for financing publi authorized.

improvements, to finance their acquisition through
the issuance and sale of revenue bonds. Any bonds
issued by such cities pursuant to this section shall
be issued in the manner and within the limitations
prescribed by the Constitution and the laws of this
state. In addition local improvement districts may
be created and their financing procedures used for
this purpose in accordance with the provisions of
Title 35. In addition, local improvement districts
may be created for this purpose in accordance with
the procedure for establishing local improvement
districts under Title 35, as hereafter amended. Such
cities may finance the initial economic and physical
surveys and plans for off-street parking, and the
maintenance and management of such off-street
parking spaces and facilities within their general
budget.

SEC. 3. Such cities are authorized to obtain by Property
obtained,

lease, purchase, donation and/or gift, or by eminent disposed of,

domain in the manner provided by law for the exer-byodnce
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cise of this power by cities, such real property for
off-street parking as the legislative bodies thereof
determine to be necessary by ordinance. Such prop-
erty may be sold, transferred, exchanged, leased, or
otherwise disposed of by the city, when its legisla-
tive body has determined by ordinance such prop-
erty is no longer necessary for off-street parking
purposes.

SEC. 4. Such cities are authorized to establish the
method of operation of off-street parking space and/
or facilities by ordinance, which may include leas-
ing or municipal operation: Provided, however,
That no city with a population of more than one
hundred thousand shall operate any such off -street
parking space and/or facilities until after it has
called for sealed bids from responsible, experienced,
private operators of such facilities for the operation
thereof. The call for bids shall specify the terms
and conditions under which the facility will be
leased for private operation and shall specify a
minimum rental upon which such a lease will be
made by the city. The minimum rental may be on
a weekly or monthly flat fee basis or may be based
upon a weekly or monthly percentage of gross in-
come, but it shall in any event be sufficient to cover
all of the city's costs in acquiring and/or construct-
ing or improving the facility to be leased, including
interest charges, debt retirement, and payment in
lieu of the taxes lost by removal of the property from
the tax rolls. The call for bids shall specify the
time and place at which the bids will be received
and the time when the same will be opened, and
such call shall be advertised once a week for two
successive weeks before the time fixed for the filing
of bids in a newspaper of general circulation in
the city. The competitive bid requirements of this
section shall not apply in any case where such a
city shall grant a long-term negotiated lease of any
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such facility to a private operator on the condition
that.-the tenant-operator shall construct a substan-
tial portion of the facility or the improvements
tihereto, which construction and/or improvements
shall become the property of the city on expiration
of the Jlease. If no bid is received for the operation
of such an off -street parking facility, or if none of
the bids received meet the minimum rental speci-
fied, the legislative body of the city may reject all
bids, in the latter case, and in both situations may
readvertise the facility for lease or may operate
the facility itself. If the city elects to operate the.
parking facility itself, it shall at least once in every
three years again readvertise for bids in the same
manner as provided above.

SEC. 5. In the establishment of off-street parking Surveys
prior to

space, and/or facilities, cities shall proceed with ordinance.

the development of the plan therefor by making
such economic and physical surveys as are neces-
sary, shall prepare comprehensive plans therefor,
and shall hold a public hearing thereon prior to
the adoption of any ordinances relating to the leas-
ing or acquisition of property and providing for
the financing thereof for this purpose.

SEC. 6. The lease referred to in section 4 shall Fee schedule
in lease-

specify a schedule of maximum parking fees whic~h M~odification

the operator may charge. This maximum parking
fee schedule may be modified from time to time
by agreement of the city and the operator.

SEC. 7. Such cities and/or their lessees shall pay Moneys in
lieu of taxes

to the county treasurer and to the state treasurer paid.

moneys in lieu of real property taxes equal to the
amounts which would be paid upon real property
cond emned pursuant to this act were it in private
ownership.

,SEC. 8. If any provision of this act, or its appli- Severability.

cation to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
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the remainder of the act, or the application of the
provision to other persons or circumstances is not
affected.

SEC. 9. Insofar as the provisions of this act are
inconsistent with the provisions of any other law,
the provisions of this act shall be controlling.

Passed the House February 19, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 8, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 303.
[H. B. 53.1

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS-CONDEMNATION OF LANDS.

AN ACT relating to condemnation of land in irrigation districts
and adding two new sections to chapter 87.01 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 87.01 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

Department to Whenever lands situated in an irrigation dis-
pay assess-.
ment to irri- ttrict are acquired by the state department of high-
gation district .
-Computation ways, and such lands, at the time of their acquisi-

tion by the state department of highways, were
irrigable and were being served or were capable
of being served by f acilities of the district to the
same extent and in the same manner as lands of
like character held under private ownership were
served, the state department of highways, as part
of the cost and expense of the acquisition of rights-
of-way and with funds available for such acquisi-
tion and at the time of such acquisition, shall make
a lump sum payment to the irrigation district in
an amount:

(1) Sufficient to pay the pro rata share of the
district's bonded indebtedness, if any, and the pro

[ 1454]1
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rata. share of the district's contract indebtedness to
the United States or to the state of Washington, if
any, allocable to such lands, plus interest on said pro
rata share in the event said indebtedness is not call-
able in advance of maturity; and

(2) further, sufficient to pay any deferred in-
stallments of local improvement district assessments
against such lands, if any; and

(3) further, sufficient to produce, if invested
at an annual rate of interest equivalent to that set
forth in current tables issued by the state insur-
ance commissioner, a sum of money equal to the
annual increase in operation and maintenance costs
against remaining lands in the district resulting
from the severance from the district of the lands
thus acquired by the state department of highways.
For the purposes of determining the amount of said
lump sum payment, the annual maintenance and
operation assessment of the district shall be con-
sidered to be the average for the ten years, or so
many years as the district has assessment experi-
ence, if less than ten years, preceding the date of
acquisition.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 87.01 RCW a new New section.

section to read as follows:
Upon the making by the state department Of Order

highways of the lump sum payment to the district etrd
pursuant to section 1 of this act, the district there-
upon shall make and enter an order relieving such
lands from further district assessments for the de-
livery of water to said lands.

Passed the House February 24, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

[1455]
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CHAPTER 304.
[ H. B. 125.

PARK AND RECREATION DISTRICTS.

AN ACT relating to county recreation districts; amending sec-
tions 1, 2, 3, 7, 13, 14, 20 and 33, chapter 58, Laws of 1957
and RCW 36.69.010, 36.69.020, 36.69.030, 36.69.070, 36.69.130,
36.69.140, 36.69.190 and 36.69.900; amending section 3, chap-
ter 23, Laws of 1951 second extraordinary session, as last
amended by section 1, chapter 32, Laws of 1957 and RCW
84.52.052; and repealing section 15, chapter 58, Laws of 1957.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 58, Laws of 1957
and RCW 36.69.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

.. Park and recreation districts are hereby author-
ized to be formed in Class AA counties and in coun-
ties of the second, eighth or ninth class as municipal
corporations for the purpose of providing leisure
t ime activities and facilities, including swimming
pools, of a nonprofit nature as a public service to
the residents of the geographical areas included
within their boundaries.

SE~C. 2. Section 2, chapter 58, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 36.69.020 are each amended to read as follows:

.The formation of a park and recreation district
in Class AA counties or in counties of the second,
eighth or ninth class shall be initiated by a petition
designating the boundaries thereof by metes and
bounds, or by describing the land to be included
therein by townships, ranges and legal subdivisions.
Such petition shall set forth the object of the district
and state that it will be conducive to the public
welfare and convenience, and that it will be a bene-
fit to the area therein. Such petition shall be signed
by not less than fifteen percent of the registered
voters within the area so described. No person sign-

[ 1456 ]
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ing the petition may withdraw his name therefrom
af ter filing.

The petition shall be filed with the auditor of
the county within which the proposed district is
located, accompanied by an obligation signed by
two or more petitioners, agreeing to pay the cost
of the publication of the notice provided for in
RCW 36.69.040. The county auditor shall, within
thirty days from the date of filing the petition, ex-
amine the signatures and certify to the sufficiency
or insufficiency thereof; and for that purpose shall
have access to all registration books or records in the
possession of the registration officers of the election
precincts included, in whole or in part, within the
proposed district. Such books and records shall be
prima facie evidence of the truth of the certificate.

If the petition is found to contain a sufficient
number of signatures of qualified persons, the audi-
tor shall transmit it, together with his certificate of
sufficiency attached thereto, to the county commis-
sioners who shall by resolution entered upon their
minutes, receive it and fix a day and hour when
they will publicly hear the petition, as provided
in RCW 36.69.040.

SEC. 3. Section 3, chapter 58, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 36.69.030 are each amended to read as follows:

A park and recreation district in Class AA coun-
ties and in counties of the second, eighth or ninth
class may include any unincorporated area in the
state and, when any part of the proposed district
lies within the corporate limits of any city or town,
said petition shall be accompanied by a certified
copy of a resolution of the governing body of said
city or town, approving inclusion of the area within
the corporate limits of the city or town.

ROW 36.69.030
amended.

Area included
-Resolution.

SEC. 4. Section 7, chapter 58, Laws of 1957 and ROW 36.69.070

RCW 36.69.070 are each amended to read as fol- amended.

lows:

[1457 1
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Elections~ All elections pursuant to this chapter regardlessProcedure.

of county classification shall be conducted in ac-
cordance with the provisions of chapter 29.13 RCW
as for Class AA counties: Provided, That a special
election for the formation of any park and recrea-
tion district may be held at such time as may be
ordered by the board of county commissioners. No-
tices of the election for the formation of the park
and recreation district shall state generally and
briefly the purpose thereof and shall give the boun-
daries of the proposed district, define the election
precincts, designate the polling place of each, give
the names of the five nominated park and recrea-
tion commissioner candidates of the proposed dis-
trict, and name the day of the election and the
hours during which the polls will be open. The prop-
osition to be submitted to the voters shall be stated
in such manner that the voters may indicate yes
or no upon the proposition of forming the proposed
park and recreation district. The ballot shall be
so arranged that voters may vote for the five nomi-
nated candidates or may write in the names of other
candidates.

RCW 36.69.130
amended. SEc 5.. Section 13, chapter 58, Laws of 1957 and

RCW 36.69.130 are each amended to read as follows:
Powers of Park and recreation districts in Class AA coun-
district.

ties and in counties of the second, eighth or ninth
class shall have such powers as are necessary to
carry out the purpose for which they are created,
including, but not being limited to, the power: (1)
To acquire and hold real and personal property;
(2) to dispose of real and personal property only
by unanimous vote of the district commissioners;
(3) to make contracts; (4) to sue and be sued; (5)
to borrow money to the extent and in the manner
authorized by this chapter; (6) to grant conces-
sions; (7) to make charges for the use of facilities
or for participation; (8) to make and enforce rules

[ 1458]1
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and regulations governing the use of property, fa-
cilities or equipment and the conduct of persons
thereon; (9) to contract with any municipal cor-
poration, governmental or private agencies for the
conduct of park and recreation programs; (10) to
operate jointly with other governmental units any
facilities or property including participation in the
acquisition; (11) to hold in trust or manage public
property useful to the accomplishment of their
objectives; (12) to establish cumulative reserve
funds in the manner and for the purposes prescribed
by law for cities; and, (13) to make improvements
or to acquire property by the local improvement
method in the manner prescribed by this chapter:
Provided, That such improvement or acquisition is
within the scope of the purposes granted to such
park and recreation district.

SE~C. 6. Section 14, chapter 58, Laws of 1957 and RCW 36.69.140

RCW 36.69.140 are each amended to read as follows: amended.

A park and recreation district in Class AA coun- Special levies
authorized-

ties or in counties of the second, eighth or ninth Bonds.

class shall not have power to levy an annual author-
ized levy, but it shall have the power to levy a tax
upon the property included within the district, in
the manner prescribed for cities for the purpose of
exceeding the limitations established by Article VII,
section 2, as amended by Amendment 17, of the
Constitution and by RCW 84.52.052. Such special,
voted levy may be either for operating funds or
for capital outlay, or for a cumulative reserve fund.
A park and recreation district may issue general
obligation bonds for capital purposes only, not to
exceed an amount, together with any outstanding
general obligation indebtedness equal to one and
one-half percent of the assessed valuation of the
taxable property within such district, and may pro-
vide for the retirement thereof by levies in excess
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of millage limitations in accordance with the pro-
visions of RCW 84.52.056.

RCW 36.69.190 SE.7 catr Lwof1l'an
amended. SC7.Section 20, chper5, Lw f15 n

RCW 36.69.190 are each amended to read as follows:
Additional After a park and recreation district in Class AA
area may be
added to counties or in counties of the second, eighth or

distict. ninth class has been organized, an additional area
may be added by the same procedure within the
proposed additional area as is provided herein for
the organization of a park and recreation district,
except that no first commissioners shall be nomi-
nated by the board of county commissioners or
elected, and all electors within both the organized
park and recreation district and the proposed addi-
tional territory shall vote upon the proposition for
enlargement.

RCW 84.52.052 Sc.8Scin3'Laso O e-
amended. SE. 8Seto3,chapter 23d,Laso191ec

ond extraordinary session, as last amended by sec-
tion 1, chapter 32, Laws of 1957 and RCW 84.52.052
are each amended to read as follows:

Excess levies The limitations imposed by RCW 84.52.050
authorized-
When-Pro- through 84.52.056, shall not prevent the levy of

additional taxes, not in excess of five mills a year
and without anticipation of delinquencies in pay-
ment of taxes, in an amount equal to the interest
and principal payable in the next succeeding year
on general obligation bonds, outstanding on De-
cember 6, 1934, issued by or through the agency
of the state, or any county, city, town, or school
district, or the levy of additional taxes to pay in-
terest on or toward the reduction, at the rates pro-
vided by statute, of the principal of county, city,
town, or school district warrants outstanding on
December 6, 1932; but this millage limitation with
respect to general obligation bonds shall not apply
to any taxing district in which a larger levy is nec-
essary in order to prevent the impairment of the
obligation of contracts. Any county, school district,
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metropolitan park district, park and recreation dis-
trict in Class AA counties and counties of the sec-
ond, eighth and ninth class, sewer district, water
district, public hospital district, rural county li-
brary district, inter-county rural library district,
fire protection district, city or town may levy taxes
at a rate in excess of the rate specified in RCW
84.52.050 through 84.52.056, when authorized so
to do by the electors of such county, school district,
metropolitan park district, park and recreation dis-
trict in Class AA counties and counties of the sec-
ond, eighth and ninth class, sewer district, water
district, public hospital district, rural county li-
brary district, inter-county rural library district,
fire protection district,.city or town by a three-fifth
majority of those voting on the proposition at a
special election, to be held in the year in which the
levy is made, and not oftener than twice in such
year, in the manner provided by law for holding
general elections, at such time as may be fixed by
the body authorized to call the same, which special
election may be called by the board of county com-
missioners, board of school directors, or council,
board of commissioners, or other governing body of
any metropolitan park district, park and recreation
district in Class AA counties and counties of the
second, eighth and ninth class, sewer district, water
district, public hospital district, rural county library
district, inter-county rural library district, fire pro-
tection district, city or town, by giving notice there-
of by publication in the manner provided by law
for giving notices of general elections, at which
special election the proposition of authorizing such
excess levy shall be submitted in such form as to
enable the voters favoring the proposition to vote
"Yes," and those opposed thereto to vote "No":
Provided, That the total number of persons voting
on an excess levy for school district purposes at
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any such special election of any school district must
constitute not less than forty percent of the voters
in said taxing district who voted at the last pre-
ceding general state election: Provided further, That
the total number of persons voting on an excess
levy for school district purposes at any such special
election of any school district must constitute not
less than forty percent of the voters in said taxing
district who voted at the last preceding general
election in such district.

Note. See also section 1, chapter 290, Laws of 1959.

RCW 36.69.900 SEC. 9. Section 33, chapter 58, Laws of 1957 and
amended.

RCW 36.69.900 are each amended to read as follows:
Short title. This chapter may be cited as the "Recreation

Districts Act for Class AA counties and for counties
of the second, eighth or ninth class."

Repeal. SEC. 10. Section 15, chapter 58, Laws of 1957 is
hereby repealed.

Passed the House February 14, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 305.
[ H. B. 272.]1

BOXING AND WRESTLING.

AN ACT relating to boxing and wrestling; amending sections 2,
4, 8, 12, 14, and 16, chapter 184, Laws of 1933 and RCW
43.48.020, 43.48.040, 67.08.020, 67.08.060, 67.08.080, and 67-
.08.100; and amending section 22, chapter 184, Laws of 1933
as amended by section 1, chapter 48, Laws of 1951 and RCW
67.08. 140.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 43.48.020 SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 184, Laws of 1933
amened. and RCW 43.48.020 are each amended to read as

follows:

[1462]
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Before entering upon the duties of his office, each Athletic.
commission.
Official bondscommissioner shall enter into a surety bond,ex-Epns.

cuted by a surety company authorized to do busi-
ness in this state, payable to the state, and approved
by the attorney general, in the penal sum of two
thousand dollars conditioned upon the faithful per-
formance of his duties, which bond shall be filed
with the secretary of state. Each member of the
commission shall be reimbursed for the cost of his
bond and receive twenty-five dollars per day and
reimbursable travel expenses while in the per-
formance of his duties.

SEC. 2. Section 4, chapter 184, Laws of 1933 and RCW43.48.040

RCW 43.48.040 are each amended to read as follows:
The commission may employ and fix the com- Personnel~-

pensation of such officers, employees, and inspectors
as may be necessary to administer the provisions of
this act as amended.

SEc. 3. Section 8, chapter 184, Laws of 1933 and RCW7.0l8.020

RCW 67.08.020 are each amended to read as follows:
Any club, corporation, organization, association, License appli-

fraternal society, or person affected by this chapter verification.

may apply to the commission for a license. Such
application shall be in writing and upon forms pre-
scribed by said commission and shall be verified in
such manner as the commission may require and
shall be accompanied by an annual license fee of
twenty-five dollars.

SEC. 4. Section 12, chapter 184, Laws of 1933 RCW 67.08.060

and RCW 67.08.060 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
The commission may appoint official inspectors Inspectors-

ofDuties--Feesat least one of which, in the absence of a member offor attending

the commission, shall be present at any boxing con-cots.
test or sparring and/or wrestling match or exhibi-
tion held under the provisions of this chapter. Such
inspectors shall carry a card signed by the chairman

[ 1463 1
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of the commission evidencing their authority. It
shall be their duty to see that all rules and regula-
tions of the commission and the provisions of this
chapter are strictly complied with and to be present
at the accounting of the gross receipts of any contest,
and such inspector is authorized to receive from the
licensee conducting the contest the statement of
receipts herein provided for and to immediately
transmit such reports to the commission. Each in-
spector shall receive a fee from the licensee to be
set by the athletic commission for each contest of-
ficially attended. Each inspector shall also receive
from the state reimbursable travel expenses.

RCW 67.08.080 Scin1 hpe uI
amended. SEC. 5. Seto 4 hpe 184, Laws of 1933

and RCW 67.08.080 are each amended to read as
follows:

Rounds and No boxing contest or sparring exhibition held in
bouts limited
-WZeight of this state whether under the provisions of this

gloves. chapter or otherwise shall be for more than ten

rounds and no one round of any such contest or
exhibition shall be for a longer period than three
minutes and there shall be not less than one minute
intermission between each round. In the event of
bouts involving national championships the commis-
sion may grant an extension of no more than five
additional rounds. No contestant in any boxing con-
test or sparring match or exhibition whether under
this chapter or otherwise shall be permitted to wear
gloves weighing less than six ounces. The length
and duration for wrestling matches whether held
under the provisions of this chapter or otherwise
shall be regulated by order of the commission. The
commission shall promulgate rules and regulations
to assure clean and sportsmanlike conduct on the
part of all contestants and officials, and the orderly
and proper conduct of the contest in all respects,
and to otherwise make rules and regulations con-
sistent with this chapter, but such rules and regu-
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lations shall apply only to contests held under the
provisions of this chapter.

SEC. 6. Section 16, chapter 184, Laws of 1933 FtC 67.08.100

and RCW 67.08.100 are each amended to read as amended.

follows:
The commission may grant annual licenses upon Annual

licenses to
application in compliance with the rules and regu- participants

-Fees-Revo-

lations prescribed by the commission, and the pay- cation.

ment of the fees, the amount of which is to be
determined by the commission, prescribed to man-
agers, referees, boxers, wrestlers, seconds and train-
ers: Provided, That the provisions of this section
shall not apply to contestants or participants in
strictly amateur contests and/or fraternal organiza-
tions and/or veterans' organizations chartered by
congress or the war department or any bona fide
athletic club which is a member of the Pacific north-
west association of the amateur athletic union of the
United States, holding and promoting athletic con-
tests or smokers and where all funds are used pri-
marily for the benefit of their members. Any such
license may be revoked by the commission for any
cause which it shall deem sufficient. No person shall
participate or serve in any of the above capacities
unless licensed as herein provided. The referee for
any contest shall be designated by the commission
from among such licensed referees.

SEC. 7. Section 22, chapter 184, Laws of 1933 RCW 67.08.140

as amended by section 1, chapter 48, Laws of 1951 amended.

and RCW 67.08.140 are each amended to read as
follows:

Any person, club, corporation, organization, as- Penalty for
conducting

sociation, or fraternal society conducting within this contests with-
out license--

state boxing, sparring, or wrestling contests or ex- Injunctions

hibitions without having first obtained a license
therefor in the manner provided by this chapter
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor excepting such con-
tests excluded from the operation of this chapter by
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RCW 67.08.015. The attorney general, each prose-
cuting attorney, the athletic commission, or any
citizen of any county where any person, club, cor-
poration, organization, association, or fraternal so-
ciety shall threaten to hold, or appears likely to hold
athletic contests or exhibitions in violation of this
chapter, may in accordance with the laws of this
state governing injunctions, enjoin such person,
club, corporation, organization, association, or fra-
ternal society from holding such contest or exhibi-
tion.

Passed the House February 21, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 306.
E H. B3. 431.

INSTITUTE OF FOREST PRODUCTS.

AN ACT relating to the institute of forest products; amending
section 2, chapter 177, Laws of 1947 and ROW 76.44.020;
and adding a new section to chapter 76.44 ROW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 76.44.020 SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 177, Laws of 1947
amended.

and RCW 76.44.020 are each amended to read as
follows:

Composition The institute of forest products shall be admin-
commission. istered by the board of regents of the University of

Washington with the advice of a nonsalaried com-
mission consisting of the dean of forestry of the
University of Washington, the state supervisor of
department of natural resources, and the director
of the Pacific northwest forest and range experiment
station as ex officio members; and six additional
members who shall be appointed by the president
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of the University of Washington and shall serve at
his pleasure. Of these additional members, two
shall represent the forest industries of the state and
two shall represent the labor of the state, and two
shall be chosen at large.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 76.44 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
All of the equipment, records, allotments, and Equipment,

appropriations,
appropriations pertaining to the institute of forest transferred.

products shall be transferred from the department
of conservation to the University of Washington for
the use of the institute of forest products.

Passed the House February 16, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 307.
[ H. B. 612.

REHABILITATION OF HANDICAPPED.

AN ACT relating to vocational rehabilitation; adding a new
section to chapter 28.10 RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 28.10 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
For the purposes of rehabilitation the division of Assisting other

agencies au-
vocational rehabilitation, subject to the approval thorized.

of the state board for vocational education, may
assist public or non-sectarian private agencies in
the development, operation, or maintenance of
sheltered workshops, supervised work opportunities,
or other facilities needed for the rehabilitation of
the handicapped.

All grants for independent living rehabilitation
made under this section to non-sectarian private or
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Assisting other public agencies shall be consistent with poetplansagencies au-prjc
thorized. recommended by the division of vocational rehabili-

tation and approved by the state board for vocational
education. The length of time state funds shall be
available to any non-sectarian private or public
agency for any such project plan shall be determined
by the state board f or vocational education, but no
state funds shall be granted for any one project for
a period in excess of thirty-six months.

Passed the House March 1, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 308.
[ H. B. 44.

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE.

AN ACT relating to industrial insurance; amending section 4,
chapter 70, Laws of 1957 and RCW 51.04.070; amending
section 5, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 and ROW 51.04.080;
amending section 12, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 and RCW
51.08.100; amending section 16, chapter 70, Laws of 1957
and ROW 51.08.140; amending section 37, chapter 70, Laws
of 1957 and ROW 51.32.150; amending section 40, chapter
70, Laws of 1957 and RCW 51.44.050; amending section 41,
chapter 70, Laws of 1957 and RCW 51.44.060; amending
section 42, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 and ROW 5 1.44.070;
amending section 2, chapter 74, Laws of 1955 and RCW
51.12.010; amending section 3, chapter 67, Laws of 1919 and
RCW 51.12.090; amending section 5, chapter 132, Laws of
1929 and RCW 51.12.110; amending section 2, chapter 235,
Laws of 1941 and RCW 51.16.040; amending section 53,
chapter 70, Laws of 1957 and ROW 51.16.010; amending
section 47, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 and RCW 51.16.060;
amending section 50, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 and RCW
51.16.110; amending section 1, chapter 219, Laws of 1945
and ROW 51.16.120; amending section 1, chapter 183, Laws
of 1947 and RCW 51.44.040; adding a new section to chapter
74, Laws of 1911 and to chapter 51.28 ROW; adding a new
section to chapter 74, Laws of 1911 and to chapter 51.32
ROW; and repealing section 1, chapter 360, Laws of 1955
and ROW 51.16.061; and amending section 4, chapter 132,
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Laws of 1929, section 1, chapter 214, Laws of 1951, and
RCW 51.16.150, 51.16.160, and 51.16.170, adding a new
section to chapter 51.08 RCW; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 4, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 Rcw 51.04.070
amended.and RCW 51.04.070 are each amended to read as

follows:
A minor working at an age legally permitted iMinor work-

man is Sul
under the laws of this state shall be deemed sui juris jurs---
for the purpose of this title, and no other person expense

allowance.
shall have any cause of action or right to compensa-
tion for an injury to such minor workman, except
as expressly provided in this title, but in the event
of a lump sum payment becoming due under this
title to such minor workman, the management of the
sum shall be within the probate jurisdiction of the
courts the same as other property of minors and,
in the event it is necessary to procure the appoint-
ment of a guardian to receive the money to which
any minor workman is entitled under the provisions
of this title, the director may allow from the accident
fund toward the expenses of such guardianship, not
to exceed the sum of fifty dollars in any one case:
Provided, That in case any such minor is awarded
a lump sum payment of not more than seven
hundred fifty dollars, the director may make pay-
ment direct to such minor without the necessity of
the appointment of a guardian.

SEC. 2. Section 5, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 RCW 51.04.080
amended.

and RCW 51.04.080 are each amended to read as
follows:

On all claims under this title, the division of in- Sending
notices,

dustrial insurance shall not forward claimants' writ- orders,
warrants to

ten notices, orders, and warrants to, or in care of, claimants.

any representative of the claimant, but shall forward
such notices, orders and warrants directly to the
claimant until such time as the supervisor of indus-
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trial insurance shall have entered an order on the
claim appealable to the board of industrial insurance
appeals.

RCW 51.08.100 S~c. 3. Section 12, chapter 70, Laws of 1957
amened. and RCW 51.08.100 are each amended to read as

follows:
"Injury.' "Injury" means a sudden and tangible happening,

of a traumatic nature, producing an immediate or
prompt result, and occurring from without, and such
physical conditions as result therefrom.

RCW 51.08.140 SEC. 4. Section 16, chapter 70, Laws of 1957
amended.

and RCW 51.08.140 are each amended to read as
follows:

"Occupational "Occupational dies"means suhdsaeorin
disease."dies" scdiae in

fection as arises naturally and proximately out of
employment under the mandatory or elective adop-
tion provisions of Title 51.

RCW 51.32.150Seto 'chpriu an
amended. SEc. 5. Seto 3,cape 0 Laws of 195r7an

RCW 51.32.150 are each amended to read as follows:

Lump sum to If a beneficiary shall reside or remove out of the
beneficiary stt, dprmn
outside state, tae the deatetmay, with the written consent

of the beneficiary, convert any monthly payments
provided for such cases into a lump sum payment
(not in any case to exceed the value of the annuity
then remaining, to be fixed and certified by the state
insurance commissioner, but in no case to exceed
the sum of eight-five hundred dollars).

RCW 51.44.050 SEC. 6. Section 40, chapter 70, Laws of 1957
amended.

and RCW 51.44.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

"Catastrophe There shall be a special account within the ac-
accont. cident fund to be known as the "catastrophe injury

account" which shall be used only for the purpose
of defraying charges against it as provided in RCW
51.16.130.
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SEC. 7. Section 41, chapter 70, Laws of 1957
and RCW 51.44.060 are each amended to read as
follows:

The charge to each class of the accident fund to
defray charges against the catastrophe injury ac-
count shall be made on June 30th and December
31st of each year, and the total industrial insurance
premium contributions of each class for the preced-
ing calendar year shall be used in determining the
proportionate charge to each class for the catas-
trophe injury account.

RCW 51.44.060
amended.

Charges to
defray catas-
trophe account.

SEC. 8. Section 42, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 RCW 51.44.070

and RCW 51.44.070 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
For every case resulting in death or permanent Transfers

from accidenttotal disability the department shall transfer on its to reserve
fund-An-

books from the accident fund of the proper class nuity table.

and/or appropriate account to the ''reserve fund'' a
sum of money for that case equal to the estimated
present cash value of the monthly payments pro-
vided for it, to be calculated upon the basis of an
annuity covering the payments in this title provided
to be made for the case. Such annuities shall be
based upon tables to be prepared for that purpose
by the state insurance comm-issioner and by him
furnished to the state treasurer, calculated upon
standard mortality tables with an interest assump-
tion of two percent per annum.

SEC. 9. Section 2, chapter 74, Laws of 1955 and
'RCW 51.12.010 are each amended to read as follows:

There is a hazard in all employment, but certain
employments have come to be, and to be recognized
as being inherently constantly dangerous. This title
is intended to apply to all such inherently hazardous
works and occupations, and it is the purpose to em-
brace all of them which are within the legislative
jurisdiction of the state, in the following enumera-
tion, and they are intended to be embraced within
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Vetoed.

RCW 51.12.090
amended.

the term "extrahazardotts" wherever used in this
title, to wit:

Factories, mills and workshops where machinery
is used; printing, electroty ping, photoengraving and
stereotyping plants where machinery is used; faun-
daries, blast furnaces, mines, wells, gas works,
waterworks, reduction works, breweries, elevators,
wharves, docks, dredges, smelters, powder works;
laundries operated by power; quarries, engineering
works; logging, lumbering and shipbuilding opera-
tions; logging, street and interurban railroads; build-
ings being constructed, repaired, moved, or demo-
lished; telegraph, telephone, electric light or power
plants or lines, steam heating or power plants, steam-
boats, tugs, ferries, and railroads; installing and
servicing radios and electrical refrigerators; general
warehouse and storage; teaming, truck driving, and
motor delivery, including drivers and helpers, in
connection with any occupation except agriculture;
stage, taxicab and for hire driving; restaurants,
taverns, clubs, and establishments; employees sup-
plying service to the public in hotels, clubs furnish-
ing sleeping accommodations, apartment hotels;
bunkhouses, kitchens, and eating houses in connec-
tionz with extrahazardous occupations or conducted
primarily for employees in extrahazardous occu pa-
tions; transfer, drayage, and hauling; warehousing
and transfer; fruit warehouse and packing houses;
and work performed by salaried peace officers of the
,state, the counties, and the municipal corporations.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 55, Laws of 1959.

SE~C. 10. Section 3, chapter 67, Laws of 1919
and RCW 51.12.090 are each amended to read as
follows:

Interstate apyt
and intrastate The provisions of this title shall apl oem-
commerce. ployers and workmen (other than railways and their

workmen) engaged in intrastate and also in inter-
state or foreign commerce, for whom a rule of hia-
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bility or method of compensation now exists under
or may hereafter be established by the congress of
the United States, only to the extent that the pay-
roll of such workmen may and shall be clearly
separable and distinguishable from the payroll of
workmen engaged in interstate or foreign commerce:
Provided, That as to workmen whose payroll is not
so clearly separable and distinguishable the em-
ployer shall in all cases be liable in damages for
injuries to the same extent and under the same cir-
cumstances as is specified in the case of railroads in
the first proviso of RCW 51.12.080: Provided further,
That nothing in this title shall be construed to 'ex-
clude goods or materials and/or workmen brought
into this state for the purpose of engaging in extra-
hazardous work.

SEC. 11. Section 5, chapter 132, Laws of 1929 RCW 51.12-110

and RCW 51.12.110 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

Any employer engaged in any occupation other Elective

than those enumerated or declared to be under this adoption.

title, may make written application to the director
to fix rates of contribution for such occupation for
industrial insurance and for medical aid, and there-
upon the director, through the division of industrial
insurance, shall fix such rates, which shall be based
on the hazard of such occupation in relation to the
hazards of the occupations for which rates are pre-
scribed. When such rate is fixed the applicant may
file notice in writing with the supervisor of indus-
trial insurance of his or its election to contribute
under this title, and shall forthwith display in a
conspicuous manner about his or its works and in a
sufficient number of places to reasonably inform his
or its workmen of the fact, printed notices furnished
by the department stating that he or it has elected
to contribute to the accident fund and the medical
aid fund and stating when said election will become
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effective. Any workman in the employ of such ap-
plicant shall be entitled at any time within five days
after the posting of said notice by his employer, or
within five days after he has been employed by an
employer who has elected to become subject to this
title as herein provided, to give a written notice to
such employer and to the department of his election
not to become subject to this title. At the expiration
of the time fixed by the notice of the employer, the
employer and such of his or its workmen as shall
not have given such written notice of their election
to the contrary shall be subject to all the provisions
of this title and entitled to all of the benefits thereof:
Provided, That those who have heretofore complied
with the foregoing conditions and are carried and
considered by the department as within the purview
of this title shall be deemed and considered as having
fully complied with its terms and shall be continued
by the department as entitled to all of the benefits
and subject to all of the liabilities without other or
further action.

RCW 51.16.04M.2 hpe 3,Lw f14
amended. SEc. 12 Section 2 hpe 3,Lw f14

and RCW 51.16.040 are each amended to read as
follows:

Badis for The compensation and benefits provided for oc-
.c..u cupational diseases shall be paid from the same
disease
premiums. funds and in the same manner as compensation and

benefits for injuries under the industrial insurance
and medical aid acts and the contributions of em-
ployers to pay for occupational diseases shall be de-
termined, assessed, and collected in the same manner
and as a part of the premiums for employment under
the mandatory or elective adoption provisions of
Title 5 1.

RCW 15.16.010 ..- 1
amended. SEc 3. Section 53, chapter 70, Laws of 1957

and RCW 51.16.010 are each amended to read as
follows:
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Inasmuch as industry should bear the greater
portion of the cost of its accidents and occupational
diseases and furnish medical, surgical and hospital
care and treatment to its injured workmen in the
proportion in which it produces injury and creates
expense, each employer shall, prior to the last day
of January, April, July and October of each year,
pay into the state treasury (1) for the accident fund
and (2) for the medical aid fund, a certain number
of cents for each man hour worked by the workmen
in his employ, engaged in extrahazardous employ-
ment; if, however, there should be a deficit in any
class or subclass, the director, through the super-
visor of industrial insurance, shall assess the same
against all the contributors to such class or subclass
during the calendar year or fraction thereof in which
said deficit was incurred or created. The director
may promulgate, change, and revise such rates ac-
cording to the condition of the accident and medical
aid funds, and establish rates for industries to be
hereafter declared extrahazardous and which volun-
tarily seek coverage under the elective adoption pro-
visions.

Enabling
posions for

estbishing
premium rates
-Quarterly
payments.

SEC. 14. Section 47, chapter 70, Laws of 1957 RCW 51.16.060

and RCW 51.16.060 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
.Every employer shall, on or before the last day Quarterly

of January, April, July and October of each year report of
payols.

hereafter, furnish the department with a true and
accurate payroll and the aggregate number of work-
men hours, during which workmen were employed
by him during the preceding calendar quarter, the
total amount paid to such workmen during such pre-
ceding calendar quarter, and a segregation of em-
ployment in the different classes provided in this
title, and shall pay his premium thereon to the ac-
cident fund and medical aid fund. The sufficiency
of such statement shall be subject to the approval
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of the director: Provided, That the director may
in his discretion and for the effective administration
of Title 51 require an employer in individual in-
stances to furnish a supplementary report contain-
ing the name of each individual workman, his hours
worked, his rate of pay and the class or classes in
which such work was performed.

RCW 51.16.110 SEC. 15. Section 50, chapter 70, Laws of 1957
amended.

and RCW 51.16.110 are each amended to read as
follows:

New busi- Every employer who shall enter into any busi-
nesses or
resumed ness, or who shall resume operations in any work

opeatins. or plant after the final adjustment of his payroll in
connection therewith, shall, before so cormmencing
or resuming operations, as the case may be, notify
the director of such fact, accompanying such notifica-
tion with a cash deposit in a sum equal to the
premiums on the estimate of his payroll and work-
men hours for the first three calendar months of his
proposed operations which shall remain on deposit
subject to the other provisions of this section.

.The director may, in his discretion and in lieu
of such deposit, accept a bond, in an amount which
he deems sufficient, to secure payment of pre-
miums due or to become due to the accident fund
and medical aid fund. The deposit or posting of a
bond shall not relieve the employer from paying
premiums to the accident fund and medical aid fund
based on his actual workmen hours as provided by
RCW 51.16.010 and 51.16.060.

Should the employer acquire sufficient assets
to assure the payment of premiums due to the acci-
dent fund and the medical aid fund the director may,
in his discretion, refund the deposit or cancel the
bond.

If the employer ceases to be an employer under
RCW 51.08.070, the director shall, upon receipt of
all payments due the accident fund and medical
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aid fund based on the actual workmen hours, re-
fund to the employer all deposits remaining to
the employer's credit and shall cancel any bond
given under this section.

Every such employer shall pay the full basic
rate until such time as an experience rating in
excess of a one, two, three, or four year period may
be computed as of a first succeeding July 1st date,
which said cost experience shall be computed in
accordance with the provisions of RCW 51.16.020,
and shall be liable for a premium of at least one
dollar per month irrespective of the amount of
his workmen hours reported during said month to
the department.

Note: See also section 2, chapter 179, Laws of 1959.

SEC. 16. Section 1, chapter 219, Laws of 1945 RCW 51.16.120
amended.

and RCW 51.16.120 are each amended to read as
follows:

Whenever a workman has sustained a previous Distribution

bodiy ifirmty r diabiity romany revousof furtherbodiy ifirmty r diabiity romany revousaccident cost
where newinjury or disease and shall suffer a further injury employer.

or disease in employment covered by this title and
become totally and permanently disabled from the
combined effects thereof, then the accident cost
rate of the employer at the time of said further
injury or disease shall be charged only with the
accident cost which would have resulted solely from
said further injury or disease, had there been no
preexisting disability, and which accident cost shall
be based upon an evaluation of the disability by
medical experts. The difference between the charge
thus assessed to the employer at the time of said
further injury or disease and the total cost of the
pension reserve shall be assessed against the sec-
ond injury account.

SEC. 17. Section 1, chapter 183, Laws of 1947 and 1RCW 51.44.040
amended.

RCW 51.44.040 are each amended to read as follows:
There shall be a special account within the acci-
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Second injury dent fund to be known and designated as the "sec-account.

ond injury account," which shall be used only for
the purpose of defraying charges against it as pro-
vided in RCW 51.16.120.

The charge to each class of the accident fund
to defray charges against the second injury account
shall be made on June 30th and December 31st of
each year, and the total industrial insurance pre-
mium contributions of each class for the preceding
calendar year shall be used in determining the pro-
portionate charge to each class for the second injury
account.

New section. SEC. 18. There is added to chapter 74, Laws of
1911 and to chapter 51.28 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Occupational Claims for occupational disease or infection to
disease claims,
when filed, be valid and compensable must be filed within one

year following the date the workmnan had notice
from a physician of the existence of his occupational
disease, without reference to its date of origin.

New section. SEC. 19. There is added to chapter 74, Laws of
1911 and to chapter 51.32 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Ocptional Every workman who suffers disability from an
dsblties.

compensation occupational disease in the course of employment
and benefits.

under the mandatory or elective adoption provi-
sions of this title, or his family and dependents in
case of death of the workman from such disease
or infection, shall receive the same compensation
benefits and medical, surgical and hospital care and
treatment as would be paid and provided for a
workman injured or killed in employment under
the industrial insurance and medical aid acts of
the state: Provided, however, That this section and
RCW 51.16.040 shall not apply where the last ex-
posure to the hazards of the disease or infection
occurred prior to January 1, 1937.
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SEC. 20. Section 1, chapter 360, Laws of 1955 Repeal.

and.RCW 51.16.061 are each repealed.

SEC. 21. Section 4, chapter 132, Laws of 1929
and section 1, chapter 214, Laws of 1951 (hereto-
fore divided and codified as RCW 51.16.150, 51.16-
.160 and 51.16.170) are divided and amended to read
as set forth in sections 2 through 4 of this act.

SEC. 22. (RCW 51.16.150) If any employer shall RCW 5.16.150
enacted with-default in any payment to the accident fund or out amend -

the medical aid fund, the sum due shall be col- et

lected by action at law in the name of the state as
plaintiff, and such right of action shall be in addi-
.tion to any other right of action or remedy. If
such default occurs after demand, there shall also
be collected a penalty equal to twenty-five percent
of the amount of the defaulted payment or pay-
ments, and the director may require from the de-
faulting employer a bond to the state for the bene-
fit of the accident and medical aid funds, with surety
to the director's satisfaction, in the penalty of double
the amount of the estimated payments which will
be required from such employer into the said funds
for and during the ensuing one year, together with
any penalty or penalties incurred. In case of refusal
or failure after written demand personally served to
furnish such bond, the state shall be entitled to an
injunction restraining the delinquent from prose-
cuting an extrahazardous occupation or work until
such bond is furnished, and until all delinquent pre-
miums, penalties, interest and costs are paid, con-
ditioned for the prompt and punctual making of
all payments into said funds during such periods,
and any sale, transfer, or lease attempted to be
made by such delinquent during the period of any
of the defaults herein mentioned, of his works, plant,
or lease thereto, shall be invalid until all past de-
linquencies are made good, and such bond furnished.
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RW51.60 Sc23(RCW 51.16.160) l cin o h
amended. SC 3 RW5.610 l cin o h
Priority of dlnun n
lien for recovery of deiqetpremiums adpenalties
premiums, shall be brought in the superior court and in all

cases of probate, insolvency, assignment for the
benefit of creditors, or bankruptcy, the claim of
the state for the payments due shall be a lien prior
to all other liens or claims and on a parity with
prior tax liens and the mere existence of such cases
or conditions shall be sufficient to create such lien
without any prior or subsequent action by the state,
and all administrators, receivers, or assignees for
the benefit of creditors shall notify the department
of such administration, receivership, or assigmnent
within thirty days from date of their appointment
and qualification. In any action or proceeding
brought for the recovery of payments due upon
the payroll of an employer, the certificate of the
department that an audit has been made of the
payroll of such employer pursuant to the direction
of the department and the amount of such payroll
for the period stated in the certificate shall be prima
facie evidence of such fact.

RCW 51.16.170 SEC. 24. (RCW 51.16.170) Separate and apart
amended.foein
Priority from and in addition to the frgigprovisions
against in this chpethe camoftesteorpaymentsthird party catr liso h tt o
interests-
Notice of lien, and penalties due under this title shall be a lien

prior to all other liens or claims and on a parity
with prior tax liens not only against the interest
of any employer, but against the interests of all
others, in real estate, plant, works, equipment, and
buildings improved, operated, or constructed by
any employer, and also upon any products or ar-
ticles manufactured by such employer.

The lien created by this section shall attach
from the date of the commencement of the labor
upon such property for which such premiums are
due. In order to avail itself of the lien hereby cre-
ated, the department shall, within four months
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after the employer has made report of. his payroll
and has defaulted in the payment of his premiums
thereupon, file with the county auditor of the county
within which such property is then situated, a state-
ment in writing describing in general terms the
property upon which a lien is claimed and stating
the amount of the lien claimed by the department.
If any employer fails or refuses to make report
of his payroll, the lien hereby created shall con-
tinue in full force and effect, although the amount
thereof is undetermined and the four months' time
within which the department shall file its claim
of lien shall not begin to run until the actual receipt
by the department of such payroll report. From
and after the filing of such claim of lien, the de-
partment shall be entitled to commence suit to
cause such lien to be foreclosed in the manner
provided by law for the foreclosure of other liens
on real or personal property, and in such suit the
certificate of the department stating the date of
the actual receipt by the department of such pay-
roll report shall be prima facie evidence of such
fact.

SEC. 25. There is added to chapter 51.08 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
Wherever and whenever in any of the provi- Words con-

strued as
sions of Title 51 relating to any payments by an taxes.

employer the words "amount" and/or "amounts,"
''payment'' and/or ''payments,'' ''premium'' and/or
"premiums," and "contribution" and/or "contribu-
tions" appear said words shall be construed to mean
taxes, which are the money payments by an em-
ployer which are required by this title to be made
to the state treasury for the accident fund and for
the medical aid fund.

SEC. 26. The provisions of section 25 of this Construction
of section 25.

amendatory act shall be construed as a restate-
ment and continuation of existing law, and not as
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a new enactment. It shall not be construed as af-
fecting any existing right acquired under its pro-
visions, nor as affecting any proceeding instituted
thereunder.

Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959, with

the exception of section 9, which is vetoed.
NOTE: Excerpt of Governor's veto message reads as follows:

"Section 9 amends section 2, chapter 74 of the Laws of 1955 and
RCW 51.12.010. This section was also amended by House Bill 139 which
has passed the legislature and which has received my approval.
(Measure Is now Identified as Chapter 55, Laws of 1959.)

"House Bill No. 139 extends the coverage of Industrial insurance to
janitors, chambermaids, porters, bellmen, pin-setters, elevator opera-
tors and maintenance men. Section 9 of this act does not extend the
benefits of industrial insurance to these named categories. Section 9
merely makes a technical amendment In the present law by striking a
comma and Inserting a semicolon.

"In order to preserve the full force and effect of House Bill No. 139, I
deem it advisable to veto Section 9 of this bill. The remainder of the bill
is approved."

ALBERT D. ROSELLINI,
Governor.

CHAPTER 309.
[ H. B. 529.]1

FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH-LICENSES.
AN ACT relating to the taking of food fish and shellfish; amend-

ing section 2, chapter 276, Laws of 1955 and RCW 75.12.140;
amending section 75.28.010, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and
ROW 75.28.010; amending section 2, chapter 171, Laws of
1957 and RCW 75.28.013; amending section 3, chapter 171,
Laws of 1957 and RCW 75.28.014; amending section 75.28-
.030, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and ROW 75.28.030; amending
section 75.28.060, chapter 12, Laws of 1955, as last amended
by section 3, chapter 212, Laws of 1955, and RCW 75.28.060;:
amending section 75.28.100, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and
ROW 75.28.100; amending section 75.28.110, chapter 12,
Laws of 1955 and ROW 75.28.110; amending section
75.28.120, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and ROW 75.28.120;
amending section 75.28.130, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and
ROW 75.28.130; amending section 75.28.140, chapter 12,
Laws of 1955 and ROW 75.28.140; amending section
75.28.150, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and ROW 75.28.150;
amending section 75.28.160, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and
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RCW 75.28.160; amending section 75.28.170, chapter 12,
Laws of 1955 and RCW 75.28.170; amending section
75.28.180, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and RCW 75.28.180;
amending section 75.28.190, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and
RCW 75.28.190; amending section 75.28.210, chapter 12,
Laws of 1955 and RCW 75.28.210; amending section
75.28.220, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and RCW 75.28.220;
amending section 75.28.230, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and
RCW 75.28.230; amending section 75.28.240, chapter 12,
Laws of 1955 and RCW 75.28.240; amending section
75.28.250, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and RCW 75.28.250;
amending section 75.28.260, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and
RCW 75.28.260; amending section 75.28.270, chapter 12,
Laws of 1955 and RCW 75.28.270; adding a new section to
chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and to chapter 75.12 RCW;
adding new sections to chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and to
chapter 75.28 RCW; repealing section 4, chapter 171, Laws
of 1957 and RCW 75.28.015; repealing section 75.28.195,
chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and RCW 75.28.195; and repealing
section 75.28.200, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and RCW
75.28.200.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 276, Laws of 1955 Rcw 75.M2.140

and RCW 75.12.140 are each amended to read as amended.

follows:
The following reef net fishing areas are hereby Reef net

created: Provided, That nothing in this section and crsenateas

RCW 75.12.150 and 75.12.160 shall be interpreted
as prohibiting other types of legal gear from fishing
within the areas created:

(1) Point Roberts reef net fishing area includes
those waters within 250 f eet on each side of a line
projected 129' true from a point at longtitude 123'
01' 15" W. latitude 48' 58' 38" N. to a point one mile
distant, as such description is shown upon the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey map numbered
6300, published September, 1941, in Washington,
D. C., eleventh edition.

(2) Cherry Point reef net fishing area includes
those waters inland and inside the 10-fathom line
between lines projected 205' true from points on
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Reef net thmanadalogtd1204'5"ltte48
fishing areasthmanadalogtd12'4'5"aiue48
created. 51' 48" and longitude 1220 44' 18" latitude 480 51'

33", as such descriptions are shown upon the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey map numbered
6380, published March, 1947, in Washington, D. C.,
eighth edition.

(3) Lummi Island reef net fishing area includes
those waters inland and inside a line projected from
Village Point 2080 true to a point 900 yards dis-
tant, thence 129' true to the point of intersection
with a line projected 2590 true from the shore of
Lummi Island at 1220 40' 42"' latitude 48' 41' 32",
as such descriptions are shown upon the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey map numbered
6380, published March, 1947, in Washington, D. C.,
eighth edition.

(4) Sinclair Island reef net fishing area includes
those waters inland and inside a line projected from
the northern point of Sinclair Island to Boulder
reef, thence 2000 true to the northwesterly point
of Sinclair Island, as such descriptions are shown
upon the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
map numbered 6380, published March, 1947, in Wash-
ington, D. C., eighth edition.

(5) Flat Point reef net fishing area includes
those waters within a radius of 125 feet of a point
off Lopez Island located at longitude 1220 55' 24"
latitude 48' 32' 33", as such description is shown
upon the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
map numbered 6380, published March, 1947, in Wash-
ington, D. C., eighth edition.

(6) Lopez Island reef net fishing area includes
those waters within 400 yards of shore between
lines projected true west from points on the shore
of Lopez Island at longitude 1220 55' 04" latitude
480 31' 59" and longitude 122' 55' 54" latitude 480 30'
55"1, as such descriptions are shown upon the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey map numbered
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6380, published March, 1947, in Washington, D. C.,
eighth edition.

(7) Iceberg Point reef net fishing area includes
those waters inland and inside a line projected from
Davis Point on Lopez Island to the west point of
Long Island, thence to the southern point of Hall
Island, thence to the eastern point at the entrance
to Jones Bay, and thence to the southern point at
the entrance to Mackaye Harbor on Lopez Island;
and those waters inland and inside a line projected
320' from Iceberg Point light on Lopez Island, a
distance of 400 feet, thence easterly to the point
on Lopez Island at longitude 1220 53' 00" latitude
48' 25' 39", as such descriptions are shown upon
the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey map
numbered 6380, published March, 1947, in Wash-
ington, D. C., eighth edition.

(8) Aleck Bay reef net fishing area includes
those waters inland and inside a line projected
from the southwestern point at the entrance to
Aleck Bay on Lopez Island at longitude 1220 51' 11"1
latitude 480 25' 14" southeasterly 800 yards to the
submerged rock shown on U.S.G.S. map number
63 80, thence northerly to the cove on Lopez Island
at lo ngitude 122' 50' 49" latitude 480 25' 42", as such
descriptions are shown upon the United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey map numbered 6380, published
March, 1947, in Washington, D.C., eighth edition.

(9) Shaw Island reef net fishing area number
1 includes those waters within 300 yards of shore
between lines projected true south from points on
Shaw Island at longitude 1220 56' 14" latitude 480
33' 28"1 and longitude 122' 57' 29" latitude 48' 32' 58",
as such descriptions are shown upon the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey map numbered
6380, published March, 1947, in Washington, D. C.,
eighth edition.
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Reef net (10) Sha sadre e fishingaranmefishing areashaIsadreneaeanme
created. 2 includes those waters inland and inside a, line

projected from Point George on Shaw Island to the
westerly point of Neck Point on Shaw Island, as
such description is shown upon the United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey map numbered 6380,
published March, 1947, in Washington, D. C., eighth
edition.

(11) Stuart Island reef net fishing area number
1 includes those waters within 600 feet of the shore
of Stuart Island between lines projected true east
from points at longitude 1230 10' 47" latitude 48'
39' 47" and longitude 123' 10' 47" latitude 480 39' 33"',
as such descriptions are shown upon the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey map numbered
6380, published March, 1947, in Washington, D. C.,
eighth edition.

(12) Stuart Island reef net fishing area number
2 includes those waters within 250 feet of Gossip
Island, also known at Happy Island, as such descrip-
tion is shown upon the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey map numbered 6380, published
March, 1947, in Washington, D. C., eighth edition.

(13) Johns Island reef net fishing area includes
those waters inland and inside a line projected from
the eastern point of Johns Island to the northwestern
point of Little Cactus Island, thence northwesterly
to a point on Johns Island at longitude 1230 09' 24"
latitude 480 39' 59", as such descriptions are shown
upon the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
map numbered 6380, published March, 1947, Wash-
ington, D. C., eighth edition.

(14) Battleship Island reef net fishing area in-
cludes those waters lying within 350 feet of Battle-
ship Island, as such description is shown upon the
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey map num-
bered 6380, published March, 1947, in Washington,
D. C., eighth edition.
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(15) Open Bay reef net fishing area includes
those waters lying within 150 feet of shore between
lines projected true east from a point on Henry
Island at longitude 123' 11' 341/2" latitude 480 35'
27 /" and a point 250 feet south, as such descriptions
are shown upon the United States Coast and Geo-
detic Survey map numbered 6380, published March,
1947, in Washington, D. C., eighth edition.

(16) Mitchell Reef net fishing area includes
those waters within a line beginning at the rock
shown on U.S.G.S. map number 6380 at longitude
1230 10' 56" latitude 48' 34' 491/2", and projected
50 feet northwesterly, thence southwesterly 250
feet, thence southeasterly 300 feet, thence northeast-
erly 250 feet, thence to the point of beginning, as
such descriptions are shown upon the United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey map numbered 6380,
published March, 1947, in Washington, D. C., eighth
edition.

(17) Smugglers Cove reef fishing area includes
those waters within 200 feet of shore between lines
projected true west from points on the shore of
San Juan Island at longitude 1230 10' 29" latitude'
480 33' 50" and longitude 1230 10' 31" latitude 480

33' 45", as such descriptions are shown upon the
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey map num-
bered 6380, published March, 1947, in Washington,
D. C., eighth edition.

(18) Andrews Bay reef net fishing area includes
those waters lying within 300 feet of the shore of
San Juan Island between a line projected true
south from a point at the northern entrance of
Andrews Bay at longitude 1230 09' 53 /-" latitude,
480 33' 00" and the cable crossing sign in Andrews
Bay, at longitude 123' 09' 45" latitude 480 33' 04",
as such descriptions are shown upon the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey map numbered
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6380, published March, 1947, in Washington, D. C.,
eighth edition.
. (19) Orcas Island reef net fishing area includes

those waters inland and inside a line projected true
west a distance of 1,000 yards from the shore of
Orcas Island at longitude 122' 57' 40" latitude 480
41' 06" thence northeasterly to a point 500 feet true
west of Point Doughty, then true east to Point
Doughty, as such descriptions are shown upon the
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey map num-
bered 6380, published March, 1947, in Washington,
D. C., eighth edition.

RCW 75.28.010 SC .Scin7.800 hpe 2 aso
amended. SC .Scin7.800 hpe 2 aso

1955 and RCW 75.28.010 are each amended to read
as follows:

Licenses ; It shall be unlawful for any person to engage
requred. in any phase of the commercial fishing industry

or to operate any fishing gear known as or classi-
fied as commercial fishing gear by the director, or
to fish for, take, deliver, or land any fish in the
state, whether taken from waters within or with-
out the jurisdiction of the state, without first ob-
taining arid having in possession such licenses or
delivery permits as are herein specified.

Any person violating any of the provisions of
this chapter is guilty of a gross misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined not less than
twenty-five dollars.

RCW 75.28.013 SEC. 3. Section 2, chapter 171, Laws of 1957 and
amended. RCW 75.28.013 are each amended to read as follows:

--- Searate Every owner of a commercial fishing vessel shall
quired in each obtain an annual commercial salmon fishing license,
district-Fees.

for each licensing district, used in the lawful com-
mercial taking of salmon therein. The fees for such
commercial salmon fishing license shall be in the
amounts as set forth in this chapter prescribed by
the type of gear employed in the taking of food
fish And shellfish.-The license fees for such fishing
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in one district only shall be in the amounts as set
forth in this chapter. Such license fees for such
fishing in more than one district shall be, in each
such additional district, three times the amounts
required for fishing in one district only, except such
license fees for fishing in an additional district shall
be two times the amounts required for fishing in
one district, where such additional district is a
joint jurisdictional waters district: Provided, That
additional licenses shall not be required for fishing
in more than one district for species of fish other
than salmon.

SEC. 4. Section 3, chapter 171, Laws of 1957 and RCW 75.28.014
amended.

RCW 75.28.014 are each amended to read as follows:
Applications accompanied by the prescribed fees -Applia-

tion for li-
for the licenses required in RCW 75.28.013, as censes, when.

amended, shall be made in person, or postmarked
not later than midnight of February 1st of the year
in which the commercial salmon fishing license is
to be effected.

SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 12, Laws of 1955 New section.

and to chapter 75.28 RCW a new section to read as
follows:

Every person, or persons or corporations oper- Delivery per-

ating a fishing vessel of any description used in the -Fie

commercial taking or catching of food fish or shell- Exception.

fish in offshore waters, and the transportation or
possession of food fish or shellfish through the waters
of the state of Washington, and delivering the food
fish or shellfish in any port in the state of Wash-
ington shall as a condition of doing so, obtain a
delivery permit from the director of fisheries. The
fees for such permit shall be ten dollars: Provided,
That any permittee under RCW 75.18.080 will not
be required to obtain the above prescribed permit.

SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 12, Laws of New section.

1955 and to chapter 75.28 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

[ 14891
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Commercial Evrafihn
fishing license Eeyowner of acommercial fsigvessel shall
Exception, obtain an annual commercial fishing license, not

otherwise provided for in this chapter, for the tak-
ing of fish and shellfish within the state of Wash-
ington, provided that licensed oyster and clam
farmers are not subject to this section. The fees
for commercial fishing licenses required in this
section shall be in the amounts set forth in this
chapter prescribed by the type gear employed in
the taking of food fish and shellfish.

RCW 75.28.030 SEC. 7. Section 75.28.030, chapter 12, Laws of
amended. 1955 and RCW 75.28.030 are each amended to read

as follows:
Application The director shall issue commercial fishing li-
for licenses,
permits-- censes and delivery permits herein required to any
Rffeitanc qualified person, upon the receipt of a lawful appli-

cation theref or upon a blank to be furnished for
that purpose, accompanied by the required fee. Ap-
plicants for delivery permits and all commercial
fishing licenses shall indicate at the time of applica-
tion the species of fish or shellfish that the applicants
intend to take or catch and the type of gear they
intend to use in the taking or catching of the fish
or shellfish.

RCW 75.28.060 SEC. 8. Section 75.28.060, chapter 12, Laws of
amended. 1955, as last amended by section 3, chapter 212, Laws

of 1955, and RCW 75.28.060 are each amended to
read as follows:

Commercial All commnercial fishing licenses provided for in
fishing licenses ti e hl etaseal.I hl eulw
transferable, hi chapte hl etaseal.I hl eulw

ful for any license to be operated or caused to be
operated by any person other than the licensee or
an agent or employee of the licensee. In the event a
commercial license is transferred from a resident
of the state of Washington to a nonresident the
transferee shall be required to pay the difference
between the fees for a resident and nonresident
licensee.
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SEc. 9. Section 75.28.100, chapter 12, Laws of RCW 7.8.10O

1955 and RCW 75.28.100 are each amended to read
as follows:

Each annual application for a commercial fishing
license or a delivery permit provided for in this
chapter shall contain the name and address of the
owner of the vessel, the name and address of the
operator of the vessel, the name and number of the
vessel, a description of the vessel and fishing gear
to be carried thereon, and such information as may
be required by the department.

At the time of issuance of such licenses or deliv-
ery permit the director shall furnish each applicant
with a certificate of registration and two license
plates with the registration number stamped there-
on. Such registration shall be known as the "State
of Washington license and registration number" and
shall be transferable. The registration certificate shall
be carried aboard the vessel at all times and the
license plates shall be affixed and carried in plain
sight on each side of the vessel well forward.

The license or delivery permit provided for
herein shall be invalid in the event the vessel is
operated by anyone other than the operator listed
in the application. In the event of change of name,
ownership or operator of the vessel, the director
shall be notified in writing and will issue a new
certificate of registration which will effect a change
of name or ownership or operator, as the case may
be. A fee of ten dollars shall be charged for the new
certificate of registration.

Registrants shall report immediately any change
of name, ownership, or operator of the vessel. De-
faced, mutilated, or lost license plates shall be re-
placed immediately and a fee of two dollars shall
be charged for such new plates.

SEc. 10. Section 75.28.110, chapter 12, Laws of

Contents of
applications-
Certificate of
registration-
License plates
-Procedure
on change in
ownership.
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RCW 75.28.110 1955 and RCW 75.28.110 are each amended to read
amended.

as follows:
Fee, hand The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chap-
line or jigger
license. ter employing hand lines or jig lines in the taking

of fish and shellfish shall be seventeen dollars and
fifty cents per annum for residents and thirty-five
dollars per annum for nonresidents. Each license
shall entitle the licensee to use three hooks only.

RCW 75.28.120 SEC. 11. Section 75.28.120, chapter 12, Laws of
amened. 1955 and RCW 75.28.120 are each amended to read

as follows:
Fee, set line The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter
license. employing set lines in the taking of fish and shell-

fish shall be twenty-five dollars per annum for resi-
dents and fifty dollars per annum. for nonresidents.
Each license shall entitle the licensee to use no
more than three set lines of not more than five
hundred hooks to each set line.

RCW 75.28.130 SEC. 12. Section 75.28.130, chapter 12, Laws of
amended.

1955 and RCW 75.28.130 are each amended to read
as follows:

Fee, troll line The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter
license.

employing troll lines in the taking of fish and shell-
fish shall be seventeen dollars and fifty cents per
annum. for residents and thirty-five dollars per an-
num for nonresidents. Each license shall entitle the
licensee to use six or less troll lines.

amend75..4 SiE~c 13. Section 75.28.140, chapter 12, Laws of

1955 and RCW 75.28.140 are each amended to read
as follows:

Fee, gill net The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter
license, employing gill nets in the taking of fish and shell-

fish shall be twenty-five dollars per annum for resi-
dents and fifty dollars per annum for nonresidents.
The incidental catch of sturgeon lawfully taken is
permitted under the gill net license.
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SEC. 14. Section 75.28.150, chapter 12, Laws of RCW 75.21

1955 and RCW 75.28.150 are each amended to read
as follows:

The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter Fee, set net

employing set nets in the taking of fish and shell- lcne

fish shall be twenty-five dollars per annum. for resi-
dents and fifty dollars per annum for nonresidents.

50

ISEC. 15. Section 75.28.160, chapter 12, Laws of RCW 75.28.10O

1955 and RCW 75.28.160 are each amended to read amended.

as follows:
The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter Fee, dip bag

employing dip bag nets in the taking of fish and shell- net license.

fish shall be seventeen dollars and fifty cents per
annum for residents and thirty-five dollars per an-
num for nonresidents.

SEC. 16. Section 75.28.170, chapter 12, Laws of ROW 75.28.170
amended.

1955 and RCW 75.28.170 are each amended to read
as follows:

The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter Fee, drag

employing drag seines in the taking of fish and shell- seine license.

fish shall be twenty-five dollars per annum for resi-
dents and fifty dollars per annum for nonresidents.

SEC. 17. Section 75.28.180, chapter 12, Laws Of RC 75.28.180

1955 and RCW 75.28.180 are each amended to read amended.

as follows:
The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter Fee, lampara

employing lampara nets in the taking of fish and ntlcne

shellfish shall be forty-seven dollars and fifty cents
per annum for residents and ninety-five dollars per
annum. for nonresidents.

SEC. 18. Section 75.28.190, chapter 12, Laws of RCW 75-28.190
amended.

1955 and RCW 75.28.190 are each amended to read
as follows:

The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter Fee, purse

employing purse seines (drum seines, table seines, sielcne

power block seines) in the taking of fish and shellfish
shall be eighty-five dollars per annum for residents
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and one hundred and seventy dollars per annum for
nonresidents.

RCW 75.28.210 SEC. 19. Section 75.28.210, chapter 12, Laws of
amended. 1955 and RCW 75.28.210 are each amended to read

as follows:
Fee for otter The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter
beam or
shrimp trawl employing otter trawls, beam trawls or shrimp trawls
license.

- in the taking of fish or shellfish shall be forty-seven
dollars and fifty cents per annum for residents and
ninety-five dollars per annum for nonresidents.

RCW 75.28.220 SEC. 20. Section 75.28.220, chapter 12, Laws of
amened. 1955 and RCW 75.28.220 are each amended to read

as follows:
Fee, reef The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter

net icese. employing reef nets in the taking of fish and shell-
fish shall be thirty-two dollars and fifty cents per
annum. for residents and sixty-five dollars per an-
num for nonresidents.

RCW 75.28.230 SEC. 21. Section 75.28.230, chapter 12, Laws of
amended. 1955 and RCW 75.28.230 are each amended to read

as follows:

Fee. fyke The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter
net license, employing fyke nets in the taking of fish and shell-

fish shall be fifteen dollars per annum for residents
and thirty dollars per annum, for nonresidents.

ROW 75.28.240 SEC. 22. Section 75.28.240, chapter 12, Laws of
amended.

1955 and RCW 75.28.240 are each amended to read
as follows:

Fee, brush The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter
wei lcene.employing brush weirs in the taking of fish and shell-

fish shall be seventy-five dollars per annum for resi-
dents and one hundred and fifty dollars per annum
for nonresidents.

RCW 75.28.250 SEC. 23. Section 75.28.250, chapter 12, Laws of
amened. 1955 and RCW 75.28.250 are each amended to read

as follows:
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The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter Fe yn

employing ring nets in the taking of fish and shell-
fish shall be seventeen dollars and fifty cents per
annumn for residents and thirty-five dollars per an-
num. for nonresidents.

SEC. 24. Section 75.28.260, chapter 12, Laws of RCW 75.281.260
amended.

1955 and RCW 75.28.260 are each amended to read
as follows:

The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter Fee, bottom
fish or devil

employing bottom fish or devil fish pots in the taking fish license.

of fish or shellfish shall be twenty-five dollars per
annumn for residents and fifty dollars per annum for
nonresidents. For each bottom fish pot in excess of
one hundred there shall be paid an additional fee
of twenty-five cents per annumn by residents and
fifty cents by nonresidents.

SEC. 25. Section 75.28.270, chapter 12, Laws of RCW 75.28.270

1955 and RCW 75.28.270 are each amended to read amended.

as follows:
The fee for all licenses prescribed in this chapter Fee, shellfish

employing shellfish pots in the taking of fish and
shellfish shall be twenty-five dollars per annumn for
residents and fifty dollars per annum, for nonresi-
dents. For each shellfish pot in excess of one hun-
dred there shall be paid an additional fee of twenty-
five cents per annumn by residents and fifty cents
by nonresidents.

SEC. 26. There is added to chapter 12, Laws of New section.

1955 and to chapter 75.12 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

It shall be unlawful for any person to install, Use of mono-

use, operate, or maintain within any waters of the net webbing
unlawful.

state any monofilament gill net webbing of any
description for the purpose of catching salmon, and
it shall be unlawful to take salmon by any such
means or with such gear.
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Repeal. SEC. 27. Section 4, chapter 171, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 75.28.015, section 75.28.195, chapter 12, Laws
of 1955 and RCW 75.28.195, and section 75.28.200,
chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and RCW 75.28.200 are each
repealed.

Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 310.
[H. B. 577. 1

DISPOSAL OF PROPERTY BY DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

AN ACT relating to disposal of property by the department of
commerce and economic development; and adding a new
section to chapter 174, Laws of 1957 and to chapter 43.31
RCW.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

New section. SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 174, Laws
of 1957 and to chapter 43.31 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Sale of world The department of commerce and economic de-
fair property vlpeti uhrzdt elo tews ips
authorized. vlpeti uhrzdt elo tews ips

of for valuable consideration any property acquired
or constructed by it under the provisions of RCW
43.31.500 through 43.31.650: Provided, That the sale
price, or valuable consideration to be received, shall
not be less than the value of the property which
value shall be determined by a board of three inde-
pendent appraisers appointed by the department:
Provided further, That in the case of special pur-
pose buildings constructed for world fair use the
department may make due allowance for the cost
of the converted use thereof. Proceeds of the sale
as herein provided shall be deposited in the world
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fair bond redemption fund created under the pro-
visions of RCW 43.31.620.

Passed the House March 10, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 311.
[ H. D. 594.]1

CITIES AND TOWNS-ANNEXATION.
AN ACT relating to annexation of unincorporated areas; and

providing that county owned property shall not be annexed
to the city without the consent of the county commissioners;
and amending section 1, chapter 245, Laws of 1907, as
amended by section 1, chapter 110, Laws of 1937, section 1,
chapter 128, Laws of 1945, and RCW 35.13.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 245, Laws of 1907, RCW 35.13.010
amended.

as amended by section 1, chapter 110, Laws of 1937,
and section 1, chapter 128, Laws of 1945 (heretofore
combined and codified as RCW 35.13.010) are each
amended to read as follows:

Any portion of a county not incorporated as Authority for
annexation.

part of a city or town but lying contiguous thereto
may become a part of the city or town by annex-
ation: Provided, That property owned by a county,
and used for the purpose of an agricultural fair
as provided in RCW 15.76 or RCW 36.37 shall not
be subject to annexation without the consent of
the majority of the board of county commissioners.
An area proposed to be annexed to a city or town
shall be deemed contiguous thereto even though
separated by water or tide or shore lands on which
no bona fide residence is maintained by any person.

Passed the House February 27, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 312.
[ H. B. 641.]1

FISH MARKETING ACT.
AN ACT relating to fish marketing.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Short title. SECTION 1. This act may be cited as "The Fish
Marketing Act."

Purpose. SEC. 2. The purpose of this act is to promote,
foster, and encourage the intelligent and orderly
marketing of fish and fishery products through co-
operation; to eliminate speculation and waste; to
make the distribution of fish and fishery products
between producer and consumer as direct as can
be efficiently done; and to stabilize the marketing
of fish and fishery products.

Definitions. SEC. 3. As used in this act:
produher. (1) "Fishery products" includes fish, crustaceans,

mollusks, and marine products for human consump-
tion.

"Member." (2) "Member" includes members of associations
without capital stock and holders of common stock
in associations organized with shares of stock.

"Association." (3) "Association" means any corporation organ-
ized under this act.

Associations SEC. 4. Associations shall be deemed "nonprofit,"
nonroft. inasmuch as they are not organized to make profit

for themselves, as such, or for their members, as
such, but only for their members as producers of
fishery products.

Application SEC. 5. The provisions of Title 23 RCW and all
of ite 3. powers and rights thereunder, apply to associations,

except where such provisions are in conflict with
or inconsistent with the express provisions of this
act.
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SEC. 6. No association is subject in any manner Chapter 21.04
ROW not to

to the terms of chapter 21.04 RCW and all associa- apply-

tions, may issue their membership certificates or
stock or other securities as provided in this division
without the necessity of any permit from the di-
rector of licenses.

SEC. 7. An association shall be deemed not to
be a conspiracy, nor a combination in restraint of
trade nor an illegal monopoly; nor an attempt to
lessen competition or to fix prices arbitrarily or
to create a combination or pool in violation of any
law of the state; and the marketing contracts and
agreements between the association and its mem-
bers and any agreements authorized in this act shall
be considered not to be illegal nor in restraint of
trade nor contrary to the provisions of any statute
enacted against pooling or combinations.

SEC. 8. Any provisions of law which are in con-
flict with this act shall not be construed as applying
to associations. Any exemptions under any laws
applying to fishery products in the possession or
under the control of the individual producer shall
apply similarly and completely to such fishery prod-
ucts delivered by its members, in the possession or
under the control of the association.

Associations
not in restraint
of trade.

Con'licting law
inapplicable-
Personal ex-
emptions also
associations.

SEC. 9. Any two or more associations may be Merger au-

merged into one such constituent association or con- thorized.

solidated into a new association. Such merger or
consolidation shall be made in the manner pre-
scribed by chapter 23.40 RCW for domestic corpora-
tions.

SEC. 10. If the association is organized with shares
of stock, the articles shall state the number of shares
which may be issued and if the shares are to have
a par value, the par value of each share, and the
aggregate par value of all shares; and if the shares
are to be without par value it shall be so stated.

[1499 ]
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Articles where
cl1assification
of shares.

Articles where
nonshare
association.

Bylaws to SEC. 13. Each association shall within thirty days
be adopted, after its incorporation, adopt for its government and

management, a code of bylaws, not inconsistent
with this act. A majority vote of the members or
shares of stock issued and outstanding and entitled
to vote, or the written assent of a majority of the
members or of stockholders representing a majority
of all the shares of stock issued and outstanding and
entitled to vote, is necessary to adopt such bylaws
and is effectual to repeal or amend any bylaws or
to adopt additional bylaws. The power to repeal
and amend the bylaws, and adopt new bylaws, may,
by a similar vote, or similar written assent, be dele-
gated to the board of directors, which authority
may, by a similar vote, or similar written assent, be
revoked.

Bylaws to SEC. 14. The bylaws shall prohibit the transfer
prohibit of the common stock or membership certificates of
transfer.

[ 1500]
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Sec. 11. If the shares are to be classified, the ar-
ticles shall contain a description of the classes of
shares and a statement of the number of shares
of each kind or class and the nature and extent
of the preferences, rights, privileges and restrictions
granted to or imposed upon the holders of the re-
spective classes of stock.

SEC. 12. If the association is organized without
shares of stock, the articles shall state whether the
voting power and the property rights and interest
of each member are equal or unequal; and if un-
equal the general rule or rules applicable to all
members by which the voting power and the pro-
erty rights and interests, respectively, of each mem-
ber may be and are determined and fixed; and shall
also provide for the admission of new members who
shall be entitled to vote and to share in the prop-
erty of the association with the old members, in
accordance with such general rule or rules.
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the associations to persons not engaged in the pro-
duction of the products handled by the association.

SEc. 15. The bylaws may provide: Bylaws.
permissible

(1) The number of members constituting a provisions in.

quorum.
(2) The right of members to vote by proxy or

by mail or both, and the conditions, manner, form
and eff ects of such votes; the right of members to
cumulate their votes and the prohibition, if de-
sired, of cumulative voting.

(3) The number of directors constituting a quo-
rum.

(4) The qualifications, compensation and du-
ties and term of office of directors and officers and
the time of their election.

(5) Penalties for violations of the bylaws.

SEc. 16. The bylaws may provide: -Same

(1) The amount of entrance, organization and
membership fees, if any; the manner and method
of collection of the same; and the purposes for
which they may be used.

(2) The amount which each member shall be
required to pay annually, or from time to time, if
at all, to carry on the business of the association;
the charge, if any, to be paid by each member
for services rendered by the association to him and
the time of payment and the manner of collection;
and the marketing contract between the associa-
tion and its members which every member may be
required to sign.

(3) The amount of any dividends which may be
declared on the stock or membership capital, which
dividends shall not exceed eight percent per an-
num and which dividends shall be in the nature of
interest and shall not affect the nonprofit character
of any association organized hereunder.

[ 1501]
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permisibl SEC. 17. The bylaws may provide:
provisions in. (1) The number and qualifiation of members of

the association and the conditions precedent to mem-
bership or ownership of common stock.

(2) The method, time and manner of permit-
ting members to withdraw or the holders of com-
mon stock to transfer their stock.

(3) The manner of assignment and transfer of
the interest of members and of the shares of common
stock.

(4) The conditions upon which and time when
membership of any member shall cease.

(5) For the automatic suspension of the rights
of a member when he ceases to be eligible to mem-
bership in the association; and the mode, manner
and effect of the expulsion of a member.

(6) The manner of determining the value of
a member's interest and provision for its purchase
by the association upon the death or withdrawal
of a member or upon the expulsion of a member or
forfeiture of his membership, or at the option of
the association, the purchase at a price fixed by
conclusive appraisal by the board of directors; and
the conditions and terms for the repurchase by
the corporation from its stockholders of their stock
upon their disqualification as stockholders.

meetinis SE~c. 18. The bylaws may provide for the time,
place, and manner of calling and conducting meet-
ings of the association.

Bylaws, SEC. 19. The bylaws may provide that the ter-
directors. ritory in which the association has members shall

be divided into districts and that directors shall
be elected from the several districts. In such case,
the bylaws shall specify the number of directors
to be elected by each district, the manner and
method of reapportioning the directors and of re-
districting the territory covered by the association.

[ 1502]1
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SEc. 20. The bylaws may provide that the tern- Bylaws, dis-
tricts' repre-

tory in which the association has members shall sentatives.

be divided into districts, and that the directors shall
be elected by representatives or advisers, who them-
selves have been elected by the members from the
several territorial districts. In such case, the by-
laws shall specify the number of representatives or
advisers to be elected by each district, the manner
and method of reapportioning the representatives or
advisers and of redistricting the territory covered
by the association.

SEC. 21. The bylaws may provide that primary Bylaws,

elections shall be held to nominate directors. Where elections.

the bylaws provide that the territory in which the
association has members shall be divided into dis-
tricts, the bylaws may also provide that the results
of the primary elections in the various districts
shall be final and shall be ratified at the annual
meeting of the association.

SEC. 22. The bylaws may provide that one or Bylaws, nomi-
nation by

more directors may be nominated by any public other officials.

official or commission or by the other directors se-
lected by the members. Such directors shall repre-
sent primarily the interest of the general public in
such associations. The directors so nominated need
not be members of the association, but shall have
the same powers and rights as other directors. Such
directors shall not number more than one-fifth of
the entire number of directors.

SE~C. 23. The bylaws may provide that directors Bylaws, terms
of directors.

shall be elected for terms of from one to five years:
Provided, That at each annual election the same
fraction of the total number of directors shall be
elected as one year bears to the number of years
of the term of office.

SEc. 24. The bylaws may provide for an execu- Bylaws.
executive

tive committee and may allot to such committee committee.

[(15031
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all the functions and powers of the board of direc-
tors, subject to the general direction and control
of the board.

Members. SEC. 25. (1) Under the terms and conditions pre-
stockholders ,
enumerated. scribed in the bylaws, an association may admit

as members, or issue common stock to, only such
persons as are engaged in the production of fishery
products to be handled by or through the associa-
tion, including the lessees and tenants of boats and
equipment used for the production of such fishery
products and any lessors and landlords who receive
as rent all or part of the fish produced by such
leased equipment.

(2) If a member of a nonstock association is
other than a natural person, such member may be
represented by any individual duly authorized in
writing.

(3) One association may become a member or
stockholder of any other association.

Certificate of
membership, SEC. 26. When a member of an association es-
when. tablished without shares of stock has paid his mem-

bership fee in full, he shall receive a certificate of
membership.

Liability for SiEC. 27. No member shall be liable for the debts
association
debts. of the association to an amount exceeding the sum

remaining unpaid on his membership fee or his
subscription to the capital stock, including any un-
paid balance on any promissory note given in pay-
ment thereof.

Meetings, SEC. 28. Meetings of members shall be held at
where.

the place as provided in the bylaws; and if no pro-
vision is made, in the city where the principal place
of business is located at a place designated by the
board of directors.

Expulsion of SC 9 ncs fteeplino ebr
member, SC 9 ncs fteeplino ebr
diproert. and where the bylaws do not provide any procedure

or penalty, the board of directors shall equitably

[ 1504]
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and conclusively appraise his property interest in
the association and shall fix the amount thereof in
money, which shall be paid to him within one year
after such expulsion.

SEC. 30. An association may: Assction

Engage in any activity in connection with the
marketing, selling, preserving, harvesting, drying,
processing, manufacturing, canning, packing, grad-
ing, storing, handling, or utilization of any fishery
products produced or delivered to it by its members;
or the manufacturing or marketing of the byprod-
ucts thereof; or any activity in connection with the
purchase, hiring, or use by its members of supplies,
machinery, or equipment, or in the financing of
any such activities.

SEC. 31. An association may borrow without lim- Powers.
borrowing.

itation as to amount of corporate indebtedness or
liability and may make advances to members.

SEC. 32. An association may act as the agent or Powers,

representative of any member or members in anyasget

of the two next preceding sections.

SEC. 33. An association may establish reserves powers.
and invest the funds thereof in bonds or in such ivsmns

other property as may be provided in the bylaws.

SEC. 34. An association may purchase or other- Powers.stocks and
wise acquire, hold, own, and exercise all rights of bonds of

others.
ownership in, sell, transfer, pledge, or guarantee
the payment of dividends or interest on, or the re-
tirement or redemption of, shares of the capital
stock or bonds of any corporation or association en-
gaged in any related activity or in the warehousing
or handling or marketing or packing or manufactur-
ing or processing or preparing for market of any
of the fishery products handled by the association.

SEC. 35. An association may buy, hold and exer- Pow- of

cise all privileges or ownership, over such real or property.

[1505]
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personal property as may be necessary or con-
venient for the conduct and operation of any of
the business of the association, or incidental thereto.

SEc. 36. An association may levy assessments
in the manner and in the amount provided in its
bylaws.

SEC. 37. An association may do each and every
thing necessary, suitable or proper for the accom-
plishment of any one of the purposes or the attain-
ment of any one or more of the objects enumerated
in this act; or conducive to or expedient for the
interest or benefit of the association; and contract
accordingly; and in addition exercise and possess
all powers, rights and privileges necessary or inci-
dental to the purposes for which the association is
organized or to the activities in which it is en-
gaged; and, in addition, any other rights, powers
and privileges granted by the laws of this state
to ordinary corporations, except such as are incon-
sistent with the express provisions of this act; and
do any such thing anywhere.

Powers, use SE.3.A asoitomausorepyan
of facilities. SE.3.A asoitomausorepyan

of its facilities for any purpose: Provided, That the
proceeds arising from such use and employment
go to reduce the cost of operation for its members;
but the fishery products of nonmembers shall not
be dealt in to an amount greater in value than such
as are handled by it for its members.

SEC. 39. An association may organize, form, oper-
ate, own, control, have an interest in, own stock of,
or be a member of any other corporation or corpo-
rations, with or without capital stock and engaged
in preserving, drying, processing, canning, packing,
storing, handling, shipping, utilizing, manufacturing,
marketing, or selling of the fishery products handled
by the association, or the byproducts thereof.

[ 1506)]
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If such corporations are warehousing corpora-
tions, they may issue legal warehouse receipts to
the association against the commodities delivered
by it, or to any other person and such legal ware-
house receipts shall be considered as adequate col-
lateral to the extent of the usual and current value
of the commodity represented thereby. In case such
warehouse is licensed or licensed and bonded under
the laws of this state or the United States, its ware-
house receipt delivered to the association on com-
modities of the association or its members, or de-
livered by the association or its members, shall not
be challenged or discriminated against because of
ownership or control, wholly or in part, by the
association.

SEC. 40. Any association may, upon resolution Powers,
agreements

adopted by its board of directors, enter into all nec-coprtns
essary and proper contracts and agreements and associations.

make all necessary and proper stipulations, agree-
ments and contracts and arrangements with any
other cooperative or other corporation, association,
or associations, formed in this or in any other state,
for the cooperative and more economical carrying
on of its business or any part or parts thereof. Any
two or more associations may, by agreement be-
tween them, unite in employing and using or may
separately employ and use the same personnel,
methods, means, and agencies for carrying on and
conducting their respective business.

SEC. 41. An association and its members may Powers,
marketing

make and execute marketing contracts, requiring agreements.

the members to sell, for any period of time, not over
fifteen years, all or any specified part of their fish-
ery products or specified commodities exclusively
to or through the association or any facilities to
be created by the association.

[ 1507]
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SEc. 42. If the members contract a sale to the
association, it shall be conclusively held that title
to the products passes absolutely and unreservedly,
except for recorded liens, to the association upon
delivery or at any other time expressly and definitely
specified in the contract.

SEC. 43. The contract may provide that the asso-
ciation may sell or resell the fishery products de-
livered by its members, with or without taking title
thereto; and pay over to its members the resale
price, after deducting all necessary selling, over-
head, and other costs and expenses, including inter-
est on preferred stock, not exceeding eight percent
per annum, and reserves for retiring the stock, if
any; and other proper reserves; and interest not
exceeding eight percent per annum upon common
stock.

SEC. 44. The marketing contract may fix, as liqui-
dated damages, specific sums to be paid by the memn-
ber to the association upon the breach by him of
any provision of the marketing contract regarding
the sale or delivery or withholding of fishery prod-
ucts; and may further provide that the member will
pay all costs, premiums for bonds, expenses and fees,
in case any action is brought upon the contract by
the association; and any such provisions shall be
valid and enforceable in the courts of this state; and
such clauses providing for liquidated damages shall
be' enforceable as such and shall not be regarded
as penalties.

SEC. 45. In the event of any such breach or
threatened breach of such marketing contract by
a member the association shall be entitled to an
injunction to prevent the further breach of the
contract and to a decree of specific performance
thereof. Pending the adjudication of such an action
and upon filing a verified complaint showing the

[ 1508]1
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breach or threatened breach, and upon filing suffi-
cient bond, the association shall be entitled to a
temporary restraining order and preliminary injunc-
tion against the member.

SEC. 46. In any action upon such marketing agree-
ments, it shall be conclusively presumed that a land-
lord or lessor is able to control the delivery of fishery
products produced by his equipment by tenants, or
others, whose tenancy or possession or work on such
equipment or the terms of whose tenancy or posses-
sion or labor thereon were created or changed after
execution by the landlord or lessor, of such a mar-
keting agreement; and in such actions, the foregoing
remedies for nondelivery or breach shall lie and
be enforceable against such landlord or lessor.

-Presump-
tion in actions.

SEC. 47. A contract entered into by a member -Specific

of an association, providing for the delivery to such norent

association of products produced or acquired by
the member, may be specifically enforced by the
association to secure the delivery to it of such fish-
ery products, any provisions of law to the contrary
notwithstanding.

Passed the House March 3, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

[ 1509 ]
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CHAPTER 313.
[ H. B. 337. 1

STATE SAFETY COUNCIL.

AN ACT relating to state government; transferring the Washing-
ton state safety council from the executive department to
the state patrol; and amending section 16, chapter 247,
Laws of 1951 and RCW 43.60.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 43.60.010 SECTION 1. Section 16, chapter 247, Laws of 1951
amended.

and RCW 43.60.010 are each amended to read as
follows:

Council ad- The Washington state safety council, hereinafter
ministration
transferred, referred to as the council, is hereby assigned to

the Washington state patrol for purposes of adminis-
tration and supervision.

Passed the House March 6, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 314.
[ H. B. 405.

FOREST DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNT.

AN ACT relating to the forest development fund; creating a
forest development account in the general fund; and
amending section 6, chapter 154, Laws of 1923, as last
amended by section 1, chapter 149, Laws of 1951 and RCW
76.12.110.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCw 76.12.110 SCIN1 eto ,catr14 aso 93
amended. SCIN1 eto ,catr14 aso 93

as last amended by section 1, chapter 149, Laws of
1951 and RCW 76.12.110 are each amended to read
as follows:

[ 1510 ]
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There is created a forest development account Forest
development

in the state general fund. The state treasurer shall acount.

keep an account of all sums deposited therein and
expended or withdrawn therefrom. Any sums placed
in the account shall be pledged for the purpose of
paying interest and principal on the bonds issued
by the board, and for the purchase of land for grow-
ing timber. Any bonds issued shall constitute a
first and prior claim and lien against the account
for the payment of principal and interest. No sums
shall be withdrawn or paid out of the account ex-
cept upon approval of the board.

Appropriations may be made by the legislature
from the forest development account to the depart-
ment of natural resources for the purpose of carry-
ing on the activities of the department on county
trust and fee title forest board lands.

Passed the House February 23, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 315.
[ H. B. 555.

DIRECTOR OF FISHERIES AND GAME COMMISSION-
COOPERATION WITH OREGON.

AN ACT relating to state government; prescribing certain powers
and duties for the director of fisheries and the state game
commission; adding a new section to chapter 12, Laws of
1955, and to Title 75 RCW; and adding a new section to
chapter 36, Laws of 1955, and to Title 77 RCw.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. A new section is added to chapter 12, Nwscin

Laws of 1955, and to Title 75 RCW, to read as fol-
lows:

In addition and supplemental to any other pow-
ers and duties as provided by law, the director of

[ 1511 ]
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Cooperation fseiso h tt fWsigo shrb uhr
with Oregon fseiso h tt fWsigo shrb uhr

authorized. ized to cooperate with the fish and game commis-
sions of the state of Oregon in the promulgation of
rules and regulations to assure an annual yield of
aquatic products on the Columbia river and to pre-
vent the taking of these products at such places or
at such times as might actually endanger the brood
stock of such aquatic products.

New section. SEC. 2. A new section is added to chapter 36, Laws
of 1955, and to Title 77 RCW, to read as follows:

Cooperation In addition and supplemental to any other pow-
with Oregon
agencies ers and duties as provided by law, the game com-

autoried. mission of the state of Washington is hereby author-
ized to cooperate with the fish and game commis-
sions of the state of Oregon in the promulgation of
rules and regulations to assure an annual yield of
aquatic products on the Columbia river and to pre-
vent the taking of these products at such places
or at such times as might actually endanger the
brood stock of such aquatic products.

Passed the House February 25, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 316.
[ H. B. 698.

ELECTIVE OFFICIALS-SALARIES.

AN ACT relating to state government; fixing salaries of elective
state officers; and amending section 1, chapter 48, Laws of
1949 and RCW 43.03.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

flCW 43.03.010
amended. SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 48, Laws of 1949

and RCW 43.03.0 10 are each amended to read as
follows:

[1512
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The nnul saaris ofthefollwin namd sateSalaries of
The nnul saaris ofthefollwin namd sateelected state

elected officials shall be: * [Governor, twenty-two officers.

thousand five hundred dollars;] lieutenant governor,
seven thousand dollars; secretary of state, twelve
thousand dollars; state treasurer, twelve thousand
dollars; state auditor, twelve thousand dollars; at-
torney general, fourteen thousand five hundred dol-
lars; superintendent of public instruction, fourteen
thousand dollars; commissioner of public lands,
twelve thousand dollars; state insurance commis-
sioner, twelve thousand dollars; members of the
legislature shall receive for their services twelve
hundred dollars per annum, and in addition, ten
cents per mile for travel to and from legislative
sessions: Provided, That anyone appointed to fill
any vacancy that may occur in either the senate or
house shall not receive any compensation for sal-
ary as herein provided until such appointee shall
have qualified for office and shall have taken his
oath of office at the next convening regular or spe-
cial session of the legislature.

Passed the House March 7, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959, with

the exception of the first unnumbered item of section
1, which is vetoed.

* Language set in italics and enclosed in brackets vetoed.
NOTE: Excerpt of Governor's veto message reads as follows:

"House Bill No. 698 increases the salary of the Lieutenant Governor
from $6,000 to $7,000 per annum. The salaries of the Secretary of State,
the State Treasurer, the State Auditor, the State Insurance Commis-
sioner and the Commissioner of Public Lands from $8,500 to $12,000. The
salary of the Attorney General is increased from $10,000 to $14,500, and
that of the Superintendent of Public Instruction from $8,500 to $14,000.

"The first unnumbered Item of section 1 reading as follows: 'Gov-
ernor, twenty-two thousand five hundred dollars;' is vetoed.

"As Chief Executive of this state it is my responsibility to recom-
mend to the legislature a program calling for appropriations for the
proper functioning of the different agencies of government in order
that proper provision be made for needed services. At the same time
it is my responsibility to submit to the legislature a revenue program
to balance appropriations made. In view of the staggering amount of
revenue needed during the coming biennium, I1 have insisted on effect-
ing every possible economy which could be made, and have limited my

[ 1513 J
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Veto message, request to the legislature for appropriations to those Items which I feel
excerpt. are absolutely necessary and essential In the administration of a forward

looking and progressive state. I am firmly convinced that adequate
salaries for state public elected officials and for state employees are
essential. I have, therefore, acquiesced in the legislative determination
of increases in salaries for elected public officials. This bill provides
only moderate increases and brings their salary in line with many
county elected officials.

"On the other hand, I have time and time again stated publicly and
have advised the legislature that I did not advocate, did not ask for and
do not want a raise in salary for the office of the Governor. It is my
firm conviction that the Governor's salary should not be raised at this
time. It is my considered judgment that economy begins at home.

"For these reasons I have eliminated from this bill the provision in-
creasing the salary of Governor.

"The remainder of the bill is approved."
ALBERIT D. ROSELLINI,

Governor.

CHAPTER 317.
[ H. B. 18.1

PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION.

AN ACT relating to parks and recreation; and amending section
2, chapter 149, Laws of 1921 as last amended by section 1,
chapter 391, Laws of 1955 and RCW 43.51.040.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 43.51.040 SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 149, Laws of 1921
amended. as last amended by section 1, chapter 391, Laws

of 1955 and ROW 43.51.040 are each amended to
read as f ollows:

The commission shall:
Powers and t1T

duties--Man- (1J) Have the care, charge, control, and super-
datory. vision of all parks and parkways acquired or set

aside by the state for park or parkway purposes.
(2) Adopt, promulgate, issue, and enforce rules

and regulations pertaining to the use, care, and
administration of state parks and parkways, which
shall become effective ten days after adoption. The
commission shall cause a copy of the rules and regu-
lations to be kept posted in a conspicuous place in
every state park to which they are applicable, but
failure to post or keep any rule or regulation posted

[ 1514 1
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shall be no defense to any prosecution for the vio-
lation thereof.

(3) Permit the use of state parks and parkways
by the public under such rules and regulations as
shall be prescribed.

(4) Clear, drain, grade, seed, and otherwise im-
prove or beautify parks and parkways, and erect
structures, buildings, fireplaces, and comfort sta-
tions and build and maintain paths, trails, and road-
ways through or on parks and parkways.

(5) Grant concessions in state parks and park-
ways, upon such rentals, fees, or percentage of in-
come or profits and for such terms, in no event longer
than twenty years, and upon such conditions as
shall be approved by the commission: Provided,
That the commission may, by unanimous consent
of its members grant such concessions for terms
not to exceed forty years in state parks and park-
ways lying within the Columbia basin area in Doug-
las, Grant, Franklin, and Walla Walla counties and
within Mount Spokane state park. No concession
shall be granted which will prevent the public from
having free access to the scenic attractions of any
park or parkway: Provided further, That such con-i
cessions shall be granted only after the calling Of LVt~d.
public bids thereon and shall be granted to the low-r
est qualified bidder.

(6) Employ such assistance as it deems neces-
sary.

(7) By majority vote of its authorized member-
ship select and purchase or obtain options upon,
lease, or otherwise acquire for and in the name of
the state such tracts of land, including shore and
tide lands, for park and parkway purposes as it
deems proper. If the commission cannot acquire
any tract at a price it deems reasonable, it may,
by majority vote of its authorized membership,
obtain title thereto, or any part thereof, by con-

[ 15151
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Powers and dentoprceigcodcebyteaony
duties--Man- entoprceigcodcebyteaony
datory. general as provided for the condemnation of rights

of way for state highways. Option agreements exe-
cuted under authority of this subdivision shall be
valid only if:

(a) The cost of the option agreement does not
exceed five percent of the proposed purchase price
of the property; and

(b) Moneys used for the purchase of the option
agreement are from (i) funds appropriated there-
for, or (ii) funds appropriated for undesignated
land acquisitions, or (iii) funds deemed by the com-
mission to be in excess of the amount necessary
for the purposes for which they were appropriated;
and

(c) The maximum amount payable for the prop-
erty upon exercise of the option does not exceed the
appraised value of the property; and

(d) The terminal date of the option does not
extend beyond the August first following the reg-
ular session of the legislature next succeeding the
date of execution of the option agreement.

(e) Not more than three hundred thousand dol-
lars principal sum may be committed in any bien-
nium by use of the process of option agreements.

(8) Cooperate with the United States, or any
county or city of this state, in any matter pertain-
ing to the acquisition for park and parkway pur-
poses of any area not within the limits of any city,
and in the care, control, or supervision of any park
or parkway, and enter into contracts in writing
to that end. All parks or parkways, to the acquisi-
tion or improvement of which the state shall have
contributed or in whose care, control, or supervision
the state shall participate pursuant to the provisions
of this section, shall be governed by the provisions
hereof.
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(9) Investigate and report to the governor on
or before the first day of January next preceding
the regular session of the legislature regarding any
proposed park or parkway, and make recommen-
dations respecting other regions in the state desir-
able for state park or parkway purposes.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959, with

the exception of a certain unnumbered item con-
tained in subsection (5), which is vetoed.
NOTE: Excerpt of Governor's veto message reads as follows:

"This amendatory act gives the State Park Commission, acting by
majority vote, additional authority to utilize approximately $300,000.00
appropriated to the conmmission for the purpose of obtaining options
to purchase shore and tidelands for park and parkway purposes.

"I am in complete agreement with this major purpose of the bill.
"The unnunmbered item in section 1, subsection (5) reads as follows:

-'* * * PROVIDED FURTHER, That such concessions shall
be granted only after the calling of public bids thereon and shall
be granted to the lowest qualified bidder.'
"Obviously concessions to be granted by the State Park and Recrea-

tion Commission should be granted to the highest rather than the lowest
qualified bidder.

"I am firmly convinced that the item quoted, which was added as an
amendment on the floor, was adopted only through the operation of a
mistake of fact. For this reason, the unnumbered item contained in sub-
section (5) of section 1 of the bill is vetoed and the remainder of the
bill is approved."

ALBERT D. ROSELLINI,
Governor.

Veto message,
excerpt from.

CHAPTER 318.
[ H. B. 384.]1

APPROPRIATION-SCHOOL DISTRICTS.

AN ACT relating to education; making an appropriation, and
declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby appropriated from
the general fund the sum of three hundred and
thirty-six thousand dollars, or so much thereof as
shall be necessary, to be apportioned by the super-

[ 1517 ]
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Appropriation.

Emergency.
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intendent of public instruction during the current
school year to counties for the benefit of certain
school districts located therein in conformity with
standards adopted by the state board of education
acting under the provisions of RCW 28.41.090 and
acts amendatory or supplemental thereto, pertaining
to establishment by the state board of minimum
standards governing the maintenance and operation
of the common schools and a schedule of minimum
funds required by school districts to enable them
to meet the aforesaid standards, the amount afore-
said to be apportioned to the school districts affected
at the rate of fifty-four dollars per pupil for any
increase in school enrollment in excess of five per-
cent between October 1, 1957, and October 1, 1958:
Provided, That allocations under this act may be
made only to those school districts which receive
allocations of state aid under the provisions of
RCW 28.41.080: And provided further, That a school
district shall not be entitled to funds from this
appropriation unless it has levied a tax for mainte-
nance and operations for either the 1957-58 or the
1958-59 school year in excess of the tax levy limi-
tations prescribed for school districts by RCW 84-
.52.050.

SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
and support of the state government and its po-
litical subdivisions, and shall take effect immedi-
ately.

Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 319.
[ H. B. 640.

HIGHWAYS.

AN ACT relating to public highways; describing powers and
duties of the Washington state highway commission; and
the interim committees on highways, streets and bridges;
establishing and designating certain highways; providing
for surveys and studies of proposed highway additions;
prescribing fees, size, weight, load, permits and equipment
restrictions for certain motor vehicles using the same;
relating to highways and rail overpasses and underpasses
thereof; amending section 7, chapter 384, Laws of 1955 and
RCW 46.16.082; amending section 9, chapter 384, Laws of
1955 and RCW 46.16.083; amending section 4, chapter 273,
Laws of 1957 and RCW 47.16.137; adding a new section to
chapter 273, Laws of 1957 and chapter 47.16 RCW;
amending section 49, chapter 189, Laws of 1937, as last
amended by section 14, chapter 273, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 46.44.030; amending section 48, chapter 189, Laws of
1937, as last amended by section 1, chapter 384, Laws of
1955 and RCW 46.44.020; amending section 27, chapter 269,
Laws of 1951 and RCW 46.44.042; amending section 35,
chapter 269, Laws of 1951, as amended by section 12,
chapter 254, Laws of 1953 and RCW 46.44.091; amending
section 36, chapter 269, Laws of 1951, as amended by
section 2, chapter 146, Laws of 1955 and RCW 46.44.092;
amending section 38, chapter 269, Laws of 1951 and RCW
46.44.094; amending section 39, chapter 269, Laws of 1951,
as last amended by section 18, chapter 273, Laws of 1957
and RCW 46.44.095; amending section 5, chapter 190, Laws
of 1937, section 1, chapter 239, Laws of 1943 and RCW
47.16.050; amending sections 6 and 9, chapter 190, Laws of
1937 and RCW 47.16.060 and 47.16.090; amending section 1,
chapter 225, Laws of 1949 and RCW 47.16.160; amending
section 17, chapter 383, Laws of 1955, as amended by
section 16, chapter 172, Laws of 1957 and RCW 47.20.110;
amending section 24, chapter 383, Laws of 1955, as amended
by section 20, chapter 172, Laws of 1957 and RCW 47.20.210;
amending section 38, chapter 383, Laws of 1955, as amended
by section 12, chapter 172, Laws of 1957 and RCW 47.20.380;
adding a new section to chapter 207, Laws of 1937 and
chapter 47.20 RCW; amending section 7, chapter 269, Iv
of 1955 and RCW 47.37.070; amending sections 8, 13, I5, 30,
32, 34 and 41, cbapter 383; Laws of 1955 and RCW 47.20.020,
47.20.070, 47.20.220, 47.20.280, 47.20.300, 47.20.325 and 47-
.20.400; amending sections 6, 15 and 24, chapte- 172, Laws
of 1957 and RCW 47.20.030, 47.20.140 and 47.20.420; amend-
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ing section 1, chapter 147, Laws of 1955 and RCW 47.28.050;
adding a new section to chapter 47.20 and to chapter 47.28
RCW; amending section 9, chapter 254, Laws of 1953, as last
amended by section 37, chapter 172, Laws of 1957 (un-
codified); making an appropriation; providing effective
dates; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 47.16.M5 SECTION 1. Section 5, chapter 190, Laws of 1937
amended.

and section 1, chapter 239, Laws of 1943 (heretofore
combined and codified as RCW 47.16.050) are each
amended to read as follows:

No. 5 National A primar tt highway tobe known as pri-Park highway. aysaet
mary state highway No. 5, or the National Park
highway, is established as follows: Beginning at
Seattle, thence in a southerly direction by way of
Bryn Mawr and the vicinity of Renton on primary
state highway No. 2, thence in a southerly direction
to Auburn, thence in a southeasterly direction by
way of Enumclaw and Chinook Pass to Yakima on
primary state highway No. 3; also beginning at a
junction with primary state highway No. 1 in the
vicinity south of Chehalis, thence in an easterly
direction by way of Kosmos and White Pass to a
junction with primary state highway No. 5, north-
west of Yakima; also beginning at Tacoma on pri-
mary state highway No. 1, thence in a southerly
direction by way of Elbe, thence in an easterly di-
rection to a southwest entrance to Mount Rainier
National Park; also beginning at Elbe on primary
state highway No. 5, thence in a southerly direction
to a junction with primary state highway No. 5,
in the vicinity of Kosmos; also beginning at Enum-
claw on primary state highway No. 5, thence in a
southerly direction to a northwest entrance to Mount
Rainier National Park; also beginning at Auburn on
primary state highway No. 5, thence in a southerly
direction by way of Sumner, thence in a westerly
direction to Tacoma on primary state highway No.

[I 1520 ]
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1; also beginning at a junction with primary state
highway No. 5, in the vicinity west of Chinook Pass,
thence in a southerly direction to a junction with
primary state highway No. 5, in the vicinity west
of White Pass; also beginning at Sumner on pri-
mary state highway No. 5, in the vicinity west of
White Pass; also beginning at Sumner on primary
state highway No. 5, and thence in an easterly
direction to a junction with primary state highway
No. 5, in the vicinity of Buckley; also beginning at
Enumclaw on primary state highway No. 5, thence
in a northwesterly direction by way of Summit to
a junction with primary state highway No. 2, in the
vicinity of Renton; also beginning at a point on
primary highway No. 5, in the vicinity of the junc-
tion of the Greenwater and White rivers, thence in
an easterly direction to a junction with primary state
highway No. 5, in the vicinity north of Cliffdell.

SEC. 2. Section 6, chapter 190, Laws of 1937 amende.6.0

and RCW 47.16.060 are each amended to read as
follows:

A primary state highway to be known as primary No. 6 Pend

state highway No. 6, or the Pend Oreille highway, highway.

is established as follows: Beginning at a junction
with primary state highway No. 3, in the vicinity
north of Spokane, thence in a northerly direction
by way of Newport and Metaline Falls to the inter-
national boundary line; also beginning at Newport
on primary state highway No. 6, thence in an east-
erly direction to the Washington-Idaho boundary
line, thence southerly along said boundary line to
Fourth Street in Newport.

SEC. 3. Section 9, chapter 190, Laws of 1937 and RCW 47.16.090

RCW 47.16.090 are each amended to read as follows: No. 9 Olympic
highway.

A primary state highway to be known as primary
state highway No. 9, or the Olympic highway, is
established as follows: Beginning at Tumwater on
primary state highway No. 1, thence in a westerly

[ 15211I
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direction by way of Elma, Montesano, and Aberdeen
to Hoquiam, thence in a northwesterly direction by
way of Lake Quinault to Forks, thence in an east-
erly direction by way of Port Angeles to the vicinity
of Discovery Bay, thence in a southerly direction
by way of Shelton to a junction with primary state
highway No. 9, in the vicinity west of Olympia; also
beginning at a junction with primary state highway
No. 9, in the vicinity of Discovery Bay, thence in a
northeasterly direction to Port Townsend; also be-
ginning at Elma on primary state highway No. 9,
thence in a southeasterly direction to a junction with
primary state highway No. 1, in the vicinity north
of Centralia; also beginning at a junction with
primary state highway No. 9, at Montesano, thence
in a southwesterly direction to a junction with
primary state highway No. 13 north of Arctic.

ROW 47.20.020 SEc. 4. Section 8, chapter 383, Laws of 1955
amended.

and RCW 47.20.020 are each amended to read as
follows:

Highways Secondary state highways as branches of primary
1C. ID.

state highway No. 1 are established as follows:
Secondary state highway No. 1C; beginning at

a junction with primary state highway No. 1 in the
vicinity south of Blanchard, thence in a southerly
direction to a junction with primary state highway
No. 1 in the vicinity of Whitney; also beginning at
a junction with primary state highway No. 1 east
of Whitney easterly to a junction with primary state
highway No. 1 in the vicinity of Burlington;

Secondary state highway No. 1D; beginning at a
junction with primary state highway No. 1 in the
vicinity southeast of Anacortes, thence southerly by
way of Deception Pass to the vicinity of Columbia
Beach in the southern portion of Whidby Island; also
beginning at a junction with secondary state high-
way No. ID as herein described in the vicinity east-
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erly of the Keystone ferry slip, thence westerly to
the Keystone ferry slip.

SEC. 5. Section 15, chapter 172, Laws of 1957 RCW 720-030

and RCW 47.20.030 are each amended to read as
follows:

Secondary state highways as branches of primary Highways

state highway No. 1 are established as follows:

Secondary state highway No. 1E; beginning at
Conway on primary state highway No. 1, thence in
a southerly direction by way of East Stanwood,
thence in a southeasterly direction to a junction
with primary state highway No. 1, thence in an
easterly direction to Arlington on secondary state
highway No. 1A; also from the junction of secondary
state highway No. 1A at Arlington in a northeasterly
and easterly direction to Darrington;

Secondary state highway No. 1F; beginning at a
junction with primary state highway No. 1 in the
vicinity of Burlington, thence in a northeasterly di-
rection to a junction with secondary state highway
No. 1A in Sedro Woolley.

SEC. 6. Section 13, chapter 383, Laws of 1955 RCW7-2.070

and RCW 47.20.070 are each amended to read as
follows:

Secondary state highways as branches of primary Higwy

state highway No. 1 are established as follows: IiN.

Secondary state highway No. 1M, beginning at a
junction with primary state highway No. 1, in the
vicinity of Maytown, thence in a westerly and south-
westerly direction to a junction with primary state
highway No. 9 in the vicinity of Rochester;

Secondary state highway No. iN; beginning at a
junction with primary state highway No. 1 in Cen-
tralia, thence in a northerly direction by the most
feasible route by way of Bucoda to a junction with
secondary state highway No. 5H in Tenino.

[ 1523 ]
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RCW 47.20.140 SC .Scin6 hpe 7,Lw f15
amended. SC .Scin6 hpe 7,Lw f15

and RCW 47.20.140 are each amended to read as
follows:

Highways Secondary state highways as branches of primary
2D, 2E.

state highway No. 2 are established as follows:
Secondary state highway No. 2D; beginning at a

junction with primary state highway No. 2 in the
vicinity west of Issaquah, thence in a northerly di-
rection to the west of Lake Sammamish to Redmond
on primary state highway No. 2, thence in a westerly
direction to Kirkland;

Secondary state highway No. 2E; beginning at a
junction with primary state highway No. 2 west of
Cle Elum, thence in a northwesterly direction by
way of Roslyn to the National Forest boundary in
the vicinity of Lake Cle Elum.

New section. SEC. 8. A new section is added to chapter 47.20
RCW to read as follows:

Highway 2M. Secondary state highway No. 2M is established
as a branch of primary state highway No. 2, accord-
ing to the following designation and description:

Secondary state highway No. 2M; beginning at a
junction with primary state highway No. 2 in the
vicinity west of Auburn, thence in a northerly direc-
tion to a junction with primary state highway No. 1
south of Seattle.

RCW 47.20.280 SEC. 9. Section 30, chapter 383, Laws of 1955
amended.

and RCW 47.20.280 are each amended to read as
follows:

Highways Secondary state highways as branches of primary
5H, 51.

state highway No. 5 are established as follows:
Secondary state highway No. 5H; beginning at a

junction with primary state highway No. 5 in the
vicinity south of Tacoma, thence in a southwesterly
direction by way of McKenna, Yelm, and. Rainier,
to a junction with secondary state highway No. 1N
in Tenino;

r1524J
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Secondary state highway No. 51; beginning at
Yelm on secondary state highway No. 5H, thence in
a northwesterly direction via St. Clair and Lacey
to primary state highway No. 1.

SEC. 10. Section 32, chapter 383, Laws of 1955 RCW7.0300

and RCW 47.20.300 are each amended to read as
follows:

Secondary state highways as branches of primary Highways

state highway No. 5 are established as follows: 5L5N

Secondary state highway No. 5L; beginning at
Morton on primary state highway No. 5; thence in
a southwesterly direction to Riffe on primary state
highway No. 5;

Secondary state highway No. 5N; beginning at
a junction with primary state highway No. 5 in
Puyallup, thence in a southerly direction to Eaton-
ville.

SEC. 11. Section 24, chapter 172, Laws of 1957 RCW 47.2.420

and RCW 47.20.420 are each amended to read as
follows:

Secondary state highways as branches of primary Highways

state highway No. 11 are established as follows: 11D, 11E.

Secondary state highway No. 11D; beginning at
a junction with primary state highway No. 11 at
a point approximately three miles northeast of Four
Lakes, thence in a westerly and southwesterly di-
rection to the town of Medical Lake, thence in a
southerly direction to the vicinity of the state
custodial school;

Secondary state highway No. liE; beginning at
Ritzville on primary state highway No. 11, thence
in a southerly direction to Washtucna on secondary
state highway No. 11B.

SEC. 12. Section 1, chapter 225, Laws of 1949 RCW 47.16.160
amended.

and RCW 47.16.160 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

[ 1525 ]
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No. 16 Methow
Valleyhighway.

amend4..1 SEC. 13. Section 17, chapter 383, Laws of 1955,
as amended by section 16, chapter 172, Laws of 1957
and RCW 47.20.110 are each amended to read as
follows:

Highways Scnaya
iV. 1W. Scnaystate highways asbranches of primary

state highway No. 1 are established as follows:
Secondary state highway No. 1V; beginning at

Tacoma on primary state highway No. 1, thence in
a northeasterly direction west of primary state high-
way No. 1 by way of Redondo to Des Moines on
secondary state highway No. 1K;

Secondary state highway No. 1W; beginning at
a junction with primary state highway No. 1 in the
vicinity of Snohomish-King county line, thence in
a northwesterly direction to Edmonds, thence in a

[ 1526 J

A primary state highway to be known as primary
state highway No. 16, or the Methow Valley high-
way, is hereby established according to description
as follows: Beginning in the vicinity of Pateros on
primary state highway No. 10, thence in a northerly
direction by the most feasible route by way of Twisp
to Mazama; also beginning at a point in the vicinity
south of Twisp on primary state highway No. 16,
thence in an easterly direction by the most feasible
route to a junction with primary state highway
No. 10 in the vicinity south of Okanogan; also, be-
ginning at a wye connection with primary state
highway No. 16, southwest of Okanogan, thence
southwesterly to a junction with primary state high-
way No. 10 in the vicinity of Malott: Provided,
That until such times as primary state highway
No. 16 from southwest of Okanogan to the vicinity
of Malott is actually constructed on the location
adopted by the director of highways, no existing
county roads shall be maintained or improved by
the state department as a temporary route of said
primary state highway No. 16.

This section shall become effective July 1, 1961.

CH. 319.]
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northeasterly direction to a junction with primary
state highway No. 1 in the vicinity of Lynnwood,
thence easterly to a junction with secondary state
highway No. 2J: Provided, That until such times
as secondary state highway No. 1W east of Lynn-
wood is actually constructed on the location adopted
by the director of highways, no existing county roads
shall be maintained or improved by the state depart-
ment as a temporary route of said secondary state
highway No. 1W.

This section shall become effective July 1, 1961.

SEC. 14. Section 24, chapter 383, Laws of 1955, RCW 47.20.210

as amended by section 20, chapter 172, Laws of 1957 ,
and RCW 47.20.210 are each amended to read as
follows:

Secondary state highways as branches of primary Higwy

state highway No. 3 are established as follows: .y

Secondary state highway No. 3J; beginning at
a junction with primary state highway No. 3 in the
vicinity of Chewelah, thence by way of Springdale
in a southwesterly direction across the Spokane
river to Long Lake; also, beginning at a junction
with said secondary state highway No. 3J at Spring-
dale, thence easterly to a junction of primary state
highway No. 3 in the vicinity of Loon Lake: Pro-
vided, That until such time as the relocation and
construction of primary state highway No. 3 from
Loon Lake to Chewelah is completed, secondary
state highway No. 3J shall begin at a junction with
primary state highway No. 3 in the vicinity of
Springdale.

Secondary state highway No. 3K; beginning at
Pomeroy on primary state highway No. 3, thence in
a southeasterly direction to Peola, thence in a north-
easterly direction to a junction with primary state
highway No. 3 in the vicinity west of Clarkston.

[1527]
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ROWnd4..0 SEC. 15. Section 25, chapter 383, Laws of 1955
and RCW 47.20.220 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

Highways Secondary state highways as branches of primary
3L, 3P, 3R, 3S.

state highway No. 3 are established as follows:
Secondary state highway No. 3L; beginning at a

junction with primary state highway No. 3 in the
vicinity north of Dayton, thence in a northeasterly
direction to a junction with primary state highway
No. 3 in the vicinity west of Pomeroy;

Secondary state highway No. 3P; beginning at a
junction with primary state highway No. 3 at the
west end of the Kettle Falls bridge, thence in a
westerly direction to a junction with secondary state
highway No. 4A east of Republic: Provided, That
secondary state highway No. 3P, as herein described
shall not become a part of the state highway system
until after the construction of the Republic-Kettle
Falls Forest Highway by the United States Bureau
of Public Roads shall have been completed:

Secondary state highway No. 3R; beginning at
the Richland wye junction with primary state high-
way No. 3; thence northerly and westerly via Rich-
land to a junction with primary state highway No. 3
at Kiona.

Secondary state highway No. 3S; beginning at a
junction of primary state highway No. 3 in Spokane
thence northwesterly along the north bank of the
Spokane river to a point in Stevens county across
the Spokane river from the Riverside state park
near the boundary line common to Stevens and
Spokane counties.

The addition of secondary state highway No. 3S
shall become effective July 1, 1961.

ROW 47.20.325 SEC. 16. Section 34, chapter 383, Laws of 1955
amended.

and RCW 47.20.325 are each amended to read as
follows:

[1528]1
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Secondary state highway No. 7E is hereby estab- Highway 71.

lished as a branch of primary state highway No. 7,
according to the following designation and descrip-
tion:

Beginning at a junction with primary state high-
way No. 7 in the vicinity west of Odessa; thence in
a southwesterly direction by way of Moses Lake
to a connection with primary state highway No. 18
west of Moses Lake: Provided, That until such
times as secondary state highway No. 7E is actually
constructed on the location adopted by the director
of highways, no existing county roads shall be main-
tained or improved by the state department as a
temporary route of said secondary state highway
No. 7E.

SEc. 17. Section 38, chapter 383, Laws of 1955, RCW 7.2.380

as amended by section 12, chapter 172, Laws of 1957
and RCW 47.20.380 are each amended to read as
follows:

Secondary state highways as branches of primary Highways
.state highway No. 9 are established as follows: 9E, 9F, 9G.

Secondary state highway No. 9E; beginning at a
junction with primary state highway No. 9 in the
vicinity south of Discovery Bay, thence in a south-
easterly direction to the vicinity of Shine on Hood
Canal; thence crossing Hood Canal to a junction
with primary state highway No. 21;

This addition to secondary state highway No. 9E
shall become effective July 1, 1959.

The route of secondary state highway No. 9E to
South Point established by section 38, chapter 383,
Laws of 1955 shall remain a part of such highway
to service ferry traffic and shall not be superseded
by this section until the Hood Canal bridge and ap-
proaches are constructed and open to traffic.

Secondary state highway No. 9G; beginning at
a junction with primary state highway No. 9 in Port
Angeles, thence southerly to the north boundary of

[I 1529 ]
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the Olympic National Park: Provided, That until
such time as secondary state highway No. 9G is
actually constructed on the location adopted by the
director of highways, no existing county roads shall
be maintained or improved by the state department
as a temporary route of said secondary state high-
way No. 9G.

The deletion of secondary state highway No. 9F
and the addition of secondary highway No. 9G shall
become effective July 1, 1961.

ROW 47.20.400 SEC. 18. Section 41, chapter 383, Laws of 1955
amended.

and RCW 47.20.400 are each amended to read as
follows:

Highways Seodrstthihasabrnhsopimy
10C, 10D.Seodrstthihasabrnhsopimy

state highway No. 10 are established as follows:
Secondary state highway No. lOG; beginning at

Chelan on primary state highway No. 10, thence in
a northwesterly direction to the north of Lake
Chelan to Manson;

Secondary state highway No. lOD; beginning at
a wye junction with primary state highway No. 10
in the vicinity east of Chelan, thence in a southerly
direction crossing the Columbia river in the vicinity
of Chelan Station to a junction with primary state
highway No. 2 in the vicinity of Orondo; also be-
ginning at a junction with primary state highway
No. 10 in the vicinity south of Azwell, thence south-
erly to a junction with secondary state highway No.
10D in the vicinity of Chelan Station.

New section. SEC. 19. There is added to chapter 207, Laws of
1937 and to chapter 47.20 RCW, a new section to
read as follows:

Highway 12G. A secondary state highway as a branch of
primary state highway No. 12 is established as fol-
lows:

Secondary state highway No. 12G; beginning at
a junction with primary state highway No. 12 in the
vicinity of Grays River, thence northeasterly to a

[ 1530]1
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junction with primary state highway No. 12 in the
vicinity of Pe Eli: Provided, however, That this
highway designation shall not become effective until
the location of the proposed lower Columbia river
bridge is determined and construction thereof un-
dertaken and the further determination by resolu-
tion of the state highway commission that this route
is desirable to serve traffic for such bridge.

SEC. 20. The joint fact-finding committee on
highways, streets and bridges, jointly with the Wash-
ington state highway commission, shall, pursuant
to the provisions of this act, consider the following
highway additions and deletions by undertaking a
comprehensive and definitive study, with necessary
reconnaissance surveys, including location, recon-
struction cost and roadway design, to accomplish
their evaluation with respect to their being a part
of the modern integrated state highway system. All
studies shall be completed by June 1, 1960:

(1) A highway beginning at a junction with
primary state highway No. 11 in the vicinity of Lind,
thence westerly by way of Warden to a junction with
secondary state highway No. 11G. (Reference H. B.
650)

Consider the traffic desires in light of this route
being parallel with and being closely located to the
national system of interstate and defense highway
No. 90, and also its service to its area as a state high-
way with respect to other state highways within
the immediate area, and the possibility that a high-
way of less state interest can be removed from the
system in lieu of this addition.

There is hereby appropriated from the motor
vehicle fund to the Washington state highway com-
mission and the joint fact-finding committee on high-
ways, streets and bridges the sum of five thousand
dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary to
carry out the provisions of this subsection.

[ 1531 ]
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Evaluation (2Anetninosae
study- ()A exesoofsecondary saehighway
enumerated. No. IS from Ambioy westerly to a junction with

primary state highway No. 1 at Woodland. (Ref er-
ence H. B. 483, S. B. 408, H. J. M. 24 and S. J. M. 10)
This highway extension has been studied and report
made to the 1959 legislature shall be further pursued
as to its eligibility to be added to the federal forest
highway system and determination as to whether
federal aid funds may become available to improve
this highway to proper roadway standards for haul-
ing of logs and log products. The committee and
commission shall seek the aid of the Washington
congressional delegation in this regard.

Appropriation. There is hereby appropriated from the motor
vehicle fund to the Washington state highway com-
mission and the joint fact-finding committee on
highways, streets and bridges the sum of two thou-
sand dollars, or so much thereof as may be neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of this subsection.

(3) A highway beginning at a junction with
primary state highway No. 1 in the vicinity south of
Marysville, thence by way of Marysville to a junc-
tion at the most feasible point with secondary state
highway No. IA. (Reference S. B. 371)

Appropriation. There is hereby appropriated from the motor
vehicle fund to the Washington state highway com-
mission and the joint f act-finding committee on high-
ways, streets and bridges the sum of one thousand
five hundred dollars, or so much thereof as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this sub-
section.

(4) A highway beginning in the vicinity of Pack-
wood on primary state highway No. 5, thence in a
northwesterly direction to an intersection with
primary state highway No. 5 in the vicinity of the
southwest entrance to Mount Rainier National Park.
(Reference S. B. 12)

This study shall include the feasibility of this
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highway becoming a route of the federal forest high-
way system.

There is hereby appropriated from the motor
vehicle fund to the Washington state highway com-
mission and the joint fact-finding committee on high-
ways, streets and bridges the sum of twelve thousand
five hundred dollars, or so much thereof as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this sub-
section.

(5) A highway beginning at a junction with
primary state highway No. 6 west of Mead, thence
in a northeasterly direction by way of Peona Creek
to the summit of Mount Spokane. (Reference S. B.
269)

This study shall be undertaken in cooperation
with the state parks and recreation commission and
the state department of commerce and economic
development as to its related state interest in recrea-
tion and economics.

There is hereby appropriated from the motor
vehicle fund to the Washington state highway com-
mission and the joint fact-finding committee on
highways, streets and bridges the sum of fifteen
thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of this subsection.

(6) A highway from secondary state highway
No. 11A at the southerly approach to the Vernita
Ferry southeasterly via the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion Reservation to a junction with secondary state
highway No. 3R at Richland. (Reference H. B. 307)

There is hereby appropriated from the motor
vehicle fund to the Washington state highway com-
mission and the joint fact-finding committee on high-
ways, streets and bridges the sum of seven thousand
five hundred dollars, or so much thereof as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this sub-
section.
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(7) Further continue the location study of a
highway from Spokane westerly along the north
bank of the Spokane river to a connection with
primary state highway No. 22 in the vicinity of the
junction of the Columbia and Spokane rivers to in-
clude cooperation with the federal agencies respon-
sible for the control of the federally-owned lands
this proposed highway location would traverse and
the value of this proposed highway would have in
serving such areas. (Reference H. B. 432 and S. B.
221)

There is hereby appropriated from the motor
vehicle fund to the Washington state highway com-
mission and the joint fact-finding committee on high-
ways, streets and bridges the sum of two thousand
five hundred dollars, or so much thereof as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this sub-
section.

(8) A highway beginning in the vicinity of
Lamona on primary state highway No. 7 easterly to
a junction with primary state highway No. 11 in the
vicinity of Sprague. (Reference S. B. 410)

There is hereby appropriated from the motor
vehicle fund to the Washington state highway com-
mission and the joint fact-finding committee on
highways, streets and bridges the sum of seven
thousand five hundred dollars, or so much thereof
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of
this subsection.

(9) A highway beginning at a junction with
primary state highway No. 8 in the vicinity of Lyle,
thence northeasterly by way of Klickitat to a junc-
tion with primary state highway No. 8 in the vicinity
of Goldendale. (Reference S. B. 239)

This study shall consider the state interest to this
highway designated as related to the exchange of a
section of primary state highway No. 8 from a point
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south of Goldendale easterly to the vicinity of west
of Roosevelt which will be returned to the county
as a county road upon completion of the new location
of primary state highway No. 8, which serves the
John Day dam area from Maryhill to west of Roose-
velt as a water grade along the north bank of the
Columbia river.

There is hereby appropriated from the motor
vehicle fund to the Washington state highway com-
mission and the joint fact-finding committee on high-
ways, streets and bridges the sum of five thousand
dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary to
carry out the provisions of this subsection.

(10) A trans-Cascade tunnel and suitable ap-
proaches thereto, on primary state highway No. 15 at
Stevens Pass, giving consideration to the use of the
old Great Northern tunnel, if feasible, or to alternate
locations not requiring use of said railroad tunnel.

There is hereby appropriated from the motor ve-
hicle fund to the Washington state highway commis-
sion and the joint fact-finding committee on high-
ways, streets and bridges the sum of twenty thou-
sand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary
to carry out the provisions of this subsection.

SE~C. 21. Section 7, chapter 384, Laws of 1955
and RCW 46.16.082, are each amended to read as
follows:

In addition to fees for licensing of vehicles, pro-
vided in RCW 46.16.070 and RCW 46.16.072, there
shall be paid and collected annually for each con-
verter gear used to convert semitrailers into trailers,
and two-axle tractors into three-axle tractors, when
licensed separately and not in combination with a
semitrailer, or tractor, as provided in RCW 46.16.083,
a fee based on the maximum gross weight thereof
as follows:
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Base Reserve Total
Fee Fee Fee

10,000 pounds or more and
less than 12,000 ........ $180.00 $20.00 $200.00

12,000 pounds or more and
less than 14,000 ........ $235.00 $ 5.00 $240.00

14,000 pounds or more and
less than 16,000 ........ $275.00 $ 5.00 $280.00

16,000 pounds or more and
less than 18,000 ........ $320.00 $ 5.00 $325.00

RCW 46.16.083 SEC. 22. Section 9, chapter 384, Laws of 1955
amended, and RCW 46.16.083 are each amended to read as

follows:
Converter Acnetrga sdt ovr eirie
gear-Op- Acnetrga sdt ovr eirie
tional
methods of into a trailer or a two-axle tractor into a three-
licensing, axle tractor may, at the option of the owner, be

licensed as a separate vehicle or the converter gear
and a semitrailer or two-axle tractor may be li-
censed as a combination, in which event the com-
bination of the two will be considered as a single
vehicle for the purposes of this chapter.

RCW 46.16.137 SEC. 23. Section 4, chapter 273, Laws of 1957
amended.

and RCW 46.16.137 are each amended to read as
follows:

Monthly During the months of October, November, De-
license for
transportation cember, January, February and March the gross
of logs, weight license fee of a three-axle truck, a three-

axle truck tractor and a two-axle pole trailer used in
combination, and a three-axle truck and two-axle
trailer used in combination, when such vehicles or
combinations of vehicles are licensed to the maxi-
mum gross weight provided by law and are used
exclusively in the transportation of logs may be
purchased for a monthly period. The fee for such
a monthly license shall be one-twelfth the annual
maximum gross weight fee provided for in RCW
46.16.070 or 46.16.074 in the case of trucks, and
one-twelfth of the annual maximum gross weight
fee provided for in RCW 46.16.072 in the case of
pole trailers. For each fee so paid, other than at
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the time of the payment of the basic license fee,
an additional fee of one dollar and fifty cents shall
be charged by the director. The monthly license
shall be effective from the first day of the month
in which it is purchased, through the last day of
that calendar month. The director or his authorized
agent shall issue license tabs stating the month for
which the vehicle is licensed, which tabs shall be
attached by the owner or operator to the license
plates of the vehicle and shall be displayed thereon
throughout the month for which they are issued.
The director is authorized to establish rules and
regulations relative to the issuance and display of
such tabs. No vehicle licensed under the provisions
of this section shall be operated over the public
highways unless the owner or operator thereof
within five days after the expiration of any such
monthly'period applies for, and pays the required
fee for, a license for an additional monthly period,
a three-month period, or for the remainder of the
year. Any person who operates any such vehicle
upon the public highways after the expiration of
said five days, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor :,
and in addition shall be required to purchase a
gross weight license for the vehicle involved at
the fee covering an entire year's license for oper-
ation thereof, less the fees for any period or periods
of the year already paid. If, within five days there-
after, no license for a full year has been purchased
as required aforesaid, the Washington state patrol,
county sheriff, or city police shall impound such
vehicle in such manner as may be directed for such
cases by the chief of the Washington state patrol,
until such requirement is met.

SEC. 24. There is added to chapter 273, Laws New section.

of 1957 and to chapter 46.16 RCW a new section to
read as follows:
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CarryingAn pesnwooeaeaveillcsd
unicensed An pesnwooeaeaveilicsd
,argo-nor. under the provisions of RCW 46.16.137 for the trans-

portation of logs exclusively, for the transportation
of any cargo other than logs, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and in addition shall be ineligible
for a period of two years from date of conviction
for the purchase of a license under the provisions
of RCW 46.16.137.

RCW 46.44.030 SEC. 25. Section 49, chapter 189, Laws of 1937, as
amened. last amended by section 14, chapter 273, Laws of

1957, and RCW 46.44.030 are each amended to read
as follows:

Maximum tiunaflfrayprotooeaepn
lengths.Itiunaflfrayprotooeaepn

the public highways of this state any vehicle hav-
ing an overall length, with or without load, in ex-
cess of thirty-five feet, except that an auto stage
shall not exceed an overall length, inclusive of
front and rear bumpers, of forty feet, but the oper-
ation of any such auto stage upon the public high-
ways shall be limited as determined by the director
of highways. It is unlawful for any person to operate
upon the public highways any combination of ve-
hicles which, with or without load, has an overall
length in excess of sixty feet, or any combination
of vehicles containing any vehicle of which the
permanent structure has an overall length in ex-
cess of forty feet. Said length limitations shall not
apply to vehicles transporting poles, pipe, machinery
or other objects of a structural nature which can-
not be dismembered and operated by a public utility
when required for emergency repair of public serv-
ice facilities or properties but in respect to night
transportation every such vehicle and load thereon
shall be equipped with a sufficient number of clear-
ance lamps on both sides and marker lamps upon
the extreme ends of any projecting load to clearly
mark the dimensions of such load: Provided, That
when it is desirable to facilitate the movement of
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combination of vehicles between this state and other
states, the state highway commission may authorize
combinations consisting of a tractor, a semitrailer,
and a trailer to operate at a total overall length,
with or without load, not to exceed sixty-five feet
on such highway and subject to such terms and
conditions as the state highway commission may
direct: Provided, however, That until such time
as six of the eleven western states shall have made
provision to authorize this combination length, this
section shall not apply.

SEC. 26. Section 48, chapter 189, Laws of 1937, RCW 46.44.020
amended.

as last amended by section 1, chapter 384, Laws
of 1955, and RCW 46.44.020 are each amended to
read as follows:

It shall be unlawful for any vehicle unladen or Maximum
height-Im-

with load to exceed a height of thirteen feet and paired clear-
ance signs.

six inches above the level surface upon which the
vehicle stands. This section shall not apply to au-
thorized emergency vehicles or repair equipment
of a public utility engaged in reasonably necessary
operation. The provisions of this section shall not
relieve the owner or operator of a vehicle or com-
bination of vehicles from the exercise of due care
in determining that sufficient vertical clearance is
provided upon the public highways where such
vehicle or combination of vehicles is being operated;
and no liability shall attach to the state or to any
county, city, town or other political subdivision by
reason of any damage or injury to persons or prop-
erty by reason of the existence of any structure
over or across any public highway where the ver-
tical clearance above the roadway is thirteen feet
six inches or more; or, where such vertical clear-
ance is less than thirteen feet six inches, if impaired
clearance signs of a design approved by the Wash-
ington state highway commission are erected and
maintained on the right side of any such public
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highway: In cities and towns at a distance of not
less than two hundred feet and not more than three
hundred feet; and in rural areas at a distance of
not less than three hundred fifty feet and not more
than five hundred feet, from each side of such struc-
ture. If any structure over or across any public
highway is not owned by the state or by a county,
city, town or other political subdivision, it shall be
the duty of the owner thereof when billed therefor
to reimburse the Washington state highway com-
mission or the county, city, town or other political
subdivision having jurisdiction over such highway
for the actual cost of erecting and maintaining such
impaired clearance signs, but no liability shall at-
tach to such owner by reason of any damage or
injury to persons or property caused by impaired
vertical clearance above the roadway.

RCW 46.44.042 SEC. 27. Section 27, chapter 269, Laws of 1951
amended.

and RCW 46.44.042 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

Maximum Subject to the maximum gosweights speci-
-ffrefactor. fled in subsection (1) of RCW 46.44.040, it is un-

lawful to operate any vehicle upon the public high-
ways with a gross weight, including load, upon any
tire concentrated upon the surface of the highway
in excess of five hundred fifty pounds per inch
width of such tire, up to a maximum width of
twelve inches, and f or a tire having a width of
twelve inches or more there shall be allowed a
twenty percent tolerance above five hundred fif ty
pounds per inch width of such tire. For the purpose
of this section, the width of tire in case of solid
rubber or hollow center cushion tires, so long as
the use thereof may be permitted by the law, shall
be measured between the flanges of the rim. For
the purpose of this section, the width of tires in
case of pneumatic tires shall be the maximum over-
all normal inflated width as stipulated by the manu-
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facturer when inflated to the pressure specified and
without load thereon.

SEC. 28. Section 35, chapter 269, Laws of 1951, RCW46.4.091

as amended by section 12, chapter 254, Laws of
1953, and RCW 46.44.091 are each amended to read
as follows:

No special permit shall be issued for movement Special
permits.

on any primary or secondary state highway or Gross weight

route of state primary or secondary highway within
the limits of any city or town where the gross
weight, including load, exceeds twenty-two thou-
sand pounds on a single axle or forty-three thou-
sand pounds on any group of axles having a
wheelbase between the first and last axle thereof
less than ten feet: Provided, That a special permit
shall not be issued to any vehicle or a combination
of vehicles having more than six axles: Provided
further, That any vehicle or combination of ve-
hicles having more than six axles shall not be issued
an overweight permit in excess of the maximum
allowed for a vehicle or combination of vehicles
having six axles: Provided further, That the weight
limitations pertaining to single axles may be ex-
ceeded to permit the movement of equipment oper-
ating upon single pneumatic tires having a rim
width of twenty inches or more and a rim diameter
of twenty-four inches or more or dual pneumatic
tires having a rim width of sixteen inches or more
and a rim diameter of twenty-four inches or more:
Provided further, That permits may be issued for
weights in excess of the preceding limitations on
highways or sections of highways which have been
designed and constructed for weights in excess of
such limitations; or these limitations may be re-
scinded when certification is made by military offi-
cials or by officials of public or private power
facilities, when in the opinion of the highway com-
mission such movement or action is a necessary
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movement or action: Provided further, That the
structures and highway surfaces on the routes in-
volved are determined to be capable of sustaining
weights in excess of such limitations. Application
shall be made in writing on special forms provided
by the highway commission and shall be submitted
at least thirty-six hours in advance of the proposed
movement.

RCW 46.44.092 SE.2Seto
amended. Sc.2.etin36, chapter 269, Laws of 1951,

as amended by section 2, chapter 146, Laws of 1955,
and RCW 46.44.092 are each amended to read as
follows:

-- Overall N
width limit- INo special permit shall be issued for movement
Exceptions to w

-Aplictio onanytwolane state highway outside the limits
for permit, of any city or town where the overall width of

load exceeds fourteen feet, or on any multiple lane
state highway where the overall width of load ex-
ceeds thirty-two feet; except that on multiple lane
state highways where a physical barrier serving as
a median divider separates the oncoming and op-
posing traffic lanes, no special permit shall be issued
for widths in excess of twenty feet: Provided, That
(1) these width limitations may be exceeded on
state highways where the latest available traffic
figures show that the highway or section of high-
way carries less than one hundred vehicles per day;
(2) permits may be issued for widths of vehicles
in excess of the preceding limitations on highways
or sections of highways which have been designed
and constructed for widths in excess of such limi-
tation; (3) these limitations may be rescinded when
certification is made by military officials or by offi-
cials of public or private power facilities, when in
the opinion of the highway commission, the move-
ment or action is a necessary emergency movement
or action: Provided further, That the structures
and highway surfaces on the routes involved are
determined to be capable of sustaining widths in
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excess of such limitations; (4) these limitations
shall not apply to farmers moving farm machinery
between farms during daylight hours if the move-
ment does not pass along and upon any primary
or secondary state highway for a distance greater
than thirty-five miles, if properly patrolled and
flagged.

The applicant for any special permit shall spe-
cifically describe the vehicle or vehicles and load
to be operated or moved and the particular state
highways for which permit to operate is requested
and whether such permit is requested for a single
trip or for continuous operation.

SEC. 30. Section 38, chapter 269, Laws of 1951 RCW 46.44.094

and RCW 46.44.094 are each amended to read as aedd

follows:
The following fees, in addition to the regular -Fees.

license and tonnage fees, shall be paid for all move-
ments under special permit made upon state pri-
mary or secondary highways. All funds collected
shall be forwarded to the state treasury and shall
be deposited in the motor vehicle fund:

All overlegal loads, except overweight, single
trip................................. $ 3.00

Continuous operation of overlegal loads hav-
ing either over-width or over-height fea-
tures only for a period not to exceed thirty
days................................ $20.00

Continuous operation of overlegal loads hay-
ing over-length only for a period not to ex-
ceed thirty days...................... $10.00

Operation of combination of vehicles composed
of more than two vehicles single trip..$ 3.00
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OVERWEIGHT FEE SCHEDULE.
Weight over that Fee per mile on
allowed by statute state highways

1- 5999 pounds................ $0.10
6000-11999 pounds................ $0.20

12000-17999 pounds................ $0.30
18000-23999 pounds................ $0.50
24000-29999 pounds................ $0.70
30000-35999 pounds................ $0.90
36000- pounds or more ............. $1.10

Provided: (1) the minimum fee for any overweight
permit shall be $5.00, (2) when computing over-
weight fees which result in an amount less than
even dollars the fee shall be carried to the next full
dollar if fifty cents or over and shall be reduced to
the next full dollar if forty-nine cents or under.

This section shall become effective July 1, 1959.

IRCW46.44.095 SEc. 31. Section 39, chapter 269, Laws of 1951,
amened. as last amended by section 18, chapter 273, Laws

of 1957, and RCW 46.44.095 are each amended to
read as follows:

-Additional When fully licensed to the maximum gross
gross load-
'ee. weight permitted under RCW 46.44.040, a three-

axle truck operated as a solo unit and not in com-
bination shall be eligible to carry gross weight in
excess of that permitted for such a vehicle in RCW
46.44.040 upon the payment to the state highway
department of a fee of fifty dollars for each two
thousand pounds of excess weight: Provided, That
the axle loads of such vehicles shall not exceed the
limits specified in RCW 46.44.040 and the tire limits
specified in RCW 46.44.042 or the wheelbase re-
quirements specified in RCW 46.44.044.

When fully licensed to the maximum gross
weight permitted under RCW 46.44.040 and when
operated in combination with another vehicle, a
three or more axle truck-tractor, a three or more
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axle truck and a three or more axle dromedary
truck-tractor may be eligible under a special per-
mit to be issued by the highway commission to
carry additional gross loads beyond the limit speci-
fied for such vehicles in RCW 46.44.040 upon the
payment of a fee of fifty dollars per two thousand
pounds in excess weight but not to exceed one hun-
dred dollars for the total excess weight: Provided,
That the axle loads of such vehicles shall not ex-
ceed the limits specified in RCW 46.44.040 and the
tire limits specified in RCW 46.44.042: And provided
further, That the gross weight of a three or more
axle truck operated in combination with a two or
three-axle trailer shall not exceed seventy-six thou-
sand pounds, and the gross weight for a three or
more axle truck-tractor operated in combination
with a semitrailer shall not exceed seventy-three
thousand two hundred eighty pounds.

The special permits provided for in this section
shall be issued under such rules and regulations
and upon such terms and conditions as may be pre-
scribed by the state highway commission. Such
special permits shall entitle the permittee to carry
such additional load in such an amount and upon
such highways or sections of highways as may be
determined by the state highway commission to be
capable of withstanding such increased gross load
without undue injury to the highway.

The fee for such additional gross weight shall
be payable for a twelve month period beginning
and ending on April 1st of each calendar year. The
additional gross weight provided for herein can
be purchased at any time and if purchased on or
after July 1st of any year, the fee shall be seventy-
five percent of the full annual fee and if purchased
on or after October 1st the fee shall be fifty percent
of the full annual fee and if purchased on or after
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December 1st the fee shall be twenty-five percent
of the full annual fee.

The fees levied in RCW 46.44.094 and this sec-
tion shall not apply to any vehicles owned and
operated by the state of Washington, any county
within the state or any city or town within the
state, or by the federal government.

In the case of fleets prorating license fees under
the provisions of chapter 46.84 the fees provided
for in RCW 46.44.037 and RCW 46.44.095 shall be
computed by the state highway commission by
applying the proportion of the Washington mileage
of the fleet in question to the total mileage of the
fleet as reported pursuant to chapter 46.48 to the
fees that would be required to purchase the addi-
tional weight allowance for all eligible vehicles
or combinations of vehicles for which the extra
weight allowance is requested.

The state highway commission shall prorate the
fees provided in RCW 46.44.037 and RCW 46.44.095
only if the name of the operator or owner is sub-
mitted on official listings of authorized fleet oper-
ators furnished by the department of licenses. List-
ings furnished shall also include the percentage of
mileage operated in Washington, which shall be
the same percentage as determined by the depart-
ment of licenses for purposes of prorating license
fees.

amende.00 SEC. 32. Section 7, chapter 269, Laws of 1955 and

RCW 46.37.070 are each amended to read as follows:
Stop lamps, (1) Frmand after June 3,1947, it shall be un-turn signals, Fo 0
required on lwu o e oo
new motor laflfrany person to sell any nwmtrvehicle,

vehiles. including any motorcycle or motor-driven cycle, in
this state or for any person to drive such vehicle
on the highways unless it is equipped with at least
one stop lamp meeting the requirements of RCW
46.37.200.
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(2) No person shall sell or offer for sale or
operate on the highways any motor vehicle, trailer
or semitrailer registered in this state and manufac-
tured or assembled after January 1, 1954, unless
it is equipped with mechanical or electrical turn
signals meeting the requirements of RCW 46.37.200.
No person shall sell or offer for sale or operate on
the highways any motor vehicle, trailer or semi-
trailer registered in this state and manufactured
or assembled after January 1, 1960, unless it is
equipped with electrical turn signals meeting the
requirements of RCW 46.37.200. This paragraph shall
not apply to any motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.

SEC. 33. Section 1, chapter 147, Laws of 1955 and ROW 47.2n.050
amended.

RCW 47.28.050 are each amended to read as follows:

The Washington state highway commission shall Call for bids.

publish a call for bids for the construction of the
highway according to the maps, plans, and speci-
fications, once a week for at least two consecutive
weeks, next preceding the day set for receiving
and opening the bids, in not less, than one trade
paper and one other paper, both of general circu-
lation in the state. The call shall state the time,
place, and date for receiving and opening the bids,
give a brief description of the location and extent
of the work, and contain such special provisions or
specifications as the director deems necessary: Pro-
vided, That when the estimated cost of any contract
to be awarded is less than fifteen thousand dollars,
the call for bids need only be published in one
paper of general circulation in the county where
the major part of the work is to be performed:
Provided further, That when the estimated cost
of a contract to be awarded is five thousand dollars
or less, including the cost of materials, supplies,
engineering, and equipment, the state highway com-
mission need not publish a call for bids.
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New section. SEC. 34. There is added to chapter 47.28 RCW
a new section to read as follows:

Maintenance Nowtsadn
shared by rail- Ntihanngany of the provisions of RCW
road, state. 81.52.160, where the cost of constructing an over-

pass or underpass which is part of the state highway
system has been paid f or in whole or in part by
the use of f ederal funds, the state shall at its ex-
pense maintain the entire overpass structure and
the approaches thereto, and the railroad company
shall at its expense maintain the entire underpass
structure, including the approaches thereto. The
state shall at its expense maintain the roadway,
and the railroad company shall at its expense main-
tain its roadbed and tracks on or under all such
structures.

Standards, SEC. '35. The state highway commission may
rules and
regulations adpdeinsadrsrueanreutosr-
(effect as to adpdeinsadrsrueanreltosr-
law). lating to construction, maintenance and control of

access of the national system of interstate and de-
fense highways within this state as it deems ad-
visable to properly control access thereto, to pre-
serve the traffic-carrying capacity of such highways,
and to provide the maximum degree of safety to
users thereof. In adopting such standards, rules and
regulations the commission shall take into account
the policies, rules and regulations of the secretary
of commerce and the bureau of public roads relating
to the construction, maintenance and operation of
the system of intersta *te and defense highways. The
standards, rules and regulations so adopted by the
commission shall constitute the public policy of this
state and shall have the force and eff ect of law.

Location SEC. 36. The Washington state highway commis-
review to
be made. sion shall review with -the United States Bureau

of Public Roads by September 1, 1959 the location
of primary state highway No. 11 as is now located
to by-pass the city of Cheney as the most desir-
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able and feasible route of the interstate and de-
fense highway.

SEC. 37. The joint fact-finding committee on committee

highways, streets and bridges, created by chapter retained.

111, Laws of 1947, and continued by chapter 213,
Laws of 1949, continued by section 44, chapter 269,
Laws of 1951, continued by section 4, chapter 254,
Laws of 1953, continued by *section 21, chapter 384,
Laws of 1955, and continued by section 32, chapter
172, Laws of 1957, is hereby continued until April
1, 1961. It shall consist of seven senators to be ap-
pointed by the president of the senate and eight.
members of the house of representatives to be ap--
pointed by the speaker thereof. The list of appoint-
ees shall be submitted before the close of the 1959,
session for confirmation of senate members, by the
senate, and the house members by the house. Va-
cancies occurring shall be filled by the appointing
authority.

SEC. 38. The committee is authorized and directed Comemittee
to continue its studies and for that purpose shall duties.

have all the powers and duties set forth in chapter
111, Laws of 1947, and in addition thereto is author-
ized and directed to ascertain, study, analyze, report
on and make recommendations to the 1961 legis-
lature, prior to its convening, concerning:

(1) The orderly development of state highways
by classification and necessity- with recommenda-
tions of additions and deletions to accomplish a
modern integrated highway system.

(2) Continuation of the license department study,
including operations, budgets and organizational
needs for a separate motor vehicle department..

(3) Highway and transportation problems ex-
isting between Washington and Alaska and to this
end the committee may make recommendations
concerning the same to federal agencies and the
Congress of the United States.
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Committee ()A o iyepniue
powers and ()Astudy ofct sre revenues, epniue
duties. and needs and county road revenues, expenditures

and needs and their relation to each other and to
state highway revenues and needs, and further, to
report its findings and recommendations for reallo-
cation of motor vehicle fund revenues between the
state, cities and counties to the 1961 legislature.

(5) A review of motor vehicle licensing.
(6) The proper percentage of collection costs

of park and parkway funds and compensating taxes
on motor vehicles to be assigned to such funds.

(7) Control of roadside advertising and signs
with due consideration of federal legislation and
requirements.

(8) Desirability of toll project benefit districts
which include counties, cities and port districts or
portions thereof.

(9) Traffic safety and controls.
(10) Reciprocity in the licensing and taxation

of motor vehicles.
(11) The revaluation of highway needs in the

light of federal interstate highway legislation and
appropriations.

(12) Necessary amendments to highway laws
and other proposed legislation suggested by its stud-
ies and recommended by it, and in such connection
the committee shall prepare drafts of bills with
the aid of the attorney general.

(13) A review of the motor vehicle size and
weight limitation now provided by law with rela-
tion to the transportation of agricultural products.

(14) Traffic, engineering and financial studies
and surveys, conducted in cooperation with the
state highway commission and the toll bridge au-
thority, to determine the feasibility of undertaking
construction of a Naches cut-off and tunnel on pri-
mary state highway No. 5 through the Cascade
mountains as an improvement on the state highway
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system or as a toll tunnel project, said study to
include the economic benefit to political subdivisions
and the benefit to the state highway system.

SEC. 39. The joint fact-finding committee on Road test to

highways, streets and bridges jointly with the state
highway commission and the county authorities of
the counties consenting shall conduct a test road
project on a selected state highway and county
road for the hauling of logs or log products on a
three-axle truck tractor in combination with a two-
axle pole trailer with a gross load of eighty thou-
sand pounds, and not exceeding thirty-six thousand
pounds on any dual axles of the combination of ve-
hicles.

This road test, to be known as the Washington
state natural resources road test, shall be conducted
in both an area representative of eastern Washing-
ton and an area representative of western Washing-
ton as to logging operations of the forested area
of the state. Consideration in selection of the road
to serve as a test road shall provide a roadway that
has been constructed to a planned roadway section
which will provide surface depths, type and quality
of surface materials used and for which records are
available for reference use.

The state highway commission and the county
consenting to the use of the state highway and
the county road as test roads shall prescribe the
terms and conditions upon which the state highway
and county road shall be used.

The owners of vehicles operated on such road
test having gross weights in excess of that allowed
by RCW 46.44.047, shall pay the same fee required
for log tolerance permits prescribed by RCW 46-
.44.047. Such fees shall be paid into the motor ve-
hicle fund and at the completion of such tests
shall be allocated to the county road fund and to
the state highway commission for state highway
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purposes on the basis of measured damage on the
state highway and county road.

In addition such owners shall pay the actual
cost of restoring the state highway and county road
to an acceptable condition in a manner determined
by the state highway commission and county author-
ities.

The joint fact-finding committee on highways,
streets and bridges jointly with the state highway
commission are to prepare a report covering the
road. test and submit recommendations covering
their findings to the 1961 legislature.

Continued SEC. 40. In addition to the powers and duties
oniterstatoe heretofore conferred upon it, the committee is fur-

ther authorized and directed to continue its par-
ticipations in the activities -of the "Western Inter-,
state Committee on Highway Policy Problems" of
the eleven western states in its study of highway
problems upon a state and regional basis; partici-
pate in or make- joint studies with relation to the
design and construction of highways and the use
and.'equitable cost thereof; and participate in any in-
terstate reciprocity or proration meetings desig-
niated by the Washington reciprocity commission.

Cooperation SC 1 h omte sas uhrzdt vi
with council SE.4.The smiervis theo suhrzdtatei
urged. temselves of th evcsof teWashingtonste

council for highway research and to cooperate with
said, body.

Committee SEC. 42. The members of the joint fact-finding
members
reimbursed- committee on highways, streets and bridges shall
Voucher form.

be reimbursed for their expenses incurred while
attending sessions of the committee or meetings of
ahy subcommittees of the committee or while en-
gaged on other committee business authorized by
the committee to the extent of twenty dollars per
day, plus ten cents per mile in going and coming
from committee sessions or subcommittee meetings
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or for travel on other committee business authorized
by the committee. All expenses incurred by the
committee, including salaries of employees, shall
be paid upon voucher forms as provided by the
state auditor and signed by the chairman or vice
chairman of the committee and attested by the
secretary of the committee, and the authority of
said chairman and secretary to sign vouchers shall
continue until their successors are selected. Vouch-
ers may be drawn upon funds appropriated for the
expenses of the cormmittee.

SEC. 43. Section 9, chapter 254, Laws of 1953, as 1957 C 172

last amended by section 37, chapter 172, Laws of § 37 amended.

1957 (uncodified) is amended to read as follows:
In addition to all other fees prescribed by law, Additional

there shall be paid for each motor vehicle the fol- autorized.

lowing amounts at the time of the payment of the
registration fee as provided by law:

For each truck under 12,000 lbs ............ $ .25
For each truck over 12,000 lbs, and under

20,000 lbs ............................. $ .50
For each truck over 20,000 lbs ............. $1.00
For each trailer 4,000 lbs. to 12,000 lbs ...... $ .25
For each trailer 12,000 lbs. to 20,000 lbs ... $ .50
For each trailer, semitrailer or pole trailer

over 20,000 lbs ........................ $1.00
For each diesel truck.................... $2.00
For each auto stage..................... $1.00
For each for hire vehicle over 4 ,000 lbs ... $ .50
For each motor vehicle not otherwise taxed

herein............................... $ .10

Such fees shall be collected for the calendar years
1959, 1960 and 1961 only, and shall be deposited in
the motor vehicle fund, and shall be used by the
joint fact-finding committee on highways, streets
and bridges and the state highway commission to
help defray the costs of special highway use and
weight studies and tests upon highways as provided
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for in this act and for other necessary expenses of
such committee.

Appropriation. SEc. 44. There is hereby appropriated from the
motor vehicle fund to the joint fact-finding com-
mittee on highways, streets and bridges, created
by chapter 111, Laws of 1947 and continued by this
act, for the biennium ending June 30, 1961, the sum
of forty-five thousand dollars, or so much thereof
as shall be necessary.

Traffic study SEC. 45. The state highway commission shall
by commis-
sion, conduct such traffic studies as necessary to deter-

mine the need for an interchange at the intersection
of First Avenue South and East Marginal Way in
Seattle which is on the route of secondary state
highway No. 1K and primary state highway No. 1
as designated by the state highway commission.
Such interchange shall be regarded as necessary
if the traffic study indicates the need to alleviate
the traffic congestion prompted by the construction
of West Marginal Way from the Duwamish junction
of primary state highway No. 1 to secondary state
highway No. 1K in Seattle.

Emergency. SEC. 46. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and sections 34 through 44 of
this act shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 320.
[S. B. 331. 1

PUBLIC OFFICERS-CODE OF ETHICS.

AN ACT relating to governmental agencies and officers, em-
ployees, and agents thereof; and providing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. It is declared that the high moral and Legislative
declaration.

ethical standards among the public servants are
essential to the conduct of free govermnent; that a
code of ethics for the guidance of public officers
and employees is necessary in order to eliminate
conflicts of interest in public office, improve stand-
ards of public service, and promote and strengthen
the faith and confidence of the people of Washing-
ton in their govermnent.

SEC. 2. (1) State agency means any state board, Definitions.

commission, bureau, department, division, or tri-Steagny
bunal other than a court.

(2) Legislative employee means any officer or Legislative

employee of the legislature other than members employee.

thereof.
(3) Personal and private interest means any Personal, pri-

interest which pertains to a person, firm, corpora- vt neet

tion, or association whereby such person, firm, cor-
poration, or association would gain a special benefit
or advantage as distinguished from a general or
public benefit or advantage.

(4) Confidential information means such infor- Confidential
information.

mation. as is declared confidential by other specific
statutes.

SEC. 3. No officer, employee of a state agency, Certain con-
flicting inter-

legislative employee, or other public official shall ests prohibited.

have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or
indirect, or shall engage in any business or transac-
tion or professional activity, or shall incur any obli-
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gation of any nature, which is in conflict with the
proper discharge of his duties in the public interest.

Code of ethics. SEC. 4. No officer or employee of a state agency,
legislative employee, or other public officer shall
use his position to secure special privileges or ex-
emptions for himself or others.

(1) No legislative employee shall directly or
indirectly give or receive or agree to receive any
compensation, gift, reward, or gratuity from any
source except the state of Washington for any mat-
ter connected with or related to the legislative
process unless otherwise provided for by law.

(2) No officer or employee of a state agency,
or other public officer shall, directly or indirectly,
give or receive or agree to receive any compensa-
tion, gift, reward, or gratuity from any source ex-
cept the state of Washington, its political subdi-
visions, or employing municipal govermnent, for
any matter connected with or related to his services
as such an officer or employee unless otherwise pro-
vided for by law.

(3) No officer or employee of any department
or agency of the state of Washington shall act as
an agent or attorney for the prosecution of any

Vetoed. J claim against the state of Washington, nor shall
ihe aid or assist in the prosecution or support of
any such claim otherwise than in the proper dis-
charge of his official duties, nor receive any gratu-
ity or any share of or interest in any such claim.

(4) No person who has -served as an officer or
employee of a state agency shall, within a period of
two years after the termination of such service or
employment, appear before such agency or receive
compensation for any services rendered on behalf
of any person, firm, corporation, or association in
relation to any case, proceeding, or application with
respect to which such person was directly con-
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cerned and in which he personally participated dur-
ing the period of his service or employment.

(5) No officer or employee of a state agency,
legislative employee, or public official shall accept
employment or engage in any business or profes-
sional activity which he might reasonably expect
would require or induce him to disclose confidential
information acquired by him by reason of his official
position.

(6) No officer or employee of a state agency,
legislative employee, or public official shall disclose
confidential information gained by reason of his
official position nor shall he otherwise use such
information for his personal gain or benefit.

(7) No officer or employee of a state agency
shall transact any business in his official capacity
with any business entity of which he is an officer,
agent, employee, or member, or in which he owns
an interest.

(8) The head of each state agency shall pub-
lish for the guidance of its officers and employees
a code of public service ethics appropriate to the
specific needs of each such agency.

(9) No officer or employee of a state agency
nor any firm, corporation, or association, or other
business entity in which such officer or employee
of a state agency is a member, agent, officer, or
employee, or in which he owns a controlling in-
terest, or any interest acquired after the accep-
tance of state employment, accept any gratuity or
funds from any employee or shall sell goods or
services to any person, firm, corporation, or asso-
ciation which is licensed by or regulated in any
manner by the state agency in which such officer
or employee serves.

SEC. 5. Each legislative employee, agency offi- Statement of
interest-Con-

cer and such employees thereof as the agency head fidential.

may by regulation provide, who is an officer, agent,
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member of, attorney for, or who owns an interest
in any firm, corporation, association, or other busi-
ness entity which is subject to state regulation shall
file a sworn statement with the secretary of state
disclosing the nature and extent of his relationship
or interest, said statement to be kept in confidence
and to be disclosed only to members of the legis-
lature or any legislative committee which may be
organized for the purpose of ascertaining a breach
of this code, and the same also to be disclosed to
any other authority having the power of removal
of any public official or servant.

Construction. SEC. 6. This act shall be construed liberally to
effectuate its purposes and policy as set forth in
section 1 of this act, and to supplement such exist-
ing laws as may relate to the same subject.

Violation, SEC. 7. Any person violating any provision of
gross misde-
meanor, this act shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor, and

such person may be removed from his position or
office, in addition to any other remedies or pen-
alties provided by law, as for misconduct or mal-
feasance in office.

Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Passed the House March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959, with

the exception of subsection (3) of section 4, which
is vetoed.

Veto message. NOTE: Excerpt of Governor's veto message reads as follows:
excerpt. "Senate Bill 331 enacts a code of ethics for the guidance of public

officers and employees to eliminate conflicts of interest, to improve the
standards of public service and to strengthen the faith and confidence
of the people of this state in their government. Subsection (3) of sec-
tion 4 reads as follows:

"'(3) No officer or employee of any department or agency of
the state of Washington shall act as an agent or attorney for the
prosecution of any claim against the state of Washington, nor shall
he aid or assist in the prosecution or support of any such claim
otherwise than In the proper discharge of his official duties, nor
receive any gratuity or any share of or interest in any such claim.'

I am fully aware that a sizeable number of members of conmmissions,
advisory boards and of other state agencies are attorneys and certified
public accountants. These public servants have unselfishly rendered
many hours of gratuitous service to the State of Washington and to its
citizens through their membership on these commissions and boards.
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"It has been called to my attention by the Washington State Bar Asso-
ciation and other agencies that the item quoted might be misinterpreted
so that these public servants and benefactors as well as other members
of their business firms might be prevented from presenting to the State
Tax Commission and other state agencies, claims which are entirely
proper and in the usual course of business and which are not conflicting
in any manner whatsoever with the honorary positions occupied by
these public servants. To avoid the possibility of such a misinterpreta-
tion of this subsection, and in order not to deprive this state of the
services of these members at the present time and In the future, I1 have
decided to veto this item.

"I am aware that subsection (9) of section 4 as amended by a hastily
considered floor amendment is unintelligible. Its validity is question-
able. However, in view of the laudable purpose of this bill, I deem it
inadvisable to veto this subsection.

"For the reasons indicated I have vetoed subsection (3) of section 4.
The remainder of the bill Is approved."

ALBERT D3. ROSELLINI,
Governor.

CHAPTER 321.
[ H. D. 84. 1

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY.

AN ACT relating to employment security; amending section 76,
chapter 35, Laws of 1945, as last amended by section 11,
chapter 8, Laws of 1953 first extraordinary session, and
RCW 50.20.080; also section 80, chapter 35, Laws of 1945,
as last amended by section 1, chapter 209, Laws of 1955,
and RCW 50.20.120; amending section 81, chapter 35, Laws
of 1945, as last amended by section 15, chapter 215, Laws
of 1951, and RCW 50.20.130; and providing an effective date.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 76, chapter 35, Laws of 1945, RCW 50.20.080

as last amended by section 11, chapter 8, Laws of amended.

1953 first extraordinary session, and RCW 50.20.080
are each amended to read as follows:

An individual is disqualified for benefits, if the Disquallhica-
cation for re-

commissioner finds that he has failed without good fusal to work.

cause, either to apply for available, suitable work
when so directed by the employment office or the
commissioner, or to accept suitable work when
offered him, or to return to his customary self-
employment (if any) when so directed by the com-
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missioner. Such disqualification shall continue un-
til he has obtained work and earned wages therefor
of not less than his suspended weekly benefit amount
in each of five weeks.

RCW 50.20.120 SEC. 2. Section 80, chapter 35, Laws of 1945,amended.
as last amended by section 1, chapter 209, Laws
of 1955, and RCW 50.20.120 are each amended to
read as follows:

Amount of Subject to the other provisions of this title bene-
fits shall be payable to any eligible individual dur-
ing the benefit year in a maximum amount equal
to the lesser of thirty times the weekly benefit
amount (determined hereinafter) or one-third of
the individual's base year wages under this title.
An individual's weekly benefit amount shall be in
a minimum amount of seventeen dollars for the
first one hundred twenty-five dollars or portion
thereof in excess of seven hundred ninety-nine
dollars and ninety-nine cents of base year wages,
increasing one dollar for each one hundred twenty-
five dollars or portion thereof of said individual's
base year wages earned thereafter, with a maxi-
mum amount payable weekly of not more than
forty-two dollars: Provided, That if any maximum
benefit amount computed herein is not a multiple
of one dollar, it shall be adjusted to the nearest
multiple of one dollar, except that if the computed
amount ends in fifty cents, it shall be carried to
the next higher multiple of one dollar.

RCW 50.20.130 SEC. 3. Section 81, chapter 35, Laws of 1945,
amended.

as last amended by section 15, chapter 215, Laws
of 1951, and RCW 50.20.130 are each amended to
read as follows:

Deductions If an eligible individual is available for work
from weekly
benefit for less than a full week, he shall be paid his weekly
amount.

benefit amount reduced by one-seventh of such
amount for each day that he is unavailable for
work: Provided, That if he is unavailable for work
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for three days or more of a week, he shall be con-
sidered unavailable for the entire week.

Each eligible individual who is unemployed in
any week shall be paid with respect to such week
a benefit in an amount equal to his weekly benefit
amount less that part of the remuneration (if any)
payable to him with respect to such week which
is in excess of twelve dollars. Such benefit, if not
a multiple of one dollar, shall be computed to the
next higher multiple of one dollar.

SEC. 4. This act shall take effect on July 5, 1959. Effective date.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 322.
[ H. B. 290.

DEPENDENT CHILDREN-SUPPORT.

AN ACT relating to public assistance and the support of depen-
dent children; prescribing powers and duties of the attorney
general, certain county and city officers, and superior and
justice courts in relation thereto; providing for support
orders and the enforcement thereof; providing for release
of certain information to the department of internal
revenue; providing for subrogation and collection by the
department in certain cases; and providing penalties;
adding a new chapter to Title 74 RCW; and declaring an
emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SEcTION 1. There is added to Title 74 RCW a New chapter.

new chapter to read as set forth in sections 2 through
24 of this act.

SEC. 2. The purpose of this act is to provide a Purpose.

more effective and efficient way to effect the sup-
port of dependent children by the person or per-
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sons who, under the law, are primarily responsible
for such support and to lighten the heavy burden
of the taxpayer who in many instances is paying
toward the support of dependent children while
persons who should be held responsible are avoiding
their responsibilities.

Dependent SEC. 3. For the purposes of this act, a dependent
child.
children, child or children shall mean a child as defined in

RCW 74.12.010 or RCW 13.04.010.

Agreements SEC. 4. The prosecuting attorney of any county
with attorney
general au-
thor ized. other than Class AA or Class A may enter into an

agreement with the attorney general whereby the
primary responsibility for the enforcement of sup-
port payments for any dependent child or children
shall become the duty of the attorney general. Upon
the execution of such agreement, the attorney gen-
eral shall be empowered to exercise any and all
duties of the prosecuting attorney in connection
with said enforcement of support payments.

Department SEC. 5. Whenever the department of public as-
reports of
nonsupport- sistance receives an application for public assistance
Ac'tion to en-
force support. on behalf of a child or children and it shall appear

to the satisfaction of the department that the child
or children has or have been abandoned by its par-
ents or that the child or children and one parent
have been abandoned by the other parent or that
the parent or foster parent or other person who
has a responsibility for the care, support, or main-
tenance of such child or children has failed or ne-
glected to give proper care or support to such child
or children, the department shall report such fact
to the attorney general. The attorney general shall
either refer the matter to the proper prosecuting
attorney, or in those counties in which there is an
agreement between the prosecuting attorney and
the attorney general that the attorney general shall
act to enforce support, the attorney general shall
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take appropriate action under the abandonment or
nonsupport statutes or other appropriate statutes
of this state to insure that such parent or foster
parent or other person responsible shall pay for
the care, support, or maintenance of said dependent
child or children.

SEC. 6. The attorney general shall be informed
about or take action only in those cases where the
dependent children are or are about to become,
recipients of public assistance, as aid to dependent
children cases, foster home cases or otherwise.

Action only
when recip-
ient of public
assistance.

SEC. 7. Any person having the care, custody or Refusal to co-
operate, mis-

control of any dependent child or children who demeanor.

shall fail or refuse to cooperate with the depart-
ment of public assistance, any prosecuting attorney
or the attorney general in the course of administra-
tion of provisions of this act shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor.

SEC. 8. In all Class AA and Class A counties and
in such other counties in which there is no agree-
ment between the prosecuting attorney and the
attorney general that the attorney general shall
act to enforce support, the attorney general shall
promptly report the facts to the prosecuting attor-
ney or refer the county office of the department of
public assistance to the prosecuting attorney and
the prosecuting attorney shall take aUl necessary
steps or appropriate action under abandonment or
nonsupport statutes or other appropriate statutes
of this state to insure that the parent, foster parent
or other person responsible shall pay for the sup-
port and maintenance of such dependent child or
children.

SEC. 9. In those instances where by agreement
between the attorney general and prosecuting at-
torney, the attorney general shall act to enforce
support, the prosecuting attorney and the sheriff

[1563 ]
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of each county and the city police of any municipal-
ity within the state, shall provide such aid and assis-
tance to the attorney general as the attorney gen-
eral may request and the circumstances of the case
require.

In those cases where action is taken by the pros-
ecuting attorney, the attorney general, the sheriff
of each county and the city police of any munici-
pality within the state shall lend such aid and assis-
tance as may be requested and the circumstances
of the case require.

Reports of SEC. 10. In Class AA and Class A counties, and
prosecuting
attorney, in such other counties in which there is no agree-

ment between the prosecuting attorney and the
attorney general that the attorney general shall
act to enforce support, the prosecuting attorney shall
make full and complete reports to the attorney
general as to the status of all cases pending or
closed since the last report was filed. Such reports
shall be made upon request and also on or before
February 1st and August 1st of each year, for the
prior six months ending January 1st and July 1st,
respectively. Each report shall relate the name
or names of all parties against whom action has
been taken, the name of the court where taken, the
place of employment of the person responsible for
support and the earnings of such person, the action
taken and the result of such action including a re-
port of the amount of money ordered paid.

Disposition of SEC. 11. Whenever as a result of a support action
support money
-Report of tknby eihrthe atonygeneral orprsctn
court clerk,. ae ihr atre rsctn

attorney support money is paid by the person or
persons responsible for support, such money shall
be paid into the registry of the superior court and
shall be disbursed by the clerk of the superior court
each month to the persons entitled thereto. On
the fifteenth day of each month, a report by the
clerk of the superior court shall be made to the
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department of public assistance containing a state-
ment indicating whether or not the amounts ordered
to be paid have been paid.

SEc. 12. In cases where a support action by the Forums-
Order of

attorney general or prosecuting attorney is neces- support filed.

sary and no warrant has been issued, the person
complained against shall be taken by the prosecut-
ing attorney or the attorney general handling the
matter before either the superior court or justice
court and such court shall hear the matter and
enter an order fixing the amount of support to be
paid by such person. Orders of support by superior
court shall be filed with the clerk of the superior
court, and copies of justice court orders of support
signed by the justice of the peace shall be filed in
the office of the clerk of the superior court.

SE~C. 13. Where in any divorce or separate main- Order as
evidence in

tenance action an order has been entered or a final civil case.

decree has been entered requiring payments to be
made by any person f or the support of a minor
child or children, a copy of such order or final
decree may be filed in the special filing provided
f or in section 14 and shall be prima facie proof of
the ability of such person to pay for the support
of such child or children to the person having care,
custody or control of the child or children, in any
civil action brought to enforce the provisions of
this act.

SEC. 14. The county clerk shall keep a separate Order fil-
Use of list,

index and a separate file covering all orders entered gross misde-

under this act for the payment of money for the
benefit of a dependent child or dependent children.
It shall be unlawful for any person, body, asso-
ciation, firm, corporation, or other agency to solicit,
publish, disclose, receive, make use of, or to au-
thorize, knowingly permit, participate in or ac-
quiesce in the use of any lists or names secured as
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a result of this index and file for commercial or
political purposes of any nature. The violation of
this provision shall be a gross misdemeanor.

Orders filed SEC. 15. Orders shall be filed in the county clerk's
free. office without cost or fee.

Court Smc. 16. Whenever further action to enforce
processes
available, support is necessary against the person named in

such order or copy of order, the same shall be by
bench warrant or show cause order, garnishment,
attachment or execution or other process ordered
by any judge of the superior court upon the appli-
cation of either the attorney general or the prosecut-
ing attorney.

Information SEC. 17. Notwithstanding the provisions of RCW
available to
revenue 74.04.060, upon approval of the department of
service.

health, education and welfare of the federal gov-
ernment, the public assistance department may dis-
close to and keep the internal revenue department
of the treasury of the United States advised of the
names of all persons who are under legal obliga-
tion to support any minor child or dependent chil-
dren and who are not doing so, to the end that the
internal revenue department may have available
to it the names of such persons for review in con-
nection with income tax returns and claims of de-
pendencies made by persons filing income tax re-
turns.

Public assis- SEC. 18. Payments of public assistance on behalf
tance available
if no support of a child or children shall not be withheld or re-
-Subrogation. duced as a result of a support order entered under

this act or pursuant to an order or final decree of
divorce or separate maintenance when such sup-
port is not in fact being paid. By accepting such
public assistance, the recipient thereof shall be
deemed to consent to the recovery by the depart-
ment of an amount equal to the amount required
to be paid under said support order or the amount
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of public assistance paid as a result of the non-
payment of support, whichever is the lesser. The
department shall be subrogated to the right of said
child or children or person having the care, custody,
and control of said child or children to prosecute
any support action existing under the laws of the
state of Washington.

Swc. 19. The department may, in lieu of bringing Hearing in
lieu of bring-

an action, give notice to the person required to pay ing action.

such support that as a result of the nonpayment of
such support, there is a debt due and owing the
state, and that the person may appear for a hearing
and present evidence of payment of such support
if it has in fact been paid. Notice of the hearing
shall be given by personal service at least ten days
prior to the hearing. The hearing shall be held
within thirty days after the issuance of the notice,
at a time and place specified by the department,
in the county in which the person resides before
a duly authorized representative of the department.

to apea or ponHearing
SEC. 20. If such person fails taperouonorder-Filed

appearing fails to submit satisfactory evidence of -Served.

the payment of such support, the department shall
enter an order declaring that a certain sum is due
and owing the state. A copy of such order shall
be filed with the clerk of the superior court of the
county in which the person resides and the clerk
of the superior court in the county in which the
support order was entered; a copy of such order
shall within ten days of its entry be served upon
the party affected thereby by certified or regis-
tered mail or personal service.

SEC. 21. Any person affected by such an order Appeal from
hearing orderof the department may, within ten days after per- -Order as lien
-Processes

sonal service of the order or within fifteen days available.

after the mailing of such order, appeal from the
order to the superior court of the county in which
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he resides; such appeal shall be tried de novo. If
the person fails to appeal the order within the time
provided or if the court, on appeal, affirms the
order of the department, the order duly entered
and filed shall become a lien upon all property, real
or personal of the person against whom it is entered.
To effect collection of the amount found due, the
superior court may avail itself of its contempt pow-
ers, by warrant or show cause order, or its powers
of execution, garnishment or attachment upon the
application of either the attorney general or the
prosecuting attorney. Either party may appeal the
decision of the superior court to the supreme court
of the state. No bond shall be required on any appeal
under this act.

Severability. SEC. 22. The several provisions of this act are
hereby declared to be separate and severable and
if any clause, sentence, paragraph, subdivision, sec-
tion or part thereof shall for any reason be adjudged
invalid or unconstitutional, such invalidity or un-
constitutionality shall not aff ect any other clause,
sentence, paragraph, subdivision or section.

Emergency. SEC. 23. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public health, peace and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 323.
[ Sub. H. B. 227.]1

ARCHITECTURE.

AN ACT relating to the practice of architecture; adding new
sections to chapter 18.08 RCW; and repealing sections 1
through 8, chapter 205, Laws of 1919 and RCW 18.08.010
through 18.08.090; and providing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW Xew section.

a new section to read as follows:
In order to safeguard life, health and property, matry

and to promote the public welfare, any person in
either public or private capacity practicing or off er-
ing to practice architecture, shall be required to
submit evidence that he is qualified so to practice
and shall be registered as hereinafter provided. It
shall be unlawful for any person to practice archi-
tecture unless registered as provided in this chapter.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW New section.

a new section to read as follows:
The terms "architecture" and "practice of ar- Definitons.

chitecture" as used in this chapter mean professional tuire," "prac-
tice of archi-

service consisting in whole or in part of consulta- tecture."

tion concerning floor planning, the aesthetic or struc-
tural design of private or public buildings, their
equipment or utilities and the responsible supervi-
vision of construction or the repair or alteration of
buildings, by persons or firms offering such service
for a fee.

The term "architect" as used in this chapter "Architect.'

means any person who is permitted under this chap-
ter to practice architecture.

The term "director" means the director of li- "Director."

censes of the state of Washington.
The term "board" means the state board of reg- "Board."

istration f or architects.
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New section.

Hoard created
-Members,
terms, per
diem, ex-
penses, va-
cancies in.

SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

There is hereby created a state board of regis-
tration for architects, to consist of five members
who shall be appointed by the governor, each of
whom shall have been a resident of this state for
at least eight years and shall have at least eight
years' experience in the practice of architecture as
a licensed or registered architect in responsible
charge of architectural work or responsible charge
of architectural teaching immediately preceding ap-
pointment.

The members of the first board shall serve for
the following terms:

One member for one year, one member for two
years, one member for three years, one member for
four years, one member for five years, from the
date of their appointment, or until their successors
are duly appointed and qualified. Every member
of the board shall receive a certificate of his ap-
pointment from the governor and before beginning
his term of office shall file with the secretary of
state his written oath or affirmation for the faith-
ful discharge of his official duties. On the expira-
tion of the term of each member, the governor
shall appoint a successor to serve f or a term of five
years or until his successor has been appointed and
qualified.

The governor may remove any member of the
board for cause. Vacancies in the board for any
reason shall be filled by appointment f or the un-
expired term.

Members shall receive twenty-five dollars per
diem while actually performing board duties or
traveling on board business and shall be reimbursed
for their necessary travel and other expenses in-
curred in carrying out the provisions of this chapter.
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SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The board shall adopt rules for its own organiza- Rules and

tion and procedure, and such other rules as it may
deem necessary to the proper performance of its
duties. All rules adopted by the board shall be
filed with the secretary of state and shall be avail-
able for public inspection.

SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
An applicant for registration as an architect shall Minimumr

qualifications
have the following minimum qualifications: for registra-

He shall be a citizen of the United States or a
person who has declared his intention of becoming
a citizen of the United States and shall be of good
moral character and at least twenty-one years of
age.

He must present a specific record of at least
eight years of practical experience in the offices of
licensed or registered architects or registered pro-
fessional engineers satisfactory to the board. Grad-
uation from an architectural college approved by
the board shall be considered as equivalent to five
years of such required experience. Each full year
of attendance at an architectural college approved
by the board is equivalent to one year of required
experience. One year's full time teaching in a school
of architecture or architectural engineering may
be considered equivalent to one year of practical
experience. Graduation from a five year course in
architecture or architectural engineering from a
university or college in the state of Washington
shall be deemed graduation from an approved ar-
chitectural college. The board shall approve other
architectural colleges which it finds to present a
quality and scope of instruction at least equal to
the quality and scope of instruction of the afore-
mentioned institutions of the state of Washington.

[ 1571]
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This section, except for the requirements of age, good
moral character and citizenship or intended citizen-
ship, is not applicable to any person who, at the
effective date of this act, has graduated from or is
enrolled as a fourth or fifth year student in an
architectural college approved by the board.

New section. SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Applications All applications for examination must be filed
for exam
fied-Fee, with the director of licenses not less than sixty

days prior to the date set for the examination. The
application fee shall be forty dollars, twenty dollars.
of which shall accompany the application, the re-
maining twenty dollars to be paid upon issuance
of the certificate. Should the director deny issuance
of a certificate of registration to any applicant, the
initial fee shall not be refundable. Graduates of
an approved architectural college may apply for
and take the examination but shall not be granted
certificates of registration until their required office
experience is completed.

SEC. 7. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Examination of applicants for certificates of
registration shall be held at least annually at such
times and places as the director may determine.
The board shall determine from the examination
and the material submitted with the applications
whether or not the applicants possess sufficient
knowledge, ability and moral fitness to safely and
properly practice architecture and hold themselves
out to the public as persons qualified to practice
architecture. The scope of the examination and
methods of procedure shall be prescribed by the
board with special reference to building mechanics,
structural design, supervision, materials, specifica-
tions and construction; history of architecture in
relation to architectural design; planning and de-
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sign, practical knowledge of sanitary and electrical
installation, heating and ventilating and other simi-
lar subjects related to the practice of architecture.
Applicants who fail to pass any subjects shall be
permitted to retake the examination in the subjects
which they shall have failed. A passing grade in
any subject will exempt the applicant from exami-
nation in that subject for a period of five years. If
the entire examination is not successfully completed
within five years, a retake of the entire examina-
tion shall be required. A certificate of registration
shall be granted by the director to all qualified
applicants who shall be certified by the board as
having passed the required examination and as
having given satisfactory proof of completion of
the required experience.

SEC. 8. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
All persons holding licenses as architects under Cetinrg

chapter 205 of the Laws of 1919, in good standing out exarn-

at the effective date of this chapter, shall be reg- under act.

istered as architects without examination.
Nothing in this act shall be construed to pro-

hibit any person, firm, or corporation from lawfully
carrying on in this state as part of his or its prin-
cipal occupation work falling within the definitions
contained in this act of the terms "architecture"
or ''practice of architecture'' from continuing such
occupation so long as he or it shall not hold him-
self or itself out to the public as, or represent him-
self or itself to be, an architect. This section shall
be deemed to specifically exclude home designers
and contractors not representing themselves to be
architects. This specific exclusion shall not affect
the rights of others excluded by the general lan-
guage of this section.

SEC. 9. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:

[ 1573]1
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Out-of -state
applicants-
Qualifications
-Reciprocity.

New section.

Certificate
expiration-
Renewal fee-
Withdrawal
from practice.

New section.

new section to read as follows:
Grounds toh ietrma euet enwo a e
revoke, re- Thdietrmyrfstornw rmar-
fuse license. yoke a certificate of registration to practice architec-

ture in this state upon the following grounds:
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The director may, upon payment of the current
registration fee, grant a certificate of registration
without examination to an applicant who is a reg-
istered architect in another state who has had at
least the equivalent experience in responsible charge
of architectural work or responsible charge of ar-
chitectural teaching required by section 5 of this
act: Provided, That such applicant presents evi-
dence that he has satisfactorily completed a writ-
ten examination equivalent to the national council
of architects registration board examination: And
provided further, The state in which the applicant is
registered grants reciprocal privileges to architects
registered in this state.

SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Certificates of registration shall expire on the
last day of June following their issuance or renewal.
The director shall set the yearly fee for renewal
which fee shall be not less than ten dollars nor
more than twenty dollars. Renewal may be effected
during the month of June by payment to the di-
rector of the fee set. In case any registrant fails
to pay the renewal fee before thirty days after
the due date, the renewal fee shall be the current
fee plus an amount equal to one year's fee: Pro-
vided, That any registrant in good standing may
withdraw from practice by giving written notice
to the director, and may thereafter resume prac-
tice at any time upon payment of the then current
annual renewal fee.

SEC. 11. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a
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That the holder of the certificate of registration
is falsely impersonating a practitioner or former
practitioner.

That the holder of a certificate is practicing
under a corporate name or under a name implying
that the responsibility for the work is assumed by
a registered architect who is, in fact, not in respon-
sible charge.

That the holder of the certificate of registration
is guilty of fraud or deceit or of gross negligence,
gross incompetency or gross misconduct in the prac-
tice of architecture.

For the conviction of a crime involving moral
turpitude.

That the holder of the certificate of registra-
tion permitted his seal to be affixed to any plans,
specifications or drawings that were not prepared
by him, or under his personal supervision by em-
ployees subject to his direction and control.

That the holder of the certificate of registration
received unbeknown to a party for whom he is
doing work, rebates, commissions, grants of money
or favors which he is not entitled to or justified in
receiving.

That the holder of the certificate is practicing
contrary to the provisions of this chapter.

That the holder of the certificate has committed
fraud in applying for or obtaining a certificate.

SEC. 12. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
In all cases where the director shall refuse to Procedure

when refused,renew or shall revoke a certificate of registration revoked
certificate.

the holder shall be entitled to a hearing and shall
be given twenty days' notice in writing by the di-
rector thereof. The notice shall specify the offenses
with which the accused person is charged and shall
also give the day and place where the hearing is
to be held. The hearing shall be held in the county
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seat of the county in which the accused person re-
sides.

The director may issue subpoenas to compel the
attendance of witnesses, or the production of books
or documents. The accused shall have opportunity
to make his defense, and may have such subpoenas
issued as he desires. Subpoenas shall be served
in the same manner as in civil cases in the superior
court. Witnesses shall testify under oath which may
be administered by the director. Testimony shall
be taken in writing, and may be taken by deposi-
tion under such rules as the director may prescribe.

The director shall hear and determine the
charges, make findings and conclusions upon the
evidence produced, file them in his office,*and serve
upon the accused a copy of such findings and conclu-
sions.

Any order refusing renewal of registration or
revoking registration shall be in writing signed by
the director, stating the grounds upon which such
order is based and the aggrieved person shall have
the right to appeal from such order within fifteen
days after a copy thereof is served upon him, to
the superior court of the county in which the ag-
grieved person resides, which shall hear the mat-
ter de novo.

An appeal shall lie to the supreme court from
the judgment of the superior court as provided in
other civil cases.

New section. SEc. 13. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

Reinstating The director may reinstate a certificate of reg-
certificate-
Replacing itaint n esnwoecriiaehsbe
certificate, itaint n esnwoecriiaehsbe
fee. revoked, provided three or more members of the

board vote in favor of such reissuance, whenever
the board shall find that the circumstances or con-
ditions that brought about the revocation are not
likely to recur and that the person is then suffi-
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ciently trustworthy and reliable that the best in-
terests of the public will be served by reinstate-
ment of his registration. A new certificate of regis-
tration to replace any certificate lost, destroyed, or
mutilated may be issued by the director and a
charge of one dollar shall be made for such issu-
ance.

SEC. 14. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
The director shall issue a certificate of registra- Certificate

contents, as
tion upon payment of the registration fee as pro- e1vidence-

vided in this chapter to any applicant who has seal.

satisfactorily met all the requirements for regis-
tration. All certificates of registration shall show
the full name of the registrant, shall have a serial
number and shall be signed by the chairman and
the secretary of the board and by the director.

The issuance of a certificate of registration by
the director shall be prima facie evidence that the
person named therein is entitled to all the rights
and privileges of a registered architect.

Each registrant shall obtain a seal of the design
authorized by the board bearing the registrant's
name and the legend "registered architect." Draw-
ings prepared by the registrant shall be stamped
with said seal when filed with public authorities.
It shall be unlawful for anyone to stamp or seal
any document with the seal after the certificate of
registrant named thereon has expired or been re-
voked or while the certificate is suspended.

SEC. 15. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
There is established in the state general fund Architect's

the architects' license account, into which all fees account.

paid pursuant to this chapter shall be paid.

SEC. 16. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a New section.

new section to read as follows:
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uecluton Nothing contained in this chapter shall be deemed
to prevent or affect in any way the practice of
engineering or land surveying as defined in chapter
18.43 RCW except that no person shall use the
designation "architect," "architectural" or "archi-
tecture" unless licensed under the provisions of
this chapter; nor to prevent the preparations of
working drawings, details and shop drawings by
persons other than architects for use in connection
with the execution of their work or in connection
with proposals to be submitted for securing work
or contracts; nor to prevent employees of architects
from acting under the instruction, control or super-
vision of their employers; nor to apply to the super-
vision by builders or superintendents employed by
such builders of the construction or structural alter-
ation of buildings or structures: Provided, how-
ever, That nothing herein contained shall be con-
strued to permit any person not licensed as provided
in this chapter to use the title "architect," or any
title, sign, card or device to indicate that such a
person is an architect. This chapter shall not apply
to landscape architects or naval architects who
do not engage in or profess to engage in the prac-
tice of architecture.

New section. SEc. 17. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a
new section to read as follows:

tomhaes No corporation or stock company shall be en-
rgitered titled to receive a certificate of registration to prac-

tice architecture. When an architectural firm main-
tains or professes to maintain an office or facility
within the state for the purpose of practicing archi-
tecture, a principal of the firm must be an architect
registered pursuant to this chapter and a resident
of this state.

New section. SEc. 18. There is added to chapter 18.08 RCW a
new section to read as follows:
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Any person violating any of the provisions of Vilainr

this chapter shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

SEC. 19. Sections 1 through 8, chapter 205, Laws R~epeal-

of 1919 and RCW 18.08.010 through 18.08.090 are
each repealed.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 324.
[H. B. 72.1

BEAUTY CULTURE AND HAIRDRESSING.

AN ACT relating to hairdressing and beauty culture; amending
section 2, chapter 215, Laws of 1937, as last amended by
section 1, chapter 313, Laws of 1955, and RCW 18.18.010;
amending section 3, chapter 52, Laws of 1957 and RCW
18.18.050; amending section 5, chapter 180, Laws of 1951,
as last amended by section 3, chapter 313, Laws of 1955,
and RCW 18.18.090; amending section 7, chapter 180, Laws
of 1951, as last amended by section 6, chapter 313, Laws of
1955, and ROW 18.18.140; amending section 7, chapter 52,
Laws of 1957 and ROW 18.18.160; amending section 8,
chapter 52, Laws of 1957 and ROW 18.18.170; amending
section 15, chapter 215, Laws of 1937 and ROW 18.18.220;
amending section 11, chapter 52, Laws of 1957 and ROW
18.18.260; adding a new section to chapter 215, Laws of
1937 and to chapter 18.18 ROW; and repealing section 3,
chapter 180, Laws of 1951, section 4, chapter 52, Laws of
1957, and ROW 18.18.060.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 2, chapter 215, Laws of 1937, RCW18.11

as last amended by section 1, chapter 313, Laws of
1955, and ROW 18.18.010 are each amended to read
as follows:

Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, Deflnitions.

the words used in this chapter have the meaning
given in this section:
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harrsig" ()"Practice of )" hairdressing" o "hairdressin"
hairdressin- a t c fo
"rde- means the arranging, dressing, curling, waving,

permanent waving, cleansing, bleaching or coloring
of the hair, or doing similar work thereon by use of
the hands or any method of mechanical application
or appliances or the practice of haircutting on female
persons;

"Hairdresser." (2) "Hairdresser" means any person, firm or
corporation who engages in the practice of hairdress-
ing;

"Practice of (3) "Practice of beauty culture" or "baty 1l
beauty cul- "euyct
culture"t ture" means the massaging, cleansing, stimulating,

manipulating, exercising or beautifying of the scalp,
f ace, arms, bust or upper part of the body, or doing
similar work thereon with the hands or with any
mechanical or electrical apparatus or appliances, or
by the use of cosmetic preparations, antiseptic
tonics, lotions, creams, similar preparations or com-
pounds, and manicuring the nails or removing super-
fluous hair or the practice of haircutting on female
persons;

"Beauty (4) "Beauty culturist" means any person, firm
culturist."

or corporation who engages in the practice of beauty
culture;

"Student." (5) A "student" is any person of the age of

seventeen or over who has graduated from an ac-
credited high school, or has an equivalent education
as determined by the director whose determination
shall be conclusive, who attends a duly licensed
beauty school, and who does not receive any wage
or commission: Provided, That the amendments to
this subdivision shall not apply to any person attend-
ing as a student prior to the effective date of this
amend atory section;

"Operator." (6) An "operator"~ is a person of the age of

eighteen years or over, who has been licensed to
practice hairdressing and beauty culture under the
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direct supervision and direction of a manager
operator;

(7) A "manager operator" is any person having "Manager

practiced as an operator under the supervision of a
manager operator for at least one year;

(8) A "shop" is any building or structure, or So-

any part thereof, other than a school, wherein the
practice of hairdressing and beauty culture is con-
duc ted;

(9) A "school" is an institution of learning de- "School."

voted exclusively to the instruction and training of
students in the practice of hairdressing and beauty
culture;

(10) An "instructor operator" is a person who "Instruxct-,

gives instruction in the practice of hairdressing and oeao.

beauty culture in a school and who has the qualifica-
tions of a manager operator and who has passed an
instructor examination: Provided, That the pro-
visions of this subdivision shall not apply to any
person acting as an instructor operator on March
16, 1951. An instructor shall not perform beauty
culture services for members of the public except
for instruction purposes;

(11) "Director" means the state director Of "Director."

licenses.

SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 215, Laws of New section.

1937 and to chapter 18.18 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, or cor- Shop location

poration to operate a beauty shop without a shop mandatory.

location license for each beauty shop. Application
theref or shall be made on forms furnished by the
director and shall contain such information as the
director may reasonably require. Upon receipt of
such application and the fee required by this chap-
ter, the director shall issue a shop location license
if such shop meets the other requirements of this
chapter.
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RCW 18.18.050 SC.3 Seto 3 Lasf1Ar
amended. SE.3 eto ,chapter 52~, Lw f15

and RCW 18.18.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

Operators An operator's license shall be issued to a student
Qualifications, who: (1) Is of the age of eighteen years or over;

(2) is of good moral character and temperate
habits; (3) has graduated from an accredited high
school or the equivalent thereof as determined by
the director whose determination shall be conclu-
sive: Provided, That this subdivision shall not ap-
ply to those holding a valid operator's license or
attending a recognized beauty school prior to the
effective date of this amendatory section but such
persons shall be subject to the law in existence prior
to the effective date of this amendatory section; (4)
is a citizen of the United States or declared his in-
tention to become a citizen; (5) has completed a
course of training of not less than two thousand
hours in a recognized beauty school, such training
not to exceed eight hours in any one day; and (6)
who has satisfactorily passed the hairdressing and
beauty culture examination in this state.

ROW 18.18.090 SEC..4. Section 5, chapter 180, Laws of 1951, as
amended.

last amended by section 3, chapter 313, Laws of 1955,
and RCW 18.18.090 are each amended to read as
follows:

Applications Eahapiainsalbacopnebytef-
-Fees.Eahapiainsalbacopnebytef-

lowing fees: Operator, seven dollars; instructor
operator, ten dollars; manager operator, four dollars;
shop, twenty-five dollars; school, one hundred fifty
dollars. Any applicant who fails to pass the exami-
nation may take the next succeeding examination
without payment of an additional fee.

RCW 18.18.140 SEC. 5. Section 7, chapter 180, Laws of 1951,
amended.

as last amended by section 6, chapter 313, Laws of
1955, and RCW 18.18.140 are each amended to read
as follows:
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Licenses may be renewed from year to year upon Lienesl

the payment on or before the first day of each July Fees.

following their issuance, of a renewal fee as follows:
Operator, two dollars; instructor operator, five dol-
lars; manager operator, four dollars; shop, six dol-
lars; school, one hundred and fifty dollars.

If a certificate of health is required with an ap-
plication for a license, one must also be filed with a
renewal application.

Any person whose license has lapsed may have
the same renewed upon payment of all fees which
the applicant would have been required to pay to
keep such license in effect, and an additional fee of
two dollars: Provided, That any person whose
license has lapsed for more than three years shall
be reexamined, as in the case of any applicant for an
original license.

SEC. 6. Section 7, chapter 52, Laws of 1957 and
RCW 18.18.160 are each amended to read as follows:

Every manager and operator licensed under this
chapter, within thirty days after changing his place
of residence or business as recorded upon the records
of the director, shall notify the director in writing
of his new place of residence or business.

Whenever a shop licensed under this chapter
shall be discontinued, such license shall thereupon
be of no further force and effect and shall be invalid.
The person to whom the shop license is issued shall
notify the director of such action and return to the
director the license of such shop within thirty days
of such discontinuance. Any person seeking to
operate or reopen such shop after such discontinu-
ance under the invalid license, or who fails to make
the notification herein required shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and each day on which such violation
occurs shall constitute a separate offense.

RCW 18.18.160
amended.

-- Change
of location.
notice of-
Operation
under invalid
Uicense, mis-
demeanor.

SEC. 7. Section 8, chapter 52, Laws of 1957 and RCW 18.18.170
amended.

RCW 18.18.170 are each amended to read as follows:
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'_ Every shop license authorizing a person to con-
and schools. duct such shop shall be issued only in the name of

the shop and the name of the person named in the
application for the shop license, to which may be
added the trade name, under which the shop is con-
ducted. Such license shall state that it is not trans-
ferable.

The person named in the shop license shall be
primarily responsible for the business ethics and the
proper conduct of the shop.

No school and shop shall be maintained in the
same location; nor shall there be any connecting
entrance.

RCW 18.18.220 SEC. 8. Section 15, chapter 215, Laws of 1937
amended.

and ROW 18.18.220 are each amended to read as
follows:

Revocation or Any license issued pursuant to this chapter may
suspension
of licenses-- be revoked for any of the following causes arising
Grounds for.

after the issuance thereof:
(1) Conviction of a felony or misdemeanor in-

volving moral turpitude, in which case the record
of conviction shall be conclusive evidence;

(2) Habitual drunkenness or the use of habit
forming drugs;

(3) Gross incompetency;
(4) Advertising in any manner by means of

knowingly false or deceptive statements;
(5) Performing work authorized by said license

in an unsanitary or filthy manner;
(6) Performing the practice of hairdressing and

beauty culture upon the person of another while
knowingly suffering from an infectious or contagi-
ous disease;

(7) Wilful violation of any of the provisions of
this chapter;

(8) Failure to pay an operator the minimum
wage required by law.
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SEC. 9. Section 11, chapter 52, Laws of 1957 RC 8 .12 6 0

and RCW 18.18.260 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

No person shall engage in the practice of hair- Unlawful

dressing, and beauty culture in any place other than patcs

a hairdressing and beauty culture shop or school,
except in case of his own f amily or in case of a person
whose physical condition prevents his presence at a
shop or school.

No person shall sleep in, or use f or residential
purposes, any room used wholly or in part as a hair-
dressing and beauty culture shop, nor engage in hair-
dressing and beauty culture in any room used for
sleeping or residential purposes.

Every hairdressing and beauty culture shop shall
maintain an outside entrance separate from the
entrances to rooms used for sleeping or residential
purposes.

From and after July 1, 1959 every hairdressing
and beauty culture shop shall provide and maintain
for the use of the customers adequate toilet facilities.

No hairdressing or beauty shop shall be operated
unless it is under the direct supervision of a manager
operator.

No person other than an operator in demonstrat-
ing, or instructing in the use of any cosmetics or
supplies of any kind, shall engage in any of the acts
enumerated in RCW 18.18.010 and 18.18.190.

No student shall engage in the practice of hair-
dressing and beauty culture except in a school under
the direct supervision of an instructor.

SEC. 10. Section 3, chapter 180, Laws of 1951, Repeal.

section 4, chapter 52, Laws of 1957 and RCW 18.18-
.060 are each repealed.

Passed the House February 21, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 325.
E H. B. 254.

ELECTRICIANS AND ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS.

AN ACT relating to electricians and electrical installations;
amending section 4, chapter 169, Laws of 1935 and RCW
19.28.120; and amending section 8, chapter 169, Laws of
1935 and RCW 19.28.210.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 19.28.120 SECTION 1. Section 4, chapter 169, Laws of 1935
amened. and RCW 19.28.120 are each amended to read as

follows:
License re- Frmady Jnr, O
quired-Tee- Fo and after the first dyof Jnay 96
Appocaion it shall be unlawful for any person, firm or cor-

poration to engage in, conduct or carry on the busi-
ness of installing wires or equipment to convey
electric current, or installing apparatus or appli-
ances to be operated by such current without having
an unrevoked, unsuspended and unexpired license
so to do, issued by the director of licenses in ac-
cordance with the provisions of this chapter. All
such licenses shall expire on the thirty-first day
of December following the date of their issue, and
the fee for such license shall be seventy-five dollars.
Application for such license shall be made in writ-
ing to the department of labor and industries, ac-
companied by the required fee, and shall state the
name and address of the applicant, and in case of
firms, the names of the individuals composing the
firm, and in case of corporations, the name of the
managing officials thereof, and shall state the loca-
tion of the place of business of the applicant and
the name under which such business is conducted.
Such a license shall grant to the holder thereof the
right to engage in, conduct, or carry on, the business
of installing wires or equipment to carry electric
current, and installing apparatus and/or appliances
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to be operated by such current, in any and all
places in the state of Washington. The application
for such license shall be accompanied by a bond in
the penal sum of one thousand dollars with the
state of Washington named as obligee therein, with
good and sufficient surety, to be approved by the
attorney general. Said bond shall at all times be
kept in full force and effect, and any cancellation
or revocation thereof, or withdrawal of the surety
therefrom, shall ipso facto revoke and suspend the
license issued to the principal until such time as a
new bond of like tenor and effect shall have been
filed and approved as herein provided. Upon ap-
proval of said bond by the attorney general, the
director of labor and industries shall on the next
business day thereafter deposit the fee accompany-
ing said application in the fund to be known and
designated as the "electrical license fund," and trans-
mit the application accompanied by his duplicate
receipt for the fee to the department of licenses,
which department shall thereupon issue the license
herein provided for. Upon approval of said bond
by the attorney general, he shall transmit the same
to the secretary of state, who shall file said bond
in the office, and upon application furnish to any
person, firm or corporation a certified copy thereof,
upon the payment of the fee required by law. Said
bond shall be conditioned that in any installation of
wires and/or equipment to convey electrical cur-
rent, and apparatus to be operated by such current,
the principal therein will comply with the provisions
of this chapter and in case such installation is in
an incorporated city or town having an ordinance,
building code, or regulations prescribing a higher
and/or better standard, manner or method of such
installation that the principal will comply with the
provisions of such ordinance, building code or reg-
ulations governing such installation as may be in
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effect at the time of entering into a contract for such
installation. Said bond shall be conditioned further
that the principal will pay for all labor and mate-
rial furnished or used upon such work and all dam-
ages that may be sustained by any person, firm or
corporation due to a failure of the principal to make
such installation in accordance with the provisions
of this chapter, or any ordinance, building code or
regulation applicable thereto.

RCW 19.28.210 SEC. 2. Section 8, chapter 169, Laws of 1935, and
amended.

RCW 19.28.210 are each amended to read as follows:
Inspections-- The director of labor and industries, through
Notice to
make repairsthinpcoinetrr
and changes--teiscor assistant isetrordeputy inpc
Disconnectiontoiheeytinpc wrng
-Entry-Con- toi eeyempowered toisetallwing p

Concinto pliances, devices and equipment to which this chap-
utility. ter applies. Whenever the installation of any such

wiring, device, appliance or equipment is not in
accordance with the requirements of this chapter,
or is in such a condition as to be dangerous to life
or property, the person, firm or corporation owning,
using or operating the same shall be notified by
the director of labor and industries and shall within
fifteen days, or such further reasonable time as
may upon request be granted, make such repairs
and changes as are required to remove the danger
therefrom to life or property and to make the same
conform to the provisions of this chapter. The direc-
tor of labor and industries through such inspector,
assistant inspector or any deputy inspector, is hereby
empowered to disconnect or order the discontinu-
ance of electrical service to such conductors or ap-
paratus as is f ound to be in a dangerous or unsafe
condition and not in accordance with the provisions
of this chapter. Upon making such disconnection he
shall attach thereto a notice stating that such con-
ductors have been found dangerous to life or prop-
erty or not in accordance with the requirements of
this chapter; and it shall be unlawful for any person
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to reconnect such defective conductors or apparatus
without the approval of the director of labor and
industries, and until the same have been placed
in a safe and secure condition, and in such condition
as to comply with the requirements of this chapter.
The director of labor and industries, through the
electrical inspector, assistant inspector, or any dep-
uty inspector, shall have the right during reasonable
hours to enter into and upon any building or prem-
ises in the discharge of his official duties or for the
purpose of making any inspection or test of the
installation of electrical wiring, electrical devices,
equipment or material contained thereon or therein.
No electrical wiring or equipment subject to the
requirements of this chapter shall be concealed un-
til an inspection is applied for under this chapter
and an inspection made and the work therein ap-
proved by the inspector making such inspection:
Provided, however, That if duly authorized inspec-
tors are not available for such inspection, an affidavit
may be furnished by the contractor or other person
doing the work, indicating that there has been com-
pliance with the provisions of this chapter. Electrical
utilities furnishing service to electrical installations
shall refuse to connect installations and/or equip-
ment to their lines unless there is affixed to each
new or altered service entrance a safe wiring label
issued by the director of labor and industries and
bearing an affidavit or a certificate of inspection as
required by this chapter. The labels shall be fur-
nished upon payment to the department of labor
and industries a fee of $2.00 each. Application for
labels shall be in writing and signed by the applicant;
and labels when used by a licensed contractor shall
bear the signature or seal of such contractor.

SEC. 3. The provisions of this chapter shall not Where chapter
inapplicable.

apply within the corporate limits of any incorpo-
rated city or town which has heretofore adop ted
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Utilities
exempted
from chapter
provisions.

or may hereafter adopt, an ordinance regulating
or otherwise controlling the installation of electrical
wires, equipment, apparatus or appliances.

SEc. 4. The provisions of chapter 19.28 RCW shall
not apply to the work of installing, maintaining or
repairing any and all electrical wires, apparatus,
installations or equipment used or to be used by
a telegraph company or a telephone company in
the exercise of its functions and located outdoors
or in a building or buildings used exclusively for
that purpose.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 9, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 326.
[H. B. 642.]

APPROPRIATIONS-HIGHWAYS.

AN ACT relating to highways; making appropriations, reappro-
priations, and supplemental appropriations for the operation
of the state highway commission and the Washington toll
bridge authority; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby appropriated from
the authority revolving fund to the Washington
toll bridge authority for the biennium ending June
30, 1961, the sum of three hundred thousand dollars
to carry out the provisions of RCW 47.60.180 and
47.60.190.

SEC. 2. There is hereby appropriated from the
motor vehicle fund to the Washington toll bridge
authority for the biennium ending June 30, 1961,
the sum of five hundred seventeen thousand one
hundred fifty-four dollars for salaries, wages, and
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operations necessary for the collection of tolls on
the Tacoma Narrows bridge. This money is to be
considered as a loan and is to be repaid in accord-
ance with RCW 47.56.245.

SE~C. 3. The "highway equipment fund" as es- Highway
equipment

tablished by RCW 47.08.120 is declared to be a as revolv

revolving fund of a proprietary nature and moneys
that are or will be deposited in this fund are hereby
authorized for expenditures for the purposes pro-
vided by law.

This section is necessary for the immediate pres- Emergency.

ervation of the public peace, health and safety, the
support of the state govermnent and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immedi-
ately.

SEc. 4. There is hereby reappropriated from the Reappropri-
ation (1957motor vehicle fund to the Washington state highway c 172 § 46).

commission, for the biennium ending June 30, 1961,
and for obligations incurred and not yet paid, the
sum of two million four hundred three thousand
five hundred ten dollars, the same being the De-
cember 31, 1958 unexpended balance of the appro-
priation contained in section 46, chapter 172, Laws
of 1957, for construction of roads in Adams, Grant
and Franklin counties: Provided, That no expendi-
ture authorized by this section shall exceed the
unexpended balance of this appropriation as shown
on the records of the state auditor as of June 30,
1959.

SEc. 5. There is hereby reappropriated from the Reappropria-
tion (19597motor vehicle fund to the Washington state high- c 172 § 47).

way commission, for the biennium ending June 30,
1961, and for obligations incurred and not yet paid,
the sum of five million three hundred sixty-seven
thousand three hundred ninety-five dollars, the
same being the December 31, 1958 unexpended bal-
ance of the appropriation contained in section 47,
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chapter 172, Laws of 1957, for construction of high-
ways on primary state highway No. 1, Snoqualmie
Pass, Columbia Basin secondaries and Echo Lake
route: Provided, That no expenditure authorized
by this section shall exceed the unexpended balance
of this appropriation as shown on the records of
the state auditor as of June 30, 1959.

tieaon1957 SEC. 6. There is hereby reappropriated from the
C 172 § 49). motor vehicle fund to the Washington state high-

way commission, for the biennium ending June 30,
1961, and for obligations incurred and not yet paid,
the sum of three million four hundred fifty-eight
thousand eight hundred thirteen dollars, the same
being the December 31, 1958 unexpended balance
of the appropriation contained in section 49, chapter
172, Laws of 1957, for advance rights of way: Pro-
vided, That no expenditure authorized by this sec-
tion shall exceed the unexpended balance of this
appropriation as shown on the records of the state
auditor as of June 30, 1959.

Reappropria- SEC. 7. There is hereby reappropriated from the
c 26 10 . motor vehicle fund to the Washington state highway

commission, for the biennium ending June 30, 1961,
and for obligations incurred and not yet paid, the
sum of three million dollars, the same being the
December 31, 1958 unexpended balance of the ap-
propriation contained in section 10, chapter 206,
Laws of 1957, for construction of Echo Lake route:
Provided, That no expenditure authorized by this
section shall exceed the unexpended balance of
this appropriation as shown on the records of the
state auditor as of June 30, 1959.

Reappropria- SEC. 8. There is hereby reappropriated from the
tion (1957
c 1a9 § 13). motor vehicle fund to the Washington state high-

way commission, for the biennium ending June 30,
1961, and for obligations incurred and not yet paid,
the sum of seventy-five million dollars, the same
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being the December 31, 1958 unexpended balance
of the appropriation contained in section 13, chapter
189, Laws of 1957, for construction of the Tacoma-
Seattle-Everett freeway: Provided, That no expen-
diture authorized by this section shall exceed the
unexpended balance of this appropriation as shown
on the records of the state auditor as of June 30,
1959.

SEC. 9. There is hereby reappropriated from the Reappropria-
tion (1957

motor vehicle fund to the Washington state highway c 172 §54).

commission, for the biennium ending June 30, 1961,
and for obligations incurred and not yet paid, the
sum of three hundred fourteen thousand nine hun-
dred forty-one dollars, the same being the Decem-
ber 31, 1958 unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion contained in section 54, chapter 172, Laws of
1957, for construction of primary state highway
No. 1 and Pasco-Kennewick bridge: Provided, That
no expenditure authorized by this section shall ex-
ceed the unexpended balance of this appropriation,
as shown on the records of the state auditor as of
June 30, 1959.

SEC. 10. There is hereby appropriated from the
motor vehicle fund to the Washington state high-
way commission for the biennium ending June 30,
1961, the sum of forty-nine million eight hundred
ninety-five thousand seven hundred seven dollars
or so much thereof as is necessary, for salaries,
wages and operations of the Washington state high-
way commission and its staff, the director of high-
ways and his staff, together with district personnel
engaged in the general direction of the highway
department, including assistance to counties and
cities, budgeting, accounting, clerical, employee
safety and training, traffic and weight control, the
supervisory functions of the construction engineer,
bridge engineer, plans and contract engineer, mate-
rials engineer, chief right of way agent, mainte-
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nance engineer, and all of their assistants and
office forces in the headquarters, district and
field offices, whose services and related expenses,
including training, general office and laboratory
expense, and radio operations; for the mainte-
nance and operation of buildings, grounds and
structures owned or rented for the housing of
personnel, equipment, and supplies necessary for
the proper execution of the activities of the depart-
ment, including the costs of rent, janitor services
and supplies, heating, electrical energy, water, and
any other pertinent operating expense; for conduct-
ing a highway planning and research program con-
sisting of road inventories and mapping, regular and
special traffic surveys and studies, financial studies
and fiscal reports, related economic surveys and
studies, and research and studies approved by the
Washington state highway commission and the joint
fact-finding committee for highways, streets and
bridges; for the maintenance and operation of the
state highways and designated routes through cities
and towns including the repair and maintenance
of roadway surfaces, roadside drainage, shoulders
and side approaches, roadside development and traf -
fic services, structures and ferries, and emergencies,
emergencies being defined as damages to highways,
structures, or ferries and/or other conditions involv-
ing public safety or welfare which could not with
reasonable judgment have been foreseen; for antici-
pated reimbursable expenditures of any kind for
work performed or services rendered for cities, coun-
ties or any other state or federal agency, collectible
damages to state property from any source and
for inventories and salary suspense.

Appropriation. SEC. 11. There is hereby appropriated from the
motor vehicle fund to the Washington state highway
commission for the biennium ending June 30, 1961,
and f or obligations incurred and not yet paid the
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sum of two hundred ten million eight hundred forty-
five thousand eighty dollars, or such thereof as
may be necessary for buildings and other structures,
construction and reconstruction of highways and
designated routes through cities and towns, includ-
ing location, rights of way, bridges and ferries, and
including funds to be expended on and off the state
system to be reimbursed under specific project agree-
ments executed or to be executed under the federal
aid road acts and the state acts assenting thereto;
also for emergencies and any other proper highway
purpose, emergencies being defined as damages to
highways, structures, ferries and/or other condi-
tions involving public safety or welfare, which could
not with exercise of reasonable judgment have been
foreseen.

SEC. 12. There is hereby appropriated from the
motor vehicle fund to the Washington state highway
commission for the period ending June 30, 1959,
the sum of fourteen million dollars, or so much
thereof as is necessary to provide for the expendi-
ture of funds to be reimbursed under specific proj-
ect agreements executed under the federal aid road
acts and the state acts assenting thereto.

This section is necessary for the immediate pres-
ervation of the public peace, health and safety, the
support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

SEC. 13. There is hereby appropriated from the'
motor vehicle fund to the department of institu-
tions the sum of eighteen thousand dollars. This
appropriation is in compensation for land and im-
provements taken for the construction of primary
state highway No. 15 from the Washington state
reformatory at Monroe and is to be used for the
construction and equipping of housing at said in-
stitution.
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Appropriation.

Passed the House March 8, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 11, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959, with

the exception of section 13, which is vetoed.
Veto message, NOTE: Excerpt of Governor's veto message reads as follows:
excerpt. "This bill is approved with the exception of section 13 which is

vetoed. Section 13 appropriates from the motor vehicle fund to the
Department of Institutions the sum of $18,000 to compensate the De-
partment of Institutions for land and improvements taken from the
Washington State Reformatory at Monroe upon the construction of
Primary State Highway No. 15.

"The title of House Bill No. 642 relates solely to appropriations for
the operation of the State Highway Comunission and the Washington
Toll Bridge Authority. For this reason, the appropriation sought to be
made by the legislature in section 13 of this bill to the Department of
Institutions violates article 2, section 19 of the Constitution of the State
of Washington.

"For this reason I deem it advisable to veto section 13. The remainder
of the bill is approved."

ALBERT D. ROSELLINI,
Governor.

[(1596)

SEC. 14. There is hereby appropriated from the
motor vehicle fund to the Washington state high-
way commission for the biennium ending June 30,
1961 the sum of one hundred ten thousand dollars,
or so much thereof as may be necessary for the
location, purchase of right of way and constructing
an approach road from the state capitol to primary
state highway No. 1, and upon completion shall
become a part of the Olympia city street system.
The actual location of the approach road shall be
that agreed upon jointly between the Washington
state highway commission and the state capitol
committee.
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CHAPTER 327.
[ H. B. 350.

RECREATIONAL DEVICES-CONVEYANCES.

AN ACT relating to recreational devices designed for conveyance
of persons.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Every owner or operator of any de- Recreation
conveyances

vice designed and operated for the conveyance of to be safe.

persons which aids in promoting entertainment,
pleasure, play, relaxation, or instruction, including
but not limited to things such as ski lif ts, ski tows,
and chair lifts, other than those devices or equipment
subject to the jurisdiction of the public service com-
mission, shall construct, furnish, maintain, and pro-
vide safe and adequate facilities and equipment with
which to safely and properly receive and transport
all persons offered to and received by the owner or
operator of such device for transportation, and to
promote the safety of such owner's or operator's
patrons, employees and the public.

SEC. 2. It shall be unlawful after the effective Devices to be
approved-

date of this act to construct or install any such recre- Viola t ion,

ational device as set f orth in section 1 of this act mseenr

without first submitting plans and specifications f or
such device to the state parks and recreation com-
mission and receiving the approval of the commis-
sion for such construction or installation. Violation
of this section shall be a misdemeanor.

SEC. 3. The state parks and recreation commis- Comnmission

sion shall have the authority and the responsibility under act.

for the inspection of the devices set forth in section
1 of this act and in addition shall have the following
powers and duties:

(1) Whenever the commission, after hearing
called upon its own motion or upon complaint, finds
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that additional apparatus, equipment, facilities or
devices for use or in connection with the transpor-
tation or conveyance of persons upon the devices set
forth in section 1 of this act, ought reasonably to be
provided, or any repairs or improvements to, or
changes in, any theretofore in use ought reasonably
to be made, or any additions or changes in construc-
tion should reasonably be made thereto, in order to
promote the security and safety of the public or em-
ployees, it may make and serve an order directing
such repairs, improvements, changes, or additions
to be made.

(2) If the commission finds that the equipment,
or appliances in connection therewith, or the ap-
paratus, or other structures of the recreational device
set forth in section 1 of this act are defective, and
that the operation thereof is dangerous to the em-
ployees of the owner or operator of such device or to
the public, it shall immediately give notice to the
owner or operator of such device of the repairs or
reconstruction necessary to place the same in a safe
condition, and may prescribe the time within which
they shall be made. If, in its opinion, it is needful
or proper, the commission may.forbid the operation
of the device until it is repaired and placed in a safe
condition.

Unlawful SEC. 4. It shall be unlawf ul f or any owner or
operation,
mnisdemneanor, operator of the recreational devices set forth in sec-

tion 1 of this act to knowingly and wilfully operate
any such device that is defective. Violation of this
section shall constitute a misdemeanor.

inspector SEC. 5. The state parks and recreation commis-
-Asisans.sion shall employ or retain a person qualified in

engineering experience and training who shall be
designated as the inspector of recreational devices,
and may employ such additional employees as are
necessary to properly administer this act. The in-
spector and such additional employees may be hired
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on a temporary basis or borrowed from other state
departments, or the commission may contract with
individuals or firms for such inspecting service on
an independent basis. The commission shall pre-
scribe the salary or other remuneration for such
service.

SEC. 6. The inspector of recreational devices and Inpector,
assitants-

his assistants shall inspect all equipment and ap- Powers and

pliances connected with the recreational devices set
forth in section 1 of this act and make such reports
of his inspection to the commission as may be re-
quired. He shall, on discovering any defective
equipment, or appliances connected therewith, ren-
dering the use of the equipment dangerous, im-
mediately report the same to the owner or operator
of the device on which it is found, and in addition
report it to the commission. If in the opinion of the
inspector the continued operation of the defective
equipment constitutes an immediate danger to the
safety of the persons operating or being conveyed
by such equipment, the inspector may condemn such
equipment and shall immediately notify the com-
mission of his action in this respect: Provided, That
inspection required by this act must be conducted
at least once each year.

SEC. 7. The expenses in connection with making Inspection
costs-Reirn-

inspections under this act shall be paid in the first bureent-

instance by the commission, provided that each -Disposition
of moneys.

owner or operator of such recreational device shall,
upon notification by the commission of the amount
due, reimburse the commission for the costs incurred
by the commission in making such inspection. The
commission shall not charge in excess of ten dollars
an hour for the service in making such inspections
and in no event shall the total costs of each inspection
for which the commission is to be reimbursed exceed
the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars. In de-
termining the costs to be assessed hereunder, the
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commission must approximate the reasonable costs
necessary in order to accomplish the purposes of this
act. The costs as assessed by the commission shall
be a lien on the equipment of the owner or operator
of the recreational devices so inspected. The moneys
collected by the commission hereunder shall be paid
into the general fund.

SEC. 8. Inspections, rules, and orders of the de-
partment resulting from the exercise of the pro-
visions of this act shall not in any manner be deemed
to impose liability upon the state for any injury or
damage resulting from the operation of the facilities
regulated by this act, and all actions of the depart-
ment and its personnel shall be deemed to be an
exercise of the police power of the state.

Rules and SEC. 9. The state parks and recreation commis-
regulations. sion is empowered to adopt reasonable rules, regu-

lations, and codes relating to public safety in the
construction, operation and maintenance of the
recreational devices provided for in this act. The
rules, regulations and codes authorized hereunder
shall be in accordance with established standards,
if any, and shall not be discriminatory in their ap-
plication.

Review of SEC. 10. The procedure for review of the orders
commission
orders. or actions of the state parks and recreation commis-

sion, its agents or employees, shall be the same as
that contained in RCW 81.04.170, 81.04.180, and 81-
.04.190.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 328.
[ Sub. H. B. 373.]

STATE BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING.

AN ACT relating to the state's budget and accounting system;
prescribing powers and duties of certain officers. and agen-
cies in relation thereto; transferring certain powers and
duties; repealing sections 2 through 8, 11 and 12, chapter 9,
Laws of 1925, sections 1 through 5, chapter 162, Laws of
1929, and RCW 43.86.010 through 43.86.080, 43.86.110 and
43.86.120; repealing sections 8, 9, 10, 11, and 13, chapter
196, Laws of 1941, sections 8 and 11, chapter 114, Laws of
1947 and RCW 43.87.010 through 43.87.050; and declaring an
emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Purpose. It is the purpose of this Purm~se.
enactment to establish an effective budget and ac-
counting system for all activities of the state gov-
ernment; to prescribe the powers and duties of the
governor as these relate to securing such fiscal con-
trols as will promote effective budget administra-
tion; and to prescribe the responsibilities of agen-
cies of the executive branch of the state govern-
ment.

SEC. 2. Definitions. Definitions.

(1) "Budget" shall mean a proposed plan of "Budget."

expenditures for a given period or purpose and the
proposed means for financing these expenditures;

(2) "Budget Document" shall mean a formal, "Budget doc-

written statement offered by the governor to theumn,

legislature, as provided in section 3 of this act.
(3) "Budget Director" shall mean the official ap- "Budget

pointed by the governor to serve at the governor'S drco.

pleasure and to whom the governor may delegate
necessary authority to carry out the governor's
duties as provided in this act. The budget director
shall be head of the central budget agency, which
shall be in the office of the governor.

[ 1601 ]
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"Age,

"PubJ
funds

ncy." (4) "Agency" shall mean and include every
state office, officer, each institution, whether educa-
tional, correctional or other, and every department,
division, board and commission, except as otherwise
provided in this act.

lic (5) "Public funds", for purposes of this act,
shall mean all moneys, including cash, checks, bills,
notes, drafts, stocks and bonds, whether held in
trust or for operating purposes and collected or dis-
bursed under law, whether or not such funds are
otherwise subject to legislative appropriation.

ulations." (6) "Regulations" shall mean the policies, stand-
ards and requirements, stated in writing, designed
to carry out the purposes of this act, as issued by
the governor or his designated agent, and which
shall have the force and effect of law.

,nts of SEC. 3. Content of the budget document.
etent. The budget document shall consist of the fol-

lowing parts:
Part I shall contain the governor's budget mes-

sage which shall be explanatory of the budget and
shall contain an outline of the proposed financial
policies of the state for the ensuing fiscal period
and shall describe in connection therewith the im-
portant features of the budget. The message shall
set forth the reasons for salient changes from the
previous fiscal period in expenditure and revenue
items and shall explain any major changes in finan-
cial policy. Attached to the budget message shall
be such supporting schedules, exhibits and other
explanatory material in respect to both current
operations and capital improvements as the gov-
ernor shall deem to be useful to the legislature.

Part I shall also contain:
As to revenues:
(1) Anticipated revenues classified by fund and

source;
E 1602]1
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(2) Comparisons between revenues actually re-
ceived during the immediately past fiscal period,
those received or anticipated for the current
period, and those anticipated for the ensuing period;

(3) Cash surplus, by fund, to the extent provided
by section 4 of this act;

(4) Such additional information dealing with
revenues as the governor shall deem pertinent and
useful to the legislature.

As to expenditures:
(1) Tabulations showing expenditures classified

by fund, function, activity and object;
(2) Cash deficit, by fund, to the extent pro-

vided by section 5 of this act;
(3) Such additional information dealing with

expenditures as the governor shall deem pertinent
and useful to the legislature;

Part II shall embrace the detailed estimates of
all anticipated revenues applicable to proposed op-
erating expenditures. Part II shall also include all
proposed operating expenditures. The total of an-
ticipated revenues shall equal the total of proposed
applicable expenditures: Provided, That this re-
quirement shall not prevent the liquidation of any
deficit existing on the effective date of this act.
This part shall further include:

(1) Interest, amortization and redemption
charges on the state debt;

(2) Payments of all reliefs, judgments and
claims;

(3) Other statutory expenditures;
(4) Expenditures incident to the operation for

each agency in such form as the governor shall de-
termine;

(5) Revenues derived from agency operations;
(6) Expenditures and revenues shall be given

in comparative form showing those incurred or re-
ceived for the immediately past fiscal period and

[ 1603]
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those anticipated f or the current and next ensuing
periods;

(7) Such other information as the governor shall
deem useful to the legislature in gaining an under-
standing of revenues and expenditures.

Part III shall consist of:
'(1) Expenditures incident to current or pending

capital projects and to proposed new capital proj-
ects, relating the respective amounts proposed to
be raised theref or by appropriations in the budget
and the respective amounts proposed to be raised
therefor by the issuance of bonds during the fiscal
period;

(2) A capital program consisting of proposed cap-
ital projects for at least the two fiscal periods suc-
c eedin g the next fiscal period. The capital program
shall include for each proposed project a statement
of the reason or purpose for the project along with
an estimate of its cost;

(3) Such other information bearing upon capital
projects as the governor shall deem to be useful
to the legislature.

Cash Sc4.Cash supu.Srlsavailable for appro-
surpus- priation shall be limited to cash surplus, defined

for purposes of this act as any money, assets or
other resources available for expenditure over and
above any liabilities which are expected to be in-
curred by the close of the current fiscal period.
If the aggregate of estimated revenues for the next
ensuing fiscal period, together with the surplus,
if any, for the current fiscal period exceeds the
applicable appropriations proposed by the governor
for the next ensuing fiscal period, the governor shall
include in Part I of the budget document his recoin-
m endations for the use of said excess of anticipated
revenues, and said surplus, over applicable appro-
priations for the reduction of indebtedness, for the
re duction of taxation or for other purposes as in

[ 1604
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his discretion shall serve the best interests of the
state.

SEC. 5. Cash deficit. Cash deficit of the current Cash deficit.

fiscal period is defined for purposes of this act as
the amount by which the aggregate of expenditures
charged to a fund will exceed the aggregate of
receipts credited to such fund in the current fiscal
period, less the extent to which such deficit may
have been provided for from available reserve funds.

If, for any applicable fund, the estimated reve-
nues for the next ensuing period plus cash surplus
shall be less than the aggregate of appropriations
proposed by the governor for the next ensuing fiscal
period, the governor shall include in Part I of the
budget document his proposals as to the manner
in which the anticipated deficit shall be met, whether
by an increase in the indebtedness of the state, by
the imposition of new taxes, by increases in tax
rates or an extension thereof, or in any like manner.
The governor may provide for orderly liquidation
of the currently existing deficit over a period of
one or more fiscal periods, if, in his discretion, such
manner of liquidation would best serve the public
interest.

SEC. 6. Legislative review of budget document Legislative
review of

and budget bill. Within five calendar days after the budget docu-

convening of the legislature the governor shall sub- etbil

mit the budget document unless such time is ex-
tended by the legislature. The governor shall also
submit a budget bill which for purposes of this act
is defined to mean the appropriations proposed by
the governor as set forth in the budget document.
Such representatives of agencies as have been des-
ignated by the governor for this purpose shall, when
requested, by either house of the legislature, appear
to be heard with respect to the budget document
and the budget bill and to supply such additional
information as may be required.

[ 1605 ]
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tiop SEC. 7. Appropriations. Appropriations shall be
deemed maximum authorizations to incur expendi-
tures but the governor shall exercise all due super-
vision and control to ensure that expenditure rates
are such that program objectives are realized within
these maximums.

Audopto.o SEC. 8. Adoption of budget. Adoption of the ap-
propriation, or budget, bill by the legislature shall
constitute adoption of the budget and the making
of appropriations theref or. The budget shall be
finally adopted not later than thirty calendar days
prior to the beginning of the fiscal period.

Development SEC. 9. Development of budget. For purposes of
of udgt. developing his budget proposals, to the legislature,

the governor shall have the power, and it shall be
his duty, to require from proper agency officials
such detailed estimates and other information in
such form and at such times as he shall direct. The
estimates for the legislature and the judiciary shall
be transmitted to the governor and shall be included
in the budget. Estimates for the legislature and for
the supreme court shall be included in the budget
without revision. In the year of the gubernatorial
election, the governor shall invite the governor-elect
or his designee to attend all hearings provided in
section 11 of this act; and the governor shall furnish
the governor-elect or his designee with such infor-
mation as will enable him to gain an understanding
of the state's budget requirements. The governor-
elect or his designee may ask such questions during
the hearings and require such information as he
deems necessary and may make recommendations
in connection with any item of the budget which,
with the governor-elect's reasons theref or, shall be
presented to the legislature in writing with the
budget document. Copies of all such estimates and
other required information shall also be submitted
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to the legislative budget committee. The governor
shall also invite the legislative budget committee
to designate one or more persons to be present at
all hearings provided in section 10. The designees
of the legislative budget committee may also ask
such questions during the hearings and require such
information as they deem necessary.

SEC. 10. Executive hearings. The governor may Executive

provide for hearings on all agency requests for hearings.

expenditures to enable him to make determinations
as to the need, value or usefulness of activities or
programs requested by agencies. The governor may
require the attendance of proper agency officials
at his hearings and it shall be their duty to disclose
such information as may be required to enable the
governor to arrive at his final determination.

SEC. 11. Expenditure programs; allotments; re- Expenditure
programs;serves. Subsections (1) and (2) of this section set allotments;

forth the expenditure programs and the allotmentrervs
and reserve procedures to be followed by the execu-
tive branch.

(1) Before the beginning of the fiscal period, all
agencies shall submit to the governor a statement
of proposed agency expenditures at such times and
in such form as may be required by him. The state-
ment of proposed expenditures shall show, among
other things, the requested allotments of appropri-
ations for the ensuing fiscal period for the agency
concerned for such periods as may be determined
by the budget director for the entire fiscal period.
The governor shall review the requested allotments
in the light of the agency's plan of work and, with
the advice of the budget director, he may revise
or alter agency allotments: Provided, That revision
of allotments shall not be made for the following:
agencies headed by elective officials; University of
Washington; Washington State College; Central
Washington College of Education; Eastern Washing-
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ton College of Education; and Western Washington
College of Education. The aggregate of the allot-
ments for any agency shall not exceed the total of
appropriations available to the agency concerned
for the fiscal period.

(2) Except for agencies headed by elective of-
ficials and for institutions for higher education, as
provided in this section, the approved allotments
may be revised during the course of the fiscal period
in accordance with the regulations issued pursuant
to this act. If at any time during the fiscal
period the governor shall ascertain that available
revenues for the applicable period will be less than
the respective appropriations, he shall revise the
allotments concerned so as to prevent the making
of expenditures in excess of available revenues. To
the same end, and with the exception stated in this
section for allotments involving agencies headed by
elective officials and for institutions for higher edu-
cation the governor is authorized to withhold and
to assign to, and to remove from, a reserve status
any portion of an agency appropriation which in
the governor's discretion is not needed for the al-
lotment. No expenditures shall be made from any
portion of an appropriation which has been assigned
to a reserve status except as provided in this sec-
tion.

(3) It is expressly provided that all agencies
shall be required to maintain accounting records
and to report thereon in the manner prescribed in
this act and under the regulations issued pursuant
to this act.

Revenue SEC. 12. Revenue estimates. Before the begin-
estimates.

ning of any fiscal period, any agency engaged in
the collection of revenues shall submit to the gov-
ernor statements of revenue estimates at such times
and in such form as may be required by him.

[ 1608]1
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SEC. 13. When contracts and expenditures pro-
hibited. No agency shall expend or contract to ex-
pend any money or incur any liability in excess of
the amounts appropriated for that purpose: Pro-
vided, That nothing in this section shall prevent the
making of contracts or the spending of money for
capital improvements, nor the making of contracts
of lease or for service for a period exceeding the
fiscal period in which such contract is made, when
such contract is permitted by law. Any contract
made in violation of this section shall be null and
void.

SEC. 14. Lapsing of appropriations. All appropria-
tions shall lapse at the end of the fiscal period to
the extent that they have not been expended or
lawfully obligated. Any remaining unexpended and
unobligated balance of appropriations shall revert
to the fund from which the appropriation was made.

[CH. 328.

When con-
tracts and
expenditures
prohibited.

Lapsing of
appropriations.

SEC. 15. Priority of expenditures---appropriated Priority of

and nonappropriated funds. For those agenciesexndtrs
which make expenditures from both appropriated
and nonappropriated funds, the governor is au-
thorized to direct such agencies to charge their ex-
penditures in such ratio, as between appropriated
and nonappropriated funds, as will conserve ap-
propriated funds.

SEC. 16. Fiscal management-powers and duties
of officers and agencies. This section sets forth the
major fiscal duties and responsibilities of officers
and agencies of the executive branch. The regu-
lations issued by the governor pursuant to this act
shall provide for a comprehensive, orderly basis for
fiscal management and control, including efficient
accounting and reporting therefor, for the executive
branch of the state government and may include, in
addition, such requirements as will generally pro-
mote more efficient public management in the state.

[ 1609 J
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Fiscal man-
agement-
Powers, duties,
of officers
and a gencies.

(1) Governor; budget director. The governor,
through his budget director, shall devise and super-
vise a modern and complete accounting system for
each agency to the end that all revenues, expendi-
tures, receipts, disbursements, resources and obliga-
tions of the state shall be properly and systematic-
ally accounted for. The accounting system shall in-
clude the development of accurate, timely records
and reports of all financial affairs of the state. The
system shall also provide for comprehensive central
accounts in the central budget agency. The budget
director may require such financial, statistical and
other reports as he deems necessary from all agencies
covering any period.

In addition, the budget director, as agent of the
governor, shall:

(a) Make surveys and analyses of agencies with
the object of determining better methods and in-
creased effectiveness in the use of manpower and
materials; and he shall authorize expenditures for
employee training to the end that the state may
benefit from training facilities made available to
state employees;

(b) Report to the governor with regard to dupli-
cation of effort or lack of coordination among agen-
cies;

(c) Review any pay and classification plans, and
changes thereunder, developed by any agency for
their fiscal impact: Provided, That none of the pro-
visions of this subsection shall aff ect merit systems
of personnel management now existing or hereafter
established by statute relating to the fixing of
qualification requirements for recruitment, appoint-
ment, or promotion of employees of any agency. He
shall advise and confer with agencies including the
legislative budget committee and the legislative
council regarding the fiscal impact of such plans and
may amend or alter said plans, except that for the
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following agencies no amendment or alteration of
said plans may be made without the approval of
the agency concerned: Agencies headed by elective
officials; University of Washington; Washington
State College; Central Washington College of Educa-
tion; Eastern Washington College of Education; and
Western Washington College of Education;

(d) Fix the number and classes of positions or
authorized man years of employment for each agency
and during the fiscal period amend the determina-
tions previously fixed by him, except that he shall
not be empowered to fix said number or said classes
for the following: Agencies headed by elective of-
ficials; University of Washington; Washington State
College; Central Washington College of Education;
Eastern Washington College of Education; and
Western Washington College of Education;

(e) Promulgate regulations to effectuate pro-
visions contained in subsections (a) through (d)
hereof.

(2) The treasurer shall:
(a) Receive, keep and disburse all public funds

of the state not expressly required by law to be
received, kept and disbursed by some other persons:
Provided, That this subsection shall not apply to
those public funds of the institutions of higher learn-
ing which are not subject to appropriation;

(b) Disburse public funds under his supervision
or custody by warrant or check;

(c) Keep a correct and current account of all
moneys received and disbursed by him, classified by
fund or account;

(d) Perform such other duties as may be re-
quired by law or by regulations issued pursuant to
this law.

It shall be unlawful for the treasurer to issue
any warrant or check for public funds in the treasury
except upon forms duly prescribed by the budget
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Fiscal mnan-
agement-
Powers, duties,
of officers
and agencies.

director. Said forms shall provide for authentica-
tion and certification by the agency head or his
designee that the services have been rendered or the
materials have been furnished and the treasurer
shall not be liable under his surety bond for erroneous
or improper payments so made. The responsibility
f or recovery of erroneous or improper payments
made under this section shall he with the agency
head or his designee in accordance with regulations
issued pursuant to this act.

(3) The state auditor shall:
(a) Report to the legislature the results of cur-

rent post audits that have been made of the financial
transactions of each agency; to this end he may, in
his discretion, examine the books and accounts of
any agency, official or employee charged with the
receipt, custody or safekeeping of public funds.

(b) Give information to the legislature, when-
ever required, upon any subject relating to the
financial affairs of the state.

(c) Make his official report on or before the
thirty-first of December which precedes the meeting
of the legislature. The report shall be for the last
complete fiscal period and shall include at least the
following:

(i) Determinations as to whether agencies, in
making expenditures, complied with the will of the
legislature; and

(ii) Such plans as he deems expedient for the
support of the state's credit, for lessening expendi-
tures, for promoting frugality and economy in
agency affairs and generally for an improved level
of fiscal management.

(d) Be empowered to take exception to specific
expenditures that have been incurred by any agency
or to take exception to other practices related in
any way to the agency's financial transactions and to
cause such exceptions to be made a matter of public
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record, including disclosure to the agency concerned
and to the budget director. It shall be the duty of
the budget director to cause corrective action to be
taken promptly, such action to include, as appro-
priate, the withholding of funds as provided in sec-
tion 11 of this act.

(e) Shall promptly report any irregularities tcP
the attorney general.

(4) The legislative budget committee may:
(a) Make post audits of such of the financial.

transactions as it may determine of any agency and ta
this end may in its discretion examine the books ancl
accounts of any agency, official, or employee charged-
with the receipt, custody, or safe keeping of public:
funds.

(b) Give information to the legislature and-
legislative council whenever required upon any sub-
ject relating to the financial affairs of the state.

(c) Make its official report on or before the
thirty-first of December which precedes the meeting
of the legislature. The report shall be for the last
complete fiscal period and shall include at least the
f ollowing:

(i) Determinations as to the extent to which
agencies in making expenditures have complied with
the will of the legislature and in this connection,
may take exception to specific expenditures orf-
nancial practices of any agencies; and

(ii) Such plans as it deems expedient for the
support of the state's credit, for lessening expendi-
tures, for promoting frugality and economy in
agency affairs and generally -for an improved level
of fiscal management; and

(iii) A report on the efficiency and accuracy of
the post audit operations of the state government.

SEC. 17. Refunds of erroneous or excessive pay- Refunds.

ments. Whenever any law which provides for the
collection of fees or other payment by an agency
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does not authorize the refund of erroneous or ex-
cessive payments thereof, refunds may be made or
authorized by the agency which collected the fees
or payments of all such amounts received by the
agency in consequence of error, either of fact or of
law. The regulations issued by the governor pur-
suant to this act shall prescribe the procedure to be
employed in making refunds.

Where appro- SEC. 18. Where appropriations not required. Ap-
priations not
required. propriations shall not be required for refunds, as

provided in section 17 of this act, nor in the case of
payments to be made from trust funds specifically
created by law to discharge awards, claims, an-
nuities and other liabilities of the state. A trust
fund is defined for purposes of this act as a fund
consisting of resources received and held by an
agency as trustee, to be expended or invested in
accordance with the provisions of the trust. Said
funds shall include, but shall not be limited to, the
Accident Fund, Medical Aid Fund, Retirement Sys-
tem Fund, Washington State Patrol Retirement
Fund and Unemployment Trust Fund. Nor shall
appropriations be required in the case of public
service enterprises defined for the purposes of this
section as proprietary functions conducted by an
agency of the state. It shall not be necessary for
an appropriation to be made to permit payment of
obligations by revolving funds, as provided in section
19 of this act.

Revolving SEC. 19. Revolving funds. Revolving funds shall
funds.

not be created by law except to finance the opera-
tions of service units, or units set up to supply goods
and services to other units or agencies. Such service
units where created shall be self-supporting opera-
tions featuring continuous turnover of working
capital. The regulations issued by the governor
pursuant to this act shall prescribe the procedures
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to be employed by agencies in accounting and re-
porting for revolving funds and may provide for the
keeping of such funds in the custody of the treasurer.

SEC. 20. Public records. All agency records re- Public
records.

fiecting financial transactions, such records being de-
fined for purposes of this act to mean books of ac-
count, financial statements, and supporting records
including expense vouchers and other evidences of
obligation, shall be deemed to be public records and
shall be available for public inspection in the agency
concerned during official working hours.

SEC. 21. It is the intent of this act to assign to Implementa-

the governor's office authority for developing and in

maintaining budgeting, accounting, reporting and
other systems necessary for effective expenditure
and revenue control among agencies.

To this end:
(1) All powers and duties and functions of the

state auditor relating to the disbursement of public
funds by warrant or check are hereby transferred to
the state treasurer as the governor may direct but
no later than ninety days after the start of the next
fiscal biennium, and the state auditor shall deliver
to the state treasurer all books, records, accounts,
equipment, or other property relating to such func-
tion. In all cases where any question shall arise as
to the proper custody of any such books, records,
accounts, equipment or property, or pending busi-
ness, the governor shall determine the question;

(2) In all cases where reports, notices, certifica-
tions, vouchers, disbursements and similar state-
ments are now required to be given to any agency
the duties and responsibilities of which are being
assigned or reassigned by this act, the same shall be
given to the agency or agencies in the manner pro-
vided for in this act.
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Conlstruction. .SEC. 22. If any part of this act shall be found to
be in conflict with federal requirements which are a
prescribed condition to the allocation of federal
funds to the state, such conflicting part of this act
i s hereby declared to be inoperative solely to the ex-
tent of such conflict and with respect to the agencies
directly affected, and such finding or determination
shall not affect the operation of the remainder of
this act in its application to the agencies concerned.
The rules and regulations under this act shall meet
federal requirements which are a necessary con-
dition to the receipt of federal funds by the state.

Legislative SEC. 23. For the purposes of this act, the legis-
enumrate. lative council, the statute law committee, the legis-

lative bud get committee, and all legislative interim
committees shall be deemed a part of the legislative
branch of state government.

Inapplicable SEC. 24. This act shall not apply to the Washing-
sions. ton state apple advertising commission, the Wash-

ington state fruit commission, the Washington state
dairy products commission, or any agricultural com-
modity commission created under the provisions of
chapter 15.66 RCW: Provided, That all such com-
missions shall submit estimates and such other
ne cessary information as may be required for the
development of the budget and shall also be subject
to audit by the appropriate state auditing agency or
officer.

Repeal. SEC. 25. The following acts or parts of acts are
repealed:

(1) Sections 2 through 8, 11 and 12, chapter 9,
Laws of 1925, sections 1 through 5, chapter 162,
Laws of 1929 and RCW 43.86.010 through 43.86.080,
43.86.110 and 43.86.120;

(2) Sections 8, 9, 10, 11 and 13, chapter 196,
Laws of 1941, sections 8 and 11, chapter 114, Laws
of 1947 and RCW 43.87.010 through 43.87.050.
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SEC. 26. If any provision of this act, or its ap- Severability.

plication to any person or circumstance is held in-
valid, the remainder of the act, or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances
is not affected.

SEC. 27. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take eff ect immediately.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 329.
[ H. B. 599. 1

ELECTIONS-VOTERS' AND CANDIDATES' PAMPHLETS.

AN ACT relating to elections and the publication of voters' and
candidates' pamphlets and the form and contents thereof;
providing procedures in relation thereto; amending section
26, chapter 138, Laws of 1913, as last amended by section
4, chapter 144, Laws of 1933, and RCW 29.79.360; amending
section 1, chapter 30, Laws of 1917 and RCW 29.79.370
through 29.79.400; adding new sections to chapter 138,
Laws of 1913 and to chapter 29.79 RCW; and repealing
RCW 29.79.330, 29.79.340, and 29.79.350; and amending
sections 3105 and 3109, Code of 1881 and RCW 29.65.010.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is added to chapter 138, Laws New section.

of 1913 and to chapter 29.79 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

The voters' pamphlet shall contain as to each Reqluiredf

state measure to be voted upon, the following in the voters' 1

order set forth in this section:
(1) Upon the top portion of the first two op-

posing pages relating to said measure and not ex-
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ceeding one-third of the total printing area shall
appear:

(a) The legal identification of the measure by
serial designation and number;

(b) The official ballot title of the measure;
(c) A brief statement explaining the law as it

presently exists;
(d) A brief statement explaining the effect of

the proposed measure should it be approved into
law;

(e) The total number of votes cast for and
against the measure in both the state senate and
house of representatives if the measure has been
passed by the legislature;

(f) A heavy double ruled line across both pages
to clearly set apart the above items from the re-
maining text.

(2) Upon the lower portion of the left page of
the two facing pages shall appear an argument ad-
vocating the voters' approval of the measure.

(3) Upon the lower portion of the right hand
page of the two facing pages shall appear an argu-
ment advocating the voters' rejection of the meas-
ure.

(4) Following each argument each member of
the committee advocating for or against a measure
shall be listed by name and address to the end that
the public shall be fully apprised of the advocate's
identity.

(5) At the conclusion of the pamphlet the full
text of each of the measures shall appear. The text
of the proposed constitutional amendments shall be
set forth in the form provided for in section 9.

New section. SEC. 2. There is added to chapter 138, Laws of
1913 and to chapter 29.79 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

(1) The attorney general shall prepare the ex-
planatory statements required to be presented on the
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top portion of the two facing pages relating to each Explanatory

measre.Such statements shall be prepared in clear Obj ectionsmeasure.thereto.
and concise language and shall avoid the use of
legal and other technical terms insofar as possible.
Any person dissatisfied with the explanatory state-
ment so prepared may at any time within ten days
from the filing thereof in the office of the secretary
of state appeal to the superior court of Thurston
county by petition setting forth the measure, the
explanatory statement prepared by the attorney
general, and his objection thereto and praying for
the amendment thereof. A copy of the petition and
a notice of such appeal shall be served on the
secretary of state and the attorney general. The
court shall, upon filing of the petition, examine the
measure, the explanatory statement, and the objec-
tions thereto and may hear argument thereon and
shall, as soon as possible, render its decision and
certify to and file with the secretary of state such
explanatory statement as it determines will meet the
requirements of this amendatory act. The decision
of the superior court shall be final and its explan-
atory statement shall be the established explanatory
statement. Such appeal shall be heard without costs
to either party.

(2) Arguments advocating the voters' approval Arguments
on measures.

or rejection of any measure shall be prepared and
submitted for printing by the cormmittees created
pursuant to sections 3, 4, and 5. Such arguments
shall be the official arguments and no other argu-
ments shall appear in the pamphlet as to such
measure. Arguments may contain graphs and
charts, supported by factual statistical data and
pictures or other illustrations, but cartoons or cani-
catures shall not be permitted.

SEC. 3. There is added to chapter 138, Laws Of New section.

1913 and to chapter 29.79 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

[ 16191:
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Arguments advocating voters' approval of any
proposed constitutional amendment, referendum
bill, or referendum measure shall be composed and
submitted for printing by a committee created as
follows: The presiding officer of the state senate
shall appoint one state senator known to favor the
measure and the presiding officer of the house of
representatives shall appoint one state represen-
tative known to favor the measure. The two per-
sons so appointed shall appoint a third member to'
the committee who may or may not be a member
of the legislature.

SEC. 4. There is added to chapter 138, Laws of
1913 and to chapter 29.79 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Arguments advocating voters' rejection of any
proposed constitutional amendment or referendum
bill passed by the legislature and referred to the
people for final decision shall be composed and sub-
mitted for printing by a committee created as fol-
lows: The presiding officer of the state senate shall
appoint one state senator and the presiding officer
of the house of representatives shall appoint one
state representative. Whenever possible, the two
persons so appointed shall be known to have op-
posed the measure and they shall appoint a third
member to the committee who may or may not be a
member of the legislature.

SEC. 5. There is added to chapter 138, Laws of
1913 and to chapter 29.79 RCW a new section to read
as f ollows:

Arguments advocating voters' rejection of any
act passed by the legislature and referred to the
people by referendum petition and arguments both
for and against any initiative measure shall be com-
posed and submitted for printing by committees
created as follows:

[ 1620
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(1) For arguments favoring any such measures,
the presiding officer of the state senate, the presid-
ing officer of the house of representatives and the
secretary of state shall together appoint two per-
sons known to favor the measure to serve on the
committee. The two persons so appointed shall
appoint a third person to the committee.

(2) For arguments against any such measures,
the presiding officer of the state senate, the presiding
officer of the house of representatives, and the sec-
r .etary of state shall together appoint two persons to
serve on the committee. Whenever possible, the
two persons so appointed shall be known to have
opposed the measure. The two persons so appointed
shall appoint a third person to the committee.

SEC. 6. There is added to chapter 138, Laws Of New section.

1913 and to chapter 29.79 RCW a new section to
read as follows:

Committees created pursuant to sections 3, 4, and Committee
chairmen-

5 of this act shall elect from their members a chair- Vacancies.

man to conduct the business of the committee. Each
committee may name other persons, not to exceed
five, to serve as advisory committee members with-
out vote.

In the event of a vacancy or vacancies in one of
the committees, the remaining committee members
or member, shall fill such vacancy or vacancies by
appointment. Should any vacancy not be filled
within fifteen days after it first occurs, the secretary
of state shall fill such vacancy by appointment.

SEC. 7. There is added to chapter 138, Laws of New section.

1913 and to chapter 29.79 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

The secretary of state shall promulgate such Rules and

rules and regulations as may be necessary to facili-eglaios

tate the provisions of this amendatory act including
but not limited to the setting of final dates f or the

[ 1621]
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appointment of committees, for the filing of argu-
ments and explanatory statements with his office,
and for filing with his office a notice of any judicial
review concerning the provisions of this amendatory
act.

New section. SEC. 8. There is added to chapter 138, Laws of
1913 and to chapter 29.79 RCW a new section to read
as follows:

Form of Any proposed constitutional amendment which
amendments
to) Constitu- amends any part of the Constitution as it then exists

tion. shall be set forth in the following form: All deleted
matter shall be set in italics and enclosed in brackets
and all new material shall be underlined and there
shall appear in bold face type between the caption
and the body of the amendment, the following state-
ment: "All words printed in italics are in the Con-
stitution at the present and are being taken out by
this amendment. All words underscored do not ap-
pear in the Constitution as it now is written but will
be put in if this amendment is adopted.": Provided,
That if in the opinion of the secretary of state the
proposed amendment is so extensive that the fore-
going method is not practical then, in that case, the
section of the Constitution as it stands at the time of
the election and the Constitution as it will appear if
amended shall be printed on facing pages headed in
bold face type by the words "the Constitution as it
is before amendment" and "the Constitution as it
will be if amended."

SEC. 9. Section 1, chapter 30, Laws of 1917 (here-
tofore divided and codified as RCW 29.79.370 through
29.79.400) are divided and amended as set forth in
sections 11 through 14 of this act.

RCW 29.79.370 SEC. 10. (RCW 29.79.370) At least sixty days
amended.-
Publication prior to any election at which any initiative or
date.

referendum measure is to be submitted to the people,
the secretary of state shall cause to be printed in
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pamphlet form a true copy of the serial designation
and number, the ballot title, the legislative title, the
full text of and the arguments for and arguments
against each measure (including amendments to the
Constitution proposed by the legislature) to be sub-
mitted to the people, and such other information
pertaining to elections as may be required by law
or in the judgment of the secretary of state is
deemed informative to the voters.

SEc. 11. (RCW 29.79.380) All measures and RCW 29.79.380

arguments shall be printed in the following order: without

(1) Those "Proposed by Initiative Petition";,
(2) Those "Proposed to the People by the Legis-

lature";
(3) Those "Proposed to the Legislature and Re-

ferred to the People";
(4) Those "Initiated by Petition and Alternative

by the Legislature";
(5) "Amendments to the Constitution Proposed

by the Legislature"; and
(6) "Measures Recommending Constitutional

Conventions."

SEc. 12. (RCW 29.79.390) All measures and argu- RCW2979.390

ments shall be printed and bound in a single pamph- -amphlet

let according to the following specifications: Specifications.

(1) The pages of the pamphlet shall be not
larger than eight and one-half by eleven inches in
size;

(2) The outside measurement of the printed
matter of each page shall be not less than six by
nine inches, including running head;

(3) It shall be printed in clear readable type;
(4) The pamphlet shall be printed on a quality

and weight of paper which in the judgment of the
secretary of state best serves the voters.

It shall be the duty of the secretary of state to
publish in such pamphlets a table of contents and a
brief alphabetical index of subjects.

[ 1623 1
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RCW 29.79.400 SEC. 13. (RCW 29.79.400) The cost of print-
Printing hosts ing and binding such pamphlets including the print-

How aid. ing of arguments shall be paid from the moneys ap-
propriated for printing for the secretary of state.

SEC. 14. Section 26, chapter 138, Laws of 1913, as
last amended by section 4, chapter 144, Laws of 1933
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 29.79.330
through 29.79.360) are amended to read as set forth
in sections 16 through 19 of this act, RCW 29.79.330,
29.79.340, and 29.79.350 being hereby repealed.

Repeal. SEC. 15. RCW 29.79.330 is hereby repealed.

Repeal. SEC. 16. RCW 29.79.340 is hereby repealed.

Repeal. SEC. 17. RCW 29.79.350 is hereby repealed.

RCW 29.79.360 SEC. 18. (RCW 29.79.360) If in the opinion of
withou the secretary of state any argument offered for filing

amedmet.contains any obscene, vulgar, profane, scandalous,,
libelous, defamatory, or treasonable matter, or any
language tending to provoke crime or a breach of
the peace, or any language or matter the circulation
of which through the mails is prohibited by any act
of congress, the secretary of state shall refuse to file
it: Provided, That the committee submitting such
argument for filing may appeal to a board of censors
consisting of the governor, the attorney general and
the superintendent of public instruction, and the
decision of a majority of such board. shall be final.

Candidates SEC. 19. There shall be mailed by the secretary
pamphletpro
mailed to of state to all voters of the state pirto each state

voters. general election a candidates' pamphlet containing
photographs and campaign statements of eligible
nominees who desire to participate therein.

Nominee's SEC. 20. Not later than forty-five days prior to
statement and
photo filed, the applicable state general election, each nominee

for the office of United States senator, United States
representative, governor, lieutenant governor, sec-
retary of state, state treasurer, state auditor, at-
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torney general, superintendent of public instruction,
commissioner of public lands, insurance commis-
sioner, state senator, state representative, judge of
the supreme court and judge of the superior court
may file with the secretary of state a typewritten
statement advocating his candidacy not to exceed
three hundred fifty words per printed page accom-
panied by a photograph not more than five years old
and suitable for reproduction. No such statement
or photograph shall be filed by any person who is
the sole nominee for any office.

SEC. 21. (1) The secretary of state shall reject
any statement offered f or filing, which, in his opinion,
contains any obscene, profane, libelous or defam-
atory matter, or any language or matter, the cir-
culation of which through the mails is prohibited
by congress. Nor shall any nominee submit a photo-
graph showing the unif orm or insigna of any or-
ganization which advocates or teaches racial or re-
ligious intolerance.

(2) Within five days after such rejection the
persons submitting such statement for filing may
appeal to a board of review, consisting of the gover-
nor, attorney general and the lieutenant governor.
The decision of such board shall be final upon the
acceptance or rejection of the matter thus in con-
troversy.

SEC. 22. Said nominees' statements and photo-
graphs as set forth in sections 19 and 20 of this act
shall be published by the secretary of state as a can-
didates' pamphlet, the printing of which shall be com-
pleted no later than twenty days prior to the state
general election concerned. The overall dimensions
of such pamphlet shall be the same as the voters'
pamphlet containing the text of state measures to be
voted upon as set forth in RCW 29.79.390 and when-
ever possible shall be combined with the voters'
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pamphlet as a single publication. Whenever such
consolidation is possible, the candidates' portion of
the text shall follow the text relating to the state
measures.

Nominees to SEC. 23. Nominees shall pay for one page of space
pay cost-
Pages allot- in the candidates' pamphlet as follows:
able.

(1) United States senator, United States repre-
sentative and all nominees for state offices voted
upon throughout the state, each two hundred dollars.

(2) State senator and state representative, each
seventy-five dollars.

All such payments shall be made to the secretary
of state when the statement is offered to him for
filing and be transmitted by him to the state treas-
urer for deposit in the general fund.

Nominees for president and vice president shall
each be entitled to one page without charge and each
political party nominating a presidental candidate
shall be entitled to one page without charge. Said
nominees and political parties may each purchase
additional pages at the rate of one hundred dollars
per page not to exceed three additional pages.

Pamphlets SEC. 24. Whenever practical, the secretary of
printed for
regional dis- state shall cause the pamphlets to be printed so that
tribution-
Psitiene no candidate's picture or statement shall be included

in the copy of the pamphlet going to any county
where such candidate is not to be voted for.

The candidates' photographs and statements shall
appear in the pamphlet in the same sequence as the
positions sought appear on the state general election
ballot.

Rules and SEC. 25. The secretary of state, as chief election
regulations. officer, shall make rules and regulations, not incon-

sistent with this act, to facilitate and clarify any
procedures contained herein.
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SEc. 26. Sections 3105 and 3109, Code of 1881 RCW29.5.010

(heretofore combined and codified as RCW 29.65-
.010) are each amended to read as follows:

(RCW 29.65.010) Any registered voter may con- Contests-

test the right of any person declared elected to an coadcie't-

office to be exercised in the county, district or pre- voter may

cinct of his residence, for any of the following Grounds.

causes:
(1) For malconduct on the part of any member

of any precinct election board involved therein;
(2) Because the person whose right is being con-

tested was not at the time he was declared elected
eligible to that office;

(3) Because the person whose right is being con-
tested was previous to the election convicted of a
felony by a court of competent jurisdiction, his con-
viction not having been reversed nor his civil rights
restored after the conviction;

(4) Because the person whose right is being con-
tested gave a bribe or reward to a voter or to an
inspector, judge or clerk of election for the purpose
of procuring his election, or offered to do so;

(5) On account of illegal votes.

Passed the House March 11, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 330.
[ H. B. 235. 1

HIGHWAYS-INTERSTATE SYSTEM.

AN ACT relating to public highways; providing for payment
by the state of the cost of removing or relocating utility
facilities on or in state highways which are a part of the
national system of interstate and defense highways when
necessitated by construction, reconstruction or relocation
of such public highways and when the state may be reim-
bursed in an amount equal to at least ninety percent for
such costs by the United States; amending section 84,
chapter 53, Laws of 1937 and RCW 47.44.020; and amend-
ing section 85, chapter 53, Laws of 1937 and RCW 47.44.030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 47.44.020 SECTION 1. Section 84, chapter 53, Laws of 1937
amended. and RCW 47.44.020 are each amended to read as

f ollows:
Hearing- The hearing shall be conducted by the director
Grant of fran-
chise-Condi- or his assistant, and may be adjourned from time to

tions. time until completed. The applicant may be re-
quired to produce all facts pertaining to the fran-
chise, and evidence may be taken for and against
granting it.

After the hearing, if the director deems it to be
for the public interest, he may grant the franchise
in whole or in part, under such regulations and con-
ditions as he may prescribe, with or without com-
pensation, but not in excess of the reasonable cost
to the director for investigating, handling and grant-
ing the franchise. The director may require that
the utility and appurtenances be so placed on the
highway that they will, in his opinion, least inter-
fere with other uses of the highway.

The facility shall be made subject to removal
when necessary for the construction, alteration, re-
pair, or improvement of the highway and at the ex-
pense of the franchise holder, except that the state
shall pay the cost of such removal whenever the
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state shall be entitled to receive proportionate reim-
bursement therefor from the United States in the
cases and in the manner set forth in section 2 of this
act. Renewal upon expiration of a franchise shall be
by application and notice posted and published, and
hearing conducted in the same manner as an original
application. A person constructing or operating such
a utility on a state highway is liable to any person
injured thereby for any damages incident to the
work of installation or the continuation of the oc-
cupancy of the highway by the utility, and except
as provided above, is liable to the state for all neces-
sary expenses incurred in restoring the highway to
a permanent suitable condition for travel. No fran-
chise shall be granted for a longer period than fifty
years, and no exclusive franchise or privilege shall
be granted.

SEC. 2. Section 85, chapter 53, Laws of 1937 and RCW47.4.030

RCW 47.44.030 are each amended to read as follows: aedd

If the director deems it necessary that such a Removal of
facilities-

facility be removed from the highway for the safety Notice.

of persons traveling thereon or for construction,
alteration, improvement, or maintenance purposes,
he shall give notice to the franchise holder to remove
the facility at his expense and as the director or-
ders: Provided, That notwithstanding any contrary
provision of law or of any existing or future fran-
chise held by a public utility, the state highway
commission shall pay or reimburse the owner for
relocation or removal of any publicly, privately or
cooperatively owned public utility facilities when
necessitated by the construction, reconstruction, re-
location or improvement of a highway which is part
of the national system of interstate and defense
highways for each item of cost for which the state
shall be entitled to be reimbursed by the United
States in an amount equal to at least ninety percent
thereof under the provisions of section 123, Federal
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Aid Highway Act of 1958, and any other subsequent
act of congress under which the state shall be en-
titled to be reimbursed by the United States in
an amount equal to at least ninety percent of the cost
of relocation of utility facilities on said national sys-
tem of interstate and defense highways.

Construction SEC. 3. The provisions of RCW 47.44.030 author-
of RCW
47.44.030. izing the state highway commission to pay or re-

imburse the owner of a utility shall apply only to
relocation or removal of utility facilities required
by state construction contracts which are adver-
tised for bids by the state highway commission after
June 30, 1959.

Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 10, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.

CHAPTER 331.
[ H. B. 97.]1

PROBATION COUNSELORS-STATE AID.
AN ACT relating to probation officers and services; and amend-

iug section 3, chapter 160, Laws of 1913, as last amended by
section 1, chapter 270, Laws of 1951, and ROW 13.04.040,
and making an appropriation.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Definitions. SECTION 1. As used in sections 2 through 8 of
this act:

"Director." (1) "Director" means the director of the de-
partment of institutions;

"County." (2) "County" means any county of the third
class or lower classification;

"Probation (3) "P rob ation counselor" includes probation of-
ficers and persons performing similar duties relative
to probation services.
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SEC. 2. There is hereby established a program of
state aid for county probation services which shall
be administered by the director of the department
of institutions. Any funds appropriated, or other-
wise made available, to carry out the provisions of
this act shall be deposited in the state general fund
to the credit of an account to be known as the
"probation services account." Funds appropriated or
otherwise made available to such account shall be
disbursed therefrom by the director in accordance
with the provisions of this act.

SEC. 3. The funds from the probation services
account shall be apportioned and be made available
by the director to counties of third class and lower
classifications to each eligible county in that ratio
which the number of inhabitants residing in such
county bears to the total number of inhabitants
residing within all counties of the third class and
lower classifications. The number of inhabitants
shall be determined by the figures of the most re-
cently reported federal census for the counties.

State aid
authorized-
Probation
services
account.

Apportionment
of funds.

SEC. 4. State aid shall be granted by the director Extent, pur-

to eligible counties up to thirty-three and one-third ps fad

percent of the expenditures incurred in employing
the necessary probation counselors (1) to establish
and maintain probation services in counties in which
such services have not heretofore existed, and (2)
to increase the number of probation counselors
of any county and maintain such additional coun-
selors: Provided, That probation counselors so em-
ployed shall conform to the personnel standards
and qualifications as provided in section 6 of this
act before such funds shall be available.

SEx. 5. In cases of emergency, financial hardship,
or extreme need for probation services, the director
may increase the percentage of state aid to an eli-
gible county up to fifty percent for reimbursement

[ 1631 )
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of expenditures incurred as provided in section 4
of this act: Provided, That any increase shall not
be in eff ect for a period exceeding two years. The
director shall lower such increased percentage when
the circumstances requiring the increase cease to
exist.

Counselors, SEC. 6. Probation counselors under this act shall
court
appointed, be appointed by the court, be subject to its super-

vision and administration, and shall serve at its
pleasure. Each probation counselor so appointed
shall in addition to having desirable personal quali-
fications as determined by the presiding judge shall
be of good moral character and hold a bachelor of
arts degree from an accredited college or univer-
sity.

Application SEC. 7. Applications from counties for state aid
for aid-con-
tents--Adapt- under this act shall be made prior to July 1st of
able, when each year by the presiding judge of the county or

judicial district to the director in conformity with
rules and regulations prescribed by him. The appli-
cation shall include (1) detailed plans and cost
estimates covering probation services for the fiscal
year, or portion thereof, for which aid is requested,
(2) estimated clerical, maintenance, and operation
costs, (3) educational qualifications and salaries of
probation counselors, (4) designation of all items
for which reimbursement is requested, and (5)
such other information as the director deems perti-
nent.

Upon approval by the director the plan shall
be adopted and the county declared eligible not
later than August 1st of each year.

Report of ex- SEC. 8. Each county approved as eligible for re-
penditure--
Claim for re- imbursement under this act shall submit to the
imbursement
-Grounds director at the end of each quarterly period, in
for denial.

such form as required by the director, a verified
accounting of all expenditures made by the county
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in providing probation services. The accounting shall
designate those items for which reimbursement
is claimed and shall be presented together with a
claim for reimbursement. The director shall there-
upon certify to the state treasurer the amount to
be paid to such county and the state treasurer shall
thereupon pay such amount to the county* from
the probation services account.

The director may deny, or direct the state treas-
urer to withhold, payment of state aid to any county
if such county (1) fails to conform to the minimumn
educational qualifications for probation counselors
provided for in this act, or (2) discontinues an ap-
proved plan, or (3) fails to enforce in a satisfactory
manner any rules promulgated pursuant to this
act or any law now in effect or hereafter enacted
which relate in any manner to the administration
of probation services.

SEC. 9. Section 3, chapter 160, Laws of 1913,? as Rcw 13.04.040

last amended by section 1, chapter 270, Laws of aedd

1951, and RCW 13.04.040 are each amended to read
as follows:

The court shall, in any county or judicial district Probation

in the state, appoint or designate one or moire per- Appointment

sons of good character to serve as probation coun- compensation.

selors during the pleasure of the court. In- case 'a
probation counselor shall be appointed by any court,
the clerk of the court, if practicable, shall notify
him in advance when a child is to be brought before
said court. The probation counselor shall make such
investigations as may be required by the court.
The probation counselor shall inquire into the ante-
cedents, character, family history, environments
and cause of dependency or delinquency of every
alleged dependent or delinquent child brought be-
for the juvenile court and shall make his report
in writing to the judge thereof. He shall be present
in order to represent the interests of the child when
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the case is heard; he shall furnish the court such
information and assistance as it may require, and
shall take charge of the child before and after the
trial as may be directed by the court.

All probation counselors shall possess all the
powers conferred upon sheriffs and police officers
to serve process and make arrests for the violation
of any state law or county or city ordinance, rela-
tive to the care, custody, and control of delinquent
and dependent children.

The court may, in any county or judicial district
in the state, appoint one or more persons who shall
have charge of detention rooms or house of deten-
tion.

The probation counselors and persons appointed
to have charge of detention facilities shall each re-
ceive compensation which shall be fixed by the
board of county commissioners, or cases of joint
counties, judicial districts of more than one county,
or joint judicial districts such sums as shall be agreed
upon by the boards of county commissioners of
the counties affected, and such persons shall be
paid as other county officers are paid.

Appropriation. SEC. 10. There is hereby appropriated from the
general fund to the probation services account, to
be used by the director of institutions as provided
by law, the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars,
or so much thereof as may be necessary.

Sections 1-8 Siw. 11. Sections 1 through 8, inclusive, of this
temporary. act are hereby declared to be temporary and shall

terminate and expire on April 1, 1961.
Passed the House March 12, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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CHAPTER 332.
[ H. B. 324]1

CONTINGENCY FOREST FIRE SUPPRESSION ACCOUNT.

AN~ ACT relating to suppression of forest fires; making an
appropriation; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is created a contingency forest Contingency'

fire suppression account which shall be a separate acout

account in the general fund. The account is for the
purpose of paying the costs incurred in forest fire
suppression and shall be used by the department
of natural resources for emergency employment of
men, rental of equipment, and purchase of supplies
over and above those regularly employed, or pur-
chased by the department of natural resources,
when such employment, rental, or purchase is made
necessary by forest fire suppression. The commis-
sioner of public lands shall transmit to the state
treasurer for deposit in the forest fire suppression
account any moneys paid out of said account which
are later recovered.

SF~c. 2. To carry out the provisions of this act Appropriation.

there is appropriated to the contingency forest fire
suppression account from the general fund, the
sum of two hundred thousand dollars.

SEC. 3. There is appropriated to the department Appropriation.

of natural resources from the contingency forest fire
suppression account, the sum of two hundred thou-
sand dollars.

SEC. 4. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of state government and the preserva-
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tion of natural resources and shall take effect im-
mediately.

Passed the House March 5, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 12, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 24, 1959.
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AUTHENTICATION

I, Victor A. Meyers, Secretary of State of the
State of Washington, do hereby certify that I have
caused to be carefully compared the foregoing pub-
lished laws passed by the Thirty-Sixth Legislative
Session of the State of Washington, held from Jan-
uary 12, 1959, until March 12, 1959, inclusive, with
the original enrolled laws, now on file in my office,
and find the same to be a full, true and correct copy
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PREFACE

The Extraordinary Session of the 1959 Legisla-
ture convened at Olympia on March 13, 1959 (the day
following the adjournent of the Regular Session)
at the hour of 10: 00 A. M., at the call of Governor
Albert D. Rosellini. The special session adjourned
two weeks later sine die on March 27, 1959.

All acts passed by the Extraordinary Session, ap-
proved by the Governor, took effect ninety days
after adjournent, on June 26, 1959 (midnight,
June 25th), except relief bills, appropriations and
other acts declaring an emergency.

VICTOR A. MEYERS,
Secretary of State





LAWS OF WASHINGTON
PASSED AT THE

Extraordinary Session

1959

CHAPTER 1.
[ S. B. 29.]

APPROPRIATION-PAYMENTS TO LEGISLATORS IN
LIEU OF SUBSISTENCE AND LODGING.

AN ACT relating to legislators' subsistence and lodging, mak-
ing an appropriation and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby appropriated out of Appropriation.

the state general fund the sum of fifty-one thousand
eight hundred dollars for payment, under the pro-
visions of RCW 44.04.080, to members of the legis-
lature in lieu of subsistence and lodging while in
attendance at the first extraordinary session of the
thirty-sixth legislature.

SEC. 2. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its exist-
ing public institutions, and shall take effect imme-
diately.

Passed the Senate March 24, 1959.
Passed the House March 24, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 26, 1959.
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CH 2.]LAWS, EXTRAORDINARY SESSION, 1959

CHAPTER 2.
[ S. B. 28.1

APPROPRIATION-LEGISLATIVE EXPENSES,
PRINTING--SPEAKER'S EXPENSES.

AN ACT relating to legislative expenses, making an appropria-
tion and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. There is hereby appropriated from
the state general fund the sum of sixty-seven thou-
stand eight hundred dollars, or so much thereof
as may be necessary, for the purposes of paying
the expenses of the first extraordinary session of
the thirty-sixth legislature. From the amount ap-
propriated, the senate shall not expend more than
twenty-five thousand four hundred dollars; the
house of representatives shall not expend more than
thirty-two thousand four hundred dollars; and the
senate and the house of representatives shall not
in the aggregate expend more than ten thousand
dollars for legislative printing including editing, in-
dexing and binding of the senate and house journals.

SEC. 2. From the allocation to the house of repre-
sentatives for legislative expense, the house shall
reimburse the speaker for not more than seventy
days at the rate of $25.00 per day in lieu of expenses
for subsistence and lodging when required to be
away from his place of residence to complete the
work of the thirty-sixth session of the legislature
and the extraordinary session thereafter, and to
perform his duties as speaker during the interim
period until the convening of the next regular ses-
sion of the legislature.

SEC. 3. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,

[1642 ]
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LAWS, EXTRAORDINARY SESSION, 1959 [l.3

the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect immediately.

Passed the Senate March 26, 1959.
Passed the House March 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 27, 1959.

CHAPTER 3.
[H. B. 1.)

EXCISE TAXES-BUSINESS AND OCCUPATION, SALES,
USE, PUBLIC UTILITY, MOTOR VEHICLE.

AN~ ACT relating to revenue and taxation; amending section 5,
chapter 389, Laws of 1955 and RCW 82.04.040; amending
section 13, chapter 389, Laws of 1955 and RCW 82.04.120;
amending section 20, chapter 389, Laws of 1955, as last
amended by section 2, chapter 279, Laws of 1957, and RCW
82.04.190; amending section 48, chapter 389, Laws of 1955
and RCW 82.04.280; amending section 16, chapter 180,
Laws of 1935, as last amended by section 2, chapter 10,
Laws of 1955 first extraordinary session, and RCW 82.08-
.020; amending section 19, chapter 180, Laws of 1935, as
last amended by section 1, chapter 137, Laws of 1955, and
RCW 82.08.030; amending section 25, chapter 180, Laws of
1935, as last amended by sections 3, 4, and 5, chapter 197,
Laws of 1959 (Engrossed Senate Bill No. 88), and RCW
82.08.090 and 82.08.100; amending section 31, chapter 180,
Laws of 1935, as last amended by section 3, chapter 10,
Laws of 1955 first extraordinary session, and RCW 82.12-
.020; amending section 32, chapter 180, Laws of 1935, as
last amended by section 26, chapter 389, Laws of 1955,
and RCW 82.12.030; amending section 11, chapter 178, Laws
of 1941, as amended by sections 7, 8, and 9, chapter 197,
Laws of 1959 (Engrossed Senate Bill No. 88), and RCW
82.12.060 and 82.12.070; amending section 37, chapter 180,
Laws of 1935, as last amended by section 28, chapter 389,
Laws of 1955, and RCW 82.16.010; amending section 36,
chapter 180, Laws of 1935, as amended by section 19, chap-
ter 225, Laws of 1939, and RCW 82.16.020; amending sec-
tion 39, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 as amended by section
28, chapter 197, Laws of 1959 (Engrossed Senate Bill No.
88), and RCW 82.16.040; amending section 40, chapter
180, Laws of 1935, as last amended by section 11, chapter
228, Laws of 1949, and RCW 82.16.050; amending section
2, chapter 144, Laws of 1943, as last amended by section
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CH 3.]LAWS, EXTRAORDINARY SESSION, 1959

10, chapter 261, Laws of 1957, and RCW 82.44.020; and
declaring an emergency effective April 1, 1959.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

ROW 82.04.040 SECTION 1. Section 5, chapter 389, Laws of 1955
amended.

and RCW 82.04.040 are each amended to read as
follows:

B & 0 tax. "Sale" means any transfer of the ownership of,
"Sale, ""casual or title to, or possession of property for a valuable con-
isolated sale." sideration and includes any activity classified as a

"(sale at retail" or "retail sale" under RCW 82.04.050.
It includes renting or leasing, conditional sale con-
tracts, leases with option to purchase, and any other
contract under which possession of the property is
given to the purchaser but title is retained by the
vendor as security for the payment of the purchase
price. It also includes the furnishing of food, drink,
or meals for compensation whether consumed upon
the premises or not.

"Casual or isolated sale" means a sale made by
a person who is not engaged in the business of sell-
ing the type of property involved.

Note: See also section 1, chapter 5, Laws Ex. Sess., 1959.

RCW 82.04.120 SEC. 2. Section 13, chapter 389, Laws of 1955
amended, and RCW 82.04.120 are each amended to read as

follows:

"To manufac- "To manufacture" embraces all activities of a
ture." commercial or industrial nature wherein labor or

skill is applied, by hand or machinery, to materials
so that as a result thereof a new, different or useful
substance or article of tangible personal property
is produced for sale or commercial or industrial use,
and shall include the production or fabrication of
special made or custom made articles.

RCW 82.04.190 SEC. 3. Section 20, chapter 389, Laws of 1955,
amened. as last amended by section 2, chapter 279, Laws of

1957, and RCW 82.04.190 are each amended to read
as follows:

(1644 3
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LAWS, EXTRAORDINARY SESSION, 1959[C.3

"'Consumer" means the following: Cnum

(1) Any person who purchases, acquires, owns,
holds, or uses any article of tangible personal prop-
erty. other than for the purpose (a) of resale as
tangible personal property in the regular course
of business or (b) of incorporating such property
as an, ingredient or component of real or personal
property when installing, repairing, cleaning, alter-
ing, imprinting, improving, constructing, or deco-
rating such real or personal property of or for
consumers or (c) of consuming such property in
producing for sale a new article of tangible personal
property or a new substance, of which such property
becomes an ingredient or component or as a chemi-
cal used in processing, when the primary purpose-
of such chemical is to create a chemical reaction.
directly through contact with an ingredient of a-
new article being produced for sale;

(2) Any person engaged in any business ac--
tivity taxable under RCW 82.04.290;

(3) Any person engaged in the business of con-
tracting for the building, repairing or improving
of any publicly owned street, place, road, highway,
bridge or trestle which is used or to be used pri-
marily for foot or vehicular traffic as defined in
RCW 82.04.280, in respect, however, only to tangi-
ble personal property used or consumed in such
business;

(4) Any person who is an owner, lessee or has
the right of possession to or an easement in real
or personal property which is being constructed,
repaired, improved, cleaned, imprinted, or other-
wise altered by a person engaged in business, exclud-
ing only the United States, the state, and its political
subdivisions in respect to labor and services ren-
dered to their real property which is used or held
for public road purposes.

[ 1645 i]
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RCW 82.04.280 SE.4Seto48'O Lasf1A
amended. S.4.Scin8,chapter 38, Lwso ,5

and RCW 82.04.280 are each amended to read as
follows:

Tax on Uo vr esneggn ihnti tt
printers, Uo vr esneggn ihnti tt

puiherycon in the business of: (1) Printing, and of publishing
highayrs con-
trageors - nesaesproialoldgaie;()ulighstopra ar-nesaespeidclormgzns(2budn,torsepea repairing or improving any publicly owned street,

place, road, highway, bridge or trestle which is
used, or to be used, primarily for foot or vehicular
traffic including any readjustment, reconstruction
or relocation of the facilities of any public, private
or cooperatively owned utility or railroad in the
course of such building, repairing or improving,
the cost of which readjustment, reconstruction, or
relocation, is the responsibility of the public author-
ity whose street, place, road, highway, bridge or
trestle is being built, repaired or improved; (3)
extracting for hire or processing for hire; (4) oper-
ating a cold storage warehouse, but not including
the rental of cold storage lockers; as to such persons,
the amount of tax on such business shall be equal
to the gross income of the business multiplied by
the rate of one-quarter of one percent.

Note: See also section 4, chapter 5, Laws Ex. Sess., 1959.

RCW 82.08.020 SEC. 5. Section 16, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 as
amended.

last amended by section 2, chapter 10, Laws of
1955 first extraordinary session, and RCW 82.08.020
are each amended to read as follows:

Retail sales There is levied and there shall be collected a
Imposed- tax on each retail sale in this state equal to three
Temporary
rate, and one-third percent of the selling price: Provided,

That from April 1, 1959 until July 1, 1961 the tax
imposed by this section shall be equal to four per-
cent of the selling price. The tax imposed under
this chapter shall apply to successive retail sales
of the same property and to the retail sale of in-
toxicating liquor by the Washington state liquor
stores.

E[1646]1



LAWS, EXTRAORDINARY SESSION, 1959 [l.3

SEc. 6. Section 19, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 RC 88.30

as last amended by section 1, chapter 137, Laws of
1955, and RCW 82.08.030 are each amended to read
as follows:

The tax hereby levied shall not apply to the Exemptions.

following sales:
(1) Casual and isolated sales of property or

service, unless made by a person who is engaged
in a business activity taxable under chapters 82.04,
82.16 or 82.28: Provided, That the exemption pro-
vided by this paragraph shall not be construed as
providing any exemption from the tax imposed by
chapter 82.12;

(2) Sales made by persons in the course of busi-
ness activities with respect to which tax liability
is specifically imposed under chapter 82.16, when
the gross proceeds from such sales must be included
in the measure of the tax imposed under said chap-
ter;

(3) The distribution and newsstand sale of news-
papers;

(4) Sales which the state is prohibited from
taxing under the Constitution of this state or the
Constitution or laws of the United States;

(5) Sales of motor vehicle fuel used in aircraft
by the manufacturer thereof for research, develop-
ment, and testing purposes and sales of motor vehicle
fuel taxable under chapter 82.36: Provided, That the
use of any such fuel upon which a refund of the motor
vehicle fuel tax has been obtained shall be subject
to the tax imposed by chapter 82.12;

(6) Sales (including transfers of title through
decree of appropriation) heretofore or hereafter
made of the entire operating property of a publicly
or privately owned public utility, or of a complete
operating integral section thereof, to the state or a
political subdivision thereof for use in conducting
any business defined in subdivisions (1), (2), (3),

[ 1647 ]
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Exemptions-
(Retail sales
tax).

(4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10) or (11) of RCW
82.16.010;

'(7) Auction sales made by or through auction-
eers of tangible personal property (including house-
hold goods) which have been used in conducting a
farm activity, when the seller thereof is a farmer
and the sale is held or conducted upon a farm and
not otherwise;

(8) Sales to corporations which have been in-
corporated under any act'of the congress of the
United States and whose principal purposes are
to furnish volunteer aid- to members of armed
forces of the United States and also to carry on a
system of national and -international relief and to
apply the same in' mitigating the sufferings caused
by pestilence, fain ine,- fire, -floods, and other na-
tional calamities- and to devise and carry on meas-
ures -for preventing, the -same;

(9) Sales of purebred livestock for breeding pur-
poses. where the animals -are registered in a nation-
ally recognized breed association; sales of: cattle
and milk cows used on the farm;

(10) Sales -of tangible* personal property (other
than the type referred to in subdivision (11) here-
of) for use by the purchaser in connection with
the business of operating. as a private or common
carr ier by air, rail, or water in interstate or foreign

commerce: Provided, That any actual use of such
property in this state shall, at the time of such ac-
tual use, be subject to the tax imposed by chapter
82.12;

(11) Sales of airplanes, locomotives, railroad
cars, or watercraft for use in conducting interstate
or foreign commerce by transporting therein or
therewith property and persons for hire or for use
in conducting commercial deep sea fishing operations
outside the territorial waters of the state; also sales
of..tangible personal property which becomes a

[1648 ]



LAWS, EXTRAORDINARY SESSION, 1959 C..

component part of such airplanes, locomotives, rail-
road cars, or watercraft, and of motor vehicles or
trailers used by the holder of a carrier permit issued
by the Interstate Commerce Commission authoriz-
ing transportation by motor vehicle across the boun-
daries of this state, in the course of constructing,
repairing, cleaning, altering, or improving the same;
also sales of or charges made for labor and services
rendered in respect to such constructing, repairing,
cleaning, altering, or improving;

(12) Sales of motor vehicles and trailers to be
used for the purpose of transporting therein per-
sons or property for hire in interstate or foreign
commerce: Provided, That the purchaser must be
the holder of a carrier permit issued by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, and that the vehicles
will first move upon the highways of this state from
the point of delivery in this state to a point outside
of this state under the authority of a one-transit
permit issued by the director of licenses pursuant
to the provisions of RCW 46.16.100;

(13) Sales of motor vehicles and trailers to non-
residents of this state for use outside of this state,
even though delivery be made within this state,
but only when (a) the vehicles or trailers will be
taken from the point of delivery in this state direct-
ly to a point outside this state under the authority
of a one-transit permit issued by the director of
licenses pursuant to the provisions of RCW 46.16.100,
or (b) said motor vehicles and trailers will be reg-
istered and licensed immediately under the laws of
the state of the purchaser's residence, will not be
used in this state more than three months, and
will not be required to be registered and licensed
under the laws of this state;

(14) Sales to nonresidents of this state for use
outside of this state of tangible personal property
which becomes a component part of any machinery

[ 1649]
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CH. 3.]LAWS, EXTRAORDINARY SESSION, 1959

or other article of personal property belonging to
such nonresident, in the course of installing, repair-
ing, cleaning, altering, or improving the same and
also sales of or charges made for labor and services
rendered in respect to any installing, repairing,
cleaning, altering, or improving, of personal prop-
erty of or for a nonresident, but this subsection (14)
shall apply only when the seller agrees to, and
does, deliver the property to the purchaser at a
point outside this state, or delivers the property
to a common or bona fide private carrier consigned
to the purchaser at a point outside this state;

(15) Sales to nonresidents of this state for use
outside of this state of watercraft of a length re-
quiring coast guard registration, even though de-
livery be made within this state, but only when
(a) the watercraft will not be used within this
state for more than forty-five days and (b) an
appropriate exemption certificate supported by iden-
tification ascertaining residence as provided by the
tax commission and signed by the purchaser or his
agent establishing the fact that the purchaser is
a nonresident and that the watercraft is for use
outside of this state, one copy to be filed with the tax
commission with the regular report and a duplicate
to be retained by the dealer.

SEC. 7. Section 25, chapter 180, Laws of 1935
as last amended by sections 3, 4, and 5, chapter
197, Laws of 1959 (Engrossed Senate Bill No. 88)
(heretofore divided and codified as RCW 82.08.090
and 82.08.100) are divided and amended as set forth
in sections 8 and 9 of this act.

RCW 82.08.090 SEC. 8. (RCW 82.08.090) In the case of install-
Intae~nt ment sales and leases of personal property, the com-
sales, option b oc
leases, mission, byregulation, may provide for the 11lec

tion of taxes upon the installments of the purchase
price, or amount of rental, as of the time the same
fall due.

[ 1650 ]
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SEC. 9. (RCW 82.08.100) The tax commission, by RCW82.8.100

general regulation, may poietaatxayramendment.
whose regular books of account are kept on a cash
receipts basis may file returns based upon his cash
receipts for each reporting period and pay the tax
herein provided upon such basis in lieu of reporting
and paying the tax on all sales made during such
period.

SEC. 10. Section 31, chapter 180, Laws of 1935, RCW 2.12.020

as last amended by section 3, chapter 10, Laws of aedd

1955 first extraordinary session, and RCW 82.12.020
are each amended to read as follows:

There is hereby levied and there shall be col- Use tax.
Imposed-

lected from every person in this state a tax or excise ~ra
for the privilege of using within this state as a
consumer any article of tangible personal property
purchased at retail, or acquired by lease, gift, or
bailment, or extracted or produced or manufac-
tured by the person so using the same. This tax
will not apply with respect to the use of any article
of tangible personal property purchased, extracted,
produced or manufactured outside this state until
the transportation of such article has finally ended
or until such article has become commingled with
the general mass of property in this state. This tax
shall apply to the use of every article of tangible
personal property, including property acquired at
a casual or isolated sale, and including byproducts
used by the manufacturer thereof, except as here-
inafter provided, irrespective of whether the article
or similar articles are manufactured or are avail-
able for purchase within this state. Except as pro-
vided in subdivision (2) of RCW 82.12.030, payment
by one purchaser or user of tangible personal prop-
er~ty of the tax imposed by chapter 82.08 or 82.12
shall not have the effect of exempting any other
purchaser or user of the same property from the
taxes imposed by such chapters. The tax shall be

[ 1651 )
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levied and collected in an amount equal to the value
of the article used by the taxpayer multiplied by
the rate of three and one-third percent: Provided,
That from April 1, 1959 until July 1, 1961 the tax
levied in this section shall be in an amount equal to
the value of the article used by the taxpayer multi-
plied by the rate of four percent.

RCW 82.12.030 SEc. 11. Section 32, chapter 180, Laws of 1935,
amended.

as last amended by section 26, chapter 389, Laws of
1955, and RCW 82.12.030 are each amended to read
as follows:

Exemptions The provisions of this chapter shall not apply:
(Use tax). (1) In respect to the use of any article of tangible

personal property brought into the state by a non-
resident thereof for his use or enjoyment while
temporarily within the state unless such property
is used in conducting a nontransitory business ac-
tivity within the state; or in respect to the use by
a nonresident of this state of a motor vehicle which
is registered or licensed under the laws of the
state of his residence and is not used in this state
more than three months, and which is not required
to be registered or licensed under the laws of this
state; or in respect to the use of household goods,
personal effects and private automobiles by a bona
fide resident of this state, if such articles were
acquired by such person in another state while a
bona fide resident thereof and primarily for use
outside this state and if such use was actual and
substantial, but if an article was acquired less than
three months prior to the time he entered this state,
it will be presumed that the article was acquired for
use in this state and that its use outside this state
was not actual and substantial;

(2) In respect to the use of any article of tangible
personal property purchased at retail or acquired
by lease, gift or bailment if the sale thereof to, or
the use thereof by, the present user or his bailor

[ 1652]1
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or donor has already been subjected to tax under
chapter 82.08 or 82.12 and such tax has been paid
by the present user or by his bailor or donor;

(3) In respect to the use of any article of tangible
personal property the sale of which is specifically
taxable under chapter 82.16;

(4) In respect to the use of any airplane, loco-
motive, railroad car, or watercraft used primarily
in conducting interstate or foreign commerce by
transporting therein or therewith property and
persons for hire or used primarily in commercial
deep sea fishing operations outside the territorial
waters of the state, and in respect to use of tangible
personal property which becomes a component part
of any such airplane, locomotive, railroad car, or
watercraft, and in respect to the use by the holder
of a carrier permit issued by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission of any motor vehicle or trailer
used primarily for transporting therein persons or
property for hire across the boundaries of this state
if the first use of which within this state is actual
use in conducting interstate or foreign commerce;
and in respect to the use of any motor vehicle or
trailer while being operated under the authority of
a one-transit permit issued by the director of licenses
pursuant to RCW 46.16.100 and moving upon the
highways from the point of delivery in this state
to a point outside this state; and in respect to
the use of tangible personal property which becomes
a component part of any motor vehicle or trailer
used by the holder of a carrier permit issued by the
Interstate Commerce Commission authorizing trans-
portation by motor vehicle across the boundaries
of this state;

(5) In respect to the use of any article of tangible
personal property which the state is prohibited from
taxing under the Constitution of the state or under
the Constitution or laws of the United States;

[1653 ]
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EUsetxns (6) In respect to the use of motor vehicle fuel
used in aircraft by the manufacturer thereof for re-
search, development, and testing purposes and motor
vehicle fuel taxable under chapter 82.36: Provided,
That the use of such fuel upon which a refund of
the motor vehicle fuel tax is obtained and shall not
be exempt, and the director of licenses shall deduct
from the amount of such tax to be refunded the
amount of tax due under this chapter and remit the
same each month to the tax commission;

(7) In respect to the use of any article of tangible
personal property included within the transfer of
the title to the entire operating property of a
publicly or privately owned public utility, or of a
complete operating integral section thereof, by
the state or a political subdivision thereof in con-
ducting any business defined in subdivisions (1), (2),
(3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), or (11) of
RCW 82.16.010;

(8) In respect to the use of tangible personal
property (including household goods) which have
been used in conducting a farm activity, if such
property was purchased from a farmer at an auc-
tion sale held or conducted by an auctioneer upon
a farm and not otherwise;

(9) In respect to the use of tangible personal
property by corporations which have been incor-
porated under any act of the congress of the United
States and whose principal purposes are to furnish
volunteer aid to members of the armed forces of
the United States and also to carry on a system of
national and international relief and to apply the
same in mitigating the sufferings caused by pesti-
lence, famine, fire, flood, and other national calami-
ties and to devise and carry on measures for pre-
venting the same;

(10) In respect to the use of purebred livestock
for breeding purposes where said animals are regis-

[ 1654 ]
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tered in a nationally recognized breed association;
sales of cattle and milk cows used on the farm;

(11) In respect to the use of fuel by the extrac-
tor or manufacturer thereof when used directly in
the operation of the particular extractive operation
or manufacturing plant which produced or manu-
factured the same;

(12) In respect to the use of motor vehicles,
equipped with dual controls, which are loaned to
school districts and used by such districts exclu-
sively in connection with their high school driver
training program.

SE~C. 12. Section 11, chapter 178, Laws of 1941
as amended by sections 7, 8, and 9, chapter 197,
Laws of 1959 (Engrossed Senate Bill No. 88) (here-
tofore divided -and codified as RCW 82.12.060 and
82.12.070) are divided and amended as set forth in
sections 13 and 14 of this act.

SEC. 13. (RCW 82.12.060) In the case of install- RCW 82.12.060
amended.

ment sales and leases of personal property, the com- Installent

mission, by regulation, may provide for the collec- leases.

tion of taxes upon the installments of the purchase
price, or amount of rental, as of the time the same
fall due.

SEC. 14. (RCW 82.12.070) The tax commission, RCW 82.12.070
withoutby general regulation, may provide that a taxpayer amendment.

whose regular books of account are kept on a cash
receipts basis may file returns based upon his cash
receipts for each reporting period and pay the tax
herein provided upon such basis in lieu of reporting
and paying the tax on all sales made during such
period.

SEc. 15. Section 37, chapter 180, Laws of 1935, RCW82.16.010

as last amended by section 28, chapter 389, Laws
of 1955, and RCW 82.16.010 are each amended to
read as follows:

[ 1655 ]
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Pulaxu.lt For the purposes of this chapter, unless other-
Definitons. wise required by the context:
business." (1) "Railroad business" means the business of

operating any railroad, by whatever power operated,
for public use in the conveyance of persons or prop-
erty for hire. It shall not, however, include any
business herein defined as an urban transportation
business;

"Express, (2) "Express business"~ means the business of
busiess. carrying property for public hire on the line of any

common carrier operated in this state, when such.
common carrier is not owned or leased by the per-
son engaging in such business;

"Railroad car (3) "Railroad car business" means the business
businss." of operating stock cars, furniture cars, refrigerator

cars, fruit cars, poultry cars, tank cars, sleeping cars,
parlor cars, buffet cars, tourist cars, or any other
kinds of cars used for transportation of property or
persons upon the line of any railroad operated in
this state when such railroad is not owned or leased
by the person engaging in such business;

"Water dis- (4) "Water distribution business" means the
tribution
business." business of operating a plant or system for the dis-

tribution of water for hire or sale;
"Light and (5) "Light and power business"~ means the busi-
power
business." ness of operating a plant or system for the gener-

ation, production or distribution of electrical energy
for hire or sale;

"Telephone (6) "Telephone business" means the business
busnes." of operating or managing any telephone line or

part of a telephone line and exchange or exchanges
used in the conduct of the business of affording tele-
phonic communication for hire. It includes cooper-
ative or farmer line telephone companies or asso-
ciations operating an exchange;

"Telegraph (7) "Telegraph business" means the business of
business." affording telegraphic communication for hire;

(8) "Gas distribution business"~ means the busi-
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ness. of operating a plant or system f or the produc-
tion or distribution for hire or sale of gas, whether
manufactured or natural;

(9) "Highway transportation business" means
the business (except urban transportation business)
of operating any motor propelled vehicle by which
persons or property of others are conveyed for hire,
and includes, but is not limited to, the operation of
any motor propelled vehicle as an auto transporta-
tion company (except urban transportation busi-
ness), common carrier or contract carrier as defined
by RCW 81.68.010 and 81.80.010;

(10) "Urban transportation business" means the
business of operating any vehicle for public use in
the conveyance of persons or property for hire, in-
sofar as (a) operating entirely within the corporate
limits of any city or town, or within five miles of the
corporate limits thereof, or (b) operating entirely
within and between cities and towns whose corpo-
rate limits are not more than five miles apart or
within five miles of the corporate limits of either
thereof. Included herein, but without limiting the
scope hereof, is the business of operating passenger
vehicles of every type and also the business of
operating cartage, pickup, or delivery services, in-
cluding in such services the collection and distribu-
tion of property arriving from or destined to a point
within or without the state, whether or not such
collection or distribution be made by the person per-
forming a local or interstate line-haul of such prop-
erty;

[CH. 3.

"Gas distribu-
tion business."

"Highway
transportation
business.".

"Urban trans-
portation
business."

(11) "Public service business" means any of the"Pbi
businesses defined in subdivisions (1), (2), (3), (4), business."

(5), (6), (7), (8), (9), and (10) or any business
subject to control by the state, or having the powers
of eminent domain and the duties incident thereto,
or any business hereafter declared by the legislature
to be of a public service nature. It includes, among
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others, without limiting the score hereof: Airplane
transportation, boom, dock, ferry, pipe line, public
warehouse, toll bridge, toll logging road, water
transportation and wharf businesses;

"Gross (12) "Gosincome" means tevlepoedincome." Gostevlepoed
ing or accruing from the performance of the par-
ticular public service or transportation business in-
volved, including operations incidental thereto, but
without any deduction on account of the cost of the
commodity furnished or sold, the cost of materials
used, labor costs, interest, discount, delivery costs,
taxes, or any other expense whatsoever paid or ac-
crued and without any deduction on account of
losses;

Miscellaneous. (13) The meaning attributed, in chapter 82.04,
to the terms "tax year," "person,, ". .value proceed-
ing or accruing," "business," "engaging in business,"
"in this state," "within this state," "cash discount"
and "successor" shall apply equally in the provisions
of this chapter.

RCW 82.16.020 SEC. 16. Section 36, chapter 180, Laws of 1935
amended. as amended by section 19, chapter 225, Laws of 1939,

and RCW 82.16.020 are each amended to read as
follows:

Public utility There is levied and there shall be collected from
tax imposed, every person a tax for the act or privilege of engag-

ing within this state in any one or more of the busi-
nesses herein mentioned. The tax shall be equal to
the gross income of the business, multiplied by the
rate set out after the business, as follows:

(1) Railroad, express, railroad car, water dis-
tribution, light and power, telephone and telegraph
businesses: Three percent: Provided, That a com-
mon carrier railroad operating as a plant facility to
the extent of eighty percent or more of its business
shall pay a tax of one-fourth of one percent on such
eighty percent or more of its business and three
percent on all other business;
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(2) Gas distribution business: Two percent;
(3) Urban transportation business: One-hall of

one percent;
(4) Vessels under sixty-five feet in length oper-

ating upon the waters within the state: One-half
of one percent;

(5) Highway transportation and all public serv-
ice businesses other than ones mentioned above:
One and one-half percent.

SEc. 17. Section 39, chapter 180, Laws of 1935 RCW 82.16.040

as amended by section 28, chapter 197, Laws of 1959 aedd

(Engrossed Senate Bill No. 88), and RCW 82.16.040
are each amended to read as follows:

The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to Exemptions.

persons engaging in one or more businesses taxable
under this chapter whose total gross income is less
than five hundred dollars for a monthly period or
portion thereof. Any person claiming exemption
under this section may be required to file returns
even though no tax may be due. If the total gross
income for a taxable monthly period is five hundred
dollars, or more, no exemption or deductions from
the gross operating revenue is allowed by this pro-
vision.

SEC. 18. Section 40, chapter 180, Laws of 1935, ROW 82.16.050
amended.

as last amended by section 11, chapter 228, Laws of
1949, and RCW 82.16.050 are each amended to read
as follows:

In computing tax there may be deducted from Deductions in
computing tax.

the gross income the following items:
(1) Amounts derived by municipally owned or

operated public service businesses, directly from
taxes levied for the support or maintenance thereof:
Provided, That this section shall not be construed to
exempt service charges which are spread on the
property tax rolls and collected as taxes;

(2) Amounts derived from the sale of comnmodi-
ties to persons in the same public service business
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taxeublui- as the seller, for resale as such within this state.
comnuing This deduction is allowed only with respect to water

distribution, light and power, gas distribution or
other public service businesses which furnish water,
electrical energy, gas or any other commodity in the
performance of public service businesses;

(3) Amounts actually paid by a taxpayer to an-
other person taxable under this chapter as the lat-
ter's portion of the consideration due for services
furnished jointly by both, if the total amount has
been credited to and appears in the gross income
reported for tax by the former;

(4) The amount of cash discount actually taken
by the purchaser or customer;

(5) The amount of credit losses actually sus-
tained by taxpayers whose regular books of accounts
are kept upon an accrual basis;

(6) Amounts derived from business which the
state is prohibited from taxing under the Constitu-
tion of this state or the Constitution or laws of the
United States;

(7) Amounts derived from the distribution of
water through an irrigation system, for irrigation
purposes;

(8) Amounts derived from the transportation of
commodities from points of origin in this state to
final destination outside this state, or from points of
origin outside this state to final destination in this
state, with respect to which the carrier grants to the
shipper the privilege of stopping the shipment in
transit at some point in this state for the purpose
of storing, manufacturing, milling, or other process-
ing, and thereafter forwards the same commodity,
or its equivalent, in the same or converted form,
under a through freight rate from point of origin
to final destination; and amounts derived from the
transportation of commodities to an export elevator,
wharf, dock or ship side on tidewater or navigable
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tributaries thereto, from points of origin in the state,
and thereafter forwarded by water carrier, in their
original form, to interstate or foreign destinations:
Provided, That no deduction will be allowed when
the point of origin and the point of delivery to such
an export elevator, wharf, dock, or ship side are
located within the corporate limits of the same city
or town.

SEC. 19. Section 2, chapter 144, Laws of 1943, as Rcw 82.44.020

last amended by section 10, chapter 261, Laws of amended.

1957, and RCW 82.44.020 are each amended to read
as. follows:.

An excise tax is imposed for the privilege of using B.asic tax

in the state any motor vehicle, except those operated imposed.

under dealer's licenses. The annual amount of such
excise shall be two percent of the fair market value
of such vehicle: Provided, That in no case shall the
tax be less than one dollar: Provided further, That
during the period of changeover to the staggered
system of registration of those motor vehicles as
defined in RCW 46.16.400 the excise tax may be
computed and imposed for periods of less than one
year sufficient to make the collection thereof coin-
cide with the collection of license fees on such ve-
hicles.

SEC. 20. If any provision of this act, or its ap- Severabillty.

plication to any person or circumstance is held in-
valid, the remainder of the act, or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances
is not affected.

SEC. 21. This act is necessary for the immediate Emergency,

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,efctvda.
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect April 1, 1959.

Passed the House March 23, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 20, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 30, 1959.
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CHAPTER 4.
[ H. B. 3. J

TRANSPORTATION ON PUGET SOUND-MOTOR VEHICLE
FUND-STABILIZATION FUND-STUDY-APPROPRI-
ATION.

AN ACT relating to transportation on Puget Sound; amending
section 3, chapter 181, Laws of 1939, as last amended by
section 3, chapter 271, Laws of 1957, and RCW 46.68.100;
amending section 12, chapter 271, Laws of 1957 and RCW
47.65.110; extending the expiration date of chapter 271,
Laws of 1957 (RCW 47.65.010 through 47.65.110) until June
30, 1961; and making an appropriation.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Row 46.68.100 SECTION 1. Section 3, chapter 181, Laws of 1939,
amened. as last amended by section 3, chapter 271, Laws of

1957, and RCW 46.68.100 are each amended to read
as follows:

Allocation of From the net tax amount in the motor vehicle
net tax amount
in motor fund there shall be paid sums as follows:
vehicle fund. (1) To the Puget Sound transportation stabiliza-

tion fund sums equal to one-half of one percent of
the net tax amount to be paid monthly as the same
accrues: Provided, That the total amount shall not
exceed five hundred thousand dollars;

(2) To the cities and towns of the state sums
equal to fifteen percent of the remainder of the net
tax amount to be paid monthly as the same accrues;

(3) To the counties of the state sums equal to
forty-one and one-half percent of the remainder of
the net tax amount to be paid monthly as the same
accrues.

Nothing in this section or in RCW 46.68.090 or
46.68.130 shall be construed so as to violate any
terms or conditions contained in any highway con-
struction bond issues now or hereafter authorized
by statute and whose payment is by such statute
pledged to be paid from any excise taxes on motor
vehicle funds.
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SEC. 2. Section 12, chapter 271, Laws of 1957 RC 76.1

and RCW 47.65.110 are each amended to read as
follows:

Chapter 271, Laws of 1957 and RCW 47.65.010 Chapter
expires

through 47.65.110 shall expire on June 30, 1961. June 30, 1961.

SEC. 3. There is appropriated from the Puget Appropriation.

Sound transportation stabilization fund to the Wash-
ington toll bridge authority for the biennium be-
ginning July 1, 1959, and ending June 30, 1961, the
sum of five hundred thousand dollars or so much
thereof as is necessary to carry out the provisions of
chapter 47.65 RCW.

Passed the House March 20, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 30, 1959.

CHAPTER 5.
[ S. B. 6.

EXCISE TAXES-BUSINESS AND OCCUPATION, SALES,
TOBACCO PRODUCTS.

AN ACT relating to revenue and taxation; amending section 5,
chapter 389, Laws of 1955, as amended by section 1, chap-
ter 3, Laws of 1959 extraordinary session (Engrossed
House Bill No. 1) and RCW 8 2.04.040; amending section
48, chapter 389, Laws of 1955 as amended by section 4,
chapter 3, Laws of 1959 extraordinary session (En-
grossed House Bill No. 1) and ROW 82.04.280; amending
section 6, chapter 389, Laws of 1955, as last amended by
section 1, chapter 279, Laws of 1957, and ROW 82.04.050;
amending section 23, chapter 197, Laws of 1959 and RCW
82.04.390; amending section 1, chapter 91, Laws of 1953,
as last amended by section 5, chapter 279, Laws of 1957,
and RCW 82.04.296; amending section 5, chapter 28, Laws
of 1951, second extraordinary session, as last amended by
section 4, chapter 279, Laws of 1957, and ROW 82.08.150;
amending section 49, chapter 389, Laws of 1955 and ROW
82.04.290; amending section 47, chapter 389, Laws of 1955
and ROW 82.04.270; amending section 14, chapter 197, Laws
of 1959 and ROW 82.04.300; adding new sections to chapter
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180, Laws of 1935, and to Title 82 RCW; and declaring an
emergency with the effective date April 1, 1959, except for
sections 10 through 21, which shall take effect July 1, 1959.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

RCW 82.04.040 SECTION 1. Section 5, chapter 389, Laws of 1955,
amened. as amended by section 1, chapter 3, Laws of 1959

extraordinary session (Engrossed House Bill No. 1)
and RCW 82.04.040 are each amended to read as
f ollows:

B &O0tax. "Sale" means any transfer of the ownership of,
"ae""casual poet o

or isolated title to, or possession of prpryfra valuable con-
sideration and includes any activity classified as a
"9sale at retail" or "retail sale" under RCW 82.04.050.
It includes renting or leasing, conditional sale con-
tracts, leases with option to purchase, and any con-
tract under which possession of the property is given
to the purchaser but title is retained by the vendor
as security for the payment of the purchase price. It
also includes the furnishing of food, drink, or meals
for compensation whether consumed upon the
premises or not.

"Casual or isolated sale" means a sale made by
a person who is not engaged in the business of selling
the type of property involved.

RCW 82.04.050 SEC. 2. Section 6, chapter 389, Laws of 1955, as
amended. last amended by section 1, chapter 279, Laws of 1957,

and RCW 82.04.050 are each amended to read as
follows:

"Sale at re- "Sale at retail" or "retail sale" means every sale
"retail of tangible personal property (including articles

produced, fabricated, or imprinted) other than a
sale to one who (a) purchases for the purpose of
resale as tangible personal property in the regular
course of business, or (b) installs, repairs, cleans,
alters, imprints, improves, constructs, or decorates
real or personal property of or for consumers, if such
tangible personal property becomes an ingredient
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or component of such real or personal property, or
(c) purchases for the purpose of consuming the
property purchased in producing for sale a new
article of tangible personal property or substance,
of which such property becomes an ingredient or
component or as a chemical used in processing, when
the primary purpose of such chemical is to create, a
chemical reaction directly through contact with an
ingredient of a new article being produced for sale.
The term also means every sale of tangible personal
property to persons engaged in any business which, is
taxable under RCW 82.04.280, subsection (2), and
82.04.290.

The term "sale at retail" or "retail sale" shall'in-
clude the sale of or charge made for tangible per-
sonal property consumed and/or for labor and
services rendered in respect to the following: (a)
The installing, repairing, cleaning, altering, imprint-
ing, or improving of tangible personal property
of or for consumers, excluding, however, services
rendered in respect to live animals, birds and in-
sects; (b) the constructing, repairing, decorating,
or improving of new or existing buildings or other
structures under, upon, or above real property of
or for consumers, including the installing or attach-
ing of any article of tangible personal property
therein or thereto, whether or not such personal
property becomes a part of the realty by virtue of
installation, and shall also include the sale of services
or charges made for the clearing of land and the*
moving of earth excepting the mere leveling of land
used in commercial farming or agriculture; (c) the
sale of or charge made for labor and services ren-
dered in respect to the cleaning, fumigating, razing
or moving of existing buildings or structures, but
shall not include the charge made for janitorial, ser-
vices; (d) the sale of or charge made for labor and
services rendered in respect to automobile towing,
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armored car service and similar automotive trans-
portation services, but not in respect to those re-
quired to report and pay taxes under chapter 82.16
RCW; (e) the sale of and charge made for the
furnishing of lodging and all other services by a
hotel, rooming house, tourist court, motel, trailer
camp, and the granting of any similar license to
use real property, as distinguished from the renting
or leasing of real property, and it shall be presumed
that the occupancy of real property for a continuous
period of one month or more constitutes a rental. or
lease. of real property and not a mere license to use
or enjoy the same.

- The term shall not include the sale of or charge
made for labor and services rendered in respect to
the building, repairing, or improving of any publicly
owned street, place, road, highway, bridge, or trestle
which is used or to be used primarily for foot or
vehicular traffic, nor shall it include sales of feed,
seed, fertilizer, and spray materials to persons for
the purpose of producing for sale any agricultural
product whatsoever, including milk, eggs, wool, fur,
meat, honey, or other substances obtained from
animals, birds, or insects.

ROW 82.04.270 SE~c. 3. Section 47, chapter 389, Laws of 1955 and
amended.
Tax on RCW 82.04.270 are each amended to read as follows:
wholesalers,
distributors. (1) Upon every person except persons taxable

under subsection (1) of RCW 82.04.260 engaging
within this state in the business of making sales at
wholesale; as to such persons the amount of tax
with respect to such business shall be equal to the
gross proceeds of sales of such business multiplied
by the rate of one-quarter of one percent.

. (2) The tax imposed by this section is levied
and shall be collected from every person engaged in
the. business of distributing in this state articles of
tangible personal property, owned by them from
their own warehouse or other central location in
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this state to two or more of their own retail stores
or outlets, where no change of title or ownership
occurs, the intent hereof being to impose a tax equal
to the wholesaler's tax upon persons performing
functions essentially comparable to those of a whole-
saler, but not actually making sales: Provided, That
the tax designated in this section may not be as-
sessed twice to the same person for the same-article.
The amount of the tax as to such persons shall be
computed by multiplying one-quarter of one percent
the value of the article so distributed as of the time
of such distribution: Provided, That persons en-
gaged in the activities described in this subsection
shall not be liable for the tax imposed if by proper
invoice it can be shown that they have purchased
such property from a wholesaler who has paid a
business and occupation tax to the state upon the
same articles. This proviso shall not apply to pur-
chases from manufacturers as defined in RCW 82-
.04.110. The tax commission shall prescribe uniform
and equitable rules for the purpose of ascertaining
such value, which value shall correspond as nearly
as possible to the gross proceeds from sales at whole-
sale in this state of similar articles of like quality
and character, and in similar quantities by other. tax-
payers: Provided further, That delivery trucks or
vans will not under the purposes of this section be
considered to be retail stores or outlets.

SEc. 4. Section 48, chapter 389, Laws of 1955 RCW 82.4.280

as amended by section 4, chapter 3, Laws of 1959,,ld
extraordinary session (Engrossed House Bill No. 1)
and RCW 82.04.280 are each amended to read as
follows:

Upon every person engaging within this state in Tax on

the business of: (1) Printing, and of publishing publishers.

newspapers, periodicals or magazines; (2) building, real property.

repairing or improving any publicly owned street,
place, road, highway, bridge or trestle which is used,
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or to. be used, primarily for foot or vehicular traffic
including any readjustment, reconstruction or re-
location of the facilities of any public, private or
cooperatively owned utility or railroad in the course
of such building, repairing or improving, the cost
of which readjustment, reconstruction, or relocation,
is the responsibility of the public authority whose
street, place, road, highway, bridge or trestle is being
built, repaired or improved; (3) extracting for hire
or processing for hire; (4) operating a cold storage
warehouse, but not including the rental of cold
storage lockers; (5) the -renting or leasing of real
property; as to such persons, the amount of tax on
such business shall be equal to the gross income of
the business multiplied by the rate of one-quarter
of one percent.

RCW 82.04.29 SEC. 5. Section 49, chapter 389, Laws of 1955
amended.

and ROW 82.04.290 are each amended to read as
follows:

Tax on other Upon every person engaging within this state in
business or
service any business activity other than or in addition to
activities, those enumerated in -ROW 82.04.230,'82.04.240, 82-

.04.250, 82.04.260, 82.04.270 and 82.04.280; as to such
P~rsons the amount of tax on account of such activi-
ties shall be equal to the gross income of the business
niiultiplied by the rate of one percent. This section
includes, among others, and without limiting the
scope hereof (whether or not title to materials used
in the performance of such business passes to an-
other by accession, confusion or other than by out-
right sale), persons engaged in the business of ren-
dering any type of service which does not constitute
a "sale at retail" or a "sale at wholesale." The
additional tax imposed in ROW 82.04.296 shall not
apply to persons or activities taxable under this
section.

RCW 82.04.296 SE.6Seto1,catr9,Lwof95,s
amended. SE.6Seto1,catr9,Lwof15,s

last amended by section 5, chapter 279, Laws of 1957,
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and RCW 82.04.296 are each amended to read as
follows:

From and after the first day of May, 1955, there Additionald

is levied and shall be collected from every person Temporary
rate.

for the act or privilege of engaging in business
activities, as a part of the tax imposed by this
chapter, other than those activities taxed pursuant
to RCW 82.04.260, an additional tax in the amount
of sixty percent of the tax payable under this
chapter: Provided, That from April 1, 1959 until
July 1, 1961 the additional tax imposed under this
section shall be in the amount of seventy-six percent
of the tax payable under this chapter. To facilitate
collection of this additional tax, the tax commission
is authorized to adjust the basic rates of persons to
which this section applies in such manner as to re-
flect the exact amount of the additional tax hereby
imposed.

*SEC. 7. Section 14, chapter 197, Laws of 1959 RCW 82.04.300
amended.

and RCW 82.04.300 are each amended to read as
follows:

This chapter shall apply to any person engaging Exem~ption

in any business activity taxable under RCW 82- monthly.

.04.230, 82.04.240, 82.04.250, 82.04.260, 82.04.270 andyerygos
82.04.280 other than those whose value of products,
gross proceeds of sales, or gross income of the busi-
ness is less than three hundred dollars per month:
Provided, That where one person engages in more
than one business activity and the combined meas-
ures of the tax applicable to such businesses equal
or exceed three hundred dollars per month, no ex-
emption or deduction from the amount of tax is al-
lowed by this section.

This chapter shall apply to any person engaging
in any business activity taxable under RCW 82.04-
.290 other than those whose value of products, gross
proceeds of sales, or gross income of the business is
less than thirty-six hundred dollars per year: Pro-
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vided, That where one person engages in more than
one business activity and the combined measures of
tax applicable to such business equals or exceeds
thirty-six hundred dollars, no exemption or deduc-
tion from the amount of tax is allowed by this
section.

Any person claiming exemption under the pro-
visions of this section may be required to file returns
even though no tax may be due: Provided, further,
That the tax commission may allow exemptions, by
general rule or regulation, in those instances in which
quarterly, semi-annual, or annual returns are per-
mitted. Exemptions for such periods shall be equi-
valent in amount to the total of exemptions for
each month of a reporting period.

ROW 82.04.390 n
amended. SEC. 8. Section 23, chapter 197, Laws of 1959

and RCW 82.04.390 are each amended to read as
follows:

Chapter not This chapter shall not apply to gross proceeds
to apply to
sale of realI derived from the sale of real estate. This however,
estate.

shall not be construed to allow a deduction of
amounts received as commissions from the sale of
real estate, nor as fees, handling charges, discounts,
interest or similar financial charges resulting from,
or relating to, real estate transactions.

ROW 82.08.150 SEC. 9. Section 5, chapter 28, Laws of 1951, second
amened. extraordinary session, as last amended by section

4, chapter 279, Laws of 1957, and RCW 82.08.150 are
each amended to read as follows:

Retail sales , r
tax. Tax on (1) There is levied and shall be collected from
certain sales adatrdy Nvme,' a
of intoxicatinganafe the firstda of Noemer 11 ata
liquors--Addi-
tional tax, upon each retail sale of spirits, wine, or strong beer

in the original package at the rate of ten percent of
the selling price, and the term "retail sale" as used
herein shall include, in addition to the meaning
ascribed thereto in chapter 82.04 RCW, any sale not
for resale in such original package. The tax im-
posed in this section shall apply to the sale of spirits,
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wine, or strong beer by the Washington state liquor
stores and agencies, including sales to Class H li-
censees. The tax imposed in RCW 82.08.020 as now
or hereafter amended shall not apply to sales subject
to the tax imposed by this section.

(2) There is levied and shall be collected from
and after the first day of April, 1959, an additional
tax upon each retail sale of spirits, wine, or strong
beer in the original package at the rate of five
percent of the selling price, and the term "retail
sale" as used herein shall include the meaning
ascribed thereto in chapter 82.04 RCW. The ad-
ditional tax imposed in this paragraph shall apply
to the sale of spirits, wine, or strong beer by the
Washington state liquor stores and agencies, exclud-
ing sales to Class H licensees. The tax imposed in
RCW 82.08.020 as now or hereafter amended shall
not apply to sales subject to the tax imposed by this
paragraph.

(3) The additional five percent tax enacted in
subdivision (2) of this section shall not be levied
upon or applied to sales of wine which have been
subjected to the tax imposed by RCW 66.24.220.

(4) As used in this section, the terms "spirits,"
"W ''e"strong beer,'' and ''package'' shall have the
meaning ascribed to them in chapter 66.04 RCW.

SEC. 10. There is added to chapter 180, Laws of New sections.

1935 and to Title 82 RCW 11 new sections to read as
set forth in sections 11 through 21 of this act.

SEC. 11. As used in sections 11 through 21: Definitions.
"Tobacco

(1) "Tobacco products" means cigars, Cheroots, products."

stogies, periques, granulated, plug cut, crimp cut,
ready rubbed, and other smoking tobacco, snuff,
snuff flour, cavendish, plug and twist tobacco, fine-
cut and other chewing tobaccos, shorts, refuse scraps,
clippings, cuttings and sweepings of tobacco, and
other. kinds and forms of tobacco, prepared in such
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manner as to be suitable for chewing or smoking -in
a pipe or otherwise, or both for chewing and smok-
ing, but shall not include cigarettes as defined in
RCW 82.24.010 (4);

"Mtufr., (2) "Manufacturer" means a person who manu-
factures and sells tobacco products;

"Distributor." (3) "Distributor" means (a) any person engaged
in the business of selling tobacco products in this
state who brings, or causes to be brought, into this
state from without the state any tobacco products
for sale, (b) any person who makes, manufactures,
or fabricates tobacco products in this state for sale in
this state, (c) any person engaged in the business
of selling tobacco products without this state who
ships or transports tobacco products. to retailers in
this state, to be sold by those retailers;

"Subjobber." (4) "Subjobber" means any person, other 'than a
manufacturer or distributor, who buys tobacco prod-
ucts from a distributo r and sells them to perso ns
other than the ultimate consumers;

"Retailer." (5) "Retailer" means any person engaged in the
business of selling tobacco products to ultimate con-
sumers;

"Sale." (6) "Sale" means any transfer, exchange, or
barter, in any manner or by any means whatsoever,
for a consideration, and includes and means all sales
made by any person. It includes a gift by a person
engaged in the business of selling tobacco products,
for advertising, as a means of evading the provisions
of this act, or for any other purposes whatsoever.

"Wholesale, (7) "Wholesale sales price" means the. estab-
slsprice." lished price for which a manufacturer sells a tobacco

product to a distributor, exclusive of any discount
or other reduction;

"Business." (8) "Business" means any trade, occupation,
activity, or enterprise engaged in for the purpose 'of
selling or distributing tobacco products in this state;

"Place of (9) "Place of business" means any place where
business."
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tobacco products are sold or where tobacco products
are manufactured, stored, or kept for the purpose of
sale or consumption, including any vessel, vehicle,
airplane, train, or vending machine;

(10) "Retail outlet" means each place of business "Retail~

from which tobacco products are sold to consumers;
:(11) "Commission" means the state tax commis- "Commission."

sion.

SEC. 12. (1) From and after July 1, 1959, there Tax on

is levied and there shall be collected a tax upon the products.

sale, use, consumption, handling, or distribution of
all tobacco products in this state at the rate of
twenty-five percent of the wholsale sales price of
such tobacco products. Such tax shall be imposed
at the time the distributor (a) brings, or causes to
be brought, into this state from without the state
tobacco products for sale, (b) makes, manufactures,
or fabricates tobacco products in this state for sale
in this state, or (c) ships or transports tobacco prod-
ucts to retailers in this state, to be sold by those
retailers.

(2) A floor stocks tax is hereby imposed upon Dloor stocks

every distributor of tobacco products at the rate of tobacco.

twenty-five percent of the wholesale sales price of
each tobacco product in his possession or under his
control on the effective date of this amendatory act.

Each distributor, within twenty days after the
effective date of this amendatory act shall file a re-
port with the commission, in such form as the com-
mission may prescribe, showing the tobacco prod-
ucts on hand on the effective date of this amendatory
act and the amount of tax due thereon.

The tax imposed by this subdivision shall be due
and payable within twenty days after the effective
date of this amendatory act and thereafter shall
bear interest at the rate of one percent per month.

SEC. 13. It is the intent and purpose of this Purpose.

amendatory act to levy a tax on all tobacco products
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Exemption.

Distributor,
subjobber,
certificate of
registration.

Distributor
to keep records
-Right of
inspection.

sold, used, consumed, handled, or distributed within
this state and to collect the tax from the distributor
as defined in section 11. It is the further intent and
purpose of this amendatory act to impose the tax
only once but nothing in this amendatory act shall
be construted to exempt any person taxable under
any other law or under any other tax imposed under
Title 82 RCW.

SEC. 14. The tax imposed by section 12 shall
not apply with respect to any tobacco products
which under the constitution and laws of the United
States may not be made the subject of taxation
by this state.

SEc. 15. From and after the effective date of
this amendatory act no person shall engage in the
business of a distributor or subjobber of tobacco
products at any place of business without first hav-
ing received from the commission a certificate of
registration as provided in RCW 82.32.030.

SEC. 16. Every distributor shall keep at each
registered place of business complete and accurate
records for that place of business, including item-
ized invoices, of tobacco products held, purchased,
manufactured, brought in or caused to be brought
in from without the state, or shipped or transported
to retailers in this state, and of all sales of tobacco
products made, except sales to the ultimate con-
sumer.

These records shall show the names and ad-
dresses of purchasers, the inventory of all tobacco
products on hand on the effective date of this
amendatory act, and other pertinent papers and
documents relating to the purchase, sale, or dis-
position of tobacco products.

When a registered distributor sells tobacco prod-
ucts exclusively to the ultimate consumer at the
address given in the certificate, no invoice of those
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sales shall be required, but itemized invoices shall be
mhade of all tobacco products transferred to other re-
tail outlets owned or controlled by that registered
distributor. All books, records, and other papers
and documents required by this section to b 'e kept
shall be preserved for a period of at least five years
after the date of the documents, as aforesaid, or
the date of the entries thereof appearing in the
records, unless the commuission, in writing, author-
izes their destruction or disposal at an earlier date.
At any time during usual business hours the com-
mission, or its duly authorized agents or employees,
may enter any place of business of a distributor,
without a search warrant, and inspect the premises,
the records required to be kept under this amenda-
tory act, and the tobacco products contained therein,
to determine whether or not all the provisions of
this amendatory act are being fully complied with.
If the commission, or any of its agents or employees,
are denied free access or are hindered or interfered
with in making such examination, the registration
certificate of the distributor at such premises shall
be subject to revocation by the commission.

SEC. 17. Every person who sells tobacco prod- Reports when
sales to

ucts to persons other than the ultimate consumer retailers.

shall render with each sale itemized invoices show-
ing the seller's name and address, the purchaser's
name and address, the date of sale, and all prices
and discounts. He shall preserve legible copies of
all such invoices for five years from the date of sale.

SEC. 18. Every retailer and subjobber shall pro- Retailers,
subjobbers,

cure itemized invoices of all tobacco products pur- reports of
purchases.

chased. The invoices shall show the name and ad-
dress of the seller and the date of purchase. The
retailer and subjobber shall preserve a legible copy
of each such invoice for five years from the date
of purchase. Invoices shall be available for inspec-
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tion by the commission or its authorized agents or
employees at the retailer's or subjobber's place of
business.

Public ware- SEC. 19. Records of all deliveries or shipments
hosereors.of tobacco products from any public warehouse of.

first destination in this state shall be kept by the
warehouse and be available to the commission for
inspection. They shall show the name and address
of the consignee, the date, the quantity of tobacco
products delivered, and such other information as
the commission may require. These records shall
be preserved for five years from the date of de-
livery of the tobacco products.

Distributor
returns as in
RCW 82.04.490.

Credit on taxes
by commission.

Severability.

Emergency,
effective date.

SEc. 20. Every distributor shall report and make
returns as provided in RCW 82.04.490 and as it
may be amended. Every registered distributor out-
side of this state shall in like manner report and
make returns.

SEC. 21. Where tobacco products upon which the
tax imposed by this amendatory act has been re-
ported and paid, are shipped or transported by the
distributor to retailers without the state, to be sold
by those retailers, or are returned to the manufac-
turer by the distributor or destroyed -by the dis-
tributor, credit of such tax may be made to the
distributor in accordance with regulations prescribed
by the commission.

SEC. 22. If any provision of this act, or its appli-
cation to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the remainder of the act or the application of the
provision to other persons or circumstances is not
affected.

SEc. 23. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its existing
public institutions, and shall take effect April 1,
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1959 except sections 10 through 21, which shall take
effect July 1, 1959.

Passed the Senate March 26, 1959.
Passed the House March 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor March 30, 1959.

CHAPTER 6.
[ S. B. 4.]

EXCISE TAXES-REAL ESTATE.

AN ACT relating to the support of the common schools; and
amending section 1, chapter 16, Laws of 1951 second extra-
ordinary session And ROW 28.45.110.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 1, chapter 16, Laws of 1951
second extraordinary session and RCW 28.45.110
are each amended to read as follows:

If the excise tax herein authorized shall be
levied in any county for a period of twelve or any
lesser number of months and it shall appear upon
the first day of May of any year that such tax has
not produced seventeen cents per day's attendance
credit or such proportion thereof as such lesser
number of months, or major fraction thereof, during
which the tax was levied, bears to twelve, the
deficit shall be certified by the board of county com-
missioners to the state superintendent of public
instruction as a charge against the state general
fund for the schools of such county. The sum so
certified shall be paid to the county treasurer from
the state general fund and allotted to the school
districts in the same manner as other money is
distributed from the county school fund: Provided,
That whenever in the judgment of the county su-
perintendent of schools and the county treasurer
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mdepfcinc of any county it becomes evident that the proceeds
equalaion
fnd-Eti- 0f the aforesaid excise tax levied in such county

mated deficit, during any fiscal year will not equal the amount

per day of attendance credit hereinbefore specified,
the aforesaid county officers shall prepare and sub-
mit an estimate of such deficit to the superintendent
of public instruction who is hereby authorized to
allot from the state general fund to the county
treasurer of such county for apportionment to the
school districts thereof .n amount deemed by the
aforesaid state officer: to- be required to pay such
deficit: Provided, That the state superintendent of
public instruction may pay such estimated deficit
on a monthly basis in. the same manner as other
state funds are apportioned: Provided further, That
in the event the aforesaid allotments~ for any: one
year beginning the first day of May and ending
the last day of April of the next succeeding year
should exceed the deficit which the county cornmis-
si oners are required by this section to certify 'to
the state superintendent of public instruction, the
amount of such excess shall be deducted from'sub-

cquent_ allotments made to the treasurer by the
*superintendent of public instruction' from the state
general fund.

-Passed the Senate March 24, 1959.
Passed the House March 25, 1959.
Approved by -the Governor April 3, 1959.
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CHAPTER 7.
[ S. B. 30.]

PACIFIC MARINE FISHERIES COMPACT.

AN ACT relating to The Pacific Marine Fisheries Compact; and
amending section 75.40.030, chapter 12, Laws of 1955 and
RCW 75.40.030.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Section 75.40.030, chapter 12, Laws RCW 5.0.030

of 1955 and RCW 75.40.030 are each amended to
read as follows:

Should congress, by vruofteahriyvested Fisheries Corn-

in it under article 1, section 10, of the Constitution 1vt i'0 on. 0

of the United States, providing for compacts and
agreements between the states, ratify The Pacific
Marine Fisheries Compact, recommended by the
Interstate Committee on Offshore Fisheries of the
Western Regional Legislative Conference of the
Council of State Governments,. after the enactment
of this compact by two or more of the states of
California, Oregon and Washington, then, and in
that event, there shall exist between the contracting
states a definite compact and agreement, the pur-
port of which shall be substantially as follows:

THE PACIFIC MARINE FISHERIES COMPACT.

The contracting states do hereby agree as fol-
lows:

ARTICLE I.
The purposes of this compact are and shall be

to promote the better utilization of fisheries, marine,
shell and anadromous, which are of mutual con-
cern, and to develop a joint program of protection
and prevention of physical waste of such fisheries
in all of those areas of the Pacific Ocean over which
the states of California, Oregon and Washington
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Pacific Marineontyoseatlyr
Fisheries Corn- jityoseatlynow have ormay hereafter
pact-Pro-

visions. acquire jurisdiction.
Nothing herein contained shall be construed

so as to authorize the aforesaid states or any of
them to limit the production of fish or fish products
for the purpose of establishing or fixing the prices
thereof or creating and perpetuating a monopoly.

ARTICLE II.
This agreement shall become operative immedi-

ately as to those states- executing it whenever two
or more of the states of California, Oregon and
Washington have executed it in the form that is
in accordance with the laws of the executing states
and the congress has given its consent.

ARTICLE III.
Each state joining herein shall appoint, as de-

termined by state statutes, one or more represen-
tatives to a commission hereby constituted and de-
signed as The Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission,
of whom one shall be the administrative or other
officer of the agency of -such state charged with
the conservation of the fisheries resources to which
this compact pertains. This commission shall be a
body with the powers and duties set forth herein.

IThe term of each commissioner of The Pacific
Marine Fisheries Commission shall be four years.
A commissioner shall hold office until his successor
shall be appointed and qualified but such successor's
term shall expire four years from legal date of ex-
piration of the term of his predecessor. Vacancies
occurring in the office of such commissioner from
any reason or cause shall be filled for the unexpired
term, or a commissioner may be removed from of-
fice, as provided by the statutes of the state con-
cerned. Each commissioner may delegate in writing
from time to time to a deputy the power to be pres-
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ent and participate, including voting as his repre-
sentative or substitute, at any meeting of or hearing
by or other proceeding of the commission.

Voting powers under this compact shall be lim-
ited to one vote for each state regardless of the
number of representatives.

ARTICLE IV.

The duty of the said commission shall be to
make inquiry and ascertain from time to time such
methods, practices, circumstances and conditions
as may be disclosed for bringing about the conser-
vation and the prevention of the depletion and physi-
cal waste of the fisheries, marine, shell, and anadro-
mous in all of those areas of the Pacific Ocean over
which the states of California, Oregon and Wash-
ington jointly or separately now have or may here-
after acquire jurisdiction. The commission shall have
power to recommend the coordination of the exer-
cise of the police powers of the several states within
their respective jurisdictions and said conservation
zones to promote the preservation of those fisheries
and their protection against over-fishing, waste,
depletion or any abuse whatsoever and to assure
a continuing yield from the fisheries resources of
the signatory parties hereto.

To that end the commission shall draft and,
after consultation with the advisory committee here-
inafter authorized, recommend to the governors and
legislative branches of the various signatory states
hereto legislation dealing with the conservation
of the marine, shell and anadromous fisheries in
all of those areas of the Pacific Ocean over which
the states of California, Oregon and Washington
jointly or separately now have or may hereafter
acquire jurisdiction. The commission shall, more
than one month prior to any regular meeting of
the legislative branch in any state signatory hereto,
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Pacific Marine
Fisheries Com-
pact-Pro-
visions.

present to the governor of such states its recom-
mendations relating to enactments by the legislative
branch of that state in furthering the intents and
purposes of this compact.

The commission shall consult with and advise
the pertinent administrative agencies in the sig-
natory states with regard to problems connected
with the fisheries and recommend the adoption of
such regulations as it deems advisable and which
lie within the jurisdiction of such agencies.

The commission shall have power to recommend
to the states signatory hereto the stocking of the
waters of such states with marine, shell or anadro-
mous fish and fish eggs or joint stocking by some
or all of such states and when two or more of the
said states shall jointly stock waters the commission
shall act as the coordinating agency for such stock-
ing.

ARTICLE V.
The commission shall elect from its number a

chairman and a vice chairman and shall appoint
and at its pleasure, remove or discharge such officers
and employees as may be required to carry the pro-
visions of this compact into effect and shall fix and
determine their duties, qualifications and compen-
sation. Said commission shall adopt rules and regu-
lations for the conduct of its business. It may
establish and maintain one or more offices for the
transaction of its business and may meet at any
time or place within the territorial limits of the
signatory states but must meet at least once a year.

ARTICLE VI.
No action shall be taken by the commission ex-

cept by the affirmative vote of a majority of the
whole number of compacting states represented at
any meeting. No recommendation shall be made by
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the commisison in regard to any species of fish
except by the vote of a majority of the compacting
states which have an interest in such species.

ARTICLE VII.
The fisheries research agencies of the signatory

states shall act in collaboration as the official re-
search agency of The Pacific Marine Fisheries Com-
mission.

An advisory committee to be representative of
the commercial fishermen, commercial fishing in-
dustry and such other interests of each state as the
commission deems advisable shall be established
by the commission as soon as practicable for the
purpose of advising the commission upon such rec-
ommendations as it may desire to make.

ARTICLE VIII.
Nothing in this compact shall be construed to

limit the powers of any state or to repeal or prevent
the enactment of any legislation or the enforcement
of any requirement by any state imposing additional
conditions and restrictions to conserve its fisheries.

IARTICLE IX
Continued absence of representation or of any

representative on the commission from any state
party hereto, shall be brought to the attention of
the governor thereof.

ARTICLE X.
The states agree to make funds available an-

nually to the support of the commission in propor-
tion to the primary market value of the products of
their fisheries as recorded in the latest published
reports (five year average): Provided, No state shall
contribute less than two thousand dollars per an-
num and the annual contribution of each state above
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Pacific Marine the minimum shall be figured to the nearest oneFisheries Com-
pact-Pro- hnrddlas
visions. hnrddlas

The states agree to make available annual funds
in the amounts scheduled below, which amounts are
calculated in the manner set forth herein, on the
basis of the latest five year catch records. Subse-
quent budgets shall be recommended by a majority
of the commission and the total amount thereof al-
located equitably among the states in accordance
with the above formula.

SCHEDULE OF INITIAL ANNUAL STATE
CONTRIBUTIONS.

California...................... $11,000
Oregon ......................... 2,000
Washington ..................... 2,000

Total....................... $15,000

ARTICLE XI.
This compact shall continue in force and remain

binding upon each state until renounced by it. Re-
nunciation of this compact must be preceded by
sending six months' notice in writing of intention
to withdraw from the compact to the other parties
hereto.

ARTICLE XII.
The states of Alaska or Hawaii, or any state

having rivers or streams tributary to the Pacific
Ocean may become a contracting state by enact-
ment of The Pacific Marine Fisheries Compact. Upon
admission of any new state to the compact, the
purposes of the compact and the duties of the com-
mission shall extend to the development of joint
programs for the conservation, protection and pre-
vention of physical waste of fisheries in which the
contracting states are mutually concerned and to
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all waters of the newly admitted state necessary to
develop such programs.

This article shall become effective upon its en-
actment by the states of California, Oregon and
Washington and upon ratification by congress, by
virtue of the authority vested in it under article 1,
section 10, of the Constitution of the United States.

Passed the Senate March 26, 1959.
Passed the House March 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor April 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 8.
[ H. B. 30.1

PUBLIC SCHOOL PLANT FACILITIES-FINANCING.

AN ACT relating to education; providing funds for the construc-
tion of public school plant facilities; authorizing the issu-
ance and sale of limited obligation bonds of the state and
providing ways and means to pay said bonds; continuing
the imposition of taxes; prescribing the powers and duties
of certain officers; making an appropriation; and declaring
an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Section 1. For the purpose of furnishing funds Bonds

for state assistance in providing public school plant authorized.

facilities, there shall be issued and sold, at any time
prior to April 1, 1963, limited obligation bonds of
the state of Washington in the sum of thirty-four
million dollars to be paid and discharged not more
than twenty years after the date of issuance. The
issuance, sale and retirement of said bonds shall
be under the general supervision and control of the
state finance committee.

The state finance commnittee is authorized to pre-
scribe the forms of such bonds; the provisions of
sale of all or any portion or portions of such bonds;
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the terms, provisions, and covenants of said bonds;
and the sale, issuance, and redemption thereof. None
of the bonds herein authorized shall be sold for less
than the par value thereof. Such bonds shall state
distinctly that they shall not be a general obligation
of the state of Washington, but shall be payable
in the manner and from the proceeds of cigarette
taxes as in this act provided. As a part of the con-
tract of sale of the aforesaid bonds, the state under-
takes to continue to levy the taxes referred to
herein and to fix and maintain said taxes in such
amounts as will provide sufficient funds to pay said
bonds and interest thereon until all such obligations
have been paid in full.

The committee may provide that the bonds, or
any of them, may be called" prior to the maturity
date thereof under such terms, conditions, and pro-
visions as it may determine and. may authorize the
use of facsimile signatures in the issuance of such
bonds and upon any coupons attached thereto. Such
bonds shall be payable at such places as the state
finance committee may provide.

Disposition SE.2Thprcesfo thsaeotebnd
of proceeds SE.2Thprcesfothsaeotebnd

from bonds. authorized herein shall be deposited in the public
school building account of the general fund and
shall be used exclusively for the purposes of carry-
ing out the provisions of this act, and for payment
of the expense incurred in the printing, issuance
and sale of such bonds.

Fund created SEC. 3. The public school building bond redemp-
-Cigarette
tax receipts tinfnof15ishrbcraeintestera-
deposited in. infnof15ishrbcraeintettera-

ury which fund shall be exclusively devoted to the
retirement of the bonds and interest authorized by
this act. The state finance committee shall, on or
before June thirtieth of each year certify to the
state treasurer the amount needed in the ensuing
twelve months to meet interest payments on and
retirement of bonds authorized by this act. The
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state treasurer shall thereupon deposit such amount
in the public school building bond redemption fund
of 1959 from the receipts from the taxes on cigarettes
imposed by RCW 82.24.020, RCW 73.32.130, and
RCW 28.47.440. The amount certified to the state
treasurer by the state finance committee as afore-
said shall be a first and prior charge, subject only
to amounts previously pledged for the payment of
interest on and retirement of bonds heretofore is-
sued, against all cigarette tax revenues.

ISEC. 4. The legislature may provide additional
means for raising funds for the payment of the
interest and principal of the bonds authorized by
this act and this act shall not be deemed to provide
an exclusive method for such payment. The power
given to the legislature by this section is permissive
and shall not be construed to constitute a pledge of
the general credit of the state of Washington.

SEC. 5. The bonds herein authorized shall be
fully negotiable instruments and shall be legal in-
vestment for all state funds or for funds under state
control and all funds of municipal corporations, and
shall be legal security for all state, county, and
municipal deposits.

SEC. 6. For the purpose of carrying out the pro-
visions of this act there is hereby appropriated to
the state board of education from the public school
building construction account of the general fund
the sum of thirty-four million dollars or so much
thereof as may be necessary: Provided, That no part
of the aforesaid thirty-four million dollars shall be
allotted to a school district for the purpose afore-
said until such district has provided funds for schoo]
building construction purposes through the issuance
of bonds or through the authorization of excess tax
levies or both in an amount equivalent to ten per-
cent of its taxable valuation plus such further
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amount as may be required by the state board of
education. The state board of education shall pre-
scribe and make effective such rules and regula-
tions as are necessary to equate insofar as possible
the efforts made by school districts to provide capi-
tal funds by the means aforesaid.

Board duties SEC. 7. In allotting the state funds provided by
in allocation
of funds, this act,' the state board of education shall:

(1) Prescribe rules and regulations governing
the administration, control, terms, conditions, and
disbursement of allotments to school districts to
assist them in providing school plant facilities;

(2) Approve, whenever the board deems such
action advisable, allotments to districts that apply
for state assistance;

(3) Authorize the payment of approved allot-
ments by warrant of the state treasurer; and

(4) In the event that the amount of state assis-
tance applied for pursuant to the provisions hereof
exceeds the funds available for such assistance dur-
ing any biennium, make allotments on the basis
of the urgency of need for school facilities in the
districts that apply for assistance or prorate allot-
ments among such districts in conformity with pro-
cedures and regulations applicable thereto which
shall be established by the board.

Procedure to SEC. 8. Allocations to school districts of state
determine
amount of fudbyy
aid. fnsprovided bythis act shall be made bythe

state board of education and the amount of state
assistance to a school district in financing a school
plant project shall be determined in the following
manner:

(1) The board of directors of the district shall
determine the total cost of the proposed project,
which cost may include the cost of acquiring and
preparing the site, the cost of constructing the build-
ing or of acquiring a building and preparing the
same for school use, the cost of necessary equip-
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ment, taxes chargeable to the project, necessary
architect's fees, and a reasonable amount for con-
tingencies and for other necessary incidental ex-
penses: Provided, That the total cost of the project
shall be subject to review and approval by the
state board of education.

(2) The state board of education shall compute
the ratio of the assessed valuation of the district,
adjusted in accordance with the ratio of assessed
valuation to actual valuation fixed by the state board
of equalization for the county to which the district
belongs, to the maximum number of educational
units allowable to the district under state board
of education regulations governing apportionment
of current state school funds: Provided, That this
number of units may be increased by the state board
of education for the use thereof specified in this
act, upon the finding of said board that completion
of the proposed project will provide facilities for
additional units and that such additional units will
be needed to serve the school population of the dis-
trict.

(3) The ratio of the adjusted valuation of the
district to the number of educational units thereof,
computed in the manner hereinabove provided for,
shall then be used in determining the percentage
of state assistance for the district in accordance
with the following table:

Ratio of adjusted
valuation to number of Percentage of

educational units state assistance
$10,520 or less to 1................ 90.0%

15,000 to 1....................... 86.0
20,000 to 1....................... 81.8
25,000 to 1....................... 77.7
28,570 to 1....................... 75.0
30,000 to 1....................... 73.9
35,000 to 1....................... 70.2
40,000 to 1 ........................ 66.7
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Procedure to
determine 45,000 to 1.............. .......... 63.3
amoun of0s,ooo to 1........................ 60.0

55,000 to 1........................ 56.9
60,000 to 1........................ 53.8
65,000 to 1........................ 50.9
70,000 to 1........................ 48.1
75,000 to 1........................ 45.5
80,000 to 1........................ 42.9
85,000 to 1........................ 40.4
90,000 to 1........................ 37.9
95,000 to 1........................ 35.6

100,000 to 1........................ 33.3
105,000 to 1....................... 31.1
110,000 to 1........................ 29.0
115,000 to 1........................ 27.0
120,000 to 1........................ 25.0
130,000 to 1 ................... 21.2
140,000 to 1........................ 17.6
150,000 to 1........................ 14.3
160,000 to 1........................ 11.1
170,000 to 1........................ 8.1
180,000 to 1........................ 5.3
190,000 to 1. ............. 2.6
200,000 to 1 .....................

Provided, That in the event the percentage of
state assistance to any school, district based on the
above table is less than twenty percent and such
school district is otherwise eligible for state assis-
tance under this act, the state board of education
may establish for such district a percentage of state
assistance not in excess of twenty percent of the
approved cost of the project, if the state board finds
that such additional assistance is necessary to pro-
vide minimum facilities for housing the pupils of
the district.

(4) The approved cost of the project determined
in the manner herein prescribed times the percen-
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tage of state assistance derived as provided for
herein shall be the amount of state assistance to
the district for the financing of the project: Pro-
vided, That need therefor has been established to
the satisfaction of the state board of education:
Provided, further, That additional state assistance
may be allowed if it is found by the state board of
education that such assistance is necessary in order
to meet (a) a school housing emergency resulting
from the destruction of a school building by fire,
the condemnation of a school building by properly
constituted authorities, a sudden and excessive past
or clearly forseeable future increase in school popu-
lation, or other conditions similarly emergent in
nature; or (b) a special school housing burden im-
posed by virtue of the admission of nonresident stu-
dents into educational programs established, main-
tained and operated in conformity with the require-
ments of law; or (c) a deficiency in the capital funds
of the district resulting from financing, subsequent
to April 1, 1959, and without benefit of the state
assistance provided by prior state assistance pro-
grams, the construction of a needed school building
project or projects approved in conformity with the
requirements of such programs, after having first
applied for and been denied state assistance be-
cause of the inadequacy of state funds available
for the purpose; or (d) conditions similar to those
defined under (a), (b), and (c) hereinabove, cre-
ating a like emergency.

SEc. 9. Whenever the voters of a school district Eligibility
for allocation,

authorize the issuance of bonds and/or the levying factors in-

of excess taxes in an amount sufficient to meet the
requirements of section 6 of this act respecting eli-
gibility for state assistance in providing school fa-
cilities, the taxable valuation of the district and the
percentage of state assistance in providing school
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facilities prevailing at the time of such authoriza-
tion shall be the valuation and the percentage used
for the purpose of determining the eligibility of the
district for an allotment of state funds and the
amount or amounts of such allotments, respectively,
for all projects for which the voters *authorize capi-
tal funds as aforesaid, unless a higher percentage
of state assistance prevails on the date that state
funds for assistance in financing a project are al-
lotted by the state board of education in which case
the percentage prevailing on the date of allotment
by the state board of funds for each project shall
govern: Provided, That if the state board of educa-
tion determines at any time that there has been un-
due or unwarranted delay on the part of school dis-
trict authorities in advancing a project to the point of
readiness for an allotment of state funds, the tax-
able valuation of the school district and the per-
centage of state assistance prevailing on the date
that the allotment is made shall be used for the
purposes aforesaid: Provided further, That the date
herein specified as applicable in determining the
eligibility of an individual school district for state
assistance and in determining the amount of such
assistance shall be applicable also to cases where
it is necessary in administering RCW 28.56 to de-
termine eligibility for and the amount of state assis-
tance for a group of school districts considered as
a single school administrative unit.

Additional SEC. 10. If a school district which has qualified
allotment
when housing for an allotment of state funds under the provisions
emergency-
Reimburse- of this act for school building construction is found
ment.

by the state board of education to have a school
housing emergency requiring an allotment of state
funds in excess of the amount allocable under sec-
tion 8 of this act, an additional allotment may be
made to such district: Provided, That the total
amount allotted shall not exceed ninety percent of
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the total cost of the approved project which may
include the cost of the site and equipment. At any
time thereafter when the state board of education
finds that the financial position of such school dis-
trict has improved through an increase in its tax-
able valuation or through retirement of bonded in-
debtedness or through a reduction in school hous-
ing requirements, or for any combination of these
reasons, the amount of such additional allotment,
or any part of such amount as the state board of
education determines, shall be deducted, under
terms and conditions prescribed by the board, from
any state school building construction funds which
might otherwise be provided to such district.

SEC. 11. In determining the eligibility of a union
high school district for state assistance in providing
high school facilities and facilities for the operation
of thirteenth and fourteenth year programs author-
ized by RCW 28.84.120 through 28.84.150, the re-
quirements of this act respecting the amount of
funds to be provided by a school district in order
to qualify for an allotment of state funds shall be
deemed to have been met if the total amount of
funds provided by the union high school district
and by the elementary school district components
thereof for school building construction purposes is
equivalent to ten percent of the taxable valuation
of the union high school district plus such further
amount as may be required by the state board of
education: Provided, That nothing herein shall re-
lieve any such school district from compliance with
the provisions' of section 10 of this act. For the pur-
pose of providing funds for financing the construc-
tion and equipment of facilities of the type herein-
before designated the board of directors of the union
high school district and the board of directors of
each elementary school district component thereof
may submit to the voters of the district a proposal

[1693 ]
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or proposals for providing capital funds through
the issuance of bonds or through authorization of
an excess tax levy. The proceeds of any such bond
issue or excess tax levy shall be credited to the
building fund of the union high school district and
shall be expended to pay the cost of constructing
and equipping facilities of the type aforesaid and
not otherwise.

An elementary school district component of a
union high school district shall be deemed to have
met the requirements of this act, if such elementary
school district has provided funds for financing the
estimate of both union high school district and ele-
mentary school district construction facilities in an
amount equivalent to ten percent of its taxable
valuation plus such further amount as may be re-
quired by the state board of education.

Appications SEC. 12. All applications by school districts for
for assistance
-Investiga- state assistance in providing school plant facilities

shall be made to the superintendent of public in-
struction in conformity with rules and regulations
which shall be prescribed by the state board of edu-
cation. Studies and surveys shall be conducted by
the state board for the purpose of securing informa-
tion relating to (a) the kind and extent of the school
plant facilities required and the urgency of need
for such facilities in districts that seek state assis-
tance, (b) the ability of such districts to provide
capital funds by local effort, (c) the need for im-
provement of school administrative units and school
attendance areas among or within such districts,
and (d) any other pertinent matters.

Guidance SEC. 13. It shall be the duty of the state board
material to be
furnished of education, in consultation with the Washington
di stricts.

state department of health, to prepare a manual
and '/or to specify other materials for the informa-
tion and guidance of local school district authorities
and others responsible for and concerned with the
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designing, planning, maintenance, and operation of
school plant facilities for the public schools. In so
doing due consideration shall be given to the pre-
sentation of information regarding (a) the need
for cooperative state-local district action in planning
school plant facilities arising out of the cooperative
plan for financing said facilities provided for in
this act; (b) procedures in inaugurating and con-
ducting a school plant planning program for a
school district; (c) standards for use in determining
the selection and development of school sites and
in designing, planning, and constructing school
buildings to the end that the health, safety, and
educational well being and development of school
children will be served; (d) the planning of readily
expansible and flexible school buildings to meet the
requirements of an increasing school population
and a constantly changing educational program;
(e) an acceptable school building maintenance pro-
gram and the necessity therefor; (f) the relationship
of an efficient school building operations service to
the health and educational progress of pupils; and
(g) any other matters regarded by the state board

as pertinent or related to the purposes and require-
ments of this act.

SEC. 14. The state board of education shall fur- Adrvisor

nish to school districts seeking state assistance un- provided.

der the provisions of this act consultatory and ad-
vi sory service in connection with the development
of school building programs and the planning of
school plant facilities.

SEC. 15. Whenever in the judgment of the state Standard
construction

board of education economies may be effected with- plans auor

out impairing the usefulness and adequacy of school
buildings, said board may prescribe rules and regu-
lations and establish procedures governing the prep-
aration and use of modifiable basic or standard plans
for school building construction projects for which
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state assistance funds provided by this act are al-
lotted.

Severability. SEC. 16. If any section, paragraph, sentence,
clause, phrase or word of this act should be held
to be invalid or unconstitutional, such act shall not
affect or impair the validity or constitutionality of
any other section, paragraph, sentence, clause,
phrase or word of this act. It is h ereby declared
that had any section, paragraph, sentence, clause,
phrase or word as to which this act is declared in-
valid been eliminated from the act at the time the
same was considered, the act would have neverthe-
less been enacted with such portions eliminated.

Emergency. SEC. 17. This act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
and for the support of state government and 'its
existing public institutions, and shall take effect
immediately.

Passed the House March 21, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 24, 1959.
Approved by the Governor April 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 9.
[H. B. 35.1

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS-FINANCING.

AN ACT providing for the financing of capital improvement
projects from the proceeds of a bond issue repayable from
a portion of the retail sales tax and such additional means
as the legislature may provide.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Limited ob- SECTioN 1. For the purpose of furnishing funds
ligation bonds
authorized, to finance projects in the 1959-1961 capital budget,

as adopted by the legislature, there shall be issued
and sold limited obligation bonds of the state of
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Washington in the sum of ten million eighty-nine
thousand dollars to be paid and discharged not
more than twenty years after date of issuance. The
issuance, sale and retirement of said bonds shall
be under the general supervision and control of
the state finance committee.

The state finance committee is authorized to
prescribe the forms of such bonds; the provisions
of sale of all or any portion or portions of such
bonds; the terms, provisions, and covenants of said
bonds; and the sale, issuance, and redemption there-
of. None of the bonds herein authorized shall. be
sold for less than the par value thereof. Such bonds
shall state distinctly that they shall not be a general
obligation of the state of Washington, but shall be
payable in the manner and from the proceeds of
retail sales taxes as in this act provided. As a part
of the contract of sale of the aforesaid bonds, the
state undertakes to continue to levy the taxes re-
ferred to herein and to fix and maintain said taxes
in such amounts as will provide sufficient funds to
pay said bonds and interest thereon until all such
obligations have been paid in full.

The committee may provide that the bonds, or
any of them, may be called prior to the maturity
date thereof under such terms, conditions, and pro-
visions as it may determine and may authorize the
use of facsimile signatures in the issuance of 'such
bonds and upon any coupons attached thereto. Such
bonds shall be payable at such places as the st~te
finance committee may provide.

SEC. 2. The proceeds from the sale of the bonds Disposition
of proceeds

authorized herein shall be deposited in the state frm

building construction account of the general fund
and shall be used exclusively for the purposes of
carrying out the provisions of the capital appropria-
tion act of 1959, and for payment of the expense in-
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curred in the printing, issuance, and sale of such
bonds.

Retirement of SEC. 3. Retirement of the bonds and interest
bonds and
interest authorized by this act shall be from the state build-
thereon.

mng construction bond redemption fund created by
chapter 298, Laws of 1957. The state finance com-
mittee shall on or before June thirtieth of each
year certify to the state treasurer the amount needed
in the ensuing twelve months to meet interest pay-
ments on and retirement of bonds authorized by
this act. The state treasurer shall thereupon deposit
such amount in the state building construction bond
redemption fund from moneys transmitted to the
state treasurer by the tax commission and certified
by the tax commission to be sales tax collections,
and such amount certified by the state finance com-
mittee to the state treasurer shall be a prior charge
against all retail sales tax revenues of the state of
Washington, subject to and inferior only to the
charges thereon created by chapters 229 and 230,
Laws of 1949, and chapter 298, Laws of 1957. Said
bond redemption fund shall be kept segregated from
all moneys in the state treasury and shall, while
any of such bonds or interest thereon remains un-
paid, be available solely for the payment thereof.
As a part of the contract of sale of the bonds herein
authorized, the state undertakes to continue to
levy and collect a tax on retail sales equal to that
portion thereof allocated to said fund as provided
in this act, and to place the proceeds thereof in
the state building construction bond redemption
fund and to make said fund available to meet said
payments when due until all bonds and the interest
thereon authorized under this act shall have been
paid.

Additional SEC. 4. The legislature may provide additional
means of
payment means for raising funds for the payment of the

autoried. interest and principal of the bonds authorized by
[1698]
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this act and this act shall not be deemed to provide
an exclusive method for such payment. The power
given to the legislature by this section is permissive
and shall not be construed to constitute a pledge
of the general credit of the state of Washington.

SEC. 5. The bonds herein authorized shall be tibond-s n-

fully negotiable instruments and shall be legal in steita

vestment for all state funds or for funds under state
control and all funds of municipal corporations, and
shall be legal security for all state, county, and
municipal deposits.

Passed the House March 27, 1959.
Passed the SenatL- March 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor April 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 10.
[ H. B. 53.

LEGISLATIVE INTERIM COMMITTEES-WORLD'S FAIR
COMMISSION-PAYMENT IN LIEU OF PER DIEM.

AN ACT relating to state government; and regulating the pay
of senators and representatives on interim or permanent
legislative committee or council or the World's Fair Com-
mission duties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. Each member of the senate or house Pay, mileage,
authorized.

of representatives serving on the legislative council,
the legislative budget committee, or any other per-
manent or interim committee or council of the leg-
islature, or the World's Fair Commission shall be
entitled to receive, in lieu of per diem or any other
payment, for each day or major portion thereof in
which he is actually engaged in business of the
committee, notwithstanding any laws to the con-
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trary, twenty dollars per, day, plus mileage allow-
ance at the rate of ten cents per mile when author-
ized by the committee or council of which he is a
member and on the business of which he is engaged.

Passed the House March 27, 1959.

Passed the Senate March 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor April 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 11.
[Sub. S. B.21.1 ,

SUPPLEMENTAL BUDGET AND APPROPRIATIONS.

AN ACT adopting the supplemental budget and making appro-
priations for miscellaneous purposes, and declaring an
emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Supplemental
appropriations.

For-
State em-
ployees' retire-
ment system.

SECTION 1. The following sums, or so much there-
of as shall severally be found necessary, are hereby
appropriated out of the. several funds indicated,
for the fiscal biennium beginning July 1, 1959 and
ending June 30, 1961, except as otherwise- provided.

STATE EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM

General Fund Appropriation for
employer's contribution on
behalf of:

GLADYS EMMA THOMAS for
September. 1951............................. $15.21

JAMES GIBBESON for May and
June 1957................................. $27.62

ARLA HANSEN for June 1957 .................... $11.26
ELMER J. NELSON for April
:1 1949 through September 1949 ................ $151.74

IIYA M.L WHISTLER for July 1954 .
to January 1957............................ $80.50

NADINE, F. BROOKS for March
1957 to June 1957, mcl...................... $42.54

MURIEL JASMER for June 1957 ............... .... $10.53
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LEANNE MANDERY for services
during 1950, 1951, 1952 and...
1953....................................... $28.24

FERN DzuRISON for February
to June 1957, mnci........................$57.26

FLORENCE YEOMAN for April
1949 to April 1953, mnci..........................$447.21

LOUISE HOLLINGSWORTH for Oc-.

tober 1951....................................$9.71
t'Away HESS for January 1, 1951.........

through December 31, 1954 ..................... $252.39
CLYDE J. MILLER for April

t 1949 through February 1951 ........ $120.55
ELMER JOHNSTON for April

1949 to February 1951 ............ $120.55

* CHAs. L. JOHNSON for January
.1955 to April 1955.......................... $181.02

NAT W. WASHINGTON for June
1950 to December 1950 ......................... $36.47

!HOWARD BARGREEN for April
1949 to December 1951 ....................... $110.13

MARSHALL A. NEILL for April
1949 to December 1952 ....................... $235.1 7

AUGUST MARDESICH for Janu-
ary 1951 to December 1954 .................... $252.39

MAX WEDEKIND for April 1947
to February 1951 ............................. $120.55

Employees of State Land Com-
missioner for June 1955 ...................... $857.14

CLARENCE S. MCKAY fur June
1949 to November 1949, mnci....................$106.74

P VIC.TOR A. MEYERS for January
1953..........................................$11.10

MATTHEW KAST for January
1951 to June 1957 ............................ $845.76

NAT W. WASHINGTON for Janu-
ary 1951 to June 1957 ......................... $411.72

DAVID C. COWEN for April 1949
toFebruary 1951 ........................ $120.55

HOWARD BARGREEN for January
1951 and February 1951 ....................... $10.42

ALBERT D. RosELLINI for April
1941 to February 1951 ........................ $120.55

B. J. DAHL for April 1949 to
December 1950 .................... $110.13

VIRGINIA DUERR for April 1957 .................... $12.71
ELNORA O'DONNELL for October

1956..........................................$12.21
ELNORA O'DONNELL for No-

vember 1956..................................$12.21
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BARBARA CALKINS f or June
1956.....................................

PAUL CHRISTIANSEN for July
1955.....................................

VIRGINIA DUERR for June 1957 ...............
KATHERINE DUNCAN for Sep-

tember 1955 .............................

JOANNE SAUNDERS for Septem-
ber 1956.................................

VIRGINIA DUERR for May 1957 ................
PERRY B. WOODALL for April 1,

1948 through February 1951 ...............

MICHAEL J. GALLAGHER for
April 1949 through February
1951.....................................

PATRICK D. SUTHERLAND for
April 1, 1949 through De-
cember 1954.............................

JUDGMENTS

General Fund Appropriation for
judgments as follows:

CHARLES M. STOKES (State of
Washington vs. Morris Woo-
ten, King County No. 26746) ..............

HOWARD F. FRYE: (State of
Washington vs. Richard Da-
niel Tembruell, King County
No. 284526)..............................

RUDY SCHULZE (State of Wash-
ington vs. Rudy Schulze,
Clallamn County No. 2263) .................

MERVIN G. WALLIS (State of
Washington vs. Mervin G.
Wallis, Spokane County No.
33820)...................................

LOCAL IMPROVEMENT ASSESSMENTS

General Fund Appropriation for
local improvement assess-
ments as follows:

TREASURER, CITY OF OLYMPIA,

Local Improvement District
No. 570.....................$6,673.18
Interest...................... 600.58

Total....................

[ 1702
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Rudy Schulze.

Mervin G.
Wallis.

City of
Olympia.

$1.96
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$13.26
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TREASURER, CITY OF PULLMAN,

Local Improvement District
No. 105 ...................... $6,170.87
Interest...................... 524.53

Total..................
TREASURER, COWLITZ COUNTY,

Consolidated Diking District
No. 1 ................................

TREASURER, GRAYS HARBOR

COUNTY, Drainage District
No. 1 ................................

TREASURER, THURSTON COUNTY,
Drainage District No. 3 .................

TREASURER, CITY OF PUYALLUP,
Local Improvement District
No. 57-1..................... $1,204.25
Interest...................... 42.15

Total..................
TREASURER, CITY OF PULLMAN,

Local Improvement District

No. 108 ..............................
TREASURER, COWLITZ COUNTY,

Consolidated Diking District

No. 1 ................................
TREASURER, ISLAND COUNTY,

Island County Weed District ............
TREASURER, OKANOGAN COUNTY,

Brewster Flat Irrigation Dis-
trict .................................

TREASURER, YAKIMA COUNTY,
Roza Irrigation District ... $1,238.21
Interest...................... 35.56

Total..................
TREASURER, ADAMS COUNTY,

East Columbia Basin Irriga-
tion District...........................

TREASURER, PIERCE COUNTY,
Drainage District No. 14 ................

TREASURER, ISLAND COUNTY, IS-

land County Weed District.................

TREASURER, CLARK COUNTY,
Drainage District No. 5 .................

TREASURER, JEFFgRSON COUNTY,
Drainage District No. 1 .................

TREASURER, WHATCOM COUNTY,
Drainage Improvement Dis-

trict No. 1 ............................

[CHI. 11.

City of
Pullman.

$6,695.40
Cowlitz
County.

$12.96
Grays Harbor
County.

$4.36
Thurston

$6.44 County.

City of
Puyallup.

$1,246.40
City of
Pullman.

$33,245.17
Cowlitz
County.

$152.96

$24.32
Island County.

Okanogan
County.

$6,286.86
Yakima
County.

$1,273.77
Adams
County.

$2,384.65
Pierce

$13.92 County.

Island County.

$12.25

$120.00
Clark County.

Jefferson

$11.12 county.

Whatcomn
County.

$11.55
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Supplemrenjtal General Fund-Park and Park-
appropriations.
For- ways Account Appropriation

for local improvement as-
sessments as follows:

Thurston TREASURER, THURSTON COUNTY,
County. Hopkins Drainage Ditch.................... $70.00

Yakima TREASURER, YAKIMA COUNTY,
County. Dike Improvement District

No. 1.........................................$43.61

REFUNDS.

General Fund Appropriation for
refunds as follows:

John A. Gose. JOHN A. GosE, ADMINISTRATOR
OF ESTATE OF J. S. SHORE, De-
ceased, refund of monies es-
cheated to Permanent School
Fund........................................$3,161.08

Elsie Wanless. ELSIE WANLEss, refund of
monies escheated to Perma-
nent School Fund ............................ $285.00

Art Garton. ART GARTON, ADMINISTRATOR
OF ESTATE OF JOHN BURKHART,
Deceased, refund of bank
dividends escheated to state .................... $7.69

Herbert HERBERT BUTLER, ExECUTOR OF
Butler. ESTATE OF L. F. GALVIN, De-

ceased, refund of bank div-
idends escheated to state ....................... $9.80

John D. Allen. JOHN D. ALLEN, refund of div-
idends escheated to Perma-
nent School Fund ............................. $6.86

Prentia PRENTis FRAZIER, refund of
Frazier. bond (State of Washington

vs. Tom Hall, King County
No. 26753)................................ $1,727.70

Isaacson ISAACSON IRON WORKS, refund
Iron Works. of rental payment on tide-

land lease No. 2038 ........................... $1,395.50

Motor Vehicle Fund Appropria-
tion for refunds as follows:

Ted Harmer. TED HARMER, refund of liquid
fuel tax on accidental loss of
9,665 gallons of gasoline .............. ........ $628.23

Pacific Inter- PACIFIC INTERMOUNTAIN Ex-
mountain
Express. PRESS, refund of tax on 5,443

gallons of contaminated gas-
oline...................................... $353.80
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SUNDRY CLAIMS.
General Fund Appropriation for

relief of various individuals,
firms and corporations for
sundry reasons as follows:

MILES P. GILBERT, compensa-
tion for overtime work per-
formed in 1955 ........................

J. J. WONDERS, payment in full
for accordion lost at Eastern
State Hospital in 1952..................

TREASURER, City Of Spokane,
damage to airfield runway
light by National Guard air-
craft.................................

CHAS. H. JONES, Trustee, reim-
bursement to Northern Sl~ate
Hospital revolving fund on
account of payment for sal-
aries and wages applicable
to previous biennium ...................

TREASURER, SPOKANE COUNTY,
interest on illegal payments
under chapter 253, Laws of
1955 as provided by chapter

'6, Laws of 1957 .......................
TREASURER, SKAMANIA COUN-

TY, interest on illegal pay-
ments under chapter 253,
Laws of 1955 as provided by-
chapter 6, Laws of 1957..............

:TREASURER, WHATcOM COUmNY,
interest on illegal payments
under chapter 253, Laws of
1955 as provided by chapter
6, Laws of 1957 .......................

fBLOOMQUIST LOGGING C OM-
PANY, reimbursement for
fire fighting expenses...................

GLENN ANDERSON, in full settle-
* ment of claim for damages

by being shot in head dur-
ing prison riot August 20,
1953 resulting in loss of
senses of taste, smell and
sight.................................

*PETTIJOHN ENGINEERING COM-
PANY, reimbursement fo r
surety bond for issuance of
duplicate of lost warrant ................

E 1705]1

$22.08

$30.00

$186.20

$49.65

$7,618.58

$272.99

$156.78

$1,192.60

$25,000.00

For-

Miles P.
Gilbert.

3.3J. Wonders.

City of
Spokane.

Chas. H. Jones.

Spokane
County.

Skamania
County.

Whatcom
County.

Bloomquist
Logging
Company.

Glenn
Anderson.

Pettijohn
Engineering
Company.

$253.00
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Supplemental CHARLES SATIACUM, damages to
appropriations,. ihn e lee ohv
For-fihn nealee tohv
Charles
Satiacum. been caused by officers of

Department of Fisheries ................
E. E. Skinner. E. E. SKINNER, balance of costs

of erection of water supply
line at Rainier School..................

Employees' EMPLOYEES' REHT IR E MEN T
Retirement BORepoe cnri-
Board.BORepoe cotiu

tion on behalf of Frank Bur-
gess for period May 1949 to
October 1949..........................

Stanley W.
Hamar. Fred
J. Harmon.
and wives.

Arthur
Borcher.

R. W. O'Toole.

Harlan F.
Seachris.

Thomas W.
Spencer.

West Coast
Telephone
Company.

Eugene V.

Williams.

Elvis Eaton.

Motor Vehicle Fund Appropria-
tion for relief of the follow-
ing individuals:

STANLEY W. HAMAR and WIFE
and FRED J. HARMON and
WIFE, in full settlement of
damages resulting from the
raising of traffic barrier prior
to seating of the bridge
mechanism allowing claim-
ants to drive upon the
bridge and strike the un-
seated portion thereof..................

Medical Aid Fund Appropriation:
ARTHUR BORCHER, additional

salary due for services dur-
ig the 1953-55 biennium,

per Attorney General's Opin-
ion ..................................

Game Fund Appropriation for
relief of the following indi-
viduals and companies:

R. W. O'TOOLE, for loss of two
dogs by poison ........................

HARLAN F. SEACHIfiS, for loss
of poisoned pigs and dog ................

THOMAS W. SPENCER, for loss
of poisoned dogs ......................

WEST COAST TELEPHONE COM-
PANY, services furnished to
Department of Game in
1956 .................................

EUGENE V. WILLIAMS, damage
for loss of fish by poison ................

ELvis EATON, full settlement
for game damage occurring
prior to March 1, 1959..................

[ 1706 ]

$49.22

$6,156.84

$50.77

$5,000.00

$5,975.00

$250.00

$40.00

$125.00

$34.30

$1,000.00

$1,000.00
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STANLEY ANDERSON, game dam-
age ..................................

PAUL SCHIUERMAN, loss of three
pigs and ten prune trees ................

Contingent Receipts Fund Ap-
propriation:

VARIOUS COUNIEriS, to replace
warrants cancelled by stat-
ute of limitations ......................

Motor Vehicle Fund Appropri-
ation:

PETE STEVE, damage to trailer
by state highway men blast-
ing near Pend Oreille Park..............

[Cli. 11.

For-
Stanley

$328.03 Anderson.
Paul

$200.00 Schuerman.

Various

counties.

$1,020.94

Pete Steve.

$80.00

TRANSFERS

To Reimburse General Fund for
Expenditures from Appro-
priation for Belated Claims:

GENERAL FUND--Capitol Build-
ing Construction Account
Appropriation.........................

GENERAL FUND - Commercial
Feed Account Appropriation ............

GENERAL FUND - Egg Account
Appropriation.........................

GENERAL FUND - Fertilizer,
Agriculture, Minerals and
Limes Account Appropria-
tion........................

GENERAL FUND - Institutional
Revolving Account Appro-
priation ..............................

GENERAL FUND - Nursery In-
spection Account Appropri-
ation.................................

GENERAL FUND - Parks and
Parkways Account Appro-
priation ..............................

GENERAL FUND - Real Estate
Commission Account Appro-
priation..............................

GENERAL FUND - Reclamation
Revolving Account Appro-
priation ..............................

GENERAL FuND--Seed Account
Appropriation.........................

AcCIDENT FUND Appropriation ..............

[ 1707 ]

Transfers to
General Fund.

$420.00

$98.95

$112.47

$17.47

$373.29

$72.03

$55.00

$3.29

$1,309.13

$186.31
$31.00
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appropriations.
For-
Transfers to
General Fund..

General Fund
-Carry out
1957 c 136.
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CONTINGENT RECEIPTS F U N D

-Appropriation .........................
GAME FUND Appropriation................
GRAIN AND HAY INSPECTION

FUND Appropriation ....................
HIGHWAY SAFETY FUND Appro-

priation ........................... ....
,MEDJCAL AmD FUND Appropria-

tion..................................
MOTOR VEHICLE FUND Appro-

priation............................
P U B3 L I C SERVICE REVOLVING

FUND Appropriation ....................
TEACHERS' RETIREMENT FUND

Appropriation ........... ..............

VALIDATING APPROPRIATIONS

General Fund-Alcoholism Ac-
count Appropriation:

To validate expenditures for
operation of Alcoholism Ac-
count as established by chap-
ter 136, Laws of 1957 for
which no appropriation was
provided..............................

BELATED CLAIMS

General Fund Appropriation -for_ :

belated claims as follows:
WILLIAM R. WARNER, terminal

Warner, leave pay.............................
Lawrence E. LAWRENCE E. STUMP, terminal
Stump, leave pay .............................
Columbia COLUMB~iA BASIN COMMISSION,
Basin
Commission, payroll and travel expense

for month of April, 1957:.........
Capitol Body CAPITOL BODY AND FENDER
and FenderWOKrpis t sae
Works.WOKrpist sae

owned pickup truck fur-
nished to State Capitol Corn-
mittee in November, 1954 ..............

Mills & Mills MILLS & MILLS FUNERAL HOME,
Funeral Home. funeral service for public as-

sistance recipient, payment
of which was delayed await-
ing the clearing up of legal
matters ..........................

[ 1708]

$17.56
$5,045.73

$358.03

$11,648.76

$31.50

$1,873.40

$103.20

$70.00

$15,632.38

$121.68

$54.08

*$167.92

$108.83

$255.00

William R.
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BOOTH-ASHMORE MORTUARY, fu1-
neral service for public as-
sistance recipient ........................

TAYLOR NURSING HOME, pay-
ment for nursing home care
for welfare recipient...................

Ak 6 B E R T WARMUTH, claim
against former superinten-
dent of Green Hill School for
unpaid grocery bill. Statute
p ro v id es superintendent
Withi provisions independent

!of state commissary....................

General Fund-Parks and Park-
way Account:

1.~T . YATES, termination
pay and travel expense for
June 1956 ............. ...............

PAYMENT OF COSTS

Motor Vehicle Fund Appropria-
tion for payment of costs as
follows:

LEWIS A. BELL, Costs incurred
prior to two condemnation
s .uits on same land when
state did not proceed with
trial .................................

Motor Vehicle Excise Fund Ap-
propriation for payment of
costs as follows:

WASHINGTON PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION, costs incurred
in collecting Motor Vehicle

:,Excise tax for period January
1, 1957 to December 31,
1958, under provisions of
chapter 152, Laws of 1945...............

STATE LEGISLATURE

General Fund Appropriation:
Joint Senate and House Ex-

penses - Employers' contri-
bution to OASI and State
Employees' Retirement Sys-
tem.....................................

Printing, indexing, binding
and editing session laws,

[ 1709f

For-
Booth-
Ashmore

$171.60 Mortuary.
Taylor
Nursing
Home.

$352.00
Robert
Warinuth.

$480.77

Betty 1. Yates

$193.05

Lewis A.
Bell.

$400.00

Washington
Public Service
Commission.

$2,093.10

Senate, House
expenses.

$13,610.00

[CH.11.
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Supplemen tal
appropriations.

Senate. House
expenses.

Senate and House Journals
and other printing, and bind-
ing public documents ..................

Printing, binding and mailing
of the pamphlet edition, 1959
Session Laws.........................

Interim Fisheries Committee .............
Interim Committee on Legis-

lative Building Moderniza-
tion .................................

Joint Interim Committee on
Education ............................

Legislative Council ......................

Game Fund Appropriation:
Interim Committee on Game

and Game Fish .......................

SECRETARY OF STATE
General Fund Appropriation:

To carry out provisions of
House Bill 599 ........................

For printing 1960 editions, gen-
eral election law pamphlets,
precinct election officers'
guide books and registra-
tion manuals.........................

STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON
General Fund Appropriation to

purchase land in vicinity of
Prosser Agriculture Irrigation
Experiment Station for pear
and other research provided
that this item may be ex-
pended commencing with the
effective date of this act ..................

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
General Fund Appropriation for

the studies of iron ore, oil, gas
and other mineral resources in
the state. The director is au-
thorized to cooperate with
federal agencies on a matching
fund basis for any portion of
these studies and surveys ................

General Fund Appropriation for
the prevention and correction
of soil erosion along shores

[ 1710

Secretary
of State.

State College
of Washington.

Department of
Conservation.

$93,000.00

$22,300.00
$4,000.00

$1,000.00

$25,000.00
$15,000.00

$5,000.00

$37,500.00

$12,500.00

$11,700.00

$63,000.00

CH. 11.]
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and beaches in the vicinity of For-
Take's Point, said money to be
expended by the department in
cooperation with municipal
corporations located in said vi-
cinity provided that no more
than fifty percent of the costs
of any project be paid from
state funds................................. $50,000.00

COLUMBIA RIVER INTERSTATE COMPACT Columbia
River Inter-

COMMISSION state Compact
commission.General Fund Appropriation................... $17,000.00

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ADMINISTRATION Department of
General Ad-

General Fund Appropriation for ministration.

refurbishing legislative com-
mittee rooms............................... $10,000.00

PERMANENT STATUTE LAW COMMITTEE Permanent
Statute Law

General Fund Appropriation: Committee.

To carry out provisions of Sen-
ate Bill 257............................... $20,175.00

STATE CAPITOL COMMITTEE State Capitol
Committee.

General Fund-Capitol Building
Construction Account Appro-
priation to make necessary re-
pairs to the exterior of the
capitol buildings, improve-
ments to the legislative build-
ing ventilating system, and
other improvements and re-
pairs deemed necessary by the
State Capitol Committee.................... $150,000.00

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH Department of
Health.

General Fund Appropriation to
carry out provisions of House
Bill 638................................... $18,000.00

BOARD OF PRISON TERMS AND PAROLES Board of
Prison Terms

General Fund Appropriation to and Paroles.

carry out provisions of Sen-
ate Bill 2 .................................. $50,000.00

SOLDIERS' HOME AND COLONY Soldiers'
Home and

General Fund Appropriation to Colony.

carry out provisions of Sen-
ate Bill 372 ................................ $10,000.00

[ 17111]
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Supplemental
appropriations. WASHINGTON STATE REFORMATORY
For-
Washington Motor Vehicle Fund Appropri-
State
Reformatory. tion for compensation for

land and improvements taken
for the construction of State
Highway No. 15, to be used for
construction and equipping of
housing at said institution .................... $18,000.00

Department of DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS
Insittios. General Fund-Probation. Serv-

ice Account Appropriation to
carry out provisions of House
Bill 97.................................... $25,000.00

Department of DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES
Licenses.

General Fund Appropriation:
'ocarry out -provisions of
Substitute Senate Bill 109 .................. $17,000.00

For payment to members of the
Examining Board of Psy-
chology at the rate of 20
'ollars for each day or por--

tion thereof in which such
member is actually engaged
in the business and duties
of the board, and for pay-
ment of members' necessary
expenses incurred in attend-
ing meetings and perform-
ing other business of the
board, provided that such
expenses shall not exceed
per diem rates as provided
by law................................... $1,200.00

To carry out provisions of
Substitute Senate Bill 52 .................... $40,000.00

GENERAL FUND-Sanitarian's Li-
censing Account Appropriation
to carry out provisions of Sub-
stitute Senate Bill 130....................... $3,700.00

GENERAL FUND-Professional En-
gineers Account Appropria-
-tion to carry out provisions of
Senate Bill 127............................. $17,000.00

GENERAL FUND - Architects Li-
cense Account Appropriation,
to carry out the provisions of
Substitute House Bill 227.................... $18,500.00

( 1712 ]
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Motor Vehicle Fund Appropria-:
tion:

To carry out provisions of
House Bill No. 640 (Monthly
License tabs) ..........................

To carry out provisions of
House Bill 169 ........................

BOARD AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
General Fund Appropriation to

carry out provisions of Rouse
Bill 171 ................................

For-
Department of
Licenses.

$6,100.00

$10,000.00

$9,000.00

VETERANS' REHABILITATION COUNCIL.
General Fund Appropriation .................... '$100,000.00

BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST
Public School Building Bond Re-

demption Fund of 1959 Ap-
propriation ................................ $3,485,000.00

General Administration Bond Re-
tirement Fund Appropriation ................. $385,500.00

State Building Construction Bond
Redemption Fund Appropria-
tion ..................................... $4,258,158.00

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
Medical Aid Fund Appropria-

tion for additional adminis-
trative costs resulting from
the provisions of House Bill
139....................... ................ $1

General Fund Appropriation, to
carry out increased program
resulting from Substitute Sen-
ate Bill 424, Minimum Wage
and Hour Act.............................. $25,

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

General Fund Appropriation for
predatory animal control..................... $30.

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

General Fund Appropriation to
be apportioned by the super-
intendent of public instruc-
tion to counties for the benefit
of certain school districts lo-
cated therein in conformity
with standards adopted by

[ 1713]

.360.00

,000.00

,000;00

Board Against
Discrimina-
tion.

Veterans'
Rehabilitation
Council.

Bond retire-
ment, interest.

Department of
Labor and
Industries.

Department of
Agriculture.

Superinten-
dent of Public
Instruction.

['CH. 11.
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Supplemental
appropriations.
For-
Superinten-
dent of Public
Instruction.

Governor.

the state board of education
acting under the provisions of
RCW 28.41.080 and 28.41.090
and acts amendatory or sup-
plemental thereto pertaining
to establishment by the state
board of minimum standards
governing the maintenance
and operation of the common
schools and a schedule of min-
imum funds required by
school districts to enable them
to meet the aforesaid stand-
ards; apportionment to be
made to the school districts
affected at the rate of fifty-
four dollars per pupil for any
increase in school enrollment
in excess of five percent be.-
tween October 1, 1957, and
October 1, 1958: Provided,
That allocations under this
act may be made only to those
school districts which receive
allocations of state aid under
the provisions of RCW 28.41-
.080: Provided, further, That a
school district shall not be en-
titled to funds from this ap-
propiation unless it has, prior
to July 1st, 1960, authorized a
tax levy for maintenance and
operation in excess of the tax
levy limitations prescribed for
school districts by RCW 84.52-
.050: Provided, further, That
school districts receiving ap-
portionments under the provi-
sions of House Bill No. 384 of
the thirty-sixth regular ses-
sion shall not be entitled to
apportionment hereunder .................... $176,676.00

SPECIAL APPROPRIATION TO THE GOVERNOR

General Fund Appropriation:
Governor's emergency, to be

allocated to various agencies
for salaries, wages, opera-
tions, for the carrying on of

[ 1714 ]
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the necessary work of any
agency for which insuffi-
cient appropriation ha s
been made............................. $1,500,000.00

For salary adjustments to be
allotted to the agencies to
implement the salary survey
findings adopted by the
State Personnel Board in
July, 1958, provided that the
survey findings shall be
fully implemented in the
lower and middle salary
ranges, and shall be partial-
ly implemented in the high-
er salary ranges to the ex-
tent permitted by the funds
appropriated, provided fur-
ther, that this amount shall
not be available for allot-
ment before July 1, 1960 .................. $1,150,000.00

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
General Fund Appropriation, for

construction of toll bridge and
Clearwater Forest access road
in sustained forest No. 1, pro-
vided that tolls received on the
above be paid into the general
fund ...................................... $300,000.00

PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Parks and Parkways Account Re-

appropriation, for the purchase
and development of new park
area in the vicinity of Ocean
City....................................... $67,000.00

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

General Fund Appropriation.................. $1

TAX COMMISSION
General Fund Appropriation, to

carry out provisions of Sen-
ate Bill 6.................................. $1

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
General Fund Appropriation:

Provided, That $6,000,000 shall
be available for old age assis-

[ 1715

.50,000.00

.00,000.00

For-
Governor.

Department of
Natural
Resources.

Parks and
Recreation
Commission.

Department of
Fisheries.

Tax
Commission.

Department of
Public
Assistance.

[Cli. 11.
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Supplemental
appropriations.
For-
Department of
Public
Assistance.

tance exclusive of burial costs
and exclusive of nursing home
and other medical care costs
* ihdbr'* the terms and provi-
sions of Engrossed House Bill
No. 2 of the 1959 extraordi-
nary session, and $492,500 shall
be available for burial costs
and other medical care costs
under the terms and provisions
of Engrossed House Bill No. 2
of the 1959 extraordinary ses-
sion....................................

STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION

(1) Motor Vehicle Fund Appro-
priation for the following
purposes: ...........................

The state highway commission may, at the
request ofthe toll bridge authority, pledge such
sum to guarantee the payment of principal and
interest on bonds issued by the authority in
connection with construction of a second Lake
Washington toll bridge, at a site to be deter-
mined by the toll bridge authority, or any sub-
sequent refunding bond issues or for sinking
fund requirements or reserves established by
the authority with respect thereto. To the ex-
tent of 'any such pledge the state highway com-
mission shall use such moneys to meet such
obligations as they arise'but only to the extent
that revenues of the project are insufficient
theref or.

(2) The state highway commission at the
request of the toll bridge authority is further
authorized to pledge the proceeds of excise
taxes imposed on motor vehicle fuels now di-
rected by law to be-deposited in 'the motor ve-
hicle' fund available for state. highway 'com-
mission purposes in an amount not to exceed
seven hundred fifty thousand dollars- per year
for the purposes set forth in subparagraph (1)
above.

- .(3)' Whenever the state highway commis-
sion shall have made a pledge of motor vehicle
funds as authorized in subparagraphs (1) and
(2) above, the legislature agrees to continue
to impose excise taxes on motor vehicle fuels
in amounts sufficient to provide the state high-

[ 1716]

State Highway
Commission.

$6,492,500.00

$100,000.00
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way commission with funds necessary to en-
able it to comply with such pledge and to make
necessary appropriations to the state highway
commission for such purposes.

(4) Any money from the motor vehicle
fund used by the state highway commission
for payment of principal or interest on any
bond issue of the toll bridge authority to finance
a second Lake Washington toll bridge shall be
repaid to the motor vehicle fund to be used
for state highway purposes, from revenues of
such project and tolls may be continued for
any required additional length of time neces-
sary for this purpose.

[CH. 12.

For-
State Highway
Commission.

SEC. 2. This -act is necessary for the immediate Emergency.

preservation of the public peace, health and safety,
the support of the state government and its exist-
ing public institutions, and shall take effect imme-
diately.

Passed the Senate March 27, 1959.
Passed the House March 27, 1959.
Approved by the Governor April 3, 1959.

CHAPTER 12.
[H. B. No. 2.

GENERAL BUDGET AND APPROPRIATIONS

AN ACT adopting the budget and making appropriations for the
operation of state agencies for the fiscal biennium beginning
July 1, 1959, and ending June 30, 1961.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

SECTION 1. That a budget is hereby adopted and General
budget-Ap-

subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth the propriations.

several amounts hereinafter specified, or so much
thereof as shall be sufficient to accomplish the pur-
poses designated are hereby appropriated and au-
thorized to be disbursed for salaries, wages, and
other expenses of the agencies and officers of the

1 1717 ]
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Genratins state and for other specified purposes for the fiscal
biennium beginning July 1, 1959, and ending June
30, 1961, out of the several funds of the state here-
inafter named.

State reve- STATE REVENUES FOR 'DISTRIBUTION
flues for dis-
tribution. General Fund Appropriation for fire insurance

premiums tax distribution, provided receipts
in excess of estimates may be distributed as
provided by law............................ $675,000

General Fund Appropriation for public utility
district excise tax distribution, provided re-
ceipts in excess of estimates may be distrib-
uted as provided by law..................... $2,664,000

General Fund-Harbor Improvement Account
Appropriation for harbor improvement reve-
nue distribution, provided receipts in excess
of estimates may be distributed as provided
by law..................................... $220,000

Liquor Excise Tax Fund Appropriation for
liquor excise tax distribution, provided re-
ceipts in excess of estimates may be distrib-
uted as provided by law..................... $4,979,000

Motor Vehicle Excise Fund Appropriation for
motor vehicle excise tax distribution, provided
receipts in excess of estimates may be distrib-
uted as provided by law..................... $8,800,000

Motor Vehicle Fund Appropriation for motor
vehicle fuel tax distribution, provided receipts
in excess of estimates may be distributed as
provided by law ........................... $53,740,000

Federal reve- FEDERAL REVENUES FOR DISTRIBUTION
flues for dis-
tribution. General Fund Appropriation for federal grazing

fees distribution, provided receipts in excess of
estimates may be distributed ................... $12,000

General Fund Appropriation for federal flood
control funds distribution, provided receipts
in excess of estimates may be distributed ... $20,000

Forest Reserve Fund Appropriation for forest re-
serve funds distribution, provided receipts in
excess of estimates may be distributed ......... $11,000,000

[ 1718 1
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BOND RETIREMENT AND INTEREST

Capitol Building Bond Redemption Fund Ap-
propriation .............................

Institutional Building Bond Redemption Fund of
1949 Appropriation ......................

Highway Bond Retirement Fund Appropriation.

Public School Building Bond Redemption Fund
Appropriation...........................

Public Schools Building Bond Redemption Fund
of 1955 Appropriation....................

Public Schools Building Bond Redemption Fund
of 1957 Appropriation....................

School Emergency Construction Bond Redemp-
tion Fund Appropriation .................

State Building Construction Bond Redemption
Fund Appropriation......................

University of Washington Bond Redemption
Fund Appropriation .....................

War Veterans' Compensation Bond Retirement
Fund Appropriation .....................

World Fair Bond Redemption Fund Appropria-
tion....................................

Institutional Building Bond Redemption Fund
of 1957 Appropriation....................

For-
Bond retire-
ment , interest.

$586,288

$2,551,898

$16,192,129

$5,102,795

$4,496,500

$9,243,800

$5,074,663

$4,775,4781 Jeod

$1,154,863

$11,470,408

$1,551,750

$3,597,750

STATE LEGISLATURE

General Fund Appropriation
Senate Expenses and salaries of members. $132,908

House of Representatives Expenses and sala-
ries of members........................... $268,100

Legislative Council ........................... $140,000

PERMANENT STATUTE LAW COMMITTEE

General Fund Appropriation................... $188,874

SUPREME COURT

General Fund Appropriation................... $684,000

SUPERIOR COURT JUDGES

General Fund Appropriation................... $890,546

ADMINISTRATOR FOR THE COURTS

General Fund Appropriation ................

[ 1719 1

$60,000

State
Legislature.

Permanent
Statute Law
Committee.

Supreme
Court.

Superior
Court Judges.

Administrator
for the Courts.
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General JDCA ONIappropriations. GnrlJDCA ONI
For-
Judicia Geral Fund Appropriation.................... $5,015
Council.
Law Library. LAW LIBRARY

General Fund Appropriation................... $142,599

Judges' JDE'RTRMNretirement. JDE'RTRMN
General Fund Appropriation

Judges' Retirement Fund. Contributions (in-
cluding deficiencies)........................ $131,040

Additional Judges' Retirement Fund Contribu-
tions in event of deficit ..................... $196,394

Governor. OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

General Fund Appropriation
Executive Operations........................ $213,880

Investigation and Emergency Purposes-to be
distributed on 'vouchers approved by the
Governor .................................. $16,000

Extradition Expenses (including deficiencies) $34,000

Mansion Maintenance-to be distributed on
vouchers approved by the Governor ........... $24,000

SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS TO THE GOVERNOR

General Fund Appropriation:
Governor's Emergency, to be allocated to

various agencies for salaries, wages and
operations for the carrying on of the neces-
sary work of any agency for which insuf-
ficient or no appropriation has been made
and emergency construction or repairs of
public buildings........................... $2,500,000

Payment of Warrants drawn for emergency
purposes.................................. $250,000

Council -of State Governments, to be distrib-
uted on vouchers approved by the Governor $17,500

Surveys and Installations, available for ex-
penditure or allotment by the Governor. .. $275,000

Lieutenant LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Governor. General Fund Appropriation ..................... $32,416

Secretary SECRETARY OF STATE
of State. General Fund Appropriation, provided that no

more than $484,831 shall be expended for
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salaries of regular employees or office ex-
pense of the Secretary of State, including
$20,000 salaries, wages and operational costs
of one additional field examiner ............

STATE TREASURER
General Fund Appropriation ................

STATE AUDITOR
General Fund Appropriation

State Auditor...........................

Payment for supplies furnished in previous
bienniums ............................

Payment of L. I. D. assessments ............

Criminal cost bills ......................

Motor Vehicle Fund Appropriation
State Auditor ...........................

ATTORNEY GENERAL
General Fund Appropriation ................

BUDGET OFFICE
General Fund Appropriation ................

PERSONNEL BOARD
General Fund Appropriation ................

CAPITOL COMMITTEE
General Fund Appropriation ................

CENSUS BOARD
General Fund Appropriation ................

Motor Vehicle Excise Fund Appropriation ..

BOARD AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
General Fund Appropriation ................

EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT BOARD
Retirement System Expense Fund Appropriation

FINANCE COMMITTEE
General Fund Appropriation ................
Motor Vehicle Fund Appropriation, provided

that this expenditure be used solely for ex-
penses incident to the issuance and sale of
motor vehicle fuel tax revenue bonds ......

[I 1721 ]
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$559,831

$341,567

$676,361

$100,000

$75,000

$25,000

$33,141
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$200,000

$10,000

$10,000

$42,000

$80,000

$461,534

$32,453

$62,285
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General TXCM ISOGeneralTAX CO MISSIO
For-FudAporainprvdd$5,0
TaxGeeaFudAporainprvdd$5,0
Commission, thereof shall be available only for reimburs-

able contract appraisal work with counties. .. $5,354,725

Uniform Law UNIFORM LAW COMMISSION
Commission.

General Fund Appropriation ..................... $2,500

Department of DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
General Ad-
ministration. General Fund Appropriation................... $2,127,368

Department of DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-HEADQUARTERS
Institutions.

General Fund Appropriation, provided that not
more than $100,000 be expended for the
Bureau of Criminal Identification ............. $1,610,644

General Fund Appropriation to the Director of
Institutions for allocation by the Director to
programs under the Division of Mental Health
for the purpose of expanding services in con-
nection with the state mental hospitals to
achieve accreditation....................... $1,800,000

General Fund-State Institutional Revolving Ac-
count Appropriation Industrial Operations... $317,000

Or such monies as are available in said ac-
count as of June 30, 1959, or so much thereof
as may be necessary but not to exceed
$317,000, for the creation of a revolving
fund for the conduct of Industrial Opera-
tions, provided that proposed legislation is
enacted which requires that all monies col-
lected for supplies and services shall be de-
posited to the credit of the institutional
revolving fund and which requires, further,
that expenditures of Industrial Operations
shall be limited to the monies that are or
will be deposited in said fund.

General Fund Appropriation
Food Production and Processing ................ $300,000

For the creation of a revolving fund for the
operations of Food Production and Process-
ing and for the expense of transfer of farm
machinery, equipment and supplies without
reimbursement to the transferring institu-
tion, provided that proposed legislation is
enacted which requires that all monies col-
lected for supplies and services shall be

[ 1722 ]
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deposited to the credit of the institutional For-
revolving fund and which requires further
that expenditures of Food Production and
Processing shall be limited to the monies
that are or will be deposited in said fund.

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER Insurance
Commissioner.

General Fund Appropriation.................... $802,304

ACCOUNTANCY BOARD Accountancy
Board.

General Fund Appropriation.................... $66,115

AERONAUTICS COMMISSION Aeronautics
Commission.

General Fund Appropriation.................... $98653

ATHLETIC COMMISSION Athletic
Commission.

General Fund Appropriation.................... $18,672

CEMETERY BOARD Cemetery
Board.

General Fund-Cemetery Account Appropriation $9,720

BOARD OF INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE APPEALS Board of
Industrial

Accident Fund Appropriation ................... $345,112 Insurance
Appeals.

Medical Aid Fund Appropriation ................. $345,112

PHARMACY BOARD Pharmacy
Board.

General Fund Appropriation.................... $114,248

PUGET SOUND PILOTAGE COMMISSION Puget Sound
Pilotage

General Fund-Puget Sound Pilotage Account Commission.

Appropriation................................ $7,143

POLLUTION CONTROL COMMISSION Pollution
Control

General Fund Appropriation, provided that Commission.

federal grants in excess of estimates for this
purpose may be alloted by the Governor ... $440,000

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION Public Service
Commission.

Public Service Revolving Fund Appropriation.. $2,493,633

BOARD FOR VOLUNTEER FIREMEN Board for
Volunteer

Volunteer Firemen's Relief and Pension Fund Firemen.
Appropriation............................... $17,000
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STATE PATROL

Highway Safety Fund Appropriation ........
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway Ac-

count Appropriation .....................

$2,758,603

$8,207,999

STATE PATROL RETIREMENT FUND CONTRIBUTIONS

Highway Safety Fund Appropriation .............. $694,680

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ADMINISTRATION-
DIVISION OF BANKING

General Fund Appropriation.................... $248,629

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ADMINISTRATION-
DIVISION OF SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

General Fund Appropriation.................... $176,007

DEPARTkMENT OF CIVIL DEFENSE

General Fund Appropriation
Civil defense coordination and defense and

disaster assistance, provided that no more
than $329,296 shall be provided from funds
other than federal, and provided further
that any federal grants in excess of $754,899
included herein may be made available for
matching purposes by allotment by the
Governor............................. $1;084,195

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

General Fund Appropriation .................... $7,687,942

General Fund-Electrical License Account Ap-
propriation................................. $225,970

Accident Fund Appropriation ................... $1,356,141

Medical Aid Fund Appropriation............... $4,141,609

Department of
Civil Defense.

Department of
Labor and
Industries.

Department of
Licenses.

$640,639

$15,000

$14,022

$13,630

$432,765
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General
appropriations.
For-
State Patrol.

Department of
General Ad-
ministration.

IDEPARTMENT OF LICENSES

General Fund Appropriation ................

General Fund Appropriation for the Medical
Disciplinary Board .......................

General Fund-Optometry Account Appropria-
tion..................................

General Fund-Opticians Account Appropria-
tion.....................................

General Fund-Real Estate Commission Account
Appropriation...........................
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General Fund-Commercial Automobile Driver For-

Training Schools Account Appropriation ... $2,232

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Account
Appropriation..................................$50,000

Motor Vehicle Fund Appropriation ................ $3,632,733
Highway Safety Fund Appropriation, providing

that $300,000 be used for the installation and
operation of an electronic data computer sys-
tem...........................................$1,003,133

MILITARY DEPARTMENT Military
Department.

General Fund Appropriation ..................... $1,689,556

BOARD OF PRISON TERMS AND PAROLES Board of
Prison Terms

General- Fund Appropriation ..................... $1,183, 880- and Paroles.

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-PENITENTIARY Department of
Institutions.General Fund Appropriation ..................... $5,564,287 -Penitentiary.

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-REFORMATORY -Reformatory.

General Fund Appropriation ...................... $3,863,629

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-FORESTRY -Forestry
HONOR CAMPS Honor Camps.

General Fund Appropriation .......... $529,698

DEPARTMENT OF -INSTITUTIONS-FORESTRY -Forestry
Honor Camp

HONOR CAMP NO..3 No. 3.

General Fund Appropriation ...................... $310,953

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-MAPLE -Maple Lane
School.

LANE SCHOOL

General Fund Appropriation ..................... $1,520,100

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-MARTHA -Martha
Washington

WASHINGTON SCHOOL School.

General Fund Appropriation ...................... $506,179

DEPARTMENT OF. INSTITUTIONS-GREEN HILL SCHOOL -Green Hill
School.

General Fund Appropriation ..................... $2,082,006

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-LUTHER -Luther Bur-

BURBANK SCHOOL bn col

General Fund Appropriation ...................... $748,279
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DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-FORT
WORDEN SCHOOL

General Fund Appropriation .................... $3,034,082

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-CEDAR CREEK CAMP

General Fund Appropriation................... $258,793

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-CAPITOL
FOREST YOUTH CAMP

General Fund Appropriation................... $232,569

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-YOUTH
FOREST CAMP NO. 3

General Fund Appropriation................... $135,261

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-JUVENILE
PAROLE SERVICE

General Fund Appropriation .................... $608,951

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-JUVENILE
DELINQUENCY PREVENTION AND CONTROL

General Fund Appropriation .................... $620,853

Veterans' He- VETERANS' REHABILITATION COUNCIL
habilitation
Council. General Fund Appropriation.................... $363,636

-Soldiers'
Home.

-Veterans'
Home.

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-SOLDIERS'
HOME AND COLONY

General Fund Appropriation .................... $825,228

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-VETERANS' HOME

General Fund Appropriation .................... $1,949,493

Department DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
of Public
Assistance. General Fund Appropriation (including deficien-

cies): Provided, That $19,339,123 shall be
available exclusively for administration in-
cluding salaries, wages and operations; $66,-
509,216 shall be available for old age assis-
tance exclusive of burial costs and exclusive
of nursing home and other medical care costs
and $142,263,874 shall be available for burial
costs, nursing home and other medical care
costs and for assistance grants exclusive of
old age assistance grants: Provided furt her,
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That there is specifically earmarked the fol- Foprmn
lowing specified amounts for the support of of Public
the following named hospitals: King County Assistance.

Hospital $8,929,930, Pierce County Hospital
$2,854,402, Clark County Hospital $1,201,461,
Whatcom County Hospital $770,000: Provided
further, That there is specifically carmarked
the following specified amount for nursing
home costs $26,607,742: Provided :further,
That in addition there is specifically ear-
marked the following specified amount for
nursing home care $2,636,352 to be disbursed
to all nursing homes who cooperate with the
department in carrying out the provisions of
RCW 74.09.120 at the rate of $0.40 per day for
all classes of nursing home care on the basis
of the number of patient days of recipients of
public assistance: Provided further, That if
federal grants for the council on the aging are
received they may be made available by al-
lotment of the Governor: Provided further,
That federal funds received in excess of esti-
mates may be allotted by the Governor if
state matching funds are available but federal
funds may not be so received or allotted to
increase grants or assistance unless the federal
funds are specifically granted for such pur-
pose or to meet increased caseloads ........... $228,112,213

The Department of Public Assistance is
hereby directed to administer the programs for
which funds are herein appropriated in such
a manner as to strictly comply with the ex-
isting statutes relating to public assistance
and to effect all economies possible in the ad-
ministration of such programs during the
1959-1961 biennium in order that expendi-
tures for said biennium shall not exceed the
funds herein appropriated: Provided, That
the standards of assistance for any payments
from this appropriation for applicants or re-
cipients shall be limited to reasonable allow-
ances for shelter, fuel, food, clothing, house-
hold maintenance and operation, personal
maintenance, and necessary incidentals: Pro-
vided, That payments to applicants or recipi-
ents from this appropriation shall not be in-
creased due to increased costs of living unless
funds are available: Provided, That no pay-
ments of general assistance shall be made
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General
appropriations.
For-
Department
of Public
Assistance.

Department of
Institutions.
-School for
the Blind.

-School for
the Deaf.

General Fund Appropriation ................ $1,535,459

WESTERN INTERSTATE COMMISSION FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION

General Fund Appropriation ................

BOARD OF EDUCATION

General Fund Appropriation, provided that
$24,000 shall be available for financial aid to
blind students ..........................
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$20,000

$640,642

from this appropriation unless the applicant
or recipient for general assistance has resided
in the State of Washington for three out of
the last four years immediately preceding
the date of application: Provided, That the
director may make payments of emergency
general assistance to an applicant or recipient
notwithstanding the residence provision above
for a period of not to exceed ninety days if a
denial of assistance would cause undue hard-
ship: Provided, That unemployable persons
shall not be eligible for a general assistance
grant payable from this appropriation unless
they are substantially incapacitated from
gainful employment: Provided, That no pay-
ments of aid to dependent children assistance
shall be made from this appropriation on be-
half of an employable parent or relative with
whom the child lives unless the director of
public assistance determines that the employ-
ment of the parent or relative with whom the
child lives would result in danger and/or sub-
stantial impairment to the physical or mental
well-being of the child: Provided, That the
amount paid from this appropriation to or on
behalf of a recipient in a nursing home or a
hospital for clothing and personal incidentals
shall not exceed fifty percent of the amount
which would be paid to such recipient if he
were living in his own home.

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-SCHOOL
FOR THE BLIND

General Fund Appropriation................... $817,396

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-SCHOOL
FOR THE DEAF

Commission
for Higher
Education.

Board of
Education.
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SUPEINTNDET O PULICINSRUCION For-
SUPEINTEDEN OF UBLI INTRUCION Superinten-

dent of Public
General Fund Appropriation Instruction.

Salaries and expense, office of the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction ............... $1,035,379

Aid to handicapped children and research
related to educational services for excep-
tional children not to exceed one percent
of the appropriation....................... $5,751,093

Education of Indian children, provided that
any federal funds received in excess of this
estimate may be made available by the
Governor by approved budget allotment... $600,000

School lunch and school milk programs, pro-
vided that any federal funds received in
excess of this estimate may be made avail-
able by the Governor by approved budget
allotment................................. $7,200,000

To carry out the provisions of Public Law
85-864 (National Defense Education Act of
1958): Provided, That not more than $76,-
179 shall be from state funds: Provided
further, That $152,358 may be expended
by the office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction for salaries and expense in the
administration of this program: Provided
further, That any federal funds received in
excess of $2,406,179 may be made available
by the Governor by approved budget allot-
rment .................................... $2,482,358

Distribution to counties, equalization .......... $26,850,000

Distribution to counties for school districts,
in accordance with the provisions of chapter
141, Laws of 1945, and acts amendatory or
supplementary thereto, $291,570,000 (being
$6,809,530 from the Current School Fund and
$284,760,470 from the General Fund): Pro-
vided, That the equalization level of a school
district for any equalization payment made
from these appropriations shall be forty-seven
cents times the total number of days atten-
dance credit for the district computed on the
basis of the estimate of attendance provided
for in RCW 28.41.060 and on the basis of the
factors prescribed in RCW 28.41.070 and ad-
justed, if necessary, to provide a minimum of
forty-five hundred days of attendance credit
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General
appropriations.
For-
Superinten-
dent of Plublic
Instruction.

State Board
for Vocational
Education.

for each educational unit to be maintained by
the district during the school years 1959-1960
and 1960-1961: Provided further, That the
apportionment on the educational unit basis
shall be $2,309.90 for 1959-60 and $2,445.50 for
1960-61: Provided further, That no part of
these appropriations shall be used to supple-
ment or implement any regulation of the
Board of Education promulgated after January
1, 1957: Provided further, That the total ap-
portionment to a school district for the year
shall be reduced for each school year by the
amount that its revenue as prescribed in the
first proviso of this item exceeds one and one-
half times the equalization level defined: Pro-
vided further, That no more than $5,300,000
of these appropriations shall be used for rat-
able state support of kindergartens: Provided
further, That none of these appropriations
shall be expended for adult evening classes
unless such classes have been approved by
the Board of Education: And provided further,
That no more than $500,000 shall be used to
carry out the provisions of section 31, chapter
157, Laws of 1955, and acts amendatory
thereto: And provided further, That not to
exceed $1,130,000 shall be an apportionment
to equalization districts at fifty-four dollars
per pupil for any increase in the school en-
rollment of the district in excess of five per-
cent between October first of the current
school year and October first of the preceding
school year.
General Fund Appropriation..............
Current School Fund Appropriation .......

$284,760,470
$6,809,530

STATE BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

General Fund Appropriation
Vocational Education, provided that any

federal funds received in excess of $1,268,484
included herein may be made available by
the Governor by approved budget allot-
ment .................................... $1,944,568

Vocational Rehabilitation, provided that any
federal funds received in excess of $1,400,000
included herein may be made available by
the Governor by approved budget allot-
ment .................................
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TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM For-
Teachers'

Teachers' Retirement Fund Appropriation ... $310,493 Retirement.

CONTRIBUTION TO TEACHERS' RETIREMENT FUNDS

General Fund Appropriation
Contribution to Teachers' Retirement Fund.. $10,915,000

Contribution to Teachers' Retirement Pension
Reserve Fund............................ $5,920,000

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON University of
Washington.

General Fund Appropriation
Regular university, including Institute of For-

est Products............................. $34,702,100

Division of health sciences and hospital ........ $10,600,780

Motor Vehicle Excise Fund Appropriation
Bureau of governmental research .............. $135,000

STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON State College
of Washington.

General Fund Appropriation, including $50,000
for Irish Potato research................... $26,773,184

EASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION Eastern
Washington

General Fund Appropriation................... $3,687,147 college of
Education.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION Central
Washington

General Fund Appropriation................... $3,811,418 College of
Education.

WESTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION Western
Washington

General Fund Appropriation................... $4,304,174 College of
Education.

STATE LIBRARY State Library.

General Fund Appropriation
General Library Services.................... $391,401

Local library development, provided that no
more than $50,000 shall be available for
integration grants to local library districts. . $532,484

WASHINGTON STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY State Histori-
cal Society.

General Fund Appropriation................... $110,463

EASTERN WASHINGTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY Eastern
Washington

General Fund Appropriation.................... $45,941 Historical
Society.

STATE CAPITOL HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION State Capitol
Historical

General Fund Appropriation.................... $47,986 Association.
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General DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
appropriations.
For-GeeaFudAporainfrtbruos
Department GeeaFudAporainfrtbclss
of Health, hospitalization and control; state aid to

counties.................................... $4,031,581

General Fund Appropriation provided that of
this sum $250,000 shall be paid by the liquor
control board from its receipts into the general
fund and provided further that the alcoholism
account in the general fund is hereby abolished $5,615,893

Department of DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-MENTAL
Institutions.HELHRSAC INTUE
-MentalHELHRSAC INTUE
Health
Research General Fund Appropriation................... $491,725
Institute.

-Eastern DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-EASTERN HOSPITAL
Hospital.

General Fund Appropriation................... $9,228,306

-Northern DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-NORTHERN HOSPITAL
Hospital.

General Fund Appropriation................... $8,330,473

-Western DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-WESTERN HOSPITAL
Hospital. General Fund Appropriation.................. $11,693,996

-Lakeland DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-LAKELAND VILLAGE
Village.

General Fund Appropriation................... $4,854,636

-Rainier DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-RAINIER SCHOOL
School.

General Fund Appropriation................... $7,207,325

-Fircrest DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-FIRCREST SCHOOL
School.

General Fund Appropriation................... $3,083,383

-Yakima DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS-YAKIMA
Valley School. VALLEY SCHOOL

General Fund Appropriation................... $1,462,119

Parks and PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Recreation
Commission. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Account

Appropriation.............................. $2,292,241

General Fund-Millersylvania Park Current Ac-
count Appropriation ........................... $400

Motor Vehicle Fund Appropriation for mainte-
nance of vehicular roads, highways and
bridges within state parks.................... $150,000
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION

General Fund Appropriation................

General Fund-Reclamation Revolving Account
Appropriation...........................

General Fund-Weather Modification Board Re-
volving Account Appropriation ............

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

General Fund Appropriation ................

General Fund-Lewis River Hatchery Account
Appropriation...........................

$1,640,521

$210,872

$1,500

$5,166,331

$28,640

DEPARTMENT OF GAME

Game Fund Appropriation provided that not
more than $100,000 shall be expended for pay-
ment of game animal damages and expense.. $8,88

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

General Fund Appropriation, provided $750,000
hereof shall only be available for the urban
planning program supported entirely by local
and federal contributions.................... $2,41

BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES
General Fund Appropriation for employment

by the board of natural resources of person-
nel to advise the board on timber sales,
timber management and to perform such other
duties as the board may prescribe ..........

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
General Fund Appropriation for employment

$1,445,684 hereof shall only be available for
the conduct of honor camp forest rehabilita-
tion programs........................... $

General Fund-Forest Development Account Ap-
propriation.............................

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
General Fund Appropriation .................... $1

General Fund-Egg Inspection Account Appro-
priation ................................

General Fund-Feed and Fertilizer Account Ap-
propriation .............................
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$368,452

,992,228

$227,366
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For-
Department of
Conservation.

Department of
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Department of
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5,013

Department
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and Economic
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3,209

Board of
Natural
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$20,000

Department of
Natural
Resources.

Department of
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General Fund-Commercial Feed Account Ap-
propriation .............................

General Fund-Seed Inspection Account Appro-
priation ................................

General Fund-Fertilizer, Agricultural Mineral
and Lime Account Appropriation ...........

General Fund-Nursery Inspection Account Ap-
propriation .............................

General Fund-Commission Merchants Account
Appropriation...........................

Grain and Hay Inspection Fund Appropriation.

$132,385

$225,509

$63,154

$81,232

$200,288

$1,760,038

General
appropriations.
For-
Department of
Agriculture.

Department of
Employment
Security.

Presidential PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS
Electors.

General Fund Appropriation for payment of
expenses of presidental electors ................. $500

dAency. SEc. 2. The word "agency" used herein shall

mean and include every state govermnent office,
officer, each institution, whether educational, cor-
rectional, or other, and every department, division,
board and commission, except as otherwise pro-
vided in this act.

SEC. 3. In order to carry out the provisions of
these appropriations and the state budget, the budget
director, with the approval of the Governor, may:

(1) Allot all or any portion of the funds herein
appropriated, or included in the state budget, to the
various agencies by such periods as he shall deter-
mine and may place any funds not so allotted in
reserve available for subsequent allotment: Pro-
vided, That the budget director shall not alter allot-
ment requests filed with him, nor shall he place in
reserve any funds, for the following: Agencies

[ 1734]

DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

General Fund Appropriation, provided that any
funds received in excess of this estimate may
be made available by the Governor by ap-
proved budget allotment.................... $12,383,016

General Fund Appropriation for public em-
ployee OASI administration ................... $75,327

Implementing
powers-Un-
lawful obli-
gations.
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headed by elective officials; University of Washing-
ton; Washington State College; Central Washington
College of Education; Eastern Washington College
of Education; Western Washington College of Educa-
tion; Washington State Apple Advertising Commis-
sion; Washington State Fruit Commission; Washing-
ton State Dairy Products Commission, or any agri-
cultural commodity commission created under the
provisions of RCW 15.66; the legislative branch of
state government including the legislative council,
the legislative budget committee, the statute law
committee, and any legislative interim committee;
or the judicial branch of state govermnent: Pro-
vided, however, That the aggregate of allotments
for any agency shall not exceed the total of applicable
appropriations available to the agency concerned.
It shall be unlawful for any officer or employee to
incur obligations in excess of approved allotments
or to incur a deficiency and any obligation so made
shall be deemed invalid.

(2) Issue rules and regulations to establish uni-
form standards and business practices throughout
the state service so as to improve efficiency and
conserve funds.

(3) Prescribe procedures and forms to carry out
the above.

SEC. 4. Except as otherwise provided in this act, Excess re-
ceipts, grants,

any receipts from federal or other sources or from allotment.

gifts or grants in excess of those estimated in the
budget may be received and allotted by the Gover-
nor but in the event that receipts shall be less than
those estimated in the budget from any source the
appropriation shall be limited to the amount actually
received and allotments made as provided in section
3.

SEC. 5. Agencies are authorized to make refunds Refunds
authorized.

of erroneous or excessive payments and in the case

[ 1735 ]
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Geneoratins of other refunds, which may be provided by law,
without express appropriation therefor.

Nton apprei SEC. 6. Appropriations shall not be required in
trust funds, the case of payments to be made from trust funds

specifically created by law to discharge awards,
claims, annuities and similar liabilities of the state.

No appropri- SEC. 7. It shall not be necessary f or an appropria-
ation where
revvng tion to be made to permit payment of obligations for

revolving funds which have been or may be created
by law to finance the operations of revolving funds
which are established within agencies to supply goods
or services to other agencies.

Passed the House March 23, 1959.
Passed the Senate March 23, 1959.
Approved by the Governor April 3, 1959 with the

exception of a certain item which is vetoed.

Veto message, Note: Excerpt of Governor's veto message reads as follows:
excerpt. "I disapprove and veto the item, 'State Building Construc-

tion Bond Redemption Fund Appropriation, $4,775,478.00,' for
the reason that the amount sought to be appropriated for the
State Building Construction Bond Redemption Fund by this
item is too large, and the correct amount, $4,258,158.00 of the
appropriation is supplied by Substitute Senate Bill No. 21 which
I am signing of even date herewith.

"For this reason the above quoted item is vetoed, the re-
mainder of the bill is approved."

ALBERT D. ROSELLINI,
Governor.

CHAPTER 13.
[ Hi. B. 36. 1

CAPITAL BUDGET AND APPROPRIATIONS.

AN ACT adopting the capital budget and making appropriations
for capital improvements for the fiscal biennium begin-
ning July 1, 1959, and ending June 30, 1961.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Washington:

Capital budget SECTION 1. That a cptlbde shrb
-Appropria- cptlbde shrb
tions. adopted and subject to the provisions hereinafter

set forth the several amounts hereinafter specified,
or so much thereof as shall be sufficient to accom-
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plish the purposes designated are hereby appro-
priated and authorized to be disbursed for capital
projects during the fiscal biennium beginning July
1, 1959, and ending June 30, 1961, out of the several
funds hereinafter named:

FOR THE CAPITOL COMMITTEE

The Following Capital Project:
Renovate Fish Ladder, Capitol Lake

General Fund-Capitol Building Construc-
tion Account Reappropriation .........

For-
Capitol
Committee.

$36,000

FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

The Following Capital Projects:
Replace Boiler and Construct Access Road,

Central Heating Plant
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation....................$266,272

Remodel Basement, Temple of Justice
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation.................... $116,500

Clean and Recondition Exterior of Legis-
lative Building

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $127,000

FOR THE AERONAUTICS COMMISSION

The Following Capital Project:
Construct Two Emergency Landing Fields

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $51,000

FOR THE STATE PATROL
The Following Capital Projects:

Install Axle Scales and Relocate Existing
Scales

Motor Vehicle Fund Reappropriation .... $12,000

Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway
Account Appropriation .................... $135,000

Improve Buildings, Grounds, and Roadways at
Walla Walla, Sunnyside, and Kennewick

Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway
Account Reappropriation .................. $38,900

Construct Communications System
Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway

Account Reappropriation .................. $45,000

[ 1737 ]

Department of
General Ad-
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Capital
appropriations.
For-
State Patrol.

Department of
Labor and
Industries.
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Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway
Account Appropriation ...............

Construct Detachment Offices, Hoquiam. and
Kennewick

Motor Vehicle Fund-State Patrol Highway
Account Appropriation ...............

$148,200

$83,900

FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

The Following Capital Project:
Construct and Equip Rehabilitation Center

Dormitory
Medical Aid Fund Appropriation ............. $425,000

Puget Sound FOR THE PUGET SOUND PILOTAGE COMMISSION
Pilotage
Commission. The Following Capital Project:

Replace Radar Equipment, Port Angeles Pilot
Station

General Fund-Puget Sound Pilotage Ac-
count Appropriation ....................... $8,320

FOR THE MILITARY DEPARTMENT

The Following Capital Projects:
Construct New Armory, Colville

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .............

Construct Additions and Install Improvements
to Armory Buildings and Grounds

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation ..............

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

General Fund Appropriation ............

$100,180

$163,690

$200,000

$6,000

Department of
Institutions.
-School for
the Blind.

-Cedar Creek
Youth Forestry
Camp.

FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONS

The Following Capital Projects:
Construct School Building, School for the

Blind
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Reappropriation .................. $406,924

Construct Dormitory and Administration
Building, Dining Hall, and Supervisor's
Cottage, and Install Site Improvements,
Cedar Creek Youth Forestry Camp

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .................. $194,774

[I 1738 ]
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Remodel Four Ward Buildings, Eastern Hos-
pital

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reapporpriation .............

Remodel Main Kitchen and Meat Preparation
Area, Eastern Hospital

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .............

Construct Additions to Irrigation System,
Eastern Hospital

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .............

Construct Incinerator and Pave Adjacent Area,
Eastern Hospital

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .............

Purchase and Erect Six Quonset Huts, Eastern
Hospital

General Fund Reappropriation ...........

Purchase and Erect Four Quonset Huts, Green
Hill School

General Fund Reappropriation ...........

Renovate Buildings and Structures and Con-
struct Additions to Plant Utilities, Lake-
land Village

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .............

Construct Addition to Industries and Mainte-
nance Building, Penitentiary

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .............

Construct Addition to Industrial Building,
Penitentiary

General Fund Reappropriation ...........

Purchase and Install Industrial Equipment,
Penitentiary

General Fund--State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .............

Modify Storm Sewer System, Rainier School
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Reappropriation .............

Construct Milking Parlor, Rainier School
General Fund Reappropriation ...........

C£1739 ]
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For-
--Eastern
Hospital .

$145,956

$35,000

$16,000

$6,000

$25,056

$23,520

--Green Hill
School.

-Lakeland
Village.

$77,788

-Penitentiary.

$139,535

$70,000

$84,102

$8,781

$31,500

-Rainier
School.
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Capital
appropriations.
For-
Department of
Institutions.
-Reformatory.

-Western
Hospital.

-Luther Bur-
bank School.

-Cedar Creek
Youth Forestry
Camp.

-Eastern
Hospital.
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Construct Personnel Rousing Unit, Reform-
atory

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation ..............

Purchase and Erect Four Quonset Huts, Re-
formatory

General Fund Reappropriation ...........

Construct Juvenile Building, Western Hospital
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Reappropriation.............

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Purchase and Erect Two Quonset Huts, Luther
Burbank School

General Fund Reappropriation ...........

Construct Gymnasium-Vocational Building,
Cedar Creek Youth Forestry Camp

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

Construct Recreation Building for Security
Patients, Eastern Hospital

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Occupational Therapy and Recrea-
tion Building, Eastern Hospital

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Addition to Laundry, Eastern Hos-
pital

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

-Green Hill Construct Four Residential Units, Green Hill
School. School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .............

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ...
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$24,972

$21,298

$471,623

$70,428

$8,064

$103,960

$216,480

$25,000

$756,270

$55,000

$69,000

$4,000

$264,081

$328,300
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General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Recreation Building, Green Hill
School

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Addition to School Building, Lake-
land Village

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Addition to Sewage Plant, Lakeland
Village

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

Construct Two Residential Units, Maple Lane
School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .............

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Security-Treatment Building, Maple
Lane School

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Classroom Building, Maple Lane
School

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Receiving, Treatment, Medical and
Surgical Building, Northern State Hospital

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................
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$13,100

$285,000

$14,860

-Lakeland
Village.

$131,000

$2,400

$88,500

-Maple Lane
School.

$88,951

$100,586

$10,000

$241,000

$44,000

$200,100

$25,150

-Northern
State Hospital.

$1,793,200

$200,000
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Capital
appropriations.
For-
Department of
Institutions.
-Northern
Hospital.

-Penitentiary

Construct Women's Occupational Therapy
Building, Northern Hospital

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Recreation Building, Northern Hos-
pital

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Addition to Commissary, Northern
Hospital

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

Construct Two Cell Block Wings, Penitentiary
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Hospital Wing, Penitentiary
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund Reappropriation ...........

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Five Industrial Bays, Penitentiary
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Reappropriation ..............

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

Construct Industrial and General Stores Ware-
house, Penitentiary

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation..

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation...............

Construct Administration Building, Peniten-
tiary

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation...............
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$368,850

$20,000

$276,700

$15,000

$102,400

$1,250,000

$8,130

$900,000

$101,489

$108,007

$74,441

$196,800

$310,000

$6,500

$300,000

$9,475
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Construct Creamery Building, Penitentiary
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation..

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation...............

Construct Honor Farm Dormitory, Reformatory
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation..

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation...............

Construct Steam Plant, Reformatory
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation..

Construct Armory Tower, Reformatory
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Field House, Reformatory
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Residential Unit, School for the
Blind

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Vocational Building, School for the
Deaf

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Addition to Laundry, Western Hos-
pital

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

Construct Occupational Therapy and Recrea-
tion Building, Western Hospital

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

[ 1743 1
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$70,000

$25,000

$87,955

$10,430

$594,628

$17,985

$8,150

$276,641

$24,714

$106,100

$22,100

$526,400

$50,338

$135,630

$523,370

$25,000

-Reformatory

--School for
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--School for
the Deaf.

-Western
Hospital.
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Renovate Water System, Veterans' Home
General Fund Reappropriation ...........

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Kitchen-Dining Room and Barracks,
Cedar Creek Youth Forestry Camp

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Renovate Milk Processing Building and Install
Equipment for Centralized Dairy Opera-
tion, Reformatory

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Dairy Loafing Shed, Holding Pen
Roof, Silo, and Garbage Feeding Area, and
Remodel Dairy Barn, Reformatory

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

-Eastern Construct Laying Houses, Hog Buildings, Grain
Hospital. Storage Facilities, Silo, Milking Parlor,

Loafing Shed and Feeding Area, and Re-
model Dairy Barn, Eastern Hospital

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ...............

-Green Hill Renovate Dairy Barns, Construct Silo, and In-
School. stall Irrigation System, Green Hill School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

-Lakeland
Village.

-Northern
Hospital.

-Rainier
School.

Remodel Dairy Barn, Install Can Filler, and
Construct Additional Grain Storage Facili-
ties, Lakeland Village

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Silage Storage Facilities, Loafing
Shed and Feeding Area, and Bulk Milk
Storage Building, Install Bulk Milk Stor-
age and Handling Equipment, Remodel
Dairy Barns and Install Milking Equip-
ment, Northern Hospital

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Hay Storage Barn, Two Silos, Loaf-
ing Shed, Maternity Barn and Covered
Holding Area, and Remodel Chicken
House, Rainier School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................
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Replace Water Main, Eastern Hospital Fr
General Fund-State Building Construction Hospital.

Account Appropriation .................... $80,000

Construct Equalizing Storage Reservoir, Lake- -Lakeland

land Village Village.

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $160,705

Replace Utility Lines, Penitentiary -Penitentiary

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $250,000

Replace Water Main, Rainier School -Rainier
School.

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $40,000

Construct Addition to Sewage Disposal Plant
and Install Boiler and Heat Exchanger,
Rainier School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $36,800

Construct Additional Refrigeration Space and -Western
Remodel Existing Space, Western Hos- Hospital.

pital
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation .................... $140,000

Install Fire Escapes, Lakeland Village -Lakeland

General Fund-State Building Construction Vlae

Account Appropriation .................... $28,745

Install Hot Water Lines in Cell House No. 1, -Reformatory.
Reformatory

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $25,600

Purchase Land and Buildings, Yakima Valley -Yakima

School Valley School.

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $187,000

Remodel Baths, Nurses Stations and Psychi-
atric Wards, Yakima Valley School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $21,200

Remodel Second Floor and Surgical Wing to
Provide Additional Capacity for 30 Chil-
dren, Yakima Valley School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $31,800
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CapitalIntlAiCodtoigadAdtolRe
appropriations. IntlAiCodtoigad diinlRe

For- frigeration Capacity, Yakima Valley
Department of School
Institutions.
-Yakimna General Fund-State Building Construction
Valley School. Account Appropriation .................... $189,000

Construct Storage Building, Yakima Valley
School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $21,200

-Fircrest Exercise Option to Acquire Title to Improve-
School. ments Made by King County, Fircrest

School
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation .................... $12,000
Renovate and Remodel Quarters A, C, D, and

E and 10 Wings of Hospital 5 and Install
Kitchen Equipment to Provide Capacity
for 510 Children, Fircrest School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $472,250

Extend and Surface Roads and Install Fencing,
Fircrest School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $14,000

Remodel Quarters of Firlands Employees Dis-
placed by Conversion of Quarters A, C, D,
and E to State Use, Fircrest School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation....................$33,750

-Fort Warden Renovate Buildings 205, 297 and 326 to Pro-
School. vide Education and Recreation Buildings

for 112 Boys, Fort Worden School
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation .................... $104,000
Renovate Buildings 225, 227, and 233 to House

100 Delinquent Boys, Fort Worden School
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation .................... $190,000
Enlarge Central Kitchen and Staff Dining

Room, Fort Worden School
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation .................... $49,000
-Youth For- Construct Youth Forestry Camp No. 3 onestry CampStt-weFoetLntPrvdCa
No. 3.Stt-weFoetLntPrvdCa

pacity for 45 Delinquent Boys
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation .................... $286,218
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Renovate 6 Wards, Western Hospital F-etr
General Fund-State Building Construction Hospital.

Account Appropriation .................... $84,000

Renovate 12 Wards, Northern Hospital -Northern
General Fund-State Building Construction Hospital.

Account Appropriation .................... $450,000

Renovate 4 Wards, Eastern Hospital -Eastern

General Fund-State Building ConstructionHoptl
Account Appropriation .................... $190,000

Rehabilitate Geriatrics Building, Eastern Hos-
pital

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $200,000

Construct Covering for Walkways, Northern -Northern
Hospital Hospital.

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $45,000

Remodel Ward A to Provide Office Space, -Western
Western Hospital Hospital.

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $30,000

Modify Sewer System, Maple Lane School -Maple Lane
General Fund-State Building Construction School.

Account Appropriation .................... $48,000

Construct and Equip Hospital Infirmary-Type -Soldiers'
Hone andBuilding, Soldiers' Home and Colony Colony.

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $550,000

Construct Boys and Girls Hospital, Lakeland -Lakeland
Village Village.
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation .................... $270,210

FOR THE BOARD OF EDUCATION Board of
Education.

The Following Capital Project:
Public School Building Construction

General Fund - Public School Building
Construction Account Reappropriation $29,277,987

FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON University of
Washington.

The Following Capital Projects:
Construct Mechanical Engineering Building

General Fund-University of Washington
Building Account Reappropriation .......... $50,000
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Capital . Construct New Building for Washington State
appropriations.,usu
For- Msu
University of GeeaFudUiest ofWhngn
Washington. GeeaFudUiestofWhngn

Building Account Reappropriation .... $435,000

Construct General Engineering Building
General Fund-University of Washington

Building Account Reappropriation ......... $550,000

General Fund-University of Washington
Building Account Appropriation ............ $200,000

Construct Addition to Library
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ........ $1,500,000

Construct Business Administration Building
General Fund-University of Washington

Building Account Reappropriation .......... $700,000

Construct Addition to Power House, Install
Underground Utilities, and Expand Coal
Handling Facilities, Ash Disposal Equip-
ment, and Structure to House Feed, Water,
and Heating Equipment

General Fund-University of Washington
Building Account Reappropriation ......... $904,460

Construct Reactor Building (Mechanical Engi-
neering Wing)

General Fund-University of Washington
Building Account Appropriation ............ $50,000

Construct Mid-campus Utility Tunnel
General Fund-University of Washington

Building Account Appropriation ............ $900,000

Construct Buildings and Grounds Building
General Fund-University of Washington

Building Account Appropriation ............ $487,850

State College FOR THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON
of Washington.

The Following Capital Projects:
Install Site Improvements, Northwest Wash-

ington Experiment Station, Mount Vernon
General Fund Reappropriation ............... $16,160

Expand Utility Systems to Accommodate New
Buildings

General Fund Reappropriation ............... $330,542

Construct Poultry and Dairy Buildings
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Reappropriation ................... $250,000
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Construct Plant Sciences Building
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Reappropriation .............

General Fund Reappropriation ...........

General Fund-Institutional Building Con-
struction Account Reappropriation..

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Addition to Veterinary Clinic
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Reappropriation .............

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

General Fund Reappropriation ...........

Renovate Buildings; Construct Minor Farm,
Industrial, and Agricultural Buildings;
Modernize Laboratories; Install Minor
Utility Extensions; Remodel Classrooms
and Offices; and Install Roads, Curbs, Gut-
ters, Fences, and Other Site Improve-
ments

General Fund-State College of Washington
Building Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State College of Washington
Building Account Appropriation ......

Construct Addition to Power Plant
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation.

Purchase Agricultural Land
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Reappropriation .............

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Addition to Chemistry Building
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation..

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Addition to Technology Building
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................
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$1,200,000

$347,615

$1,451,675

$100,000

$1,000,000

$25,000

$100,000

$285,000

$935,000

$300,110

$56,400

$288,000

$1,957,592

$78,295

$1,786,779

$39,511

For-
State College
of Washington.
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Construct Biological Science Building
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation...

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Install Replacements, Water Distribution
System

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Develop and Improve Agricultural Land
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation ................

Capital
appropriations.
For-
State College
of Wash-
ington.

Eastern
Washington
College of
Education.

Central Wash-
ington College
of Education.

FOR THE EASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE
OF EDUCATION

The Following Capital Projects:
Construct Laboratory School

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .................. $1

Install Elevator
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Reappropriation .................. $
Install Sidewalks

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .................. $

Construct Science Building
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ......... $2,0

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $2

Construct Warehouse-Garage
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ... $
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation ................

Install Additional Boiler in Heating Plant and
Extend Steam Distribution Lines

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation....................$1

61,000

.25,000

.12,000

'69,500

.35,000

~50,000

$1,500

83,700

FOR THE CENTRAL WASHINGTON COLLEGE
OF EDUCATION

The Following Capital Projects:
Construct Health and Physical Education

Building, and Develop and Improve Ad-
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jacent Land for Physical Education Ac- For-
Central Wash-

tivities ington College
General Fund-State Building Construction of Education.

Account Reappropriation .................. $368,380

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $214,500

Construct Education and Psychology Building
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation .... $955,836

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $107,080

Construct Library Building
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ......... $1,522,456

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $115,698

Construct Central Storage Building
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation .... $42,310

Renovate and Extend Electrical and Steam
Distribution Systems, Campus Lighting
System, and Clock System

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $253,240

Replace Roofs on 5 Buildings
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation ..................... $6,715

Remodel Portions of Science, Foods Labora-
tory, Elementary School Classroom, and
Music Buildings

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $37,499

Install Permanent Roads, Curbs, Sidewalks,
Surfaced Parking Areas, Landscaping
and Other Site Improvements

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $41,600

Purchase Land for Campus Extension
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation .................... $180,435

FOR THE WESTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE Western Wash-
ington College

OF EDUCATION of Education.

The Following Capital Projects:
Construct Science Building
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General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation ..............

General Fund Reappropriation ...........
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation ................
Purchase and Improve Land for Campus Ex-

pansion
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Reappropriation ..............
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation ................
Construct Addition to Physical Education

Building
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ...
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation ................
Construct Addition to Power Plant and Install

High Pressure Boiler
General Fund-Institutional Building Con-

struction Account Reappropriation ...
Renovate Old Main and Convert Science An-

nex to Classrooms and Offices
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation ................
Convert Lounge and Fountain Rooms in Music

Building to Classrooms and Offices
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation ................

FOR THE EASTERN WASHINGTON
HISTORICAL SOCIETY

The Following Capital Project:
Construct New Museum Building

General Fund Appropriation............

$1,441,717
$172,000

$185,656

$25,746

$86,000

$957,123

$26,854

$173,445

$98,500

$18,000

$27,287

FOR THE PARKS AND RECREATION
COMMISSION

The Following Capital Projects:
-Alta Lake Construct Comfort Station, Alta Lake State
Park.

Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Reappropriation ................

-Birch Bay Construct Superintendent's Residence, Birch
Park. Bay State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Reappropriation ................
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Construct Kitchen, Water, Sewer and Electric
Services, Brooks Memorial State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Reappropriation ................

Acquire and Develop Land, Dosewallips River
State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Reappropriation................

Construct Museum, Water, Sewer and Electric
Services, Fort Okanogan State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Reappropriation ................

Construct Superintendent's Residence, Fort
Simcoe State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Reappropriation ................

Construct Comfort Station, Kopachuck State
Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Reappropriation ................

Improve Water System, Lake Chelan State
Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Reappropriation ................

Improve Picnic Area, Lake Osoyoos State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Reappropriation ................
Improve Roads and Parking Area, Mt. Pilchuck

State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Reappropriation ................

Improve Roads and Water System, Mt.
Spokane State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Reappropriation ................

Construct Comfort Station, Water, Sewer and
Electric Services, Ocean City State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Reappropriation................

Construct Comfort Station, Penrose Point
State Park,

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Reappropriation ................

Improve Roads and Water System, Riverside
State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Reappropriation ................
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Capital . Improve Roads and Water System, Sequimnappropriations. BySaePr
For- BySaePr
Parks and
Recreatio n General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
Commission, count Reappropriation.....................$15,300

-Sun Lakes Construct Buildings, Water, Sewer and Elec-
Park. tric Services at Sun Lakes State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Reappropriation.....................$42,600

-Alta Lake Purchase and Develop Land, Alta Lake State
Park. Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ...................... $70,000

-Rock Park. Purchase and Develop Land, Beacon Rock
State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ...................... $20,000

-Belfair Develop Land, Belfair State Park
Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $40,000
-Birch Bay Develop Land, Birch Bay State Park
Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $30,000
-Bogachiel Develop Land, Bogachiel State Park
Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $10,000

-Bridgeport Develop Land, Bridgeport State Park
Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $20,000

-Brooks Develop Land, Brooks Memorial State Park
Merial General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $25,000

-Curlew Develop Land, Curlew Lake State Park
Lake ark. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $25,000

-Deception Develop Land, Deception Pass State Park
Pass ark. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $40,000

-Dash Point Develop Land, Dash Point State Park
Park.General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $70,000

-Conconully Provide Swimming Facilities, Conconully
Park.

State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ....................... $7,500
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Develop Land, Dosewallips River State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Purchase and Develop Land, East Wenatchee
State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ..................

Purchase and Develop Land, Easton Reservoir
State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Fay Bainbridge State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Fort Canby State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Fort Casey State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Fort Flagler State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Fort Simcoe State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Purchase and Develop Land, Fort Ward State
Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Kamiak Butte State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Kitsap Memorial State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Kopachuck State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Lake Chelan State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................
Develop Land, Lake Cushman

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ..................
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Capital . Purchase and Develop Land, Lake Osoyoos
appropriations. SaePr
For- SaePr
Parks and
Recreation General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
Commission, count Appropriation ...................... $45,000
-Lake Sam-
mamish Park. Develop Land, Lake Sammamnish State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ...................... $40,000

-Lake Stevens Purchase and Develop Land, Lake Stevens
Park. State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ...................... $125,000

-Lake Wenat- Develop Land, Lake Wenatchee State Park
chee Park.

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ...................... $25,000

-Larrabee Develop Land, Larrabee State Park
Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $20,000

-Lewis and Purchase and Develop Land, Lewis and Clark
Clark Park. State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ...................... $10,000

-Long Lake Develop Land, Long Lake State Park
Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation...................... $5,000
-Miller- Develop Land, Millersylvania State Park
sylvania Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $25,000

-Moran Park. Develop Land, Moran State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation..................... $25,000
-Moses Lake Develop Land, Moses Lake State Park
Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $20,000

-Mt. Pilchuck Develop Land, Mt. Plchuck State Park
Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $25,000

-Mt. Spokane Develop Land, Mt. Spokane State Park
Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $60,000
-Mukilteo Develop Land, Mukilteo State Park
Park.

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ...................... $30,000

-Ocean City Develop Land, Ocean City State Park
Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $15,000
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Develop Land, Old Fort Townsend State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Palouse Falls State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation..................

Develop Land, Paradise Point State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Peace Arch State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Pearrygin Lake State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Penrose Point State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Potholes Reservoir State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Purchase and Develop Land, Riverside State
Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Rockport State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Sacajawea State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Saltwater State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Seaquest State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, Sequim Bay State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................

Develop Land, South Whidbey State Park
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ..................
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Capital Develop Land, Squilichuck State Park
aporiaios General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
Parks and count Appropriation ...................... $15,000
Recreation
Commission.
-Steamboat Develop Land, Steamboat Rock State Park
Rock Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $30,000

-Sun Lakes Develop Land, Sun Lakes State Park
Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $60,000
-Twanoh Develop Land, Twanoh State Park

Park.General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ...................... $35,000

-Twin Ear- Develop Land, Twin Harbors State Park
bors Park. General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $25,000

-xvapato Purchase and Develop Land, Wapato Lake
Lake Park. State Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ...................... $35,000

-Wenberg Purchase and Develop Land, Wenberg State
Park. Park

General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-
count Appropriation ...................... $10,000

-Yakima Develop Land, Yakima State Park
Park.General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $20,000

-Miscel- Develop State Park Lands, Develop Boat
laneous. Moorages, Group Camps, Historical Sites,

and Archeological Surveys
General Fund-Parks and Parkways Ac-

count Appropriation ...................... $232,500

Department of FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND
Commerce
and Economic ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Deveopmnt.The Following Capital Projects:
Acquire and Develop Site, and Purchase, Con-

struct or Acquire Buildings for World Fair
World Fair Fund Reappropriation ........... $5,600,000

Department FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES
of Fisheries. The Following Capital Projects:

Construct, Control, and Prepare Fish Farm
Rearing Areas, and Expand Hatchery Egg
and Fry Incubation Facilities to Supply
Fish Farms

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Reappropriation .................. $67,782
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General Fund Appropriation ............

Install Capital Improvements to Hatcheries
and to Shellfish Laboratory

General Fund Appropriation ............

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Purchase Land for Hatchery Expansion and
for Salt Water Access Sites

General Fund Appropriation ............

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Install Fish Passage Devices and Diversion
Screens, and Clear Stream Obstructions

General Fund Appropriation ............

Construct Engineering Shop Buildings at Is-
saquah

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation ................

Construct Fishways and Improve Existing
Fishways

General Fund Appropriation ............

Renovate Structures and Other Property Dam-
aged by Floods, Fire, or Earthquake

General Fund Appropriation ............

Construct New Hatcheries at Kalama, Grays
River, Yakima, Tucannon River, and
Spirit Lake

General Fund Reappropriation ...........

General Fund Appropriation ............

Construct New Hatchery, Skokomish River
General Fund-State Building Construction

Account Appropriation ................

FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF GAME

The Following Capital Projects:
Construct 60 Brooder Houses and Pens on

Game Farms*
Game Fund Appropriation..............

Construct Garage and Workshop and Develop
New Water Supply at Ford Hatchery

Game Fund Appropriation .............

Construct Fish and Game Rearing and Pro-
tective Facilities

Game Fund Appropriation .............
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Capital Prhs adfrPbi hoigAes i
appropriations. Gucame Wntefr Ranges, Laketnd treamBi
For-GaeWneRagsLaeadSrm
Department Acs raadUln aeBr
of Game. Acs raadUln aeBr

Habitat Improvement
Game Fund Appropriation ................... $420,000

Purchase Headquarters Building and Construct
or Acquire Warehouse and Shop, Olympia

Game Fund Appropriation ................... $350,000

Reconstruct Mossyrock Hatchery on New Site
Game Fund Appropriation .................. $200,000

Renovate Structures and Other Property Dam-
aged by Floods, Fire, or Earthquake, and
Renovate Water Supply Systems

Game Fund Appropriation ................... $150,000

Department FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
of Natural
Resources. The Following Capital Projects:

Construct Lookout Towers, District and Sub-
district Headquarters Buildings and Crew
Quarters

General Fund Appropriation ................. $100,800

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $349,000

Construct New Honor Camps and Additions to
Existing Camps, and Purchase Land for
Timber Access Road Rights of Way

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $453,500

General Fund-Forest Development Account
Appropriation ............................ $10,000

Construct Additions to Olympia Shops and
Northwest District Radio Shop

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation .................... $41,000

Construct Storage Buildings and Additions at
Nurseries

General Fund-State Building Construction
Account Appropriation....................$10,400

Department of FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
Employment
Security. The Following Capital Projects:

Construct Central or Local Office Buildings
General Fund Appropriation ................ $3,000,000

Provided, That this appropriation shall be
available only to the extent that federal
funds under section 903 of the Federal
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Social Security Act are made available for
this purpose: Provided, That this appro-
priation is made pursuant to and is lim-
ited by provisions of section 903-c (2) of
the Federal Social Security Act as
amended: Provided f'urther, That any un-
expended balance of said federal funds
shall be promptly returned to the ac-
count of the State of Washington in the
Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund
as may be required by federal law or
regulation.

SEC. 2. The words "capital improvement" or "Capital im-

"capital project" used herein shall mean acquisition prcapt.",

of sites, easements, rights of way or improvements
thereon or appurtenances thereto, construction and
initial equipment, reconstruction, demolition or
major alteration of new or presently owned capital
assets.

SEC. 3. Before a capital project shall begin or Allotment
before obliga-

any obligation incurred or contract entered into, the tions incurred.

Budget Director, with the approval of the Governor,
shall first allot funds therefor or so much as may be
necessary from the appropriations made herein.

SEC. 4. Additional federal or other receipts and Excess re-
ceipts, gifts,

gifts and grants in excess of those estimated in the allotment of.

budget may be alloted by the Governor for capital
projects included in the capital budget.

SEC. 5. To effectively carry out the provisions Responsibil-
ities assign-

of this act, the Governor may assign responsibility able by
governor.

for planning, engineering and construction and other
related activities to any appropriate agency.

SEC. 6. Reappropriations shall be limited to the Reappropria-
tions limited.

unexpended balances remaining at June 30, 1959, in
the current appropriation for each project.

ProjectSEC. 7. Any capital improvement or capital proj- requisites.
ect for construction, repair, or maintenance au-
thorized by this act, unless constructed pursuant to
the provisions of chapter 39.04 RCW, shall be done
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approriations. by contract after public notice and competitive bid:
Provided, That this section shall not apply to the
acquisition of sites, easements, or rights of way; nor
to contracts for architectural or engineering services;
nor to emergency repairs nor to any improvement or
project costing less than twenty-five hundred dol-
lars, nor to portions of projects involving inmate
labor at a state institution.

Passed the House March 26, 1959.

Passed the Senate March 26, 1959.
Approved by the Governor April 3, 1959.
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AUTHENTICATION

I, Victor A. Meyers, Secretary of State of the
State of Washington, do hereby certify that I have
caused to be carefully compared the foregoing pub-
lished laws passed by the Extraordinary Session of
the Thirty-Sixth Legislature of the State of Wash-
ington, held from March 13, 1959, until March 27,
1959, inclusive, with the original enrolled laws, now
on file in my office, and find the same to be a full,
true and correct copy of said originals with the ex-
ception of such corrections in spelling and use of
words bracketed, thus [ ], as provided by law.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
hand and affixed hereto the seal of the State of
Washington.

Dated at Olympia, Washington, this tenth day
of July, 1959.

VICTOR A. MEYERS,
Secretary of State
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HISTO0RY OF STATE MEASURES FILED WITH THE
SECRETARY OF STATE

INITIATIVE S TO THE PEOPLE

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. I (State Wide Prohibition) -Filed January 2,
1914. Refiled as Initiative Measure No. 3.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 2 (Eight Hour Law)-Filed January 3, 1914.
Refiled as Initiative Measure No. 5.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 3 (State Wide Prohibition) -Filed January 8,
1914. Submitted to the voters November 3, 1914; passed. Now identified
as Chapter 2, Laws of 1915.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 4 (Drugless Healers)-Filed January 13, 1914.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 5 (Eight Hour Law)-Filed January 15, 1914.
No petition filed. See Initiative Measure No. 13, covering same subject.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 6 (Blue Sky Law)-Filed January 30, 1914.
Submitted to the voters November 3, 1914; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 7 (Abolishing Bureau of Inspection) -Filed
January 30, 1914. Submitted to the voters November 3, 1914; failed to
pass.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 8 (Abolishing Employment Offices)-Filed
January 30, 1914. Submitted to the voters November 3, 1914; passed.
Now identified as Chapter 1, Laws of 1915.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 9 (First Aid to Injured)-Filed January 29,
1914. Submitted to the voters November 3, 1914; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 10 (Convict Labor Road Measure)-Filed Janu-
ary 29, 1914. Submitted to the voters November 3, 1914; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 11 (Fish Code)-Filed January 29, 1914. Petition
failed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 12 (Abolishing Tax Commission) -Filed Janu-
ary 29, 1914. Petition failed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 13 (Eight Hour Law)-Filed February 10, 1914.
Submitted to the voters November 3, 1914; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 14 (Legislature Reapportionment) -Filed May
13, 1914. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 15 (Fundamental Reform Act)-Filed May 15,
1914. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 16 (Legislative Reapportionmient) -Filed May
20, 1914. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 17 (State Road Measure)-Filed June 13, 1914.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 18 (Brewers' Hotel Bill)-Filed December 14,
1914. Submitted to the voters November 7, 1914; failed to pass.

*Indicates initiative measure was approved into law.
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INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 19 (Non-Partisan Election and Presidential
Priniary)-Filed February 11, 1916. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 20 (First Aid)-Filed February 11, 1916. No
petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 21 (Home Rule)-Filed February 11, 1916. No
petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 22 (Fisheries Code)-Filed February 11, 1916.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 23 (Politicians' Code)-Filed March 29, 1916.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 24 (Brewers' Bill)-Filed April 20, 1916. Sub-
mitted to the voters November 7, 1916; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 25 (Repealing State Wide Prohibition) -Filed
May 11, 1916. No petition ified.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 26 (Making the State a Prohibition District)-
Filed October 13, 1916. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 27 (Repealing Chapter 57, Laws of 1915, Relating
to Regulation of Common Carriers)-Filed October 13, 1916. No petition
filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 28 (Non-Partisan Elections) -Filed October 26,
1916. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 29 (Capitol Removal Bill)-Filed November 27,
1916. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 30 (Eight Hour Law)-Filed January 9, 1918.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 31 (Municipal Marketing Measure)-Filed Feb-
ruary 5, 1918. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 32 (Picketing Measure) -Filed February 5, 1918.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 33 (Non-Partisan Elections and Presidential
Primary)-Filed February 5, 1918. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 34 (Relating to Salmon Fishing)-Filed Febru-
ary 8, 1918. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 35 (Repealing Chapter 174, Laws of 1919,
Relating to Prevention of Criminal Syndicalism) -Filed October '7, 1920.
Insufficient number of signatures on petition; failed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 36 (Municipal Marketing Measure)-Filed No-
vember 16, 1920. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 37 (Relating to Ownership of Land by Aliens)-
Filed November 19, 1920. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 38 (Repealing Chapter 209, Laws of 1907, Relat-
ing to the Nomination of Candidates for Public Offce)-Filed January 11,
1922. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 39 (Repealing Chapter 138, Laws of 1913, Relat-
ing to the Initiative Procedure) -Filed January 11, 1922. No petition filed.
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*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 40 (Repealing Chapter 174, Laws of 1921, Re-
lating to the Poll Tax)-Filed January 18, 1922. Submitted to the voters
November 7, 1922; passed. Now identified as Chapter 1, Laws of 1923.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 41 (Non-Partisan Elections) -Filed January 18,
1922. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 42 (Workmen's Compensation Measure)-Filed
January 24, 1922. Same as Initiative Measure No. 47; no petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 43 (Relating to Injunctions in Labor Disputes)-
Filed January 24, 1922. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 44 (Relating to Municipal Ownership) -Filed
January 28, 1922. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 45 (Legislative Reapportionment) -Filed Febru-
ary 14, 1922. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 46 ("30-10" School Plan)-Filed February 21,
1922. Submitted to the voters November 7, 1922; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 47 (Workmen's Compensation Measure)-Filed
March 27, 1922. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 48 (Compulsory School Attendance) -Filed Jan-
uary 7, 1924. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 49 (Compulsory School Attendance) -Filed Jan-
uary 15, 1924. Submitted to the voters November 4, 1924; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 50 (Limitation of Taxation)-Filed February
21, 1924. Submitted to the voters November 4, 1924; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 51 (Pertaining to Salmon Fishing)-Filed April
2, 1924. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 52 (Electric Power Measure)-Filed April 8,
1924. Submitted to the voters November 4, 1924; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 53 (Relating to Sanipractic) -Filed February 4,
1926. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 54 (State Commission to License and Regulate
Horse-racing, Pool-selling, etc.-Pari-mutuel Measure) -Filed February
5, 1926. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 55 (Prohibiting Use of Purse Seines, Fish Traps,
Fish Wheels, etc.)-Filed February 16, 1928. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 56 (Re-districting State for Legislative Pur-
poses)-Filed April 24, 1930. Refiled as Initiative Measure No. 57.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 57 (Re-districting State for Legislative Pur-
poses)-Filed April 25, 1930. Submitted to the voters November 4, 1930;
passed. Now identified as Chapter 2, Laws of 1931.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 58 (Permanent Registration) -Filed January 9,
1932. Submitted to the voters November 8, 1932; passed. Now identified
as Chapter 1, Laws of 1933.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 59 (Tax Free Homes)-Filed January 9, 1932.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 60 (Licensing of Mercantile Establishments)-
Filed January 9, 1932. No petition filed.

* Indicates initiative measure was approved into law.
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*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 61 (Relating to Intoxicating Liquors)-Filed
January 9, 1932. Submitted to the voters November 8, 1932; passed. Now
identified as Chapter 2, Laws of 1933.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 62 (Creating Department of Game)-Filed
January 9, 1932. Submitted to the voters November 8, 1932; passed. Now
identified as Chapter 3, Laws of 1933.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 63 (Exemption of Homes from Taxation)-Filed
January 9, 1932. No petition filed.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 64 (Limits Tax Levy on Real and Personal
Property to 40 Mills)-Filed January 9, 1932. Submitted to the voters
November 8, 1932; passed. Now identified as Chapter 4, Laws of 1933.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 65 (Cascade Mountain Tunnel)-Filed February
19, 1932. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 66 (Scientific Birth Control)-Filed February
26, 1932. No petition ified.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 67 (Abolishes Excise Tax on Butter Substitutes)
-Filed March 7, 1932. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 68 (Unemployment Insurance) -Filed March
21, 1932. No petition filed.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 69 (Income Tax Measure)-Filed March 22,
1932. Submitted to the voters November 8, 1932; passed. Now identified
as Chapter 5, Laws of 1933. (State Supreme Court ruled act unconstitu-
tional.)

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 70 (Compulsory Military Training Prohibited)-
Filed April 4, 1932. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 71 (Liquor Control)-Filed January 8, 1934. No
petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 72 (Distribution of Highway Funds)-Filed
January 8, 1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 73 (Catching of Fish)-Filed January 8, 1934.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 74 (Tax Free Homes)-Filed January 8, 1934.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 75 (Unemployment Insurance) -Filed January
19, 1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 76 (Tax Free Homes)-Filed January 22, 1934.
No petition filed.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 77 (Fish Traps and Fishing Regulations) -Filed
February 1, 1934. Submitted to the voters November 6, 1934; passed. Now
identified as Chapter 1, Laws of 1935.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 78 (Distribution of Highway Funds)-Filed
February 9, 1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 79 (Liquor Control)-Filed February 20, 1934.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 80 (Liquor Control)-Filed February 24, 1934.
No petition filed.

* Indicates initiative measure was approved into law.
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INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 81 (Liquor Control)-Filed February 28, 1934.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 82 (Fishing Regulations) -Filed March 10, 1934.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 83 (State Sale of Gasoline)-Filed March 16,
1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 84
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 85
1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 86
1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 87
22, 1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 88
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 89
1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 90
No petition filed.

(Blanket Primary)-Filed March 17, 1934.

(State Fire Insurance) -Filed March 17,

(State Fire Insurance) -Filed March 21,

(Workmen's Compensation) -Filed March

(Liquor Control)-Filed March 24, 1934.

(One Man Grand Jury)-Fled March 30,

(Criminal Appeals)-Filed March 30, 1934.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 91 (Regulating Motor Carriers)-Filed March
31, 1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 92 (Regulating Motor Carriers)-Filed April 9,
1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 93 (Distribution of Highway Funds)-Filed May
10, 1934. Insufficient number of signatures on petition; failed.

aI1NITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 94 (40-Mill Tax Limit)-Filed May 18, 1934.
Submitted to the voters November 6, 1934; passed. Now identified as
Chapter 2, Laws of 1935.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 95 (Liquor Control)-Filed May 26, 1934. No
petition ified.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 96 (Repeal of Business Occupation Tax)-Filed
June 4, 1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 97 (Dog Racing)-Filed June 7, 1934. Insuffi-
cient number of signatures on petition; failed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 98 (Business and Occupation Tax)-Filed Janu-
ary 4, 1936. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 99 (Distribution of Highway Funds)-Filed Jan-
uary 4, 1936. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 100 (40-Mill Tax Limit)-Filed January 4,1936.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 101 (Civil Service)-Filed January 14, 1936.
Submitted to the voters November 3, 1936; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 102 (Creating "State Government Bank" De-
partment)-Filed January 21, 1936. No petition filed.

Indicates initiative measure was approved into law.



INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 103 (Old Age Pension)-Filed January 17, 1936.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 104 (Tax on Gasoline)-Filed February 27, 1936.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 105 (Relating to Gill Nets) -Filed March 3, 1936.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 106 (Voter's Identification Certificate) -Filed
March 3, 1936. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 107 (Tax on Gasoline)-Filed March 7, 1936.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 108 (40-Mill Tax Limit)-Filed March 12, 1936.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 109 (Admission of Sick to Hospitals) -Filed
March 14, 1936. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 110 (Annuity for Crippled and Blind)-Filed
March 27, 1936. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 111 (Admission of Sick to Hospitals) -Filed
April 8, 1936. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 112 (Abolishing Compulsory Military Training)
-Filed April 9, 1936. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 113 (Tax on Gasoline)-Filed April 15, 1936.
No petition filed.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 114 (40-Mill Tax Limit)-Filed April 21, 1936.
Submitted to the voters November 3, 1936; passed. Now identified as
Chapter 1, Laws of 1937.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 115 (Old Age Pension)-Filed April 21, 1936.
Submitted to the voters November 3, 1936; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 116 (Tax on Gasoline)-Filed April 24, 1936.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 117 (Production for Use)-Filed May 1, 1936.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 118 (Liens for Labor)-Filed May 5, 1936. No
petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 119 (Production for Use)-Filed May 9, 1936.
Submitted to the voters November 3, 1936; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 120 (Tax on Gasoline)-Filed May 11, 1936. No
petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 121 (Beer on Sunday)-Filed May 14, 1936.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 122 (Pertaining to Bribery and Grafting)-Filed
May 21, 1936. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 123 (Business and Occupation Tax)-Filed Jan-
uary 27, 1938. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 124 (Distribution of Highway Funds)-Filed
February 9, 1938. No petition filed.

*Indicates initiative measure was approved into law.
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INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 125 (Tax on Intoxicating Liquors)-Filed Feb-
ruary 15, 1938. No petition filed.

*I1NITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 126 (Non-Partisan School Election)-Filed
February 24, 1938. Submitted to the voters November 8, 1938; passed.
Now identified as Chapter 1, Laws of 1939.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 127 (Distribution of Highway Funds)-Filed
March 14, 1938. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 128 (Civil Service)-Filed March 14, 1938. No
petition filed.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 129 (40-Mill Tax Liniit)-Filed March 18, 1938.
Submitted to the voters November 8, 1938; passed. Now identified as
Chapter 2, Laws of 1939.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 130 (Regulation of Labor Disputes)-Filed April
6, 1938. Submitted to the voters November 8, 1938; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 131 (Civil Service)-Filed April 7, 1938. No
petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 132 (Old Age Assistance) -Filed April 12, 1938.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 133 (Relating to Licensing Gamblig)-Filed
April 15, 1938. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 134 (Old Age Assistance) -Filed April 19, 1938.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 135 (40-Mill Tax Limit)-Filed May 14, 1938.
Insufficient number of signatures on petition; failed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 136 (Relating to Retail Beer and Wine Licenses)
-Filed June 3, 1938. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 137 (Relating to Gambling) -Filed June 9, 1938.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 138 (Relating to Gambling)-Filed June 13,
1938. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 139 (P. U. D. Bonds)-Filed January 5, 1940.
Submitted to the voters November 5, 1940; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 140 (Liquor Control)-Filed January 9, 1940.
No petition filed.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 141 (Old Age Pension)-Filed January 11,
1940. Submitted to the voters November 5, 1940; passed. Now identified
as Chapter 1, Laws of 1941.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 142 (Chain Store Tax) -Filed January 16, 1940.
No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 143 (Relating to State Sale of Gas and Oil)-
Filed February 2, 1940. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 144 (Unicameral Legislature) -Filed February
23, 1940. Withdrawn. Refiled as Initiative Measure No 147.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 145 (Government Reorganization) -Filed March
18, 1940. No petition filed.

*Indicates initiative measure was approved into law.
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INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 146 (Relating to Sabbath Breaking)-Filed
March 22, 1940. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 147 (Unicameral Legislature) -Filed April 9,
1940. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 148 (Liquor Control)-Filed May 18, 1940. No
petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 149 (Anti- Subversive Activities) -Filed May
23, 1940. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 150 (Intoxicating Liquor Sold by the Drink)-
Filed January 3, 1942. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 151 (Old Age Assistance) -Filed January 3,
1942. Submitted to the voters November 3, 1942; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 152 (Creating State Elective Offices of Director
of Labor and Industries, Director of Social Security and Director of
Agriculture) -Filed January 27, 1942. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 153 (Re-constitution of Board of State Land
Commissioners) -Filed February 24, 1942. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 154 (After Discharge Benefits to Persons in the
Armed Forces)-Filed April 28, 1942. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 155 (Washington Employment Peace Act)-
Filed January 10, 1944. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 156 (Liberalization of Old Age Assistance Laws)
-Filed February 19, 1944. Refiled as Initiative Measure No. 157.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 157 (Liberalization of Old Age Assistance Laws)
-Filed March 3, 1944. Submitted to the voters November 7, 1944; failed
to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 158 (Liberalization of Old Age Assistance Laws
by the Townsend Clubs of Washington) -Filed March 28, 1944. Sub-
mitted to the voters November 7, 1944; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 159 (Increase of Injured Workmen's Compen-
sation)-Filed January 5, 1946. Insufficient signatures presented July 10,
1946, and measure not certified to general election ballot.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 160 (Increase of Injured Workmen's Compen-
sation)-Filed Januay 5, 1946. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 161 (Changing Form of General Election Ballot
to Conform with Primary Election Ballot)-Filed January 5, 1946. No
petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 162 (Prohibiting the Governor from employing
members of the Legislature during the term for which he shall have been
elected)-Filed January 5, 1946. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 163 (Prohibiting the Sale of Beer or Wine by
any Person other than the State of Washington) -Filed January 9, 1946.
Insufficient signatures presented July 6, 1946, and measure not certified
to general election ballot.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 164 (Prohibiting the Sale of Fortified Wines)-
Filed February 25, 1946. No petition fied.
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INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 165 (Providing for the Sale of Liquor by the
Drink)-Filed March 1, 1946. Insufficient signatures presented July 8,
1946, and measure not certified to general election ballot.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 166 (Relating to Public Utility Districts; re-
quiring approval of voters as prerequisite to acquisition of any operating
electrical utility properties, ete.)-Flled April 24, 1946. Signature petitions
filed June 29, 1946, and found sufficient. Measure rejected by voters at
November 5, 1946, State General Election.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 167 (Providing Liquor by the Drink at Li-
censed Establishmnents) -Filed January 2, 1948. Insufficient valid signa-
tures presented July 6, 1948, and measure not certified to state general
election ballot.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 168 (Providing Liquor by the Drink for Con-
sumption on Premises Where Sold)-Filed January 2, 1948. No signature
petitions filed for canvassing.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 169 (Providing Bonus to Veterans of World
War 1)-Filed January 2, 1948. Signature petitions ified July 9, 1948,
and found sufficient. Measure approved into law at November 2, 1948,
State General Election and became identified as Chapter 4, Laws of 1949.
However, State Supreme Court ruled measure unconstitutional February
4, 1949. As consequence similar measure passed into law by 1949 Legis-
lature (Chapter 180, Laws of 1949).

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 170 (Relating to Liberalization of Social Security
Laws) -Filed January 13, 1948. Because sponsor desired changes in text
of proposed law, measure refiled as Initiative Measure No. 172.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 171 (Providing Liquor by the Drink with Cer-
tain Restrictions) -Filed January 19, 1948. Signature petitions filed July
7, 1948, and found sufficient. Measure certified to November 2, 1948, State
General Election Ballot and approved into law. Now identified as Chapter
5, Laws of 1949.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 172 (Relating to Liberalization of Social Secur-
ity Laws)-Filed February 26, 1948. Signature petitions filed July 9, 1948,
and found sufficient. Measure certified to November 2, 1948, State General
Election Ballot and approved into law. Now identified as Chapter 6, Laws
of 1949.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 173 (Providing for the Observance of Daylight
Saving Time in the State of Washington) -Filed May 20, 1948. No signa-
ture petitions presented for canvassing.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 174 (Making application to Congress to call a
Convention for the sole purpose of proposing an amendment to the Con-
stitution of the United States to expedite and insure participation of the
United States in a world federal governnment) -Filed January 16, 1950.
No signature petitions presented for canvassing.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 175 (Establishing a Department of Youth Protec-
tion to operate the Washington State Training School and the State School
for girls under non-partisan control)-Flled March 31, 1950. No signature
petitions presented for canvassing. Essential provisions of this measure
enacted by the 1951 Legislature (Chapter 234, Laws of 1951).

*Indicates initiative measure was approved into law.
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INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 176 (Increasing to sixty-five dollars monthly the
minimum grant for certain categories of public assistance, otherwise
extending the social security program, and making an appropriation)-
Filed April 20, 1950. Submitted to the voters November 7, 1950; failed to
pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 177-Filed May 1, 1950. Refiled May 5, 1950, as
Initiative Measure No. 178.

*11ITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 178 (Modifying the Citizens' Security Act of
1948 (Initiative Measure No. 172) and transferring the public assistance
medical program to the State Department of Health)-Filed May 5, 1950.
Submitted to the voters November 7, 1950; passed. Now identified as
Chapter 1, Laws of 1951.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 179 (Liberalizing unemployment compensation
benefits and repealing that portion of the Unemployment Compensation
Act providing for employer experience rating)-Filed May 5, 1950. No
Signature petitions presented for canvassing.

*INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 180 (Authorizing the Manufacture, Sale and
Use of Colored Oleomargarine) -Filed February 4, 1952. Submitted to the
voters November 4, 1952; passed. Now identified as Chapter 1, Laws of
1953.

*IIITV MEASURE NO. 181 (Prescribing the Observance of Standard
Tinie)-Filed February 27, 1952. Submitted to the voters November 4,
1952; passed. Now identified as Chapter 2, Laws of 1953.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 182 (Repealing Sunday Blue Laws)-Filed
March 24, 1952. No signature petitions presented for checking.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 183 (Petitioning Congress to declare a policy of
the United States to live in peaceful coexistence with other nations and to
call a conference of the heads of leading nations to negotiate a settlement
of existing differences) -Filed March 26, 1952. No signature petitions
presented for checking.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 184 (Liberalizing Old Age Pension Laws) -Filed
April 3, 1952. Submitted to the voters November 4, 1952; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 185 (Liberalizing Old Age Pension Laws)-Filed
April 11, 1952. No signature petitions presented for checking.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 186 (Providing a Civil Service System for
Employees of County Sheriffs)-Filed April 14, 1952. No signature peti-
tions presented for checking.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 187 (Permitting a Modified Coloring of Oleomar-
garine)-Filed May 15, 1952. No signature petitions presented for check-
ing.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 188 (Raising Standards for Chiropractic Exam-
inations)-Filed January 4, 1954. Submitted to the voters November 2,
1954; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 189 (Legislative Reapportionment) -Filed Janu-
ary 4, 1954. No signature petitions presented for checking.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 190 (Presidential Preference Primary)-Filed
January 6, 1954. No signature petitions presented for checking.

*Indicates initiative measure was approved into law.
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INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 191 (Attorneys' Fees in Probate)-Filed January
21, 1954. No signature petitions presented for checking.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 192 (Regulation of Commercial Salmon Fishing)
-Filed February 16, 1954. Submitted to the voters November 2, 1954;
failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 193 (Statewide Daylight Saving Time)-Filed
February 23, 1954. Submitted to the voters November 2, 1954; failed to
pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 194 (Restricting Television Aicholie Beverage
Advertising) -Filed March 26, 1954. Submitted to the voters November 2,
1954; failed to pass.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 195 (State Toll Commission) -Filed March 30,
1954. No signature petitions presented for checking.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 196 (Amending the Unemployment Compensation
Act)-Filed April 23, 1954. No signature petitions presented for checking.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 197 (Restricting Dams: Columbia River Tribu-
taries)-Filed May 12, 1954. No signature petitions presented for checking.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 198 (Affecting Employer-Employee Relations)-
Filed January 19, 1956. Submitted to the voters at the November 6, 1956
state general election and measure rejected.

*]INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 199 (Legislative Reapportionment and Redis-
tricting) -Filed February 16, 1956. Submitted to the voters at the Novem-
ber 6, 1956 state general election and measure approved into law. Now
identified as Chapter 5, Laws of 1957. However, 1957 Legislature ex-
tensively amended this act by passing Chapter 289, Laws of 1957 by
two-thirds approval of both branches of the Legislature.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 200 (]Increasing Public Assistance Benefits)-
Filed February 27, 1956. No signature petitions submitted for checking.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 201 (Washington Fair Labor Standards Act)-
Filed March 2, 1956. No signature petitions submitted for checking.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 202 (Restricting Labor Agreements) -Filed
January 6, 1958. Signature petitions filed July 3, 1958 and found sufficient.
Submitted to voters at the November 4, 1958 state general election.
Voters rejected measure which was similar to initiative No. 198 and
suffered the same fate.

INITIATIVE MEASURE NO. 203 (Wood Pulp Waste Tax) -Filed February 28,
1959. No signature petitions presented for checking.

*Indicates initiative measure was approved into law.
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*INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 1 (District Power Measure)-
Filed October 25, 1928. Submitted to the voters November 4, 1930; passed.
Now identified as Chapter 1, Laws of 1931.

*INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 2 (Blanket Primary Ballot)-
Filed August 21, 1934. Passed by the Legislature February 21, 1935. Now
identified as Chapter 26, Laws of 1935.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 3 (Tax Free Homes)-Filed August
25, 1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 4 (Unemployment Insurance)-
Filed September 5, 1934. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 5 (Prohibiting Fishing with Purse
Seines)-Filed November 20, 1934. Insufficient number of signatures on
petition; failed.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 6 (Legal Holiday on Saturday)-
Filed August 17, 1938. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 7 (Pension for Blind)-Filed
October 7, 1938. Refiled as Initiative to the Legislature No. 8.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 8 (Pension for Blind)-Filed
October 10, 1938. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 9 (Relating to Intoxicating Lig-
uors)-Filed December 8, 1938. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 10 (Unicameral Legislature)-
Filed May 23, 1940. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 11 (Re-apportionment of State
Legislative Districts) -Filed July 8, 1942. No petition filed.

*INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 12 (Public Power Resources)-
Filed August 29, 1942. Passed by the Legislature February 17, 1943. Now
identified as Chapter 15, Laws of 1943. Act invalidated through Referen-
dum Measure No. 25.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 13 (Restricting Sales of Beer and
Wine to State Liquor Stores) -This measure the same as Initiative Measure
No. 163 and was filed August 23, 1946. Signature petitions filed January 3,
1947, and found sufficient. Certified to 1947 Legislature which took no
final action. Measure submitted to the voters November 2, 1948, State
General Election. Voted down.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 14 (Re-appointment of State
Legislative Districts) -Filed September 19, 1946. No petition filed.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 15 (Establishing a Civil Service
System for the Employees of the State of Washington) -Filed October 16,
1946. No petition ified.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 16 (Providing for the Election
of State Game Comnisioners)-Filed September 8, 1948. No signature
petitions presented.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 17 (Regulating Legislative Corn-
mittee Hearings)-Filed October 16, 1948. No signature petitions filed.

*Indicates initiative measure became law.
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INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 18 (Petitioning Congress to declare
that it is the policy of the United States to live in peaceful coexistence with
other nations, etc.)-This measure the same as Initiative Measure No. 183
and was filed September 3, 1952. No signature petitions presented for
checking.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 19 (Repealing the Subversive
Activities Act)-Filed September 19, 1952. No signature petitions pre-
sented for checking.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO 20 (Legislative and Congressional
Districting) -Filed April 16, 1954. Sponsors dissatisfied with ballot title
and as a consequence, measure (with some minor changes, all occurring in
section 5) was refiled as of May 17, 1954 and measure reified as Initiative
No. 22 to the Legislature.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 21 (Professional Practice Boards)
-Filed April 20, 1954. No signature petitions presented for checking.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 22 (Legislative and Congressional
Districting) -Filed May 17, 1954. No signature petitions presented for
checking.

*INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 23 (Civil Service for Sheriff's
Employees) -Measure filed August 7, 1956. Signature petitions filed
December 5, 1956, and found sufficient. Measure certified to the 1957
Legislature which took no final action. For this reason, measure was
submitted to the voters at the November 4, 1958 state general election
for acceptance or rejection. Voters approved measure into law. Act now
identified as Chapter 1, Laws of 1959.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 24 (Limiting Dams in Fish Sanctu-
aries)-Measure filed September 18, 1956. Signature petitions containing
approximately 85,600 signatures filed January 3, 1957. However, attorney
general ruled that provisions of the 30th amendment to the state constitu-
tion approved by the voters at the 1956 state general election applied at the
time signatures were presented. This amendment provided that the num-
ber of signatures necessary to validate an initiative must be equal to at
least 8% of the votes cast on the position of governor at the last preceding
gubernatorial election. This computation set the necessary number as
90,319 valid signatures. Sponsors appealed to the State Supreme Court
which held that the attorney general was correct. For this reason the
Secretary of State did not check signature petitions and the initiative was
not certified to the 1957 Legislature.

INITIATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE NO. 25 (Dam Construction and water
Diversion) -Measure filed April 3, 1958. Signature petitions filed January
2, 1959 and upon completion of canvass found sufficient. Measure cer-
tified to Legislature as of February 26, 1959. Legislature failed to take
final action and consequently measure will be submitted to the voters at
the November 8, 1960 state general election for final decision.

*indicates initiative measure became law.
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REFERENDUM MEASURES

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 1 (Teachers' Retirement Fund) -Filed March
11, 1913. Submitted to the people November 3, 1914; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 2 (Quincy Valley Irrigation Measure)-Filed
March 25, 1913. Submitted to the people November 3, 1914; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 3 (Chapter 54, Laws of 1915, Relating to
Initiative and Referendum),-Filed March 18, 1915. Submitted to the
people November 7, 1916; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 4 (Chapter 55, Laws of 1915, Recall of Elective
Public Officers)-Filed March 18, 1915. Submitted to the people November
7, 1916; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 5 (Chapter 52, Laws of 1915, Party Conven-
tions Act)-Filed March 25, 1915. Submitted to the people November 7,
1916; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 6 (Chapter 181, Laws of 1915, Anti-Picketing)
-Filed March 25, 1915. Submitted to the people November 7, 1916; *failed
to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 7 (Chapter 178, Laws of 1915, Certificate of
Necessity Act)-Filed March 25, 1915. Submitted to the people November
7, 1916; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 8 (Chapter 46, Laws of 1915, Port Comii-
sion)-Filed March 25, 1915. Submitted to the people November 7, 1916;
*failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 9 (Chapter 49, Laws of 1915, Budget System)
-Filed March 25, 1915. Submitted to the people November 7, 1916;
*failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO 10 (Chapter 19, Laws of 1917, Bone Dry Law)
-Filed February 20, 1917. Submitted to the people November 5, 1918;
passed.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 11 (Chapter 167, Laws of 1917, Capitol Build-
ing Fund Bonds)-Filed April 23, 1917. No petition filed.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 12A (Chapter 77, Laws of 1919, Salary of
Judges)-Filed April 14, 1919. No petition filed.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 12B (Chapter 59, Laws of 1921, Certificate of
Necessity) -Filed March 26, 1921. Submitted to the people November 7,
1922; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 13A (Chapter 112, Laws of 1919, Death Pen-
alty)-Filed April 14, 1919. No petition filed.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 13B (Chapter 175, Laws of 1921, Physical
Examination of School Children)-Filed April 4, 1921. Submitted to the
people November 7, 1922; *'failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 14A (Senate Joint Resolution No. 1, Laws of
1919, Intoxicating Liquor)-Filed March 20, 1919. Insufficient number of
signatures on petition.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 14B (Chapter 177, Laws of 1921, Primary
Nominations and Registrations) -Filed April 9, 1921. Submitted to the
people November 7, 1922; *failed to pass.

*Term "failed to pass" indicates sponsor of Referendum was successful in attempt to,
prevent measure from becoming effective law.
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REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 15 (Chapter 176, Laws of 1921, Party Conven-
tions)-Filed April 9, 1921. Submitted to the people November 7, 1922;
*failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 16 (Chapter 22, Laws of 1923, Butter Sub-
stitutes)-Filed March 22, 1923. Submitted to the people November 4,
1924; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 17 (Chapter 115, Laws of 1929, Creating De-
partment of Highways)-Filed April 27, 1929. No petition filed.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 18 (Chapter 51, Laws of 1933, Cities and
Towns; Electric Energy)-Filed April 7, 1933. Submitted to the people
November 6, 1934; passed.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 19 (Chapter 55, Laws of 1933, Horse Racing)
-Filed April 3, 1933. No petition filed.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 20 (Chapter 118, Laws of 1935, Regulating
Pilots)-Filed February 8, 1935. No petition filed.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 21 (Chapter 26, Laws of 1935, Blanket Pri-
mary Ballot)-Filed April 8, 1935. No petition filed.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 22 (Chapter 209, Laws of 1941, Industrial In-
surance)-Filed April 3, 1941. Submitted to the people November 3, 1942;
passed.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 23 (Chapter 158, Laws of 1941, Providing for
Legal Advisor for Grand Juries)-Filed April 16, 1941. Submitted to the
people November 3, 1942; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 24 (Chapter 191, Laws of 1941, Prosecuting
Attorneys; Providing that they shall no longer give advice to Grand
Juries)-Filed April 16, 1941. Submitted to the people November 3, 1942;
*falled to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 25 (Chapter 15, Laws of 1943, Relating to
Public Utility Districts) -Filed March 18, 1943. Submitted to the people
November 7, 1944; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 26 (Chapter 37, Laws of 1945, Relating to
appointment of State Game Conmnissioners by the Governor) -Filed April
3, 1945. Signature petitions filed June 6, 1945, and found sufficient.
Submitted to the people November 5, 1946; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 27 (Chapter 202, Laws of 1945, Relating to the
creation of a State Timber Resources Board)-Filed April 3, 1945. Sig-
nature petitions filed June 6, 1945, and found sufficient. Submitted to
the people November 5, 1946; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 28 (Portion of Chapter 235, Laws of 1949.
Relating to accident and health insurance covering employees eligible for
unemployment compensation) -Filed March 30, 1949. Signature petitions
filed June 8, 1949, and found sufficient. Submitted to the people November
7, 1950; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 29 (Portion of Chapter 190, Laws of 1949
amending State Insurance Code)-Filed April 2, 1949. No signature
petitions presented for canvassing.

*Term "failed to pass" indicates sponsor of Referendum was successful in attempt to
prevent measure from becoming effective law.
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REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 30 (Chapter 280, Laws of 1957-Inheritance
Tax on Insurance Proceeds)-Filed April 12, 1957. Signature petitions
filed June 17, 1957, and found sufficient. Measure submitted to the voters
at the November 4, 1958 state general election; *failed to pass.

REFERENDUM MEASURE NO. 31 (Portion of Chapter 297, Laws of 1959
authorizing corporations and joint stock associations to practice engineer-
ing)-Filed March 31, 1959. Signature petition sheets presented for
canvassing June 10, 1959. Results of canvassing revealed that sponsors
missed obtaining necessary number of valid signatures by 1,124 signa-
tures. As a result attempt to refer law to voters failed.

*Term "failed to pass" indicates sponsor of Referendum was successful in attempt to
prevent measure from becoming effective law.



REFERENDUM BILLS
(Measures passed by the Legislature and referred to the voters)

REFERENDUM BILL NO. 1 (Chapter 99, Laws of 1919, State System Trunk
Line Highways)-Filed March 13, 1919. Submitted to the people Novem-
ber 2, 1920; failed to pass.

REFERENDUM BILL NO. 2 (Chapter 1, Laws Extraordinary Session, 1920,
Soldiers' Equalized Compensation) -Filed March 25, 1920. Submitted to
the people November 2, 19 20; passed.

REFERENDUM BILL NO. 3 (Chapter 87, Laws of 1923, Electric Power Bill)-
Filed March 22, 1923. Submitted to the people November 4, 1924; failed to
pass.

REFERENDUM BILL NO. 4 (Chapter 164, Laws of 1935, Flood Control; Cre-
ating Sinking Fund)-Filed March 22, 1935. Submitted to the people
November 3, 1936; failed to pass.

REFERENDUM BILL NO. 5 (Chapter 83, Laws of 1939, 40-Mill Tax Limit)-
Filed March 10, 1939. Submitted to the people November 5, 1940; passed.

REFERENDUM BILL NO. 6 (Chapter 176, Laws of 1941, Taxation of Real
and Personal Property)-Filed March 22, 1941. Submitted to the people
November 3, 1942; passed.

REFERENDUM BILL NO. 7 (Chapter 229, Laws of 1949-$40,000,000.00 Bond
Issue to Give State Assistance in Construction of Public School Plant
Facilities) -Filed March 22, 1949. Submitted to the people November 7,
1950; passed.

REFERENDUM BILL NO. 8 (Chapter 230, Laws of 1949-$20,000,000.00 Bond
Issue to Provide Funds for Buildings at State Operated Institutions)-
Filed March 22, 1949. Submitted to the people November 7, 1950; passed.

REFERENDUM BILL NO. 9 (Chapter 231, Laws of 1949-$20,000,000.00 Bond
Issue to Provide Funds for Buildings at State Institutions of Higher
Learning)-Filed March 22, 1949. Submitted to the people November 7,
1950; failed to pass.

REFERENDUM BILL NO. 10 (Chapter 299, Laws of 1957-$25,000,000.00 Bond
Issue to Provide Funds for Buildings at State Operated Institutions and
State Institutions of Higher Learning)-Filed March 26, 1957. Measure
submitted to the voters for acceptance or rejection at the November 4,
1958 state general election; passed.
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HISTORY OF ADOPTED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
SINCE STATEHOOD

No. 1. To Section 5 of Article XVI. Re: Permanent School Fund. Adopted
November, 1894.

No. 2. To Section 1 of Article VI. Re: Qualification of Electors. Adopted
November, 1896.

No. 3. To Section 2 of Article VII. Re: Uniform Rates of Taxation. Adopted
November, 1900.

No. 4. To Section 11 of Article I. Re: Religious Freedom. Adopted No-
vember, 1904.

No. 5. To Section 1 of Article VI. Re: Equal Suffrage. Adopted November,
1910.

No. 6. To Section 10 of Article III. Re: Succession in Office of Governor.
Adopted November, 1910.

No. 7. To Section 1 of Article II. Re: Initiative and Referendum. Adopted
November, 1912.

No. 8. To Sections 33 and 34 of Article I. Re: Recall. Adopted Novem-
ber, 1912.

No. 9. To Section 16 of Article I. Re: Taking of Private Property. Adopted
November, 1922.

No. 10. To Section 22 of Article I. Re: Right of Appeal. Adopted November,
1922.

No. 11. To Section 4 of Article VIII. Re: Appropriation. Adopted Novem-
ber, 1922.

No. 12. To Section 5 of Article XI. Re: Consolidation of County Offices.
Adopted November, 1924.

No. 13. To Section 15 of Article II. Re: Vacancies in the Legislature.
Adopted November, 1930.

No. 14. To Article VII. Re: Revenue and Taxation. Adopted November,
1930.

No. 15. To Section 1 of Article XV. Re: Harbors and Harbor Areas. Adopted
November, 1932.

No. 16. To Section 11, Article XII. Re: Double Liability of Stockholders.
Adopted November, 1940.

No. 17. To Section 2, Article VII. Re: 40-Mill Tax Limit. Adopted No-
vember, 1944.

No. 18. To Article II, creating a Section 40. Re: Restriction of motor ve-
hicle license fees and excise taxes on motor fuels to highway
purposes only. Adopted November, 1944.

No. 19. To Article VII, creating a Section 3. Re: State to tax the United
States and its instrumentalities to the extent that the laws of
the United States will allow. Adopted November, 1946.

No. 20. To Section 1 of Article XXVII. Re: Legislature to fix the salaries
of state elective officials. Adopted November, 1948.

No. 21. To Section 4 of Article XI. Re: Permit counties to adopt "Home
Rule" charters. Adopted November, 1948.
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No. 22. Repealing Section 7 of Article XI. Re: County elective officials.
(These officials can now hold same office more than two terms in
succession.) Adopted November, 1948.

No. 23. To Article XI, creating a Section 16. Re: Permit the formation,
under a charter, of combined city and county municipal corpora-
tions having a population of 300,000 or more. Adopted November,
1948.

No. 24. To Article II, Section 33. Permits ownership of land by Canadians
who are citizens of provinces wherein citizens of the State of
Washington may own land. (All provinces of Canada authorize
such ownership.) Adopted November, 1950.

No. 25. To Article IV, creating a Section 3(a). Re: Establishing Retirement
Age for Judges of Supreme and Superior Courts. Adopted No-
vember, 1952.

No. 26. To Article II, creating a Section 41. Re: Permitting the Legislature
to Amend Initiative Measures. Adopted November, 1952.

No. 27. To Section 6 of Article VIII. Re: Extending Bonding Powers of
School Districts. Adopted November, 1952.

No. 28. To Sections 6 and 10 of Article IV. Re: Increasing Monetary Juris-
diction of Justice Courts. Adopted November, 1952.

No. 29. To Article II, Section 33. Redefines "Alien," thereby permitting the
Legislature to determine the policy of the state respecting the
ownership of land by corporations having alien shareholders.
Adopted November, 1954.

No. 30. Adding a new section to Article II. Re: Increasing the number of
signatures necessary to certify a state initiative or referendum
measure. Adopted November, 1956.

No. 31. To Section 25, Article III. Re: Removing the restriction prohibiting
the state treasurer from being elected for more than one succes-
sive term. Adopted November, 1956.

No. 32. Amending the 13th Amendment. Re: Filling vacancies in the
state legislature. Adopted November, 1956.

No. 33. To Section 1, Article XXIV. Re: State boundaries: Modification by
compact. Adopted November, 1958.

No. 34. To Section 11, Article I. Re: State institutions: Employment of
chaplains. Adopted November, 1958.

No. 35. To Section 25, Article II. Re: Pensions and employees' extra com-
pensation. Adopted November, 1958.



TEXT OF CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS APPROVED BY
THE VOTERS AT THE STATE GENERAL ELECTION

HELD NOVEMBER 4, 1958

Amendment 33: (S. J. R. No. 10 of the 1959 Legislature) State
Boundaries: Modification by Compact.

Article 24, Sec. 1. STATE BOUNDARIES. The boundaries of the
State of Washington shall be as follows: Beginning at a point in
the Pacific ocean one marine league due west of and opposite the
middle of the mouth of the north ship channel of the Columbia
river thence running easterly to and up the middle channel of said
river and where it is divided by islands up the middle of the widest
channel thereof to where the forty-sixth parallel of north latitude
crosses said river near the mouth of the Walla Walla river; thence
east on said forty-sixth parallel of latitude to the middle of the
main channel of the Shoshone or Snake river, thence follow down
the middle of the main channel of Snake river to a point opposite
the mouth of the Kookooskia or Clear Water river, thence due north
to the forty-ninth parallel of north latitude, thence west along
said forty-ninth parallel of north latitude to the middle of the
channel which separates Vancouver's island from the continent, that
is to say to a point in longitude 123 degrees, 19 minutes and 15 sec-
onds west, thence following the boundary line between the United
States and British possessions through the channel which separates
Vancouver's island from the continent to the termination of the
boundary line between the United States and British possessions at a
point in the Pacific ocean equidistant between Bonnilla point on
Vancouver's island and Tatoosh island light house, thence running
in a southerly course and parallel with the coast line, keeping one
marine league off shore to place of beginning; until such bound-
aries are modified by appropriate interstate compacts duly ap-
proved by the Congress of the United States. (Effective December
4,1958.)

Amendment 34: (S. J. R. No. 14 of the 1959 Legislature) State
Institutions: Employment of Chaplains.

Article 1, Sec. 11. Absolute freedom of conscience in all matters
of religious sentiment, belief and worship, shall be guaranteed to
every individual, and no one shall be molested or disturbed in per-
son or property on account of religion; but the liberty of conscience
hereby secured shall not be so construed as to excuse acts of li-
centiousness or justify practices inconsistent with the peace and
safety of the state. No public money or property shall be appro-
priated for or applied to any religious worship, exercise or instruc-
tion, or the support of any religious establishment: Provided, how-
ever, That this article shall not be so construed as to forbid the
employment by the state of a chaplain for such of the state cus-
todial, correctional and mental institutions as in the discretion of
the legislature may seem justified. No religious qualification shall
be required for any public office or employment, nor shall any
person be incompetent as a witness or juror, in consequence of his
opinion on matters of religion, nor be questioned in any court of
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justice touching his religious belief to affect the weight of his
testimony. (Effective December 4,1958.)

Amendment 35: (S. J. R. No. 18 of 1959 Legislature) Pensions
and Employees' Extra Compensation.

Article 2, Sec. 25. The legislature shall never grant any extra
compensation to any public officer, agent, employee, servant, or
contractor, after the services shall have been rendered, or the con-
tract entered into, nor shall the compensation of any public officer
be increased or diminished during his term of office. Nothing in
this section shall be deemed to prevent increases in pensions after
such pensions shall have been granted. (Eff ective December 4, 1958.)



PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT TO BE
VOTED UPON AT THE NOVEMBER 8, 1960

STATE GENERAL ELECTION

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 4

*BALLOT TITLE

OWNERSHIP OF LAND BY ALIENS

Shall the constitutional restriction upon the ownership of land
in the State of Washington by aliens be removed by repealing Section
33, Article II as amended by Amendments 24 and 29 of the State
Constitution?

Be It Resolved, By the Senate and the House of Representa-
tives of the State of Washington in legislative session assembled:

THAT, At the next general election to be held in this state
there shall be submitted to the qualified voters of this state, for
their adoption or rejection, the following proposed amendment
to the Constitution of the State of Washington:

Section 33, Article II and Amendments 24 and 29 amenda-
tory thereof, of the Constitution of the State of Washington are
each hereby repealed.

And Be It Further Resolved, That the secretary of state shall
cause the foregoing constitutional amendment to be published
for at least three months next preceding the election in a weekly
newspaper in every county in the state in which such a news-
paper is published.

Passed by the Senate February 27, 1959.
Passed by the House February 26, 1959.
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AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON

Cit. Sec. Page
Section 1.08.001 .................................... amended 95 1 548
Section 1.08.003 ......................................... amended 95 2 549
Section 1.08.025 ......................................... amended 95 3 530
Section 1.08.026 ......................................... amended 95 4 551
Section 1.08.050 ......................................... amended 95 5 551
Section 1.20.030 ......................................... amended 29 1 353
Section 2.12.050 ......................................... amended 192 1 853
Section 2.32.320 ......................................... repealed 283 14 1232
Section 2.36.150 ......................................... amended 73 1 474
Section 3.16.100 .......................................... enacted 263 13 1232
Section 4.28.180 ......................................... amended 131 1 669
Section 4.84.170 ......................................... amended 62 1 448
Section 5.46.010 ......................................... amended 125 1 658
Section 7.32.120 ......................................... amended 267 1 1252
Section 9.41.250 ......................................... amended 143 1 725
Section 9.68.010 ......................................... amended 260 1 1213
Section 11.08.111 ......................................... amended 240 1 1120
Section 11.36.010 ......................................... amended 43 1 392
Section 11.56.190 ......................................... repealed 57 1 440
Section 11.56.200 ......................................... repealed 57 1 440
Section 12.04.070 ......................................... amended 99 1 560
Section 12.40.040 ......................................... amended 263 9 1230
Section 13.04.040 ......................................... amended 331 9 1833
Section 13.04.120 ......................................... amended 58 1 441
Section 14.08.100 ......................................... amended 231 1 1072
Section 14.08.120 ......................................... amended 231 2 1073
Section 15.04.100 ......................................... amended 152 1 744
Section 15.08.280 ......................................... repealed 152 6 747
Section 15.16.035 ......................................... amended 152 2 745
Section 15.16.040 ......................................... amended 152 3 746
Section 15.16.050 ......................................... amended 152 4 746
Section 15.16.060 ......................................... amended 152 5 747
Section 15.16.080 ......................................... amended 230 1 1070
Section 15.44.020 ......................................... amended 163 2 764
Section 15.44.030 ......................................... amended 163 4 764
Section 15.44.040 ......................................... amended 163 9 766
Section 15.44.060 ......................................... amended 163 13 768
Section 15.44.080 ......................................... amended 163 11 767
Section 15.44.090 ......................................... amended 163 12 767
Section 15.44.100 ......................................... amended 163 14 769
Section 15.44.110 ......................................... amended 163 15 769
Section 15.44.120 ......................................... amended 163 16 769
Section 15.44.130 ......................................... amended 163 17 770
Section 15.48.010 ......................................... amended 222 1 1037
Section 15.48.040 ......................................... amended 222 2 1039
Section 15.48.060 ......................................... amended 222 3 1041
Section 15.60.040 ......................................... amended 174 1 801
Section 16.40.010 ......................................... amended 161 1 759
Section 16.48.010 ......................................... repealed 204 54 950
Section 16.48.011 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.020 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16 .48 .021 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.030 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.035 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.040 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.050 ......................................... repealed 204 54 950
Section 16.48.060 ......................................... repealed 54 39 435
Section 16.48.070 ......................................... repealed 54 39 435
Section 16.48.080 ......................................... repealed 204 54 950
Section 16.48.090 ......................................... repealed 204 54 950
Section 16.48.095 ......................................... repealed 204 54 950
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Section 16.48.097 ................... ..... repealed 204 54 950
Section 16.48.100 ................... ..... repealed 204 54 950
Section 16.48.105 ........................................ repealed 204 54 950
Section 16.48.110 ......................................... repealed 204 54 950
Section 16.48.130............... .......................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.140 ........................................ repealed 204 54 950
Section 16.48.150 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.151 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.160 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.170 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.180 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.190 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.200 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.210............... .......................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.220 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.230 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.240.......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.250 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.260 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.270 ......................................... repealed 204 54 950
Section 16.48.290 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Section 16.48.300 ......................................... repealed 54 39 436
Sections 16.56.010-16.56.125 mnci ........................... repealed 54 39 435
Sections 16.64.010-16.64.040 incI ............................ repealed 107 47 608
Section 17.08.120 ......................................... amended 205 8 956
Section 17.28.110 ......................................... amended 64 1 450
Section 17.28.170 ......................................... amended 64 2 451
Sections 17.28.180-17.28.240 mnci ........................... repealed 64 11 454
Sections 18.08.010-18.08.090 mnci ........................... repealed 323 19 1579
Section 18.15.050 ......................................... amended 84 4 512
Section 18.15.100 ......................................... amended 84 5 513
Section 18.15.110 ......................................... amended 84 6 515
Section 18.15.125 ......................................... amended 84 7 516
Section 18.15.180 ......................................... repealed 84 1 510
Section 18.18.010 ......................................... amended 324 1 1579
Section 18.18.050 ......................................... amended 324 3 1582
Section 18.18.060 ......................................... repealed 324 10 1585
Section 18.18.090 ......................................... amended 324 4 1582
Section 18.18.140 ......................................... amended 324 5 1582
Section 18.18.160 ......................................... amended 324 6 1583
Section 18.18.170 ......................................... amended 324 7 1583
Section 18.18.220 ......................................... amended 324 8 1584
Section 18.18.260 ......................................... amended 324 9 1585
Section 18.25.020 ......................................... amended 53 3 423
Section 18.25.030 ......................................... amended 53 4 424
Section 18.25.070 ......................................... amended 53 5 425
Section 18.43.070 ......................................... amended 297 4 1428
Section 18.43.080 ......................................... amended 297 5 1430
Section 18.43.100 ......................................... amended 297 6 1431
Section 18.43.130 ......................................... amended 297 7 1431
Section 18.57.020 ......................................... amended 110 1 625
Section 18.92.010 ......................................... amended 92 1 538
Section 18.92.015 ......................................... amended 92 2 539
Section 18.92.020 ......................................... repealed 92 15 545
Section 18.92.030 ......................................... amended 92 4 540
Section 18.92.040 ......................................... amended 92 5 541
Section 18.92.060 ......................................... amended 92 13 545
Section 18.92.100 ......................................... amended 92 7 541
Section 18.92.115 ......................................... amended 92 8 542
Section 18.92.120 ......................................... amended 92 9 542
Section 18.92.130 ......................................... amended 92 10 542
Section 18.92.145 ......................................... amended 92 12 544
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Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

18.92. 180
19.28.120
19.28.210
19.91.190
19.92.005
19.92.010
19.92.015
19.92.020
19.92.030
19.92.060
19.92.070
19.92.080
19.92.090
19.92.130
19.92. 140
19.92. 150
19.92. 160
19.92.170
19.92.171
19.92.180
19.92.190
19.92.200
19.92.210
19.92.220
19.92.230
19.92.250
19.92.260
19.92.270

Section 19.92.280
Sections
Sections
Sections
Sections
Sections
Sections
Sections
Sections

........................... amended

........................... amended

.. ......................... amended

........................... amended

. ... ... .... ..... ........... repealed

............. .............. repealed

. ... .... .. ... .............. repealed

... ........................ repealed

........................... repealed

. .... .. .. .... .............. repealed

.... ....................... repealed

... .. .. .. .. .. .. ............ repealed

. ... ... .... . ............... repealed

.... ....................... repealed

.. .. ..... .... .. ............ repealed

.. .. . .. .... .... ............ repealed
.. .. .... ... .. .............. repealed
........................... repealed
... .. ... ... .. .............. repealed
. ... .... ... .... ............ repealed
........................... repealed
........................... repealed
........................... repealed
...... ..................... repealed
. ... .... .. .... ............. repealed
.. .. .... . ..... ............. repealed
........................... repealed
.. .. ..... .. ... ............. repealed
.. ........ ................. repealed

20.04.010-20.04.120
20.08.010-20.08. 110
20.12.020-20.12.040
20.16.010-20.16.040
20.20.010-20.20.060
20.24.010-20.24.070
20.98.010-20.98.060
21.04.010-21.04.220

inc.
inc.
incl.
incl.
inc.
incl.
incl.
incl.

Sections 21.08.010-21.08.120 ie.
Sections 21.12.010-21.12.080 incl.
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

22.20.010
23.01.350
23.52.030
23.60.010
23.60.170
23.72.010
23.72.030
23.86.070
23.86.110
23.86.140
24.04. 130
24.08.900
24.28.010
24.32.050
24.32.070
24.32.080
24.32.210
24.32.290
24.32.310
26.04.030
26.04.040
26.04.210
27. 12 .130

... . . . . . .. . . . . . .repealed

... . . . . . .. . . . . . .repealed

... . . . . . .. . . . . . .repealed

... . . . . . .. . . . . . .repealed

... . . . . . .. . . . . . .repealed

... . . . . . .. . . . . . .repealed

... . . . . . .. . . . . . .repealed

... . . . . . .. . . . . . .repealed

... . . . . . .. . . . . . .repealed

... . . . . ... . . . . . .repealed
........................... amended
........................... amended
. ....... .. ................. amended
......... .................. amended
........................... amended
. ............. ............. amended
. .......................... amended
........................... amended
............................ enacted
........................... amended
........................... amended
........................... amended
........................... amended
........................... amended
........................... amended
. .......................... amended
........................... amended
........................... amended
........................... amended
.... ..... .................. amended
........................... amended
........................... amended
........................... amended
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Cht.
92

325
325
172
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
139
139
139
139
139
139
139
282
282
282
248
12
12

263
263
219
219
263
12
12

263
12

207
132
132
132
132
132
132
149
149
149
133

Sec. Page
11 543
1 1586
2 1588
1 800

40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1405
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
40 1404
51 718
1 718

51 718
51 718
51 718
51 718
51 718
68 1356
68 1356
68 1356
4 1137
1 38
2 38
1 1224
4 1225
1 1031
2 1032
2 1225
4 39
5 40
3 1225
6 40
1 960
1 671
2 673
3 674
4 675
5 676
6 677
1 736
2 737
3 737
1 678



AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

27.12.190 ......................................... amended
27.20.010 ......................................... repealed
27.20.020 ......................................... repealed
28.13.030 ......................................... amended
28.19.010 ......................................... amended
28.19.030 ......................................... amended
28.19.040 ......................................... amended
28.19.050 ......................................... amended
28.19.060 ......................................... amended
28.19.110 ......................................... amended
28.19.120 ......................................... amended
28.19.180 ......................................... amended
28.19.190 ......................................... amended
28.20.010 ......................................... amended
28,20.040 ......................................... amended
28.41.020 ......................................... amended
28.45.035
28.45 .110
28.47.010
28.47.440
28.48.010
28.48.020
28.48.070
28.56.010
28.56.020
28.56.030
28.56.040
28.56.050
28.56.060

.......................................... amended

.......................................... amended

.......................................... amended

.......................................... amended

.......................................... amended
.......................................... repealed
.......................................... amended
.......................................... amended
.......................................... amended

.......................................... amended
.......................................... amended

.......................................... amended

.......................................... amended
Section 28.56.070 ......................................... amended
Sections 28.56.080-28.56.160 inci ............................ repealed
Section 28.57.050 ......................................... amended
Section 28.57.180 ......................................... amended
Section 28.57.340 ......................................... amended
Section 28.57.350 ......................................... amended
Section 28.57.360 ......................................... amended
Section 28.57.370 ......................................... amended
Section 28.58.130 .......................................... enacted
Section 28.63.100 .......................................... enacted
Section 28.63.110 .......................................... enacted
Section 28.63.120 ......................................... amended
Section 28.63.130 ......................................... repealed
Section 28.63.140 ......................................... amended
Section 28.63.150 .......................................... enacted
Section 28.63.160 .......................................... enacted
Section 28.63.170 ......................................... amended
Section 28.63.180 ......................................... repealed
Section 28.66.070 .......................................... enacted
Section 28.66.080 .......................................... enacted
Section 28.77.030 ......................................... amended
Section 28.77.040 ......................................... amended
Section 28.77.330 ......................................... amended
Section 28.77.500 ......................................... amended
Section 28.77.510 ......................................... amended
Section 28.77.520 ......................................... amended
Section 28.77.530 ......................................... amended
Section 28.77.540 ......................................... amended
Section 28.80.010 ......................................... amended
Section 28.81.170 ......................................... amended
Section 29.13.050 ......................................... amended
Section 29.18.030 ......................................... amended

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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Sec.
2
6
6

4
5
6
7

25
27
26
8
9

10
1

1
1
3
4
1

10
3
14

6
7
8
10
21

14

16
17
18

21

13
14
15
1
17

1
2
3

1
7
2
1

Page
678
848
848
646
999

1000
1001
1001
1002
1013
1014
1014
1007
1008
1009
1287
962

1677
1232
1273
1288
1288

735
1217
1218
1219
1220
1220
1221
1222
1223
1254
1266
1261
1262
1263
1264
1012
1010
1011
1011
1011
1011
1011
1011
1012
792

1013
1013
845
860
772
854
855
855
856
858
489
552
523

1154



AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON

Chi. Sec. Page
Section 29.21.060 ......................................... amended 175 7 806

1247 2 1132
Section 29.21.180 ......................................... amended 247 1 1132
Section 29.65.010 ......................................... amended 329 26 1627
Section 29.68.005 ......................................... amended 288 1 1378
Sections 29.68.061, 29.68.065................................ repealed 288 4 1381
Section 29.79.330 ......................................... repealed 329 15 1624
Section 29.79.340 ......................................... repealed 329 16 1624
Section 29.79.350 ......................................... repealed 329 17 1624
Section 29.79.360 ......................................... amended 329 18 1624
Section 29.79.370 ......................................... amended 329 10 1622
Section 29.79.380 .......................................... enacted 329 11 1623
Section 29.79.390 ......................................... amended 329 12 1623
Section 29.79.400 ......................................... amended 329 13 1624
Section 29.85.270 ......................................... amended 112 1 632
Section 30.04.010 ......................................... amended 106 1 584
Section 30.04.090 ......................................... amended 106 2 586
Section 30.08.020 ......................................... amended 118 1 640
Section 30.12.060 ......................................... amended 165 1 773
Section 30.12.080 ......................................... amended 106 3 587
Section 30.16.030 ......................................... amended 106 4 588
Section 30.20.060 ......................................... amended 106 5 588
Section 31.08.020 ......................................... amended 212 1 972
Section 31.08.030 ......................................... amended 212 2 972
Section 31.08.130 ......................................... amended 212 3 973
Section 31.08.150 ......................................... amended 212 4 974
Section 31.08.160 ......................................... amended 212 5 975
Section 31.08.170 ......................................... amended 212 6 980
Section 31.08.180 ......................................... amended 212 7 982
Section 31.08.190 ......................................... amended 212 8 982
Section 31.08.200 ......................................... amended 212 9 982
Section 31.12.090 ......................................... amended 138 1 688
Section 31.12.180 ......................................... amended 138 2 689
Section 31.12.190 ......................................... amended 138 3 690
Section 31.12.200 ......................................... amended 138 4 691
Section 31.12.245 ......................................... amended 138 5 692
Section 31.12.260 ......................................... amended 138 6 693
Section 31.12 .280 ......................................... amended 138 7 694
Section 31.12.290 ......................................... amended 138 8 694
Section 32.08.150 ......................................... amended 14 1 44

41 1 380
Section 32.12.010 ......................................... amended 41 2 380
Section 32.12.020 ......................................... amended 41 3 381
Section 32.20.250 ......................................... amended 41 4 383
Section 32.20.270 ......................................... amended 41 5 386
Section 33.12.130 ......................................... amended 280 2 1304
Section 33.24.090 ......................................... amended 280 3 1306
Section 33.24.120 ......................................... amended 280 4 1306
Section 33.24.150 ......................................... amended 280 5 1307
Section 33.24.170 ......................................... amended 280 6 1308
Section 35.13.010 ......................................... amended 311 1 1497
Section 35.17.020 ......................................... amended 86 2 523
Section 35.18.020 ......................................... amended 76 1 485
Section 35.18.180 ......................................... amended 76 3 487
Section 35.18.230 ......................................... amended 76 2 487
Section 35.18.250 ......................................... amended 76 4 488
Section 35.18.270 ......................................... amended 76 5 488
Section 35.23.040 ......................................... amended 86 3 524
Section 35.24.050 ......................................... amended 86 4 525
Section 35.41.020 ......................................... repealed 203 2 931
Section 35.41.080 ......................................... amended 203 1 930
Section 35.43.040 ......................................... amended 75 1 477
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AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON

Cht. Sec.
35.61.010 ......................................... amended 45 1
35.67 .020 ......................................... amended 90 1
35.67.190 ......................................... amended 90 2
35.67.200 ......................................... amended 90 4
35.67.210 ......................................... amended 90 4
36.16.020 ......................................... amended 216 2
36.16.070 ......................................... amended 216 3
36.17.040 ......................................... amended 300 1
36.18.010 ......................................... amended 263 6
36.18.030 ......................................... amended 263 7
36.18.040 ......................................... amended 263 8
36.27.040 ......................................... amended 30 1
36.29.160 ......................................... amended 142 2
36.69.010 ......................................... amended 304 1

*36.69.020 ......................................... amended 304 2
*36.69.030 ......................................... amended 304 3
*36.69.070 ......................................... amended 304 4

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

36.69.140
36.69.190
36.69.900
36.77.010
36.77.020
36.77.030
36.77.040
36.88.010
36.88.015
36.88.220
36.88.350
36.90.020
39.36.020

................ . .... amended

.. ... ........... . .... amended

....... ......... . .... amended

................ .. ...... enacted

................ .. ...... enacted

. ............... . .... amended

................ .. ...... enacted

.... ... ......... . .... amended

................ . .... amended

................ . .... amended

................ . .... amended

................ . .... amended

................ . .... amended
39.40.010 ......................................... amended
39.40.030 ......................................... amended
39.68.010-39.68.110 inci ........................... repealed
41.16.080 .......................................... enacted
41.16.090 ......................................... amended

Section 41.16.100
4 1.16.110
41.16.120
41.16.130
41.18.140
41. 16. 150
41. 16. 160
41. 16. 170
41.16. 180
41. 16. 190
41.20.050

Section 41.20.060

Section 41.20.080

41.20.090
41.20.120
41.20.130
41.32.490
41.32.540
41.32.550
41.32.570
41.44.030
41.44.120
43.03.010

................ .. ...... enacted

..... .... ....... ........enacted

................ ........enacted

................ .. ...... enacted

................ ........enacted

................ .. ...... enacted

................ .. ...... enacted

................ .. ...... enacted

........ ........ .. ...... enacted

................ .. ...... enacted
... ... ... .. ... ... ... .. ... ... .. reenacted

amended
... ... ... .. ... ... ... .. ... ... .. reenacted

amended
... ... ... .. ... ... ... .. ... ... .. reenacted

amended
................ . .... amended
................ . .... amended
... .... ......... . .... amended
................ ........ repealed
................ . .... amended
................ . .... amended
................ . .... amended
................ . .... amended
................ . .... amended
................ . .... amended
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304
304
304
304

67
67
67
67

134
75

134
75
34

227
290
290

15
5
5

5

Page
395
530
531
532
532

1000
1000
1444
1226
1228
1228
353
722

1456
1456
1457
1457
1458
1459
1460
1462
458
459
459
458
680
481
681
483
359

1067
1386
1386

45
24
24

5 4 25
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6

78
6

78
6

78
78
78
78

7
37
37
37
70
70

316

25
25
25
26
27
27
28
28
28
30

491
31

492
31

493
494
494
495

34
364
364
365
463
467

1512

36.69.130 ......................................... amended
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Sections
Section
Section

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section



AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON

Cht. Sec. Page
Section 43.03.050 ......................................... amended 194 1 863
Section 43.07.120 ......................................... amended 263 5 1226
Section 43.12.120 ......................................... amended 153 1 748
Section 43.19.010 ......................................... amended 301 1 1445
Section 43.19.125 ......................................... amended 301 2 1446
Section 43.19.170 ............................ repealed 273 10 1282
Section 43.19.190 ......................................... amended 178 1 813
Section 43.19.220 ......................................... repealed 301 6 1450
Section 43.19.230 ......................................... repealed 301 6 1450
Section 43.28.020 ......................................... amended 301 3 1446
Section 43.31.090 ......................................... amended 228 1 1068
Section 43.36.010 ......................................... repealed 188 6 848
Section 43.36.020 ......................................... repealed 188 6 848
Section 43.43.265 ........................................ reenacted 8 1 35
Section 43.43.330 ......................................... amended 115 1 635
Section 43.48.010 ......................................... amended 305 1 1462
Secti'on 43.48.040 ......................................... amended 305 2 1463
Section 43.51.040........................... amended (partial veto) 317 1 1514
Section 43.60.010 ......................................... amended 313 1 1510
Section 43.62.050 ......................................... amended 171 1 799
Section 43.67.020 ......................................... amended 32 1 356
Section 43.67.030 ......................................... amended 32 2 357
Section 43.78.030 ......................................... amended 88 1 528
Sections 43.79.230, 43.79.240................................. repealed 276 5 1288
Section 43.79.330 ......................................... amended 273 6 1279
Section 43.79.380 ......................................... repealed 273 10 1282
Section 43.79.382 ......................................... repealed 273 10 1282
Section 43.79.383.......................................... repealed 273 10 1282
Sections 43.86.010-43.86.080 inc., 43.86.110, 43.86.120...........repealed 328 25 1616
Sections 43.87.010-43.87.050 inl ............................ repealed 328 25 1616
Sections 43.90.010-43.90.100 inl. ......................... repealed 178 21 824
Section 43.96.020 ......................................... amended 109 1 624
Section 45.12.090.......................... repealed and reenacted 16 5 48
Section 45.12.100.......................... repealed and reenacted 16 2 46
Section 45.56.010.......................... repealed and reenacted 16 3 47
Section 45.56.030.......................... repealed and reenacted 16 4 48
Section 46.04.010 ......................................... amended 49 2 408
Section 46.04.020 .......................................... enacted 49 3 406
Section 46.04.030 .......................................... enacted 49 4 407
Section 46.04.040 .......................................... enacted 49 5 407
Section 46.04.050 .......................................... enacted 49 6 407
Section 46.04.060 .......................................... enacted 49 7 407
Section 46.04.070........................................... enacted 49 8 407
Section 46.04.080 .......................................... enacted 49 9 407
Section 46.04.090 .......................................... enacted 49 10 408
Section 46.04.100 .......................................... enacted 49 11 408
Section 46.04.110 .......................................... enacted 49 12 408
Section 46.04.120 .......................................... enacted 49 13 408
Section 46.04.130 .......................................... enacted 49 14 408
Section 46.04.140 .......................................... enacted 49 15 408
Section 46.04.150 .......................................... enacted 49 16 408
Section 46.04.160.......................................... enacted 49 17 408
Section 46.04.170 ......................................... amended 49 18 408
Section 46.04.180 .......................................... enacted 49 19 409
Section 46.04.190 .......................................... enacted 49 20 409
Section 46.04.200 .......................................... enacted 49 21 409
Section 46.04.210 .......................................... enacted 49 22 409
Section 46.04.220 .......................................... enacted 49 23 409
Section 46.04.230 .......................................... enacted 49 24 409
Section 46.04.240 .......................................... enacted 49 25 410
Section 46.04.250 .......................................... enacted 49 26 410
Section 46.04.260 .......................................... enacted 49 27 410
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AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON
Chi. Sec. Page

Section 46.04.270 .......................................... enacted 49 28 410
Section 46.04.280 .......................................... enacted 49 29 410
Section 46.04.290 .......................................... enacted 49 30 410
Section 46.04.300 .......................................... enacted 49 31 410
Section 46.04.310 .......................................... enacted 49 32 410
Section 46.04.320 ......................................... amended 49 33 411
Section 46.04.330 .......................................... enacted 49 34 411
Section 46.04.340 .......................................... enacted 49 35 411
Section 46.04.350 ......................................... amended 49 36 411
Section 46.04.360.......................................... enacted 49 37 411
Section 46.04.370 .......................................... enacted 49 38 411
Section 46.04.380 .......................................... enacted 49 39 411
Section 46.04.390 .......................................... enacted 49 40 412
Section 46.04.400 .......................................... enacted 49 41 412
Section 46.04.405 .......................................... enacted 49 42 412
Section 46.04.410 .......................................... enacted 49 43 412
Section 46.04.414 .......................................... enacted 49 44 412
Section 46.04.420 .......................................... enacted 49 45 412
Section 46.04.430 .......................................... enacted 49 46 413
Section 46.04.435 .......................................... enacted 49 47 413
Section 46.04.440 .......................................... enacted 49 48 413
Section 46.04.450 .......................................... enacted 49 49 413
Section 46.04.460 .......................................... enacted 49 50 413
Section 46.04.470 .......................................... enacted 49 51 413
Section 46.04.480 ......................................... amended 49 52 414
Section 46.04.490 .......................................... enacted 49 53 414
Section 46.04.500 .......................................... enacted 49 54 414
Section 46.04.510 .......................................... enacted 49 55 414
Section 46.04.520 .......................................... enacted 49 56 414
Section 46.04.530 .......................................... enacted 49 57 414
Section 46.04.540 .......................................... enacted 49 58 414
Section 46.04.550 .......................................... enacted 49 59 415
Section 46.04.560 .......................................... enacted 49 60 415
Section 46.04.570 .......................................... enacted 49 61 415
Section 46.04.580 .......................................... enacted 49 62 415
Section 46.04.585 .......................................... enacted 49 63 415
Section 46.04.590 .......................................... enacted 49 64 415
Section 46.04.600 .......................................... enacted 49 65 415
Section 46.04.610 .......................................... enacted 49 66 415
Section 46.04.620 .......................................... enacted 49 67 416
Section 46.04.630 .......................................... enacted 49 68 416
Section 46.04.640 .......................................... enacted 49 69 416
Section 46.04.650 .......................................... enacted 49 70 416
Section 46.04.660 .......................................... enacted 49 71 416
Section 46.04.670 .......................................... enacted 49 72 416
Section 46.04.680 .......................................... enacted 49 73 417
Section 46.12.050 ......................................... amended 166 1 775
Section 46.12.060 ......................................... amended 166 3 776
Section 46.12.070 ......................................... amended 166 4 778
Section 46.12.080 ......................................... amended 166 5 778
Section 46.12.090 .......................................... enacted 166 6 779
Section 46.12.100 .......................................... enacted 166 8 780
Section 46.12.110 .......................................... enacted 166 9 780
Section 46.12.120 ......................................... amended 166 10 781
Section 46.12.130 .......................................... enacted 166 11 781
Section 46.12.140 .......................................... enacted 166 12 782
Section 46.12.150 .......................................... enacted 166 13 782
Section 46.12.160 .......................................... enacted 166 14 783
Section 46.16.082 ......................................... amended 319 21 1535
Section 46.16.083 ......................................... amended 319 22 1536
Section 46.16.137 ......................................... amended 319 23 1536
Section 46.16.360 ......................................... amended 66 3 458
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AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON
Cht. Sec.

Section 46.16.400 ...................... suspended until July 1, 1961 11 1
Section 46.16.410 ...................... suspended until July 1, 1961 11 1
Section 46.16.420 ...................... suspended until July 1, 1961 11 1
Section 46.16.430 ...................... suspended until July 1, 1961 11 1
Section 46.16.440 ...................... suspended until July 1, 1961 11 1
Section 46.20.120 ......................................... amended 284 1
Section 46.20.130........................... amended (partial veto) 284 2
Section 46.20.150 ......................................... amended 284 3
Section 46.20.250 ......................................... samended 239 1
Section 46.20.390 ......................................... amended 241 1
Section 46.24.030 .......................................... enacted 38 2
Section 46.24.040 ......................................... amended 38 3
Section 46.24.100 ......................................... amended 38 4
Section 46.24.210 ......................................... amended 38 5
Section 46.24.270 ......................................... amended 38 14
Section 46.28.010 ......................................... amended 38 6
Section 46.28.020 ......................................... amended 38 7
Section 46.28.030 ......................................... amended 38 8
Section 46.28.040 ......................................... amended 38 9
Section 46.28.050 ......................................... amended 38 10
Section 46.28.080 ......................................... amended 38 11
Section 46.28.090 ......................................... amended 38 12
Section 46.37.070 ......................................... amended 319 32
Section 46.44.020 ......................................... amended 319 26
Section 46.44.030 ......................................... amended 319 25
Section 46.44.042 ......................................... amended 319 27
Section 46.44.045 ......................................... amended 136 1
Section 46.44.048 ......................................... repealed 136 2
Section 46.44.091 ......................................... amended 319 28
Section 46.44.092 ......................................... amended 319 29
Section 46.44.094 ......................................... amended 319 30
Section 46.44.095 ......................................... amended 319 31
Section 46.60.020 ......................................... amended 44 1
Section 46.60.050 ......................................... amended 42 1
Section 46.60.230 ......................................... amended 135 1
Section 46.64.040 ......................................... amended 121 1
Section 46.68.040 ......................................... amended 81 1
Section 46 .68.100 ......................................... amended *4 1
Section 46.70.010 ......................................... amended 166 15
Section 46.70.040 ......................................... amended 166 16
Section 46.70.050 ......................................... amended 166 17
Section 46.70.060 ......................................... amended 166 18
Section 46.70.070 ......................................... amended 166 19
Section 46.70.100 ......................................... amended 166 20
Section 47.16.050 ......................................... amended 319 1
Section 47.16.060 ......................................... amended 319 2
Section 47.16.090 ......................................... amended 319 3
Section 47.16.160 ......................................... amended 319 12
Section 47.20.020 ......................................... amended 319 4
Section 47.20.030 ......................................... amended 319 5
Section 47.20.070 ......................................... amended 319 6
Section 47.20.110 ............................. amended 319 13
Section 47.20.140 ......................................... amended 319 7
Section 47.20.210 ......................................... amended 319 14
Section 47.20.220 ......................................... amended 319 15
Section 47.20.280 ......................................... amended 319 9
Section 47.20.300 ......................................... amended 319 10
Section 47.20.325 ......................................... amended 319 16
Section 47.20.380 ......................................... amended 319 17
Section 47.20.400 ......................................... amended 319 18
Section 47.20.420 ......................................... amended 319 11
Section 47.24.010 ......................................... amended 160 1

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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1363
1363
1364
1118
1121
366
367
367
369
375
369
370
371
372
373
374
374

1546
1539
1538
1540
685
687

1541
1542
1543
1544
394
391
682
644
500

1662
783
783
784
785
786
786

1520
1521
1521
1525
1524
1523
1523
1526
1524
1527
1528
1524
1525
1528
1529
1530
1525
757
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Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
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Section
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Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
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47.28.050
47.36.055
47.44.020
47.44.030
47.52.120
47.52.130
47.52.140
47.52.150
47.56.250
47.65.110
48.11. 140
48.12.150
48.15.070
48.17 .160
48.21.040
48.23.350
48.24.070
49.20.010
49.20.020
49.20.040
49.20.050
49.20.060
49.20.070
49.20.100
49.20.110
50. 12.030
50.12.050
50.12.180
50.16.010
50.16.030
50.16.050
50.16.060
50.20.010
50.20.080
50.20.120
50.20.130
50.20.160
50.24. 120
50.24.160
50.32.030
51.04.070
51.04.080
51.08.100
51.08.140
51. 12.0 10

51. 12 .090
51. 12. 110
51. 16.0 10
51.16.040
51.16.060
51. 16 .061
51.16.090
51.16.110

51. 16.120
51. 16. 150
51. 16. 160
51. 16. 170
51.32.150
51.36.010
51.36.020

Cht.
......................................... amended 319

.......................................... repealed 283
......................................... amended 330
......................................... amended 330

........................... .............. amended 167
......................................... amended 242
......................................... amended 242
......................................... amended 242
......................................... amended 162
......................................... amended *4

.......................................... amended 225
......................................... amended 225
......................................... amended 225
......................................... amended 225
......................................... amended 225

.......................................... amended 225

.......................................... amended 225
......................................... amended 98
......................................... amended 98
......................................... amended 98

.......................................... amended 98

.......................................... amended 98
.......................................... repealed 98

.......................................... repealed 98
......................................... amended 98

.......................................... amended 127

.......................................... amended 266

.......................................... amended 266

.......................................... amended 170

.......................................... amended 170
......................................... amended 170

.......................................... amended 170
......................................... reenacted 266

.......... ................................ amended 321
.......................................... amended 321
.......................................... amended 321
......................................... amended 266
......................................... amended 266

......................................... reenacted 266
......................................... amended 266

................ ......................... amended 308
......................................... amended 308
......................................... amended 308
......................................... amended 308
......................................... amended 55

amended (vetoed) 308
......................................... amended 308

........................ ................. amended 308
......................................... amended 308
......................................... amended 308
......................................... amended 308

.......................................... repealed 308
......................................... amended 179
......................................... amended 179

1308
......................................... amended 308
.......................................... enacted 308

.......................................... aimended 308

......................................... amended 308

......................................... amended 308
.......................................... enacted 256

......................................... amended 256

Sec.
33
8
1
2

2
3
1
2
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
7
8
6

1
1
2

3
4
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
1
9

10
11
13
12
14
20

1
2

15
16
22
23
24

5
2
3

Page
1547
1362
1628
1629
788

1123
1124
1125
762

1663
1046
1047
1053
1054
1055
1057
1065
556
557
558
558
559
559
560
559
663

1242
1244

'793
794
797
798

1246
1559
1560
1560
1247
1248
1249
1250
1469
1469
1470
1470
437

1471
1472
1473
1474
1474
1475
1479
825
825

1476
1477
1479
1480
1480
1470
1174
1175
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Cht. Sec. Page
51.36.030 .............................. enacted 256 4 1176
51.40.070 ... ... .... .. ... ..... ... .. .enacted 256 5 1177
51.44.040 ......................................... amended 308

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Section
Section

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Section
Section
Section

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

53.36.030
53.36.050
53.40.010
53.40.020
53.40.030
53.40.040
53.40.050
53.40.110
53.40.130
54.04.050
54.12.010
54.16.070
54.16.150
54.16.160
54.16.180
54.24.010
54.24.020
54.24.030
54.24.040
54.24.050
54.24.060
54.24.070
54.24.080
54.24.090
54.24.100
54.24.110
54.24.120
54.28.010

308
308
308
244
237
237
237
237
221
221
237
17
17

............................................ amended

............................................ amended

............................................ amended

............................................ amended

............................................ amended

............................................ amended

............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
............................................ amended
.......................... .................. amended
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51.44.050 ......................................... amended
51.44.060 ......................................... amended
51.44.070 ......................................... amended
51.44.100 ......................................... amended
52.04.020 ......................................... amended
52.08.030 ......................................... amended
52.08.060 ......................................... amended
52.12.010 ......................................... amended
52.16.020 ......................................... amended
52.16.070 ......................................... amended
52.22.020 ......................................... amended
83.04.060 ........................................ reenacted
53.04.070 ........................................ reenacted
53.08.080 ......................................... amended
53.08.210 ........................................ reenacted
53.12.010 ........................................ reenacted
53.12.020......................................(Ireenacted

amended
53.12.030.......................................... repealed
53.12.040......................................( reenacted

amended
53.12.044 ......................................... amended
53.12.046 ......................................... amended
53.12.050 ........................................ reenacted
53.12.060 ......................................... amended
53.12.120......................................5 reenacted

amended
53.12.130 ........................................ reenacted
53.12.140.......... .............................. reenacted
53.12.150...................................... 5 reenacted

amended

17 1477
6 1470
7 1471
8 1471
1 1127
1 1109
2 1109
3 1113
4 1115
1 1035
2 1036
5 1115
2 49
6 50
1 752

12 53
3 50
4 50
1 603

11 809
7 51
2 803
4 804
5 805
5 50
6 805

10 52
3 804

11 52
9 52
8 51
8 807
1 420
2 420
1 831
2 831
3 832
4 833
5 834
6 834
7 825
1 1078
9 1237
1 1018
3 722
4 723
1 1286
2 1018
3 1020
4 1020
5 1023
6 1024
7 1025
8 1026
9 1027

10 1027
11 1028
12 1029
13 1029
1 1282



AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON
Cht. Sec. Page

Section 54.28.020 ......................................... amended 274 2 1283
section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Section
Section
Section

Section

Section

Section

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

60.04.040
60.04.050
60.04.060

274 3 1284

t 279
......................................... amended 279
......................................... amended 279
......................................... amended 279

60.04.064.......................................... amended 279
60.04.067
60.04.090
60.04.110
60.04.130
60.04.140
60.04.180
60.12.180
60.34.040
61.04.030
61.16 .040
65.04.040
66.16.040
66.20.010
66.20.050
66.20.160
66.20.170
66.20.180
66.20.190

......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
......................................... amended
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279
279
279
279
279
279
226
173
263
263
254

54.28.030 ......................................... amended
54.28.050 ......................................... amended
54.28.130 ......................................... repealed
56.08.010 ......................................... amended
56.08.020 ......................................... amended
56.08.060 ......................................... amended
56.12.010 ......................................... amended
56.16.020 ......................................... amended
56.16.030 ......................................... amended
56.16.060 ......................................... amended
56.16.070 ......................................... amended
56.16.090 ......................................... amended
56.16.115 ......................................... amended
56.16.140 ......................................... amended
57.08.010 ......................................... amended
57.08.045 ......................................... amended
57.12.010 ......................................... amended{

57.12.020.......................... repealed and reenacted
57.12.030.......................... repealed and reenacted
57.16.010 ........................... repealed and reenacted

amended
57.16.020 ........................... repealed and reenacted

amended
57.16.030 ........................... repealed and reenacted

amended
57.16.040.......................... repealed and reenacted

amended
57.16.060.......................... repealed and reenacted
57.16.070.......................... repealed and reenacted
57.16.080 ........................... repealed and reenacted
57.20.020 ......................................... amended
57.20.025 ......................................... amended
57.20.140 ......................................... amended
57.24.010.......................... repealed and reenacted
57.24.020.......................... repealed and reenacted
60.04.010 ......................................... amended
60.04.020 ......................................... amended

1299
1300
1300
1301
1302
1302
1066

801
1230
1231
1167

627
628
629
629
629
630
630

7
8
9

10
11
12
1
1

~.11
12

2
3
4
5
6
7

274
274
103
103
103
103
103
103
103
103
103
103
103
108
108
18

108
18
18

18
18
108
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

108
108
18
18

279
278

4 1284
5 1285
1 566
2 568
3 569
4 569
5 570
6 571
8 572
9 572

11 574
12 575
13 576

1 608
4 611
1 55
5 611
3 56
4 57
6 60
6 612
7 61
7 613
8 61
8 614
9 62
9 614

11 63
12 66
13 67
11 616
13 620
14 621
15 67
16 69

1 1294
1 1292
2 1295
3 1296
4 1296
5 1297
6 1299



AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON

Cit. Sec. Page
Section 66.20.200 ......................................... amended 111 8 630
Section 66.20.210 ......................................... amended 111 9 631
Section 67.08.020 ......................................... amended 305 3 1463
Section 67.08.060 ......................................... amended 305 4 1463
Section 67.08.080 ......................................... amended 305 5 1464
Section 67.08.100 ......................................... amended 305 6 1465
Section 67.08.140 ......................................... amended 305 7 1465
Section 67.24.005 ......................................... repealed 22 1 75
Section 68.08.070 ......................................... amended 23 1 76
Section 68.1610 ......................................... amended 23 2 76
Section 68.24.180 ......................................... amended 217 1 1017
Section 69.24.440 ......................................... repealed 156 1 751
Chapter 69.32............................................. enacted 27 197
Chapter 69.33............................................. enacted 27 197
Section 69.33.290 ......................................... amended 97 1 554
Section 70.32.010 ......................................... amended 117 1 637
Section 70.32.021 ......................................... amended 117 2 638
Section 70.40.010 ......................................... amended 252 1 1159
Section 70.40.020 ......................................... amended 252 2 1159
Section 70.40.030 ......................................... amended 252 3 1160
Section 70.40.040 ......................................... amended 252 4 1160
Section 70.40.050 ......................................... amended 252 5 1161
Section 70.40.080 ......................................... amended 252 6 1162
Section 70.40.070 ......................................... amended 252 7 1162
Section 70.40.090 ......................................... amended 252 8 1163
Section 70.40.110 ......................................... amended 252 9 1164
Section 70.40.120 ......................................... amended 252 10 1164
Section 70.40.150 ......................................... amended 252 11 1164
Title 71 ................................................... enacted 25 80
Section 71.02.120 ......................................... amended 196 9 867
Section 71.02.130 ......................................... amended 196 10 868
Section 71.02.250 ......................................... amended 51 1 418
Title 72 ................................................... enacted 28 225
Section 72.01.210 ......................................... amended 33 1 358
Section 72.01.250 ......................................... amended 190 1 851
Section 72.01.280 ......................................... amended 39 3 377
Sections 72.03.010-72.03.170 incI ............................ repealed 85 19 522
Sections 72.05.050-72.05.120 incI ............................ repealed 293 8 1410
Section 72.12.050 ......................................... amended 251 1 1157
Section 72.20.020 ......................................... amended 39 1 376
Section 72.20.040 ......................................... amended 39 2 376
Section 72.23.230 ......................................... amended 60 1 444
Section 72.33.030 ......................................... amended 31 1 355
Section 72.33.120 ......................................... amended 154 1 749
Section 72.33.180 ......................................... amended 61 1 444
Section 72.36.040 ......................................... amended 235 1 1090
Section 72.36.110 ......................................... amended 120 1 643
Section 72.68.040 ......................................... amended 47 1 403
Section 72.68.050 ......................................... amended 47 2 403
Section 72.68.060 ......................................... amended 47 3 404
Section 72.68.070 ......................................... amended 47 4 405
Section 73.12.020 ......................................... repealed 301 6 1450
Section 73.32.130 ......................................... amended 272 2 1275
Section 73.32.140 ......................................... amended 272 3 1276
Section 73.33.120 ......................................... amended 147 1 734
Title 74 ................................................... enacted 26 120
Section 75.12.140 ......................................... amended 309 1 1483
Section 75.28.010 ......................................... amended 309 2 1488
Section 75.28.013 ......................................... amended 309 3 1488
Section 75.28.014 ......................................... amended 309 4 1489
Section 75.28.015 ......................................... repealed 309 27 1496
Section 75.28.030 ......................................... amended 309 7 1490

[ 1799 ]



AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON
Cht. Sec. Page

Section 75.28.060 ......................................... amended 309 8 1490
Section 75.28.100 ......................................... amended 309 9 1491
Section 75.28.110 ......................................... amended 309 10 1492
Section 75.28.120 ......................................... amended 309 11 1492
Section 75.28.130 ......................................... amended 309 12 1492
Section 75.28.140 ......................................... amended 309 13 1492
Section 75.28.150 ......................................... amended 309 14 1493
Section 75.28.160 ......................................... amended 309 15 1493
Section 75.28.170 ......................................... amended 309 16 1493
Section 75.28.180 ......................................... amended 309 17 1493
Section 75.28.1909 ......................................... amended 309 18 1493
Section 75.28.195 ......................................... repealed 309 27 1496
Section 75.28.200 ......................................... repealed 309 27 1496
Section 75.28.210 ......................................... amended 309 19 1494
Section 75.28.220 ......................................... amended 309 20 1494
Section 75.28.230 ......................................... amended 209 21 1494
Section 75.28.240 ......................................... amended 309 22 1494
Section 75.28.250 ......................................... amended 309 23 1494
Section 75.28.260 ......................................... amended 309 24 1494
Section 75.28.270 ......................................... amended 309 25 1495
Section 75.40.030 ......................................... amended *7 1 1679
Section 76.04.250 ......................................... amended 151 1 739
Section 76.04.270 ......................................... amended 151 2 742
Section 76.04.310 ......................................... amended 151 3 742
Section 76.04.320 ......................................... amended 151 4 743
Section 76.04.360 ......................................... amended 123 1 648
Section 76.12.1108 ......................................... amended 314 1 1510
Section 76.44.020 ......................................... amended 306 1 1466
Section 77.32.010 ......................................... amended 245 1 1128
Section 77.32.2308................ ........................ amended 245 2 1128
Section 79.01.084 ......................................... amended 257 2 1179
Section 79.01.088 ......................................... amended 257 3 1180
Section 79.01.092 ......................................... amended 257 4 1180
Section 79.01.096 ......................................... amended 237 5 1182
Section 79.01.100 ......................................... amended 257 6 1183
Section 79.01.104 ......................................... amended 257 7 1183
Section 79.01.108 ......................................... amended 257 8 1164
Section 79.01.112 ......................................... amended 257 9 1185
Section 79.01.116 ......................................... amended 257 10 1185
Section 79.01.120 ......................................... amended 257 11 1185
Section 79.01.124 ......................................... amended 257 12 1185
Section 79.01.132 ......................................... amended 257 13 1186
Section 79.01.136 ......................................... amended 257 14 1187
Section 79.01.156 ......................................... repealed 257 48 1208
Section 79.01.160 ......................................... amended 257 15 1188
Section 79.01.164 ......................................... amended 257 16 1188
Section 79.01.168 ......................................... amended 257 17 1188
Section 79.01.180 ......................................... repealed 257 48 1208
Section 79.01.184 ......................................... amended 257 18 1189
Section 79.01.188 ......................................... amended 257 19 1189
Section 79.01.196 ......................................... amended 257 20 1190
Section 79.01.200 ......................................... amended 257 21 1191
Section 79.01.204 ......................................... amended 257 22 1192
Section 79.01.212 ......................................... amended 257 23 1193
Section 79.01.216 ......................................... amended 257 24 1193
Section 79.01.220 ......................................... amended 257 25 1195
Section 79.01.228 ......................................... amended 257 26 1195
Section 79.01.236 ......................................... amended 257 27 1196
Section 79.01.240 ......................................... amended 257 28 1197
Section 79.01.244......................................... amended 257 29 1197
Section 79.01.272 ......................................... amended 257 30 1198
Section 79.01.276 ......................................... amended 257 31 1199

[1800)]
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79.01.284 .................. ... amended 257 32
179.01.288 ......................................... amended 257 33

79.01.296 ......................................... amended 257 34
79.01.388 ......................................... amended 257 35
79.01.392 ......................................... amended 257 36
79.01.452 ......................................... amended 257 37
79.01.644 ......................................... amended 257 38
79.01.704 ......................................... amended 257 39
79.01.726 ......................................... amended 257 40

is 79.12.220, 79.12.230................................. repealed 257 48
79.12.236 ......................................... amended 257 41
79.16.140 ......................................... amended 168 1
79.16.150.......................................:..amended 168 2
79.24.010 ......................................... amended 257 42
79.24.030 ......................................... amended
79.24.040 ......................................... repealed
79.24.050 ......................................... repealed
79.24.060 ......................................... amended
79.24.070........................... .............. repealed
79.24.080 ......................................... amended
79.24.085 ......................................... amended
79.24.090 ......................................... repealed
79.40.050 ......................................... amended
79.56.030 ......................................... repealed
79.56.040 ....... .................... .............. repealed
79.56.050 ......................................... repealed
79.56.060 ......................................... repealed
80.04.300 ......................................... amended
80.04.310........................... ............... enacted
80.04.320 .......................................... enacted
80.04.320 .......................................... enacted
80.04.360 ......................................... amended
80.08.010 .......................................... enacted
80.08.030 ......................................... amended
80.08.070 .......................................... enacted
80.40.010 ......................................... amended
80.40.020 ......................................... amended
81.04.200 ......................................... amended
81.04.310 .......................................... enacted
81.04.320 .......................................... enacted
81.C04.330 .......................................... enacted
81.04.360 ......................................... amended
81.08.010 ......................................... amended
81.08.060 .......................................... enacted
81.08.070 .......................................... enacted
81.52.080 ......................................... amended
81.52.100 ......................................... amended
81.80.150 ......................................... amended
81.80.270 ......................................... amended
81.80.310 ......................................... amended
81.80.314 ......................................... amended
81.60.316 ......................................... amended
81.80.320 ......................................... amended
82.04.040........................... .............. amended

82.04.050 ......................................... amended
82.04.120 ......................................... amended
82.04.190 ......................................... amended
82.04.240 ......................................... amended
82.04.260 ......................................... amended
82.04.270 ......................................... amended

notes Extraordinary Session.
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257
257
257
257
257
257
257
257
257
257
257
257
257
248
248
248
248
285
248
248
248
90
90

248
248
248
248
285
248
248
248
283
283
248
248
248
248
248
2483 :

*5
*5
*3

211
211

*5

43

Page
1200
1200
1201
1201
1202
1203
1203
1204
1205
1208
1205
790
790

1206
1206
1208
1208
1207
1208
1207
1207
1208
1208
1208
1208
1208
1208
1142
1143
1143
1144
1' 66
1136
1146
1147
533
535

1144
1145
1145
1146
1'66
1136
1148
1149
1358
1356
1138
1150
1139
1140
1140
1141
1644
1664
1664
1644
1644

970
970

1666



AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON

Section~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~h 820.8......................mne

Section 82.04.280 ......................................... amended *5 5
Section~~~~~ ~~ ~~ 820.9.....................mne 5 6

Section 82.04.30......................................... amended *5 19 51
Sect on 2.0 .29 .. ... .... ... ... ... ... ... .... ... ...a m e ded *5 7

Section 82.04.3100.........................................enactded 197 15
Section~~~~~~~~~~~ 820.2.....................nce 19 71

Section 82.04.330 .......................................... enacted 197 17
Section 82.04.340........................................... enacted 197 18
Section 82.04.350 .......................................... enacted 197 19
Section 82.04.360 .......................................... enacted 197 20
Section 82.04.370 .......................................... enacted 197 '19
Section 82.04.380 .......................................... enacted 197 22
Section 82.04.370.......................................... enacted 197 23

Secion 8204.80 ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ..... ... .. .. am.en dced *57 82
Section 82.04.40......................................... enacted 197 24

Secio 8204410............................enced 19 25Section 82.04.4200 ......................................... enacted 197 26
Section 82.04.440..........................................endced 117 35
Section 82.04.490..........................................endced 197 16
Section 82.04.510 ......................................... amended 21 28
Section 82.08.400 ......................................... amended 193 5
Section 82.08.500 ......................................... amended 193 68
Section 82.08.070............................... .......... amended 197 2
Section 82.08.090..........................................enactded 197 4

Secio 8 .0807 . ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ..am ended 193 8
Section 82.08.1090......................................... ameed 197 5

eatd *3 9
Section 82.08.1500......................................... amended 197 5

Secio 8212020............................aendced *3 10
Section 82.2.030......................................... amended *3 11
Section 82.12.050 ......................................... amended 197 60
Section 82.12.060..........................................enactded 197 8

Secio 8 .1205 . ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ..am ended 197 13
Section 82.12.070 ......................................... aendced 197 9

aenced *3 14
Section 82.16.010 ........................................ amended 13 15

Secio 8216020............................aendced *3 16
Section 82.16.040 ......................................... amended { 3 19 52

Secton 2.1 .02 .. ... ... ... ... .... ... ... ... ... ... a m nde *3 17
Section 82.16.050 ......................................... amended 193 18

Secion 82.6.00.............................ameded 19 10
Section 82.24.010 ......................................... amended 27 98
Section 82.24.020 ......................................... amended 27 20
Section 82.24.030..........................................enactded 270 3
Section 82.24.040..........................................enactded 270 4
Section 82.24.030 .......................................... enacted 270 5
Section 82.24.060........................................... enacted 270 6
Section 82.24.070 .......................................... enacted 270 7
Section 82.24.060........................................... enacted 270 8
Section 82.28.040..........................................aendced 170 11
Section 82.2.080..........................................aendced 170 12
Section 82.36.275.......................................... amended 298 11
Section 82.40.047 ......................................... amended 298 12
Section 82.36.0205......................................... amended 293 1
Section 83.44.010 ......................................... amended 296 1
Section 8243.090 ......................................... amended 295 29
Section 8345.052 ......................................... amended5 290 1

Secton 4.3 .09 ... ... ... ... ... .... ... ... ... .... .. men ed 95 8
Section 84.52.056 ......................................... amended 290 2

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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AMENDMENTS, REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON

Cht. Sec. Page
Section 85.04.120 ......................................... amended 209 10 968
Section 85.04.600 ......................................... amended 209 1 964
Section 85.08.040 ......................................... amended 209 2 964
Section 85.08.050 ......................................... amended 209 4 965
Section 85.08.060 ......................................... amended 209 5 966
Section 85.08.070 ......................................... amended 209 6 966
Section 85.08.080 ......................................... amended 209 7 966
Section 85.08.090 .......................................... enacted 209 8 967
Section 85.08.100 .......................................... enacted 209 9 968
Section 87.38.010 ......................................... amended 75 9 483
Section 89.16.020 .......................................... enacted 104 2 579
Section 89.16.030 .......................................... enacted 104 3 580
Section 89.16.040 ......................................... amended 104 4 580
Section 89.16.070 ......................................... amended 104 5 581
Section 90.24.010 ......................................... amended 258 1 1209
Section 90.24.030 ......................................... amended 258 2 1209
Section 90.24.040 ......................................... amended 258 3 1210
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INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS
LAWS 1854: Cht. Sec. Page

Page 96, sec. 118...................................... amended 260 1 1213
Page 208, sec. 412 ...................................... repealed 20 1 73
Pages 395-397 incl., sect. 1-11 nci ...................... repealed 26 186
Page 422, sec. 19.................................. .... repealed 26 186

LAWS 1856-57:

Page 28, secs. 4, 5..................................... repealed 23 3 77

LAWS 1861:
Pages 4-6 inc., sect. 1-10 inl ........................... repealed 28 333

LAWS 1869:

Page 146, sec. 567 ...................................... repealed 20 1 73
Pages 356, 357, sect. 1-5 inl ............................ repealed 28 333
Pages 358-360 incl., sect. 1-9 il....................... repealed 28 333

LAWS 1875:
Page 43, sec. 1 ...................................... repealed 19 1 72
Pages 83-89 incl., sect. 1-26 cinl........................ repealed 28 333
Page 97, sec. 1...................................... amended 207 1 960

LAWS 1877:

Page 286, sec. 1 ...................................... repealed 19 1 72

LAWS 1879:
Page 104, sec. 1 ...................................... repealed 19 1 72
Pages 113, 114, sect. 1-7 incI ........................... repealed 25 114

LAWS 1881:
Pages 13, 14, sect. 1-4 incI ............................. repealed 25 114

CODE 1881:

Sec. 522.............................................. amended 62 1 448
Sec. 613............................................... repealed 20 1 73
Sec. 929.............................................. amended 143 1 725
Sect. 1671-1677 cinl.................................... repealed 25 114
Sec. 1986............................................. repealed 19 1 72
Sees. 2247-2275 incl ................................... repealed 28 333
Sect. 2553, 2554 ........................................ repealed 54 39 435
Sect. 2680, 2696-2706 ie .............................. repealed 26 186
Sect. 3105, 3109........................................ amended 329 26 1627

LAWS 1883:
Pages 32, 33, sect. 1, 6. 7 ............................... repealed 25 114
Pages 37-38, incl., sect. 1-6 il........................ repealed 28 333
Page 71, sect. 2, 3...................................... repealed 21 1 74
Pages 82-85, sect. 1-23 inl ............................. repealed 28 333

LAWS 1886:
Pages 141-144 inc., sect. 1-15 nci ...................... repealed 28 333
Pages 144-145 incl., sect. 1-7 il....................... repealed 28 333
Pages 152-155 incl., sect. 1-18 ncl ...................... repealed 28 334

LAWS 1888:

Ch. 60................................................ repealed 28 334
Cht. 62................................................ repealed 28 334

LAWS 1890:
Pages 269-271 incl., sect. 1-7 nci ....................... repealed 28 334
Pages 271-277 inci., sect. 1-25 il...................... repealed 28 334
Page 314, sec. 37...................................... amended 300 1 1444
Pages 482-495 incl., sect. 1-49 nci ...................... repealed 28 334
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INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS
LAWS 1891: Ch. See. Page

Ch. 55, sec. 6 ...................... amended 30 1 353
Ch. 123, see. 2 ...................... amended 23 1 76
Ch. 147............................................... repealed 28 334

LAWS 1893:
Ch. 24, sec. 1....................................... amended 279 1 1294
Ch. 24, sec. 3 .............................. ........ amended 279 3 1296
Oh. 24, sec. 4....................................... amended 279 4 1296
Ch. 24. sec. 5....................................... amended 279 5 1297
Ch. 24, sec. 8....................................... amended 279 8 1300
Ch. 24, sec. 10....................................... amended 279 9 1300
Ch. 24, sec. 12....................................... amended 279 10 1301
Ch. 24, sec. 13....................................... amended 279 12 1302
Oh. 24, sec. 14 ....... ............................... amended 279 11 1302
Ch. 83, sec. 10 ....................................... repealed 257 48 1208
Oh. 127, sec. 11....................................... amended 131 1 669

LAWS 1895:

Oh. 19, sec. 1....................................... amended 12 6 40
Oh. 86, sec. 3....................................... amended 131 1 669
Oh. 115, sec. 24....................................... amended 209 10 968
Oh. 116 ............................................... repealed 15 1 45
Oh. 117. sec. 27....................................... amended 209 10 968
Oh. 131................................................ repealed 28 334
Oh. 175, sec. 18......................... repealed and reenacted 16 5 48
Oh. 175, sec. 19 ........................ repealed and reenacted 16 1 46
Oh. 175. sec. 84......................... repealed and reenacted 16 1 46

LAWS 1897:

Oh. 67............................................... repealed 28 334

LAWS 1889:

Oh. 98. sec. 2....................................... amended 263 11 1230
Oh. 98, sec. 8....................................... amended 263 12 1231

LAWS 1901:

Oh. 55, sec. 12.......................... ............. amended 296 1 1425
Oh. 119................................................ repealed 28 334
Oh. 167 .......................................... ..... repealed 28 334
Oh. 171 .......................................... ..... repealed 28 334

LAWS 1903:

Oh. 19, sec. 2....................................... amended 99 1 560
Oh. 110................................................ repealed 28 334
Oh. 114................................................ repealed 24 1 79
Oh. 132, sec. 1 (uncodified)........................... repealed 12 7 41
Oh. 177. sec. 4 (uncodified)........................... repealed 13 1 43

LAWS 1905:
Oh. 53, see. I....................................... amended 77 1 489
Oh. 84, sec. 1 ........... ......... .................. amended 93 1 556
Oh. 84, sec. 2....................................... amended 98 2 557
Oh. 84, sec. 4....................................... amended 98 3 558
Oh. 84. sec. 5S...................................... amended 98 4 558
Oh. 84, sec. 6....................................... amended 98 5 559
Oh. 84, sec. 7 ....................................... repealed 96 7 559
Oh. 84, sec. 11....................................... amended 98 6 559
Oh. 84, sec. 12 ....................................... repealed 98 8 560
Oh. 116. sec. 1....................................... amended 279 1 1294
Oh. 164 ............................................... repealed 24 1 79
Oh. 168, sec. 3....................................... amended 88 1 528
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INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS

LAWS 1907:

Oh. 32, sec. 1 ....................................... repealed
Oh. 90................................................ repealed
Oh. 134, sec. 13....................................... amended
Oh. 156................................................ repealed
Oh. 166................................................ repealed
Oh. 205, sec. 2....................................... amended
Oh. 205, sec. 3....................................... amended
Oh. 205, sec. 4 ....................................... repealed
Oh. 205, sec. 5....................................... amended
Oh. 209, sec. 4....................................... amended
Oh. 241, secs. 3, 4...................................... amended
Oh. 245, sec. 1 ...................................... amended

LAWS 1909:

Oh. 39, sec. 3....................................... amended
Oh. 39, sec. 4................................... **reenacted

amended
Oh. 39, sec. 5S..................................... reenacted

amended
Oh. 39, sec. 7..................................... reenacted

I amended
Oh. 39, sec. 8....................................... amended
Oh. 39, sec. 13....................................... amended
Oh. 45, sec. 1....................................... amended

Oh. 69, sec. 1 ....................................... amended
Oh. 69, sec. 2....................................... amended
Oh. 69, sec. 4 ....................................... repealed
Oh. 69, sec. 8....................................... amended
Oh. 97, subch. 4, secs. 1, 2, 4-7 inl ...................... repealed
Oh. 97, subch. 4, sec. 9, p. 288 ......................... amended
Oh. 97, subch. 4, sec. 9, p. 300 .......................... repealed
Oh. 97, subch. 4, sec. 13 ............................... repealed
Oh. 97, subch. 5, secs. 1-10 Inl................. repealed
Oh. 97, subch. 5. sec. 12 ............................... amended
Oh. 97, subch. 8, sec. 1 ............................... amended
Oh. 174, sec. 1....................................... amended
Oh. 174, sec. 2....................................... amended
Oh. 174, sec. 3....................................... amended
Oh. 222 ............................................... repealed
Oh. 242 (uncodified)................................... repealed
Oh. 249, sec. 32 ........................................ repealed
Oh. 249, sec. 207....................................... amended
Oh. 249, sec. 240 ....................................... repealed
Oh. 249, secs. 416. 417.................................. repealed

LAWS EX. SESS. 1909:

Oh. 16, sec. 1 ...................................... amended
Oh. 16, sec. 2....................................... amended
Oh. 16, sec. 3....................................... amended

LAWS 1911:

Oh. 59, sec. 9 ....................................... repealed
Oh. 59, sec. 10....................................... amended
Oh. 59, sec. 11 ....................................... repealed
Oh. 59, sec. 12............................ ... amended
Oh. 92, sec. 3 ........................ fI repealed and reenacted

1 amended
Oh. 125, sec. 16....................................... amended
Oh. 125, sec. 17....................................... amended
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INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS

LAWS 1913: Ch. See. Page
Oh. 10................................................ repealed 28 334
Oh. 19, sec. 4....................................... amended 263 2 1224
Oh. 19, secs. 8, 11..................................... amended 12 3 39
Oh. 30, sec. 1....................................... amended 283 2 1357
Oh. 47, sec. 3....................................... amended 34 1 359
Oh. 62, sec. 2 ........................ repealed and reenacted 17 1 49
Oh. 62, sec. 3....................................... amended 175 6 805
Oh. 89, sec. 2....................................... amended 209 10 968
Oh. 126, sec. 4........................................ repealed 263 14 1232
Oh. 138, sec. 26....................................... amended 329 14 1624
Oh. 157, secs. 1-5 inc., 8-14 cinl........................ repealed .28 334
Oh. 160, sec. 3....................................... amended 331 9 1633
Oh. 160, sec. 12....................................... amended .58 1 441
Oh. 176, sec. 3....................................... amended 209 2 964
Oh. 176, sec. 4....................................... amended 209 3 965

LAWS 1915:

Oh. 66, sec. 2....................................... amended 186 1 845
Oh. 66, sec. 3....................................... amended 193 7 860
Oh. 81................................................ repealed 28 334
Oh. 105----------------------------------------------....repealed 25 114
Oh. 106................................................ repealed 28 334
Oh. 109................................................ repealed 25 114
Oh. 135................................................ repealed 26 186

LAWS 1917:

Oh. 28, sec. 5....................................... amended 256 1 1174
Oh. 30, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 329 9 1622
Oh. 33, sec. 3....................................... amended 151 3 742
Oh. 105, sec. 2....................................... amended 123 1 648
Oh. 129, sec. 1....................................... amended 88 1 528
Oh. 133, sec. 2....................................... amended 209 10 968
Oh. 143, sec. 1....................................... amended 227 1 1067
Ch. 156, sec. 87....................................... amended 43 1 392
Oh. 156, secs. 140, 141.................................. repealed 57 1 440
Oh. 162, sec. 10....................................... amended 75 9 483

LAWS 1919:
Oh. 4, sec. 4....................................... amended 110 1 625
Oh. 5, sec. 5S...................................... amended 53 3 42a
Ch. 5, sec. 6....................................... amended 53 4 424
Oh. 5, sec. 10....................................... amended 53 5 425
Oh. 67, sec. 3....................................... amended 308 10 1472
Oh. 125, sec. 1....................................... amended 254 1 1167
Oh, 158, sec. 4....................................... amended 104 1 579
Oh. 158, sec. 7....................................... amended 104 5 581
Oh. 175, sec. 1....................................... amended 216 2 10006
Oh. 187, sec. 4....................................... amended 263 9 1230
Oh. 205, secs. 1-8 inm ................................. repealed 323 19 1579

LAWS 1921:

Oh. 7, sec. 12 ....................................... repealed 188 6 848
Oh. 7, secs. 32, 41, 43................................. repealed 28 334
Oh. 7, sec. 41 ....................................... repealed 273 10 1282
Oh. 39, sec. 2 ....................................... repealed 175 11 809
Oh. 48................................................ repealed 28 334
Oh. 72................................................ repealed 26 186
Oh. 11S, sec. 5....................................... amended 132 1 671
Oh. 11S, sec. 7....................................... amended 132 2 673
Oh. 115, sec. 8....................................... amended 132 3 674
Oh. 115, sec. 15....................................... amended 132 4 675
Oh. 11S, sec. 21....................................... amended 132 5 676
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INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS
LAWS 1921-CONTINUED: Oh. Sec. Page

Oh. 115,' sec. 23....................................... amended 132 6 677
Oh. 149, sec. 2....................................... amended 317 1 1514
Oh. 160, sec. 2....................................... amended 209 3 965
Oh. 179, sec. 3....................................... amended 52 2 420

LAWS 1923:

Oh. 46, sec. 3....................................... amended 209 2 964
Oh. 47................................................ repealed 27 203
Oh. 69................................................ repealed 262 66 1355
Oh. 75, sec. 5S...................................... amended 64 5 513
Oh. 75, sec. 6....................................... amended 84 4 512
Oh. 75, sec. 18 ....................................... repealed 84 1 510
Oh. 132, sec. 2 ...... ................................ amended 104 5 581
Oh. 145................................................ repealed 25 114
Oh. 154, see. 6....................................... amended 314 1 1510

LAWS 1925:
Oh. 9, secs. 2-8 inc., 11, 12 ........................... repealed 325 25 1616
Oh. 13, sec. 1....................................... amended 290 3 1386
Oh. 13, sec. 3....................................... amended 290 4 1386

LAWS EX. SESS. 1925:
Oh. 63, sec. 2....................................... amended 12 6 40
Oh. 74................................................ repealed 28 334

LAWS 1927:

Oh. 165, sec. 11....................................... amended 161 1 759
Oh. 194, sees. 1-9 incl., 13-21 inel,, 23, 24 ................. repealed 291 40 1404
Oh. 194, sec. 11 ....................................... repealed 291 40 1405
Oh. 194, sec. 12 ....................................... repealed 291 40 1404
Oh. 194, sec. 22 ....................................... repealed 291 40 1404
Oh. 204, sec. 1 .......... ............................ amended 175 6 805
Oh. 212................................................ repealed 28 334
Oh. 239, sec. 1 ....................................... repealed 188 6 848
Oh. 255, sec. 21....................................... amended 257 2 1179
Oh. 255. sec. 22....................................... amended 257 3 11~0
Oh. 255, sec. 25....................................... amended 257 6 1183
Oh. 255, sec. 26....................................... amended 257 7 1183
Oh. 255, sec. 27....................................... amended 257 8 1184
Oh. 255, sec. 28....................................... amended 257 9 1185
Oh. 255, sec, 30....................................... amended 257 11 1185
Oh. 255, sec. 33....................................... amended 257 13 1186
Oh. 255, sec. 34....................................... amended 257 14 1187
Oh. 255, sec. 39 ....................................... repe--led 257 48 1208
Oh. 255, see. 40....................................... amended 257 15 1187
Oh. 255, sec. 41....................................... amended 257 16 1188
Oh. 255, sec. 42....................................... amended 257 17 1188
Oh. 255, sec. 45 ....................................... repealed 257 48 1238
Oh. 255, see. 46....................................... amended 257 18 1189
Oh. 255, sec. 47....................................... amended 257 19 1189
Oh. 255, sec. 49....................................... amended 257 20 1190
Oh. 255, sec. 51....................................... amended 257 22 1191
Oh. 255, sec. 53....................................... amended 257 23 1193
Oh. 255, sec. 54....................................... amended 257 24 1193
Oh. 255, see. 55....................................... amended 257 25 1195
Oh. 255, see. 57....................................... amended 257 26 1195
Oh. 255, sec. 60....................................... amended 257 28 1197
Oh. 255, sec. 68....................................... amended 257 30 .1198
Oh. 255, sec. 69....................................... amended 2S7 31 1199
Oh. 255, see. 71....................................... amended 257 32 1200
Oh, 255, see. 72....................................... amended 257 33 1200
Oh. 255, see. 74....................................... amended 257 34 1201
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INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS

LAWS 1927-ONTINUED: Oh. Sec. Page
Oh. 255, sec. 113....................................... amended 257 37 1203
Ch. 255, sec. 186....................................... amended 257 39 1204
Oh. 255, sec. 190....................................... amended 153 1 748
Oh. 255, sec. 194....................................... amended 257 40 1205
Oh. 276 ............................................... repealed 28 334
Oh. 289, sec. 1....................................... repealed 169 3 792
Oh. 289, sec. 2 ....................................... repealed 169 3 792
Oh. 305................................................ repealed 28 335

LAWS 1929:

Oh. 59 ................. .............................. repealed 28 335
Oh. 114, sec. 6......................... repealed and reenacted 18 3, 4 56
Oh. 114, sec. 7....................................... amended 18 1 55

1108 5 611
Oh. 114, sec. 8....................................... amended 108 1 608
Oh. 114, sec. 10......................... repealed and reenacted 18 6-9 60
Oh. 114, sec. 12 ............ ............. repealed and reenacted 18 11-13 63
Oh. 114, sec. 15......................... repealed and reenacted 18 15, 16 67
Oh. 114, sec. 23....................................... amended 108 14 621
Oh. 132, sec. 4....................................... amended 308 21 1479
Oh. 132, sec. 5....................................... amended 308 11 1473
Oh. 162, secs. 1-5....................................... repealed 328 25 1616
Oh. 209, sec. 7....................................... amended 84 6 515
Oh. 220, sec. 1....................................... amended 257 12 1185
Oh. 230, sec. 1 ............ .......................... amended 279 3 1296

LAWS 1931:
Oh. 1, sec. 4 ............. ......................... amended 265 9 1237
Oh. 16, sec. 1....................................... amended 132 1 671
Oh. 16, sec. 2....................................... amended 132 2 673
Oh. 16, seec 3....................................... amended 132 3 674
Oh. 16, sec. 7 ...... ................................ amended 132 4 675
Oh. 16, sec. 8....................................... amended 132 5 676
Oh. 72, sec. 1........................ repealed and reenacted 18 3. 4 56
Oh. 77.................. ............................. repealed 28 335
Oh. 81. sec. 2....................................... amended 295 2 1424

LAWS 1933:

Oh. 8.................. ...... ....................... repealed 26 186
Oh. 28, sec. 1....................................... amended 216 11 1010
Oh. 28, sec. 2....................................... amended 216 19 1012
Oh. 29................................................ repealed 26 186
Oh. 65................................................ repealed 26 186
Oh. 66, sec. 1....................................... amended 257 21 1191
Oh. 102................................................ repealed 20 186
Oh. 135, sec. 321 ..................................... amended 12 1 38
Oh. 144, see. 4....................................... amended 329 14 1624
Oh. 151, sec. 1....................................... amended 248 1 1136
Oh. 151, see. 6....................................... amended 248 19 1146
Oh. 165, sec. 10....................................... amended 248 10 1142
Oh. 165, sec. 14....................................... amended 285 1 1366
Oh. 172, secs. 2-7 inl................................. repealed 26 186
Oh. 173, sec. 5....................................... amended 138 1 688
Oh. 173, sec. 14 .............. ........................ amended 138 2 689
Oh. 173, sec. 15....................................... amended 138 3 689
Oh. 173, sec. 16....................................... amended 138 4 691
Oh. 173, sec. 20 ................... ................... amended 138 6 693
Oh. 175, sec. 2 ....................................... repealed 257 48 1208
Oh. 175, sec. 3............. .......................... repealed 257 48 1208
Oh. 175, sec. 4 ....................................... repealed 257 48 1208
Oh. 175, sec. 5S....................................... repealed 257 48 1208
Oh. 184, sec. 2....................................... amended 305 1 1462
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INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS
LAWS 1933-CONTINUED: Oh. Sec. Page

Oh. 184, sec. 4....................................... amended 305 2 1463
Oh. 184, sec. 8....................................... amended 305 3 1463
Oh. 184, sec. 12....................................... amended 305 4 1463
Oh. 184, sec. 14....................................... amended 305 5 1464
Oh. 184, sec. 16....................................... amended 305 6 1465
Oh. 184, sec. 22....................................... amended 305 7 1465

LAWS EX. SESS. 1933:

Oh. 44, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 267 1 1252
Oh. 62, sec. 7....................................... amended 111 1 627
Oh. 62, sec. 12....................................... amended Ill 2 628
Oh. 62, sec. 15 ....................................... repealed 111 3 629

LAWS 1935:

Oh. 54, sec. 2....................................... amended 168 1 790
Oh. 54, sec. 3....................................... amended 168 2 790
Oh. 55, sec. 1....................................... amended 257 10 1185
Oh. 77................................................ repealed 26 186
Oh. 84................................................ repealed 28 335
Oh. 90, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 244 1 1127
Oh. 97 ............................................... repealed 282 68 1355
Oh. 106 ............................................... repealed 26 186
Oh. 110 ................................................ repealed 26 186
Oh. 114, sec. 5S....................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 118................................................ repealed 26 186
Oh. 119, sec. 8....................................... amended 133 2 678
Oh. 156, sees. 1-11 inl............................. amended 54 39 435
Oh. 169, sec. 4....................................... amended 325 1 1586
Oh. 169, sec. 8....................................... amended 325 2 1588
Oh. 180, sec. 6....................................... amended 211 3 971
Oh. 180, sec. 11....................................... amended 197 13 879
Oh. 180, see. 13....................................... amended 197 1 869
Oh. 180, sec. 15....................................... amended 197 28 883
oh. 1so, sec. 16....................................... amended *3 5 1646
Oh. 180, sec. 19....................................... amended *3 6 1647
Oh. 180, sec. 23 ............... ....................... amended 197 2 871
Oh. 180, sec. 25....................................... amended 197 3 872

*3 7 1650
Oh. 180, sec. 31....................................... amended *3 10 1651
Oh. 180, sec. 32....................................... amended *3 11 1652
Oh. 180, sec. 34....................................... amended 197 6 873
Oh. 180, sec. 36....................................... amended *3 16 1658
Oh. 180, see. 37....................................... amended *3 15 1655
Oh. 180, sec. 39....................................... amended 197 27 882

*3 17 1659
Oh. 180, sec. 40....................................... amended *3 18 1659
Oh. 180, sec. 42....................................... amended 197 10 875
Oh. 180, sec. 82....................................... amended 270 1 1269
Oh. 180, sec. 83....................................... amended 270 9 1272
Oh. 180, sec. 192....................................... amended 197 12 878
Oh. 182, secs. 1-29 incl., 31 ............................. repealed 26 186
Oh. 184, sec. 23....................................... amended 248 24 1150

Laws 1937:

Oh. 24, sec. 4 ........................................... amended 78 6 494

Oh. 30, sec. 2....................................... amended 248 19 1146
Oh. 53, sec. 84....................................... amended 330 1 1628
Oh. S3, sec. 856...................................... amended 330 2 1629
Oh. 70, sec. 1....................................... amended 263 1 1224
Oh. 70, sec. 16....................................... amended 12 2 38
Oh. 70, sec. 28....................................... amended 263 4 1225
Oh. 75, sees. 1, 2, 3, 9, 11, 13 ........................... repealed 54 ?9 436

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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LAWS 1937-ONTINUED: Oh. Sec. Page
Oh . 75 , see. 4 ....................................... repealed 54 39 436
Oh. 75, see. 6 ....................................... repealed 54 39 436
Oh. 75, sees. 10. 12.................................. repealed 54 39 436
Oh. 75, see. 14 ....................................... repealed 54 39 436
Oh. 84, sees. 1, 2..................................... repealed 257 48 1208
Oh. 110, sec. 1....................................... amended 311 1 1497
Oh. 111................................................ repealed 26 186
Oh. 114................................................ repealed 26 186
Oh. 132................................................ repealed 26 186
Oh. 156................................................ repealed 26 186
Oh. 165, sec. 1....................................... amended 257 47 1207
Oh. 166, see. 18....................................... amended 248 24 1150
Oh. 167, see. 1 ....................................... repealed 291 40 1404
Oh. 173. sec. 12....................................... amended 162 1 762
Oh. 177, sec. 1......................... repealed and reenacted 18 6-9 60
Oh. 178................................................ repealed 282 68 1356
Oh. 180................................................ repealed 26 186
Oh. 182................................................ repealed 282 68 1355
Oh. 187, sec. 32....................................... amended 67 1 458
Oh. 188, see. 1 ...................................... amended 49 1 406
Ch. 188, see. 4....................................... amended 166 1 775
Oh. 188, see. 5....................................... amended 166 2 776
Oh. 188, see. 6....................................... amended 166 7 179
Oh. 188, see. 55....................................... amended 284 1 1363
Oh. 188, sec. 57......................... amended (partial veto) 284 2 1363
Oh. 188, see. 65....................................... amended 239 1 1118
Oh. 188, see. 71....................................... amended 81 1 500
Oh. 189, see. 1....................................... amended 49 1 406
Oh. 189, see. 48....................................... amended 319 26 1539
Oh. 189, sec. 49....................................... amended 319 25 1538
Oh. 189, see. 78....................................... amended 42 1 391
Oh. 189, see. 98....................................... amended 135 1 682
Oh. 189, see. 129....................................... amended 121 1 644
Oh. 190, see. 5....................................... amended 319 1 1520
Oh. 190, see. 6....................................... amended 319 2 1521
Oh. 190, see. 9....................................... amended 319 3 1521
Oh. 215, see. 2....................................... amended 324 1 1579
Oh. 215, see. 15....................................... amended 324 8 1584
Oh. 226, see. 1....................................... amended 264 1 1232
Oh. 229, see. 5....................................... amended 192 1 853

LAWS 1939:

Oh. 25................................................ repealed 26 187
Oh. 34, see. 1 ...................................... amended 237 1 1109
Oh. 34, see. 20....................................... amended 237 2 1109
Oh. 34, sec. 22....................................... amended 237 4 1115
Oh. 34, see. 34....................................... amended 221 1 1035
Oh. 34, see. 39....................................... amended 221 2 1036
Oh. 42 ............................................... repealed 25 114
Oh. 60, see. 3 (uneodified) .......................... amended 164 1 771
Oh. 75................................................ repealed 26 187
Oh. 107, see. 2....................................... amended 258 1 1209
Oh. 107, sec. 4....................................... amended 258 2 1209
Oh. 107, sec. 5....................................... amended 258 3 1210
Oh. 110 ............................................... repealed 282 68 1356
Oh. 124................................................ repealed 282 68 1355
Oh. 128, see. 2......................... repealed and reenacted 18 6-9 60
Oh. 128, see. 3....................................... amended 108 11 616
Oh. 147, sec. 1 ....................................... repealed 188 6 848
Oh. 158, see. 8....................................... amended 38 1 366
Oh.,158, see. 11....................................... amended 38 5 369
Oh. 158, sec. 23....................................... amended 38 4 367
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Ch. 161................................................ repealed 28 335
Ch. 178. sec. 2 ....................................... repealed 263 14 1232
Oh. 181, sec. 3....................................... amended *4 1 1662
Ch. 198. sec. 2 ....................................... repealed 54 39 436
Ch. 198, sec. 3 ....................................... repealed 54 39 436
Oh. 198, sec. 4 ....................................... repealed 54 39 436
Ch. 211. sec. 1 (uncodified) .......................... amended 223 1 1043
Oh. 216................................................ repealed 26 187
Oh. 219, sees. 3, 4.................................... amended 163 1 763
Ch. 219, sec. 8....................................... amended 163 13 768
Ch. 219, sec. 9....................................... amended 163 10 766
Ch. 219, sec. 10....................................... amended 163 14 769
Oh. 219, sec. 11....................................... amended 163 15 769
Oh. 219, see. 12....................................... amended 163 16 769
Oh. 219, sec. 13....................................... amended 163 17 770
Oh. 222, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 230 1 1070
Oh. 225, sec. 17....................................... amended 197 6 873
Oh. 225, sec. 19....................................... amended *3 16 1658

LAWS 1941:
Oh. 1................................................ repealed 26 187
Oh. 70, see. 3 ....................................... mended 237 3 1113
Oh. 71. sec. 1 ...................................... amended 92 1 538
Oh. 71, sec. 3 ....................................... repealed 92 15 545
Oh. 71, sec. 4....................................... amended 92 4 540
Oh. 71, sec. 5....................................... amended 92 5 541
Oh. 71, sec. 7 ............................ .......... amended 92 7 541
Oh. 71, sec. 10....................................... amended 92 8 542
Oh. 71, sec. 11....................................... amended 92 9 542
Oh. 71, sec. 12....................................... amended 92 10 542
Oh. 71, sec. 14....................................... amended 92 11 543
Oh. 71, sec. 19....................................... amended 92 12 544
Oh. 71, sec. 20....................................... amended 92 13 545
Oh. 71, sec. 21....................................... amended 92 2 539
Oh. 103, see. 1....................................... amended 219 1 1031
Oh. 103, sec. 3....................................... amended 219 2 1032
Oh. 122, sec. 2....................................... amended 38 1 366
Oh. 122, sec. 14....................................... amended 38 14 375
Oh. 128 ............................................... repealed 26 187
Oh. 161, see. 1....................................... amended 283 2 1357
Oh. 170................................................ repealed 26 187
Oh. 171, sec. 1....................................... amended 75 9 483
Oh. 178, sec. 9....................................... amended 197 3 872
Oh. 178, sec. 11....................................... amended 197 7 874

1*3 12 1655
Oh. 181, sec. 1....................................... repealed 22 1 75
Oh. 182, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 218 3 1020
Oh. 182, sec. 2....................................... amended 218 4 1020
Oh. 182, sec. 3....................................... amended 218 6 1024
Oh. 182. sec. 4....................................... amended 218 7 1025
Oh. 182, sec. 5....................................... amended 218 5 1023
Oh. 182, sec. 6....................................... amended 218 8 1026
Oh. 182, sec. 7....................................... amended 218 9 1027
Oh. 182, sec. 8....................................... amended 218 10 1027
Oh. 182, sec. 9....................................... amended 218 11 1028
Oh. 182, sec. 10....................................... amended 218 12 1029
Oh. 182. sec. 11....................................... amended 218 13 1029
Oh. 193, sec. 5....................................... amended 90 2 531
Oh. 193, see. 6....................................... amended 90 3 532
Oh. 196. secs. 8-11 incl., 13 ............................ repealed 328 25 1616
Oh. 208. sec. 2....................................... amended 212 1 972
Oh. 208, sec. 3....................................... amended 212 2 972
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Ch . 208, sec. 10....................................... amended 212 3 973
Oh. 208, sec. 12....................................... amended 212 4 974
Ch. 208, sec. 13....................................... amended 212 5 975
Oh. 208, sec. 14....................................... amended 212 6 980
Oh. 208, sec. 15....................................... amended 212 7 982
Ch. 208, sec. 16....................................... amended 212 8 982
Oh. 208, sec. 17....................................... amended 212 9 982
Oh. 210, sec. 11....................................... amended 103 2 568
Oh. 210, sec. 9....................................... amended 103 4 569
Oh. 210, sec. 10....................................... amended 103 1 566
Oh. 210, sec. 16....................................... amended 103 5 570
Oh. 210, see. 17....................................... amended 103 6 571
Ch. 210, see. 19....................................... amended 103 8 572
Oh. 210, sec. 20....................................... amended 103 9 572
Oh. 210, sec. 22....................................... amended 103 11 574
Oh. 210, sec. 46....................................... amended 103 13 576
Oh. 210, see. 48....................................... amended 103 3 569
Oh. 217, sec. 2....................................... amended 257 4 1180
Oh. 226, sec. 1......................... repealed and reenacted 16 1-4 46
Oh. 235, sec. 2....................................... amended 308 12 1474
Oh. 242................................................ repealed 26 187
Oh. 245, sec. 4....................................... amended 265 9 1237
Oh. 245, see. 8....................................... amended 233 1 1078

LAWS 1943:

Oh. 17, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 98 1 556
Oh. 26, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 284 3 1364
Oh. 35, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 30 1 353
Oh. 69, sec. 3 ....................................... repealed 263 14 1232
Oh. 77, sec. 2....................................... amended 148 1 735
Oh. 86, sec. 1....................................... amended 194 1 863
Oh. 120, seec 4....................................... amended 122 1 646
Oh. 122, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 263 3 1225
Oh. 131, sec. 5....................................... amended 138 1 688
Oh. 144, sec. 2....................................... amended *3 19 1661
Oh. 151, see. 1 ......................... amended (partial veto) 284 2 1363
Oh. 153, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 49 1 406
Oh. 159................................................ repealed 26 187
Oh. 160............................................... repealed 178 21 824
Oh. 162, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 117 1 637
Oh. 169................................................ repealed 282 68 1355
Oh. 172................................................ repealed 25 187
Oh. 175................................................ repealed 28 335
Oh. 186, sec. 2....................................... amended 256 1 1174
Oh. 231................................................ repealed 222 68 1355
Oh. 239, seec 1....................................... amended 319 1 1520
Oh. 247, sec. 69....................................... amended 217 1 1017
Oh. 264, sec. 1....................................... amended 45 1 395
Oh. 271, sec. 1....................................... amended 76 2 487
Oh. 271, seec 11....................................... amended 76 3 487

LAWS 1945:
Oh. 7................................................ repealed 26 187
Oh. 35, seec 42....................................... amended 127 1 663
Oh. 35, seec 44....................................... amended 266 1 1242
Oh. 35, sec. 57....................................... amended 266 2 1244
Oh. 35, sec. 60....................................... amended 170 1 792
Oh. 35, sec. 62....................................... amended 170 2 794
Oh. 35, see. 64....................................... amended 170 3 797
Oh. 35. sec. 67....................................... amended 170 4 798
Oh. 35, sec. 68...................................... reenacted 266 3 1246
Oh, 35, sec. 76 ................................. ..... amended 321 1 1559
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Oh. 35, sec. 80....................................... amended 321
Oh. 35, sec. 81....................................... amended 321
Oh. 35, sec. 84....................................... amended 266
Oh. 35, sec. 100................................... amended 266
Oh. 35, sec. 104...................................... reenacted 266
Oh. 35, see. 119....................................... amended 266
Oh. 50, sec. 1......................... repealed and reenacted 18
Oh. 50, sec. 2....................................... amended 18
Oh. 66, sec. 1....................................... amended 117
Oh. 79................................................ repealed 28
Oh. 80................................................ repealed 26
Oh. 82, sec. 2....................................... amended 295
Oh. 103, sec. 2....................................... amended 257
Oh. 104, sec. 1 ....................................... repealed 291
Oh. 104, sec. 2 ....................................... repealed 291
Oh. 128. sec. 1....................................... amended 311
Oh. 132, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 58
Oh. 138, secs. 1, 2..................................... repealed 291
Oh. 141, sec. 1....................................... amended 276
Oh. 141, sec. 3....................................... amended 276
Oh. 143, sec. 2....................................... amended 218
Oh. 147, sec. 2....................................... amended 257
Oh. 147, sec. 3....................................... amended 257
Oh. 161, secs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 ........................... repealed 204
Oh. 161, sec. 8........................................ repealed 204
Oh. 161, secs. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 ......................... repealed 54
Oh. 182, sec, 7....................................... amended 231
Oh. 182, sec. 8....................................... amended 231
Oh. 184, sec. 4....................................... amended 296
Oh. 194, sec. 5S...................................... amended 175

1247
Oh. 219, sec. 1....................................... amended 308
Oh. 235, sec. 57....................................... amended 280
Oh. 235, sec. 66....................................... amended 280
Oh. 235, sec. 69....................................... amended 280
Oh. 235, sec. 72....................................... amended 280
Oh. 235, sec. 74....................................... amended 280
Oh. 242, secs. 1-:3 inl ............................... repealed 276
Oh. 249, sec. 2....................................... amended 197

LAWS 1947:

Oh. 6, sec.
Oh. 30, sec.
Oh. 45, sec.
Oh. 69, sec.
Oh. 71, sec.
Oh. 71, sec.
Oh. 75, sec.
Oh. 75, sec.
Oh. 76, sec.
Oh. 79, sec.
Oh. 79, sec.
Oh. 79, sec.
Oh, 79, sec.
Oh. 79, sec.
Oh. 79, sec.
Oh. 79, sec.
Oh. 80, sec.
Oh. 80, sec.
Oh. 80, sec.
Oh. 80, sec.
Oh. 91, sec.

13....................................... amended
1....................................... repealed

4....................................... amended
1....................................... amended
3....................................... amended

12....................................... amended
5S...................................... amended

12....................................... amended
1 ...................................... amended
.11.14................................... amended

.1.15 .................................... amended

.15.7.................................... amended

.1.16................................... amended

.23.04................................... amended

.24.35................................... amended

.40 ..................................... raeeaed
549......................................aendaed
55 ...................................... amended
57 ...................................... amended

87....................................... amended
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2
38
40
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1

2
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1
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16
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4
5
6
5
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Page
1560
1560
1247
1248
1249
1250

56
55

637
335
187

1424
1203
1405
1404
1497
441

1404
1287
1288
1024
1201
1202
949
950
436

1072
1073
1425
806

1132
1477
1304
1306
1306
1307
1308
1288
879

23
54

164
217

70
70

133
133
209
225
225
225
225
225
225
225

7
37
37
37
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2 76
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4 34
1 363
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Oh. 94, sec. 1 ...................................... repealed 188 6 848
Oh. 114, secs. 8, 11.................................... repealed 328 25 1616
Oh. 164, seec 2....................................... amended 166 1 775
Oh. 164, sec. 3....................................... amended 166 2 776
Oh. 164, see. 4....................................... amended 166 7 779
Oh. ill, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 257 29 1197
Oh. 172, seec 9....................................... amended 161 1 759
Oh. 177, sec. 2....................................... amended 306 1 1466
Oh. 179............................................... repealed 25 114
Oh. 183, seec 1 ...................................... amended 308 17 1477
Oh. 187, seas. 1-4 inci ................................ repealed 107 47 607
Oh. 188............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 189............................................... repealed 282 68 1355
Oh. 190............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 211............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 202, sec. 11....................................... amended 167 1 788
Oh. 210, sec. 1....................................... amended 258 2 1209
Oh. 215, sec. 10....................................... amended 127 1 663
Oh. 215, seec 13....................................... amended 170 3 797
Oh. 216, sec. 1........................ repealed and reenacted 18 3,4 56
Oh. 234, sec. 1....................................... amended 250 1 1154
Oh. 243, sec. 1....................................... amended 166 1 845
Oh. 254, seec 1 ...................................... amended 237 1 1109
Oh. 254, sec. 5....................................... amended 237 3 1113
Oh. 254, sec. 6....................................... amended 237 2 1109
Oh. 260............................................... repealed 26 187
Oh. 266, seec 13....................................... amended 268 2 1254
Oh. 266, sec. 16....................................... amended 268 14 1266
Oh. 266, sec. 23....................................... amended 268 6 1261
Oh. 266, seec 24....................................... amended 268 7 1262
Oh. 266, sec. 33....................................... amended 268 8 1263
Oh. 266, seec 34....................................... amended 268 9 1264
Oh. 283, sec. 10....................................... amended 297 4 1428
Oh. 283, sec. 11....................................... amended 297 5 1430
Oh. 283, sec. 13....................................... amended 297 6 1431
Oh. 283, seec 16....................................... amended 297 7 1421
Oh. 288............................................... repealed 26 187
Oh. 289............................................... repealed 26 187

LAWS 1949:

Oh. 6............................................... repealed 26 187
Oh. 18, sec. 1....................................... amended 29 1 353
Oh. 20, see. 5....................................... amended 280 2 1S04
Oh. 20, sec. 7....................................... amended 280 4 1306
Oh. 20, see. 8....................................... amended 280 6 1108
Oh. 25 (uncodified) .................................. amended 95 1 443
Oh. 48, sec. 1....................................... amended 316 1 1512
Oh. 51, sec. 6....................................... amended 84 6 515
Oh. 67, see. 1....................................... amended 111 4 629
Oh. 67, sec. 2....................................... amended 111 5 629
Ch. 67, see. 3....................................... amended 111 6 630
Oh. 67, sec. 4....................................... amended 111 7 610
Oh. 67, sec. 5....................................... amended 111 8 630
Oh. 67, see. 6....................................... amended 111 9 631
Oh. 98, seas. 1, 6 ..................................... repealed 204 54 950
Oh. 98, sec. 2....................................... repealed 54 39 435
Oh. 98, seas. 3, 4 ..................................... repealed 54 39 435
Oh. 98, sea. 5S...................................... repealed 54 39 436
Oh. 98, seas. 6. 7...................................... repealed 107 47 607
Oh. 98, seas. 9, 10................................... repealed 54 39 436
Oh. 98, sec. 11....................................... repealed 54 39 436
Oh. 98, sec. 12....................................... repealed 54 39 436
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Oh. 98, secs. 14, 15................................... repealed 54 39 436
Oh. 114............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 122, sec. 1....................................... amended 183 1 831
Oh. 122, aec. 3....................................... amended 183 5 834
Ch. 122, seec 4....................................... amended 183 4 833
Oh. 122, sec. 8 ......... ............................. amended 183 7 835
Oh. 122, sec. 9....................................... amended 183 8 834
Ch. 150............................................... repealed 282 68 1355
Ch. 161, sec. 9....................................... amended 86 1 523
Oh. 163, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 86 1 523
Oh. 168 .............................................. repealed 26 187
Oh. 170, sec. 2....................................... amended 12 1 38
Oh. 180, sec. 9....................................... amended 272 1 1275
Oh. 185, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 163 10 766
Oh. 185, sec. 2....................................... amended 163 17 770
Oh. 192, sec. 2....................................... amended 115 1 635
Oh. 197, sec. 1....................................... amended 252 1 1159
Oh. 197, sec. 2....................................... amended 252 2 1159
Oh. 197, sec. 3....................................... amended 252 3 1160
Oh. 197, sec. 4....................................... amended 252 4 1160
Oh. 197, see. 5..................... amended 252 5 1161
Oh. 197, sec. 6....................................... amended 252 6 1162
Oh. 197, sec. 7....................................... amended 252 7 1162
Oh. 197, sec. 9....................................... amended 212 8 1163
Oh. 197, sec. 10....................................... amended 252 9 1164
Oh. 197, sec. 12....................................... amended 252 10 1164
Oh. 197, sec. 15....................................... amended 252 11 1164
Oh. 198, secs. 1-19 inc., 21-51 inc., 53-69 inl............ repealed 25 114
Oh. 198, secs. 20, 52................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 211, sec. 1-31a................................... amended 38 6 369
Oh. 211, see. 1-31b................................... amended 38 7 370
Oh. 211. seec 1-31c................................... amended 38 8 371
Oh. 211, sec. 1-31d................................... amended 38 9 372
Oh. 211, seec 1-Sle................................... amended 35 10 373
Oh. 211, sec. 1-31ib.................................. amended 38 11 374
Oh. 211, seec 1-3li................................... amended 38 12 :374
Oh. 214, sec. 8....................................... amended 266 1 1242
Oh. 214, sec. 9...................................... reenacted 266 3 1246
Oh. 214, sec. 23....................................... amended 266 7 1250
Oh. 217, seec 1(5a)................................... amended 279 5 1297
Oh. 217, seec 1(5b)................................... amended 279 6 1299
Oh. 217, seec 1(5c) ................................... amended 279 7 1299
Ch. 225, sec. 1....................................... amended 319 12 1525
Oh. 225, sec. 11 ............. ......................... amended * 3 18 1659
Oh. 228, sec. 14....................................... amended 270 9 1272

LAWS EX. 5835. 1950:
Ch. 10............................................... repealed 26 187

LAWS 1951:
Oh. 1............................................... repealed 26 187
Oh. 16. sec. 3....................................... amended 84 4 512
Oh. 44, sec. 3....................................... amended 197 2 871
Oh. 48, sec. 1....................................... amended 305 7 1465
Oh. 51, sec. 2....................................... amended 73 1 474
Oh. 51, sec. 4 .......................................... amended 263 6 1226
Oh. 51, sec. 6....................................... amended 263 8 1228
Oh. 56, sec. 1....................................... amended 49 1 406
Oh. 56, sec. 3....................................... amended 135 1 682
Oh. 64............................................... repealed 282 68 1356
Oh. 69, sec. 1....................................... repealed 175 11 809
Oh. 69, sec. 2........................ repealed and reenacted 17 1-12 49
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LAWS 1951-OmNmusD' Ch. Sec. Page

Ch. 69, sec. 3....................................... amended 175 4 804
Oh. 69, seec 4....................................... amended 175 5 805
Oh. 71, sec. 1....................................... amended 86 3 524
Ch. 101, sec. 5 .................... .................. amended 175 7 806

1247 2 1132
Oh. 112, seas. 1, 2....................... repealed and reenacted 18 6-9 60
Oh. 122 .................................... .......... repealed 26 187
Oh. 135............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 138.................. ................. amended 240 2 1120

Oh 3, es -5 ind., 17-39 incl., 51-64 inel............repealed 2514

Oh. 139, seas. 6-16 incI., 40-50 inc., 65-69 inc............repealed 28 335
Oh. 149, seec 1....................................... amended 314 1 1510
Oh. 150, sec. 2....................................... amended 166 15 783
Oh. 150, sec. 5....................................... amended 166 16 783
Oh. 160, sec. 6....................................... amended 166 17 784
Ch. 150, sea. 7....................................... amended 186 18 785
Oh. 150, sea. 8..................................... .. amended 166 19 786
Oh. 150, sea. 13....................................... amended 166 20 786
Oh. 157, sea. 1....................................... amended 95 1 548
Oh. 157, sea. 2....................................... amended 95 2 549
Oh. 157, sea. 11 ........................ .............. amended 95 3 550
Ch. 157, sea. 17....................................... amended 95 5 551
Oh. 160, sec. 1....................................... repealed 54 39 436
Oh. 160, sea. 2....................................... repealed 54 39 436
Oh. 165............................................... repealed 26 187
Oh. 176 ........................... ................... repealed 26 187
Oh. 180, 'sea. 3....................................... repealed 324 10 1585
Ch. 180, sea. 5 ........... ........................... amended 324 4 1582
Oh. 180, sea. 7....................................... amended 324 5 1582
Oh. 192, sea. 1 ...................................... amended 134 1 680
Oh. 192. sea. 22....................................... amended 134 2 681
Oh. 192, sea. 35....................................... amended 75 8 483
Oh. 214, sea. 1....................................... amended 308 21 1479
Oh. 215, sea. 9 (uncodifled).......................... repealed 266 6 1249
Oh. 215, sea. 11 (uncodified).......................... repealed 266 3 1246
Oh. 215. sea. 15....................................... amended 321 3 1560
Oh. 223............................................... repealed 25 114
Oh. 227, sea. 1............................ .......... amended 248 19 1146
Oh. 230................................................ repealed 282 68 1355
Oh. 234............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 236, sea. 6....................................... amended 256 1 1174
Oh. 245, sea. 1....................................... repealed 204 54 950
Oh. 247, sea. 16....................................... amended 313 1 1510
Oh. 257, sea. 6....................................... amended 86 1 523
Oh. 261............................................... repealed 26 187
Oh. 265, sea. 8...................................... reenacted 266 6 1249
Oh. 265, sea. 9...................................... reenacted 266 3 1246
Oh. 266, sea. 3....................................... amended 257 41 1205
Oh. 269, seas. 2, 3 ......................... .......... amended 166 2 776
Oh. 269, sea. 27 .............................. ........ amended 319 27 1540
Oh. 269, sec. 29....................................... amended 136 1 685
Oh. 269, sea. 32....................................... repealed 136 2 687
Oh. 269, sea. 35....................................... amended 319 28 1541
Oh. 269, sea. 36....................................... amended 319 29 1542
Oh. 269, sea. 38....................................... amended 319 30 1541
Oh. 269, sea. 39....................................... amended 319 31 1544
Oh. 270, sea. 1....................................... amended 331 9 1633
Oh. 270, seas. 2-16 mnel., 18 ........................ ... repealed 26 187
Oh. 274............................................ ... repealed 26 187

LAWS 1ST EX. SESS. 1951:
Oh. 5............................................... repealed 26 187
Oh. 9. sea. 1....................................... amended 211 3 971
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LAWS 2ND EX. SESS. 1951:

Oh . 13, sec. 1....................................... amended
Oh. 16, sec. 1....................................... amended
Oh. 17............................................... repealed
Oh. 19. sec. 3....................................... amended
Oh. 21............................................... repealed
Oh. 22, secs. 1-17 incl., 19, 20 , 21, 24, 25, 26, 27 ......... repealed
Oh. 22, secs. 18, 22, 23 ............................. repealed
Oh. 23, sec. 3....................................... amended

23. sec.
25, secs.
25, sec.
28, sec.

LAWS 1953:
Oh. 23, sec.
Oh. 37, sec.
Oh. 40, see.
Oh. 48, sec.
Oh. 48, sec.
Oh. 71, sec.
Oh. 88, sec.
Oh. 88, secs.
Oh. 89, sec.
Oh. 91, sec.
Oh. 95, sec.
Oh. 95, sec.
Oh. 95, sec.
Oh. 95, sec.
Oh. 129. sec.
Oh. 135, sec.
Oh. 152, sec.
Oh. 152, sec.
Oh. 163, sec.
Oh. 165, sec.
Oh. 166, sec.
Oh. 174, secs.
Oh. 198, secs.
Oh. 205, sec.
Oh. 210, sec.
Oh. 214. sec.
Oh. 214, sec.
Oh. 214. sec.
Oh. 214, sec.
Oh. 217 ..
Oh. 221, sec.
Oh. 224, sec.
Oh. 228, sec.
Oh. 229, sec.
Oh. 229, sec.
Oh. 229, sec.
Oh. 229, sec.
Oh. 229, sec.
Oh. 229, sec.
Oh. 229, sec.
Oh. 232 ..
Oh. 240, sec.
Oh. 240, sec.
Oh. 250, sec.
Oh. 250, sec.
Oh. 250, sec.
Oh. 250, sec.

Oh.
Oh.
Oh.
Oh.

4........................... ............ amended
1, 2...................... repealed and reenacted

5......................... repealed and reenacted
5....................................... amended

1....................................... amended
1 ...................................... amended
1 ...................................... amended
3....................................... amended
5....................................... amended
8....................................... amended
1 ...................................... repealed

2, 3, 4................................. repealed
3....................................... amended
1 ...................................... amended
4....................................... amended

11 ....................................... amended
19....................................... amended
21....................................... amended

3....................................... amended
1 ...................................... amended
1....................................... amended
3....................................... amended
2....................................... amended
1 ........... *..............repealed and reenacted
1 ............. ,*............repealed and reenacted
3-51 incl ............................... repealed
1, 2..................... repealed and reenacted
4....................................... amended
1....................................... amended
1....................................... amended
2....................................... amended
3....................................... amended
4....................................... amended

........................................... repealed
2....................................... amended
2 ....................................... amended
1....................................... amended
1....................................... amended
2....................................... amended
3....................................... amended
4....................................... amended
5....................................... amended
6....................................... amended
7....................................... amended

........................................... repealed
1....................................... amended
2....................................... amended
3....................................... amended
4....................................... amended
8....................................... amended

11....................................... amended
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Oh. 250, sec. 12.......................................samended
Oh. 250, sec. 16.......................................samended
Oh. 251, sec. 3....................................... amended
Oh. 251, sec. 4........................ repealed and reenacted
Oh. 251, secs. 5, 6, 7.................. repealed and reenacted
Oh. 251, secs. 14, 15................... repealed and reenacted
Oh. 251, sec. 17....................................... amended
Oh. 252, secs. 1, 2.................................... amended
Oh. 254, sec. 2....................................... amended
Oh. 254, sec. 9....................................... amended
Oh. 254, sec. 11....................................... repealed
Oh. 254, sec. 12....................................... amended
Oh. 257, sec. 9....................................... amended
Oh. 258, sec. 1....................................... amended
Oh. 259, sec. 1 ...................................... amended
Oh. 273, sec. 1....................................... amended
Oh. 286, sec. 1 ....................................... repealed
Oh. 286, sec. 2 ....................................... repealed
Oh. 286, sec. 3 ....................................... repealed

LAWS 1ST EX. SESS. 1953:

Oh. 3 ............................................... repealed
Oh. 4, sec. 1....................................... amended
Oh. 5S............................................... repealed
Oh. 8, sec. 7...................................... reenacted
Oh. 8, sec. 11....................................... amended
Oh. 8, sec. 13....................................... amended
Oh. 8, sec. 17....................................... amended

LAWS 1955:
Oh. 5, sec. 3....................................... amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.010 ................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.030................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.060................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.100 ................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.110................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.120................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.130 ................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.140 ................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.150................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.160................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.170................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.180................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.190 ................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.195................................. repealed
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.200................................. repealed
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.210 ................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.220 ................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.230................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.240 ................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.250 ................................. amended
Ch. 12, sec. 75.28.260................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.28.270................................. amended
Oh. 12, sec. 75.40.030................................. amended
Oh. 13, sec. 32.08.150 ................................. amended

Oh.
Oh.
Ch.
Oh.
Oh.
Ch.

13, sec. 32.12.010 ................................. amended
13, sec. 32.12.020 ................................. amended
13, sec. 32.20.250 ................................. amended
13, sec. 32.20.270 ................................. amended
14............................................... repealed
25............................................... repealed

A5WS
Oh.
103
103
108

18
18
18

108
166
136
319
136
319

95
12

194
125
204
204
204

26
117
26

266
321
266
266

95
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309
309

*7{14
41
41
41
41
41

139
27
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Sec. Poge
6 571

12 575
4 611
3, 4 56
6-9 60

11-13 63
13 620

7 779
1 685

43 1553
2 687

28 1541
4 551
3 39
1 863
1 658

54 950
54 950
54 950

187
638
187

1246
1559
1247
1248

551
1488
1490
1490
1491
1491
1492
1492
1492
1493
1493
1493
1493
1493
1496
1496
1494
1494
1494
1494
1494
1495
1495
1679

44
379
380
381
383
386
718
222



INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS
LAWS l955-CoNrsNUED: Ch. Sec. Page

Ch . 33. sec. 30.04.010................................. amended 106 1 584
Ch. 33. sec. 30.04.090 ................................. amended 106 2 586
Oh. 33, sec. 30.08.020 ................................. amended 118 1 640
Oh. 33, sec. 30.12.060 ................................. amended 165 1 773
Oh. 33. sec. 30.12.080 ................................. amended 106 3 587
Oh. 33. sec. 30.16.030 ................................. amended 106 4 588
Oh. 33, sec. 30.20.060 ................................. amended 106 5 588
Oh. 36, sec. 77.32.010 ................................. amended 245 1 1128
Oh. 36. sec. 77.32.230 ................................. amended 245 2 1129
Oh. 55, sec. 6....................................... amended 86 4 524
Oh. 55, sec. 9....................................... amended 86 2 523
Oh. 65, sec. 9....................................... amended 157 1 752
Oh. 65. sec. 12....................................... amended 51 1 420
Oh. 69, see. 7....................................... amended 78 7 494
Oh. 69, sec. 8....................................... amended 78 8 495
Oh. 74, sec. 2.................................. amended 55 1 437

1amended (vetoed) 308 9 1471
Oh. 77 ............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 80, sec. 5....................................... amended 41 4 383
Oh. 89, sec. 6....................................... amended 49 1 406
Oh. 94 ............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 101, sec. 1....................................... amended 247 1 1132
Oh. 104 ............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 110, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 197 12 878
Oh. 111, sec. 2....................................... amended 237 5 1115
Oh. 128 ............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 134, sec. 1....................................... amended 221 1 1035
Oh. 134, see. 3....................................... amended 221 2 1036
Oh. 136 ............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 137, sec. 1....................................... amended -3 6 1647
Oh. 142, sec. 10 ...... ................................ amended 151 1 739
Oh. 142, see. 12....................................... amended 151 2 742
Oh. 142, sec. 13....................................... amended 151 4 743
Oh. 142, sec. 14....................................... amended 123 1 648
Oh. 146, see. 1....................................... amended 44 1 394
Oh. 146, sec. 2....................................... amended 319 29 1542
Oh. 147, sec. 1....................................... amended 319 33 1547
Oh. 157, sec. 2....................................... amended 216 1 999
Oh. 157, sec. 4....................................... amended 216 4 1000
Oh. 157, sec. 12....................................... amended 216 5 1001
Oh. 157, see. 13....................................... amended 216 6 1001
Oh. 157, see. 14....................................... amended 216 7 1002
Oh. 157, see. 17....................................... amended 216 9 1008
Oh. 157, sec. 21....................................... amended 216 10 1009
Oh. 157, sec. 29....................................... amended 216 25 1013
Oh. 157, sec. 30....................................... amended 216 26 1014
Oh. 157. sec. 31....................................... amended 216 27 1014
Oh. 157, sec. 32....................................... amended 216 8 1007
Oh. 166, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 162 1 762
Oh. 193, sec. 32....................................... repealed 156 1 751
Oh. 195............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 195, sec. 4....................................... amended 301 3 1446
Oh. 209, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 321 2 1560
Oh. 212. sec. 3....................................... amended 309 8 1490
Oh. 230............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 233. sec. 2....................................... amended 222 1 1037
Oh. 233, sec. 5....................................... amended 222 2 1039
Oh. 233, sec. 7....................................... amended 222 3 1041
Oh. 235, sec. 1....................................... amended 95 1 548
Oh. 235, sec. 2....................................... amended 95 2 549
Oh. 240............................................... repealed 28 335
Ch. 242............................................... repealed 28 335
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INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS

LAWS 1955-ONTNuED: Oh. See. Page
Oh. 244, sec. 5...................................... reenacted 8 1 35
Oh. 245............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 24? .............................................. repealed 28 335
Oh. 248............................................... repeal ed 28 335
Oh. 260............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 262, secs. 1, 2..................................... repealed 139 31 718
Oh. 262, sec. 3....................................... repealed 132 51 718
Oh. 262, seec 4.................... ................... repealed 139 51 718
Oh. 266, sec. 3....................................... amended 90 1 530
Oh. 269, sec. 7....................................... amended 319 32 1546
Oh. 271, sec. 6....................................... amended 174 1 801
Oh. 273............................................... repealed 28 188
Oh. 274, sec. 22 ....................................... repealed 7 4 34
Oh. 274, sec. 27....................................... amended 37 1 363
Oh. 274, sec. 28....................................... amended 37 2 364
Oh. 274, sec. 30 ...................... ................ amended 37 3 363
Oh. 276, sec. 2....................................... amended 309 1 1483
Oh. 285, sec. 4....................................... amended 301 1 1445
Oh. 285, sec. 9....................................... amended 301 2 1446
Oh. 285, sacs. 14, 16, 17................................. repealed 301 6 1450
Oh. 286, see. 2.......................................amnended 170 1 792
Oh. 292, sec. 12....................................... amended 147 1 734
Oh. 300, sec. 3....................................... amended 248 4 1137
Oh. 303, sec. 13....................................... amended 225 6 1054
Oh. 303, sec. 21....................................... amended 225 9 1065
Oh. 307, sec. 2....................................... amended 109 1 624
Oh. 310, sec. 3....................................... amended 283 1 1356
Oh. 310, sec. 8 ....................................... repealed 283 8 1362
Oh. 313, sec. 1....................................... amended 324 1 1579
Oh. 313, sec. 3 ....................................... amended 324 4 1582
Oh. 313, sec. 6....................................... amended 324 5 1582
Oh. 314............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 317. see. 1....................................... amended 112 1 632
Oh. 318............................................... repealed 28 335
Oh. 336, sec. 1....................................... amended 226 1 1066
Oh. 337, sec. 3....................................... amended 76 1 485
Oh. 337, sec. 12....................................... amended 76 5 488
Oh. 337, sec. 23....................................... amended 76 4 488
Oh. 340, see. 9....................................... amended 32 1 356
Oh. 340, sec. 10....................................... amended 32 2 357
Oh. 344, sec. 1....................................... amended 262 1 1217
Oh. 344, sec. 2....................................... amended 262 3 1218
Oh. 344, sec. 3....................................... amended 262 4 1219
Oh. 344, sec. 4....................................... amended 262 5 1220
Oh. 344, sec. 5....................................... amended 262 6 1220
Oh. 344, sec. 6....................................... amended 262 7 1221
Oh. 344, sec. 7....................................... amended 262 8 1222
Oh. 344, secs. 8-16 incI ............................... repealed 262 10 1223
Oh. 356, sec. 1....................................... amended 106 2 586
Oh. 360, sec. 1 ..................... ................. repealed 308 20 1479
Oh. 365. sec. 3....................................... amended 86 4 524
Oh. 366............................................... repealed 26 188
Oh. 370, sec. 1....................................... amended 273 6 1279
Oh. 373, sec. 1....................................... amended 103 4 569
Oh. 379............................................... repealed 26 188
Oh. 380............................................... repealed 26 188
Oh. 383, sec. 8....................................... amended 319 4 1522
Oh. 383, sec. 13....................................... amended 319 6 1523
Oh. 383, sec. 17....................................... amended 319 13 1526
Oh. 383, sec. 24....................................... amended 319 14 1527
Oh. 383, sec. 25....................................... amended 319 15 1528
Oh. 383, sec. 30....................................... amended 319 9 1524
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LAWS 1955-
Oh . 383.
Oh. 383,
Oh. 383,
Oh. 383,
Ch. 384,
Oh. 384,
Oh. 384,
Oh. 384,
Oh. 389.

Oh. 389,
Oh. 389,
Oh. 389,
Oh. 389,
Oh. 389,
Oh. 389,
Oh. 389,
Oh. 389,
Oh. 389,
Oh. 389,

Oh. 389,
Oh. 390,
Oh. 390,
Oh. 390,
Oh. 390,
Oh. 391,
Oh. 393,
Oh. 394,
Oh. 394,
Oh. 395,

LAWS 1ST

Oh. 3,
Oh. 10,
Oh. 10,

LAWS 1957:

Oh. 14,
Oh. 15,
Oh. 19
Oh. 21
Oh. 23,
Oh. 23,
Oh. 23,
Oh. 23,
Oh. 23,
Oh. 24
Oh. 25
Oh. 28
Oh. 27
Oh. 28
Oh. 29
Oh. 30
Oh. 32,

INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS
-ONTINUED: Cht.

sec. 32....................................... amended 319
sec. 34....................................... amended 319
sec. 38....................................... amended 319
sec. 41....................................... amended 319
sec. 1....................................... amended 319
sec. 7....................................... amended 319
sec. 9....................................... amended 319
sec. 10....................................... amended 49
sec. 5....................................... amended 3 :

sec. 6............................amnde *5
sec. 13....................................... amended *3
sec. 20....................................... amended *3
sec. 26 ...................................... amended *3
sec. 28 ...................................... amended *3
sec. 34....................................... amended 197
sec. 4....................................... amended 117
sec. 46 ...................................... amended 211
sec. 47 ...................................... amended 215
sec. 48 ...................................... amended *5:

sec. 49 ...................................... amended *3
sec. 8.............................aende 21

sec. 16....................................... amended 142
sec. 17....................................... amended 212
sec. 19 ...................................... amended 12
sec. 17 ...................................... amended 172
sec. 19 ...................................... amended 239
sec. 1 ...................................... amended 257
sec. 2 ...................................... amended 257
sec. 1....................................... amended 288
e. SESS .................... 1955:d 25
sec. 13....................................... amended 271
Ec. 2S...................mne 1935
sec. 3 ...................................... amended 273

sec. 1 ...................................... amended 23
sec. 1 ...................................... amended 109

se. ......................................... raeeaed 281
se..........................................raeeaed 289
se...........................................amendaed 138
se....8......................................amendaed 138
sec. 9 ...................................... amended 138
sec. 12....................................... amended 138
sec. 13....................................... amended 138
sc 1.........................................raeeaed 258
se 1.........................................raeeaed 238
............................................ repealed 25
............................................ repealed 28
............................................ repealed 25
............................................ repealed 28
............................................ repealed 28
se....1......................................amendaed 20

............................................ repealed 25
sec. 1 ...................................... amended 230

............................................ repealed 25
sec. 3 ...................................... amended 3
se....4...................................... repealed 324
see. 7 ...................................... amended 324
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Sec. Page
10 1525
16 1528
17 1529
18 1530
26 1539
21 1535
22 1536
1 406
1 1644
1 1664
2 1664
2 1644
3 1644

11 1652
15 1655
11 876
1 970
2 970
3 1666
4 1646
4 1667
5 1668
1 1018
3 722
4 723
1 1286
1 1514
1 1118
5 1182

27, 1196
2 1254

1 1273
5 1646

10 1651

1 1073
1 624

335
335

3 689
5 692
6 693
7 694
8 694

114
335
114
336
115
336
336

1 1383
8 1460

115
2 76

115
3 1582

10 1585
6 1583

Oh.
Oh.
Ch.
Oh.
Oh.
Oh.

35
39,
49
52,
52,
52,



INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS

LAWS 1957-ONTmEUED: Oh. Sec. Page
Oh. 52, sec. 8....................................... amended 324 7 1583
Oh. 52, sec. 11....................................... amended 324 .9 1585
Oh. 54 ............................................... repealed 28 336
Oh. 58, sec. 1....................................... amended 304 1 1456
Oh. 58, sec. 2....................................... amended 304 2 1456
Oh. 58, sec. 3....................................... amended 304 3 1457
Oh. 58, sec. 7....................................... amended 304 4 1457
Oh. 58, sec. 13....................................... amended 304 5 1458
Oh. 58. see. 14....................................... amended 304 6 1459
Oh. 58, sec. 15 ....................................... repealed 290 5 1386

1304 10 1482
Oh. 58, sec. 20....................................... amended 304 7 1460
Oh. 58, sec. 33....................................... amended 304 9 1462
Oh. 59, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 183 1 831
Oh. 59, sec. 3....................................... amended 183 2 832
Oh. 59, sec. 4....................................... amended 183 3 832
Oh. 59, sec. 5....................................... amended 183 4 833
Oh. 59, sec. 6....................................... amended 183 5 834
Oh. 61............................................... repealed 28 336
Oh. 63............................................... repealed 26 188
Oh. 70, sec. 4....................................... amended 308 1 1469
Oh. 70, sec. 5....................................... amended 308 2 1469
Oh. 70, sec. 12....................................... amended 308 3 1470
Oh. 70, sec. 16....................................... amended 308 4 1470
Oh. 70, see. 37....................................... amended 308 5 1470
Oh. 70, sec. 40....................................... amended 308 6 1470
Oh. 70, sec. 41....................................... amended 308 7 1471
Oh. 70, sec. 42....................................... amended 308 8 1471
Oh. 70, see. 47....................................... amended 308 14 1475
Oh. 70, sec. 49....................................... amended 179 1 825
Oh. 70, sec. 50....................................... amended 179 2 825

1300 15 1476
Oh. 70, sec. 53....................................... amended 308 13 1474
Oh. 75, sec. 1....................................... amended 121 1 644
Oh. 76, sec. 4....................................... amended 96 1 552
Oh. 80, sec. 3....................................... amended 14 1 44
Oh. 80, sec. 4....................................... amended 41 2 380
Oh. 82, secs. 1-13.................................... amended 5 1 23
Oh. 83, see. 2....................................... amended 160 1 757
Oh. 84, sec. 1..................................... 5reenacted 6 1 29

1amended 78 3 491
Oh. 84, sec. 2..................................... reenacted 6 2 30

amended 78 4 402
Oh. 84, see. 3..................................... reenacted 6 3 31

amended 78 5 493
Oh. 93, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 143 1 725
Oh. 96, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 42 1 391
Oh. 101, sec. 2....................................... amended 84 5 513
Oh. 101, sec. 13....................................... amended 84 7 516
Oh. 102............................................... repealed 28 336
Oh. 111, sec. 7....................................... amended 151 1 739
Oh. 115, aecs. 1, 3, 4................................... repealed 273 10 1282
Oh. 115, sec. 5 ....................................... repealed 28 336
Oh. 115, see. 6....................................... amended 273 6 1279
Oh. 117, sec. 2 ....................................... repealed 203 2 931
Oh. 117, sec. 8....................................... amended 203 1 930
Oh. 136............................................... repealed 28 336
Oh. 140, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 218 2 1018
Oh. 144, sec. 2....................................... amended 75 1 477
Oh. 145, sec. 6....................................... amended 66 3 458
Oh. 149, secs. 4, 5..................................... repealed 288 4 1381
Oh. 149, sec. 6....................................... amended 288 1 1378
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INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS

LAWS 1957-CONTINUED: OCh. See. Page

Oh. 153, sec. 11....................................... amended 64 1 450
Oh. 153, see. 17....................................... amended 64 2 451
Oh. 153, sees. 18-24 mecl................................ repealed 64 11 454
Oh. 158, see. 2....................................... amended 70 2 467
Oh. 161............................................... repealed 27 222
Oh. 163, see. 1....................................... amended 152 1 744
Oh. 163, see. 8 ....................................... repealed 152 6 747
Oh. 163, see. 9....................................... amended 152 3 746
Oh. 163, see. 10....................................... amended 152 4 746
Oh. 163, see. 11....................................... amended 152 5 747
Oh. 163, see. 13....................................... amended 152 2 745
Oh. 171, see. 2....................................... amended 309 3 1488
Oh. 171, see. 3....................................... amended 309 4 1489
Oh. 171, see. 4 ....................................... repealed 309 27 1496
Oh. 172, see. 6....................................... amended 319 7 1524
Oh. 172, see. 12....................................... amended 319 17 1529
Oh. 172, see. 15....................................... amended 319 5 1523
Oh. 172, see. 16....................................... amended 319 13 1526
Oh. 172, see. 20....................................... amended 319 14 1527
Oh. 172, sec. 24....................................... amended 319 11 1525
Oh. 172, see. 37 (uneodified).......................... amended 319 43 1553
Oh. 184..... ..................................... .... repealed 25 115
Oh. 187, see. 1....................................... amended 178 1 813
Oh. 187, sees. 2-4 mecl................................ repealed 26 188
Oh. 188............................................... repealed 28 336
Oh. 193, see. 7....................................... amended 225 3 1047
Oh. 193, see. 15....................................... amended 225 8 1057
Oh. 198, see. 1....................................... amended 263 1 1224
Oh. 205, see. 2....................................... amended 248 1 1136
Oh. 205, sec. 6....................................... amended 248 5 1138
Oh. 205, see. 7....................................... amended 248 9 1141
Oh. 209, see. 2....................................... amended 90 6 533
Oh. 289, see. 3 ...................................... amended 90 7 535
Oh. 214, see. 1....................................... amended 278 1 1292

279 2 1295
Oh. 215, see. 9....................................... amended 228 1 1068
Oh. 217............................................... repealed 28 336
Oh. 219, see. 2....................................... amended 216 3 1000
Oh. 225............................................... repealed 28 336
Oh. 229, see. 1 ...................................... amended 171 1 799
Oh. 235, see. 5....................................... amended 242 1 1123
Oh. 235, see. 6....................................... amended 242 2 1124
Oh. 235, see. 7....................................... amended 242 3 1125
Oh. 238, see. 1....................................... amended 237 4 1115
Oh. 248, see. 1....................................... amended 118 1 640
Oh. 254, see. 1....................................... amended 193 1 854
Oh. 254. see. 2....................................... amended 193 2 855
Oh. 254, see. 3a................................. amended 193 3 855
Oh. 254, see. 4....................................... amended 193 4 856
Oh. 254, see. 5....................................... amended 193 5 858
Oh. 254, see. 6....................................... amended 193 7 860
Oh. 261, sees. 1-5 inel.............. suspended until July 1, 1961 11 1 37
Oh. 261, see. 10....................................... amended *3 19 1661
Oh. 268, see. 2....................................... amended 241 1 1121
Oh. 271, see. 3....................................... amended *4 1 1662
Oh. 271, see. 12....................................... amended *4 2 1663
Oh. 272............................................... repealed 28 336
Oh. 273, see. 4....................................... amended 319 23 1536
Oh. 273, see. 14....................................... amended 319 25 1538
Oh. 273, see. 18....................................... amended 319 31 1544
Oh. 273, see. 20....................................... amended 166 20 786
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INDEX TO AMENDMENTS, SESSION LAWS
LAWS 1957-OowrrNuro: Ch. Sec. Page

Oh . 278, sec. 2....................................... amended 274 2 1283
Oh. 278, sec. 3....................................... amended 274 3 1283
Oh. 278, see. 5....................................... amended 274 4 1284
Ch. 278, sec. 7....................................... amended 274 1 1284
Oh. 278, sec. 15 ....................................... repealed 274 5 1285
Oh. 279, sec. 1 ...................................... amended *5 2 1664
Oh. 279, sec. 2....................................... amended *3 3 1644
Oh. 279, sec. 4....................................... amended *5 9 1670
Oh. 279, sec. 5....................................... amended *5 6 1668
Oh. 286, sec. 19....................................... amended 172 1 800
Oh. 288, see. 3....................................... amended 90 7 535
Oh. 292, sec. 1....................................... amended 298 1 1437
Oh. 292, sec. 2....................................... amended 298 2 1438
Ch. 294, see. 2....................................... amended 81 1 500
Oh. 297, sees. 2, 3..................................... repealed 28 336

LAWS 1959:

Oh. 14, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 41 1 379
Oh. 17, see. 4....................................... amended 175 1 803
Oh. 17, sec. 7....................................... amended 175 2 603
Oh. 17, sec. 8....................................... amended 175 8 807
Ch. 17, see. 10....................................... amended 175 3 804
Oh. 18, sec. 1 ...................................... amended 108 5 611
Oh. 18, sec. 6....................................... amended 108 6 612
Oh. 18, see. 7....................................... amended 108 7 613
Oh. 18, sec. 8....................................... amended 108 8 614
Oh. 18, sec. 9....................................... amended 108 9 614
Oh. 25, sec. 71.02.120 ................................. amended 196 9 867
Oh. 25, see. 71.02.130 ................................. amended 196 10 868
Oh. 25, sec. 71.02.250 ................................. amended 51 1 418
Oh. 27, sec. 69.33.290................................. amended 97 1 SM4
Oh. 26, see. 72.01.210 ................................. amended 33 1 38
Oh. 28, sec. 72.01.250................................. amended 190 1 851
Oh. 28, sec. 72.01.280 ................................. amended 39 3 377
Ch. 28, sees. 72.03.010-72.03.170 incI ..................... repealed 85 19 522
Oh. 28, secs. 72.05.050-72.05.120 mecl..................... repealed 293 8 1410
Ch. 28, sec. 72.12.050 ................................. amended 231 1 1157
Oh. 28, sec. 72.20.020 ................................. amended 39 1 376
Oh. 28, see. 72.20.040 ................................. amended 39 2 376
Oh. 28, sec. 72.23.230 ................................. amenided 60 1 444
Ch. 28, sec. 72.33.030 ................................. amended 31 1 355
Oh. 28, sec. 72.33.120 ................................. amended 154 1 749
Oh. 28, sec. 72.33.180 ................................. amended 61 1 446
Oh. 28, sec. 72.36.040 ................................. amended 235 1 1090
Oh. 28, sec. 72.36.110................................. amended 120 1 643
Oh. 28, sec. 72.68.040................................. amended 47 1 403
Oh. 28, sec. 72.68.050 ................................. amended 47 2 403
Oh. 28, see. 72.68.060................................. amended 47 3 404
Oh. 28, sec. 72.68.070 ................................. amended 47 4 405
Oh. 197, sees. 3, 4, 5.................................. amended *3 7 1650
Oh. 197, secs. 7, 8, 9.................................. amended *3 12 1655
Oh. 197, sec. 14....................................... amended *5 7 1669
Oh. 197, sec. 23....................................... amended *5 8 1670
Oh. 197, sec. 28....................................... amended *3 17 1659

LAWS 1ST EX. SESS. 1959:

Oh. 3, see. 1....................................... amended *5 1 1664
Oh. 3, see. 4....................................... amended *5 4 1667
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GENERAL INDEX-REGULAR SESSION, 1959 AND
FIRST EXTRAORDINARY SESSION, 1959

A
ABANDONED PROPERTY (see UNCLAIMED PERSONAL

PROPERTY)

ACCIDENT FUND (see INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE)

ACCOUNTANCY BOARD: Cht. Sec. Page
Appropriation ............................................... *12 1 1723

ACCOUNTING (see BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING ACT)

AD VALOREM TAXES (see TAXATION, subtitle Property Taxes)

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE, STATE:
Agencies excepted from act................................. 234 15 1088
Applicability of, declaratory ruling as to...................... 234 8 1084
Definitions ....................................... ........... 234 1 1080
Hearings,

evidence................................................. 234 10 1085
final decision, exceptions and written arguments, findings

of fact and conclusions of law, notice of decision..234 11, 12 1086
notice and procedure.................................... 234 9 1084

Review of decisions, appeals................................ 234 13.,14 1087
Rules,

adoption of, supplementation, notice...................... 234 2 1080
emergency rules ........................................ 234 3 1081
filing of rules, effective date ............................. 234 4 1082
petitions for adoption, amendments, or repeal of .......... 234 6 1083
publication of rules, availability ......................... 234 5 1082
validity, determination of............................... 234 7 1083

ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRAMS, COUNTIES:
Administrative program coordination between counties au-

thorized, reports, expenses, reimbursements, Washington
state association of elected county officials as coordinating
agency .................................................. 130 1-6 667

ADMINISTRATOR FOR THE COURTS:

Appropriation............................................... *12 1 1719

ADVERTISING:

Dairying, advertising of...................................... 163 17 770
Hair dressing' and beauty culture, false advertising concern-

ing, penalty............................................. 324 8 1584
Official state song, proceeds from to be used for advertising

state .................................................... 281 2 1310
Political advertising, party designation upon required ......... 112 1 632
Sanitarians, advertising as without license prohibited ......... 200 7 890
Savings and loan associations, false advertising, penalty ... 280 1 1303
Small loan companies, false or misleading advertising pro-

hibited .................................................. 212 4 974

ADVISOR, INVESTMENTS (See SECURITIES ACT)

AERONAUTICS:

Commission,
appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle State

aeronautics commission)
port district acquisition or construction of toll bridge or

toll tunnel, contracts with ........................... 236 18 1106
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AGRICULTURE.

AERONAUTICS-COaNTIUED: Ch. Sec. Page
Powers and duties of municipalities relating to airports,

powers as to industrial and commercial facilities .......... 231 2 1073
Revenue derived from operation of airport facilities, use of

for industrial and commercial facilities authorized ........ 231 1 1072
Threatening or communicating threat to bomb or injure com-

mon carrier, penalty.................................... 141 1-3 719

AFFIDAVITS:
Candidates, affidavit required ................................ 250 1 1154

AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS:
Provisions concerning ...................................... 132 1-6 671

AGRICULTURE:
Agricultural cooperative associations ......................... 132 1-6 671
Animals (see ANIMALS)
Apiaries, diseased bees, quarantine of ........................ 174 1 801
Apples, standards of grades and packs........................ 230 1,* 2 1070
Berries, authorized units of sale, markings, weights and mea-

sures act................................................ 291 34 1401
Bovine animals, testing of, bond requirement for veterin-

arians eliminated ....................................... 161 1 759
Brands and marks, public livestock market act, brand in-

spection, fees........................................... 107 9, 10 594
Butter, sale by weight only, weights and measures act ... 291 29 1399
Commission merchants act.................................. 139 1-51 696
Dairying,

advertising of .......................................... 163 17 770
assessments, levy of, liens on dealers, collection of as-

sessments ........................................... 163 11, 12, 16 767
dairy products commission, created, districts, qualifica-

tions of members, terms, vacancies, how members se-
lected, nomination, meetings, quorum, per diem,
powers and duties................................... 163 2-9, 13 764

Department of agriculture.
animal industry veterinarian division, representative of

on meat inspection advisory board.................... 204 8 937
appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
director of agriculture,

commission merchants act, duties concerning ......... 139 1-51 696
humane livestock slaughtering act, duties concerning 101 1-7 562
Irish seed potatoes, duties concerning ................ 65 4, 6 456
livestock brands, recorder of, powers and duties as to 54 1-38 426
public livestock market act, duties concerning ......... 107 1--46 589
weights and measures, duties concerning (see

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES)
Egg dealers, exemption of from commission merchants act

repealed................................................. 156 1 751
Fairs (see FAIRS)
Fluid dairy products, authorized units of sale ............... 291 30 1399
Fruit, authorized units of sale, marking, weights and mea-

sures act................................................ 291 34 1401
Grange, use of name restricted ............................... 207 2 961
Grazing of animals on state lands, prohibition ................ 257 47 1207
Horticultural inspection,

applications for inspection ............................... 152 3 746
districts ................................................. 152 2 745
fees for deposit of bonds, bonds, accounting .............. 152 4, 5 746
trust fund established, payments into...................... 152 1 744

Investment of state funds in loans guaranteed under Bank-
head-Jones farm tenant act................................ 91 1-3 536
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AGRICULTURE.

AGRICULTURE-CorqrNquzD:
Irish seed potatoes, selling or transporting diseased potatoes

prohibited, inspection required, quarantine, penalty ..
Livestock,

brands and marks, recording, fees, inspections, examina-
tion, transporting permits, estrays, sale of, penalties

humane livestock slaughtering act .....................
meat inspection act.....................................

Meat, sale by weight only, weights and measures act...
Milk, authorized units of sale, weights and measures act ..
Minimum wage and hour act, farming exempted from...
Public livestock market act.................................
Seeds,

definitions, "treated" defined ...........................
labeling required, labeling if "treated ....................
lien for authorized ....................................
quality required .......................................

Veterinarians (see VETERINARIANS)
Weights and measures (see WEIGHTS AND MEASURES)

Cht. Sec. Page

65

54
101
204
291
291
294
107

222
222
226
222

AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN (see PUBLIC ASSISTANCE,

subtitle Dependent children, enforcement of support)

AIR SPACE:
Lease of air space over or under limited access highways for

parking facilities authorized, terms of lease, bids, notice,
deposit, bonds ........................................... 184

AIRCRAFT (see AERONAUTICS)

AIRPORTS (see AERONAUTICS)

ALCOHOLICS: (see also HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle

Alcoholism, program for rehabilitation)
Institutions for, fire protection ............................... 224
Mentally ill and inebriacy code enacted ...................... 25

AMBULANCES:

Minimum wage and hour act, persons engaged as operators of
emergency ambulance exempted from.................... 294

AMUSEMENT DEVICES (see RECREATIONAL DEVICES AND
CONVEYANCES)

ANIMALS:

Brands and marks, recording, fees, inspections, examina-
tion, transporting permits, estrays......................

Bovine, testing of, bond requirement for veterinarians elim-
inated ..................................................

Grazing of on state lands, prohibition......................
Humane livestock slaughtering act .........................
Meat inspection act, provisions of .........................
Public livestock market act................................
Regulation of animal remedies act, short title ..............
Veterinarians (see VETERINARIANS)

54

161
257
101
204
107
223

ANNEXATION:

Cities and towns, annexation of county fair property ........ 311

APIARIES:

Diseased, quarantine of...................................... 174

APPLES:
Authorized units of sale, weights and measures act .......... 291
Standards of grades and color ................................ 230

1-8 455

1-38
1-7

1-54
28
30

1
1-46

1
2
1
3

1-15

426
562
932

1398
1399
1411
589

1037
1039
1066
1041

837

1 1043
80

1-38

1
47

1-7
1-54
1-46

1

1411

426

759
1207
562
932
589

1043

1 1497

1 801

34
1, 2

1401
1070
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APPROPRIATIONS.

APPORTIONMENT: Cih. Sec. Page
Congressional redistricting ................................... 288 1-3 1378

APPROPRIATIONS:
Accident fund, from, to the general fund for expenditures

for belated claims........................................ *11 1 1708
Accountancy board, general fund appropriation .............. *12 1 1723
Adams, treasurer of county of, local improvement assessments *11 1 1703
Administrator for the courts, general fund appropriation . *12 1 1719
Agriculture, department of,

commercial feed account, from .......................... *12 1 1734
commission merchants account, from.................... *12 1 1734
egg inspection account, from ............................ M*2 1 1733
feed and fertilizer account, from ......................... *12 1 1733
fertilizer, agriculture mineral and lime account, from 12 1 1734
general fund appropriation ............................... *12 1 1733
grain and hay inspection fund, from...................... *12 1 1734
nursery inspection account, from........................ *12 1 1734
predatory animal control................................ *11 1 1713
seed inspection account, from ............................ *12 1 1734

Alta Lake state park........................................ *13 1 1752
11754

Anderson, Glenn, relief..................................... *11 1 1705
Anderson, Stanley, relief................................... *11 1 1707
Attorney general, general fund appropriations ................ *12 1 1721
Authority revolving fund.................................... 328 1 1590
Beacon Rock state park...................................... *13 1 1753
Belfair state park ........................................... *13 1 1754
Bell, Lewis A., payment of costs ............................. *11 1 1709
Blind, school for, construction project........................ *13 1 1738
Bloomquist logging company, relief .......................... *11 1 1705
Birch Bay state park ....................................... *13 1 1752

Board against discrimination, to carry out provisions of HEB 11754

171 (chapter 68. Laws of 1959) ........................... *11 1 1713
Board of prison terms and paroles, general fund appropriation *12 1 1725
Bogachiel state park ........................................ *13 1 1754
Bonds,

retirement and interest,
capitol building bond redemption fund, from ......... *12 1 1719
general administration bond retirement fund .......... *11 1 1713
highway bond retirement fund, from.................. *12 1 1719

deficiency ........................................ 36 2 362
institutional building bond redemption fund, from 12 1 1719
institutional building bond redemption fund of 1957,

from ............................................. *12 1 1719
public schools building bond redemption fund, from. *11 1 1713

11719
public schools building bond redemption fund of 1955,

f rom ......................................... *12 1 1719
deficiency ........................................ 36 2 362

public schools building bond redemption fund of 1957,
from ............................................. *12 1 1719

school emergency construction bond redemption fund,
from............................................. *12 1 1719

state building construction bond redemption fund . *11 1 1713
state building construction bond redemption fund

appropriation..................................... 12 1 1719
(Vetoed)

University of Washington bond redemption fund, from 012 1 1719
war veterans' compensation bond retirement fund,

from ............................................. *12 1 1719

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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APPROPRIATIONS.
APPROPRIATIONS-CONTINUED:

Bonds,
retirement and interest,

world fair bond redemption fund, from ............
deficiency.......................................

Booth-Ashmore mortuary, belated claim....................
Borcher, Arthur, relief.....................................
Bridgeport state park ......................................
Brooks memorial state park...............................

Budget office, general fund appropriation..................
Butler, Herbert, executor of estate of L. F. Calvin, refund..
Capitol approach road .....................................
Capitol committee (see State capitol committee)
Capitol body and fender works, belated claim ..............
Capitol building bond redemption fund, bond retirement and

interest ................................................
Capitol buildings,

legislative building .....................................
replacement of boiler and construction of access roads,'

central heating plant .............................. I
temple of justice, remodeling basement ................

Cedar Creek youth forestry camp, capitol projects ..........
Cemetery account, cemetery board ........................
Central Washington college of education,

capital projects.........................................
general fund appropriation.............................

Civil defense, civil defense coordination and defense and
disaster assistance .....................................

Clark,- treasurer of county of, local improvement assessments
Columbia basin commission, belated claim..................
Columbia river interstate compact commission .............
Commerce and economic development, department of,

capital projects.........................................
general fund appropriation.............................

Conconully state park .....................................
Conservation, department of,

general fund appropriation .............................
mineral resources studies..............................
reclamation revolving acceount, from ..................
Toke's point, prevention and correction of soil erosion ...
weather modification board revolving account, from ..

Contingent receipts fund, from,
to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims..
to various counties to replace warrants cancelled by stat-

ute of limitations ..................................
Cowlitz county, treasurer of, local improvement assessments
Curlew lake state park.....................................
Current school fund,

county apportionment, deficiency ......................
distributions to counties for school districts ............

Dash point state park ......................................
Deception pass state park...................................
Deficiencies ................................................
Dosewalllps river state park...............................

East Wenatchee state park.................................
Eastern state hospital, capital projects .....................
Eastern Washington college of education,

capital projects ........................................
general fund appropriation .............................

Eastern Washington historical society,
capital projects.........................................
general fund appropriation.............................

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
E 1830 1
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'12 1 1719
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APPROPRIATIONS.

APPROPRIATIONS-CoNTrNuEn: Cit. Sec. Page

Easton reservoir state park.................................. *13 1 1755
Eaton, Elvis, relief ......................................... *11 1 1706
Employment security, department of,

capital projects ......................................... *13 1 1760
general fund appropriation ............................... *12 1 1734
public employee QASI administration....................*012 1 1734

Fay Bainbridge state park................................... *13 1 1755
Federal flood control funds distribution...................... *12 1 1718
Federal grazing fees distribution ............................. *12 1 1718
Federal revenues for distribution ............................. *12 1 1718
Fire insurance premiums tax distribution.................... *12 1 1718
Fisheries, department of,

capital projects ......................................... *13 1 5 1758

general fund appropriation .......................... *12 1 115

012 1 1715
Lewis river hatchery account, from...................... *12 1 1733

Ford hatchery................................ .......... 13 1 1759
Forest lands reacquisition .................................... 87 2 527
Forest reserve funds, forest reserve funds distribution .... *12 1 1718
Fort Canby state park...................................... *13 1 1755
Fort Casey state park........................................ *13 1 1755
Fort Flagler state park...................................... *13 1 1755
Fort Okanogan state park................................... *13 1 1753
Fort Slmcoe state park..................................... *13 1 (1753

11755
Fort Ward state park........................................ *13 1 1755
Fort Worden school, capital projects ......................... *13 1 1746
Frazier, Prentis, refund of bonds ........................... *11 1 1704
Frye, Howard F. (State of Washington vs. Richard Daniel

Tembruell, King County No. 284526), judgment .......... *11 1 1702
Game commission, game fund, from, for Grant county

hatchery................................................. 172 2 810
Game, department of,

capital projects ......................................... *13 1 1759
1760

game fund appropriation................................ *12 1 1733
legislative interim committee on game and game fish..*11 1 1710

Game fund, from,
Grant county hatchery.................................. 176 2 810
to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims *11 1 1708

Garton, Art, administrator of estate of John Burkthart, de-
ceased, refund...........................................*11 1 1704

General administration bond retirement fund, retirement and
interest.................................................. *11 1 1713

General administration construction fund, from .............. 255 10 1171
General administration, department of,

division of banking, general fund appropriation .......... *12 1 1724
division of savings and loan associations, general fund

appropriation ........................................ *12 1 1724
general administration construction fund, construction

and equipment of buildings .......................... 255 10 1171
general fund appropriation .............................. *12 1 1722
legislative building, cleaning and reconditioning of ... *13 1 1737
replace boiler and construct access road, central heating

plant................................................ *13 1 1737
temple of justice, basement .............................. *13 1 1737

General fund,
accident fund, from, to the general fund for expenditures

for belated claims.................................... *11 1 1707

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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APPROPRIATIONS.

APPROPRIATIONS-CoNuNU:
General fund,

architects licensing account, to carry out provisions of Ch. Sec. Page
SHE 227 (chapter 323, Laws of 1959) .............. '*11 1 1712

capitol building construction account,
capitol lake fish ladder renovation reappropriation 13 1 1737
improvement and repairs to capitol building .......... *11 1 1711

capitol building construction account, from ........... ' 13 1 1737
35 1 361

to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims *11 1 1707
cemetery account, from................................. *12 1 1723
commercial automobile driver training schools account,

from ................................................. '*12 1 1725
commercial feed account, from .......................... '*12 1 1734

to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims '11 1 1707
commission merchants account, from.....................'*12 1 1734
contingent receipts fund, from,

to the general fund for expenditures for belated
claims ........................................... '*11 1 1708

contingency forest fire suppression account, from ........ 1332 3 1635
contingency forest fire suppression account, to .......... 332 2 1635
egg account, from, to the general fund for expenditures

for belated claims...................................'*11 1 1707
egg inspection account, from ............................. '*12 1 1733
electrical license account, from .......................... '*12 1 1724
feed and fertilizer account, from ......................... '*12 1 1733
fertilizer, agriculture minerals and lime account, from '12 1 1734

to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims *11 1 1707
forest department account, from ......................... '*12 1 1733
forest development account, from......................... 87 2 527
game fund, from, to the general fund for expenditures

for belated claims...................................'*11 1 1708
grain and hay inspection fund ........................... '*12 1 1734

to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims *11 1 1708
harbor improvement account,

harbor improvement revenue distribution ............ '*12 1 1718
highway safety fund, from, to the general fund for expen-

ditures for belated claims ............................ '*11 1 1708
institutional building account reappropriation ............ '*13 1 1740

f1741
institutional building construction account reappropriation *13 1 41748

11749
institutional revolving account, from, to the general fund

for expenditures for belated claims...................'*11 1 1707
Lewis river hatchery account, from.......................'*12 1 1733
medical aid fund, from, to the general fund for ex-

penditures for belated claims ........................ '*11 1 1708
Millersylvania state park current account, from ......... '*12 1 1732
motor vehicle fund, from, to the general fund for expen-

ditures for belated claims ............................. '*11 1 1708
nursery inspection account, from, to the general fund for

expenditures for belated claims....................'11 1 1707
' 12 1 1734

opticians account, from.................................'*12 1 1724
optometry account, from................................'*12 1 1724
parks and parkways account, capital projects ........... '*13 1 1752

11758f 12 1 1725
parks and parkways account, from ........... 1732{ 243 2 1126

Betty I. Yates, belated claims ........................ '*11 1 1709
to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims *11 1 170D7

Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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APPROPRIATIONS.

APPROPRIATIONS-CONTINUED:
General fund,

probation service account, to carry out provisions of HB 97 Ch. Sec. Page
(chapter 331, Laws of 1959) ........................... *-11 1 1712

probation service account, to ............................ 331 10 1634
professional engineers account, to carry out provisions

of SR 127 (chapter 297, Laws of 1959) ................ *11 1 1712
public school building construction account, from .......... *8 6 1687
public school building construction account reappropria-

tion.................................................. *13 1 1747
public service revolving fund, from, to the general fund

for expenditures for belated claims................... *11 1 1708
Puget Sound pilotage account, from ................... *12 1 1723

1 *13 1 1738
real estate commission account, from.................... *12 1 1724

to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims *11 1 1707
reclamation revolving account, from.....................*:12 1 1732

to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims *11 1 1707
refurbishing legislative committee rooms ................. *11 1 1711
sanitarians, licensing account, to carry out provisions of

SSB 130 (chapter 200, Laws of 1959) .................. *11 1 1712
seed account, from, to the general fund for expenditures

for belated claims................................... *11 1 1707
seed inspection account,* from ........................... *12 1 1734
state building construction account,

general administration, department of, boiler replace-
ment, access road, central heating plant ......... *13 1 1737

1737
state building construction account, from ................ *13 1 1740{ 1748

1749
state building construction account reappropriation . *13 1 1738

teachers' retirement fund, from, to the general fund for 13

expenditures for belated claims....................... *11 1 1708
to validate expenditures for chapter 136, Laws of 1957 . *11 1 1708
University of Washington building account .............. *13 1 1748

193 10 862
reappropriation ...................................... *13 1 1747

weather modification board revolving account, from ... *12 1 1733
Grain and hay inspection fund, from, to the general fund for

expenditures for belated claims ......................... *11 1 1708
Grays Harbor, treasurer of county of, local improvement as-

sessments................................................ *11 1 1703
Grays river hatchery........................................ *13 1 1759
Green hill school,

capital projects ......................................... *13 1 1741
general fund appropriation ............................... *12 1 1725

Gilberty, Miles P., relief.................................... *11 1 1705
Gose, John A., administrator of estate of J. S. Shore, refund

of moneys escheated..................................... *11 1 1704
Governor,

executive operatiuns ..................................... *12 1 1720
extradition expenses .................................... *12 1 1720
investigation and emergency purposes.................... *12 1 1720
mansion maintenance .................................... *12 1 1720
special appropriation,

allocations where insufficient appropriation ........... *11 1 1714
council of state governments......................... *12 1 1720
payment of emergency warrants...................... *12 1 1720
salaries, wages and operations and emergency con-

struction or repairs to public buildings ........... *12 1 1720

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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APPROPRIATIONS.
APPROPRIATIONS-COaNTNUED:

Governor,
special appropriation, Ch.

salary adjustments ................................... *11
surveys and installations ............................. '*12

Grant county fish hatchery...................176
Hamar, Stanley W. and wife, relief .......................... *11
Harbor improvement revenue distribution.................... *12
Harmer, Ted, refund........................................ *11
Harmon, Fred J., and wife, relief ............................. *11
Health, department of,

general fund appropriation ............................... '*12
deficiency............................................ 36

to carry out provisions of HB 638 (chapter 177, Laws
of 1959) ............................................. *11

tuberculosis hospitalization and control, state aid to
counties ............................................. '*12

Highway bond retirement fund,
bond retirement and interest ............................. '*12
deficiency ............................................... 36

Highways, department of,
highway commission and jcint fact-finding committee on

highways, streets and bridges,
study and survey of additions and deletions to

primary and secondary highways ................ 319
highways, streets and bridges,

federal aid road act, reimbursements ................ 326
Naches pass tunnel study ............................. 292
obligations incurred and not yet paid.................. 326
reappropriation,

section 10, chapter 206, Laws of 1957, balance of.. 326
section 13, chapter 189, Laws of 1957, balance of.. 326
section 46, chapter 172, Laws of 1957, balance of.. 326
section 47, chapter 172, Laws of 1957, balance of.. 326
section 49, chapter 172, Laws of 1957, balance of.. 326
section 54, chapter 172, Laws of 1957, balance of.. 326

salaries, wages and operations........................ 326
second Lake Washington bridge.......................'*11
state capitol approach road ........................... 326

joint fact-finding committee on highways, streets
and bridges ............. .................. 319

motor vehicle fund, deficiency ... ......................... 36
Highway safety fund, from,

to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims.. *11
Industrial insurance appeals, board of,

accident fund ............................................ '*12
medical aid fund ........................... ............. *12

Institutional building bond redemption fund, fund of
1949, bond retirement and interest.........................'*12

Institutional building bond redemption fund, fund of 1957,
bond retirement and interest ............................. '*12

Institutions, department of,
blind, school fur ........................................ '*13
bureau of criminal identification ......................... *12
capitol forest youth camp, general fund appropriation. *12
cedar creek camp, general fund appropriation ............ *12
cedar creek youth forestry camp,

capital construction................................. *13
gymnasium-vocational building ....................... '*13

compensation for land and improvements taken for
highway construction at Monroe reformatory ......... 326

deaf, capital projects...................................
division of mental health program:......................

*13
'12

Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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Sec. Page
1 1715
1 1720
2 810
1 1706
1 1718
1 1704
1 1706

1 1732
2 363

1 1711

1 1732

1 1719
2 362

20 1531

12 1594
6 1407

11 1594

7 1592
8 1592
4 1591
5 1591
6 1592
9 1593

10 1593
1 1716

14 1596

14 1554
2 362

1 1708

1 1723
1 1723

1 1719

1 1719

1 1738
1 1722
1 1126
1 1723

1 1738
1 1740

13 1594
(Vetoed)

1 1743
1 1722



APPROPRIATIONS.
APPROPRIATIONS-CONTINUED:

Institutions, department of,
Eastern hospital,

capital projects ....................................

general fund appropriation .........................
Fircrest school,

capital projects ....................................
general fund appropriation ........................

food production and processing .......................
forestry honor camp No. 3 .............................
forestry honor camps, general fund appropriation..
Fort Worden school,

capital projects ....................................
general fund appropriation .........................

general fund appropriation ............................
Green Hill school,

capital projects ....................................
general fund appropriation .........................

juvenile delinquency prevention and control, general
fund appropriation.................................

juvenile parole service, general fund appropriation ..
Lakeland Village,

capital projects ....................................

general fund appropriation .........................
Luther Burbank school,

capital projects ....................................
general fund appropriation .........................

Maple Lane school,
capital projects ....................................

general fund appropriation .........................
Martha Washington school, general fund appropriation..
mental health research institute, general fund

appropriation.......................................
Northern state hospital,

capital projects ....................................
general fund appropriation .........................

institutional revolving account .........................
probation counselors...................................
probations service account appropriation to carry out

provisions of HR 97 (chapter 331, Laws of 1959) ....
Rainier school,

capital projects ....................................
general fund appropriation .........................

reformatory, general fund appropriation ...............
school for the blind, general fund appropriation...
school for the deaf, general fund appropriation ....
soldiers' home and colony, general fund appropriation..
veterans' home,

capital projects....................................
general fund appropriation .........................

Washington hospital, capital projects...................
Washington state penitentiary,

capital projects .....................................

general fund appropriation ........................
Washington state reformatory,

capital projects....................................
motor vehicle fund appropriation for compensation

for land and improvements taken for highway
construction ....................................

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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APPROPRIATIONS.

APPROPRIATIONS-CONNUED:
Institutions, department of,

Western hospital, Ch,. Sec. Page
capital projects ..................................... 013 1 1743
general fund appropriation ........................... *12 1 1732

Yakima valley school,
capital projects ..................................... *13 1 1745
general fund appropriation .......................... *$12 1 1732

youth forestry camp No. 3,
capital projects..................................... *13 1 1746
general fund appropristion .......................... *012 1 1726

Insurance commissioner,
general fund appropriation ........................... *12 1 1723
deficiency..................................... **'**''* 36 2 362

Isaacson iron works, refund of rental payments .............. 0*11 1 1704
Island, treasurer of county of, local improvement

assessments ............................................. *11 1 1703
Jefferson, treasurer of county of, local improvement

assessments ............................................. *11 1 1703
Jones, Charles H., relief.................................... *11 1 1705
Judges' retirement,

additional judges' retirement fund contributions ......... *12 1 1720
general fund appropriation deficiency..................... 36 2 362
judges' retirement fund contributions..................... *12 1 1720

Judgments.................................................. *11 1 1702
Judicial council, general fund appropriation ................ *12 1 1719
IKalama river hatchery...................................... *13 1 1759
Kamiak Butte state park.................................... *13 1 1755
Kitsap Memorial state park.................................*013 1 1755
Kopachuck state park...................................... *13 1 1753

11755
Labor and industries, department of,

accident fund, from.................................... *12 1 1724
electrical license account, from ......................... *12 1 1724
general fund appropriation .............................. *12 1 1724
medical aid fund, from................................0*12 1 1724
medical aid funds,

to carry out HE 139 (chapter 55, Laws of 1959) ......... *11 1 1713
rehabilitation center dormitory .......................... *13 1 1738
to carry out SSB 424 (chapter 294, Laws of 1959),

minimum wage and hour act......................... *11 1 1713
Lake Chelan state park....................................0*13 1 1753

11755
Lake Cushman.............................................. *13 1 1755
Lakeland Village,

capital projects ....................................... 0*13 1 1741
general fund appropriation ........................... *12 1 1732

Lake Sammamish state park ................................ *13 1 1756
Lake Stevens state park.................................... *13 1 1756
Lake Osoyoos state park................................... *13 1 5 1753

1756
Lake Washington toll bridge................................ *11 1 1716
Lake Wenatchee state park.................................. *13 1 1756
Larrabee state park........................................ *13 1 1756
Law library, general fund appropriation...................... *12 1 1719
Legislature,

bill drafting .............................................. 10 1 37
committee rooms, refurbishing of ...................... .11 1 1711
electric roll call machine ................................. 35 1 361
employer's contributions for retirement plans ............. 11 1 1709
expenses ............................................. ( 2 1 21

* 2 1 1642
expenses and salaries of members........................*012 1 1719

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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APPROPRIATIONS.

APPROPRIATIONS-CONNUED:
Legislature, Cht. Sec. Page

interim committee on game and game fish ................ *11 1 1710
interim committee on legislative building modernization. *11 1 1710
interim fisheries committee ............................... *11 1 1710
joint committee on education ............................ 299 18 1443
joint interim committee on education.................... *11 1 1710
pamphlet edition of session laws, printing and binding *11 1 1710
printing.................................................. 3 1 22
session laws, journals, printing, etc..................... *11 1 1709
speaker of house of representatives, per diem ........... *2 2 1642
subsistence and lodging................................. 4 1 23

1 *1 1 1641
Legislative budget committee, operations................. 286 1 1367
Legislative council ....................................... 1 *11 1 1710

*12 1 1719
Lewis and Clark state park.................................. *13 1 1756
Lewis River recreational lake ................................ 243 2 1126
Licenses, department of,

commercial automobile drivers training school account. *12 1 1725
general fund appropriation .............................. *12 1 1724
highway safety fund----------------------------------...*12 1 1725
examining board of psychologists, payment of .......... *11 1 1712
medical disciplinary board ............................... *12 1 1724
motor vehicle fund...................................... *12 1 1725
opticians account ...................................... *12 1 1724
optometry account ..................................... *12 1 1724
parks and parkways account ............................ *12 1 1725
real estate commission account ........................... *12 1 1724
sanitarians, licensing act, to carry out.................... 200 4 889
to carry out provisions of RB 169

(chapter 166, Laws of 1959) ....... *.................. *11 1 1713
to carry out provisions of lIE 640

(chapter 319, Laws of 1959).......................... *11 1 1713
to carry out provisions of SB 127

(chapter 297, Laws of 1959)..........................0*11 1 1712
to carry out provisions of 5118 227

(chapter 323, Laws of 1959).......................... *11 1 1712
to carry out provisions of SSB 52

(chapter 282, Laws of 1959).......................... *11 1 1712
to carry out provisions of SSB 109

(chapter 84, Laws of 1959).......................... *11 1 1712
to carry out provisions of SSB 130

(chapter 200, Laws of 1959).......................... *11 1 1712
Lieutenant governor, general fund appropriation ............ *12 1 1720
Liquor excise tax distribution ............................... *12 1 1718
Liquor excise tax fund,

liquor excise tax distribution ............................. *12 1 1718
Local improvement assessments .............................. *11 1 1702
Long Lake state park ....................................... *13 1 1756
Maple Lane school,

capital projects ......................................... *13 1 S 1741
11747

general fund appropriation .............................. *12 1 1725
Medical aid fund,

construct and equip rehabilitation center dormitory ... *13 1 1738
to carry out provisions of H11 139

(chapter 55, Laws of 1959) ........................... *11 1 1713
Medical aid fund, from, to the general fund for expenditures

for belated claims....................................... *11 1 1708
Millersylvania state park................................... *13 1 1756
Mills and Mills funeral home, belated claim ................ *11 1 1708

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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APPROPRIATIONS.

APPROPRIATIONS-CONnrqun:
Military department,

armory buildings and grounds .........................
Colville armory .......................................
general fund appropriation .......................... I

Minimum wage. and hour act..............................
Moran state park ..........................................
Moses Lake state park......................................
Motor vehicle excise fund,

University of Washington, bureau of governmental
research .................. :.........................

Washington public service commission, costs incurred..
motor vehicle excise tax distribution..................
state census board.....................................

Motor vehicle excise tax distribution ......................
Motor vehicle fuel tax distribution .........................
Motor vehicle fund,

H-armer, Ted, refund..................................
highway commission,

federal aid act reimbursements.....................
obligations incurred and not yet paid..............
salaries, wages, and operations....................

highway department, deficiency .......................
institutions, department of, compensation for taking land

at Monroe reformatory for highway purposes...

joint fact-finding committee on highways, streets and
bridges................................

motor vehicle fuel tax distribution .....................
Pacific Intermountain express, refund..................
parks and recreation, maintenance of roads and bridges.
reappropriation ........................................

section 10, chapter 206, Laws of 1957, balance of ....
section 13, chapter 189, Laws of 1957, balance of ....
section 46, chapter 172, Laws of 1957, balance of ....
section 47, chapter 172, Laws of 1957, balance of ....
section 49, chapter 172, Laws of 1957, balance of....
section 54, chapter 172, Laws of 1957, balance of...

state auditor..........................................
state finance committee...............................
state capitol approach road...........................

state patrol highway account, from ................... {I
state patrol highway account reappropriation ..........
studies and surveys of highway additions and deletions

by highway commission and joint fact-finding com-
mittee on highways, streets, and bridges ..........

Tacoma Narrows toll bridge toll collection expenses ..
to carry out provisions of HB1 169 (chapter 166, Laws

of 1959)............................................
to carry out provisions of HE 640 (chapter 319, Laws

of 1959)............................................
Washington state reformatory, compensation for land

and improvements taken ...........................
Motor vehicle fund, from,

Lewis A. Bell, payment of costs .......................
to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims.

Mount Pitchuck state park.................................

Mount Spokane state park.................................

Cht. Sec. Page
*13 1 1738
*13 1 1738
12 1 1725
13 1 1738

*11 A 1713
013 1 1756
'13 1 1756

1731
1709
1718
1721
1718
1718

1704

1594
1594
1593
362

1594
(Vetoed)

1554
1718
1704
1732
1737
1592
1592
1591
1591
1592
1593
1721
1721
1596
1724
1737
1738
1737

1531
1590

1713

1713

1712

1709
1708
1753I1756
1753
1756
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APPROPRIATIONS.

APPROPRIATIONS-CONTINUED: Cht. Sec. Page

Mukilteo state park......................................... *13 1 1756
Naches Pass tunnel study................................... 292 6 1407
Natural resources, board of, general fund appropriation. *12 1 1733
Natural resources, department of,

capital projects ......................................... *13 1 1760
forest development account, from........................ *12 1 1733
general fund appropriation ............................... *12 1 1733
toll bridge and Clearwater Forest access road ............ *11 1 1715

QASI contributions,
employees of Puget Sound transportation system ......... *M 3 1662
teachers' retirement fund, from.......................... 50 2 417
teachers' retirement pension reserve fund, from .......... 50 1 417

Ocean City area park acquisition ............................ $11 1 1715
Ocean City state park....................................... *13 1 1753

Okanogan, treasurer of county of, local improvement 15

assessments ............................................. *11 1 1703
Old Fort Townsend state park ............................... *13 1 1757
Olympia, treasurer of city of, local improvement assessments *11 1 1702
O'Toole, R. W., relief.......................................*011 1 1706
Pacific Intermountain Express, refund....................... *11 1 1704
Palouse Falls state park.................................... *13 1 1157
Paradise Point state park................................... *13 1 1757
Parks and recreation (see STATE PARKS AND RECREA-

TION COMMISSION)
Peace Arch state park......................................*$13 1 1757
Pearrygin Lake state park.................................. *13 1 1157
Penrose Point state park.................................... *13 1 1753

f1757
Permanent school fund,

Allen, John D., refund of dividends escheated ............ *11 1 1704
Goso, John A.. administrator of the estate of 3. S.

Shore, deceased, refund ............................. *11 1 1704
Wanless, Elsie, refund of money escheated .............. *011 1 1704

Permanent statute law committee (see Statute law committee)
Pettijohn Engineering company, relief ...................... *11 1 1105
Pharmacy board, general fund appropriation.................'12 1 1723
Pierce, treasurer of county of, local improvement assess-

ments ................................................... *11 1 1703
Pollution control commission, general fund appropriation. *12 1 1723
Potholes reservoir state park ............................... *13 1 1157
Presidential electors, expenses .............................. *12 1 1134
Prison terms and paroles, board of,

general fund appropriation .............................. *12 1 1125
to carry out provisions of SB 2 (chapter 32, Laws of 1959) *11 1 1711

Probation counselors ....................................... 331 10 1634
Prosier agriculture irrigation experiment station, purchase

of land in vicinity of................................... *11 1 1710
Public assistance, department of,

burial and other medical care costs..................... *11 1 1716
Clark county hospital system deficiency .................. 36 2 363
general fund appropriation...............................*12 1 1726

deficiency............................................ 36 2 362
King county hospital system, deficiency .................. 36 2 363
old-age assistance ...................................... .11 1 1715

Public instruction, superintendent of,
aid to handicapped children and research for exceptional

children ............................................. *12 1 1729
county apportionment................................... *11 1 1713

deficiency............................................ 269 1 1268
distribution to counties, equalization..................... *12 1 1729

Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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APPROPRIATIONS.

APPROPRIATIONS-CONTINUED:
Public instruction, superintendent of,

distribution to counties for school districts from current Cht.
school fund and general fund......................... *12

Indian children, education of .................... *'*.......*12
national defense educational act, to carry out ............ *12
salaries and expenses................................... *12
school luncheon and milk program....................... *12

Public schools building bond redemption fund, bond retire-
ment and interest....................................... *12

Public schools building bond redemption fund of 1955,
bond retirement and interest ............................. *12
deficiency ............................................... 36

Public schools building bond redemption fund of 1957, bond
retirement and interest................................. *12

Plublic schools building bond redemption fund of 1959, from,
bond retirement and interest ............................ *11

Public service commission,
costs incurred .......................................... *11
public service revolving fund appropriation .............. *12

Public service revolving fund, from, to the general fund for
expenditures for belated claims ......................... *11

Public utility districts excise tax distribution ................ *12
Puget Sound pilotage commission,

Puget Sound pilotage account appropriation ............. *12
replace radar equipment, Port Angeles pilot station..*13

Puget Sound transportation stabilization fund, employees'
contribution to social security and QASI.................. * 4

Pullman, treasurer of city of, local improvement assessment *11
Puyallup, treasurer of city of, local improvement assessments *11
Rainier school,

capital projects ......................................... *13
general fund appropriations .............................. *12

Refunds..................................................... *11
Retirement system expense fund, employees' retirement

board................................................... *12
Riverside state park ........................................ *13

Rockport state park .......................................
Sacajawea state park......................................
Saltwater state park .......................................
Sanitarians' licensing account..............................
Satiacum, Charles, relief..................................
School emergency construction bond redemption fund, bond

retirement and interest................................
Schools and school districts,

county apportionment.................................{

deficiency ..............................................
Schuerman, Paul, relief....................................
Schulze, Rudy, (State of Washington vs. Rudy Schulze, Clal-

lam County No. 2263), judgment .......................
Seacitris. Harlan F., relief..................................
Seaquest state park .........................................
Secretary of state,

general fund appropriation..............................
printing general election law pamphlets, precinct election

officers guide books and registration manual......
to carry out provisions of HE 599 (chap. 329, Laws of 1959)

Sequim Bay state park .....................................

*13
*13
*13
200
*11

*12

* 11
318

269
*11

*11
*11
*13

*12

*11
Oil
*13

Skamania, treasurer of county of, interest on illegal payment *11
Skinner, E. E., relief ........................................ *11

ODenotes Extraordinary Session.
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Sec. Page
1 1729
1 1729
1 1729
1 1729
1 1729

1 1719

1 1719
2 362

1 1719

1 1713

1 1709
1 1723

1 1708
1 1718

1 1723
1 1738

3 1662
1 1703
1 1703

1 1739
1 1732
1 1704

1 1721
1 1753{1757
1 1757
1 1757
1 1757
4 889
1 1706

1 1719

1 1713
1 1517
1 1268
1 1707

1 1702
1 1708
1 1757

1 1720

1 1710
1 1710
1 (1754

1757
1 1705
1 1706



APPROPRIATIONS.
APPRQPRlIATIONS--CowrrNUEn: Cht. Sec. Page

Skokomish river hatchery.................................... *13 1 1759
Soldiers' home and colony,

to carry out provisions of SB 372 (chapter 235, Laws of
1959)................................................. *11 1 1711

South Whidbey state park....................................*013 1 1757
Spencer, Thomas W., relief.................................. *11 1 1706
Spirit Lake hatchery........................................ *13 1 1759
Spokane, treasurer of city of, relief .......................... *11 1 1705
Spokane, treasurer of county of, interest on illegal payment *11 1 1705
Squifichuck state park....................................... *13 1 1758
State aeronautics commission,

emergency landing field construction...................... *13 1 1737
general fund appropriation ................................ *12 1 1723

State athletic commission, general fund appropriation ......... *12 1 1723
State auditor,

criminal cost bills........................................ *12 1 1721
general fund appropriation ................................ *12 1 1721
L.ID. assessments ........................................ *12 1 1721
motor vehicle fund appropriation......................... *12 1 1721
payment for supplies furnished in previous biennium . *12 1 1721
war veterans' compensation fund, from.................. 147 2 734

State hoard against discrimination, general fund appropriation *12 1 1721
State board for vocational education,

vocational education ..................................... *12 1 1730
vocational rehabilitation................................. *12 1 1730

State board of education,
capital projects.......................................... *13 1 1747
general fund appropriation ............................... *12 1 1728
public school building construction account, from ......... * 8 6 1687

State building construction bond redemption fund, bond re-
tirement and interest..................................... *12 1 1719

(Vetoed)
State building construction bond redemption fund, from, re-

tirement and interest..................................... *11 1 1713
State capitol buildings (see Capitol buildings)
State capitol committee,

capitol lake fish ladder renovation ........................ 13 1 1737
general fund appropriation ................................ *12 1 1721
improvements and repairs to capitol building ............ *11 1 1711

State capitol historical association, general fund appropriation *12 1 1731
State census board,

general fund appropriation ................................ *12 1 1721
motor vehicle excise fund appropriation.................. *12 1 1721

State college of Washington (see Washington state university)
State employees' retirement system,

employer's contribution on behalf of,
Bargreen. Howard....................................*11 1 1701
Brooks, Nadine F.................................... *11 1 1700
Burgess, Frank ....................................... *011 1 1706
Calkins, Barbara ..................................... *11 1 1702
Christansen, Paul .................................... *11 1 1702
Cowen, David C ..................................... *11 1 1701
Dahl, B. J ........................................... *11 1 1701
Deurr, Virginia ....................................... *11 1 1701

11702
Duncan, Catherine ................................... *11 1 1702
Dzurison, Fern ....................................... *11l 1 1701
Gallagher, Michael JS................................. *11 1 1702
Gibbeson, James ..................................... *11 1 1700
Hansen, Karla ........................................ *11 1 1700
Hess, Andy.......................................... *11 1 1701
Hollingsworth, Louise................................*011 1 1701

SDenotes E-xtraordinary Session.
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APPROPRIATIONS.
APPROPRIATIONS-CoNTrauED:

State employees' retirement system,
employer's contribution on behalf of, Chi. Sec. Page

Jasmer, Murial ....................................... *1 1 1700
Johnson, Charles ..................................... *1 1 1701
Johnston, Elmer ...................................... *1 1 1701
Kast, Matthew ....................................... *1 1 1701
Mandery, Leanne ................................... *1 1 1701
Mardesich, August ................................... *1 1 1701
McKay, Clarence S................................... *11 1 1701
Meyers, Victor A..................................... *11 1 1701
Miller, Clyde JS....................................... *11 1 1701
Neill, Marshall A.....................................*11 1 1701
Nelson, Elmer JS..................................... *11 1 1700
O'Donnell, Elnora .................................... *11 1 1701
Rosellini, Albert D.................................... *11 1 1701
Saunders, Joanne ..................................... *11 1 1702
State land commissioner employees.................... *11 1 1701
Sutherland, Patrick DV................................ *11 1 1702
Thomas, Gladys Emma ............................... *11 1 1700
Washington, Nat W..................................*11l 1 1701
Wedekind, Max ...................................... *11 1 1701
Whistler, Ida M ..................................... *11 1 1700
Woodall, Perry B..................................... *11 1 1702
Yeoman, Florence .................................... *11 1 1701

retirement system expense fund appropriation ............ *12 1 1721
State finance committee,

general fund appropriation ................................ *12 1 1721
motor vehicle fund appropriation ......................... *12 1 1721

State game commission (see Game commission)
State highway commission (see Highway commission)
State institutional revolving account, industrial operations ... *12 1 1722
State library,

general library services.................................. *12 1 1731
local library development .................. *12 1 1731

State parks and recreation commission, ""******,

capital projects.......................................... *13 1 1752
Lewis river recreational lake ............................. 243 2 1126
Millersylvania park current account, from ................ *12 1 1732
motor vehicle fund, maintenance of roads and bridges

within state parks.................................... *12 1 1732
Ocean City vicinity parks area acquisition ................ *11 1 1715
parks and parkways account, from........................ *12 1 1732

State patrol (see Washington state patrol)
State personnel board, general fund appropriation ............ *12 1 1721
State revenues for distribution ............................... *12 1 1718
State tax commission,

general fund appropriation ................................ *12 1 1722
to carry out SB 6 (chapter 82, Laws of 1959) .............. *11 1 1709

State treasurer, general fund appropriation................... *12 1 1721
Statute law committee,

bill drafting .............................................. 10 1 37
general fund appropriation ................................ *12 1 1719
to carry out SB 257 (chapter 234, Laws of 1959) ........... *11 1 1711

Steamboat Rock state park.................................. *13 1 1758
Steve, Pete, relief .......................................... *11 1 1707
Stokes, Charles M. (State of Washington vs. Morris Wooten,

King County No. 26746), judgment........................ *11 1 1702
Stump, Lawrence E., belated claim .......................... *-11 1 1708
Sundry claims............................................... *11 1 1705
Sunlakes state park ......................................... *13 1 { 1754

Superior court judges, general fund appropriation ............ *12 1 1719

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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APPROPRIATIONS.

APPROPRIATIONS-CONTINUED:
Supreme court, Cht. Sec. Page

administrator for the courts, general fund sppropriation. *12 1 1719
general fund sppropriation ................................ *12 1 1719

Tacoma Narrows bridge, toll collection expenses ............. 326 2 1590
Tax commission (see State tax commission)
Taylor nursing home, belated claim .......................... *011 1 1709
Teachers' retirement funds,

contribution to teachers' retirement fund ................. *12 1 1731
contribution to teachers' retirement pension fund ......... *12 1 1731

Teachers' retirement fund, from,
employees' contribution to OASI, deficiency ............... 50 2 417
to the general fund for expenditures for belated claims. *11 1 1708

Teachers' retirement pension reserve fund, from, employer's
contribution to QASI ..................................... 50 1 417

Teachers' retirement system, teachers' retirement fund .. *12 1 1731
Thurston county, treasurer of, local improvement assessments *11 1 1703
Toke's Point, prevention of soil erosion....................... *11 1 1710
Toll bridge authority,

authority revolving fund................................. 326 1 1590
employees of Puget Sound Transportation system, con-

tribution to social security and O A SI.......... *4 3 1662
Naches Pass tunnel study ................................. 292 6 1407
Tacoma Narrows bridge toll collection expenses .......... 326 2 1590

Tucannon river hatchery..................................... *13 1 1759
Twanoh state park .......................................... *13 1 1758
Twin Harbors state park..................................... *13 1 1758
Uniform law commission, general fund appropriation ......... *12 1 1722
United States (see Federal)
University of Washington,

building account ....................................... 193 10 862
bureau of governmental research ......................... *12 1 1731
capital projects ........................................ *13 1 1747

11748
division of health sciences and hospital.................. *12 1 1731
regular university, including institute of forest products *12 1 1731

University of Washington bond redemption fund, bond
retirement and interest............................... .. *12 1 1719

Veterans' rehabilitation council, general fund appropriation *11 1 1713
*12 1 1726

Volunteer firemen's relief and pension funds, from ......... *12 1 1723
Wallis, Mervin G. (State of Washington vs. Mervin G. Wallis,

Spokane County No. 33820), judgment.................... *11 1 1702
Wanless, Elsie, refund of money escheated.................. *11 1 1704
Wapato state park ......................................... *13 1 1758
Warmuth, Robert, belated claim ............................ *11 1 1709
Warner, William R.. belated claim.......................... *11 1 1708
War veterans' compensation bond retirement fund, bond

retirement and interest................................. *12 1 1719
War veterans' compensation fund, from...................... 147 2 734
Washington state historical society, general fund appropri-

ation....................................................*$12 1 1731
Washington state patrol1,

construct communication system ......................... *13 1 1737
construct detachment offices, Hoquism and Kennewick *13 1 1738
highway safety fund....................................*$12 1 1724
improvement of buildings, grounds and roadways at

Walla Walla, Sunnyside and Kennewick .............. *13 1 1737
installation and relocation of scales....................... *13 1 1737
state patrol highway account ............................ *12 1 1724

Washington state patrol retirement fund contributions ... *12 1 1724

* Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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APPROPRIATIONS.

APPROPRIATIONS-CONTNED:
Washington state university, Cht.

capital projects.......................................... 13

general fund appropriation, including Irish potato
research............................................

Prosser agriculture irrigation experiment station, pur-
chase of land for pear research......................

Wenberg state park .......................................
West Coast Telephone company, relief .....................
Western interstate commission for higher education,

general fund appropriation ............................
Western Washington college of education,

capital projects........................................
general fund appropriation .............................

deficiency...........................................
Whatcom, treasurer of county of,

interest on illegal payments ...........................
local improvement assessments ........................

Williams, Eugene V., relief................................
Wonders, J. J., relief .....................................
World fair.................................................
World fair bond redemption fund,

bond retirement and interest ..........................
deficiency...............................................

Yakima river hatchery.....................................
Yakima state park ........................................
Yakima, treasurer of county of, local improvement

assessments ............................................
Yakima valley school, capital projects......................
Youth forestry camp No. 3, capital projects................

ARBITRATION:

Death taxes, hoard of arbitration to determine domicile for
purposes of............................................

012

*11
*13
*11

*12

.*13

*12
36

*11
*11
*11
*11
*13

*12
36

*13
$13

*11

*13

46

ARBORETUM:

Reconveyance to state for highway purposes of certain
shorelands on Lake Washington granted to University
of Washington for arboretum purposes.................. 164

ARCHITECTURE:

Division of (see GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, DEPART-
MENT OF, subtitle Engineering and architecture division)

Registration of architects,
architects' license account ............................... 323
certificates of registration,

expiration of, fees ....... ........................... 323
granted upon passage of examination................ 323
issuance of ......................................... 323
reinstatement of .................................... 323
revocations, grounds for, hearings, appeals .......... 323

corporations or stock companies prohibited from receiv-
ing certificate of registration to practice architecture 323

definitions............................................... 323
examinations,

applications, filing, fees ............................. 323
scope, time and place of, certificate of registration

for successful candidate .......................... 323
exemptions.............................................. 323
persons licensed under prior laws........................ 323
qualifications for registration ............................. 323
reciprocity .............................................. 323

SDenotes Extraordinary Session.
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Sec. Page
1 (1748

11749

1 1731

1 1710
1 1758
1 1706

1 1728

1 1751
1 1731
2 362

1 1705
1 1703
1 1706
1 1705
1 1758

1 1719
2 362
1 1759
1 1758

1 1703
1 1745
1 1746

1-7

1, 2

15

10
7

14
13

11, 12

17
2

6

7
16
8
5
9

397

771

1577

1574
1572
1577
1576
1574

1578
1569

1572

1572
1577
1573
1571
1573



AUTOMOBILES.

ARCHITECTUR-CONTINUED:
Registration of architects, Cht. Sec. Page

registration to practice required ......................... 323 1 1569
state board of registration for architects,

members, terms, removal, vacancies, per diem ... 323 3 1570
rules, adoption of, filing ............................. 323 4 1571

violations, penalty...................................... 323 18 1578

ARCHIVES (see PUBLIC RECORDS)

ARMORY:

Conveyance of old armory site in Seattle to city of Seattle
authorized............................................... 181 1-3 828

ASSESSMENTS (see TAXATION)

ASSESSOR, COUN7TY (see COUNTY ASSESSOR)

ASSOCIATIONS:
Agricultural cooperative associations........................ 132 1-6 671
Fish marketing associations................................. 312 1-47 1498
Massachusetts trusts authorized .............................. 220 1-4 1033
Savings and loan associations (see SAVINGS AND LOAN

ASSOCIATIONS)

ASTORIA, PORT OF:

Lower Columbia river toll bridge, agreements with author-
ized for construction of if study concludes feasible,
terms of agreement, revenue bonds, tolls, etc ............ 144 1-5 726

ATHLETIC COMMISSION:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle State ath-
letic commission)

Boxing and wrestling events, rules and regulations promul-
gated by................................................ 305 5 1464

Boxing or wrestling contest held without license, injunctions 305 7 1465
Commissioners, bond required .............................. 305 1 1462
Employment of officers and employees, fixing compensa-

tion of.................................................. 305 2 1463
Official inspectors at boxing and wrestling matches, fees,

travel expenses.......................................... 305 4 1463
Per diem for members of................................... 305 1 1462

ATTORNEY GENERAL:

Appropriation............................................... *12 1 1721
Candidates' pamphlets, member of board of review .......... 329 21 1625
Dependent children, enforcement of support for,

actions for upon report from department of public
assistance ........................................... 322 5 1562

agreements with prosecuting attorney as to .............. 322 4 1562
aid and assistance of law enforcement officers ............ 322 9 1563

Salary ...................................................... 316 1 1512
Veterinarians, practicing without license, action to enjoin, by. 92 14 545
Voters' pamphlets.

board of censors as to arguments, member of ............ 329 18 1624
explanatory statements prepared by...................... 329 2 1618

AUCTIONS:

Public livestock market act................................. 107 1-46 589
State lands, sale of must be at .............................. 257 21 1191
Unclaimed personal property in possession of city or town,

sold at auction ......................................... 289 3 1382

AUDITOR, COUNTY (see COUNTY AUDITOR)

AUDITOR. STATE (see STATE AUDITOR)

AUTOMOBILES (see MOTOR VEHICLES)

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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BANKS AND BANKING.

B
BANKS AND BANKING: (see also TRUST COMPANIES; also

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS) Cht. Sec. Page

Articles of incorporation.................................... 118 1 640
Credit applications, unfair practice to require designation

of race, etc., upon ......... *...................68 1 460
Definitions, savings accounts, passbooks or ledger records 106 1, 2, 5 584
Depositors, revocations or stop-payment orders, confirma-

tion required ........................................... 106 4 588
Development credit corporations, membership in, loans to 213 3, 6, 7 987
Garnishment, writs of, service upon banks................... 267 1 1252
Gifts, uniform gifts to minors act ........................... 202 1-10 921
Loans to employees or directors, requirements, reports to

supervisor of banking, loan defined....................... 165 1 773
Loans under one thousand dollars (see SMALL LOAN

COMPANIES)
Minors, uniform gifts to minors act, provisions of ............ 202 1-10 921
Mutual savings banks,

business and transactions of, restrictions, RCW correction 14 1 44
restrictions on trading, etc., limitations on deposits,

repayment of deposits and dividends, investments
in real estate mortgages, leasehold interests, and
bonds and obligations ................................ 41 1-6 379

small business investment companies, purchase of stock
in for investment purposes authorized, by ........... 185 2 844

Officers and employees, restrictions, profit-sharing retire-
ment plans not restricted ................................ 106 3 587

Port district tunnel or bridge acquisition or construction,
revenue bonds legal investment for banks ................ 236 15 1103

Public utility districts, revenue obligations of as legal in-
vestments for banks ............................. **......218 13 1029

Small business investment companies, purchase of stock
for own investment..................................... 185 1 844

Small loan companies (see SMALL LOAN COMPANIES)
Writs of garnishment, service upon banks................... 267 1 1252

BARBERING:

Examinations,
examining committee, employment of inspectors .......... 84 7 516
times and places of, contents, reexamination ............... 84 4 512

Schools and colleges,
courses required........................................ 84 6 515
inspection of required .................................... 84 7 516
license required, applications, fees, expirattion, renewal,

reinstatement.................................*- *** 84 2 510
Shop location licenses, required, fees, application, expira-

tion, renewal of, reinstatement of........................ 84 3 511
Students, certificate required, qualifications, applications 84 5 513

BARRIERS:

Roadways, crossing over prohibited........................... 44 1 394

BEAUTY CULTURE AND HAIRDRESSING:

Change of location or discontinuance, notification required,
penalty.................................................. 324 6 1583

Definitions.................................................. 324 1 1579
Fees ........................................................ 324 4 1582
Operator's license, qualifications for ......................... 324 3 1582
Regulations concerning operators and shops.................. 324 9 1585
Renewal of licenses, fees.................................... 324 5 1582
Revocation of licenses...................................... 324 8 1584
School and shop, location in same place prohibited .......... 324 7 1583
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BOATS.

BEAUTY CULTURE AND HAI]RDRESSING-CoNTrnuEn:
Shop location licenses,

fee .....................................................
regulations.............................................
required, application for...............................

324
324
324

discharge, hearing required ............................
jurisdiction of state personnel board over, exceptions,

probationary period................................
probationary period for present personnel ..............

Western interstate compact on corrections, duties of board
of prison terms and paroles ............................

BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (see STATE BOARD
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION)

BOARD OF EDUCATION:
Appropriation (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle State board

of education)

BOATS:
Exemption of from ad valorem taxes .......................

Ch. Sec. Pope
4 1582
7 1583
2 1581

1 801

34 1401

BEEF (see LIVESTOCK)

BEES:

Diseased, quarantine of..................................... 174

BEQUESTS (see PROBATE)

BERRIES:

Authorized units of sale, marking, weights and measures act 291

BIDS:

Correctional institution for juveniles, construction of, bids
required................................................. 277

Correctional institution for male persons, construction of,
bids required............................................ 214

County roads, bid deposits by surety bond or check ........... 67
Highway contracts, bid procedure ........................... 319
Lease of air space over and under limited access highways

for parking facilities,* bids required...................... 184
Lease of building by city or town with lease back agree-

ment, bids required ...................................... 80
Off-street parking facilities, leasing of by cities and towns. 302
Purchases from state, bids required ......................... 178
State land sales, bids, deposits ............................. 257

BLIGHTED AREAS (see URBAN RENEWAL)

BLIND:

Appropriation for construction of school for................. *13
Products made by, labeling of, purchase by state, counties,

cities and towns, and school districts, authorized ......... 100
Refusing service to because accompanied by guide dog

prohibited ............................................... 48

BLUE SKY LAW (see SECURITIES ACT)

BOARD OF PRISON TERMS AND PAROLES:

Appropriation............................................... *12
Membership, terms, compensation, meetings, panels ......... 32
Personnel of,

appointments of, qualifications, requirement standards
for positions .......................................... 293

classifications and examinations ........................... 293

1290

992
458

1547

840

498
1452
816

1191

1738

561

405

1 1725
1-3 356

2
3

7

1
6

4

293

293
293

287

1408
1409

(Vetoed)
140J

1408
1409

1368

295 1, 2 1424

* Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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BOMB THREATS.

BOMB THREATS:
Threatening or communicating threat to bomb or injure

BONDS: (see also SECURITIES ACT)

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS) Ch.
building, common carrier, or dwelling, penalty ......... 141

Athletic commissioners, bond required....................... 305
Bovine animals, testing of, bond requirement for veterin-

arians eliminated ......................................... 161
Commission merchants act, surety bond requirements, ac-

tions upon, claimants upon, refusal by surety company
to pay .................................................. 139

Construction of buildings for state agencies, revenue bonds,
issuance and sale authorized, terms, form, deposit and
investment of proceeds.................................. 255

County officers, deputies, surety bonds...................... 216
County road contracts, bidder's deposit by surety bond

authorized ................................................ 67
Credit union employees to give surety bonds................. 138
Electricians, surety bond................................... 325
Excess levies, issuance, vote required........................ 290
Ferry system. review of ferry tariff, charges and operations.

change of tariff not to affect existing bonds .............. 199
Generai obligation bonds of cities and towns, use of for

contribution to construction of toll facilities authorized 162
Gifts of to minors, uniform act .............................. 202
Horticultural inspection, surety bonds........................ 152
Industrial insurance excess funds, investment in ............ 244
Intercounty weed district directors, surety bond required.. 205
Lessees of air space over or under limited access highways

for parking facilities, bond required...................... 184
Motor vehicle dealers, surety bond required.................. 166
Municipal utility bonds, limitation removed.................. 203
Natural resources supervisor, fire protection assessments,

surety bond required..................................... 123
Off-street parking, financing of by cities through issuance of

revenue bonds........................................... 302
Port districts,

real property leases, secured by surety bond .............. 157
revenue bonds and negotiable revenue bonds and notes,

issuance of for acquisition or construction of tunnels
or bridges, terms, payment of, etc.................... 236

indebtedness limitation as to issuance of .................. 52
issuance of bonds authorized ............................. 183
validation of bond issues................................. 183

Probate, decedent's contract interest in land, provisions re-
quiring bond by purchaser to secure payments repealed 57

Public livestock market act, surety bond requirements..107
Public utility districts,

bonds, warrants, and revenue obligations................. 218
treasurer's surety bond.................................. 218

Purchasing division may require surety bond of bidders on
state purchases.......................................... 178

Regents' revenue bonds, investment of moneys in school
funds in................................................. 150

School building construction bond issue authorized ............ *8
Sewer districts.

refunding general obligation bonds, issuance of ........... 103
refunding revenue bonds, issuance of..................... 103
revenue bonds, issuance, form and terms, etc ............. 103

Small loan companies, surety bond required.................. 212
State building construction, bond issue authorized ............. *9

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING ACT.

BONDS-CONTINUED:
Surety bonds, successive recoveries limited to penal sum of Cht. Sec. Page

bond .................................................... 113 1 633
Toll bridge on lower Columbia River, revenue bonds for

authorized............................................... 144 3 727
University of Washington, building construction, bond issue

for, retirement of bonds, tuition fees, refunding bonds.
projects authorized, appropriation, validation of previous
bond issues.............................................. 193 1-11 854

Urban renewal, issuance of general obligation bonds by
municipalities authorized ................................. 79 1 496

Water districts,
refunding revenue bonds................................. 108 13 620
revenue bonds........................................... 108 8-11 614

BONUS:
Veterans, time limit for making application for extended,

appropriation............................................ 147 1, 2 734

BOOKS, OBSCENE:

Injunctions against authorized ................................ 105 1-7 582
Selling or distributing, penalty ............................... 260 1 1213

BOVINE ANIMALS: (see also LIVESTOCK)

Testing of, bond requirements for veterinarians eliminated. 161 1 759

BOXING AND WRESTLING:

Duration of bouts, regulations ................................ 305 5 1464
Injunctions against.......................................... 305 7 1465
Licenses,

issuance of, revocation, referee .......................... 305 6 1465
penalty for failure to obtain, injunctions.................. 305 7 1465
required................................................. 305 3 1463

BRANDS AND MARKS:

Livestock brands, recording, fees, inspections, examinations,
transporting permits, estrays, sale of, penalties ............ 54 1-38 426

Public livestock market act, brand inspection, fees ........... 107 9, 10 594

BRIDGES (see TOLL BRIDGE AUTHORITY; also PORT DIS-
TRICTS, subtitle Tunnels and bridges)

BROKERS: (see also SECURITIES ACT)

Agricultural commodities, commission merchants act ......... 139 1-51 696
Gifts to minors, uniform act................................. 202 1-10 921

BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING ACT:

Appropriations,
lapsing of ............................................... 328 14 1609
when not required ....................................... 328 18 1614

Budget,
adoption of.............................................. 328 8 1606
development of.......................................... 328 9 1606

Budget document, contents.................................. 328 3 1602
Cash deficit ................................................. 328 5 1605
Cash surplus ................................................ 328 4 1604
Contracts and expenditures, when prohibited................. 328 13 1609
Definitions .................................................. 328 2 1601
Executive bearings.......................................... 328 10 1607
Expenditure programs, allotments, reserves.................. 328 11 1607
Federal requirements........................................ 328 22 1616
Fiscal management, powers and duties of officers and agencies 328 16 1609
Legislative review of budget document and budget bill..328 6 1605
Priority of expenditures...................................... 328 15 1609
Public records............................................... 328 20 1615
Purpose ..................................................... 328 1 1601
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BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING ACT.

BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING ACT-CONTNUED: Chi.
Refunds of erroneous or excessive payments................... 323
Revenue estimates........................................... 328
Revolving funds............................................. 328
Transfer of functions........................................ 328

BUDGET COMMITTEE (see LEGISLATIVE BUDGET COMMIT-
TEE)

BUDGET DIRECTOR:

Defined ..................................................... 328
Powers and duties ........................................... 328

BUDGET, DIRECTOR OF:
Printing and duplicating committee, membership on, duties. 238

B3UDGET OFFICE:

Appropriation..............................................*1

BUILDINGS: (see also GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, DEPART-
MENT OF, subtitle Construction of buildings for state
agencies)

State building construction, bond issue authorized ............. *9

BURIALS:

Veterans' home, burial of deceased members................. 120

BURROS:
Public livestock market act .................................. 107

BUSES:
Threatening or communicating threat to bomb or injure com-

mon carrier, penalty..................................... 141
Urban transportation systems, refunds of motor vehicle fuel

tax restricted............................................ 298

BUSINESS AND OCCUPATION TAX (see TAXATION, subtitle
Business and occupation tax)

BUSINESS AND PUBLIC RECORDS:

Photographic copies of business and public records as evi-
dence, admission, destruction of original permitted unless
an asset or preservation required by law.................. 125

BUTTER:

Sale by weight only, weights and measures act ............... 291

C
CAFE:

Employees' lien, enforcement of, cost .....................
Refusing service to blind person because accompanied by

guide dog prohibited....................................

173

48

CANALS:
Fencing and safeguarding of, local improvements for, assess-

ments.................................................... 75

CANDmDATES' PAMPHLETS (see ELECTIONS, subtitle Candi-
dates' pamphlets)

CAPITOL BUILDING LANDS:
Employment of assistance for appraisal, etc................... 257
Lands designated as ......................................... 257
Proceeds from sale of ....................................... 257

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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CIGARETTES.

CAPITOL BUILDINGS (see STATE CAPITOL; also GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Con-
struction of buildings for state agencies)

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)

CAPITOL COMMITTEE (see STATE CAPITOL COMMITTEE)

CASH BUYERS: Cht. Sec. Page

Agricultural commodities, commuission merchants act ......... 139 1-51 696

CATTLE:
Brands and marks, recording, fees, brand inspection, exami-

nation, transporting permits, estrays, sale of, penalties 54 1-38 426
Humane livestock slaughtering act ........................... 101 1-7 562
Public livestock market act.................................. 107 1-46 589
Testing of bovine animals, bond requirement for veterinarians

eliminated............................................... 161 1 759

CEMETERIES:

RCW corrections............................................. 23 2 76
Roads, railroads, pipelines, etc., across, consent of owners

required, exception ...................................... 217 1 1017

CEMETERY DISTRICTS:

Indebtedness, limitations upon............................... 227 1 1067
RCW corrections ............................................. 18 2 56

CENSUS BOARD (see STATE CENSUS BOARD)

CENTRAL BUDGET AGENCY:
Purchasing committee, representative of a member ........... 178 2 814

CENTRAL STORES (see GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, DE-
PARTMENT OF, subtitle Purchasing)

CENTRAL WASHINGTON COLLEGE OP EDUCATION (see
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES)

CENTURY TWENTY-ONE EXPOSITION (see WORLD FAIR)

CHAIR LIFTS (see RECREATIONAL DEVICES AND CONVEY-
ANCES)

CHAPLAINS:

Appointment of for custodial, correctional, and mental In-
stitutions authorized ...................................... 33 1 358

CHATTEL MORTGAGES (see MORTGAGES)

CHENEY, CITY OF:

Review of location of primary state highway No. 11, by-pass of 319 36 1548

CHILDREN (see MINORS)

CHIROPRACTORS: (see also MEDICINE AND SURGERY)

Applications for licenses, fees, examinations, renewal of
license................................................... 53 3-5 423

Examination board created, powers and duties, per diem..53 1, 2 422

CHURCHES:
Threatening or communicating threat to bomb or injure place

of worship, penalty...................................... 141 1-3 719

CIGARETTES:
Cigarette excise tax,

rate, definitions......................................... 270 2, 9 1269
school building construction, additional tax for ............ 271 1 1273
veterans' bonus, additional tax for ........................ 272 2 1275

Cigarette wholesalers, business and occupation tax ........... 259 1 1212
Unfair cigarette sales act, fees and penalties credited to

general fund, balance in cigarette fee account transferred
to general fund, warrants payable from general fund. 172 1-3 800
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CIGARS.
CIGARS (see TAXATION, subtitle Tobacco products excise tax)

CITIES AND TOWNS:

Airports,
powers and duties, additional, powers as to industrial Cit. Sec. Page

and commercial facilities ............................. 231 2 1073
revenue derived from operation of, use of for industrial

and commercial facilities authorized.................. 231 1 1072
Annexation of unincorporated areas, property owned by

county used for agricultural fairs not subject to with-
out consent of county commissioners..................... 311 1 1497

Blind, purchase of products and services of authorized ... 100 2 561
Bonds, municipal revenue, limitations removed .............. 203 1 930
Buildings, leases of, option to renew or purchase, term of

years, lease back agreements, bids, exemption from
taxation.................................................. 80 1-9 496

Buses, refund to urban transportation systems of motor ye-
hidle fuel taxes restricted ................................ 298 1, 2 1437

Canals, fencing and safeguarding public from hazards of
open canals or ditches, local improvement districts may
be established, for....................................... 75 1-3 477

Council-manager plan,
councilmen, election of, vacancies........................ 76 1, 5 485
election for determining adoption of ...................... 76 4, 5 488
ordinances, passage of ................................... 76 3 487
organization as, eligibility ............................... 76 2 487

Ditches, fencing and safeguarding public from hazards of
open canals or ditches, local improvement districts may
be established........................................... 78 1-3 477

Elections,
commission form of government, time for holding elec-

tions, terms, vacancies................................ 86 2 523
council-manager plan, determination of adoption of, elec-

tion of officers, councilmen........................... 76 4, 5 488
second class cities, time for holding, terms of office..86 3 524
terms of office, commencement of........................ 86 1 523
third class cities, time for holding, terms of office ... 86 4 525

Fire protection districts, removal from, duty to supply fire
protection............................................... 237 68 1116

yiremen's relief and pensions, entry of firemen with private
organization into system, payments by municipalities
authorized ............................................... 69 1 461

First class, policemen in cities of first class, pensions, defi-
nitions, death, disability, retirement, and sickness bene-
fits, lump sum payment, pension fund .................... 78 1-8 490

Fourth class, automatic withdrawal from metropolitan park
districts of municipal corporations of fourth class, with-
drawal procedure, post-withdrawal powers and duties. 45 1-4 395

Funds,
current expense fund, disposition of proceeds from sale

of unclaimed personal property in.................... 289 4 1382
policemen's relief and pension funds ...................... 78 8 495

Highways within, jurisdiction over ......................... 160 1 757
Housing, unfit for human habitation or other use, ordinances

concerning permitted, scope of ordinances, repair or
demolition, etc., notice, hearings, appeals ................ 82 1-4 501

Indebtedness, limitations upon .............................. 227 1 1067
Leases of buildings, option to renew or purchase, term of

years, lease back agreements, bids, exemption from
taxation ................................................. 80 1-9 496

Libraries, board of trustees, membership, appointment, va-
cancies, removal ......................................... 133 2 678

Limited access highways, lease of air space over or under
for parking facilities authorized, terms of lease, bids,
notice, deposit, bonds................................... 184 1-15 837
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CITIES AND TOWNS.

CITIES AND TOWNS-Coqmuzn:
Limited access highways through cities and towns, Oh. Sec. Page

board, membership, appointment of...................... 242 3 1125
plan for, study, conferences, hearing, notice ............ 242 1 1123
publication of plan, objections to plan.................... 242 2 1124

Local improvements, fencing and safeguarding public from
hazards of open canals or ditches, local improvement
districts may be established, for........................... 75 1-3 477

Metropolitan park districts (see METROPOLITAN PARK
DISTRICTS)

Municipal revenue bonds, limitations removed ................ 203 1 930
Municipal utilities,

revenue bonds, limitation removed........................ 203 1 930
sewerage and garbage systems,

authority to acquire and operate ....................... 90 1-7 530
connection by property owners required,

connection charges authorized ..................... 90 8 535
penalty........................................... 90 2 531

rates and charges
delinquencies, ien on property .................... 90 4, 5 532
uniformity of rates required, minimum rates ... 90 1, 2 530

water works, authority to acquire and operate, uniformity
of rates required, connection charges .................. 90 6, 8 533

Off-street parking, acquisition and maintenance of authorized 302 1-7 1451
Police,

enforcement of support of dependent children, aid and
assistance to attorney general and prosecuting attorney
required............................................. 322 9 1563

mentally ill, apprehension for temporary treatment pro-
vided for, duties of police ............................ 196 4-6 865

pensions.
for policemen in cities of first class, definitions, death,

disability, retirement, and sickness benefits, lump
sum payment, pension fund........................ 78 1-8 490

prior service credit for service with private enterprise,
contributions..................................... 71 1 471

reenactment of certain provisions relating to ............ 6 1-5 29
shoplifting, arrest without warrant authorized ............ 229 1-4 1069
traffic schools, conducted with assistance of ............... 182 2 829

Public utility districts, sale and conveyance of water systems
to cities of the first class without approval of voters
authorized............................................... 275 1 1286

Railroad crossings,
petition to cross highways, roads or railroads ............. 283 1 1356
signals and warning devices.

installation of........................................ 283 4-6 1361
petitions, hearing, apportionment of cost ............. 283 3 1358

ROW corrections .............................................. 15 1 45
State-wide city employees' retirement system, prior service

credit, definitions ......................................... 70 1-2 463
Streets,

jurisdiction over when state highways are a part of..160 1 '757
railroad crossings, petition for crossing of, signals and

warning devices, installation of........................ 283 1-6 1356
town street which is extension of county road, county

may expend county road funds for construction and
improvement......................................... 83 1 509

Toll facilities, contributions for authorized, agreement with
state to repay, appropriations, general obligation bonds 162 1 762

Traffic schools, establishment of, control and supervision
over, financing, purpose, attendance by traffic violators
as part of sentence, penalty ............................... 182 1-6 829

Urban renewal, issuance of general obligation bonds by
municipalities authorized, for.............................. 79 1 496
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CITIES AND TOWNS.
CITIES AND TOWNS-CoNTNwUEo: Cht. Sec. Page

Urban transportation systems, use fuel tax refund restricted. 298 1, 2 1437
Utilities, municipal utility revenue bonds, limitations removed 203 1 930
Water and sewer facilities, contracting with property owners

to provide, reimbursement of city or town, subsequent
users, assessments, etc................................... 261 1-5 1214

Water systems, public utility district may convey to city of
first class without approval of voters....................... 275 1 1286

CIVIL PROCEDURE:

Court costs, state and county liable for costs same as private
parties................................................... 62 1 448

Probate, decedent's contract interest in land, provisions re-
quiring bond by purchaser to secure payments repealed.. 57 1 440

CIVIL RIGHTS (see DISCRIMINATION)

CIVIL SERVICE:

Sheriff's employees, civil service for .......................... 1 1-23 7

CLARK COUNTY:

Tidelands, withdrawal, reservation, and exchange of ......... 249 1, 2 1151

CODE OF ETHICS:

State officers and employees, code of ethics, penalty for
violation of.............................................. 320 1-7 1555

CODE REVISER: (see also STATUTE LAW COMMITTEE)

Administrative procedures,
compilation, index, and publication of rules, by .......... 234 5 1082
notice of rule adoption filed with ......................... 234 2 1080
report to legislature as to compliance required ............ 234 4 1082

Assignment of code numbers to laws of general and permanent
nature ................................................... 95 5 551

Legislature, recommendations to.............................. 95 3 650
Registry to rules maintained by ............................... 234 4 1082

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING:

Minimum wage and hour act not to interfere with ............ 294 11 1422

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES:

Annuity plans for colleges of education, withdrawal of mem-
bers from state teachers' retirement system ............... 96 1 552

Central Washington college of education,
appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)

Eastern Washington college of education,
appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
exchange of lands to expand campus authorized .......... 128 1-3 665

Insurance, providing of liability, life, health and accident
insurance for officers and students and employees author-
ized ..................................................... 187 1 846

Leaves of absence for faculty members........................ 155 1 751
National defense education act, authorization to participate in 191 1 852
Printing for, private printing concerns may be awarded jobs 88 1 528
Purchases of materials, etc., by department of general admin-

istration, colleges and universities have primary authority 178 1 813
Purchasing committee, representatives of colleges and univer-

sities members of........................................ 178 2 814
State College of Washington (see Washington State University)
Student enrollment forecasts, developed and maintained by

state census board ....................................... 171 1 799
Student loan fund ........................................... 191 1 852
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COMMON CARRIERS.
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-CowNmunD:

University of Washington,
appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
building construction, bond issue for, retirement of bonds,

tuition fees, refunding bonds, projects authorized, Cht. Sec. Page
appropriations, validation of previous bond issues.... 193 1-11 854

institute of forest products, administered by board of re-
gents of, members................................... 306 1 1466

reconveyance of certain shorelands to state for highway
purposes authorized, compensation.................... 164 1 , 2 771

state university permanent fund, investment of moneys in
regents' revenue bonds authorized................... 150 1 738

student fees............................................. 186 1 845
Whidbey Island park area, University of Washington to

negotiate a lease concerning........................... 63 2 449
Washington State College,

name changed to Washington State University ............. 77 1 489
Washington State University,

appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
exchange or sale of lands in Whitman county authorized,

procedure, disposition of proceeds ..................... 89 1-3 529
investment of moneys in scientific school permanent fund

and agricultural permanent fund in regents' revenue
bonds authorized ..................................... 150 1 738

sale of certain lands to city of Pullman authorized, dispo-
sition of proceeds ..................................... 59 1, 2 443

Western Washington College of Education,
appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)

COLUMBIA RIVER:

Columbia river gorge commission created, members, terms,
duties, purpose ........................................... 74 1-5 475

Lower Columbia river toll bridge, agreements for construction
of authorized if study concludes feasible, terms of agree-
ment, revenue bonds, tolls, etc .......................... 144 1-5 726

Taking of aquatic products from, cooperation with state of
Oregon as to regulation of ................................ 315 1, 2 1511

COMIC BOOKS:
Injunctions, against obscene comic books, etc., authorized ... 105 1-7 582
Selling or distributing obscene comic books, etc., penalty..260 1 1213

COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT
OF:

Advisory council crested, membership, terms, vacancies,
expenses ................................................ 228 1 1068

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Official state song, use of proceeds by department of commerce

and economic development to advertise state .............. 281 2 1310
World fair, property acquired or constructed for, disposal

of, by .................................................. 310 1 1496

COMMERCIAL FISHING AREAS (see FOOD FISH AND
SHEL LFISH)

COMMISSION MERCHANTS:
Exemption of egg dealers from commission merchants act,

repealed................................................. 156 1 751
Provisions of commission merchants act..................... 139 1-51 696

COMMODITIES:
Weights and measures (see WEIGHTS AND MEASURES)

COMMON CARRIERS (see PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION)
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COMMUNITY LIVESTOCK SALES YARDS.

COMMUNITY LIVESTOCK SALES YARDS:

Provisions relating to repealed, licensees issued license under Ch. Sec. Page
public livestock market act upon payment of fee ......... 107 7 592

COMPENSATION (see INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE; also PEN-
SIONS)

CONDEMNATION (see EMINENT DOMAIN)

CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING:

Provisions relating to ....................................... 288 1-3 1378

CONSERVATION, DEPARTMENT OF:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Director,

reclamation fund, approval of vouchers by director..104 4 580
reclamation or development of lands, contracts with di-

rector by certain districts authorized.................. 104 5 581
Institute of forest products, transfer of to University of

Washington.............................................. 306 2 1466
Mines and geology division,

geological survey exposing lode, claim, how perfected,
report filed with, etc................................. 114 1 633

geological survey reports, copy filed with ................. 119 1-3 642

CONSIGNORS:

Agricultural commodities, commission merchants act .......... 139 1-51 696

CONSTABLES:

Fees for official services..................................... 263 13 1232
Service of notice of claim in small claims court, fee ........... 263 9 1230

CONTRACTS:
Conditional sale of personal property, release or satisfaction

of, ffiing fee ............................................. 263 12 1231
County roads, bidder's deposit by surety bond authorized . 67 4 459
Credit unions, investments in ................................. 138 8 694
Insurance, contract of, subimits nut-of-state person to state

process jurisdiction ...................................... 131 1, 2 669
Trustees, liability as to..................................... 124 10 655

CONVEYANCES. RECREATIONAL (see RECREATIONAL DE-
VICES AND CONVEYANCES)

CONVICTS (see PENITENTIARY)

COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS:

Agricultural cooperative associations......................... 132 1-6 671
Filing fees.................................................. 263 2 1224

COPIES:

Photographic copies of business and public records as evi-
dence, admission, destruction of original permitted un-
less an asset or preservation required by law ........... 125 1 658

CORPORATIONS:

Agricultural cooperative associations ........................ 132 1-6 671
Banks and trust companies, articles of incorporation ......... 118 1 640
Development credit corporations (see DEVELOPMENT

CREDIT CORPORATIONS)
Engineers and land surveyors, exemptions concerning ... 297 7 1431
Filing fees,

cooperative associations................................. 263 2 1224
domestic corporations................................... 263 1 1224
nonprofit, nonstock corporations ......................... 263 3 1225
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COUNTIES.

CORPORATIONS-CONTNUED: Ch. Sec. Page
Fish marketing associations................................ 312 1-47 1498
Grange, incorporation of................................... 207 1 960
Insolvent, preference prohibited, exception, insolvent defined 219 1,2 1031
Massachusetts trusts authorized ............................. 220 1-4 1033
RCW corrections............................................ 12 1-8 38

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS (see INSTITUTIONS, DE-
PARTMENT OF)

CORRECTIONS, WESTERN INTERSTATE COMPACT ON:

Provisions of................................................ 287 1-7 1368

COUNCIL-MANAGER (see CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Coun-
cil-manager plan)

COUNSELORS (see PROBATION COUNSELORS)

COUNTIES:
Administrative program coordination authorized, reports, ex-

penses, reimbursements, Washington state association of
elected county officials as coordinating agency .......... 130 1-6 667

Annexation of property owned by county and used for agri-
cultural fairs, cities cannot annex without consent of
board of county commissioners ......................... 311 1 1497

Blind, purchase of products and services of, authorized . 100 2 561
Canals, protection of public from hazards of open canals or

ditches, creation of road districts for, assessments, right
of entry, reimbursement ................................ 75 4-8 481

County and regional planning (see COUNTY AND RE-
GIONAL PLANNING)

Court costs, county liable same as private party ............. 62 1 448
Forest lands, reacquisition of from federal government,

agreements authorized, reimbursement, appropriations. 87 1, 2 526
Funds,

county road improvement guarantee fund created, pur-
pose, investments................................... 134 2 681

current expense fund,
reimbursement to Washington state association of

elected county officials from, authorized .......... 130 4 667
temporary motor vehicle license permits provided

for, fee paid into ................................. 66 2 457
general fund, civil service for sheriff's office employees,

moneys deposited in.................................. 1 21 20
"lake .,.. weed removal fund" created.................. 258 4 1211
tuberculosis fund,

surplus, expenditure from.......................... 117 4 639
payments into ........................................ 117 1, 2 637

Indebtedness, limitations upon............................. 227 1 1067
Jails, transfer of felons to, authorized ....................... 47 1-4 403
Libraries,

intercounty rural library districts, board of trustees,
membership, appointment, vacancies, removal ... 133 1, 2 678

rural county library districts, board of trustees, mem-
bership, appointment, vacancies, removal .......... 133 2 678

Limited access highways, lease of air space over or under
for parking facilities authorized, terms of lease, bids,
notice, deposit, bonds.................................. 184 1-15 837

Mentally il, temporary treatment, cost, hospitalization ... , 196 8, 10 867
Officers and employees,

deputies and employees.................................. 216 3 1000
salaries, twice monthly payment, draw days ............. 300 1 1444
terms of office .......................................... 216 2 1000
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COUNTIES.

COUNTIES-Coxrmuze:
Park and recreation districts, creation of in counties of sec- Cht. Sec. Page

ond, eighth or ninth classes authorized.................. 304 1-9 1456
Probation counselors (see PROBATION COUNSELORS)
Property taxes,

excess bond levies, elections to authorize................. 290 1 1383
road improvement districts, levy for authorized .......... 134 1 680
tuberculosis prevention and control, tax levy for ......... 117 1 637

Public utility districts, privilege tax, distribution to coun-
ties. basis for ......................................... 274 4 1284

Railroad crossings,
petitions for crossing of highways, roads and railroads 283 1 1356
signals and warning devices, installation of ............. 283 3-6 1358

RCW corrections............................................ 15 1 45
Real estate transaction tax, determination of consideration

on mining property lease or conditional sale for pur-
poses of................................................ 208 1 962

Road districts,
assessments, county treasurer to make segregation, and

collect and receive payments ........................ 142 2 722
creation of for protection of public from hazards of

open canals or ditches, assessments, right of entry,
reimbursement....................................... 75 4-8 481

improvement districts, purpose, levy for authorized . 134 1 680
Roads,

extension of county road into town, county may ex-
pend county road funds for construction, improve-
ments, repair of town streets........................ 83 1 509

funds, appropriation from to contribute to toll facilities
authorized........................................... 162 1 762

plans and specifications, contracts, bids, bid deposits
by surety bond or check, return ...................... 67 1-5 458

railroad crossings, petitions for crossing of roads, signals
and warning devices, installation of.................. 283 1-6 1356

road tests for hauling of logs or log products ............ 319 39 1551
Salaries of county officers and employees, payment twice

monthly, draw days..................................... 300 1 1444
Sheriff (see COUNTY SHERIFF)
Superintendent of schools (see SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL

DISTRICTS, subtitle, County superintendent of schools)
Toll facilities, contributions for authorized, agreement with

state to repay, appropriations, general obligation bonds 162 1 762
Traffic schools, establishment of, control, and supervision

over, financing, purpose, attendance by traffic violators
as part of sentence, penalty ............................. 182 1-6 829

Tuberculosis prevention and control, property tax levy for,
expenditure of unexpended balance authorized, purposes,
levy paid into tuberculosis fund......................... 117 1, 3, 4 637

COUNTY AND REGIONAL PLANNING:
Appropriations and accommodations for planning agency

provided for............................................ 201 29 900
Board of adjustment,

appeals.................................................. 201 83, 85, 86. 89 918
appointment of ......................................... 201 22 899
authority................................................ 201 81 917
creation of.............................................. 201 20 898
meetings................................................. 201 27 900
membership ............................................. 201 21 899
organization............................................. 201 26 899
powers .................................................. 201 82 918
removal of members..................................... 201 25 899
rules .................................................... 201 28 900
terms of office ........................................... 201 23 899
vacancies................................................ 201 24 899
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COUNTY AN]) REGIONAL PLANNING.
COUNTY AND REGIONAL PLANNING-CoiNnuso:

Capital expenditure projects, Cht. Sec. Page
relating of to comprehensive plan......................... 201 53 908
required submission of.................................. 201 52 908

Commission, creation ...................................... 201 3 894
Comprehensive plan,

amendment to .......................................... 201 41 905
annual report on ....................................... 201 46 907
approval or change in, notice ........................... 201 44 006
approval, required vote, record ......................... 201 40 905
cooperation with affected agencies ...................... 201 36, 48 904
copies, filing of......................................... 201 37 904
elements required ...................................... 201 33-35 901
initiation of, or change in by board...................... 201 43 905
notice of hearing ....................................... 201 39 904
preparation of .......................................... 201 32 901
promotion of public interest in ........................... 201 47 907
public hearing upon..................................... 201 38 904
relating projects to...................................... 201 45 906
transmission to board.................................... 201 42 905

Conditional use permit, hearing upon, notice ................ 201 84 918
County improvements ...................................... 201 69, 70 914
Definitions................................................... 201 2 891
Department, creation ........................................ 201 4 894
Director of planning,

appointment of ......................................... 201 16 898
employees............................................... 201 17 898

Expenses of members of planning agencies.................... 201 31 900
Gifts, acceptance of ........................................ 201 30 900
Information, furnishing of to planning agency ............... 201 49 907
Joint county programs authorized ........................... 201 5 894
Joint director............................................... 201 18 898
Official controls.............................................. 201 55 909

action by board ......................................... 201 62 912
adoption of.............................................. 201 57 910
board final authority upon ............................... 201 65 913
changes, referral to planning agency, adoption .......... 201 63 912
enf orcement of ......................................... 201 67 913
forms of ................................................ 201 56 910
hearing.................................................. 201 58 911
initiation of by board.................................... 201 64 913
notice of hearing ....................................... 201 59 911
recommendations to board, vote ......................... 201 60 911
reference to board...................................... 201 61 911

Planning agencies,
joint meetings .......................................... 201 15 898
meetings ................................................ 201 13 897
rules and records of..................................... 201 14 897

Purpose ..................................................... 201 1 891
Referral procedure ......................................... 201 54 909
Regional planning commission,

appointment of, powers................................. 201 6 * 8 894
composition.............................................. 201 7 895
officers .................................................. 201 12 897
removal ................................................. 201 11 897
terms of office........................................... 201 9 896
vacancies................................................ 201 10 897

Right of entry............................................... 201 50 908
Short title .................................................. 201 91 920
Special services............................................. 201 19 898
Subdividing and platting .................................... 201 88 914
Zoning ...................................................... 201 72-80 915
Zoning adjustor,

appeals .................................................. 201 88, 89 919
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COUNTY AND REGIONAL PLANNING.

COUNTY AND REGIONAL PLANNING-CONTNaUED:
Zoning adjustor, Cht. Sec. Page

appointment............................................. 201 22 899
creation of.............................................. 201 20 898
powers and duties ....................................... 201 87 919

COUNTY ASSESSOR:
Administrative program coordination, duties, Washington

state association of elected county officials as coordinat-
ing agency.............................................. 130 1-6 667

Forest fire protection assessments, duties concerning ......... 121 1 848

COUNTY AUDITOR:

Administrative program coordination, duties, Washington
state association of elected county officials as coordi-
nating agency........................................... 120 1-6 667

Chattel mortgages, filing of, fee ............................. 283 11 1230
Contract of conditional sale of personal property, release

or satisfaction of, filing fee ............................... 263 12 1231
County superintendent of schools, filing of qualifications with 216 6 1001
Fees for official services, schedule of ......................... 263 6 1226
Filing fees,

cooperative associations................................. 263 2 1224
corporations, domestic ................................... 263 1 1224
nonprofit, nonstock corporations ......................... 263 3 1225

Geological survey exposing lode, claim, report made to ... 114 1 633
Geological survey reports filed with, copy to be forwarded

to department of conservation ........................... 119 2-3 642
Massachusetts trusts, creation of, rules and regulations by 220 1-4 1033
Mortgages, satisfaction or release of, filing fee .............. 263 12 1231
Motor vehicle temporary license permit fees paid by, to

county treasurer......................................... 66 2 457
Port district commissioners, declarations of candidacy filed

with....... .............................................. 175 2, 4 803
Public records, recording of by photographic, etc., process

authorized............................................... 254 1 1167
School district warrant in excess of budget, issuance, per-

sonal liability............................................ 216 22, 23 1013
State lands, sale of, duties concerning........................ 257 20, 22 1190
Tuberculosis prevention and control, duties concerning ... 117 1-4 637

COUNTY CLERK:

Administrative program coordination, duties ................ 130 1-6 667

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, BOARD OF:

Allocations to county superintendent of schools, duties ... 216 25 1013
Annexation of county property used for agricultural fairs,

consent of board of county commissioners required ... 311 1 1497
Civil service for sheriff's office employees, duties concerning. 1 2, 21 7
County and regional planning (see COUNTY AND RE-

GIONAL PLANNING)
County road extending into town street, county may expend

county road fund for construction and improvement of
when commissioners agree ............................... 83 1 509

County roads, plans and specifications approved by, bids,
bid deposits by surety bond or check, return ............. 67 1-5 458

County superintendent of schools, vacancy, appointment
to fill, by............................................... 216 4 1000

Diking, drainage, and sewage improvement districts, crea-
tion of by resolution of board of county commission-
ers authorized .......................................... 209 2-10 964

Ferry system, review of ferry tariffs, charges and operations,
advisory committee appointed, by........................ 199 3 885
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COUNTY TREASURER.

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, BOARD OF-CorniuEn:
Fire protection districts, annexation of territory, duties Cht. Sec. Page

concerning............................................... 237 3 1113
Forest lands acquired from counties by federal government,

reacquisition of, agreements as to ....................... 87 1 526
Intercounty weed districts, duties concerning ................ 205 1-8 950
Libraries, boards of trustees, appointment of, duties con-

cerning.................................................. 133 1, 2 678
Real estate transaction tax, deficiency, certification to state

superintendent of public instruction, by.................. 6 1 1677
Salaries of county officers and employees, designation of

draw days .............. ............................... 300 1 1444
School district consolidation, duties concerning .............. 216 26 1014
Traffic schools, under control and supervision of, administra-

tion of funds ............................................ 182 2, 3 829
Tuberculosis prevention and control, duties concerning ... 117 1-4 637

COUNTY CORONER:

Administrative program coordination, duties ................ 130 1-6 667
Fee schedule for official services ............................. 263 7 1228
Jurors on coroner's jury, compensation and mileage .......... 73 1 474

COUNTY SHERIFF:
Administrative program coordination authorized, duties . 130 1-6 667
Civil service for employees.................................... 1 1-23 7
Destruction of obscene literature and articles, by ............ 105 4 583
Enforcement of support of dependent children, aid and as-

sistance to attorney general and prosecuting attorney
required................................................. 322 9 1563

Fees for official services, schedule of ......................... 263 8 1228
Mentally ill, apprehension for temporary treatment provided

for, duties.............................................. 196 4-6 665
Service of notice of claim in justice court, department of

small claims, fees....................................... 263 9 1230
Shoplifting, arrest without warrant authorized ............... 229 1-4 1069
Traffic schools, conducted with assistance of................. 182 2 829

COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS (see SCHOOLS
ANDI SCHOOL DISTRICTS, subtitle County superintendent
of schools)

COUNTY TREASURER:

Administrative program coordination, duties ................. 130 1-6 667
Fees for official services, schedule of......................... 263 10 1230
Fire protection district funds, duties concerning ............ 221 1 1035
Forest fire protection assessments, transmission to super-

visor of natural resources required by................... 123 1 648
Intercounty weed district funds, ex officio treasurer of

district.................................................. 205 6 955
Mosquito control district assessments, collected by ........... 64 10 454
Motor vehicle temporary license permit fees paid to by

county auditor ........................................... 66 2 457
Public utility districts,

duties concerning ........................................ 218 2 1018
segregation of assessments, county treasurer to make,

collect and receive payments ......................... 142 2 722
Sewer districts,

assessments, county treasurer to make segregation, and
collect and receive payments......................... 142 2 722

funds, duties concerning ................................. 103 13, 15 576
Traffic schools, funds appropriated for, deposited with ... 182 3 830
Tuberculosis prevention and control, duties concerning ... 117 1-3 637

Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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COUNTY TREASURER.

COUNTY TREASURER-CoaNqmusn:
Water districts,

assessments, county treasurer to make segregation, col- Cht. Sec. Page
lect and receive payments.......................... 142 2 722

funds maintained by, duties........................... 108 14, 16 621

COURTS:
Clerks, mentally ill, docket entries ........................ 51 1 418
Court costs, state and county liable for court coats same as

private party ......................................... 62 1 448
Judges' retirement fund .................................. 192 1 853

appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Jurisdiction, acts submitting residents or other persons to

state process jurisdiction enumerated, exceptions, costs 131 1, 2 669
Jurors, compensation and mileage ......................... 73 1 474
Justice of the peace,

dependent children, enforcement of support for, orders
for support, filing, confidentiaity of, penalty........ 322 12-15 1565

Jurors, compensation and mileage...................... 73 1 474
service of process by person other than officer, endorse-

ment of legal fees upon........................... 99 1 560
small claims, service of notice of claim-fee ............. 263 9 1230
traffic schools, attendance of by traffic violators as part

of sentence may be required....................... 182 5 830
Juvenile courts, arrest, hearing, custody procedures, traffic

violations and disposition to be forwarded to director
of licenses ........................................... 58 1 441

Mentally ill, ifies confidential, exceptions.................. 51 1, 2 418
Minimum wage and hour act, review of regulations and de-

cisions, proceedings for............................... 294 8 1420
Motor vehicles, traffic schools, attendance of by violators as

part of sentence may be required, penalty ............... 182 5 830
Occupational motor vehicle operator's license, permit al-

lowed when license suspended or revoked, petition to
court ................................................. 241 1 1121

Parental successors to residents of residential state schools,
court appointment of.................................. 126 3 660

Probation counselors,
applications for state aid.............................. 331 7 1632
appointed by ......................................... 331 6, 9 1632

Securities act, judicial review ............................ 282 44 1345
Sentencing, male offenders convicted of offense punishable

by imprisonment in penitentiary or reformatory, must
be sentenced to penal institution under jurisdiction of
department of institutions ............................ 214 12, 13 994

Service of process outside this state on residents or persons
submitting to jurisdiction within this state, acts sub-
mitting person to state process jurisdiction enumerated,
exceptions, costs...................................... 131 1, 2 669

Superior courts,
administrative procedures act,

declaratory judgment as to rules of agencies, by 234 7 1083
review of decisions of agencies, procedure.......... 234 13 1087

architects' licensing act, appeal to superior court........ 323 12 1575
conmmission merchants act, appeals to from license revo-

cation, etc........................................ 139 19 704
dependent children, enforcement of support,

orders for support, filing, confidentiality of, penalty 322 12-15 1565
support payments paid into registry of court, dis-

bursement, report to department of public as-
sistance ....................................... 322 11 1564
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CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE.

COURTS-COaNTIUED:
Superior courts,

judges, Cht.
appropriation ....................................... *1
statement advocating candidacy for, filing of, contents 329

jurisdiction to enjoin obscene literature and articles..105
jurors, compensation and mileage ........................ 73
lowering of lakes for weed control, procedure concerning 258
sentencing, male offenders convicted of offense punish-

able by imprisonment in penitentiary or reformatory,
must be sentenced to penal institution under juris-
diction of department of institutions.................. 214

traffic schools, attendance of by traffic violators may be
required as part of sentence.......................... 182

trustees,
resignation of, petition for ........................... 124
successor trustee, petition for, court bearing, ap-

pointment ....................................... 124
untried indictments, informations, or complaints against

prisoners, procedure for disposition of ................ 56
voters' pamphlets, explanatory statements, appeal to

concerning........................................... 329
Supreme court,

administrative procedures act, appeals to ................. 234
appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
architects' licensing act, appeal to supreme court ......... 323
commission merchants act, appeals to from superior

court authorized .................................... 139
law library under jurisdiction and control of, appoint-

ment of librarian, compensation of librarian and staff,
library committee abolished.......................... 188

printing, private printing concerns may be granted
awards of ........................................... 88

statement advocating candidacy, filing of, contents ... 329
Traffic schools, attendance of by traffic violators as part of

sentence may be required ................................ 182
Western interstate compact on corrections, duties to enforce 287

COWS: (see also AGRICULTURE, subtitle Dairying)

Testing of, bond requirement for veterinarians eliminated.. 181

CREDIT: (see also DEVELOPMENT CREDIT CORPORATIONS)

Applications, unfair practice to require designation of race,
etc., upon .............................................. 8

Se

2-

12,

c.
1

-4

13 994

5 830

4 652

5 652

-4 438

2 1618

L4 1088

L2 1575

20 784

20

5
3

1 '759

1 460

CREDIT UNIONS:
Development credit corporations, membership in, loans to.. 213 3, 6, 7
Investments, officers, board's powers and duties, auditing

committees, loan officers, authorized loans .............. 138 1-8

CREDITORS:
Preferences by insolvent corporations, recovery of property

from receiver, exception ................................. 219

CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE:

Architecture licensing act violations, penalty ..............
Bids on state purchases, interfering with, penalty ..........
Civil service act for sheriff's office employees, penalty...
Code of ethics, violations of by public officer or employee,

penalty.................................................
Commission merchants act, violations concerning, penalties..
Corrections, western interstate compact on, provisions of ..

323
178

1

320
139
287

1, 2

18
20
22

7I
46

1-7

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE.

CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE-CoNiNruEn:
Dependent children, enforcement of support for, Cit. Sec. Page

persons having custody, etc., to cooperate in, penalty..322 7 1563
using confidential information for political purposes, pen-

alty.................................................. 322 14 1565
Factories, mills or workshops, etc., failure to comply with

safety and sanitation requirements, penalty ................ 98 1, 6 556
Food fish and shellfish, operating without license, penalty .... 309 2 1488
Hairdressing and beauty culture, change of location or discon-

tinuance of business, reopening under invalid license,
penalty.................................................. 324 6 1583

Highways, limited access, parking or stopping or using un-
authorized approach, penalty ............................. 167 1 778

Humane livestock slaughtering act violation, penalty ......... 101 6 563
Imprisonment, male offenders convicted of offense punishable

by imprisonment in penitentiary or reformatory, must be
sentenced to penal institution under jurisdiction of depart-
ment of institutions..................................... 214 12, 13 1010

Irish seed potato regulations, penalty concerning ............. 65 7 456
Juveniles,

mentally ill or psychopathic children in juvenile correc-
tional institutions, transfer to state hospitals, pro-
cedure .............................................. 145 1 730

transfer of child felon under sixteen years to juvenile
correctional institution authorized..................... 140 1 718

Knives, blade opened by gravity or motion prohibited, penalty 143 1 725
Liquor identification cards, transfer or false information,

penalties................................................. 111 8 630
Livestock,

recorded owner of brand selling, etc., animal after accept-
ance of proceeds from sale by director, penalty ......... 54 32 434

removing or altering brands, penalty ...................... 54 12 429
violation of brand act, penalty............................ 54 36 435

Meat inspection act, violations ............................... 204 51 949
Minimum wage and hour act violations, penalties ............ 294 10 1421
Minors,

mentally ill or psychopathic children in juvenile correc-
tional institutions, transfer to state hospital, procedure 145 1 730

transfer of child felon under sixteen years to juvenile cor-
rectional institution authorized....................... 140 1 718

Motor vehicle operator's license, revocation of for conviction
of certain crimes........................................ 239 1 1116

Motor vehicles,
delivery of title without recording purchaser, penalty .... 166 8 780
destruction of motor vehicle, duty to notify director of

licenses, penalty .................................... 166 4 778
installation of new or different motor, duty to notify di-

rector of licenses, penalty ............................ 166 5 778
logging trucks, illegal operation, penalty.................. 319 24 1537
operation of motor vehicle after certificate of ownership

or registration refused, penalty........................ 166 14 783
transfer of certificates of ownership and registration by

purchaser, penalty................................... 166 9 780
weight restriction violations, violations of, penalties, sus-

pension of licenses................................... 136 1 685
Obscene literature, etc., penalty for selling or distributing .... 260 1 1213
Operating motor vehicle without furnishing proof of ability to

respond in damages, penalty............................... 38 14 375
Port district rules, regulations, and bylaws in relation to toll

tunnels and bridges, penalty for violation ................ 236 19 1106
Probation counselors (see PROBATION COUNSELORS)
Public livestock market act violations ........................ 107 15, 44 597
RCW corrections ............................................. 21 1 74
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DEVELOPMENT CREDIT CORPORATIONS.

CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE-CONTNrUED:
Recreational devices and conveyances, inspection of, viola-

tions, penalty ..........................................
Sanitarians, advertising as without license, penalty ..........
Savings and loan associations, violations concerning ........
Securities act violations, penalty ...........................
Sentencing, male offenders convicted of offense punishable by

imprisonment in penitentiary or reformatory, must be sen-
tenced to penal institution under jurisdiction of depart-
ment of institutions.....................................

Shoplifting, crime of.......................................
Threatening or communicating threat to bomb or injure build-

ing, common carrier, or dwelling, penalty ..............
Traffic schools, attendance of as part of sentence, penalty for

failure to attend .......................................
Untried indictments, informations, or complaints against pris-

oners in penal or correctional institutions, final disposition
of ......................................................

Weights and measures, violations concerning ..............
Western interstate compact on corrections..................
Wiping rags sterilization act, violation of, penalty ...........

CROPS:
Seed liens

Cht.
327
200
280
282

214
229

141

182

56
291
287
208

................................................... 226

Sec.
2, 4

7
1

40-42

12, 13
1-4

1-3

6

1-4
36-38

1-7
8

Page
1597
890

1303
1343

994
1069

719

831

438
1402
1368
959

1 1066

CROSSINGS, RAILROAD (see RAILROADS, subtitle Crossings)

D
DAIRYING:

Advertising of.............................................. 163 17 770
Assessments,

collection of............................................. 163 16 769
levy of, liens on dealers................................ 163 11, 12 767

Dairy products commission, created, districts, qualification of
members, terms, vacancies, how members selected, nomi-
nation meetings, quorum, per diem, powers and duties 163 2-9, 13 764

Marketing research ......................................... 163 17 770

DAIRY PRODUCTS:

Authorized units of sale, weights and measures act ............ 291 30 1399

DEALERS:

Agricultural commodities, commission merchants act ...
Dairy products,

collection of assessments, by ...........................
records of milk or cream handled, process, etc., filing of

return required, oath, etc ....... *. '.................*
Egg dealers, exemption of from commission merchants law

repealed................................................
Motor vehicles, license required, application form, fees, re-

newal, bond, refusal, suspension, or revocation of license

139 1-51

163 12

163

156

166

DEATH TAXES (see TAXATION, subtitle Inheritance taxes)

DECEDENTS' ESTATES (see PROBATE)

DEPENDENT CHILDREN (see PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle
Dependent children, enforcement of support for)

DEPUTY SHERIFF (see COUNTY SHERIFF)

DEVELOPMENT CREDIT CORPORATIONS:

Board of directors, meetings, officers, vacancies .............. 213
Capital required ............................................ 213
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DEVELOPMENT CREDIT CORPORATIONS.
DEVELOPMENT CREDIT CORPORATIONS-COaNIUED: Cht. Sec. Page

Creation of authorized....................................... 213 1 986
Deposit of funds ............................................ 213 11.,12 990
Loans to authorized, limitations .............................. 213 6, 8 988
Members of................................................. 213 3, 7 987
Powers...................................................... 213 3 987
Purpose ..................................................... 213 2 9F6
Surplus, reserve required.................................... 213 10 989
Withdrawal of members, notice required...................... 213 9 989

DIKING AND DRAINAGE DISTRICTS:

Contracts with director of conservation for reclamation of un-
developed lands authorized ............................... 104 5 581

DIKING DISTRICTS:
Contracts with director of conservation for reclamation of un-

developed lands authorized ............................... 104 5 581
Improvement districts, creation of by 'resolution of board of

county commissioners authorized, estimates of cost of
maintenance and repair of improvement.................. 209 2-10 964

DISABLED PERSONS (see PENSIONS; also INDUSTRIAL
INSURANCE; also HANDICAPPED CHILDREN)

DISCRIMINATION:

Blind persons, refusing service to because accompanied by
guide dog prohibited ...................................... 48 1 405

Board against, appropriation ................................. *11 1 1713
Civil service for sheriff's office employees, discrimination pro-

hibited............................................. -"**** 1 18 19
Credit applications, unfair practice to require designation of

race, etc., upon.......................................... 68 1 460
Housing, unfit for human habitation or. other use, discrimina-

tion prohibited as to purposes of act or ordinances ......... 82 4 508

DITCHES:
Fencing and safeguarding of, local improvements for, assess-

ments.................................................... 75 1-10 477

DOGS:

Refusing service to blind person because accompanied by
guide dog prohibited ..................................... 48 1 405

DOMICILE:

Decedents, determination of for death taxes purpose .......... 46 1-7 397

DONOR:

Uniform gifts to minors act.................................. 202 1-10 921

DOUGLAS COUNhTY:
Transfer of land in for park purposes......................... 72 1 473

DRAINAGE DISTRICTS:

Contracts with director of conservation for reclamation of
undeveloped lands authorized ............................ 104 5 591

Improvement districts, creation of by resolution of county
commissioners authorized, estimate of expense of main-
tenance and repair...........*".........................209 2-10 964

Per diem allowance of commissioners ......................... 209 1 964
Water and sewer facilities, contracting with property owners

to provide, reimbursements, subsequent users, assessments,
etc....................................................... 261 1-5 1214

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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ELECTIONS.
DRAW DAYS: Cht. Sec. Page

Payment of salaries of county officers and employees on..300 1 1444

DRIVERS (see MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Operators)

DRUGS (see NARCOTICS)

DUPLICATING:

Printing and duplicating equipment, acquisition of by officials
or agencies of the state, authorization by state printing
and duplicating committee required...................... 238 1-5 1117

DUWAMISH RIVER:

Beds and shores of granted to port of Seattle ................. 158 1 754

DWELLINGS:

Threatening or communicating threat to bomb or injure dwell-
ing, penalty............................................. 141 1-3 719

Unfit for human habitation or other use, ordinance concern-
ing permitted, scope of ordinances, repair or demolition,
etc., notice, hearings, appeals............................. 82 1-4 501

E
EASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (see

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, subtitle Eastern Washing-
ton College of Education)

EDUCATION: (see SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS; also
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, SUPERINTENDENT OF; also
STATE BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION)
Joint committee on education of state legislature (see LEGIS-

LATURE, subtitle Joint committee on education)

EGGS:
Dealers, exemption of from commission merchants law re-

pealed................................................... 156 1 751

ELECTIONS:

Bonds, excess levies, issuance, vote required ................ 290 1-4 1383
Candidates' pamphlets,

expense of publication, amount of, candidates to pay for 329 23 1626
mailing of, contents..................................... 329 19 1624
rules and regulations of secretary of state as to .......... 329 25 1626
specifications of ........................................ 329 22 1625
statement of nominees,

filing of............................................. 329 20 1624
rejection of. reasons, appeals to board of review . 329 21 1625

Cities and towns,
commission form of government, time for holding,

terms, vacancies..................................... 86 2 523
council-manager plan, election to determine adoption of,

election of officers .................................... 76 4, 5 488
second class cities, terms of office, time for holding ... 86 3 524
terms of office, commencement of........................ 86 1 523
third class cities, time for holding, commencement of

terms, time for taking office.......................... 86 4 525
Contests of, causes for set forth ............................. 329 26 1627
Declarations of candidacy.

dates for filing, withdrawal .............................. 175 7 806
form, affidavit, withdrawal, filing date.................. 250 1 1154

District officers, commencement of terms of .................. 86 1 523
Intercounty weed district elections ........................... 205 4 951
Mosquito control districts, excess levies, special election for 64 4 452
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ELECTIONS.

ELECTIONS-CONTNUED:
Nonpartisan primaries, Ch. Sec. Page

more than two candidates required....................... 247 1 1132
school districts embracing city over one hundred thou-

sand population, declarations of candidacy, ballot
form, date, costs, positions on general election ballot 247 1-7 1132

Political advertising, party designation upon required ......... 112 1 62
Port district elections....................................... 175 1-10 803
School districts,

county superintendent of schools, election of, procedure,
terms of office....................................... 216 1, 2 999

nonpartisan primary elections in school districts embrac-
ing city over one hundred thousand population pro-
vided for, declarations of candidacy, ballot form,
date of election, costs, positions on general election
ballot................................................ 247 1-7 1132

Sewer districts, proposition for issuance of revenue bonds
submitted at............................................ 103 5 570

Voters' pamphlets,
arguments,

members of board of censors, how constituted ......... 329 18 1624
preparation and submission of, contents .............. 329 2 1618

censors, board of........................................ 329 18 1624
committees for composing and submitting arguments,

chairmen, vacancies, advisory committee ........... 329 6 1621
members, how constituted ........................... 329 3, 5 1619
refusal to file, reasons, board of censors ............ 329 18 1624

constitutional amendments, proposed, form, how pre-
sented............................................... 329 8 1622

contents, form and order................................ 329) 1, 11 1617
cost of printing ......................................... 329 13 1624
explanatory statements, preparation of, appeals ......... 329 2 1618
secretary of state,

printing of pamphlet by .............................. 329 10 1.622
rules and regulations, promulgated by ................ 329 7 1621

specifications ............................................ 329 12 1623
table of contents and index ............................... 329 12 1623

Water districts,
commissioners ........................................... 108 5 611
proposition for general comprehensive plans submitted at 108 6 612

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS:
Inspection of required, safe wiring labels, fee ................. 325 1 1586
Safe wiring labels, certificates of inspection, fee .............. 325 2 1588

ELECTRICIANS:
License required, fee, application, bond....................... 325 1 1586

EMINENT DOMAIN:

Construction of buildings for state agencies, powers of emi-
nent domain to acquire sites authorized.................. 255 3 1169

Irrigation districts, condemnation of irrigable land in irriga-
tion districts by state department of highways, lump sum
payment to district...................................... 303 1, 2 1454

Off-street parking facilities, acquisition of real property for,
power of eminent domain ................................ 302 3 1451

Port districts, tunnels and bridges, right of eminent domain 236 17 1105
Sewer districts, right of..................................... 103 1 566
Water districts, right of...................................... 108 1 608

EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE: (see also LABOR AND INDUS-
TRIES, subtitle Division of safety; also PUBLIC
EMPLOYMENT)
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ENGINEERS AND LAND SURVEYORS.

EMPLJOYER AND EMPLOYEE-CONTINUED:
Minimum wage and hour act,

aged persons, special certificates permitting working at Ch. Sec. Paee
less than.......................294 6 1419

apprentices, special certificates permitting working at
less than............................................ 294 6 1419

collective bargaining ..................................... 294 11 1422
definitions............................................... 294 1 1411
disabled persons, special certificate permitting working at

less than............................................ 294 6 1419
exemptions from ......................................... 294 1, 3 1411
hearings................................................. 294 8 1420
investigations ........................................... 294 4 1417
learners, special certificates permitting working at less

than................................................. 294 6 1419
maximum work day and work week, time and one-half 294 3 1413
minimum hourly rate................................... 294 2 1413
records of employer..................................... 294 4, 7 1417
review of regulations and decisions of director ........... 294 8 1420
rules and regulations.................................... 294 4, 5 1417
short title............................................... 294 14 1423
violations,

civil liability ......................................... 294 9 1421
penalty.............................................. 294 10 1421

Occupational motor vehicle operator's license, petition for,
limitations, revocation................................... 241 1 1121

Restaurant, hotel and tavern employees' liens, enforcement
of, cost.................................................. 173 1 801

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY:
Administrative contingency fund, how constituted .......... 170 1 792
Appeal from order and notice of assessment, accrual of in-

terest stayed upon filing of ............................. 285 7 1250
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Benefit eligibility conditions................................ 266 3 1246
Benefits,

deductions from weekly benefit amount.................. 321 3 1560
disqualification for ....................................... 321 1 1559
maximum amount of.................................... 321 2 1560

"Contributions" defined as meaning "taxes .................. 266 8 1251
Cooperation with federal government........................ 266 2 1244
Employer contributions, default, collection by civil action. 266 5 1248
Reciprocal benefit arrangements with other states ............ 266 1 1242
Redetermination of denial of benefits ........................ 266 4 1247
Unemployment compensation administration fund, created,

how constituted, etc.................................... 170 3 797
Unemplo3iment compensation fund,

how constituted ........................................ 170 1 792
requisition from to benefit account, expenditures, bal-

ance, records, etc................................... 170 2 794

ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE, DIVISION OF (see
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION. DEPARTMENT OF. subtitle
Engineering and architecture, division of)

ENGINEERS AND LAND SURVEYORS:
Certificates of registration.................................. 297 4, 5 1428
Exemptions ................................................. 297 7 1431
Injunctions.................................................. 297 3 1428
Misconduct in practice of defined ............................ 297 2 1427
Reciprocity.................................................. 297 6 1431
State board for registration of,

immunity from prosecution ............................... 297 3 1428
powers and duties........................................ 297 1 1426
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ENROLLMENT.
ENROLLMENT: Ch. See. Page

Student enrollment forecasts................................ 171 1 799

EPILEPTICS:

Restriction against marriage of epileptics removed ............ 149 1-3 736

EQUALIZATION FUND:
Excess in state school equalization fund transferred to

general fund, warrants paid from general fund ............ 264 1 1232
Heal estate transaction tax, deficiency from general fund *6 1 1677

EQUIPMENT:

Liens, extending provisions relating to mechanics and ma-
terlalmen's liens to the renting, leasing or otherwise
supplying of equipment................................. 279 1-12 1294

ESCHEATS:
Unclaimed personal property in possession of city or town,

notice and sale, disposition of proceeds.................. 289 2-3 1381

ESTRAYS:

Unbranded livestock declared estrays, sale authorized,
procedure ............................................... 654 29-33 433

ETHICS, CODE OF:

Code of ethics for state officers and employees, penalty
for violation of ......................................... 320 1-7 1555

EVIDENCE:

Administrative procedures act, admissability of at hearings 234 10 1085
Commission merchants act, copies of records, etc., as evidence 139 31 707
Dairy products commission records, copies of as ............... 163 9 766
Photographic copies of business and public records as evi-

dence, admission, destruction of original permitted unless
an asset or preservation required by law..................126 1 658

EXCISE TAXES (see TAXATION, subtitle Excise taxes)

EXECUTIONS ON PROPERTY:
RCW corrections ............................................. 20 1 73

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS (see PROBATE)

EYE GLASSES:
Industrial insurance, payment of damage to eye glasses due

to industrial accident.................................... 256 3 1175

F
FACTORIES (see LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, subtitle Division

of safety)

FACULTY (see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES: also SCHOOLS
AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS)

FAIRS:
Agricultural fairs, property used for not subject to annex-

ation by cities without consent of board of county com-
missioners............................................... 311 1 1497

Southwest Washington fair,
acquisition, disposal, and management of property ... 34 2, 3 360
commission, composition of................................ 34 1 359

World fair,
century twenty-one exposition, to be known as ............ 109 2 625
commission, membership, meetings........................ 109 1 624
property acquired or constructed for, disposal of .......... 310 1 1496

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICTS.

FARMING (see AGRICULTURE)

FEDERAL:
Allocation of federal funds, administrative procedure act not Cht. Sec. Page

applicable if in conflict with requirements for ............. 234 19 1089
Budget and accounting act not applicable if in conflict with

federal requirements for funds ........................... 328 22 1616
Columbia river gorge commission to cooperate with federal

government ............................................... 74 4 476
Congressional redistricting.................................. 288 1-3 1378
Development credit corporations, participation in small busi-

ness investment act authorized ........................... 213 14 990
Hospital and medical facilities survey and construction act,

receipt of federal funds, etc............................. 252 1-11 1159
Minimum wage and hour act,

federal employees exempted from ........................ 294 1 1411
utilization of services of federal agencies to carry out . 294 4 1417

Port districts,
sale of bonds to federal government authorized ............ 18a3 5 834
sublease of property held under lease from federal gov-

ernment authorized................................. 157 1 752
Public utilities upon highways, cost of removal, payment by

state where reimbursed from federal government .......... 330 1, 2 1628
Regional planning commissions, receipt of federal funds au-

thorized................................................. 2011 6 894
Representative to congress, statement advocating candidacy,

filing of, contents........................................ 329 20 1624
Senator, United States, statement of candidacy for office of,

filing of, contents........................................ 329 20 1624
United States bureau of public roads, review of primary state

highway No. 11 to by-pass city of Cheney ............... 319 36 1548
Western interstate compact on corrections, federal aid...287 1-7 138

FEEBLE-MINDED (see MENTALLY ILL)

FELONS (see PENITENTIARY)

FENCES:
Fencing and safeguarding of canals, and ditches, local im-

provements for, assessments.............................. 75 1-10 477
FERRIES (see TOLL BRIDGE AUTHORITY)
FILING DATES (see ELECTIONS, subtitle Declarations of can-

didacy)
FINANCE COMMITTEE (see STATE FINANCE COMMITTEE)
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY:

Motor vehicle owners and operators.......................... 38 1-14 366
FIRCREST SCHOOL:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Institu-
tions, department of)

Established................................................... 31 1 355

FIRE PROTECTION:
Forests, contingency forest fire suppression account created,

purposes ................................................ 332 1 1635
Institutions for mentally ill or alcoholics, fire protection ... 224 1 1043

FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICTS:
Annexation of territory..................................... 237 3 1113
Board of fire commissioners, how constituted, expenses,

officers and employees................................... 237 4 1115
Cities and towns, removal from, procedure................... 237 6-9 1116
Establishment of............................................ 237 1 1109
Funds, created, composition ................................ .221 1 1035
Incurring indebtedness, limitations upon...................... 221 2 1036
Powers...................................................... 237 2 1109
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FIREMEN'S RELIEF AND PENSIONS.

FIREMEN'S RELIEF AND PENSIONS:
Firemen with private organization, entry into firemen's re- Cit.

lief and pension system authorized ...................... 69
Reenactment of certain provisions relating to ................. 5
Volunteer firemen's relief and pensions, computation of .... 9

FISH (see FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH; also GAME AND
GAME FISH)

FISH MARKETING ASSOCIATIONS:
Provisions relating to........................................ 312

FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICTS:
Indebtedness, limitations upon ................................ 227

FLOUR:
Authorized units of sale...................................... 291

FLOWER, STATE:
Designated .................................................. 29

FLUMES:
Fencing and safeguarding of, local improvements for, assess-

ments.................................................... 75

FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH:
Columbia river, taking of food fish and shellfish, cooperation

with state of Oregon as to ................................. 315
Fees,

beam trawls ............................................ 309
bottom fish or devil fish pots ............................. 309
brush weirs............................................. 309
dip bag nets ............................................. 309
drag seines.............................................. 309
fyke nets................................................ 309
gill nets............:*..............................309
hand lines and jig lines.................................. 309
lampara nets............................................ 309
otter trawls ............................................ 309
purse seines ............................................ 309
reef nets................................................ 309
ring nets................................................ 309
set lines................................................ 309
set nets................................................. 309
shellfish pots............................................ 309
shrimp trawls............................................ 309
troll lines............................................... 309

Fisheries, department of,
appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
cooperation with state of Oregon as to taking of aquatic

products on Columbia river .......................... 315
lowering of lakes for weed control, copy of petition filed

with................................................. 258
Fish marketing associations.................................. 312
Fish, sale by weight only, weights and measures act ......... 291
Gill nets, use of monofilament gill net webbing in taking

salmon prohibited ...................................... 309
Licenses and delivery permits,

applications ............................................. 309
commercial, unlawful to fish or take fish without license

or delivery permit................................... 309
delivery permits required, fee ............................ 309
registration, license plates ................................ 309
salmon fishing license required for each district. appli-

cations .............................................. 309
transferability ........................................... 309
vessels, commercial fishing, fees ......................... 309
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GAME AND GAME FISH.

FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH-CONTINUED:
Manufacturers of sea food products, business and occupation Chi. Sec. Page

tax, rate of.................... ......................... 211 1-3 970
Pacific marine fisheries compact, provisions of ............... *7 1 1679
Reef net fishing areas........................................ 309 1 1483

FORESTS AND FOREST PRODUCTS:

Conservation, county and regional planning, conservation of
forests, comprehensive plan may include.................. 201 35 902

Fire protection.
closed seasons, equipment required, notice of violation,

fines, disposal of refuse when clearing land, require-
ments for operation................................. 151 1-4 739

contingency forest fire suppression account created ... 332 1 1635
fire patrol assessments................................... 123 1 648
individuals engaged in exempted from minimum wage

and hour act......................................... 294 1 1411
Forest development account, purpose, appropriations from 314 1 1510
Forest lands, reacquisition of by counties from federal gov-

ernment, agreements authorized, reimbursement, appro-
priation .................................................. 87 1, 2 526

Forest protection, minimum wage and hour act, persons em-
ployed in forest protection exempted from ................ 294 1 1411

Forests, state,
damaged timber, sale of................................. 257 17 1188
public utilities across state lands, removal of danger trees 257 35, 36 1201

Institute of forest products, administration of................. 306 1 1466
RCW corrections ............................................. 24 1 79

FRUIT:

Authorized units of sale, marking ........................... 291 34 1401

FUEL:
Authorized units of sale, weights and measures act ........... 291 32 1399
Motor vehicle fuel tax, refunds, urban transportation systems 298 1, 2 1437

FUNDS (see PUBLIC FUNDS)

FUNERALS:
Persons employed by funeral directors exempted from mini-

mum wage and hour act ................. 294 1 1411

G
GAME AND GAME FISH:

Columbia river, taking of aquatic products from, cooperation
with state of Oregon as to regulation of.................. 315 2 1512

Department of game.
appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Game,

department of)
cooperation with state of Oregon as to taking of game

fish from Columbia river ............................. 315 2 1512
tidelands in Clark county, withdrawal from lease and

sale and reserved for benefit of...................... 249 1 1151
Director of game,

petition to lower lake for weed control, copy of filed with 258 2 1209
Fishing license required,

persons over seventy years excepted...................... 245 1 1128
veterans over sixty-five who are disabled excepted ... 245 2 1129

Hunting license required,
disabled veterans over sixty-five excepted ............... 245 2 1129
persons over seventy years excepted..................... 245 1 1128

SDenotes Extraordinary Session.
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GAME AND GAME FISH.
GAME AND GAME FISH-CONTNrUED:

State game commission,
appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Game

commission)
Grant county public utility district, game commission au-

thorized to expend funds received from for fish Ch. Sec. Page
propagation project, contract with, appropriation.... 176 1. 2 810

GARBAGE SYSTEMS (see CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Mu-
nicipal utilities)

GARNISHMENTS:

Service of writ of garnishment upon bank or savings and
loan association, procedure ............................... 267 1 1252

GASOLINE TAXES:

Refunds, urban transportation systems....................... 298 1, 2 1437

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Archives division, approval of process for photographic re-

cording of public records, by ............................ 254 1 1167
Banking division, small loan company regulations, powers

and duties concerning regulation of...................... 212 1-12 972
Bids, required for purchasing, exceptions, procedure, no-

tice, surety bond required ............................... 178 4-8 816
Construction of buildings for state agencies.

appropriation for........................................ 255 10 1171
approval required ........................................ 255 2 1168
authorized............................................... 255 1 1168
eminent domain authorized .............................. 255 3 1169
funds,

general administration bond redemption fund ... 255 11 1172
general administration bond redemption guarantee

fund............................................. 255 12 1172
general administration construction fund ............. 255 9 1171

lease to agencies......................................... 255 11 1172
revenue bonds, issuance and sale authorized, terms, form,

deposit and investment of proceeds................... 255 4-9 1169
Director of general administration, member of state printing

and duplicating committee, duties........................ 238 1-5 1117
Engineering and architecture division,

created.................................................. 301 1 1445
powers and duties....................................... 301 4 1448
supervisor of, appointment of, eligibility.................. 301 4 1448

Purchasing,
bids, preventing or restricting competitive bid, penalty 178 20 823
central stores,

advances by state agencies ............................ 178 13 820
central stores revolving fund ......................... 178 12, 14 820
warehousing or equipment repair.................... 178 11 819

disposal of personal property authorized, crediting of
proceeds............................................. 178 10 819

employees, accepting gifts, etc., prohibited ................ 178 19 823
insurance and public bonds procurement ................. 178 18 822
record of equipment..................................... 178 9 818
rental or leasing of real property........................ 178 15-17 821

Purchasing, division of,
administration, staff, authority and powers and duties

generally ............................................ 178 1 813
blind, products and services of, purchase of authorized 100 2 561

Stale purchasing committee,
acceptance of gifts. etc., by members prohibited, penalty. 178 19 823
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GOVERNOR.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, DEPT. OF-COaNTIUED:

State purchasing committee, Cht. Sec. Page
created, membership, meetings, etc ...................... 178 2 814
powers and duties....................................... 178 3 815

Veterans loan insurance division abolished.................. 301 6 1450

GENERAL ELECTIONS (see ELECTIONS)

GENERAL FUND (see PUBLIC FUNDS)

GEOLOGY:

Geological survey exposing lode, claim, how perfected, re-
port, etc ................................................. 114 1 633

Geological survey reports, contents, filing with county audi-
tor required............................................. 119 2 642

GIFTS:

Minors, uniform gifts to minors act ........................... 202 1-10 921

GLASSES, EYE:

Industrial insurance, payment of damage to eyeglasses due
to industrial accident.................................... 256 3 117-5

GOATS: (see also LIVESTOCK)

Grazing of on state lands prohibited ......................... 257 47 1207
Humane livestock slaughtering act ........................... 101 1-7 562
Public livestock market act................................. 107 1-46 589

GOVERNOR:

Advisory council for department of commerce and economic
development, appointed by .............................. 228 1 1068

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Budget and accounting act, provisions relating to,

accounting system, duty to establish...................... 328 16 1609
allotments by governor, revision of allotments ............ 320 11 1607
appropriations, supervision and control by governor ... 328 7 1606
budget document and budget bill, hearings before gover-

nor.................................................. 328 6, 9 1605
budget message .......................................... 328 3 1602
nonappropriated funds, expenditures, governor may di-

rect priority of...................................... 328 15 1609
proposals to liquidate cash deficit ......................... 328 5 1605
recommendation as to cash surplus........................ 328 4 1604
requests for hearings on expenditures before governor 328 10 1607
revenue estimates submitted to governor................. 328 12 1608

Candidates' pamphlet, member of board of review .......... 329 21 1625
Chiropractic examining board members appointed by ......... 53 1 422
Columbia river gorge commission, appointed by, plan of

submitted to..............................74 2, 3 475
Construction of buildings for state agencies, bonds signed by. 255 5 1170
County administrative program coordination, report to ... 130 2 667
Dairy products commission members, appointed by .......... 163 2 764
Employment security, application for advance from federal

government for, by...................................... 266 2 1244
Old armory site in Seattle, conveyance of, instrument to be

executed by ............................................ 181 2 828
Salary, vetoed.............................................. 316 1 1512
Sanitarians' licensing board members, appointed by ......... 200 2 887
School advisory council, appointed by........................ 299 13 1442
State board of registration for architects, appointment of 323 3 1570
Statement advocating candidacy for office of, filing of, con-

tents.................................................... 329 20 1625
State personnel board, appointment of, by................... 127 1 663
State purchasing committee, appointment of, by ............. 178 2 814
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GOVERNOR.
GOVERNOR-CoiqTmNua:

Student enrollment forecasts, reports to by state census Ch. Sec. Page
board required ........................................... 171 1 799

Sunnyside chamber of commerce, governor authorized to exe-
cute deed to ............................................. 180 1 827

Voters' pamphlet, board of censors as to arguments, member of 329 18 1624
World fair commission, members appointed by ................ 109 1 624

GRADE CROSSINGS (see RAILROADS, subtitle Crossings)

GRAND JURY:
Special deputy prosecuting attorneys may be appointed to aid 30 1 33

GRANGE:

Corporation, use of name "Grange........................... 207 1, 2 960

GRANT COUNTY:
Public utility district, receipt of funds from by state game

commission for fish propagation project authorized, ap-
propriation .............................................. 176 1 810

GRAZING:

Grazing of animals on state lands, restrictions ................ 257 47 1207

GREEN HILL SCHOOL:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, substitle Institu-
tions, department of)

Chaplains, appointment for authorized ........................ 33 1 358

GREEN RIVER:

Beds and shores of granted to port of Seattle.................. 158 1 754

GUIDE DOGS:
Refusing service to blind person because accompanied by

guide dog prohibited .................... 48 1 405

H
HAIRCUTTING (see BARBERING)

HAIRDRESSING AND BEAUTY CULTURE:

Change of location or discontinuance, notification required,
penalty.................................................. 324 6 1583

Definitions.................................................. 324 1 1579
Fees ........................................................ 324 4 1582
Operator's license, qualifications for .......................... 324 3 1582
Regulations concerning operators and shops.................. 324 9 1585
Renewal of licenses, fees..................................... 324 5 1582
Revocation of licenses....................................... 324 8 1584
School and shop, location in same place prohibited .......... 324 7 1583
Shop location licenses,

fee...................................................... 324 4 1582
regulations .............................................. 324 7 1583
required, application for................................. 324 2 1581

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN: (see also MINORS)

Providing of facilities for by school districts.................. 122 1 646
Registry for established...................................... 177 1-6l 811

HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF:

Alcoholism, program for rehabilitation,
acquisition of additional facilities for .................... 85 6 519
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HIGHWAYS.

HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF'-CONIUED:
Alcoholism, program for rehabilitation,

admittance, Cht. Sec. Page
release on demand .................................... 85 11 520
voluntary application ................................. 85 10 520

cooperation of department with other agencies ........... 85 8 520
definitions ............................................... 85 2 517
establishment of authorized............................... 85 3 518
expenses,

collection of charges .................................. 85 14 521
reimbursement....................................... 85 13 521

financial responsibility unnecessary for admittance ........ 85 15 522
gifts or grants........................................... 85 7 519
liability for detention .................................... 85 12 521
personnel ................................................. 85 5 519
powers and duties of department of health ................ 85 4 518
purpose.................................................. 85 1 517
regulations, public records................................ 85 9 520

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Director, tuberculosis prevention and control, duties con-

cerning.................................................. 117 1-3 637
Handicapped children, registry of, powers and duties con-

cerning.................................................. 177 1-6 811
Hospital and medical facilities survey and construction act,

advisory hospital and medical facility council, member-
ship, terms, meetings, expenses...................... 252 5 1161

applications for project.................................. 252 10 1164
construction program, plan for, publication of, hearing 252 6-8 1162
definitions............................................... 252 2 1159
duties of director........................................ 252 4 1160
federal funds, receipt of, deposit in hospital and medical

facility construction fund ............................ 252 11 1164
inventory and survey by director ........................ 252 6 1162
minimum standards prescribed by director ................ 252 9 1164
section of hospital and medical facility survey and con-

struction established in department of health, purpose 252 3 1160
short title ............................................... 252 1 1159

Institutions for mentally ill or alcoholics, duties of depart-
ment of health concerning fire protection standards ... 224 1 1043

Representative of on meat inspection advisory board ........ 204 8 937
School construction, duties concerning ........................ 0*8 13 1694
Tuberculosis prevention and control ......................... 117 1-4 637
Vital statistics, handicapped children, rogistry for, duties

concerning............................................... 177 1-6 311
Wiping rag sterilization act, duties concerning ............... 206 1-8 957

HEARINGS (see ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES)

HIGH SCHOOLS (see SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS)

HIGHWAYS:

Cemeteries, right of way across, condemnation of ............ 217 1 1017
City streets as part of state highways. jurisdiction over ... 160 1 757
Contractors on highways and roads, imposition of business S *5 4 1667

and occupation tax ...................................... *3 4 1646
Contracts, bid procedure, call for bids, publication of ........ 319 33 1547
Department of,

appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
port district acquisition or construction of tunnel or

bridge, contracts with............................... 236 18 1106
purchasing committee, representative of a member ... 178 2 814

Divided roadways, crossing over prohibited .................. 44 1 394

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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HIGHWAYS.
HIGHWAYS-CONTINUED:

Facilities, cost of removal paid by state where reimbursed Cht. Sec. Page
from federal government ................................ 330 1,2 1628

Free turns permitted, when................................. 135 1 682
Funds,

highway equipment fund, declared to be a revolving fund 326 3 1591
highway safety fund, payment of administrative expenses

from................. ................................ 81 1 500
motor vehicle fund (see MOTOR VEHICLE FUND)

Irrigation districts, condemnation of irrigable lands within,
lump sum payment to irrigation district.................. 303 1, 2 1454

Joint fact finding committee on highways, streets, and bridges,
continued, membership, vacancies........................ 319 37 1549
expenses................................................. 319 42 1552
hauling of logs and log products, road tests ............... 319 39 1551
Naches tunnel and cutoff, feasibility study and survey

of, financing plan, design, duties concerning ........ 292 1-7 1405
studies authorized.............. *.....*................319 38 1549
Washington reciprocity commission, participation in

meetings of ......................................... 319 40 1552
Washington state council for highway research, services

of, cooperation with................................ 319 41 1552
western interstate committee on highway policy problems,

continuation in activities of .......................... 1319 40 1552
Lake Washington, second Lake Washington toll bridge,

bond issue for, financing of ............................... *11 1 1716
Lake Washington shorelands, reconveyance of certain portion

by University of Washington to state for highway pur-
poses authorized, compensation .......................... 164 1, 2 771

Lights, red, turn permitted, when ........................... 135 1 682
Limited access,

cities and towns, through,
board, membership, appointment of.................. 242 3 1125
plan for, study, conferences, hearing, notice ......... 242 1 1123
publication of plan, objections to plan ................ 242 2 1124

parking facilities, lease of space over or under limited ac-
cess highways authorized, terms of lease, bids, notice.
deposit, bonds, etc.................................. 184 1-15 837

parking or stopping or using unauthorized approach,
penalty.............................................. 167 1 788

Logging trucks, road tests.................................. 319 39 1551
Naches tunnel and cutoff, feasibility 'study and survey of,

financing plan, design, appropriation.................... 292 1-7 1405
Overpass or underpass, paid for by federal funds, state or

railway company to maintain ............................. 319 34 1548
Passing overtaken vehicle on right, rules ..................... 42 1 391
Port districts, highway approaches to tunnels or bridges con-

structed by port districts, consent of highway commis-
sion as to ............................................... 216 1 1092

Primary state highways,
establishment of,

primary state highway No. 5 (National Park highway) 319 1 1520
primary state highway No. 6 (Pend Oreille highway). 319 2 1521
primary state highway No. 9 (Olympic highway) ... 319 3 1521
primary state highway No. 16 (Methow Valley high-

way)............................................. 319 12 1525
primary state highway No. 14, condemnation of cemetery

lands for purposes of authorized...................... 217 1 1017
primary state highway No. 5, Naches tunnel and cutoff,

on ................................................... 292 1 1405
review of location of primary state highway No. 11 to

by-pass city of Cheney ............................... 319 36 1548

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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HIGHWAYS.

HIGHWAYS-CONTNUED:
Public utilities upon, cast of removal paid by state where Cht. Sec. Page

reimbursed from federal government.................... 330 1, 2 1628
Puget Sound transportation stabilization fund, sums payable

to from motor vehicle fund, limitation, appropriation. *4 1-3 1662
Railroad crossings,

petition for crossing of highways, roads or railroads..283 1 1356
signals and warning devices, installation, apportionment

of costs.............................................. 283 1-6 1356
Seattle, study of interchange at First Avenue South and East

Marginal Way .......................................... 319 45 1!54
Secondary state highways.

Amboy to Woodland, study .................. 319 20 1532
establishment of branches of primary state highways,

primary state highway No. 1,
secondary state highways No. 10 and 1D .......... 319 4 1522
secondary state highways No. lE and IF .......... 319 5 1523
secondary state highways No. IM and lN .......... 319 6 1523
secondary state highways No. 1V and 1W ......... 319 13 1526

primary state highway No. 2,
secondary state highways No. 2D and 2E .......... 319 7 1524
secondary state highway No. 2M.................. 319 8 1524

primary state highway No. 3,
secondary state highways No. 3J and 3K .......... 319 14 1527
secondary state highways No. 3L, 3P, 3R, and 3S 319 15 1528

primary state highway No. 5,
secondary state highways No. 5H and SI .......... 319 9 1524
secondary state highways No. 5L and SN .......... 319 10 1525

primary state highway No. 7,
secondary state highway No. 7E................... 319 16 1528

primary state highway No. 9,
secondary state highways No. 9E and 9G0.......... 319 17 1529

primary state highway No. 10,
secondary state highways No. 10C and 10D...319 18 1530

primary state highway No. 11,
secondary state highways No. liD and liE ......... 319 11 1525

primary state highway No. 12,
secondary state highway No. 12G0................. 319 19 1530

extension of secondary state highway No. IS ............. 319 20 1531
interchange at intersection of First Avenue South and

East Marginal Way in Seattle, study of ............... 319 45 1554
Lamona to Sprague, study ............................... 319 20 1531
Lind to secondary state highway No. 11G, study .......... 319 20 1531
Lyle to Goldendale, study ............................... 319 20 1531
Marysville to secondary state highway No. lA, study...,. 319 20 1531
Mead to summit of Mt. Spokane, study................... 319 20 1531
Packwood to Mt. Rainier National Park, study ........... 319 20 1531
secondary state highway No. 1K, study of interchange at

intersection at First Avenue South and East Marginal
Way in Seattle ..................................... 319 45 1554

Spokane to primary state highway No. 22, study .......... 319 20 1531
Stevens Pass tunnel, study ............................... 319 20 1531
Vernita Ferry to Richtland, study.......................... 319 20 1S31

State highway commission,
appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle High-

ways, department of)
contracts, bid procedure, call for bids, publication of. 319 33 1547
conveyance of land in Douglas county on Columbia river

to state parka and recreation commission .............. 72 1 473
interchange at intersection of First Avenue South and

East Marginal Way in Seattle, study of ............... 319 45 1554
jurisdiction over highways in cities and towns ............ 160 1 757

* Denote:; Extraordinary Session.
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HIGHWAYS.

HIGHWAYS-CoNnINuEo:
State highway commission,

lease of air apace over or under limited accesa highways
authorized for parking facilities, terms of leases, Cs. Sec. Page
bids, notice, deposit, bonds, etc...................... 184 1-15 837

limited access (see Limited access, this title)
Naches tunnel and cutoff, duties concerning .............. 292 1-7 1405
national system of interstate and defense highways, adop-.

tion of standards and rules and regulations, by ... 319 35 1548
review of location of primary state highway No. 11 to

by-pass city of Cheney ............................... 319 36 1548
second Lake Washington toll bridge, duties as to financ-

ing of .............................................. *11 1 1716
toll bridge on lower Columbia river, state highway com-

mission authorized to enter into agreements for con-
struction of if study concludes feasible ............... 144 1-5 726

Stop on "red' then turn permitted, when..................... 135 1 682
Toll facilities, contributions for by cities, counties, and politi-

cal subdivisions authorized, agreements to repay .......... 162 1 762
University of Washington, reconveyance of certain shore-

lands to state for highway purposes authorized .......... 164 1, 2 771
Utilities, cost of removal paid by state where reimbursed

from federal government................................ 330 1, 2 1628

HISTORICAL SOCIETY:

RCW corrections ............................................. 13 1 43

HORSES:

Brands and marks, recording, fees, brand inspections, trans-
porting permits, estrays .................................. 54 1-38 426

Grazing on state lands, restrictions .......................... 257 47 1207
Humane livestock slaughtering act...........................101. 1-7 562
Public livestock market act.................................. 107 1-46 589
Restr'ctions as to slaughtering and preparation of horse meat,

stamping products as.................................... 204 46-48 948

HORTICULTURE (see AGRICULTURE)

HOSPITALS:

Institutions for mentally ill or alcoholics, fire protection stand-
ards required ........................................... 224 1 1043

Mentally ill, temporary treatment of provided for, costs..196 4-7 865
State hospitals for mentally ill, supervision over funds and

property of patients, interest.............................. 60 1 444
Washington hospital and med.'cal facilities survey and con-

struction act (see HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle
Hospital and medical facilities survey and construction
act)

HOTELS:
Employees' lien, enforcement of, cost.......................... 173 1 801

HOURS OF LABOR (see MINIMUM WAGE AND HOUR ACT)

HO01SF OF REPRESENTATIVES (see LEGTSLATURE)

HOUSING:
Unfit for human habitation or other use, ordinances by cities

and towns concerning permitted, scope of ordinances,
repair or demolition, etc., notice, hearings, appeals ... 82 1-4 501

HUMAN REMAINS:

RCW corrections ............................................. 23 1 76

HUMANE LIVESTOCK SLAUGHTERING ACT:
Provisions concerning ........................................ 101 1-7 562

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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INSOLVENCY.

HUNTING (see GAME AND GAME FISH)

IDENTIFICATION CARDS: Chi. Sec. Page

Liquor permits abolished, identification cards provided for.. 111 1-7 627

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL FACILITIES:

Airports, revenue derived from operation of, use of for in-
dustrial and commercial facilities authorized ........ 231 1 1072

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE:

Accident fund, cost of damage to eye glasses paid from ... 256 3 1175
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Claims, filing of ............................................ 308 18 1478
Department of labor and industries, division of industrial in-

surance, forwarding notices, order and warrants to claim-
ants..................................................... 308 2 1469

Employers,
default in payment of premiums, bond required, action

for recovery of delinquent premiums, lien of state,
priority of lien...................................... 308 22-24 1479

determinatiun of cost experience where change in legal
structure occurs .................................... 179 1,* 2 825

engaged in occupations not covered by title ................ 308 11 1473
new business or resumed operations...................... 308 15 1476

Extrahazardous employment................................. 308 9 1471
(Vetoed)

definitions................................. ... 55 1 437
Eye glasses, replacement of when damaged due to industrial

accident................................................. 256 3 1175
Funds ....................................................... 308 6-8 1470

excess in accident, medical aid, or reserve funds, invest-
ment of authorized.................................. 244 1 1127

"Injury' defined................................. 308 3 1470
Injury or disease combined with previous injury or disease,

accident cost rate of employer, how determined, special
account.................................................. 308 16, 17 1477

Interstate or foreign commerce employers or workmen, ex-
tent covered by ......................................... 308 10 1472

Lump sums payments, beneficiary outside state ............... 308 5 1470
Minor workmen, right to compensation, amount .............. 308 1 1469
Occupational diseases,

compensation and benefits ................................ 308 19 1478
defined.................................................. 308 4 1470
funds payable from...................................... 308 12 1474

Payrolls, quarterly reports ............. *'.... ............... * *308 14 1475
Premium rates, basis for determining......................... 308 13 1474
Taxes, payments by employer construed to mean taxes...308 25 1481

INHERITANCE TAX (see TAXATION, subtitle Inheritance tax)

INJUNCTIONS:
Boxing and wrestling contest, holding without obtaining li-

cense, injunction permitted .............................. 305 7 1465
Commission merchants act, enjoining violations of authorized 139 47 717
Obscene printings and articles, injunctions against authorized 105 1-7 582
Securities act violations...................................... 282 39 1343
Veterinarians, practice without ilcense, injunction ............. 92 14 545

INSANE (see MENTALLY ILL)

INSOLVENCY:

Preferences by insolvent corporations prohibited, exception,
insolvent defined ......................................... 219 1, 2 1031
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INSTITUTE OF FOREST PRODUCTS.
INSTITUTE OF FOREST PRODUCTS: Chs. Sec. Page

Administration of........................................... 306 1 1466

INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF:

Alcoholism, division of, provisions relating to repealed, trans-
fer of records and equipment to department of health.... 85 17, 19 522

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Board of prison terms and paroles (see BOARD OF PRISON

TERMS AND PAROLES)
Chaplains, appointment of for custodial, correctional and

mental institutions authorized ............................ 33 1 358
Children and youth services division,

incorrigible juvenile delinquents, institutional placement
in reformatory ....................................... 251 2 1157

mentally ill or psychopathic children in juvenile correc-
tional institutions, transfer to state hospital, proce-
dure................................................. 145 1 730

transfer of child felon under sixteen years to juvenile cor-
rectional institution authorized ........................ 140 1 718

transfer of male juvenile delinquents or those convicted
of crime to correctional institution for male persons, 214 7 993

Code enacted ............................................... 28 225
Correctional institution for juveniles,

construction of, bids required ............................. 277 3 1290
establishment of authorized ............................... 277 1 1289
land acquisition for......................................2Z77 2 1289
rules and regulations.................................... 277 8 1291
superintendent of, assistants, powers and duties ......... 277 4-7 1290

Correctional institution for male persons,
construction of, bids required ............................ 214 3 992
establishment authorized................................ 214 1 991
juveniles, transfer to.................................... 214 7 993
land acquisition for...................................... 214 2 991
prisoners, single cell required ............................ 214 9 994
programs for rehabilitation ............................... 214 10 994
reception and classification department,

classification of offenders ............................. 214 14 995
commitments to..................................... 214 12 994
purpose, duties ....................................... 214 11 994

sentencing of offenders to ................................ 214 12 994
superintendent, assistants, powers and duties ............. 214 4, 8 992

Director of institutions,
leaves of absence for inmates authorized, director au-

thorized to make rules and regulations concerning.. 40 2 378
Maple Lane school, control and management of under

director, provision as to only female personnel re-
moved ............................................... 39 1 376

transfer of child felon under sixteen years to juvenile
correctional institution by, authorized ................ 140 1 718

Engineering and architecture personnel, transfer to division
of engineering and architecture of department of gen-
eral administration ....................................... 301 5 1450

Hospitals for mentally ill, funds and property of patients,
disbursal, interest, supervision over ...................... 60 1 444

Inmates of penal institutions, leaves of absence authorized
for, director to issue rules and regulations concerning.... 40 1, 2 378

Inmates of state institutions, disposition of property of de-
ceased inmates ........................................... 240 1 1120

Institutional industries commission, institutional industries
revolving fund created outside treasury, purpose, funds
deposited in, expenses paid from, excess to general fund,
report, state institutional revolving account abolished
and transferred to institutional industries revolving fund .273 1-10 1277
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INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF.

INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF-CoarnNUM: Cht. Sec. Page
Institutions code enacted ..................................... 28 225
Interfaith advisory committee, membership, per diem..190 1, 2 851
Maple Lane school, control and management of under di-

rector, powers and duties of superintendent, provision
permitting only female personnel removed ................ 39 1, 2 376

Medicine and surgery, conditional license to practice medi-
cine and surgery for employees of department author-
ized, qualifications, duration of license.................. 189 1, 2 849

Mentally ill,
apprehension and temporary treatment of, procedure for,

time limit on detention, cost, application, detention
wards................................................ 196 1-10 865

ifies confidential, exceptions............................... 51 1. 2 418
funds of hospital patients, disbursal, interest, supervi-

sion over ............................................ 60 1 444
minors, mentally ill or psychopathic children in juvenile

correctional institutions, transfer to state hospital,
procedure ........................................... 145 1 730

private institutions for mentally ill or alcoholics, fire pro-
tection for........................................... 224 1 1043

state schools for admission to, voluntary, requirements 154 1 749
Parental successors to residents of residential schools, ap-

pointment, qualifications, how designated, powers and
duties, revocation or resignation.......................... 126 1-10 659

Personnel of,
appointments of, qualifications, requirement standards

for positions ........................................ 293 2 1408
charges made for quarters and subsistence deposited in

state general fund................................... 210 1 969
classifications and examinations .......................... 293 3 1409

(Vetoed)

293 4 1409

discharge of, hearing required ............... 293 7 1409
jurisdiction of state personnel board over, exceptions,

probationary period .................................. 293 1 1408
probationary period for present personnel ................ 293 6 1409
quarters and subsistence for personnel at institutions .... 39 3 377

Printing, private printing concerns authorized to print and
bind for department of institutions ........................ 88 1 528

Prisoners (see PENITENTIARY; also REFORMATORY)
Probation counselors,

accounting of expenditures by counties.................... 331 8 1632
administration by director of institutions................. 331 2 1631
appointment of by court,

powers and duties, compensation...................... 331 9 1633
qualifications ........................................ 331 6 1632

apportionment of state aid funds to counties for, basis 331 3 1631
appropriation for........................................ 331 10 1634
definitions............................................... 331 1 1630
denial of aid to counties, reasons ......................... 331 8 1632
purpose for state aid, limitations on amount, emergencies 331 4, 5 1631

Purchasing committee, representative of a member .......... 178 2 814
Residential schools,

funds and property of inmates, custody and disbursal of,
interest, etc........................................... 61 1 446

parental successors to residents of, appointment, qualifi-
cations, how designated, powers and duties, revoca-
tion or resignation.................................. 126 1-10 659

Soldiers' home and colony, burial of husbands and wives of
members provided for................................... 120 1 643

State schools established ...................................... 31 1 355
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INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF.

INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF-CONTINUED:
State schools for mentally ill and physically deficient, ad- Cit. Sec. Page

mission to, voluntary, requirements....................... 154 1 749
Veterans' home, burial of members provided for .............. 120 1 643
Western interstate compact on corrections, duties concerning 237 1-7 1368

INSURANCE:

Agents, notice of appointment, fee, revocation, notice of. 225 6 1054
Companies,

development credit corporations, membership in, loans to 213 3, 6, 7 987
port district tunnel and bridge acquisition or construc-

tion, revenue bonds legal investment for .............. 236 15 1103
public utility districts, revenue obligations as legal in-

vestments for ....................................... 218 13 1029
Contracting to insure person or property within this state

submits insurer to jurisdiction of this state ............... 131 2 669
Credit applications, unfair practice to require designation of

race, etc., upon.......................................... 68 1 460
Educational institutions or school districts, providing of lia-

bility, life, health and accident insurance for officers and
students and employees authorized........................ 187 1 846

Financial responsibility of motor vehicle owners and opera-
tors, insurance requirements.............................. 38 4 367

Fire, limitation on risks, exceptions .......................... 225 2 1046
Group disability, requirements for blanket disability insur-

ance policy.............................................. 225 7 1055
Group life, requirements.................................... 225 9 1065
Life,

standard nonforfeiture law ............................... 225 8 1057
standard valuation law................................... 225 3 1047

Loans, insurance restrictions ................................. 212 11 983
Motor vehicles. total loss of, duty to notify director of licenses

of payment of insurance claim ........................... 166 4 778
State procurement of........................................ 178 18 822
Surplus line brokers ........................................ 225 4, 5 1053

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Publications by............................................. 225 1 1045
Salary........... ........................................... 316 1 1512
Statement advocating candidacy for office of, filing of, con-

tents .................................................... 329 20 1624

INTERCOUNTY RURAL LIBRARY DISTRICTS:

Board of trustees, membership, appointment, vacancies, re-
moval................................................... 133 1, 2 678

INTERFAITH ADVISORY COMMITTEE:

Membership, expenses, per diem ............................ 190 1, 2 851

INTERSTATE COMPACT ON CORRECTIONS:

Provisions of................................................ 287 1-7 1368

INTOXICATING LIQUOR:
Alcoholism (see HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Al-

coholism, program for rehabilitation)
Individual permits abolished, identification card provided for 111 1-7 627
Retail licensees, not liable to prosecution if liquor identifica-

tion card presented, defense ............................. 111 9 631
Temporary excise tax ......................................... *5 9 1670

INVESTMENTS (see SECURITIES ACT; also BANKS AND
BANKING)

0Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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LABOR AND INDUSTRIES.

IRISH SEED POTATOES:
Selling or transporting diseased potatoes prohibited, inspec- Chi. Sec. Page

tion required, quarantine, penalty ........................ 65 1-8 455

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS:

Contracts with director of conservation for reclamation of un-
developed lands authorized ............................... 104 5 581

Highways, condemnation of land in irrigation districts for
highway purposes, lump sum payments to district ........ 303 1 , 2 1454

Local improvement districts, additional methods for forma-
tion of local improvement districts within ................ 104 7 581

Safeguarding public from open canals and ditches, creation of
local improvement districts for, assessments ............... 75 9, 10 483

JOINT TENANCY:

Savings and loan association accounts........................ 280 5 1307

JUDGES' RETIREMENT:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Relating to.................................................. 192 1 853

JUDGMENTS:
Trustees, judgments against................................ 124 10 655

JURIES AND JURORS:
Compensation and mileage for jurors......................... 73 1 474
Grand jury, special deputy prosecuting attorney may be ap-

pointed to aid............................................130 1 353

JURISDICTION:

Service outside this state on residents or persons submitting
to jurisdiction within this state, acts submitting person to
state process jurisdiction enumerated, exceptions ......... 131 1, 2 669

JUSTICE COURTS:

Truck weight restrictions, violations, concurrent jurisdic-
tion with superior court for imposition of penalty ......... 136 1 685

JUVENILES (see MINORS; also PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle
Dependent children, enforcement of support for)

K
KNIVES:

Blade opened by gravity or motion prohibited, penalty...143 1 725

L
LABELS:

Agricultural seeds .......................................... 222 2 1039
Inspection of electrical utilities, safe wiring labels required 325 2 1588

LABOR (see EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE)

LABOR AND INDUSTRIES:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Division of safety,

factories, mills or workshops,
complaints as to lack of safeguards, etc ............... 98 5 559
safeguards required, notice of defects or lack of

safeguards, failure to comply, penalty ............. 98 1 556
ventilation and sanitation required ................... 98 2 557
violations concerning, penalty........................ 98 6 559
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LABOR AND INDUSTRIES.

LABOR AND INDUSTRIES-CoaNTINuE:
Division of safety,

inspection of factories, etc., Cht.
duty of division of safety as to........................ 98
requests for.......................................... 98

Electrical inspections by required, safe wiring labels, fee .... 325
Minimum wage and hour act, duties of director concerning

(see also MINIMUM WAGE AND HOUR ACT) ......... 294

LAKE WASHINGTON:
Second Lake Washington toll bridge, bond Issue, financing of,

appropriation............................................ $11

LAKELAND VILLAGE:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Institutions,
department of)

Established .................................................. 31
Funds and property of inmates, custody and disbursal of, in-

terest, etc................................................ 61
Parental successors to residents of, appointment, qualifica-

tions, how designated, powers and duties, revocation or
resignation .............................................. 126

LAKES:
Lewis river recreational lake................................ 243
Lowering of for weed control purposes, petition, hearing,

notice, court order granting or refusing petition .......... 258

LAND (see REAL PROPERTY: also PUBLIC LANDS)

LAND SURVEYORS (see ENGINEERS AND LAND SUR-
VEYORS)

LAW LIBRARY, STATE:

Appropriation............................................... *12
Law library placed under jurisdiction and control of state

supreme court, appointment of librarian, compensation
of librarian and staff, library committee abolished...188

LEASES:
Cities and towns, buildings, lease back agreements ........... 80
Construction of buildings for state agencies, lease of build-

ings to agencies ......................................... 255
Parental school facilities, lease of to state parks and recrea-

tion commission by school districts authorized ............ 215
State land (see PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Sale or lease of

state land and valuable materials)

LEGISLATIVE BUDGET COMMITTEE:

Appropriation............................................... 286
Budget and accounting act, provisions concerning,

budget, copies of estimates submitted to legislative
budget committee.................................328

deemed part of legislative branch of state government for
purposes of.......................................... 328

hearings before governor, designees of legislative bud-
get committee to attend .............................. 328

powers and duties defined ................................ 328
review of pay and classification plans, budget director to

consult with legislative budget committee ............ 328
Joint committee on education to consult with................. 299
Legislative members of, per diem allowance................... *10
Schools, attendance credit audited by........................ 148
Student enrollment forecasts, reports by state census board

to, required............................................. 171

* Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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LICENSES.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL: Chi. Sec. Page

Appropriations .............................................. *11 1 1710

Budget and accounting act, provisions concerning, 1:2 1 11

deemed part of legislative branch of government for pur-
poses of............................................. 328 23 1816

review of pay and classification plans, budget director to
consult with legislative council....................... 328 16 1609

Joint committee on education to consult with ................ 299 12 1442
Legislative members of, per diem allowance ................. *$10 1 1699

LEGISLATURE:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Budget (see BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING ACT)
County administrative program coordination, report to ... 130 2 667
Employees, code of ethics for state officers and employees . 320 1-7 1555
House of representatives, speaker of, reimbursement for ex-

penses ................................................... *2 2 1642
Joint committee on education,

created.................................................. 299 2 1439
executive secretary ..................................... 299 8 1440
expenses of committee members ......................... 299 9 1441
legislative council, and legislative budget committee,

consultations with................................... 299 12 1442
members.................................... 299 3 1439
officers, subcommittees, rules of procedure .............. 299 7 1440
political affiliation limited, members...................... 299 4 1440
studies authorized ...................................... 299 11 1441
terms of members ...................................... 299 5 1440
vacancies................................................ 299 6 1440
witnesses, examination of ................................ 299 10 1441

Members, salaries, traveling allowance....................... 316 1 1512
Members serving on permanent or interim committees, per

diem allowance ......................................... *10 1 1699
Members, statement of candidacy for office, filing of, contents 329 20 1624
Revised Code of Washington, recommendations of statute law

committee to legislative concerning ....................... 95 3 550
School advisory council,

creation of, members, chairman ......................... 299 13 1442
expenditures ............................................ 299 15 1442
joint committee on education, to advise and assist, recom-

mendations .......................................... 299 14 1442
recommendations of .................................... 299 16 1442

LEWIS RIVER:

Dam to create recreational lake on east fork of, study, appro-
priation ................................................. 243 1, 2 1126

LIBRARIES:

State, appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle State
library)

Intercounty rural library districts, board of trustees, mem-
bership, appointment of, vacancies, removal ............ 133 1, 2 678

State law library (see LAW LIBRARY, STATE)

LICENSES:
Architecture,

architects' license account ................................ 323 15 1577

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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LICENSES.

LICENSES-CONNUED:
Architecture,

certificates of registration, Chi. Sec. Page
expiration, fees..................................... 323 10 1574
granted upon passage of examination ................. 323 7 1572
issuance of ........................................... 323 14 1577
reinstatement ........................................ 323 13 1576
revocation, grounds for, hearings, appeals ........... 323 11, 12 1574

corporations or stock companies prohibited from receiv-
ing certificate of registration to practice .............. 323 17 1578

definitions............................................... 323 2 1569
examinations,

applications, filing, fees ............................. 323 6 1572
scope of, time and place of, certificate of registration

for successful candidates ......................... 323 7 1572
exemptions.............................................. 323 16 1577
persons licensed under prior law ......................... 323 8 1573
qualifications for registration ............................ 323 5 1571
reciprocity............................................... 323 9 1573
registration to practice required ......................... 323 1 1569
state board of registration for architects,

members, terms, removal, vacancies, per diem ... 323 3 1570
rules, adoption of, filing ............................. 323 4 1571

violations, penalty...................................... 323 18 1578
Barbering,

examinations,
examining committee, employment of inspectors..84 7 516
times and places of, contents, reexamination .......... 84 4 512

schools and colleges,
courses required..................................... 84 6 515
inspection of required ................................ 84 7 516
license required, application, fees, expiration, re-

newal, reinstatement.....................84 2 510
shop location licenses, required, fees, applications, ex-

piration, renewal, reinstatement ...................... 84 3 511
students, certificate required, qualifications, application. 84 5 513

Boxing and wrestling, licenses required ..... ................ 305 1-7 1462
Commission merchants dealing in agricultural commodities,

license required, fees, applications, denial, suspension or
revocation, hearing, appeals, etc ........................ 139 4-20, 33-36 699

Custom slaughterer's license ................................. 204 44, 45 947
Director of licenses,

appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Li-
censes, department of)

financial responsibility of owners and operators, suspen-
sion of license, security required, etc .. ............... 38 6, 7, 11, 13 369

Massachusetts trusts, authorization, rules and regulations 220 4 1033
securities act, administered by (see also SECURITIES

ACT)...........................282 45-53 1346
traffic violations by minors, citation and record to be for-

warded to director of licenses by juvenile court ... 58 1 441
Electricians, license required, fee, application, bond ......... 325 1 1586
Engineers and land surveyors, registration required, pro-

visions relating to........................................ 297 1-7 1426
Food fish and shellfish licenses (see FOOD FISH AND SHELL-

FISH)
Game and game fish (see GAME AND GAME FISH)
Hairdressing and beauty culture,

change of location or discontinuance, notification re-
quired, penalty ....................................... 324 6 1583

definitions............................................... 324 1 1579
fees ..................................................... 324 4 1582
operator's license, quallfications for...................... 324 3 1582
regulations concerning operators and shops ............... 324 9 1585
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LICENSES.

LICENSES-CONTINUED:
Hairdressing and beauty culture, Cht. Sec. Page

renewal of licenses, fees................................ 324 5 1582
revocation of license.................................... 324 8 1584
school and shop, location in same place prohibited...324 7 1583
shop location licenses,

fee .................................................. 324 4 1582
regulations .......................................... 324 7 1583
required, applications for ............................. 324 2 1581

Liquor (see INTOXICATING LIQUOR)
Medicine and surgery, conditional license to practice medicine

and surgery for employees of department of institutions
authorized, qualifications, duration of license ............ 189 1, 2 849

Mentally ill or alcoholics, institutions for, fire protection
standards................................................ 224 1 1043

Motor vehicles,
certificates of ownership and registration,

assignments of ....................................... 166 10. 11 781
delivery of title without recording purchaser, penalty 166 8 780
destruction of motor vehicle, duty to notify director,

penalty .......................................... 166 4 778
form and content.................................... 166 1 775
installation of new or different motor, duty to notify

director, penalty................................. 166 5 778
motor or serial number removed, procedure ......... 166 3 776
refusal to issue, grounds, notice, penalty ............ 166 14 783
removal of motor, duty to notify director ............ 166 6 779
sale or transfer of motor vehicle...................... 166 8 780
transfer of after purchase of motor vehicle, penalty 166 9 780
unlawfully withheld from new owner, issuance of new 166 13 782

dealers, license required, appltcation form, fees, renewal,
bond, refusal, suspension or revocstion of license . 166 15-20 783

operator's license,
examinations, contents, reexamination ............... 284 1-3 1363
fees, disposition of ................................... 81 1 500
financial responsibility of owners and operators, con-

viction of offense, suspension of license, financial
responsibility required, security, insurance, bond,
accident reports, occupational operator's license,
fee, penalty..................................... 38 1-14 366

occupational motor vehicle operator's license, petition
for, limitations, revocation....................... 241 1 1121

revocation of license upon conviction of crime, man-
datory ........................................... 239 1 1118

truck weight restriction violations, grounds for sus-
pension of ...................................... 136 1 685

registration dates, deferral of............................. 11 1 37
size, weight and load requirements, weight restriction,

violations of, penalties, suspension of licenses ......... 136 1 685
temporary license permits provided for, fees ............... 66 1, 2 457
transporting of agricultural commodities by persons li-

censed under commission merchants act, license
plates required...................................... 139 12 702

Occupational motor vehicle operator's license, petition, issu-
ance, fee ................................................ 38 13 375

Public livestock market operators, license required, fees,
renewals, posting, denial of license, suspension of license,
or revocation of license, appeals ......................... 107 3-8, 46 591

Sanitarians, registration of, examining board created, mem-
bers, duties, compensation, applicants. qualifications, fees,
reciprocities, revocation or suspension of licenses, hear-
ing...................................................... 200 1-7 886
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LICENSES.

LICENSES-CoNnINun:
Securities, registration, etc. (see SECURITIES ACT)
Slaughterer's and meat food products manufacturers, license

required, fees, expiration, nontransferable, denial, sus- Ch. Sec. Page
pension, or revocation, hearing, notice, appeals ......... 204 23-32 942

Small loan companies, license required....................... 212 1 972
Veterinarians,

board of governors,
defined .............................................. 92 2 539
duties............................................... 92 4, 6 540
members, terms, officers............................... 92 3 540
per diem ............................................. 92 5 541

examinations,
conducted by board of governors ...................... 92 4 540
reexamination........................................ 92 8 542
when held, subjects ................................... 92 7 541

examining committee,
defined .............................................. 92 2 539
members of ......................................... 92 3 540

exemptions .............................................. 92 13 545
fees ..................................................... 92 12 544
licenses,

reciprocity ........................................... 92 10 542
revocation or suspension, procedure .................. 92 6, 11 541
temporary certificate ................................. 92 9 542

practice of,
how determined..................................... 92 1 538
without license, injunction............................ 92 14 545

LIENS:
Dairy product dealers, assessments, failure to remit collec-

tions, lien on property.................................. 163 12 767
Dependent children, support order for a lien on real and

personal property ........................................ 322 21 1567
Forest fire protection assessments ............................ 123 1 648
Industrial insurance, delinquent payment of premiums, lien

of state................................................. 308 24 1450
Lake waterfront owners, lowering of lake for weed control,

cost of a lien against real property........................ 258 4 1211
Livestock brand inspection charges, lien on livestock for 54 22 431
Livestock, restriction on sale of if lien unsatisfied, penalties. 107 12, 15 595
Mechanics and materialmen,

extending provisions relating thereto to the renting,
leasing, or otherwise supplying of equipment ......... 279 1-12 1294

notice, eligibility of materialmen's lien after untimely no-
tice given......................... I.................. 278 1 1292

Port district tunnel and bridge acquisition or construction,
revenues from, lien to pledge payment of bonds .......... 236 9 1101

Public utility district special assessments, lien on real prop-
erty ..................................................... 142 1 720

Recreational devices and conveyances, expense of inspection
a lien................................................... 327 7 1599

Restaurant, hotel, and tavern employees, enforcement of
liens .................................................... 173 1 801

Seed liens for growing crops................................ 226 1 1066
Sewerage and garbage, delinquencies, lien on property ... 90 4, 5 532
Sewer district charges, lien on real property .................. 103 1 566
Water district rates and charges, lien on properties served. 108 2 610

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Candidates' pamphlets, member of board of review .......... 329 21 1625
Salary......................................... *............. 316 1 1512
Statement advocating candidacy for office of, filing of, con-

tents .................................................... 329 20 1624
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MARKETING.
LIMITED ACCESS (see HIGHWAYS, subtitle Limited access)

LIQUOR (see INTOXICATING LIQUOR)

LIVESTOCK:

Brands and marks, recording, fees, brand inspections, exami- Ch. Sec. Page
nation, transporting permits. estrays, sale of, penalties 54 1-38 426

Grazing on state lands, restrictions ......................... 257 47 1207
Humane livestock slaughtering act .......................... 101 1-7 562
Public livestock market act ................................. 107 1-46 589
Testing of bovine animals, bond requirement for veterinari-

ans eliminated .......................................... 161 1 759

LOANS: (see also SMALL LOAN COMPANIES)

Bank or trust company employees or directors, loan to, au-
thorization of, reports to supervisor of banking, loan
defined.................................................. 165 1 773

Credit unions............................................... 138 5-8 692
Development credit corporations, loans to authorized ......... 213 6, 8 988
Discrimination prohibited.................................... 68 1 460
Mutual savings banks........................................ 41 4, 5 383
Student loan fund .......................................... 191 1 852
Veterans loan insurance division abolished-------------------..301 6 1450

LODE:

Geological survey exposing, claim, how perfected, report,
etc....................................................... 114 1 633

LOGGING TRUCKS (see also MOTOR VEHICLES)
Monthly license fees, penalty for illegal operation ............ 319 23, 24 1536
Road tests, study of........................................ 319 39 1551

LUMMI ISLAND:

Ferry from Lummi Island to Orcas Island, establishment of
upon construction of bridge from mainland to Lummi
Island................................................... 198 1 884

LUTHER BURBANK SCHOOL:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Institu-

tions, department of)

M
MAGAZIN'ES:

Obscene magazines,
distributing or selling, penalty ........................... 260 1 1213
injunctions against authorized ........................... 105 1-7 582

MAPLE LANE SCHOOL:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Institutions,

department of)
Chaplains, appointment for, authorized ...................... 33 1 358
Control and management of under director of institutions,

powers and duties of superintendent, provisions requir-
ing only female personnel removed........................ 39 1, 2 376

MARINES (see VETERANS)

MARGARINE:

Sale by weight only, weights and measures act ............... 291 29 1399

MARKETING:
Fish marketing associations................................. 312 1-47 1498
Public livestock market act................................. 107 1-46 589
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MARRIAGE.
MARRIAGE: Ch. Sec. Page

Epileptics, restriction against marriage of removed .......... 149 1-3 736

MARTHA WASHINGTON SCHOOL:

Appropriations.............................................. *12 1 1725

MASSACHUSETTS TRUST:

Authorized, procedure for creation of........................ 220 1-4 1033

MATERIALMEN'S LIENS:

Notice, enforceability of lien after untimely notice given .... 278 1 1292

MEASURES (see WEIGHTS AND MEASURES)

MEAT:
Meat inspection act, provisions of ........................... 204 1-54 932
Sale by weight only, weights and measures act .............. 291 28 1398

MECHANICS' AND MATERIALMEN'S LIENS:

Extending provisions relating thereto to the renting, leasing
or otherwise supplying of equipment...................... 279 l1-12 1294

MEDICINE AND SURGERY:

Chiropractors,
applications for licenses, fees, examinations, renewal of

licenses .............................................. 53 3-5 423
examining board created, membership, powers and

duties, per diem.............................. **"*** 53 1, 2 422
Conditional license to practice medicine and surgery for em-

ployees of department of institutions authorized, quali-
fications, duration of license ............................. 189 1, 2 849

Handicapped children, registry for, physicians to make re-
ports of disabling conditions ............................. 177 3 811

Hospital and medical facilities survey and construction act
(see HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Hospital and
medical facilities survey and construction act)

Mentally ill, temporary treatment for provided for ............ 196 4-7 865
Narcotic drugs, exemptions from act for medicinal purposes,

conditions of exemptions ................................. 97 1 554
Osteopathy,

certificate to practice osteopathy and surgery, require-
ments, applicants, standards ......................... 110 1 625

use of designation or abbreviation........................ 110 2 626

MENTALLY ILL:

Apprehension and temporary treatment of provided for, pro-
cedure, time limit for detention, cost, application, deten-
tion wards.............................................. 196 1-10 865

Files confidential, exceptions ................................. 51 1, 2 418
Institutions for, fire protection standards...................... 224 1 1043
Mental illness code enacted .................................. 25 80
Minors, mentally ill or psychopathic chil'dren in juvenile cor-

rectional institutions, transfer to state hospital, procedure 145 1 730
State hospitals for mentally ill, supervision over funds and

property of patients, interest, etc.......................... 60 1 444
State schools for mentally ill and physically deficient, volun-

tary admission to, requirements.......................... 154 1 749

MERIT SYSTEM (see STATE PERSONNEL BOARD)

METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICTS:

Bond elections, vote required................................ 290 3 1386

SDenotes Extraordinary Session.
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MINORS.
METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICTS-CONTNUED:

Creation authorized, municipal corporations of fourth class
excluded and withdrawn from, withdrawal procedure, Cht. Sec. Page
post-withdrawal powers and duties ....................... 45 1-4 395

Indebtedness, limitations upon ............................... 227 1 1067
Real or personal property, sale or disposal of authorized ... 93 1 546

MILITIA:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS,
subtitle Military department)

Armory in city of Seattle. conveyance to Seattle authorized.. 181 1-3 828

MILK:

Authorized units of sale, weights and measures act ........... 291 30 1399

MILLS (see LABOR AND INDUSTRIES,

subtitle Division of safety)

MINERALS:

Tidelands between Queets and Cape Flattery, lease of for
extraction of minerals authorized......................... 168 1, 2 790

MINES AND MINING:

Geological survey exposing lode, claim, how perfected, re-
port. etc ................................................. 114 1 633

Geological survey reports, filing with county auditor required,
contents, copy forwarded to department of conservation 119 1-3 642

Real estate transaction tax, lease of or conditional sale of,
determination of consideration for real estate transaction
tax purposes............................................ 208 1 962

State lands, mining contracts, royalty rate.................... 257 38 1203
Tidelands between Queets and Cape Flattery, lease of for

extraction of minerals authorized........................ 168 1, 2 790

MINIMUM WAGE AND HOUR ACT:

Aged persons, special certificates permitting payment at less
than..................................................... 294 6 1419

Apprentices, special certificates for payment at less than..294 6 1419
Appropriation............................................... *11 1 1713
Collective bargaining ....................................... 294 11 1422
Definitions .................................................. 294 1 1411
Disabled persons, special certificates permitting payment at

less than................................................ 294 6 1419
Exemptions.................................................. 294 1, 3 1411
Hearings.................................................... 294 8 1420
Investigations ............................................... 294 4 1417
Learners, special certificates permitting payment at less than 294 6 1419
Maximum work day and work week, time and one-hall ... 294 3 1413
Minimum hourly rate ....................................... 294 2 1413
Records of employer............................294 4, 7 1417
Review of regulations and decisions of director ............... 294 8 1420
Rules and regulations ....................................... 294 4, 5 1417
Short title .................................................. 294 14 1423
Violations,

criminal penalty ........................................ 294 10 1421
civil liability............................................ 294 9 1421

MINORS:

Correctional institution for juveniles, establishment of, land
acquisition. construction, superintendent, powers and
duties, rules and regulations .............................. 277 1-8 1289

Gifts, uniform gifts to minors act, provisions of .............. 202 1-10 921

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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MINORS.

MmNORS-CowNiuED:
Handicapped children,

providing of facilities for by school districts jointly and Cht. Sec. Pope
severally authorized................................. 122 1 646

registry for established.................................. 177 1-6 811
Incorrigible juvenile delinquents, institutional placement in

reformatory....................................... -**-251 2 1157
Juvenile delinquents or those convicted of a crime, transfer

to correctional institution for male persons .............. 214 7 993
Liquor identification card required, illegal use ............... 111 1-9 627
Mentally ill or psychopathic children in juvenile correctional

institutions, transfer to state hospital, procedure ......... 145 1 730
Mentally ill, voluntary admission to state schools for, re-

quirements.............................................. 154 1 749
Motor vehicles, theft of by juvenile, revocation of operator's

license mandatory ...................................... 239 1 1118
Obscene literature or articles, etc., selling or distributing

to minors, penalty...................................... 260 1 1213
Probation counselors (see PROBATION COUNSELORS)
Trafflic violations, citation and record to be forwarded to di-

rector of licenses by juvenile court ...................... 58 1 441
Transfer of child felon under sixteen years to juvenile cor-

rectional institution authorized ........................... 140 1 718

MISCONDUCT:

Public officers and employees, code of ethics ............... 320 1-7 1555

MONOFILAMENT:

Use of monofilament gill net webbing for taking of sal-
mon prohibited ......................................... 309 26 1495

MONOPOLIES:

Fish marketing associations, not to be deemed illegal mo-
nopoly........................................... * ** * -312 7 1499

Unfair trade practices and furtherance of, agreements for
purpose of destroying competition unenforceable, ex-
ceptions................................................. 246 1-3 1130

MORTGAGES:

Chattel mortgages, filing of assignment, transfer, or correc-
tion, fees............................................... 263 11 1230

Credit unions, investments in ................................ 138 6, 8 693
Livestock, restriction on sale of if mortgage unsatisfied,

penalties................................................. 107 12, 15 595
Release or satisfaction of, filing fee ......................... 263 12 1231
RCW corrections ............................................. 19 1 72
Savings and loan associations, mortgage loans by, re-

strictions ................................................ 280 4 1306
Small loan companies, release of mortgage required upon

payment in full ......................................... 212 6 981

MOSQUITO CONTROL DISTRICTS:

Board of trustees,
apportionment and assessments by, authorized ........... 64 7, 8 453
appointment of.......................................... 64 1 450

Borrowing moneys or issuance of warrants authorized ........ 64 3 452
Boundaries for tax purposes.................64 5 453
Breeding places for mosquitoes a public nuisance, exception 64 2 451
Excess levies authorized, special election .................... 64 4 452

MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE FUND:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
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MOTOR VEHICLES.
MOTOR VEHICLE FUND:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Lease of air space over and under highways for parking pur- Chs. Sec. Page

poses, proceeds deposited in motor vehicle fund ......... 184 14 843
Naches tunnel appropriation, considered loan from, repay-

ment of................................................. 292 7 1407
Net tax amount, sum payable to Puget Sound transportation

stabilization fund, limitation.............................. *4 1 1662
Second Lake Washington toll bridge, bond issue, use of

motor vehicle fund for financing ......................... *11 1 1716

MOTOR VEHICLES:

Additional fees for 1959, 1960, and 1961...................... 319 43 1553
Auto-stages, additional fees................................ 319 43 1553
Certificates of ownership and registration,

assignmients of .......................................... 166 10, 11 781
delivery of title without recording purchaser, penalty . 166 8 780
destruction of motor vehicle, duty to notify director,

penalty.............................................. 166 4 778
form and contents....................................... 166 1 775
installation of new or different motor, duty to notify

director, penalty .................................... 166 5 778
motor or serial number removed, procedure .............. 166 3 776
refusal to issue, grounds, notice, penalty ................ 166 14 783
removal of motor, duty to notify director ................ 166 6 779
sale or transfer of motor vehicle ............ .......,,,,. 166 8 780
transfer of after purchase of motor vehicle, penalty .. 166 9 780
unlawfully withheld from new owner, issuance of new 166 13 782

Dealers, license required, application form, fees, renewal,
bond, refusal, suspension or revocation of license ......... 166 15-20 783

Definitions................................................... 49 2 406
Divided roadways, crossing over prohibited ................... 44 1 394
Excise tax, imposed, rates increased......................... *3 19 1661
Financial responsibility of owners and operators, conviction

of offense, suspension of license, financial responsibility
required, security required, insurance, bond, accident
reports, occupational operator's license, fee, penalty . 38 1-14 366

For-hire vehicles, additional fees ............................. 319 43 1553
Free turns permitted, when................................ 135 1 682
Licenses,

converter gear operations, fees .......................... 319 21, 22 1535
logging truck tractors and trailers, monthly license fees 319 23 1536
registration dates, deferring effective date of ............. 11 1 37
size, weight and load requirements.

additional weights, permits .......................... , 319 31 1544
height limitations ........................ ,..,....... 319 26 1539
length restrictions ............................ ,..... 319 25 1538
special permits,

weight, excess, restrictions.........,,.... 319 28 1541
width, restrictions .............. ,................ 319 29 1542

weight limitations................................... 319 27 1540
weight restriction, violations of, penalties, suspen-

sion of licenses.......,.,.,.,,................. 136 1 685
temporary permits provided for, fee..........,...... 66 1, 2 457

Lighting of, requirements ...... ,.....,....,..........,........ 319 32 1546
Lights, red, turn permitted, when,.....,................ 138 1 682
Limited access, parking or stopping or using unauthorized

approach, penalty .................................... , 167 1 788
Logging truck tractors and trailers, penalties concerning il-

legal operations ........... ,..,.,................. 319 23, 24 1536

SDenotes Extraordinary Session.
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MOTOR VEHICLES.

MOTOR VEHICLES-CONTINUED:
Motor vehicle fuel tax, refund to urban transportation sys- Cit. Sec. Page

tems restricted ........................................... 298 1, 2 1437
Occupational motor vehicle operator's license,

petition, issuance, fee...................38 13 375
petition for, limitations, revocation...................... 241 1 1121

Off-street parking, cities authorized to acquire and maintain 302 1-7 1451
Operators,

icenses,
disposition of revenue from............................ 81 1 500
examinations, contents, reexaminations .............. 284 1-3 1383
revocation of licenses upon conviction of crimes.

mandatory ........................................ 239 1 1118
weight restriction violations, grounds for suspen-

sion of........................................... 136 1 685
nonresidents, service of summons and process on secre-

tary of state......................................... 121 .' 1 644
traffic violations by minors, citation and record to be

forwarded to director of licenses by juvenile court. 58 1 441
Passing overtaken vehicle on right, rules .................... 42 1 391
Stop on "red" then turn permitted ........................... 135 1 682
Traffic schools, establishment of, control and supervision

over, financing, purpose, attendance by traffic violators
as part of sentence, penalty ............................. 182 1-6 829

Traffic violations by minors, citation and record to be for-
warded to director of licenses by juvenile court ........... 58 1 441

Trucks and trailers,
additional fees .......................................... 319 43 1553
weight restrictions, violations of, penalties, suspension

of licenses........................................... 136 1 685
Turn on red permitted, when ................................ 135 1 682
Urban transportation systems, motor vehicle fuel tax re-

funds restricted .......................................... 298 1,2 1437

MULES (see LIVESTOCK)

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS: (see also CITIES AND TOWNS;

also COUNTIES; and particular districts)
Blind, purchase of products or services of, authorized ......... 100 2 561
Bond elections, vote required............................... 290 1-4 1383
Indebtedness, limitations upon ............................... 227 1 1067
Lease of air space over or under limited access highways

authorized, use of for parking facilities, terms of lease,
bids, notice, deposit, bonds ............................. 184 1-15 837

Water and sewer facilities, contracting with property own-
ers to provide authorized, reimbursement, subsequent
users, assessments, etc.................................. 261 1-5 1214

MUNICIPALITIES: (see also CITIES AND TOWNS)

Airports,
powers and duties, additional, powers as to industrial

and commercial facilities ............... 231 2 1073
revenue derived from operation of, use of for industrial

and commercial facilities authorized.................. 231 1 1072
Bond elections, vote required ............................... 290 1-4 1383
Contracting with property owners to provide water and sewer

facilities authorized, reimbursement, subsequent users,
assessments, etc ......................................... 261 1-5 1214

Firemen's relief and pensions, entry of firemen with private
organization into system, payments by municipalities au-
thorized .................................................. 69 1 461

Recording of records by photographic, etc., process author-
ized ..................................................... 254 1 1167
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NOTICE.

MUNICIPALITIES-CorNiNuEo:
Unclaimed personal property in possession of city or town, Ch. Sec. Page

notice and sale, disposition of proceeds.................. 289 2-3 1381
Urban renewal, issuance of general obligation bonds for pur-

poses of urban renewal authorized ........................ 79 1 498

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS (see BANKS AND BANKING, sub-

title Mutual savings banks)

N
NACHES TUNNEL:

Feasibility study and survey of, financing plan, design, ap-
propriation.............................................. 292 1-7 1405

NARCOTICS:

Exemptions from act, conditions.............................. 97 1 554
Uniform narcotic drug act, RCW corrections ................. 27 197

NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT:

Participation in by institutions of higher learning authorized 191 1 852

NATIONAL GUARD:

Armory in Seattle, conveyance to Seattle authorized ......... 181 1-3 828

NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Board of natural resources,

appropriation............................................ *12 1 1733
Eastern Washington College of Education, exchange of

lands to expand campus, duties....................... 128 1-3 665
forest lands acquired from counties by federal govern-

ment, reacquisition of, agreements as to ............... 87 1 526
Capitol building lands, duties concerning.................... 257 42, 43 1206
Forest development account, appropriations to department

of natural resources from ............................... 314 1 1510
Forest fire protection,

contingency forest fire suppr essiun account created, pur-
poses................................................ 332 1 1635

fire patrol assessments, supervisor's bond ................ 123 1 648
Forest lands acquired from counties by federal government.

reacquisition by counties, agreements by board of natural
resources and county commissioners as to ................ 87 1 526

Institute of forest products, administration of, by ............ 306 1 1466
Purchasing committee, representative of a member .......... 178 2 814
Sale or lease of state land and valuable materials, duties

concerning............................................... 257 1-41 1177
Supervisor of forestry, forest fire protection, duties con-

cerning.................................................. 151 1-4 739

NEWSPAPERS: (see also PUBLICATIONS)
Livestock marketing information, must be made available to 107 43 607
Minimum wage and hour act, newspaper vendors or car-

riers exempted from.................................... 294 1 1411

NONRESIDENTS:
Probate, nonresident executor authorized .................... 43 1 392
Process, service upon ....................................... 131 2 669
Traffic accidents, service of process ......................... 121 1 644

NOTICE:

Materialmen's lien, enforceabiity of after untimely notice
given.................................................... 278 1 1292

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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NUISANCES, PUBLIC.

NUISANCES, PUBLIC: Ch. Sec. Page

Breeding places for mosquitoes, exceptions ................. 64 2 451

0
OASI:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)

OATHS:

Administrative procedures act, oaths and affirmations by
agencies ................................................. 234 9 1084

Architects' licensing, hearing, oath administered to witnesses 323 12 1575
Candidates for public office, affidavit required ................ 250 1 1154
Commission merchants act, oaths taken by director of agri-

culture authorized ...................................... 139 13, 17 702
Engineers and land surveyors, board for registration of, ad-

ministering oaths........................................ 297 1 1426
Meat inspection act, oaths administered by director of agri-

culture .................................................. 204 29 943
Public livestock market act, investigations by director of

agriculture, power to administer oaths.................. 107 33 603
Public utility district commissioners, to give upon entering

duties of office................ ............... 265 10 1241
Securities act investigations, administration of oaths ......... 282 38 1342

OBSCENE LITERATURE AND ARTICLES:

Candidates' pamphlet, obscene matter, secretary of state
may refuse to publish ................................... 329 21 1625

Injunctions against authorized ............................... 105 1-7 582
Selling or distributing, penalty ............................. 260 1 1213
Voters' pamphlet arguments, secretary of state may re-

fuse to publish obscene matter ........................... 329 18 1624

OCEAN:
Tidelands between Queets and Cape Flattery, lease of for ex-

traction of minerals authorized .......................... 168 1, 2 790

OCCUPATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATOR'S LICENSE:

Petition for, limitations, revocation....................... 241 1 1121

1 38 13 375

OFFICE BUILDINGS (see GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, DE-
PARTMENT OF, subtitle Construction of buildings for state
agencies)

OFF-STREET PARKING:

Cities authorized to acquire and maintain.................... 302 1-7 1451

OLEOMARGARINE:

Sale by weight only, weights and measures act .............. 291 29 1399

OLYMPIA. CITY OF:

Approach road to state capitol, to become part of city street
system .................................................. 326 14 1596

ORCAS ISLAND:

Ferry from Oroas Island to Lummi Island to be established
when bridge constructed from mainland to Lumini Island 198 1 884

OREGON:
Columbia river gorge commission to cooperate with ........... 74 4 475
Cooperation with as to taking of food fish, shellfish, and game

fish from Columbia river................................ 315 1, 2 1511
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PARKS AND RECREATION.

OREGON-CONTINUED:
Toll bridge on lower Columbia river, agreements with for

construction of authorized if study concludes feasible, Ch. Sec. Page
terms of agreement, revenue bonds, tolls, etc ........... 144 1-5 726

OSTEOPATHY: (see also MEDICINE AND SURGERY)

Certificate to practice osteopathy and surgery, require-
ments, applicants, standards ............................. 110 1 625

Use of designation or abbreviation ........................... 110 2 626

P
PACIFIC MARINE FISHERIES COMPACT:

Provisions of ................................................. *7 1 1679

PACIFIC NORTHWEST FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT
STATION:

Institute of forest products, director of a member of ........ 306 1 1466

PACKERS, MEAT:
Unlawful to own or control over twenty percent of a public

livestock market ......................................... 107 41 606

PAMPHLETS (see ELECTIONS, subtitles Candidates' pamphlets.
and Voters' pamphlets)

PARADISE POINT:

Dam to create recreational lake on east fork of Lewis river,
study, appropriation .................... 243 1 1126

PARADISE POINT STATE PARK:
East fork Lewis river vicinity area named as ................ 137 1 68?

PARENTAL SUCCESSORS:
Residential schools ....................... 126 1-10 659

PARKING:

Lease of air space over or under limited access highways for,
terms of leases, bids, notice, deposit, bonds ............ 184 1-15 837

PARKING, OFF-STREET:

Cities authorized to acquire and operate...................... 302 1-7 1451

PARKS AND RECREATION:

Acceptance of land in Douglas county on Columbia river
from highway commission by state parks and recreation
commission...........................72 1 473

Columbia river gorge, development of by Columbia river
gorge commission for recreational purposes ............... 74 1-5 475

County and regional planning, comprehensive plan may in-
clude.................................................... 201 35 902

Dam to create recreational lake on east fork of Lewis river,
appropriation......................243 1, 2 1126

Lewis river vicinity area, named Paradise Point state park 137 1 687
Metropolitan park districts (see METROPOLITAN PARK

DISTRICTS)
Motor vehicle operators' license fees paid into state parks

and recreation fund, expense of administration paid from 81 1 500
Parental school facilities, lease of with option to purchase by

state parks and recreation commission authorized ........ 215 1 997
Park and recreation districts, formation in counties of sec-

ond, eighth or ninth classes authorized.................. 304 1-9 1456

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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PARKS AND RECREATION.

PARKS AND RECREATION-COaNIUED: Cht. Sec. Page
Railroad crossings, parkways ............................ 283 1 1356
State parks and recreation commission.

appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
powers and duties, acquisition of land for parks, option

agreements authorized............................... 317 1 1514
recreational devices and conveyances,

approval of plans for, required, duties concerning. 327 2 1597
employment of inspectors ............................ 327 5 1598
expense of inspection, reimbursement of commis-

sion, lien ......................................... 327 7 1599
inspection of ......................................... 327 3, 6 1597
reports to commission by inspectors.................. 327 6 1599
review of orders..................................... 327 10 1600
rules and regulations ................................ 327 9 1600

Whidbey Island park, parks and recreation commission
authorized to develop park and recreational facilities for 63 2 449

PAROLE BOARD (see BOA-RD OF PRISON TERMS AND PA-
ROLES)

PATROL (see WASHINGTON STATE PATROL)

PARTIES, POLITICAL:
Political advertising, party designation upon required ......... 112 1 632

PAY (see MINIMUM WAGE AND HOUR ACT)

PENITENTIARY:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Institu-
tions, department of)

Chaplains, appointment for .................................. 33 1 358
Juveniles, transfer of child felon under sixteen years to

juvenile correctional institution authorized .............. 140 1 718
Leaves of absence for inmates authorized, rules and regula-

tions concerning......................................... 40 1, 2 378
Prisoners,

transfer of prisoners convicted of a felony, contracts with
other institutions ..... ............................... 47 1-4 403

transfer of prisoners to correctional institution under
jurisdiction of department of institutions .............. 214 15 996

untried indictments, informations, or complaints against,
final disposition of provided for ....................... 56 1-4 438

Western interstate compact on corrections................... 287 1-7 1368

PENSIONS:
Agreements for interchange of federal and state, including

political subdivision employees authorized, provisions
of agreements, leaves of absence, compensation, retire-
ment systems, etc........................................ 102 1-4 564

Banks and trust companies, profit-sharing retirement plans,
restriction removed..................................... 106 3 587

Firemen's relief and pensions, reenactment of certain pro-
visions relating to ........................................ 5 1-14 23

Judges' retirement fund.................................... 192 1 853
Policemen,

cities of the first class, definitions, death, disability, re-
tirement, and sickness benefits, lump sum pay-
ments, pension fund......................... * *- - 78 1-8 490

prior service credit for service with private enterprise
permitted, contributions .............................. 71 1 471

reenactment of certain provisions relating to .............. 6 1-5 29
Public utility districts, retirement plan for employees of . 233 1 1078
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PHARMACY, STATE BOARD OF.

PENSIONS-Coa~raurn:
State employees' retirement system,

employees of state school or institution who are mem-
bers of teachers' retirement system, transfer to state Ch. Sec. Page
employees' retirement system authorized ............ 253 1 1165

investment of funds in loans guaranteed under Bank-
head-Jones farm tenant sct authorized ................ 91 2 537

Teachers' retirement system,
disability allowance,

permanent, election, payment of unpaid balance to
estate............................................ 37 2 364

temporary, amount of, minimum periods ............... 37 1 363
investment of funds in loans guaranteed under Bankhead-

Jones farm tenant act authorized ...................... 91 1 536
members who are employees of state school or institution,

transfer to state employees' retirement system author-
ized ................................................. 253 1 1165

reenactment of certain provisions relating to ............... 7 1-3 33
retired teacher reentering service on temporary basis..37 3 365

Volunteer firemen's relief and pensions, computation of ........ 9 1 36
Washington state patrol retirement system, reenactment of

certain provisions relating to .............................. 8 1-3 35

PER DIEM:

Advisory hospital and medical facility council members ... 252 5 1161
Athletic commission members ................................ 305 1 1462
Chiropractic examining board members ...................... 53 2 423
Dairy products commission members ......................... 163 8 766
Drainage district commissioners .............................. 209 1 964
Interfaith advisory committee members....................... 190 1, 2 851
Joint education committee members ......................... 299 9 1441
Jurors....................................................... 73 1 474
Legislative members of permanent or interim committees or

councils.................................................
t*1 1 1699

School advisory council members ............................. 299 13 1442
Sewer district commissioners................................ 103 4 569
Speaker of house of representatives, reimbursement for ex-

penses ................................................... *2 2 1642
State board of registered sanitarians, compensation of mem-

bers of.................................................. 200 2 887
State board of registration for architects, members ............ 323 3 1570
State officials and employees, amount of...................... 194 1 863
State personnel board members ............................... 127 2 664
Veterinarian board of governors, members .................... 92 6 541

PERPETUITIES, RULE AGAINST:

Trust instruments in violation of, periods during which provi-
visions not invalid, distribution and vesting of asset.... 146 1-3 732

PERSONAL PROPERTY:

Ownership, use, or possession of personal property submits
person to jurisdiction of this state ........................ 131 2 669

Port districts, leasing of authorized ........................... 157 1 752
Unclaimed personal property in possession of city or town,

notice and sale of. disposition of proceeds ................ 289 2-3 1381

PERSONNEL BOARD (see STATE PERSONNEL BOARD)

PHARMACY, STATE BOARD OF:

Appropriation............................................... *12 1 1717
Narcotic drugs, exemption from act, conditions of exemption,

duties concerning........................................ 97 1 554

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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PHOTOGRAPHS.

PHOTOGRAPHS:

Obscene, Cht. Sec. Page
injunctions against ..................................... 105 1-7 582
selling or distributing, Penalty ........................... 260 1 1213

Photographic copies of business and public records as evi-
dence, admission, destruction of original permitted unless
an asset or preservation required by law.................. 125 1 658

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS (see MEDICINE AND SURGERY)

PIPE TOBACCO (see TAXATION, subtitle Tobacco products
excise tax)

PLANNING (see COUNTY AND REGIONAL PLANNING)

POLICE (see CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Police)

POLITICAL ADVERTISING:

Party designation upon required ............................ 112 1 632

POLLUTION CONTROL COMMISSION:

Appropriation............................................... *12 1 1723

PORT DISTRICTS:

Bond elections, vote required............................... 290 3 1386
Budgets, adoption of. notice, hearing, filing copy of final bud-

get, supplementary budgets, fiscal year defined .......... 159 1-7 755
Commissioners,

increase in number of, submitted to vote ................ 175 3 804
qualifications, declarations of candidacy.................. 175 1,.2, 4,9 803
vacancies................................................ 175 8 807
withdrawal of, notice.................................... 175 5 805

Contracting indebtedness, investments authorized, limitations 52 1, 2 420
Elections,

commissioners,
increase in number of, submitted to vote ............. 175 3 804
qualifications, declarations of candidacy ............... 175 1, 2, 4, 7, 9 803
vacancies in office of................................. 175 8 807
withdrawal of, notice................................ 175 5 805

primary, when required................................. 175 10 808
procedure for general and special elections ................ 175 6 805

Fiscal year defined .......................................... 159 6 757
Indebtedness, limitations upon ............................... 227 1 1067
Inland areas, establishment of port district in inland areas

authorized ................................................ 94 1 547
Leasing of real and personal property ......................... 157 1 752
Port of Seattle, beds and shores of Duwamish and Green

rivers granted to .................... ,I..........158 1 754
RCW corrections ............................................. 17 1 49
Revenue bonds, issuance authorized, purposes, form and

contents, retirement, payable from special fund, sale to
federal government, funding and refunding bonds, vali-
dation ................................................... 183 1-7 831

Revenue warrants, issuance authorized........................ 183 8 836
Tunnels and bridges,

access approaches, and public utility facilities, etc.....238 2 1093
acquisition, construction, lease, and disposal of author-

ized................................................. 236 1 1092
bond anticipation revenue notes, issuance of authorized,

terms, conditions. contracts, payment of ............. 236 6, 7, 9 1098
bonds, legal investments................................ 236 14 1103
claims against district................................... 236 20, 21 1107

ODenotes Extraordinary Session.
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PROBATE.

PORT DISTRICTS-CONTNUED:
Tunnels and bridges,

contracts,* Ch. Sec. Page
for use of ........................................... 236 2 1093
with public agencies to aid construction, etc .......... 236 18 1106

funds,
creation of to retire bonds, etc., authorized .......... 236 8 1100
use of to purchase bonds ............................. 236 11 1102

indebtedness of state or district as to bonds and notes
limited .............................................. 236 13 1102

personal liability ......................................... 236 10 1101
powers of port districts as to ............................. 236 17, 22 1105
registration of bonds and notes ........................... 236 14 1103
revenue bonds, issuance of authorized, terms, conditions.

contracts to secure bonds, payment of ................ 236 4-5, 7. 9 1095
rights of district, state agrees not to alter ................ 236 12 1102
rules, regulations, bylaws in relation thereto, penalty for

violation............................................. 236 19 1106
tax exempt................................. 236 16 1104

Validation of revenue bonds and warrants.................... 183 9 836

POTATOES:
Selling or transporting diseased Irish seed potatoes prohib-

ited, inspection required, quarantine, penalty ............. 65 1-8 455

POULTRY: (see also LIVESTOCK)

Public livestock market act................................. 107 1-46 589

PRIMARY ELECTIONS (see ELECTIONS)

PRINTER, STATE:

Duties, printing and binding by private printing companies
permitted ............................................... 88 1 528

Member of state printing and duplicating committee, duties 238 1-5 1117

PRINTING:

Acquisition of printing or duplicating equipment by officials
or agencies of the state, authorization by state printing
and duplicating committee required...................... 238 1-5 1117

Printing for department of institutions, institutions of higher
learning, and supreme court, private printing companies,
awards of printing to ..................................... 88 1 528

PRISON TERMS AND PAROLES, BOARD OF (see BOARD OF
PRISON TERMS AND PAROLES)

PRISONS AND PRISONERS (see PENITENTIARY; REFORMA-
TORY: CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE: also COUN-
TIES, subtitle Jails)

PRIVILEGE TAXES (see TAXATION, subtitle Public utility
districts)

PROBATE:

Decedent's contract interest in land, provisions requiring
bond by purchaser to secure payments repealed ............ 57 1 440

Devise or bequest by will to a trustee of an amendable or
revocable trust.......................................... 116 1 636

Domicile of decedents for death taxes purpose ................ 46 1-7 397
Escheats, property of deceased inmates of state institutions,

disposition of property................................... 240 1 1120
Executors and administrators, parties disqualified, nonresi-

dent restriction removed ................................. 43 1 392
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PROBATE.

PROBATE-CONTNUED:
Inheritance tax (see TAXATION, subtitle Inheritance tax)
Parental successors to residents of residential state schools, Ch. Sec. Page

appointment of as a probate matter........................ 126 3 660
Wills, devise or bequest by will to a trustee of an amendable

or revocable trust ....................................... 116 1 636

PROBATION COUNSELORS:
Accounting of expenditures for ............................... 331 8 1632
Administration by director of institutions.................... 331 2 1631
Appointment of by court,

powers and duties, compensation ......................... 331 9 1633
qualifications ............................................ 331 6 1632

Appropriation for........................................... 331 10 1634
Apportionment of state aid fund to counties, for, basis of . 331 3 1631
Definitions......... ......................................... 331 1 1630
Dental of aid to counties, reasons ............................. 331 8 1633
Purpose for state aid, limitations on amount, emergencies. 331 4, 5 1631

PROCEDURES, ADMINISTRATIVE (see ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES)

PROCESS:

Nonresident motor vehicle operators .......................... 121 1 644
Securities act, consent to service of process................... 282 33 1339
Service of process in justice court by person other than officer,

endorsement of legal fees upon.......................... 99 1 560
Service outside this state on residents or persons submitting to

jurisdiction within this state, acts submitting person to
state process jurisdiction enumerated, exceptions, costs 131 1, 2 669

PROPERTY (see REAL PROPERTY; also PERSONAL
PROPERTY)

PROPERTY TAXES (see TAXATION, subtitle Property taxes)

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY:

Administrative program coordination authorized, duties..130 1-6 667
Civil service for sheriff's office employees, duties concerning. 1 17 18
Dependent children, enforcement of support for,

action required for, when............................... 322 8 1563
agreements with attorney general to carry out ............ 322 4 1562
aid and assistance to attorney general required, by...322 9 1563
reports to attorney general required...................... 322 10 1564

Deputies, appointment of, powers and duties ................. 30 1 353
Injunctions against obscene printings and articles, duties con-

cerning.................................................. 105 2, 5 582
Mentally ill, institution of proceedings for appointment of

guardian for............................................. 154 1 749
Veterinarians, practice without license, injunction, by ... 92 14 545
Wiping rag sterilization act, violations to be prosecuted by 206 8 959

PSYCHIATRISTS:

Provisional license to practice in state institution ............ 189 1 849

PSYCHOPATHIC DELINQUENTS:
Psychopathic or mentally ill children in juvenile correctional

institutions, transfer to state hospital, procedure .......... 145 1 730

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Dependent children, enforcement of support for,

action by prosecuting attorney required, when .......... 322 8 1563
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PUBLIC FUNDS.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE-CONTINUED:
Dependent children, enforcement of support for,

agreements between prosecuting attorney and attorney Ch. Sec. Page
general as to ........................................ 322 4 1562

application for aid to dependent children, report to attor-
ney general by department, limitation, support action 322 5, 6 1562

consent to recovery upon accepting public assistance..322 18 1566
cooperation of persons having custody, etc., penalty . 322 7 1563
definitions...........................322 3 1562
department of internal revenue, disclosures to ............ 322 17 1566
bearing, procedure, appeals, order a Hien ................. 322 19-21 1567
law enforcement officers, aid and assistance, required..322 9 1563
purpose of act................... ....................... 322 2 1561
reports of prosecuting attorney required ................. 322 10 1564
subrogation of department of public assistance ........... 322 18 1566
support payments ........................................ 322 11 1564

Public assistance code enacted ................................ 26 120

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT:

Agreements for interchange of federal and state, including
political subdivision employees authorized, provisions of
agreements, leaves of absence, compensation, retirement
systems. etc ............................................. 102 1-4 564

Civil service for sheriff's office employees.................... 1 1-23 7
Code of ethics for state officers and employees ................ 320 1-7? 1555
County officers and employees, twice monthly payment of,

draw days............................................... 300 1 1444
Merit system (see STATE PERSONNEL HOARD)
Retirement (see PENSIONS)
State employees and officials, per diem allowance ............ 194 1 863
State employees whose duties concern purchasing for state,

acceptance of gifts, etc., prohibited....................... 178 19 823
State personnel board (see STATE PERSONNEL BOARD)
Washington state patrol promotional examinations ........... 115 1 635

PUBLIC FUNDS:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Cities and towns,

current expense fund, disposition of proceeds from sale
of unclaimed personal property in.................... 289 3 1382

policemen's relief and pension fund ....................... 78 8 495
Columbia river gorge commission account created ............. 74 5 476
County funds,

county road improvement guaranty fund created, pur-
pose, investments.................................... 134 2 681

current expense fund,
reimbursements to Washington state association of

elected county officials from, authorized ......... 130 4 667
temporary motor vehicle license permits provided for,

fee paid into ...................................... 66 2 457
general fund, civil service for sheriff's office employees,

moneys placed in...................................... 1 21 20
"lake ... weed removal fund" created ............... 258 4 1211
tuberculosis fund,

surplus, expenditure of ............................... 117 4 639
payments into ........................................ 117 1, 2 637

Defined for purposes of budget and accounting act ............ 328 2 1601
Employment security,

administrative contingency fund, how constituted.... 170 1 792
unemployment compensation administrative fund, ore-

ated, how constituted, etc ............................. 170 3 797
unemployment compensation fund........ .......... 170 1, 2 792

Fire protection districts, funds created..................,., 221 1 1035
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PUBLIC FUNDS.
PUBLIC FUNDS-CoNTqNurn:

Game fund, appropriation from to state game commission to
carry out fish propagation project in Grant county au- Cht.
thorized................................................. 176

Horticultural district funds.................................. 152
Hospital and medical facility construction fund .............. 252
Institutional industries revolving fund created outside treas-

ury, purpose, funds deposited in,* expenses paid from,
excess to general fund, report, state institutional revolv-
ing account abolished and transferred to institutional in-
dustries revolving fund.................................. 273

Investment of funds in loans guaranteed under Bankhead-
Jones farm tenant act authorized.......................... 91

Port district funds, creation of, investment of excess author-
ized...................................................... 52

Sanitarians' licensing account ................................ 200
Sewer district funds,

accumulated moneys in funds, investments authorized.. 103
loans from funds authorized ............................. 103
maintenance or general fund ............................. 103
special fund for retirement of revenue bonds ............. 103
surplus in maintenance or general fund, authorized uses. 103

State funds,
agricultural college permanent fund, investment of mon-

eys in regents' revenue bonds authorized ............ 150
architects' license account ............................... 323
capitol building construction account, capitol building

land sales, proceeds paid into ........................ 257
central stores revolving fund ............................. 178
cigarette fee account, balance transferred to general fund 172
commission merchants account created.................... 139
contingency forest fire suppression account created ... 332
current state school fund, apportionment from for use

of schools........................................... 276
forest development fund, changed to forest development

account.............................................. 314
general administration bond redemption fund ............ 255
general administration bond redemption guarantee fund. 255
general administration construction fund................. 255
general fund, apportionment from for schools ............ 276
highway equipment fund, declared to be revolving fund. 326
highway safety fund,

motor vehicle operators' license, expenses of admin-
istration, payment from...........................081

judges' retirement fund.................................. 192
motor vehicle fund (see MOTOR VEHICLE FUND)
parks and recreation fund, motor vehicle operators' li-

cense fees paid into, expense of administration paid
from ................................................. 81

penitentiary revolving account abolished ................. 273
probation services account............................... 331
public school building account, bond issue proceeds de-

posited in ........................................... t*8
Puget Sound transportation stabilization fund, sums pay-

able to from motor vehicle fund, limitation ........... *4
reclamation fund,

how constituted ...................................... 104
payments from, purposes ............................. 104
reimbursement to funds in state treasury, when ... 104

scientific school permanent fund, investment of moneys
in regents' revenue bonds authorized ................. 150

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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PUBLIC LANDS.
PUBLIC FUNDS-CONTINUED:

State funds,
state building construction account, bond issue proceeds Chi.

deposited in.......................................... *9
State College of Washington building account,

proceeds from sale of certain land in Pullman by
Washington state university paid into .............. 59

proceeds from sale of land in Whitman county de-
posited in........................................ 89

state institutional revolving account abolished and mon-
eys transferred to institutional industries revolving
fund................................................. 273

state school equalization fund,
excess in fund transferred to general fund, warrants

drawn upon, to be paid from general fund ......... 284
real estate transaction tax, deficiency, made up from

state general fund................................. *6
state university permanent fund, investment of moneys in

regents' revenue bonds authorized.................... 150
world fair bond redemption fund, proceeds from sale of

property acquired or constructed for world fair, paid
into.................................................. 310

Water districts, maintenance or general fund surplus, uses,
investments, loans ....................................... 108

PUBLIC HEALTH (see HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF)

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS (see INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT
OF)

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, SUPERINTENDENT OF:

Apportionments for schools, duties concerning.............
Appropriation to counties for school districts, apportionment

by for .................................................
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Attendance credit allowed by superintendent of public in-

struction where nonattendance, when...................
Elections, nonpartisan primaries provided for if more than

two candidates ........................................
Joint school district reorganization, appointment of commit-

tee on, by..............................................
Real estate transaction tax, deficiency, allotments from state

general fund, duties concerning .......................
Salary of ..................................................
Statement advocating candidacy for office of, filing of, con-

tents...................................................
Voters' pamphlets, board of censors as to arguments, mem-

ber of .................................................

276

318

148

247

268

*6
316

329

329

PUBLIC LANDS:
Actions or proceedings as to................................ 257
Beds and shores of Duwamish and Green rivers granted to

port of Seattle .......................................... 158
Capitol building lands,

lands designated as ......................... 257
proceeds from sale of, disposition of....................... 257

Clark county tidelands, withdrawal from lease and sale, ex-
change of authorized.................................... 249

Commissioner of public lands,
Eastern Washington College of Education, exchange of

lands to expand campus, duties...................... 128
fees for services rendered ................................ 153

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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PUBLIC LANDS.

PUBLIC LANDS--CoNrmruED:
Commissioner of public lands,

forest fire suppression account, transmission of moneys Chi.
paid out which are later recovered.................... 332

salary of.......................................... ...... 316
statement advocating candidacy for office of, filing of,

contents ............................................. 329
withdrawal from lease and sale of certain tidelands in

Clark county, exchange of authorized ................ 249
Crazing upon, prohibition................................... 257
Hearings concerning ......................................... 257
Port of Seattle, beds and shores of Duwamish and Green

rivers granted to........................................ 158
Sale or lease of state lands and valuable materials,

applications for,
deposits required ..................................... 257
filing of.............................................. 257
form of application.................................. 257

auction, all sales by..................................... 257
bid requirements ....................................... 257
conducting of sale, procedure ............................ 257
contracts of sale......................................... 257
damaged timber .......................................... 257
date, place and time of, fixing of ......................... 257
deed of sale ............................................. 257
dividing of contract for sale or lease...................... 257
fraud or collusion,

confirmation of sale................................. 257
voiding of .......................................... 257

inspection, appraisal, and valuation of land, materials,
and improvements................................... 257

leases,
grazing lands ....................................... 257
improvements, disposition on termination of ........ 257
preference to owner of improvements ................ 257
re-lease.............................................. 257
terms, grazing lands................................. 257
water rights ........................................ 257

limitations upon ........................................ 257
list of lands and materials subject to...................... 257
mining contracts ......................................... 257
notice of sale ........................................... 257
platting required, when................................. 257
public utilities, rights of way for ........................ **257
reforestation land, reclassification of land as when tim-

ber removed ........................................ 257
rules and regulations for removal of timber .............. 257
surveying of land subject to ............................. 257
terms of sale or lease.................................... 257
tide or shore lands....................................... 257
timber sales, deposits................................... 257
vacating of plats, etc.................................... 257
valuable materials, sale of separate from land ............. 257

Sunnyside chamber of commerce, conveyance of land to au-
thorized................................................. 180

University of Washington, reconveyance of certain shore-
lands to state for highway purposes authorized, com-
pensation................................................ 164

Valuable materials defined.................................. 257
Washington State University,

exchange or sale of lands in Whitman county, procedure,
disposition of proceeds................................ 89

sale of certain lands to city of Pullman authorized ......... 59
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PUB3LIC UTILITIES.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES (see LIBRARIES)

PUBLIC LIVESTOCK MARKET ACT: Cit. Sec. Page
Provisions of................................................ 107 1-46 589

PUBLIC NUISANCES:

Breeding places for mosquitoes, exceptions .................. 64 2 451

PUBLIC PRINTING (see PRINTING)

PUBLIC RECORDS:

Budget and accounting act, public records defined, availa-
bility of .... ............................................. 328 20 1615

Recording of public records by photographic, etc., process au-
thorized................................................. 254 1 1167

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Public utilities (see also PUBLIC UTILITIES)

budgets of expenditures, filing of........................ 248 11-14 1142
excess earnings, consideration of in fixing of rates ......... 285 2 1366
municipal utilities,

sewerage and garbage systems,
authority to acquire and operate .................. 90 1 , 7 530
cononection by property owners required, pen-

alty, connection charges ....................... 90 2, 8 531
rates and charges, uniformity of rates, delinquen-

cies a lien on property ........................ 90 4, 5 532
water works, authority to acquire and operate, uni-

formity of rates required, connection charges . 90 6, 8 533
securities, regulation of................................. 248 20-21 1146
telegraph and telephone companies, electrical inspection,

exemption from ...................................... 325 4 1590
Railroad crossings,

allocations from state to meet cost of, petition by cities.
towns, and counties................................. 283 4 1361

petitions for crossing of highways, roads, or railroads . 283 1 1356
signals and warning devices, installation of,

allocations from state to meet cost of,
claims for reimbursement, disbursements by state

auditor.............................. 283 6 1362
findings of public service commission ............ 283 5 1361

petitions, hearing, apportionment of costs ............ 283 3 1358
Transportation companies,

budgets of expenditures, filing of ......................... 248 15-18 1144
excess earnings, consideration of in fixing rates ........... 285 3 1366
motor freight carriers,

control of through stock acquisition, etc., approval of
commission required............................. 248 24 1150

gross weight fees.................................... 248 9 1141
identification plates required, fees.................... 248 6-8 1139
tariffs ............................................... 248 5 1138

port district tunnels and bridges, contracts with for
transmission of water, gas, petroleum or railway use 236 2 1093

public service company defined, storage warehouseman
excepted from ...................................... 248 3 1136

railroads, overpass or underpass as part of state highway
system, maintenance of structure and approaches. 319 34 1548

threatening or communicating threat to bomb or injure
common carrier, penalty ............................. 141 1-3 719

PUBLIC UTILITIES:

Cities and towns, municipal utility revenue bonds, limitation
removed................................................. 203 1 930
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PUBLIC UTILITIES.

PUBLIC UTILITIES-CONnNuxn:
Electrical utilities, inspection of electrical installations, pub-

lic utilities to refuse to connect if no safe wiring labels Cht. Sec.
affixed................................................... 325 1

Highways, public utilities upon, cost of removal paid by state
where reimbursed from federal government .............. 330 1, 2

Municipal utilities,
sewerage and garbage systems,

authority to acquire and operate ...................... 90 1, 7
connection by property owners required,

connection charges authorized ..................... 90 8
penalty........................................... 90 2

rates and charges,
delinquencies, lien on property ................... 90 4, 5
uniformity of rates required, minimum rates..90 1, 2

water works,
authority to acquire and operate, uniformity of rates

required.......................................... 90 6
connection charges authorized........................ 90 8

Port district tunnel or bridge, construction of facilities for
public utility............................................ 236 1, 2

Public utilities tax, reporting period changed ................. 197 10, 27
Relocation of, business and occupation tax imposed upon . *3 4
Right of way across state lands, acquisition of, removal of

danger frees............................................ 257 35, 36
Unclaimed personal property in possession of city, town or

department thereof, notice and sale, disposition of pro-
ceeds.................................................... 289 2-3

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS:

Acquisition and construction of public utility, procedure,
funding of through revenue obligations, form, terms, exe-
cution of, registration of, refunding, etc...............

Assessments,
county treasurer to segregate, collect and receive pay-

ments................................................ 142
segregation of special assessments, right to, procedure,

notice, objections, appeals, lien, etc.................... 142
Commissioners, oath or affirmation .......................... 265
Districts of the first class,

application for license from federal power commission
to operate as, forwarding of copy to county auditor 265

commissioners,
appointment of commissioner for each at large district 265
election of, members, terms, vacancies, expenses of

election, form, boundaries of districts ............. 265
dividing district as an at large district A or B ............ 265
elections, submitting proposition to people, ballot form 265
petition for, notice of election, date...................... 285
when qualified as........................................ 265

Employees,
group insurance .......................................... 233
retirement plan for...................................... 233

Funds for payment of revenue obligations.................. '218
Grant county public utility district, state game commission

authorized to expend funds received from for fish prop-
agation projects, contract with ........................... 176

Indebtedness, limitations upon........................ **** *-227
Local improvement districts, improvements, requests for,

procedures, special assessments, approval of assessment
roll, notice, protest, appeals ............................... 142

218 3, 4. 7
10,

2 722

1 720
10 1241

4 1234

8 1237

9 1237
7 1236
5 1235
6 1235
2 1234

1 1078
1 1078

5. 6 1023

1 810
1 1067

3. 4

ODenotes Extraordinary Session.
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RAILROADS.

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS-CONTINUED:
Privilege tax, Cht. Sec. Page

definitions............................................... 274 1 1280
distribution to counties, basis for.......................... 274 4 1284
imposed, rates ............................... "*........... 274 2 1283
reports to tax commission required........................ 274 3 1284

Rates and charges for payment of revenue obligations ........ 218 9 1027
Revenue oblilgations defined, issuance of, destruction when

paid authorized, general obligation bonds, issuance of 218 1,14, 15 1018
Treasurer, disbursements, surety bonds....................... 218 2 1018
Water systems, sale and conveyance to cities of the first class

without approval of voters authorized.................... 275 1 1286

PUBLICATIONS:

Administrative procedures act, publication of rules .......... 234 5 1082
Development credit corporations, publication of assets and

liabilities required ...................................... 213 13 990
Insurance publications by commissioner of insurance author-

ized ..................................................... 225 1 1045
Lease of building by city or town with lease back agreement,

bids required, publication of............................... 80 8 498
Leasing of air space over or under limited access highways,

publication of bids required .............................. 184 6 840
Livestock marketing information, must be made available to 107 43 607
Obscene publications and articles, injunctions against author-

ized ..................................................... 105 1-7 582
Political advertising, party designation upon required ......... 112 1 632
Port district budget adoption, notice of required to be pub-

lished ................................................... 159 2, 5 758
Sale of unclaimed personal property in possession of city or

town, publication of notice .............................. 289 3 1382
Small loan companies, false or misleading advertising pro-

hibited.................................................. 212 4 974

PULLMAN, CITY OF:

Sale of certain lands to Washington State University .......... 59 1 443

PURCHASING (see GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, DEPART-
MENT OF, subtitle Purchasing)

Q
QUEETS RIVER:

Tidelands between Queets river and Cape Flattery, lease of
for extraction of minerals authorized...................... 168 1, 2 790

R
RABBITS (see LIVESTOCK)

RADIO:

Livestock marketing information, must be made available to 107 43 607
Small loan companies, false or misleading advertising pro-

hibited.................................................. 212 4 974

RAGS:

Wiping rags, sterilization required .......................... 206 1-8 957

RAILROADS:

Crossings,
petition for crossing of highways, roads, or railroads.. 283 1 1356
signals and warning devices, installation of,

allocations from state to meet cost of,
claims for reimbursements, disbursements by

state auditor.............:................283 6 1362
findings of public service commission ............. 283 5 1381
petitions of cities, towns and counties ............. 283 4 1361

petitions, hearing, apportionment of costs ............ 283 3 1358
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RAILROADS.

RAILRQADS-CoaNwIuED: Chi. Sec. Page
Overpass or underpass on state highway, maintenance of . 319 34 1548
Port district tunnel or bridge, use of for railway purposes . 235 1, 2 1092
Threatening or communicating threat to bomb or injure com-

mon carrier, penalty.................................... 141 1-3 719

RAINIER STATE SCHOOL:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Institu-

tions, department of)
Established .................................................. 31 1 35
Funds and property of inmates, custody and disbursal of,

interest, etc.............................................. 61 1 446
Parental successors to residents of, appointment, qualifi-

cations, how designated, powers and duties, revocation
or resignation .......................................... 126 1_10 659

RATE OF PAY (see MINIMUM WAGE AND HOUR ACT)

REAL PROPERTY:

Acquisition of real property for state parks, option agree-
ments authorized....................................... 317 1 1514

County and regional planning , effect upon.................. 201 1-96 891
Credit unions, investments in ............................... 138 8 694
Lake waterfront owners, lowering of lake for weed control

provided for............................................ 258 1-4 1209
Leases of buildings by cities and towns, option to renew or

purchase, term of years, lease back agreements, bids,
exemption from taxation................................. 80 1-9 496

Mining property, real estate transaction tax, determination
of consideration on conditional sale or lease with option
to purchase................*'....*...............*.....208 1 962

Ownership, use or possession submits person outside of this
state to state process jurisdiction......................... 131 2 669

Port districts, leasing of authorized ......................... 157 1 752
Real estate transaction tax, deficiency after tax, made up

to school districts from state general fund ................. *6 1 1677
Savings and loan associations, investments in ................ 280 6 1308
Tax assessments include easements of record, tax fore-

closure made subject to easements....................... 129 1 666

REAPPORTIONMENT:

Congressional redistricting.................................. 288 1-3 1378

RECEIVERS:

Preferences made by insolvent corporation, recovery of
property by receiver, exception ......................... 219 1, 2 1032

RECIPROCITY:

Architects, regulation of, reciprocity........................ 323 9 1573
Death taxes, arbitration of domicile dispute, reciprocity

required ................................................. 46 7 402
Employment security, reciprocal benefit arrangements with

other states............................................. 266 1 1242
Engineers and land surveyors licensing act, reciprocity ... 297 6 1431

RECLAMATION:

Reclamation fund,
how constituted .......................................... 104 2 579
payments from, purposes ................................ 104 4 580
reimbursement to funds in state treasury, when ......... 104 3 580

RECORDINGS:

Obscene recordings.
injunctions against authorized ........................... 105 1-7 562
selling or distributing, penalty .......................... 260 1 1213

0Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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REPORTING PERIOD.

RECORDS:

Commission merchants act, copies of records, etc., as evi- Ch. Sec. Page
dence.................................................... 139 31 707

Photographic copies of business and public records as evi-
dence, admission, destruction of original permitted unless
an asset or preservation required by law ................. 125 1 658

RECREATION (see PARKS AND RECREATION)

RECREATIONAL DEVICES AND CONVEYANCES:
Construction of, approval of state parks and recreation com-

mission required, penalty ................................ 327 2 1597
Inspection of,

duties of state parks and recreation commission, forbid-
ding of operations................................... 327 3 1597

expense, reimbursement of state parks and recreation
commission .......................................... 327 7 1599

frequency of, condemning facilities...................... 327 6 1599
inspectors, employment of ............................... 327 5 1598

Operating defective facilities, penalty........................ 327 4 1598
Review of orders ........................................... 327 10 1600
Safe facilities required...................................... 327 1 1597

REDISTRICTING:

Congressional redistricting.................................. 288 1-3 1378

REFORESTATION (see FORESTS AND FOREST PRODUCTS)

REFORMATORY:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Institutions,
department of)

Chaplain, appointment for ................................... 33 1 358
Institutional placement of incorrigible juvenile delinquents in 251 2 1157
Leaves of absence for inmates authorized, rules and regula-

tions concerning......................................... 40 1-2 378
Mentally ill or psychopathic children in juvenile correctional

institutions, transfer to state hospital, procedure .......... 145 1 730
Persons to be received at................................... 251 1 1157
Prisoners.

transfer of prisoners convicted of a felony, contracts
with other institutions................................ 47 1-4 403

transfer of prisoners to correctional institution for male
prisoners ............................................ 214 15 996

untried indictments, informations, or complaints against.
final disposition of provided for ....................... 56 1-4 438

Western interstate compact on corrections.................... 287 1-7 1368

REGIONAL LIBRARY DISTRICTS:

Board of trustees, membership, appointment, vacancies, re-
moval ................................................... 133 2 678

REGIONAL PLANNING (see COUNTY AND REGIONAL PLAN-
NING)

REGISTRATION:
Livestock brands (see LIVESTOCK)
Motor vehicles (see MOTOR VEHICLES)
Securities (see SECURITIES ACT)

REHABILITATION OF ALCOHOLICS (see HEALTH, DEPART-
MENT OF, subtitle Alcoholism, program for rehabilita-
tion)

REPORTING PERIOD:

Change of for tax purposes................................. 197 1-28 869
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RESIDENTIAL STATE SCHOOLS.
RESIDENTIAL STATE SCHOOLS (see LAICELAND VILLAGE;

also RAINIER STATE SCHOOL)

RESTAURANTS: Cht. Sec. Page

Employees' liens, enforcement of, cost........................ 173 1 801
Refusing service to blind persons because accompanied by

guide dog prohibited ..................................... 48 1 405

RETIREMENT (see PENSIONS)

REVENUE (see TAXATION)

RHODODENDRON:

State flower ................................................ 29 1 353

ROADS (see HIGHWAYS; CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle
Streets; also COUNTIES, subtitle Roads)

RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES:

Trust instrument in violation of, periods during which pro-
visions not invalid, distribution and vesting of assets... 146 1-3 732

RULES AND REGULATIONS (see ADMINISTRATIVE PRO-
CEDURES)

RURAL COUNTY LIBRARY DISTRICTS:

Board of trustees, membership, appointment, vacancies, re-
moval................................................... 133 2 678

S
SABBATICAL LEAVES:

Faculty of institutions of higher learning.................... 155 1 751

SAFETY COUNCIL, WASHINGTON STATE:

Assigned to state patrol for administration.................... 313 1 1510

SAILORS (see VETERANS)

SALARIES:

County officers and employees, semimonthly pay plans, draw
days..................................................... 300 1 1444

State elected officials ....................................... 316 1 1512

SALES TAX (see TAXATION, aubtitle Retail sales excise tax)

SALMON (see FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH)

SANITARIANS:
Registration of, examining board created, members, duties,

compensation, applicants, qualifications, fees, revocation
or suspension of licenses, hearing........................ 200 1-7 886

SANITARIUMS:

Institutions for mentally ill or alcoholic persons, fire pro-
tection .................................................. 224 1 1043

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS:

Branch office or new association, regulations................. 280 7, 8 1309
Compliance required, violations, penalty..................... 280 1 1303
Credit applications, unfair practice to require designation of

race, etc., upon......................................... 68 1 460
Development credit corporations, membership in, loans to 213 3. 6. 7 987
Gifts, uniform gifts to minors act ............................ 202 1-10 921
Investments,

promissory notes, pledge required........................ 280 7 1309
real estate, restrictions.................................. 280 6 1308
stock, notes, bonds, etc................................. 280 3 1306
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SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS.

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS--CoNuEn: Cht. Sec. Page
Joint tenancy in accounts................................... 280 5 1307
Loans under one thousand dollars (see SMALL LOAN

COMPANIES)
Minors, uniform gifts to minors act .......................... 202 1-10 921
Mortgage loans, appraisals.................................. 280 4 1306
Port district tunnel or bridge acquisition, revenue bonds legal

investment for ........................................... 236 15 1103
Public utility districts, revenue obligations of as legal invest-

ments for............................................... 218 13 1029
Reserve required............................................ 280 2 1304
Writs of garnishment, service upon .......................... 267 1 1252

SAWMILLS (see LABOR AND INDUSTRIES)

SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS:

Apportionment of state funds for support of,
appropriation of legislature for required.................. 276 1 1287
current state school fund in general fund, amounts ... 276 3 1288

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)

Attendance credit allowed by superintendent of public in-
struction where nonattendance, when..................... 148 1, 2 735

Barbering schools and colleges (see BARBERING, subtitle
Schools and colleges)

Cigarette excise tax, additional tax for school building con-
struction................................................. 271 1 1273

Construction of school houses and cottages, purchase of real
property, removal of buildings or change of site, vote
required ................................................ 169 1 , 2 791

County board of education,
members, election procedure, vacancies, terms .......... 216 9 1008
powers and duties....................................... 216 10 1009
vacancy in county superintendent of schools, candidates

recommended by.................................... 216 4 1000

County superintendent of schools,
abolishment of office authorized ......................... 216 8 1007
administrative program coordination, duties .............. 130 1-6 667
allocations to by county commissioners................... 216 25 1013
election of, procedure, term of office...................... 216 1, 2 999
elections, nonpartisan primary provided for where more

than two candidates................................. 247 1 1132
eligibility to office....................................... 216 5 1001
powers and duties....................................... 216 7 1002
proof of qualifications, filing of .......................... 216 6 1001
vacancies in office of.................................... 216 4 1000

Hairdressing and beauty culture, school and shop location
in same place prohibited................................ 324 7 1583

Handicapped children,
providing facilities for by school districts severally and

jointly authorized................................... 122 1 646
residual schools for, cooperation between school districts 122 1 648

High schools,
high school facilities defined ............................. 262 2 1218
participation of nonhigh school districts in financing high

school facilities, procedure ........................... 262 1-8 1217

Insurance, providing of liability, life, health and accident in-
surance for officers, students and employees authorized 187 1 846

Joint committee on education of state legislature (see
LEGISLATURE)

Libraries, board of trustees, membership, appointment, va-
cancies, removal ......................................... 133 2 678
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SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS.

SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS-CoNTssrUrn:
Nonhigh school districts,

participation in financing high school facilities,
annexation upon nonapproval of participation, pro- Cit. Sec. Page

cedure .......................................... 262 7, 8 1221
bond issue proposal.................................. 262 6 1220
excess tax levy proposals ............................ 262 6 1220
hearings, notice........ ............................. 262 4 1219
high school facilities defined.......................... 262 2 1218
requests, plan, costs, site ............................. 262 1 1217
submission of plan to state hoard..................... 262 5 1220

Parental school facilities, lease of to state parks and recre-
ation commission authorized ............................. 215 1 997

Real estate transaction tax, deficiency, made up from state
general fund.............................................*6 1 1677

RCW corrections ............................................. 15 1 45
Threatening or communicating threat to bomb or injure

school building, penalty ................................. 141 1-3 719
School advisory council, created, members, expenditures,

purpose ................................................. 299 13-17 1442
School districts,

appropsiation for, apportionment of, eligibility .......... 318 1 1517
blind, purchase of products or services of, authorized ... 100 2 561
consolidation,

boundaries .......................................... 216 28 1015
budgets, allocations................................. 216 26 1014
comprehensive plan................................. 216 29 1015
county superintendent of consolidated districts, elec-

tion of .......................................... 216 29 1015
contracting indebtedness in excess of budget ............ 216 21 1012
county committee on school district reorganization, pow-

ers and duties....................................... 268 1,* 2 1253
directors, board of,

appointment of where not required number .......... 268 8 1263
commencement of terms of office .................... 86 1 523
contracting indebtedness in excess of budget, per-

sonal liability.................................... 216 21 1012
districts divided into directors' districts, terms, de-

termining of by lot .............................. 268 11 1265
new districts ......................................... 268 6, 7 1261
terms of directors................................... 268 10,12, 13 1268

directors in second and third class districts, construction
of school houses and cottages, purchase of real prop-
erty, removal of buildings or change of site, vote re-
quired............................................... 169 1, 2 791

dividing of into directors' districts.
directors............................................. 268 9 1264
proposition for ....................................... 268 3, 4 1259

elections,
county superintendent of schools, election of, pro-

cedure, terms of office ........................... 216 1, 2 998
nonpartisan primaries in school districts embracing

city over one hundred thousand population, dec-
larations of candidacy, ballot form, date of elec-
tion, costs, positions on general election ballot.. 247 1-7 1132

indebtedness, limitation upon ........................... 227 1 1067
investment of industrial insurance funds and bonds of.. 244 1 1127
joint school district reorganization, submission of pro-

posal to superintendent of public instruction, com-
mittee on ........................................... 268 5 1260

new districts, directors of ............................... 288 6, 7 1281

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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SECRETARY OF STATE.

SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS-CONTINUED:
School districts,

parental school facilities, lease of to state parks and rec- Chi. Sec. Page
reation commission authorized........................ 215 1 997

property taxes, levy of required for eligibility for ap-
portionment.......................................... 318 1 1517

school building construction, bond issue for, qualifica-
tions for allotments, allotment schedule, excise tax
to retire bonds continued, emergency allotments,
economy in construction, etc.......................... *8 1-15 1685

second and third class,
budgets.............................................. 216 12, 18 1010
emergency situations................................. 216 20 1012

second class, construction of school houses and cottages,
purchase of real property, removal of buildings or
change of site, vote required.......................... 169 1 791

sick leaves of absence provided for....................... 195 1 864
third class, construction of school houses and cottages,

purchase of real property, removal of buildings or
change of site, vote required ......................... 169 2 791

transfer of territory, election, when required ............ 268 14 1266
union high schuol districts, proposal for change in or-

ganization and extent of ............................. 268 1 1253
Sick leaves of absence provided for ......................... 195 1 864
State granted lands, lease of for public school purposes,

duration................................................. 257 5 1182
State school equalization fund,

excess in transferred to general fund, warrants drawn
upon now paid from general fund.................... 264 1 1233

real estate transaction tax, deficiency, made up from
state general fund ..................................... *6 1 1677

Student enrollment forecasts, maintained by state census
board.................................................... 171 1 799

Teachers' retirement system (see PENSIONS, subtitle
Teachers' retirement system)

Traffic schools, establishment of, control and supervision
over, financing, purpose, attendance by traffic violators
as part of sentence, penalty ............................. 182 1-6 829

Vocational rehabilitation (see VOCATIONAL REHABILITA-
TION)

Warrants, nontransferable .................................. 216 23 1013

SEA FOOD (see FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH)

SEATTLE, CITY OF:
Armory site, conveyance of to city of Seattle authorized .... 181 1-3 828
Beds and shores of Duwamish and Green rivers granted to.. 158 1 754

SECRETARY OF STATE:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)

Candidates' pamphlets,
expense, nominees to pay cost to secretary of state ... 329 23 1626
mailed by secretary of state to voters, contents-----------'129 19 1624
rejection of nominees' statement, appeal ................ 329 21 1625
rules and regulations promulgated by secretary of state

concerning........................................... 329 25 1626
Chattel mortgage, filing of, fee ............................... 263 11 1230
Contract of conditional sale of personal property, release or

satisfaction of, filing fee ................................. 263 12 1231
Fees for official services, schedule of........................ 263 5 1226
Filing fees,

cooperative associations................................. 263 2 1224

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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SECRETARY OF STATE.

SECRETARY OF STATE-CONTNUEDa:
Filing fees,

domestic corporations .... .............................
nonprofit, nonstock corporations .......................

Massachusetts trusts authorized ............................
Nonresident motor vehicle operators, service of summons

and process.............................................
Salary .....................................................
Voters' pamphlets.

cost of printing of......................................
printing of voters, pamphlets required, contents, specifi-

cations, table of contents, index and order......
rules and regulations promulgated by secretary of state

concerning..........................................

SECURITIES:
Gifts to minors, uniform act...............................

SECURITIES ACT:
Administration of act ......................................
Advisory committee .......................................
Brokers-dealers, salesmen and investment advisors, registra-

tion of..............................
Civil liabilities.............................................
Criminal liabilities.........................................
Definitions..................................................
Exemption, proof of ......................................
Fees........................................................
Fraudulent and other prohibitive practices ................
Injunctions.................................................
Investigations ..............................................
Judicial review of orders...................................
Misleading filings..........................................
Registration of securities,

coordination, registration by ...........................
denial, suspension and revocation of..................
exempt securities ......................................
exempt transactions ...................................
general provisions regarding ...........................
notification, registration by ............................
qualification, registration by ...........................
required................................................

Service of process, consent to .............................
Short title.................................................
Unlawful representation ...................................

SEEDS:
Definitions, "tlreated" defined...............................
Labeling required, labeling if "treated ......................
Quality required...........................................
Seed liens for growing crops ..............................

SENATE (see LEGISLATURE)

SERVICE OF.PROCESS (see PROCESS)

Cht. Sec. Page
263 1 1224
263 3 1225
220 1-4 1033

121 1 644
316 1 1512

329 13 1624

329 10-12 1622

329 7 1621

202 1-10

282
282

282
282
282
282
282
282
282
282
282
282
282

282
282
282
282
282
282
282
282
282
282
282

222
222
222
226

SEWERAGE:

County and regional planning, comprehensive plan may in-
clude sewerage facilities................................. 201

SEWERAGE IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS:

Creation of by resolution, cost of maintenance and repair
of improvement ........................................ 209

[ 1918 3
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1349
1339
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1037
1039
1041
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SKI LIFTS AND) TOWS.

SEWERAGE SYSTEMS (see CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Mu-
nicipal utilities)

SEWER DISTRICTS:

Additions and betterments to comprehensive plan, incurring Cht. Sec. Page
indebtedness and issuing revenue bonds for .............. 103 6 571

Assessments, county treasurer to make...................... 142 2 722
Commissioners, membership, officers, compensation, pro-

ceedings................................................. 103 4 569
Comprehensive plan required, approval of cities and towns

if affected............................................... 103 2 568
Contracts authorized ......................................... 103 3 569
Elections, proposition for issuance of revenue bonds sub-

mitted at................................................ 103 5 570
Funds,

accumulated moneys in funds, investments authorized 103 15 577
loans from funds authorized ............................. 103 16 578
maintenance or general fund ............................. 103 13 576
special fund for retirement of revenue bonds ............ 103 9 572
surplus in maintenance or general funds, authorized uses 103 14 577

Indebtedness, limitations upon .............................. 227 1 1067
Powers and duties, eminent domain, acquisition and disposal

of property, charges, etc................................ 103 1 566
Rates and charges .......................................... 103 11 574
Refunding general obigation bonds, issuance of .............. 103 12 575
Refunding revenue bonds, issuance of........................ 103 12 575
Revenue bonds,

increased costs, proposition need not be submitted to
voters................................................ 103 7 571

Issuance, form and terms, etc ............................ 103 8 572
retirement provisions ................................... 103 10 573
special fund for retirement of ........................... 103 9 572

Validation of prior debts, contracts, bonds, etc.............. 103 17 578
Water and sewer facilities, contracting with property own-

ers to provide authorized, reimbursement, subsequent
users, assessments, etc................................... 261 1-5 1214

SHEEP: (see also LIVESTOCK)

Grazing of on state lands prohibited ......................... 257 47 1208
Public livestock market act................................ 107 1-46 589

SHELLFISH (see FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH)

SHERIFFS (see COUNTY SHERIFF)

SHIPS:

Exemption of from ad valorem taxes ......................... 295 1, 2 1424

SHOPLIFTING:

Crime of shoplifting, penalty ................................ 229 1-4 1069

SHOPS, BEAUTY (see HAIRDRESSING AND BEAUTY CUL-
TURE)

SHORELANDS:
Lake Washington shorelands, reconveyance of certain shore-

lands by University of Washington to state for highway
purposes authorized, compensation........................ 164. 1, 2 771

Tidelands between Queets and Cape Flattery, lease of for ex-
traction of minerals authorized .......................... 168 1, 2 790

SKI LIFTS AND TOWS (see RECREATIONAL DEVICES AND
CONVEYANCES)

1919]



SLAUGHTERING AND SLAUGHTER HOUSES.

SLAUGHTERING AND SLAUGHTER HOUSES: Ch. Sec. Page
Humane livestock slaughtering act ........................... 101 1-7 562
Livestock brand inspection, entry authorized for, search

warrants................................................. 54 16-18 430
Meat inspection act, provisions of ............................ 204 1-54 932
Public livestock market act................................. 107 1-46 589

SLUM CLEARANCE:

Urban renewal, issuance of bonds for authorized ............. 79 1 496

SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES:

Purchase of stock in small business investment companies
by banks and trust companies authorized ................ 185 1, 2 844

SMALL LOAN COMPANIES:
Advance payments on loans, must permit.................... 212 6 980
Bond........................................................ 212 1, 2 972
Charges allowed on loans.................................... 212 5 975
Examinations by supervisor of banking required ............. 212 3 973
Insurance restrictions ...................................... 212 11 983
Interest, discounts, etc., restrictions......................... 212 7, 9 982
License required, form, fee, qualifications for ............... 212 1-12 972
Maturity date on loans...................................... 212 10 983
Mortgages and other collateral, release of upon payment in

full required............................................ 212 6 980
Precomputation of charges, adjustments...................... 212 5 975
Statements and receipts to borrowers required .............. 212 6 980
Violations of act ............................................ 212 4 974

SNUFF (see TAXATION, subtitle Tobacco products excise tax)

SOCIAL SECURITY (see PUBLIC ASSISTANCE)

SOLDIERS (see VETERANS)

SOLDIERS' HOME AND COLONY:
Admission to membership in colony extended to wives of

members ................................................ 235 1 1090
Appropriation ............................................... *12 1 1717
Burial of deceased members and husbands and wives of

members provided for................................... 120 1 643

SONG:

Official state song .......................................... 281 1 1310

SOUTHWEST WASHINGTON FAIR:

Acquisition and disposal of property authorized, management 34 2, 3 360
Commission, composition of .................................. 34 1 359

SPORTS:

RCW corrections ............................................ 22 1 75

STATE ASSOCIATION OF ELECTED COUNTY OFFICIALS (see
WASHINGTON STATE ASSOCIATION OF ELECTED
COUNTY OFFICIALS)

STATE AUDITOR:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)

Budget and accounting act, provisions concerning,
powers and duties defined ................................ 328 16 1609
transfer of certain powers and duties of................. 328 21 1615

Construction of buildings for state agencies, bonds signed by 255 4 1169

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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STATE EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM.

STATE AUDITOR-CoNnwEU:

Hospital and medical facility construction fund, ex officio Cht. Sec. Page
auditor of............................................... 252 11 1164

Port district tunnel or bridge acquisition or construction,
bonds for registered with ................................ 236 14 1103

Public utility districts, registration and examination of reve-
nue obligations, by .................................... 218 8 1026

Salary....................................................... 316 1 1512
Tuberculosis prevention and control, warrant issues for ... 117 2 638
Veterans' bonus, time limit for processing of applications

extended, appropriation................................. 147 1, 2 734

STATE BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Attendance credit for pupils where nonattendance, when,

rules and regulations.................................... 148 1, 2 735
County superintendent budgets, allocations, etc., duties..216 27 1014
School building construction bond issue, duties concerning

allotments and allocations of school districts and junior
high school districts, economies in construction, etc.... *8 1-15 1685

Vocational rehabilitation division, assistance to public or
private agencies for rehabilitation of handicapped author-
ized, grants............................................. 307 1 1467

STATE BOARD OP EDUCATION:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)

STATE BOARD OF PRISON TERMS AND PAROLES (see
BOARD OF PRISON TERMS AND PAROLES)

STATE BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING ACT (see BUDGET AND
ACCOUNTING ACT)

STATE CAPITOL:

Approach road, appropriation ............................... 326 14 1596
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Capitol

buildings)
Construction of buildings for state agencies (see GENERAL

ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Con-
struction of buildings for state agencies)

State capitol buildings, powers and duties of division of
engineering and architecture of department of general
administration as to...................................... 301 4 1448

STATE CAPITOL COMMITTEE:

Approach road to state capitol, agreement by ................ 326 14 1596
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Construction of buildings for state agencies, approval by ... 255 2 1168

STATE CENSUS BOARD:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Student enrollment forecasts, reports to governor and legis-

lative budget committee required........................ 171 1 799

STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON (see COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES, subtitle Washington state university)

STATE EMPLOYEES (see PUBLIC EMPLOYEES)

STATE EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM:

Agreements for interchange of federal and state, including
political subdivision employees authorized, retirement
systems not affected..................................... 102 3 564

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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STATE EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM.

STATE EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM-CoaNwiun:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Investment of funds in loans guaranteed under Bankhead- Chi. Sec. Page

Jones farm tenant act ................................... 91 2 537

STATE FINANCE COMMITTEE:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Construction of buildings for state agencies, issuance and

sale of bonds, under supervision and control of .......... 255 4 1169
Investment of funds in loans guaranteed under Bankhead-

Jones farm tenant act ................................... 91 3 537
Investment of moneys in the scientific school permanent fund

and agricultural college permanent fund and the state
university permanent fund in regents' revenue bonds
authorized............................................... 150 1 738

School building construction bond issue, duties as to........, *8 1-15 1685
State building construction act, bond issue, powers and

duties concerning ....... ,..........,..,..........,... *9 1-5 1696

STATE FIRE MARSHAL:
Institutions for mentally ill or alcoholics, duties concerning

fire protection for....................................... 224 1 1043

STATE FLOWER:

Designation of .............................................. 29 1 353

STATE FUNDS (see PUBLIC FUNDS)

STATE GAME COMMISSION (see GAME AND GAME FISH)

STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION (see HIGHWAYS)

STATE LANDS (see PUBLIC LANDS)

STATE LANDS COMMISSIONER (see PUBLIC LANDS)

STATE OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES: (see also PUBLIC EM-
PLOYEES)

Code of ethics ............................................. 320 1-7 1555

STATE PARKS (see PARKS AND RECREATION)

STATE PATROL (see WASHINGTON STATE PATROL)

STATE PENITENTIARY (see PENITENTIARY)

STATE PERSONNEL BOARD:
Appointment of, term, per diem ............................ 127 1, 2 663
Chaplains, compensation for approved by ............. ,.... 33 1 358
Correctional institution for male persons, jurisdiction over

personnel of ............................................ 214 6 993
Institutions and board of prison terms and parole employees,

under jurisdiction of, appointments, standards, classifica-
tion and examinations, hearings, duties concerning..293 1-7 1408

STATE REFORMATORY (see REFORMATORY)

STATE SCHOOL EQUALIZATION FUND:
Excess in transferred to general fund, warrants on not pre-

sented for payment to be paid from general fund .. ,.... 264 1 1232

STATE SONG:
Designation of.............................................. 281 1 1310

STATE TAX COMMISSION (see TAXATION)

* Denotes Extraordinary Session,
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SUBSISTENCE.

STATE TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM (see WASHING-
TON STATE TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM)

STATE TREASURER: Cht.
Appropriation............................................... *12
Budget and accounting act, provisions concerning,

powers and duties defined............................... 328
transfer of certain powers and duties to.................. 328

Salary ...................................................... 316
School building construction bond issue, duties concerning *8

STATE-WIDE CITY EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM:

Prior service credit, definitions................................ 70

STATUTE LAW COMMITTEE: (see also CODE REVISER)

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Budget and accounting act, deemed part of legislative branch

of state government for purposes of...................... 328
Legislature, recommendations to.............................. 95
Members of ................................................ 95
Revised code, examination of, submission of enactments

to legislature ............................................. 95
Terms of office of members, vacancies ....................... 95

STERILIZATION:

Wiping rag sterilization act.................................. 206

STEVENS PASS:
Tunnel, study authorized.................................... 319

STOCKS (see SECURITIES ACT)

STOCKYARDS:

Livestock brand inspection, entry authorized, search warrant 54
Public livestock market act................................. 107

STOP:
On red, then turn permitted, when ......................... 135

STORAGE WAREHOUSES (see WAREHOUSES AND WHARF-
INGERS)

STORES:

Retail store or outlet defined for business and occupation
tax purposes............................................ 232

Shoplifting, crime of, penalty ............................... 229

STREETS (see CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Streets)

STUDENTS (see COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; also
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS)

SUBPOENAS:
Administrative procedures act, issuance of subpoenas au-

thorized................................................. 234
Architects' licensing, hearing on revocation, issuance of

subpnenas authorized-----------------------------------.323
Conmnission merchants act hearings, issuance of subpoenas

authorized............................................... 139
Engineering and land surveying, board for registration of

engineers and land surveyors, issuance of subpoenas by 297
Meat inspection act, issuance of by director of agriculture. 204
Public livestock market act, investigations by director of

agriculture, subpoena power ............................. 107
Securities act investigations, issuance of.................... 282

SUBSISTENCE (see PER DIEM)

$Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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SUMMONS.

SUMMONS:
Service of summons and process on nonresident motor ye- Ch. Sec. Page

hicle operators .......................................... 121 1 644
Service of summons in justice courts by person other than

officer, endorsement of legal fees upon ................... 99 1 560
Service outside this state on residents or persons submitting

to jurisdiction within this state, acts submitting person
to state process jurisdiction enumerated, exceptions, costs 131 1, 2 669

SUNNYSIDE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE:

Conveyance of property to authorized........................ 180 1 827

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION (see PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION, SUPERINTENDENT OF)

SUPERIOR COURTS (see COURTS. subtitle Superior courts)

SUPREME COURT (see COURTS, subtitle Supreme court)

SURETY BONDS (see BONDS)

SURGEONS (see MEDICINE AND SURGERY)

SURVEYORS (see ENGINEERS AND LAND SURVEYORS)

SWINE (see LIVESTOCK)

SWITCH-BLADE KNIVES:

Blade opened by gravity or motion prohibited, penalty...143 1 725

T
TAVERNS:

Employees' lien, enforcement of. cost.... ................... 173 1 801

TAXATION:

Boats, exemption of from ad valorem taxes ................. 295 1, 2 1424
Business and occupation tax,

additional tax imposed ................................... *5 6 1668
administrative provisions invoked........................ 197 28 883
cigarette wholesalers ................................... 259 1 1212
cold storage warehouses, imposition of .................. *3 4 1646

*5 4 1667
definitions...............................................*03 1-3 1644

*5 1, 2 1664
exemptions.............................................. *5 7, 8 1669

197 13-26 879
extractors and processors, imposition of ................ *3 4 1646

1 *5 4 1667
highways and roads contractors, imposition of .... *3 4 1646

*5 4 1667
imposed on unenumerated persons and activities ......... *5 5 1668
lease of building by city or town exempted from ......... 80 9 499
manufacturers of sea food products, rate of tax ......... 211 1-3 970
publishers, imposition of..............................*3 4 1646

* 5 4 1667
reporting period changed ................................ 197 1, 14-26, 28 869
retail store or outlet defined ............................ 232 1 1078
returns, time for filing, monthly reporting .............. 197 1 869
wholesalers, imposition of................................ *5 3 1666

Cigarette excise tax.
rate, definitions ........................................ 270 2, 9 1289
school building construction, additional tax for .......... 271 1 1273
school building construction, pledge of to retire bonds. *8 3 1686
veterans' bonus, additional tax for....................... 272 2 1275

Death taxes, domicile for purposes of, definitions, arbitra-
tion procedure, reciprocity required ..................... 46 1-7 397

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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TAXATION.

TAXATION-CONTINUED:

Employment security employer 'contributions" defined as Ch.
meaning "taxes.. .................................... 266

Industrial insurance, premium payments by employer con-
strued to mean taxes................................... 308

Inheritance tax,
arbitration for purposes of determining domicile for pur-

poses of, procedure, reciprocity required ............. 46
nonpayment of, tolling of interest where nonpayment

due to litigation or arbitration....................... 296
Late payments, penalty.................................... 197
Liquor, temporary excise tax on............................. *5
Mechanical devices tax,

reporting period changed ................................. 197
returns, time for filing, monthly reporting .............. 197

Motor vehicle excise tax,
deferral of registration date and payment of ............. 11
imposed, rate increased .................................. *3

Motor vehicle fuel tax, refunds, urban transportation systems 298
Port districts, tunnel and toll facilities and revenue there-

from exempt from taxation ............................... 236
Property taxes,

assessments on real property to include easements of
record ............................................... 129

county road improvement districts, levy for authorized 134
delinquency foreclosure on real property made subject

to easements ........................................ 129
excess levies by mosquito control districts authorized .... 64
off-street parking, cities to pay moneys in lieu of real

property taxes equal to property condemned ........ 302
property tax levy for tuberculosis prevention and con-

trol, expenditure of unexpended balance authorized,
purposes, levy paid into county tuberculosis fund 117

ships and vessels exempted from ........................ 295
Public utility districts,

privilege tax,
definitions............................274
distribution to counties .............................. 274
imposed, rates...........................**........... 274
reports to tax commission required................... 274

deductions ................................................ *3
definitions ............................................. , *3
exemptions.........................................i..{ 197

imposed, rate ............................................ *3
reporting period changed ................................. 197
returns, time for filing, monthly reporting ............... 197

Real estate transaction tax,
deficiency, alter tax, made up to school districts from

state general fund................................... *
lease of building by city or town exempted from ........... 80
mining property, conditional sale or lease with option,

determination of consideration for tax purposes ... 208
Reporting periods changed................................... 197
Retail sales excise tax,

exemptions .............................................. *3
imposed, rate increased ................................... *3
installment sales and leases, collection of tax .............. *3
lease of building by city or town exempted from ........... 80
returns, time for filing, monthly reporting ............... 197
temporary tax on liquor ................................... *5
use of to retire state building construction bonds .... *

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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TAXATION.

TAXATION-Co~naiusD: Ch. Sec. Page

Retail store or outlet defined ................................. 232 1 1078
Ships, exemption of from ad valorem taxes................... 295 1, 2 1424
State tax commission,

appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
death taxes, arbitration for determining domicile for pur-

poses of, powers and duties concerning ................ 46 3-5 398
Massachusetts trusts, creation of, rules and regulations by 220 1-4 1033

Taxing districts, limitation on indebtedness.................... 227 1 1067
Tobacco products excise tax,

certificate of registration required ........................ *5 15 1674
definitions ............................................... *05 11 1671
exemptions .............................................. *5 13 1673
imposition, rate, reporting, when payable ................ *5 12 1673
invoices required ......................................... *5 17, 18 1675
out-of-state shipments, credit for.......................... *5 21 1676
purpose ................................................... *5 13 1673
records required .......................................... *5 16 1674
reporting, returns........................................*$5 20 1676
shipment and delivery records required .................... *05 19 1676

Use tax,
exemptions...............................................03 11 1652
imposed, rate increased ................................... *3 10 1651
installment sales and leases, collection of tax .............. *3 13 1655
reporting period changed................................ 197 6-9 873
returns, time for filing, monthly reporting ................. 197 6-9 873

Vessels, exemption from ad valorem taxes.................... 295 1, 2 1424

TAXING DISTRICTS:

Limitations on indebtedness................................. 227 1 1067

TEACHERS (see SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS; also
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES)

TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM (see WASHINGTON
STATE TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM)

TELEVISION:

Small loan companies, false or misleading advertising through
television prohibited ...................................... 212 4 974

TENT CATERPILLARS:

Eradication board abolished................................. 152 6 747

TEXTILES:

Authorized units of sale, marking, weights and measures act. 291 33 1400

THREATS:

Threatening or communicating threat to bomb or injure
building, common carrier, or dwelling, penalty .......... 141 1-3 719

TIDELANDS AND SHORELANDS:
Sale or lease of state tidelands and shorelands (see PUBLIC

LANDS, subtitle Sale or lease of state lands and valuable
materials)

Tidelands between Queets and Cape Flattery, lease of for
extraction of minerals authorized......................... 168 1, 2 790

Tidelands in Clark county, withdrawal from lease and sale,
exchange of............................................. 249 1. 2 1151

TIMBER (see FORESTS AND FOREST PRODUCTS: also
PUBLIC LANDS)

* Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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TRUCKS.

TOBACCO (see TAXATION, subtitle Tobacco products excise
tax)

TOLL BRIDGE AUTHORITY:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Ferry system,

Lummi Island to Orcas Island ferry, to be established
when bridge built between mainland and Lummi Ch. Sec. Page
Island................................................ 198 1 884

review of ferry tariffs, charges and operations, advisory
committees, change of tariff not to affect bonds ... 199 1-4 884

Lake Washington, second Lake Washington toll bridge, bond
issue, financing of, appropriation.......................... *11 1 1716

Naches tunnel, feasibility study and survey of, financing plan,
design, appropriation .................................... 292 1-7 1405

Port district acquisition and construction of toll bridges (see
PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Tunnels and bridges)

Toll bridge on lower Columbia river, agreement for construc-
tion of authorized if study concludes feasible, terms of
agreement, revenue bonds, tolls, etc....................... 144 1_-S 726

Toil facilities, contributions of counties, cities and political
subdivisions authorized, agreements to repay .............. 162 1 762

TOLL BRIDGES (see TOLL BRIDGE AUTHORITY; also PORT
DISTRICTS, subtitle Tunnels and bridges)

TOLL TUNNELS (see PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Tunnels and
bridges)

TORTS:

Committed within this state, submits person to state process
jurisdiction, costs ......................................... 121 2 669

Trustees, liability as to...................................... 124 10 655

TOWNS (see CITIES AND TOWNS)

TOWNSHIPS:

Indebtedness, limitations upon ................................ 227 1 1067
RCW corrections ............................................. 16 1-5 46

TRAINS (see RAILROADS)

TRAFFIC (see MOTOR VEHICLES)

TRAFFIC SCHOOLS:
Establishment of, control and supervision over, financing,

purpose, attendance by traffic violators as part of sen-
tence, penalty........................................... 182 1-6 829

TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES (see PUBLIC SERVICE COM-
MISSION, subtitle Transportation companies)

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS:
.Urban, use fuel tax refunds, restrictions...................... 298 1, 2 1437

TRAVEL EXPENSE (see PER DIEM)

TREASURER, COUNTY (see COUNTY TREASURER)

TREASURER, STATE (see STATE TREASURER)

TRUCKS (see MOTOR VEHICLES)

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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TRUST COMPANIES.

TRUST COMPANIES: Cht. Sec. Page

Articles of incorporation..................................... 118 1 640
Definitions, savings accounts, passbooks or ledger records . 106 1, 2, 5 584
Depositors, revocations or stop-payment orders, confirma-

tion required............................................ 106 4 588
Development credit corporations, membership in, loans to 213 3, 6. 7 987
Gifts, uniform gifts to minors act ............................ 202 1-10 921
Loans to employees and directors, authorization of, reports

to supervisor of banking, loan defined.................... 165 1 773
Massachusetts trusts authorized .............................. 220 1-4 1033
Minors, uniform gifts to minors act ......................... 202 1-10 921
Officers and employees, restrictions, profit sharing retirement

plans not restricted...................................... 106 3 587
Port district tunnel or bridge acquisition, revenue bonds legal

investment for trust companies ........................... 236 15 1104
Public utility district revenue obligations, as legal invest-

ments for, exception from ............................... 218 13 1029
Small business investment companies, purchase of stock of

for investment purposes authorized........................ 185 1 844

TRUSTS:
Actions on contracts or torts against trustees, liabilities . 124 10 655
Co-trustees.................................................. 124 3 651
Devise or bequest by will to a trustee of an amendable or

revocable trust ......................................... 116 1 636
Liability of trustees ......................................... 124 9 654
Massachusetts trusts authorized, procedure for creation of 220 1-4 1033
Port district revenue bonds and notes issued for tunnel or

bridge construction or acquisition, securing of by trust
agreement............................................... 236 4 1095

Powers and duties of trustees ................................. 124 7 653
Resignation of trustee ....................................... 124 4 652
Successor trustee, petition for, court hearing, appointment,

power................................................... 124 5, 6 652
Trust instrument in violation of rule against perpetuities,

periods during which provisions not invalid, distribution
and vesting of assets.................................... 146 1-3 732

TUBERCULOSIS:

Bovine animals, testing for, bond requirement for veterinar-
ians eliminated.......................................... 161 1 759

Property tax levy for, expenditure of unexpended balance
authorized, purposes, levy paid into tuberculosis fund .... 117 1, 3, 4 637

State aid moneys for, how paid, basis.......................... 117 2 638
Surplus in county tuberculosis fund, expenditure for general

purposes authorized ...................................... 117 4 639

TUITION:

University of Washington student fees......................... 186 1 845

TUNNELS (see also PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Tunnels and
bridges)

Naches tunnel, feasibility study and survey of, financing plan,
design, appropriation ..................................... 292 1-7 1405

Stevens Pass trans-Cascade tunnel, study of authorized ... 319 20 1531

TWINE:

Authorized units of sale, marking, weights and measures act 291 33 1400

U
UNCLAIMED PERSONAL PROPERTY:

Unclaimed personal property in possession of city or town,
notice and sale, disposition of proceeds.................. 289 2 3 1 381
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VIETERANS.

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION (see EMPLOYMENT
SECURITY)

UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES:
Agreements for purposes of destroying competition unen- Cit. Sec. Page

forceable................................................ 246 1 1130

UNIFORM LAWS:

Securities act (see SECURITIES ACT)
Uniform gifts to minors act.................................. 202 1-10 921
Uniform narcotic drug act, RCW corrections ................. 27 197
Uniform photographic copies of business and public records

as evidence act, admission of, destruction of original..125 1 658

UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICTS (see SCHOOLS AND
SCHOOL DISTRICTS)

UNIONS, CREDIT (see CREDIT UNIONS)

UNIONS, LABOR:

Development credit corporations, membership in. loans to.. 213 3, 6. 7 987
Minimum wage and hour act, not to interfere with collec-

tive bargaining.......................................... 294 11 1422

UNITED STATES (see FEDERAL)

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON (see COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES, subtitle University of Washington)

URBAN RENEWAL:

County and regional planning, renewal or redevelopment as
part of comprehensive plan ............................... 201 35 902

Issuance of general obligation bonds by municipalities author-
ized, for .................................................. 79 1 496

URBAN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS:

Use fuel tax refunds, restrictions ............................. 298 1, 2 1437

USE TAX (see TAXATION, subtitle Use tax)

UTILITIES (see PUBLIC UTILITIES)

V
VEGETABLE SEEDS (see AGRICULTURE, subtitle Seeds)

VEHICLES (see MOTOR VEHICLES)

VESSELS:
Exemption of from ad valorem taxes ......................... 295 1,* 2 1424
Fishing (see FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH)

VETERANS:
Admission to membership in the colony of the state soldiers

home extended to wives of members...................... 235 1 1090
Bonus, time limit for making application for extended, ap-

propriation.............................................. 147 1 , 2 734
Cigarette excise tax, additional tax for payment of veterans'

bonus ................................................... 272 2 1275
Hunting and fishing license not required for veterans over

sixty-five who are disabled ............................... 245 2 1129
Veterans' home, burial of deceased members.................. 120 1 643
Veterans loan division of department of general administra-

tion abolished ............................................ 301 6 1445
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VETERINARIANS.

VETERINARIANS:

Board of governors, Cht. Sec. Page
defined .................................................. 92 2 539
duties.................................................... 92 4. 6 540
members ................................................ 92 3 540
officers................................................... 92 3 540
per diem ................................................ 92 5 541
terms of office........................................... 92 3 540

Examinations.
conducted by board of governors.......................... 92 4 540
reexamination ........................................... 92 8 542
when held, subjects covered............................... 92 7 541

Examining committee,
defined .................................................. 92 2 539
members ................................................ 92 3 540

Exemptions.................................................. 92 13 545
Fees......................................................... 92 12 544
Licenses,

reciprocity ............................................... 92 10 542
revocation or suspension of, procedure .................... 92 6, 11 541
temporary certificate..................................... 92 9 542

Meat inspection act, provisions of----------------------------..204 1-54 932
Practice of,

how determined......................................... 92 1 538
without license, injunction................................ 92 14 545

Washington state veterinary medical association, representa-
tive of a member of meat inspection advisory board..204 8 937

VITAL STATISTICS:

Handicapped children, registry for, duties concerning ......... 177 1-6 811

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION:

State board of vocational education, division of vocational re-
habilitation, assistance to public or private agencies for
rehabilitation of handicapped, grants, length of time
state funds may be given................................ 307 1 1467

VOLUNTEER FIREMEN'S RELIEF AN)) PENSIONS (see FIRE-
MEN'S RELIEF AND PENSIONS)

VOTERS (see ELECTIONS)

VOTERS' PAMPHLETS (see ELECTIONS, subtitle Voters'
pamphlets)

w
WAGES (see MINIMUM WAGE AND HOUR ACT)

WAREHOUSEMEN AND WHARFINGERS:

Business and occupation tax on cold storage warehouses, 3
imposition of............................................* 5

Storage warehousemen, definitions ........................... 248

WARRANT:
Crime of shoplifting, arrest without warrant authorized ... 229

WASHINGTON MY HOME:
Designated as state song..................................... 281

WASHINGTON SOLDIERS' HOME (see SOLDIERS' HOME
AND COLONY)

4
4
4

1646
1667
1137

2 1070

1 1310

*Denotes Extraordinary Session.
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WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY.

WASHINGTON STATE ASSOCIATION OF ELECTED COUNTY
OFFICIALS:

Administrative program coordination authorized, reports, ex-
penses, reimbursements, Washington state association of Cit
elected county officials as coordinating agency ............ 130

WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE (see also COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES, subtitle Washington State University)

Name changed to Washington State University ................ '77

WASHINGTON STATE EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM
(see STATE EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM)

WASHINGTON STATE GRANGE:

Uae of name "Grange" restricted ............................. 207

WASHINGTON STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION (see HIGH-
WAYS)

WASHINGTON STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY:

Appropriation ............................................... *12
RCW corrections ............................................. 13

WASHINGTON STATE MEAT PACKERS ASSOCIATION:

Representative of a member of the meat inspection advisory
board.................................................... 204

WASHINGTON STATE PATROL:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)

Promotional examinations................................... 115
Retirement system, reenactment of provisions relating to 8
Sunnyside chamber of commerce, certification of payment

made by for tract of property ........................... 180
Washington state safety council assigned to for purposes of

administration and supervision ........................... 313

WASHINGTON STATE PENITENTIARY (see PENITENTIARY)

WASHINGTON STATE REFORMATORY (see REFORMATORY)

WASHINGTON STATE SAFETY COUNCIL:

Assigned to Washington state patrol for administration..313

WASHINGTON STATE TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM:
Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Teachers'

retirement system)

Colleges of education faculty members, withdrawal from
state teachers' retirement system with accumulated con-
tributions and interest authorized........................ 96

Disability allowance,
permanent, election, payment of unpaid balance to estate. 37
temporary, amount of, minimum periods .................. 37

Investment of funds in farm ownership and soil and water
conservation loans guaranteed under Bankhead-Jones
farm tenant act.......................................... 91

Reenactment of certain provisions relating to................. 7
Retired teacher reentering service on temporary basis ......... 37

WASHINGTON STATE TOLL BRIDGE AUTHORITY (see TOLL
BRIDGE AUTHORITY)

WASH-INGTON STATE UNIVERSITY (see COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES)

* Denotes Extraordinary Session.
[ 1931 1
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WASHINGTON UNIFORM GIFTS TO MINORS ACT.

WASHINGTON UNIFORM GIFTS TO MINORS ACT: Cht. Sec. Page

Provisions of................................................ 202 1-10 921

WASHINGTON VETERANS' HOME (see VETERANS)

WATER DISTRICTS:

Board of water commissioners, officers, compensation, pro-
cedure................................................... 108 5 611

Acquisition and disposal of property ......................... 108 1 608
Contracts.................................................... 108 4 611
Elections,

commissioners ........................................... 108 5 611
general comprehensive plan proposition submitted at..108 6 612
revenue bonds proposition submitted at................... 108 8 614

Eminent domain, by......................................... 108 1 608
Funds, maintenance or general fund, surplus, uses, invest-

ments, loans............................................ 108 14-17 621
General comprehensive plan................................. 108 6 612

additions and betterments to ............................. 108 9 614
Indebtedness, limitations upon ............................... 22? 1 1067
Powers and duties generally................................ 108 1 608
Rates and charges,

enforcement of, lien on property served, foreclosure .. 108 2, 3 610
fixing of, amounts....................................... 108 11 616

RCW corrections ............................................. 18 1-16 55
Refunding revenue bonds.................................... 108 13 620
Revenue bonds,

additional bonds to defray increased costs ................ 108 10 615
issuance and retirement of, terms. etc..................... 108 11 616
payment of, covenant to guarantee, procedure ............ 108 12 619
propositions for issuance of, submission to voters ......... 108 8, 9 614

Segregation of assessments, county treasurer to collect and
receive payments ....................................... 142 2 722

Validation of debts, contracts, etc ............................ 108 18 623
Water and sewer facilities, contracting with property owners

to provide authorized, reimbursements, subsequent users,
assessments, etc ......................................... 261 1-5 1214

WATER RESOURCES, SUPERVISOR OF:

Lakes, lowering of for weed control purposes, copy of pe-
tition for filed with...................................... 258 2 1209

WATER WORKS (see CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Municipal
utilities)

WEED DISTRICTS, INTERCOUNTY:

Definitions, creation, petition for formation of, hearing, elec-
tion of directors, powers and duties of directors, penalties 205 1-8 950

WEEDS:
Lakes, lowering of for control of weeds, provided for ........ 258 1-4 1209

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES:
Approval or rejection of.................................... 291 12 1393
Berries, authorized units of sale ............................. 291 34 1401
Butter, sale by weight only................................. 291 29 1399
City sealers, bond, powers and duties........................ 291 15-20 1394
Commodities, inspection of, off-sale determination .......... 291 10 1392
Definitions................................................... 291 1 1387
Enforcement procedure ....................................... 291 13 1393
Fish, sale by weight only.................................... 291 28 1398
Flour, authorized units of sale ............................... 291 31 1399
Fluid milk products. units of sale authorized................. 291 30 1399
Fruit, authorized units of sale ............................... 291 34 1401

[ 1932]



WORLD FAIR.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES-Coarmusa: Cht. Sec. Page
Fuel, authorized units of sale ................................. 291 32 1399
Investigation of complaints.................................. 291 9 1391
Liquid commodities, regulations as to.......................... 291 21 1396
Margarine, sale by weight only ............................... 291 29 1399
Meat, sale by weight only.................................. 291 28 1398
Milk, authorized units of sale................................ 291 30 1399
Oleomargarine, sale by weight only .......................... 291 29 1399
Packaged commodities ....................................... 291 22-25 1397
Rules and regulations concerning ............................. 291 6 1389
Sale by weight, misrepresentation as to....................... 291 26 1398
Standards of ................................................ 291 2 1388
State sealer, director of agriculture designated as ............ 291 5 1389
Stop-use or stop-removal orders .............................. 291 11 1392
Tests and inspections of...................................... 291 8 1391
Tests of standards used by city sealer......................... 291 7 1390
Textiles, authorized units of sale, marking................... 291 33 1400
Twine, authorized units of sale ............................... 291 33 1400
Violations concerning ........................................ 291 36-38 1402
Weight defined.............................................. 291 26 1398

WELFARE (see PUBLIC ASSISTANCE)

WESTERN INTERSTATE COMPACT ON CORRECTIONS:
Provisions of................................................ 287 1-7 1368

WESTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (see COL-
LEGES AND UNIVERSITIES)

WHATCOM COUNTY:

Construction of bridge from mainland to Lummi Island, ferry
service from Lummi Island to Orcas Island to be estab-
lished in event of........................................ 198 1 884

WHIDBEY ISLAND:

Park, state parks and recreation commission authorized to
develop park on Whidbey Island.......................... 63 2 449

WHOLESALERS:

Cigarette wholesalers, business and occupation tax, rates .... 259 1 1212

WIDOWS (see PENSIONS)

WILLS (see PROBATE)

WIPING RAGS:

Sterilization required, registration of business, application,
penalty.................................................. 206 1-8 957

WORK (see MINIMUM WAGE AND HOUR ACT)

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION (see INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE)

WORKSHOPS (see LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, subtitle Division
of safety)

WORLD FAIR:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS)
Century twenty-one exposition, to be known as ............... 109g 2 625
Commission,

legislative members serving on, per diem allowance..*10 1 1699
membership, meetings...................................109g 1 624

Property acquired or constructed for, disposal of by depart-
ment of commerce and economic development ........... 310 1 1496

ODenotes Extraordinary Session.
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WRESTLING.
WRESTLING (see BOXING AND WRESTLING)

WRITS:

Writ of garnishment, service upon bank or savings and loan Cht. Sec. Page
association, procedure................................... 267 1 1252

y
YAKIMA VALLEY SCHOOL:

Appropriations (see APPROPRIATIONS, subtitle Institutions,
department of)

Established .................................................. 31 1 355

z
ZONING:

County and regional planning (see COUNTY AND REGIONAL
PLANNING)

[ 1934]1


